Chronological Table of the Acquisitions of the British under Administration of Lord Clive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acquisitions</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twenty-four Pergamens</td>
<td>1757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masulipatnam</td>
<td>1760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burdwan, Mysore &amp; Chittagong</td>
<td>1762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal, Behar &amp; Jhargir of Madras</td>
<td>1765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Groves (Guntur excepted)</td>
<td>1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of W. Hastings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littody of Bombay</td>
<td>1775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Saliette</td>
<td>1776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guntur Groves</td>
<td>1777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Sir John Macpherson</td>
<td>1786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulo Pandang</td>
<td>1786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Lord Cornwallis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malabar, Dinagul, Salem, &amp; Extramadura</td>
<td>1791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Marquis Wellesley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiniteer, Caramo, Serene, &amp; Tenore</td>
<td>1797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronett</td>
<td>1798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coromman, Lower Dacca, Bareilly</td>
<td>1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patien, Benadacund</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battock &amp; Balasore</td>
<td>1803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi Territory</td>
<td>1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britin Gagert (from Tyrone)</td>
<td>1808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Marquis Hastings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vizianagaram &amp; part of Tanse</td>
<td>1815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanggar &amp; Ratnag</td>
<td>1817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battock, Amravati</td>
<td>1818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poona, Kononen, Mahooar &amp; Deen Illah</td>
<td>1819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouna, Darjeel &amp; Akkundivan</td>
<td>1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Lord Amhurst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seringapatam</td>
<td>1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malacca</td>
<td>1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auran, Arrawal, Fancy &amp;c.</td>
<td>1826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from map published 1842 as frontispiece to vol. IV of Thornton’s History of the British Empire of India.
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TRIGONOMETRICAL CONTROL

One of the great objects for instituting a general office of survey was that...a uniformity of result might be obtained, and a definite prospect (however distant) of accomplishing the survey...on satisfactory principles. ... The operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey must...be assumed as the undisputed ground of Indian Geography [194].

BLACKER. 22–12–23.

PROFESSIONAL HONESTY

It has been said...that when experienced observers, after taking all the pains and precautions in their power, find themselves embarrassed by discrepancies for which they cannot account, they are on the point of making some important discovery; at any rate...they may, by making a fair disclosure, enable others...to do so [175].

HODGSON. 1820.

It only remains to admonish the young surveyor to be distrustful of himself and of his instruments, and not too confident when he finds his operations agree with a surprising closeness, but to examine all, and when he finds his discrepancies not to conceal them, but patiently to investigate their cause, and repeat the work till he is satisfied. Young observers think they are always right, but not the more experienced [201].

HODGSON. 21–11–21.

ADMINISTRATION

I am an advocate for all these works, but let it be...on a regular system of subordination [329].

MACKENZIE. 12–9–18.

The parties once set in motion should persevere on one undeviating plan, without interruption by other employment or duty; by such a system alone the design and its expense may be finally terminated within a reasonable time [99].

MACKENZIE. 14–12–15.

SURVEYORS

It is a fixed principle with me that labour and meritorious exertions ought to be well paid. Work well and pay well [352].

MACKENZIE. 30–1–19.

You have now enjoyed a recess from active duty of six months, and it therefore becomes the more necessary that you should exert yourself to the utmost in accelerating the progress of the survey. Every surveyor is expected to be constantly employed in the duties of the survey exclusively, and during the favourable season to devote his every hour, and his every thought, to it, and to it alone [200].

PETER GRANT. 18–10–27.

INDIA

All things in India are undergoing a change, and the ideas of the inhabitants are gradually altering ever since I can recollect; it must needs be so in peaceable times of long duration, such as this country has not known before this out of mind [339].

EVEREST. 19–8–32.
ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA, VOL. I

Supplementary to lists on pp. vi and 305 of that volume, and pp. v to xiii of vol. II.

Page xvii between Reesen and Blinn insert

xx col. 1, above Land Revenue insert

xx South Kensington to be omitted. Anomaly in fl. 3rd line to read in roman Constable. London, 1921.

45 at end of note 4, insert: IO Cat. (540-78).
38 at end of note 1, insert: J. II, pl. 5.
63 at end of note 4, insert: Maps, IO Cat. (104).
79 note 6, after 1781, insert: XV (35-50); (xxxv, 87).
80 at end of note 6, insert: Bhuyan (97, 287).
81 at end of note 11, insert: Bhuyan (51-433).
82 at end of note 1, insert: murdered Jan. 1786; Bhuyan (433). at end of note 6, insert: Bhuyan (29); J. ASB. xii. 1846 (426).
102 at end of note 10, add: IO Cat. (151).
106 at end of note 4, add: survey in 8 sections, IO Cat. (125).
188 note 4, for writer read writer.
189 line 16, for you read you.
199 note 4, 201 ss. 1 and 3, for South Kensington read.
238 note 10, for dress read dress.
250 at end of note 1, insert: rival schemes discussed. J. ASB. m. 1843 (413-7).
285 at end of note 4, add: but in letter dated Surat 28-9-95. Reynolds refers to his "present" appt. of SG.
311 note 4, for identity read identity.
313 note 15, for to read.
324 under Davy, line 2, for 1784 read 1784-84, aged 39.
369 after home insert: M. Glove. Cath; heart bur.

ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA, VOL. II

Supplementary to list on p. xiii of Vol. II.

Page vii col. 2, against 219, lines 7 and 8, enter ref. against Mackinnon and Macpherson, to new notes reading Rev. Donald MacKinnon, DB., chp. Rev. M. MacKinnon. India, 1783-5, to Delhi and "Upper countries" to catalogue "Indostan manuscripts".

Line Col. Allan Macpherson (1740-1810), Ben. Inf., Hodson III (192); with Upton's mission to Poona 1775-7, [1, s. 1-3].

xi col. 2, delete 4th para William's "original writing" and substitute Portrait of Michael jnr. taken in Madras by John Smale before April 1765.

8th para, delete note pub. Geo Bell, [DNB].

xxiii A & C. Vol. II, p. 403, line 6, for Burne's read Burren.

332 in clisters, Mf. insert: line 4, Son of Wm. Davy, King's St.-aw-law.

337 under Goldingram, line 2, for d. 1849 read d.; Worcester, 7-4-49, aged 53.

338 col. 1 insert: new line 8, F.R.S.; Portrait by John Smart. 1800, (II, xii, 14, pl. 22).

under Hardwicke, line 2, for b. c. 1756 read bapt. 2-10-55.

cancel new line 4, Son of John Hardwicke of Darlaston, Staffs.

after botanist enter: F.R.S.; p. 1813; pl. 5; frar. 
line 5, after Hodson enter, II (87); IV (888 EE); Portrait presented to B.N. Phil Trans. 1826 (appx. p. 7).

345 under Kyd, line 5, for Capt. read Lieut.

line 6, for nephew read cousin.

line 12, after Hodson enter, II (413); III (760, 810). Portrait by John Smart [II, pl. 19].

352 under Mallock, line 2, before visited enter J. ASB. xii. 1845 (542); Under orders of Henry Vansittart, after 1764 insert: in an unsuccessful attempt to purchase diamonds [340]; line 3 delete.

359 under Morra, line 16, after 1799 (39, 39); insert: J. ASB. xii. 1843 (542-83).

373 under Paherld, insert: at end of line 6, add: Bhuyan (62).

377 at end of note 12, add: J. ASB. xii. 1843 (1014).

386 xii. 1844 (xii).

378 under Reynolds, col. 2, after line 3 insert Portrait by John Smart, 1810 (IV, pl. 22).

389 under Topping, after line 2, insert Portrait by John Smart, before April 1780 (IV, pl. 22).

394 under Watson, line 10, delete: 32nd Foot.

399 line 8 of col. 1, after Moahmartians insert ref. to new note to read a rebel community from E. of Dibrugarh; Bhuyan (82, 189, 254). note 2, for account read accounts and at end of note insert: Bhuyan (358-69).

Page xxvii above Gribble insert
Grey & European Adventures of Northern Garrett.

below Kaye insert
Kinnear A Geographical Memoir of the Per- Garland.

below Koinneur insert
Lancaster- Catalogue of the Collections in the Amne, 1813.

under Koinneur insert

against Mackinnon, line 1, for CH. read C.B.

xxviii col. 1, for Particulars read Particular, in two places.

against RAS(wn) for Notes read Notices.

xxviii col. 2, delete whole entry South Kensington.

above Sutairon insert

16 note 3 after 51 insert: (9), S. part of Sagar L., March 1810, drawn by C. G. Nicholls, ass. 1b.
ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA, VOL. II

Page
25 note 3, after (et seq.), insert 6 sheets, IO Cat. (171, 180).
35 2nd line of section GANGES-JUMMA Doh after 1810
36 note 3 for (38 et seq.) read (36-9).
37 at end of note 3 insert White's map of NW Frontier,

Page
41 16 m. to inch. MXX. 170 (41).
42 at end of note 6 add cf. MXX. 15 (36) r. 83 [inf].
43 note II, after (408) insert: Gery & Garrett (34-39).
44 at end of note 6 insert: 160 (43).
45 at end of 5th para from bottom, after 59, enter, 271.
46 line 29 from bottom, after Observations insert ref. to

Page
new note to read 60 y. later Montgomery records that "Col. Crawford's trigonometrical survey and map still supply the most reliable data as to the position of Kattum MADAM", SI Records vnt-4 (7).
47 at end of note 5 insert with Crawford's handprinted autograph, eos Lib. C(2).
48 line 2 from bottom, after Garthwa insert ref. to new

Page
note, to read Gurkhas occupied Almora 1790; Garhwal and Dehra Dun 1803.
49 note 4, add Map of N. part of dooh and Deon valley, xo.

Page
15 (36) pl. 10.
50 note 3, for three read two.
52 at end of note 2 insert, triangles, 1868-9, IO Cat.

Page
(26).
53 last line of 10th para, for Montgomery read Montgomery.
54 note 2 delete and possibly, changing comma to semi-

Page
colons, and in front of 65 inside bracket insert 3, 4,
55 line 22, after Ringtonho insert ref. to new note to read

Page
Wm. Tobias Ringletaehe; b. 1770; ed. Halb; ordained Lutheran 1796; to India and back 1797-9; to Madras for LMS, Tranquebar 1804-5; Palmotist 1804-7; Travancore, 1805-15; "eccen-

Page
tric...in the great missionary realm; died in a sea voyage to Malacca". The Church in Madras (II, 387-8); F. Penny pub. 1912.
58 note 5, Ben Rejg. to be in italics; at end of note

Page
insert IO Cat. (32).
59 at end of note 8, insert 2 vols, 1820, IO Cat. (443).
61 note 7, last line, before DDM. insert IO Cat. (482).
62 at end of note 2, add avvs, described with frequent

Page
dates by Macnaldal; Kinzie (171-422).
63 para 4, line 1, for Partiger read Pipter.

Page
note 3, for BOS. read BGS.
64 line 27, after 25 inside bracket insert 35, 37.
65 at end of note 1 insert Phil Trans. 1822 (408-30).
66 line 19, for establishment read established.
67 at end of 2nd para for 201 read 261.
68 line 32, for perfect read perfect.
69 at end of note 5, insert 41 read 43-7.
70 line 13 from bottom, after Troughton insert [191 n.2],

Page
and delete ref. and note 6.
72 note 8, read Aurungabad.
73 note 2, for South Kensington road Lancaster-Jones.

Page
74 note 6 Ben Rejg. to be italics.
75 at end of note 1 insert Both chains and the scale

Page
are now in Survey Museum at Dehra Dun.
76 line 18 for note read note.

Page
77 note 6, for civl read 1818 (496).
78 note 6, after (55) insert, copy drawn 1831 from

Page
original of 1806.
79 note 8, for 10-4 read 9-14.

Page
76 note 7, for ib. read MGC.
77 at end of note 1, insert MXX. 15 (8, 9) show part

Page
of Oudh including Lucknow.
78 note 6, before 86 insert 76 (1, 2).
79 line 15, read useful.
80 under Rosemonde for his son read Two sons.

Page
81 against Burke, line 7 from bottom, after Surveyor General insert [303]. Son of Francis & Margaret Burke; m. Serina Fullam, 7; d. Sophia Fulham.
82 at end of para 8, after Falour insert [80].
83 col. 2, against Div. road Division.
84 col. 2, line 8 from bottom of CHRISTIE note for

Page
Persian road Persian.
85 under COOKSBECK, Henry Thomas, line 12, after

Page
DIB. add RAS (m), IV (108).
86 col. 1, line 18 for written read written.
87 at end of note 6, add d. 1837, pl. 19 under Alexander Kyd, last line of note, for

Page
street road, LONDON.
88 col. 2, line 4 from bottom, for 000 read 314.
89 col. 1, line 9 from bottom, for 248-9 read 247-41.
90 col. 2, line 33 from bottom, read Gibraltar.

Page
91 col. 1, under DUNCS, line 8 from bottom, after Snow
add, who d. Brighten, 9-10-76, aged 71.
92 col. 2, under FRANKLIN, line 9, read Westminster.
93 col. 2, under GARRICK, line 2, add A.

Page
94 at end of line 7 add; their son Wm., Luton, Mad.
Engrs., d. Octoy, aged, 29-10-36; ml.
95 col. 1, line 10 delete Is word which

Page
under GOLDSMITH, line 3 from bottom of col. 1, for d. 1849 read d., Worcester, 7-1-49, aged 83.
96 col. 2, line 3 for 1830 read 1832.
97 line 16, delete junr. and after 1808 insert [IV, pl. 23].
98 at end of line 7 from bottom insert ref. to new

Page
note, to read cf. JASB. II, 1833 (380-1).
99 under GRANT, line 1, read Philip.
100 line 2, for 1744 read 1784.
101 line 8, after Persia add ml. Barakpore.
102 line 5, after (318) add IV, (463 B) G.

Page
under GRINDALY, add new last line, Asstl. James Wyld in preparation of 16m. map, pub. 1847; BM, Map Room, 7-4-6.
103 under HARE, line 3, for 1780 read 1798, at end of note 5 add; remembered by villagers 30 years later, JASB. XIII, 1844 (703).
104 col. 2, line 4, after Peron insert ref. to new note to read Grey & Garrett (33-6) show that Hervey had no capacity for leadership.
105 at end of note 4 add; This estate of 36 villages lay nr. Rikhabkara, parpana Chand (pl. 9) Williams (197-8); the Hervey family estate Hashibankalla, 3m. N. of Dehra, was acquired by 8 of 1 over 100 years later.
106 at end of last line of page, after (pl. 10) insert, to new note to read Fanny Parks (247-8) visited Bhandaj 20 y. later, and found "a large stone on which is chiselled 'Lady Hood' 1814". The PA. told her that "Lady Hood only sent a man to chisel out her name and that of Colonel E. arton...She never visited the place in person" [III, pl. 5 n.].
107 under KATER, line 8, after DIB. insert RAS (m), III (155); Stanley Hatton (290-1).
108 col. 2, line 27 from bottom, after Greenwich, insert Phil Trans. 1825 (183-239).
109 col. 1, at end of line 2 add (257-80)

Page
at end of line 5, add; also 1829 (331-8); 1830 (332-31).
110 under KNOX, at end of para. 2 after 191 add -2

Page
111 under LENNIS, at end of 2nd line, insert ML.

Page
under LETHBRIDGE, 1st line read, Mad. Inf.
113 under LOCKETT, at end of 2nd line add ml.
vii

ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA, VOL. II

Page 418 under Macartney add a new line 5, Blunt (14/39); Hodgson, III (109).
under Macdonald; last two lines of page, for but no record...has been traced, read under which name he pub. his Geographical Memoir of the Persian Empire, London 1813.
419 line 11 of col. 1, after geography insert ref. to new note, to read His Geographical Memoir, gives details of the various routes of Malcolm's officers [123 n.2]; see also History of Persia, by Watson, and another by Clements Markham.
at end of 4th para, after to come, add Elsewhere he tells that during the attack his Portuguese servant, "losing his equilibrium, was precipitated under the belly of the animal [riding camel], and getting entangled amongst his legs was...tossed like a football for several yards" Kinnein (243).
at end of last para, after Bushire add new para
10 Col. (485); 40-m. Map of Countries lying between the Euphrates and Indus, pub. London, 1832.

422 line 1 of 3rd para, for 1863 read 1863.
428 under MacMurdo line 3, for "Arassette" read ar. Adesar and delete ref.
line 10, for aco. in P.A., delete note 3.
430 col. 1, line 4, for down read down.
431 col. 1, line 4, for read Profit.

433 under Nildhopp 3rd line, after Chitaldroog, add M. under Nicholls, insert new line 2, d. New Hampton, Middx, 11–12–04.
above para beginning 1806 insert new para.
M.R.O. 170 (39), survd. Thornhill's Channel, sw. of Sagar L., as ad. to Cuthbert Thornhill, Master Attlt. 1807.

442 under Sinclair, Charles, line 2, for Nov. 1852, read Bath, 20–11–52; M. Lansdown, col. 2, 2nd line from end of Smith, after to an inch insert from line 1822–9, sry. and construction doeb canal, E. of Jumna.
at end of note 6, add JASB. II, 1833 (116).
444 at end of 4th para, after broad insert ref. to new note cf. Morier (128).
at end of note 1 add; Route of mission by Sutherland faces Morier (68).
note 3, after DBN, insert Sec. to Harford Jones, 1802; before 2 vols. insert 1 vol. 1813, with maps by Rennell and Sutherland; 2nd edn.
446 under Tuckett, at end of last line of col. 1, after canal, add 1821–7, Supt. Delhi canals.
448 under Troyer, col. 1, at end of 2nd para after add. Registrar & Examiner, Calcutta Lottery.
452 under Warren, col. 2, line 10, after family, insert ref. to new note, to read pr. on this return journey enquired at Cape for infn. re La Calle's answer. See M.R.A.S., I, 1825 (257); Everest to CD. 3–9–21.
line 15, for Lamborn read Lambton.

456 under Henry White, above last line, insert M.R.O. 150 (60), May 1835, sry. of route S. of Prone on Irrawaddy, beautifully drawn.

Page 459 against Akbar II, after Delhi delegate from and after 1806 insert –37;
460 against Bamboons after 210 insert 217,
against Bessel, after Ency Brit. insert RaS (mn.), vii (190),
461 against Bird, Wm., delegate 145, and for 144 n.2 read 145 n.2,
against Borthwick, after 1808, insert kd. in action Ganjam;
against Burke, for 1828 read 1829.

462 against Chaucer for 204, 206 read 204–6.
463 against Compass, surry. for 191 read 290.
against Coggins delegate 216.
against Copland for 144 read 143.
against Coast for 229 read 200.
against Crawford for 1779 read 3–6–1778; Blunt (161/293).

464 against Delhi, after Evorae Shah for about AD. 1350 read 1530–88 and shift 29, 28 to follow 1808 in next line.

465 after 165 insert 67 n.2.

466 against Akbar II delegate from and after 1806 insert –37 and after 398 insert n.6.
against Dickens for. d., Memor 1806 read 1763/4–1808.
against Duncan before xii insert Blunt (168/614);
against Foster for b. 1863 read 1863–1865.
467 below Hickey, insert Hill, Thos. (1786–1846), ass't. surr., Madras, 141–5, 163, 331.

468 against Himlaya Datas, after 6, insert 84.
against Kainah Cante, for 49 read 69.
against Khanda for 22 read 25.
against Khanda for B. 1863 read 1863–1865.

469 against Lloyd, Geo. after auth. insert d., Thebes, Egypt, 10–10–43.
against Logarithms for 126 read 123.
against Longitude; by Lambton, for 240, 259, 263 read 215, 249–1, 250–3.
against Macdonald, line 3, for J. read James Sommerville and for at M.I. 1815–6 read (1792–1843).

470 against Macpherson for 1800 read 1799.
against Measuring Rods delete 217.

471 against Military, line 4, for 292–3 read 292.
against Morier for 1780 read 1782 and for auth. &...Ponca, 106–7–9; read Diplomatic Service; J.E.G.S., XIX, 1849 (xxxvii).

472 against O'Halloran after 1843, insert; Ben. Inf.; 473 against Perron after D.B. insert; Blunt (45/138).
against Planetable for 128, 128 read 127–8 and delegate 322.
against Postal Services delete 308.
474 for Ringletoe read Ringleau and for of Time-belly 1808 read Wm. Tobias (b. 1770).

475 against Seals, line 3, for 85 read 285.
against Smart delegate junr. and after Ency Brit. insert D.N.B.

476 against Thomas for 1796 read 1755/6.
477 against Troughton for 203 read 292.

478 against Valetina before 406 insert 392.
PREFACE

This third volume brings to a close the pioneer and patchwork period of our survey story. There was now a single department under one Surveyor General of India, but it was not till 1823 that the trigonometrical survey came under his orders, and it was longer yet before he exercised any close control over the surveys of Bombay. It is still necessary to arrange the narrative presidency by presidency, for each had its own separate establishment, with different regulations, and different scales of pay. Each presidency had its own survey organization, following its own pattern, regardless of what went on in Bengal where, it might be said, there was hardly any pattern at all.

This volume records the passing of two great surveyors, Lambton, the Father of Indian Geodesy, and Mackenzie, the first Surveyor General of Madras and of India, and the pioneer of ordered topographical surveys. It tells of the sound practical work of Hodgson, learning from every year's experience, and the all too brief appearance of Valentine Blacker, the Surveyor General who insisted on the priority of the Great Trigonometrical Survey beyond all challenge, making possible the eventual establishment of "one uniform system" of regular surveys as dreamed of by Mackenzie. It tells of the hard years of apprenticeship served by George Everest, which enabled him to take firm control from 1830, directing the Department for the next thirteen years, and setting the course that it was to follow for the next half century.

Of these five great surveyors Mackenzie was the only Engineer, Lambton and Hodgson were Infantry officers, Blacker a Cavalry man, and Everest a Gunner. It is not generally recognized how few of the early surveyors of India came from the corps of Engineers.

The period 1815 to 1830 saw a wide expansion of British rule and of land to be surveyed. The Nepal war had opened up the mountain provinces to the upper Sutlej. The Marātha war had cleared central and western India of the pindārī pest, and the war with Burma had brought the surrender of Assam, Arakan, and Tenasserim. In the train of topographical and geographical surveys, there followed the special revenue surveys, so essential to sound administration.

It is hoped that this Volume III may issue from the press sometime during 1963, and that the printing of Volume IV may then be put in hand. This fourth volume covers the period 1830–43, during which Everest was Surveyor General and Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey. A start can then be made on the sorting and arranging of the mass of material that has been collected for the fifth period, that of Andrew Waugh, 1844 to 1861. Amongst the more interesting stories of this period will be the discovery and naming of Mount Everest—the printing of the first postage stamps of India—and the first survey of Kashmir. Many correspondents have urged that the story should be carried on with the same full detail, even should this entail breaking the fifth period into two volumes, but consideration should perhaps be given to a reader who found the first two volumes "tedious" not having mastered the gentle art of "skipping".

In writing of geodetic and revenue surveys for professional record, much technical matter has to be included that will hardly be appreciated by the average reader. The tiresome details of revenue survey touch moreover on an important aspect of sociology, the relations of a Government with the tillers of the soil, who, in an agricultural country such as India, contribute largely to its wealth. The civil officers of the British raj were pre-eminently occupied with this complicated subject. They inherited the systems of zamīndārī and jagārdārī, or landlordism, under which the holders paid fixed rental to Government, or no rent at all, whilst they drew all they could from the cultivators. It is only now, more than 150 years after the introduction of the "permanent settlement" of Bengal, that the Government
of the Indian people has set out to sweep away the whole system of landlords and zaminadars. In other areas where the revenue settlement was revised periodically, more and more reliance was placed on the professional surveyors, who worked in close co-operation with the settlement officers, till elaborate cadastral surveys were introduced to show the holdings of every cultivator in the smallest detail. The development of these surveys must be of the greatest interest to those now responsible for land revenue administration.

Attention is called to the departmental crest on the title-page. The opportunity was taken in 1947 to make suitable changes to the crest that had been first introduced in 1883. After various small changes this was redesigned by Sir Edward Tandy in 1924 in the form that appears on the title-pages of volumes 1 and 2. The main features comprised a map of India encircled by a belt with the name of the department, surmounted by the Tudor crown of England, and supported by the names of Lambton and Everest, and the dates 1767 and 1823.

To adapt this crest to modern conditions, the crown is now replaced by the Asoka lions of the Indian Union, and the Latin tag by a Sanskrit motto. The names of Rennell and Lambton represent the founders of Indian Geography and Geodesy, with their dates, 1767 and 1800. The name of Everest, with his year of succession 1826, has been dropped. He was not a founder, but a very great builder.

Though the bulk of these Historical Records comes from departmental sources I wish to thank my kind friends both in India and England who have helped me with information that seemed beyond my reach. I wish specially to thank the staff of the National Archives of the Government of India, and the Records Department of the Commonwealth Relations Office in Whitehall. For the domestic details of the biographical notes I am mainly indebted to Major Hodson.

The printing and making of the volume have been carried out with the utmost patience and care by the Printing Office of the Geodetic Branch at Dehra Dun, and the maps and portraits have been beautifully reproduced by the Map Publication Branch of the Survey of India at Hathibarkala. Special attention is called to the tail-piece on page 346, which was taken from the faded cover of an old Manual of Surveying.

By a happy coincidence there was published last year a biography of our great Surveyor-General, Colin Mackenzie, written by a fellow Scotsman.

GULMARG.

JULY 1953.

R. H. PHILLIMORE.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL NARRATIVE

Notable Events — Bengal — Madras — Bombay — Revenue Surveys — Great Trigonometrical Survey.

This volume extends from May 1815 when Colin Mackenzie was appointed Surveyor General of India, to October 1830 when George Everest took over as both Surveyor General and Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey.

During this period the map of India was considerably changed by military and political events. The incessant aggression of pindari marauders from Malwa and Bundelkhand as far as Guntur called for military action in 1816, and led to the Maratha war of 1817-8 and the downfall of the Peshwa of Poona and Appoo of Nagpur. Persistent encroachments by the Burmese led to the war of 1824-6, the British occupation of Assam, alliance with Manipur, and the surrender by the King of Ava of Arakan, Martaban, Tavoy, and Tenasserim.

Wide tracts were thus opened for the advancement of geography. The close of the Nepali War in 1816 led to firm and lasting friendship with the Gurkhas, and their withdrawal to the east of the Kali River gave a glorious opportunity for exploring the sources of the rivers and fixing the heights of the snow peaks.

With the final passing of the Maratha Confederacy, and the establishment of treaties with princes and chiefs who had remained friendly during the war, surveys could now work freely through the jungles of central India, and the uplands of the Western Deccan and Malwa. Under the lead of Elphinstone and Malcolm the Bombay Government became definitely map-minded.

The campaign in the Assam valley provoked a keen search for the source of the Brahmaputra, which produced strong evidence that it came from the Tsangpo of Tibet. Surveyors penetrated through Cachar and Manipur to Ava on the Irrawaddy, whilst the advance of the main army from Rangoon allowed a careful survey of the river, though it was never safe for surveyors to stray far afield. More was accomplished round Amherst and Moulmein where the country remained undisturbed by the war.

But work was not confined to the exploration of new territories. Madras surveys were reorganised by Mackenzie under three main parties, one for Travancore and the south peninsula, a second for the Nizam’s territories, and a third for the Northern Circars.

Revenue surveys started in Bombay before 1812 were extended into Gujarat, and a large staff of revenue surveyors was employed in Bengal and the Upper Provinces, where it was eventually decided to make no further extension of permanent settlement.

From 1st January 1818 Lambton’s trigonometrical survey, now reaching beyond the limits of the Madras Presidency, was transferred to the control of the supreme government, and designated The Great Trigonometrical Survey of India. At the same time, Lambton, who was now over 60 years of age, was given two assistants, Henry Voysey as surgeon and geologist, and George Everest as surveyor. After the close of the Maratha war, he carried his central arc northwards into Berar but died on his way to Nagpur early in 1823. Everest continued the Great Arc of triangulation across the Narbada to Sironj, but was so crippled by fever that he had to take leave to England in 1825, and did not return till five years later.
In 1822 the Directors decided to start an Atlas of India to cover the whole country on the quarter-inch scale, and called on the Surveyor General to send home reductions from all surveys considered fit for incorporation. The sheets were engraved in London as material became available, and formed the standard map of India for the next eighty years.

The surveys lost two great men by the deaths of Colin Mackenzie and William Lambton. Of their successors, Hodgson was an experienced surveyor who gave a good start to the revenue surveys of the Upper Provinces. Valentine Blacker had much to do with maps as Quartermaster General of the Madras Army, and during his short time as Surveyor General established the Great Trigonometrical Survey as the only sure foundation for future surveys and the new atlas. George Everest was to prove a worthy successor to Lambton.

BENGAL

The survey of the Himalayan tracts evacuated by the Gurkhas was put in hand before the end of 1815, a few months before the signing of the final treaty of peace in March 1816.

Hodgson left Saharanpur with three assistants and finding no suitable site for the measurement of a base-line based his triangles on astronomical observations. He started by a general reconnaissance of the hills, through Sirmur, Sahathu, and Simla, to Kotgarh in the Sutlej valley. Fixing the position of prominent peaks, he returned over the high passes into the Tons basin and back to Sirmur, where he made the Chaur peak his principal station of observation. His assistants who had started detail survey all resigned during the year as they found their small allowances did not nearly meet their high expenses.

During the winter he moved down to the plains, established a station at Saharanpur, and then worked eastward through Rohilkhand to Bareilly, fixing his positions from the snow peaks already cut in, and sketching as much of the hills as he could see. Early in 1817 he met Webb who had started an independent survey of the Kumaon hills. During the spring months he worked up to Jamotri to locate the source of the Jumna, and then crossed over to the Bhagirathi to Gangotri, the reputed source of the Ganges, being joined on his way by James Herbert, his new assistant.

They both got away to military duty for a few months at the end of 1817, but on his return Hodgson found himself too unwell to take an active part in the survey, and left most of the observations to Herbert. He resigned in October 1818 and, having convinced himself that astronomical observations alone did not prove a satisfactory basis for his triangles, left Herbert to measure a proper baseline on the ground.

Herbert devoted the cold weather of 1818-9 to the measurement of this baseline, and, after connecting it with the triangulation, found satisfactory results at last. He spent the rains of 1819 at the pleasant hill station of Kotgarh, fifty miles north-east of Simla, and the next three months in the upper Sutlej valley beyond. He was later joined by Thomas Oliver and on his transfer to Calcutta left him to complete the work by June 1822.

Webb completed his survey of Kumaon towards the end of 1821. His first reports on the heights of the snow peaks, which included those of Nanda Devi and the western giants of Nepal, created a sensation and some scepticism in Europe, but his critics were satisfied on the publication of professional details.

During the struggle against pindâris and Marathas most of the survey in the Bengal Presidency outside the Himalayan area was concerned with revenue administration, the settlement of boundaries, or the construction of roads. Revenue surveys became of increasing importance, and by 1822 had been started seriously in Sylhet, the Sundarbans, and the Upper Provinces.
In 1824 the outbreak of war against Burma diverted most of the revenue surveyors to the exploration of Cachar, Assam, Arakan and Burma, in support of the troops. Pemberton was the leading surveyor on the Cachar front, and he soon pushed forward into Manipur, where he continued for several years in a semi-political capacity, surveying the frontier with Burma, and running a line down to Ava.

Bedford, Wilcox and Burdon did most of the survey up the Brahmaputra, reaching Pasighat on the Dihang, and the Brahmapund fifty miles east of Sadiya. On Bedford's withdrawal in September 1826, Wilcox was specially commissioned to discover the source of the Brahmaputra. Abor tribesmen stopped his journey up the Dihang, but he satisfied himself by several measurements that the Brahmaputra derived the great volume of its water through the Dihang which appeared to flow directly from Tibet. After several journeys into the Mishmi Hills, he and Burdon travelled eastward into Burma, and in May 1827 reached the western branch of the Irrawaddy near Puto, or Fort Hertz. The small flow of water in this branch gave strong evidence against the suggestion that the Tsango of Tibet made one with the River of Ava. Both surveyors were laid up with fever for several months after this adventurous journey, and Wilcox then withdrew to Calcutta to work up his maps.

Very little work could be done by the surveyors in Arakan owing to the ravages of fever, difficulties of communication and transport, and the impossibility of working without escorts.

The most valuable work in Burma was done by Peter Grant, who had just returned from leave to the Cape, where he had spent most of his time with the Astronomer Royal. He landed at Rangoon in July 1825, armed with first-class instruments, and took observations for latitude and longitude at Rangoon, Prome, and other places up the Irrawaddy, whilst his assistants made detailed surveys. After the campaign was over Browne and Trant made independent surveys across the Arakan Yoma to the west coast.

After the signing of peace in February 1826, Grant moved to Moulmein, where he took more astronomical observations. He made three short trips up the Salween and surveyed the rivers of Amherst to the Siam border. By the end of 1827 he was saturated with malaria, and had to withdraw to Calcutta. He hoped to regain health by a sea voyage but died at sea in April 1828.

The close of the Maratha War left the southern and western frontiers open for further surveys. During the long minority of the young chief of Nagpur, the Resident took the opportunity to have a good one-inch survey made of the greater part of the country, that was carried through between 1823 and 1839 without reference to the Surveyor General. The Quartermaster General maintained a number of surveyors rated as A.O.M.G.'s, who extended military surveys into the sparsely inhabited territories of Nagpur, Malwa and Rajputana.

Of the surveys controlled by the Surveyor General, Franklin carried on in Bundelkhand intermittently till 1829. Under Hodgson's direction Johnston completed the survey of Bhopal between 1819 and 1823, and Alexander Gerard spent two seasons from 1822, and a short one in 1827, surveying further north, towards Nimach and Jaipur. In 1828, a more extensive survey was started by Boileau from Allahabad; he ran traverse through Cawnpore to Delhi and Agra, incidentally correcting an error in the longitude of Cawnpore which had persisted since that fixed by Reuben Burrow. He then worked westwards towards Bharatpur, whose chief had at last submitted to British arms. In planning these surveys, Hodgson aimed at a system of co-ordinated and intersecting traverse lines, controlled by regular astronomical observations; continuous triangulation was out of the question.

Madras

Mackenzie's appointment as Surveyor General of India found him just returned to Madras after four years absence in Java and Bengal. He applied himself at
once to the reorganization of the Madras surveys on "one uniform system," following the principles he had worked out in Mysore and the Ceded Districts.

He planned four field parties which were later reduced to three, each under an experienced military surveyor, and each with a number of country-born assistants, and a writer or interpreter. Survey was to be based on Lambton's triangles where available, but elsewhere the party was to measure its own base-lines. Lesser triangles were to be observed as a rule by the military surveyor in charge, and the detail filled in by theodolite traverse or plane-table. Survey was on the one-inch scale, each party reducing its own work to the quarter-inch scale season by season. Assistants were found for these new parties by closing down the separate district surveys.

The party which had just completed the survey of Sonda under Garling was now moved to Coorg under Conner. Garling raised a new party for the Nizâm's territories, and Ward a third for Travancore. There was some delay in forming the fourth party intended for the Northern Circars. A start was made at the end of 1815 by sending a small detachment north of the Kistna, whilst Mountford took another to Gunûr, which had been left unfinished by the closing of the Military Institution. Mountford had to be withdrawn to take over the Madras office, and it was not till 1820 that an officer was found to extend survey north of the Godavari, beyond the last of Lambton's triangles.

Survey was to cover all detail required for military and civil needs, with a statistical and descriptive memoir of the country. Mackenzie insisted on steady progress strictly according to programme. All parties were to be under the control of his representative at the Presidency.

Mackenzie was so engrossed with this work at Madras that he did not move to Calcutta till July 1817. He left Riddell in charge, with a small drawing section that was fully occupied in maintaining records, copying maps for the Court of Directors, and subject to the Surveyor General's approval compiling any special maps the local Government might call for. He kept a tight control from Calcutta, and exchanged letters with Riddell at least once a week. On Riddell's death in 1818, Mountford was brought in from Gunûr, and the post was up-graded to Deputy Surveyor General in 1823. Mountford died in 1824, and was succeeded by Duncan Montgomerie. Both officers were good administrators, and did much to maintain a high standard of survey and mapping, even though they were never able to inspect the units in the field.

Ward set out from Madras in July 1816 and, picking up the assistant surveyors in Dindigul, started them on work in Travancore, where the country was mountainous, heavily wooded, and full of fever. He was joined early in 1818 by Connor's party from Coorg, and between them the Travancore survey was completed by the end of 1820. Ward then finished off the Dindigul survey, and moved to Coimbatore to survey the Nilgiri Hills, for now that their healthy climate was appreciated there was an urgent call for maps. Ward completed his survey with heights of the plateau and its peaks by the end of 1823, and then moved down to Malabar.

He was now so saturated with fever that he had to take leave to the Cape, leaving two trusted assistants to carry on. Little progress was made in his absence, however, as both Keyes and MacMahon were continually sick, and Keyes died the following year. Ward returned at the end of 1825, a new man with a wife to look after him, and the survey went steadily forward till, early in 1830, Malabar was completed, together with the Wynâd, and sound connection made with all adjacent surveys. Ward was a fine topographical surveyor, and his survey of these heavily wooded, intricate, and fever-ridden hills of the south-west peninsula was a magnificent piece of work.

Lambton had taken his triangles into the Nizâm's south-eastern territories during 1815, and it was convenient therefore that Garling should start his topographical
survey in the Raichūr Circār, in the Tungabhadra–Kistna doāb. He started work in July 1816 with three assistants, completing Raichūr by the end of 1817 and then moving northwards. Being a master triangulator after Lambton's own heart, he pushed his三角 beyond the western frontiers, and fixed the positions of the famous ruins of Bijāpur, finding his work greatly appreciated by the Bombay surveyors working from Poona. His enterprise was rebuked by Mackenzie, who insisted that he had no right to exceed his instructions which confined him to the Nizām's dominions.

Survey was much interrupted by sickness, and the party had to retreat to Bellary each year for the rains. One of the assistants died in 1819, and Garling himself died the following year. Conner came up from Travancore, but died within a month of reaching Hyderābād. Robert Young took charge in December 1821, but after two field seasons he also succumbed, and died in July 1823. Under Crisp, another officer of the Military Institution, work proceeded steadily south of Hyderābād till, in 1825, the Surveyor General ordered the suspension of the survey so that its records could be brought up-to-date and re-arranged by administrative circārs. Crisp and one assistant moving to Calcutta for the purpose. The party reassembled again for field work in January 1827, but shortly after Crisp handed over to J. T. Webb. Webb took sick leave to England in 1829, and left the party to Henry Morland, in whose capable hands it continued, off and on, for nearly twenty years.

The survey of the Northern Circārs was long overdue and except for the fertile coastal fringe the country was practically unknown, as there had been none of the military activity that had opened up other parts of the peninsula. Mackenzie had hoped that Lambton would be able to provide the necessary triangulation, but his main central are had prior claim.

After a start had been made by a party of assistants north of the Kistna, Richard Hodges took charge early in 1820 and measured a base-line near Ellore, but died shortly after. Snell, who took over in November 1820, held on for nearly 15 years, and carried triangulation and detail survey right through to Ganjam. He had many casualties among his assistants owing to the pestilent character of the fever-ridden jungles, but he nursed the party through. Montgomery was frequently roused to fury by the slow progress made, and was convinced that Snell was a shirker, but though wide gaps were left along the western borders they were not of much political or military interest and reliable maps were produced of the greater part of the country.

BomBay

At the outbreak of the pindārī–Marātha wars of 1816 to 1818, the energies of the Bombay surveyors were mainly directed to large-scale revenue surveys. Williams, whose office as Surveyor General had been abolished in 1815, continued in charge of the revenue survey of Broach, and as senior surveyor held charge of all mapping, and continued to advise Government on survey matters till he retired in 1821.

During the war a number of officers were employed on military surveys of roads and communications, which under the enthusiasm of Malcolm and Blacker were compiled into valuable maps of Mālwa and the Deccan. Soon after peace was signed Elphinstone, now Commissioner at Poona, called for a regular survey of the Deccan, which was started by James Sutherland in 1818 with three or four Bombay officer assistants and another three lent from Madras. Triangulation was extended by Jopp from the south, starting from bases provided by Garling. An independent survey of the Southern Konkan was started in 1822 by Thomas Jervis, who measured his own base-lines as well as connecting to the triangulation of Garling and Everest.
There were many changes amongst the officers of the Deccan survey, but work proceeded steadily till, with the Konkan survey, it was closed down in 1830. Sutherland was appointed Assistant Surveyor General in 1822 and promoted to Deputy the following year. On his departure to Europe in 1826 he handed over to Jopp, who held the post for the next seven years.

Neither the Deccan nor the Konkan survey was of very high standard, and both lacked the accurate control that would have been given had Everest's longitudinal branch of triangles been continued to Bombay. In 1827 Jopp obtained the Surveyor General's support for a trigonometrical survey on scientific lines, and Robert Shortrede, famous later for his logarithm tables, started triangulation from a base measured just above Khandala Ghat on the Bombay–Poona road. His work was not, however, in any way comparable with that of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and was stopped by Everest's orders in 1834.

**Revenue Surveys**

The East India Company was a commercial concern, and the Directors were immediately interested in their trading profits, and in drawing a substantial and regular income from their cultivated lands. They fully realised that a contented and hard-working peasantry was essential to the collection of land revenue, but their officers experienced great difficulty in making equitable assessments. The various indigenous systems of land measurement and valuation of crops were simple and cheap, but had no pretensions to accuracy, and were liable to the grossest forms of corruption and injustice.

After various experiments in Bengal, the permanent settlement of 1793 had been introduced with the object of avoiding future difficulties. The zamindars, or landholders in possession, were to pay a fixed sum every year, based on the estimated assessment of their holdings in 1793, and Government renounced all further claims on the value of the crops. The drawbacks of the scheme were immeasurable, for no provision was made for future changes of ownership, or the subdivision of holdings. There was no record of the precise limits of the lands covered by the settlement, and no provision for the assessment and collection of revenue in areas not so covered.

In Madras settlements of revenue were made district by district according to local circumstances. In most cases there was no regular land measurement, but assessments were made from old records and continued indefinitely. Alexander Read in Salem, and Thomas Munro in the Ceded Districts, had made important surveys with local Indian staff, and had introduced a trustworthy system by which a fair assessment was spread over the cultivators of those districts.

The rich lands of Bombay and Salsette islands were subjected to a meticulous survey under Thomas Dickinson and his military assistants. Dickinson not only made detailed measurements with high technical skill, but also classified the soils and crops, and assessed the revenue to be paid on each holding. The survey was commenced in 1811 and not completed till 1827.

The survey of Broach by Williams and five or six military assistants, though not on such a large scale, was nearly as elaborate. After the experimental survey of one village in 1812, the survey of three parishes was completed by 1817, and then extended throughout Gujarât. Cruikshank, who took over from Williams, closed down field survey in 1827, but did not complete his maps and reports till two years later. The Directors were greatly pleased to get the detailed information provided by these surveys, but they were expensive and elaborate, and but little used by the district officers, who preferred to base their revenue assessments and collections on the ancient customs of the country.

Less elaborate surveys were started in the Deccan, somewhat on the lines of Munro's survey of the Ceded Districts, but were in some instances unsatisfactory.
owing to the high rate of assessment. The most valuable was that made of Sātāra by Adams, but extended efforts made under Robert Pringle, a Bombay civilian, were the subject of continued criticism and discussion and eventually led to the valuable system worked out by Wingate, and followed by the Bombay Presidency for the next generation.

The most important of the early surveys in Bengal, following the permanent settlement, were those of the Sunderbans and of Sylhet. Reclamation of the Sunderbans, which had been abandoned soon after the death of Henckell, became a matter of some interest after 1807, and was mainly effected by cultivators who wished to extend their fields without increase of taxation. As all land that had not been cultivated in 1793 was held to belong to Government, the first requisite was a survey of the limits between cultivation and waste land, and this was the main purpose of the survey started by William Morrieson in 1811, and extended by his brother Hugh till the breakdown of his health in 1818.

In 1816 a Commissioner was appointed to ascertain how far the zamindare had encroached beyond their permanently settled estates, to resume such encroachments on behalf of Government, and to settle the terms of redistribution. In 1821 Thomas Prinsep was appointed surveyor to the Sunderbans Commission, and survey proceeded continuously for the next ten years, Prinsep being succeeded in turn by Mallock and Hodges. It was during this survey that the Sunderbans lands were distributed under the serial lot numbers by which they are still known. The surveyor confined himself to natural features only, the khals or creeks which formed the lot limits; he was not concerned with measurement of fields or assessment of revenue.

Only 2,100 square miles of Sylhet district came under the permanent settlement, the remainder, over 3,000 square miles, being at that time uncultivated, and the property of Government. There had since been much extension of cultivation, and efforts were first made to measure this by the doubtful agency of amīnās. In 1822 the Commissioner obtained the services of Thomas Fisher to control these amīnās by a master survey of blocks and estates. Fisher continued this survey until 1829, though interrupted for two seasons by the Burmese war. His accurate survey of the outer limits of his blocks proved a great stimulus to the accuracy of the amīnās, and produced valuable results without the excessive expense incurred in Gujarāt and the Upper Provinces.

It was long debated whether a permanent settlement should be applied to the districts of the so-called Ceded and Conquered Provinces, taken over by the Company between 1801 and 1806. The Directors were most reluctant to make any settlement without a better knowledge of the resources. They were much impressed by the results of Munro's survey of the Ceded Districts, and still more so by Williams' survey of Broach, and they strongly advocated the adoption of thorough surveys of this nature both in Madras and the Upper Provinces of Bengal. The Bengal Government was alarmed at the probable expense and very heavy nature of the work, and referred the question to the Surveyor General. Mackenzie was, however, far too cautious to express any definite opinion, and indeed he was not sufficiently acquainted with Bengal conditions, or the problems involved, to formulate recommendations on the subject. His health was failing, and he had lost his vigour.

After his death in 1821 Hodgson took up the question with enthusiasm, and with his co-operation Government issued instructions laying down the general principles that should guide the conduct of revenue surveys in the upper provinces, and the extent to which they should be used by the district revenue staff.

During 1822 four separate surveys were started in Gorakhpur, Rohilkhand, and Delhi; each under charge of a military surveyor, who had a military assistant, three or four country-born assistants, and the same number of amīnās. Each party was responsible for a professional, or European, survey, entailing a base-measurement, with triangulation and traverse, and survey of main topographical features, besides administrative and village boundaries. The surveyor in charge was not
responsible for measurement of fields, or valuation of soil or crops, as in Bombay, these being left to the district officers and their Indian staff. Village maps were on the scale of eight inches to a mile, and areas of cultivated and waste land were calculated separately. The task was colossal and, as the surveyors were anxious to produce good work, progress was desperately slow considering the area that had to be covered.

The surveys came directly under the orders of the Surveyor-General until Blacker took over from Hodgson in October 1823. Hodgson was then appointed Revenue Surveyor-General, making his headquarters at Pategarh where he was alongside the Commissioners for whom the work was being carried out. On the outbreak of the Burmese war all the surveyors except those of Delhi were called off for survey with the armies, most of them drifting back to the revenue surveys before the end of 1826. On Blacker's death Hodgson resumed office as Surveyor General, and continued to administer the revenue surveys until Herbert took them over on his leaving India. By 1830 the number of parties in the Upper Provinces had increased to five, with a total of 6 military officers, and 25 civil assistants.

Government, as well as the civil revenue officers, fully recognized the great value of the survey, but were impatient at the deliberate, precise, methods followed by the surveyors. Anxious to get sufficiently reliable surveys at a much faster rate of progress and at lower cost, the Governor General, Lord William Bentinck, summoned a conference of revenue officers and surveyors at Allahabad in 1833, which led to a considerable increase of output.

**Great Trigonometrical Survey**

By 1815 Lambton, being in at least his 50th year, had completed his triangulation south of parallel 16°, and carried his central arc up to Bidar in latitude 18°.

For the next six years he occupied himself at Hyderabad with reports and computations. On the basis of his great arc along ten degrees of meridian, and of French and British measures, he worked out fresh values for the figure of the earth, and with these recomputed his work, not only once, but twice.

Field work was carried on intermittently by his assistants, though precautions had to be taken on account of the war. In addition to extending the great arc northwards to the Godavari during 1817, De Penning spent several months of 1818 on secondary connections to the south.

When Everest joined at the end of the year he was, after a few months training, deputed to run triangles north and south between the Kistna and Godavari rivers to the east of Hyderabad. Work lay through difficult hilly country, covered with dense forest. Following Lambton's regular procedure he took the field during the height of the rainy season, in order to take advantage of the clear visibility, and he and his men were overwhelmed by malaria. After a second attempt he was compelled in 1820 to take long leave to the Cape.

During his absence, triangulation of the south-east area of the Nizam's territories was completed under De Penning, and in the rains of 1821 Lambton moved out to extend the great arc to Berar. De Penning took the triangulation to within 60 miles of Ellichpur, but then had to break off as his whole party was crippled with fever. With Voysey's help Lambton measured a base at Tatkarkhera, and made the necessary astronomical observations, though he was no longer capable of accurate work or prolonged exertion.

Everest rejoined from leave just as Lambton was packing up for his return to Hyderabad, and in October 1822 was given an independent task, to run a chain of triangles westwards towards Poona and Bombay, whilst Lambton closed down his establishment at Hyderabad, and set out, sick but determined, on the long march to Nagpur where he proposed to set up headquarters for his work to the north. The journey was too much for him; he was nearly 70 years of age, and was in an
advanced stage of consumption. He died on 20th January 1823, at Hinganghát, about 50 miles short of Nágpur.

Everest broke off his triangulation just short of Sholápur, and returned to Hyderábád to assume charge and to follow out Lambton’s programme in carrying the great arc northwards towards Agra. During his independent operations he had worked out several improvements in technique and procedure. He had discovered and put into practice the great value of night observations to lamps, thus taking advantage of the nocturnal increase of vertical refraction. He had devised suitable lamps for the purpose, and was now able to avoid the unhealthy months of the monsoon. But he had found no panacea for the vagaries of Indian climate and disease, and was struck down with fever just as he was starting out from Hyderábád at the end of the rains of 1823. This fever haunted him on and off for the next two years, but he was a man of indomitable will, and did not give in until he had carried his triangles to a successful close at Sironj, through more than three degrees of arc. Such was his weakness that he had at times to be held up to his instruments by two of his men.

Setting out from Hyderábád in October, he deputed Joseph Olliver to carry the triangles northwards from the point where they had broken down two seasons earlier, whilst he and Voysey went forward to meet De Penning at Ellihapur. Here he accepted Lambton’s measurement of the Tákarkhéra base, but took particular care in connecting it to adjacent stations, and made fresh observations for zenith distance.

He now lost the services of both De Penning and Voysey. De Penning had a large family to educate in Madras, and Voysey found his salary insufficient. He had done valuable pioneer work as geologist, though his researches had not revealed any hidden causes of local attraction, the chief purpose for which Lambton required his services. His health had been badly shaken during his five years with the survey, and he died just before reaching Calcutta after his long march from Berár.

Left now with but two trained assistants, Olliver and Rossenrode, Everest carried his triangles through the difficult wooded hills and river valleys that lay north of Berár, and reached comparatively open country round Sironj, on parallel 24°, in November 1824. Here he spent three months measuring a base and making observations. He was now completely worn out and towards the end of 1825 handed over Olliver and left for England, not to return till October 1830.

The years he now spent in England were all in the service of the trigonometrical survey. The important instruments and equipment with which Lambton had started the survey were damaged and worn—the great three-foot theodolite—the zenith sector—the chains—and he was commissioned to study the latest developments in Europe, and purchase for the survey the most up-to-date and suitable apparatus that could be obtained. Making contact with the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, besides leading scientists and instrument makers, he fulfilled his mission to such good effect that on his return to India he was able to reorganize the work of the survey, and bring its operations up to the highest standards of accuracy to be found anywhere at that period. An equally important task was the working out and analysis of the results of his observations made between 1823 and 1825, and these he published in 1830 under the title An Account of the Measurement of an arc of the Meridian between the Parallels of 20° 3’ and 24° 7’.

There had been much discussion as how best to employ the staff during Everest’s absence. There was no officer suitably qualified who could be trusted to continue the great arc northwards to the mountains, as planned, and it was decided that Olliver should run a longitudinal series of triangles from Sironj to Calcutta, working with the best available serviceable instrument, an 18-inch theodolite. Olliver completed this by 1832, working through the difficult, unhealthy, country of Bundelkhand, Baghelkhand, and Chota Nágpur. Coming down to the flat plains of Bengal he was faced by the same problem that Lambton had met on the
coast of Tanjore, but without the advantage of high pagodas to give visibility above the serried tree-tops. Help was found in the single line of telegraph signalling towers that had been recently built between Calcutta and Chunar, and these were supplemented by specially built towers such as were later used for carrying the great triangles across the Ganges valley.

Time marches on, and the story of another epoch has been told. 1830 is a most important date for the Indian surveys, for it marks the triumph of Lambton's great conception, the subordination of all survey work to the one master survey "ascertaining the great geographical features of a country upon correct mathematical principles". When Everest became Surveyor General he gave the Great Trigonometrical Survey first priority, and was determined to push it forward with all the means at his disposal, and to allow no survey to be initiated on any other basis.
CHAPTER II

BENGAL & THE UPPER PROVINCES


Though it was now more than forty years since Rennell had completed his survey of Bengal, on scale no larger than five miles to an inch, it was only in a few districts that demands were made for better maps. Such demands came generally from district officials who wanted something in the nature of a general revenue survey shewing villages and their cultivated lands and the main features of the country. For such purposes were the surveys of Chittagong and the Sundarbans, where large areas had been opened up since the adoption of the permanent settlement. Both were started before the Nepal war, and Cheape's survey of Chittagong was too important to be interrupted on its account [II, 19, 178].

His fieldbooks ran from January 1815 to March 1817, whilst his final maps were not completed till October 1819. The survey was conscientious and thorough. His maps were plotted first on the one-inch scale, and then reduced to half-inch, quarter-inch, and finally to ten miles to an inch, all clear and full of detail.

The survey was to cover those cultivated tracts not included in existing surveys...for the assistance of the Revenue Department in the assessment of the lands, the measurement of which was at that time undertaken by the Assistant Collector. ...

Newly cultivated lands lie contiguous to the hills and jungle, and nearly throughout the whole district a new topographical survey is in progress of all lands lately reclaimed.

The map has been constructed from a series of routes surveyed by compass & chain, excepting the southern parts of the district...where the perimeter was used. ... These routes have been carried along the edge of the hills and jungle, and into the cultivated recesses and corners, so as to define the boundary of the cultivated tracts; likewise along the backs of the rivers, along the whole of the roads, and where the cultivated tracts are of sufficient extent, ... intersecting the country so as to form a series of diagonals, averaging a square 2 or 3 miles each side.

The survey has been corrected by latitudes...likewise by bearings...taken to the peaks of hills when visible. ... The longitude of Islamabad [Chittagong] has been taken from Major Rennell's map [I, 152], ...

The survey of the Naaf River was attended with a good deal of difficulty and fatigue, in consequence of only small uncovered boats being procurable. ... The Kurmufoolee River has been surveyed...by means of a rope 1,000 feet long, sustained on the water by floats, and the position of Rangamatty determined by bearing & angle of altitude of Dolphin, the distance being deduced from the height of this hill having been previously determined. ... Sundeeep Isd. [is] not surveyed, but laid down by bearings from Seetacoon Hill [I, 23].

Cheape made no attempt to survey the wild hills to the east, but he gives a panoramic view shewing the "Blue Mountain" some forty miles distant, with bearings to individual peaks.

1 MRIO. 39 (14-16); Misc. 6-O.26. 2 Rill. MRIO. M 257; Report. BMC. 25-10-16 (65). 3 Shalbard, 70 N/10. 4 MRIO. 39 (10); Misc. 20-O-19. 
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The passes thro' the hills being so similar to each other, it was considered a waste of time to go thro' the whole of them. ... In those the survey has been carried through, the perambulator has been used, being impracticable for the chain.

The accompanying map on the scale of 10 miles to an inch will serve to show my idea of these hills, with the course of the Kobeling River, said to be our eastern boundary [68], likewise of the nullahs running into it, the position of Arracan [69], & roads thro' it. ... Altoth' the information it will convey is very limited, and I have no great opinion of its correctness, it will yet serve to show the idea the hill people and Mugs² have of our boundary³.

William Morrieson had started the Sundarbans survey in 1811, and his brother Hugh carried on till called off by the Nepāl war [II, 14–5, 177]. Here again the primary purpose was to ascertain the extent of cultivation for revenue assessment [134. 139]. William had surveyed the area "between the Hooghly on the west and the Jubaona and Roymungul rivers on the east," his brother making "considerable progress...from the Roymungul River eastward to the Cubberduck"⁴. When Hugh resumed survey, lst October 1816, he reported that nearly one half of the survey...is completed. Great difficulties arise in carrying on, ...the immense extent of jungle, the habitation of tygers and other beasts of prey, preventing the possibility of landing on almost every part of this extensive tract. The variety of tides, currents, and counter-currents, flowing from a hundred different channels, will in some measure explain the intricacy of keeping an exact log on board the vessel; indeed nothing but the most unremitting attention, with the assistance of the best instruments and constant series of astronomical observations, can conduct a surveyor through such a labyrinth⁵.

He carried on with many adventures and difficulties till October 1818, when he had to close down owing to continued ill-health leaving unsurveyed a width of about 60 miles west of the Meghna⁶ [7. 140].

Another survey interrupted by the war was that of the district boundaries of Hooghly, Burdīwa, Midnapore, and the "Jungle Mehsals", or Manbhum, started by Jackson in 1814 [II, 19] and completed by him between April 1816 and July 1817. Everest remarks that though the map "gives a good delineation of the topographical features of the country", its projection and scale were untrustworthy⁷.

Calcutta

Surveys could never keep pace with the expansion of Calcutta [II, 17–8], and in February 1816 Richard Faithful, of the Pioneers, was appointed "to correct the surveys of the suburbs...at Howrah and other places". His maps covered "Cosseapore, Barnagore", scale 100 yards to an inch, and the "Suburbs of Calcutta between Barnagore, Salt Water Lakes, etc.", scale 300 yards to an inch⁸.

In the cold weather of 1818–9 a class of apprentice surveyors⁹ made a survey of the botanical gardens at Sibpur, which was beautifully drawn, probably by their instructor, William Scott [19]. It shows "General A. Kyd's garden [I, 347] now the property of C.T. Metcalf, Esq."¹⁰, on the river bank in the north-east corner, the present site of the Bengal Engineering College¹¹. During 1821–2 they also surveyed Calcutta maidān, scale 8 inches to a mile, from Government house on the north to the jail and militia lines in Alipore on the south¹².

A survey of Kidderpore was made for the Board of Revenue by Henry Osborne [138], and he tells of difficulties from the great unwillingness of the adjoining owners to point out the boundaries of their own grounds, or such as they lay claim to, and the removal of the pins which I put down to guide me. ... I should much wish to have a statement of the whole quantity of ground originally taken

¹ Muhammadan people of Chittagong. ² Report, 14–19, 19, from MRIO, Misc. 29–O–19 & M 257; other flks. M 256–9; later maps compiled 1832, with Blakes’s work to north [139–9]. ³ Ib. 39 (6–19), 8 m. to inch. ⁴ BTC. 10–5–16 (20) & BMC. 24–5–16 (110). ⁵ Ib. 25–10–16 (63). ⁶ His original rough pro- tractions on ⁷ inch scale, MRIO. Misc. 9–0–18, and 1 inch reductions, Misc. 8–0–18. ⁸ TGO. GG. 19–4–16; map, about 1 inch scale MRIO. 38 (30–2); flks. Ib. M 326. ⁹ Dts. 265 (308–17) 17–6–31. ¹⁰ MRIO. 40 (17), 45 (17). ¹¹ Polhill, Fitzpatrick & Clayton [179–9, 22, 154 p.5]. ¹² Chas. Theophilus Metcalf (1785); BCS. 1800; DNB. DIB. ¹³ MRIO. 49 (18); 200 ft to inch. ¹⁴ Ib. 43 (11).
to make this road. ... During the government of Lord Mornington!...it contained a width of 500 feet, and extended from the old Garden Reach road near Kilderpore bridge to its junction near the 5th milestone, a distance of about 21 miles. ... About 280 bighas...has been distributed in various ways, of which it is necessary to render an account by my survey².

This survey was not completed, "the expenses having exceeded the amount contemplated by Government?", but Osborne published in England a "Plan of Calcutta, with the latest improvements". in one sheet—in a case—price 82s. 6d.

From 1820 the capable and versatile surveyor, John Schalch [II. 440—1], was employed by the "Lottery Committee" to survey the salt lakes and surroundings of Calcutta, and to prepare a plan for navigable canals connecting the Hooghly with the waterways leading to the Sundarbans, since Tolly’s Nallah [I. 64, 65 ] could no longer cope with the traffic. He made a detailed survey, laid out the canals, and designed and constructed many important bridges. His map was engraved in eight sheets, scale 500 feet to an inch, and issued in 1825 with a "Book of Reference" ⁴.

Map of Calcutta...will issue from the press in the new year. Engraved by Mr. E. Le Combe, Entally. The unusual large size of the plates, and the minuteness & accuracy with which every feature of the town is inserted, excite our admiration. ... The engraving has been made from the large MS. survey executed under the immediate superintendence of the Committee of Improvement, by a gentleman of rare attainments and talents, whose delicacy we must not, wound by broader allusion⁶.

It is proposed to publish in Calcutta an engraved map of that city, on the best English drawing paper, 5 feet 4 inches long by 2 feet 10 inches broad, covering an area of about 20 square miles. The map will contain every street, lane, and road in the town. ... It will show every pukka building, public office, & private dwelling. ... To be ready for delivery...March 1826. Price Rs. 40, or Rs. 45 mounted⁸.

There were several engraved editions on various scales, the following legend appearing on that of 1830:

Plan of the City of Calcutta and its Environs. Surveyed by the late Major J. A. Schalch for the use of the Lottery Committee, and containing all their improvements, with additions from the Surveyor General’s office, and from recent surveys by Captain T. Prinsep. Engraved by E. De La Combe. The publisher begs to return his thanks to Mr. W. N. James of the Surveyor General’s office for the aid he has afforded in the surveys of the additions made to this edition.

Scale about 500 feet to an inch. Price per set of 4 sheets 12 rupees.

[Under the heading is A View of the Government House, and the Houses adjoining. No evidence as to the artist—A bhangyagoda carries two ghara of water in centre—an empty ghara lies in left-hand corner—an Indian woman stands talking to a squatting man on left edge—a peki with servant and 4 bearers stands by the road].

A reduced sketch, scale 6 inches to a mile, was printed in 1826 by Samuel Smith⁹, and a later edition, scale 4 inches to a mile, with Prinsep’s corrections, was issued by Tassin in 1832.

The Lottery Committee was the prototype of the modern Improvement Trust, and the profitable manner in which it raised funds was no doubt adapted from the successful lotteries run by Edward Tindal [I. 389]. The lotteries were closed down in 1830 "for so-called moral reasons" ⁹.

Schalch’s official designation was "Superintendent of Canals and Bridges". Accounts of his work are given in a letter to the Directors, and in a volume of Selections from Bengal Government Papers, 1865–1904, describing the canals;

The insufficiency of Tolly’s Nallah has long been admitted. The delays and difficulties which occur in the passage...constitute a serious evil. ... Being fully persuaded that the work proposed by Lieutenant Schalch...will be very beneficial, ... we resolved that the undertaking shall immediately be commenced. ... We have...appointed...a committee under...which Lieutenant Schalch is to execute the...work. ... and nominated Captain Jackson of the Quartermaster General’s Department [II. 409] to be their Secretary. ...
Lieutenant Schalch... was accordingly appointed Superintendent of Canals in Bengal, and Agent for the preparation of Suspension Bridges, with an allowance of 1,000 rupees per mensem, in addition to his military pay & allowances and... allowance for boats and other incidental expenses. Lieutenant Schalch's plan and estimate appear to be the result of an accurate examination of the country, and of much careful and judicious consideration of the subject. To aid in the execution... we have appointed Lieutenant Taylor of the 5th Cavalry, and Lieutenant Prinsep, Surveyor in the Sundarbans, to be his assistants.

Schalch's scheme was to cut a canal from Chittagong to the old Eastern Canal, now known as the Circular Canal, on a line parallel to the Circular Road. It was completed in 1831, and the Chittagong lock was opened in 1833. Previous to 1810, the Eastern Canal was simply a shallow and tortuous channel between the salt lakes and Entally; in 1810, the Eastern Canal was improved, widened, and lengthened nearly up to Circular Road.

The Eastern Canal comprises a channel of communication, chiefly natural, but partly artificial, between Calcutta and Barisal; the natural portions are the tidal channels and rivers of the Sundarbans; the artificial portions are nearly all the results of the labours of Major Schalch.

One of the major considerations was the determination of the difference of level between the Hooghly and Salt Water Lake. Major Schalch, Captain Thomson, and Captain Fitzgerald, as well as Captain Prinsep, have left statements which do not in some respects agree. The Commission have adopted the levels of Captain Prinsep... inasmuch as he submitted a map of the Salt Lakes "prepared upon a very accurate and minute survey carried on by a European under my own immediate superintendence, and which may be relied on for accuracy."

Upon this map Captain Prinsep has drawn a gauge representing the surface level of the lake tides, and bed, in relation to certain fixed points still existing, such as the bench-mark at Chandpore Ghaut, and the sill of the old dock at Kidderpore, and to the accuracy of this gauge, or scale of levels, Colonel Sir Thomas Anburey, then Chief Engineer, bears favourable testimony.

The committee of 1866, however, preferred Schalch's levels, which were connected to the Kidderpore tide-gauge [1, 347] and differed only slightly from those run about the same time by Blochynden. Schalch expressly notices that his levels agreed within half an inch with those of 1783 [1, 52].

Other canals "to Hozeinabad on the Jaboona River" were sanctioned in March 1823, and started by Schalch till he was called off to military service [68]. After his death Thomas Prinsep was appointed in September 1826 to carry on the work. One of the schemes that was never carried out is illustrated in a map of the Hooghly prepared by Taylor in 1824, "explanatory of a plan for opening a communication between Calcutta, Diamond Harbour, and new anchorage (near Dag Creek)", which bears a note that the southern part was taken from a survey by Thomas Prinsep.

Amongst surveys of other town Charles Smith, of the 15th Regt. N.I., was in January 1816 allowed Rs. 400 "for surveying and drawing plans... of the cantonment of Dacca", whilst the following month James Tetley was employed to make "an accurate survey of the city of Dacca", which should contribute "as well... to the efficiency of the police, as to the proper arrangement... of the custom house choukey". Tetley received "a monthly salary of seca Rs. 200, and an additional allowance for the establishment... contingencies, etc., amounting to about 70 or 80 rupees monthly", with theodolite, perambulator, and chain, from the public stores.

Later in the year Bentley Buxton, cadet of Engineers, was appointed to survey part of Dum Dum cantonments for the Military Board, being followed by Henry Osborne in 1819. In 1827 William Osborne, son of Henry [12, 135], was employed by the Revenue Board on a survey of Chinsura [369].
The immense floods carried down by the great rivers of Bengal are a source of perennial anxiety to this very day. From earliest times efforts have been made to control them by continuous embankments, for which surveys and estimates were frequently demanded [1, 22, 354].

During the cold weather of 1816-7, Walter Forbes surveyed "the bunds for the Rajmahal District along the Ganges" and, during 1824-5, William Fitzgerald made an extensive survey of embankments along the rivers of Jessore.

In 1817, George Everest, of the Artillery, was deputed to clear the rivers Ichamati and Matlabhanga of trees, sunken boats, and other obstructions to navigation; no survey was involved, but the ingenuity which he applied to the problem was typical of his later work in the Great Trigonometrical Survey. His efforts, however, provided no permanent cure. The following year Wroughton and Bleshyden made a survey of the Matlabhanga, and other officers followed.

The obstructions had become so many and dangerous as to cause the wreck of innumerable boats, and to entail heavy losses. The merchants of Calcutta petitioned that steps should be taken for remedying the evil. Mr. Robinson was appointed Superintendent and Collector of the Matabangah, and commenced his duties in the cold season of 1819-20, and effected great improvements by clearing the channels of obstructions.

He was succeeded... by Mr. May... for upwards of 20 years. During 1820-21, Mr. May made a careful survey of the heads of the Jellinghee and Matabangah with the Ganges adjoining, and proposed to make periodical surveys for ascertaining and recording the changes of the great river [1, 64; 2; III, 21-2].

At the end of 1819 the old question of an artificial cut between the Ganges and one of its outlets near Jalangi was resurrected, and a review made of various proposals and experiments made since 1798 [1, 64]. Recent surveys and unimportant reports by Forbes and Edward Garstine were discussed, and it was resolved that the Superintendent and Collector must confine himself at present to the objects of removing such accidental causes of obstruction as may from time to time occur; of clearing particular portions of the bed; of confining the stream in certain places; and of making partial cuts where they may be easy of execution and defined in their result.

Nothing can... be definitively settled without a careful survey of the various streams which intersect the delta of the Ganges... Government will... be glad to receive any suggestions which may occur to the Governor MacKenzie on the subject generally of the internal navigation of Bengal, and of the means of improving it. MacKenzie's health was, however, far too poor for him to advise on this difficult matter, and in June 1821 Schalch submitted a map of the rivers lying between the Hooghly and the Sundarbans, with a plan "for opening a permanent communication between the river Hooghly and the great river, through channels not likely to be obstructed" [1, 13].

In 1825 Government wrote to the Directors:

The maps annually prepared by Mr. May furnish a highly interesting view of the workings of the rivers and... may enable us... to ascertain the limits to which they extend. For, great and apparently capricious as is the destruction and creation of land which occurs... each year, it seems that the progress of the river is regulated by fixed laws, and... that after certain periods it returns over the space it has already traversed, so that the bounds of its encroachment on either bank may be traced [154].

We have directed Mr. May to extend his survey to the head of the Brahmanes, there appearing reason to think that in one season the navigation will be most easily kept open by that stream, in another by the Jellinghee, and in a third by the Matabangah.

In a letter of 8th July 1825, May prophesied that unless drastic action was taken there was every prospect of the Matabangah becoming "at no very distant period, in the hot months, perfectly un navigable for boats even of the smallest size".

A set of lithographed maps known as Prinsep's Atlas contains 8 sheets showing the Ganges, Bhagirathi, and Hooghly rivers from Allahabad to Calcutta, surveyed...
by Colebrooke [I, 64-5; II, 20-3], May, and Fitzgerald [15], brought up-to-date in 1828 by Thomas Prinsep [13].

An account is given later of the exploration of Assam and the survey of the upper Brahmaputra [53-64]. The following account is given by Wilcox of his survey of its lower course through Bengal, between February and June 1828.

I...send you a chart of the Brahmaputra river from Goglipoora to Jamalpur, made on my way down from Assam at Mr. Scott's request... I found it advisable to adhere to one bank... and I soon perceived that, instead of merely correcting Rennell's map for the alterations that have taken place, I must construct one anew; so little resemblance is now to be recognised with the former state of things. ...

Having in my former survey fixed the position of some hills in the vicinity of Goalpara, I was at no loss for some miles to lay down my stations with sufficient accuracy and... I found my first projection of the distance to Dubaree differs but 2 furlongs from that of Major Rennell's map; I was also so successful as to place Bugoowa within 4 furlongs of Rennell's position...

From there, as the country is open, and as I found my progress very slow in trudging, I determined to use the perambulator, and accordingly the remaining distance to Jamalpur was measured, excepting in some impracticable places. The names even of some of the former villages have been forgotten, and the sites of many removed. Bagowa is supposed to have been where the bend of the river now is. Below Bagowa scarce any resemblance can be traced to the banks of the Brahmaputra in the upper part of its course; instead of the long dreary tracts of impenetrable jungle, a fine open and well cultivated country extends.

The Surveyor General then recommended that Wilcox should make a survey of the Brahmaputra from Goalpara downwards to, and a little below, the parallel of Dacca, where several navigable streams join it. The object of the survey would be to ascertain the channel of the main river, the rivalry of the Ganges, and the course of the river... in the North-West of India, but within a late period the Burmese War has recalled our attention to the very imperfectly known countries to the north-east, east, and south-east [50]...

The last surveys of the Brahmaputra are of remote date [I, 19-20, 158-9]. ... For more than 30 years past... geographical research and surveying operations have... accompanied our armies... in the North-West of India, but within a late period the Burmese War has recalled our attention to the very imperfectly known countries to the north-east, east, and south-east [50].

The great probability of obtaining abundant supplies of coal in the eastern districts of almost every part of which is accessible by water carriage, would render those districts of great value. ... Further, a knowledge of the present state and course of the Brahmaputra, of its velocity, depth, and the mass of water it rolls to the sea in a given time, cannot be deemed objects unworthy of the attention of the Government.

The survey was duly authorised; but could not be started before 1830 when in asking that Wilcox might be given an assistant, the Surveyor General pointed out that such great changes have taken place since the compilation of Major Rennell's map, that it affords little or no accurate information of this part of Bengal.

The method pursued by Lieutenant Wilcox is that of triangulation, and filling up the details by means of the plane-table, and the trigonometrical operations, being conducted with care and accuracy, will afford data for correcting the position of many principal points in the eastern part of Bengal. ... It is very desirable that two officers should be employed, and in the event of the removal of the principal by sickness, or any other cause, there would be a person ready to take charge of the records, and carry on the work. It will also be necessary for Lieutenant Wilcox to measure a base-line, which is a very tedious operation, and cannot be well performed without an assistant.

Edward Ommanney was appointed assistant from 1st October 1830.

**Marine Surveys**

Charles Court held charge of the Marine Surveys department, Bengal, first as Marine Surveyor and later as Marine Surveyor General, from 1812 till his death.

---

2. Map, MRIO 170 (6, 10); Jamalpur, 7 m. above Mymensingh, 78 H/13; David Scott, AGG., NE. Frontier. 78 F/19.
in 1821 [II, 391–2], when he was succeeded by Daniel Ross whose chief assistant was John Crawford. Surveys proceeded steadily along the coasts of Arakan and Tenasserim [70, 74], and much useful work was done during the Burmese war of 1824–6. The surveying ship *Research*, under Crawford, was fitted with 10 guns, and took part in actions on the Arakan coast [68–70]. Ross also fitted his ship, the *Investigator*, as a man-of-war, to support the occupation of Amherst and Tenasserim [73–4].

Other marine surveys to be noticed are those of James Robinson on the west coast, where he co-operated with Jervis in 1823 [130.], and a survey in 1829 of the Makan coast by George Brucks and Stafford Haines.

Surveys by other officers of the Bombay Marine are described in Low’s *History of the Indian Navy*, and Markham’s *Memoir on the Indian Surveys*. In his retrenchments of 1828, Bentinck ordered the marine survey department to be broken up, but Ross was allowed to continue survey of the Arakan coast till he resigned in 1833.

**ORISSA. 1818–21**

Although Sackville had spent three years from 1809 to 1812 on a general survey of Cuttack, his map was not published, and in 1816, when the country was threatened with invasion by the dreaded *pindaris*, the military commanding officer represented that he was utterly ignorant of the boundaries or passes into the Maharatta Country, and the information furnished by the hircarrabs I employ is so vague and unsatisfactory that I can form no just idea upon the subject [I, 89, 241].

He was told that a map of Cuttack is about to be forwarded... to the Judge and Magistrate of that district; His Lordship in Council does not consider it necessary that the expense of procuring another for the use of Lt. Colonel O’Halloran [I, 384] should be incurred, and accordingly request... that officer... to refer to the map in the possession of the civil authority.

Throughout 1817 the country lay in the throes of a rebellion of tribesmen who rose in sympathy with the *pindaris*, with whom, however, they had nothing in common beyond a desire to rid the country of the English. The rebellion was not stamped out till April 1818, when proposals were renewed for a deliberate survey to assist in the settlement of estates, for which the Collector had asked in 1816 for a supply of instruments including “six chains, of 24 feet in length, each link 6 inches””. Cuttack, it must be remembered, had not been part of Bengal at the time of the permanent settlement of 1793; it was conquered from the Marathas during the war of 1803–5 [II, 23].

Bentley Buxton was appointed in 1818 to make “a general map of the country and its principal divisions... saving for future consideration the expediency of undertaking more minute surveys of individual estates and villages.”

He was given the assistance of Marcellus Burke, one of Mackenzie’s assistant surveyors from Madras, and started by making a survey of the town and vicinity of Cuttack. After the rains, he took up regular triangulation, whilst Burke made a detailed survey, with traverses of the main roads. He was later given two apprentices to train.

11 miles N.E. of Balasore, 1st April 1820. The survey during the last month has been extended to the northward of Balasore... The deep nullahs and marshes, however, which abound in the vicinity of the coast, and which are passable only in few places, present considerable obstacles. The whole coast is likewise covered with high jungle extending about two miles inland; the villages are few and poor, and the scarcity of roads and supplies render this part of the country difficult of access.

1 Not to be confused with John Crawford, of the civil est. PWI, Java, and envoy to Ava [78].
2 Maps of Arakan Coast by Henry Hardy, MRIO. 175 (8–11) & Chas. Wm. Montresor, ib. (15), and also John Crawford and Chas. Armstrong, ib. 171 (72), & *Bea. RPR*. 530 (107).
3 MRIO. 111 (42); Markham [II, 3].
4 Lew. [490].
5 BM. 5–7–16, 32.
6 *ib. 1–11–19 (187).*
7 *DIN*. 133 (7), 17–18.
8 MRIO. Fbd. M 269.
9 Polhill & Clayton [12 n. 9].
The apprentices are employed in filling up the details of particular portions, the limits of which I have laid down with the chain and theodolite.1

About 45 miles to northward of Cuttack. 1st June. ... The rains have now fairly set in. ... I have closed the work of this season, and...am...on my way to Cuttack. The operations...of the past season have embraced...about 1800 square miles, in which a part of its northern boundary has been defined, as well as the boundaries of the Tributary States of Neelgur and Mohurungan, and of the Chuckle of Balasore. ... The survey...would have included a wider extent of country had not my proceedings been twice interrupted by violent attacks of sickness among my attendants, from...which few have yet thoroughly recovered. ... In January the delay was attended with much inconvenience as at that period, on account of the clearness of the weather, a favourable opportunity was lost of extending the triangles among the hills, and of fixing a greater number of remarkable points.

But the unhealthiness of the climate is not the only obstacle. ... The country so unfavourable to travelling; the great dearth of provisions, their inferior description and the exorbitant charges demanded for them, ... render it difficult to procure people who will accompany me into this part of the district. ... During the last season it was in my power only to carry on the triangles through the plains whilst Mr. Burke followed me with the details, using the points which I had fixed; and as this...was solely conducted by Mr. Burke, his personal aid was necessary in protracting the work and inserting the names of places2.

Cuttack. 27th June. ... Next cold season...I shall strike off through the hills again where the triangles can be continued, ... to obtain the extent and principal places of the tributary states as soon as possible. ... I intend to take 3 or 4 months provisions for servants and sepoys from hence, and perhaps establish depots. The nature of the country is certainly against me.3

Khoordah. 23rd September. ... The heat on the 21st during most of the day I was in the palankeen was greater than I almost ever felt it, and one of my violent bilious headaches the consequence. ... There seems to be a good deal of jungle about Khoordah with a few hills, which will enable me to connect my former triangles. ... At a rough guess there appears to be about 500 villages in the Khoordah district, and many of the villages mentioned in the list were destroyed in the rebellion. ... The weather has prevented my looking much about the place, but there are, I understand, several old ruins. ... I think of starting from hence on Monday, but wish first to mount the Khoordah hill to look about me, weather permitting, it being a round, long-backed, one, and covered with high thick jungle.4

Mackenzie had come down to Puri for a change from Calcutta, and was far from well, though taking a close interest in Buxton's progress. He writes about three months before his death;

Your plan of triangles extended from Khoordah was satisfactory to me, and I wish much you may be able to extend them so as to embrace Ganjam fort. ... My reason is that the positions of Ganjam and Cuttack being ascertained many years ago by an astronomer of some repute, it will be very satisfactory to have your details...confirmed by such authority. I will send you these positions...when I can lay my hands on them.5

He was probably referring to Topping's observations of 1785–6 [1, 171].

At the request of the Commissioner the survey of Khurda was made on a large scale for revenue purposes [136], but it had to be closed in February 1821 owing to the collapse of Buxton's health and was never resumed. The following is taken from his final report;

The survey was commenced in the latter end of the year 1818, and carried on...by a series of triangles computed from a base...measured on an extensive plain near the village of Simless, about 70 miles N.E. of Cuttack. ... The triangles being altogether of a secondary order, no great degree of accuracy was to be expected, although perhaps sufficiently correct for all the purposes of a common survey of a small tract of country.

The triangles were with difficulty extended through the plain country, which naturally abounded with obstacles, ... but by the close of the season were brought to...the town of Cuttack and its vicinity. Mr. Marcellus Burke...surveyed as I advanced with the triangles. ... About 600 square miles were completed in this manner during the first season. ... The following season, commencing again at the base, I extended triangles in a northern direction, embracing a considerable tract of the hilly states of the tributary rajahs. From the facilities which the hills afforded, I was enabled to proceed more expeditiously, though the country is almost an entire expanse of hills and jungle.

My progress was, however, impeded by the prevalence of sickness among my people, which occasioned me to quit the hills for their recovery, and occasioned the loss of a month. The assistant Mr. Burke also...had been attacked by severe illness, and rendered incapable of resuming duty. But, as substitutes, I had been furnished with two Government apprentices...from whose labours, however, I by no means derived the same aid as from...Mr. Burke.

In the survey of the details I found it necessary also to detach the apprentices to a greater distance than I could have wished...from the wild and barbarous nature of the tributary states and their inhabitants, the jealous eye with which they looked on all who entered their country, and the great scarcity of supplies.

From the early commencement of the rains in Cuttack, and their general continuance, leaving many parts of the country entirely under water, a surveyor can seldom prolong his operations in the field beyond the 10th of June, or begin them earlier than the 1st of November.

What with Mackenzie's death and Buxton's sickness, no use whatever was made of Buxton's survey till Everest discovered it nearly ten years later, and had it connected by the South Paras Nath series. He writes in November 1831 that the papers were left in an imperfect state at the death of Lieut. Buxton, and it would take some time to extricate the field books from the confusion in which they have ever since remained.

The detailed work bears appearance of great assiduity, and the triangles, as far as they go, seem to be creditably executed. They are of a secondary class; the instruments used were a common theodolite and...iron chain and, as the latter never appears to have been compared with any standard,...doubt...attaches to the whole performance. In spite of this it appears to me to rank next in accuracy to the survey of Gurhwal [39-40]. It extends from Balasore to Jugernath.

I have had a rough plan constructed. The latitudes and longitudes of the places are not derived from the survey...and the line of coast and Calcutta, as well as everything without the boundary of the work, are put down by conjecture, so that this beautiful little detail work, though complete, or nearly so, within itself, is totally disjointed from the general atlas.

During the first half of 1821 and through the rains till August, William Scott with a class of eight apprentices surveyed an area from Puri to the southern end of the Chilka Lake, with a strip to the west [12, 36-1-2].

Considerable interest had long been taken in the Chilka Lake for its possible use as a harbourage. A survey had been made in 1812 by Charles Weston [II, 12], and later by George Minchin of the Bombay Marine, who records the depth of water in December 1820, whilst William Stephen surveyed the "outlet as it existed in January 1821, together with a view of the range of sand hills which separate the lake from the sea", and also the "outfall into the sea" [II, 443].

Surveys of the Orissa roads from Midnapore and Cuttack to Puri and Sambalpur were made in 1827-8 by Robert Rose, an assistant surveyor.

**Nepál Frontier, 1816-20**

Under the treaty of Sagauli of March 1816, a stretch of foothills from the Gogra to the western border of Gorakhpur was ceded by the Gurkhas, and later transferred to Oudh, whilst a much longer stretch of the Kosi, eastwards from Gorakhpur, was ceded by the British to Nepal. During the next four years several surveyors accompanied British and Nepalese commissioners to survey and demarcate the new line.

Peter Grant surveyed the boundary with Oudh; William Garden that with Gorakhpur; Pickersgill the frontier with Champaran [pl. 4]. Peter Boileau, commanding the Resident's escort at Kathmandu, continued the survey eastward...
along the boundaries of Tirhut and Purnea. One of his maps shews, in a
dead straight line running east by south from a point about 8 miles west of
Nathpur,
a very extensive & ancient causeway running from the hills near to the River Ganges, named
'Bheem Bound and Mujoorree Kauth', supposed to have been constructed to check the over-
flowings of the Koosa R., or to divide the states of the Rajah of Gour & Suramur Gour3.

Boileau has left an interesting account of the decisions made by the com-
missons. Unfortunately he succumbed to the cruel climate of the tarai in
December 1818, leaving
nine unfinished copies of boundary maps, three of the north-west borders of Chumparan,
and six of the frontier of Purnea...which were preparing at the time of his death, and were
destined for the Government of Nipaul and the local authorities2 [ 21 ].

The boundary of eastern Nepal was surveyed early in 1817 by Weston, whose
original map is still preserved at Calcutta, and extends into the hills some twelve
miles north of Darjeeling, which name, with the spot-height 7,225, has been added in
red many years later3.

Of the few maps of Nepal itself we have some collected by Brian Hodgson, who
was Resident for many years. One of them is described by Markham as Hodgson's
physical map of Nepal, shewing the river systems, ...together with the routes obtained by
Mr. Hodgson from Kathmandu to Pekking; from Kathmandu to Darjiling, and a measurement
of the great military road through Nepal, from Kumaon to Sikkim4.

There is also preserved at Calcutta a "map of Bhoti (Tibet), done at Nepal for Mr. Hodgson
by a merchant of Bhot in 1924"5.

**OUDH & GORAKHPUR, 1817-20**

Grant's survey of the Nepalese frontier was spread out over several years, 1817-20,
to suit the vagaries of the boundary commissioners. He was under the general
orders of the Board of Commissioners at Farrukhabad, who employed him on the
eastern and western boundaries of Oudh with the Company's districts, and on
various surveys in Gorakhpur.

In September 1817 he was appointed to "survey the western frontier of Azimgur
and Jwanpore, where it touches the territory of the Nawab Vizier"7:

This survey was...necessary in consequence of the encroachments...made by the subjects of
the Nawab Vizier on the British territories, and...to put a stop to the frequent affrays which
had occurred between the landholders and villagers in the vicinity.

He was also to recommend "a more convenient and distinct boundary" between
Jaunpur and Azamgarh. His survey covered 'parjana Atroliia',
inhaled principally by a race of people called Pulwars, ...of a turbulent disposition, and
less civilized than the other inhabitants... The affrays originating from their violence and
oppressive exactions under the plea of a proprietary right to lands adjoining the frontier
rendered it...expedient to adopt some measures...of putting an end to the disorders8.

He was called off in February 1818 to start survey on the northern boundary
of Oudh, but returned to Jaunpur in June with little accomplished and,
having made a survey of the cantonments and some part of the town. I availed myself of the
first fair weather of going to Azimgarh, where I remained during the rainy season, which was
at an end by the 31st October9.

He then moved back to the Oudh-Nepal frontier:

I had been instructed to execute this survey in the beginning of 1818, but the absence of
the Commissioners...detained me till April in the neighbourhood of Bahraich10. The season
of the year was obviously too far advanced to leave a hope of its being terminated before the
end of June, and in the month of April the country is deserted and uninhabitable from the
prevailence of ...fever...
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It was proposed, however, to resume the survey during the ensuing cold season, and I was accordingly prepared to commence it in the end of December; the absence of the Vizier's Commissioner, however, protracted the commencement...till the beginning of February [1810]. The disputes that occurred...as to...the interpretation given to the treaty... protracted...the survey till the end of March, when it was found necessary to submit the whole proceedings for the final decision of Government.

According to the interpretation given by the British authorities, the base of the nearest range of mountains was to be considered as the boundary,...and in those places where...rivers issued from the mountains,....pillars were to be erected. ...Plans at large will hereafter be transmitted of those spots where an artificial boundary may be deemed necessary1.

The Resident in Katmandu pointed out the Gurkha view;

It is not to be supposed that the foot of the continuous range of hills is so distinctly marked as not to leave spots of ground which may be reasonably contested; those contested grounds may...be valuable to both parties. The recesses between the projecting ridges will in some instances be found to terminate on the passes in the mountains, and rigid construction on the terms of cession may possibly place the very defences of the passes into the hands of the Nawaub Vizier.

There can be no doubt that an apprehension of this nature has had great weight with the administration, and induced much of the hesitation which has attended the recognition of our demand and, if the principle be carried to its greatest length, it must...cause great irritation in this Durbar2.

After spending the rains of 1819 at Lucknow and surveying the Râmganga above Farrukhabad, Grant returned to complete the demarcation;

This survey was terminated in February 1820; my stay in the tisai did not exceed four months. ...The primary object of the survey was to determine the line of demarcation between the states of Oude and Nepal, and I was directed to superintend the construction of boundary pillars where no natural boundary existed3.

The following extracts are taken from his fieldbooks4:

On the 2nd December 1818, I received my final instructions from the Resident at Lucknow respecting the demarcation of the northern frontier of Oude; as also a copy of the first article of a treaty concluded between the British and Oude Governments, by which the former cede to the latter the province of Khargur, etc.5 ...

6th Jan. 1819. I was desirous of observing the azimuth of some peaks in the 1st range of hills; but the atmosphere was so extremely hazy, and the smoke arising from the burning of the grass jungle was so dense, that nothing could be seen. Add to this I was encamped in a wide and barren waste where there was scarcely a tree to be seen; a cold wind blew from the west. The thermometer fell to 30° in the tent, and the servants and cattle without any cover were almost frozen. I never indeed suffered a greater degree of cold in India. ...

1st January 1820. Halted at Singhai for workmen who were expected from Lucknow to construct pillars of masonry. ...

2nd. Halted. The Oude Commissioner and the workmen joined this day. ...

8th. Marched to Burela Ghaut on the left bank of the Gograh. From the 10th to 16th January I halted for the Nepalese Commissioner, but finding there was no prospect of his joining me for some days, I caused a pillar of masonry to be constructed on the left bank of the Gograh in Lat. 28° 4' 00" and Long. 80° 5' 00". ...

22nd. Nepalese Commissioner joined this day. ...

24th. Series of 24 lunar observations for longitude. ...

1st February. Surveyed the Murela...laid down in the survey of February 1819. Here therefore terminates the survey of the N. frontier. It only remained for me to proceed to the Mongoth N. and to see that the tisai in that quarter was evacuated, and to superintend the construction of pillars in the right and left banks of the Rapli. ...

24th. Marched to Gorakhpur. I propose remaining some days to finish my reports.

On 15th March he moved out again from Gorakhpur to complete the western boundary of the district;

30th. Halt for the Oude Commissioner, and employed in making enquiries about the boundary. ...

31st. Received from the Resident 9 unfinished maps of the Tirhut and Morung Frontier to be completed. They were begun by Lieut. Boileau, who died before completion [20].

---

1 DDo. 153 (169-80). Dec. 1810: also IO Maps. MS. 30. 2 DDo. 153 (155), 24-8.19. 3 Journal, DDo. 163 (371), 2-12-21. 4 DDo. 165; M 590. 5 First ceded to Nepal by the British; MRIO. M 391.
He closed work in the middle of June when the rains set in, and sent his maps down to the Surveyor General the following month. Final maps followed in March 1821 by the hand of Arthur Fitzpatrick, who had been attached as assistant for the past year [12 n. 0].

1st. Portion of the Goruckpoor frontier...where it touches the dominions of the King of Oude. ... Scale 1 inch to the English mile. ...

2ndly. Furruckabrad frontier, ... comprehending that portion of the peninsula within the Ganges and Ramgungu rivers which appertains to the King of Oude.

3rdly. Western frontier of Azimgah and Jompoor, ... 3 miles to one inch.

4thly. Northern frontier of Oude, ... from the Urrah Nuldee to the Kali, or Cogras, ... 2½ miles to one inch. ... Boundary pillars...established in the gorges of the mountains...laid down from survey combined with astronomical observation, but in a country intersected with thick and almost impervious forests very great accuracy as to the relative longitude cannot be expected.

The writing in all these maps has been performed by Mr. Fitzpatrick, whose zeal and diligence is highly commended. The mountainous parts I myself have delineated. ...

For several important reasons I made no attempt to examine the southern chain of mountains, or even to pursue enquiry among those who were best qualified to afford information. ...

5thly. Various surveys...from Furruckabrad to the Gondub, comprehending also the mountainous regions to the north of Oude, and of the district of Goruckpoor. ... 5 English miles to one inch.

A few months later Grant was placed in charge of the revenue survey of Gorakhpur district [151].

SAHĀRNUP & DEHRA, 1815-9

For some years the Commissioners of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces had been pressing for a survey to assist assessment and collection of revenues, and at the end of 1815 Alexander Gerard, whose survey of Sahārnup had been interrupted by the Nepāl war, was again put at their disposal [II, 130; III, 157]. As the “minute topographical survey” which the Commissioners asked for would take too much time, Gerard confined himself to a “correct trigonometrical survey”, which was no more than a series of traverse circuits, by perambulator or pacing, with bearings by theodolite compass, corrected for needle variation. He completed the north division of Sahārnup which at that time included Dehra Dūn, and also Morādābād district, by May 1818.

He gives a good description of the Dūn [II, 82-4; pl. 10; III, pl. 3];

The cultivation is not marked from actual measurement, but from what I supposed to be nearly right, in order to give some idea of the quantity of waste land in the Doon.

Roads. The only carriage roads thre' the Doon are from...Timuli Pass, via Dehra, to Kansrow Pass on the foot of Bheem gora. From there to Dehra, and from Jooalpoor to Lukughat. The above roads are bad, and drag ropes are frequently necessary. Throughout the rest of the Doon there are nothing but footpaths, often impracticable for camels and sometimes for horses.

Rivers. The canal which supplies Dehra and some of the surrounding villages with water is cut from the Rispens, and runs in the hot weather. ...

Hills. The outer range of the Doon is composed of sandstone, with some pieces of quartz intermixed. There is not a single village nor the least cultivation upon them, and the whole is entirely covered with low sal, kanta, and small bamboos; there are likewise some fires, but not in any quantity. I ascertained the height of a few of the peaks, and found them from 2,000 to 2,500 feet above the sea. The other range which divides the Doon from Garwhal is composed of a bluish kind of clay slate, with a few pieces of limestone and quartz here and there. The northern face is in general covered with oak, booras...and fires, and the southern exposures with thick kanta and kawads bushes. They are very rugged and abrupt, and consequently there is very little

1 DDn. 147 (160), 5-7-20, Maps, MRIO, Misc. 8-0-30. 2ib. 17 (22) to Cutt., (217). 3DDn. 147 (210), 1-2-21; Maps, MRIO, 16 (32-7, 40-1); 17 (14-9, 22). 4Pobl. DDn. 138. 5 Maps, 2 m. to 1 inch, MRIO. 25 (9-4, 82-4) 26 (16). 1610 (10). 6DDn. 212 (15), 25-11-16. 7Siwalik Range.
cultivation upon them. The fields seldom exceed 10 or 15 feet in breadth, and run along the faces of the hill like steps.

I have noted in the map the heights of a few of the principal peaks, which are all I could accurately ascertain trigonometrically. I might have determined the altitude of the others I passed over, had not my two barometers been broke a few days after my arrival at Dehra [204].

Villages. Throughout the Doon the villages are...very poor, consisting of seldom more than 5 or 6 mud huts. Those on the hills...are likewise small, but the houses are better constructed, being built of stone two stories high, and covered with slate or flat-roofed.

Jungle. The different kinds of jungle are put down in the map. Large sal timber is scarce, being only found in Rajbur, West of the Jumna, and near Lulurghat. The grass and surkhunda jungle grows to a great height, and affords cover to elephants, tigers, leopards, bears, hogs, and deer, with which the valley abounds. ...

Mines. There are several mines in the district of Jounsan1, which borers upon the Doon, and belongs to the British Government. There is a copper mine at Kaluse, not worked at present owing to the hardness of the rock. The Gorkhas tried it but found the expense of labour too great. There is an iron mine at Busun on the banks of the Jumna, and both iron and lead mines st...Loahakundee, a high mountain...about 12 miles north west of Bhurut; the latter are worked. Gold is found in small quantities in the sands of the Ganges. ...

Climate. From the vicinity of the hills the weather is in general [mild ?]. In the cold season the thermometer ranges from 66° to 70° in a tent at noon, and at night was about 50°. In May and June...found the heat oppressive, the thermometer being 118° in tents.

The outer range of hills is seldom covered with snow, and what falls hardly ever lies the whole day unless it be cloudy. The other range is covered with snow for about 4 months in the year, and several of the high peaks much longer. In the beginning of November snow fell upon Bhundrajh, the thermometer being 31° about an hour after sunrise, and I understand in January the snow is from 3 to 6 feet deep upon Bhurath and Bhundrajh [30-4; pl.5]2.

In November 1818, Gerard reported that he had been directed by the Board of Commissioners to survey the whole of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces, to make out the map upon such a scale as to include every single village, hamlet, and to define the boundaries of the purganas as exactly as possible.

Last season I was employed partly in the Dehra Dun, partly in the Moradabad District. In the Doon I surveyed 224 square miles, in Moradabad about 1536, making a total of 1760. ...

If you wish the original map of Saharanpoor...I can despatch it immediately, but I am in hopes you will allow me to furnish you with a fair copy, for it is just as it was protracted, in 4 pieces of paper, sadly disfigured and blotted; it likewise contains part of the southern division of Saharanpoor, in the survey of which I have made considerable progress3.

He continued survey of the southern division of Saharanpur until 1st February 1819, when "the office of Surveyor to the Board of Commissioners" was abolished. A portion of his half-inch map of the Dān, beautifully drawn by his assistant Blandford, is reproduced as plate 3.

DELHI CANALS

Proposals for the restoration of the old Jumna canals, which had led to the surveys by Tod and Macartney during 1810 and 18114, had been put aside owing to the distractions of the Nepāl war.

A survey and design for the work of re-opening the Delhi canal was completed...by Lt. Macartney, of the cavalry, in the year 1810; this was further followed up, if not preceded, by several reports by other officers on the subject (Lt. White of the Infantry [II, 67] and Lt. Fordyce of the Engineers5, amongst the number), and elicited such a variety of opinion from Colonels Kyd, Garstin, and Cobbe, neither as Surveyor Generals, or Chief Engineers [II, 67-9], that the matter seems to have fallen into abeyance6.

The subject was again brought to notice by Rodney Blane [II, 383], who wrote from Delhi in 1816;

Being at this time quite unoccupied, ... it has occurred to me that if the existing papers and surveys relating to the Delhi Canal could...be entrusted to my charge, considerable

---

1 Chakrēta. 2 DDrn. 92 (150-61). 3 DDrn. 92 (93); 25-11-18. 4 Tod surveyed the E. Jumna canal, on left bank of Jumna. Macartney surveyed the W. Jumna or Delhi canal [II, 63-9]. 5 Arthur Dingwall Fordyce, Ben. Engs. Ems. 1801; Capt. 1810; d. at sea on passage home, 1812. 6 JASB, II, 1833 (119).
preparation might be made towards carrying into execution the intended repairs. ... With the assistance of these materials, and from such an examination of the course of the canal between Delhi and Kurnool as may be made when I am returning to Loodhianah, an estimate of the expense might be framed!.

After long search, Macartney's plans and reports were retrieved and entrusted to Blane, who made a good start in the reconstruction of the canal. On his death the work was carried on by Colvin and Tickell, Colvin holding the appointment of Superintendent of Canals from 1827 till 1839.

In 1809 Hodgson had called attention to the possibility of restoring the old Ferozeshah canal that had once watered Hariana [II, 65, 69], and Colvin had noticed the same derelict canal when surveying on the Bhatti frontier in 1818. In March 1820, Colvin was appointed "to survey the course of the ancient canal, Chittang Naddie", and he completed this and the survey of the Ferozeshah canal between November 1820 and January 1821. He ran levels—measured a base—observed triangles—and produced a useful map showing his marches, with a separate one for the Resident at Delhi to show administrative boundaries.

The survey and restoration of the doab canal, east of the Jumna, was carried out by Henry De Budd and Robert Smith between 1822 and 1830.

**Allahabad to Agra, 1827-8**

In 1821 Hodgson, now Surveyor General, obtained sanction for Alexander Boileau to resurvey the country between Allahabad and Cawnpore. The accuracy of the old maps had long been suspect owing, as Colebrooke suggested, to carelessness on the part of Reuben Burrow in letting his chronometers run down [I, 163; II, 190-1]. Hodgson wrote that, being now employed in the construction of an Atlas of India on the scale of 4 British miles to an inch [284:5], ... I am anxious that the map should be as full and accurate as possible.... The lower part of the doab from Cawnpore to Allahabad might be resurveyed with advantage, as the map "...presents many blank spaces, and it is a compilation of which I suspect the accuracy. ... A corrected map on the scale of two miles to an inch would be a useful document to the Judicial as well as the Military office, and...an important component part of the atlas."

To Boileau he writes;

The survey...will be of a cursory nature only, ... completed in one season or perhaps in a less period!... It seems...not impossible that the compiler of the map...has...protracted the survey routes probably too long, for those lines were surveyed by different persons... Sufficient allowances may not have been made for the winding of the roads and...it is difficult for me to insert this tract of country into the general maps.... To clear up any doubt...you are directed to...resurvey some of the principal lines, and to trace some new ones...

When you have completed the line to Cawnpore, you will cross the doab thence to Calpsee, and thence make diagonal sketches...from the Jumna to the Sanges and back alternately, ... laying down many villages which are not in the old map, and...ascertaining the accuracy of your main line. ... The more villages you can lay down the better, and your enquiries...may be usefully directed...to the distance of 8 or 10 miles [3].

Starting from Allahabad in October, Boileau ran his traverse first to Cawnpore, and then made a series of zigzags between the Jumna and the Sanges, passing through Cawnpore 1st December, Kâlpi 28th, Fatehpur 23rd January 1828, and back to Allahabad on 11th March. He then worked up through Ghâzipur to close at Cawnpore on 30th April. The following notes are taken from his fieldbook:

---

1 From Blane 12-3-16. B.M.C. 15-4-16 (31). 2 History of these canals by Colvin. *JASB.* I (105); II, March 1833 (105-27). 3 Bhik. 15-8-10. 28-9-18. MRIO. M 548; Oct. 1818, ib. 12 (20). 81 (12, 13); 186 (25-7). 4 D.D. 186. M 485; MRIO. M 397; general map in 3 sheets, ib. 180 (25-7); *JO Cut.* (223) gives Colvin’s map of Jumna canals, Delhi Territory (155 a l). 5 *JASB.* II, 1623 (116); map by De Budd, MRIO. 163 (14). 6 D.D. 204 (325), 5-7-27. 7 ib. (246). 39-7-27. 8 C. C. Nicholls II, 433); MRIO. 16 (9). 9 D.D. 220 (265); 7-9-27. 10 Maps, MRIO. 25 (46), (23), 31 (33). 11 ib. M 348.
The primary object...being to ascertain the longitude of Caunpoor by a series of accurate measurements connecting a given point at Allahabad with the garrison flagstaff at that station, as well as...to fill in the...surveyed portions of the lower doab, ...[1] measured a short base and laid out a triangle, ...

29th November 1827.—[Used two perambulators the whole time]—the two hands of Capt. Gerard's perambulator do not always exhibit the same proportional parts of a mile, owing to the looseness of the shorter index. ...

Many of the stations may appear to be unnecessarily short; and indeed they are, but the camel-flag-bearers are quite new in their office, and have not yet learnt how to judge for themselves in taking up proper points when sent on ahead [II, 207]. ...

I have been employing my spare time...in practising with the sextant & chronometer, to take the altitudes & times at the same instant, & find that I can already ascertain the error of the watch to within less than a second. ... Hoping to improve by practice. ...

19th December. I have at length brought my work to a close at the Magazine Ghat at Caunpoor, & am very much surprised to find that I cannot make my observations on this spot agree at all with those of Mr. Burrow, who must of course be correct, as he was one of the first astronomers of his day[1]. ... The perambulator & my sextant agree pretty well together, ...

but I am mortified at finding my altitudes differ so much from those of such an excellent observer as Mr. Burrow.

He writes to the Surveyor General;

16th January 1828. On arriving at Surajpore on the Ganges...I was enabled to bring my measurement to a close, for the first time during a run of upwards of 200 miles, on a point from which I had taken a circuit of upwards of 50 miles via Caunpoor, and had the satisfaction to find that my rough protractors of the route closed within ½ a mile of the proper point.

8th February. The old map is very incorrect in some matters. ... There are some of the villages on the wrong side of the Jumna, and some of the small rivers running in places which I could discover no trace of them. The entire zigzag to Allahabad will probably be completed by the middle of end of March.

5th March. The different lines agree very well with each other at the points of meeting. ... The whole of the work is protracted from the very commencement to the close of this morning's work, and the whole of the traverses are brought up. ... The more the old map is examined the more errors are discovered in it, and the smaller rivers are particularly faulty. The different routes, too, not having been laid down by the same person, differ considerably ...from those which have all been taken with the same theodolite & the same perambulators.

27th March. I am keeping as much as possible among the blank spaces in the map, that these unknown parts may be filled in correctly. The three measurements from Caunpoor to Allahabad ought to give the relative longitudes of these places very near the truth, being assisted by your latitudes (and those of Mr. Burrow), if I can identify your bungalow, but there was no plan of cantonments in Caunpoor...as the Superintending Engineer had taken it on tour with him.

Caunpoor, 2nd May. Having arrived at Caunpoor so much earlier than I expected, there are now nearly two months of this season remaining, in which I think I can manage both the lines you wished to have measured before the rains, that is, from Caunpoor to Fatehghur, & from thence to Agra. I am now waiting for the repair of 2 of my perambulators, one of which is much out of order & I expect to reach Fatehghur about the end of this month.

7th May. As I am actually on my way to Agra, and the weather is still very fine, I think that I can complete both the desired lines before the rains, and will do my best to ascertain the relative longitudes of Fatehghur, the Taj, and Caunpoor [190].

Hodgson replies;

You have done good work in getting through the lower doab so well and quickly, and I will be glad to hear [that you have reached] shelter at Agra, for the weather must be very hot. However, I hope your health will not suffer from being in camp in hot winds; mine never did, and I think I was better in the field, changing ground every day, than in a house, and the time certainly passed more lightly[2].

Boileau compiled his survey into a "large map of the lower doab, on a scale of two geographical miles to an inch"[3], which he submitted from Agra in September, and Hodgson reported the satisfactory conclusion of the survey;

[1] Boileau’s latitude for Caunpoor 29° 29’ 7”7; true position 29° 29’ 8” N.; 80° 2’ 11” E. [2] DDn. 299 (331), 14.5.28. [3] Memoir describing map, 11.1.28, MElO. 25 (46); other maps, ib. 25 (45) 29 (45-7), 31 (42); for details see DDn. 416 (18), 18-4.45.
Lieutenant Boileau, whom I guided in all the details of his duty by correspondence, has executed the work...in a manner very much to his credit, and has, under my special instructions, carried lines from my observatory at Futteghur [189] to the Taj at Agra...

The old surveys of the lower doob, which required revision as I supposed they would, have been corrected, and the country between Cawnpoor and Allahabad has been traversed and intersected in many directions, and the difference of longitude between the two places is now satisfactorily settled. The old difference has, as I supposed it would, proved very considerably in error. The other lines above Cawnpoor were found to be correct.

This was the last deliberate peace-time survey to be based wholly on traverse and astronomical fixings.

AGRA, 1829-30

The capture of Bharatpur in January 1826 opened up new country, and after Boileau's arrival at Agra Hodgson ordered him to measure a base-line between Agra and Delhi, and carry triangulation into Bharatpur, from which detail survey could be extended by theodolite traverse.

What your next season's work will be I cannot exactly say at present, but either in Bhurtpoor or Rohilkund, probably. If the former, we must proceed from a measured base. When at Agra you may examine the ground. I think 25 or 3 miles...fit for a base may be found near where General Nicholl's division was encamped before the siege. If so, the Taj, Secundara, and other buildings, are points, and sides must be found to connect them to Bhurtpoor Seckri, whence the citadel of Bhurtpoor and the Taj are visible, and the principal forts, Kumar Deig, etc., will be fine points in Bhurtpoor country, and we can sketch easily to Alwar, etc. [203].

Perhaps you may find ground for a base halfway between Agra to Fattepoor Seckri where both are visible; there is a chain and coffee, etc., in the Agra magazine [250].

Boileau was directed first to make connection with the Jumma Musjid in Delhi, and to traverse from the Taj at Agra...to the fort of Bhurtpoor through Chalzana, and to return...by Fattepoor Sikri, that the difference of longitude might be ascertained by a double measurement, examining what ground...would be best adapted for the measurement of a base.

He did this without any accident or interruption, though I have just received a public notice...through the Political Agent at Bhurtpoor, forbidding me to carry on any surveying operations in the Bhurtpoor State. Though Major Locket [11, 417] could not publickly lend me his assistance in running the perambulators through this independent territory, yet he very kindly furnished me with such aid...previous to the arrival of this order, and the people of the country, far from throwing any obstacles in the way of the work, were perfectly civil and obliging.

Whilst waiting for permission to cross the Bharatpur frontier, Boileau, being quite tired of remaining still at Agra, ...took an opportunity of running down to Jeypoor early in April 1829, taking with me a sextant and chronometer for the purpose of ascertaining the latitude and longitude of that place. ... Being positively forbidden. I dared not carry on any route survey beyond our frontier, but when the prohibition is removed, I hope some opportunity will occur of verifying the above... I will prepare to undertake the measurement of a base between Agra and Fattepoor Seckree.

At last, in August 1829, the ban was removed to his great delight; for really I have been so many months eating the bread of idleness that I began to be quite ashamed of myself. ... Further examination will. I hope, enable me to find sufficient ground for a base of five miles, and there will no doubt be a less objectionable method of connecting the Taj at Agra with the proposed chain of triangles than by the mode formerly suggested.

He spent November and December reconnoitring the country south of Agra, within the dominions of the Company, which was flat and difficult for triangulation. ... I have found three places southward of Agra which would form nearly an equilateral triangle with Akbar's Tomb at Sikandra and the gateway of Fattepoor Seckrees. ... Having completed a very minute examination of all the country immediately south of Agra, ... the following month will be chiefly employed near Muttra.

1 Dn. 231 (198), 22-12-28. 2 Plans sard. during siege, MRO, 68 (9-11). 3 Gen Sir Jasper Nicholls (1778-1849); C-n-C., 1838-43; DNB. 4 One of the GTS. charts; Dn. 220 (303), 14-5-28. 5 Dn. 227; Fidh. M 314, 1-11-28. 6 lb., 16-11-28. 7 Fixed by Hodgson ten years earlier. 8 lb. 9-6-29. 9 Dn. 231 (280), 1-9-29. 10 Dn. 227, 30-8-29. 11 Dn. 229, M 539; 1-1-30.
Agra

He reported later that
nearly the whole of the central and northern parts of the Agra and Muttra frontier have been
very minutely surveyed, and all elevated points have been carefully noted which may assist
in carrying out the intended triangulation. No difficulty will occur in finding convenient
stations within the Bhurtpoor territory, and many difficulties have been already done away
with, ... but much yet remains to be done to the southward and westward of Agra.¹

He completed his survey of Bharatpur during the next two years.

Roads

During the Marātha war of 1817–8, Quartermaster General’s officers of all three
presidencies were employed on military surveys, and from 1st January 1817 a
special cadre was authorized for the Bengal army, as had been formed in Madras
in 1810 [II, 321–2; III, 334–7]. To avoid infringing on the responsibilities of
the Surveyor General, duties were restricted to the survey of roads and communi-
cations;

On the close of operations...the officers of the Quarter Master General’s Department being
disposable, His Excellency the Commander in Chief...has directed that they should be imme-
diately employed in furthering the object of...the Superintendent in the Western Provinces. ...
You are...to commence a survey of the roads, etc., in the District of... The survey...is
to be confined to the roads with the objects immediately on them, or adjacent thereto, and is
to consult both civil and military convenience.

The more immediate object being to enable the magistrates to determine on arrangements
for the general convenience and security of travellers, the officers employed will carefully
examine the localities of the several police chookies, ... and recommend such positions as in
their judgements may seem to be better...than those at present fixed on.

The surveyors were to make daily observations for latitude, weather permitting,
and to keep close touch with the Superintendent of Police; they were
to be employed at least six days in seven, unless interrupted by indisposition or the inclemency
of the weather, and during the periodical rains their attention is to be devoted to the compila-
tions and topography of their surveys, of which three copies are to be prepared, both of the
maps and field books, in order that the Quarter Master General of the Army, the Superinten-
dent of Police, and the Magistrate of the Districts may each have one².

From October 1818, all military roads were placed under the control of the
Quartermaster General, including that between Calcutta and Benares [I, 368].
In 1820 the establishment included Ezekiel Barton [II, 380–1] as D.O.C.M.G. with
headquarters at Cawnpore; James Franklin as A.Q.M.G., and a number of
D.A.O.M.G.'s [335–7]. Copies of surveys were sent as a matter of routine to the
Surveyor General³, and included roads in Rohilkhand by William Garden—routes
in Allahābad district, and thence to Nāgpur via Rewah and Jubulpur, by
Becher—roads to the north of Delhi by Paton—and through Mirzāpur and
Rewah by Drummond.

Officers of the Rāngarh Battalion were still interested in surveying roads of
Chota Nāgpur, and in 1817 Ferguson surveyed the road from Gaya to Patna⁴ under
the direction of Roughedge, president of the road committee. In 1822 James
Aire, of “the Hill Bildars”, was one of the officers surveying new roads of
Singbhūm⁵. Surveys through Central India, Mālwa, and Rājputāna, will be noted in
a later chapter [83–90].

During the Burmese war, when most of these officers were on active service,
"Superintendence and Executive charge of all public roads" was transferred to
"the Department of Public Works".⁶

During 1819 Jackson [II, 409; III, 12] surveyed the line for a road between
Midnapore and Nāgpur through Keonjhar and Sambalpur, receiving instructions that

¹DDn. 229, M 530; 1-5-30; see also M 315, 317, 319, 523 which contain 1-inch maps of Agra-Muttra frontier, beautifully clear and neat; other maps are MRIO. 15 (6); 29 (5-14). ²DDn. 282 (290), 30-3-18. ³BGO, GG, 10-10-18. ⁴MRIO. M 379; 31 (30); 32 (1-77). ⁵Presumably that surveyed by Pecket in 1812 [II, 439]. ⁶MRIO. 45 (30). ⁷BGO. 30-9-25.
the precise direction...must be faithfully laid down, giving full and distinct reasons for all windings, and the most particular account of the nature of the soil and features of the country, whether open or through jungle, plains, ascents and descents, and, where low and requiring to be raised, the probable quantity of labour and means of accomplishing it; what trenches or drains for water-courses, or bridges, will be necessary.

The outline of towns and villages must be given, with the streets passing through them, and defences where they have any; also of all forts, buildings of importance, bridges, tanks, etc., not to mention wells wherever met with, or...wanted for the convenience of troops or other travellers.

A particular description will be expected of all rivers, nullahs, gharus, passes, fords, and ferries, and the names and residences of the zamindars to whom the villages and lands belong, or by whom rented. The climate, the populations and castes: number and description of their cattle and carriages, produce of the crops, and state of manufactures.

Without, perhaps, collecting quite all the information here called for, Jackson produced a useful map, and the road was constructed on his rough estimate of probable expense of constructing a road from Midnapore to Nagpore, 30 feet wide, and clearing away 25 yards of jungle on either side—Rs. 3,38,448 for the part thro' the Company's dominions—Rs. 2,75,136 throu' Nagpore—Rs. 6,13,585 total.

An advertisement in the Government Gazette of 22nd June 1820 reads that Dek runners have recently been laid on the direct route betwixt Calcutta and Nagpore, a route lately explored and surveyed by Captain Jackson. This line of communication with the capital of Berar runs nearly in an easterly direction through Raipur, and shortens the daks to Bombay

At the end of 1829 Gilmore and Ommarney, both of the Engineers, were deputed to survey the line for a road from Burdwan to Bihār, which was afterwards to be constructed as part of the Grand Trunk Road.

There was a direct road from Burdwan to Behar formerly used, and though not now frequented...it appears probable that by pursuing its course the surveyors will meet fewer obstructions than they would be likely to encounter in any other direction. It is also probable that coal, lime, and other materials, will be found...for the construction of any bridges that might be necessary.

The Surveyor General gave Gilmore detailed instructions:

You will commence...at Burdwan, and...survey by perambulator measurements and magnetic bearings, intersecting all remarkable objects to right and left, and especially...such features of the country as may be useful in defining the proposed line. You will also report on the natural productions...such as coal, limestone, etc.

It is supposed that...you may survey daily from 6 to 8 miles according to the difficulties of the country. This distance you will protract, filling in all the details during the heat of the day when your work in the field is suspended, as it essential to the accuracy of such a work that the map should keep pace with the field book.

The scale of these field protractors will be 2 miles to an inch; these will be afterwards combined and reduced to a scale of 4 when the whole is finished. It will be necessary also to take daily azimuths for the ascertainment of the error of the needle.... You will forward to this office on the Ist of each month a report of your progress.

The accompanying sketch...you will find laid down several triangles belonging to the series of the Great Trigonometrical Survey. You should check your operations by connecting them with those fixed points. The simplest method of doing this will be to observe the angles subtended by any three of those stations that may be visible, by observing their azimuths with the theodolite which has been furnished you.

Gilmore reported the completion of the survey in a letter from Patna dated 22nd March, and then returned to Calcutta and discharged his staff. His road ran through Rānganj, Rupnarainpur, Palāmau, Karakadiha, to Bihār, about 36 miles south-east of Patna.

1 Dn. 133 (529), 1-12-18. 2 Flfbk. MRIO. M. 221. 3 from Mil. Dept. to SG., Dn. 263 (91), 11-12-29. 4 Oliver's longitudinal series [26r, 4]. 5 what we now call a theodolite resection [197]. 6 SG. to Gilmore, Dn. 267 (1), 6-1-30. 7 Flfbk. M 246; maps MRIO. 46 (1-3). 8 Report, Dn. 263 (31-9), 23-7-30.
CHAPTER III

THE MOUNTAIN PROVINCES


THOUGH the glorious views of the snow peaks had long fascinated surveyors toiling in the plains, it was not until the Gurkhas had been dispossessed of their Himalayan conquests, and had accepted the Kāli River as their western boundary, that any regular survey of the mountains was possible [II, 84, 89].

Robert Colebrooke, Crawford, Webb, and Hodgson, had set their hearts on penetrating into the mountains and discovering the secrets that lay beyond the lower foothills. Sickness and death had robbed Colebrooke of any greater joy than taking distant observations and calculating the heights of a few recognizable peaks [II, 86-7]. Crawford had the thrill of actually working in the mountains of Nepal [II, 70-2; pl. 8]—Webb had penetrated far up the two main branches of the Ganges, and was now given the survey of Kumaun [II, 70-7; pl. 9]—and it fell to Hodgson who had already climbed the lower spurs above the Dan [II, 82-4; pl. 10] to lead the regular survey which Lord Moira sanctioned at the end of 1815.

A favorable opportunity now offers for making a correct survey of the newly liberated provinces of Gurawal, Sirmur, and Hindoo1, as well as of the countries to the north—reaching to the Himalehah, a tract which comprises the sources of the Ganges, Jumna, Tonsé (hitherto unknown though larger than the Jumna2), and Sutlej rivers, and which is bounded by some of the noblest mountains of the world [pl. 5]. The whole of these provinces are now...under British protection or influence. A survey could therefore be carried on...at leisure, ...as immediately beneficial to the public interests as it would add to geographical science.

An ascertainment of the heads and courses of the four great rivers, and of the heights and distances of the snowy peaks, are now completely within reach of British research and enterprise. These are objects becoming the attention of an enlightened Government.

The prospect of a speedy termination to the present war with Nepal, and the little probability there is that Captain Hodgson would ever be allowed to enter that country in time of peace for...making a leisurely and extensive survey, induced the Commander-in-Chief3 to think he might be more advantageously employed in making the survey above described, and he has accordingly directed that officer to proceed towards the upper part of the Ganges, and thence to be recalled in the event of the army on the frontier of Surun and Tirhut4 taking the field [II, 43; III, 1, 2].

Captain Hodgson is well known as a practised trigonometrical surveyor of no common stamp. He purposes to measure a long base on the plains at the upper part of the Ganges, and then proceed with a series of grand triangles, in which the highest and most remarkable mountains would form stations, whence every peak and range visible may be laid down with the greatest accuracy. At favourable seasons, when the snow is sufficiently melted, the sources of the great rivers may be visited and determined with precision.

Hodgson was appointed to this charge from 17th October 1815, keeping as assistants Ezekiel Barton and two young engineer officers, Edward Garstin and Paton, who had been with him on the Nepal frontier [II, 41; pl. 21 n. 1].

He reached Saharanpur on 30th December, and after searching without success for a suitable site for a base-line, and losing several weeks from a return of the

1 or Nilaguri, one of the Sinha States, west of Sirmur. 2 volume actually greater than that of Jumna at confluence; Ind. Gaz., XXIII, 418-9. 3 Lord Moira held both offices, GO. & C-in-C. 4 From AG. DMin. 141 (181), 27-9-16.
fever which he had picked up in the tarai [II, 42], he decided to postpone ground measurement, and to start his survey from astronomical observations.

The fever & ague by which I was confined since the 28th of Jan'y., having abated, ... I proceeded on 11th February 1816 by the Tiniāl pass to the Donm. ... I reconnoitred the ground near Bāt (Saharanpur), which I thought might perhaps be sufficiently level for a base, but found it not so, & as no answer had arrived to my application to change the extra expenses ... on the measuring a long base in a correct manner, and as the season proper for such an operation was passing away, I resolved to think no more of the base this year, but to use differences of altitude of places very distant from each other (but nevertheless visible).

Marching through Kālsī, where the Jumna breaks out from the hills, he took a long series of observations from Singhorī—for latitude—to the hills around—and to snow peaks. "I mean to go to the summit of the lofty Chour-ke-Dhar, 5 days journey hence over high mountains". Passing through Nāhan, capital of Sīmūr, he reached the Chaur, 11,966 feet above the sea, on 21st April, and started another long series of observations [II, pl. 10; III, 175]. He found that work on these hills after fever was very trying.

Whether it be from the changes in the atmosphere on high mountains, or the inconvenience of being exposed to severe cold & high winds, I find my observations never agree a fourth part so well as on the plains. ... Had I not been disabled by the dangerous inflammation of my throat, I could have taken a series of stars by the circular instrument, but on the 28th April I was obliged to go down to Nahan to consult Dr. Russell. ... 22nd April. Camp on the Chaur Medur mountain. Snow. ... A heavy fall last night. I purpose going to Sabatoo, & thence Rampour in Bussārī [49 pl. 5] high up on the Sutlej. Should there be a mountain barometer to be sold in Calcutta, I should be greatly obliged by your buying 2 for me [34, 227].

In May 1816, he marched through Nāhan and Sabathū to Simla, where he pitched his tent on the ridge, and found villages distant and supplies scarce. He then went along the road now known as the Hindustān–Tibet road, through Thegg and Madhāna, to reach Kotgarh on 27th May [pl. 5].

As soon as I am relieved from the inconvenience of an inflammation of the throat, caused by the frequent changes from the heat of the valleys & the cold dry air & cutting winds on the high mountains, I mean to survey by Rampour & the valley of the Sutlej along the foot of the Himalaya, & to visit if possible the source of the Sutlej, as that cannot be done except in June or in the rains.

Ensign Garstia, assistant surveyor, is on sick certificate at Nahan. Ensign Paton joined me at Sabatto, & accompanied me to this place. He will be detached to survey the route to Bullaupur & Subathoo by the Sutlej. Ensign Garstia, when able, will be employed in a survey of the districts between Sabattoo & the Sutlej, and both the assistants generally in filling up details between fixed points.

The want of mountain barometers I greatly feel; the last I had was broken on the Chaur. I have two coming from England; they are not procurable in India, either from the public or in the shops.

Leaving Kotgarh on 8th June, Hodgson travelled by Rampur and up the Sutlej, finding supplies very difficult as there was great shortage of grain. Before the end of the month he crossed the Shatul pass, 15,535 ft., over the high snow range to the upper Tons, returning to Kotgarh over another pass by 15th July. The following extracts from his journal describe this notable journey; By determining the position of the Kylos peaks [I, 71; II, 81 n.4], I shall determine the course of the Sutlej so far, & beyond it I believe the country is not inhabited. ... As to the source of the Sutlej, I hope to give more satisfactory information hereafter, but am greatly inclined to believe it is not in the Himalaya; the people universally say that it comes from near Manaswar Lake; some pretend to have gone along it so far; one man whom I examined...gave me a description of the lake [II, 88].

23rd June. Burnah, towards the pass over the Himalaya into Swarna. ... 24th. Halting place above pine forest to foot of pass. The Kylos Peak seen hence somewhat resembling the form of the Pague temple of Sheo-Mahadeo, rising from a broad base, &
Reduced from 8 mile map prepared in Surveyor General’s office, 1822-3, from surveys of Hodgson, Herbert, and Oliver, 1816-22 (29-40). Meridian lines drawn at 20° intervals from meridian of The Choer, assumed to be 77° 23’ 30” East of Greenwich. Survey was started from the observed latitudes of stations at Bulbele, The Choer, Barut and Soorhanda. Owing to discordant results caused by the unsuspected vagaries of local attraction [35, 177], Herbert measured a base line early in 1819, one mile east of Dehn [37 n.7], and with Hodgson compiled a quarter inch map on the triangulation values thus revised [38].

For exploration of Himalayan passes and of Spiti and Sutlej rivers by Hodgson, Herbert, and Gerard, see pp. 30-1, 40-3, and Gerard’s} frontispiece maps, Lloyd, I & II.

Full triangulation charts appear as plates III & IV, Asian Researches vol. XIV.

Surveyors’ Stone, Bhadráj Hill, 9 m. west of Mussoorie, lies 30 yards east of Fakir’s hut on lower summit, 440 yds. W. of point 7320. Bridge track from Cloud End passes between these summits. Initials cut include

188 8 (John Stephen Boldero (1791-1858), BCS, Jr., Mte. Saharanpur, from 1815).

R D G [Wm. Linnaeus Gardner] [32 n.3].

I A H (John Anthony Hodgson, who climbed Bhadráj in 1814 and 1816 to observe snow peaks [II, 83, 407; pl. 10; III, pl. 5]).

A G (Alexander Gerard [III, 22-3; pl. 3]), and a name in Persian script.

In lower right corner is

Lady Hood 1814 (Maria, wife of Admiral Sir Samuel Hood, comdg. E.I. Squadron [II, 83, 407]).

Fanny Parks tells of riding out to Bhadráj c. 1855, Wanderings of a Pilgrim [II, 247-8]; “A little further on we found a Hindu idol rudely cut in stone; this idol is now neglected. ... Near it is a large stone on which is chiselled ‘Lady Hood 1814’. On speaking of this to the political agent, he laughed and said, ‘You were more enterprising than Lady Hood—you visited the spot—the only sent a man to chisel out her name and that of Colonel B. on the top of Bhadráj; she never visited the place in person’.

The hut contains, 19st, two stone images, and a holy man was living here as late as 1930.
decreasing by steps as it were. There are other peaks near called Kylas, but this is the most eminent. ...

Abandoned my small tent, to allow the people to help on those who were falling down sick. ... Whether from the thinness of the air, or the exhalations from certain plants, very many of the people were attacked with faintness & laid down; I also experienced an unpleasant sensation & headache all this day. ... Halted for the night at the Panori river.

Observations for latitude gave 31° 29' 25". At night was preparing to observe an immersion of J's satellite, when I was seized with giddiness & could not stand to the telescope; but it was misty, & probably the observation would not have been good.

I found that water boiled here at 188° of Fahrenheit. The water was in a kettle in high ebullition. I ordered the people to take wood in the morning to the top of the pass, & to await my arrival there, that I might try this same experiment there with boiling water, but had the vexation to find they had gone forward to avoid the snowstorm there. I find it boils at Kotughar at 195°.

25th. Halting place across the pass in the Himalaya into Swarou. ... 26th. To Rool village. ... 1st July. Into the Pahur valley.

He wrote to Hyde on 1st July from Camp at Rooreon on the Ruhett River, Bassahr. The survey is going on into...the rains if the thick weather does not oblige me to give it up. I must bring up my indoor work in the cold season below, when these mountains are buried in snow.

I have surveyed up Kumaour [...40, 43...], the valley (or rather chasm, its so steep)...through which the Sutlej flows, one of the most rugged countries in the world to have inhabitants. I went up as far as I could get grain for my people, but at this season the poor crows of barley are yet green, and the people cannot grow enough for themselves, & are obliged to import it from the south side of the Himalaya in exchange for wool. ... I purpose shortly to go up into Kumaour again, and higher. As I went by the course of the river, I got within the Himalayas without passing the snow, but returned south over the snowy mountains into Swarou.

There are 2 ridges of the Himalayas, between which the Sutlej flows near east and west. I came over the same one, which I crossed on the 24th at noon, and found it a very arduous undertaking. ... The want of barometers most mortifying indeed! Even at this season people frequently perish there, & I found one dead, & with difficulty preserved the lives of several of my people, with the loss of some of my baggage.

Pray tell Col. MacKenzie the above when he arrives, & that I have preserved some of the rock of the Himalaya for him, & have collected some flowers, &c., which grow below the snow for the botanical professor [48 8.2]; they are chiefly such as grow in the spring in England. I wish I had a skilful native gardener from the botanical gardens with me to collect plants & preserve them, as I am no botanist.

He asked for an astronomical quadrant:

Pray mention this urgently, also a supply of barometers, &c., in a public way, as without Government will help, 'tis in vain to run the risk of breaking one's neck, or being starved or frozen to death. I hope when Col. MacKenzie comes he will set these wants in a proper light, for 'tis a shame that a great Government should have no better instruments in their stores than those sent to Mr. Garstin; so bad & rough that I really would not myself be at the expense of carriage for them [212].

Mr. Paton is employed at Hindoos. Mr. Garstin I believe sick at Nahran. I suffer greatly from inflamed sore throat.

From Kotgarh he returned to Nahran, where he stayed from 10th August till 20th September, taking lunar observations for longitude when rain permitted.

I was also engaged in bringing up the map, but having doubts as to the precise latitude of my grand station on the Chaur, on which everything depends, I thought it best to defer doing anything definite till I could revisit the peak.

This he did during October:

At a place like the summit of this vast mountain...no one who has not resided in such a storey region can have an idea of the violence of the wind, and the suffering of an observer by night from the cold, always much below freezing point. ... On the 10th of October, water instantly froze when poured out at 9 in the morning, tho' the sun shone out, the thermometer being then at 31°. Then what it is by night, accompanied by a wind which peels the...
skin from the face, & blows with a violence which seems to shake the very ground. I had a
tent cut open to the north & south to protect the instrument, but at the time of observation
the wind rushes in & shakes the instrument, & blows out the lights & creates confusion, &
people holding the tent to prevent its being carried away are apt to touch or shake the stand,
so that I found it impossible to keep the adjustments in order from night to night, and am
obliged to reject some pairs of observations, taken with so much trouble.

As winter was coming on, he now moved down to Sahārānpur where
I repeated the observations for the altitudes & azimuths of the different snows & other peaks,
and took many new observations, & have, from the Chaur & Saharanpore, points in the Himalaya
which Capt. Webb will also have [49,47 ; pl. 6], so that our triangles will join and show the
difference of latitude & longitude of a vast tract of country from the Jumna to the Gogra.

I hope to close this station by the end of November. ... I will then traverse to the east
towards Bareilly, and fix the positions of places in the doab & Rohilkund from the snowy peaks,
as it is no use remaining in the deep and dark glens in the mountains in the cold season...

About February I will again enter the mountains, and remain there...till next cold
season, & if I receive the mountain barometers...shall, I trust, do much & well [30, 204, 222].

He worked down into Rohilkhand;
24th December. At Morādbād the thieves carried off the large & excellent Dollond's
theodolite, having also the telescope & every requisite. They also stole a double barrelled
rifle gun from me. I was using this theodolite and, deprived of it, I could do nothing till
I should arrive at Bareilly... The police in the neighbourhood of Morādbād is very bad.

He reached Bareilly on 26th December, and compared the bearing and distance
with those used by Reuben Burrow [I, 160] and Colebrooke [II, 68],
At Col. Gardner's camp, the snowy peaks, A & those east of it are visible. I erected
(as usual) a pillar of masonry for the circular instrument, to observe them when the weather
should clear up. ... A is the high peak of Jowahir, & is the western peak of Capt. Webb's
survey, & the eastern one of mine; it is very conspicuous, & visible from most parts of
Rohilkund & the upper doab.

The views of the snows are at their best on clear days in January, but later
become obscured by dust haze, as noticed by Lord Moira, 27th March 1818;

We now halted at Pusah. ... Rain having fallen in the night, I this morning saw again
the glorious range of mountains which separates Hindostan from Tartary [II, 89]. At this
season, though the air seems perfectly clear, there exists a haze which prevents even any dim
adurbiation of the mountains from being perceivable, unless after cooling showers.

On his return through Morādbād Hodgson turned aside to meet Webb who was
making good progress with his survey of Kummaun [46];

The I was anxious to return to the westwards, I thought a few days would be well
 bestowed in going up towards Reoderpour to meet Capt. Webb, that we might fix on some peaks by
which our surveys could be connected. I accordingly went up, & we fixed on A & D', and concurred
other matters. I also re-inforced my already valuable collection of instruments with an
excellent chronometer & a 42" Telescope.

27th January. ... The Company's factory, near Kasipour... I came up here and
observed the great peak A. I must remain here some days until I receive an additional valuavel
chronometer & other instruments...for which I have sent to Almora.

He got back to Sahārānpur on 15th February and halted there till 26th, when
he started out to the hills, determined to reach the sources of both the Jumna and
the Ganges. He was encouraged by the promise that he would be joined by James
Herbert, for he had been working single-handed for a long time, Barton, Garstin,
and Paton, having all dropped out during 1816 for one reason or another [II, 38; III, 345-7].
He knew that he would not be the first European to reach these celebrated spots, for both had been visited two years before by James Fraser
[II, 78, 398]; but he intended to be the first surveyor to do so.

24th March 1817. I shall go on to Jarnamurin as soon as the path is open, but I fear the
uncommon quantity of snow...will shut up Gangouti this year; however, if Herbert gets up,
& we can repair the barometers, I may try; without them nothing satisfactory can be done. ...

1 Fidk. M 360, 15-11-16. 2 Wm. Linnaneus Gardner (1770-1835) [pl. 5 n.]; Etn. H. M. 383d
Foot, 1763; in Maratha service 1798-1804; raised Gardner's Horse 1809; m. 1794 by muslim nites;
large estates Khagani; Fanny Parks, I (183, 420); As J. XIX 1830 (47); Hodson, IV (67).
3 ME10. M 360, 14-1-17. 4 Hastings' journal (350). 5 3K/16; Nanda Devi [49.4]. 6 MRIO. M 360.
7 at the head of the Jumna.
Baraut. 26th. The heads of my work this month are—observations at Deyral—survey from that to this—and observations here for a few days...

31st. Lakho Mundul. Latitude 30° 43' 24" by an indifferent observation as it was cloudy. I am now going to Jummotri & am within 10 days of it, but there is so much snow that I must tuck about in places.... At Baraut I was detained 10 days by snow & rain [pl. 5].

I hope to get also to Gangotri.... I mean then to cross to Bussair on the Sutlej, and remain there the heavy part of the rains, and after that & before the first heavy fall of snow to remount the snowly Himalaya Range, if I receive the barometers in time.

Since I left Baraut I have been obliged to bring on grain from Kali, these mountains being almost in a state of famine. I am doing much good to these hungry regions by planting potatoes wherever I go, and thus assisting Lord Moira's wish to introduce them into the mountains. I found a crop of them on the summit of the lofty & inclement peak of Baraut, on which the snow had laid more or less since last November. This unlooked-for crop must have sprung from some potatoes swept out from the cookroom of an officer who was a short time since posted at Baraut...2 years ago. I was so pleased with this discovery that I sent down by dawk two of the potatoes of a larger size than usual...to Lord Moira....

2nd April. The exact lengths I cannot ascertain; the wheel could not go, and the man who counts the paces had fallen down; indeed it rained so hard & was so slippery I could not pay attention to anything except my footing....

At about 4 P.M. I halted at Gerit in Baraut. As there is too much snow around to think of getting to Jummotri for...20 days, I cannot do better than to remain here a few days to try the rates of my chronometers by transits of stars. The last 2 days have been productive of vexation, as I lost the immersion of Jupiter's 1st satellite by a stupid mistake in looking out 2 minutes too late....

The women here are uncommon ugly & filthy, dressed in dirty ragged blankets; there being little at present to do in the fields, their whole employment, and that an active one, seems to be in catching the lice which swarm on them.

17th Banas to Kursale. This village is immediately at the south foot of the great Jummotri Himalaya, and is the coldest inhabited place I ever was at; the snow lays deep around & above, and below the village, and in it, except where swept away. The two grand peaks of Jummotri are not visible, being hid by the lower but nearer part of the mountain. The source of the river is only 3 or 4 miles distant [2].

He then describes the minat pheasant—the gooral, a wild goat—and the thar, a wild sheep—and on April 21st marched 7 miles to Jummotri, the actual source of the Jumna;

I could not ascertain the precise heat of the spring, but it was too hot to bear the finger in for 2 seconds. Here then is the head of the Jumna, on the south-west side of the grand Himalaya ridge, differing from the Ganges, inasmuch as that river has the upper part of its course within the Himalayas [II, 77–8; III, 75–7; pl. 5].

After retracing his steps he crossed over to the Bhagirathi, or west branch of the Ganges where he was joined by Herbert [II, 405; III, 2, 176].

Captain Webb's survey in 1808...was discontinued at Reital [II 74–7]; I shall therefore only give an account of the course of the river above the village....

On the 19th May 1817, I was joined at Reital by Lieut. Herbert of the 8th Regt. N.I., who had been appointed my assistant, and from his skill and zeal the survey has received much benefit. Mr. Herbert came direct from Calcutta, and brought for me a pair of mountain barometers, but the tubes filled in England had been broken ere they arrived in Calcutta; there were some spare tubes which we filled and used, but we could not succeed in boiling the mercury in the tubes to free it entirely of air. The height of Reital above the sea as indicated by our barometers is 7,108 feet [II, 453; pl. 9; III, pl. 5]. ...

28th May. Distances passed. Reached Gangotri. Much too tired to attempt to boil mercury in the tubes today. At night having prepared the instruments to take the immersions of one of Jupiter's satellites, we lay down to rest, but between 10 and 11 o'clock were awakened by the rocking of the ground and, on running out, soon saw the effects of an earthquake, and the dreadful situation in which we were, pitched in the midst of masses of rock, some of them more than 100 feet in diameter, and which had fallen from the cliffs above us and probably brought down by some former earthquake.

The scene around us, shewn in all its dangers by the bright moonlight, was indeed very awful. On the second shock, rocks were hurled in every direction from the peaks around to...
the bed of the river, with a hideous noise not to be described and never to be forgotten; after
the crash caused by the falls near us had ceased, we could still hear the terrible sounds of
heavy falls in the more distant recesses of the mountains.

We looked up with dismay at the cliffs overhead, expecting that the next shock would
detach some ruins from them; had they fallen we should not have escaped, as the fragments
from the summit would have flown over our heads and we should have been buried by those
from the middle. Providentially there were no more shocks that night. This earthquake
was smartly felt in all parts of the mountains, as well as in the plains of the N.W. province
of Hindustan....

We had the curiosity to measure trigonometrically the height of the cliffs...and found
it to be 2,745 feet.

31st. A most wonderful scene. The Bhagirathi, or Ganges, issues from under a very
low arch at the foot of the grand snow bed. The river is here bounded to the right and left
by high snow and rocks; but in front...the mass of snow is perfectly perpendicular, and
from the bed of the stream to the summit we estimate the thickness at little less than 360 feet
of solid frozen snow, probably the accumulation of ages; it is in layers of some feet thick,
each seemingly the remains of a fall of a separate year.

Hodgson calculated the height of his camp at Gangotri to be 12,914 feet above
the sea. His journal continues:

And here we were obliged to return! Had it been possible to have got across the chasms
in the snow we would have made every exertion, so anxious were we to get on; but onwards
their sides were so steep, and they appeared of such great depth, that I do not think it would
be possible to cross them (this year at least) even if the snow were not, as at this hour, soft,
& the bottoms of the chasms filling with water.

On our return we were detained 8 days at Sookie, then we proceed by Reital to Barahaut,
from whence the survey continued down to the Doon valley. Rains set in with violence.

No volcanoes were seen or heard of in these mountains [II, 87].

The surveyors now withdrew to work up their maps and computations at
Saharanpur. As the weather cleared in October, Hodgson started observations
"from a very steady pillar of masonry" to the snow peaks—and for latitude—
whilst Herbert was sent to the Chaur for the same purpose [175]. They burnt
white lights at each station for reciprocal observation.

Growing restless at being kept out of military service whilst the war was on,
they both got leave to join the Reserve Army [218 n. 3, 335]. Hodgson accompanied
the advance column to Jaipur, and surveyed the route with the help of Ezekiel
Barton, but returned in time to resume observations at Saharanpur during February
1838. From now onwards he was much troubled by ill-health. During March
Lieut. Herbert & myself employed ourselves...revising various calculations regarding the
snowy peaks, & the astronomical observations we had taken, & in such other matters as I
could attend to within doors (being lame of the gout & also suffering from the pain in my
head); also taking the rates of my chronometers by the new transit instrument.

I had great hopes of being able to go to Bainaut, but finding...that there was no chance of
my being able to travel, I thought it better to detach Lieut. Herbert alone; he accordingly
marched on the 16th.

Herbert marched up via Timli and Kalsi, and spent April observing on the Barat
and Bhadrāj peaks [23], and was then joined by Hodgson;

During the first week of May 1838 Lieut. Herbert & myself were confined by severe illness
at Nahán, Mr. Herbert with a jungle fever, & I with the affection of my head and eyes. When
able, we were employed in revising & making many calculations of which in this survey there
is a most formidable quantity.... Left Nahán on May 17th....

21st. I was not satisfied altogether with the angles taken in the morning on account of
the unsteadiness of the wooden tripod on which the theodolite had been placed; I ordered
a stone pillar to be erected, & in the evening repeated all those of most consequence.

The elevations & depressions are much more to be depended on than those taken yesterday,
for on the wooden tripod the instrument will not remain level 5 minutes.

During May they worked up to the head of the Tons;

May 31st. To source of river. Very distressing ascent over huge blocks of stone

1 See 58 N; Gaukulkh at foot of Gangotri placer, falling 17 m. NW. from Bhrdrānāth, 23,420 ft. "At E.
piled in inextricable confusion. Mountains rise to left to a prodigious height, being part of the main range of the Himalaya. ... Here we leave forest, tree or bush, but vegetation, either grass or lichen, extends much higher. ...

We are, as it were, at the foot of the snowy chain, & see the Jumoutree peaks rising on the left bank of the river to an altitude of 15 degrees.

Return to Woder...in heavy rain.

They spent the rains at Sabathu. Hodgson was far from well, and had left all recent observations to Herbert. He writes from Sabathu:

Tho' I have been during these two months on the ground of survey within the mountains, I was prevented by that distressing disorder in my head...from taking an active part. ... Lieut. Herbert & myself set out together to go to the Chour, but I suffered so much from my complaint, that I was obliged to relinquish the undertaking, as my sufferings were much increased by the cold & the mountain was yet in snow. ... I entrusted my valuable circular instrument to Lieut. Herbert...to make the observations, both celestial & terrestrial1.

In July he asked to resign;

I will nevertheless consider myself bound to complete and send the calculations respecting the heights, distances, latitudes and longitudes, of the Himalaya peaks, so soon as my sight is strong enough; but if it should fail me altogether Lieut. Herbert is fully competent. ... I have very satisfactory data, and the grand base2, the difference of latitude of the 2 ends of which is no less than 3,186 seconds, as now determined from a multiplicity of observations [175-7]. The snowy mountains have never been observed from the extremes of so long a line.

The calculations will be made according to the methods used by the English and French astronomers employed in the measurement of degrees of the meridian, and due attention paid to the spheroidal figure of the earth as determined by them.

The only data wanting are a few more observations of altitudes made at stations as near as possible to the great peaks. ... Nevertheless the calculations will in the interim proceed with such data as are already in hand3.

In spite of this apparent confidence, Hodgson was really anxious about the precision of the work, and before leaving decided that it was essential to measure the base-line he had originally planned. He still had no suspicion of the real cause of his difficulties, which was the disturbing effect of mountain, or terrestrial, attraction, which, some eighty years later, was proved to be abnormally irregular in this neighbourhood4. It was not yet generally recognized that latitude derived from astronomical observations may be a most unreliable means of calculating horizontal distance [177; pl. 5].

Continuing in wretched health, Hodgson withdrew from the survey in October 1818, leaving Herbert to continue alone [2].

GARHWAL & SIRMÛR, 1818-9

Leaving Hodgson marooned at Sabathu, Herbert moved to Kotgarh, and set out towards the upper Ganges, across the heads of the Tons and Jumna, intending to work back to the Dàn, and find a suitable site for a base-line.

Left Kotgarh 31st July 1818, to explore the head of the river Jannubbe [36 n.8], which joins the Bhogerettees about 5 miles below Gangotri. I determined to proceed E. from Kotgarh, where I had in July taken refuge from the rains5.

He crossed the range east of Narkanda into the Tons basin by a pass which was considered one of the 2nd or 3rd passes into Tibet. Neither this one or any of the others had been yet examined by Europeans; indeed, previous to the commencement of the present survey, the existence of such passes had not even been suspected, if we except that of Niti [II, 80; III, 47], the Himmaleh being always supposed to form an impenetrable barrier between Hindooistan & Chinese Tartary6.

Having no barometer, I had recourse to the method of boiling water, & tho' the thermometer...has a very small scale, yet...the results are nearly as much to be depended upon as those obtained by a barometer.

1 Journal, MRIO, M. 380. 2 Sahâranpur—Chair. 3 D.R. 152 (56), Sabathu, 14—7—18; diagram of triangles at K.XII pl. iv.p. 224 (pl. 5, n), 4 Survey of India, Professional Papers 5, 14 (chart 1). 5 Plot of route, Kotgarh to Redarkanta, MRIO, 13 (29). 6 though often crossed by Jesuit missionaries [1, 68].
August 2nd. Passed the dismantled fort of Bagree, situated on the summit of a ridge jutting out from the Wharto mountain.

15th. Crossed the Tonsa on a sanga, or bridge of spars. ... 15th. To the summit of Kedarkante, a peak of considerable elevation, being in round numbers 12,000 above the sea. ... 24th. Kursale to Jumnaouri. ... Very difficult path along river's edge; ... go up bed of Bedhee-ka-Gad, large stream 8 feet wide & deep. Vast precipitous crags rise from the bed of the Jumna perpendicularly & almost meet at top.

To crest of ridge; here commences the grand ascent of Bhuyro Ghattee. Exceedingly steep ascent up face of mountain; path bad & slippery. Much bikh, or wolf's bane; fine strawberries & raspberries of several kinds. Still steeper ascent to crest of Ghattee Jumnootee. Equally steep descent. All clouds and nothing visible. Easier descent into bed of torrent to boiling springs, crossing Jumna on two loose spars, a passage of some danger. Vast masses of snow. Himalya Range rises above.

On 31st August he crossed into the Bhagratthi basin by the same route as followed by James Fraser in 1815 [II, 78]. Using snow, and with firewood specially brought up, he found water to boil at the top of the pass at 188°8 Fahrenheit, and computed the height to be about 15,180 feet. From here he descended to Jhala where he was kept three days by the insistence of the Rajah's moostadde [162] whom he had sent for the purpose of assisting in procuring supplies, instead of which I found him invariably a hindrance.

The Brahmin who had accompanied Capt. Hodgson to Gangotri came to wait upon me. He informed me that Lieut. Walker of the 26th had visited Gangotri, & had endeavoured to penetrate to the head of the Bhagarett, but had been prevented by the snow and the difficulty of the way. None however but Capt. Hodgson has yet been able to boast he had seen the source of the famous Ganges, hitherto so much obscured by fable.

11th Sept. The road had hitherto been along the right bank of the Bhagarett. ... 1½ miles from Kopang we turned up-the Jumnabab river. ... The path gradually ascends & then leads along the face of the rocky scarp forming the right bank of the river, being part of the great Himalyan itself. ... Frequently I was obliged to hold by the rock as I cautiously turned the corner of a precipice, fearful to look below lest my head had turned.

We encamped in the river bed on the banks of a small stream. A small piece of open ground sufficient to contain about two small hovels, almost overhung by the bare rocky precipice which rises above it—the river rolling by in its rock-obliterated bed—with the opposite mountain rising...far above the level of forests—such is the picture of Gurag.

Sree Kanta, the peak is also to be seen here, and affords an opportunity of settling the position of the place.

Crossing Chhipilla ghat about 800 feet above the river, the path then descends to cross the river by the Dudda sanga. This the Tibetans affect to consider the boundary, & conceive the crossing of it by a European to be an event of some moment. The people of Neilung are ordered to watch it & to report instantly any circumstance of this kind. I halted at an open spot called Kurcul; although not more than 5 miles from Gurtag such were the difficulties of the way that it was near sunset when I arrived.

12th. Cross an open corner of a precipice on a scaffolding; there are several of these. ... Cross first sanga [sup.], much worse than that of Bhuyro Ghattee, being like that in an inclined position, but so much longer & consequently so much more elastic. It is very narrow, & the appearance of the river below, foaming over high rocks, is rather alarming.

On 13th September he reached the village of Neling [42; pl. 5].

The villagers said that they had resolved on deserting the village when they heard of my approach. ... The Brahman however had persuaded them that no harm was intended, & that I would not proceed any farther against their will. ... Not only did they give me to understand that they considered my going any farther quite out of the question, but also that I should pledge myself that no European would ever again visit Neling. ... I assured them that such an event was very unlikely again to occur; and that my only motive was curiosity—to explore the source of the river. This, however, is an object which these people do not understand, & they were...to the last very suspicious & anxious that I should return.

---

13 E/SE.; 10 m. E. of Narkanda. 1a cantilever principle. 1b 12,500 ft.; map, MRIO. 21 (70). 2a acutis, or monks' hood. 3a Lat. 31° 30' N., 83° 1. 4a Wm. Walker (1791-1824) Ben In. 5a Enn. 1865: 1st Nasser Bhatt. 1816-8; d. Raingarh nr. Sabatia 1824. 6a Wh. Walker (1791-1824) Ben In. 7a But what of Fraser? The MS. has a note in Hodgson's writing: "and Heber, my companion & friend, the writer of this journal". 8a Jhansy R., or Jhale Ganga, 83 M. 9a Sikim, 20, 120 ft., 83 3/NE. 10a For country N. of Ganmukh & Gangotri see 83 M (1940). N (1958).
I then made some enquiries as to the sources of the river, the distance of Chaprang [I, 68 n.e.10], with other particulars. They laid particular stress on the dangers & difficulties of the road, evidently with the view of dissuading me from attempting the journey.

I was fortunate enough to obtain an observation of the sun the last day of my stay, from whence I deduced the latitude to be 31° 6' 49". The longitude probably 73°.

Contrary to Major Rennell, who places his southern branch of the Ganges in the neighbourhood of Chaprang [I, pls. 6, 7, 14], these people assured me they knew of no river in the interior that flowed positively there was not any that flowed near Chaprang.2

He started back on 15th September:

24th. To the summit of Oochoolaroo Peak3, ... elevated about 14,000 feet. This was a most fatiguing march and could not have consumed less than 12 hours. Arrived on the summit about 10 a.m. on the 25th. Here I established a station for which the mountain is very well fitted, being close to the snowy peaks. ... Observed their azimuths and the angles of the Chour, Byrath, and Soorkunda, interior stations, as well as their depressions, and angles of elevation of the snowy peaks. This labour, as well as that of erecting a signal, consumed the afternoon of the 25th and forenoon of the 26th. ... I should have devoted more time to this work but...I was compelled to descend in consequence of the negligence of the Rajah's people in forwarding supplies. ...

26th. I reached, at 12 o'clock at night, Raithal, after a most exhausting march of 12 hours. ... I was prevented surveying the latter part...by night coming on. ...

27th, 28th, 29th. Halted for the twofold purpose of fixing this principal point by intersections, which was highly desirable, as many longitudes had been observed here by Captain Hodgson. ... I also employed myself in procuring the wood necessary for the construction of rods required for the measurement of a base.4

He spent from 16th to 30th October 1818 at Sirkanda [176 n.e.; pl. 5] making similar observations, and a fine panoramic sketch of the snowy range5 [39]. He then marched down to Dehra, reaching Saharanpur by 20th November, to take up the important task of measuring a base-line.

The discordance that existed between the latitudes of Byrath and the Chour, and which the most careful determination had failed to clear up, increased by the results obtained at Soorinda, rendered it quite impossible to prosecute the survey until a satisfactory basis could be established. ... A difference of 10° on the scale of 4 miles to an inch was too considerable a quantity to be passed over, and as the results obtained both by me and Capt. Hodgson...concerned without exception in giving too high a latitude to the Choor, it was seen that, whatever the cause of the discrepancy might be, ... the measure of a base would be...the most satisfactory solution of the difficulty [2, 35, 177; pl. 5 n.].

He spent several days at Dehra, employed chiefly on calculations, ... the mornings and evenings being devoted to the examination of the ground in the vicinity, with a view to the measurement of a base. So difficult a thing is it to run a line of any length free from obstacles, even in the Doon, that I was unsuccessful in my search.

He persisted until on 30th December he "succeeded after a great many fruitless trials in running a line free from obstacles extending 21,000 feet". He spent January and February in constructing apparatus, and clearing and measuring the base [197–8];

The labour attending this work was very severe...as I was without assistance of any kind. It employed me from daybreak till twilight in the evening, with the exception of an interval of 2 hours from 11 to 1 for refreshment.

During March 1819 he connected the base to his main triangles and then set out for another long tour in the hills, starting with a survey of Jaunsar [II, 90 n.13], now part of Chakrata tehsil6. He passed the hot springs of Sannsa Dhaara [II, 408] and possibly climbed the hill above Rajpur. He observed from the summits of Barat and Chandpur peaks, and on 17th May was on Hatu Dhar7 above Narkanda before moving in to Kotgarh.
For an invalid I should suppose a residence at Kotgarh would be fully equal to a voyage to the Cape or New South Wales, having not only myself experienced the greatest benefit from the air and climate, but seen it in the case of others, even where the patient had been much reduced by a long protracted illness.

After two months at this delightful health resort, he spent eleven weeks from September 1st on a detailed survey of the upper Sutlej, taking as companion Patrick Gerard, brother to Alexander [ II. 402 ].

Garhwál & Sirmùr, 1819–22

Herbert started out again from Kotgarh on 2nd December 1819, working down to Sahāranpur via Sabāthu and Nāhan. He was now joined by Thomas Oliver and two apprentices who had been with Gerard [ 22-3, 360 ]. At the end of March he set out through Hardwâr to survey Garhwál.

On the 27th March I arrived here [ nr. Hardwâr ] & have halted with a view of settling the position of this principal point, & of seeing the great periodic fair called the Koomb ka Mela...

All the hill men, both here and in the neighbourhood having fled in an alarm caused by a fatal accident which occurred during the bathing, & by the breaking out of the cholera morbus amongst the people & troops, it is only today that the Raja of Garhwâl has with much difficulty procured me a few people, with whom I intend proceeding tomorrow morning towards Deopârayâg, the confluence of the Alaknanda & Bhagirathâ (I, pl. 6; III, pl. 5).

My object in choosing this route is, besides laying down the lower...course of the Bhagirathâ, to fix the boundary of Garhwâl in this quarter, as being the limit of the survey...

Captain Oliver is with me, & would no doubt be able to afford me the greatest assistance but from being unfortunately unprovided with instruments, those intended for last Novr. not having yet reached us. He is in want of a road theodolite, or surveying compass, a perambulator, a telescope & chronometer. The apprentices, Graham & Fraser, I have been compelled to leave at Sahāranpoor [ 371-2 ].

Returning to Sahāranpur, he was joined by Hodgson on 17th August 1829, and they set to work to re-adjust the computations, and polish up the map [ 39 n. 11 ; pl. 5 ]. They also collaborated in preparing a paper entitled An Account of the Trigonometrical and Astronomical Operations for determining the heights and positions of the Principal Peaks of the Himalaya Mountains, that was read at a meeting of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta on 17th February 1821. They claimed the highest of the snowy peaks within the limits of the survey...to be 25,589 feet above the sea... and “twenty peaks more elevated than Chimburazo, the most lofty summit of the Andes”.

Herbert pursued the determination of heights, and in August 1821 made a series of barometrical observations at Sahāranpur, corresponding with observations made by Hodgson at Calcutta, and deduced the height of his observatory at Belleville to be 1,013 feet above the sea.

In September 1821, Hodgson, who was now Surveyor General, asked for Herbert’s appointment as Assistant Surveyor General at Calcutta [ 2, 309 ].

He is at present at Sahāranpoor, engaged in adding...to the large map. ... What remains to be done...between the Ganges and Sutlej is not much, and I think that the field operations may be closed at the commencement of the next rains or sooner. To effect this duty...Captain Oliver...is very competent...

At the end of October Herbert handed over to Oliver, pointing out those parts which remain to be filled up. I have...delivered the whole of the instruments...to him with the exception of the mountain barometers and the protractor... The former...propose making observations with on my way down. I shall leave this place on...
the morning of the 31st instant, to proceed by water. ... Mr. Fraser has joined Captain Oliver at Kurnal, from which place they will proceed on the 1st towards Loodehceana.

To Oliver he wrote:

The principal blank in the map...is the state of Joobul, through which only one route has yet been surveyed. The Pinjore valley is mostly wanting, and a portion of the valley of the Girree...to its confluence with the Jumna in the Doon. ... A few details are required in the Dehra Doon between the cantonment and Hurdoor, ... That part of the Bhageerettee between Bikkhes and Deoprayanga, and again between Barahat and Godee Ghat, are wanting, as much also of the Uhlmutanada as lies within the limits of this survey, which does not extend eastward of Guriwal [II. pl. 9]. The dooub of these rivers likewise requires filling up. These, with a few details not of much consequence in Jumna...between the Jumna and the Gangas, and at the head of the Kyarda Doon6, comprise the whole of the unsurveyed portion [pl. 5]. ...

I would suggest that you should in the first instance proceed from Kurnal to Loodehceana, that being a route much wanted. ... The correct position of Sirhind is a desideratum, as is also that of Loodehceana, and to fix these two places the snowy peaks, whose positions I have given you, will afford, if visible, unexceptional means. ... At Loodehceana...the azimuths of all the snowy peaks visible should be observed, and a sketch made of their outline. It would also be interesting...to ascertain the discharge of the Suthj at that place, by determining the velocity, breadth, and mean depth.

From Loodehceana the survey might be prosecuted to Ropar8, connecting, if possible by trigonometrical observations, the levels of the river [Sutlej] at those two places. A route from Ropar to Nahur, occasionally diverging to right and left, would lay open the Pinjore valley4. ... The head of the Kyarda Doon might be then laid down, with any remarkable passes leading from it into Sikh territory. ... From...the Doon, operations might be continued through the Kyarda pass and Sikh country to Saharumpoo, where January being a cold month might well be occupied in prospecting.

By the 1st February operations might be again commenced...by the Kansurow pass into the Doon to Richkes, ... and to Sreeppur or higher. ... The operations in Joobul will consume perhaps a month or even more, and I think by that time the approach of the rains will render it expedient to think of halting. ...

Attention to the boundaries of the hill states...with their...purgunnas should always be kept in view. ...

The levels of the...rivers ought always to be observed when circumstances permit, as also their breadth, depth, and velocity; the elevation of passes...are also desirable. For these, barometrical observations will answer sufficiently well...where corresponding observations are procurable; but if not, they should be connected with the nearest of the trigonometrical stations6.

Oliver completed the greater part of this formidable programme. He surveyed up to Ludhiana by 3rd December 1821, and through Ropar to Sabathu by the middle of the month8, being held up there by wintry weather. He then worked to Bilaspur on the Sutlej7.

12th January. This march appeared to me much longer than the perambulator indicated; descent from station 6 to station 7 was twice the length stated above. The perambulator knocked up the next day, and it is not unlikely that it may have ceased acting some time during the march. My road theodolite was dashed to pieces, & I was obliged to use the large one belonging to Government8.

He was surveying through the eastern Duna at the beginning of June, whilst his assistant Graham [38 n.2] worked from Saharanpur to Ropar via Ambala, returning through Kiarda and Dehra5. The survey was brought to a close in June 1822. The maps completed at Calcutta included one on scale 4 miles to an inch with title The Mountain Provinces between the Rivers Suthal & Gangas, & bounded on the North by Chinese Tartary & Ladak10, and a reduction to 8 mile scale which was signed by Hodgson on 20th April 182311 [pl. 5].

Besides Herbert's panorama of the snows taken at Sirkanda [37] another was taken from the Chaur, using the same references, and fair copied at Calcutta.

---

1 Dtn. 152 (170). Saharanpur, 28-10-21. 2 Kiairda Duna W. of Junna, in Sirmur State. 3 Ropar, 53 B9. 4 Pinjaur, 2 m. S. of Kalka. 5 Dtn. 152 (166), Oct. 1821. 6 MRIO. 12 (46-52) six sheets on 1 inch scale. 7 Map, ib. 10 (15). 8 Journal & Fdbk., ib. M368. 9 Map, ib. 32 (68-73). 10 ib. 10 (18, 19); original & copy. 11 ib. 15 (36); 17 (58) [pl. 5].
under the title "Picturesque Section of the Mountain Provinces, with Geometrical elevations of the Snowy and other Ranges". It gives a table of comparison with other mountains of the world taken "from Mr. Humboldt" [44. 46]. Badrīnāth is given as 23,441 feet above the sea, the present accepted value being 23,190.

The great surveyor Andrew Waugh has left the following comment on the work accomplished:

The survey of the mountain provinces between the Sutlej and Ganges rivers depends on a measured base & triangulation, the point of departure being astronomically determined, & the fundamental level above the sea by barometrical observations. An interesting account of these operations is given in the Asiatic Researches Vol. 14.

The basis is highly creditable to the scientific ability of the officers employed and, having subsequently been connected by the Great Trigonometrical Survey, the results have proved satisfactory. But the interior filling is scanty and incomplete, and the drawing of the ground inaccurate and unartistic.

It is to be regretted that a work so well commended was so hastily concluded. Considering the time and means employed, no greater completeness could be expected; but it can only be termed a first survey, requiring to be taken up again on rigorous principles. None but first-rate draughtsmen can be expected to succeed in a mountainous country so difficult of delineation.

**Upper Sutlej Valley, 1817-23**

Hodgson’s journey into the Sutlej valley during 1816 has already been described [30-7], and both Alexander Gerard in 1817, 1818, and 1821, and Herbert in 1819, kept full descriptions of more extensive journeys [42-3].

The source of the Sutlej had long been a matter of speculation. The lamas sent out from Peking in 1711 had confused its upper reaches with those of the Ganges [I, 70-1: pl. 7], and the legend that it came from the sacred lake of Mānasserowar was hardly heeded by European geographers until Moorcroft visited that lake in 1812 [II, 81].

For two hundred miles the Sutlej flows through the Hundes province of Tibet, until near Shipki it enters Kānawār, the upper part of Bashahr State [31], and flows past Rāmpur about 16 miles north-east of Kotgarh. Gerard’s interest was led to this rugged gorge by visits to his brother Patrick, who was attached to the 1st Nassiri battalion of Gurkhas at Kotgarh [37-8]. He was naturally glad to escape from his survey of Suhāranpur [22-3] to protract his maps in so delightful a climate.

In 1817 he left Sābāthu on 27th August, and passed Mahāsū on 31st, Kotgarh on 4th September, and Rāmpur on 8th. He marched up the right bank of the Sutlej and reached Rārung, 20 miles above Chini on 20th September. On his return he crossed the river at Wāntū and passed over the Shatul pass to the Fābar River, returning to Kotgarh on 5th, and Sābāthu on 14th October. He was accompanied part of the way by Dr. Govan, and surveyed his route by theodolite, perambulator, and chronometer.

In 1818 he left Sābāthu three weeks later, 21st September, crossed the Borena pass from the south into the Baspa valley, and reached Shipki 12th October. He then crossed to right bank of Sutlej, climbed to over 19,000 on the slopes of Purgeoval, and went up the Spiti River to Shalgar, 21st October. He was accompanied throughout this trip by his doctor brother, James, and they were back in Sābāthu on 22nd November. They were well equipped for survey, which was fortunate, for they had several disasters on the road;

---

1Dm. 152 (132), II. 3-20; MRIO. Misc. 21-0-10; with copy dated 28-4-42 and also pubd. 2PB. (31); DDM. 542 (196), 20-10-50. 3 and possibly also 1816, e. Lloyd II (287). 4Emp. Gv. VII (94). 51st & 3rd Nassiri Batt. raised after Nepal war with hinds. Sābāthu and dept. Kotgarh, and later became 1st Gurkha Rifles, the Malam Begs. 6George Govan (1787-1865), Crawford’s List B 654; turned back at Murn. 18-9-17; Koomeau (101-267). 7Koomeau (271-308). 8Koomeau (271-308).
Our last three marches were fraught with accidents; three barometers, a perambulator, and thermometer were smashed to pieces; and the small theodolite, a very neat instrument by Dollond, divided into single minutes, with a brass stand, was rendered unfit for taking elevations, the nosius having broken off. We had remaining a strong perambulator, two large theodolites, a surveying compass, four barometers, and as many thermometers, together with a couple of sextants, a reflecting circle, and a chronometer, so that we were still very well supplied with instruments.

The narratives of both these journeys are given in Gerard's Account of Koonawur. That of 1818 was read at a meeting of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta, and reproduced in the Journal of 1842, and also in the Edinburgh Journal of June 1824.

In 1821 he made a yet more enterprising journey. Leaving Sabathu early in June, he and James ascended the Szatul pass from the south, and camped there on the 8th. He deduced a height of 15,556 by a Dollond barometer, as against 15,554 deduced by James the year before, the mean being still accepted as the official value. Keeping to the south of the great range, they visited the Yusu pass to the east, and then camped two days on the Borendo, before crossing to the Baspa valley to visit the Gunas and yet other passes. Here James had to return, and Alexander searched without success for a pass that would lead to Nelong. He explored the difficult ridges south of the Sutlej and on 24th July crossed the Kedlung pass leading east, height 18,313 feet, longitude 79°, but was then held up by "Chinese Tartars," or Tibetans, from reaching his objective, Bekkur.

Recrossing the Kedlung, he worked north to Shipki, where he received a letter from the Gopan forbidding him to proceed east. He crossed to the north bank, went up the Spiti to its junction with the Parati, and was again turned back by messengers who were friendly but firm. Returning to the Sutlej he crossed the Manirung pass to the north, and reached Manes on the road to Leh, but was not allowed to go further. Of this last effort he writes:

The trip had not added much to our geographical knowledge; Manes, Peenoo, and Dankur, formerly fixed on the report of the natives and laid down in the map, agree very nearly with their positions as now determined. The route is notwithstanding of great importance, as it verifies the accuracy of the statements given by the Koonawurees; ... they may consequently be relied upon to greater extent as to remoter objects.

He now marched down the Sutlej to Râmpur and reached Kotgarh on 24th September after a remarkable journey and the acquisition of much geographical knowledge that he set out in clear maps. He again had a wealth of instruments; two perambulators—three theodolites—two sextants—a reflecting circle—two mountain barometers—a fifty-foot chain—and a five-foot standard scale. He was master of them all; at Rakor he writes:

It was 2 h. 30 m. PM. when I reached camp, and at three the transit arrived; it was immediately put up, and gave me excellent observations for the time. I find this is by far the best plan, and the only one when you do not reach your ground till afternoon, in which case it requires the latitude to be observed to a very great degree of nicety to get the time to accord; but with the transit, operations are very simple. A pillar is erected in ten minutes, and the transit is fixed within a few minutes of the meridian, levelled, and ready for observing half an hour after it arrives. By a short calculation (for I have got tables which reduce the computation at least two-thirds), if I get two proper stars which one seldom fails to do in these serene regions, I can obtain the time and devotion of the telescope, and thence the variation of the needle.

During my halt at Murung I had an excellent opportunity of comparing the results of the transit with those of equal altitudes, and the greatest difference was only once a quarter of a second. I saw stars of the fifth magnitude very clearly in the middle of the day.

His memoir was read by Henry Colebrooke before the Royal Asiatic Society in London on 5th November 1823, and reproduced in their Transactions.
He made another journey in 1822, in company with William Lloyd [II, 417] and others, that was more of a picnic party, described in Narrative of a Journey from Campoor to the Boorendo Pass. They stopped one night at Simla, and enjoyed vigorous air and the view of the snow peaks from Herbert’s observatory” at the top of Jakho [II, 417]!

Now for the journey made in 1819 by Herbert and Patrick Gerard [40]. They left Kotgarh on 1st September, crossed south into the Giri valley, and on the 30th recessed into the Baspa valley over the Gunas pass [pl. 5]. Then to Shipki by 14th October, making their furthest point at Lori [43] on the Spiti River on 26th. They were back at Kotgarh on the 18th November.

The following extracts are taken from Herbert’s journals and from the account in Asiatic Researches, entitled—“Tour made to lay down the course and levels of the river Sutlej, or Satudra, ... within the limits of the British authority”.

He was anxious to test the statement of the villagers of Nelang [36] that no great river such as the Sutlej flowed by “Tsaparang” I, 68]. Hodgson’s journey of 1817 had proved the falsity of the old Lama version that this Kanáwar valley formed the southern branch of the upper Ganges; confirmation was yet required that Lake Mánasarowar was the source of the Sutlej.

The Sutlej has been known lately to derive its source, if not from the lake Ravan Krak, or the neighbouring one of Mansarvar, from the high ground on which it is situated. From the source, however, to Ropur [39 n.3], a distance of 400 miles, little was known concerning it or the country it flows through. Till the expulsion of the Gorkhas gave facilities to research, the existence of a western branch of this great river beyond the snowy chain was not even suspected.

Desirous of following a route which had not yet been examined, I determined to proceed by Chepar in a S.E. direction, and afterwards, striking off to the north, to ascend the Kotpin, or right branch of the Tons, and find a pass over the Himmlaya.

Our expectations of accomplishing the passage of the range were strengthened by our meeting a party on the Tons, who were returning with salt from Kumkwar. They had crossed the pass about noon, & reported the old snow sufficiently firm.

Those who have travelled through such desolate & infrequent parts will alone understand the sensation which the meeting with these poor...mountaineers afforded us; the sight of even the first struggling sheep preceding the calvalcade was hailed almost as that of a friend. An animal, even a bird, any living thing in fact, serves to take from such a scene the almost...death-like character of solitude.

The total distance to the pass I have no means now of ascertaining, for the last few leaves of the route-survey were afterwards blown from the book on the stormy summit of the pass.

Crossing the Gunas pass from the south, Herbert describes the open waste of snow and the exhaustion of wading through it:

The servants & hill followees began to be alarmed at the length of the way, seeing no immediate termination of the wintry horrors that surrounded them. To add to our perplexity the sky became overcast; black clouds collected overhead and, in a moment of anxiety and alarm, I thought I felt a flake of snow descend upon my outstretched hand. Fortunately my fears deceived me.

We reached the crest of the Gunas pass, extremely fatigued. Night was falling, the greater part of the baggage men had not started up the last ascent, & loads were abandoned, and the men were with difficulty brought over. Between 8 and 9 o’clock we at length reached a spot where a few stunted bushes of dog briar afforded us fuel to restore with warmth a little confidence.

Arrangements were made to bring in the few men who had spent the night on the pass. It was very satisfactory to find that, amongst so many, but one had suffered, a circumstance to be attributed in a great measure to the care I had taken in making them provide for themselves with blankets, stockings, and shades for the eyes. This one man had neglected to defend his eyes from the glare...and was perfectly blind for a day or two [II, 65; III, 44 n.7].

On promising a rupee for each load that should be recovered, the carriers set off in high spirits, and in the course of the day everything had arrived.

---

1 Lloyd I (133, 147).
2 MRIO. M 367 [38 n.1].
3 D. M 362, 367; As E. XV. 1825 (339-428).
5 Spiti R.
The following day Herbert went back to survey the 4½ miles he had been unable to survey on the 30th:

It was a fine frosty morning; so great was the cold that the ink froze, and forced me to write my notes in pencil.

As viewed from this spot, the Himalaya is far from being a regular ridge, or single series of peaks; they are seen in every direction, rising up from amidst the wilderness of snow that extends many miles in breadth. Beyond the Baspa appear peaks still higher than those of the ridge on which we stood.

It has been thought by some that the northern ridge is distinguished by the name of Kailas [30° n. 9'] while the southern retains that of Himalaya, but I have not myself observed any distinction of this kind made by the mountaineers. It has rather appeared to me that they, as well as the people of the plains, call every high place by the term Kailas, and apply it equally to the southern as to the northern ridge.

On the 3rd they marched down the Baspa valley to Sangla.

We were now in Kanawur, a purgannah of the mountain state Bissahir [40°]. Kanawur comprehends the valley of the Setlej and its principal feeders. On the north it is co-terminous with the Chinese possessions, and on the west with the Tartar purgannah of Hangareng, also subject to Bissahir, with Ladak and with Kulu, now subject to Ranjit Singh.

From Sangla they turned up the Sutlej, but from the jealousy of the officers on the frontier, the survey necessarily terminated at the limit of our authority. At Shipki, the first village of Chinese Tartary, I was compelled to retrace my steps [47].

On the way back they turned up the Spiti, and reached Lori [42°] the first village of Ladakh, Herbert noting that "we had now reached the 32nd degree of latitude and had left behind the true Himalaya far to the southward". They returned over the Manirang pass to Sangnam, and thence back to Kotgarh.

A reduction of Herbert's map appears in Asiatic Researches. Latitude was observed at about 30 places besides a few longitudes from Jupiter's satellites, and several peaks were fixed by triangulation. It is typical of the times that we find no mention of exchange of information between Alexander Gerard and Herbert regarding their surveys of the Dün and the Sutlej valley, though it is difficult to believe that there was no communication between them.

This appears to be a suitable point at which to mention Moorcroft's journey to Ladakh made in 1821 with Trebeck and Guthrie with the ultimate objective of reaching Bukhāra by way of Yarkand. Leaving Bilāspur on the Sutlej in July, they travelled through Kangra, Kulu, Lāhole, and over the Bārā Lāpha pass, to reach Leh on 20th September. The route was surveyed, and astronomical observations taken, by Trebeck. A map by John Arrowsmith is included in the account of Moorcroft's travels edited by Horace Wilson, who records that the materials of the map are, first, the field books of Mr. Trebeck, minute, careful, and accurate. The measurement is made by paces, but the bearings by the compass are noted with great precision, and corrected or confirmed by repeated comparison.

The latitude of Le, of Kashmir, and various intermediate points determined by observation, and height of barometer and thermometer at principal elevations, [are] set down.

The latitude which Moorcroft assigned to Leh, 34° 0' 21", differed considerably from values previously given—the Lamas' map of Tibet, less than 31° [I, pl. 7]—D'Anville, 33° 20' [I, 270];—Macartney, 37° [II, 271]—Buchanan, 36° 30' [II, 70].

A map compiled at Calcutta, 1823, shows that it was controlled by latitudes observed by Hodgson, Herbert, and Trebeck, and quotes a letter from Trebeck to his brother in Calcutta explaining an error in two sketches of his route to Leh that had already been submitted, from a miscalculation of the latitudes, in which a correction of the sun's declination for longitude was omitted. [The result] differs not more than 3 or 4 miles from the true distance....
between Bilaspur and the capital of Ladakh, rather a near approximation considering the uneven and circuitous nature of the road.\textsuperscript{1}

They stayed in Ladakh for two years, making several survey expeditions, whilst Moorcroft won a great reputation by successful operations for cataract. He had set his heart on visiting Bukhara and, on being refused permission to travel via Yarkand, decided to attempt the journey by Peshawar and Kabul.

Leaving Leh on 20th September 1822, they crossed the Zoji La and reached Srinagar on 3rd November. After various trips in the Kashmir valley they set out again in September 1823, and travelling via Panchi, Jhelum, and Rawalpindi, reached Peshawar on 9th December, staying there over six months. After collecting a large caravan they went forward again in May 1824 and reached Kabul on 20th June. Their Kashmiri and Gurkha followers wisely refused to accompany them any further, and after six months hazardous travel they reached Bukhara in February 1825. Falling sick on the return journey all three died some six months later.\textsuperscript{2}

Moorcroft's travels, as those he made in 1812 [II, 86-1], covered much ground that was entirely new, and contributed greatly to geographical knowledge.\textsuperscript{3}

It is not known who was the author of a letter dated Sabathu 11th December 1823, published in the Asiatic Journal\textsuperscript{4} of 1825 under the title of "Route to Ladak". The writer followed the Spiti River from its junction with the Sutlej to within 30 miles of the Bara Lacha La, on the road to Leh. He describes the immense snow peaks, but greatly over-estimated their height, which would not be expected from experienced surveyors like Herbert or Alexander Gerard.

From the angles of altitude which I observed, their pale outline, and the broad outline of snow, they cannot be less elevated than 29,000 feet. ... As I had no time or place for fixing their position, I adopted Humboldt's plan of vertical lenses,\textsuperscript{5} the results of which would give an approximation to their height. ...

From Sheeklur\textsuperscript{6} onwards was new ground to me, and I was occupied in surveying. Our territory here confines upon China and Ludak. Sheeklur is part of Bussahir, but this state still extends a day's journey before it infringes upon Ludak. He continued up the Spiti past the villages Dankhar, Lara, and Rangring, 12,000 feet above the sea.

I surveyed, by the tract [sic] of the yaks, and got on pretty well through the snows—The reflection from the snow dazzled me, as I took no precaution for my eyes, and suffered dreadfully from its effects—My hands could no longer point the theodolite, and I ceased surveying—Party exhausted some miles short of Lamas,\textsuperscript{7} the last village—Here ended my tour, as it began, in disappointment—Leh still 10 days journey beyond me. The writer returned by the way he came.

KUMAUN, 1815-21

Webb's previous experience marked him as well fit for the survey of Kumaun, the hill tract lying between Garhwal and Nepal. He had assisted Colebrooke in the survey of Rohilkhand, and led the expedition up the Ganges above Hardwar [II, 32-3, 73-7]. He then spent two years surveying northern Oudh and Gorakhpur before taking sick leave to England [II, 33-4]. While at home he attended courses in astronomy at Greenwich observatory, and returned to India with a battery of new chronometers just in time for the Nepalese war. He rejoined the force that occupied Kumaun [II, 90], and was appointed surveyor in March 1815.\textsuperscript{8}

Like Hodgson he started without measuring any base-line, but suffered no inconvenience from the vagaries of local attraction [35; pl. 6 n.]; A base was determined by astronomical observation, using the difference of latitude between its extremities and the true azimuth...for computing their distance, and upon this base

\textsuperscript{1} dated Srinagar, Kashmir, 21-6-21. \textsuperscript{2} Moorcroft & Trehob (xlvii-ix). \textsuperscript{3} Moorcroft & Trehob (xlvii-ix). \textsuperscript{4} Paper read at ASB, 1-v. \textsuperscript{5} J. XIX (329-33). \textsuperscript{6} Baron Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1854). \textsuperscript{7} Sk cloak, 231; 16 m. above mouth of Spiti (pl. 5, Skarkur). \textsuperscript{8} Herbert would have been wise to this [42].
an extensive triangulation has been formed, which now connects Haridwar with Tulkakot Pass in longitude 80° 48' E.

It is remarkable that though Hodgson, Herbert, and Webb, were oblivious of the possible effects of local attraction, George Everest, only 15 years later, was fully aware of the danger, and classed Webb's survey as untrustworthy;

The survey of Gurhwal by Captain Hodgson and Lieut. Herbert... was commenced on a base line measured astronomically, but as that was not found to answer, the whole distances were corrected by a base line measured by Captain Herbert. This survey may therefore be considered as final, and quite sufficiently accurate for geographical purposes...

The survey of Kumason... depends on a base measured astronomically, of 10 minutes. Now it is a well known fact that a base of such extent is liable, particularly in mountainous countries, to be affected by local attraction. ... We may state the probable error as 10', which amounts in that latitude to 1,000 feet and upwards, so that about 100 feet per mile, in excess or defect, is the error to be apprehended.

This survey was carried on by a trigonometrical process, but it cannot be comprehended under the term of a regular triangulation, for none of the triangles are symmetrical, the three angles are not measured, and errors of 40 feet per mile are of frequent occurrence, so that it is, on the whole, little better than what is called a wheel and compass survey.

By Webb's own account,

The number of stations, including those by the barometer, will furnish... more than four hundred points of elevation. ... The whole survey having hitherto devolved upon myself, and, being ill qualified as a draughtsman [II, 76, 453], my attention has been principally directed to the formation of the outline, and comparatively little to the map, in which I have been in continual expectation to be aided by an assistant.

But I have on all occasions surveyed the route by which I have travelled, and the distances since the first season have been measured by an instrument which I have found very convenient... resembling an open pair of compasses, whose points are just one fathom distant from each other. These several routes, with the exception of about 15 marches, ... will fill rather more than one half of the map of Kumason upon a scale of about three miles to an inch.²

His main interests lay in fixing the snow range, and exploring the Tibetan border land. By May 1816 he had surveyed to the sources of the Kāli and was working along the north border, trying to negotiate permission to visit Lake Mānasarovar [II, 79; III, pl. 6].

I considered that to pass hurriedly along the frontier, prying into its passes and reconnoitring, would be more likely to excite... than to allay the jealousy already kindled, and therefore, to induce some friendly intercourse, I sent forward some of the Bhotees² zamindars to Tulkakot³, desiring them to state to the Governor the nature of my... employment, and to express a wish... to be permitted to visit the lake Mansurwar, ... paying my respects to him personally.

The Chinese Governor, or Deba, agreed to a meeting;

May 28th 1816. The snow this morning was eight inches deep upon the ground, nor had the thaw become sufficiently effectual to admit of our proceeding towards Kālapānī until one o'clock. ... [rides a yak—meets the Deba—permission to visit Manasarovar refused, politely but firmly]....

The Viceroy of Gurdon [Kardam?] who had disobeyed this order in favour of Messrs. Moorcroft and Hearsay [II, 80], had been removed from his situation with disgrace, and summoned to Oochung where, in all probability, further punishment awaited him.

The Chieftain remained with me near five hours; sending for his pipe and large teapot, as seeming to consider me but an indifferent preparer of that beverage.

To Government's request that he would confine himself "to the work assigned to you"⁴ Webb replied that "a proper degree of caution and discretion was observed" and promised that he would not "again re-enter Bootan till authorized to do so". His claim for Rs. 500-8-0 for presents was allowed.

In a letter of June 7th he reports that he had visited the source of the river Kālee, and with imminent peril crossed the snowy ridge... by the pass of Lebong⁵. The extreme labor, great difficulty of respiration, experienced in the last undertaking, has occasioned a general sickness in my camp. I hope, however, to get

the whole party under shelter tomorrow, and to accelerate their recovery...I purpose remaining stationary for some time.

He later reported that he had been detained "by unusually violent falls of snow about the equinox which confined me for many days in one of the southern villages of Dharma". He sent specimens of gold dust and articles of Tibetan produce. Driven down to the plains by the winter weather, he met Hodgson at the end of January 1817 [32].

I have been employed during the past month in the toil, or in situations where observations of the Himalayas may be taken with the greatest advantage. Afulgur is the last of these, the debouch of the Ranganga, by which route I purpose re-entering the mountains.

His report for 1816 gave a list of 130 points with their latitudes, longitudes, and heights. It was read before a meeting of the Asiatic Society with Lord Moira in the chair, and tells of a peak of 23,466 feet, at 30° 21' 51'' N.; 79° 48' 39''. 6 E., obviously Nanda Devi.

He reported on the 1st August that he had added at least one hundred further barometer heights, and was checking them by triangulation. In December he sent a full account of his work to Mackenzie, who had now come up from Madras;

It seems necessary, during the present season, to establish by barometrical observations the height of that part of Reihkland from whence my elevations commence...hitherto...assumed by estimation only [47]. It is therefore my intention to visit the terrae either this month, or in January, in which I must be regulated by Laidlaw's approach [4].

It would give me great pleasure to communicate at some length the general principles upon which my labours have been conducted, ...for, however slenderly I certainly must feel by Colonel Crawford's having committed the whole arrangement to my own discretion, it would now be very desirable that you should review the work ...

I am more anxious on this subject as I know from literary friends in England that this survey has excited some curiosity there, and perhaps even beyond that country, as Mr. Strachey procured from the Russian embassy, and forwarded to me from "Tibet" a number of "Le Conservateur Impartial" dated March 11th and printed at St. Petersburg, which contains the following paragraph: "Le capitaine Anglais, Webb, qui parcourt le nord de l'Asie, a, dit-on, ...traversé d'enormes chaînes de montagnes couvertes de neige, regardées comme inaccessibles, et par lesquelles on peut ouvrir une route par la Tartarie jusqu'en Russie."

The preliminary reports of Webb's work had indeed created a stir. They called forth a favourable review by Alexander von Humboldt on "Sur l'Élévation des Montagnes de l'Inde" by a writer in the Quarterly Review [II, 88]. This sceptical attitude roused Herbert's wrath :

This survey involves as a principal point the determination of the highest range of mountains in the world, [as recognised by] all except such as at home think science confined to Europe, and that it is impossible for an officer in the Company's service to measure the height of a mountain... I think I may say the national honor is concerned, as well as that of the Bengal Army.

I refer to the very unhandsome remarks passed on Captain Webb by the Quarterly Reviewer in return for his polite communication of some of the heights he had determined. It is quite clear...that no determination of heights will ever satisfy the curious in Europe, that is not accompanied with ample details as to the original observations, as well as a full exposition of the methods of calculations... The ordinary routine of surveying is in no way applicable to the determination of so nice a point, which involves many other considerations...[such as] the figure of the earth...

By such ample details alone will they be able to judge of the ability of the person who gives them, and it is only when they see that ability fully manifested, that they will place any confidence in the results deduced [48].

1[1], 15-11-16 (18). 2Dm. 136; M 575, 1-2-17. 3Geol. Gez. 17-4-17; As R., XII, 1818 (253-63). 4Nanda Devi, 23,466 ft.; 30° 21' 51'' N.; 79° 58' 22''. 5Dm. 150 (7). 6appointed as mineralogist. June 1817 [266]; joined survey 17-2-18. 7Richard Strachey BCS, writer 1798; Revd. Lucknow 1815; resd. 1817. 8Tabriz, Azerbaijan, NW. Persia. 9Dm. 150 (22), 2-12-17. 10Annales de Chimie et de Physique IX. Paris. 11No. XXXIV & Vol. 22, 1820. 12to SG; Dm. 153 (109), 14-10-19.
In October 1818 Webb sent the Surveyor General another annual report, and a description of the country that will be more fully apprised if read with a modern layered map;

Excluding a belt of the turaee (morass and forest), which skirts the base of the mountains on the S.W., the total extent of the survey may be considered as a section of the bank, or buttress, which supports the tableland of Tartary. There is not, I believe, a single square mile of level ground, in one plot, within its boundaries.

The height of the Tuklakot pass, by a geometrical process, appears to be 17,705 feet above the sea, and that of the Nestee pass by the barometer 16,976 feet. These mark the minimum altitude attained by the crest of the glacies. ... The mean distance from the base of the mountains to the plateau of Tartary I consider to average about 95 English miles.

The term Himalea chain, or range, seems to me a misnomer. It is not, as it appears from the plain, a continuous ridge, the dips in which form the passes to Tartary; nor do the higher peaks approach very near to the tableland [II, 77]. As the traveller approaches the snowy mountains, his road invariably leads along the bed of a river; as he advances farther, the defile straightens, the rocks form perpendicular walls on both sides; there is scarcely space between them for the stream of the foaming torrent; ... while avalanches threaten from above, and the current is frequently buried under snow from 40 to 100 feet in thickness.

This portion of his route (perhaps two or three days) is full of peril and difficulty but, when accomplished, the hills again slope more gradually, and he reaches the purgunas inhabited during summer months by our Bhotee subjects, whose villages are from 10,000 to 12,000 feet above the sea. From these to Tartary the road is generally good, and gradually ascending along the bank of a stream till, on the fourth or fifth day, a sharp ascent of 2,000 or 3,000 feet is encountered, from the summit of which the plateau opens to view. Snow is seldom seen, except sheltered in ravines, during the latter part of the journey. ...

During the current year...the season commenced with survey in the purguna of Chougurkpa, passing backwards and forward through it as roads could be found, finding trigonometrical points occasionally, and completing the course of the Surjoo River. ... In like manner zig-zag lines were measured through the purgunas adjacent. ...

This brought me near to the head of the Gura River, which I traced to its debouch at Muswarase Ghat, proceeding thence to Pedeeshheet, and ultimately to Bareilly, to receive a case of barometers recently arrived from England, some of which being found in good order, I marched without loss of time...to Kasheepoor, where it was necessary to make a series of observations, this being the first elevation in the survey, and previously estimated at 650 feet, instead of 787 feet which appears to be the correct value.

The observations at Kasheepoor being completed, ...I re-entered the mountains at the Kotdvara Pass [March 1818], and repaired to Lungoo Gurch, a lofty delapitated fortress, and the first trigonometrical station in Garhwal. Its position being determined, I traced several routes...settling frequent points of connection. From one of these...I was enabled to connect the triangulation of Kumaon with Hurdwar. ...

As soon as the road to Kedar Nath was reported open, I marched in that direction, crossing the Ahulmendra R. near Sireenugur, and occasionally deviating from the road to ascend high ridges where I hoped to establish stations of observations. The latter part of the road led over extensive fields of snow, and the height of Kedar Nath's temple, situated at the base of the snowy peak No III, is 11,879 feet above Calcutta by correspondent observations with the barometer [II, pl. 9; III, pl. 6].

[He returned to Joshimath and, after waiting a few days for a permit, worked up to the Nitti Pass.]

The road followed from Jossee Muth to the crest of the Nestee pass was that travelled by Mr. Moorcroft [II, 80], but I should hardly have been able to obtain for the first time a view of the table land of Tartary without exciting the jealousy of the Chinese officers but for the collateral aid I derived from being entrusted with an investment of goods belonging to Government, and destined for the Tartar market.

The barometrical observations on the route are in the highest degree interesting, as they lead to a knowledge of the altitude of the table land, and will possibly...mark a notable epoch in physical science. ...

Upon reviewing the work of the year, I find the results less consistent and satisfactory than in former seasons. They do not, indeed, indicate any great error in the positions of the snowy peaks (all of which were settled from bases to eastward...), but discrepancies...
are perceptible. This is in a great measure to be attributed to the want of a better instrument than is in my possession 1.

He was now better able to meet the challenge of the Quarterly Review, and at a meeting of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta in February 1819 Dr. Wallich 2 submitted a letter received from him, admitting the justice of some of the reviewer’s remarks, such as the want of a measured base, and uncertainty as to the proper correction for refraction, but holding to the general probability of his results.

He has about 20 stations, at very unequal distances from the Himalaya, whose altitudes are deduced geometrically from the snowy peaks, and barometrically. The agreements between all of them are very satisfactory 3.

Webb’s letter, with his observations at Kedarnath temple and the Niti Pass, was sent to England, and the Quarterly Review thereupon withdrew all objections, and declared “absolute confidence” in the results 4.

Towards the end of 1818 he was given the assistance of a draughtsman, Robert Tate, who, besides doing some survey in the field, was specially useful in drawing the maps, which were submitted, some in 1819 and others at the close of the survey 5 (pl. 6). Webb closed field work in October 1821 and, left India for good in February 1822.

Waugh was not so critical of Webb’s work as Everest 6, and does not comment on the lack of a measured base-line. His verdict was similar to that he passed on Hodgson and Herbert 7, viz., that the framework showed considerable scientific skill, and was subsequently adjusted to the Great Trigonometrical Survey, but that the depiction of hill features left much to be desired. He paid a special tribute to Webb when working out the heights of the great peaks:

I enclose... a memo. regarding the identification of the famous mountain Dewalgi, Our point xii is Webb’s mountain... Any great numerical refinement cannot be expected in comparing our position with Webb’s, but the differences... is not so much as to cause any doubt as to the real identity... Nevertheless more refinement would be satisfactory, and might be obtainable if Webb’s more accurate maps, maps, or reports, are forthcoming in our office, or at the Asiatic Society.

I should like, when I publish, to show a comparison more accordant, and therefore more worthy of the memory of an old surveyor like Webb, of whose reputation I am the natural guardian 8.

---

1 Ddn. 120 (53-64), 8-10-18. 2 Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854) a Dane; Ben Med.; Suppl. Botanical Gdns, Sibpur, 1816-50. DNB. 3 As J. VII. 1819. 4 J. 22. 1820 (417); latest list, J. BOS, IV, 1834 (476-416). 5 MRIO. 25 (14), 28 (28-33). 6 Ddn. 605 (177), 18-12-55; J. A. B. XI, 1842, part 126 (11), pp. xxiv-xxvi, gives list of 50 snow peaks, Webb’s No. XIV, h. 25,669, and Hodgson’s No. A 2, being same peak, Nanda Devi [32 n. 3, 46 n. 4, pl. 5, 6].
Sketch of KUMOAN.
Captain W.F. Webb
Surveyor 1819.

Reduced from preliminary map drawn by Robert Tate, assistant surveyor, scale 12 miles to an inch, showing progress of Webb's survey 1815-9; unsurveyed areas in dotted lines. Webb's triangles were based on latitudes observed at Pilibhit and other stations, with no measured base-line (46-8). The heights which he deduced for the snow peaks created a sensation amongst European geographers (p. 48 n.9).

Webb's peak XIV is Nanda Devi, modern height 20,645 feet.

Drawn at the Survey of India Office (H.L.O.)
CHAPTER IV

NORTH-EAST FRONTIER


Since the withdrawal of Welsh's force in 1794 [I, 81–2], the only official contact with Assam had been through petty frontier incidents. It is a favourite pastime of all hill people to swoop down on the rich villages of the plains for profitable loot. In 1816, "after a particularly atrocious raid" on the part of the Gáro tribes, who inhabit the thickly wooded hills at the great bend of the Brahmaputra [I, 19–20], David Scott, Commissioner of Rangpur, visited the frontier and made terms with the tribesmen, who in return for trading facilities were to be protected from excisions by the zamindars along the border. George Wilton [II, 457] was appointed to survey the strip of Rangpur district on the left bank of the river, and such parts of the Gáro Hills as might be accessible.

The country was exceedingly unhealthy, and Wilton died after a few months work. Schalch was appointed to carry on, but after four months in the field, he also fell ill, and was sent on a sea voyage to recover [II, 359]. His survey was left unfinished, and the Surveyor General had no map to produce;

Mr. Schalch's illness had prevented any written notices...except what are contained in his field books. ... When Mr. Schalch went away he expressed an anxious desire to have all the papers of the survey preserved untouched till his return, which I promised, and sealed them up. ... 19 unfinished sketches.

To a surveyor it will be understood that the sketches of one is not easily wrought up by another. On this survey an interruption had already taken place by Mr. Wilton's death, whose papers are also deposited here, and if Mr. Schalch cannot resume it I am afraid you will have to commence again anew; this is a necessary consequence of having only one surveyor on an extensive mountainous unhealthy country. It is in fact a never-ending and most heart-breaking undertaking to employ one man in such a situation, and if health is preserved it must take many years, or it will be a very imperfect work.

Mackenzie's fears were justified; Schalch did not return to the survey, which was left uncompleted and of little value [I, 329].

Sylhet, 1820–9

In December 1819 Thomas Fisher was appointed to survey the boundary between Sylhet and the independent state of Tripura. He was not able to start till late in 1820 and, as the magistrate could not then attend himself, or arrange for the Tripura representatives, Fisher spent that season surveying the boundary between Sylhet and the independent territories of Jaintia and Cachar, working from Chagagun along the banks of the Surma river [pl. 19]. He then resolved...to...visit Cachar, partly in the hope of enlarging our geographical information in a country so little known to Europeans, but more particularly in the expectation of being able to procure some information relative to Tipperah...to illustrate the ancient boundary between that country and Sylhet.

1Sylhet was a Bengal district till 1874 [I, 82].
2NE Frontier [29].
3BGO. 15-12-15.
4Din. 154 (190), 15-11-18.
5ib. (33), 7-9-18.
6BGO. 17-12-19; As. J. X. 1820; Dtn. 145 (223), Ch. Sec. to Magto., of Sylhet, May 19-11-19.
7Pdrk. MRO. M 411, plans 1-inch and 4-inch to mile, MRO. Misc. 4-0-22.
I have previously consulted...the magistrate of Sylhet on the propriety of my visit, and he was of opinion that, provided the consent of Chowjet Singh the present ruler of Cachar were obtained, it would be desirable in every point of view, as in addition to the before-mentioned objects I should be able to obtain some account of the passes in the mountains separating the plain country of Cachar from Melkhey Munniapore, now occupied by the Birmans, who threaten continually to invade the former country, from which there would be no impediment to their entrance to Sylhet.  

After an adventurous visit to Cachar, he surveyed the Tripura frontier between May 1821 and April 1822, being now granted full responsibility for deciding the line.  

The southern part of the district of Sylhet, which borders upon the independent hill territory of the Rajah of Tipperah, having been for some time the scene of frequent disputes arising entirely from the want of a well defined and known boundary, a survey therefore was ordered to be made;  

1. To improve the geography of the frontier.  
2. To ascertain...the claims of the contending parties on either side of the boundary.  
3. To obtain a natural and easily recognizable line of frontier, as a river or chain of mountains.  

Government accepted his line;  

His Lordship in Council trusts that the field book, and depositions stated to have been taken, will contain all the information that can be desired. ... The original depositions as taken by Lieutenant Fisher shall be deposited for eventual reference in the office of the Committee of Records at Sylhet. He will likewise forward to the Committee a copy of the field book of the survey.  

The greater part of the frontier line is stated to have been laid down with the concurrence of the persons who attended on the part of the Rajah. ... Hence it is presumed that the attestation of these people will have been fixed to the documents and depositions. ... In the meantime...the line of demarcation should be assumed, and acted upon as forming the actual frontier of the two territories. ...  

The line is sufficiently defined by nullas and by ridges of hills, except...where the boundary line runs over cultivated fields in the valley. Unless therefore some landmarks have been erected, there is danger of its being entirely lost. Lieutenant Fisher's report is not sufficiently particular in defining the precautions taken. ... His Lordship in Council presumes, however, that the requisite arrangements have been made to prevent any future encroachments by the construction of pillars or other land marks. ...  

The neatness with which the plan is executed, and the apparent accuracy and care with which it has been constructed, have attracted the favourable notice of Government, while the information collected in the report is clear, useful, and well digested [pl. 19].  

Fisher was now employed on the revenue survey of Sylhet until, on the recommendation of the Surveyor General, he accompanied Scott towards Cachar where trouble from the Burmese was coming to a head. Scott was now Agent to the Governor General on the North-East Frontier [55].  

Captain Fisher's employment was on the Tipperah frontier, south of Sylhet, and on that side his map and information are very satisfactory. ... I believe Mr. Scott has much good local information of the frontier on his side, but the fact is that our operations and attention have been so little drawn to the eastward for ages past, that we have very little of the eastern parts of Bengal [16 n.7].  

I certainly should be glad if we had a better notion of the frontiers east of the Burrunpooter, especially the whole boundary of the Sylhet province wherever it touches on any foreign territory, and none can give so good a...Mr. Fisher, if you could borrow his services. ... For the present I think his attention might be directed to the gaining of the best information he can, which might be verified by a survey when the season is more suitable and when there is more leisure, for exact surveys in those countries cannot be rapidly executed on account of the wetness of the country and the insalubrity of the jungles.  

Scott was directed  

to proceed in person to Sylhet with the view of bringing to an early close our negotiations for an alliance with Cachar. ... Your presence in that quarter would be more especially desir-
able if the Burmese...follow up their designs against that country. In that event it would further conduce materially to the public interests that Captain Fisher accompany you for...surveying the passes which lead from Manipore and Assam.

Shortly afterwards Fisher was required for military duty on the Cachar frontier, and he writes to the Surveyor General, 27th February 1824, regretting the delay in submitting copies of his memoirs as he was 'at present so much engaged having the executive charge of the Quarter Master General’s and Commissariat Departments'. In his place, James Blechynden, who had been sent up for the revenue survey, was lent to Scott for a pioneer march from Sylhet over the Khaz Hills from Jynteapore on south to...junction of Kullung and Copley rivers, thence down the Kullung to junction with Brahmaputra about 12 miles above Gauhati...thru a country hitherto unexplored by Europeans.

We are to proceed on or about the 30th inst. [March 1824] direct to Joynestah; thence to commence a survey in a northerly direction as correctly as circumstances and the rapidity of the marches would admit of, as far as the Barrampooter River, noticing the face of the country, the difficulties of the road, etc. ... On our reaching the Barrampooter River I was to return by water, as the season would be...too far advanced for me to attempt a passage back over land.

I then called on Lieutenant Fisher, and received instructions from him. He would not advise my attempting any accurate measurement of the distance between each day’s halting place, but that I should pace those lines which do not pass over steep descents, and notice the time employed in each day’s march.

April 1st 1824. This morning at day break the escort set off; I left at 4 P.M. and came up with them...after a march of 6 1/4 hours.

2nd. Marched at 5 A.M. with the escort, and reached Joynestah about 2 P.M.

3rd. Mr. Scott joined us about 2 A.M. this morning. Employed in a trigonometrical calculation to ascertain the height of the range of mountains over which our route would lay; the result was that the highest visible part of the farthest range was 1,300 feet above the level of the country, and that another intervening one was only 1,200 feet. ... 4th. Received orders from Mr. Scott to be very careful in not letting the Cossacks know what I was about when surveying, and above all not to use the theodolite, chain, or any instrument, as they would get alarmed, and perhaps prevent our passing through their territory, but to use the pocket compass and pace the distances.

In consequence of the difficulty...in procuring coolies, we did not leave our encampment till 3 P.M. ... The first two days marches were the worst of any we experienced; the road was very narrow and almost perpendicular, and for the most part covered with sharp stones on the sides, which so much narrowed it that the elephants with the utmost difficulty...could forces themselves between, even after being unloaded. The Company’s bullocks could not proceed a quarter of the first day’s march owing to the sharp pointed lime stones, which split their hoofs, and were consequently sent back thence.

The distances were paced, the time of each day’s march noticed, and the bearings taken with the pocket compass as correctly as the rapidity of the marches and the hours we proceeded admit of. The pace I calculate at 21 feet each, but subject to a restriction for the steep ascents and descents [II, 86].

At the close of his military duties Fisher resumed the revenue survey and at the end of 1826 was deputed to survey the boundary between Sylhet and Jaintia, with the entire duty...of ascertaining the boundary line, and investigating the claims of...the hill chiefs and our own zamindars, where it may be disputed. ...

Commence your survey...from the point at which the lands appertaining to the Rajah of Jaintia to the eastward first come in contact with the northern bank of the River Soornah, and proceed thence regularly to define the line dividing the territories of the Hon’ble Company from those of the Rajah and other hill chiefs, till it again cross the river. ...

At the two extreme points a pillar of masonry should be erected to prevent future encroachment or misapprehension on either side.

Two of Fisher’s maps were on scale four miles to an inch, and about one degree square. The first had meridian laid down through the circuit house, Sylhet, and was compiled from his boundary surveys of 1821-2 and revenue surveys of 1822-3.

---

1 BSC 28-11-23 (5).
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North-East Frontier

It included the roads from Sylhet to Dacca, Cachar, and Mymensingh, with the branch road along the western foot of the mountains to Pandu, besides various river routes.

The second map covered most of the cultivated area of Cachar, and was prepared from sketches made during 1824-5. It includes the road made by the Pioneers from Badarpur through the Kunranga forest to "Jirimilla", and the mountain route to "Agui", and the course of the Barak river.

In 1827 the Surveyor General had to refuse the Quartermaster General’s request for Fisher’s services on the grounds that he was employed by...the Territorial Department in Sylhet, in making a very extensive revenue survey under the superintendence of the Collector, and that a number of aumens are employed under...the Surveyor.

I have instructed Lieutenant Fisher to avail himself of every opportunity of laying down the various lines of communication, by land and water, of all the principal places in Sylhet, and by means of certain astronomical observations to determine the meridian of the station of Sylhet, that others may be referred to it.

In July 1829 Scott submitted a map of Cossyn territory prepared by Lieutenant Fisher. The boundaries of the several districts are merely conjectural...but...throughout these mountains peculiar spots to be found belonging to one chief, although surrounded with the territory of another, and that two or more of them are occasionally found exercising authority in the same village...

Few villages have been inserted in this map except such as have been surveyed.

Assam Valley, 1824-6

For several years the Burmese had been pushing west. They had now occupied Manipur and reached Kalibar and Jorhat in Upper Assam. In December 1823 they started to invade Cachar, but were defeated by the British in a clash on the Sylhet frontier [64]. War was declared by the Governor General on 5th March 1824, and on 13th a British force advanced from Goālpāra and occupied Gauhati. It was at this juncture that Scott marched across the Khasi Hills [51], reached the Brahmaputra on 15th April, and joined the troops at Gauhati. The force, about 3,000 strong, now under the command of Colonel Richards [59], advanced as far as Kalibar without much opposition, but had to withdraw during the rains, when the Burmese again advanced as far as Nowgong, looting and plundering.

At the close of the rains, the British went up the river by boat, reached Jorhat 17th January 1825, and occupied the capital, Rangpur near Sibsagar, on the 30th. The Burmese hastily evacuated the country, taking off about 30,000 Assamese as slaves.

Before the start of the expedition the Surveyor General had been asked for copies of the best maps extant of Assam and...the Burmumpoot (supposed to be...Wood’s...survey in 1793) [1, 80-2] as also of the Garrow frontier generally. A copy is likewise required...of the best map of Sylhet, and as much of Cachar as may be known from survey or report. These sketches, being for temporary use, may...be hastily taken on oiled paper, and will be held liable to return or transfer on the completion of the service.

You will take measures for the attainment of as much geographical knowledge on or beyond...the eastern frontier as the present or expected movements may admit; your assistant Captain Cheesap, being with the force to the south east [67], Lieutenant Fisher of the Quartermaster General’s department in Sylhet [51] and some competent officer perhaps available with the north-east detachment at Goālpāra.

No surveyor was available until the arrival of the revenue surveyors from the Upper Provinces [151] when James Bedford was given charge in the Assam valley, being ordered on 20th December 1824.

---
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to make every practicable expedition to proceed to Assam. Lieut. Wilcox will accompany you as your assistant, and Mr. Pohill will be attached to your survey. ...

A minute and accurate survey of the country through which the army may penetrate is entrusted to you. The ignorance which at present prevails...renders...a correct local knowledge of it of peculiar interest & consequence. ... Leave no opportunity untried of pushing to the utmost your enquiries and researches1.

Besides these written instructions, Bedford was verbally directed to consider the Brahmaputra as his chief object. He was to endeavour to unravel the mystery...respecting its fountain head, by proceeding up its streams as far as...the safeguard of a detached escort might permit2.

The revenue surveyors were at first under Schalch's professional orders, but were later placed under the Surveyor General3 [333]. There were several other surveyors with the troops, some under Bedford's orders, and some working independently as opportunity arose4. Burlton, Jones, and Neufville were on the Q. M. G.'s staff, whilst Mathew and Bedingfield worked for Scott5. In April 1825 Scott sent in a map prepared by Lt. Burlton, exhibiting the upper part of...the Brahmaputra, or Lubeet, as far as it is navigable6. Lt. Burlton's means did not permit of his following the course of the river to the Burnah Koond7 [I, 78 n. 5], but the diminished volume of water, and the unbroken appearance of the mountains, together with the information gathered from the inhabitants of Sadiya and that neighbourhood, all tend to a belief that it cannot come from the very distant point assigned to its source by modern geography.

The Dehong, which Lt. Burlton could not examine...for want of provisions, was considered by him, but not ascertained by measurement, to contain a larger body of water than the Lubeet and, from its size and direction, it would appear most probably that this branch is the continuation of the Taungpoo, if either of them are so. ...

These points will no doubt be satisfactorily settled by Captain Bedford and Lt. Wilcox in the course of the ensuing year.

Scott pointed out that the discharge of the Brahmaputra greatly exceeded that of the Ganges, far more so than estimated by Rennell [I, 78–9]; he quoted measurements made near Goālpāra by Bedingfield in December 1823, and by Burlton in the middle of March 18259.

Calcutta papers were full of correspondence about the Brahmaputra, an article in the Government Gazette of 9th May inclining to D' Anville's belief that the Taungpoo flowed out through the Irrawaddy [57]. The Gazette of 20th June produced a "lithographic sketch of the upper part of the Brahmaputra...from a map prepared by Lieutenante Burlton and Neufville on the spot". This takes the upper Luhit to about ten miles above Sadiya, and shows the Bori Dihing and Noa Dihing in considerable detail10 [pl. 7].

Wilcox gives the following account of the surveys of 182511;

We arrived at Goālpāra...in the latter end of January 1825, immediately after the capitulation of the Burmese at Rangpur; and we were then eager to join the headquarters, in full expectation of an attempt being made to advance towards Amarapura. ...

Ensign...Wood's survey reached no further than Rangpur, and he leaves the space beyond a perfect blank [I, 81]; ...

Lieut. Burlton was detached to survey the river beyond as far as possible. ... The natives knew well that the boats of Bengal could not pass more than one day's journey beyond Sadiya; they spoke confidently of the Brahmapoot, the origin of the river, being situated in the east and, indeed, they had presented a map drawn in their own incorrect style. ... It was afterwards remarked that in this survey the Dibong and the Dihang were not distinguished from other tributary streams.

The commission with which Lieut. Burlton was charged was executed by him in a highly creditable manner. With a surveying compass only, and unfurnished with any instrument for measuring distances, he surveyed the river to Sadiya and a short distance beyond, and subsequent survey has detected but little error in his map.

---

Burton reported that he imagined the source of the Brahmaputra must lie in some high mountains, covered with snow, which he saw away to the east, beyond the direction of the Brahmapund, which he told me was a large bottomless bay at the foot of a perpendicular height over which the river falls. He also gathered that the Irrawaddy rises in the same range.

In the meantime Bedford and I had reached Bishnath, and received orders to survey the Buri Lohit, or old channel of the river; one of us re-surveying...the Dihing or southern branch. Captain Bedford chose the Buri Lohit as it represented novelty, and left me to re-trace Ensign Wood's steps towards Rangpur. He completed his survey, but I met with some unfortunate accident;...about half way from Bishnath my map and field book, with the greater part of my property, were lost by the sinking of my boat.

Captain Bedford afterwards continued his route towards Sadiya, making a more accurate survey than Lt. Burton had the means of doing, and before the expiration of the month of June he had surveyed not only the great river from Bishnath to Tengapani but, having accompanied Capt. Neufville on the expedition against the Singpho chiefs, he also added a hasty survey of the Nos Dihing.

Wilcox himself continued with the troops, making hasty surveys up the Dihing, down the Buri Dihing, and up the Dikho, though much hampered by the loss of his best instruments, which the Surveyor General could not replace till the close of the Arakan campaign. Jones made route surveys with detachments sent out from Rangpur, and sketches of other branches of the great river. Neufville and Bedingfield collected information from Burmese prisoners and others about the country in the direction of Burma, submitting a map which included the Chindwin River. Mathew surveyed the Dhansiri River.

Bedford reported monthly to the Surveyor General:

29th August 1823. The whole of my field work is now protracted, and my calculations for latitude, time, and longitude, in hand. In the absence of any particular instructions, I propose...to explore as far as may be practicable, even in a canoe, the Lahree Diping and Dihing rivers, which have excited of late a good deal of local interest; and on...to lay down such part of the northern bank of the Burhampooter and neighbouring islands I was not able to survey last season.

16th September. I was induced, from the low state of the river, to undertake a short survey...to connect the Munjolah point with the Dikho Moolah, where the Dising Nudde also joins the Burhampooter, and Lieut. Wilcox's surveys now form a connected map with my own operations on the main river.

As the Singpho chiefs now appear amicably inclined, I propose, after examining the Dipang and Dihong rivers, to proceed again towards Sudeea, with a view to establish...Beeenmu and the Kusoo pass, which the want of instruments prevented when I accompanied Lieut. Neufville's detachment.

11th October. I have recently received instructions to detach Lieut. Wilcox for...accompanying the troops...and to continue my own operations on the river. This double arrangement...renders the want of many useful instruments the more to be regretted.

Lieut. Wilcox has neither a telescope, barometer, or chronometer, nor are the results of his sextant so much to be depended on...from the want of a false horizon glass since the loss of his boat.

I quitted Rangpur yesterday afternoon...I propose successively to attempt each of the streams which join the Burhampooter...a little below the Koonoo Nudde on which the town of Suddess is situated, and afterwards to proceed to that place with a view of exploring the upper parts of the Burhampooter, in which I might probably have the company and assistance of Lieut. Bedingfield.

28th November. Anxious to avoid myself of the short leisure which the slow progress of the Assam Field Force up the river allowed, I walked but one day...to lay in ten days provisions, and again started on the 18th inst. to explore the Dihing River.

Though a good deal annoyed and delayed by the occasional rapids...I succeeded on the 5th day in making my way to an Abor village called Fusseal, situated on a small hill of the first range; but...although the water would have admitted my further progress, all my endeavours to persuade this mountain tribe to permit my further progress proved unavailing. In fact they appear of late to have been so closely watching our operations in Upper Assam, that even my appearance caused no small suspicion, and I was received by the villagers in
arms. ... After the first day I partly succeeded in allaying their suspicions, and ultimately found them civil and even hospitable. I could not, however, overcome their disinclination to my further progress. ...

I expressed my wish to return, but could not effect even this until the afternoon of the 24th, when, after exchanging presents, we parted on friendly terms. My detention, though unpleasant at the time, enabled me to collect some local information. ... They all agreed that two more days would have brought me to where the main river issues from the hills; in fact, when their first suspicions were allayed (and with two sepoys only there was but little to cause any...), I found them very communicative. ...

As the Assam Force is still in my rear...I propose to take 15 days provisions on my canoes and proceed up the Depump river. ... With regard to my present operations (which have hitherto been carried on by regular measurements and intersection; ... I can in general keep pace with the canoes up these stony streams), ... no application for any escort beyond the naik & four men has been made, from a conviction that, amongst these warlike mountaineers, any force which my canoes could accommodate would be perfectly useless in case of attack, and merely excite their suspicions, so that whatever is effected...must be by persuasion and conciliatory conduct.

He adds that Wilcox had recently been ordered down to Goalpāra [36], and had "since applied...for a few smart lascars to instruct others who may be entertained to accompany him towards Thibet"); Bedford having brought several of his revenue survey lascars from Morādābād.

Bedford's journey up the Dibang was just as disappointing as that up the Dihāng;

I yesterday returned to my budpaw after an attempt to trace the Dipung River to its source. Notwithstanding the strength of the current, and the great number of rapids... I arrived near the Misme villages situated on the small hills...of the nearest northern range.

Here, I regret to say, the prejudices and fears of the inhabitants again foiled me. ... My disappointment...proved the more mortifying from having, after some days discussion and exchange of presents, gained the consent of the three Gauns...to my further progress; hardly, however, had my boats been unmooled on the following morning when other headmen arrived, and objections were raised. ... After a vain wait I ordered my boats to be unmooled for...moving down the river. To this no interruption was offered by the Mismees, but...one of my double dinges was broken to pieces in a rapid, ... where the water was so strong and deep that no attempt could be made by those on board except to save their lives, and every thing, except one or two articles washed on shore about a mile lower down, was lost, including the arms and accouterments of two sepoys, my personal supplies of every kind, and table furniture. Fortunately five days supply of grain...was on board another dinge when the accident happened."

Still undaunted, he turned up the Dikrong above Kamjan, and the voyage continued three days till the river became too shallow for the canoes to proceed, and Capt. Bedford returned to the Dibong, and got back to its mouth on the Brahmaputra on December 26th, after 6 weeks in unknown waters.

He then turned to the exploration of the rivers beyond Sadiya, and in April 1826 reported his return "from a most harassing survey up the Sokato, a branch of the main river, which terminated in a visit to the Burmah Koond". He took sections of the Dihāng, Dibang, and Lali rivers at three different seasons, and of the Bara Luhit, Naya Dihing, and Tenga rivers at the commencement of the rains. He reported back in Calcutta on 8th September 1826, leaving Wilcox and others to carry on the good work.

SOURCE OF BRAHMAPUTRA, 1825-8

Both Blacker, Surveyor General, and Scott, in political charge of Assam, were anxious to solve the riddle of the Brahmaputra, and in September 1825 Blacker asked for Wilcox to be put on special duty to trace "the sources of the

1 Dibang. 2 Ddms. 214, 29-11-25. 3 ib., 27-12-25. 4 As R. XVII (331). 5 Ddms. 214, 14-4-26. 6 Journals, IO Cot. (119); DLR. M 452-3; submitted map of all his Assam surveys, Ddms. 214, 22-12-26.
great body of water which the Brahmaputra pours through Bengal.”[1] Scott concurred, and on receipt of Government approval Blacker sent suitable instructions to Wilcox, adding that abundant information, if of ordinary accuracy, will be of more consequence than a very limited quantity that may possess higher pretensions to mathematical correctness. ... You will attend particularly to the wishes and views which Mr. Scott may communicate to you.

Wilcox replied from Goalpara:

26th October. ... I am prepared to start tomorrow morning, having arranged with Mr. Scott for every assistance. ... Mr. Scott has recommended that my first attempt shall be made on the Soobarna Shree, falling into the Boree Lohit in longitude 94° 13', considering that if, as reported, this river have a navigable course of 8 or 10 days journey in a N. and S. direction, a successful trip up it must tend to throw light on the connexion of the great Thibet river with the waters of the plains of Assam.

On the sixth day of his journey up this river, finding the rapids “dangerous for canoes of the smallest size,” he abandoned further attempt in this direction and moved up to Sadiya, where Capt. Bedford had already proceeded both the Dihong and the Dibong as far as he was permitted by the mountains, and I had great reason to fear that the same obstacles would also interfere with my progress, but with a supply of presents and a guard I did not hesitate to make the trial.

Accompanied by Burton he was, however, held up on the Dihang by the same villagers as had stopped Bedford, and he then tried the Mishmi hills to the east. He writes from Sadiya:

25th February 1826. ... This month I have been occupied in a trip to the Mishnee Hills east of this place & a short distance south of the river. ... When I set out the commissariat was unable to add one day's provisions to my own stores, &... I was... very compelled to return.

The distances in my field book were all estimated in time. ... It would be an object to proceed in this hasty manner [without] any attempt to use measuring instruments, since these are calculated to increase the difficulty where jealousy already exists.

Had not Captain Bedford expressed his earnest wish to be the first to explore the upper parts of the Burrunpooter, I should have adhered to its course. ... I now propose to retrace my steps to the hills, & thence south to either the Luma country N.E., or the Bor Kampti country S. of E.

5th May. ... I proceeded early in the month of March to the Meesnee Hills directed E. of this place, & had the route been practicable at the time should have journeyed on to the Bor Kampti country, situated on both banks of the Irrawady; but I found that heavy snows still covering the range must be crossed would yet delay me at least another month & having ascertained that the only roads to Thibet known to the mountaineers lies very near the course of the Burrunpooter, in deference to Capt. Bedford’s wishes before alluded to, I refrained from pursuing that direction.

Mr. Scott proposes that I shall proceed once more up the Deeong & endeavour to mollify the Bor Abors with a view of our being able to march up the bed of this river in the cold season. From hence [Sadiya], the opening when it issues is distinctly seen; 50 miles in N. W. direction, & the hills filling up the back-ground are low; the break in the range is more marked than that I have seen in any other river, & the only objection to the palpable supposition of this being the Lhasa river is the singular account in Assamese history of the sudden increase of the Deeong from a trailing stream to a mighty and over-whelming river, which... swept before it many villages. The date of this occurrence is A.D. 1735.

2nd September. ... On the 26th of March I took... a section of the Burrunpooter opposite the station of Suedeeka, which gave the discharge 33,300 feet per second, but the following day I took with equal care a section... below the junction [with the Dihang]; ... the result was a discharge of 129,000 feet per second; deducing the value of the Burrunpooter & 12,000 feet assumed as the outside discharge of the Deeong, we have 74,300 feet per second for... the large branch.

1st June. ... In the early part of last month I proceeded to the Deeong river, & brought down to Mr. Scott the Abor chief who formerly objected to Captain Bedford’s... to

---
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my passage, &c., the result of their visit is a fair prospect of getting their full consent & assistance... as far as their country & influence extend.

Intelligent Chinese merchants, one particularly who had travelled from Lhasa into China, gave Mr. Scott... a sketch of the Sampo, in which they lost it at a point very far east, but affirms that it flows southwards through the Aboor country, and is known to us as the Burmanpootar.

I have lately been occupied in a survey of the Tenga Panee, which I ascended till its breadth was reduced to 8 or 10 yards, & canoes could not proceed no further.

The Luhit valley and all its tributaries within reach of Sadiya had now been thoroughly explored as far as accessible. Several routes had also been brought in by native agents employed by Scott, one of whom had visited the Moamarias country... "to ascertain the extent of cultivation"; his route, was protracted taking "1,320 of his double paces as equal to one mile". Wilcox spent much of his time during the rains studying the language and collecting information about the country to the east towards the sources of the Irrawaddy. He sent the Surveyor General... "a sketch of the route to Hookong... compiled from numerous sketches given me by Sinpows and others, and from verbal information carefully compared." 4

The work of the past year had shown conclusively that the Luhit branch of the Brahmaputra that came from the Brahmapind was not the main river, but that the great volume of water came down the Dihang. This was, of course, no proof that the Dihang was the Sampo, and Wilcox's next task was to test the widely held theory that the river of Tibet discharged its waters through the Irrawaddy [3, 54]. Hodgson, who was now Surveyor General, wrote to him:

A great interest is taken about the Burmanpooter and much nonsense issues from the press... Mr. Klaproth, a continental cosmologist, has written that the Sampo is the Iravuddi, which can hardly be. Sampo means a river, but the Garo Sampo of Du Hulde [I, 70 n.9, 79] issues, is supposed, from the high land near the Munsarovar Lake [I, 72; pl. 7; III, pl. 5]; I say 'suppose', for I have no evidence to that purpose, because it is likely to be the case. If so, its length... to the north-east of Ava would make it a very large river. Rennell thought it was the Burmanpooter [I, 79, pl. 14] but, supposing it to come from so far west as the Munsovar Lake, it would even then be almost too large a stream to be one of the main feeders of the river.

Pray make all enquiries respecting rivers flowing on the north of the snowy chain, from west to east, or otherwise. Turner, in his Embassy to Teshoo Sumbo [I, 74, 394], saw a river he calls the Burmanpooter or Erechoomboo... which he says goes into Assam [I, 80].

The following review explains Klaproth's theory:

Mr. Klaproth of Paris has had a map of the part of Asia that lies between 21° and 31° N. and 90° and 101° E. engraved for the second number of his Magazine Asiaticus... 5

What makes this map and the memoir... particularly interesting at this present time is that it lays down the sources and course of the river Brahmaputra, about which there has lately been much speculation; and that it gives the course of the Yarudzango-tehlu, or river of Tibet, which Rennell has erroneously connected with the Brahmaputra. [I, pl. 14].

The courses of these rivers as laid down by M. Klaproth afford strong confirmation of the opinion... read before the Royal Asiatic Society about 18 months since, namely... that the Sampo, or river of Tibet, is not connected with the Brahmaputra, but is probably connected with the Irrawaddy, or river of Ava.

Hodgson also called attention to an article by Wilford On the Ancient Geography of India, which gives a summary of Hindu legends concerning the rivers of upper India [I, 397].

I think, as far as it goes, the notice in the Ancient Geography agrees with the information you have sent down. There is one contradiction, however, in the ancient story. He calls the east branch the Lohita, which it is, and mentions how it became so by the stroke of the weapon of Brahma Koond, and in another place it says the Lohita joins the Burmanpooter...
from the north, coming from Tibet. This looks more like the Dihung. The enquiry is highly interesting, and I hope you will be able to throw great light on it.

On the 8th October Wilcox started on an unsuccessful attempt to trace the source of the Luhit to the east of the Brahmakund [pl. 7];

I kept the road along the south bank of the Burrumtooter & had arrived opposite the village Soomit; this village, I suspect, will have to be carried more E., while the latitude is not much in error.

The path, which scarcely ever deserves the name, is such that I question whether in circumstances of leisure any actual measurement by chain or line could be made. Whilst winding in the dark cover of a thick tree jungle, the direction of the path changing every 20 or 30 yards, I have sometimes had no better means of estimating my direction than... the sun's light or, on issuing forth from it, a bearing on a peak before observed. A large portion of my route may be corrected by bearings on such peaks.

Owing too to the badness of the path and the scarceness of provisions, many articles of utility in surveying, or necessary to private comfort, must be left behind. It is absolutely requisite that not a single extra man should be taken; every one, either sepoy or coolie, carries his own food & cooking utensils &., some article of mine of small bulk.

I took..., my large sextant, but no roof for my false horizon. My only barometer tube & two thermometers were broken before doing me any service. I had no Hindoo assistant;... the only servant I originally took having been early knocked up. Khameesee such as I had, or men or similar habits, are the only people who could act as an escort or as coolies.

He regretted that Burton was not of the party, for, with one staunch friend who knew how to use a double-barrelled gun, I should have been very ill inclined to suffer myself to be bullied by the barbarian Mishmis.

With "a stock of twelve days' provisions" the party broke new ground beyond the Brahmakund, and such was the nature of our slippery and rugged path that although we passed the holy pool about nine o'clock it was twelve when we arrived at the mouth of the Ates rivulet, about one thousand yards beyond it. A little Mishmi boy led the way, clambering up the face of a perpendicular rock, assisted by a hanging cane made fast for the convenience of passengers to some trees above. All that I could surmise of our direction was that we were travelling towards the east... and owing to the sharpness of the ascent the distance was equally uncertain.

They were held up by rain for three days a few miles beyond, taking shelter in a Mishmi "hovel", vacant "on account of two or three deaths". Then, working north, they dropped down to the main river, here named Tellu on modern maps, and for the next two days continued along the left bank of the river to the mouth of the Lung, where we found Ghalam, who had parted from us six days before to have a bridge built [across the Lung].... While at Ghalam's village I had three good observations for latitude... which gave 27° 50' 33" 2'.

Of the direction... I could now be quite sure, as I not only had bearings... on Ghalam's house, but could now recognize a low peak very near our [last] halting place. We had been employed the entire day in advancing less than two miles.

They were kept waiting at Ghalam's village four days whilst the Mishmis feasted on a mithan [ox] slain in their honour, and wrangled over presents and the possibility of further advance. On 31st, "after an awkward diminution of my stock of provisions", they moved on to the next village where they were glad to barter a few seers of salt for six days' supplies. They then followed eastward up the Luri River, crossed the high ridge which rises to over 10,000 feet, and compelled a northward bulge of the Bramaputra or Tellu, and dropped down into the village of Ruding, a Mishu Mishmi chief. Here on the banks of the river they lost two more days.

I was very anxious to proceed the next morning, but was foiled again by the lazy Mishmis; they wished to wait for the return of our emissaries, or at least to allow them one whole day for a perusal with the chiefs. With rice to eat, and a house to sleep in, they could not conceive that any motive need occasion haste. In the course of the day we learned that we are threatened by one chief, who declares that if we come near his passes he will roll down stones on us.

---

1 Dtn. 229 (42), 30-11-36. 2 Dtn. 214, 4-12-26. 3 Lang R. 92 A/5.
In spite of this warning, Wilcox made two more marches up the left bank of the river towards Jingsha's village\(^1\) [pl. 7], before he was again held up by ominous threats, and at the earnest entreaties of his followers made a discreet withdrawal just before midnight. The next day they were told by Ruding's son that an hour or two before daylight in the morning the assembled warriors had invested our position, and concealing themselves in the jungle while advancing from all sides they at last rushed upon our huts, and to their infinite disappointment found them empty. I do not vouch for the truth of this story, ... for I found that Ruding's game was now to demand a reward for his interference to preserve our party from utter destruction.

Wilcox's furthest point lay some thirty miles east of Brahmakund\(^2\), though he had travelled quite double that distance. Up to the last day before his retreat he had been fixing his positions by the sun at noon, and bearings to recognized peaks. On the return march he followed the main river right back to Sadiya\(^3\), and wrote to the Surveyor General on 4th December:

I hasten to report to you my return from a laborious and unsuccessful journey. ... Having penetrated into the Meozha Mesassene country, which is entirely beyond the sphere of our influence—... strongly suspecting that the presents I had dealt out had so excited the cupidity of some chiefs that they meditated an attempt to plunder me—I yielded to the wishes of my people and made a hasty retreat. ...

As I feel confident that their thirst for plunder may be restrained by my appearing amongst them with a more respectable escort, I propose to make another trial, ... in which I shall have the great advantage of Lieut. Burton, who has been appointed to accompany me.

The upper Luhit basin above Brahmaputra was not properly surveyed till visited by the Mishmi Mission survey detachment of 1911–24.

Wilcox now received an invitation from the Abors to pay them another visit;

Having had some experience, however, of their uncouth manners, and of their susceptibility of being suddenly influenced by the strange harangues of their native orators, I requested to have with me a small party of regular troops who might keep the villagers in some awe. ... I had also 13 musketeers of the Khampis to accompany us if we should be able to advance.

With Burton with me I arrived at Singaru Ghat, and sent the Mishmi chief, resident of the Dihong, to the Membu village\(^4\) to remind them of their invitation, and received satisfactory replies. ... After a conference the Membu people promised to inform the Bor Abors of our arrival. They declare the Dihong to come from a very great distance, and that it can nowhere be crossed but by boats or rafts, being always too wide for a canoe bridge.

They were allowed to visit Pasi village\(^5\), where "the breadth of the river was reduced...to 100 yards, and it was still mild and tranquil, but the form of the hills suggests immense depth". ... They then returned to "Shingaru Ghat?" till some Bor Abors came down and promised to get the orders of their chiefs, after which Wilcox returned to Sadiya still further convinced of the identity of the Dihong with the Tsangpo\(^6\);

19th January 1827. We visited two of the nearer villages without meeting any decided opposition. We explored the river about two days journey beyond the point reached by Capt. Bedford [34–5]. ... We were suddenly brought up by the nature of the bank which no longer shelved to the water from the bases of the hills, but presented perpendicular rocks, surmounted by very steep hills, which are covered with a jungle too dense to allow of cutting a path. We proceeded 2 or 3 miles further in a small canoe, but were stopped by a rapid, formidable to ascend & promising destruction to the boat on return. Scrambling over the rocks, I saw another long reach of still water above, & this, as well as the part we had explored, is in a west-erly direction...

All my accounts agree in placing the source of the Dihong at a very great distance, that is, far beyond the ken of my informers. The Simongs, a hostile tribe, were close at hand, & I have reason to conclude that the Lamas are beyond them at no great distance.

1st April. ... I do not think that I conveyed a sufficiently strong impression of the hostility of the Abors to our attempt to enter their country. When...50 or 60 of them suddenly intruded on us one evening, they no doubt intended to oppose our further progress, and I got rid of them by promising that, without permission, I would not leave the banks of the river for the

\(^1\) See map facing p. 314, As R. XVII, 1832; cf. MBIO, 157 (45); pl. 7. \(^2\) Short of Knibbaun, 92 A/9\(^3\) As R. XVII, 1832 (302–94). \(^4\) SI. Records IV (14–4). \(^5\) m. NE. of Pasiyak. \(^6\) Pasiyak, 82 D/W.

\(^1\) Sigan, 4 m. below Pasigah. \(^2\) As R. XVII (395).
path inland. Their insolence to us at Manboo, while their guests, was so great that we heartily congratulated ourselves when we had cleared the village without further disturbance.

He was at last able to start on the long-planned trip to Hkamti Long. He left Sadiya with Burton on 15th April, reached the Irrawaddy near Putao, or Fort Hertz, and got back to Sadiya on 16th June, saturated with malaria.

I am prepared for starting, & am much annoyed at the unnecessary delay caused by the non-arrival of a Singhpho of rank [54] n.2 [54] whose arrival I expect. He is to accompany me.

I shall carry my barometer & hope to set it up in the snows; also my sextant in which, with all its errors, I feel more confidence than in the circle. The perambulator too if possible I will wheel; I fear it will not stand the shock of traversing the stones [69]².

To quote from his official narrative³:

"...fear struck with anxiety at the snow on the mountains, waiting till...they might be pronounced practicable. I had left it to the Luri Gehain to make such arrangements as appeared to him necessary, ...and be, considering it only proper to have with us some Singhpho chiefs of responsibility, ...fixed on the son of the Gam of Latsa, and a relation of the same family. ...These two with their following were to add about fourteen to our number; some Khantis of rank from Sadiya with their followers number as many more, and for a guard we had ten of the Khanti militia. We had but 16 coolies to carry our...own light equipment of necessaries, several bundles of presents, besides...instruments.

We embraced our stock of rice and our own followers on the 15th April. The navigation of the Dihing⁴, which we entered on the second day, proved very tedious.

They left their boats at Kusan⁵ and started into the hills keeping the Dihing on their right [pl. 7];

We were now to...enter a wild region where no paths exist but those made by the constant passage of wild animals. ...For the last two years none had traversed the wilderness excepting the two Mishmis who were now our guides, and their only means of finding their way...was to hunt for the notches left on the trees by themselves, and by occasional travellers of old before them.

The elephant was sent back as no longer useful. The perambulator has been left at the Dapha with the Burman who wheeled it, who had already fallen ill. I had offered in vain a handsome reward to anyone who would undertake to convey it on, and afterwards found it could not possibly have been used [69, 220].

On the 4th May we left the Dihing. ...The men left us from the Tumong Tikrung now took their leave. We could not induce them by any offer to proceed further into the hills. Two of Lieut. Burton's men were attacked with fever, and we anxiously endeavoured to persuade them to leave us and return to Sadiya, but they would not. They were probably afraid of being seized as slaves by the Singhos.

6th May. We were now crossing that ridge of mountains which separates the nearly parallel streams of the Dihing and Dapha⁶. ...Beyond the Dapha, at no great distance on the north, a high wall of mountains capped with snow stretched eastward to some distance⁷, and then turning south, gave rise to the Dapha and Dihing on this side, and to several rivers flowing into the Irrawaddy on the other.

Burton now developed fever, and they had much rain. They crossed the Hpuang Pass, 10,980 feet, and then the Namchais stream which, like the Hpuang stream, flows into the Nam Lang, about twenty miles west of Fort Hertz.

On the 20th it continued to rain heavily but, as this was to be the last day's journey eastwards, ...we set out. After wading through the Kumtong; we shortly began the ascent of the hills separating the Namlang river from the plains of the Irrawaddy⁸. ...We at last, about two o'clock, beheld at a distance the object of our deepest interest, the Irrawaddy, winding in a large plain, spotted with light green patches of cultivation and low jungle. Better eyes than mine could distinguish Manchi, the capital⁹. ...We were met at last by the Rajah's son with two ponies for our use, and our approach towards the villages was voiced by incessant beating on two little gongs¹⁰.

I was lame from an unpleasant sore in the foot contracted on the march, and Burton was not at all in order for moving about.

---

¹ Dln. 214. ² ib. Sadiya, April 1827. ³ & E. XVII (412-53); DDn. 236, 479. ⁴ Noa Dihing joins Lakh 10 m. E. of Sadiya. ⁵ possibly near the present Khamuk, or Khagan, 92 A/2. ⁶ Dapha joins Dihing 28° 30' N, 98° 30' E. ⁷ part of Nameanglong Madin Range, with peaks up to 14,375 ft.; 92 E-5. ⁸ The W. branch, here called Nam Khu, or Mall Hka. ⁹ Man Se, 5 m. NW. of Fort Hertz. ¹⁰ A typical Shan welcome to this day.
We were anxious to make arrangements for a visit to the Irrawaddy, which we could not well contrive at Manche on account of the enemy's stronghold, Mong Khanti, being in the way. When, however, they found us fixed to have a sight of the Irrawaddy, and to avoid fighting where we had no quarrel, they consented to furnish ponies and a guide, that we might see the river higher up, at a point sufficiently removed from danger.

In the morning we went off at an early hour, accompanied by a guide mounted on a third horse, and in two hours we crossed the plains. The Irrawaddy, we were surprised to find but a small river, smaller than we anticipated, though aware of its sources. It was not more than eighty yards broad, and still fordable.

As to the origin of the Irrawaddy, I felt perfectly satisfied from the moment I made enquiries at Sadiya but, since further evidence founded on the reports of natives might not have satisfied those who had adopted Mr. Klaproth's opinion, I had resolved, if possible, to have oral and incontrovertible demonstration; and I could not help exulting, when standing on the edge of the clear stream, at the successful result of our toils and fatigue.

Before we to the north rose a towering wall, stretching from W. to E., offering an awkward impediment to the passage of a river, and we agreed on the spot that, if Mr. Klaproth proved determined to make his Sampo pass by Ava, he must find a river for his purpose considerably removed towards, or into, China.

Wilcox observed the latitude of Man So to be 27º 29' 16.5" [true value 27º 24'], and collected information about the course of the Irrawaddy southward, the point of junction of the eastern and greater branch, the Nmai Hka, and the route between Burma and Assam through the Hukawng valley further south [57º 15' 20" N. 105º 5' 34" E.].

On the 25th May I paid a visit to the Bura Raja to talk of our return, and was instantly promised a supply of rice and whatever else they could furnish for our journey. He smiled at my offer of payment, and answered that he should be hardly ashamed to accept an equivalent for such trifles. According to promise, a specimen of the tea-tree was brought to me from one of the neighbouring low hills; it was a full-grown one, about five feet high; the leaves were course and large.

At Namgh, on May 31st, we for the first time had an opportunity of observing some lunar distances. On the 2nd June, at an early hour, we were fairly on our way to return, anxious enough to see our native house at Sadiya, with such comforts as it afforded.

They had an arduous journey homewards, taking a more northward route to cross a higher and snow-covered point of the great range.

Leaving the Phungah, we mounted the wall on its right bank, and there, whilst descending the ridge which divides the waters of the Irrawaddy from those of the Brahmaputra, a transient clearness gave us a view of our halting place on the Dapha, which we could not perceive without great delight. A short march brought us back into our old path at the crest of the Phungah Pass.

We landed at Sadiya. Of those who set out with us on the return, all arrived safe; and of those of Burton's men who remained, one...found his way back with another party.

In a letter to the Surveyor General Wilcox tells of some of the troubles on the return journey:

17th June. I am very happy this time...to tell you of complete success in my undertaking. It has not been without difficulty, & the melancholy loss of two of our party, if not more of those still lagging behind, has been occasioned by exposure & fatigue.

Lieut. Burton & I have, however, returned in good health, as have all the natives of this part of the country, who are more used to the inconveniences of mountain journeys. We passed snow still laying in extended sheets on the 4th of this month.

We had the pleasure to sit a few minutes by the Irrawaddy's side in lat. 27º 30' N., where it is fordable & not 80 yards broad! & whence the source is not more than 30 miles distant.

The following occasional notes are taken from his rough diary; April 15th. Travel up the Dihing R. Barometer readings give apparent height above Calcutta, 1,878 feet.

Ten men...were employed in rendering the path passable for the elephant; however, after passing the insong, the path up hill, on a clayey soil, was so slippery from the rain which had fallen, that...
been falling throughout the day and yesterday, that the beast could proceed no further with its light load, ...

Elevation at Roomoo, on the bed of the Dupha, above Calcutta 1,488 feet. Unfortunately broke two tubes in attempting to boil them [33. 222]. ...

Compared with the difference of latitude from Kasan, the traverse, after allowing for the variation, shewed an error (against observed latitude, a good one, from Ursus Majoris) of 1,276 miles too much northings. This is easily accounted for in the uncertain windings. ...

May 4th. It was so difficult today to ascertain the direction that I fully purposed to make a better survey on the return; however circumstances prevented my doing so. ...

We ascended nearly 3,000 feet in the course of the day. We could not see anything of the surrounding country. The guides lost the way immediately they entered the jungle, and the experienced of the party would not run the risks of advancing in the track of former travellers to be found by cuts in the trees. We were all much fatigued. Our hats were built of a plant resembling fern1, and would have proved a sorry defence against rain. ...

May 5th. The latitude of the end of the day's journey is pretty well ascertained by seeing on Dupha Mookh, and a bearing on Dupha Bum2 noted on our return serves to confirm the position in longitude. Early the next day I had several bearings on Dupha Bum, which have caused large reductions from my first estimation of distance. ...

May 7th. We are on a mountain separating the heads of the Dupha; snow hangs in the ravines, at an altitude not much exceeding ours, on the mountains on either side.

The following are extracts from Burton's journal:

April 23rd. Halted to make preparations for a move by land; hauled the dinghy up high and dry; made the loads up for pack. ...

26th. Found that we had more than could be carried; left at the village what could not be spared, wine & salah hats, etc., & started in the rain. Marched up the bed of the Dihing. 27th. Left Dihing; ascended several steep places during the day; the elephant fell at one and threw its load. ...

29th. The villagers had made the jungle practicable for the elephant; the beast fell again and was nearly strangled; for the remainder of the march his load was carried by men. ...

May 2nd. A Burmese who had hitherto wheeled the perambulator was taken ill and obliged to return. The elephant returned to Sukkawa. ...

3rd. Heterogeneous retinue; Singpho, Khampa, Mishmi, Moolook, Kajians [Kachins ?], and Burmese, all talking Assamese. ...

4th. Guides lose the way in the jungle. Heavy rain day after day. Leeches. Dam-dam flies [blood-bister]. ...

6th. Barometer 7,387 feet up in the hills. A number of our fowls had died, and we had only one for today's dinner. ...

7th. Several men ill with fever and swollen legs. Barometer tubes broken. ...

8th. Very cold. The pass we surmounted is the termination of the left branch of the Dupha. Waters to the west into the Dihing, to the east into the Tooghan. ...

13th. The guides had to eat their way through the first part of the day's march. Left the Nam Shwe at its junction with the Nam Long, a river 30 or 40 yards wide. Burton has fever, attributed to the rice diet, which certainly does not agree with a European. Over-taken by one of the men who had been left behind on the snowy mountains on 8th; reported the death of his companion. ...

14th. Reached a Moolook village in the evening, and the sight of the houses in the plain before arrival was pleasing in the extreme. People most friendly. ...

29th. Reached Maunchu, the local Shan capital; met by the Rajah's son, and treated with every respect and kindness.

Journal signed at Sadiya, 30th June.

In the above journal it may be said that too much egotism has been displayed in mentioning our own personal hardships and troubles. They have been mentioned merely that a true idea of the many difficulties to be encountered should be fully known, in order to warn any European from ever attempting the same journey. The chances are much against a man's ever returning alive; and, even to us who have had much experience in travelling of the same kind, the effects of the journey are not yet known. Lieut. Wilcox is at present confined to his bed with a dangerous fever, & Lieut. Burton has scarcely recovered. All who accompanied us have also suffered more or less.

1 probably cane. 2 Dupha Bum. 15,920 ft. 92 A 10. 3 DDg. 224 (26-53) to SG. 4.7-27. 4 for account of these tribes, v. Binyan (38-41). 5 Nam Lang [ass]. 6 Such was the country traversed by the refugees from Burma in 1942.
Hodgson arranged to have the results of this remarkable achievement widely published and brought to the notice of all who might be interested\(^1\);

10th. August 1827. Pay thanks to Mr. Burlton for his kind attention in sending the journal which I found very interesting indeed. ... I hope the consequences of the extreme fatigue and privation you so cheerfully underwent will have had no bad effect on your health, and I congratulate you on the success of your undertaking. ... When you are well and the season is suitable, you can do what you think is most needful. ...

I showed your journal to Mr. Swinton\(^2\); he begged me to make some extracts for Dr. Brewster\(^3\), to which I agreed, and hope it will be not disagreeable to Mr. Burlton and yourself, though I hesitated, considering it as a private paper. I insisted that it should not be published, but it is as well to let Dr. Brewster know something of the merits of the case, as in his journal there was broached some of the assertions...that the Creechoomboo was the Trawady [57].

When you have full leisure, a well-digested official account of your late expedition would do you credit, if prepared for the Asiatic Society, and I would have much pleasure in presenting it [56 n.3]; but if you see any chance of settling the remaining part of the question soon, it might perhaps be as well to wait and bring the whole of the subject into one paper. ...

I wish to have the whole of Assam surveyed geographically, ... but I do not suppose you will have time, as if opportunities are favourable your chief object will naturally be the Dubong\(^4\).

26th August. ... Anything...you can send I can insert in the Oriental Quarterly\(^5\), which is read much sooner than the Asiatic Researches. ... I do not think there can be any better form...than a daily journal of personal adventures like that sent by Mr. Burlton [qv.], with...distances marched, and the general directions, and the result of such observations for latitude, temperature, altitude, etc., as you made\(^6\).

Wilcox's paper appeared in *Asiatic Researches*\(^7\), but he was not able to add any further information about the Dihang. He begged for more attention to the spelling of place names, having spent much of his leisure during the rains in mastering the language;

When I went to the Thethong village I had an interpreter, not then understanding Assamese. Of what infinite use has the knowledge of this language been to me! I never could have got a proper person to accompany me; the people capable of interpreting are about Mr. Scott. ... I much wish to see some of Captain Bedford's spelling altered. ... The river is spelled Dihang (\(\text{d}\))...but as this sounds harshly, I propose to continue D.W.'s\(^8\) spelling Dihong, & which...approaches closely to the pronunciation.

The Dihong...was never yet written Dipung, nor Dipong, nor ever so called in my presence. Capt. Bedford got this from the Domes, who are the lowest...class of society\(^9\).

He now set to work to complete the survey of the Brahmaputra valley, incorporating the work of other officers\(^10\);

28th August. ... My present plan is to survey upwards from Goalpara...to Towang; afterwards to complete the river survey to Sukedeya. There are points, for instance Gowlabatty, where the rocks for measurement can be made, but by triangles on the near hills.

7th September. ... From all that I can learn, the interior survey of Assam will be attended with almost insuperable difficulties. I have just got from Lieut. Jones [54] an average day of bearings in the grass jungle--110 in 74 miles—and Bedingfield [54, 64] informs me that in Durang, which is comparatively clear, it is little better\(^11\). I shall be very happy, however, to continue in Assam & draw my allowance whilst my health lasts. ...

I have tried the Aboras on the north bank below the Dihong, though...without hoped of penetrating far. I asked Mr. Scott's opinion today, & he is against it; he thinks that their objections are at present insuperable... A grand point of fear with them appears to me to be lest we have designs on the Loma country, & should hereafter want to march through their hills in force\(^12\).

Hodgson agreed on the futility of tedious traverses through waste country;
I leave it to your choice what route next to take. ... I do not see what good can be done by exploring the land paths through wastes and jungles, at the almost certain loss of health and very certain loss of time. What we want for geographical and military purposes are the courses of the rivers, and the examination of such roads as may be turned to account for the march of troops; ... I suppose 2 or 3 of the best routes to Sythe and Manipur, ... As to the size of your map, ... take it as much east and west as you can, adding...from information to what you have surveyed, only taking due care to distinguish each from each; and you can insert the whole of your survey and as much of Bedford's as you can; but to make the map thus general it will be necessary to reduce the scale, and 8 miles to an inch may do. ... This, accompanied by a memoir of its construction and of the country, would be a good thing to send to England.

He stressed the importance of secrecy;

28th August. ... You mention Lieut. Jones; I do not understand why his surveys are not communicated to me; I suppose they will. What is he doing? ... Do not communicate any of your maps of anyone except to me; it is against orders, and very unusual. ... 28th September. ... I do not want Mr. Jones' eclipses, or anything privately from the Quarter Master General's officers; if I want anything I will apply for it publicly here. I hope you keep all your observations to yourself.

In February 1828 Wilcox was called down to Calcutta to recover his health and complete his maps [3];

Lieut. Wilcox, actuated by laudable motives, is endeavouring to prosecute his duty, but as he is evidently in weak health I do not think...that his attempting to do so is likely to be productive of good, and, as it is not advisable that more arrears of indoor work...should be accumulated, I purpose...to direct Lieut. Wilcox to repair to the Presidency, ... and with the aid I can afford him in the way of writers and draughtsmen...to complete a map of the valley of Assam and the contiguous countries [4].

What are we to do about the geography of Assam I know not, except Bedingfield should be put on it instead of the revenue affairs. ... We ought to have a complete map of the valley, and of every stream which flows into it; also we should have as many hands employed to penetrate in every direction [5].

On his way down Wilcox made a hasty survey of the Brahmaputra from Goalpāra to Jamalpur near Mymensingh [6], reaching Calcutta in June. His map of Assam, scale 4 miles to an inch, completed during 1828, extended from 20° 5' to 30° in latitude, and from 90° to 99° in longitude, showing the source of the Irrawaddy and the eastern branches of the Brahmaputra [6], and including the work of the surveyors in Manipur and Burma as well as those in Assam. The sources of the Mali Hka, the western branch of the Irrawaddy, were shewn at about 28° north, which is approximately correct; the Tsangpo was shewn in dotted lines as falling into the Dihāng, but its big loop to the north-west round Namecha Barwa was unknown before 1912. A reduction by J. B. Tassin [7] was issued with the journal in Asiatic Researches [pl. 7].

Jones, Bedingfield, and Burloke, continued on survey under the direction of Scott, but in April 1829 Bedingfield and Burloke were both murdered by Khāsias at Nongkloo on the new road that was being constructed to Cherrapunji [273].

Thomas Brodie and Henry Rutherford surveyed the Goalpāra–Bhutān frontier early in 1830 [8].

**MANIPUR, 1824–30**

The Burmese had overrun Upper Assam and Manipur between 1819 and 1822, and when they threatened Cachar [51, 52] the ruler appealed to Calcutta for protection. In January 1824 they were repulsed by a small British force, and retreated to Manipur [52]. War was declared on 5th March [52].

---

2. Various surveys between Gahatī and Jorhat; MRIO, 172 (45); Reports DLB, M 85; BMC, Misc. vol. 13, Rostes thro' Kashi Hills MRIO, 27 (34).
5. DDo, 234 (77), 14–1–28. *MRIO, 172 (10–21); rough copies, 172 (22–3); fair copies, 173 (20–2); in 3 sheets; cf. 157 (45).
6. Jean-Baptiste Tassin, dmm. & Echographe [409–9].
7. 24–12–29 to 13–1–30; BTU, 5–8–33 (6).
8. Thornton, V (12); Bhuryah (514–6).
The Manipuris also obtained promise of British support, and collected in Cachar under Gambhir Singh to co-operate with Shuldham’s force which advanced from Sylhet and occupied Banskandi in February 1825. Owing to obstacles of road and weather the attempt to reach Ava by way of Manipur was abandoned, and Shuldham’s force broken up. Gambhir Singh was, however, encouraged to continue with his own irregular troops, “and in less than a month had succeeded in turning the enemy out of Manipur”.

The surveyors posted to Cachar had been Birnie Browne, Pemberton, and sub-assistant Macpherson, all from the revenue surveys. Shuldham’s force, writes Pemberton, remained in camp for some time at Banskandee, ... on the right of the Soormah or Barak River, while attempts were making to clear a road through a dense and almost impervious ... forest, which stretched from the bases of the mountains, forming a natural boundary. ... On 31st [December] 1824 I left Banskandee, accompanied by a small guard of Ghumbeer Singh’s Munyporens & nine elephants for transport. He and Browne carried survey as far as the Kuki village of Tangum by April, and then Pemberton went forward with the Manipuris, whilst Browne and Macpherson were transferred to Burnas [73]. On 14th June Pemberton reported the occupation of Manipur. In September the Surveyor General reported that Lieuts. Browne and Pemberton ... had surveyed the route to Manipore and partly back, about 112 miles, and Lieut. Browne, having come to Calcutta by orders from the Quarter Master General of the Army, has since been detached to Prome. ... Lieut. Pemberton will return to the Silhet frontier after the leave on which he is now in Calcutta.

Pemberton returned to Sylhet in December to rejoin Gambhir Singh at Manipur, and explore communications between that country and Assam and Tripura. He arrived in time to accompany Gambhir Singh’s advance into the Kabaw valley in pursuit of the Burmese, and reported from Tamu that he had surveyed the route, with observations for latitude, and “a series of barometrical observations for ascertaining the altitude of the various ranges”.

He then returned to Cachar by a new route, and thence to Bangpur, capital of Assam.

In February 1827 he reported from Kabaw that he had reached Manipur on 7th January by the Kala Naga route;

The whole of this route I have resurveyed as, my first visit to Munipoor being made during the rains when we were compelled to hasten in by forced marches, the observations then noted were unavoidably defective. ...

I remained at Munipoor but two days, and again marched to the Kaboo valley where, recommencing my survey from the Tumeen stockade, I have extended it in a south-easterly direction to the right bank of the Ningthee River, opposite a Burman stockaded village. ...

I have made every preparation for going from the Ningthee to Umeenpoor, but I regret to say that my progress was there arrested, and permission to advance firmly though respectfully refused until the sanction of the King of Ava should be obtained. Not being more than ten days distant from the capital of the Burman empire, I wrote to the Resident soliciting the exertion of his influence in obtaining the necessary sanction. An answer may be expected in a month. ...

I have been compelled, in consequence of this opposition and want of provisions, to return this far, and shall tomorrow commence the survey of a route through the Meaning hills to Munipoor. ...

In traversing the numerous ranges of hills which form so characteristic a feature in this mountainous region, I have made several barometrical measurements, and established the latitudes of all places of importance ... with an excellent reflecting circle, while the chronometer you lent me has enabled me to approximate the longitude with some degree of confidence.

1 Frontier Expeditions, Burnes (42); Pemberton (47) Bhuyan (546). 2 DLR. 39; Pemberton, 1-4-25; Dtn. 230, 6-6-25. 3 As J. Jan. 1829 [100] & HMS. 665 [40]. 4 Sketch of Barak R., MBRO. 173 (11). Route of Shuldham’s Div. from Sylhet, ib. 37 [21, 23]. 5 ib. 36 (29-32). 6 Dtn. 204 [199], 23-9-25. 7 ib. 36, 37-39; Maps, MBRO. 36 (4, 8). 8 Dtn. 218 (91), 24-1-26. 9 Dtn. 230 (146), 14-4-26. 10 & Chiselwin [78-9]. 11 Amarapura, the old capital, about 6 m. S. of Mandalay. 12 John Crawford [75]. 13 to Hodgson, Dtn. 204 (309); 213 (115-20), 4-2-27.
He now had the assistance of George Gordon, of the Manipur Levies, having always, indeed, received "very cordial assistance and friendly aid" from Gambhir Singh. By July he was able to submit a map of the whole Territory of Munnipoor, the greater part of which...has been actually surveyed during the present season. ...

A very cursory view of the nature of the boundary defined by the course of the Muneepoor and Nurinjeerah Rivers clearly shows how desirable it is that they should form the limit of the Muneepoor territory in this direction. ... Many years, however, have elapsed since the conquest by the Burmuns, and there is every reason to believe that they will strenuously oppose any attempt to restore it to its original masters.

During the late war, a detachment from the troops of Raja Gambheer Singh crossed the hills...and expelled every Burmum from Kubo as far south as Kumbat, while the Raja after capturing Tumuco marched from thence to Sumjoh and Monfoo. The Munnipoors have ever since continued in possession of the valley. ...

Should it be determined to make a final adjustment of the boundary between Muneepoor and Ava during the ensuing season, ... nothing should be wanting to give the measure its due importance in the minds of the parties principally interested and, unless some decisive steps are immediately taken, it is highly probable that the Burmuns, who have never renounced their claim, will again endeavour to re-establish themselves in Kubo, ... which will, of course, be opposed by the Raja of Muneepoor, and must...lead to a renewal of...bloodshed and devastation.

His work was greatly appreciated at headquarters, and the Surveyor General welcomed his map:

It will be a valuable addition to our eastern knowledge, and from your frontier we can lay our hands on Ava whenever we please, having the weather gage, as the sailors would say, in our favour. All we would require would be abundance of pioneers to make your hilly paths a little better, though, as they are, you could shew a light force very soon in a position to make the Golden King run away from his capital.

I will give the Government a copy of your map and papers as soon as they arrive and can be copied.

During 1828 Pemberton was appointed member of a commission for the settlement of the Manipur–Burma boundary. After the usual delays waiting for the Burma fellow-commissioners, and endless discussions and disappointments, a satisfactory line was agreed upon, and the Commissioners received the congratulations of the Governor General in a letter dated 30th April 1830.

Pemberton was able to extend his surveys all along the frontier, and when the boundary business was concluded he travelled down to Ava, and then across the Yomans to Arakan. Leaving Manipur on 15th July 1830, he passed Tamu on 21st and reached Ava on 13th August and after a month there he went down the Irrawaddy to Minbu, and reached Arakan on 1st October. He then reported to the Governor General at Allahabad.

1Dln. 213 (323), 3-5-27. 2ib. (350), 8-7-27 & HMs. 671 (678). Kabaw valley peacefully restored to Burma in 1834. 3The road from Manipur to Mandalay in 1844 was not so easy as all that. 4Dln. 220 (278), 22-9-27. 5HMs. 672 (481). 6Maps, Manipur to Amarapura, MIKO. Misc. 6-O-25. Eastern Frontier, 12 sheets, 16 m. to inch; 10 Cat. (171). 7Journal HMs. 677 (323). 9-11-30.
CHAPTER V

BURMA


In September 1823 Burmese from Arakan attacked the British post on the island of Shāhpuri at the mouth of the Nāf River, killed four sepoys, and then withdrew. Two companies of infantry were promptly sent down to occupy Shāhpuri, and the magistrate of Chittagong was ordered to meet Burmese deputies with John Cheape as surveyor [52], and demarcate the frontier.

You should proceed in person during the present cold season and...endeavour to...define the whole extent of the disputed frontier, assuming the Morusee River as the boundary acknowledged by the Burmese themselves in 1794...

The final adjustment of the boundary line should be settled in communication with the Burmese. With this view the King of Ava will be requested to direct his local authorities...to depute someone on their part to attend. ... It is not intended, however, that the survey...should be suspended on account of the non-attendance of a Burmese officer, after allowing a reasonable time for his joining you,....

It is understood from Captain Cheape that it will not be difficult to fix a sufficiently distinct boundary, ...taking certain rivers as the general line of demarcation, and where these may be wanting by digging trenches or erecting pillars as landmarks. This is the more requisite as most of the recent disputes with the Burmese have originated in that quarter to the south-east of Ramoo...which is visited by our elephant hunters.

Cheape wrote from the Nāf, asking for boats, which are not procurable here, and will be absolutely necessary to an accurate survey, as well of this river as of those running into it, their banks being covered with impenetrable jungle. ... On these rivers being surveyed...I purpose going inland...defining the boundary as nearly as possible; but...I must beg...for the requisite guard being furnished, ... as well as for elephants, etc., for the carriage of camp equipage and supplies through so difficult a country....

Having been over occasionally to the opposite country and received very civilly, no obstacles made to going about, ... I have desired them to write to Arakan for a man of rank...to accompany me up the Moorosoy as far as we can, and thence by land along the boundary...to Ramoo, where...all matters can be settled. They seemed much pleased with this arrangement, and I do not apprehend there will be any difficulty. ... Their claim to Shapoorree...has been referred to Ava; it must, however, be a mere point of honour with them, as they ridicule the idea of two great states going to war for the possession of such a place.

In spite, however, of their apparent friendliness, and obviously under instructions from Ava, when the Chittagong magistrate joined Cheape in January 1824 the Burmese demanded the unconditional surrender of Shāhpuri and withdrew when this was refused. Shortly after, they seized the officer commanding the pilot vessel, and this, coinciding with the threat towards Cāchār [52, 64], brought a declaration of war on 5th March.

Cheape’s map covered the coast north and south of Cox’s Bāzār, and extended east to the Mayu River. It showed all the tributaries of the lower Nāf, distinguishing those inserted from actual survey. A rough 12-mile sketch of Chittagong and Arakan, compiled in the Surveyor General’s office before Cheape’s survey, is the earliest map known to have been lithographed at Calcutta [298-9].

1Thornton, V. (9); Alexander (chronological table).  
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4Pogson (122).  
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The first military action on the Arakan front, after the declaration of war, was taken by the Burmese. Soldiers from a force assembled in Arakan crossed the Naf early in May 1824, and practically annihilated the British detachment at Ramu. Owing to the monsoon, it was not until September that orders were given in Bengal for the assembly of an army at Chittagong under the command of Brigadier General Morrison. Surveys were entrusted to a small temporary corps of pioneers, officered partly from the revenue surveys of the Upper Provinces. They were formed into three companies under the command of Major Schalch, and employed on roads and bridges as well as survey.

The advance did not commence until January 1825, and Tekna (2) was reached on 1st February. The force was supported from the sea by the two surveying vessels Research and Investigator, each fitted with ten guns. Sailing in the Research Commodore Hayes led a small armed flotilla up the Kaladan River to reconnoitre. On the 23rd February they came abreast the stockades at Chamballa, and a sharp engagement took place which resulted in the withdrawal of the flotilla. Amongst other casualties Schalch died two days later from a bullet wound (182).

Wroughton was now left in charge of the survey, and had as assistants Crommelin and Thomson of the Engineers, and Nelson, Dumbleton, and Schencks of the revenue surveys. Amongst the many routes surveyed was one by Wroughton and Thomson between 21st and 23rd March. They landed south of Mongdaw, crossed the central ridge of the Mayu peninsula, followed a track parallel to the right bank of the Mayu River to the south, and then worked their way back over the hills to the sea.

Crommelin and Wroughton surveyed the route of the main force from Mongdaw, which crossed the Mayu River on 20th March, and on 31st after a sharp fight occupied Myohaung, at that time capital of Arakan. Wroughton made a detailed sketch of the city defences on the six-inch scale, and Drummond, of the Quartermaster General's department, sketched the route to the east by which the Burmese retreated. Surveys were much interrupted by sickness and other duties, and by the rapidity of the marches. Wroughton had to take sick leave to Bengal, and reports later that the progress of the south-eastern division, and the various obstacles occasioned by the myriad of side streams and rivers of great magnitude, rendered it utterly impossible for any steady proceedings by the surveyors; ignorance of the country obliged Brigadier Morrison to make constant use of the surveyors in reconnoitring, the officers of the Quarter Master General's department being completely occupied on other matters. All papers, among which were several field books of the survey, were transmitted to the Government by the late General Morrison.

Fair projections were sent to Government of all such routes followed by the division, and in some instances diverging from the general course. The extraordinary marches on many occasions rendered it quite out of the question for one surveyor to make up the route, and Crommelin and Schalch self regularly divided the survey of each march, either half or self proceeding a third of the way, and there leaving a flag from whence either party closed, and the other brought up the survey to the ground quitted in the morning. On arriving at Arrasun, these documents were left with Crommelin, who made out as good a plan as could be drafted from the joint operations; this plan was sent into your office, and is as good as could be drafted. Crommelin agreed to this division of the work.

What with the detachment being sent under the poor Major Schalch, and then in the General's hand, and from thence turned over to the Quarter Master General, and finally made over to the Surveyor General, it was quite out of the question to proceed upon any clear instructions, and thus we were left to the mercy of General Morrison who employed his surveyors in reconnoitring when we had completed the survey of the route.
This report came long after the dispersal of the surveyors, and, at the time, the Surveyor General only knew that three officers, Lieuts. Wroughton, Thomson, and Crommelin, stand appointed there, ... the first being on leave to Benares since 1st of June. ... Lieut. Crommelin has been employed during the rainy season... in constructing a map of the country from Mungdoo; but I have gained no information of any survey except that of a part of the new road from Chittagong to Cox’s Bazar... Both the Engineer officers attend to other duties which require their occasional attention, and which they declare to be paramount to their survey duties. ...

On the expiration of Lieut. Wroughton’s leave on the 10th proximo, there will be three independent surveyors with the Arrakan Force. ... It appears to me, therefore, ... that Lieut. Wroughton, with the aid of his sub-assistants³, will be found as equal to the duties of that division as either of the officers similarly attached to the Ava and Assam forces⁴.

On the strength of this recommendation, Thomson and Crommelin were relieved of survey duties, though somewhat prematurely, for Wroughton never rejoined. The army became impatient for maps, and the new commander, Brigadier General Richards [ 52 ], wrote that, since Lieutenants Thomson and Crommelin have been taken away from the survey department, there had been no one left here to carry on those duties, as all the officers of the Quarter Master General’s department have been obliged to quit Arrakan on sick certifies; I have therefore reappointed Lieut. Crommelin... as it is absolutely necessary that the islands at the mouth of the river (especially Akhyab), as likewise its right bank up as far as Pleekon, and then its left down to Arrakan, should be forthwith surveyed. ...

I have no map whatsoever... of this part of the country, from survey or information, to be depended upon. The one that was furnished by Capt. Drummond, Qu. Mr. Genl., was given to Brigadier Genl. Morrison, C.B., who took it with him to Calcutta⁵. Reference was made to Morrison, who said that all the route surveys had been handed over to the Commander-in-Chief, and that the two general maps compiled by Drummond and Crommelin had been given to the Quartermaster General⁶.

On reversion from survey duties Crommelin had returned all instruments to the Surveyor General’s office, and on being re-appointed to survey the islands at the mouth of the Arrakan river, he proceeded about the beginning of November in the Dragon schooner¹ with Lieut. Thomson for that purpose. I was thus employed till the beginning of December 1825. At this time the Dragon drove ashore in a gale, and was rendered unserviceable for some days. On the arrival of Commodore Hayes [ 65, 70 n.5 ] about 22nd December, she was made over to... the sub-commissioner. Owing to this deprivation, and the departure of Brigadier Richards, together with the death of the next officer who came into command...and the consequent confusion of all business, ... I did little besides drawing until the arrival of Brigadier Innes². ...

I have just received orders to hold myself in readiness to proceed across the Yamatong mountains for the purpose of reconnoitring the Aeng Pass [ 71 ]. ... For this interesting duty I have scarcely a pocket compass, nothing wherewith to determine the height of the mountains, or even a sextant. The absence of a pendulum will not be of any moment, as the use of it must be totally impracticable over such steep and rocky ground³.

In another letter he writes;

Brigadier MacInnes having arrived, and intimated his intention of taking me to Sandloway, Ramroo⁴, Chedaba, Amhester Island, &c., for the purpose of making military sketches of the ground chosen for cantonments, ... I am totally deficient with regard to instruments, men, paper, perambulators, &c.⁵.

In spite of this handicap he was able to produce a "sketch of the creek navigation from Sandloway to Tonggoo and Ramri Roads, traversed by Brigadier MacInnes¹ in his inspection tour on the Arrasen frontier”².

MacInnes at the same time appointed Frederick Birch to extend this survey;

The tour in which I was engaged...through the inland navigation of these provinces impressed me with the importance of having the intricacies of that navigation accurately surveyed, and...defining the creek routes from at least one station to another. Lieut. Birch being...

Burma qualified for this duty, and about to return to Bengal with the only set of instruments nearer than Calcutta, determined me on availing myself of his services immediately.  

It was not only instruments that were lacking, for, writes Birch, to carry on a survey in a country so intersected...with large extensive rivers (in some places almost seas themselves), with any satisfaction to the surveyor, ...a boat, sea-worthy in every respect, and with a sufficient crew, is an absolute requisite, and to procure & to keep up such a one my allowance would be totally inadequate; putting out of the question the necessary establishment of classes, & who could only be induced to remain in that climate by the lure of increased wages.  

The greatest difficulty has all along existed in procuring a very few coolies, at the enormous expense of 8 rupees each man per mensum, ...and at present neither coolies or boats are to be hired or brought for any sum. Lt. Crommelin and myself have hitherto had the advantage of the Commissioner's pinnace, but that is now required for other purposes, and without boats or other establishment of any kind I am at a loss how to employ myself.  

If there is any survey required in another part of India, where the greatest attention to the duties, ...and the exertion of what qualifications I possess, may be of use, ...you will so far oblige me by bringing me to the notice of Government; otherwise...I would prefer rejoining my corps.  

In his formal resignation Birch pleaded that his "constitution is incapable of combating the climate of this country", and troops who fought the Japanese in the campaigns of 1942-4 will appreciate the verdict of 1826;  
Arracan has proved the valley of death and, after almost destroying General Morrison's army, is found to be too unhealthy even for those regiments stationed on the islands and sea-coast.  

Marine surveys of the coasts, creeks, rivers, and harbours of Arakan were carried on continuously from 1824 till after 1839 by officers of the Company's marine service and His Majesty's navy, amongst whom were Henry Hardy, John Crawford, Armstrong, Bowman, Criddle, Montriou, mostly under the orders of Commodore John Hayes.  

Irrawaddy River, 1824-6  

The main British army under Sir Archibald Campbell occupied Rangoon in May 1824, and having beaten off strong attacks there during December started to advance up the Irrawaddy in February 1825. Prome was occupied at the end of April and Pegu in September. After an advance of about forty miles above Prome, the army settled down there for the rains of 1825, and did not resume the advance till December when, after the defeat of a large Burmese force, a move was made towards Ava, and negotiations opened. As the Burmese court still remained obdurate, a further advance was made to Yandabo, where a treaty was signed on 24th February 1826, under which the Burmese renounced all claim to Assam, Cachar, and Manipur, and ceded Arakan, Martaban, and Tenasserim.  

The only knowledge of the geography of Burma was from early marine sketches, and the maps and reports made by Wood and Buchanan in 1795 [1, 84-5]. It was uncertain whether it would be easier to reach Ava by way of Manipur, Arakan, or Rangoon.  

Thomas Trant, of H.M. 9th Foot, who was the most useful surveyor on the Q.M.G.'s staff, records that on the march to Prome, as the country was quite unknown to us, and...we could not rely upon the assertions of our guides, an officer of the Q.M.G.'s department was daily sent with an escort of cavalry in advance of the army, and directed to select a position for the ensuing day's encampment.  

1"Survey of the creek route between Akyab, Talack and Aing" by Crommelin & Birch, April 1826, SE from Akyab; MRIO, 174 (20-1).  
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3Trant (308).  
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About this time a very singular personage arrived at Rangoon, who it was hoped would prove of the utmost use to the army. This was a man named Gibson, born at Madras, and son of an Englishman and a native woman. He had passed almost all his life in Ava, and had been frequently employed by the Burman monarch in situations of trust. From him an extensive map he had compiled of the Burman Empire was procured; and although extremely incorrect, yet, as it gave a great deal of general information and was with the exception of Wood's map the only document of the kind we possessed, it proved of much service.

The map here accredited to Gibson had been compiled at Penang with his assistance by Henry Burney, and copies lithographed at Calcutta [79–80]. Unfortunately Gibson died of cholera on the march up to Prome.

He had made himself very useful, and his loss was difficult to be replaced, as we had no one with us equally well versed in the duplicity and insincerity of the government we were opposed to.

In his book describing the campaign Trant includes several of his own maps:

Map of the Burman Empire, corrected from the latest information; ... scale one inch to a degree—Plan of the Fort of Denoblin, surrendered to the British Army on 2nd April [84]—Plan of the route of a detachment of the British army from Pakangregh in Ava to Aeng in Arracan, during the month of March 1825. Scale 4 miles to an inch.

This detachment whose route over the Arakan Yoma was surveyed by Trant comprised the 18th Madras Infantry, 50 pioneers, 36 elephants, and 100 pack bullocks. Pemberton followed the same route in 1830 [66], and made a series of barometric observations, which, he writes, "will prove a useful addition to Lieut. Trant's sketch."

Other military sketches include Rangoon and Syria by Trant, and surveys round Prome countersigned by James Jackson, who as Deputy Quartermaster General to the force could spare little time for actual survey himself, but gave every encouragement to others. It was at his request that in June 1825 an experienced surveyor was sent to Burma in the person of Peter Grant [20–2, 152] who had just returned from sick leave at the Cape, where he had been studying astronomy with the astronomer-royal [183]. Well provided with high class instruments he sailed from Calcutta on 28th June, to be welcomed at Rangoon with a friendly letter from Jackson:

I shall arrange everything for your accommodation up the river, but our Chief has no soul for science, and even hates the very word, because it takes him beyond the powers of his very comprehensive mind. I have had nothing but opposition to everything I wished to do in this respect since we arrived here, i.e. in the Burman dominions.

Grant had but little support from the Quartermaster General at Calcutta, and was glad to be transferred to the control of the Surveyor General with the other revenue surveyors [333].

Pressing reference having been made from the D.Q.M.G. to the forces in Ava for an officer to make astronomical observations, it occurred to the Q.M.O. to select me for this duty. I cheerfully assented...under an assurance that all my wishes should be complied with, and every expense defrayed. With these assurances I left the Presidency at only 5 days notice, expecting shortly to be supplied with an assistant and to have all the aid of the office establishment of D.Q.M.G.; but neither arrangement emanated from that department, and I was left singly to wade through the labour.

Though I received no instructions from the Q.M.O., being left apparently to act at discretion, I was so fully acquainted with Colonel Blacker's views that these alone were sufficient to guide my survey. I therefore immediately on my arrival at Rangoon (15th July) addressed...the Brigadier for a spot on which to erect an observatory, and on the 24th it was built, and the transit instrument and large astronomical circle put up [213, 216].

Besides astronomical instruments he took barometers, and kept careful record of their readings. In October, after having fixed the position of Rangoon to his satisfaction [183–4], he moved up the river and reported to headquarters beyond Magwe, where he found
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the latitude of the great Pagoda is 20° 10' 45". The river opposite Yennangyayung branches off into innumerable islands, extending as far as the eye can reach to the westward. The Arrakan mountains do not appear in one continuous chain, but in conglomerated masses. I should think their greatest height does not exceed 3,500 feet. I regret that I could not proceed higher up the river; a base of 12 miles would have enabled me to determine the position of every mass and remarkable peak.

I had carried the survey of the Irrawaddy as far as Yennangyayung when I met the commander of the force on his return to Prome.

Returning to Prome, he was given the assistance of Thomas Blackwell, whom he employed in the construction of a general map which shows the Irrawaddy in detail between Prome and Yennangyung, with hills on either bank, and routes from Prome and Meady across country to Toungoo. He pressed the importance of a general survey, but the necessary escorts and transport could not be provided;

How it happened the Pegu River was not surveyed as high as boats could go is a circumstance not easily accounted for. Though boats and brig were constantly going up to Pegu, they were there 8 months, its position is still deemed uncertain. It is proper to add, however, that part of the river was surveyed by Lieut. Trané.

During the whole campaign, no astronomical observations were made at Pegu. It is said to be only 60 miles from Rangoon by the perambulator, in which case its latitude would be about 17° 30'. Wood made it 17° 10' 34".

He reported to the Surveyor General in November;

The only survey hitherto made in this country is...of the route of the army. Lieut. Trané has laid in the details of the river, having assumed the distances in Wood's map as the basis of his survey, which however is erroneous by about 7'. The only astronomical data...are a few observations for the latitude made by Captain Jackson as often as leisure from other duties would permit. Captain Steel [II. 321] is the only officer in the whole army who can make astronomical observations, but the more immediate duties of that department [Q.M.O's] must necessarily preclude particular attention to such an object, and in a country like this, so much broken and of an undulating surface, perambulator distances are not to be depended upon.

I am in daily expectation of seeing the assistant whom you have sent with Lieutenant Browne, when I shall be able to form some plan for proceeding into the interior.

In August 1825 Birnie Browne, now available from the Cachgar front [65, 151] was sent to Burma. He took two assistants, Macan and Macpherson [333], and reported from Prome on 11th December:

The General has been pleased to place me at the disposal of Captain Grant. I made a sketch of the river from Rangoon to Prome. I merely used a pocket compass, and estimated the distances by my watch. I had a few observations for latitude which I have marked, and which agree pretty well with the sketch.

He and Macan later carried the survey up the river to Pagan.

Grant spent several weeks at Prome over his astronomical observations;

After I shall have completed my observations for the longitude I shall...consider...extend my observations, both trigonometrically and astronomically, to the eastward and westwards. The chief obstacles are want of carriage, interpreters, and guides; these must be obtained from the...country, and the facility of obtaining them [depends on] the successful progress of the army, and the total expulsion of the enemy from the tracts and routes to be surveyed.

Granting, however, that this object was fully obtained, still it would be hazardous...for surveys to travel in a savage country, and among a barbarous, not to say ferocious, population, without an adequate escort. Escorts have been promised, but once the army is at a distance I shall not be able to press the subject personally. The General has also offered to authorize the hire of Burmese carriers, interpreters, and guides, if procurable, and the requisite boats for the survey of the river.

8th December. Sir A. Campbell left this with the army on the 1st instant, and will probably reach Myady on the 15th. Since his departure Lieut. Browne has arrived, too late to join the army, and even if he had come sooner he must have delayed in order to obtain

---

1True value 20° 9'. 254 L/15; now the centre of the oil-fields. 3Sun Tsung, 6,527 ft, 50 m. due E. of Yennangyung; 4y pronounced j. 4MRIO. 157 (16). 5DDn. 240, M 420. 6True value 17° 20' N. 7DDn. 216 (49), 17-1-25. 8Map, MRIO. 174 (2-9). 9R. (8-12). 10DDn. 216 (53-9), 4-12-25.
carriage. Moreover, ... there are so many surveyors in the department of the Quarter Master General that his services with the army would have been superfluous.

The arrangement, therefore, by which Lieut. Browne is placed at my disposal leaves him entirely to act at his own discretion. As soon as the commandant of the garrison ... shall consider it safe to grant an escort, I shall recommend him to take the route to Tongo, and thence to Pagahm Mew or Ava, as he may judge proper.

Grant left Prome during February and proceeded up the river;

Meady. 28th February. ... I am thus far on my way in progress to Pagahm Mew, and thence to Ummerapora. Sir A. Campbell was to have left Pagahm Mew on the 18th, and it would have been of no advantage to me to have left Prome sooner, as my operations must be in rear of the advance. Anticipating the conclusion of the war before the army reaches Ummerapora, I trust nevertheless to be able to reach Pagahm Mew before the army retrogrades. The opinion is that Ummerapora is placed too much to the eastward ...

Should peace take place, I shall arrange with Sir A. Campbell about returning to Rangoon, thence proceeding to Pegue, Mergui, Bassein, and Calcutta, as I should not wish to remain in this country after the position of these places shall have been determined.

He surveyed up to Amurapura [65 N. I.] and then returned to Prome. He had at one time hoped to survey across the Yomas to Ramree on the Arakan coast, but his health was not fit for so difficult a journey, and he left it to Browne. Accompanied by Macan, John Brady of the Artillery, and an escort of 20 Madras sepoyos, Browne left Prome on 19th March and dropped down the river 8 miles to Padaungmyo. Starting out from there on 23rd, he reached Taungup in the Sando-way district on 1st April. He reported later that this dangerous and hitherto unexplored tract can never be available for the march of an army, and would only answer the purpose of a dark communication, as which it [would be] of great public utility; being only 8 days' journey. We went thro' a country covered with bamboo jungle; found the first ascent in the great range of the hills of Yoma practicable only by single men on account of the narrowness of the pathway.

He speaks highly of help received from the "Mag chief and his followers", whom he rewarded by...such articles as their cupidity hold in most esteem, viz., my fowling piece, a pair of pistols, and two swords, which I trust will meet the approbation of the Government.

The privations under which we laboured from want of food & water at various periods when we could procure none, except by descending to the valleys, and procuring it ourselves by digging for the latter, was such as cannot be described. I beg to subjoin a list of the missing during our journey, but I yet cling to the hope that some of the stragglers may have reached Prome in safety ...

Lieutenant Brady, who volunteered to accompany our party, was attacked in the line of march with jungle fever, and died the day of his arrival at this Presidency.

In describing this trip and the similar one by Traunt [71] the Calcutta Gazette comments, 20th April 1826:

Whilst these successful excursions promise to lay open the unknown topography of the mountain boundary between Arracan and Ava, arrangements...have some time since been instituted to obtain accurate surveys of Pegue and the delta of the Irrawaddy. Captain Grant, surveyor in Ava, is actively engaged in this duty, and we learn that considerable progress has been made...of the first importance to the geography of this part of India.

Grant's final map showed the Irrawaddy River from Yenangyang to the sea, and the Rangoon River, on the scale of 4 miles to an inch. His most valuable work was his series of careful astronomical observations for latitude and longitude [3, 183-5].

MARTABAN & TENASSERIM, 1826-8

Tavoy and Tenassirim were surrendered to the British on 30th October 1824 after an expeditionary force had captured in turn—Tavoy, 9th September—Mergui, 6th October—Martaban, 30th October.
No reliable surveys of the harbours were available, though Court [II. 39x–2 ; III. 17 ] and his assistant Cridde had been on survey in the Mergui Archipelago between 1818 and 1820. The old chart, which has an entry about latitude 10° —"on 16th August saw great fishes running out from amongst the islands" of Macartney's Bay — was too far south.

In 1824 therefore, after the occupation, Robert Moresby surveyed the Tavoy River, and in 1876 his survey, published by Horsburgh in 1827, was found "far superior to that issued by the Admiralty." The Moulmein River was surveyed from Amherst to Martaban, with soundings and sailing directions, by Frederick Abbott of the Engineers, the second of a distinguished family of five brothers, but a chart by "Mr. Adam" was found by Grant to be "very inaccurate; neither the channels nor soundings are correct." [184]. The Amherst harbour was resurveyed later by Bowman and Spiers [pl. 8].

During July and August 1826, Laughton and Hutton, "of the Hon'ble Company's flotilla", worked their way from Rangoon to Martaban by inland creeks, the passage taking 28 days.

The first land surveys of Tenasserim were made out by James Low, Madras Infantry, who had compiled a map of Siam as early as 1822 [80]. He was attached to the mission led by Lt. Col. Snow in September 1824 and continued survey after its departure till October 1825. His surveys included a "plan of the fortified town of Tavai" and a route to the Siamese frontier. Met no Siamese. ... I had the honour to hoist the British flag on the summit of the mountainous ridge along which the line runneth bounding Siam and Tavoy lies, and to salute it with 3 volleys of musketry from a howdah's party. ... Left an account of the visit sealed up in a bottle, 20th February 1825.

He then surveyed a route northwards through Ye to Martaban, and in May 1825 surveyed up the Salween beyond "Yoonzalen Kyaung." He made a large scale plan of the "town and stockade of Martaban," beautifully drawn, and a "sketch of the country round Moulmyne," the towns of Amherst and Moulmein not existing [75 n.2; pl. 8]. From these journeys, and "native charts procured in the province," he compiled a "plan of the Burmese province of Mautama or Martaban," whilst his "plan of the province of Tavai," a somewhat elementary sketch, was lithographed in London by John Walker.

After the signing of the treaty of Yandabo [70], Mr. Crawford, one of the Commissioners for Ava and Pegu, proceeded from Rangoon to Martaban in the end of March [1826] to take possession of the districts of Martaban and Ye, ceded to us by the late treaty, as well as...founding a new town for the capital...[owing to] the restoration of Martaban itself, which is on the west bank of the river, to the Burmans [70 n.8]. Captain Hammond, having measured the ground with the perambulator...along the smooth sandy beach, drew out a plan of the whole ground.

They explored the river up to Moulewein and Martaban and took soundings; "until our visit the existence of a tolerable harbour had not been suspected". On 6th April the new capital was named Amherst, after the Governor General.

Grant had now no justification for continuing survey in Ava and Pegu;

The war having terminated, there still remained a few weeks available for astronomical observations. Several objects presented themselves,—1st. A survey of the Irrawaddy to its junction with the ocean—2nd. The determination of the longitude and latitude of Pegu—3rd. A voyage to Martaban to determine its geographical position.

The first, though recommended by the naval Commander-in-Chief, I had not the means of executing, nor was it in the exact line of my duty. ... Boats could not be spared and, had
I gone on the Irrawady, the season for astronomical observations must have passed away before I could reach Martaban. I pressed the Commander of the Forces for boats to convey me to Pegu, but he stated he had none to give, though he seemed anxious I should go [73]. The Commander of the Forces soon after embarking for Calcutta, I was left at liberty to prosecute my own plans.

At the advice of the Civil Commissioner, I decided to proceed along the coast to the mouth of the Sittang River, in order to ascertain the practicability of its channel to proceed up to the town of Sittang. Eventually a brig and rowing boat were obtained. It was not till the 13th April 1826 that I was enabled to leave Rangoon.

I wished to penetrate into the Sittang River by keeping as near the Pegu shore as possible, but, after ascending as high as latitude 16° 42' (determined by meridian altitudes of the sun) and longitude 90° 46', this was found to be impracticable, as nothing was to be seen but extensive shoals and breakers. Edging along the eastern shoals which obstructed our entrance, I again descended to 16° 20', and keeping the shoals on the west I with much difficulty reached latitude 17°.

Very strong tides here. The master of the brig and myself resolved, as soon as the impetuosity of the tide should somewhat abate, to proceed in a row boat as far up the river as our soundings would allow. We accordingly proceeded about 20 miles in a N.W. direction, where we found ourselves surrounded by shoals and breakers. It is unnecessary to dwell on the perils we encountered in quitting the channel... On the 21st, full moon, the tide drove with such velocity that the row boat parted cable, and I expected every moment the brig would part from her cable or founder.

We did not reach Amherst till the 24th of April, having 35 souls on board, and scarcely a drop of fresh water.

The survey enables me to submit the following information:

1st. In the maps hitherto constructed, the coast extent from Elephant Point in the Rangoon River to the island in the mouth of the Sittang has been laid down too far to the south from 10° to 15°.
2nd. In Horsburgh's maps... Pugoda Point at Amherst on the Martaban coast has been laid down too far west by about 10', while in one or two constructed more recently, probably grounded on chronometers, it is laid down too much to the east.
3rd. Vessels drawing 8 feet cannot go up by the western channel to the town of Sittang.

On 15th May, 1826, Grant wrote to the Surveyor General from Amherst:

I have completed a survey of the coast between Rangoon and Amherst, in the course of which the brig and row boat placed at my disposal had nearly perished with every soul, owing to the violence of the current in the entrance of the Sittang River, which drove us among the sands, and had the weather been less moderate I must inevitably have perished. The row boat parted, and on our arrival here we found her a wreck in the northern channel...

I have corrected the whole of the northern and eastern coast. I have also made a survey of the Salween River as far as latitude 17° 15', being unable to proceed higher up by reason of the monsoon. I returned to this place on the 12th instant, and now avail myself of the first ship to convey me to Rangoon (the brig being disabled).

Of the trip up the Salween he writes:

I proceeded in the brig as far as Trolka, where the tide ceases; then I proceeded in a canoe as far as the rapids, a distance of perhaps 25 miles, having been three days pulling up between the two places. I endeavoured to push on against the advice of the people and the chief of Trolka, but when I reached the rapids I saw it would be impracticable to pass them without the most imminent risk of swamping the boat among the numerous rocks...and, the interpreter having declared the boat would go no further, I judged prudent to retrace my steps, seeing, moreover, that had I been able to pass the rapids, I could have only estimated distances, and could not have reached the bifurcation of the Salween and the Yambyau Rivers in less than three days, and the danger of coming down among the rapids at this season was still greater than that of going up...

I carried the survey as far as Miang, about 20 miles from the extreme of our frontier and, though for 7 or 8 miles estimating the distance, I am well satisfied the error does not exceed 2 miles out of the 50'.

On reaching Amherst town my first object was to construct a small observatory for the transit instrument. Having left the large astronomical circle at Rangoon, I had no instrument

1 John Crawford. 2 Amherst town. 39° H/12, 30° S. of Moulmein. 3 DId. 221 (180-2).
4 Possibly MROI. 157 (63), map of "Thauleen or Salawen R." as high as "Troulla"; without date or surveyor's name; might be Low's [74].
for observing the altitude of terrestrial objects, but the mountains...were visible above the horizon of the harbour, and I observed their angles of elevation with the sextant. Much dependence however is not to be placed on these heights; the distance was too great and the accuracy of the angles of altitude uncertain.  

Having fixed the latitude and longitude of Amherst [74], and the monsoon putting a stop to further survey, Grant returned to Calcutta where he spent the rains in arranging his materials.

In September 1826 Government sanctioned a survey of Martaban province, but directed that Grant should confine himself to the interior, leaving the coast to the marine survey. He returned to Amherst in January 1827. After observing latitude and longitude, he sailed to Moulmein, fixed the latitude, and made another boat journey up the Saiween. Leaving Moulmein on 28th, he reached Trekla;  

Since I was here in May 1826, the village has been removed about ½ a mile to the southward in consequence of tigers having entered the village and carried off two or three persons. He then went on up the river to Kokret, within 6 furlongs of Yunzalin creek, [74 n.11], having observed latitude at eight stations;  

The positions thus determined will...enable me next month to complete the triangulation of the river, as far at least as our territory extends northward, an object which I should have accomplished on the present occasion had not an equally important object been in view. I allude to the survey of the Attaran [pl. 8], and the determination of the position of the pass of the Three Pagodas, which leads into the Siamese territory, distant about 130 miles. The advanced state of the season left me no alternative but of returning forthwith, and making...preparations for proceeding on so distant a journey².  

As it was impossible to make a good triangulation through the densely wooded hills, Grant surveyed up the Ataran by boat;  

The position of the Three Pagodas...forms almost the only tangible limit of our territory with Siam. In all former maps this point has been placed much too far to the northeast, in consequence of which the area of the province appeared nearly double what it really is...  

The reaches of the river seldom exceeded 3 furlongs, and the only means I had of laying them down was by protracting the bearings and estimated lengths, and then at the end of every seven or eight miles a scale was formed from the distance in latitude and longitude deduced from the astronomical observations each succeeding day.  

The features of the country are laid in from the eye... The jungle and grass reeds had everywhere become so thickly interwoven as to render vain all our endeavours to penetrate even a mile on either side, and the dense smoke of the jungle contracted within very narrow limits the extent of our prospect [32, 113, 184]. The general direction of the survey being about 8 E., the chronometers were advantageously employed, and could be fully depended upon for giving accurate intersections with the observed parallels of latitude.

As...the survey would occupy...at least 30 days, it was necessary to carry provisions sufficient to supply the followers, etc., for that period. Five canoes and 25 boatmen were accordingly employed.

Lieut. Scott of the Madras N.I.³ had been deputed in January to survey the overland route. His was not professionally a surveyor, but his zeal and persevering spirit deserve the highest commendation. His survey unavoidably partakes of the errors incident to a perambulator measurement, but it may be easily corrected from the data here given.

Grant was now given the assistance of De Montmorency, who ran a perambulator traverse along the 40 mile track from the head of the Ataran to the Three Pagodas. Along the river “the jungle was so thick that it was...impossible to run the perambulator ½ of a mile, or to measure a base in any direction, and the water in the creek is so shallow at this season...up the lesser creeks⁴”.  

They returned to Moulmein on 15th March 1827, and Grant now made a third expedition up the Salween, and carrying triangulation to a distance of 75 miles in a direct line, connecting with his previous stations⁵ and fixing prominent peaks. He returned to Moulmein on 18th April, to take up the survey of the Gyaing river, [pl. 8].

¹Journal, Dn. 230. M 421. ²to SG: Dn. 221 (211), 10-2-27. ³really David Scoular [qv]. ⁴MRIO. 157 (5). ⁵Dn. 240. ⁶Reaching latitude 17° 35'. This may be MRIO. 176 (4); Salween R. from “Moulmyne to the Kurone Territory”; shows “Taamewamp”, 17° 39'.
I had not proceeded further than the junction of the Houndroo with the Gayen, when the monsoon burst forth with tremendous violence, and so unexpectedly that I had not made the slightest preparation. 

The several surveys thus executed embraced a period of 115 days, of which 75 were occupied in outdoor duty. The survey could not be resumed till the month of November, the country being almost entirely under water, and extremely unhealthy 1.

He spent the rains at Moulmein, and suffered so much from malaria that when the weather cleared he had to leave all field work to De Montmorency 2, who started on October 1st with the remeasurement of the base at Moulmein, and the determination of distance between the Moulmein and Martaban pagodas 3. He moved up the Gyaing river on the 19th, estimating the lengths of the reaches and taking magnetic bearings, this being the only way this river can be surveyed, till it can be corrected by some azimuth intersection hereafter.

12th November. Arrive at 2nd Karencie village, about one mile inland on the left bank of the river, which was here so very rapid that I had to give up the large boats, and proceed in one small one. Even with 9 rowers had much difficulty in making way against the rapid stream.

13th. Employed in taking bearings, &c., of the reaches. River gets very narrow, about 70 feet broad, very rapid, and the banks high and rocky. Go on this day till the river is so rapid as to prevent my proceeding any further. From information estimate about another 15 miles to source 4.

He returned to Moulmein on 17th November, and on 30th Grant issued his last instructions before returning to Calcutta;

There are three distinct portions of territory open for perambulatory survey.

1. The country between the Salween and the Gayen rivers extending up to the foot of the hills. This object will be best affected by making several sections across the country.

2. The country between the Attaran on the east and southern channel and the Waggoon creek on the west, will comprehend an accurate delimitation of the range of hills commencing at Moulyne. This object will likewise be best affected by running the perambulator up to the foot of the hills wherever practicable.

3. A sketch of Pulou Glococour with an accurate outline of the ridges of hills and also the position of the villages.

You must depend on your personal exertions. A man of active spirit will not be retarded in his course by trifling inconveniences or obstacles 5.

On arrival at Calcutta he reported that De Montmorency and all his party had suffered from "severe attacks of fever andague" during their survey up the Gyaing and that he had despatched a fresh set of lascars from Calcutta 6.

De Montmorency was unable to complete all the tasks left him for he was called to Upper Burma at the beginning of 1828, and did not return to Moulmein till the rains 78. Grant took a sea voyage to China but died before reaching Singapore. Early in April 1828, therefore, the survey was officially closed;

It is doubtless very desirable to have an accurate and scientific survey of our new possessions on the Tenasserim coast, but the object is not one of such indispensable necessity as to justify a further outlay of...public money...in the present state of our finances. Government resolves accordingly that the Martaban survey shall cease from the present date 9.

Amongst his numerous maps and sketches 3 Grant left a map of the conquered provinces of Martaban, Ye, Tavoy, and Mergui. Reduced and corrected by Captain P. Grant. The southern parts of Martaban and Ye are taken from Captain Low's survey, and Tavoy and Mergui from a map furnished by Mr. Maingy 10. The Pegu and Martaban coasts, also the Salween River, are laid down from Capt. Grant's survey. Scale 1 inch to 8 miles 10.

A survey from the Three Pagodas to Kamburi in Siam was made in April and May 1827 by James Leslie of the 134th Madras Infantry, deputed to carry letters to Bankok from Sir Archibald Campbell commanding at Moulmein 11.

---

1 Maps M.RIO. 179 (10-7) show triangulation by De Montmorency. 2 M.RIO. 157 (64, 64). 3 Large scale survey of Moulmein, M.RIO. 191 (9). 4 Journal, M.RIO. M 426. 5 D.Dn. 230 (307). 6 D.Dn. 219 (246); B.S.C. 11-4-28 (13). 7 M.RIO. 154 (15-7) 177 (5, 6, 10, 63, 64). 8 Anthony De la Combe Maingy: PWL. GS, 1512; Magie at Moulmein. 9 M.RIO. 157 (6). SGO.-copy; IO Cat. (306, 309). 10 M.RIO. 90 (27); 91 (32-5); D.Dn. 219 (225), 17-4-27.
In March 1826 Dr. John Crawford, who had held many political appointments in the far east [II, 380 n.t0], was appointed Civil Commissioner of Pegu, with headquarters at Rangoon, pending a final settlement with the Court of Ava. Charles Alves, of Madras Infantry [II, 376], in civil charge of Bassein, and an experienced surveyor, compiled a map of the Irrawaddy Delta, described as a sketch exhibiting the disembogement of the Irrawaddie, with the various channels of water communication between Rangoon, Bassein, and the upper country. This has been compiled chiefly from information, carefully collected however, and a more correct map of the delta than any we have before been possessed of. ... It was only commenced subsequently to a communication from Mr. Commissioner Crawford, requesting I should obtain as much oral information as possible. ...

The only ports which can be safely made from the sea are Rangoon and Negrais. The other mouths of the Irrawaddie can be approached only with much difficulty and in fine weather, and are not navigable for large vessels to any distance.

Another survey of the delta waterways made during the occupation was a chart shewing the route pursued by boats from Bassein to Rangoon by the rivers, compiled from observations by Robert Moreseby, 1st Lieut. H.C. Company's cruiser Mercury.

N.B. A good and well-regulated chronometer used to find the longitudes—The latitude by the sun at noon day. The direction of the river by azimuth compass bearings and estimated distances corroborated by lat. and long. Scale about 1 inch to 2 miles.

"The Rangoon River, sand & reach", with chart and sailing directions from the sea, was surveyed during 1824 by M. F. Smith, a ship's captain of Chittagong.

In September 1826 Crawford was deputed on a mission to Ava, which resulted in the signing of a commercial treaty under which he remained at Ava in the capacity of Envoy. He took De Montmorency with him, and put him to survey the town & fortification of Ava, as well of its environs, accompanied by a short descriptive memoir, ... prepared...under circumstances of much difficulty. ... The delicate circumstances under which the mission was placed proved an insurmountable obstacle to my availing myself more extensively of his useful and able services.

Ava lay at the junction of the Myitnga River with the Irrawaddy, 12 miles below the present city of Mandalay. The survey was on scale 400 yards to an inch, and covered an area of about five miles to east, west, and south of the city.

Early in 1828 De Montmorency was deputed from Moulmein [77] to survey the Chindwin River "from its conflux with the Irrawaddy, north to the stockade (or kin-fat) of Nat Kyun Aung Myai". His journey with a "fleet of boats" took 21 days up the river, and his survey helped Pemberton in settling the Manipur boundary [66]. The Surveyor General writes in July:

Mr. Montmorency has returned to Moulmeine. He went from Umrapoor into the Kyan Dvan, or Ningthee river (which falls into the Irrawaddie) to Gendah, where Lieut. Pemberton, our Munipooor surveyor, met him. This completes a line from the mouth of the Irrawaddi through Munipoor and Sylhet to the Buriramoot.

To meet De Montmorency, Pemberton surveyed through "the Kumbub (Kubo or Kabaw) valley" claimed both by the Burmes and the Manipuris [65-6]. He found some uncertainty as to the correct name of the river:

Sir A. Campbell...expresses astonishment that in no part of its course is the name Ningthee given to the Kyan-dvan up which Lieut. Montmorency proceeded. This river...is called Ningthee Tocral, or "the beautiful river", by the Munipoories, who know it by no other name; by the Shans or Kubos, the original inhabitants of that valley, the Ningthee is called Num tarang, or "water descending", so that we have no less than four names for the same river—By Burmans, called Kyen Hwen, or Kyen-duen, and Thanbo wtiante—Shans or Kubos, Num

---

1 there being a military and a naval commissioner as well. 2 HRIO. 174 (7). Alves also surveyed route from Padoung to Tonquin Pass. 3 Dn. 219 (9). 4 Dn. 219 (10). HMS. 669 (175). 5 HRIO. 174 (77). 6 Dn. 104 (31); 174 (31); Marshall Frese Smith, mariner; on, at Chittagong. 7 HMS. 671 (213). 8 Map. 9 Map. 10 HMS. 678, and pub. in Crawfurd. 11 Kindat. 12 Map. 13 Map. 14 Map. 15 Map. 16 1826. 17 Map. 18 Crawfurd. 19 Crawfurd. 20 Crawfurd. 21 Map. 22 Map. 23 Map. 24 Map. 25 Map. 26 Map.
In December 1826 Crawfurd was relieved at Ava by Henry Burney, and published later his *Journal of an Embassy...to the Court of Ava* with a map compiled by Mr. John Walker, of the Admiralty, a gentleman skilled in every branch of eastern geography; and, as the author had no share in its execution, he may say without vanity that it will be found to exhibit the best view of Burman geography which has been offered to the public. The following is a brief account of the documents from which the map...has been compiled.

The river Irrawaddi is delineated from the survey of Colonel Thomas Wood, with a few corrections by the late Captain Grant. The survey of Colonel Wood, although executed above thirty years ago, ...is still, and after several more recent ones, the best extant, a sufficient proof of the skill and accuracy with which it was originally executed.\(^1\) [I, 85].

The country forming the delta of the Irrawaddy, from Bassein to Rangoon, is taken from a sketch by Captain Alves [78]. The Salween River and the Province of Martaban generally are taken from the surveys of Captain Grant [75-77].

Much of the interior of Burman Dominions is from the sketches of Dr. Francis Buchanan Hamilton, who like Colonel Wood, accompanied Colonel Synes, ...and actual enquiries have, in many cases, confirmed the geographical speculations of these gentlemen [I, 84-5].

Arracan is delineated from Colonel Wood's surveys, and the sources of the Brahmapooter and Irrawaddy are laid down from the reports of two enterprising young officers, Lieutenants Wilcox and Burlton [55-64, pl. 7]. Casey, or Munipoor, is delineated from the surveys of Lieutenant Pemberton, another enterprising and intelligent officer [65-6].

The coast of Arracan is delineated from the chart of Captain Crawford, a skilful and experienced marine surveyor, well-known for his surveys of the China Seas and Straits of Malacca.

The country of Assam is taken from the surveys of Colonel Wood [I, 88-2], and that between Arracan and Bengal from those of Lieutenant Fisher [50-3].

The survey of the roads...through the district of Thalain, and...the pass of the mountains into the Arrakan, together with that of the Lain and Pug Rivers, were executed by Captain Trant, a most intelligent and talented officer, who was actively engaged throughout the Burmese War. Captain Trant is the same gentleman whose interesting narratives of the route from the Irrawaddi into Arracan after the termination of hostilities, I have referred to [71].

Other maps of Burma and the far east were compiled at this period. We have already referred to one by Henry Burney, that was signed by him, 23rd June 1824, as Military Secretary to the Governor of Prince of Wales Island [71]. It is a large map about four feet by five, scale nearly 24 miles to an inch, covering Burma, Tenasserim, and western Siam. It bears the following notes:

*The great river of Ava, Irrawaddi, was taken from Ensign Wood's chart in Syne's Embassy with some alteration. The northern portion of that river, the boundaries of Ava towards China, & other rivers and places in the Birman dominions were set down after comparing the personal knowledge of Mr. Gibson [71] & his numerous followers with the accounts published.* ...

In the orthography of the names of places, Mr. Gibson, being acquainted with some little Latin, preferred...Dr. Gillebrit's excellent system [I, 240-50], writing down the words so that they might be pronounced according to the broad accent with which that language is read by the Scotch & by foreigners.

This map is part of a large map of the kingdoms of Ava, Siam, & Cochin China, which Capt. Henry Burney and Mr. George Gibson compiled. The latter was the first commissioner of an embassy from the Emperor of Ava to the King of Cochin China, to which the Government of Prince of Wales Island had liberally assisted him to proceed in 1823, after the vessel that was conveying the embassy had been burnt in Penang harbour.

The sea coasts in this map were taken from Mr. Horsburgh's latest charts, and from some French charts by D'Après de Manneville [I, 310] & from a manuscript chart of the coasts, islands, & rivers, between Junkeslon & Negrais by Mr. Gibson himself.

The country on the east side of the Gulf of Siam was set down according to information received by Mr. Gibson whilst at Cochin China, particularly from Mons. Diard, a travelling

naturalist from the Parisian museum of natural history, who had visited Cambodia & most parts of Cochin China.

The great river of Siam was taken from the plans in La Louber's account of Siam, & 1st vol. of Kämpfer's History of Japan. The other rivers & places in Siam were set down from the map in Lauber, and from information received & native maps seen by Mr. Gibson whilst at Burma or Ava.

Burney elsewhere records that,

having persuaded Mr. Gibson and several of his followers to attend at my house for 8 or 9 hours a day during 20 or 25 days, he and I with the assistance of 2 copying clerks succeeded in completing a large map. ... I do not pretend to possess a very accurate knowledge of the principles of map-making.

Another map by Burney covered Tenasserim, Siam, the peninsula and straits of Malacca, and part of Sumatra, on scale two inches to a degree.

Several maps were copied or put together in the Surveyor General's office between 1824 and 1828, one of Upper Burma scale 16 inches to an inch "exhibiting lines of military approach to Umaraopora...from S.W. frontier of Muneepoor and from the coast of Arracan", with notes by Hodgson in April 1828;

The tracts in the vicinity of the surveyed lines may be considered as correctly laid down. The other parts of the map are constructed from the best information which could be obtained. The meridian of Muneepoor...from satellites of Jupiter...Pemberton, & compared with correspondent sights taken by me in Calcutta. ... Umaraopora...from Wood. The accompanying journals of Lts. Pemberton and Trant describe the nature of the country.

In 1828, after the campaign was over, James Jackson compiled a map of his own, which was engraved and published by De La Comte in Calcutta. The general ignorance of the country is indicated by his placing the source of the Salween about latitude 23°, in what are now known as the Northern Shan States.

A map that may have been known to Burney when he was collaborating with Gibson was signed by James Low at Prince of Wales Island in March 1824. It is on scale 5 inches to a degree, very roughly drawn, but full of interesting comments and information. Besides a note on orthography and the meaning of the Siamese descriptive words, Low thus describes his compilation:

This map of Siam, Camboja, & Laos, compiled from...of original native materials & intended as an accompaniment to a geographical memoir...was compiled in the year 1822, and has since been enlarged. The outlines...has been chiefly taken from D'Anville's atlas [1, 210, 231]. The latitudes and longitudes of the principal places...have been mostly laid down according to more recent geographers. ... The positions of the following places are thus assigned; Menam [obviously Bankok], lat. 13° 30' N. & long. 101° 15' E.—Cape Lien 12° 27' N. & L. about 101° 40' E.—Cape Putani, 7° 4' N. 101° 59' E.—but the coasts of the Gulf of Siam have never been accurately surveyed.

Further east still we have a "rough sketch...of Ava, Siam, Cochin China", stretching from Arakan to Hainan, scale one inch to a degree, prepared in 1824 at Singapore by Philip Jackson of artillery, who was employed there as executive officer, and also produced a "sketch of the British settlement of Singapore, according to the treaty of the 2nd August 1824".

1 In partnership with Du Vaucel, working for Baron Cuvier [272-1]; visited Calcutta about 1818.
2 Historical Relations of Siam, by De La Louber: 2 vols., London, 1683. 3 By E. Kämpfer, 2 vols., London, 1728. 4 HMS. 603 (723), 22-16-24. 5 MRIO. 90 (14); SIOO. copy, 1827 see also 90 (34). 6 ib. 154 (7-10). 7 MRIO. 158 (2). 8 ib. Misc. 3-O-25. 9 ib. 90 (15). 10 ib. 90 (15); other maps from Jackson, ib. 90 (21, 20, 28, 29).
A SKETCH showing the LINES of COMMUNICATION with the proposed MILITARY STATIONS in MALWA

These possessions are distinguished on original map.

Reduced from Dangerfield's map, compiled 1816, scale 32 miles to an inch (123).
CHAPTER VI

CENTRAL INDIAN PLATEAU


Before describing the work of the military officers who added to knowledge of central India during the war against the pindārīs and Marathas, we will close the account of James Franklin in Bundelkhand, and of William Lloyd in Nagpur.

Franklin had first started in Bundelkhand in 1811, extending and filling up the surveys made by Sackville and Morriesson [II, 48-50], and in 1813 had been placed under the Political Agent to survey the territories and boundaries of those chieftains who accepted British protection [II, 51-2]. He was withdrawn for regimental duty during the Nepāl War, and after return worked with frequent interruptions till March 1820. In 1816 the Assistant Surveyor General reported that his survey of the south-west frontier of Bundelcund, commencing at Burghur and terminating at the River Chunbul, must be now nearly completed. Through the whole of the above [which included Punnah, Chatterpore, and Jhanai] Lieutenant Franklin has carried on regular triangles. There still remain several independences between the southern points and the frontiers of Boghecund, Berar, and Malwa; most of these can be traced without exciting alarm in the neighbouring powers, should Government think it necessary to complete this survey.

By June 1819 Franklin had completed the survey of every independent state of Bundelcund situated between Scindiah’s boundary and the Kane River, comprising in the aggregate the whole of the bowzie of Calcue, the whole of the states of Dutteah, Jansi, the pergunnah of Mow, and the five mahals of Bandara belonging to Scindiah, the isolated pergunnah of Aipeopore belonging to Holkar.

All the tracts lying within these limits I have surveyed very minutely, and... neither a village, nullah, or hill worth noting, nor anything either of military or political use will be found wanting. The boundaries of states are delineated with the utmost accuracy, and all the disputed cases duly noted.

I have, moreover, surveyed the boundary line and a considerable portion of British territory from... Allahabad to Agra. I have also surveyed part of Punnah and of the territory of Rajah Bukht Bully. This tract... includes the first range of hills from Burghur to the Sinde River where they entirely disappear. I have delineated them very carefully, and marked every pass in them for a distance of 350 miles. In like manner I include... Punnah range of hills for a distance of 250 miles. These are perhaps in every point of view the most interesting features in the geography of Bundelcund. They are the seats of the noted diamond and iron mines, and abound in objects well deserving the attention of scientific research.

The only independent states which remain unsurveyed by me are a part of Punnah, with the internmixed territory of Rajah Bukht Bully... all lying east of the Cane River—which tract may be completed in two or three months.

This... gives... the period I have actually been employed in surveying a tract of 22,000 square miles, during which time I never had the slightest assistance, although the tract... is all independent territory, and the calls for address on my part, in order to get on quietly amongst their rude chieftains, are as imperious as... for mental and bodily exertion.

1 Till 1947 the term Central India was officially applied to the political agency covering Malwa, Bundelkhand, and Rajputāna. In this chapter it is used in a wider sense. 2 Fbks, M 333, 336. 4 Fbks: 1816, MRIO, M 337. 5 Dn. 69 (11), 18-9-10.
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He closed work in March 1820, and submitted his maps with a memoir of a map of Bundelkund, including all the native states of that province situated between Scindiah's boundary & Boghelund; constructed from the regular survey of Major Sackville and Captain Franklin, and the route surveys of Capts. Baily [Bayley], Strettell, Anquetil, & Franklin, which have been carefully adjusted to the trigonometrical series carried through...by Captain Franklin [300–1].

Though his work was not laid out with such scientific control as the surveys of Hodgson, Herbert, and Webb in the Himalaya, it was a great advance on other Bengal surveys. Waugh writes that in 1859, except for work based on the Great Trigonometrical Survey, it was "one of the best and most detailed" maps existing [II, 201]. It was incorporated into sheets 69 and 70 of the Atlas of India, published in 1827 [286].

Lloyd's surveys through Nágpur were never anything more than route surveys, with descriptions of towns and villages [II, 52–3]. He continued surveying and collecting harkara routes until 1817, and commanded the Resident's escort till its disbandment in 1820. By 1816 he had for some years been usefully employed in obtaining correct knowledge of all the great and cross roads within the dominions of the Berar rajah, and surveying a part of those leading to principal towns situated on his frontier. The sources of the rivers Narbudda, Soane, Wyne Gunga, Kau-haw, and Walia, have been objects of his successful enquiry.

He has likewise traced the great range of mountains beginning at Amsunduk [I, 299; III, 86], the hills south of the Narbudda, and the course of that river from Mundela to Hoosungabad; and accurate measurements of the roads, with topographical delineations, have likewise been attended to.

Captain Lloyd has nearly completed a map which will answer all military purposes of the Nagpur Rajah's dominions, a country of which we possess little accurate information; he will then, as far as practicable, survey the provinces of Sirgojeh, Bustar, and Chatishgur; the first mentioned is merely tributary to the Rajah of Berar. The roads through Bustar from Nagpoor to Chinecole, in the Cirnans, by the route of Byraghur, Juguldore, and Jeypoor [103–4]; and from Juguldore to Sambalpoor, will be surveyed by natives instructed by Captain Lloyd, as the jealousy of the native chieftains will prevent his exploring the whole.

PINDÉRI & MARÁTHA WARS, 1816–9

Pindérí were armed freebooters from Málwa, of all races and religions, who periodically gathered in mounted bands and swept through the Deccan and Berar, looting and destroying, regardless of political boundaries [I, 17].

As early as 1812 the supreme government in Bengal had been alarmed at their incursions across the south-western borders of the Company's territories [II, 44], but the urgent need for financial economy, and the trouble with Nepál, prevented any strong measures being taken, though several representations had been made to the authorities in London.

The warring off of these raids was one of the major pre-occupations of the subsidiary forces serving the Nizám and the Peshwa at Hyderabad and Poona, and it was their particular responsibility to watch the northern passes through which the pindérí penetrated. For several months during 1815 a large part of the Madras Army was assembled in the Deccan to support them.

Early in 1816 a mob of more than 5,000 swept through the territories of the Nizám, and RAIDED Guntúr and Masulipatam, committing ferocious atrocities, and escaping practically unscathed [96, 100, 408–10]. Information about this raid at length induced the home government to sanction military operations, though these had been already put in hand by the Governor General.

---

1 Memoir, MRSIO. M 331, 332; map in 4 sheets, 4 m. to inch, 83 (12–14) 86 (1–4), and reductions 46 (3–7, 15). 2 P.P. (37). 3 Wainganga rises near Soni, 55 N/12; Warda rises near Multai, 50 S/5. 4 MRSIO. 71 (31, 32); 76 (43); 188 (16). 5 Chatishgur covers districts of Drag, Ralphur, Bilaspur, & Bambkalpur, with adjacent feudatory states. 6 from ASI, BGC. 25–10–10 (63). 7 Plateau covering Indore to Sanber [I, 56 n.16]. 8 Imp Gau. XVII (100–5).
The co-operation of the Marātha chiefs, Sindhia, the Peshwa, and Nāgpur, was grudgingly given, and in October 1816 the main body of the Nāgpur Subsidiary Force, under Colonel Walker, occupied the south bank of the Narbada, but was out-flanked, and the pindīāris poured into Bundelkhand and Nāgpur, and even reached the Kistna.

During 1817 the Madras army again took the field under Hislop and, with the consent of the Peshwa, the Marātha Deccan was occupied by troops under Munro. The Peshwa had, however, grown restive over other matters, and in November 1817 his troops attacked and destroyed the British residence at Poona [225 n.4], and a general war flared up. Sindhia, alone of the Marātha leaders, held firm to his engagements with the British after some hesitation.

The Bengal army, under the personal leadership of Lord Hastings, in his secondary role of Commander-in-Chief, had assembled at Cawnpore in September 1817. Nāgpur was occupied in December after the defeat of Appa Sahib at the battles of Sitābāldi and Nāgpur, Hollkar was defeated at Mehidpur and signed a treaty in January 1818 under which the Rājput states were freed from Marātha domination. The Peshwa surrendered in June 1818, ceding the whole of his territories with the exception of Sātāra, and being granted a pension. The war was finally brought to a close by the fall of Asirgarh in April 1819 [1].

Not only did the successful termination of this war open up a vast area to survey and exploration, but a great deal of geographical knowledge was collected during its progress [I, 27, 122]. During 1815, several officers of the Hyderābād Subsidiary Forces had surveyed routes through Berār, and Henry Russell, Resident at Hyderābād, constantly urged the importance of detailed survey of the passes along the northern borders of the Nizām’s territories. He writes to Colonel Doveton, in April 1816:

It is indispensable to the success of any measures...adopted against the Pindarries to acquire much more accurate knowledge...of the various passes through the ranges of hills which they have to cross in their way from the Nerbudda to the southward. ...

Besides a sketch of the passes, the officers should...make a report stating...what passes are already practicable—which are not so now—and...what unfrequented ghatas can be rendered entirely impassable—what ghatas can be stopped...by small parties of irregular infantry...and what...will require to be defended by regular troops. ...It will also be very desirable to obtain...knowledge...of the ghatas in the advanced range of hills on the frontier, and in the direction of Boornappedore. ...Permission might perhaps be obtained...for these passes to be surveyed, but...without exciting the alarm or jealousy of the people of the country. ...

You will be pleased also to direct the different officers to obtain as much information as possible about the general geography of the country...

A survey...is...about to be undertaken in the Paishuwah’s territories, under...Lieutenant Colonel Johnson of the Bombay Engineers. The principal objects...are the range of hills to the westward of Ajunta—the western ghats by which the Pindarries might descend from the Decan into the north of the Konsur, and through that into the Attavey [122-3, 169]—and finally, the range north of the Tapti.

Besides the survey which Johnson made of the passes into the Peshwa’s territories [122], the Bombay Government called on Williams for a map of the passes on the eastern frontier of Gujarāt [II, pl. 15], and deputed Sutherland to survey those north of the Tapti [122-3].

In October Doveton sent in surveys and reports on the hills between Adjunta and the Wardha River by Stewart and Hamilton that ran generally between parallels 20° to 21° and meridians 78° and 79°. In the same month Wotherson and Montgomerie were deputed to the southern range of ghatas east of the Wardha River, whilst Andrew Campbell was to survey those of the Nāgpur territories [22].

1 The usurper, Appa Sahib, who had seized the throne in 1816. 2 Arrived India 1813, as Lord Moira, to be GG. and C-in-C; cr Marquis of Hastings 1817; GG. till 1823. 3 26–7 Nov.; 16th Dec. 1817. 4 21–12–17; 46 M/11, 60 m. N. of Indore. 5 Surrender, 6–4–19; 55 C/S. 6 Fode [II, 43]. 7 Hamilton [II, 403]. 8 Strahan, etc. [I, 221]. 9 John Doveton (1768–1847); Mad. Car. [336, 410]. 10 46 Pto. 36 m. S. of Jalgaon & Bhinmal. 11 Coastal strip between Goa and Gujarāt. 12 Dtn. 144 (8), 22–4–18; BSC. 18–5–16 (12). 13 About 60 m. W. of Nāgpur. 14 Reports by Bayley & Stewart, MROI. 77 (5, 6). 15 BMG. 11–11–16.
In December Russell forwarded reports by Bayley and Stewart;

Colonel Dovey has also employed...Lieut. Mitchell, to survey that part of the range of ghaunts which lies between Adjanta and Amba, so as to connect Lieut. Bayley's survey with that made by Lieut. Colonel Johnson; and at the request of Mr. Jenkins he also detached ...Cornet Montgomery...and Cornet Campbell to survey the passes...in the Nagpore territory, ...but both these officers, I am sorry to say, were compelled to return to camp on account of the unhealthiness of the season. 

Similar steps were taken by Colonel Walker, commanding the Nagpur Subsidiary Force, who placed a force on the Hoosainabad road [to] guard the Futtyopur and Borinnae ghaunts. ... An A.G.M. and two officers for survey will proceed with it. ... The commissariat officers will furnish...supplies. ... The Pindaris have successfully broken through last season's cordon. ... [They] seem to be increasing in numbers and boldness every year...and, as the present system of defense has not succeeded...the Nerbudda should be the line of defense.

Several of the Nagpur officers were on survey from October 1816, and the Resident reported in February 1817 that "Lieutenant Trueman died soon after he engaged in the survey; Lieutenants Perry and Gibbons are still employed in that duty."

On Malcolm's appointment in May 1817 as A.G.G. in Malwa, he gave every encouragement to the surveyors, several of whom were employed along the Narbada River. Riddell writes from Madras in October; the map for Mr. Russell is nearly finished. ... I have inserted 30 or 40 miles of the Nerbudda near Huseinabad, just obtained from Lt. Gibbons. This space was surveyed on the plane table on a scale of 4 miles to the inch, and taken in the valley on each side of the river, as far as the hills. The ghaunts are enumerated, and he proposes sending me a description of them. The whole shall be...forwarded to you immediately.

Malcolm's well-known map of Malwa [86] was published as a Map of Central India, including Malwa and the adjoining Provinces. Constructed by order of Major General Sir J. Malcolm, G.C.B., from the routes of his-division and surveys of officers under his command. From parallels 21° to 25° N., and from meridian 62° to east of 80°. ... 20 miles to an inch. Published London, 6th April 1829, by Aaron Arrowsmith [II, 285 n.8].

In January 1818, the author [Malcolm] was placed by the Marquis of Hastings in military and political charge of Central India and, during the four years he filled that station, his own attention and that of the able public officers under his authority was directed to...collecting materials for the illustration of its past and present condition.

A short memoir of the map, written by Lieutenant Gibbons, A.G.M., who constructed it, should have been included, but...has unfortunately been lost. ... The map was entirely composed from original materials—measured routes and military surveys—corrected by the tables of latitudes and longitudes furnished by Captain Dangerfield [123] 9°.

To the persevering ability of Lieut. Gibbons...the author feels indebted for the map which forms so essential a part of this work. ... Lieut. Mitchell, Madras Army, a very intelligent and qualified officer, was also employed in aiding Lieut. Gibbons; and also Lieut. Matthias, Madras Army, who amongst other surveys completed that of the lower part of the Nerbudda, following the course of that river in every part where it was possible to remain on its bank, or sail on its stream [123].

Capt. Simes...and Lieut. Hunsard, Madras Army, two meritorious officers who had preceded Lieut. Matthias in this attempt, fell a sacrifice to the insalubrious climate and the fatigue to which they were exposed, but left useful surveys and observations. ... Several others, among whom were Lieuts. Irvine...and Johnston, contributed routes and surveys.

Nicholas Syme has left a vivid account of his journey down the Narbada during May 1819 between Handia and Mandleeshwar. He received the following instructions from Gibbons:

The General wishes you to come up here [Mhow], & we will settle everything regarding your proposed expedition. ... He does not think any person going along the banks of the
river can judge sufficiently as to the practicability...of boats sailing down it. ... Bring your baggage with you, & a guard of a havildar & twelve sepoys. Let them be strong active men. ...

Small dongas...will be perfectly sufficient for all the purposes he requires, viz., to bring grain from the eastward where it is extremely cheap. ...

Sir John desires;—keep a regular journal nature of river—country—villages—boats—villages to be re-peopled—soundings. ... In short you must mention everything. The General's object—to combine the attempt of sailing down the river with a general survey of its course and the country near it.

Syme started on the morning of 18th from a village opposite to Handia, with "two of the Company's boats";

Numerous islands—no channel deep enough to pass—obliged to return. ... With assistance from the local headman, and many small dongas and men to help, forced...way thro' the rapid...with greatest difficulty and danger. ...

Sitting on the bottom of a little vessel, not daring to move for fear of upsetting it; soaking my legs, and half of my body in water. I lost patience, & in spite of the entreaties of the boat people...about tygers, I was near taking up my abode on one of the islands for the night. I at last yielded to the boat people's request, and we made the best progress we could through the gloomy narrow channels, with the branches of trees nearly meeting over our heads, and arrived at Jogee Ghur at eleven o'clock at night, having been eight hours going through as many miles...I found almost everything in my trunk had got wet, but I was too glad to get a country cot and a little grass spread on it to trouble myself about these matters.

His servant joined him by road from Handia, about 16 miles. Leaving the boats next day to work through the channels between the wooded and rocky islands, he found his way down by land
to Poonghaut which was yet five miles distant. I proceeded through the jungle, and saw a chesal and some red deer. ... I arrived at Poonghaut at half-past seven o'clock, and my baggage which came by an inland route made its appearance half an hour afterwards. I was very anxious about the people in the boat, who did not arrive...till 12 o'clock on the 20th. They had got within three miles...when they found it impossible from the rocky nature of the bed of the river to make further progress, and slept on one of the islands.

20th May. Halted Poonghaut. ... Sent people to try and carry a couple of small boats below the falls, but they failed, assuring me before they made the attempt that it was impracticable.

21st. The fall is twelve or fourteen feet. Having provided boats to meet me at Panna, I embarked on two tied together, and went down the river which is very narrow and rocky, with deep pools and rapids, passable with difficulty. ... Arrived Palassy 2 P.M.

22nd. Having met with an accident yesterday, this morning...by land to Munnasa—pain of my foot—carried on a country cot—arrived at Panasa at 11 o'clock on 23rd—rockiness in bed of river, and lack of water. Rapids from Dhares to Sylamee with little exception. ... These rapids have always a rocky bed over which the water rushes with considerable velocity—six or seven miles an hour—great exertion to force a boat up a current of this kind.

24th May. From Dhares to Sylamee, in boats sent up from Sylamee.

25th. Sylamee to Mandatath; two rapids. Dhares to Mundesair, passage fairly easy, and open to navigation.

Here Syme died exactly six weeks later.

Another Madras officer who contributed was St. John Blacker, younger brother to Valentine, Quartermaster General of the Madras army. He was 2nd Assistant to the Resident with Sindia, and commanded a contingent of 2,000 cavalry which that chief placed at the service of the Commander-in-Chief. The surveys lie collected, or made himself, were generally of "parts of the country which appeared least known and were blank in the latest maps" [287].

Malcolm further writes of his map;

Much has been accomplished...but...in a great measure either during a state of actual hostility, or by officers who were charged...at the same time with either military or political duties, and without...the instruments necessary for greatest perfection.

Several extensive triangles, however, and a large proportion of the principal roads and places have been surveyed. ... Though few places have...[been] fixed, or their position
corrected, by astronomical observations, yet three surveys (by as many officers) having been carried on nearly at the same period, whose routes often intersected each other, a satisfactory degree of accuracy was thus obtained. ...

A great deal more...remains to be done, such as completing the areas of the triangles, filling up the intermediate blanks between the several large surveyed roads, and connecting the course of the principal rivers and their tributaries. For completing this work I desire to establish, by observation of the celestial bodies, the latitude and longitude of the principal places...from which to adjust the whole survey. Several countries...remain yet uninvestigated. I allude particularly to the boundaries of Malwa, and those extensive hilly tracts, or ghauts, which separate it on all sides from its neighbours,... and the whole course of the Nerbuddah through this province. ...

In the great extent of the continent and peninsula of India, no province has till lately been so totally unknown to Europeans, and none perhaps has excited greater interest, than Malwa. It was thirty years ago a blank in our best maps and, though it has been considerably elucidated by the geographical investigations of Major General Reynolds [L 126, 217-9].... still his means were very limited and, in fact, the obstacles he had to contend with were so great that I am less astonished at his numerous errors and deficiencies, than at the great quantity of materials and degree of accuracy he obtained.

Before we entered the province, Captain Tod had laboured with both zeal and talent to illustrate it's geography [II, 55-6], but his opportunities were also limited by difficulties that armies could alone overcome. ...

I am not a scientific man myself, but I know enough to be very alive to the importance of promoting science by every research within our power. ... It is a duty we owe Europe, and should be performed as well as attention to other principles (never forgetting the necessity of economy) will admit.

The map was completed in 1821 in eight sheets, 4 miles to the inch, with an index to place-names, and sent to London for publication on reduced scale [84 p].

The surveys made in 1818 by John Forbes Paton [II, 436], of the "routes of a detachment under the command of Maj General Brown, in pursuit of pindaries" are remarkable for the coloured sketches of forts and strongholds by which they are decorated [pl. 2]

Valentine Blacker, who was on field service as Quartermaster General throughout the war, compiled a detailed history of it, illustrated by maps for which he was greatly indebted to the extra labours of all the officers of the Q.M.G.'s department. The maps which accompany this work are...superior to any that have ever been published respecting Central India. For their construction from a mass of detached materials he is indebted to the intelligent and diligent aid derived from Capt. T. F. Ball, A.Q.M.G. *

These comprised 8 maps and 30 plans, compiled by Thomas Ball [II, 320], and fair drawn by James Blechynden in Calcutta. They were "all engraved under the inspection of Mr. Arrowsmith in London", on scales from 20 to 60 miles to an inch; very clear and full of detail; most of them in a special volume. A brief description of this notable collection is given in a later chapter [282; pl. 20 n.]*

QUARTERMASTER GENERAL'S OFFICERS, BENGAL, 1822-30

From 1817 the Quartermaster General of the Bengal army was allowed a cadre of officers for survey of roads and communications, and other departmental duties. When specially required, these officers might be placed on regular surveys under the orders of the Surveyor General, but otherwise their surveys were only passed to him for mapping purposes after the Quartermaster General had abstracted all information needed for military purposes [3, 302].

In 1821, Hodgson, who had succeeded as Surveyor General, proposed that these officers should extend their operations south and west of the Company's boundaries; each pair of officers being allotted a definite section of about 100 miles square [201]. In pursuance, and in extension, of this policy, several officers were sent

---
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out during the next few years. Alexander Gerard surveyed an area southwards from Agra—Sandy and Hall, the Jaipur area—Becher and Robb made similar surveys between Allahabad, Jubbulpore, Nagpur, and Sangor—William Garden surveyed passes over the Vindhyā Hills—and Hugh Morrison the country between Nimach and Kotaí [335–7].

Other surveys include one by Bellow "of the route of Lt Colonel Lockett, Agent to the Governor General, from Ajmer to Jessulmeer, thence through Sirohi back to Jessulmeer," another by John Neufville in 1827 from Kālpī through Sangor, Nimach, Udaipur and Sirohi to Sind.

Many of these surveys were favourably commented upon by Everest as Surveyor General in 1832. They were not only important from a military point of view, but were appreciated by civil officers. In 1826 the a.o.o. at Jubbulpore asked for copies of all the surveys of roads in the Sangor and Nerbudda Territories. Many road surveys have been made in the quarter Master General's and survey department, copies of which would be of infinite service to me at present, and would prevent much unnecessary delay and trouble in determining the direction of projected roads, the commencement of which will necessarily be retarded if we are obliged to wait for new surveys of each [27 f].

He asked for a special survey:

Although the Jubbulpore District extends to the eastward at least one hundred miles from Jubbulpore, the map of the country in that direction is a perfect blank, and we are, as yet, in total ignorance regarding the eastern boundary. I am in hopes that Government will be pleased to allow Mr. Oliver, the officer in charge of the Trigonometrical Survey, who is at present employed in establishing a series of geographical stations eastward in the latitude of 24° north [36°–4], to extend his triangles as far south as 23°, from 80° to 82° east longitude, when there would not be much difficulty in filling up the blank.

On the Surveyor General's advice, no change was made in Oliver's programme, but Richard Home, then stationed at Jubbulpore, compiled a map which, though "mainly from information obtained from natives," was much appreciated.

It was to him [Home] a work of much time and labour, and formed with great care and ability out of material collected by himself, combined with such as he found available from surveys made by professional gentlemen. Considering the imperfect state of all the materials available, with the exception of what were furnished by Captain Robb's professional survey, I have found Captain Home's map wonderfully correct and, though he is now in Europe for the recovery of his health, and made this map purely from feelings of friendship for you, when you were in charge of this district, and without any view to remuneration, Government would perhaps...be gratified to have an opportunity of rewarding labours so eminently useful.

Home's map was passed for comment to the Surveyor General, who recommended him for a reward of Rs. 500, calling it a creditable performance; it contains some new information in one part, and is more complete in others than the map of that district in this office. It has not been corrected by astronomical observations which would have increased its value but, as many places in the map have been determined by the Great Trigonometrical Survey, the errors...might easily be rectified.

**CENTRAL INDIA & RAJPUTANA, 1819–30**

Amongst the officers of the Quarter Master General's department working under the Surveyor General [336], James Johnstone had started on a survey of the direction of the Political Agent who, in April 1819, submitted a plan of the fort of Karaya, and a very accurate sketch of the pargannah of Baireecheh. This part of Malwa affords a field...less explored than almost any other part of Hindostan.

---
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and...Lieutenant Johnston has been for some months laboriously...surveying the country, and at a very considerable expense in procuring the requisite instruments.

In asking the Surveyor General to give professional instructions, Government stipulated that

the survey...of Bhopal, or other foreign countries, must depend entirely on the pleasure of their respective sovereigns. Lieutenant Johnston...will submit himself on that point to the direction of the...accredited Agents of Government in that quarter.

Johnstone's work which Malcolm used for his map of Malwa [84] included...valuable communications...regarding the soil, cultivation, and inhabitants. In November 1822 the Surveyor General recommended that he should extend his survey southwards [202].

He regularly sent in his field books, and I have received the map of the province and a memoir... I have from time to time instructed Captain Johnston in the manner of executing his duty, and I consider him as a zealous and improving surveyor...

I think favorably of Captain Johnston's discretion, and trust that he will not give offence to the rulers of those states through which operations must be conducted, but...it may be thought expedient...to explain through the political authorities that his duty is merely of a general geographical nature.

In 1850 Waugh reported that Johnstone's survey was "certainly one of the best and most detailed geographical documents we possess."

In 1822 Rowland Ferguson offered to survey Surguja, covering the populous and powerful districts of Kooresh, Odeypoor and Mohres. This line of country consists of many romantic valleys and numerous large and beautiful rivers, with whose source and termination we are little acquainted. The survey should commence at Sirgooghur, proceeding in a south-westerly direction as far as Ruttampoor... The next object...should be the source of that wide and remarkable river, the Hudnool, which is conjectured to take its rise from the same mountain which gives birth to the Mahanudde and Soane Rivers.

From that point the survey should strike down in a south-easterly direction to Odeypoor, from thence to Gangpur, and from Gangpur to that amphitheatral valley formed by the mountains called Myn Pat. These mountains are remarkable for a table land of great beauty, and for almost every variety of soil and climate. Their height by a barometrical measurement might then be ascertained...

The whole survey here detailed might be finished in two or three seasons; it would add considerably to our geographical knowledge, and would afford us an opportunity of becoming better acquainted with people remarkable for many peculiarities of character.

In obtaining sanction to these proposals the Surveyor General commented that by Captain Jackson's surveyed route we already know the direct line of communication between Cuttack and Nagpoor [27-9]; and the officers of the Ramghur Battalion have at different times surveyed the roads between Ramghur and Sumbulpoor [II, 44]. These...are only mere lines of route, and do not tend to give that full knowledge of the countries under our influence which seems desirable.

Of the country of Sumbulpoor we know little, and less of Sirgooghur. That country is remarkable for containing within it a very high, and a probably salubrious, table land called Myn Pat, and also the sources of several considerable rivers... a knowledge of which...cannot fail to be of use.

The survey was completed in 1823.

In January 1822 Irvine, of the Engineers, was appointed to survey "the sources of the Nerbuddah, Soane, and Taptee, rivers", which lie in the Chattisgarh plateau on the borders of Bilaspur and Rewah. Hodgson had pointed out that

the ascertainment of the heads and sources of great rivers may be deemed highly interesting.

The sources of the Ganges, Jumna, and other rivers, originating in the snowy mountains, have been lately explored, but we are as yet in doubt respecting the true origin of three very large and noted rivers, the Nerbuddah, Soane, and Mahanundy. Hitherto political rather than physical obstacles have prevented men of science from obtaining that knowledge, but at present...no difficulties exist on the former head, and very few on the latter.
According to a vulgarly received opinion...the Scane and Nerbuddah are supposed to spring from the same pool near Amerecuntac [I, 20, 30], and to take opposite courses, but this is not at all probable. I think it likely that they must originate from the opposite sides of the same ridge or table land of Amercuntac, and as the heads of the Mahumuddee and many other streams are not far distant, it is evident that the elevation of the country must be great, and to determine it is very desirable [II, pl. 1, 24].

Suggesting that the survey should follow the Narbada as far as Hoshangabád [84] and give the correct position of Nagpur, Hodgson "observed that the country between the parallels of the Nerbuddah and Nagpur is very wild, and a minute actual survey of the whole cannot be expected".

For the survey of Agra [26-7] he proposed that Lieut. Alexander Gerard...be employed to make a geographical survey, corrected by daily astronomical observations, of the country comprehended by the lines drawn from Jeypour, east to Agra, from whence south by Gwalior to Nurwar, and thence west to Boondée, and from Boondée to the north to Jeypour [202].

When the outline is completed the detail will be filled up...and the height of each halting place will be determined by barometrical observations. But, before Lieut. Gerard proceeds to complete the detail of the above tract, a great service will be rendered to geography if he is ordered to proceed from Nurwar, south to Seroneg and Bhopaul, and thence west to Auring [3]; from Aurang...Kota, and Tenk, to Jeypour; thus...forming an accurate skeleton map, which may be filled up by other surveyors of less experience.

In approving these proposals Government ordered that Gerard should come under the orders of Sir David Ochterlony [II, 62-5, 90], Resident at Indore.

He left Sabathu in October and worked down to Agra where he stayed for two months, taking barometer and other observation at the Táj. Starting again at the end of January, he ran his survey through Gwalior and Sironj to Bhopal. He returned to Gwalior on the 2nd June 1824, and stayed there three months, laid up with fever [204]. Reporting on his work Hodgson stressed the importance of having such preliminary framework laid out by a surveyor of high professional skill;

Important lines have been determined...by officers when attending armies, and some parts have been filled in from information; but these methods require the verification of surveys carefully carried on at full leisure in times of peace, and corrected by precise astronomical observations made by officers of skill...

During the last season that zealous and skilful officer [Gerard] determined by very laborious, but exact, methods, the true positions of the places lying on and near the meridian line from Agra to Bopaul, ... but...soon after he had completed this...he was attacked by severe illness, the consequence of fatigue and exposure, and the department will be deprived of his valuable services as he has lately signified his intention of resigning.

After some months, however, on political duty under the Resident, Gerard resumed the survey and sent in an abstract of the survey from Agra to Neemuch. ... From Agra to Jeypour must be considered only as an approximation to the truth, as nearly as can be determined by a measured line of so great an extent in an east and west direction, and laying often through a very stony country.

From Jeypour to Kota, being almost north and south, and the country particularly favorable for the method of latitudes and azimuths, I look upon it to be accurately determined, or at least very nearly so.

From Kota to Neemuch, by far the greater part of the way lays through a very woody and mountainous tract, where it was frequently impossible to see above two or three hundred yards on any side, and the survey may be considered as correct as it could be made in such a country, where astronomical observations were comparatively of very little use, by reason of the line being far from the meridian and the number of windings of the road very great.

The exact longitude of Seroneg will be determined by Captain Everest when he arrives there in December or January [245-6] and, as it will be a matter of considerable importance to get a point as far to the westward as possible accurately fixed, ... I intend, in conjunction with Captain Everest, to fix Neemuch in this manner and, if I have leisure to visit Jeypour or even Kota, the whole space comprehended between Agra, Jeypour, Neemuch, and Bhopal, will be exactly known.

---

From November 1824 Gerard was again employed on political duty, but when the Resident asked for an accurate survey of the Sâtpura Range and the Narbada River, Blacker suggested Gerard for a task that would require preliminary triangulation, and at least two assistants. By the time Gerard became available Hodgson had succeeded as Surveyor General and insisted that Mâlwa and Râjputâna should take priority;

It is certainly desirable that a correct knowledge should be obtained of the places in question, but it is more to [the point] that we should have an exact survey of the whole of Mâlwa and Râjputâna. ...

Captain Gerard laid down the line from Agra to Bopaul in a manner highly creditable and surmounted many difficulties, which arose from the perplexing...changes in the magnetic variation, caused by the abundance of iron ore in the hills near Gwalior. He was, in consequence, obliged to give up all reliance on the magnetic needle, and to proceed by the difficult and laborious method of determining every portion of the line by azimuths of the pole star or sun, tracing the alignment so found by flags and the explosion of rockets [182-3, 185]. ...

Captain Gerard was obliged to discontinue his operations on account of ill health, but now seems to be sufficiently recovered to resume them.

Gerard was, accordingly, appointed Surveyor in Mâlwa and Râjputâna, with a staff allowance of 800 Rs. a month, and...allowed two assistants, who also are to be commissioned officers. The two officers were not forthcoming but apprentices were supplied instead. Leaving Calcutta in October 1828, he reached Fatehgarh by boat, and then made a run to Agra by palanquin dâk to obtain the difference of longitude by chronometer [180].

The dawk journey from Fatehgarh to Agra and back, to find the difference of longitude by transference of time, brought on a severe return of a fever which I had almost the whole way from Calcutta to Benares, and which had troubled me every year for these last six years. I was at that time unable to return...by dawk, so I marched. When the fever left me...I proceeded...to Khaasunge. ...

I had an attack of fever at Khaasunge which determined me to return to Agra as soon as possible, so after getting an observation for the time I returned...on the night of the 7th, having during the whole journey with little intermission been in a severe fever, which has continued to this hour.

He was then held up at Agra by sickness for several months and, failing to give explanations that satisfied the Surveyor General, was discharged from August 1827.

Nâgpur, 1822-31

Under the treaty of 1818 after the defeat of the usurper Appa Sahib, the nine-year-old Râghuji III succeeded to the Nâgpur throne, and his territories were administered by the British Resident till he should come of age. The area now known as Berâr was transferred from Nâgpur to the Nizâm [II, 133 n.1] but the revenues and the administration were assigned to the British to meet the expenses of the subsidiary force. Certain districts ceded by the Peshwa and Nâgpur were transferred to the British, and administered as "The Saugor and Narbada Territories" by an Agent to the Governor General. Bastar and the Chhattisgarh States to the east were removed from allegiance to the Nâgpur Râja, to be controlled by the British Resident.

In November 1819 the Resident asked for a survey of all Nâgpur territories which he said would be more than repaid...by procuring for the several superintendents information of the provinces under their management, of which they are now much in want. Major Agnew particularly
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requires a knowledge of Chutteegurh, which is nearly a blank in all our maps. Most of the
lands are still unmeasured. ...

It is, besides, highly desirable that there should be a survey to determine the boundaries
of the Company’s and Rajah’s territories [3].

Alexander Stewart [II, 443] was appointed in 1822 and commenced triangulation
on a base measured by the late Lieutenant Colonel Lumbton at Takulkhera near Ellilhipoor
[232 : pl. 18] but the total want of assistance rendered it impossible for him to make any
effectual progress for some time...though Lieutenant Frankland and McLeod3, of His
Majesty’s service, were appointed early in 1823. ... Lt. Frankland’s delicate health did not
permit him to take part in the labour of it, and he soon went to the Cape of Good Hope
on sick certificate, and Lt. McLeod was at the Cape when appointed, and resigned shortly
after his arrival at Nagpore, without having benefited the survey by his exertions.

Lieutenant Norris4 was also appointed, but his services were required during this season
to survey the late Resident’s route to the source of the Mahanudde and Nerudda [89].

The survey consequently cannot be said to have actually commenced till the season of
1823-24, when, the services of Lieutenants Norris [and Weston] being available, ... Captain
Stewart employed himself in determining trigonometrical points5, whilst they were occupied in
completing a detail survey of the peninsular bordering on the Wunda6 but, Lt. Weston
having been temporarily withdrawn...for...a promontory survey of the northern boundary,
...the progress...did not equal the expectations of the superintendent, whose zeal for the
advancement of the laborious undertaking this year cost him his life.

Stewart died at Nagpur in May 1824 and,
on taking charge of the department, ... Lt. Norris found that...about five thousand square
miles had been surveyed trigonometrically, not more than three thousand of which was
completed in detail, and that the survey of the northern boundary by Lt. Weston had
been discontinued...in the Nerudda valley in consequence of the dangerous illness of that
officer, who nearly fell a sacrifice to the insalubrity of the jungles. ... His continued diligent
state of health depriving the department of his more active services during the greater part
of the season 1824 & 25, he was employed by order of the Resident in taking a minute survey of
the city of Nagpore and its environs.

After completing his excellent map of the city in 1825, Weston rejoined the main
survey which
during the two following seasons advanced with great rapidity over a most wild and difficult
country and, although the late dangerous illness of the superintendent [Norris] and almost
all his establishment prevented his entering the jungles so early this year as he had usually
done, the results...at the end of the season will prove that no time has been lost. ...

The progress of the work would, however, have been materially advanced had the aid of
a few sub-assistants qualified to undertake the plain survey obtained since its
commencement, but every application hitherto for such aid has been proved unsuccessful, &
Lt. Weston has of necessity been occupied on this inferior duty. ...

The trigonometrical net2, from its commencement at the base near Ellilhipoor to the
meridian of the most easterly point yet determined...measures 197 British miles and, from
the most northern point near Garurwara to the fort of Chanda, 134 miles. It comprehends
a tract of the Nagpore country of upwards of 20,000 square miles, including the entire
districts of Nagpore...below the Ghau, and the Wina Gunga, nearly the whole of Doogurh
Ballaghaut, and the greatest portion of...Chanda, where it is still in progress in a south-easterly
direction. ... It is possible that stations may be determined as far south as the junction of
the Wina Gunga with the Premesta.

The triangular observations would have included a much greater extent of country had
not the superintendent been obliged to assist at the detail survey.

The survey which was on the one-inch scale had
for its northern boundary the great range of Ghau which runs in an easterly direction from
the Wunda to the Wina Gunga. On the west and south-west it has the Woudas, which
separates from Ellilhipoor and the dominions of His Highness the Nizam, and an extensive
range of hills...divides it from Chutteegurh, and confines it on the east. In this tract is
comprehended the whole district at present under the management of His Highness the Rajah. ...
The survey of this most important tract of the Nagpoor territories has been completed by Lieutenant Norris and Weston, assisted by one pupil\footnote{Report by Norris, Dm. 231 (124-44), 14-4-28.} whose services last year were of little advantage. Norris submitted the above report in April 1828, with an estimate of the amount of work completed and still remaining. Out of an area of about 65,000 square miles belonging to the Râja, not more than 37,000 produced any revenue, of which about 20,000 was surveyed by 1828.

The survey has not yet extended beyond the country yielding revenue, nearly half of which has been completed, but before any definite period can be named for the conclusion of the whole, it is necessary to know if the extensive zamindaries under Chanda, and those of Bûstâr and Karoude, etc., in Chutteesgurh...are to be included...

The detail survey of the entire tract of country yielding revenue on this side of Chutteesgurh will...be completed during next season, and possibly the trigonometrical observations may be extended through the Chanda zamindaries, and by Kakair\footnote{Kâkâr, 64 H.} and...Bûstâr, towards Brypoor, but, as numerous impediments are to be expected in so desert and unhealthy a region, its advancement must be considered extremely precarious....

As the survey has advanced, various maps have been compiled, but as no well-defined tract has been completed in detail till very lately, none of them contain the entire portion. A map is now in progress on a scale of four miles to an inch, and when finished will be placed at the Resident's disposal. It will comprise the whole of the detail survey west of the meridian 81° E.,...contained between the parallels 19° 45' and 22° North, and will contain all the country below the ghats, and west of Chutteesgurh, from which revenue is derived.

Maps on the same scale, and in portions of one degree of latitude to one of longitude, shall be prepared for the Surveyor General's office when the Resident's copy is finished,...but if a person could be sent from that office...much time and labour would be saved.

On the young Râja's assumption of full power from 1st June 1830, the survey was to be closed down, European staff discharged, and instruments handed over to the Resident [90]. With his final report Norris asked for the Surveyor General's instructions...for the...satisfactory arrangement of the vast extent of geographical detail...in my possession....

The very little assistance I have lately had in consequence of the long absence of Mr. Weston on sick leave; the accidental death, nearly two years ago, of the only draughtsman who had ever been attached to the department; and the constant delicate health of the sub-assistant, necessarily compelled me to undertake not only the whole trigonometrical, but the greater part of the plane table, survey....Unless time and opportunity are allowed me to complete my calculations and compile maps, I shall have only a confused mass of geographical detail...which...can only be arranged by me, who have had the uninterrupted management of the whole for six years.

The great importance...of a minute survey of 25,000 square miles...which had previously been little known to European authority, will, I doubt not, be a sufficient inducement for you to favour our proceedings for a few months,...that I may be permitted to retain charge of the records...till I can present them to you in a clear and satisfactory state....

At least six months will be required after the 1st June to compile maps for the Court of Directors, the Government, your office, and the Resident at Nagpoor. Mr. Weston may be associated with me;...his abilities as a draughtsman are first-rate....A lithographic copy of the whole survey will materially facilitate the preparation of the maps, and ensure their prompt and correct delineation, and...save infinite trouble and...expense\footnote{either the pupil above referred to or John Cornelius, dm. pl. 10 n. 1.}

The full material comprised 61 sections on the one-inch scale with an index map, and a set of reductions on the half-inch scale. They are all beautifully drawn in colours, and some are heavily shaded [pl. 10]. The area covered roughly corresponds with the present districts of the Central Provinces, omitting areas north of parallel 22° and east of the Bâgh river and the southern stretches of the Wâinganga [pl. 17]. It does not cover Berîr, which between 1803 and 1853 formed part of the Nizâm's dominions [91].

The Surveyor General, Henry Walpole, expressed satisfaction with its various details;...it reflects great credit on the skill and perseverance of the two individuals...
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Reproduced from one-inch survey carried out under Frank Norris between 1824 and 1830 [90-3]. Based on triangulation started by Alexander Stewart [II, 443] from Lambton's triangles. Drawn by John Cornelius.
who have completed with so little assistance a minute survey of 25,000 square miles of a country, the greater part of which had been previously unexplored.

The survey is founded on a triangulation depending on Colonel Lambton’s measured base at Elliecpoor. The theodolite which was employed in the primary triangles is of a superior kind, having been expressly ordered from Europe by Colonel Lambton, and was purchased for the Nagpore Survey at the sale of his effects [235].

A series of secondary points have been determined by a smaller theodolite of ordinary construction. The detail has been taken up by means of the plane-table in sections of 400 square miles, on a scale of 1 inch to a mile, and the topographical features have been well expressed.

Messrs Norris and Weston will be required to complete a map upon a reduced scale of 4 miles to an inch, which they have already commenced; to prepare a register of their trigonometrical calculations; a descriptive memoir; and to complete and arrange the field sections and other materials.

Norris and Weston were allowed six months at Calcutta from August 1830, special rates of pay being fixed as they were not servants of the Company. As a special favour they were granted Rs. 400 each to cover travelling expenses from Nagpur to Calcutta, but were allowed no pay from 6th June to 31st July. With the help of John Cornelius, who had been with the survey from the beginning, and who printed the names, “a very tedious part,” the map\(^2\) was delivered within the stipulated period, and the final records submitted on March 1831.

The Directors had some qualms about having left the Nagpur State to bear the full expense of the survey;

A trigonometrical survey of the Nagpore Territory would no doubt have been highly beneficial if the country had continued under British management, and is even now useful, although more so to ourselves than to the Rajah. But, in making him pay the whole of the expense, we have done what would have been scarcely justifiable if we had then contemplated withdrawing, almost before the survey was completed\(^3\).

Everest, who was now Surveyor General, and always exacted a very high standard of work, deputed Wilcox and Waugh to make a careful examination of the triangulation;

You will jointly examine the work of Captain Stewart and Lieuts. Norris and Weston, comprising a net of triangles originating from the Taka Khana base, and closing in with my points, ... in order that the real value of those operations may be explained in as precise and clear a manner as possible for the information of the Honorable Court of Directors. ... Trigonometrical operations ... are not worthy which will not bear test; they would be accounted as totally unfit to compare with others bearing the same designation, and must sink into the lower level of comparison with route and parambulator surveys, and military reconnaissances. If, therefore, you find on examination that these operations are defective on this ground, you must then proceed to estimate their worth as affording data for geographical purposes. ... Lastly your opinion as to the general merits of the execution of the detail, and the average rate at which it proceeded\(^4\).

The result of this examination was thus summarized by Waugh in 1838, at the time when a revenue survey of the Central Provinces was proposed;

I mention at once the clear impression I retain of the result of the examination which was instituted by Colonel Wilcox and myself 28 years ago. We were of opinion that the topography was valuable, and highly creditable to Messrs. Norris and Weston, but the triangulation was of inferior order, imperfect, and executed by an observer ignorant of the use and adjustment of an instrument of the class which he employed.

His angle books contained evidence recorded by himself of his ignorance of geodetic instruments of that order and, such being the case, his triangulation was deemed unworthy of incorporation with the Great Trigonometrical Survey\(^5\).

\(^1\) DDa. 268 (37), 20-7-3; 265 (30), 27-7-30; 8 Pol. C. on 1-inch and 8-mile scales, 76 (44-30); 78 (33-7); a printed reduction appears in Bengal & Agra Annual Guide & Gazeteer, 1845, vol. II, part II (286).

\(^2\) CD to B. Pol., 1-2-32 (18).

\(^3\) DDa. 267 (170), 12-11-32 cf. 265 (315-6), 17-11-31.

\(^4\) DDa. 265 (439), 5-5-38; chart, To Cat. (55-6).
CHAPTER VII

MADRAS SURVEYS


The topographical surveys of Madras Presidency ran more efficiently and smoothly than those of Bengal for several reasons [II, 130].

Firstly.—There were no major wars within the Presidency after the fall of Tipu in 1799.

Secondly.—There was an establishment of trained country-born assistants [I, 382-4; II, 340-52].

Thirdly.—There was a body of military officers trained in mathematics and survey at the Military Institution [II, 314-21].

Fourthly.—Colin Mackenzie, who had been employed continuously on survey since 1792, and became Surveyor General in 1810, insisted on the organization of surveys on systematic lines. He allotted definite administrative areas to organized parties, each led by an experienced military officer, with several sub-assistants or assistant surveyors and an interpreter [4].

With such an organized party, each survey could carry on continuously till the area was completed even if the officer in charge fell sick or died, whereas in Bengal the sickness or transfer of the surveyor in charge usually meant the abandonment of the survey [4, 18, 49, 140].

Fifthly.—Not only was the country generally suitable for triangulation, but Lambton's survey, which had been extending steadily since 1802, provided accurately fixed points and bases from which the topographical surveys could be started with confidence [II, 233-4; III, 225].

During Mackenzie's absence between 1811 and 1815 [II, 299, 302-3], Morison had continued the various surveys much as Mackenzie had left them.

Garling, with Conner and a few sub-assistants, completed the survey of Goa and Sonda; Dunigan and his sub-assistants completed the Ceded Districts and extended survey into the hill areas of Nellore; the Military Institution continued the survey of North and South Arcot and south Guntur, and parties of assistant revenue surveyors continued district surveys for the Collectors or the Department of Tank Repairs. Officers of the Quartemaster General's survey branch were mostly working on the northern frontiers of Hyderabad and Berar.

Shortly after rejoining in April 1815, Mackenzie was appointed Surveyor General of India, his headquarters to be at Calcutta, but he obtained permission to remain at Madras in order to re-organize the department there and, in spite of frequent calls from the Supreme Government, did not reach Calcutta till August 1817.

His first task at Madras was to draw up a statement of all surveys that had ever been made in the Presidency, and to assess their value for mapping1. He then worked out the distribution of available surveyors, and obtained approval to four survey units—under Conner for Coorg [97]—under Sim for Masulipatam [100]—under Garling for the Nizâm's territories [114-5]—and finally under Ward for Travancore [105]. He retained five sub-assistants for the drawing

1 Map, scale 48 m. to an inch, with memoir, MRO, map 18: reports between Dec. 1815 & Oct. 1816; MPC. 442 (4617-4600), 11-11-16.
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office at Madras, and arranged for the closing of all district surveys except those under the Tank Department [II, 139].

He drew up rules for work and general procedure after discussing the Bengal regulations with Crawford at Calcutta [II, 302].

He was at pains to show that under his new distribution he effected a considerable reduction of expenditure from that of previous years [II, 336-7]. He reduced the number of draughtsmen at headquarters, and set his face against the multiplication of maps. He disclaimed all responsibility for large-scale plans of forts and cities, which were to be the responsibility of the Chief Engineer or the Quartermaster General.

By saving expenditure at headquarters he employed more surveyors in the field, and even had their allowances increased; "the speedy employment of the surveyors in the country is the most economical mode of employing an establishment."

He revised the schedule of headings for memoirs on the history and resources of the country, and the manners and customs of the people. In a report of 1820 he compares the good progress of the Madras surveys with the lack of regular system in Bengal, pointing out the advantage of a fixed system, and the inconvenience of expending the...talents of our surveyors on labours that, under one general direction, might be so much more extensively applied in a climate where the constitution is liable to such peculiar interruptions and casualties.

As Surveyor General he was not responsible for the Military Institution, though he advised as to the area for survey and the custody of completed maps; nor was he responsible for the professional work of the observatory or of Lambton's trigonometrical survey; but he was responsible for presenting their accounts, and also for regulating the pay and allowances of the staff. He writes in May 1816:

Keeping sight of the primary object of reducing the expenditure...without sacrificing what is so far advanced, it has been an object of solicitude with me to restrict...the surveys...within the present expense, properly under the Surveyor General; which, by the abolition of that office here, will be considerably diminished. ...Within a few years, by the termination of the geographical surveys on the plan proposed, I trust the whole expense may cease excepting such moderate establishment as Government may conceive permanently necessary in aid of the general purposes of this Presidency, and of what the adjustment of...landed property and rights may occasionally require.

After the transfer of Lambton's survey the annual expense of all surveys in the presidency fell within 28,000 pagodas, or £12,000 sterling.

**Military Institution, 1815-7**

The Military Institution was closed down from 1st June 1816, so that the last class of students which joined in July 1815 had a course of twelve months only, doing one field season in Guntur [II, 319-21].

The fair mapping of the later seasons was entrusted to Mountford, who, with Montgomerie, had mapped the earlier surveys [II, 129-30; pl. II]. Besides drawing a reduced map on the one-inch scale Mountford "arranged the triangles" and put all the records in good order for storage in the Surveyor General's office.

He had to leave more than half the village names in pencil as they differed materially from the official list of villages, as the officers had not been supplied with proper persons by the Collector to point out the villages with their proper names by which they are known in the cireor list. The total number of square miles surveyed amounts to 1917, of which about 1450 are comprised within the Guntur District, leaving an extent of about 1500 square miles on the borders of the district yet unsurveyed.

The faulty names were put right during the survey of the remaining part of the Circar.

---

1 DDn. 149 (27), to Mountford, 2-1-19. 2 MPC. 10-5-16 (28). 3 BM Addl Ms. 14380 (f. 43/18). 4 from SG. 18-4-10, MPC. 10-5-16. 5 DDn. 101 (148), 23-2-18. 6 MMC. 22-12-15; MGO. 17-4-16. 7 ib. 15-7-16. 8 DDn. 106 (79), 26-8-16. 9 Report, 2-1-17; MMC. 19-4-17.
During its existence from 1805 to 1816 about 140 officers had passed through the Institution, completing a course that was usually two years. As an essential part of their training, these officers had surveyed by planchet about 14,000 square miles of the Carnatic [215, 316], on a scale of four inches to a mile [II, pl. 24; III, pl. 32, 24].

Reduced to the one-inch and ¼-inch scales, these surveys formed a valuable contribution to the geography of South India, especially as they were properly connected to Lambton’s triangulation [II, pl. 16]. Their chief defects were the spelling of names and the omission of administrative boundaries. Mountford explains that boundaries were disregarded because the “object of the surveys” was to accustom the students “to a readiness and facility in expressing the various features of the country at sight, in reference to military rather than revenue purposes”.

As might be expected from irresponsible young officers under instruction, the standard of accuracy varied considerably, and the officer in charge of the party which surveyed Nellore District in 1841 points out discrepancies...from a personal examination, viz.—the villages not correctly placed or named—the tanks, topes, and hamlets, scarcely one half are introduced—and the interior taluk boundaries altogether omitted—in some parts the features of the country appear to be imaginary, and the superficial drawing erroneous.

Mountford had been instructor in charge of the Military Institution classes in Guntur during 1815 and 1816, and just before Mackenzie left in 1817 he was sent up again with a small party to complete the survey. He found that the earlier work had practically to be resurveyed, as boundaries were “more numerous and intricate than was expected”, and many villages names had to be verified.

Work was interrupted several times by scares of pindari raids, and by withdrawal of surveyors and their squad to places of safety [109].

Mountford was called down to Madras in September 1818 [318] and Dunigan was left in charge. On the completion of the survey at the end of 1819, the party was transferred to Ellore, north of the Kistna [101]. Mackenzie instructed Mountford that the maps should be copied, and even reduced, under your directions, ... The original...might be retained in your office, and the fair copies sent here [Calcutta]. I will send you hints for a memoir of Guntur as soon as I can. I could wish them to be as ample as you can make it, as it would give me pleasure to transmit it to England as your particular work, at last, after we have been 30 years in possession of it [1, 111]. Be preparing materials meantime quietly. I can furnish its history, the descriptive part you will not find difficult, and even then I can add to your memoir. Perhaps it will be well to send me the rough draft as you go on,...I can make my remarks as I knew much of that country once [L, 112].

A huge paste-up on the one-inch scale is still preserved with a beautifully drawn reduction by Ignatio [316] on the ¼-inch scale, with fine panoramas of hills and artistic clumps of trees.

In 1825 the Collector of Guntur asked that Palnad should be re-surveyed; “The map of Guntur Circle only is so very good that really it would be a pity to make up...the country of Palnad from the materials now available”. This tahsil had been surveyed by Beaton as long ago as 1788 [I, 110, 193], and only lately incorporated into Guntur. It was not until 1829 that Morland with two assistants could be spared from Hyderabad, and

---

1. MRO. 134 (19-20), ¼-inch scale; beautiful specimens of the reduced maps. 2. Dtn. 364 (318), 2-1-41. 3. Dunigan, Channaree, Anderson, and later Terry and Faulkner. 4. Riddell, 6-2-16; MMC. 5. March 1818. 6. MRO. Map 18. A. Terry’s map of Nizamapatan, 1818-9, is a good sample of the work. Dtn. 149 (41), 25-2-10. 7. ¼-inch, MRO. 146 (13); ¼-inch, ib. (16); ¼-inch, jb. (14), with complete list of villages. 8. Dtn. 184, 31-1-25. 9. Hill and Long.
MADRAS MILITARY INSTITUTION

Slightly reduced from one-inch map compiled by Montgomerie from four-inch survey by students of the Institution, which was closed in 1816 [95-6].

Survey was carried out by plane table under the direction of Anthony Troyer in sections 4½ miles north to south by 8 miles east to west, and based on minor triangulation springing from Lambton’s main or secondary triangles.

Administrative boundaries were not surveyed. This section falls towards the n.w. borders of South Arcot district.

D. Montgomerie

A. Troyer
the survey...comprehending 1098 square miles, was completed by the middle of May, notwithstanding that both sub-assistants were sick for some time, and that Lieutenant Merland was very little acquainted with duties of surveying. ...

The whole of the records...were safely received yesterday, with the exception of the beautiful map, which has unfortunately sustained some injury from the rain.

I cannot but...express my entire approbation with the manner in which the survey of this small district has been completed. ... The features of the country appear to be faithfully and beautifully delineated, and the whole of the documents appear complete. ... The drawing and description of ancient tombs and pillars are valuable and interesting.

COORG, 1815-7

On completion of the survey of Sonda early in 1815 [II, 158-9], Garling was appointed to survey the Nizān's territories, whilst Conner was sent to Coorg, at present a blank upon the map of the peninsula. In a military as well as a geographical point of view, this defect should be remedied as early as possible; and I would strongly recommend that the Resident in Mysore procure the permission of the Rajah...giving such explanations respecting the utility and object of the survey as may be deemed expedient. The Rajah might be furnished with a plan of the country, ...as proposed...with respect to Tondinan [II, 147].

Conner started work with three assistants at the beginning of January 1816, being warned "to be particularly attentive to any instructions...from the Resident at Mysore". He was given copies of earlier surveys of the boundaries—that with Mysore surveyed in 1805 [II, 105-6]—and that with Kanara of 1806 [II, 111]; "the boundary on the south with Wynaad will perhaps be the only portion of the Coorg limits necessary to be surveyed at this time".

He withdrew his party to Mysore for the rains "as the nature of the climate and country elevated on the highest verge of the Western Ghauts is peculiarly uneven and difficult." Resuming field work in October, he completed the survey in May 1817, withdrawing once more to Mysore and submitting his maps by the end of October. His account of the survey is contained in a most interesting Memoir of the Codagu Survey, published at Bangalore in 1870. The surveyors were regarded with great suspicion by the Coorg government;

A spirit of jealousy (not the less violent because unfounded) forms one of the striking features of its policy, and all strangers, particularly Europeans, are viewed with boundless suspicion. ... From the moment of my arrival in the country I was attended by one of the principal officers...and two more of inferior quality; a shahbogus, or native writer, formed the fourth member of the retinue by which I was invariably encompassed, under the plausible pretext of lending their assistance; but a short time, however, had elapsed before I learnt the nature of their office, which was literally as a guide, more effectually to prevent any communication with the inhabitants.

This restraint, or rather imprisonment,...in which I was held...was extended even to my servants, and equally strictly observed with regard to the assistant surveyors. ... To such an extreme was this feeling of suspicion carried that I have the best reason for believing that a minutely detailed account of each day's transaction was regularly forwarded. ...

These feelings of distrust operated...only in preventing any intercourse with the people, as a free and ready access was given to all parts of the country, so that the geographical portion of the work suffered no impediment. ... A disinclination to increase the...suspicion...prevented a survey of the Fort (Mudikukray) being taken on a very large scale, and by absolute measurement with the chain; such a proceeding...would have produced considerable uneasiness.

PONDICHERRY & MADRAS

Pondicherry and Kārikāl had been in British hands since their occupation in 1793, and now that Napoleon's power was broken they were restored to France.
The Surveyor General was directed that
the territory formerly belonging to those two settlements, and particularly their boundaries,
may be surveyed without loss of time, and...such parts of that territory as are held on jaghir
tenure1 may be distinguished from the rest.

Duncan Sim and James Summers completed this survey by 5th August 1816,
with the assistance of the 4-inch survey made by the Military Institution2, and
lists of villages and descriptions of boundaries provided by the Board of Revenue.
To provide for the many isolated villages, it was then decided to make an "exchange
of villages so as to complete the arrondissement" at both places, and Sim was kept
on till 18193 to assist with "every information for restoring the territories which
belonged to the French on 1st January 1792.4 He was then employed on similar
duty at the Dutch settlement of Pulicat. His maps were duly signed by the French
and British commissioners, that for Pondicherry being entitled;

Map of the districts belonging to the French government dependent on Pondicherry,
distinguishing the possessions held in jagheer, with their limits, with the Hon'ble the English
East India Company's districts laid down from actual inspection & survey of the villages,
and agreeable to the official lists and communications in the Revenue Department5
This was signed at Pondicherry on 18th March 1818, the French commissioners
being le comte Du Puys and Mons. Joseph Dayot, "Administrateur" of the French
settlements6.

In 1819 Mountford prepared a map of Madras and its environs at the request
of the Chief Engineer, De Havilland;

The survey executed in 1805 and 1806 by the officers of the Military Institution [ II,
125] being the most recent, ... the document now forwarded has been copied from...that
survey upon the scale of four inches to a mile. In order to insert the limits of jurisdiction
of the Supreme Court, I have availed myself of a map of earlier date [ J 94-5 ]. ...

In consideration of the various alterations and improvements, ... the late Lieutenant Riddell
was induced...to suggest...the correction of the...former survey. I have...left blank the
grounds then under cultivation, the better to admit of these changes being introduced, should
it be...expedient to employ an assistant surveyor for...asserting them.

The area occupied by the Fort is also a blank, it being presumed that the insertion of those
works would be unnecessary. ... Few of the garden houses have their names entered. ... My
motives for not entering more arose from...their having been designated...by the tenants,
and not by the original proprietors, after whose names several are best known7.

Mackenzie had always refused responsibility for large-scale maps of cities and forts
[ 95 ], and was indignant that his staff should have been employed on such a map;

How Riddell came to propose this...survey...I cannot conceive. Nothing in my directions
...countenanced it; on the contrary, ... I wished it to be considered out of the Surveyor
General's superintendence, and rather as connected with military defence and fortification, and
I am sorry to see that work had been prescribed to the office which I had myself studiously
avoided while I was at the Presidency.

A very good map of Madras has been published in England, which would have well answered
the purpose, as the Court of Directors...know of it, for without their countenance I scarcely
suppose a work of that kind would have been published, being taken apparently from the surveys
executed at their expense. ... A copy of it was sent to me by my booksellers from London some
time ago; it has been some time in Lord Hastings' hands, or I would have sent it to you. ...

All this is for your information, and by no means tending to find fault with you8.

This English map was entitled The Environs of Madras; surveyed in
18149; published by W. Faden, Charing Cross, 1st December 1816; scale about
4 inches to a mile. It shows the names of occupants of houses, e.g.—Colonel Caldwell
opposite the site of the present Spencer's Hotel—Colonel Blacker, on the banks
of Long Tank, south of St. George's church, where the present cathedral stands.

In 1821, in response to a call for a map for the "Justices in Session" the
Chief Engineer regretted

1 M Rep Bd. 22-1-96; jaghir, permanent grant of land to holders and heirs, free of rent [ J 133 ]
2 MRIO. Misc. 2-0-07; and Summers relieved by Wm. Bird. 3 Dlm. 101 (31 ), from Riddell, 1817
4 MRIO. Map 291. 5 MRIO. Misc. 3-0-15; Map of Karikal, ad. 17-12-18; ib. 4-0-10; ddm. M 90. 6 Dlm.
148 (13), 16-1-19. 7 Dlm. 149 (41), 23-2-19. 8 Surveyor not known.
that there is no correct plan of the town and suburbs of Madras in the office, and I believe that His Majesty’s Justices have a copy of the only one I possess, of which a copy was also lately prepared for the Superintendent of Police).

Government accepted Mountford’s recommendation “that every useful purpose will be answered by the revision of the map of Madras executed by the officers of the Military Institution”, and this was carried out by William Ravenshaw, whose map published by Parbury and Allen is advertised as

A Plan of the Town of Madras and its limits, as surveyed in 1822 for the use of the Justices in sessions; by W. Ravenshaw, Captain, Civil Engineer. Two sheets and a half. Double elephant. Price £1 5s II (435)

A later map was produced by Montgomery;

Survey of part of the western suburbs of Madras, comprehending the several roads and garden houses in the vicinity of Perambur, Veperi, ... Egmore. ... Executed with the planetable, and the whole finished by the apprentices of the Surveyor General’s establishment in the course of their practice in the years 1825 and 26 [32, 377]; scale 200 yards to an inch.

Northern Circars; Masulipatam & Rājahmundry, 1815–23

Late in 1815 Mackenzie started the survey of the Northern Circars by sending out a small party under William Scott, who had for many years been the senior instructor at the observatory surveying school.

These Circars, which include the present districts of Kistna, Godāvari, Vizagapatam, and Ganjam, stretch from the Kistna River along the east coast to the Chilka Lake. After the district of Chingleput, or the Jāqīr, they were the earliest provinces in the Madras Presidency to be ceded to the Company, the ādvmi having been granted by the Emperor of Delhi in 1765 [1, 91]. No regular survey had been made since the abortive efforts of Pittman and Stevens in 1771 [1, 92–3].

There had been suggestions that Lambton should carry his main triangles up the east coast instead of through the Nizām’s dominions, thus connecting with Upper India through Madras territories, but the importance of continuing his grand are up the central meridian made this impossible [226]. Mackenzie writes to Government in 1816:

The survey of the Northern Circars, it is well known, was an early object of survey (next to the Jaghir). ... We have no complete survey of any of the districts; parts of some surveys, and combinations of other materials of various or doubtful merit or authenticity, form the basis of the maps of the Circars now in use.

Having for some time looked to the nearest of these districts...as a proper object of commencement, I have given the necessary instructions to Assistant Surveyor Scott...and two apprentices (and two assistants are to follow) to proceed on the survey of the Circars of Condapilly, Ellore, and Masulipatam, forming the present Collectorate of Masulipatam, lying between the two rivers, Kistna and Godavary.

This beginning may be considered as a part of the general design of surveying the whole of the Northern Circars. I would propose that another party be sent into the further parts as soon as the general plan of the department is determined on...

The parties once set in action should persevere on one undeviating plan, without interruption by other employment or duty; by such a system alone the design and its expense may be finally terminated within a reasonable time, and the failures in former attempts, and their attendant waste of money and time, be avoided [1, page 226].

The Circars, by two parties under intelligent officers, might be completed within 3 years. ... The call for reduction of immediate expense induces me to refrain at present from requiring more, tho’ I am aware that the frequent caustics of the climate might render them necessary. ... It tends to accelerate the final extinction of all expense by completing the surveys altogether.

After the completion of Travancore and Coorg, the surveying parties may be then transferred to the northern surveys at no very distant period, which would hasten the final

---

1Dln. 192 (153), 23–5–21. 2Ad. J. XVIII (145), Aug. 1824. 3MBio. 189 (1). 4ib. 121 (2), rough sketch w. boundary Ellore; undated; 5 m. = 1½ inches. 5Kondapalli, 10 m. NW. of Berwada, 65 D/16.
completion of that interesting object, the geographical and provincial survey of the whole of the
Company's possessions under this Presidency.

I have stated it as my opinion, ... from experience and observation...of the native surveying
establishment [350]... that they should be employed as much as possible under the direction
of intelligent European surveying officers; and I consider the survey of the Northern Circars
of that consequence to be properly committed to two officers.²

Scott was sent up to Kondapalli in November 1815 with the two youngest
apprentices³, and was joined two months later by Henry Hamilton and Marcellus
Burke. It had been Mackenzie's intention to send Sim with three other assistants to
Rajahmundry, and that Sim should absorb Scott's party, and take charge of
all survey up to Chieacoil [94]:

The fair season meantime passing, and the late irrigation into the vicinity of the Circars
having disturbed that country [96], I considered it more beneficial...meantime to employ
Lieutenant Sim in verifying and expediting the survey of the Pondicherry lands [98]².

He explained later that Kondapalli Cirčär
stretches west of the fortress of that name on the frontier of the Nizam's Dominions north of the
Kistna and, altho' a thoroughfare road leads thro' it to Hyderabad, ... the early attempts to
survey it had never been completed. As the survey of its limits will give us at the same
time that of the Nizam's frontier on that side, not above 110 miles from that capital, and as
this tract has been always much exposed to the depredations of lawless banditti, I was willing
by an immediate effort to get clear of it in the first place, as the survey of the low flat country
about Musulipatam, which has been frequently traversed by surveyors, can be always more
securely completed under protection of our home stations.

The field work was commenced about the middle of February [1819]. ... Operations
have been rapidly carried on until the 11th of March when a temporary interruption was occa-
sioned by a body of Pindaries [92], ... the rumour of which had previously alarmed the
inhabitants, and...disturbed the party when the banditti crossed the Kistna thro' the tract
under survey. The only accident, however, ... consisted in the loss of the little baggage of
Assistant Surveyor Hamilton.

The duty was resumed as soon as the alarm ceased, and Assistant Surveyor Scott, who was
employed on the furthest part of the survey, states that "the progress then had not been so
rapid until the alarm subsided". On the 8th June it was also somewhat interrupted by the
land winds which are usually there severe, and some sickness had prevailed.
He asked for re-imbursement for the loss of Hamilton's baggage,

This may have been the gang described by Lord Moira:
A village was surrounded by the Pindaries. The horrors perpetrated by these demons at
other places made the poor villagers...fly to the desperate resolution of burning themselves with
their wives and children. ... I am strictly forbidden by the Court of Directors to undertake the
suppression of the bands who occasioned this heart-rending scene, lest I should provoke a war
with the Maharratts. ... All the young girls are carried off by the Pindaries, tied three or four
like calves on a horse, to be sold. ... The different columns which penetrated the Nizam's
territories and ours in this last irruption...could not amount to less than 23,000 horse³.

Mackenzie reported in November that,
on the whole the progress...is satisfactory; and I am the more anxious for its completion as it
embraces, besides the extensive boundary, a survey of several small districts of the Nizam's,
... including the diamond mines of Purtyalli [II, 405], which are isolated within our territory,
while we possess two small districts detached within the Nizam's ...

I feel considerable anxiety, ...the exposed situation of two parties of surveyors, protected
only by...five sepoys; and from my own knowledge of the country...I request...sufficient
protection of guards to each of the parties...on the frontier².

Again, in July 1817;
The' the irruptions of the Pindaries had occasioned some uneasiness so late as June, the
assistants afterwards appear to have gone on with spirit, and no further application for guards
became necessary, the presence of a detachment at Condapilly having relieved their anxiety.

¹SG's letter, 14-12-15, MPC. 12-1-16. ²Anderson & Barnett. ³On the border between Vinga-
patam & Gujanam, 65 7\° 15'. ²from SG. 18-4-16. MPC. 10-5-16. ²from SG. 1-3-16. ib. 29-9-15.
²Hastings' Journal (254-9). 15-4-16. ²Map showing mines. 1816; 2 inches to mile, MRIO. 67 (5, 6);
Purulia, at junction of Munseru R. with Kistna 65 D/6. ²MPC. 11-11-16.
I regret, however, to report that from another quarter the survey lost some of its instruments when there was less danger expected. Immediately on the arrival of an assistant at Mungulgeery on the Kistna, in October 1816, before a guard could be supplied, ... he was robbed of one of the most valuable of his instruments, along with some property of his own, from a public choultry, and notwithstanding every investigation the instrument was not recovered.

The Kondapalli survey was completed in August 1817, and the party moved to Masulipatam, where Summers had started survey in 1816. Hamilton and Burke were now transferred to Bengal, marching up the coast, whilst Scott followed by sea in March [360, 374], leaving Summers in charge.

Considerable progress has been made in the details of the Masulipatam survey, and... he has every hope of this part of the work being shortly concluded, with the exception of the town and environs of Masulipatam which, being a very curious and extensive place, ... will be...carefully surveyed...on a large scale (viz., 4 inches to a mile)3. ... Respecting the trigonometrical operations, he cannot report so favorably, as there is much to be done yet...to form a connection...with the former stations.

Though the survey was started from sides of Lambton’s triangles, only one station fell inside the district, and a base-line had to be measured near Ellore. Mackenzie wanted a good man for the job;

I wished to have a good claim sent to measure a base in the...Ellore or Rajahmundry Circars, ...but under the direction of an officer, as I cannot think of committing such a duty to Mr. Dunigan again without some control. Pray write me how he satisfied you while under inspection. He was once capable enough, but failed so much in the latter part of his Ceded District work, that I am afraid to entrust him. It is a pity he is the senior there, the best way will be to send an officer4 [339-41].

Officers were, however, not so easy to get; Sim could not be spared from Pondicherry [95], and most of the surveyors were away in countries newly won from the Marathas; some had taken leave to England after the war.

An officer should be selected for...charge of the party...now in Guntoor and Ellore. I have been waiting for the conclusion [of the Guntoor survey] by Dunigan etc., and to enable you to complete the whole memoir, map, etc., in your own name [96], and then to transfer the whole at once under one officer to survey Ellore (the rest of it) and Rajahmundry. If Sim is sent, it is well, but he wrote me some time ago that his health was indifferent6.

No officer being forthcoming, Dunigan was given charge at Ellore6, with instructions to “select a convenient situation for measuring a base...near the south bank of the Godavary”7. He did not clean up the Guntoor survey until December 1819, but sent up Anderson and Barnett in advance.

Early in 1820 Mackenzie secured the services of Richard Hodges who had been at the Military Institution during 1813-4. He met Dunigan at Ellore, and in May 1820 measured a base-line on the borders of the Colair Lake4. The ground was carefully levelled, and the measurement repeated four times. It cannot, however, have been of a high order of accuracy, as the links and rings of the chain opened out and broke repeatedly. Hodges died in July 1820, and Charles Snell, who had been at the Military Institution from 1814 to 1816, took over charge in November. Two months later, after connecting the base-line to Lambton’s work on the Kistna, Snell started his own triangulation northward.

The party was now designated the Rajahmundry Survey, and comprised Snell, Dunigan, Bird, Faulkner, Anderson, and Barnett. Snell carried on the main triangulation himself whilst Dunigan did minor triangulation and survey of important boundaries. A Madrasa interpreter, or goomastah, collected statistics, village names, and historical records. Bird and Faulkner died during 1821.

The north or hilly area of the district is covered with jungle, and has a climate considered highly obnoxious and unhealthy, especially during the rainy season. The plains area was studded with lofty trees of different descriptions, and rendered... the survey extremely tedious, and entirely interrupted the trigonometrical operations8.

1 MRO. M 561 (243) (e), 31-7-17. 2 Folks, MRO. M 56, 36, 87; M 15; Maps, ib. 134 (7) 138 (44-5, 61-2) 139 (15-7), 159 (12). 3 From Riddell, 5-3-18; MCC. 653/1818. 4 to Mountford; DDM. 149 (46), 24-2-19. 5ib. (63), 22-4-19. 6 M 8/2. 7 DDM. 149 (206), 26-10-19. 8 Memoir, MRO. M 59.
Owing to the lateness of the regular north-east monsoon the party took the field in January, and worked on till the end of June. In 1822 another base was measured, and "coincided with great exactness with the trigonometrical operations". Again the chain was of very poor make, the links opening and breaking almost every 100 yards. Mountford reported in August that the surveyors have been driven from the field by the heavy rains, and have taken up their residence at Nallapilly. The unfavourable nature of the country, on account of an excess of wood and water, does not admit of so rapid a progress as is made in other quarters.

Again in November 1823.

The country near the sea, being much intersected by water and covered with extensive plantations of palm trees, has rendered this a tedious and prolonged survey; however I trust it, and a portion of the Chacasla District, will be completed during the ensuing season. The party is at present assembled at Ingeran for the purpose of prospecting and copying their work, but they will resume their field labours so soon as the state of the weather and country will admit.

Snell reports that the tract of country among the hills...constituting a part of the northern boundary, is wild and uncultivated, with here and there a few huts huddled together, not deserving the name of villages, and thinly inhabited by a race of people as wild as the country. The difficulty of procuring supplies, the wildness and inaccessible nature of the country, with the want of roads and in any season, have rendered the survey hazardous and laborious.

There does not at present remain any very considerable portion of the district to be surveyed. The extent of that among the hills, being a jungle...belonging to the Rumpah Zamindar, is difficult to ascertain, but the unhealthy climate is but too fataly known to all its neighbours, who dare not approach its borders except at particular periods, and not then without considerable risk and danger.

At the close of the Rangamundry survey in 1824, Montgomerie wrote that the features of the country are very minute and well delineated. It is to be regretted there is a blank space in the map which should have been occupied by the Rumpah Jagir, but the tract being considered very unhealthy, the survey of it was never undertaken.

Having discovered many errors in the original register of triangles, the whole series from Colonel Lambton's distance Condapia to Mungiegherry was recomputed. In this office, by which the errors between the bases of verification were more equally divided. The survey rests on a triangulation extended by Captain Snell from the nearest of Colonel Lambton's triangles in the Maaupatam collectorate, and verified by tests of verification.

The detail was taken up by the plain table, angular instruments, & field books. No useful detail has been omitted, and boundaries of every description have been inserted with the greatest care, and although the hills are not so well expressed as could be wished the survey is one of great value.

**VIZAGAPATAM & GANJAM, 1824–30**

From 1824 Snell and three assistants worked northwards through Vizagapatam Circle, and during the rains of 1825 measured a base-line in the neighbourhood of Vizagapatam, on "a narrow and confined spot of swampy ground".

In December 1825 he took leave to the Cape on medical certificate, and before starting brought the whole establishment to Madras [376]. The survey was closed down during his absence, as Dunigan's health was not good, and Montgomerie had "not sufficient confidence in the zeal or energy of Assistant Surveyor Anderson to recommend the party being sent under his charge". Snell rejoined at Vizagapatam on 5th January 1827, and his assistants shortly after. In October he was joined by Richard Otter, who proved of no use and resigned two years later. The hilly area of Vizagapatam is densely wooded and most unhealthy, and progress during the next two seasons was disappointing, being confined mostly to the more open coastal strip. Montgomerie wrote to the Surveyor General in disgust;

---
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VIZAGAPATAM & GANJAM

The progress that Captain Snell has made in surveying the Northern Circars since he has been in charge...is, in my opinion, quite contemptible, and for the sake of the service I do hope you will address me officially on the subject.1

Work was pushed northwards along the coast during the next season, and the rains of 1829 spent at Berhampur in Ganjam2, but the season’s output brought another indignant letter from Montgomerie:

The...country surveyed, ...902 square miles only, might...have been accomplished by one active surveyor instead of the whole party. ... A wrong system must have been pursued, or... there must have been a want of zeal on the part of the several individuals. ...

The area surveyed...during the last two years...amounts to 1778 square miles; ... the expense...will not be much under 29,000 rupees. The party in Malabar, which is the same strength as yours, and where the country is exceedingly difficult, accomplished...1800 square miles last season. ... In Malabar the surveyors have not confined their operations to the cultivated and inhabited tracts only, but have successfully surveyed the wildest parts of that woody and mountainous country.

Whilst the survey under your charge has been at the rate of 1643d rupees the square mile for the last two years, which is an expense far greater than was ever incurred for any other survey, ... the expenses...in Malabar for last season where every difficulty was overcome, and where the officer in charge is granted a higher salary on account of seausions length of service [350], amounts to 93d rupees the square mile.

The narrow tract between the hilly country and the coast, to which you have hitherto confined your operations, ... appears most favourable for the rapid progress of the surveyor, and Lieutenant Otter’s total neglect of duty during the past season cannot be considered a sufficient reason for so little having been done.

The accompanying sketch exhibits the limits to which your present survey has hitherto been confined. The boundary between our territories and those of the Nizam and Nagpoor Raja has been inserted chiefly from a map lately published by Cary [350]; it cannot of course be much depended upon, but there must be a very considerable extent of country between that boundary and the eastern crest of the hilly range to which your survey has in some places reached, but within which I am not aware that a single new point has been determined, or that any attempt has been made to do so, further than by inquiries as to the climate, which you have heard is considered unhealthy. But, as the tract appears from printed maps and routes in my office to have been traversed in several directions, it may excite surprise should no geographical information whatever be gained by surveyors expressly appointed.

In spite of Montgomerie’s strictures, he accepted the Collector’s advice that a full survey of the notorious Jeypore district should not be attempted [32];

I am not aware of any serious impediment to the survey of the Jeypore zemindary, except the unhealthiness of the climate. Admitting the reports...regarding the badness of the road leading over hills and through dense masses of forest and jungle, and requiring at least five days to accomplish the journey, none of these difficulties are insurmountable.

The only real objection to the extension of the survey to Jeypore is the risk to which the lives of all employed would be exposed from the insalubrity of the air, which is well known to be generally fatal to the inhabitants of the open country.

I am not prepared to say whether the air may be more or less pestilential at one season of the year than another; your own experience...probably enables you to judge...the time of the year most favourable to the human constitution in the hills. ... The natives of other parts of the country...have a great horror of visiting Jeypore, and...many instances have come within my own knowledge of the extraordinary fatality of the air. ... The survey of Jeypore would be attended with imminent danger to the lives of all those personally engaged.

Though he agreed that Jeypore should be omitted, Montgomerie suggested that much valuable information might be gained...by rapid...perambulator measurements of some of the principal paths which traverse it. That this at least could be effected I think is certain from our already possessing some measured routes through that zemindary. But, as those routes are unconnected with any regular survey, they do not possess that value which would be the case with routes taken from well established points in your survey.

Snell managed to survey a route fourteen miles into Jeypore;

The servants and followers refusing to proceed further into the hills compelled me to return. This circumstance, and the want of supplies, are the only impediments...to effect a perambulator

---
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measurement into Jeypore (the capital...). The wild and hilly nature of the country would not admit of any extended topographical operations. The country to Baudagaum is very wild, consisting of hills and bamboo jungles, the path narrow and passing over several streams; the villages small, ... and no supplies procurable; it required 6 hours to conduct the perambulator...to Baudagaum. Jeypore was reported to be seventy or eighty miles distant. ... I am still of opinion of the impracticability of carrying the survey into this country.

On this Montgomerie commented that

Captain Snell appears to have made a feeble attempt to survey the road leading to the capital of Jeypore semiinary, and I fear that our information in that quarter is not likely to be extended.

There were other obstacles;

The Jumma country is entirely up in arms, and the inhabitants in a state of hostility among themselves, so that its survey at present could not be attempted; even at any time it will be attended with much personal risk and danger to the party employed, this semiinary being composed chiefly of hilly country, with large tracts of jungle and uncultivated lands, and inhabited by a fierce and uncivilized race of people.

The disturbances extend to within 6 or 8 miles of Berhampore westward, but as the most advanced of the surveying party will now be employed near, and to the north of, Poondy, I trust that by confining the operations at present to the plains and cultivated country...there will be no interruption encountered, and when peace and tranquility be restored the survey can be conducted to its farthest limits inland.

Survey had now entered Ganjam District. Otter had been replaced by Charles Hill who was to prove a very useful surveyor; the only sub-assistants left were Anderson and Barnett. In October 1830 Montgomerie reported that the area surveyed in the Northern Circars last season amounts to...a much larger quantity than...in former seasons, notwithstanding that the senior sub-assistant [Anderson] was sick in quarters the greatest portion of the time. The assistant officer, Lieut. Hill, contributed considerably to this result, although it is the first time...he has been regularly engaged in surveying.

The officer in charge...appears...still to confine his operations entirely to the low country, none of the hilly part of the Chienoo Circar having been surveyed last season, altho' immediately in the vicinity of operations. This may possibly have arisen, however, from the inhabitants...having largely been in a turbulent state.

Snell's lack of enterprise was probably well justified, for his party was never more than four or five strong, and the loss of one or two surveyors for several months through ill-health would have crippled it seriously; on the other hand if all surveyors had been so very cautious about their health, there would now be little known of the geography of India. The following extract from a report on the hill country west of the Northern Circars shows its early reputation, that largely persists to modern times;

Ganjam, Vizagapatam, and Rajahmundry, are countries...different from all the other territories dependent on Fort St. George, chiefly because, bounded to the westward by a wide tract of hill and jungle, inhabited by uncivilized, and indeed unconquered, barbarians, many of them not even nominally dependent on any government; their climate and their poverty have so far shut them from conquest. No great native government ever seems to have thought this tract worth conquering. It had been left as a waste corner of the earth to wild beasts and Gonds [I, 60-1, 295]; nobody seems even to know the boundary. This tract has never been even explored; there is a blank here left in the maps.

The country at the foot of this range of hills and the valleys which run up between them are fertile, but for the greater part of the year the climate is deadly to strangers, and at all seasons very unhealthy.

Snell's survey did practically nothing to fill this particular blank.

---

CHAPTER VIII

SOUTH PENINSULA & NIZÁM'S DOMINIONS


We now come to the surveys of two of the most competent of these Madras surveyors, James Garling and Benjamin Ward. Troyer had selected Garling from the first class of the Military Institution to be his assistant instructor, and at the end of 1810 sent him in charge of a party of officers to survey Goa [II, 127]. When the survey passed to the control of the Surveyor General, the young officers were replaced by sub-assistants [II, 156], and on its close Garling was selected for the Nizám's dominions.

Ward was of British stock and the most successful of the country-born pupils of the observatory surveying school. He came under Mackenzie's personal care and training on the Mysore survey, and then spent more than a year in the Ceded Districts [II, 153-4]. After getting a commission and doing a few months military duty, he held charge of the drawing office at Madras during Mackenzie's absence in Java, and after his return was selected for the survey of Travancore. Arthur's survey which had carried on intermittently between 1807 and 1811 [II, 130-2] had been deliberate, but patchy and incomplete, and the Resident had for some time pressed for its completion, which Mackenzie now provided for;

As the survey of Travancore has been long in contemplation, this measure is more than necessary now; it was...suspended in 1810...with a view of resuming it at a favourable period. At present I conceive every motive of utility and economy favours the resumption. To avoid the former errors or avert interruption from climate or casualties, I would recommend that this party be made up to six assistants, which can be well spared from Dindigul [4].

As the survey of Dindigul had not been prospering, it was broken off in 1816, and the surveyors joined Ward for work in Travancore [110]. Mackenzie reporting the arrival of Lieutenant Ward at Dindigul on 14th July. After making the necessary arrangements...there, he arrived on the 16th August with three assistant surveyors in the territory of Travancore.

Mr. Ward had a personal communication with the Resident of Travancore in his way thro' Tinnevelly, and was enabled to commence his operations on the 20th of that month, and by his last report of the 1st instant [September], was employed on the detailed survey...in the neighbourhood of Cape Comorin. One of the assistants was disabled from duty by a return of fever which, with the high westerly winds usually prevailing at that season, will retard the operations till the fair season commences.

The following are extracts from Mackenzie's instructions:

As no information exists in this office of the internal divisions of the Travancore territory, although I presume it is subdivided in a similar manner to other countries under a Hindu administration, and as the nature of the country and of its climate...bear a considerable resemblance to that of Malabar and Canara, ..apply early to the Resident for an authentic list of the provincial divisions of the country, and for orders to the provincial officers to supply you with lists of the villages, etc., in like manner as was furnished in Mysore and in the Ceded Districts. You should also consult the Resident as to the most expedient to be first taken up...of the Divisions. ...
After obtaining every necessary local information, commence your operations, and distribute the parties of surveyors in such manner as...promise to be most advantageous... I recommend you to have the exterior boundary...with the Company's territories well surveyed... I understand there are tracts there isolated...which will require particular attention...

The roads will, as usual, be a special object of attention... The great road from the entry of the southern barrier wall of Travancore, till it reaches Cochin, should be completed in a series of road sheets in the usual form; the other roads may be added in like manner.

The backwaters, as they are called in Travancore (the inland navigation), form a peculiar feature... Ascertain their communications throughout...and the depth of the water by sounding at different times of the year, when the waters are high and low, as surveys of waters cannot be of much use without a knowledge of the soundings and depths.

The maps of districts are to be laid down on the scale already adopted for the other surveys, of one mile to an inch...

I enclose a list of stationery and instruments now made up for completing the equipment for your party... As the instruments are not always procurable here, and are at all times attended with a considerable expense to Government... warn the assistant surveyors to be attentive to their preservation.

Having every confidence in your zeal and knowledge, ... already evinced in these works you have so satisfactorily conducted, any further explanations of the general plan of this work are scarcely necessary1.

The six assistants—Turnbull, Pereira, Keyes, MacMahon, Aikin, and Bird—had from 5 to 18 years experience on district surveys. Ward based his triangulation on Lambton’s triangles, writing from Anjengo on 31st April 1817:

I have during the past month extended a series of triangles from Trivandrum2 to this place and in the interior, taking up the points originally fixed by Lieutenant Stewart [II, 132, 443]. It is my intention during the present month to extend a series over the tract of the northern part of this district, and of that of Kolacuray, to the great range of mountains, to enable the surveyors...to lay in the features of the country3.

The following extracts from his journal4 give a picture of his daily work;

Thursday, 13th June 1816. Left Madras at 11 a.m. and proceeded by Tripoloor5 to Manyillypoor; ... arrived at 8 p.m. and proceeded to Colonel Mackenzie’s tents, pitched on the beach near an ancient pagoda.

Arrived at Pondicherry at 19 a.m. on the 15th inst. ... Left Pondicherry 28th...

July 3rd. to 9th. Trichinopoly. ... 11th to 17th, Dindigul. ... 18th to 26th. Madura...

31st. Courallan.6 Reported my arrival to Colonel Munse [II, 196 n.4; III, 111 n.4], the Resident in Travancore...

August 5th to 14th. Palameotta7...

18th. Prepared the instruments for service; directed Bird and MacMahon to make survey of the country east and south of the line. ... 23rd. Directed Bird and MacMahon to survey the roads from Poona-gogy and Comorin to Nagarell8...

28th. Ascended and took a station on Murtawa hill...

31st. Took a station on Myladdy hill...

September 15th. Made a circuit on the eastern limit common to Tenerwelly [Tirunelveli District], and proceeded to Arumbullay [II, 242-3].

Oct. 3rd. Oodagerry. Reported my arrival to the Officer Commanding and moved to the neighbourhood of Paapanaveram, to avail myself of the convenience of a bungalow to bring up all arras of the survey; the assistants, Aiken, Bird, and MacMahon, having arrived at this station some days previous.

From the 5th to 22nd of October, employed within doors with the assistants, protracting the field work and drawing; procuring registers of villages, and entering the situations of such as have already been ascertained.

The assistants Aiken and MacMahon employed in making a minute survey of the forts and environs, the latter generally employed on this duty, the former on the survey of the roads from this place to Trivandrum... Bird inserting the situation of villages in the registers, and protracting and colouring the routes surveyed to this place.

On the 7th inst. took a station at the flagstaff on Oodagerry Hill; on the 10th on the redoubts to the north of Paapanaveram, to fix them as stations for the bases of the survey of the environs.

1From SC, 18-4-16; MPC, 10-5-10. 2Capital of Travancore, 58 D/15. 3M. Rev. B. 26-6-17.
4Memoir of the Survey of Travancore and Cochin. Madras Govt. Press, 1891. 5Trupponur, 66 D/2.
6Kuttalam, famous waterfall [II, 144]; 69 H/5. 7Palameotta, 6 m. E. of Tirunelveli. 8Nagarell, in Travancore, 58 H/8.
TRAVANCORE & COCHIN

25th Oct. Having directed the three assistants to survey what remained of the southern district of Cocolum, proceeded...to commence a series of triangles for the surveys of the Coolattara and Neveritt(e) districts.

3rd November. Assistants Turnbull and Perara reported their arrival from Dindigul.

4th. Commenced the calculation of the triangles to the westward, and drew up letters and reports for transmission to the Surveyor General’s office. 5th. Continued the calculation of the triangles. Assistant Keyes reported his arrival this day. 11th. Despatched the three assistants just arrived to survey the districts...to the westward...

Dec. 1st. The assistants Allon and MacMahon returned from survey; the former and William Bird being indisposed with a fever, directed to proceed and place themselves under the...surgeon at Trivandrum.

5th. Proceeded to Tambaram to execute an agricultural survey of its lands, being in conformity to instructions received from the Surveyor General.

6th, 7th, 8th. Investigating into the nature of the tenures and statistical accounts connected with the village and its lands. MacMahon employed on the survey since the 4th inst.

Survey was by no means straightforward or easy;

I have now seen a specimen of the Travancore country, and do assure you, My Good Sir, the difficulties we will have to encounter will be much greater than anything experienced in Canara, in consequence of the woody and mountainous tracts, which extend for many hundred square miles, and without a single habitation save those of a few hill people. Plains in this country are only the bottom of deep ravines, which are cultivated and shut in with immense woods & hills. To see even a village or field it is necessary to be on the spot, & tho’ the mountains are lofty & at hand, the greatest difficulty must be gone over before one can get a sight of the stations. The only method...is to survey from village to village with the wheel & compass, & the tract laid down in this manner will in some respects be erroneous, which...may be corrected when an observation can be obtained.

It is my intention in a few days to run over the country between this place, Trivandrum, and the sea, as many secondary stations as may be possible, on which tract, when Turnbull joins, I propose dividing the young men...to allot each separate district, & when they are employed will at my leisure take an active part towards the mountains.

Bird & MacMahon are now well acquainted with the manner of keeping the field book, & they will be able to show the others how it is to be done.

We have gone over the whole tract...surveyed by Capt. Blair [II, 131, 382]. It seems in every respect to be a very accurate production; the situations of the villages are laid down minutely, tho’ their names I found much corrupted, & I do suppose that the whole has been laid down from trigonometrical observations, or otherwise error would appear in some parts. Attention has not been paid in laying down the extent of the hills to their base, which is the only difference I have observed.

Again, on 4th November:

Constant heavy rains...with short interval of fair weather. I have carried on...triangles as well as the uneven & wooded nature of the country would admit, which will be of great assistance to the young men, but...a great part can only be surveyed with the wheel & compass. Another obstacle to the westward is the immense coconut tops, which keep rising from the bottom of the hills almost to the summit of the heights, the tops of which are again crowned with lofty wood.

I also met with two Toorilars, who are of the Nair caste, & very civil & polite. They have, they said, in consequence of instructions sent to them beforehand, prepared registers of villages...Some villages have one name in the circle list, [and are called by another by the natives, which often occasions great confusion].

In May 1817 Ward was deputed to survey the boundaries of Travancore with Timnevally and Dindigul under the direction of commissioners who had been appointed to settle them. This was the sort of interruption to the steady progress of survey that made Mackenzie so angry, but against which he could make no official protest. “This survey of the limits of Travancore is a subject that I had no notice of & I know not who the commissioners are at this moment.”

Ward suffered the trials common to all boundary commissions;

May 23rd. Received a letter by post this morning from the Surveyor General, directing me...
to proceed and comply with the requisitions of the Commissioners about to be appointed for the purpose of deciding the disputed lands between Travancore, Dindigul, and Tennevelly. ... The commissioners are Captain Blacker for Travancore & a Mr. Drury, assistant to Mr. Petrie. [I. 175 n.5 II, 265], on the part of Government.

Coorallam, 18th June. I arrived at this place on the 13th instant, having left Quilon on the 10th; five days have now elapsed & no commissioner has appeared. ... Mr. D. has arrived at Dindigul. ... Capt. Blacker is posting, and will be here in a day or two. ... We then proceed to Coorallam in the Dindigul valley to decide the disputes in the Cardamum Mountains & return to Shencota in this neighbourhood. ... I have several documents...connected with the disputes. How this point will ultimately be decided I do not know, but the fatigue & labor attending it will be very great 4.

June 30th. Being given to understand by the Resident that the Commissioners will meet at Cumbum5 in the Dindigul valley. ... began to make preparations for proceeding.

July 5th. Induced to halt for a supply of cash from Palamcottah; the exchange of the Travancore fanams6 at 20% discount was a serious loss to the party. ...

12th. This morning the Commissioners arrived, accompanied by the Collector of Madura. ...

He writes to Mackenzie, 15th July; I am impatient, and very anxious to commence on this duty. ... The weather is just now cool and pleasant, with rain at intervals, notwithstanding we have a few scies already.

The whole of the tract in dispute, which lies between the hills & the Peyravur river, ... is extremely wild, and very intricate, and much infested by tygers & elephants, and...at times the whole day the fogs are so thick that they [the men] are obliged to grope their way thro' it at the hazard of their lives, & the rain continually pouring down in torrents will, I fear, impede our progress considerably7.

13th to 17th. The Commissioners, after some days discussions, came to a resolution to forward all the documents produced by both parties to Government for their decision, and they expressed their wish to me that the tract in dispute...be surveyed; I therefore held myself in readiness to execute this duty8.

He commenced survey of the disputed cardamom lands about 26th July, and have been labouring ever since, making every exertion to get over it, but to little effect, having to contend with not only the difficult nature of the country which is a composition of hills and narrow valleys & almost uninhabited, but the weather mostly [has] been a barrier to my proceedings.

It continually rains & causes such a damp in everything, that tho' it would be a satisfaction to enter upon the prosecution of the work, yet...it is impossible. I then take up a book, lie in bed to pass the time. That too I find uncomfortable. We have fires made, and so long as they last it is all well, but when they go out we feel worse than ever.

I went up to one of the highest hills looking towards Dindigul valley one fine day, to take a station, & as soon as I reached the summit such a fog with rain commenced, the like I never witnessed before. On this lofty eminence did we remain for six long days & nights in a small hut made of leaves, in hopes of a fair day. ...

I am just now almost in the same predicament, tho' in more comfortable quarters, sheltered in a deep hollow where the wind is not so piercing, waiting for the fog to disperse. ... These continual disappointments, My Dear Sir, is very vexing. ... separated from my baggage &c., and obliged to go over every inch of ground on foot and, to crown the whole, ... I sent away about a month ago...articles of some value, my best clothes, &c. The party was attacked by a male elephant who spared nothing, destroying the whole, amounting to a considerable sum. I am to be indemnified? ...

I have hopes by the end of November to bring it to a final close, when I proceed to Quilon.

He had more trouble from elephants; Aug. 16th. This evening as a party of coolies about 50 in number were coming up from Cumbum...they were attacked about a mile from this by a male elephant, which rushed upon them and struck a lad of about 18 with his proboscis, and instantly killed him on the spot; the remaining party endeavouring to get away, some fell and bruised themselves very much.

He escaped from the boundary survey in December: "I was enabled to quit that vile tract...about the 5th instant, notwithstanding the weather, which became favourable only late in November, ... I arrived here on the 16th instant." He was glad to get back to his surveyors, about whom he had been anxious;
12th July. Keys is again indisposed, and it is not unlikely he will keep away from the survey till I return. There are now two assistants on duty with Turnbull, & they...do little, on the plea that it continually rains.

28th October. I am concerned...that Turnbull & the other assistants do not at all give satisfaction. They have ever since the month of May been on the survey of the Kotakerry district, and which...still unfinished...from a want of zeal on their part. Was I on the spot, I am confident that survey would have terminated...early in August.

He now inspected their work "which, tho' it embraced but a small portion of country, appeared to be well executed". At Quilon he was glad to welcome Conner, who had brought his small party down from Coorg to assist [97].

Mr. Conner arrived here a few days after me, having left Mysore a month ago. I was surprised to see him here so soon. ... We have...arranged it, previous to commencing survey again, to see the Resident. ... He is now on his tour in Cochin, & is expected to be back soon.

Jan. 5th 1818. Left Quilon at 4 p.m.; proceeded in company with Lieut. Conner, and arrived at Alappu at 9 a.m. on the 6th inst. ... Waited on Colonel Munro and, after a conference, returned to Cochin. ... 8th. This morning again waited on the Resident, and after a long conference, principally on subjects connected with the survey and assistance required [498], we took our leave and returned to Cochin.

Riddell reports that after seeing the Resident Ward seemed sanguine as to expectations of future assistance. One advantage has, he says, already arisen from the interview "in having an additional number of pence allotted to them, whose services will be essentially necessary in procuring aid to the assistants"

Lieutenant Ward has, during this quarter, completed the survey of the disputed tract between Travancore and Dinigul: and the assistants, having finished the Quilon District, have resumed the examination of the woody tracts of Kotakerry District, discontinued from the difficulty of procuring assistance, and are making considerable progress in the districts of Hunaboor and Umbalapally.

In short, the progress of the Travancore survey is as rapid as can be expected. All the country south of a line drawn east and west 12 miles north of Quilon has been finished. This comprises about a fourth of the kingdom, and, calculating on the progressive acceleration which will arise from the increased number of surveyors, we may look forward at no very remote period to the completion of that distant and unhealthy region.

In addition to the straightforward one-inch survey of the country, large scale surveys were made of the town and environs of Quilon, and of various cardamom gardens. Field work was closed for the monsoon, and resumed on 1st September.

June 1st 1818. This being the commencement of the heavy rains on this coast, I directed the whole party into Quilon, to bring up the indoors work of the survey since its commencement in August 1818, having no leisure since that period to bring up as usual, much of which much was to be done. A convenient bungalow as an office was built at my own expense, and the assistants...were directed to attend, stated hours being fixed for doing the indoor work.

Lieu. Conner and his party came in about the 18th inst. ...

July 20th. This evening died the assistant Perera, who came into Quilon with a fever contracted in the hilly tracts to the eastward. ... He has left a young widow whom he married in December last year. ... 21st. Early this morning attended the interment of the remains of the assistant Perera at the burial ground at Xeendacurra; left Quilon at 7 a.m.

26th. Lieut. Conner who accompanied me from Quilon went on this day to Shencottah for the purpose of commencing the survey of that district. ...

31st. Arrived at the cantonment of Quilon.

The whole of the month of August within doors, examining and revising papers connected with the survey to the southward, and on the calculations of the triangles. During the greater part of the month weather stormy and rainy, and the assistants often in consequence prevented from attending office; also the papers being so very damp that they could not be meddled with without sustaining some injury.

As work went on, most of the scattered areas surveyed before 1811 were connected up and by the end of February 1821, the survey was closed down. Conner was transferred to Hyderabad, and took with him all the plans and documents which he finished off at Madras, and handed in during February 1821.
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A General Map of both principalities [Travancore and Cochin]...six sheets. The northern section, including much of Cochin and four districts of the collectorate of South Malabar, has alone...been left incomplete; the insertion of the names, together with some trifling details, is all that remains necessary to perfect it.

The memoirs, registers, and routes, of each particular district will be found to accord in every particular with the instructions. ... Geographical and statistical information...will be found in the document entitled Memoir of the Travancore Survey, in which also are given some general and hasty notices as to the production, resources, population, etc., of the country. ...

Having long anticipated with anxiety the completion, ...it is difficult to repress...the solicitude we shall feel to learn the sentiments of the Surveyor General as to the manner in which the duties...have been accomplished. ... I have spoken in the plural, but in doing so will not derogate in the slightest measure from the high consideration due to Lieut. Ward. The principality of Cochin; the districts of South Malabar; part of Travancore; and the memoir of those tracts were undertaken and completed by Lieutenant Ward and myself as a joint labour.

In apologising for the time taken over this survey, Ward suggests that in taking into consideration the variety of impediments presented by the mountainous and woody tracts of the east, and the dense palm groves and detailed character of the country to the west, together with the heavy rains and the climate, ... it will not appear so disproportionate.

Montgomerie rated the quality of the work very high;

The survey depends on Col. Lambton's triangulation, from which a minor triangulation was conducted by the Superintendent, and the points determined thereby furnished to the Assistant Surveyors. The detail was mostly taken up by means of the plain table; circumferors, perambulators, & field books were also used.

This was an excellent geographical, topographical, and statistical survey, and the admirable manner in which it has been executed, and that too under no ordinary difficulties from the wild nature of the country, reflects great credit.

The original planetable sections of Conner's survey of Cochin are still preserved, though in fragile condition. The twelve sections are beautifully drawn, in great detail, with green forest symbols, stump-shaded hills, and clearly marked trigonometrical stations.

DINDIGUL, 1821

The resurvey of Dindigul had been taken up in 1815 by six assistant revenue surveyors under Turnbull, but progress was slow and much interrupted by sickness. Under his new organization Mackenzie decided to put this party under Benjamin Ward for the survey of Travancore. By the beginning of the rains of 1818, the greater part of the rich cultivated valley of Dindigul had been surveyed but "the great mass of mountains that divided the country from Travancore" remained, and Mackenzie preferred to leave this till Travancore had been completed. With the exception of Chamarett the whole party moved to Travancore between July and December, and Mackenzie reports on 26th September that Mr. Turnbull had transmitted the map of the survey of Dindigul, which...conveys a very satisfactory specimen of these surveys, and an interesting addition to our knowledge of that part of the peninsula [II, pl. 13]. The tallock of Outampallam and two small poyams are left unsurveyed which, with part of the mountainous tract may be taken up on the close of the Travancore survey. ... The danger of sacrificing the lives of the party by persevering further in a debilitated state of health in an unhealthy country will be admitted as a sufficient reason for calling them off to another duty.

The memoirs, plans and sections of the separate districts had been interrupted by the repeated sickness of many of the assistants. Mr. Turnbull, by persevering in bringing up this work, with a zeal highly commendable, has...transmitted 6 memoirs descriptive of the...districts and zamindaries of Dindigul, with statistical tables of their population, cattle, etc., together with translations by himself, and by others of the assistants, of the historical accounts of the poligars of that district.
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On the completion of the Travancore survey Ward moved his party to Dindigul early in February 1821 and, in spite of interruptions by cholera, completed one thousand square miles of survey in six months.

The survey commenced in the vicinity of Periasam, and was prosecuted in three different directions down the valley, embracing the valley of Vusaram bordering on the Tinivelly province, and brought to a termination in the latter end of April.

The exploring of the Varrhagerry mountains was the next grand object in view, the survey of which commenced in the latter end of May by penetrating into them by three different passes, and with great exertion the whole of this mass of mountains was surveyed by the beginning of August, when the parties retired to Pulnay in the plains to the north...for...finishing and connecting the surveys, and also to draw up such documents as will be necessary. This duty will occupy me within doors to the latter end of September, when I hope to transmit the whole of the materials, together with some original surveys...executed by the assistant surveyors in 1815-6, received from the assistant surveyor Turnbull.

I have been induced to embrace a large tract of interesting mountainous country dependent on Coimbatore, hitherto never explored. I had it in contemplation to have extended the survey over the mass of the mountains of Dhuluk; as it would complete the survey of the mountains from Cape Comorin to the Poomary River, but the excessive bad weather prevailing on those mountains induced me to recede to the plains.

Montgomery had nothing but praise for the final maps; "The excellence of the materials renders it one of the most perfect of any of the maps of the southern provinces which have been issued from this office." Ward had been seriously unwell all the time on this survey of the mountains, but after a month's leave moved his party to south Coimbatore in November, with the prospect of work in the Nilgiri mountains.

Nilgiri Hills, 1821-3

The first surveyors to explore the Nilgiri Hills were Keyes and MacMahon, who visited them from Coimbatore in 1812. They were followed in 1818 by two of the Collector's assistants who reported a fertile and healthy country at a height of eight to ten thousand feet above the sea, and on the strength of this report the Collector, John Sullivan, asked for a rough survey, as "the inhabitants are extremely anxious to have their lands measured, under an idea that they are paying more than they ought to do." He obtained Rs. 300 to make the path to the hills more accessible, observing that if this were not done, the revenue...would in a short time waste to nothing. The formation of the road was entrusted to Mr. Macpherson, in command of a party of pioneers, and to the same officer the survey of the lands. The road was reported as completed on 23rd May 1823. This was the old Srimugai Pass, which preceded the Kotagiri Pass....

Captain Ward, originally one of Colonel Mackenzie's assistants, surveyed the hills, and completed the valuable memoir which was not submitted to Government till July 1823.

Macpherson testifies, 12th June 1820, to the salubrity of the climate;

My residence in these mountains has been since the 14th of March (now about three months), and probably in the hottest season of the year. So long back as 1815, I suffered an attack of the Gajum epidemic, which appears to be an intermittent fever in its most malignant form, since which period...I have been subjected to occasional attacks of fever. At Madras, in December last, I had two attacks of ague; in the February following at Coimbatore I was nearly brought to the brink of the grave by the same disorder.

SOUTH PENINSULA & NIZAM'S DOMINIONS

In March I ascended the Neelgherry, weak and debilitated; in a few days my appetite was restored, and I soon recovered health and strength, since which period I have not had a single day's sickness.

Sullivan, pushed the development of this new health resort, and wrote to Mountford in November 1819:

Instructions have been issued to you to prepare a map of Coimbatore for the use of the revenue department in that province; ... the survey of the southern division, made under the orders of the Surveyor General in 1812, was extremely imperfect, and...no reliance can be placed in the map which is framed from it [II, 149].

The resurvey of it appears desirable, and I am anxious...to ascertain from you whether that branch of the survey department which is now employed in Travancore could, with convenience to the public service, be employed for a few months in Coimbatore before it finally leaves the southern and western provinces.

Mountford replied that the Collector's old map was not executed under the orders of the Surveyor General, but so far back as 1801-2 and 3. From the records of the office it appears to have been executed by young lads sent from the surveying school, and upon a much smaller scale than it has been thought necessary to adopt in surveys of a more recent date [II, 147-8].

I perfectly concur with you that resurvey...appears desirable;...its being so much inferior to other district surveys, particularly to the northern part of the Coimbatore, executed since the establishment of the survey department. The only objection...appears to be the delay which it will occasion in the completion of the survey of the Northern Circars [102 sq].

Pending completion of the Travancore survey, Macpherson was called on to make a survey, but though he indented for instruments and received professional instructions he produced nothing of value. On completion of Ward's survey of Dindigul, Mountford recommended his move to Coimbatore and the Nilgiris.

The survey of the southern part of Coimbatore was executed by a few inexperienced young lads sent from the surveying school in 1801. The result of their work is in a general map in this office, and it exhibits little more than a mere sketch. On trying the work with Colonel Lambton's trigonometrically determined stations (whose operations had not been commenced at the date of the survey), its defects became sufficiently apparent.

With respect to the survey of the Nilgerry mountains, it is evident from the field books...[II, 149], that the assistants (who had suffered much from fever) were induced to hurry over the work; the climate at that time being considered extremely inimical to the European constitution. I am of opinion that...the work should be revised at the same time with the southern part of the district, especially as it ought not to occupy the party more than two months.

Ward started the survey of south Coimbatore in November 1821, and moved up to the mountains in March, completing field work by July 1822. He carried out the triangulation himself, whilst Keyes and Mahon filled in the detail by planetab, thus having the satisfaction of rectifying their hasty work of 1812. An important part of the operations was the determination of the height of the plateau and the peaks, and, writes Mountford,

An area of 660 square miles has been surveyed in the south-western quarter of this district. Lieutenant Ward intended, after bringing up...indoor work, to explore the lofty mountains on the southern frontier, and about the beginning of March to ascend the Nilgherrie mountains.

As the state of the atmosphere may...prevent Lt. Ward...determining trigonometrically the elevation of the principal peaks of that interesting tract, it appears advisable that he should have the means of doing so by approximation. I have an Englefield's mountain barometer (my own) disposable for that purpose, and have applied to Government for permission to purchase another from the shops, by means of which the corresponding elevations of the mercury in the plains below may be registered.

In taking this precaution, however, I shall not lose sight of the greater dependence to be placed in the results to be obtained from the former method, if it can be obtained without undue interruption to the survey.

He was authorised to purchase as many mountain barometers as he could find.
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In July Ward reported that he had completed the survey and withdrawn to Combatore for mapping:

I have...taken...elevations and depressions for determining the heights of some of the eminences on that extensive mountain, but it will require some time before I can report on them.

On descending the mountains I revisited several of my stations for the purpose of revising the angles taken in the months of March and April, the weather at that period being very unfavourable...on account of the very hazy state of the atmosphere prevailing all over...the low country.

During the working season of 1822–3, he completed the remaining part of Combatore to the east, and then took up survey of the Kundan hills, on the Malabar border, 15 miles south-west of Ottacumund.

In the map of the Malabar province by the Bombay surveyors, surveyed from 1792 to 1799 [I, 131–2], the situation of these mountains forms a perfect blank and, as they resemble the Neelgherry in their prominent features, ... forming a part of that mass of mountains...and, as their western frontier forms a part of the great line of gouts, permission was obtained for their survey. Ward carried this out himself, leaving Keyes and MacMahon to finish off south Combatore. In November 1823 he took three months leave owing to 'the precarious state of his health', and the assistants also were given leave to the Presidency.

A reduced copy of Ward's map faces page 5 of Price's History of Ottacumund, and his Geographical and Statistical Memoir forms an appendix to Grigg's Manual of the Nilgiri District.

MALABAR, 1823–30

The survey of Malabar between 1793 and 1800 by Emmett, Johnson, and Moncrieff had been carried out by radiating and intersecting route surveys, held together by a few astronomical observations for latitude. These routes had been arranged mainly for fixing the more important boundaries and communications, and in no way provided a complete or reliable map of the country [I, 131–2].

The French territory at Mahé had been occupied by the British during the war with France, and was, like Pondicherry, handed back during 1817 [97–8]. Maps were prepared from a survey made by Monier Williams in 1802 [II, 456] and older French maps, about which Mackenzie writes in 1816:

There is scarcely any difference between the English and French maps as to extent of ground. Our people then seem to have puzzled themselves & others...without any ground. In a matter, however, that may involve the national interests of two European powers at some future period, I should apprehend an accurate survey of the whole tract, including Koringotto, should not take but a few days. It is scarcely 4 or 5 square miles.

Whilst the survey of Combatore was still in progress, there was some discussion as to whether Ward's next task should be Ganjam, the most northerly of the Circars, or Malabar;

The general geography of the peninsula would undoubtedly be best promoted by employing Captain Ward and his assistants, as originally intended, in the Ganjam District. Combatore in all its details will not be fully completed before December, so that it would be April... before they could possibly reach the field of their future labours. ...

Experience has...shown that a change from the southern part of the Malabar to the other extremity of the Coromandel Coast is generally attended with more or less sickness. This, however, is an inconvenience which may be felt at all times, and ...only advert to it here in reference to the smallness of the party, and to Captain Ward's precarious state of health.

By undertaking the survey of Malabar now, the party will have the whole of the next fair season from November (when the climate becomes least inimical) before them, and a very considerable portion of that district must be accomplished by the time that they could reach Ganjam. ... in a military as well as a geographical point of view our knowledge would
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be much improved by the proposed measure, the present map being both extremely defective and inaccurate.

Ward therefore took up the survey of Malabar with his two assistants, in June 1824, but in August was granted twelve months leave to the Cape on medical certificate. George Arthur was transferred from the Hyderabad survey to take charge during his absence, but his health was poor, and most of the work, even triangulation, fell on Keyes and MacMahon. Arthur was granted sick leave to Europe in April 1825, and it was not till December that another officer, Horatio Noble, was found to take his place. Keyes died and was replaced by Malcolm. On Ward's return Montgomery writes to him:

It will be an object of your first care to examine and revise the triangulation on which assistant surveyors MacMahon and Malcolm have lately been employed, and you will take an early opportunity of minutely examining whatever has been executed by the last-named assistant, as there is but too much reason to doubt his accuracy.

The Collector of Malabar lately complained of inaccuracy as to the names of villages in a map furnished to him from this office, which was compiled from materials connected with the survey of the Cochin State [110]. It will be necessary that you immediately call for certain lists of the whole of the villages of Malabar.

The survey...has hitherto met with so much interruption as to render its successful progress now an object of great solicitude.

To the Surveyor General he reported that Captain Ward, having found accommodation for his family at Tollycherry, resumed charge of the survey...which I hope will now be prosecuted with more vigour than has hitherto been the case, for the little progress made by the assistants during the last quarter is in my opinion not strong a proof of want of activity and zeal, for although...the assistant Malcolm had at intervals been unwell, such was not the case with the senior assistant, and I do not think that...is sufficiently accounted for in the...want of assistance on the part of the inhabitants.

In his report of May 3rd, Ward was happy to state that...the progress made during the past quarter over a very wild tract of country, though not extensive, is very satisfactory. Lieut. Noble, who commenced operations about the middle of March...has been indisposed the greater portion of last month. He has, however, gone over a surface of 18 square miles for the short time he has been in the field.

Work now proceeded steadily. Wynard was surveyed during 1826-7, and connection made with the Nilgiri triangulation. Noble resigned in November 1827, and was replaced by James Du Vernet, who did much useful work during the next twenty years. Field survey and mapping were all completed early in 1830, when the party, strengthened by two apprentices, moved to Madura [4; pl. 12].

**Nizam's Dominions; Garling, 1816-20**

The extensive dominions of the Nizam of Hyderabad had hitherto been mapped from route surveys that provided a mere skeleton of geographical information. For many years the sketches of Bussy's marches between 1751 and 1758 held the field alone [1, 115]. Then the enthusiasm of Mackenzie and Orr between 1792 and 1798 produced Mackenzie's maps of the Deccan [I, 116-7]; De Havilland and Blair had followed from 1806 to 1810 [II, 133-4], and further information came from officers of the Quartermaster General's staff.

The geography of the Deccan had long been Mackenzie's particular interest, and it was natural that it should claim his first thoughts on his return in 1815. He chose Garling, who had held successful charge in Goa, and sent him up to Hyderabad early in 1816 with three assistants to start a regular survey of the southern districts, through which Lampton had recently taken his main triangles [II, 249]. The survey was to follow the general plan developed in Mysore and
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the Ceded Districts. Garling received his instructions on the 20th May 1816, and reached Hyderabad on 2nd July; 

After communication with the British Resident he was...to proceed to survey the Doab, or country between the Toombobda³ and Kistna, which is recommended by the Resident as more convenient. ... The districts, Pagoor, Raheor, &c. ... adjacent to our Ceded Districts on the Toombobda, ... coming appropriately in contact with our former surveys, and well adapted for...gradual extension [pl. 1, 24]. ...

The field work of the district of Alpoor⁴ was completed in the beginning of August, and on 1st September [Garling] had commenced with the Godavari⁵ purgannah, in which some progress had been made, tho' the increasing cloupy weather and other circumstances had occasioned delay. ... He expected to leave it for Raheor by the 15th of September. ... He has...experienced little difficulty, and much of an accommodating disposition in the authorities. I am hence encouraged to hope that these surveys may be with equal success attempted in the northern part of the Nizam's dominions, as soon as the completion of those in hand in the Company's districts leave a sufficient party at disposal [4-5].

Work was carried on through the war of 1816-8 with a few interruptions, Mackenzie reporting on 31st July 1817:

The movements of troops and the incursions of the freebooters (March 1816) thro' the whole extent of the Nizam's country have interrupted surveys [96, 229].

Lieut. Garling, in charge of the party of 3 assistants in the Doab, reports...that he had commenced on the district of Raheor by 5th November. The state of alarm of the country at that time...had induced him to call in the assistants, and...it was his intention...to remain for a time in the vicinity of the British posts on the Tomboobra; these alarms having subsided by the middle of January, he wrote on 3rd February that he had then resumed the survey of the district. The survey of the Doab...adjacent to our own territory appears to proceed with all possible success, yet I consider the success of...more small parties of this kind very doubtful within the interior of the Nizam's Country, until it is more tranquillised [498-10].

Raichur Circar was completed by the end of 1817 and with the maps Garling submitted a complete memoir, signed at Bellary on 1st August⁶.

The field work of this survey was finished in December, and Captain Garling with the establishment retired, in consequence of the unsettled state of the country, to Bellary to bring up the details. In that portion of the Doab which belongs to the Nizam there are only two Sirears, Raheor and part of Moodgur; that of the Sugur, contrary to what was supposed, lying entirely north of the river.

Captain Garling, in addition, had been engaged on the requisition of Mr. Russell, Resident at Hyderabad, in preparing an "outline sketch of the Nizam's Territories between the Kistna and Toombobakra, exhibiting their general divisions into purgannahs, with a memoir illustrative of the same, and distinguishing the circars lands from those granted in jaghir"⁷.

Sagar Circar was completed between December 1818 and July 1819 but Mackenzie was indignant that Garling had taken the opportunity to extend survey into Bijapur beyond the western frontier, even though this extension was to prove most helpful to the Bombay surveyors later on. Mountford had reported that, independently of the trigonometrical and detailed survey within the limits of the Sugur Circar, ... a series of permanently defined and accurate bases have been determined in the Bejaapoor District, by which means the city of that name has been intersected, and thus its true geographical position determined together with the figure and extent of the ruins of that once famous capital [II, 452].

These stations, together with those determined in Savanoor⁸ by Captain Garling, will very much facilitate the survey about to be undertaken of the Poonah territories [125].

Mackenzie's reply was decidedly peevish:

What business Capt. Garling has with the surveys in that quarter I cannot comprehend. I have early pointed out the survey of the Soulah of Hyderabad for that officer and, if the circumstances do not admit of his going on with that, it might be most proper to point out any other, if Government mean to continue their surveys. ... I recommend to you, Mountford, to be cautious regarding the same. ... Captain Garling's survey should be conducted under the
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regular system laid down, or not at all. ... He has no business with any part west of the Nizam's frontier that I know of, and if he has gone without orders, I shall not be the man to justify it. Beware of anticipating orders on any pretext, however plausible, and refer to me when occasion requires it [312 n.4]. ... The survey can never go on if every surveyor is at liberty to go about as he pleases. The antiquity or former importance of Beemapore is no reason. ... If that country is now wanted, there are abundance of officers willing to undertake it.

Field work was interrupted by the general sickness...which had induced the superintendent to withdraw to Bellary for the benefit of medical advice. ... The assistant surveyors have been sent out to complete the field work but, ... owing to the very weak and debilitated state of Captain Garling's health, the surgeon had recommended his remaining at Bellary for a short period. ... On the completion of field work, it is the intention...to assemble the establishment at Hyderabad for the purpose of bringing up the details during the monsoon, and to concert with the Resident arrangements for the further extension of the survey north of the Kistna.

Mackenzie did not like so much of Garling's concert with the Resident, and wrote to Mountford:

I have already cautioned you not to be too ready to take things on anticipation in that quarter. The proposition that he is to consult and receive orders from the Resident of Hyderabad as to surveying north of that city is also objectionable, and until he fulfils what I proposed of the districts south of it, I cannot agree. If he cannot survey the districts proposed in the Nizam's country, it would be best to employ the assistant surveyors in the Company's northern districts of Chincowry, Ganjam, etc.; besides, I have my own plans in view for the rest of the Nizam's country, as soon as parties can be spared.

I beg, my dear Mountford, you will be careful not to go into plans thus obtruded against the proper authority of the department.

Mackenzie was particularly jealous on this matter because of a request from Russell for several surveyors to push on the exploration of the northern territories [83-4]. During 1817-18 Riddell had compiled a special map at Russell's request, much to Mackenzie's wrath, and the Madras Government had specially asked that both Lambton and Garling should supply Russell with as much geographical material as they could; but, writes Lambton,

My proposal for filling up the intervals of my survey by employing young officers who are competent to act under your direction has been objected to, on the principle of its being contrary to the orders of the Court of Directors. ... Surely that Honorable body, so truly liberal in promoting everything...useful, never intended to prevent a Resident's obtaining geographical information respecting the territories in which he resides in the most expeditious way that he can: especially when such materials might be turned to account in the Surveyor General's Office. I ...hope that you will succeed with the Governor General in having so many useful hands attached to you as will give you a tolerable sketch of the Nizam's country in about four years [270].

Riddell also wrote to Mackenzie;

Hodge wrote to me about the scheme of surveying the Deccan under the local authorities. He had an offer from Russell of being employed and, now that the field survey branch of the Quarter Master General's Department has ceased [II, 323-2] is placed at the disposal of the Resident.

Such proposals were, of course, infringements on the duties of the Surveyor General which Mackenzie could not tolerate;

I can say nothing more regarding the Deccan map till I get copies of the correspondence; I am sorry it went beyond its mark, as I conceive a bare copy of what was in the office was sufficient. This was the only point in which poor Riddell departed from my instructions, and he wrote me it was in consequence of a private letter from Mr. Russell... It was a great error to think of compiling a map in the office in Madras which was not known in the primary office, and entirely contrary to the intention...

The difficulties...at Madras, and also with the only surveyor in the Deccan under my orders originally, have of late increased, particularly that of Hyderabad, where the surveyor seems to be acting independently...and, I am concerned to add, by the authority of the Resident, who seems to have taken on himself the direction of this survey, a measure I should have officially remonstrated against...did my health permit me to go into so unpleasant a detail.

Be so good as to communicate this where it may be necessary; ... I long ago stated my opinion of the consequence of the unusual application of Mr. Russell to have the surveyors put ... under his orders. ... The surveyor, who has been opposing my orders and instructions for a long time [has been] proposed by Mr. Russell to be sent to another quarter. The moment I am well enough I will officially remonstrate...and...propose the most obvious remedy for a surveyor disobeying the orders of his principal* [304].

Mackenzie's patience was completed exhausted when he heard that Garling had undertaken a survey of the western boundary on Russell's request. This stretched over 700 miles from Azalpur on the Bhima River, northwards to Ahmadnagar, and occupied from October 1819 to June 1820. Garling himself ran a net of triangles along the whole line, whilst one of his assistants surveyed the boundary and the villages on either side of it. Some of the detail survey was effected by "a private draftsman", A. D'Houbee, engaged by the Resident.4

Mackenzie writes indignantly to Metcalfe, who was shortly to succeed as Resident, complaining of the removal of Capt. Garling from the quarter recommended by me...to a survey of limit, which might have been defined in a very short time by any competent officer of the troops employed in that quarter. I know that country, & I know positively that there was no necessity for removing Capt. Garling to that duty. ...

Capt. Garling has followed this by plans entirely opposite to mine...a deliberate attempt to perplex & retard what I had submitted in 1816. ... I wish to know whether Mr. Russell was authorised to break up the...survey, & to apply its establishment to a plan of his own.

There is no reason to think that Garling had the slightest intention of flouting the Surveyor General's wishes, and it was natural that he should look to the Resident for guidance in the details of his programme. Mackenzie's ill-health was largely responsible for this bitterness. He admits that he had several letters from Garling lying unread; he refused Garling's request for leave to come and see him in Calcutta on the grounds there was no officer available to act for him.5

The party was pursued by bad luck; Terry died in 1819, and Garling himself died in June 1820. Mackenzie was aging—his health broken—and he also died, the following year.

HYDERĀBĀD SURVEY, 1820-3

After Garling's death mapping was carried on under Thomas Hill, the senior assistant, till in October 1820 Mountford called him down to Madras. After handling in the Travancore maps, Conner took over charge, and on the march up to Hyderābād the whole party "suffered considerably from fever and from the epidemic. Within a month of reaching Hyderābād Conner died, 29th April 1821.

Robert Young [II, 320] was appointed to succeed but did not take over charge until December, and in the meantime Hill carried on the mapping with four assistants6, and took up field survey in the districts west of Hyderābād:

There were three maps compiled by us; one containing the Nizam's western boundary, surveyed in 1819 and 1820, which is completed and is now in possession with the Resident, Mr. Metcalfe [II, 471 *]; for transmission to the Governor General; the other two, the whole of the surveys in the Nizam's territory on a scale of 8 miles to an inch, one of which was thoroughly completed and taken to England by the late Resident, Mr. Russell, when he left this for Europe [291 *]; the other, with copies of all the road surveys in 1820, are in possession with a Lieutenant Burr [281 *] of the Russell Brigade for completion.7

Mountford reports in November that, although the officer appointed to the charge of this survey has not yet joined the party, considerable progress has nevertheless been made. The long experience of the head assistant, Mr. Hill, ... has enabled him to carry on the work in all its details without interruption. The reduction...to the scale of 4 miles to an inch, and the original sections of the survey, have

---

1 to an officer in Public Dept. Madras; Ddn. 154 (93), 10-8-19. 2 Memoir, Ddn. 183, M 173; Map, MRO. 68 (3). 3 15 planable sections, MRO. Misc. 5-O-19, with 5 fair sheets, and reductions; ib. 5-O-19 & 20. 4 Ddn. 156 (278-80), 25-1-20. 5 Ddn. 149 (35), 20-8-19. 6 Chamarret, Bird, Long, Pinder. 7 relieved Russell, Dec. 1820. 8 Ddn. 147 (241).
been brought nearly to a close. Captain Young had proposed leaving Nagpoot (provided he could get relieved from the charge of the pay office), on the 20th instant.

Young actually left Nagpoot for Hyderabad on 4th December, and in January took the party east of Kurnool to an area covered by Lambton's triangulation of 1811-12 [II, 245-6], a choice which appeared to Mountford "to be very judicious and proper". Lambton wrote from Ellichpur to my sub-assistant Joseph Olliver who is now at the French Gardens [II, 304 n.11] to supply "...a sketch of the triangles. I am not sure whether the elevations of the stations above the sea have yet been computed, but, if not, you shall be supplied with them as soon as they are."

By February 1822 an area of 2,205 square miles, surveyed since Conner's death, had been mapped, and Mountford reported that Captain Young and his party commenced their operations on the 13th February, and by the end of the quarter an area of nearly 1200 square miles had been surveyed, notwithstanding the prolonged indisposition of Assistant Surveyor Hill. The greatest part of the work has been protracted on a scale of 2 miles to an inch, and some progress has been made by Mr. Hill in reducing it to the scale of Arrowsmith's map [188].

It is Captain Young's intention to push the field work towards a junction with the tract surveyed last year, but I apprehend he will not be able to prolong his stay in the field beyond the middle of June, which is the usual period for the setting in of the rains.

The party continued to make good progress up till 6th April 1823, and covered part of Daveronda Ciroor, though Young "was driven to quarters by an attack of the liver". The same month the assistants were brought into Hyderabad, Young reporting that the course of the Kistna has been explored from latitude 16°, longitude 78° 20' 19'' 4, as far as a chain of mountains almost impenetrable except to the Chenchowars, a tribe of Hindoos inhabiting these wild and gloomy tracts. The full area reported surveyed during the quarter was nearly 29,000 square miles.

He was granted five months sick leave, but died at Masulipatam on 2nd July. George Arthur had been appointed assistant in anticipation of this leave, but Hill took charge once more until the arrival of John Crisp [II, 321].

HYDERABAD SURVEY, CRISP, 1823-7

Crisp took over charge in September 1823, finding that Arthur, Hill, Ficker, Chamarett, and Britain, had spent the rains on arrears of mapping and a survey of cantonments.

Under Crisp's charge they now completed the area to the south-east, as far as the Kistna and including the country round Khammamett, and in 1824 moved west towards Gulbarga. Arthur was transferred to the Malabar survey in September 1824, and in February 1825 Crisp reported that "although two of his ablest assistants have been laid up by attacks of fever" the party had surveyed about 3,500 square miles during the past quarter.

About this time Montgomerie pointed out that though a large area of the Nizam's southern districts had been surveyed, mapped, and described in detailed memoirs, yet the material was not arranged in orderly manner by circles, the regular administrative divisions. Blacker, Surveyor General, decided that, in view of the many changes, it would be well to suspend field operations for a year, in order that Crisp might bring the records up to Calcutta, and re-arrange them in orderly fashion [127]. The party was therefore withdrawn to the Presidency, and Crisp moved to Calcutta in November 1825, being joined there by Thomas Hill with the records. Twelve months later he had reduced the surveyed area to a map on the scale of 16 miles to an inch, and had systematized and compressed the...records, which embrace indiscriminately a large tract...surveyed at different periods, into distinct form and arrangement of circles.
Of the fifteen circars, or provinces, which have come under the operation of the survey five only are completed, viz., Raichoor, Moodgul, Suggur, Pangull, and Ghirnpoor. The three former, executed and modelled by Captain Garling according to the provincial arrangement, are already in deposit at the office. The two latter are herewith submitted in the accompanying volume. . . From the same original sources I have separated and compiled all that relates to the remaining ten, and propose immediately on joining my station to complete and forward them in succession.

As myself and my assistant Mr. Hill are now prepared to rejoin the Hyderabad survey party in the field with all possible expedition, I propose sending Mr. Hill by the first opportunity in December to Masulipatam, but I . . . crave to postpone my own departure until January.

The party re-assembled at Hyderabad during January 1827 for field work in the circars of Golconda and Dacheronda[8] [pl. x8]. In April Crisp resigned in order to take up another appointment, and was succeeded by James Webb.

HYDERABAD SURVEY, WEBB & MORLAND, 1827-30

Webb took over in May 1827, finding Hill, Chamaret, Long, and Britain, and receiving the following instructions:

Sixteen circars in whole, or in part, have come within the operations of the survey north of the Bheema and Kistna rivers; two only are complete in their memoirs, Gummnapoor and Pangul. The memoirs of the other circars will . . . be completed . . . when they shall be finally surveyed. It would appear from Captain Crisp's letter . . . to have been his intention to complete the survey of the Golconda and Dacheronda circars, but, as . . . portions of the circars of Bonaghir and Nalgoondah may fall within the operations of next season's survey, you should make your arrangements accordingly, and . . . for extending the survey the following season to the eastern limits of the Nizam's dominions[9] [pl. 18].

In March 1828, Henry Morland, who was to be connected with the Hyderabad survey for the next twenty years, joined the party as assistant, reaching Khammamet via Masulipatam [5, pl. 13 n.]. Progress during the past season had been poor and Montgomery sent Webb a tickler.

The very limited extent of country that has been surveyed by your party since taking the field in October last being so far below the average . . . executed by the same assistant surveyors in 1825, I am compelled to call on you for an explanation.

This was applauded by the Surveyor General, Hodgson; "You did right in giving the Hyderabad assistants a rule; they certainly are not over-industrious, and require keeping to their duty."[10]

Work was closed on the eastern frontier, and connection made with Snell's survey [102]. Early in 1829 Morland, with Hill and Long, surveyed about 1,100 square miles of Palknad, which had now become part of Guntur [97-8]. Webb took sick leave to England in July, leaving Morland in charge, and Montgomery reports:

27th October 1829. The party in the Nizam's Dominions is now rather strong, and in a short time I hope will be very efficient. Lieutenant Morland, lately appointed to the charge, has not had much practice in surveying, but, from the manner in which he acquainted himself during last season, I have reason to hope that he will conduct the survey with success.

Lieutenant Darrell, lately appointed assistant officer . . . is on his way to join the party which is now employed in the Malduck Circar[11] [pl. 13]. The remainder of the party consists of 4 assistant surveyors, 1 sub-assistant, and two apprentices lately joined, whom I consider sufficiently qualified for field work. Mr. Hill, the senior assistant surveyor, has been suffering from dropsy for some time past, and will, I fear, have to be transferred to the pension establishment. The records of the survey of the Bonghier Circar . . . have lately been received[8].

20th October 1830. The Hyderabad party took the field in the beginning of the month; it will be employed in . . . the Wargungul Circar until about the commencement of the hot weather, when it is Lieutenant Morland's intention to endeavour to complete the survey of the Kummunett Circar. As a considerable portion of the tract, . . . is considered unhealthy. . . . I have applied . . . that an assistant apothecary may be attached to the party[8].

---

27th October. The assistant officer, Lieutenant Dardill, was never before engaged in
survey, so that his time was mostly occupied in receiving instructions last season. He will
take a share in conducting the minor triangulation.

Amongst other maps the India Office catalogue shews,
Skelton plan, exhibiting the whole tract surveyed in the Nizam’s dominions, from the
commencement in 1816 to the present time, ... 17th July 1830, scale 16 miles to an inch [ pl. 24 ].
Hyderabad topographical surveys, scale one inch to one mile.
The first portion of the surveys was made in separate circums, and drawn on small sections,
measuring 14 inches by 7 each, including on each section 12’ of latitude and 6’ of longitude
[ II, 128, 215, 229; III, 206 ]. The subsequent survey was carried on continuously, and drawn
on paper of large and varying sizes 5.

Professional Reviews, 1824–30

Frequent reference has been made to comments by Duncan Montgomerie, who
succeeded Mountford as Deputy Surveyor General in July 1824. After the usual
course at the Military Institution [ II, 327 ], he had been employed with Mountford
on maps that were greatly admired for their beauty and clearness [ II, pl. 12; III,
pl. iii ]. He was for a short time surveying on the Nâgpur—Hyderabad borders
[ 83–4 ] and later in the Marâtha Decan [ 123 ], and he obviously had outstanding
talents, for Mackenzie had for some time been anxious to secure him for charge
of a field party. He recommends him to Malcolm for employment on the map of
Malwa [ 84, 267 ], as
an officer who stands on my books...on account of the great satisfaction he gave in reducing
the whole surveys of our Military Institution, in concert with another officer who has been
already provided for [ Mountford ].

The beautiful and satisfactory specimens of Mr. Montgomerie’s drawings, and his character,
induces me to recommend him; ... he is now with his regiment as Ellore, and I write his Colonel,
who is much interested in him, that I have taken the liberty of recommending him to you.
I enclose an extract of letters regarding Lieutenant Montgomerie, whom I never saw; the
specimens of his drawings in maps are indeed beautiful.

He mentions him in several letters to Mountford during 1818–9, for example;
“...Mr. Montgomerie, I conceive, had the first claim to be employed. ... There should
be some remembrance of former service” 4.

Within a few months of his appointment as Deputy Surveyor General, Montgomerie
suggested that the older district surveys should be brought into line with the
later survey series on Lambton’s survey, for their better incorporation into
the new Atlas of India [ 104 ]. Blacker replied;

The districts of Tinnevelly, Madura, Dindigul, Trichinopoly, Tanjore, and Poondocotta,
are represented to be those which have been thus imperfectly surveyed [ II, 139–51, 162 ],
and it will be proper that you should suggest to Government the employment of a certain
number of qualified officers to extend a plain triangulation, when necessary, between Col.
Lambton’s points 5.

Blacker also sent him a sketch by Mountford shewing progress of the surveys;
I am desirous of receiving as early as possible a new sketch with the same view, but modified
... to exhibit those portions of the country which may be considered as “finally surveyed”.
The leading principle of this classification will refer to the Great Trigonometrical Survey,
which will be considered to include all Lieut. Garling’s triangulations.

Colonel Mackenzie’s survey of Mysore, although not grounded on the Great Trigonometrical
Survey, will also be considered final; so will all such...surveys as have been proceeded by, ...
or...subsequently corrected on, indubitable triangulation. ... Much of the returns survey
will have to be struck out, ... but should there be any detailed surveys in which you may repose
confidence...you will...exercise your discretion as to including it under “finally surveyed” 4.

On receipt of Montgomerie’s report, Blacker asked whether
these surveys which you consider “finally surveyed” are complete in all their records, and
that these are preserved with so much care as to be...immediately accessible to reference. ... I

1 **D.Dn. 237 (240).** 120 Cat. (583–3); G.R.O. museum, original 4 inch sqy. Seunderabad cant., 1829.
NIZAM'S DOMINIONS

Reduced from one-inch survey of Medak Circâr, season 1829-30, by Hyderabâd survey party under Henry Morland [119]. Shows Mânjira River, flowing north towards Medak, 56 m. north of Hyderabâd.

The tanks are often dry.

The topographical survey of the Nizâm's Dominions was commenced in the extreme south-west under James Garling in 1816 [115] and continued with occasional breaks till 1855. Henry Morland held charge for more than twelve years between 1829 and 1848.
consider...any plan as unworthy of confidence when the records are either missing, unsatisfactory, or incomplete [I, 225], and...therefore...class under the head of "requiring to be re-surveyed" the tracts comprehended in Captain Bostock's map of the Panand District [I, 110; III, 96], and Captain C. C. Johnson's map of Nellore and Ongole districts [II, 149].

The insular parts...on the borders of the Military Institution's survey require to be surveyed, and the portion of the Madura and Trichinopoly districts...should be surveyed at the earliest opportunity, after which, and the extension of the Malabar survey through Canara, with the small districts of Punganuru and Venkatagirrur Kotah, the topography of the southern parts of the Peninsula would appear to be complete.4

Montgomerie then submitted a full review of all the surveys showing the extent to which original documents and memoirs were complete and Blacker asked that these should be brought up-to-date for all surveys then in progress;

I am fully aware field operations may be partially interrupted by the duty...which I consider paramount to all others. You report the deficiency of memoirs of surveys whose plans are already in your office, and which may therefore require to be surveyed over again. It is consequently evident that the written registers and descriptions, not the plans, are the essential results of the operations of a survey, and that if they are not satisfactorily prepared, the expenses of the survey may be considered in a considerable degree nugatory.5

On these orders both the Hyderabad and Vizagapatam surveys were closed down in 1825 [102, 118-9], whilst Montgomerie made that critical review which has been frequently quoted, and on which the future programme was based.

In January, 1827, after discussing with Hodgson what material was fit for incorporation in the atlas [120, 284], Montgomerie addressed the Madras Government regarding the state of this department, both as relates to the immediate duties in the office, and what has yet to be accomplished in the field. ... The drawing establishment is now strong, and...the parties in the field are weak. ...

The surveys executed under this Presidency since...1810, accompanied by ample memoirs and comprehensive statistical accounts, are not surpassed by those of any other country.6

The surveyors...have no doubt possessed a great advantage from the Great Trigonometrical Survey, either as the foundation of the late surveys, or as the means of verifying those which had preceded it. ... [Of] the diversified features of the country, being in general favourable for an elegant topographical delineation, every advantage has been taken...by the insertion of the minutest details.

But, highly valuable as these surveys undoubtedly are, the operation by which they are obtained is very tardy. ... Five years were taken up in surveying that portion of the Nizam's dominions north of the Kistnah6, ... and although the party in that quarter has for some time been stronger than either of the other surveys, yet, unless it be considerably increased, the prospect of a final completion of that survey must still be distant.

The survey in the Northern Creers, with which there is now only two assistants of the old revenue surveying school, has nearly reached Vizagapatam, so that a considerable portion of that district, and the whole of the Ganjam District, remains to be surveyed, and...the operations of the surveyors are slower than in the Nizam's territories, while in that quarter we have not the advantage of the operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey.

The survey of Malabar has now also only two assistants remaining of the old revenue surveying school. This survey is considerably advanced, but with the present strength...it will require two or three years more before it can be brought to a close. ...

Much yet requires to be done before the territories under this Presidency can be considered as finally surveyed.6

Montgomerie again put up a very full review in 1833, before resigning from the post of Deputy Surveyor General.

1 Punganuru, 57 K/11; Venkatagirrur, 57 O/9. 2 ib. (96), 8-12-24. 3 ib. (87), 4-8-25. 4 fully appreciated by Everest, Dm. 288 (8), 12-1-32; by Waugh, Dm. 065 (37), 5-9-54; cf. Jervis (26). 5 15, 237 sq. miles from 1821 to 1825 Dm. 202 (905). 6 Dm. 222 (2), 12-1-27. 7 BM Addl MS. 14380 (103-7).
CHAPTER IX

BOMBAY SURVEYS


After the abolition of the post of Surveyor General at Bombay from 1st March 1815 (II, 306), Monier Williams was retained in charge of the revenue survey of Broach, which was eventually extended to other districts of Gujarāt (170—1). He also maintained a drawing office employed mainly to revise Reynolds's map, and take copies of any areas required (II, 284—5; III, 280). Fresh material was constantly coming in from surveyors who were not always under his orders, for he had little or no concern with the military surveys and reconnaissances made during the war against pindāris and Marāthas.

Of these military surveys, reference has been made to those of the passes through the Sātpura range and along the eastern limits of Gujarāt, that were made in 1816 by Johnson, Sutherland, and their assistants (83). Pending their completion Williams supplied, from the materials and information in my possession, a sketch of the whole eastern frontier of the Province of Gozerat, with the bordering portions of Khandries, Malwa, Meywar, and Marwar, with a paper of remarks, both being intended to illustrate the degree of security derived...from the nature of that frontier, which I conceive to be the object of the survey allotted to Ensign Jervis (II, pl. 15).

Johnson, now Quartermaster General at Bombay, was sent up to Poona at the end of March with Jopp and Macleod, and directed to ascertain the best means of...impeding the passage of the Pindaries through the Peishwa's country, and the best routes for...the pursuit of these marauders. ...

The range of hills most important to be known soon is that in which are the ghauts of Adjuncts, Cossabares, and Chandore. It is also desirable to know the western ghauts by which the Pindaries might descend from the Deccan into the north of the Concan, and through that into the Attavessy (169). The limits of your survey...would be from the Amba Ghaut, west, to the junction of the Adjuntah range with the Western Ghauts, and from the junction southward to the Bore Ghaut.

The next range to be attended to is that on the north of the Taptee, through which the Saiman pass runs; ... that to the north of Ahmednagur...may be surveyed; and...these surveys...should be incorporated with the general map of the country.

Sutherland's task lay further north, and he reported in June that he had completed the survey of the Sautpopore mountains as far as Boraalpoor, as minutely as circumstances would permit, crossing the Taptee at Barumondah, and commencing at Doora Blawke Ghaut. The country...was almost in a state of insurrection, and principally belongs to Holkar and Scindia. The rains have now commenced and it is my intention to re-cross the Taptee before it becomes impassable, and proceed to the examination of the western range, through which there may be passes leading into the Attavessy (II, pl. 15; III, pl. 9).

By October he had completed the survey of...the passes...leading through the western range into the Attavessy north of the Bhaora Ghaut. It is my intention to continue...without delay, ...having just received a letter from the Hon. Mr. Elphinstone approving of my commencing at the Bhaora Ghaut. ...

1George Jervis, assistant to Sutherland. BSC. 14—9—16 (1).
346 F/10, 14.
2Atavi covers 28 subdivisions between Kim and Damalganga rivers, E. & SE. of Surat.
3Borqhat, 47 F/5; pass W. of Khandala, where Poona—Bombay road and railway cross W. Ghats., Imp. Gaz. IX (5).
4from Elphinstone, Resident with Tezpha; B Pol C. 11—5—16 (38).
5ib. 3—8—16 (7).
6Map, MHR. 124 (27).
The desolate state of the country adjoining the Saitopoora mountains, the character of the Bheela and of their chiefs, and the sovereignty...existing for the most part in the Holkar family, prevented my carrying the line of survey so near the hills as I could have wished...I penetrated to the foot of..."Doota Baswa Ghat",...the most western passage through these mountains,...of so difficult a nature that even a single horseman passing over it is obliged to dismount1.

Routes were also surveyed through the Atavis by Adams, Towsey, Ovans, Newport, and Lenn2. Another military survey was carried out by Remon and Jopp with a small force3 on the borders of Gujarat and Cutch during 1815–6, as "the spontaneous undertaking of these two officers"4. Valuable surveys made in Malwa by Frederick Dangerfield5, were embodied in Malcolm's map [84–5, pl. 9]. He later spent about two years on a geological survey of the same area [257].

Much interest was taken in the Narbada River, not only as regards its upper course [84–5, 88–9], but also regarding the navigability of its lower reaches, and surveys were made by Hansard, Mathias6, and Syme [84–5]. It was found un navigable from the Him-pah, or Deer's leap (as it locally termed from the narrowness of the channel), where it enters the broken ridges of the Satpura range, to...a short distance above Tulluckwarra7, Mathias...in April [1829]...was able to go from Munskeyair to the Him-pah in a small craft,...and from Broach to Tulluckwarra in a boat of tolerable size8.

In 1829 Thomas Elton of the Bombay Marine made a more detailed survey, being supplied beforehand with a map prepared in the revenue survey office at Broach, scale 13 inches to a mile9.

In April 1829 Edward de l'Hoste, failed to get up to "Him-pah!", but "ascertained that there was no difficulty whatever in proceeding...to Rulluckwarra, and also that very little trouble water carriage could be procured from Rulluckwarra to Broach"10.

In 1849 further attempts were made to navigate the river and a "trial made between August and November to transport coal by rafts from Hosungabad was a total failure". A further attempt was made in 1847. A reduction of a special map compiled in the Surveyor General's office was published by the Asiatic Society in 184411.

KHĀNDESH, 1821–2

It was some years before adequate maps could be provided for the vast extent of territory acquired by the Company in 1819 at the conclusion of the Maratha war. Sutherland was given the survey of the southern Deccan which had formerly belonged to the Peshwa, but his officers were few and the country wide. There were no adequate maps of Khāndesh, a wild and sparsely populated area covering the valley of the Tāpti, till John Briggs, a Madras officer with some previous knowledge of surveying, and Political Agent from May 1818, prepared a useful map during 1821–2;

Only some imperfect and incorrect maps were in existence, which had been used by the commanders of our troops in the former Mahatta war of 1803. A few points of longitude had been determined by celestial observations.

Two English officers were sent to me in 1818 to complete this desirable object, but both of them very soon contrasted the malignant intermittent fever so prevalent on the outskirts of the hills, and had to go away on sick leave, and the Government declined to send others.

I then procured instruments from Bombay selected by a scientific friend, and, with my own knowledge of surveying, I was enabled to direct three young engineer clerks, whom I engaged as my assistants. In the course of two years I produced a complete map of Khāndesh which, together with the field books and map of triangulation, I submitted...to the Bombay Government which, on ascertaining the value of the work by sending professional surveyors to verify

1Sutherland's maps, 3 m. to inch, drawn by Sib玚; MRO. 127 (27–8); see also ib. 124 (5, 6), B. Pol C. 7–12–16 (9). 2Dln. 279 (33–7). 3Under Col. East. 4Bo MC. 8–1–17. 5MRO. 84 (14–8) [pl. 9]. 6Tikhwa, 46 G. 9Bo Geo Soc. I (177). 7MRO. 161 (13, 14). 8Bo Geo Soc. I (177). Bo MC (comp.), vol. 29 (132–3, 150–1), 16–5 & 18–7/22.
9JASR. XIII, 1844 (455–570); XIV, 1845 (115; 354–5); XVI, 1847 (1104–15); XVII, 1848 (210–21).
its correctness, re-imburse me for the trifling expense that I had incurred. That map was lithographed in Bombay, and has been included in the trigonometrical survey of the Deccan1. [125, 130].

The officers who joined Briggs in 1818 have not been identified, but two of his surveyors were Arthur White [275] and James Evre. The map was on scale 3 miles to an inch, and was constructed on a series of positions by cross bearings taken with a circumferentor on stand, made by Adams, London [II, 439], with a telescope and hair sights, from a base-line of 2 miles in length...measured by a ten-foot wooden rod on levels taken for the purpose.

The intermediate parts of the map, where places could not be seen by the person carrying on the trigonometrical survey, were filled up by measured routes and bearings made with a perambulator, a brass 100 ft. chain, and small circumferentor. The object has been to include every village, inhabited or uninhabited, but some of the latter were not to be found2.

The original was sent to the Directors in 1838, together with a compilation adjusted to Shortrede's trigonometrical points, it being pointed out that there are no maps of Kandeish and Konkan...at the Presidency available for comparison. Such as have been received from Bombay in June 1835 prove to be mere rubbish, having neither lines of latitude and longitude, ...altogether unworthy of compilation for the Hon'ble Court, being surveys of 1821 and 22, executed under the superintendence of Captain Briggs3.

In 1850 Waugh reported that on comparing Briggs' map with others, distances were found too large by 15% to 20%, but "whatever may be its faults, no better detailed survey of this part of India is forthcoming"4.

Maratha Deccan, 1817-30

After Sutherland's survey of the passes through the Satpura range, he remained on survey under Elphinstone, who was definitely map-minded [1], and in May 1817 called for material then available in Bombay.

The survey of the Paishwa's dominions under Captain Sutherland being now in progress, it becomes of importance to ascertain what parts of the country have been already surveyed, and likewise to embody all the information in the possession of Government in one map...

Information is now required—towns & forts—products and characteristics of the country—as well...as maps. I attach peculiar importance to any information regarding the Paishwa's forts...I am anxious for any maps or information regarding the Konkan [129], which is full of strong places, & a blank in all our maps...

The maps...should be on a large scale, so as to comprehend the smaller villages. It will be practicable for the surveyors to fix the positions of the principal places, but the time requisite for finding out the smaller ones...may easily be saved by copying them from former sketches.

The following year Munro reported from Hubli6, near Dharwar, that, as all our maps of the Southern Maratha Provinces are extremely defective, and as considerable inconvenience was experienced from this cause during the late campaign,...a correct survey of these provinces should be made as soon as possible.

Such a survey is required, not only for...geographical knowledge and military possibilities, but also...to attain an accurate idea...of the territories of the different jageerdars, and to guide us in arranging such exchanges of territory with those chiefs as may hereafter be found expedient. The sirkar and jageer districts and villages are so intermixed that without a survey it will be impossible to ascertain whether any proposed exchange will be advantageous or not7.

Elphinstone strongly supported Munro's request;

A survey of the country conquered from the Paishwa is already in progress under the direction of Captain Sutherland,...but it would greatly expedite this...if...as many officers qualified to survey, as can be spared,...be placed at my disposal...Such officers...should be ordered to Hoobly...under the orders of General Munro5 [5-6].

Madras was asked to lend experienced surveyors—Mackenzie sent sample maps and memoirs of his surveys of Mysore and the Ceded Districts—and in December 1818 Elphinstone directed Sutherland

1 Briggs (82). 1 Note on map sd. by Briggs; MRO. 127 (3, 4); IO Cat. (438).
2 James Bedford to SG. 14-1-37; Bo SC. 11-6-37; DDU. 362 (72). 4 P.R. (38). 16-4-31.
3 from Fossa, 2-5-17; Bo SC. 14-5-17. 5 R. 1841. 967; 48 M/3. 6 MMC. 23-12-18; DDU. 133 (428), 11-7-18. 7 MMC. 23-12-18.
to undertake the survey of the country east of the Ghaats, from the Satpura hills to the Toomburkhul\(^1\), for which purpose you will be supplied with such assistants as you may require. Lieutenant Jopp and Ensign Sligh are already under your orders\(^2\). I shall apply to General Smith\(^3\) to place Captain Challon also at your disposal and, in the event of the compliance of the Government of Fort St. George, ... those officers also shall be under your orders ...

The present survey should be full and accurate, and sufficiently minute to supersede the necessity of any other survey, except a revenue measurement which may hereafter be executed, perhaps by natives under the control of an European officer, and under the direction of the Collectors [172].

You are in possession of such fragments of the survey formerly made under your management as have been saved from the Residency\(^4\), and ... of the map drawn up by Lieutenant Colonel De Havilland [II, 132] and that furnished by the late Surveyor General of Bombay [125].

These maps, and the printed ones, will shew you the least known parts of the country with which it is desirable you should begin, but they will not ... supersede the necessity of your going over the whole country as if nothing had yet been done. When it can be combined with the principle of beginning with the least known parts of the country, and with your own general plan, I beg you would ... accommodate your arrangement to the wants of the civil authorities ...

To ensure the completeness of the survey ... it should be made by pegs, the boundaries of each ... to be surveyed, and the extents filled up, before proceeding to another. Caution may be observed in avoiding any enquiries likely to alarm the natives by suggesting the imposition of new taxes, or alteration of any of their established usages\(^5\).

Not only did the Madras Government lend officers\(^6\), but they also provided instruments, and copies of Garling's triangulation and topographical surveys [115].

Captain Garling has reported that during his convalescent state at Bellary, he had with the assistance of Thomas Hill been occupied in the preparation of materials which may be useful to the surveyors of the Southern Maharatta States. They consist of a plan upon a scale of 8 miles to an inch, exhibiting the trigonometrical stations ... of the surveys executed by him in Goa, Cocona, the Doabar\(^7\), and the Suggar Cincar—a register of the above showing the angles and sides ... a sketch upon a scale of one mile to an inch of part of the western limits of the Suggar Cincar—a descriptive memorandum\(^8\).

The triangulation of the southern area [129] was carried out by Jopp whose close co-operation with Garling was not smiled upon either by Mackenzie or Sutherland [115, 129].

In June 1820, Sutherland reported that the extent of the late Peishwa's territories ... may be estimated to contain 58,190 geographical square miles, 16,000 of which have been minutely surveyed, and 16,000 partially traversed, the latter only requiring a few months labour to complete, which, with the remaining portion ... to be surveyed, will ... occupy two years more to ensure a useful and accurate map of the conquered territories ...

Since the first commencement of the survey, many unforeseen obstacles have impeded its prosecution, independent of the losses sustained at the breaking out of the war of all the materials ... previously collected [sup], the deranged state of the country during its continuance, ... and the frequent interruptions from some of my assistants having been employed on other duties, and others from a want of the means, health, and experience, being unable to take an active share in the survey.

I have just been deprived of the services of Captain Challon, whose indefatigable exertions have contributed so much to the advancement of the map, and likewise of Captain Boles and Lieutenant Montegomerie\(^9\).

A request to Madras for the loan of two or three country-born assistants produced only James Aikin, transferred at the close of the Travancore survey [375, 386]\(^10\).

On Sutherland's appointment as Assistant Surveyor General, in 1822\(^11\), he handed over to Jopp, who in April 1823 had nine assistants\(^12\) besides Aikin, who was employed on a survey of Poona city. At the end of 1824 the party had completed Belghar\(^13\), Poona, Ahmednagar, and Sholapur\(^14\), mostly on scale

---

\(^{1}\) Latitude 21° to 15°.
\(^{2}\) Samuel Hemming, also Bo. Eng., joined during 1818.
\(^{3}\) Sir Lionel Smith (1778-1842); Lieut.-Gen.; Bart. 1837. D.L.R. D.L.E.
\(^{4}\) Poona Residency burnt by Marathas, 5-11-17.
\(^{5}\) From Elphinstone, 6-17-18; M.H.C. 23-12-18.
\(^{6}\) Boles, Perry, Montgomery, later replaced by Steel and Cunningham.
\(^{7}\) Between Tungabhadra & Kistna [115].
\(^{8}\) From Mountfort, D.D.N. 148 (100), 19-5-19.
\(^{9}\) Bo MC. 12-7-20.
\(^{10}\) Bo (186), 6-10-20.
\(^{11}\) Bo (camp), vol. 59 (204), 7-6-22.
\(^{12}\) Le Mesurier, J. Campbell, and Swanson.
\(^{13}\) Map of Dharwar, 1825, MRIO. 127 (2).
\(^{14}\) Report for quarter ending 31-7-24; Bo MC. 137 (200).
two miles to an inch. In 1825 special authority was obtained for the employment of draughtsmen for fair mapping, thus freeing officers for field survey [284].

By 1825 Jopp's staff was reduced to Grafton, Boyd, Benbow, Shortreeds, and Akin. The maps, including that of Kolhapur were almost finished. In February 1826 Grafton took over charge from Jopp, who succeeded as Deputy Surveyor General [323] and two civilian assistants, Price and Sanger, joined from 1st May. The survey was closed down on 31st May 1830, after completion of the whole country south of Khândesh, and Jopp reports two years later;

The Deccan, comprising the large collectorates of Dharwar, Poona, and Ahmednagar, the territories of their Highnesses the Rajas of Satara and Kolhapur, and the possessions of the great Southern Mahara Selections, has been surveyed in detail [pl. 24].

Six sheets...have been forwarded to the Honourable the Court of Directors, and the remainder of the survey is ready to be embodied so soon as the triangulation now carrying on under Lieut. Shortreed shall enable me finally to connect it together.

The boundaries of this large province are—the Ceded Districts and the Goa territories on the south—the Nizam's dominions on the east—the range of Ghauts on the west—and Khandesh on the north. No part of this extensive tract will require to be again surveyed.

Before handing over charge as Surveyor General Hodgson reported that, Colonel Lambton's triangles not having been extended to the northern part of the Bombay coast, the surveyors want some of the advantages which they give on the Madras side. Several minor triangulations have been made by the Bombay officers, and a triangulation on a larger scale has been recommended, and with a better instrument.

The Bombay surveyors are a respectable body of officers.

The valuable revenue survey of Sátára carried out by Adams and Challen is described in a later chapter [171].

SOUTH KONKAN, 1819-30

The term Konkan applies to the strip of country lying below the Ghâts along the west coast; North Konkan stretches southward from the Damán River to the Bânkot, and South Konkan from the Bânkot River to Goa [pl. 24].

In October 1819, Thomas Jervis, of the Bombay Engineers, was appointed executive engineer in the South Konkan and twelve months later deputed to prepare a statistical survey for the revenue department in addition to his engineer duties. In January 1823 he was relieved from the latter and placed under Sutherland for geographical survey to be carried out separately from the statistical survey. He measured base-lines in co-operation with Robinson of the Bombay Marine, and carried out triangulation for his detail survey. Sutherland reports in January 1824:

Lieutenant Jervis' exertions have been equally unremitting and highly satisfactory... a trigonometrical survey between Dewghur and Borein—sketch map of the country between Anjenwell and Banskot... plans of the forts of Rutnagherry and Vizadroog.

Much of his energy was devoted to reports and large scale surveys of no particular topographical value, though in 1825 he produced a useful map of the Konkan from Goa to Damán. The survey was closed down with the Deccan survey in 1830 [sup.], and Jervis had to leave his work incomplete. He worked up his statistics into comprehensive reports, and shewed in separate maps the geographical distribution of the indigenous plants, the statistics of revenue, commerce, education, industry, crime, slavery, religion, language, caste, and general distribution of the population.

His triangulation and topographical survey were not of a high quality, which was unfortunate as there was no other survey of the area and, writes Jopp.

1 Bo MC. 17-3-25. 2 Name spelt Shortreeds indiscriminately, Shortreeds being form associated with his logarithm tables. 3 Kolhapur, by R. Foster, MRO. 127 (9); list of original plans, Dhn. 278; present chart, MRO. 122 (22). 
4 Dhn. 233 (96), 5-5-32. 5 Dhn. 234 (186), 24-1-29. 6 Bo BC. 95 (102). 21-1-23. 7 Map of coast, MRO. 118 (22), M. 564.
8 Maps & triangulations, ib. 126 (1-16); 196-7; 127 (6-8); M. 78, 96; Bo MC. 137 (101), 8-1-24. 9 MRO. 123 (6-7); M. 964. 10 Bo Geo Soc. P. (175). 11 Chart, 1827, Ben Brgr. 594 (66). 12 One-inch maps, Dhn. 278 (199, 324, 337, 401-2).
Part of RATNÄGIRI SOUTHERN KONKAN

CHIFLOOON is about 30 miles south of Mahâbaleshwar and s.w. of Sâtâra.

Reproduced from map drawn on half-scale by J. Hanson 1838, from one-inch survey by Wm. Dowell, 1828 to 1830 [127].
after a most careful and tedious examination of the maps with the lists of village, ... so many appear wanting, and there are such discrepancies between the original and the compiled maps, and most of the former [ are ] in so unfinished a state, that I cannot report the plans of this province as fit...for the Great Map of India until such parts as require it be again surveyed.3

Everest, and again Waugh made further exhaustive examinations and refused to accept the survey for geographical purposes, in spite of Jervis's own claims. The following unofficial note was published in 1856:

In this...report of his land survey in the Conean, an incorrect latitude is assigned to many places; and...not very lately an error was discovered in the triangulation which renders it, as far as correct distances are concerned, nearly useless. He stated before the meeting of the British Association at Newcastle-on-Tyne [ 26-3-38 ], that these maps had been retained in India. Probably it was even then known, or suspected, that some error existed in them; but he quoted them to the meeting as models of what was required throughout our Indian Empire.4

In March 1824 William Dowell was nominated for charge of a similar survey of North Konkan5, being first attached to Jervis for the purpose of gaining an insight into the duty, ... that all surveys carrying on under the Bombay Presidency may be conducted on one uniform principle, to prevent the necessity of any other surveys being taken hereafter.6

From 1826 Dowell's work was confined to Ratnagiri District, of which there is an elaborate map in several sheets on the one-inch scale, completed between 1828 and 1832. It is remarkable for the hill drawing—bold neutral tint shading,—most effective [ pl. 14 ].

There are also maps of the country between Malvan and Vengurla in south Ratnagiri by Augustus Hervey, apparently surveyed before 1819.

**Kathiawar, 1822-5**

At the end of 1821 the political agent in Kathiawar asked for a survey, as his only available map was one compiled from the military route surveys of 1808-9 [ II, 169 ]. Stephen Slight of the Engineers, who had been on the Deccan survey under Sutherland [ 125 ], commenced work in February 1822, and continued for three years. He reports in June 1823 on the work of his second field season:

After recovering from a severe illness I commenced this season at Gogah, from whence I proceeded along the sea-coast to Dus6, thence to Mahadupoor, making occasional marches to the northward. I then struck into the Geer hills, which I crossed at Dolkhasamia and arrived at Ghauntwar, a distance of above thirty miles without a single village intervening, meeting difficulties,

I understand there is but one route over the hills, notwithstanding the great extent of them. To survey the whole correctly I shall be obliged to cross them in ten or twelve different directions. After passing over the hills I continued the survey in a parallel direction to my former route, and on 30th May arrived at Rajkot11. I shall instantly commence on the plan of the cantonments.

As the season for out-of-door work is now past, it is my intention...to proceed to Baroda, there to remain until the monsoon is over, in order to make a fair plan of this season's survey. Immediately on the opening of the fair season I shall proceed...to Gogah, at which point the survey will recommence. ... My principal wish to go to Baroda proceeds from the whole of my drawing materials having been left there12.

He reports on July 1824:

A part near Unrailly and a small portion to the southward of the Geer hills remains unsurveyed. It would have been all completed had I not received directions from the Deputy Surveyor General to make a trigonometrical survey of the peninsula; in doing which I was obliged to retrace some of my former routes to correct any little error that may have occurred.

---

1 The 1-inch atlas [ 284 ].
2 DDn. 235 (20). 3-5-32.
3 Waugh to Thurlow, 21-2-59; DDn. 557 (6).
4 Bo Qr. Rev. III, 1856.
5 Survey of country SE. of Bassin, MRIO. 127 (10).
6 Bo RC. 527 (73).
7 DDn. 278 (280).
8 DDn. 41 L70.
9 DDn. 41 L70.
10 DDn. 278 (238).
11 DDn. 278 (238).
12 DDn. 278 (238).
whilst surveying the different roads. I shall be...making two or three diagonal routes through my first season’s work...in order to find out any mistake that may have happened from my not having at that time trigonometrical points to connect with.

The duties I am now engaged upon are as follows;—making a fair copy of the survey—reducing the same to 48 miles to one inch—making a copy of the trigonometrical survey—calculating all the triangles—making up journals of the whole of the country surveyed—writing a memoir of the same—and, if possible, to reduce the whole of the survey to 4 miles to one inch.

I may with safety say that what remains unfinished...will be completed in three months. I might do it sooner but, wishing to make two or three other marches through the Geer hills, I have added one month to the time.

He submitted his fair map of the season’s work in October, reporting that the number of villages I have fixed last season amounts to upwards of...one thousand. The hills are nearly completed, and from the trigonometrical points that I have fixed the whole of what is at present completed...will be found most correct.

It is my intention to leave camp immediately, and when I have completed those parts that now remain I shall proceed towards Poerbunder to correct my first season’s work by my trigonometrical points. Having accomplished this...I shall measure another base-line somewhere between this place and Nowanuggar.

The survey was completed and formerly closed in September 1825.

**North Konkan & Gujarāt**

The important revenue surveys of Bombay and Salsette islands by Dickinson and Tate, and of Gujarāt by Williams and Cruikshank, are described in a later chapter [167–71]. In October 1817, Dickinson was taken off his revenue survey to make a military survey of Bassein and Kalyān. His party was seriously troubled by fever and the monsoon rains. He writes from Bassein where he had retreated for medical assistance;

I have taken accurate plans of 16 forts—surveyed the whole extent of coast, including the mouth of all the rivers and creeks of our new acquired territory—and, from having continued my operations through an equal extent of the interior, ... it will require a considerable time to arrange what I have already done...for assisting...His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief as to ...the security and defence of the Bassein pargannah.

Most of the men he had brought from his revenue establishment were sick, and he asked for a fresh batch for the Kalyān districts;

Owing to the severity of the weather in the first instance, and the natural obstacles which I had afterwards to encounter, I was obliged to perform the greater part of my last duties, not only without a tent, but without any shelter than what the jungle afforded.

Little is known of topographical surveys further north. In describing possible material for the atlas Jopp notes that those of North Konkan, tho’ greatly improved by the surveys of Mr. Horne, ... [are] not to be classed as fit for the Engineer—Surveys of Gujarāt are good, and if connected to southern surveys by triangulation could then be incorporated—Rajpeepla and east frontiers of Guzerat [II, pl. 15], maps are extremely deficient [pl. 24].

Peninsula of Guzerat improved by surveys of Lieut. Slight—a map of Cutch by surveys of Slight, Lieuts. Peat and Grant of the Engineers, and of Lieut. Burnes of 21st Regt., but not fit to be engraved.

Horne, who came from Madras, was employed under the Collector during 1820–1, and his survey, made by perambulator and compass traverse, is elsewhere described by Jopp as “an original & valuable survey.” It covers the country from Kalyān to Bassein, and along the coast north to Damān. Jopp writes again later:

---

1Rājkot, 17–7–34; Bo. MC. 137/1824 (148–9)  
2 Rājkot, 14–10–24 ; ib. (212)  
3Map, MRIO. 123 (16); Bo-Go. 17–9–35  
4 Francis Horne, possibly father of E. Horne, d. in GDO, Bombay from 1832  
6 O. Cat. (439); DDa. 278 (2); MRIO. Misc. 15–9–33  
7Index to Surveys, MRIO. 125 (19)
The maps of the Northern Konkan are not...in a state to be used for the Great Map; this district will therefore require to be surveyed; a portion of this province bordering the range of Ghaute belongs to independent Bhoel chieftains, whose country is but little known.

With the exception of those parts over which the revenue surveys under Colonel Williams, and subsequently under Captain Cruikshank, extend, the whole peninsula of Goorwe, with the district of Rajpeepla, the country in the vicinity of the military station of Dews, and that to the east and north-east from Baroda, will all require to be surveyed, as our knowledge of those parts is very scanty, and...also very incorrect.

The province of Khandesh also requires...to be at least partially surveyed, and to be re-constructed anew [123-4]. The independent territory of Kutch should also be surveyed, if the sanction of its government can be obtained1.

A sketch was made of Râjpîpla in 1822 by James Down with little in the way of instruments; mainly compiled from Reynolds' map and information collected locally2. In Gujerât useful route surveys had been made by Cruikshank and Remon.

TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEYS, 1819-30

As Lambton's triangulation had not covered any part of the Bombay territories, except for the series which Everest had abandoned short of Sholapur [234-6, pl. 18], the Bombay surveyors had to provide their own triangles, and in most cases measure their own base-lines. Both Jopp and Jervis connected with Garling's work in Goa and the Nizám's dominions [125]. Whilst on the survey of Raichûr early in 1819 [115-7], Garling had made special arrangements for such connection "having understood that a requisition was about to be made for such documents by Major Sutherland, Superintendent of the Poona survey"3. Shortrede describes how Jopp met Garling, and obtained from him the approximate lengths of some of his lines, and upon these Captain Jopp and also Captain Graffou continued a series of triangles from the eastern to the northern extremity of the Ahmednagar collection4. Captain Garling having expressed himself quite willing to give a complete copy of all his work if it were asked for in the regular way. Captain Jopp...urged strongly the advantages of possessing such valuable materials, but his superior in office rejected the advice, and declined to make the application [125].

When Captain Jopp became Surveyor of the Deccan [1822], he...obtained a copy of Captain Garling's materials, and upon these bases he carried a triangulation through the southern Mahattta country and the Sâtara territory, and through some parts of our own province eastward.

Captain Jopp's observations to all principal points were duly entered in an angle book, and...the calculations were afterwards made. The secondary points, especially in hilly country where the number of conspicuous objects was great, were sketched panoramically through the telescope, every remarkable point having its direction marked beside it. These were observed again from other stations, and the points so intersected were laid down as good secondary points for the detail surveyors to work upon5.

Waugh records that: "Captain Jopp, in his report dated 24th July 1827, speaks unfavourably of his own triangulation, which he did not consider final"6, but Jervis had no such diffidence, and has left long accounts of his work. He had attended a course with the Ordnance Survey in England before coming to India, and makes constant reference to the writings of Laplace, Roy, and Lambton. He starts his report7 with a sententious discussion of the superiority of trigonometrical survey over a framework of measured routes [209-10], and continues;

I have been particularly fortunate, altho' very ill & tardily supplied with everything in the way of instruments, to have the generous and unceasing assistance of scientific friends who have furnished me, amongst other things, with a transit circle, a Mayer's repeating reflecting circle of elegant workmanship and finely graduated scales. ...

1DDn. 235 (20), 3-9-32. 2DDn. 278 (31). 3Hence Massey's warning against "anticipating orders" [118]; Mountford to Sâta, 10-5-19, DDn. 148 (100). 4Chart of Graffou's triangles, DDn. 378. 5DDn. 395 (53), 10-9-41. 6Waugh to Rivers, 18-9-44; DDn. 325 (329-33). 7MRJO. M 195.
I am obliged to my friends, Capt. J. Robinson, of the Hon. Company's Marine, and to the late Colonel Cooper of the Engineers [II, 392], for their very kind assistance, for supplying me with...instruments; ...and to the former...especially...for instructions on difficult matters. ...

The trigonometrical operations of the late Captain Garling having been brought to the northern limits of the Portuguese territories at Goa, and Captain Jopp being engaged with the triangulation in the upland country east of the Concan, I sought for a base-line situated centrically between the plains of Atgaon and Kallian², and Cameorim near Goa, in order that the whole extent of the coast from St. Annes to Duman³ might be divided into three portions, each of about 2 degrees.

He measured his first base during February and March 1824 at a site selected by Dowell near Nizāmpur; he made three measures and took levels. From the base on the Atgaon plain he proposed a chain of triangles northwards to Gujarāt which did not mature. The whole was connected with Jopp's triangles to the east. As already noted, Jervis did not devote his entire attention to his triangulation, which was not of a high order [120-7].

In July 1827, Jopp reported that he had just received a new standard steel chain from England, and...had commissioned a very superior theodolite from Troughton, and...intended that these instruments should be used in the Deccan survey. As the Deccan survey was about to be closed, he suggested that these instruments might "be advantageously employed on a trigonometrical survey of the whole of the Bombay Presidency", a proposal welcomed by Hodgson. Under sanction from the Supreme Government,

on 15th March 1828, Lieutenant Shortrede, of the 14th Bo. N.I., an officer of considerable talent and mathematical knowledge who had already been employed in the Deken Survey, was appointed to superintend... He was directed to measure a base...and to carry on a triangulation from thence over the whole country, connecting it with that of Captain Garling on the south, and with the Great Meridional Arc on the east, or rather with the series which had been commenced by Captain Everest [120, 234-6].

Captain Hodgson also intimated that if the work were sufficiently well executed, it might be adopted into the G. T. Survey, but he left that point to be decided by its own merits.

Mr. Shortrede, having selected a site for his base on the Karlich plain, about 40 miles east of Bombay⁴, and having occupied himself during the rains of 1828 in preparing the requisite apparatus, etc., proceeded to the spot in the month of November and, with the assistance of the Deputy Survey General [Jopp], of Captain Grafton, the Surveyor in the Deken, and their establishment⁵, commenced the measurement on the 12th December 1828, and finished it on 16th January 1829.

The base was 4.065 miles in length, and had the defect of a break in the measurement caused by the river Indrawati⁶...whose abrupt banks and uneven rocky bed prevented the measurement from being carried directly across. The length of this portion, nearly 1000 feet, was therefore determined by triangulation, but...the error arising from this source must be considered within 1° inch.

The remainder of this season and the next three years were occupied in extending a net of triangles from this base over the whole country, from latitude 18° to 21°, and from longitude 73° to 76°... The triangulation was carried on to the westward so as to fix the position of Bombay Lighthouse, and on the eastward the work has been connected with Captain Garling's stations Poon mundar and Bhoteeswar. In the Southern Konkan Captain Jervis' stations...have been visited, and connected with stations in the Dekhan survey⁶.

In 1834 Everest rejected the whole of Shortrede's work as unworthy of confidence; extracts from his severe comments are here recorded;

In July 1827, while I was in Europe, a proposal originated with Captain Jopp...to commence triangulation. ...If the masterly view taken of this subject...by Lt. Col. Hodgson...had been rigorously attended to, much time, confusion, and expense, would have been avoided⁶. ... Instead of this well-advised plan being adopted by, ...Lieut. Shortrede, ...a gentleman of considerable scientific acquirements, but of no practical knowledge in geodetical operations,

¹Atgaon, 48 E/8; Kalvan, 47 E/4. ²Sta. Anna, 48 E/15; Damān, 46 E/15. ³Diu, 220 (273). ⁴Kārī, 47 F/5, 5 m. E. of Khandia Ghat, 78 road miles from Bombay. ⁵Including Boyd, Webbe, and Sondi. ⁶Indriyani, R. ⁷Diu, 518 (202), Sept. 1842; GTS, XII, iii, R. ⁸Diu, 322, 3-4-22; index showing area covered, MRIO. 125 (8, 10) [pl. 24]. ⁹Hodgson's letter of 11-9-37 suggested start from Everest's series; Diu, 220 (273-6).
was nominated to the charge of conducting a General Trigonometrical Survey, as it was deno-
nominated, emanating from an independent base of its own, and measured by a chain altogether
independent of the units used by Lt. Col. Lambton and myself.
A base was accordingly measured in the Karalsh plain...with a very excellent chain by Cary,
whose length...was subsequently in 1832 determined at my office in Calcutta... It has a slight
defect in one part, which was caused by its...being intersected by the Indravani... As this part
of the work was skilfully executed, the blemish certainly seems...more apparent than real....
The size of the Karalsh plain base is the sole portion of the work originally executed by Capt. Shortrede which is entitled to commendation. The stations selected by that gentleman
were certainly suitable, but the performance, whether as regards the observations of angles,
or celestial azimuths, or the signals used, or the precautions taken to ensure accuracy, was so
very slovenly...and so replete with discrepancies, that it has been entirely set aside, and treated
as mere...preparatory work. It could not be otherwise. The letter of my predecessor in office,
Col. Hodgson, though to all intents directly opposed to the sort of general, or fly-away,
triangulation advocated by Captain Jopp and Shortrede, was received by these gentlemen
as quite confirmatory of their wild independent scheme....
Any person who in the present day endeavours to strike out a line of his own in geodesy
will meet with failure.... He must submit to be instructed by those who have more experience
than himself.

Cutch & Sind, 1825–30

Little was known of either Cutch or Sind beyond surveys of the coasts by
officers of the Bombay Marine—sketches and reports by MacMurdô 1809–11
[II, 169–70]—sketches of the Indus below Hyderâbâd by Maxfield and Christie
1809 [II, 168–9]—and reports from Reynolds' Indian explorers [I, 218–9, 246].
All these were embodied in a "Map of Cutch and the adjacent portions of Gujrat
and Sind, principally from the works of the late Lt. General Reynolds", completed by
Williams in August 1820.

Substantial additions made by Alexander Barnes, who was posted as D.A.Q.M.G.
in 1825, and attached to the staff of the Resident, Henry Pottinger [II, 437–8].
Encouraged by Pottinger, he produced "a new map of Cutch, to the eastern
mouth of the Indus...compiled from actual measurement and personal observa-
dtions during the years 1825–8"8, which was lithographed in 1832.

Another of his maps is "A Sketch of the Rann and Countries adjacent, to
illustrate a Memoir on its formation, and the alterations of the Eastern Branch of the
Indus". This was lithographed at Edinburgh in 1831, and appears in the
history of Cutch4 written by his brother, Dr. James Barnes, surgeon to the Resident.
The frontispiece is another sketch, showing the route from Bâhâ to Hyderâbâd
which James followed at the end of 1827 to meet a call for medical assistance.

I have carefully examined all the maps of Sind in common circulation, but have found none
so generally correct as the one from which the prefixed...has been partly compiled. It was sent
to me while on my route to Hyderabad by my brother, who had copied it from "A Sketch of the
Indus from Shikarpour to the Sea" by Samuel Richards6, 1810, in the Q.M.G.'s office Bombay,
a delineation which must have been constructed, I think, from native information.

I have made a few additions to it, as well as some alterations which are, I believe, very
nearly correct. Although, as I had not even a compass with me, and could judge of distances
only from doubtful information and the time occupied in passing from one station to another,
it cannot be considered entitled to the same credit as a map constructed on mathematical
principles, ...it is a truer delineation of Sind and its grand feature, the Indus, than any which
has hitherto been published in Europe.

The delineation of Cutch, ...etc., will be found strictly correct, being, in fact, a reduced copy
of a map compiled from actual measurement and observation by my brother, Lieutenant
Alexander Barnes A.Q.M.G. of the Army.

1 TS. VIII (1–4). 2 B. 122 (1). 4 m. to inch; large paste-up, clear and clean. 3 Map, 4 m. to
inch; IO Cat.; MRIO. 119 (12); 122 (17); Memoir in IO Lib. 4 faces p. 145, Court of Sinde. 5 Samuel
John Richards (1794–1810); Bo. Engrs. Eas. 1810; Lieut. 1813; d. London, 15–1–19; obviously compiled
this sketch in C.E.'s office during his first year. 6 Court of Sinde (3–4); ref. J.R.G.S. 1 (222–31).
In 1829 Alexander obtained permission from Malcolm, now Governor of Bombay, to traverse the deserts between India and the Indus; and...endeavour to descend that river to the sea. ... Sir John Malcolm despatched me at once... and was pleased to remove me to the political branch of the service. ...

In the year 1830 I entered the desert, accompanied by Lieutenant James Holland of the 2nd M.G.'s department. ... After reaching Jaisalmer we were overtaken by an express from the Supreme Government of India desiring us to return.

A sketch of this trip entitled "Geographical Index to the Map of Southern Rajputana, constructed in 1829–30" is signed by Burns as "Assistant Resident in Cutch, Booj Residency, January 1831", with a note, "my own field-book, and the detours from my route by Lieut. Holland, will be found attached to these papers" [pl. 24].

Burnes' account of this map is well worth quoting as indicating the style in which he worked. This was the first of a series of remarkable journeys which he made beyond the north-west frontiers, all resulting in maps full of new information.

The extreme point of the map eastward is the camp of Nusseerabad in Ajmeer, the longitude of which is 74° 49' 12", eastward of Greenwich, as deduced from a mean of five observations of the first satellite of Jupiter, for which I am indebted to Brigadier Wilson of the Bengal Army, and Commanding the Field Forces in Rajputana.

The western point of the map is the sea port of Mundivee in Cutch, which is in longitude 69° 34' 0", east of Greenwich, as fixed by several observations, in particular of Captain Maximilian, late of the Bombay Marine [11, 42].

The latitudes have been determined by the sextant with false horizon. Observations were taken daily by two different sextants. ... The extreme point north is Jaisalmer, which is in latitude 26° 36' 0" north, or about half a degree lower than in the most approved maps of India. That of Mundivee is 22° 51' 0" north.

The survey was first laid down at the scale of two miles to an inch, that attention might be given to the topography of the country. This was, however, found to be much too extended. ... The present map has, therefore, been reduced to that of eight miles to an inch, and the minute account of every stage in the journal will amply supply the loss in topographical knowledge.

It was judged prudent to avoid as much as possible carrying any instruments or apparatus which might excite the suspicion of the people. Perambulators and theodolites were therefore dispensed with, and the valuable compass by Schmalhalder substituted in lieu of the latter.

The rate of march was... previously determined by perambulator and other means to be a few yards less than four miles an hour, and which was consequently adopted. There were many opportunities, ... by cross bearings from hills at a considerable distance, to judge of the justness of this calculation. ...

The survey was much facilitated by the hills,... some... visible at a distance of forty-five miles. ... One most important point westward was the peak of Balmarn, in the desert, from which a hill, called Goen, on the river Loonee, about forty miles eastward, was visible. From Goen there was a succession of five peaks to Chungh hill in Ajmeer, and as the whole traverse between these points had always a check from each, great correctness was thereby ensured, and in addition to this there was a minute road survey made between each stage.

I can not express myself better than in the words of my journal of the 20th March 1830. "The period is now drawing to a close when the journal must end by my return to Cutch, ... I march exactly at daylight, and survey till about 10 o'clock, which, in the mildness of the cold season can be done without inconvenience. On the road I always enter into conversation with the village guides, whose extreme simplicity fitt them well to convey information about themselves, their country, and their customs."

1 By 2 p.m. the survey of the morning figures on the map, and the latitude is determined to correct it, when a party of two, three, or four, villagers are invited into my tent to talk... till within half an-hour of sunset. I ask the distances of all the villages around within ten miles, the road to each, and the cross distances of one to another, which I sketch roughly on paper without any regard to scale, but which greatly facilitates the survey. ...

"In the evening I take the angles to all hills and towns in sight of my encampment, and also a series of bearings to such as are beyond view, by guess, on the direction being pointed out by a villager."

"Lieutenant Holland, who accompanied me, followed a similar plan, and took...when the state of the country would admit of it, a separate route from myself, and by our joining every eight or ten days, to start anew and, moving on similar points, and in parallel lines at a distance of from 20 to 25 miles, we have been enabled to entirely fill up the intermediate spaces between our routes through the southern portion of Jundpoor."...

The object which I had in view...was to trace the Loonee from its embouchure in the Runa of Cutch to its source in mountains of Ajmeer. This has been fully accomplished...

I have also included some of my former surveys, the Bunass river and Aboo...also the route across to Ballyaree in Scinde, ...Cutch is from my own map of that country.

Besides coastal charts by Brucks, Haines, Robinson, and many others [17, 70], the Survey of India holds a "trigonometrical survey of Bombay Harbour" surveyed 1829 by Lieutenant Robert Cogan, of H.C.'s marine, assisted by George Peters, midshipman, and published by Horsburgh in May 1833. Many of these charts are signed by Lieutenant M. Houghton, who was for some years draughtsman to the Indian Navy at the Colaba Observatory (191-2).

In his account of the mission to Persia of 1809 [II, 176], Morier notes that "our ignorance of the gulf" was due to the prudential reserve which has influenced our Indian Governments in their transactions with the states of Persia and Arabia. To avoid suspicion and complaint they have never professdly made surveys of the shores, though much might have been done indirectly. Few except merchant vessels visited the gulf, and as the charts which they already possessed...served their purpose sufficiently...there was seldom any particular demand for more correct surveys.

The geographer and philosopher indeed require something more, and therefore it is still matter of regret that we are comparatively ill-informed in countries where we have had easy opportunities of acquiring knowledge.

1 Geo. Barnes Brucks, Bo. Mar. Mdm. 1811; Comdg. 1829; Capt. 1833; cmd. Survg. ships Psycha, Discovery, Bonara—Stafford Bettsworth Haines, Bo Mar., Mdp. 1818; Condr. 1835; P.A. Adm. 1842. 2 Boyd, Cat. (428); Markham (11-3, 23). 3MRJO. 101 (22); 105 (7, 27-8); DDn. 278 (4-6). 4Morier (9).
CHAPTER X

REVENUE SURVEYS, LOWER BENGAL


The permanent settlement of land revenue in Bengal had been determined in 1793 on the basis of the latest district settlements, however derived, and, though the amount of revenue to be collected from each estate was thus permanently fixed, there was no reliable record of the extent of these estates [I, 149-1 ; II, 177]. Land that was brought into cultivation later than 1793 was not included in the permanent settlement, and for a long time escaped liability for assessment1. A regular feature of the advertisement columns of the Calcutta Gazette of this period was a list of sales of lands by public auction for the recovery of arrears of revenue2, a situation hardly anticipated when permanent settlement was first introduced.

There were long discussions on the adoption of permanent settlement elsewhere, the Directors opposing hasty action in new territories [II, 178]. They wished their government to acquire several years experience of conditions in each district before making any long-term arrangement, and strongly urged the advantages of systematic land survey [7, 150].

The areas of immediate concern were the Ceded and Conquered Provinces beyond Bihar [II, 110 ; III, 149-63], the newly conquered lands of Cuttack and the rapidly extending cultivation of the Sundarbans [II, 177-8 ; 139-44]. The Bengal Council admitted the advantages of reliable surveys, but pointed out the untrustworthiness of indigenous systems of land measurement, and urged that any surveys undertaken for revenue purposes should be directed by European surveyors under the professional control of the Surveyor General.

Although the Government of this Presidency has more than once stated, in strong terms, the objection to the actual measurement of lands by the slow and tedious process of the natives [II, 179], it did not intend to express any opinion adverse to surveys undertaken by professional persons, and executed in a scientific manner. The most substantial advantages may be derived from surveys of the latter description.

They are obviously calculated to ascertain and fix the boundaries of estates, ... and various other points involved in the settlement of lands. ... Such surveys prevent those serious affrays which, although materially repressed by the vigour of the police during the last three or four years, still exist to a certain degree, ... as often as disputes may arise regarding the boundaries. ... They are likewise calculated to facilitate the partition of estates. ...

We have taken the necessary measures for organizing an establishment for the measurement of estates with the aid of the Surveyor General of India. ... The primary object...is the acquisition of...information...required in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces with reference to the impending settlements. ... The establishment...may be...highly beneficial in enabling Government to draw an increasing revenue from the lands reduced to cultivation in the Sundarbans, in the frontier district of Chittagong, and in other places.

The settlement of the Sundarbans was taken up in 1814, with the aid of Morrison’s survey [II, 14-5, 177], and Alexander Gerard was appointed surveyor to the Revenue Commissioners of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces for settlement of Saharanpur [II, 180]. The raising of an establishment of revenue surveyors was postponed till MacKenzie’s arrival from Madras;

1 The ultimate ownership of all land rested with the ruler of the country [I, 133].
2 CG 1-2-16; etc.
We shall, however, lose no time on his arrival at this Presidency. ... In the meantime we trust that measures which have been taken will, at a very early period, afford to the revenue officers...the assistance of an agency infinitely superior to that to which they had hitherto...for the measurement of estates, and the determination of their limits.

The Directors warmly approved;

We cannot but regard this concurrence of sentiment as a fortunate and auspicious circumstance. ... We sanction your appointment of Ensign A. Gerard...to be Surveyor to the Board of Commissioners. ... We direct that a specimen of Mr. Gerard’s survey be transmitted for our inspection, that we may have an opportunity of comparing it with a specimen of a revenue survey of the pargannah of Broach... lately submitted to us by the Government of Bombay.

The utility of measures of this sort will...depend altogether on their being skilfully conducted; and we entirely agree with you that persons should be found possessing a knowledge of the general principles of geometry and mensuration, to act under the guidance of the principal surveyor.

We would also suggest to you the expediency of your applying to the Governments of Fort St. George and Bombay for specimens of the revenue surveys which have been executed under those presidencies.

The Council thought the Bombay system far too elaborate and expensive and sought for simpler procedure;

A minute village survey, exhibiting...the limits and extent of each field, and the number of trees growing therein, with...the name of the occupant of each field and the rent paid by him, was likewise tried, but abandoned as too laborious and expensive; and such a field survey is...now generally admitted to be fallacious as a means of adjusting any permanent assessment.

The general survey which formed a complete and palpable record of the extent and limits of each village, and of the distribution of its lands, ...would...embrace almost everything that could be desired, either for revenue or judicial purposes, and a more detailed course...in regard to this Presidency would appear to be entirely out of the question. It seems probable, indeed, that we must rest satisfied with a more general survey.

...the more necessary to observe a strict economy, to confine the survey to objects of clear utility, and especially to employ for the details...a cheaper agency than that of European officers.

If the survey were confined to the fixing of the limits of estates (to be marked off by the Revenue Officers with a double line in the case of disputed boundaries...), the labour would...be comparatively lightened, and a pargannah or district survey, marking merely the position of villages and fixing the extents of the larger divisions, could probably be completed at a moderate charge, and certainly within the times necessary for the revenue officers to collect...the information...required...for a permanent settlement.

Mackenzie took a long time to consider the problems involved, being much hampered by ill-health. He writes to the Revenue Secretary a few weeks before his death:

I have now got the Bombay revenue surveys from your office, and I shall be prepared in time to exhibit a comparative view of all that has been attempted in this way in different parts of India. I am indeed astonished that a detail of the lands of every individual village in a pargannah of 234 should be required, or executed in any reasonable time. Pray think for Bengal alone what room would be requisite for the very plans of every village and their separate fields, etc., etc.

Yet the Court say that if the additional revenue acquired be equal to the expense of the survey they are satisfied; but I must drop the subject till I am able to attend to business.

Wide as was Mackenzie’s experience, he had little knowledge of revenue administration in Bengal, and he had nothing concrete to recommend. After his death Hodgson proved more helpful, and with his advice survey was started in several districts of the Upper Provinces during 1822. Government wrote to the Directors in December 1821 pointing out the magnitude of the task:

A supply of European officers...on an extensive scale could not possibly be obtained...with the existing complement of officers, and it was on all hands agreed that each surveying party must be superintended by at least one European officer of experience. ...

Considering the great extent of country to be settled, the vast number of villages to be separately surveyed, the variety of tenure...the intermixture of private properties and of
revenue divisions, it is plain that the projected survey will be the work of...years. Your present Government must content itself with commencing the undertaking; the completion...must be left to the persevering exertions of successive Governments. ...

Chiefly from the debility of bad health and the pressure of immediate duties, the late Surrogate General remained, up to the period of his death, unprepared to urge the prosecution of any specific plan for the survey of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces.

MISCELLANEOUS SURVEYS

The first important revenue surveys carried out in Lower Bengal were those of the Sundarbans and of the "Bullooseh" salt agency tract, but work was also going on from time to time in the Twenty-Four-Parganas—Cutta. —Dacca— and Chittagong. Surveys followed in Sylhet and Assam.

There was continual extension of cultivation in the 24-Parganas, especially towards the Sundarbans, and in 1817 Government allowed the Collector to engage surveyors for measuring plots of lands to be granted to new applicants.

It would be advisable to employ country-born surveyors instead of Europeans...whenever he shall meet with persons qualified for the duty. In the meantime, the...Council adopts your suggestion for granting to Mr. Bichyndan an additional allowance of 100 rupees.

Land in the immediate vicinity of Calcutta, and within the city limits, was held on special terms, and detailed surveys were necessary on every change of ownership.

[1, 136]

Within the limits of Calcutta and its vicinity there was no middle party between the officers of Government and the immediate occupiers or cultivators of the lands. In the report dated 3rd February 1818...the acting Collector...says, "It was to check the frauds practised by the native aumens that I was primarily induced to propose...the present establishment of European surveyors". He had previously [written], 1st December 1817, ..."The establishment of European and country-born surveyors...has...been attended with great public benefit...A system of fairness and integrity has been introduced...which has given confidence to the pottah-holders, and makes every proprietor of ground within the city...anxious to have his property measured and registered in his own name."...

We are glad to learn...that in these pottahs an example is exhibited of...a complete specification of the lands— the exact measurement of the ground bought or sold; that is, the quantity of begals or cattals—the length and breadth—the boundaries, north, south, east, and west—and the person by whom the measurement is made.

The first attempt at a revenue survey in Cutta was an experimental survey in Khorda pargana [18], of which Buxton writes;

It had been long thought desirable that a map of a portion of the district should be prepared on a larger scale, and on a more detailed system, than had been usually adopted in common surveys, with a view to assist the revenue officers in the collections and settlements, and accordingly in November 1820 I was instructed...to commence a detailed survey of the small district of Khorda, forming one of the most southern divisions of Cutta, and containing about 500 square miles.

Having first established triangles connected with those of former seasons, I had, with the aid of the two apprentices [17 n.9],...completed...about one third of Khorda, when sickness put a stop to my progress in the month of February 1821, and has since prevented me from resuming the survey.

[18]

The survey was abandoned and the assistants moved to the Upper Provinces; the villages in the Khorda District are small and poor, and...not...much advantage to the revenue is likely to occur from the detailed survey. The Moradabad and Bareilly surveys are of more consequence than that of Cutta, and...to them, and to the Gourpore survey, the best means are afforded. The apprentices...may be withdrawn from Cutta for the purpose of being sent to Rohilkund [154].

Government agreed and reported to the Directors that

---

1 B to CD, Rev., 28-12-21 (6-9); BES, (284-5); cf. BTC, 7-9-21 (30).
2 Old name for Nokhali District.
3 Richard, father of James [52].
4 B Rev Bd., 2-9-17 (35).
5 CD to E, Rev., 21-3-21 (16, 15).
6 20 m. sw. of Cutta.
7 Proposed by Commissioner, 12-8-20; BTC, 17-11-20 (128).
8 DDD, 166 (136), 13-9-21.
the Cuttack survey was, indeed, originally designed as an experimental measure; but the surveyor being chiefly engaged in the wild, mountainous, or woody tracts, wherein the labours of the husbandman shew themselves only in scattered patches of cultivation amidst a general waste, his operations afforded no light as to the course to be followed in other parts of the country. This survey was, moreover, impeded, and has since been suspended, in consequence of the bad health of the officer appointed to conduct it\(^1\) [18].

European surveyors were employed under the local revenue officers in other areas. Between 1824 and 1826 Henry Tanner, in charge of the "invalid thanas" was employed in Bhāgalpur to survey the limits of lands allotted to invalid pensioned soldiers\(^2\), and later in the Rajmahal Hills of the Santāl Parganas to survey the Government estate, Dāman-i-koh\(^3\).

Independently of the Damunikoh, the revenue surveys of resummed...lands are so frequent and extensive as to occupy nearly the whole of Captain Tanner’s time for the year round. Captain Tanner has been required to survey preparatory to assessment thirty mehalls;...thirteen of these...contain somewhat more than 43,000 bogueh\(^4\). Tanner was not a highly skilled surveyor, nor was his survey which dragged on after 1830 particularly accurate, though it remained the sole authority for revenue purposes for many years\(^5\).

During 1828–9 the Collector of Bihār employed a Mr. Beauchamp to survey village boundaries and limits of cultivation\(^6\); and he was still employed as "surveyor to the Bahar collectorship" in 1836.\(^7\)

After the occupation of Arakan the Commissioners in charge tried to get a trained surveyor to make a "revenue survey" of the province. No military officers could be spared, and though, Horatio Nelson, an assistant from the Delhi survey was detailed, and special allowances approved, he managed to get his orders cancelled, and never joined.

NGAIHI & CHITTAGONG, 1821–9

The primary purpose of Cheape's survey of Chittagong, 1814–8, had been to aid the settlement of revenue \([II, 178]\), and his final report indicates the value of a careful survey, even on so small a scale as one inch to a mile.

The estimate of quantity of cultivated land annexed to the map has been deduced from the protractions of the survey. Cultivated land...997,8125 square miles, or 1,06,612 doons—

\[
\begin{align*}
(1 \text{ kanna} &= 144 \times 120 \text{ feet } = 17,280 \text{ sq. ft. } - 18 \text{ kanes } = 1 \text{ doon } = 2,76,480 \text{ sq. ft. }) \\
- 1 \text{ sq. mile } &= 1613 \text{ kanes, or } 100 \text{ doonas } 13 \text{ kannes...})
\end{align*}
\]

By measurement of year 1802, land paying revenue doons 58,056

and waste land susceptible of cultivation

Deduct Hattia and Sundee, which are not included in my survey

Total area of low cleared land, exclusive of Hattia & Sundee, by measurement of 1802

Ditto, by my survey

Difference, not paying revenue

The District pays at present (1817), according to assessment of 1802 Rs. 5,73,000

It thus appears that my survey gives a surplus nearly equal to the whole content at present paying revenue... I consider it impossible that there can be more than one tenth, or 100 miles, either above or under the actual area which should pay revenue; and therefore, deducting 100 miles for any possible errors...there will remain 900 miles area which there can be no doubt is within the marks, and if assessed up to this calculation the revenue would be increased upwards of one half of what is paid at present.

I have made this remark of deducting one tenth advertting to the impossibility of perfect correctness... and it would seem desirable, and indeed equitable, to guard against the possibility of any estate being assessed as larger than it is. Attention to this point I should conceive very necessary to obviate disputes and complaints, as well as to give general satisfaction...

It has been generally supposed that the quantity of cultivated land has been of late years prodigiously increased by... bringing what was formerly jungle into cultivation... I am however well convinced from my own observation that the district has undergone little change... for the last 30 years at least, and probably much further back. Indeed, in the map which existed before my survey, I can trace the routes through the whole of the northern parts of the district.

... For a material increase of revenue it will be necessary to look for such increase from a revision of former measurements, and not from any partial measurement of... lands... as have been of late years cleared...

Cultivation has been everywhere pushed as close to the hills as possible. ... New tracts might certainly be struck out between the ranges of hills... and some portion of low land will always be found between two ranges.

In addition to the limits of cultivation Chape surveyed and mapped the boundaries of thanas

An important source of revenue was the tax on salt and firewood produced along the banks and islands of the Meghna, the Sundarbanes creeks, and the Chittagong coast. Survey had been carried through these "salt districts" during 1802-4 by Thomas Robertson [11, 134], but these coastal and tidal regions are continually changing and another survey was authorized in 1821. A civilian surveyor, Henry Osborne [12] was engaged by the Collector at Noakhali;

Mr. Osborne should first be employed in making a survey of the islands in the Meghna. ... It will be his principal duty to ascertain chusa... as they exist at present, and... to notice any chusa of recent formation, and to collect every information regarding the date of their being first cultivated. So soon as any part of Mr. Osborne's survey is completed, it is my intention to contrast the information he has collected with maps of older date, as well as with all old records and oral information that may be able to obtain, as by these means I shall hope to be able to distinguish the objections which knavery and artifice will be constantly contriving to defeat my enquiries.

The Board of Revenue added the following instructions:

The surveyor should be directed to lay down all existing mouzas or villages, townships or kushba, hamlets or chucks, huts... large or small, occasional and permanent, market places...

It is still not intended... to restrict you from dispensing temporarily with a survey in cases where the property in the land is decidedly vested in the Government, and where the peculiar local circumstances may enable you to define limits with sufficient accuracy.

Osborne was not satisfied with the terms offered and the survey was taken up from 8th February 1822 by Benjamin Blake [18, 382], who was in the first instance to be employed... defining accurately the boundaries of the salt and fuel lands required for... the Salt Department. Advertising to the scattered direction in which the salt and fuel lands are situated, it is desirable to ascertain how far... this duty... will interfere with the geographical and topographical survey you have been directed to make... Pending a reference to the Board... your services can be usefully employed in surveying that part of the district which lies between this place [Noakhali] and the great Penny River...

Blake surveyed the Salt Agency lands as he came to them in the course of his general survey of the district, and in October sent in a map reduced from the topographical one; also an outline of a statistical synopsis of the chusa, mouzas, &c., measured during the latter part of last season, being the commencement of a survey of the district of Buloisah [136 n.2].... The areas inserted... are all bonafide good soil, available for either agriculture, salt, or... the production of fuel...

1 Report dated 14-10-10, attached to map, MR 10. Mis., 20-9-10. 2 Islands formed by river silt. 3 from Collector, 18-6-21; BTC, 11-11-21 (22). 4 markets. 5 ib. (32). 6 BTC, 5-3-22. 7 from Collector, 15-4-22, BTC, 15-5-22 (16).
A great evil exists in the superabundance of tanks; ostentation and a love of fame appear to be the causes. ... The forming of a new tank should be prohibited, unless necessity be given to keep it clean and in good repair, for otherwise they are neglected, and soon become choked up with aquatic weeds, thus engendering...a vitiated mass. ...

I have been prevented from filling up the columns of the statistical table for want of an assistant, as the whole superintendence of the measurement falls upon me and, with the laying down thereof on the map, occupies all my time. ... Under these circumstances I...may be permitted...an assistant, and...recommend Mr. James Thompson, lately employed in the revenue department under Mr. W. Fraser in the Dahleb Territory. ... Mr. Thompson will be happy to perform the duties...on the same salary as is allowed to Mr. Jones, the assistant to Ensign Princep on a survey similar to that of Bullock[141-2, 369].

He asked for an elephant which was essential for travelling about, whilst a great deal of the work had also to be carried out by boat, which added considerably to his private expense, especially as he lost one in a storm; having in vain waited for tidings of an European built boat belonging to my surveying establishment which was driven from my schooner during a severe storm on the 27th March last, at the mouth of the Moga. ... I have to request...a remuneration...of my loss sustained, which, including masts, sails, cables, oars, and grapnels, is three hundred and fifty rupees.

His progress was commended;

Captain Blake has effected the survey of 43 churs and mozas, comprising the whole of the churs lying between the Nacolly Creek and the Little Panny River, with the exception of a small tract. ... After he has completed this duty, he will proceed to survey from the western side of the Nacolly Creek along the banks of the river Moga. ...

The map prepared by Captain Blake and the details of his survey...will doubtless satisfy Government that a more able or zealous officer could not have been selected for this important duty; the information he has collected relative to the churs and mozas surveyed—the quantity of land in each already cultivated and fit for cultivation—how much waste—how much occupied for the use of the Salt Department—and what reserved for fuel,...must render the Collector's duty in assessing the lands an easy and satisfactory task. ...

As Mr. Donnthorne[2] continues to represent the expediency of assistance being afforded to Captain Blake, His Lordship will perhaps...direct the civil Surveyor General to depute a proper person from his establishment.

Hodgson, as Revenue Surveyor General [305-6], was unable to provide an assistant, but recommended an increase of establishment and changes of procedure [147, 369-70]. Blake was placed under his professional orders, but had to close down in October 1824 on account of the war against Burma[4].

Sundarbans

Accounts are given elsewhere [II, 14-5, 177; III, 7, 12, 179] of the survey of the Sundarbans commenced in 1811 by William Morrisson, and carried on by his brother Hugh till the end of 1818. This survey had been started to meet the demands of the revenue officers, and showed all the creeks and limits of cultivation on the one-inch scale. It stretched across the Sundarbans area of the districts of the 24-Parganas and Jessore[5], but left Bakarganj unsurveyed, so that early in 1818 the Collector of Bakarganj pressed for survey;

I have received several applications...for tracts of land on and adjoining the Sundarbans of this zillah. From the imperfect state of the records, ...as well as from my present want of local knowledge, I am unable to ascertain whether the said lands appertain to any estate on which a permanent assessment has been fixed, or are exclusively the property of Government. ...

One of the principal objects in constituting this a separate collectorship being to encourage enterprising individuals to cultivate the waste lands,...it would...be...of great benefit to cause a survey to be made of the whole of the district, and a copy thereof deposited in the Collector's office. ...

I am not informed whether or not Lieut. Morrison, now surveying the Sunderbans, has instructions to extend his survey as far as this zillah; at all events some time must elapse before he will reach it. ... Should it interfere with the arrangements of Government to send Lieut. Morrison or an engineer officer here, ... the duty might be executed by uncovenanted assistants from the Surveyor General’s Office.

Again, a year later;

Seeing that Capt. Morrison, the officer surveying the Jessore Sunderbans, ... has been compelled to proceed to sea for the benefit of his health [12], ... there is little prospect of the survey being proceeded in immediately. ... The more I see of the nature of this district, the more I am impressed with ... the necessity of ... an accurate map, ...

A young man named Jackson, a sea-faring man, is willing to undertake the duty on a salary of 200 rupees per month, and about 80 rupees per month boat hire. The duty ... could be concluded in less than two years, and the advantage both to the Magistrate and Collector would be incalculable. At present there is no defined line between the districts of Tipperah, Dacca, and Jackergunge.

Government consented although not happy about appointing a surveyor outside the Surveyor General’s establishment;

It seems likely, however, that a topographical survey of particular portions of the district will be found very useful for ... the Collector’s office, particularly for making out the limits of estates, and ... of lands proposed to be assigned to new settlers.

If therefore Mr. Jackson shall possess the necessary qualifications of a land surveyor, ... His Lordship in Council will ... sanction his being attached to the Collector’s office on the terms proposed. ... That gentleman is accordingly authorised to employ Mr. Jackson in surveying. ... He will, ... submit a specimen of Mr. Jackson’s work at an early period.

Jackson was engaged, and on his resignation in July 1820 the Collector submitted his maps and fieldbooks;

The beneficial results ... were apparent in the difference of sudder jumma demandable by that process and that shown by the native unemee, which ... did not fall short of sice rupees 1700 per annum. The former sudder jumma of the estate ... was sice rupees 1105–10–15. The measurement of the unemee shewed ... Rs. 4720, more or less, ... that by Mr. Jackson ... Rs. 6501 and this latter sum the present occupant is ready to pay.

It was not till after I had had several times proceeded ... in person, and kept the strictest watch over the unemee that I got the measurement completed; the time employed ... occupied at least ten months, whereas Mr. Jackson’s survey was completed in less than a month. ... When it is considered that the proportion of Mr. Jackson’s salary did not exceed Rs. 280, and that the unemee received as Rs. 566, the preponderance is again greatly in favour of it, ...

The whole expense incurred by employing Mr. Jackson will be most amply repaid by the increase of assessment of the single estate above mentioned.

The Surveyor General did not endorse this estimate of Jackson’s work;

I have been miserably disappointed as this young man, who applied to me himself, makes such additions to the original allowance that I would not ... recommend it without some better assurance of his being competent for the duty, ... For such a survey the fullest allowance of a surveyor would not be too little, and to admit that the duties required of a geometrical survey of islands separated by extensive waters could be done by an ordinary establishment would be imposing upon you and upon Government ...

It appears to me evidently that what he says was done at an expense of 280 Rupees per mensem was just as little value as the former expenditure upon a native measurer. Altho’ a costly set of instruments was furnished to him, not a single point of observation has been transmitted, tho’ it was not too late in the season, and I have just discovered that the plans sent in were, in fact, copied by a not very competent draughtsman belonging to this office.

It is obvious that there was urgent need of trustworthy surveys, though possibly not of the high professional standard set by MacKenzie. The supply of competent surveyors was negligible.

The first regular settlement had been started by David Scott, junr., in 1814 [II, 177] and he reports in 1818 that he found the unassessed cultivated lands ... to be of the following kinds — Encroachment by zemindars — Extension of cultivation ... beyond the quantity for which they paid revenue —

---
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Reclamation by unauthorised persons who subsequently prosecuted forged documents.

He began by measuring the latter two kinds of land by the agency of amnis, and for his guide he had the original leases—whenever produced—the chittas of 1783—and a copy of Lieutenant Morrisson's map. There was much opposition to contend against. The zemindars were all arrayed against him. ... The amnis, too, were obstructed in their work, and the aid of police had to be invoked, while fraud on the part of the amnis themselves constituted a separate source of danger. ... Mr. Scott, however, succeeded in measuring a large extent of land in 1817, and the operations were continued by Mr. Lind in 1818.

In 1818 a special Sundarbans Commissioner took over the settlement8, and on 16th March 1821 the Government reconstituted the commission, with a survey party to aid it9. ... The first and main object was to demarcate by a distinct line public from private property, in order to prevent future encroachment, beginning with the country... which had been surveyed by Lieut. Morrison. ...

Ensign Prinsep of the Engineers was appointed the Surveyor. ... Mr. Dale took charge of the office on 9th April 1821. The year 1821 was spent in preparations: ... the operations were steadily prosecuted during 1822 and 1823. ...

They took up the demarcation of the line separating state from private lands, and worked from Panpur on the river Jabuna westwards. ... Mr. Dale... came to the conclusion that no satisfactory results could be had till the line separating the forest from the cultivation was ascertained, surveyed, and mapped, and that he directed Mr. Prinsep to do. ...

Mr. Prinsep made a detailed survey of the forest line from...the river Jabuna to the river Piyali during 1822, and continued it to the Hugli, a little below Culpi, during the succeeding year, through a total distance of about 180 miles. He also surveyed the taluks measured by Messrs. Scott and Lind with the object of testing the accuracy of the amnis' measurements as a whole. ... During 1823 he surveyed the 28 taluks that were measured...the previous year. He thus completed 49 taluks, ... and found the amnis' measurements fairly correct, except in three instances of jungle where they had resorted to guesswork.

The applications for jungle grants...were also made over to him for inquiry into their boundaries. Using Morrisson's map as his basis, he filled in the khals and other details during excursions by boat. ... In addition, he made a full survey of the strip of jungle bordering the cultivation from the river Bidyadhari to the Hugli, with a breadth varying from one and a half to six miles.

His map... showed the precise situation of almost every important...taluk in the 24-Parganas district, and the exact limit (with the village boundaries inserted) to which cultivation had... been carried between the rivers Hugli and Jabuna. ... He parcelled the jungle into separate allotments, and gave them numbers3 [ II, 76 ]. ... He experienced much trouble from the conflicting names given by rival zamindars to the creeks and other natural features, but he gave currency in his maps to the names which the fishermen and wood-cutters used. ...

Mr. Dale was removed in November 1823, and Mr. R. D. Mangles succeeded him for two years, after which there were several changes until 1828. ... Mr. Prinsep during 1824 partitioned the jungle belt... to the river Jabuna, and was deputed to Chittagong at the end of the year. ... His establishment however was retained, and Lieut. Mallock of the Engineers was appointed Surveyor in November 1827 [7].

Mallock was relieved towards the end of 1827, and was succeeded by Alexander Hodges who was given revised instructions:

The next step should be a careful and minute survey of the line on which the forest and the cultivation meet, from the spot where the former touches upon the Hooghly immediately above Channel Creek, through the districts of the 24-Pargannas, Nukuldeah, Jessore, and Backergunge to the south-eastern termination of the waste upon the sea, ... at the mouth of the great western embouchure of the Ganges, or Pudda.

This survey should be conducted upon such a scale as may ensure it from dwindling down into a permanent sleeping appointment for a single officer. ... It surely cannot be less an object of importance to define the limits of a forest that extends within twenty miles of the seat of Government, than to measure the villages of Bareilly or Goruckpore. ...

It is certain that unless Government are prepared to resign all prospects of deriving revenue... from the cultivation of Sundarbans wastes, the survey of those tracts must be undertaken at some time or other. ... Nor do I think that it will be wise to retard the execution of the scheme by fixing the surveying establishment on too limited a scale; for I have invariably observed in

---
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this country that, whenever operations have been protracted beyond a certain period, the plan has either been abandoned altogether, or has been feebly and imperfectly carried through.

The survey of the line has not to commence "de novo"; the whole western frontier of the jungle from Channel Creek to Hoseinahad, and thence to the south, eastward, as far as Prawn-pore, having been mapped with very partial exceptions, been most accurately mapped by Captain Prinsep. The estates measurement form a connected belt of cultivated land, extending from Channel Creek to the Peiloo Nuddah,interrupted only at the several spots particularly mentioned. From Dhosa Ghaut northward to the Bhuda Dhurree, thence round to Hoseinahad and Prawn-pore, the skirts of the jungle have been strictly followed by the chain of the surveyors.

Captain Prinsep is of opinion that artificial landmarks or boundary pillars ought to be erected to direct new settlers from encroachment, or the hazard of collision and litigation with the neighbouring old proprietors. Captain Prinsep should furnish a more formal and detailed report, particularizing what has been already done, as well as explanatory of his own views, with regard to the future conduct of the survey. No person is so capable of doing justice to the subject.

The following is taken from Prinsep's notes:

When the survey is carried beyond the Eeshumette, it will be advisable that a native ameens' measurement of estates should, if possible, precede the European survey, as it will abridge his labour, and probably save him from travelling over the same ground twice. A measured belt of estates along the edge of the jungle is, of course, the most desirable kind of survey; where it cannot be obtained, it has hitherto been usual to carry on a chain and theodolite survey along the skirts, noting a number of landmarks for the topographical delineation of the country. It's revenue divisions, and boundaries of the villages and estates.

The survey was to be published;

Much advantage will be gained by the multiplication of the survey maps. It seems desirable to vest the duty of preserving and copying the maps in a separate officer resident ordinarily at the Presidency, and the experience acquired by Captain Prinsep in the three years of his conducting the survey, point him out naturally as the person in whom this duty should be vested.

With respect to the multiplication of copies for delivery to parties interested, either for production in court, or for any other purpose, it shall be competent to any person to obtain copies of such fixed prices as may be determined, in concert with the Commissioner of the Sundarbans.

Hodges was authorized to engage an assistant surveyor on Rs. 250 a month, two apprentices, and a number of followers, and was placed under control of the Surveyor General, who was told that, the survey having been established for revenue purposes, the revenue authorities determine the general limits to which the surveyor can most profitably be directed; but if you think that they are applying the survey in a manner calculated to hinder the attainment of the main object, you may freely communicate on the subject with Board of Revenue and, if necessary, with Government; and, as to the mode of executing, Lieutenant Hodges must look solely for instructions from you.

Pargiter notes that Hodges was to accompany Mr. Dampier [Sundarbans Commissioner], and survey the boundary of the forest. During the early months of 1839 Mr. Dampier defined, and Lieut. Hodges surveyed the boundary, carrying it from the river Jabuna, opposite Prampur, as far as the river Belgavvar at its confluence with the river Jeoddara. Mr. Dampier, being unable to define the boundary positively, directed Lieut. Hodges to take as the boundary the line shown in Morrison's map, and complete the survey up to the river Sipsa, while he himself crossed over to the opposite side, and described the limits as well as he could. Lieut. Hodges, however, made no survey of the limits of the then waste, but simply copied in his completed maps the line drawn in Morrison's map.

The results of the survey were drawn first on the scale of four inches to the mile, which were worked down into another series on the scale of one inch to the mile, and from the latter Hodges prepared a map 4-inch of the whole of the Sundarbans, using Morrison's map as the basis for the country as far as the river Passar, and Prinsep's map for the details of the 24-Parganas. It was completed in 1831, and is known as Hodges' Map of the Sundarbans. It shows the boundary of the Sundarbans forest along the whole length from the Hugli to the Megna.
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The allotments made by Prinsep in the 24-Parganas were incorporated...and the same system was continued as far as the river Pasar, which was the limit of Morisson's survey; but he revised the numbering, and reduced the whole of Prinsep's and his own allotments into one series of consecutive numbers from 1 to 234 [141], extending from the Hugli to the Pasar. ... The whole of the coast from the Hugli to the Meghna, with a breadth varying five to ten miles was copied from Major Rennell's atlas of 1779 [I, 159]; but the interior details of the forest tract east of the Pasar had never been surveyed....

To provide sufficient copies of the map, and render it available for the public, the Government transferred the copyright to a Mr. Wood, on condition of receiving 100 lithographed copies free.

The following passages are taken from Dampier's report of 25th July 1829:

After ascertaining that the Sheora khal extended for some way along the skirts of the jungle, I determined to fix its entrance into the Jubaona as the place from whence the survey should begin. From thence I proceeded along the estates...cultivated under Mr. Henckell's grants given in the year 1785 [I, 159]; the terms...are that the parties have a right to cultivate 1000 or 500 begas within certain named limits. So little, however, were the situations of these boundaries known, that the quantity of land within each of them may be taken at 20,000 or more begas. I did not, therefore, deem myself justified in giving up to the claimants any portion of the waste, but informing them that a request...for a pottah would be immediately attended to, I maintain the right of Government to the heavy jungle.

The Henckell grant had been measured in 1815-6 by Arthur Smelt and, according to Pargiter, measurement had been [previously] made by aminis, ...but the aminis had been bribed, and the results were untrustworthy. He [Smelt] began the measurement in December 1815 in the west of the district, employing six aminis. Finding their work generally accurate, he proceeded to the general measurement, putting three aminis to each mahal. ... He closed his operations in April 1816, having measured a vast extent of land, amounting to 323, 323 bighas, of which 212, 029 were cultivated. The measurement was by blocks, and not by fields, ...and its celerity and vastness detracted from its accuracy. ... The figures show that, omitting the jungle, he must have proceeded at the rate of nearly a square mile a day. ... Mr. Smelt declared that the operations had been conducted under his personal supervision, and he felt satisfied of their accuracy.

To continue with Dampier's report:

After crossing the Coolooloo (laid down in Rennell's map as the Punjasor), the boundary of pargunnah Jamsh, which borders on the waste up to the Cobodduke, was regularly defined, although I found some difficulty in penetrating the grass jungle which formed a broad belt...along the heavy waste, and afforded cover to every species of wild animals.

Upon reaching the eastern bank of the Cobodduck I endeavoured for some days to make my way to the actual Sondurbam waste, but found it perfectly impossible. The lands adjoining the jungle had been gradually deserted, and of places which appear in Captain Morisson's plan far within the cultivation, I vainly looked for any trace. ... I really had no idea of the rapidity with which all traces of cultivation could be obliterated. Vegetation had sprung up so rapidly as to appear almost the growth of a century. I understood upon inquiry this had begun about 11 years since, and owing to the bunds not being taken care of, and the fear of wild beasts, as the jungle advanced, no rapists could be persuaded to remain.

Determined to try if there was not some way by which I could reach the limits...I procured some small boats, and proceeded to two small places...which in Captain Morisson's plan appeared four miles distant from the waste. ... Along the Cooorah Nuddeo, the bank of that river, which was clear in 1814, was covered with dense jungle, and the country intersected with numerous khales. ... I found them situated in the midst of this jungle, the two containing about 230 begas, in which were 10 cottages. Extreme unwillingness to quit their houses had detained the inhabitants, ... but they declared it impossible by their own exertions to check the progress of vegetation, and said they must quit the spot very shortly.

There not being any possibility of my fixing the limits of the waste from personal observation, I determined upon directing my surveyor to proceed at once...to the banks of the Sessah, and to trace the intermediate boundary from the plan made by Captain Morisson in 1814.
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Lieutenant Hodges informs me he calculates the area of the Soondurbans, the boundary of which has been already laid down by Captain Prinsep and himself, to be about 4600 square miles, and of that portion between the Horinggotté and Mégna to be 600 square miles. This latter calculation is taken from Rennell's map, and I can vouch from personal knowledge of the amazing extent to which clearings have been carried since that time, and I think the 600 square miles may be considerably reduced.

**Sylhet & Assam, 1822-30**

Some account has already been given of the settlement of revenues made by the Collector of Sylhet in 1789-90, on which the permanent settlement was based [1, 140]. Since that early settlement, cultivation had widely extended, and much of it paid no revenue; scattered tracts were measured by amñas, but their work was not to be trusted, and in 1822 the Commissioner obtained the services of Thomas Fisher, who had been surveying the district boundary, to take out the areas of definite blocks by accurate survey, distinguishing cultivated areas from uncultivated, and thus provide an overall check against the detailed measurement of the amñas. The Commissioner did not wish him to supersede the usual course of measurement in detail by native amnees, but rather to operate as a check...by enabling me to ascertain accurately the gross contents of any given spot, with the proportion of productive and unproductive land of which it may consist. We...you to survey the whole of the lands, field by field, it would occupy so great a length of time as of itself to render that plan quite insufficient.

The only mode, therefore, is to take a pergunnah, or any other portion of land of which the boundaries are known and defined, to traverse the exterior of it as the boundaries may be pointed out to you and, after having crossed it in one or more directions, to calculate its gross contents, and to distinguish...productive and unproductive lands.

At the same time this will...give a sketch of the outline of the pergunnah, showing its natural shape and acknowledged boundaries which...may prove a ready means to the Courts of Justice to adjust cases of disputed boundaries.

In asking for assistants, Fisher pointed out that when the decennial settlement was fixed in this district, only the lands at that time in cultivation were assessed, and those called junglah were reserved for future settlement when they should be cultivated: In a period of near thirty years that have elapsed since the decennial settlement...the cultivated tract is supposed to have swollen, while the revenue has remained the same.

In May 1823 the Commissioner submitted Fisher's survey of three contiguous pergunnahs...I have withheld this report...in the hope that the native amnees would complete their detailed measurements...within a reasonable time, and thereby have enabled me to compare the results.

Lient. Fisher has completed the survey of some other pergunnahs...at the rate of 40 square miles a month, which is as much as he can perform. The survey of the remainder of the district will occupy fifty-three months and, as in the most favourable seasons there are but five months in the year, viz. from 1st November to 31st March, in which...operations...can be carried on...it follows that the survey of the entire district will occupy a period of upwards of ten years. With the aid of four...assistants, the survey may be completed with great accuracy in...three or four years.

I consider it absolutely impossible for the details...to be executed by Europeans, viz., registering the name of the proprietor of each field, the quality of the land, and the estate to which [the fields belong],...facts that must be recorded simultaneously with the measurement, and without which the measurement would be of no use. These...can be done through the intervention of native agency alone. A European would sink under the exertion...were it even in other respects fit employment for him.

But the completion of the survey of the whole district on the plan on which it has been commenced presents many important advantages...Had some plan of this nature been adopted at the time of Mr. Willes's measurements we should not now be at any loss to know what lands are included in his settlement [1, 140]...the talookdars take advantage of it to...
assert that Mr. Willes included the whole in his measurements, and that they are therefore entitled to hold the whole at their present rate of assessment. ...

I am aware of no plan which, working with natives only, offers a reasonable expectation of... accuracy. The only method usually resorted to of checking the accounts of the aumeens is to depute other aumeens called “partaul aumeens” to go over the same ground [II, 185-2]. To say nothing of the great additional expense, ... what are the grounds of confidence in placing one native over another? ... I have had a good deal of experience amongst native aumeens, and I have come to the conclusion that it is...hopeless to expect fidelity from them. ... Measuring lands is looked upon amongst natives as a low occupation, ... depriving us of the service of the more respectable class [C.42]. ...

I have made it the interest of the aumeens...to be honest, by making their remuneration depend on the quantity of land measured; but I fear the utmost which Government could allow for this purpose would not even approximate to what it would be the interest of zamindars to pay the aumeen for passing over his land. An aumeen receives twelve rupees for every hundred coolhans of cultivated land....

As a further check I require the aumeens to transmit their measurement chittas to me regularly; those in the immediate neighbourhood...daily; and those of a distance, every fifth day.4

Government noticed that
the accounts of the native aumeens...show a greater quantity of productive land than appears in Lieut. Fisher’s survey, which, although not altogether an accurate calculation, is a proof that the aumeens have not compromised the interests of Government. ... Yet there is...some danger lest they may in some degree have overrated the extent of the land.

Mr. Tucker5 should be referred to the system...pursued by Colonel...Munro in the settlement of the Ceded Districts of Fort Saint George [II, 185-2]. He may there draw useful hints.

In December 1823 Fisher’s survey was broken off by the Burmese advance into Cachar, and he reverted to military duty, not resuming survey until 1826 [51-2]. In 1827 he came under the professional orders of the Surveyor General, at whose request he sent a summary of the work already done.

He explained that the object of the survey was to facilitate the settlement of cultivated lands omitted at the time of the “perpetual” settlement, and that these were scattered over the whole district in small patches from every estate or the minutest subdivision of property. His first object was to ascertain the gross area of each pargana as a check on the native measurers.

Though four European assistants had been sanctioned in 1823, only one suitable person, James Blechynden, had been found, and he was called off to other duty almost as soon as he arrived [52].

In October 1827 Fisher sent in specimen maps produced from the work of the amins and his own survey. The plan compiled from the amins’ survey was on the scale of 400 feet to an inch, and shewed every estate, however small, its area and boundaries its owner, tāluk, mauza, and pargana. It distinguished cultivated—waste—and village—lands, and jheels. The amins’ work was not so reliable as survey by a European, but was quicker and cheaper, and sufficiently checked by the surveyor’s gross measure [7].

In his report for 1827-8, Fisher said that he had 23 amins employed under him, and that the north-west of the district would probably be completed in the next two years. The map he attached was not an exact plan of the pargana, but as good a sketch of the relative positions and comparative size of the estates as could be expected from the materials. It was accompanied by references to the chittas filed in the Collector’s office [I, 139; III, 167].

In October 1829 he reported that the work of the amins had been conducted with the same or even greater success, and that little or no difficulty had been experienced in protracting their survey. Flat shades of different colours were applied to the different tālucks “to assist the eye in tracing details”.

In addition to his revenue survey he kept up a geographical map, controlled by astronomical observations [52-3].
Quite independently of Fisher's survey in Sylhet, a revenue survey was started about 1827 in the lower Assam valley under David Scott, Agent to the Governor General [64].

The work was almost entirely performed by native surveyors, Bengalees or Assamese. The European surveyor or his assistant marked out the given tract and surveyed the boundary. The interior portion...was entirely filled up by native surveyors, and protracted by the European surveyor or his assistant...

The nature of the country and its unhealthiness opposed serious obstacles; most of the surveyors were Bengalees, who suffered severely from sickness, and thereby the work has been somewhat retarded. The work was very skilfully superintended by the late Lieut. Bedingfield, of the Artillery, and the conduct of it under Mr. Matthews, the present surveyor, afforded Mr. Scott every satisfaction.

**METHODS OF SURVEY**

The essential task in land-revenue surveys was the determination of the superficial area of cultivated, or cultivable, land belonging to estates, villages, or individuals. For reasons of economy it was important to do as much work as possible by means of Indian measurers, or amins, and to keep European supervision and labour to a minimum. The operation of measurement was simple, and could be carried out by very humble agency, but there were other problems that required the close attention of professional officers of experience.

There was the close supervision and checking of measurements, chiefly to prevent fraud in collusion with the occupants. There was often doubt as to the actual limits to be measured, owing to lack of boundary marks and disputes of ownership. Consideration had to be given to the unit of measure and its relation to accepted local measures, both of length and area, which often varied from district to district. There was also the technical control by high-class instruments that would enable the work to be assembled into a correct topographical map, truly placed in geographical position.

Other considerations which in these days are considered beyond the province of the professional surveyor were—classification of soil and crops, and assessment of revenue according to the value of the produce—distinction of land that was held rent-free—collection of statistical information regarding tanks and other means of irrigation, population, cattle, and other possessions [28, 126, 154].

In Bengal early attempts were made to distinguish between the duties of the surveyor and the civil revenue officers, though far more responsibility was thrown on the surveyor than was later found expedient. In Bombay the surveyors had to propose the rates of assessment.

Town and suburban lands of Calcutta demanded special consideration;

The tenures are, generally speaking, of trifling extent, frequently less than a bigha. Their limits are commonly well defined, the land being almost wholly occupied by houses... The parties occupying them have long been recognized as proprietors, subject to a trifling quit-rent... Hence the advantages of an European measurement...seemed little likely to compensate the charge; and to require a measurement as the condition of registry, for the uncertain prospect of discovering an excess of a few yards square, would have been harsh and undignified.

The objects of a revenue survey in the mofussil are quite different...no conclusion can be drawn from the one to the other.

In 1829, Nathaniel Halbed, who had been recently transferred from Moradabad, where revenue survey was being carried out under European charge [154-5], wrote as Commissioner of Chittagong:

The system...of measuring the lands through the agency of native surnees is open to very many objections. In the first place the result of the best and most honest measurement is not correct. In the second, the poverty of the people employed, and the small rate of wages allowed them, leads them to take bribes for...fabricated returns.

---
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It is scarcely possible to find European officers who have the time, the ability, and experience, to superintend and regulate the labour of the measurers under the native system, and to correct the result of each day's work. There is therefore no effectual means of detecting the errors, or of distinguishing those arising out of fraud from those originating in neglect. We are, in fact, now suffering all the evil which might have been anticipated from employing incompetent European officers to superintend measurements of this description.

Suggesting a staff of—1 principal surveyor—2 assistants—3 sub-assistants—6 "
tindal—60 "khallas—6 "coolies—1 "head and 1 "assistant "mutesudde—with wages "totalling Rs. 19,321 per annum, Halhed judged that "the work of a single season would enable the revenue officer...to resume and bring under "assessment lands the revenue of which will suffice to cover more than the expense. ... The "principal Surveyor should commence a grand round on an extensive scale, the area of which the "two assistants and sub-assistants will proceed to subdivide into village circles, separating the "lakhanje [rent-free] claim from the khalsa."

As regards technical details, the following note was made by Hodgson as Revenue "Surveyor General regarding Blake's work in the Salt Agency [141-2]; "The map of each chair [141 n.2] should be made separate, and drawn on one side of a sheet of "large...paper, and on the opposite side may be written such statistical information as appears "required. On the back of the paper may also be noted the proof table by the method of "traverses and the universal theorem, which...I have adopted in the surveys of...the north-west "districts [148], and which is the most exact of any... These maps...would form a most "useful record, and...they should be reduced as the close of each surveying season into one "general map on the scale of 40 chains to an inch, or other convenient reduction. ...

The Surveyor,...to close his work accurately by the above method, must be very careful to "take all the angles of his circuit with a theodolite duly adjusted, and to measure all the boundary "lines by the chain or wheel, so that the content may be obtained in areas which may be reduced "to the local measure by the known proportion. This is the proper mode of ascertaining the "extent and area of the whole chair, but the interior might be measured by the less "exact modes; indeed, it may prove more practicable for the surveyor of the "marshy chairs to adopt the "rigidly exact methods."

Less exact methods were followed by Jackson in Bakarganj [143]; 

The river survey is made by a floating line attached to 2 boats; the leading boat having "distended the line drops a lead attached to a float, which has been fixed according to the "depth of the river, at the same moment making a signal to the following boat, by which "signal the surveyor takes compass bearings of the leading boat. ... Both boats advance, "keeping the float line still distended until the following boat picks up the lead, and at the "same moment makes a signal to the leading boat to drop a second lead,...and so forth. 

The floating line is 44 fathoms, or 1/20th mile. ... The land survey is made by a chain "or perambulator."

The following notes from Fisher's account of his survey of Sylhet [147-9] "are particularly interesting because he worked out a system independently from the "surveyors of the Upper Provinces[158-63]. He himself traversed the exterior "limits, whilst his amine made detailed measurement of the interior, so that their "work was controlled by the gross area obtained from the exterior measurement. The "following are the results of one particular measurement:

Gross area by European surveyor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross area</td>
<td>6526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of cultivated land</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison was complicated because in almost every pargannah there were parcels belonging to other pargannahs, many of them at a great distance, and not included within any of the "circuits surveyed.

The principles of native measurement were purely geometrical and, in theory, rigidly exact; "but the practice was often, from ignorance, carelessness, or corruption, very imperfect.

The amine used the "nul, a rod 22½ feet long, and measured up the land by squares, rect-
angles, or triangles, and computed the areas by multiplying out.

There were 35,000 separate estates recorded in the office of the Sylhet Collector, most of "them split into smaller parcels.

---

1 B Rev Bd. 7-7-29 (52).
2 from Hodgson, 27-12-23; BTU, 9-1-24 (5).
3 Fdb., MR10, M 308.
4 DLK: M 70.
The work of the jareb amnins continued throughout the period of the Burmese war, without supervision, and when [Fisher] resumed in 1826 he started in an area lying between the two completed areas, with the object of measuring the gross contents of full areas as a check.

In 1826 each ameen was, for the first time, furnished with a compass by which he might take bearings to show his course, and make a plot of his work. These compasses were made up with the aid of a Sylhet silversmith; they were necessarily of inferior workmanship, having needles magnetized by the single touch, and cards divided to one degree.

Each ameen, of whom there were 20, had to send in the compass bearings and measured lengths of the small circuits, each about 3rd of a square mile, with which he covered his area.

The following was a typical season's work. During October and November survey was restricted to the town of Sylhet and its immediate neighbourhood, so that the amnins might be instructed in the new method of working with the compass. During the remainder of the season, work was extended, and a total area of 265-55 square miles was surveyed. One amain was detached to Cherrapunji. Part of the district boundary was surveyed, and the work of 15 different amnins was encircled and examined by Fisher, who also established a number of test points.

During May and June, after the rains set in, the rivers defining the north-west boundary were surveyed, as they were un navigable during the dry season. The boundaries of certain parganas were defined.

The ameen commenced at the north-east corner of his division, and proceeded to encompass it, measuring as many dangs as possible from each station, and working round to its starting point. Each of the little squares, or dangs, includes all that could be taken of one landlord's property. The ameen then subdivided the area into divisions of 50 koolahs each, and measured the included dangs without the compass, geometrically. Errors made by an ameen could thus be located without remeasuring his whole work.

The European surveyor afterwards encircled some particular tract, taking offsets to check the ameeen's work; from his circuit he calculated the gross area by the general theorem of Adams.

Noz. For calculating areas, Gale's Universal Theorem was first employed by Captain Thomas Oliver in the revenue survey of the Dihlee District, and having been highly approved of by the Surveyor General, Major Hodgson, its introduction into all revenue surveys after 1823 was immediately ordered [160].

The ameen was on contract at the rate of 12 rupees for 100 koolahs. The cost rate for 1823 came to 10 pies per acre, and to 1 anna 5 pies per acre in 1826. The excess area disclosed in 1823 was 3168 koolahs in a total of 12,035.

The gradients of the two-inch map was laid down from instructions supplied by the Surveyor General.

Units of measure in Sylhet were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>1598.71 Square Yards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12} kahs</td>
<td>1 maul</td>
<td>1 kish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 square maul</td>
<td>1 jisc</td>
<td>12 kish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 by 7 mauls</td>
<td>1 kish</td>
<td>1 kooluah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Gale did not originate this theorem, but used it for his system of traverse circuits: If the sum of Eastings and Westings, line by line, be multiplied by the Northings and Southings (also line by line), the difference between the total north products and total south products will be double the area enclosed. John Gale's Traverse Tables pub. 1780 as appx. to Geometrical & Graphical Exercises by Geo. Admas, jun.; Thullier & Smyth (1793-96, 201). 1 Cf. P.R. (22).
CHAPTER XI

REVENUE SURVEYS, UPPER PROVINCES OF BENGAL


Of the most urgent problems referred to Hodgson on his becoming Surveyor General was the organization of revenue surveys in the Upper Provinces [7], and he put forward his ideas in the following letter.

Let us consider the vast extent of the Ceded and Conquered Districts, which we may do roughly by comparing the small zillah of Furruckabad with the extent of all the others.

The district of Furruckabad is stated to contain 2,900 villages, and to yield a revenue of rupees 10,53,075. Let us consider the...time requisite to make a village survey of it, the number...of persons required, and a rough estimate of the expense. The last will be considerable, though I have no means of estimating it, it will be covered by the additions to the revenue expected. ...

Lieutenant Gerard was ordered by the Board of Commissioners to make a detailed survey of one village [II, 180; III, 157]. It was a large one, and it occupied him and his assistants about a month. But perhaps we shall obtain a surer scale of comparison from the Breach district, executed by the officers of the Bombay government [II, 185-9; III, 169]. The Breach district, containing 182 villages, was surveyed by a large establishment of officers in rather more than two years and a quarter. The villages are large...and...the lands of one large village will be sooner surveyed than those of two or three of half the size. If we could proceed as expeditiously...2,800 villages might be surveyed in thirty-one years and nine months. ...

Let us consider what establishment may be necessary for each zillah. Though the assistants may be Indian-born...the superintending officer certainly should be an experienced and skilful British officer. An officer...receives during nine months in the year 618 rupees, and for the three rainy months 250 [I, 277]; the average is 526 rupees per month. His duties are laborious and prejudicial to health, and the allowances are not lightly earned. I put down here a rough estimate of the monthly expense of his party.

1 Surveyor Rupees 326
2 Asst. Surveyor, an experienced country-born man who is also a draughtsman 200
3 Apprentices or pupils, country-born, each 100 rupees 300
4 Ameens, or native measurers, at 25 rupees each 100
Moonshi, or writer, and hircaraabs 100
Total rupees 1,296

On this scale the yearly expense will be rupees 14,712 and the expense for thirty-two years 4,70,764. The cost of stationery and instruments, and their wear and tear are not included. Where are we to find a sufficient number of persons capable of executing surveys of all the districts which are not settled?

How many zillahs are there, and what number of villages are there in each? ...

With what temper may the natives of Upper Hindostan view this measure, which will necessarily induce a more minute investigation into their claims...than they have been used to? They are high-spirited, but reasonable people if brought by degrees to understand that the measures of Government are calculated for their benefit. Still, they are so blinded by prejudice of religion and long usage, as often to misapprehend them. It is strange, but true, that the more ignorant classes actually and sincerely regard all classes of surveyors as criminals, sentenced by government to measure the ground on account of their offences, such being a Hindoo peasants [145]. Whether it be from fraudulent motives, or whether the inferior native officers and ameens...employed in the measuring of disputed lands, take bribes, or from whatever cause it may arise, I think that the natives often relinquish a claim rather than submit to have the land measured. If one survey, as an experiment,
were...carried on...after due explanation, ... alarms and suspicions...would be lessened. ... At first the progress of the surveys must be slow. ... Boundary disputes are the great sources of litigation in the courts.

If it should be determined to institute a village survey in any zillah in the Upper Provinces by way of experiment, I can select a former sub-assistant surveyor and three apprentices from the school party now in Cuttack [19].

On this advice Government passed their Resolution of 7th September 1821;

Without a minute and accurate survey of the country, there appears to be a very distant and uncertain prospect of ever securing a correct...record of landed property. ... With a survey which would enable the European officer accurately to comprehend the...aforesaid accounts, ... the risk of fraud would be greatly diminished. ... Without such a check, all the efforts to arrive at a correct knowledge of the country will probably fail of success. ...

That a survey would excite distrust among the people, supposing it to be conducted with discretion, ... there seems little reason to suppose. No such feeling appears to have been exhibited on the occasion of Lieutenant Gerard's survey [157]. ... In so far, indeed, as it would relieve the people from the...frauds of native ancestors, and lead to the knowledge by the Judges and Collectors of the matters on which they have to decide, the operation would be so manifestly advantageous to the community, that...they would soon...appreciate the benefit. ...

With respect to the general expediency...of...a survey...for judicial and revenue purposes, His Lordship is entirely satisfied. The points for discussion are the kind of survey to be undertaken, and the instruments to be employed. ...

A map fixing the...boundaries of each village, and the position of the most remarkable objects, ... would...answer every essential end. ... It would enable our officers to acquire a really familiar knowledge of their districts [274, 276].

If, however, the fixing of the boundaries of individual villages...occasion an inordinate delay, the surveyors might be relieved from that duty, and the adjustment...left to the revenue officers, and to...occasional surveys...when disputes arise. ... The survey might still give roads, natural boundaries, and remarkable objects, with several intersected points in each square mile, the general features of the country being likewise sketched in; and such a survey, laid down on a sufficiently large scale, ... would approximate, at least, to the truth in determining the boundaries. ... The operations...being confined to the general survey of the district or its larger divisions, ... with a minute attention to the topographical features, ... would of course be much more rapid than if they were required to fix the boundaries of each village. ...

A geographical survey of each district, marking the limits of the parganas or other great divisions and the positions of the villages, ... ought certainly to be completed.

In speaking of a village and topographical survey, it is not...the design of Government that these should be conducted separately from the trigonometrical survey of the districts, but only that the general survey should...exhibit the limits...of individual villages, and...cut off all extensive waste tracts. ... The accuracy, indeed, of the detailed survey...can only...be secured by combining it with trigonometrical operations [159]. ...

The acquisition of statistical information, and the preparation of memoirs, ... would be natural adjuncts to a detailed topographical survey. ...

It is...desirable...to associate with the surveyor the Collector or other revenue officer...making the settlement. ... The revenue officers must...be kept in constant communication with the surveyors. ... Co-operation...will particularly be necessary in marking out the limits of villages and estates. ...

Many years must...elapse before such a survey could be extended over the whole of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces, but...His Lordship in Council must be anxious to postpone the permanent settlement of all estates until they shall have been regularly surveyed. ...

Of the Ceded Provinces which first demand attention [II, 26n.1], the district of Goruckpore and the province of Rohilcund suggest themselves. The past settlements of Goruckpore have been particularly defective. ... This...seems...to stand first...for...a revenue survey. ...

A topographical survey of Goruckpore should be commenced as soon as possible by an European officer aided by an assistant surveyor, two or three apprentices, and the necessary native establishment. ... The Board of Commissioners will...communicate fully to the Surveyor General every information that may...assist...in directing...the Surveyor. ...

Another survey should be undertaken in Rohilcund under the Western Board [at Delhi], and the Surveyor General...after...the experimental operations...will...report how far there may exist the means of advantageously extending the survey to other quarters.

*from SG. 29-7-21; 3TC. 7-9-21 (27); BRS.
All proceedings regarding the revenue surveys should be kept as far as possible distinct from ... the general duties of the survey department. ... Correspondence between the Surveyor General and Government relating to the surveys...shall be conducted in the Territorial Department.

Early in 1822 surveys were started in Gorakhpur, Rohilkhand, and Delhi, that in Rohilkhand being split before the end of the year to allow one surveyor in the north division of Moradabad, and a second in Sahaswán to the south [154 n.5].

When Hodgson handed over to Blacker in October 1823 [300–1], he was appointed to special charge of these surveys, with the title of Revenue Surveyor General [8, 305–6], and made his headquarters at Fatehgahr, in Farrukhabad district, so as to be alongside the Commissioners of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces [II, 180]. He held this title till 1826, when he resumed the office of Surveyor General, retaining charge of revenue surveys until January 1829, when he handed over to James Herbert, who later became Deputy Surveyor General and Superintendent of Revenue Surveys [7–8, 310].

After the outbreak of the Burmese war in 1824, most of the officers on revenue surveys, together with many of their civil assistants and apprentices, joined the military forces as surveyors [52, 65, 68, 333]. Bedford and Wilcox went to Assam—Pemberton and Birnie Browne to Cachar—Wroughton and Nelson to Arakan. Oliver and William Brown were left undisturbed at Delhi, and survey in north Moradabad was carried on by the district officer [154].

During 1826, Bedford returned to Sahaswán and Wroughton to Gorakhpur, and the following year Browne resumed charge in Moradabad. William Brown started a new survey in Saharanpur, moving to Bulandshahr in 1828. The settlements and surveys in Delhi and the Meerut Division of the upper doab were now under the control of William Fraser [II, 398], of the Board of Revenue in the Western Provinces at Delhi [364].

By 1829 there were five separate surveys in progress, Gorakhpur, Delhi, Sahaswán, Moradabad, and Bulandshahr. The staff included eight military surveyors, three civil assistant surveyors, 22 country-born sub-assistants and apprentices, and a few Indian measurers [165]. By 1830 they had only surveyed about 3,000 square miles at very heavy expense. Each skilled surveyor in charge was doing too much of the technical work himself instead of directing the less qualified workers [160]. The system was not so economical or practical as that followed by Munro in the Ceded Districts of Madras [II, 180–2] or by Fisher in Sylhet [147–5], though the surveys were a valuable contribution to the topographical map.

Gorakhpur

In September 1821 Grant [22] was appointed to charge of the revenue survey of Gorakhpur to work under the Board of Commissioners at Fatehgahr in cooperation with the Collector of the district. His staff was provided by the Surveyor General, who also gave professional instructions. Government directed that the facts...relative to each village should be distinctly recorded, partly in the form of tables with explanatory notes, and partly in the form of reports...

The settlement of each village should be made at the same time as the survey, or at least...the Collector should maintain a constant and close communication with the Surveyor, so as to afford him instant support. ... With regard to the illicit alienations, ... the resumption and correction of them should be kept distinct from the survey, though...the matter...will be...fully ascertained and recorded...

Wroughton and two apprentices joined early in 1822, and Hodgson warned Grant not to hurry the work:

You say that only two apprentices are with Lieut. Wroughton, but even with them you expect to get through 30 or 40 villages per month. ... Though your survey has now more assistants than any other, it is by no means advisable to think of proceeding at the rate you

---

1 7–9–21; BBS. 2 BTC, 14–9–21 (16). 3 Schenck and Dumbleton [69 n.2, 165, 333].
mention. ... The survey must at the commencement be careful and deliberate. The boundaries of each village must be ascertained by the common rules of land surveying, with a field book and plan of each village. ... Hurry and precipitance are above all to be avoided. ... If you can in the outset survey two middling villages in a week, you will do very well. Nay, it is better at first to do still less, provided what is done be well done. You must keep your party together, and remain with it yourself, and devote your whole attention to the duties assigned to you, i.e., laying down and ascertaining the boundaries of the cultivated property and its contents.

I highly approve of your zeal and wish to proceed as fast as possible, but remember, much depends on the beginning of a great work, and too much haste loses time in the end.

On his relations with the Board of Commissioners [151], Government made the following rulings;

Lieutenant Grant seems to have considered his commission as extending to matters with which it was not designed that he should meddle; and, on the other hand, the Board do not seem sufficiently aware of the importance of leaving the Surveyor to proceed in a regular and systematic manner, subject to the instructions of the Surveyor-General. ... The advantages of a survey fixing the limits and extent of individual villages are most important, whether for revenue or judicial purposes; but it is also highly important that such measurements should be connected with the general survey of the district. That connection must be lost if the surveyor be interrupted ... and sent to different quarters according to the pleasure of the revenue officers.

The village maps were on scale of 8 inches to a mile, with pargana maps on one-inch or 2-inch scales [153]. The survey completed between 1821 and 1824 comprised 254 ... villages, equal in area to 44,480 English acres ... at a cost-rate of annas 6-67 per acre, whereas on the Delhi survey the same charge is ... less than 2 annas [156], but such may be expected when the villages are large, and where the boundaries are settled by the civil officers previous to the survey, and also where the sub-assistants are more numerous. In future I think a more rapid progress will be made in the Gurukpore survey.

Grant went on sick leave in March 1823, and Wroughton, who took over charge, was absent on military duty from December 1824 till 1826 [333-4]. The Surveyor General commended "the personal activity displayed by Lieutenant Wroughton;" He had not had an assistant, and... until lately two rather illiterate apprentices... The survey was interrupted by the war but, as an assistant, Mr. Macan, and two additional apprentices have been added to the party, I trust that it's future progress will be satisfactory... I have instructed Lieutenant Wroughton not to detach Mr. Macan but... to make his services, and those of his apprentices, available... under his immediate superintendence.

During 1827 Wroughton surveyed only 126 small villages on the western border of Gorakhpur in the present district of Basti. During 1828, 308 villages were surveyed, besides a detailed "map of the city, suburbs, and cantonments of Gorakhpur," scale 8 inches to a mile, with information about population, bazars, fairs, etc., Herbert reporting that, owing to the extreme smallness of the Gorukpore villages, ... the results of this survey have been purchased at a much higher price than those of any other, while... the revenue officers have not made that use of them they have in other districts.

At this rate there was no hope of any early completion and at the end of 1830, on Wroughton's recall to his unit on his promotion to Captain, the survey was closed down, and the personnel transferred to other districts [334].

ROHILKHAND

In December 1821 Bedford and Hadaway [332] were appointed to start an experimental survey in Rohilkhand with instructions from Hodgson;

3 from SG. 31-12-31; BTC. 1-8-25 (57). 4 Regn. viii, 1-8-22 (322-6); BRS. (357-8). 5 About 70 sq. m., in Amsa pargana; marla, 8-inch, 1-inch, and 4-mills, MRO. 19 [22-8]. 6 from SG. 16-4-27. 7 Jenkins and Wilson [353]. 8 BTC. 10-4-27 (43). 9 MRO. 186 (24). 10 from DSO. 3-11-30; BTC. 7-12-30 (34-6).
I address you jointly because it is desirable that, for the present, you combine your efforts. ... You have both sufficient skill in land surveying...for ascertaining the boundaries of the villages and large estates, ... to define the rights of Government and its subjects, and to aid the Collector in the approaching settlement. The nicety required in the surveys...in England cannot be expected, ... but you must aim at such approximation as is consistent with celerity of execution, ...

If the Bombay surveyors, we should finish two villages in a week, ... but I think that when you become accustomed to the business more may be done. ... I rely on your zeal and sagacity for discovering practical means to attain the end. ... Try such methods as you deem expedient, and vary them, and let your reports be full, candid, and explicit, ...

It is for the present advisable not to be too minute in making enquiries, except those relating to the grand end of your operations, the demarcation of boundaries. ... You will...keep notes regarding the nature of the soil, the depth of the wells, the methods of irrigation, ... without appearing to be too prying and inquisitive in the eyes of the people, who are apt to be suspicious of...the most innocent questions in regard to their property, families, or cattle; but an experienced observer may note much, without asking many questions. ...

As to instruments, a supply will be sent with the apprentices, and in the meantime you must go on with those you have, and I shall be glad to know from you what you require. At present the store under my charge is not rich, but a large indent has been made on England [213]. ... And now, Gentlemen, I will now conclude by assuring you that as these survey are of an experimental nature, and you have the honour of being among the first selected to carry them on, I feel assured that you will fulfil the expectations formed of you.

Bedford and Hadaway started in Sahaswán near the Bareilly border on 17th January 1822, fixing their starting point by astronomical observations. The Collector gave them an Indian revenue officer to assist in boundary settlements, the most embarrassing and least satisfactory part of our labours; ... a subject of no small importance, not only as it may affect the progress, ... but as connected with the welfare of the landholders and the interests of the State, for there is every reason to believe that, were the boundaries of contiguous villages once accurately defined, and not the smallest alteration afterwards permitted, ... the pernicious spirit of litigation and animosity...would soon cease to exist, and much of the land now...waste be brought into cultivation. ...

Uncertain how far we were justified in attempting a task so delicate and complicated, ... we felt inclined...to interfere as little as possible. ... It soon became evident that, unless some method was adopted to clear the boundaries from...these vexatious and almost endless disputes, the progress of the survey would...be slow, and its results unsatisfactory.

In our early operations we experienced some difficulty in even ascertaining the existence of many disputes until the measurement was actually commenced; this was the occasion of frequent interruptions; sometimes the parties after wrangling for an hour would come to an understanding on the spot, but, when the dispute appeared of an obstinate nature, we suspended the survey and commenced in some other quarter.

By the 24th June, when they closed for the rains, they had surveyed 58 villages with their boundaries and the limits of the larger swamps and jungles. There was some discussion as to the statistical information required, and the Board of Revenue eventually ruled that a map fixing the extent and boundaries of each village, and the position of the most remarkable objects (the general features of the country being sketched in by the eye) would answer every essential end. ... An accurate survey of this nature...should therefore be the chief object of the surveyors, and the acquisition of statistic information should...not...retard...of that object.

Collectors and other revenue officers must be looked to for...information respecting the rights and privileges of the different classes of the inhabitants, the productive powers of the lands, ...

The surveyors should not...allow themselves to be delayed by disputes about boundaries. Where a boundary may be disputed, it will be sufficient for those officers to mark the limit as pointed out by each of the contending parties, leaving the adjustment of the dispute to the authorities legally empowered to determine it.

Village maps were prepared on scale 400 yards to an inch, and pargana maps 1,200 yards to an inch, showing village boundaries, with statistical tables for each village.

1from SG. 10-12-21; BTO. 1-3-22 (57). 2Report by Bedford & Hadaway 22-7-22; ib. 19-12-22 (22). 3WP. Rev Bd. 2-6-22; BTO. 26-9-22 (54). 4MHGO. 23 (5).
In November 1822 Hodgson reported satisfactory progress and recommended both Bedford and Hadaway for promotion. They had now been joined by Pemberton, Nelson, and three apprentices, though both Hadaway and Pemberton had been on the sick list. Hadaway died in March 1823, and Birnie Browne was appointed in his place, taking charge of work in the northern division under the Collector, Nathaniel Halhed. Wilcox joined about the same time. When the surveyors were called away the following year, Halhed carried on the northern survey with a senior apprentice, Alexander Wyatt.

In commenting on Bedford's report for season 1823-4, Hodgson points out the importance of determining the extent of waste land, both within and without the village boundaries, whether fit for, or unfit for, cultivation. Lands which may at some future time be brought into cultivation frequently exceed in quantity those under village. When they are situated out of the village boundaries, they require a distinct and precise survey, that their limits may not be comprehended with those of other villages.

It seems useless to attempt to distinguish the proportion of the two crops, and it is utterly impossible to survey the different holdings of individuals in the village. All that the surveyor professes to do is to determine with the greatest accuracy the area of all the land which the surveyors understand belong to it, and to distinguish in a more cursory manner the proportion of land in cultivation, and of waste, including sites of houses, jungle, uncultivated jungles, roads, and other unproductive places; also the nature and the quantity of each soil, and the means of irrigation. The state of the population and the number of cattle are likewise noted, but on these last subjects the surveyors are liable to be deceived.

In surveys of this kind many curious particulars of information might be collected, if attention to them did not take up much time.

Among the "curious particulars," which Bedford noted were the encroachments on lands surveyed during the previous season, which he illustrated by a special large scale map.

The survey of Sahasraw in 1823 under Bedford, was now divided between two detachments, one under Pemberton, the second under Nelson. The whole party had also four sub-assistants and apprentices, with 32 lascars and followers.

Between the 21st of October [1823] and the 20th June [1824] 112 villages had been completed, and the fair average progress may be stated at 16 villages per month, the total area being 91-73 square miles, or 50,713 English acres.

In September 1824 the surveyors were called off for military duty, and survey was not resumed till January 1827. Hodgson reports in 1828 that Captain Bedford must be ranked with the most able of the surveyors, and that his progress has not been as rapid as that of Captain Oliver and Lieutenant W. Brown. He has not enjoyed similar advantages, his employment being in a poor country where the villages are small, and the boundary disputes most numerous and obstinate, in fact universal. Instead of finding the boundaries marked out and ready for the chain, the surveyor had to undertake the difficult task of persuading the litigant parties to agree.

The settlements of these boundaries were effected by arbitration and punctual, and the Captain Bedford... has sent... the duplicates of all agreements. There appears to be reason to hope that these boundary agreements are considered by the people as binding on them. The boundaries being defined, he could then proceed with safety in his measurements.

For the year ending 30th September 1830 Bedford with now a second assistant, Roderick Macdonald, completed 267 villages, area 2261 square miles, at a cost of 2 annas 14 pice per British acre, including all expenses of office, maps, plans, and tables, furnished both to the head of the department and to the Collector, about 30% less under cost for the last four seasons, and 30% less than estimate made in 1827, when native surveyors were first employed.

Birnie Browne, also, rejoined in January 1827.

---
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During his absence, the establishment, consisting only of Alexander Wyatt, an apprentice to Mr. Halhed, and some lassers, was usefully employed by Mr. Halhed. ... This survey differs from those in Delhi and the Doob in as much as it was instituted for the special assistance of a most intelligent and active revenue officer, Mr. Halhed, but since his removal it has been turned to the...consecutive survey of the zillah, but considered in this light it must be inferior in progress to the more western surveys, as the assistants are fewer in number, and of inferior description. ...

When Lieutenant Browne returned, an assistant was applied for, and Mr. Robert Terranaeau, an uncovenanted person of some experience, was appointed, and on the cessation of Captain Gerard's survey [90], I sent...two boys, Edward and Michael Shiells [105].

Browne completed 26 villages by May 1828, and the Surveyor General further accepted the work carried out under Halhed during 1825 and 1826, which included a detailed survey, of the boundary between Morâdâbad and the hill districts of Kumaun and Garhwal².

DELHI

The various revenue settlements that had been made since 1807 in the Delhi territories [II, 180] had been based on indigenous records and native measurements, with which the Commissioner expressed himself perfectly satisfied;

All the cultivated lands in this territory have been measured at different times, some twice and some thrice, so that there has been very accurate data for forming the assessment, and scarcely any possibility of assets escaping the cognizance of the European officer³.

It was now decided, however, that a regular village survey should be made under European management, and Thomas Oliver assumed charge in 1822 [38–9], under the direction of the Revenue Board at Delhi.

At the suggestion of the Board I commenced the survey at Noulithêh, continuing in a southern direction along the bank of the canal [23–4], including eleven villages of Panseput, three in Someput, and three in Gôlahânn. The latitudes of several of these villages have been ascertained by observations of stars. ...

Disputes concerning boundaries very much impeded the progress of the survey at the commencement, and it was not until Mr. Wm. Fraser adopted measures for settling them that scarcely a village could be completed; but his assistance was so effective that I afterwards experienced much less interruption, and...completed the survey of 17 villages, containing an area of 7,000 bessahs, and through his early assistance I confidently hope next season to accomplish nearly double that quantity⁴.

In forwarding this report, the Surveyor General notes that Mr. Fraser [157] also proposes...that copies of the village plans should be retained for the use of the division to which the villages belong, and that a corresponding copy be engraved at Delhi upon a copper plate, to be delivered to each village as a proof of right to the lands belonging to it. ... The surveyor will...supply copies of these without...having them engraved on copper; but if many copies...are required, ... they will be more readily made by the lithographic apparatus invented for on the Honourable Court of Directors [298]⁵.

Oliver thought that after his survey no encroachment of any, or much, consequence could be made without detection. It would be easy to have the boundaries defined by small pillars or minars erected at the joint expense of the zumeedars, and the destroying or mutilating of which rendering the parties liable to fine would probably deter them. From the boundary sometimes running through highly cultivated grounds, ... objections might be made by the zumeedars to digging ditches or planting hedges, as it would be destroying part of their most valuable land.

The zumeedars seem desirous to have their boundaries settled and their lands surveyed, which may perhaps be accounted for from the increasing value of their property in consequence of the opening of the canal [24]. ... I had lately had a visit from the Raja of Rewarre, ... to ascertain whether there was any immediate prospect of my being able to survey his lands,

¹to the Sandarbans [146]. ²from SG. 7–5–28; BTC. 19–6–28 (55). ³Scale 800 yards to inch, MROI. Misc. 7–0–26; reduction, 4–0–26. ⁴Report, 26–4–29, Delhi Records (96). ⁵BTC. 19–6–28 (46); general map, 2 inches to a mile, showing “Shah Nahar, or Royal Canal”; MROI. 3 (15). ⁶from SG. 18–2–23; ib. 27–2–23 (59).
and he seemed much disappointed when I told him that it would probably be long ere his wishes could be complied with. ...

With regard to the population list, the number of females could not well be ascertained; particular enquiries were not made as it might have been hurtful to their feelings [II, 367, 318]. ... The villagers often complained of there not being sufficient hands to cultivate the land, and the want of ploughs is felt in almost every village.

Oliver started with William Brown and four sub-assistants, whilst John Simmonds joined early in 1824. By May 1824 the survey had been split into three parties, but before the end of the year several of the staff had been called off to the war. In submitting maps and tables for 86 villages surveyed during season 1823-4, Hodgson reports that

186,115 English acres have been surveyed, ... and maps, ... and...tables of each village have been formed, and the expense...for each acre is 2-143 annas [154, 162]. ...

This expense, I hope, will be abundantly repaid. ... The soil and climate of the Delhi districts are good, and the various canals made by the Moghul and Patan Emperors prove what pains were taken to render the vicinity of the capital and the adjoining provinces productive.

The rapid progress made...during the past season is very much owing to the care of Mr. W. Fraser, the 2nd member of the Board of Revenue, in causing the boundaries of the villages to be settled and marked ready for the chain.

Captain Oliver is now making satisfactory progress; during the ensuing season it is proposed that his operations shall be carried on in a productive...country bounded on the east by the Jamna River, on the south by the city and environs of Delhi, and on the north by a line drawn from Paniput to the eastward till it meets the Jumna.

In 1824-5, reports Oliver, the disturbances in this part of the country prevented our commencing operations till the month of December, but notwithstanding the loss of two months...the quantity of land surveyed does not fall much short of that of the preceding season.

The total area surveyed amounts to 162,727 acres, the expense from the 1st October 1824 to the 1st of October 1825...giving about 3½ acres for the rupee. ...

When the survey commenced in 1822 no boundaries were settled, and...progress was excessively slow, only about 40,000 acres having been surveyed during the whole season; this compared with the progress made during the two following seasons affords a striking proof of the great advantage of having all boundary disputes settled. ...

On an average the survey of each village has taken up about a day and half only, and...it cannot be expected that, after making the various measurements, calculations, and protrackations, ... much time should be left for collecting with any degree of accuracy voluminous statistical details.

On this Hodgson commented:

This great increase...is attributable to the exertions of Mr. Fraser...by whose aid, authority, and experience, the boundary disputes were settled, and the villages ready for the surveyors' operations when they arrived at them. ... Greater progress will be made on the Delhi District than in any other zillah. ... The villages are larger and...more easily surveyed than the smaller; and they are less embarrassed by boundary disputes. ... The country also is fruitful and valuable, especially those parts which are near the canal, and they will become more so. ... The climate, tho' very dry and hot, is comparatively salubrious and allows of greater exertion in the field than in the lower provinces. Mr. Fraser is of opinion that if four complete parties could be employed the whole district might be completed in 5 years.

In December 1826 Brown was transferred to Saharanpur, but with good support from Simmonds the party surveyed 343,399 acres in the parganas of Rohtak and Mandauith during season 1826-7. In October 1829 Oliver handed over to Simmonds, having to revert to regimental duty on promotion to Major [152].

The reduced general maps on scale two inches to a mile are still preserved in excellent condition, and shew village boundaries and topographical detail, with full statistical tables on reverse. They cover "Dieele Territory", which included the present districts of Rohtak, Gurgaon, and Karnal.

---

1 BTC. 19-5-28. 2 Graham, Fraser, Mastic and Gould; Wm. Quick joined during 1822, and served the Juzmir Meeter, scale 40 ft. to inch [1, 790]. MRIO. 163 (31). 3 from RSG. 21-4-25; BTC. 12-5-55 (27). 4 due to war with Baren, leading to campaign in Bharatpur. *BTC. 24-8-28 (45). 5 from SG. 75-28; BTC. 19-5-28 (38); Oliver now had 2 mil. aest., 6 sub-aest., and an appo. 6 MRIO. 1 (22-3, 33). 7 (1-9, 13-23, 27-30, 36-9, 51), 1 (1-10, 13-5), 7 (13-6).
The revenue survey of Sahāranpur District, started by Gerard in 1814 [II, 180] and broken off by the Nepāl War, was resumed by him at end of 1815, and after some interruption closed down early in 1819 [23]. The survey was mainly of topographical interest, and did not even include village boundaries, but Gerard spent some time on the survey of one village on the lines of the Broach survey, [149, pl. 16]. In discussing this experiment Government comments that Lieutenant Gerard...remarks that it would have taken two years to survey the whole of the Ramdeens' moccarray in the same manner, and that moccarray is stated to have contained one hundred and seventy villages, yielding annually about rupees 1,30,000 under a light assessment, it may be concluded that he calculated on a progress of eighty-five villages per annum.

This result does not materially differ from that exhibited by the operations of the Bombay surveyors and, now the Bombay survey, Lieutenant Gerard's would appear to have been conducted on a more detailed principle than was contemplated.

Had the object of the survey been confined to that of giving the limits of the village lands, with the natural boundaries, roads, and all the most remarkable points, the labour would probably have been diminished one-half.

In 1826 it was decided to take up the survey of Sahāranpur on the same lines as other districts, and Brown commenced work in Thānsa Bhawan in December.

My first operation was ascertaining the true azimuth, or bearing, of a line from which all the others should be deduced. The measurements commenced on the 28th, and continued without any interruption. The settlement of boundaries being under Mr. Fraser, I never experienced a moment's delay on their account. A few chuprasses...enabled me to procure the zamindars and others to point out their boundaries and, whenever occasion required, the kanonongos...were procured to give such information...regarding their respective villages. On an average every village has a disputed boundary, and without Mr. Fraser's assistance I never could have got on.

Lieutenant Hodges joined me on the 8th, and Lieut. Fraser on the 21st January, from which time the survey gradually increased its operations till...the 30th March, and from that date till leaving off on the 23rd May it would have been impossible, with one sub-assistant and four apprentices, to have surveyed more. 45 villages, containing an area of 45,174 acres, were completed. The survey has cost 2 annas and 4 pies sonnat per acre.

Hodgson points out that Brown's report contains much useful information expressed in the plain satisfactory style of a practical man who perfectly understands his business. The proportion which the cost of the survey bears to one year's rent...is fairly considered; a just and clear account also is given of the native mode of surveying used by the mirzads employed by the Collector; and the evils and oppression which may, and frequently do, arise from a system so calculated to create and cover fraud and uncertainty are explained.

The use of the rope jureeb cannot be too strongly deprecated, and Mr. Fraser's substitution of the bamboo rod for the chain, even for the interior survey, must be deemed an improvement.

It will be remembered that the first reform proposed by the Rajah Tudor Muli, revenue minister of the Emperor Akbar [I, 133-4], was the substitution of the bamboo for the rope jureeb, an implement of all others adapted to cause confusion and fraud.

Whatever benefit may result to Government and to the farmers from the surveys in Delhi and the Upper Doob, they may be mainly attributed to the support and assistance rendered by Mr. W. Fraser, and surely benefit must arise where the revenue officers clear the way for the surveyors, and promptly take advantage of the certain [sure] data afforded to them by the maps and tables.

These surveys are perfect in their kind, and there can, I think, be no doubt of the great benefit which would accrue to that fine country, the Upper Doob, from a settlement founded on their basis, and that the expenses of the survey will be amply repaid.

The party consisted of Lieutenant W. Brown and two officers, assistant surveyors, and an uncommissioned assistant surveyor, Mr. John Graham, and D. Chill, E. French, P. Chill and C. Foy, apprentices; with a native establishment of three motaudees, fifty-one lascars, and three bilards, besides two lascars and two sweepers for government office tents [165].

---

1 The country between Ganges and Jumna rivers above Cawnpat [II, 5, 35-8].
2 Resolved on 7-9-34, 27/S. (292-8).
3 20 m. S. of Sahāranpur.
4 D. H. and P. Chill, French, Davis, Sanderson.
5 From Brown, 4-3-57; BTC. 19-6-29 (57).
6 From SG. 7-9-24; ib. 19-6-29 (55).
During 1827-8 work was extended southwards into Meerut district, Nelson relieving Hodges, and Macdonald joining in March 1828.

The tract which was first surveyed, ... connecting with the revenue survey of Diblee, ... appertains to the districts of Meerut and Munafizamgunj. The survey then proceeded northward into the Subarumpoor district. ... A sufficient number of villages have been surveyed ... to keep the collectors of districts employed in settling for a considerable time to come.

With the exception of the conduct of the Pathans at Testoon [411–2], the survey was everywhere treated with proper respect. ... The people have hitherto not appeared much interested regarding the measurement of their lands, altho' they seem to be fully aware of the importance of their boundaries being marked. ...

No attempts were ever made to rob our camp, altho' we were in the midst of Goojurs, whose ideas of meum and teum are said to be worse defined than most others of the Honorable Company's subjects, and which does them considerable credit, as our camp was at all times most open and inviting.

Revenue matters are not in the province of the surveyor. I may, however, remark that no complaints were ever heard, or even a murmur against the tahsildars or their people (with one solitary exception at the village of Pindiourah). The people had no cause for complaints; the season was good and the wheat crop uncommonly extensive.

After surveying a sufficient number of villages in advance of the settlement, Brown's party was moved to Bulandshahr.

**METHODS OF SURVEY**

Though methods of survey varied in detail from district to district, they were controlled generally by Government Resolutions of 1821 and 1822, and by Hodgson’s general supervision [7–8, 149–51]. The detailed measurement of fields and the recording of ownership were left to revenue servants and, after much discussion, the settlement of boundary disputes was declared to be the duty of the district officer.

The survey was essentially topographical with administrative and village boundaries surveyed with precision, and other information sketched in by eye. The following extracts are taken from Regulation VII of 1st August 1822.

The main object ... is a general map of the district, and ... separate maps of the villages contained in it.

After any particular tract is laid down, or whilst ... in progress, the village survey should be carried on until the whole space included in the general survey is filled up. The result of the village survey will thus be checked by that of the general survey.

In the general survey, the position of each village should be fixed as accurately as possible, some remarkable object (a temple or the like) being taken as the point of observation, and specified as such. ... The limits of pargannahs should be particularly attended to.

In the village survey, the surveyors are to begin ... separate maps of each village, with the boundaries accurately laid down, and four or five points at least in each square mile. The general features of the country, the cultivated, uncultivated, cultivated and uncultivated lands, the pastures and forests, ... to be sketched by eye. ...

Care will ... be taken to distinguish what is actually observed from what is merely sketched in. ... Field measurements by the mirahds or others may ... be carried on at the same time with the survey; the results to be checked by the surveyor; but the detail must not be delayed by attempting ... too minute a detail. ...

The mofussil revenue officers should attempt ... to make out the boundaries, setting up flags or the like where there may not already be obvious ... boundary marks. Where the boundary is disputed, the disputable land ought, if possible, to be marked off by a double line, shewing what is claimed by both parties. ... The surveyor is not to interfere with such disputes unless specially authorised, but only to provide the means of their being afterwards settled by the proper tribunals. ...

The surveyors must be careful in all cases to notice the size of the local beegah, and of the standard used in the Collector's office, compared with each other and with English measures. ...

1 Report by Brown, 22–8–36. BTc. 18–9–38 (33); purpose maps 1-inch and 3-inch to mile, Shakrampur, MTO. 17 (38–46), 29 (6), 22 (32–47), 23 (47); Muzafarnagar, ib., 19 (30), 20 (23, 59–7), 23 (14–7, 29–30, 48–9), 25 (8).

2 2-inch maps, 20 (24–8, 36–7).
In regard to the rights attached to the land, the surveyors...are not...expected generally to meddle with such subjects. ...

It will matter little whether the minute measurements by the native officers [employed by the district officer] precede or follow the survey; but...the former course will be best, since...the native officers will act under the dread of a future enquiry, and...they should be distinctly warned that their statements will be eventually subjected to the test of a regular survey. 1

The native officers referred to included the kanungo or district record-keeper, and the paiwāri or mirdah, the village record-keeper.

The Register, or Kanong, of the district, though under the zemindar, is an hereditary native officer of importance. His records contain every account relative to the revenue, measurement, and allotment of the land. He also enjoys a percentage (generally 2 per cent.) on collections, and a due from every village, with small claims upon cultivators and tradesmen.

The land-measurer, Mirdah, of the district is...of lower rank. His duties, which consist in knowing boundaries, measuring and allotting lands, and settling disputes of cultivators regarding their respective fields, are paid by a small portion of land, and a due, generally of one rupee, upon each village. 2

Grant describes his survey of boundaries in Gorakhpur District:

I prepared 100 bandrels of from 8 to 9 feet in length, and an equal number of pickets; the former...for station lines, and the latter for offsets to the boundaries on the right and left of the station line. The bandrels were distinguished by red and white flags, the former...to point out the intersection of the boundaries of two or more of the adjacent villages. ... When the village had been surveyed, other surveys commenced from the intersecting points, and the survey was extended in a similar manner along the boundaries of the adjoining villages, each red flag denoting new points whence in succession new surveys should be projected. ...

I prepared about 250 white bandrels and 100 red ones, and they were not more than adequate, as the flags were frequently left standing till the whole of the work had been protracted and mapped, and when it was found that no material error had crept in, and that all parts connected, all the interior and exterior white flags and pickets were duly removed, but the exterior red flags were left standing in the points where the boundaries intersected.

Mr. Bird furnished me with a chaprassis from court, and I also had the assistance of one or two of the Collector’s officers to enable me to ascertain the limits. ...

It was indispensably necessary...to conduct a trigonometrical survey simultaneously with the more detailed operation. The plan...will exhibit the triangles and the corresponding points in the topographical survey. The sides of the triangles do not in general exceed 12 furlongs. The length of the first base is 3600 feet, and of the 2nd 4256. In measuring them four hundred feet brass chains were used, and the measurement was considered sufficiently accurate to prevent any perceptible error in the detailed surveys. 150.

The stations were distinguished by flag staffs about 40 feet in height. They are designated regulating flags and, being seen from every part of an estate, serve as a check against any error in the measurement. The position of these flags being first marked off on the map, the village in which they were placed was then carefully surveyed, and connected in a similar manner with the next regulating flag. In this manner the whole operation was conducted without any trouble or confusion, and without any material error. ...

For observing the angles I made use of the theodolite which I received from your office. ...

In extending the operations through the whole district, it would...be desirable to give the trigonometrical survey all the accuracy which can be obtained by good instruments, and I look forward...to...receiving from England the measuring chains which, at your suggestion, I wrote for, as well as the long expected azimuth circle. ...

If, as was often the case, the villages were small, ... no survey of the interior was considered necessary, as the features of the entire village grounds could be embraced by the eye, nor was it often judged necessary to make any interior survey of villages entirely under cultivation, excepting indeed a survey of the...woods and sites of the villages, when the latter were too far off from the boundary to admit of being sketched in by eye. In most cases, however, besides a careful survey of the boundaries, a survey of the interior was executed.

As the work is sketched and protracted in the field, no other field book is preserved; the sketch book is to all intents and purposes a field book, and from it memoranda of the offsets, distances, and angles of the stations on the boundaries may be easily prepared. 4

---

1 Regulation VII, I-5-22; BRS. (358-60).
2 Malcolm, II (13).
3 Robt. Meritius Bird (1788-1853)
4 BOS., ar.d India 1809: Sessions Judge, Gorakhpur, 1829-30: did much to organize revenue surveys; BTG.
5 from Grant, 5-7-22; BTG. 19-6-29 (36).
Hodgson comments on the large share of professional survey that fell upon the military surveyors, and their reluctance to depute work to their assistants [151]; Lieut. Wroughton states that the labour and time taken up in the measurement of interior detail for each village exceeds in a very extraordinary degree that...given to...the boundary. This certainly is the fact, and...a great share of personal labour has fallen on the principal surveyor which ought now to devolve on the assistants, who may survey the interior detail under the inspection of the surveyor. Lieut. Wroughton, actuated by a laudable endeavour to attain extreme accuracy, appears to have bestowed the same care on the minute particulars of cultivation, and the... sites of houses, ... jheels, roads, and watercourses, as on the principal outline. ... The total area indeed of the village must be determined with the most scrupulous attention to accuracy, ... but it would take much time to survey the details...with the same care, for it could answer little purpose when, ... between the time the survey is made and the time when the Collector makes the settlement, much change in the cultivation may, and probably will, take place. ... The principal surveyor should attend to the total area and boundaries, and his assistants should under his superintendence survey the gross amount of cultivation. ... With the village map and tables before him, the Collector has certain information as to the total area contained within the boundary lines, which he can...identify on the spot, and...can rectify the boundary...and regulate his assessment accordingly. The Surveyor is answerable for the true area being assigned to the space contained within what he supposes to be the boundary, but...the Collector has far more accurate means of discovering what the true limits of the village are. ... In the Delhi survey the boundaries are marked off by the civil officer before the surveyor commenced his operations, ... but...boundaries can be more...speedily defined in the Delhi district, where the villages are very large, than in the Gurukpore, where they are small, and the inhabitants litigious, and the disputes many and intricate. I have directed Lieut. Wroughton's attention to such points. ... I have also directed him to instruct his subordinates in a better style of drawing, and have sent him a separate map of one of the Delhi villages, and a part of the general map of the season 1824-5 as a model for imitation. He is also instructed to compute the total area by the method of traverses, and I have sent to him 309 lithographed ruled forms. ... The other surveyors are also supplied with these blank forms, by which much trouble will be saved [299].

Wroughton writes on 30th October 1827: Your admission of my exertions has fully repaid me. ... This season I think I shall make a very material increase of work indeed, if I have only health and strength; I shall not be surprised if I double the work of last year. The new mode by the Universal Theorem is rather more expeditious than the one I have hitherto followed [148], and the improvement of Macan and the boys leads me to hope for a very rapid and considerable progress [152].

One thing, stands in my way—the paucity of calashers...These poor fellows are worked off their legs, and to them I must look for the principal aid. ... Unless the establishment is augmented I feel they cannot stand it out much longer. ... They are on the ground an hour before daylight, hard worked until nine A.M., and again out at 4 P.M., until dark. ...

I have in 10 days, or thereabouts, finally measured and computed...26 distinct mouzas or estates; if I can only go on as I am doing now, and you will afford me...12 more calashers and I more mouzas, I promise in return to give a faithful and concise measurement of 300 mouzas for this year. ...

I will send you a village neatly drawn up this week, and computed after your directions by the universal theorem. If you approve it, every plan shall be similarly executed during the ensuing year.

The following is Bedford's description of work in Rohilkhand:
The instruments employed in the field—our mode of laying down the boundaries—and entering the measurements in our field book.

With respect of the first, our stock was very small...a theodolite by Harris, an excellent compass by Dollond with sights attached and fitted on a tripod, and a perambulator by Barge on the newest construction. ...

We were doubtful...whether to employ the Compass or Theodolite; the superior correctness of the latter was certainly a great recommendation, but, as it was both heavier than the compass, and more likely to be injured by a fall when surveying through the thick jow jungles and high grass, ... we ultimately determined to employ the compass, ... experiments...proving that it could always be depended upon to the tenth part of a degree, or even less.

1 from SC., 18-4-27; BTC. 19-4-27 (43). * ib. 19-6-28 (15).
The want of a chain...where the perambulator could not act...we could only obviate... by procuring a quantity of well twisted hemp cord. ... This we had stretched on tent pins, and repeatedly soaked in a mixture of wax, oil, and rosin, to lessen...it's elasticity and the effect of the dew and atmospheric changes. This line was then...divided into yards, with brass marks attached to distinguish the higher numbers, and...it's actual increase or decrease in length was ascertained by a twelve-foot measuring rod, made of a straight and well-seasoned bamboo, accurately divided by means of a brass scale. With two rods of this description...our offsets were also measured.

In commencing our field work, as soon as the bearing of the flag at the next station was correctly read off... and the...needle noted, the perambulator was put in motion, and on notice of a landmark being given by a measure-man (who went on ahead with either the zemindar or moolcum of the village,...) the perambulator, when directly opposite the landmark, was stopped, and the number of yards...read off, and entered in the centre column...directly over the bearing. The distance also of the landmark...was then inserted on the right or left of this column,... and the field book being read off from the bottom towards the top,... exhibits the different landmarks and other objects exactly as they were met in the field. ...

On our second survey...we commenced...making a preparatory circuit round the whole of the villages...taking as long lines as possible, and generally contriving to have the stations on the exterior boundary, so as to secure an occasional point in every direction to which we could return, and thus check the shorter lines employed in our subsequent survey. When commencing a fresh survey, we...made a point of introducing two distant main stations of that immediately preceding,... which ensured the correct relative position of the two.

This mode, combined with repeated intersections of any remarkable tree, or other object, enabled us to proceed with perfect confidence, because, as our rough maps have invariably kept pace with the field work, and every morning's survey now closed into one of our main stations,... no error could arise without being immediately detected1.

There was much discussion as to the amount of time to be spent on statistics and disputed boundaries, and it was ruled that the surveyors should concentrate on the preparation of their maps, and only collect such statistical information as fell readily to hand, and that they should survey such limits of a disputed area as would assist the district officer to settle it [153].

As time showed how slowly the survey was progressing in relation to the vast area to be covered, Bedford tried the employment of Indians [390].

With reference to...native measurement of the village details on European principles, I... forward a specimen of the field work of my tindals, as actually surveyed and noted by himself, together with an estimate of the expense of this work by a native party, compared with what it has heretofore amounted to,...

It appears very desirable that the native surveyor should be able to keep his field notes not only in the English form, but [in English] character, in order that his survey might at once be brought on the map without...their being transcribed. ...

I propose that the party should be formed as follows; viz., 1 native surveyor per month st. rs. 16-0-0; 1 mate, 8-0-0; 3 lascars, 16-8-0.

The object in having a mate attached is that in the event of sickness there may always be one individual properly qualified as to the management of the compass, mode of taking off-sets, &c., to supply the tindal's place, and prevent...the work from being interrupted. I reckon that the above party will survey on an average 5 miles each day, or 150 miles during the month, which gives a result of about 4 annas per mile.

The cost of similar work by European assistants came to about a rupee a mile, without any apparent advantage, as the work...is by no means above the capacity of any intelligent native, and the accuracy of his surveys will be brought to precisely the same closing test as heretofore. But from the increased expedition of native measurement, a still greater advantage is likely to ensue by the accelerated progress2.

It was not many years before the general employment of Indian surveyors was adopted on revenue surveys in Bengal, as in Bombay [388-90, 392].

A curious experiment was made on the Rohilkhand survey of the effect of rough ground on perambulator measurements. In each case a distance of one furlong was first measured by chain and remeasured several times by various patterns of perambulator. The different types of ground were classed as—

1 from Bedford, 22-7-22; BTC. 19-12-22 (22). 2 from Bedford, 1-6-27; ib. 13-5-33 (52).
ground—uneven ground—ploughed fields with large clods of earth—thick grass jungle—rough, or fallow ground with large clods of earth—sandy soil on river banks. The perambulator measurements varied between 212 and 221 yards.¹

The following extracts are taken from Oliver's reports on the Delhi survey:

The true direction of several of the station lines...was ascertained by azimuths of the sun, observed with a Berge's theodolite; the mean of thirteen sets of these observations gives for the deviation of the needle, 3° 10'.

At the first village surveyed, I found that making one circuit round the boundary was objectionable, as any errors that might creep in could only be detected when the circuit was finished, and it became necessary to go over the whole again. Ever afterwards, therefore, my plan has been to divide a village into polygons containing 40 to 100 heogas; the lines in the first instance being made to run in the open part of the village, so that those passing through jungle, which are less to be depended on, might have sufficient check.

From the almost impenetrable thickness of some of the jungles, great delay was caused by the shortness of the station lines; often a flag staff 15 feet in length, painted red and white, could not be seen at a 100 yards distance. In such cases the smallest deviation from the perpendicular threw the angles out considerably, and...with the inaccuracy of chain work in the jungle...this part of the work...never closed so well as circuits made in an open country.²

Unless great attention be paid to the management of the chain, no tolerable degree of accuracy can be expected. The men...have been carefully taught to give the chain...one uniform degree of tension.... The chains are measured every day, or every other day;...fifteen-feet rods are used, and...the chains are stretched precisely as when they are used in the field. One inch in every chain is allowed for irregularities of the surface....

Eighty villages have been surveyed during the season; the total area being 1,866,116 acres, or 3,693,291 heogas of 2,500 yards. The expense incurred from the 1st October 1823 to the 1st October 1824 has been about rupees 25,071, so that 1 rupee very nearly 13 heogas have been surveyed. Nearly five times as much has been done during the second season;...the number of hands employed...is not even double. The rapidity of our progress has been owing entirely to...all the boundaries being settled, marked out, and cleared, so that in the field we have had almost nothing to detain us [155].

If...the village maps are not so neatly drawn as last year...we have had nearly five times as many,...and...it was necessary to be less particular about extreme neatness;...many...have of necessity been done by young men who have not been sufficiently long practised.³

The following notes come from William Brown on the Saharanpur survey:

In my last report I endeavoured to describe the methods in use among the native land-measurers, or mootsaudies, and to show how unworthy their operations in general were of credit.... There are, no doubt, some natives in every office...who are expert calculators. These, however, are not the people I allude to, but those steady men who are picked up at the kutcherry door, who, for 8 rupees a month are ready to undertake the measurement (pyamaesh) of lands, and who are accordingly sent out without any previous examination....

In comparing their work with...the revenue survey, it can never fairly be done till the mootsaudies measures first. The late Mr. Read's⁴ measurement at Thanah Bhow [157 n.s.] is a proof of this; his measurements were very different from the survey at first; his people, however, after the maps were given in and areas made known, found out they had been measuring with a short jureb. It was a cotton rope said to be 60 guz, but the one I measured was less than 22, and might be made either shorter or longer at the pleasure of the mirdha. [157, 164].⁵

Mr. Fraser has this year made a great improvement in his mirdhas' measurements by introducing...a bamboo jureb [38]; the following sketch will assist in explaining it;

---

¹ Report by Halled; B.T.C. 18-8-28 (48); similar report by W. Brown, Delhi Survey, ib. 18-8-26 (47).
² from Oliver, 25-8-23; B.T.C. 18-8-23.
³ from Oliver, 1-10-24; ib. 12-5-25 (28).
AB is a stout bamboo about 3 inches in diameter; a a are two handles each about five feet long, which are attached to the bamboo at e with a hinge; b b are two flat pieces of iron, well fixed by nails rivetted on iron plates on both sides of the bamboo, and distant from each other exactly 12 feet. The mirihlas lay hold of the handles, one at each end, and proceed, ... making marks with the flat pieces of iron, which are moderately sharp for the purpose...

An iron chain...appears...more liable to error than a bamboo. ... An iron chain stretches 18 inches after being used a short time, and every day they are verified by rods, and corrections made for their difference, and unless the mirihlas are furnished with rods, very accurately measured, to correct their jureeb by, there will be very little advantage gained by their use.

Their measurements are made field by field, and a difference of a few inches on the chain would make a very great difference of area before a tolerable sized village was completed. The length of the bamboo is easier determined, and a short alteration in its length can easily be rectified by a hammer applied to the flat pieces of iron.

A mirihla is able to measure about 300 kucha bighas per day.

As regards his own survey of Thāna Bhawan [157], it was Brown's intention to have connected the survey with the first station of the trigonometrical survey of the hills at Suhanrapoor, but...it will be some time before I have that opportunity. The hill of Choor was very conspicuous [30; pl. 5], but the station on it being destroyed, and not being certain of the peak, it did not present an opportunity...to determine my position with...accuracy. ... 24 observations for latitude...were made at my other camps for the same purpose. My time, however, did not permit me making observations for longitude.

The stations where three villages meet have all been deduced from the center of the town of Thana Bhawan, and a table of them made out, from which they were projected for the general map. ... A table also of the distances on the meridian and perpendicular of the centers of the villages from Thana Bhawan has been prepared, and from which has been projected a geographical map on a scale of 4 miles to one inch.

UNITs AND STANDARDS OF MEASURE

Reference has already been made to the variety of indigenous units of length and area [137, 146, 148], and there was also the difficulty of providing reliable standards for the British units, the yard and the acre. As a general rule each surveyor had a brass scale, made in England, against which he checked his perambulator and chains. The Collector of every district was supposed to keep a standard against which his staff could check their instruments [164 n.2].

As requested by the Board of Revenue to "prepare for the use of each Collector...a metal rod equal to one English yard, divided into feet and inches, that the length of the native jureeb may be correctly ascertained", Hodgson replied that he had no means nor materials for the construction of such instruments, nor...any artisans.

The scales required...could only be well fabricated in England. They should be compared with a true standard at a certain degree of temperature, and the metals of which they are made should be perfectly homogeneous.

It certainly is very desirable that some standard measures should be in the hands of each Collector, and I suggest...three-feet scales being ordered from England, and also...Gunter's chains...as a frequent check on the jureeb, which from a variety of causes affords uncertain measures.

If every Collector's office were furnished with some of the most simple apparatus...partial measurements...might be occasionally executed with facility under the collector's direction.

The mirihlas might be taught to substitute the chain for their own imperfect and uncertain rope jureeb, the length of which must always vary according to the state of the atmosphere, and the degree of tension applied.

If the native measures could be familiarized to the use of the chain, and...of calculating areas by links, they would readily refuse it to the jureeb. ... But even if they were allowed to use their own implements, ... it would be a check on them to know that the collector was in possession of a certain [some] standard measure, and that he might order...any trustworthy person to remeasure with the chain what they had gone over with the jureeb.

To his offer of chains made up out of local material, Government asked him to construct for the use of each Collector...2 Gunter’s chains of 22 yards. It is hoped that at Furruckabad you may meet with some superior native mechanics. ... You should get from Behar a model of the dhurm luges... It appears to cost little and is said to be very satisfactory.

Land measures used in different parts of the country will be found to vary excessively. The guz is not apparently of uniform length; the number assigned to the jureeb varies; the materials are not such as to admit of a nice accuracy, ... and a portion is often tied up as a noose and thrown round the neck of the measurer. Hence, to say nothing of fraud, the beegah has become a very indefinite denomination.

It is very necessary to ascertain what the extent of the local beegah is; and what the precise length of the local yard or guz; and how many guz constitute a beegah. For all general statements the English acre, and the Bengal beegah of 1,600 square yards, which are readily convertible the one into the other, should be used; and it would certainly be very convenient if, as appears to have been done by Colonel Munro at Madras, the acre could be introduced as the universal measure. ... In the revenue survey of the Ceded Districts [II, 108-2] that officer employed a chain of 33 feet. One square chain being denominated a goontah, 40 of which...constituted an acre, and where fields are small, such a measure might be more convenient than the Gunter chain.

Hodgson then suggested the adoption of the old Ilahée Gaz, as used in Akbar’s time, but the Revenue Board thought this impracticable.

The length of the Ilahée Guj varies in every zilla. ... It is different in Furruckabad, Ally Gurg, Meerut and Scharumpore, and it is impossible to say which is correct. Thus if Government fix a general standard they must alter the measure in some zillas and will find infinite difficulty in getting the people to adopt the new one. ... It will be quite sufficient that the surveyors ascertain the exact value of the Ilahée Guj in every village.

After discussing the length of the gaz used by Todar Mal [157], Government directed that, as an experimental measure, a gaz equal to 33 English inches should be adopted. The gaz was not used everywhere. In Gorakhpur the beegah is formed by a square of 60 baths, called the Kazy’s hath, a varying scale in almost every village, but, from the average of about 200, Lieutenaut Wroughton...makes out the mean length to be 20 inches and 3 tenths of an inch, ... which gives for the beegah 1,500-34 square yards, and an English acre contains 4 beegahs 4 biswas and 3 biswanyas.

The surveyor justly remarks that to have measured each village by its local hath, or what was tendered to him as such, would have been an endless labour, but he has taken the precaution to mention the length in such cases.

In discussing the gaz, Brown raised the question of the length of the koss as determined from distances between the old pillars along the Delhi-Lahore road [I, 247; III, pl. 15].

The road distances of the minars are unequal; this may arise either from their not having been originally measured with exactness, or what is likely, from the windings of the road having...been different at the time of the erection of the minars from what they are at present. The mean, however, is 4,537 yards, or English miles 2,589.

The minars which Lieutenant Brown visited are near Nanduli, one march from Delhi on the Lahore road, but those at greater distances are in general in better preservation. Lieutenant Brown performed this little service with his usual promptitude and alacrity, at a season of the year when the heat is almost intolerable.

Hodgson wrote further:

I have since found from the Aycen Akaure [I, 133 n.3] that the Royal Coss contained 5,000 gaz, and in Rennell’s Memoir, page 4, he says “Akbar...directed it to be taken at 5,000 gaz, equal to 4,757 yards, that is, about 2 British miles and 5 furlongs. ... Shah Jahan, about half a century afterwards, increased the standard one twentieth part, making the coss more than 2 miles and 6 furlongs. ... but since the time of Aurungszebe the ancient or common coss has resumed its place, and those of Akbar and Shah Jahan are only heard of in the histories of the times when they were in use [I, 247 n.2].”

It will, I think, be right to...adhere to the measurements lately made by Lieutenant Brown, and I propose, as soon as the weather will allow, to employ him in taking the distances of all the coss minars between Delhi and Karnauli, the mean of which ought to be very

---

1 named after Edmund Gunter, and used in England from 1679 [I, vi, 198].
2 legal measuring rod, Wilson’s Glossary (137, dharan; 306, laga).
3 BTc. 7-5-24 (107).
4 WP Rev Eds., 7-6-34; BTc. 17-5-24 (47).
5 ib. 1-6-36 (74-6).
6 from SG. 16-4-27; ib. 19-4-27 (43).
7 from Hodgson, 24-6-29; ib. 27-7-25 (29).
The Kos Minar in the Field, Delhi

Published by kind permission of the artist, who was formerly of the Survey of India.
See reverse.
KOS MINAR

The first kos minārs were erected along main roads radiating from Delhi by emperor Sher Shah, who reigned 1538–55.

The length of the kos has varied from province to province, and from one period to another. William Brown, revenue surveyor from 1822 to 1844, measured the distances along the Delhi–Karnāl road in 1825, and found those between seven minārs to range from 100 to 200 yards more than 2½ miles (104–5).

The old winding roads along which they were first spaced have often been ploughed up into the fields.
nearly the true length of a Royal Coss by road measure, for it is by that, and not by direct distances, that we must be guided.

Brown took six minârs,—one octagonal north of Nureluh—one opposite Nureluh—one octagonal between Shalpoor Gredhe & Nureluh—one circular opposite Aleeepoor, in the ruins of the Mahr Purwar Kee Sura—one octagonal opposite Surushpoor and one opposite Shulymar. Their road distances varied from 4,512.64 to 4,609.66 yards, and the mean gave a length of 32.814 inches to the gaz. Hodgson pointed out that some of the minârs stood at the edge of the present road, whilst others were half a furlong from it, and that they were probably built at regular distances along a road of slightly different alignment.1

Boileau records that along the Agra–Delhi road2:

all the road from Korse to Delhi is marked with milestones, or koss markers, built by Shahjeewan along the whole distance from Agra to Delhi, most of which remain entire. The distance from pillar to pillar is exactly 2½ miles, which is therefore the length of the Badshahi Koss, while the ordinary league of the country, or Gao Koss, seldom exceeds 1½ miles. The koss markers are always reckoned by the villagers 1¾ koss apart [I, 247; II, 198; III, pl. 130].

Plate 15 is reproduced from a sketch made by Frank Scallan3 near Delhi. Of these minârs, Gordon Hearn writes that the Afghan emperor, Sher Shah, who ruled at Delhi between 1540 and 1545, built caravansaries at every ten koss distance all the way from Bengal to the Indus, and had wells dug at each koss. He also caused to be erected "koss markers", many of which stand to this day, although the old road has been ploughed up and merged in the fields4.

ESTABLISHMENT ROLL, 1829

The following is the roll of the revenue survey parties in the Upper Provinces as they stood in January 1829;5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S Fulton, or South-Division of Morâdâbâd</th>
<th>48th N.I.</th>
<th>Surveyor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capt. J. Bedford</td>
<td>Lient. R. McDonald</td>
<td>1st Extra Begh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. Fitzpatrick, Mr. A. McQueen</td>
<td>G. Wyatt, Mr. P. Luckstead</td>
<td>J. J. Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Shiel, Mr. M. Shiels</td>
<td>Writers &amp; Draftsmen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North Division, Morâdâbâd</th>
<th>29th N.I.</th>
<th>Surveyor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lient. B. Brown</td>
<td>Mr. R. Ternanana</td>
<td>Surveyor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Shiels, Mr. M. Shiels</td>
<td>Asst. Surveyor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>29th N.I.</th>
<th>Surveyor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capt. T. Oliver</td>
<td>Lient. J. Simmonds</td>
<td>Asst. Surveyor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. Good, Mr. J. A. McPherson, Mr. X. Hodges</td>
<td>J. Bridge, Mr. G. Cunyn, Mr. D. Munro, Mr. C. Bell</td>
<td>Asst. Surveyor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bulandshahr</th>
<th>63th N.I.</th>
<th>Surveyor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capt. W. Brown</td>
<td>Lient. G. J. Fraser, Mr. H. Nelson</td>
<td>Asst. Surveyor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. D. H. Child, Mr. C. H. Burke</td>
<td>P. Chill, Mr. C. Foy, Mr. W. Davis, Mr. T. Sanderson</td>
<td>Sub-Ass. Surveyors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gorakhpur</th>
<th>63th N.I.</th>
<th>Surveyor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lient. R. Wroughton</td>
<td>Mr. R. Mabon</td>
<td>Asst. Surveyor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 From Hodgson, 29–5–25; BTC. 21–7–25 (35); Kos minârs are shown on maps of the Delhi rev. syv., eg. along old road Sonapat-Panipat, MRIO. 2 (15).
4 Hearn (161–2).
5 Dnn. 231 (239), 24–1–25.
CHAPTER XII

REVENUE SURVEYS, MADRAS & BOMBAY

Madras — BOMBAY; Bombay & SJI SATTE Islands — Broach — Gujáráti —
Deccan — South Konkan — Appreciations.

THE expensive, albeit reliable, methods of revenue survey under European officers, as employed in Bengal and Bombay, had not been attempted in the south, and the Madras Government resisted all invitations to do so.

Munro's survey of the Ceded Districts by means of closely supervised Indian measurers [II, 180–2] was accepted as the most suitable, but as a general rule each Collector was left to devise his own system for finding the areas of cultivation. District surveys carried out by the assistant revenue surveyors up to 1816 had been little more than useful topographical sketches, and in some cases sadly inaccurate [II, 139–51, 184–5]. The regular topographical surveys carried out under Mackenzie gave the main topographical features and tahsil boundaries, and much useful revenue information, but no attempt was made to survey village boundaries, or precise limits of cultivation [II, 214].

In answer to enquiries from Bengal in 1816, the Madras Government expressed the opinion that regular revenue surveys were of little value. They enclosed “papers relating to the ryotwar mode of settlement which have recently been printed here for circulation among the Collectors”.

The survey of the Ceded Districts (the best which has been executed) consisted only of the measurement and classification of the land...by the Collector's own servants without the aid of scientific surveyors. An admirable survey of the same districts, comprising...geographical and statistical information, ... has since been completed by the assistant surveyors under Colonel Mackenzie's superintendence, but, valuable as that survey is for other purposes, it... would be found comparatively of little use in forming the revenue assessments[II, 152–6]....

On the subject of revenue surveys, ... generally speaking they have not been found practically useful or fit to be relied on, ... and...the design of prosecuting them...has for a good many years been relinquished by this Government. At present the revenue of all the districts is assessed with little or no reference to the surveys1.

In 1821, at the instance of Munro, who had become Governor the previous year, a questionnaire on the subject was sent out to all districts and after considering the replies Munro recorded the following minute;

Observations on...the surveys of the different districts—on the use of surveys—on the mode of executing them,—on the mode of acting on them when executed—and on the propriety of completing them gradually—

The answers...give a summary view of the state of the survey in the several districts. ... Only a few of the districts had been regularly surveyed: ...in some, nothing has been done; ...in others, surveys of detached parts have been made; ... different standards of measurement have been adopted in different districts, and sometimes in the same district.

The main objects of a survey are to record the exact quantity and description of all land in every village; to ascertain the tenure and rights of the occupants or owners, as well as the rights of Government; to fix limits and...obviate disputes respecting them; to establish mutual confidence between the ryots and the Government by showing each what belongs to it; to ascertain the grounds of the assessment, not for the purpose of increasing the amount, but rather...to avoid over-taxation; and, in short, to make what is now vague and fluctuating definite and permanent.

1 to Bengal, 17–4–16, M Rev Bd. 25–1–19.
But such survey...cannot be made by every Collector. ... It will...be advisable...to undertake the survey...only in the few districts in which collectors may be found capable of conducting it, and to extend it to others...whenver...practicable. ... A survey has been begun in Chingleput, and one is now making of the lands not included in former surveys of the northern and southern divisions of Arcot. A revision of the assessment is making in North Arcot, and is likewise required in Salem. ...

The want of a regular survey does not...hinder...a ryotwar settlement. ... Village accounts always exhibit the detail of the lands, their distribution among the ryots, their rent, and the extent of the several fields or shares, either founded on estimate, or on some ancient measurement, and from such accounts it has long been the custom...to make the ryotwar settlement.

No regular surveys followed, and though much useful survey was carried out by the department of Tank Repairs, it was not of a nature to assist revenue assessment. What appears to have been an isolated experiment is preserved in a four-inch survey of the village of Bulsapaud, in Guntur Circuit, carried out by Marcellus Burke during December and January 1816-17.

In 1819 the Collector of Tinnevelly asked the Revenue Board for “an establishment of surveyors, classers, and assessors, for...concluding the survey partially introduced by my predecessor.” A general survey of the district had been completed by Robinson before 1814 [II, 141-6], and at the further request of the Collector Thomas Turnbull made a statistical survey during 1822-3 [II, 148; III, 320, 374].

The experimental survey of Chingleput referred to by Munro was to provide detailed information connected with the measurement, classification, and assessment of lands, exceedingly minute; and it would, no doubt, be highly useful to possess a similar account of every village. The labour required, however, appears to render that...altogether impracticable, as the present specimen employed an active surveyor for...upwards of one year and eight months. ... That the patent plan of ryotwar settlements obviates to a great degree the demand for these very minute details; and the objects of primary importance are so to estimate the value of what belongs to each cultivator...that he shall not be overburthened, ... and that Government, on the other hand, shall not be...defrauded of what it has a right to receive.

In 1808 the collector of South Arcot had a survey made of part of his district, which he claimed had brought considerable increase to the revenues. In 1822 a sum of Rs. 27,008 was allotted for a new survey, to be spread over two years. In the earlier survey no measurement had been made of inām and waste lands, and the cultivated areas had not been surveyed field by field, but in extensive blocks that included nālas, hills, and roads. Fields were not numbered or demarcated, and were almost impossible to identify. Disputes were frequent, and the resurvey was necessary “not only for the security of the revenue, but for the security of the peace, and prevention of litigation”. Survey was also extended to the tīlūks that had recently been transferred from South to North Arcot.

**Bombay & Salsette**

The regular survey of Bombay and Salsette islands which had been commenced in January 1811 was carried on by Dickinson and Tate with few interruptions. After 1816 the staff was considerably reduced, and Bombay Island had not been completed by 1820 when Dickinson handed over to Tate, who had held charge of the Salsette survey for sometime. Before handing over, Dickinson estimated that survey of Salsette and Thāna might be completed by the end of 1824 but Tate would not promise this unless given more assistance;

This department, which in...1814 consisted of a head with three assistants in Bombay and two on Salsette, all Engineer officers [II, 185-7], was in...1816 reduced to one assistant in Bombay, and one (being myself) in Salsette. In 1817, that assistant in Bombay was

---
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removed, when the whole... survey of this island fell upon Captain Dickinson himself, whilst I was alone on Salsette. ... Captain Dickinson has been... four...times temporarily removed, ... when the charge of the two surveys has devolved upon me, as at the present period.

Most of the measurement was now carried on by Indian surveyors recruited by Tate after February 1826 [392-3], and his own time was largely taken up with various incidental duties, ... to which the... revenue surveyor of Bombay is at all times subject, such as...reporting upon the merits of all petitions...which are invariably referred for the opinion of the Revenue Surveyor. ... These duties, as they generally require immediate attention, must in a certain degree interfere with the regular progress, ... as in most of the cases...an actual survey and plan of the disputed property are requisite, not forgetting the time...taken up in the investigation of title deeds, and other claims. ...

The time does not depend upon the actual extent of ground to be surveyed, but on the number of different properties... which are to be separately measured and correctly delineated. Another serious obstacle...is the frequent disputes about boundaries1.

After this appeal military officers were appointed when they could be spared2, and with these and his Indian staff Tate completed his surveys and maps by 1827, when he submitted a

plan of the Fort of Bombay, drawn on a scale 200 feet to one inch, and also one of the islands of Bombay and Colaba on a scale of 1,200 feet to an inch3.

The former plan has been reduced from the large one...of the Fort, executed in the year 1813 by my predecessor; it shews all the additional buildings and the improvements made since. ... The works are delineated as minutely as the scale will admit of, and... names and designations are inserted in the references. The whole of the esplanade is also shown as far as the prescribed boundary of 600 yards...

Public buildings coloured red are the property of the Hon'ble Company, with the exception of the Court House and the Scotch Church in the Fort; also the native school room and the rcket court on the boundary of the esplanade. All the buildings coloured black, excepting the sepoy's lines and a few sheds...are the properties of individuals...

The topographical plan of the islands of Bombay and Colaba has been reduced from the large plans...on scales of 40, 100, and 300 feet to one inch. It expresses every...feature of ground, ... every street and road, both public and private, as well as all the public buildings, ... and also every detached dwelling house. ... The boundaries of all the villages are also expressed. This plan also shows every object worthy of notice as far as the scale will admit of. All those of a superior structure outside the native town, ... for the residence of European families or the respectable natives, are coloured red. The rest are black.

Having completed the revenue survey of the Bombay division, and the topographical survey of the whole island, which is...on two large plans on the scale of 300 feet to one inch, which will be completed under the superintendence of my successor4, it remains for me to submit a statement of the work done, and what remains.

For Salsette he submitted

a topographical plan of the Island of Salsette, ... 2,400 feet to one inch, and reduced from the several plans of the revenue survey, ... 300, 400, and 600 feet to one inch5. ... It presents an accurate delineation of the boundaries of all the districts, villages and estates, ... together with...every feature...which the scale is capable of showing. The different villages and hamlets of the smallest size are expressed as in the large plans of the survey. The lands which have been alienated and become the estates of individuals are clearly defined by their respective boundaries being shaded with different colours. Those that are not coloured are the villages belonging to Government6.

After handing over all documents of the survey to the Chief Engineer's office, Tate left for England on 5th August 1827.

The plan of Bombay was lithographed and published in London, January 18437, by Thomas Jervis, who comments that

the survey...surpasses every other throughout India in accuracy, elegance, and completeness. It is allowed by the first judges in England to be one of the most beautiful specimens of topography that they have seen. It was accompanied by a very detailed statistical memoir8.

---

1 From Tate, 31-5-21; Bo Rev. vol. 5/5 1821.
2 Eg. Bilsmore & Hart, from Feb. 1826; Bo MC, 22-2-26 (70).
3 London, 31-12-29; IO Col. (424).
4 Lt. Samuel Athill (1797-1829) Bo. Engers, in CE's office; d. Kensington, 19-4-29.
5 Map, scale 5,000 ft. to inch, MRO. 124 (13).
6 From Tate, 4-5-57; Bo RC. vol. 26/181 (35-41); IO Col. (424).
7 Reduced copy, Edwardes, facing p. 238.
8 Bo Geo. Soc. IV (175).
Sir Patrick Cadell says that when he was collector of Bombay in 1805 Dickinson's was still regarded as the standard survey.

**Broach**

The revenue survey of Broach was started in 1812, after Williams had carried out the experimental survey of one village [pl. 16]. The Directors were so pleased with the survey of the first pragana [II, 188], that they urged Bengal and Madras to take up surveys on similar lines.

The survey of Broach, which distinguishes not only the limits of every village, but the boundary and extent of each field, whether cultivated or not, together with the name of the possessor and the amount of revenue payable, was connected with the investigation of the rent-free lands, and a...resumption of such as had been improperly alienated from the State. The revenue recovered, ... in one small district only, has amounted to an annual income considerably exceeding the estimated charge for surveying the whole district. It is obvious that a survey conducted in this way tends to prevent...litigation, and may be of material use in guiding the courts to just decisions in...claims to disputed property.

Survey of the pragnas of Anklesvar and Hansot was completed early in 1818 and the records submitted a year later, with a note that "in the course of the survey the whole population...were vaccinated against small pox" [II, 363].

Government advised the Directors of the receipt of a volume of plans and statements of all the lands in each and all of the villages of the Broach pragnah, ... including also a general plan of the pragnah, shewing the boundaries and relative positions of all the villages. ... General statements of all the lands, ...holders of alienated lands, ...lands recovered, ...payments made in the pragnahs, and of the population with index, etc. The whole occupying 161 of the largest folio pages.

A volume of plans of all the lands...in the pragnahs of Occlasiar and Hansoote, ...108 folio pages...

Two copies of a general plan of the whole Broach collectorate, showing its general extent and boundary, as well as the extent and boundary of every village, and their union forming a proof of the accuracy of the whole.

Captain Williams has also formed a topographical map...which includes all the villages, ...not only for our own pragnahs, but of those belonging to the Guicowar and to the late Poonah governments throughout the whole of the Attaveey [122 n.3], and the country between the Kim...and the Tapti rivers, ...on a very comprehensive scale (an inch to a mile), ...

The mode in which the valuable information...has been digested and brought forward—the plan on which the surveys...have been conducted—the accuracy with which the resources of the several villages have been explored—and the neatness...with which the survey has been executed—reflect the highest credit on...Captain Williams and...his...assistants.

For...survey, yet to be undertaken, we have drafted a Regulation...based on the principles on which those of Broach, Occlasiar, and Hansoote, have been conducted, ...and under its operation the surveying department will proceed with a greater degree of confidence...whilst the inhabitants will attach more importance to an investigation thus formally recognised.

The area covered by the three pragnas, which at that time formed the whole of the Broach collectorate, covered 430 square miles. The 162 villages contained 22,753 houses, and a population estimated at 97,874. The assessment came to Rs. 10,48,787, derived from 177,055 acres, or 348,845 bigahs of productive land, the waste being 96,726 bigahs. The survey took about two years and a quarter, and Williams had from four to six military officers as assistants.

Survey was then extended over Surat and the village of Kutargum, from the richness and value of its lands, their being entirely cultivated, and in a great degree enclosed, watered, and planted with fruit trees like gardens, appeared to be a good village on which to try the experiment of a very minute survey. Accordingly one was made, and laid down on a scale four times larger than ordinary. Every field, whether of Government or alienated land, was measured separately, and inserted under its proper name, with

the name of its cultivator (in most instances hereditary) in the statement. The profitable trees were all counted, and their number given on both the plan and statement.  

After 1818 the Broach collectorate was enlarged by the addition of parganas Amod and Dehej, and the survey of these was completed between 1818 and 1820 by Cruikshank, Adams, Ovans and Newport.  

Gujarat  

In 1818 the collector of Kaira, to the north of Broach, asked for the survey to be extended to his district;  

The surveys made in the Broach pargannah may have familiarised the measure to... the inhabitants; but in these districts, a great part of which extend beyond the limits of the celebrated survey made in the reign of the Emperor Akbar by Rajah Toodu Mal [L. 134.], and no parts of which have been measured since that period, it is possible that the survey may be viewed in an unfavorable light, and render it politic to... insinuate its operation by introducing it among the more peaceable villages, and waiting till the alarm of innovation subsides.  

Akbar's reforms were now happy memories;  

The original system was that...the Government shares of grain was annually estimated and levied in money from the heads of the community...whilst crops were standing. ...  

This system was changed by Akbar, whose wisdom saw the strength his Government would derive from a fixed money revenue. By his settlement "a correct account of the boundaries of each village was drawn out, and the whole land carefully measured. The land was then divided into fixed classes, and each field assigned to one or the other class. ... One third of the gross produce was taken as the rent due by the whole village". ...  

Mogul rule was succeeded by that of the Mahrattas who, whatever may have been their merits in their own country, were in Gujarat mere plunderers. Their system was the ruinous one of farming out districts to speculators, and the villages were ruinously neglected, and broke down under the pressure [L. 138. 144].  

Carrying on the survey of Surat, Kaira and Ahmadábâd after the departure of Williams in 1821, Cruikshank had in 1824 seven military assistants. In 1821; his Indian staff comprised,  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rupees per mensum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head Measurer</td>
<td>35.0-0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 Native Surveyors and Measurers, with liberty to increase that number without augmenting the expense</td>
<td>689-0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 men for carrying instruments, flags, &amp;c., marking, &amp;c. [with liberty as above]</td>
<td>437-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 or more peas</td>
<td>49-2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office expenses, &amp;c., ... draughtsmen and writers</td>
<td>150-0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An apprentice from the Charity School</td>
<td>30-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Rent, ... Tent and carriage, ... furniture, stationery, drawing implements, common instruments, and contingencies</td>
<td>376-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In each collectorate under survey, ... for bamboo, flags, country paper, additional horse, and contingencies</td>
<td>160-0-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In reporting on the survey of the Kaira collectorate, Cruikshank writes;  

Prior to the survey no common standard of length of the guntha, or hast, existed, but after a careful and thorough investigation and enquiry by the late Lt. Colonel Williams, the length of the guntha was determined and fixed [164].  

The survey was completed...during the years 1820 to 1824...under...Capt. Ovans, ... assisted by Lieut. Keys...and Lieut. Reynolds. ...  

Topographical plans of the whole of the villages, both government and alienated, on a scale of 6 inches to a mile. ... Reduced plan of the whole pargans on 1-inch scale.  

Melvill held charge in Ahmedabad;  

Survey commenced December 1824, and fieldwork concluded in March 1826. In the khalasi villages a minute measurement was made of every field, but in the talukas alienated villages a general survey of their limits only was taken, and the megrawee villages left entirely  

1 From Williams, 15-11-18, Bo Rev Bd. 22-1-16; map, MRO. 134 (16); report by Cruikshank & Ovans, 1817; MRO. M. 208; plan of Surat city, by Adams & Newport during monsoon of 1817, 10 Cad. [418].  
2 From Umberk village. [pl. 16].  
4 Ovans, Dunmaseg, Keys, Melvill, Newport, Down & Reynolds [343].  
5 Bo. Surveys, 1836-7 (14a).
PLAN of the LANDS
of the Village of UMLESUR,
Baroche Purgunna,
as Surveyed in March, 1812.

Remarks. The Tillpunt or Government Land in cultivation is colored Red.
The Alienated Lands are left uncolored.
The Government Land in Grass is colored Green and marked B.
The unproductive Waste Land is colored Brown.
The arable Waste Land is colored Brown and marked Z.
The Boundary of the village lands is marked by a broken Black Line.

SCALE for the BEEGAS and WUSSAS

Office of the Survey Department,
Baroche, September 1812.

Surveyed and Drawn by
James Cruikshank, Capt. & Assistant.

Monier Williams

Reduced by one-third from map, scale 6 inches to a mile, prepared
from experimental survey carried out in 1812 under Monier Williams
and the Collector of Broach [II, 188 n.4].
The revenue surveys of Gujarat, 1815 to 1828, followed this pattern
[169-71].
unnoticed. Village plans 5 inches to 1 mile but where waste was extensive scale was reduced to 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches to a mile.

No measurement is known ever to have been made before of this country. ... The taluqadar's records were wholly unworthy of notice; spaces set down by them at 25 beegahs have been found more than 300. ... The want of any information or correct knowledge...relative to the general condition, extent of cultivation, or even the situation, of the villages not immediately contiguous to the kusbas, was remarkable.

Survey was closed down in 1827, though Cruikshank was occupied with maps and reports up to 1826. It was found too expensive to be carried further, though Elphinstone noted at the time that the management of the surveys does not appear to me so injudicious. ... The Guzerat survey, the it has cost too much, is not devoid of practical utility, and affords much interesting information, ... [and is] now reduced to a very moderate annual charge.

DECCAN

Towards the close of the Marathá war in 1818 Elphinstone pressed the importance of land measurement as a basis for the assessment of revenue, and proposed that, in the area taken over from the Peshwa, measurement should be carried out under the direction of the collectors by native agency with European supervision. The Imperial Gazetteer describes how Revenue, or cadastral, surveys undertaken as a basis for land assessment date from the reign of Akbar, in whose time over 7 million acres in Gujerat were measured in connection with the revenue system of Tadar Mal [I, 134; III, 170]. In the time of Shah Jahan this survey was extended to the Deccan. The first for which records are available is that undertaken by the Bijapur Sultans at the end of the 16th century. This survey formed the basis of the revenue assessments till 1817, though the original measurements were partially revised by Sivaji as the country passed under the sway of the Mahrathas.

The most successful of the early British surveys was that of Sátara started by Challen in 1820 [6 \(\frac{1}{2}\), 125 \(\frac{1}{2}\), and carried on by Adams; when Grant Duff [in 1818] assumed the government of the districts which were to form the future kingdom of Sátara, everything was in disorder.

Here, as in almost every other portion of the Peshwa's dominions, the necessity of a systematic survey was early apparent, and survey operations were commenced almost as soon as the tranquility of the country was secured. ... In almost every other district of our acquisitions from the Mahrathas these early surveys have proved...worse than useless.

In Sátara alone, the survey conducted by Captain Adams...under the instructions of Grant Duff is still the standard authority. ... He saw that almost the only pressing want which a survey could at that period supply was the deficiency, or incompleteness, of records of measurement. ... Boundaries of villages and fields were ascertained and marked—the superficial extent of lands, especially those which claimed to be rent-free, was measured—and of all these particulars careful and intelligible records were preserved. ...

An appeal to "Adam Sahib's survey" or "Grant Sahib's settlements" is, to this day [1876], an end of all strife on any point to which they relate.

Grant Duff handed the Sátara territories over to the Rája in 1822, but Adams stayed on as surveyor till his death in 1829.

Efforts to start similar surveys were made by William Chaplin, Collector of Dharwar in 1819, and his successor, St. John Thackeray, who instituted a detailed field survey on the model of that introduced into the Ceded Districts by Sir Thomas Munro [II, 180-2]. This survey was commenced in a single district under the inspection of Mr. Thackeray himself,... but his multifarious duties did not allow the supervision...which experience has now proved essential to the successful execution of a survey by means of native agency.

1Report by Melvill, Jnr., 1837; Bo RC. 1837.
2ib. vol. 370/1831; report by Principal Collector, Ahmadábád, 11-8; Maps, JO Out. (431); amongst 1833 records, Alphabetical List of Villages, Guzerat, Dm. 278.
3Bo Sel. CIV. Dm. 114 (114). 6-12-18.
4MRO. 122 (2), 124 (9).
5James Cunningham, Grant-Duffy (1765-1856) Bo. Inf. DNB. DIB. ret. as Capt. 1827. Grant-Duffy (1827-3); cf. Colvitt A. R., 1839.
6Son of Wm. Makepeace Thackeray (1749-1813), BCS, whose sister m. James Renell [I, 371]; uncle of the novelist; murdered by insurgents at Kittur, 15 m. NW. of Dharwar, 22-10-54.
7Report by Wingate, 25-10-44; Bo Rs. XII. 7-9-53 (9).
Chaplin pushed on his schemes for regular surveys after becoming Commissioner in the Deccan. He describes the usual trouble over units of measure [163-4, 170];

Of land measures in use there is the greatest diversity. Former measurements—seen usually to have been made with a rod...of five cubits and five clenched fists (equal to about 9 British feet), one square rod making a pole; 20 poles one pound; 20 pounds one beegra, and 180 beegars one chawur. At present, however, there is the widest difference in the size of the beegra, the term no longer conveying any adequate notion of the extent of land contained in it. According to the above measurement it may be computed at about 4's of an acre.

A survey must always be the groundwork of a proper ryotwar settlement. Without it, the ryots are in a manner abandoned to the discretion of the village and district officers, a discretion which we know is always abused.

Except for Satara the assessment based on these early surveys followed too closely the high rates exacted by the Marathas, and gave little encouragement to the extension of cultivation. In 1826, as a result of Chaplin's efforts, Robert Pringle was appointed Superintendent of Survey and Assessment in the Deccan, and after his first reports was deputed in February 1827 to the survey and assessment of the collectors of Poona and Ahmednugger, including the districts comprised in the late collectorship of Sholapoor.

Pringle followed a Memorandum of Rules proposed for a Revenue Survey and Assessment of the Deccan, 1826, based largely on Muro's rules for the Ceded Districts [II, 182], from which the following extracts are taken;

The most correct method of land surveying is with the cross (sankoo), the use of which is soon learnt by native surveyors.

The Surveyor is to be furnished with a standard yard measure of wood, by which he will, every fourth day, compare the measuring chain, which, if found to be extended by use or by the links being broken, must be rectified as occasion may require.

The following are the points of inquiry to which the surveyor's attention is to be directed.

To ascertain what lands, said to be sans, are recent unauthorised alienations, or what may be properly escheats to Government from failure of heirs, and what Government lands may be concealed and kept back from the accounts. All such concealed resources, being fully developed and included in the jummaundy, will entitle the surveyor to one half of the first year's revenue that may accrue from them, with a reservation of one-fourth of that moiety to the informers.

As the pay of the surveyor is to depend in some degree upon the quantity of work done, some of them, in the hope of gain, may perform the duty in a slovenly manner, by neglecting to take the measurement of the angles requisite to enable them to find the contents of fields. The examiners...will...correct these inaccuracies, and, on detection, the surveyor to whom the blame may attach will be liable to punishment.

The surveyor appointed to measure particular villages must not be allowed, at his own discretion, to undertake the measurement of other villages in which he may think that the duty may be executed with less labour and more profit to himself. Any deviation from this rule will be punished by fine.

Surveyors are...forbidden to beat or confine the inhabitants on any account whatever.

Pringle had no European professional assistance, and, as his results did not stand up to rigorous investigation, a regular survey by Indian measurers under close European supervision was organized by George Wingate in 1837.

South Konkan

The statistical survey of the Southern Konkan made by Jervis [126-7], though of considerable value for revenue purposes, did not include the measurement of land other than for general topographical mapping. In a published account of the systems of revenue collection and land tenure, Jervis describes "the indigenous units of measure":

1Report on Fiscal & Judicial System in the Deccan, by Chaplin, 1824 (34, 180). 2Robert Keith Pringle (1802-97); Bo CS. 1820-20. 3Bo RC, vol. 25/1827; 3-3-27. 4Bo BS, (833). 5Sir George Wingate (1812-78); Bo Engrs; KCSI.
The extent of land was estimated first by the oxen, or ploughs necessary to plough it; then by the quantity of seed requisite to sow it, then by the estimate of its contents; lastly by actual rude measurement with a rope, or eventually by the more correct rod surveys.

In February 1826 William Dowell was deputed to make a revenue survey under the collector of Ratnagiri:

The object of this survey was to measure, classify, and assess, the lands of the taluka, using the ancient measures of land, classes of soil, and beghaanees rates of grain; to define boundaries of fields and villages, and record the names of the proprietors, tenants, etc., and to settle boundary disputes when practicable. Ancient customs were to be respected, and no interference made with the rights of the people or the tenures under which their lands were held. A census of the population was likewise taken.

The survey was completed in the month of May 1829, since which period Captain Dowell has been engaged in arranging the materials collected by him, and in preparing various papers. Latterly he has devoted his attention to the preparation of tables adjusting the amount due to Government...by each individual...

Though the information collected...will...be very useful...as evidence of the resources of the taluka, ... it would be unsafe and impolitic to introduce the rates fixed by it in lieu of the present system, by which part of the collection are received in kind, and part in money. ... No sufficient reason exists at present for disturbing a system of high antiquity, and one which the former Government supported, and to which we have adhered.

The principle of this survey has been to consolidate all the different taxes paid by the people into one general assessment to be imposed direct on the land. This would apparently simplify the system; it would, however, raise rents in some cases, and reduce them in others, and such attempts at equalization are always unpopular...

Captain Dowell, ... when not occupied by his own particular duties, ... has cheerfully assisted the Collector in various ways connected with the management of the district, with all the details of which he is intimately conversant. He was lately deputed into the taluks to inspect the crops, and the full information which he has collected...has been of great value... in ascertaining the merits of the claims to remissions...

As...great care should be taken of the valuable documents deposited in the cutchebary relative to the survey; I have placed on the new establishment proposed for this district...two of the canoons [303] that have served under Captain Dowell, who recommends them on account of their intelligence and experience.

APPRÉCIATIONS

In 1836 a later Collector of Ratnagiri found Dowell’s survey “of no public utility; no reference has ever been made to the papers”, neither was the work of the revenue surveyors in Gujarat appreciated by district officers in general [171]. The following comments were made by the Principal Collector of Ahmadabad:

The chief benefit derived from the survey records consists in the information...of the extent and capability of the soil, the population, wells, and state of cultivation in each village at the time of the survey. ...

I am not aware of any great assistance being afforded by the survey in making the assessments, there being only two modes of assessments in this ziliah, the begotee, and bhagdaree; the rates of these two are permanently fixed, and do not fluctuate yearly.

With regard to...the right to exemption from revenue on lands held by individuals, no information is to be gained from the survey. There is...a register...of such lands, but no investigation or scrutiny was made by the survey offices...to determine whether the claims to exemption were well founded. ... No information...collected by the survey on points interfering with individual rights could be admitted as evidence in any Court of Justice.

The Judicial department held similar views:

Both the Judge and Collector of Ahmedabad report that the survey has not furnished any facility in...judicial business, nor do they consider it adapted for such a purpose. A former Judge...thinks differently, for, while...it was of no use at...Surat, he remarked that in his time at Ahmedabad he derived great assistance from its records in land and boundary suits.

The Judge and Collector at Surat concur in representing the survey as having been nearly

1 Bo Geo Soc., May 1840 (68-9). 2 Bo GO, 13-2-26. 3 from Rev. Comr. 4-1-33; Bo RC, camp. 517/1833 (1-5). 4 Bo RC. camp 370/1831 (15-8), 1-10-31.
useless for judicial purposes; the latter think it may, however, have prevented litigation by bringing subjects of dispute to a fair issue. ...

The sub-collector at Baroach appears to have made a great deal of use of the survey records in disputes concerning alienated lands, to no purpose, since he describes his references to them as only determining the settlements made by the survey, not as furnishing grounds for determining their correctness.

The Judge and Collector at Poona report that the survey has hitherto furnished no judicial information. ... The grounds on which its settlements are made cannot be depended on as authentic, and the native revenue officers seem to be actuated by a similar opinion. ...

The remaining zillas of Ahmednagar, Konkuns and Dharwar, have not been surveyed to a sufficient extent to furnish materials for conclusions; ... the authorities at these places, however, all concur in representing the survey as totally useless for judicial purposes. ...

The Judges of the Sudur Dewanee Udalat think that such an undertaking must always be unavailing to a court of law from the radical defect arising from the want of an antagonist interested in the same manner as a party would be who prosecuted or defended a claim in court. The survey officers could never depend on having heard both sides of a question, because their enquiries are not made on the particular occasions when the parties concerned have any reason for desiring investigation; nor indeed could those officers ascertain whether the parties concerned had been really consulted at all.

It is obvious that the great mistake of all these early revenue surveys was asking anything more from the surveyors than their professional work of making accurate measurements of the land. Classification of soils, and determination of boundaries are matters for civil administrative officers.

1 Sudur Dewanee Udalat, 30-11-31; Bo RC, camp, 370/1831 (21-5).
CHAPTER XIII

ASTRONOMICAL CONTROL

Himalaya Districts, 1816-22 — Bengal Surveys, 1816-23 — Burma War; North-East Frontier & Arakan, 1823-7 — Burma, 1825-8; — Bengal, 1828-30; Proposed Astronomical Survey — Surveyor General's Observatory — Field Surveys — Madras — Colaba Observatory.

Bengal surveyors were still dependent on astronomical observations for geographical position, though left as a rule to provide their own instruments. Many of them acquired a high degree of skill, more particularly Hodgson, Webb, Gerard, and Grant, and with the improvement of instruments and astronomical tables

1 Reuben Burrow's values of 1887-9 were gradually superseded [I, 163-4].

The work of Hodgson and Herbert in the mountains forms a story of its own, because the high hopes that were set on its accuracy were frustrated by abnormal deflections of the plumbline that were entirely unsuspected [24, 45]. Hodgson had made frequent astronomical fixings in the upper Doo on and on the Nepali frontier between 1813 and 1815, and when he started his survey of Garhwal and Sirmur in 1816 he sought to base his triangulation on the difference of observed latitudes, rather than on chain measurement across rough and broken ground [30].

It appeared to him that the great superiority of modern instruments, allowing of considerable accuracy in the determination of latitude, afforded means almost as unexceptionable, for geographical purposes, as the measurement of a base-line. He thought that, by choosing two stations sufficiently distant, and determining carefully...the latitudes, their distance might be found sufficiently near the truth from the known value of the degree of latitude.

...From this line considered as a base, he intended determining others by means of a triangulation, which was finally to take in the limits of the snowy chain.

The first station was at Bolville, Saharanpur [38 n.7],

the house of Mr. Grindal, the judge and magistrate. ...—a large and conspicuous white building in an open situation. The second, or northern, station is a very remarkable and lofty mountain called the Chur [II, pl. 10; III, 30; pl. 5...: upwards of 11,000 feet above...Saharanpur. The station mark on the Chur is a pyramid...of pine trees, rock, and turf, 35 feet high, visible from Bolville with the instruments I intended using.

The distance of these stations is upwards of 61 miles...sufficiently long to serve as a base for the most distant snowy peaks visible...and I hoped that, by taking a great number of zenith distances at each place, I should be able, with a reflecting circle, to determine the difference of latitude within 2 or 3 seconds, which, relatively to the great length of the arc (upwards of 33 minutes), could only occasion a small uncertainty in the distance.

He made repeated observations for latitude on Singora and Chaur peaks between February and April 1816, and after an exploratory tour through Sambhul, Simla, and the Sutlej valley, returned to repeat his observations on the Chaur in stormy weather in October [31-2]. Making a tour through the plains during the cold weather and meeting with Webb [32, 46], he returned in the spring to visit the sources of the Jumna and Ganges. He supplemented his triangles by frequent rays to snow peaks and astronomical fixings, observing Jupiter's satellites, not with a view to correct the survey by the differences of longitude they give, as I can know the difference more correctly by other means, but to try how the differences...are to be

1 but the Greenwich Tables for 1821 had nearly 300 errors. *J., XIX (162, 685). 2 Herbert's Journal, DDu. 168; M 906. 3 Rivers Francis Grindal (1790-1831); BCS. 1802; m. Saharanpur, 18-S-16. June Mun: naged. Saharanpur from Jan. 1816; Bolville shown on map. MRIO. 10 (18); vol. II, pl. 10.

Hodgson: *J., XIV, 1822 (187).
depended on when, for want of more certain data, I may be obliged to call in their assistance.

He was not happy about his latitudes, for several of the meridian altitudes of the sun & stars gave results differing from the mean far more than I could wish, & much more than they do in the plains, but the inconveniences of observing on these stormy peaks is great, & induces discrepancies, & it is not impossible that refraction is variable1.

He was joined by Herbert in May 1817 [33] and after spending the rains at Saharanpur, they resumed observations in October, Hodgson at Saharanpur, and Herbert at the Chaur. The longitudes agreed well, and were confirmed by corresponding observations of Jupiter's satellites from the Madras Observatory [177, 187]. I am glad to find that they are satisfactory. I have...eclipses taken at Scharanpoor, which...will further assist in fixing that important station and first meridian, from which I will calculate the differences of longitude of all the snow peaks observed from it and Choor station2.

Herbert's latitudes were disappointing; "for nice purposes", writes Hodgson, "a sextant is of little or no use".

His instrument was a sextant, & though he is an expert observer...the mean of his latitudes is 6' different from the results by the circle. ... [He] has now the same circle which I had, & I have another; one or both of us will shortly visit the Choor & determine his latitude definitely. The three angles of the great triangle, Saharanpur—Choor—Bhairaou will be observed3,4.

Herbert took the latitude at the third great station, Barat4, during April, and after further attempts Hodgson had to confess that the hopes...of obtaining some very accurate and close results for latitude with the large circle were quite disappointed, and to what cause the very strange discrepancies...be owing...I am at a loss to determine. The adjustments were so perfect that it was impossible anything could be better. The only possible cause to which they can be attributed is the fault of the observer, yet I took every pains. On finding I could do nothing with this instrument, I again resorted to the reflecting circle. ... The observations taken...were tolerably good, and more consistent with each other than any equal number of observations I have yet made.

Mean result is 16 pairs of stars on opposite faces & opposite sides of the zenith; the extreme differences 15'-7, and the greatest difference from the mean 8'-4. ... Latitude of the Choor 30° 50' 17"-84, the result of 38 sets of observations on both sides of the zenith3.

In his final review Hodgson admits failure, though I had much larger and more perfect instruments than have hitherto been used in the mountains, or in any survey on this side of India; and both of us had much practice as observers. When I had less experience, I was more confident as to the accuracy which...might be obtained from celestial observations, but now, far from being satisfied with surprisingly close results, I...consider them the effects of chance.

It has been said...that when experienced observers, after taking all the precautions in their power, find themselves embarrassed by discrepancies for which they cannot account, they are on the point of making some important discovery; at any rate, though they may not be so fortunate, they may, by making a fair disclosure, enable others...to do so [t-page].

Mean of the three observations of latitude of the Choor only 4°, which is less than could be expected. To prove whether the difference of latitude of our large arc, Belville and the Choor, was certainly determined, I established a third station on the fort of Bairoa, the three places making a well-proportioned triangle. ... There, a great number of observations were made by Lieut. Herbert and myself at different times, with the same reflecting circle, but the mean of our observations differed 7 seconds.

At all the three stations, the angles and azimuths were carefully observed, yet we had the mortification to find that the latitude of Bairoa, as deduced by strict calculation on the latitude and azimuth arc, did not agree with the mean latitude actually observed...as it ought to have done, but differed from it ten seconds. Had it differed only three or four seconds, we should have been content...

Much chagrined at the disagreement, we were at a loss what steps to take; whether to consider the latitude of Belville as satisfactorily settled, and that of the other two stations as erroneous, or to divide the error equally between the three. Still suspecting that some oversight had taken place, though none seemed palpable, we determined to try a second proof station; ... the mountain of Surkunda was fixed on. ... There, latitudes, angles, and

1 Journal; MRIO. M 360, 11-3-17; 27-3-17. 2 Journal, MRIO. M 360, Jan. 1818. 3 Journal, MRIO. M 360, June 1818. 4 Journal, MRIO. M 360, June 1818.
azimuths were observed, and again the observed and computed latitudes differed to the amount of some seconds, ... the computed are proving greater than the observed. Observations on the Wartu mountain gave differences in a contrary sense. Thus perplexed, we despaired of arriving at the accuracy we aimed at, ... and resolved, cost what time it might, to try and clear the difficulty by measuring a base.

Mackenzie had the observations sent down to Madras for check;

A completion of their surveys of that interesting tract is an object of some interest, for...the eyes of scientific men are turned to the Thibet mountains by late publications [...]. Captain Hodgson's...sickness has in fact permitted little to be done these 14 months, at least in details of a geodesical nature. Several positions have been observed, ... and...the observations for one place repeated beyond all common necessity; no doubt they will be accurate.

Those of the former year were sent to the observatory at Madras for...being checked by corresponding observations, and [were] returned with satisfactory notices by Mr. Goldingham. This method, which had been practised by the late Colonel Colebrooke, Dr. Hunier, etc. [II, 160-4], I would still recommend.

Hodgson's health became so bad that he withdrew from the survey, and left Herbert to carry on alone [...]. His observations at Surkanda confirmed Herbert in his decision that a distance derived from astronomical observations of latitude could provide no satisfactory foundation for the survey. Working "with different instruments and at two different periods",...he and Hodgson could not get away from a discrepancy of ten seconds in each of their great triangles. The only thing to do now was to measure a base on the ground [...].

It is strange that Hodgson, with all his studious reading, had no suspicion, even so late as 1820, of the possible effect of local attraction, a subject that was familiar to both Lambton [II, 194, 261] and Everest [44] and it was indeed unfortunate that he should have tried this experiment in a region where the most extraordinary anomalies prevail.

The irregular and abnormal deflections in this region brought to light by the Great Trigonometrical Survey were discussed at length by Sir Sidney Burroard in 1901 and investigated in the closest detail [...]. The main facts that defeated Hodgson are that, whilst there is a northerly deflection of the plumbine of 15° at Saharanpur, this is no less than 36° at the Chaur and 38° at Bharat. Such discordances give errors up to a third of a mile in computed horizontal distance, and rendered all Hodgson's care and labour of no avail whatever [...].

Herbert measured his base-line in the Dün early in 1819, and adjusted the whole triangulation to it. Geographical position was determined from the observed latitude and longitude of Saharanpur and the azimuth of the Chaur;

The basis of all these results is the latitude of Belleville, taken at 29° 57' 10", ... by a mean of upwards of 100 observations [...]. The observations of longitude...consist of 25 egressions of Jupiter's first satellite. ... The results are all referred to the meridian of the Choor, the mean longitude of which comes out 77° 28' 39" [pl. 5].

Webb also based his survey of Kumaun on astronomical latitudes, though he realized that these were not entirely satisfactory, and the accuracy of his survey was condemned by Everest on this account [...]. For longitude he adopted that of Pelesheheet by Mr. R. Burrow, though I am fully aware that the accuracy of that position is very doubtful [I, 160-3]. I ought to have preserved the whole of his positions, but, before I was aware of the consequence, I had inserted Kasheepoor from my own computation, which does not give the same difference of longitude between that place and Pelesheheet as Mr. Burrow's observation. ... Any part, or the whole, of this sketch may be transferred to your map by simply correcting the longitude of Pelesheheet and every other meridian.

Distrusting the accuracy of chain and perambulator measurements in the hills, Hodgson devised a method of surveying the major rivers by means of chronometers and observations for time.

1 As R. XIV, 1822 (188). 2 Dn. 154 (21), 12-9-18. 3 Journal; Dn. 137, M 322, 30-10-18. 4 Prof Paper 5. 5 true value: Astr. 29° 57' 09" 5; Trig. 29° 57' 24" 5. 6 True value 77° 28' 50".
Astronomical Control

In a mountainous country we must...depend on chronometers for the difference of longitude by transferring time when the courses happen to be (as for the upper parts of the great rivers within the Himalaya) not far from east and west. In the deep bed of the rivers all ordinary means...fail when the latitudes are nearly the same, and the windings...among precipices and defiles is so great. In certain situations, we must trust altogether to latitudes and transference of time by the means of several chronometers.

He published in Asiatic Researches a long list of the latitudes and longitudes he had fixed, not only during his survey in the hills, but also on various surveys in the doab and elsewhere, and on his river journeys to and from Calcutta.[11, 193-4].

Bengal Surveys, 1816-23

The great disadvantage of control by astronomical fixings was that each surveyor worked independently of his neighbour. Gerard, for instance, was surveying Saharanpur and the Dün for the Revenue Commissioners[22-3, 157], and taking observations all through 1817 without any co-operation with Hodgson[43]. By the means of 7 observations, all within 20°, he makes the latitude of Meerut 28° 59' 12", and from 30 observations of the sun he makes the latitude of Dehra 30° 10' 27". He writes regarding his map of the Dün [pl. 3];

Boudrajh, Byrath, Chandee and Nalapanee, being peaks one or more of which were almost always visible, I was very particular in ascertaining their positions. The latitude of Bhyrath was determined by 287, Bhudrajh by 229, Chandee by 90, and Nalapanee by 57 circum-meridian altitudes of the sun and stars, and, as the observations were north and south of the zenith, I think the above places can scarcely be 5 seconds wrong.

The latitudes of the places of encampment (with the exception of 9 which could not be observed by reason of clouds) were fixed from 8 to 10, and sometimes by 30 or 40, observations of the sun and stars.

I have every reason to believe that the differences of longitudes are as correct as the latitudes. Keara Sorone, and Sankoth are the only places where the difference of longitude was ascertained by chronometer. The rest were worked by trigonometry from the bearings of Bhyrath, Bhudrajh, Chandee and Nalapanee.

By observations of Jupiter's 1st and 2nd satellites the longitude of Bhudrajh comes out 78° 0' 30". I have however not drawn the meridian lines, as I have got two occultations of stars by the moon and two solar eclipses which, when compared with the Greenwich observations will give the longitude more correct than Jupiter's satellites.

Peter Grant took his astronomy very seriously and read all the books he could find on the subject. The field books of his surveys of the lower doab and Gorakhpur are full of long technical discussions [20-2].

The latitudes...were in most places deduced...from meridian altitudes. The instrument...was a sextant made by Troughton of 15 inches radius, and of admirable construction. In the hot weather, when the thermometer ranges 95° in the shade, it is astonishing how rapidly the error increases and diminishes. I have observed the error of a sextant vary from 1° to 6° and 7° in the course of 10 minutes, when exposed to the sun. Observations of stars are in every way preferable.

The longitudes are inferred from the meridian of Asimgur, which is considered to be 83° 10'. My large telescope did not reach me till the middle of September, long after the opposition of Jupiter, consequently I had few opportunities of observing the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites. There are also 18 lunar observation, of which 5 only have been calculated. The altitude of the sun and moon were observed alternately.

The longitude of Asimgur was deduced from a mean of 55 observations, 12 of which were of stars only, and made with Gilbert's sextant. These gave a mean of 20° 3' 15". The remaining observations were made with Troughton's sextant, and consisted of meridian altitudes of the sun, altitudes of the pole star and of Romalhaut, and equal altitudes of the sun. A mean of these gave 20° 3' 24". This is the altitude of the collector's Kutcherry. In Arrow-smith's maps, and I believe in Rennell's maps, it is laid down 20° 6'.

1Ddn. 152 (38), 1-3-18. 2As E. XIV, 1823 (153-79). 3Both values fall within present limits of the stadion. 4true value, 77° 57' 29°-07. 5Ddn. 212 (15), 25-11-18. 6true value 83° 12'. 7ib. 20° 6'.
The longitude of Goruckpoor, according to Mr. Arrowsmith's map of 1820, is about 83° 7'. ... Captain Webb's survey [II, 34]... makes it 82° 18', ... a difference of 50 minutes. ... Major Rennell made it 83° 45'. In Mr. Arrowsmith's map of 1864 it is 83° 22'. It may... be assumed to be 83° 16'. ... This perhaps is not far from the truth, and it is hoped that a permanent residence in this district will afford the means of determining the point.

The latitude of the Residency at Lucknow deduced from the survey, which corresponds exactly with that from observation, is 26° 51' 27", and the longitude 80° 55', but I have good reasons for doubting its accuracy.

There were several occultations of fixed stars observed, some of them not mentioned in the Nautical Almanac. I have not... just now the names of some of the stars, not having brought with me my celestial globe, which I regret much, for I think it is among the most useful instruments that a surveyor can possess.

On the banks of the Tonsie River. The course of this river has not been accurately laid down. ... Mr. Burrow, who remarks that his observations of latitude cannot err 5", states the conflux of the Tonsie with the Ganges to be in latitude 25° 16' 16" and longitude 82°. Arrowsmith makes its lat. 25° 43', long. 84° 10'. It is difficult to account for so great a difference.

Burrow was a good mathematician, and an excellent observer. His latitudes ought to be depended upon, but the same cannot be said of his longitudes [24]. Grant was unduly exercised, and was gently corrected by Mackenzie.

If you extend your inspection to Arrowsmith's map, you will find Mr. Burrow's & Col. Colebrooke's position of the Tonsie correctly laid down as a river running from Bunderlend into the Ganges somewhat below Allahabad. Your Tonsie is quite a different river.

As the survey progressed, Grant was able to improve on his results by using the French tables contained in the works of Puisant Biot, etc. [183], and also by using an 18-inch astronomical circle. A second edition of the map will therefore take part of these improvements. My approaching journey to Furruckabad via Cawnpore, etc., will enable me to devote the astronomical circle to the useful purposes of geography.

In his survey of the Sundarbans, Hugh Morrisen derived his longitudes by chronometer and observations for time. He was troubled by humidity and never succeeded in getting an observation of Jupiter's satellites, although repeatedly attempted. The dew falls so very quick that the object glass of the telescope is constantly covered with the wet, and in wiping off this the motion communicated to the instrument has... rendered the observations very doubtful. The chronometers... have given the longitudes [of Jessore] 56° and 57 miles east of Calcutta, and this agrees pretty well with the survey.

On his journey up the Ganges in November 1815 Hodgson suggested that the longitudes obtained may also be compared... by differences of longitude taken by the firing of gunpowder. The flash of half a pound of gunpowder fired at the hill house at Pir Pahar near Monghir would be seen at Jogkina rook, from which a flash would be seen at Patter Ghatta, below Bhagalpur, and thence at Pir Points; or Sirici Galli, or probably Rajnagar.

He never appears to have tried this himself though he urged other surveyors to do so [90, 182-3]. On this journey he took a continuous series of barometrical observations for height [204], as well as latitude and occasional longitude observations, and compared his positions with Rennell's Bengal Atlas, Arrowsmith's map, and Burrow's observations. He records at Allahabad;

Noon. At the bathing place, confluence of the Ganges and Jamna. The barometrical observation uncertain by reason of the motion of the pinecone, forcibly dragged through strong water. I had not an opportunity of taking latitude on account of the crowd of bathers, but R. Burrow's for the a.m. angle of the fort is 23° 25' 56"; the Atlas gives 25° 27', difference 1° 04' 32".

On his Chittagong survey Cheape found that his longitudes from Jupiter's satellites “agree so ill with each other” that he preferred to accept Rennell's value for Islamabad [1, 153] and trust his own ground measurements.

The correctness of the longitude... in no way affects the correctness of the map... in itself, and by survey the longitudes of all the places therein are much more accurately laid down with relation to Islamabad than they could have been by any astronomical observations.7

---

1. true value 83° 22'.
2. joining Ganges from N. at Ballia 150 m. lower down, DDn. 154 (43) 26-11-18.
3. "MM. Biot et Arago, membres de l'Académie des Sciences, Astronomes adjoints du Bureau des Longitudes", measured are of meridian in Europe, 1806-6; RA5, (40) XIV (102-7); 150, 12-3-21; DDn. 147 (180).
4. DDn. 147 (152), 31-8-18.
5. direct distance Monghyr to Sirkali about 80 miles; cf. Lalande's method with blue lights [II, 152]. As R. XIV, (189).
7. Cheape, 14-10-19; Fdbk. M 257; report attached to MRIO, Misc. 6-0-20.
When he became Surveyor General Hodgson did as much as he could to stimulate precise and methodical observations. He issued elaborate technical instructions for surveys on the western frontiers¹ [89, 201], and took particular interest in the survey of Bhopal [57–58] for which Johnstone had submitted a list of places, the latitude...determined by a mean of two and three observations of the altitude of the star Formalbou. I regret much my telescope and chronometer have not yet arrived, as I should have had in this excursion an opportunity of fixing the longitude...along the eastern banks of the Cumbal [pls. 1, 9]. ... I find that a determination of the latitude at intervals of 25 and 30 miles is most suitable, ... and have confined my observations during the past month to places of note only.²

Hodgson thought this insufficient;

The dawk has brought your list of latitudes consisting of 48 observations...of 29 places in 5 months. On every marching day there ought to have been at least two stars, north and south, taken on both arcs of the circle, which has not been done. ... No corrections are made to the refraction for the state of the barometer and thermometer, nor is the sun once observed, though it might have been taken almost daily. ... Your observations for latitude...run rather wide; a sextant by such a nameless maker as Bate is not a good machine to use. I never use sextants except to take equal altitudes for the time of noon. Reflecting circles of Troughton’s construction are the best. ... As to the index error, you had better not meddle with that; let it remain, but always record it. ... It is of little use observing stars of nearly the same altitude on the same side of the zenith, and it is not good to observe low stars, and very high ones cannot be observed with the instrument. ... The 24 stars which you will find in the Nautical Almanac are the best; pay due attention to the focus of your telescope, ... but if the telescope of your sextant is a bad one, I advise you to diminish the aperture of the object glass by putting on a cap of paper, or pasteboard, which will diminish the blur of a large star. ...

Troughton’s sextants are...sold here for about 250 or 300 rupees each, and, if you wish it, I will purchase one for you. Your sextant by Bate is divided to 10 seconds [217]; it is of no consequence to what instruments are divided, if their construction is not correct³.

For Gerard’s survey through Malwa [89–90], Hodgson recommended a framework of long traverse lines running north and south—and east and west—controlled by reliable astronomical fixings;

Agra, Gwalior, Nurwar, Serenge, and Bopaul are nearly on the same meridian, and the measurements...can be checked by observations of latitude, and it is the same with Augein, ... Kotar, and Tunk. ... On the east and west lines the differences of longitude between Bopaul and Augein, and between Jeypour and Agra, will be corrected by chronometers [pls. 1, 9, 24].

I will by no means be satisfied with the relative positions assigned to the last mentioned places, and several others in the eastern parts of Malwa in the latest map of that province [84], because they are for the most part laid down from route surveys hastily made in the time of war, and under disadvantageous circumstances, and seldom corrected by exact astronomical observations. ... It is highly desirable that their positions with relation to Agra, and with each other, be determined as well as possible⁴.

Gerard discusses his results in considerable detail, especially as regards their probable error, and made several corrections to Malcolm’s map.

It very frequently happens that the disagreement amongstsurveyors with regard to latitudes is not occasioned by any inaccuracy in the observations, but...from a want of particularising the exact places at which the latitudes were taken. I have often heard disputes about latitudes, especially those of an extensive cantonment or large town. ... On the route, the extreme difference of latitude by any two observations taken at the same place exceeds 8° at two stations only, so 5° may be reckoned the probable error in latitude, when there is only one pair of observations⁵.

He closed by observation for latitude at the Taj Mahal, taking “star places from Nautical Almanac of 1823 and Pond’s⁶ catalogue of 1817, and refraction taken from the new table in the Nautical Almanac”⁷.

In sending him out again at the end of 1823, Hodgson commissioned Gerard to determine the difference of longitude between Fategharh and Agra before working further west, but his health broke down before the task was completed [90].


Astronomical observations were by no means neglected by all who contributed to Malcolm's map, as Hodgson implies, and Dangorfield [pl. 9] reports that latitude observations from three or four observations of the sun, or...to a pair of S. and S. stars, ... agreed amongst themselves to within ten seconds. ... Instruments, either a reflecting circle by Troughton or an excellent brass sextant of ten inches diameter—North Polar Distances, with annual variation from the new list in Nautical Almanac—necessary corrections applied for temperature and barometer when calculating refraction...

The loss of my achromatic refractor prevented observations of...Jupiter's satellites. The longitudes...are, therefore, derived from differences...of time, combined with the land survey and observed latitudes, taking Oojen at 75° 38' East longitude, according to Dr. Hunter's determination [I, 56-7, 168]. The difference of time was acquired by means of two excellent chronometers...and by observations of equal altitudes. ... I thought also to secure greater accuracy by marching as rapidly as possible the direct n. and w. distances...

I deemed it necessary to be thus minute...from many of my positions differing essentially from those of the latest and best printed maps. The greatest errors appear in the north part of Malwa, and that part of Mawar formed, from its capital, Oodeypoor, a tract till very lately little explored by Europeans. The city of Oodeypoor itself is placed nearly half a degree too far north, and a like distance too much to the eastward; thus bringing it nearly N.W., instead of almost S.W. from Chittore, which last, excepting being a little too much south, is sufficiently well placed...

The variation of the magnetic needle I have found, by an excellent transit instrument, to be at Mhow about 4° 30' W. In other parts...from that to 3° 30' west. He appended of about seventy places, with their latitudes, longitudes, and heights above sea-level.

BURMA WAR: NORTH-EAST FRONTIER & ARAKAN, 1825-7

The revenue surveyors called to military duty for the Burmese war [52-3, 65] had been serving under Hodgson, who expected them all to be practised astronomers, a qualification of particular value, since the north-east frontier was practically unexplored except for Wood's survey up the Assam valley [I, 80-2; III, 52]. In his general instructions [53 n.1, 198-9] Schale particularly noted that the geographical situations of the towns marked in the accompanying lithographical map are so vaguely laid down that you must not look to them as fixed points... On the contrary, their geographical positions must be correctly ascertained; you should have recourse to astronomical observations for...latitude and longitude... Forms of calculations and necessary tables supplied... The instruments you will require are a sextant, false horizon, chronometer, and a telescope... Mode of use explained in treatise supplied.

Hodgson kept in touch with them all:

I was at that time the Revenue Surveyor General. With these officers, though they were withdrawn from my superintendence, I continued to keep private correspondence, and I particularly requested them to make as many observations of the satellites as they could, that I might compare them with those I made at Futtéghur [180]; and to the skill and zeal of Majors Bedford and Wilcox in Assam, to Major Pemberton in Manipur, of Major Fisher in Sylhet, Captain Wroughton in Arakan, and the late Captain Grant at Prome (all officers of the Bengal N.I. Regiments), I am indebted for many data by which the geography of the eastern frontiers has been so much improved.

When places like Sukhia, Munnipour, and others as such great distances... can have their positions assigned to them, exactly in latitude, and within perhaps 2 or 3 miles... of longitude... by a few correspondent observations of the satellites, they serve as starting points from which to originate more detailed and local surveys.

Wroughton describes the astronomical work done in Arakan when the campaign was by far the most arduous, and the whole force soon saturated with fever [68-70].

I have sent you all the...observations taken by Thomson, Crommelin, Captain Crawford, and self... I am sorry to say that not one single observation for the longitude was ever made... The fact was, the movements of the army were at times so rapid as to preclude the

3 true value, 75° 47'. 4 Malcolm, II, apprz 8 (316-7, 318-9). 5 Dda. 214, 20-12-24. 6 JASB.
posibility of any good sights being made. ... Poor Major Schalch, who alone possessed a transit instrument and capital telescope, undertook to establish the longitude of all places where an opportunity admitted, while Crommelin and self were employed incessantly upon the more arduous duties of surveying and reconnoitring [68–9].

Thus the instruments, which would alone admit of any correct longitudinal observations, were altogether under the charge and management of poor Schalch. ... His property, partly left behind, and partly under the charge of Commodore Hayes, was left in a state of the greatest confusion, so that whatever documents appertained to him at the time of his death remained with Commodore Hayes and Captain Crawford of the Research [17, 68, 70].

When we reached Arnaeuf our chronometers had been much disarranged from having been much moved about, and occasionally allowed to run down. This prevented any good observations for longitude being made; and what was worse than all, not one of us could set up the transit instrument, the directions to do so happening to have been mislaid among poor Major Schalch's papers. The latitudes were, however, very correctly ascertained and may be fully depended upon.

Bedford, from the Assam valley [53–5], reports trouble with faulty chronometers, want of a false horizon, and something wrong with Wilcox's sextant:

Since arrival at Runnpoo I have made very frequent observations. ... The uncertain rate of my chronometers has caused me much annoyance. ... This uncertainty, combined with the frequent clouds and rain which attended me up the river, and the probability that various minor surveys would rest upon my own as a base, appeared to render regular operations very desirable. I succeeded in effecting a regular survey from Brabannah as far as the Now Dihing Mookh and, although I doubt the observations for latitude made at the latter place, it was still satisfactory to find that the difference of latitude at the two extremes was not greatly different from those shown by the map.

On Bedford's withdrawal at the close of military operations, Wilcox was left with a special mission to trace the source of the Brahmaputra [55–54]. To Hodgson's suggestion that he should make a downstream journey from Sadiya to Goalpara to find the difference of longitude by chronometer, he replies:

Had I a chronometer of settled rate, it would be desirable to take advantage of the increased velocity of the current, and in one long stride, in two, or in shorter steps, to gain an approximate difference of longitude. But the one I have (Mr. Scott's property), though made by Margetts and of the larger size, has varied so much— from 60° or more losing—to a gaining rate—that I should not set about my task with any confidence.

The unsettled weather will diminish the few opportunities left us, by Jupiter's near approach to the sun, of observing eclipses and were I to drop down for this purpose, I might have to start on the long voyage from Goalpara at the opening of the favorable season for operations here; for the navigation upwards is, in the intermediate time, either altogether obstructed, or dangerous and dreadfully tedious.

Hodgson suggested that, by taking two or three chronometers by boat down a rapid stream a degree a day or so, we might have the difference more exactly than by any methods, except triangulation on a great scale, or the flashing of gunpowder or other bright lights exhibited or suddenly extinguished; but great care, very good apparatus, and experienced observers are required at both ends [III, 179, 181, 189].

Had I leisure and opportunity, I should like to run longitude down rivers with 3 chronometers; 2 are always required, and a 3rd for umpire is good. Our affair is to get first meridian in Assam...and to make as good differences as we can therefrom. The satellites and transits are the means to be used for the first meridian, say Suddiya, but many observations are requisite, and care, very great care, in making them.

Wilcox had trouble with the large Troughton's sextant on account of some imperfection in the instrument. I was induced...to give a full trial to an inferior reflecting circle by Gilbert...to obtain the latitude of my starting point, but the results were as unsatisfactory as...before. [73 values by the reflecting circle at Goalpara differed 2° 11' between highest and lowest]. The sextant gives excellent differences of latitude, & must at all events have been used in preference to this inferior circle; an unlucky accident, however, ... deprived me of the use of it.

Pemberton took longitude observations at Manipur;
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Five observations of the emersions of Jupiter's 1st satellite have been made in the past month, the first and last of which are more wide of the mean than I could have wished; but I do not feel myself justified in rejecting them until a sufficient number shall have been obtained. ... The mean...[at ] the capital of Munipoor gives its longitude 6th 16m 25° 94s, East of Greenwich. ... Could youavour me with comparative observations made in Calcutta, it is probable the results would be still more satisfactory.

After the close of the war [51-2] Fisher sent in a fieldbook from Sylhet, containing chiefly astronomical observations for the longitude of this station and that of Budderpooch, which last I settled by transference of time. I was disappointed in...the flashing operation with Pemberton, as he...could not perform his part of the business, but I took the true azimuth of these points, from which...he may possibly have an opportunity of making the signals, which...is the more desirable as our several determinations of Sylhet and Munipoor, when referred to each other by the measurement, disagree by about 30 seconds of time.

He was told to persist with Jupiter's satellites and to try lunar transits.

Hodgson describes two earthquakes felt at Calcutta during 1828:
19th Sept. I daresay you felt the earthquake on Thursday morning; it was 15 minutes past 7: I never felt so smart a shock in the plains; it was almost instantaneous to my feeling, and like the explosion of a mine underfoot, the direction east or south-east.
8th July. This morning about 2 minutes past 2...we were tossed a little by an earthquake. It continued...between 2 and 3 minutes, with a very unpleasant swinging motion, to the annoyance of the cows in the trees, which made a great noise in consequence of being disturbed. I think the most hideous noise I ever heard was made by some hundreds of peacocks under similar circumstances in a fowler's tope, near which I was encamped.

If earthquakes could be felt all over the country, and the times marked at each place, we might get some idea whether the motion were progressive like waves, or proceeded from a center like the explosion of a mine.

Burma, 1825-8

When Grant was ordered to Burma [71], he realised that triangulation would be impossible, and he took all his high class astronomical instruments [213], and a formidable library of scientific books:


He was already an experienced observer and had recently learnt much from personal intercourse with the Astronomer Royal at the Cape...more particularly by his new and admirable method of deducing the longitude from the transit of the moon and stars.

He had tested this new method and published his results in an article entitled "On a New Method of Determining the Longitude from the Observed Interval of the Transit of the Moon's Enlarged Limb and that of the Sun, or of one or more stars". These lunar methods eventually proved disappointing [191].

His first task in Burma was to obtain a reliable value for the position of Rangoon, where he arrived on 15th July 1825.

The observatory was erected on an eminence close to the pagoda called MacCreagh's Pagoda, 1153 yards s.e. of the great Shwe Dagon. ... The height...above the sea was calculated to be 173 feet, and the top of the spire of the Shwe Dagon pagoda as 536.

Respecting the latitude...there is more discrepancy than might be expected. That given by Mr. Wood [1, 84] is...16° 46' 30", but as he does not refer to any particular point we cannot compare his observations. ... Captain Ross, Marine Surveyor General [17], makes the latitude of the King's Wharf...15° 45' 18". Major Jackson [71] with a small Troughton's sextant makes it 16° 45' 03", but the difference between his observations vary considerably, some being as low as 44° 21', and some as high as 46° 20'.

1 or 90° 6' 39"; true value of Imphal being 93° 57'. DDn. 204 (323), 3-5-27. 2 DLR., 45. 14-12-27. 3 to Fisher; ib. 70. 4 to Montgomerie; DDn. 231 (156). 5 Tables portatives de logarithmes Francois Callet, pub. Paris, 1783. 6 Jean Baptiste Biot (1774-1862) [179 n.5]; DDn. 216 (1), 21-5-25. 7 Rev. Fearon Fulhaw (1793-1831) [187]. 8 DDn. 239, 1825. 9 A. R. XVI (235-60).
Grant worked out his mean latitude as 16° 47' 27" N, giving the Shwe Dagon as 16° 47' 55" N, compared with Ross's 16° 47'. For longitude the old charts give...about 96° 30'. ... In regard to Jupiter's satellites...observations cannot be considered as but an approximation.

I erected the transit instrument, to adopt the method followed by the Cape Astronomer. ... The instrument is, in its very nature, incapable of what is usually termed an instrumental error. ... It is, perhaps, the most perfect instrument ever invented for the measurement of celestial angles; for whatever error takes place after the requisite adjustments are made originates either with the observer himself or with the subordinate instruments he uses.

The results deduced from transits of the moon and stars are then affected chiefly by the errors introduced into the tables, ... but the data...have been of late so perfected by the English and French astronomers that the tables of the moon's longitude and latitude may be depended upon to 10" of space at the utmost. ...

During...three months that I remained at Rangoon, I could only observe during 7 nights. The result of the observations is finally given as 96° 13' 27" N for the Shwe Dagon pagoda.

Having completed his observations at Rangoon by the close of the rains, Grant started up the Irrawaddy [71-2] on the 12th October, intending to lay down the general course of the river from the magnetic bearings, and correcting the distances by astronomical observations. ... There are two methods of surveying the course of a river. One by triangulation. ... The second method is that of laying down the general course...from the compass, sketching in the features of the country from the eye, and determining one or two fixed points each day, from six to eight miles distance, by observing for the latitude and for the run in longitude by a good chronometer.

The second method was...the only way in which, at this season of the year, any attempts could be made. ... The slow progress of the boats afforded the opportunity of correcting the nothing daily by the sun's meridian altitude, and that of the moon and stars at night, while the westing was corrected by the run of the chronometer. ... I made as many observations for the latitude and longitude as practicable, and all of them with a capital reflecting circle. ... The longitudes...from the chronometer were deduced from simple altitudes of the sun, the limb of the circle facing alternately east and west. ...

I reached Prome on the 28th, and on the following day had equal latitudes of the sun for the time, and meridian altitudes for the latitude, with the 12-inch reflecting circle.

He remained at Prome till February 1826, observing transits of the moon and stars for longitude. He reported in December that during the last month I have been employed chiefly at the transit instrument. The greater number of observations have been made on the moon's first limb, the fogs during the night in general rendering the stars invisible. ... Mean of ninety observations, 6h 29m 42° 75" N. The latitude from upwards of thirty observations is 18° 49' 35" N.

The Surveyor General, Blacker, was glad to get Grant's results;

They will be of immediate use, but will be liable hereafter to definitive correction on a comparison with the corresponding observations which have been made here [185].

None of the catalogues of last century can be depended on, and those of the present century, I apprehend, are not in your possession [154]. I have lately received Piazzi's catalogue, and if you will send to me your list of observed stars, I shall be happy to return their ascensions and declinations as far as contained in that work. ... In the meanwhile I have the pleasure of sending to you a copy of Pond's catalogue of 400 stars. ... Lithographed here. The copy has been three times examined, and I am well convinced contains no error of transcript [260].

At the end of the war Grant moved to Moulmein [74-7];

On reaching Martaban, 27th April [1826], I obtained equal altitudes of the sun, giving longitude 97° 43', the same as that given in a plan of the river drawn by Mr. Adam [74], and lithographed at the Surveyor General's office.

For his survey of the rivers also he used astronomical methods, but the determination of the azimuths of distant objects was not easy. A perplexing hindrance arose from the thick smoke which pervades the atmosphere from the middle or end of December till the first fall of rain in April or May [21, 76]. After 10th of March, latitudes from observations of the sun are unattainable with instruments of reflection [200]. Regan and Sirius, the only...
stars capable of being conveniently observed, ceased at nearly the same time to be visible on the meridian. Polaris was too low, and the fogs at night were in general so dense as to render stars of the second magnitude invisible.

BENGAL, 1823–30: PROPOSED ASTRONOMICAL SURVEY

One of Blacker’s first interests after becoming Surveyor General was the possibility of a regular astronomical survey to cover areas beyond the reach of the Great Trigonometrical Survey. It was to be conducted by a competent astronomer of high qualifications, on similar lines to that of Reuben Burrow [I, 157–64].

Many ingenious operations have been conducted for the correction by astronomical observation of detailed surveys; but, as it is next to impossible their results should coincide with those of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, they will necessarily be superceded by the progress of the latter. I recommend that all astronomical observations...shall be discontinued wherever the great triangulation is likely to fail, and that all disposable talents...be employed in following up its operations, for the completion of detail on indisputable grounds.

But for the flat country of Bengal, he recommended an astronomical survey with a departure from Fort William. I...propose that the surveys of the Sunderbunds and Burdwan be extended to the adjacent parts as soon as points of departure shall be established... This...depends on the employment of a competent astronomer, who shall successively adjust his instruments...at Madras, at the Surveyor General’s office at Calcutta, and eventually at the stations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey.

He suggested John Warren as suitable [II, 449–53], on salary Rs. 800 a month, with headquarters at Calcutta for the rains, “where he will always have more than sufficient indoor employment at the Surveyor General’s Office”.

Curiously enough a proposal was put forward by the Directors about the same time for a similar survey recommended by Rennell, who had been consulted as to the best way to get reliable material for an Atlas of India [I, 376–7].

We shall, in accordance with his recommendation, endeavour to procure the aid of a professed Astronomer, together with an assistant qualified to supply his place in case of accident, whose office it will be to fix astronomically such...positions as may be required...in the tracts remaining to be surveyed.

The operations might be confined to tracts...to which the triangles of Lieutenant Colonel Lambton have not extended, and are not likely to extend. The positions...might be connected...eventually...to the purpose of the general map which we are desirous to obtain.

Stressing the speed with which an astronomical survey could be carried out, Rennell assumed that “all idea...of a series of triangles over the country is out of the question”, an assumption firmly rejected Blacker, who pronounced his unhesitating support of the trigonometrical survey as the master control [2, 240–1].

If, on the other hand, the celestial observer be confined to those tracts whose nature forbids the approach of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, much advantage may be derived from his labours. This benefit, however, must depend on a different principle...from that to be inferred from Major Rennell’s memorandum. No astronomical result is of value unless it be more accurate than that which it proposes to correct.

The memorandum estimates at 2$1/2$ to 3 years the period...for the astronomer merely to travel over his ground; but no estimate is made of the time...for making observations. This omission is...to be regretted, as on the number of observations, as well as on the skill of the observer and the excellence of his instruments, depends the value of the results.

Pursuing the idea of a local astronomical survey, Blacker proposed “Lieutenant Grant...as the best qualified individual. The lower parts of Bengal, extending towards Chittagong, would be the first theatre of operations.” Grant was, however, required for Burma [71, 183], and with Blacker’s death the proposition was dropped. Until in 1827 the Directors asked for Hodgson’s views regarding Colonel Blacker’s propositions for employing Mr. Warren, whose abilities as an astronomer and surveyor have frequently been brought to our notice by the Madras Government...
ASTRONOMICAL CONTROL

As there are regularly appointed observatories at Madras and Bombay [191–2], your Presidency should not be allowed to want such an institution. We, therefore, authorize you to construct a suitable building for the reception of such astronomical instruments as you already possess, and to indent for such as may be necessary.

Though Hodgson welcomed the idea of an observatory, he would have nothing to do with a special field survey.

Colonel Mackenzie appears to suppose a survey of the lower provinces of Bengal to be necessary. The orders of the Hon'ble Court are conclusive on this subject; in their letter dated 29th October 1825 they say: "It will not...be necessary, at least at present, to resurvey Bengal or Bihar, or any of the territory formerly surveyed by Major Rennell" [284].

The Surveyor General proposes that Mr. Warren should...march about...Bengal, making astronomical observations...during the dry season and return to Calcutta in the rains, where he would find abundant employment in the Surveyor General's Office, the intent of his field operations being to establish points for...survey [of] those low countries.

To this I answer that, if such surveys were required, the officers of the Bengal Army...would be each as capable...as any persons can be...A surveyor, to perform his duty, must be himself able to take the difference of latitude correctly. The officers of the Bengal Army who are surveyors...are fully competent; they would be independent of the aid of a travelling astronomer...in the particular of latitude. As to...longitudes, or differences of longitude, they are likewise as competent, for the observations...are not difficult; care and fidelity, are all that are required.

After describing the various surveys of the last few years [181], he continues:

The duty performed by the surveyors is more effective than what would be done by a travelling astronomer, who would not carry better apparatus than the surveyors, and would do a partial duty at a greater expense...

Very exact surveys may be made in countries to which trigonometrical surveys cannot be extended, [though] it has been asserted that the Great Trigonometrical Survey is the only permanent foundation of Indian geography [185, 194]. A better foundation it cannot have in those parts of the country over which the triangles can be extended, but over the greater part of the most valuable of our possessions...the country is so flat and so covered with groves of tall mango and other trees...that it is obviously impossible to spread a triangulation; but it is of little...consequence, as every desirable end of accuracy may be attained from the operations of skilful surveyors.

The idea of a separate astronomical survey was thereupon most rightly dropped, and surveys were extended beyond the western frontier under Hodgson's system of well arranged traverse circuits, with every surveyor providing his own astronomical control; but it was a system with severe limitations that Hodgson was never to grasp [24–5; 85–90, 130]. The return of Everest in 1830, and the enterprise with which he carried the great triangles across the Ganges valley to the Himalaya mountains gave the surveyors a far more reliable foundation than any astronomical survey, and relieved them of continual anxiety about the accuracy of their individual observations.

SURVEYOR GENERAL'S OBSERVATORY

Both Colebrooke and Crawford had been very keen astronomers, and had kept up observations at Calcutta after becoming Surveyor General [II, 191–3]. Mackenzie, though never shewing the same interest, had before leaving Madras consulted Goldingham who wrote shortly after:

According to my promise, I sit down and give you my ideas...A public observatory...is an establishment for observing the heavenly bodies—to ascertain their exact positions & motions, with a view to the improvement of the tables &...of geography & navigation, by furnishing correspondant observations for determining the longitude of places, and also the data for enabling ships to take a correct departure—with sundry other matters...

Most enlightened princes have been proud to have such establishments in their dominions as, independent of their utility to science and navigation, none lead to discoveries so sublime.

1 Barrow's request in 1789 had been sternly refused [I, 162–3]. 2 CD to B., Mil. 4–5–27 (82–8)

3 DDB. 251 (14). 5–11–27.
regarding the wisdom, power, & goodness of the Deity; they also become a sort of focus for real science to emanate from.

Mackenzie was, however, far too preoccupied with administrative matters to continue observations at Calcutta. Hodgson restarted them as soon as he took over, to support the field surveyors with corresponding observations [I, 167-8; II, 195-6]. At the end of 1822 he asked for official help:

Some letters...published a few months ago in the newspaper, ...and afterwards reprinted in a pamphlet which I enclose herewith, very aptly pointed out the advantages of establishing an observatory in Calcutta. ...I do...for my own amusement make some observations, ...but to render them...of greater utility I...submit the following proposals:

1st. That I be allowed to purchase a circular instrument made by Troughton, of 15 inches diameter, the property of Lieut. Grant2, ...

3rd. That I be authorised to purchase a few books of reference on astronomical subjects for the use of this office. A favourable opportunity offers at the present moment. ...

4th. That the Honourable the Court of Directors be solicited to send out a transit telescope of 5 feet focal length, with complete apparatus...A zenith tube on Captain Kater's plan, for observing the stars near the zenith...A Kater's pendulum for determining the length of the pendulum...Two reverberating lamps...for observing station points by night...Two steel chains with 5 feet links...The Greenwich observations for the last seven years, and it is desirable that they, and also those made at the observatory of Paris, be sent yearly.

I cannot...make an uninterrupted series of observations as is done in regular observatories, but I purpose, with the help of my assistant2, to take those...most generally useful. ...

The two-feet circle...I have, since the close of the rains, mounted on a massy block of stone, cut as a support for it in the quaries at Chunbar by the late Colonel Colebrooke, but never before used [I, 101; II, 101].

At the same time, he wrote to Fallows, astronomer at the Cape [183 n.7], asking for correspondent observations to those recently taken at Calcutta, and sending two chronometers to have their rates checked.

Blacker was equally anxious to put the observatory on a regular footing, with a staff of its own. He writes to Goldingham:

I have assembled a few instruments...and expect others, to complete a small observatory establishment, with which I hope to contribute (in a humble degree however) to the public service. ...I request of you some information regarding the forms which you use in registering your observations, calculations, rate of timekeepers and astronomical clock, with notices of such other phenomena as receive your attention. ...Whatever further information you may think proper to bestow on one who does not boast of practical knowledge...will be most gratefully received. ...You have occasionally supplied my predecessor...with...observations for geographical purposes, and I shall hope...to derive...similar assistance from you.

He pressed Government for a reply to Hodgson's letter of November 1822;

There are several [observations]...which appear to be indispensably necessary...corresponding observations of occultations and eclipses for...longitudes...thermotemperatures and barometrical heights...to facilitate...corresponding local observations...observations for the apparent time...to estimate rates of timekeepers...on which all other observations depend. ...Orders of Government?...to [observe] the rates...of chronometers...have been found impracticable owing to the want of proper means for ascertaining the...sidereal times. ...

I may...mention the remark made to me by more than one commander of ships navigating to England, ...having no place established under authority to which they might send their timekeepers while ashore, in order to have their rates regularly kept and ascertained. ...At present they are obliged to leave them with a watchmaker at a heavy charge, without any obvious security for the correctness of the time with which they are compared [II, 196].

In case Government should authorize time keepers belonging to ships being sent here, ...it would seem expedient that a trilling fee should be payable...for the benefit of the Register [214, 273], who will keep an account of the same, to ensure his attention to that duty.

He gave a list of instruments already available, and of others expected from England, and suggested structural alterations to the office building, No. 37 Park Street [311].

---

1 DDr. 40, M 478; 16-7-17. 2 proceeding to Cape [71, 152]. 3 James Herbert [38, 390]. 4 DDr. 198 (135) 14-11-22. 5 lb. [584]. 23-12-22. 6 DDr. 223 (3); 9-1-24. 7 BMG. 23-10-17 & 17-9-19. 8 Also used as residence by Blacker and Hodgson.
The zenith micrometer...I purpose...fixing in the ground floor, independent of the foundation of the house, and opening in the roof the small aperture necessary for its limited motion. The clock, transit, and circle, will be on the top of the house, where they will require protection from wind, rain, and sun. A wooden apartment must therefore be constructed for them, in part of which the roof will revolve over the circle, and over the transit a meridional opening will be fixed to pillars of masonry. The apartment thus constructed will be 23 feet long by 10 broad and 10 feet high, except over the circle, and will be capable of being taken to pieces and put together in any other situation.

All these proposals were sanctioned, and Blacker was allowed to entertain a special man to look after the instruments, Saiyid Mir Mohsin Husain, who had worked for him in Madras.

A sicklebar...is allowed by the regulations [II, 290], but there is no instrument in the office which, if he were allowed to touch, he would not ruin. Numerous instruments have...become unserviceable because there was no hand...that could apply, at an early stage, small tho' delicate repairs. I accordingly procured such an artist as was competent...from Madras in room of a sicklebar, but necessarily at an advanced rate [Rs. 25 p.m.].

At the end of January 1826 he reported that the work had been completed at a cost of "sirca rupees 4,261-12-0" against an estimate of Rs. 2,556.

The observatory is removable, consisting of joiner's work made in the most durable and masterly manner. In fact, it is much superior to anything I had expected. The charge, "article 2" is for a machinery by which the rotary roof is turned. The small charge "article 6" is for establishing a mark in the meridian of the observatory on the top of...House No. 28 in Chirumun Gully of the Bow Bazaar.

Since the 1st of November last the observations...have been, and continue to be, unceasingly pursued, at the same time that observations are prosecuted with those on the Ava river and Burampooter [182, 184].

Blacker made the observations himself till, in January 1825, he obtained the appointment of an educated Swiss named Vincent Rees [313], to assist in observations...with the calculations consequent on them, and as both these tasks...are of a nature that observations are prosecuted with those on the Ava river and Burampooter.

From November 1825 Crisp, from the Hyderabad survey [119], was able to assist, and after Blacker's death reported that he was continuing the observations of the transits of the heavenly bodies over the meridian, especially of the sun and moon; lunar star occultations; eclipses of Jupiter's satellites. The transit...are particularly required in order to deduce, with the utmost exactness, the differences of longitude for the correspondent observations in Ava [184].

On his return to Calcutta Hodgson made the observatory one of his chief interests, engaging the help, not only of members of the Revenue Surveyor General's office he had trained at Fatehgah, but also of Mohsin Husain. He proposed to enlarge and move the observatory to the neighbourhood of Monghyr where better atmospheric conditions would be found. He rejected the assistance of Warren or any other outsider.

The Hon'ble Court do not seem to be aware that they have at Calcutta a very efficient small observatory, fully competent...for the improvement of geography, and serving as a point to which all the astronomical observations made by the different geographical surveyors...may be referred, and this...has hitherto cost nothing more than for...a wooden building on the roof of the house, the price of a few additional instruments of moderate size, and the salary of one individual [Rees]...employed in reducing and calculating the observations made by myself and the young men, sub-assistants and apprentices, as a part of the current business of my office. The duties...of an astronomer are performed, but they cost nothing...

But, very useful as this little observing establishment is...to me in the execution of my geographical labours, the instruments...may be considered as mere playthings so far as making further difficult investigations...in the high science of astronomy.

Government agreed that a special astronomer was not necessary, but refused to consider any further expansion of the observatory.

---

1 Purchased from Lambton's creators [260]. 2 Dnr. 204 (45-9), 4-2-24. 3 ib. (75), 14-7-24. 4 ib. 129 (9), 31-1-26. 5 He sent copies to Pondi, A.R., ib. (152-5), 12-4-24. 6 ib. (135), 8-1-24. 7 Dnr. 220 (146), 14-4-25. 8 under the supervision of W. R. James. 9 Dnr. 231 (14), 6-11-27. 10 Dnr. 217 (145-8), 5-11-27.
Results were sent for publication to the Bengal Asiatic Society and the Astronomical Society of London:

The operations...are unexceptionably carried on...for no other recompense than the interest and instruction which they afford...but the results...will, I trust, be thought of much value by the London Astronomical Society, to which I hope the Hon'ble Court of Directors will be pleased to send the ms. details forwarded. Another series is in progress, and will be delivered in shortly, that correspondent observations may be readily obtained.

In 1862 Andrew Waugh notes that the observatory was...on the most diminutive scale, being furnished with no more than a transit of 30 inches focal length, an 18-inch alti-azimuth circle, a few astronomical telescopes of 5 feet and 4½ feet focal length for observing eclipses, and an astronomical clock.

The meteorological implements were also on the same small scale.

This observatory had no pretensions...to be considered a metropolitan institution, nor was it at all fitted...to investigate questions of high scientific research. It was strictly an appendage to the survey department,...furnishing a zero, or point of departure in latitude, longitude, and height above sea level, to the surveys in Bengal, and such as it has fulfilled the objects of its institution.

The observations...made were, from time to time, published in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society by the late General Hodgson, and have been favourably mentioned by the President in his notice of that scientific officer's death.

FIELD SURVEYS

Whilst stationed at Fatehgarh as Revenue Surveyor General, 1823–8, Hodgson established a private observatory of his own, and employed his office staff on a series of observations for both latitude and longitude, the latter being supported by correspondence with Madras and Greenwich.

Fatehgarh became, therefore, an important point of departure for the surveys which Hodgson initiated during his second tenure as Surveyor General. Gerard was to extend his earlier survey of Malwa and Rajputana, whilst Boileau made a rigorous survey of the lower doab between Allahabad and Caunpoor, and ran a line to Agra with the view of surveying Bharatpur.

Hodgson wished to establish Agra as a reliable point of reference on which surveyors could base well controlled traverses. For Gerard's survey he proposed various methods of astronomy, trigonometry, transfer of time, and other more common modes of measurement. Some place, extremely well settled in geographical position should be used as a point of departure. The Taj at Agra is such a point, and I am anxious that its position in latitude and longitude should be fixed in the best possible manner, that it may serve as a first meridian, not only to this survey, but to others in upper Hindostan.

We...know its position nearly to the truth [I, 168; II, 190], but still I am anxious that it should be more satisfactorily settled, and this can be done by Captain Gerard making observations...by transits of the moon, and the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, and other methods, which observations, being compared with those which I will take at this place at the time, will settle the differences of the meridians of Fort William and Agra.

The longitude of Agra will also be much supported by...a good measurement of the differences of its meridian and that of Fatehgarh, and by the explosion of rockets [90, 182-3].

When the operations at Agra are finished, Captain Gerard might...determine the line from Bhopal to Ougain and Indoon; this being chiefly difference of longitude, will be fixed by chronometers, explosions or rockets, or flashes of gunpowder, or triangulation, according to circumstances. Then...up the nearly meridional line from Ougain to Jeypoor, fixing it by differences of latitude and azimuths, and...to Jeypoor to Agra will be determined in the same mode as between Bopaul and Ougain [pl. 24; 89-90].

Captain Gerard has...valuable instruments, his own property, but, as some of the larger description will be required, I purpose to intrust a very perfect circular instrument to him.

And later;

1 JASE, IX, 1840 (75-80) (cf. seq.) M. R. A. S. III, 1829 (344-55).
2 published, At R. XVII, part II, 1838 (8).
3 D. D. 231 (83-3), 4-2-29.
4 D. Dn 542 (335), 30-9-35.
6 D. Dn 204 (255), 18-9-26.
Captain Gerard proceeded from Calcutta by water in October last towards Fatehghur, there to commence...by determining the difference of that position with the Taj of Agra...by the two-fold operations of making a minute geographical survey, and...by chronometers carried by dawk in palankees by nightly runs between those places. ... This determination is of great consequence as the Taj...will be included in the triangles of the meridianal arc, and Fatehghur. I consider...better established than that of any place in the Upper Provinces not in sight of the snowy peaks. ... It was my object to connect Agra, Fatehghur, and Bareilly together, the last place being settled from the peaks [32, 178, 107-8].

As Gerard had fever the whole way from Calcutta to Fatehghar, and off and on for the next six months, he was not able to complete the link between Fatehgarh and Agra, nor the observations required at the Taj [90].

Hodgson then worked out a value for the longitude of Agra to be used for the Atlas of India. He connected his own value for Fatehgarh by the surveys of Dr. Hunter [I, 55] and F. S. White [II, 192]—Everest's value for Sironj, connected by Gerard's survey of 1823 [89]—various values for Delhi, connected by White's survey—and observations at the Taj, mostly by two of his staff from Fatehgarh. He deduced a value 78° 65' 47'' 2' [I, 168].

Hodgson gave Boileau elaborate instructions for his survey of the lower doab intended to clear up the doubt regarding the actual distance between Allahabad and Cawnpore [I, 162; II, 190-1; III, 3, 24]. He concluded:

Regarding the longitudes of Allahabad and Cawnpore, ... you need not endeavour to ascertain the absolute longitude; ... it is the difference of longitude alone that is to be investigated. ... The flagstaff in the fort of Allahabad may be considered as your first meridian, and that of Cawnpore your second point of departure, though you will ascertain the differences of the s.e. angle of the fort of Allahabad and the monument at Cawnpore also.

As to the true longitudes of Cawnpore and Allahabad, ... they depend on the difference by survey from Fatehgarh, where more good observations were taken than have been obtained at any other place in the Upper Provinces except Saharanpoor [177].

I hope you will receive the circle safe, it is new and of Troughton's construction, though made by Gilbert, an inferior artist. However, if you pay great attention to the adjustments you will probably get good results.

Boileau found the line from Allahabad to Cawnpore much less than expected, and gives the rough longitude of the latter station 80° 17' 31'' 7''. ... Mr. Burrow's longitude is 80° 13' 30'', being about 4 minutes, or 4 1/8 miles, too much to the westwards of Allahabad, agreeing pretty well with Colonel Colebrooke's opinion [I, 163].

and in acknowledging his final report, Hodgson was pleased to find that his map clears up the confusion which has so long existed in the longitudes of the Upper Provinces, which arose from Mr. Burrow's mistake of nearly 1/8 miles between Allahabad and Cawnpore. I feel the greatest confidence in your differences of longitude. Burrow, you will perceive, was right, or nearly so, at Allahabad, and Benares also. ... You see what confusion had been caused by this mistake of Burrow's who was considered as absolutely infallible, and it was deemed hereby to doubt any of his determinations [I, 155-64, 318-9].

**Madras**

Most of the Madras surveyors had the very great advantage of working to the triangles of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and were spared the exacting and tiresome work involved by astronomical observations [186].

Even though the Northern Circuits survey was soon extended far beyond the control of Lambton's triangles, the instructions given were clear; work was to proceed by triangulation, and to be closed at intervals on measured bases. This did not necessarily mean that true direction would be preserved beyond dispute, but the deviation was unlikely to be noticeable for mapping purposes.

In his enthusiasm for astronomical methods, Hodgson had asked that a telescope should be issued to Snell, for observation of Jupiter's satellites at favourable

---

1. Dln. 294 (332), 8-9-27.
2. W.N. James & Wastton.
3. The correction of—2° 27" 18" to old value of Madras [II, 193] brings this to 78° 3' 20" as against true value, 78° 2'.
5. Id. (320), 20-2-28.
6. MRO. M 348, 10-1-28.
opportunities. Snell's request for a timepiece came to the notice of Blacker, who wrote indignantly to Montegomery, asking why the telescope had been supplied.

As long as that instrument was not required for other purposes, ... there was... no objection to letting Captain Snell amuse himself with it. ... The case is altered when purchasing, at an advanced price, a time-keeper... to be sent to the Rahamundy survey, because that instrument cannot be expected back without injury, and can never be useful there, whilst the issue of it sanctions Captain Snell's deviation from his original instructions.

He was directed to proceed by triangulation, and to verify his operations by the measurement of a second base. ... Since the art of surveying was invented, there never has been known so monstrous a proposition as that of correcting triangulation by astronomical observations for the longitude. In the Great Trigonometrical Survey observations of the stars are made with a view to determine the latitudes, but this not with any design to correct the triangulation, but to ascertain how many fathoms are contained in a degree of the meridian. Snell explained that the telescope was of no use without the timekeeper. He did not want to "correct the triangulation", but to compare astronomically fixed positions with those derived from triangulation.

Snell was not the only Madras surveyor who took an interest in astronomy, for Crisp worked out a method of "deducing the longitude from the observed altitude of the moon", and published "A treatise upon the methods of determining terrestrial longitudes by the moon's right ascension", for which he asked Government support by the allotment of fifty copies, at ten rupees per copy, for the use of the survey departments of this presidency. Hodgson noticed that Captain Crisp had published his book at Madras. ... Various forms and modes of calculation have at different times been adopted by different astronomers for determining differences of longitudes from the comparison of the transits of the moon and stars, some of which, when I have leisure, I may probably extract for the use of such surveyors as use transit instruments. In this country they are coming into general use, and all the surveyors observe the satellites, but on your site you are independent of these things.

Hodgson continued to encourage the Madras surveyors to obtain suitable instruments, not only to qualify themselves for taking observations when working beyond the range of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, but also for work in forest or other areas where distant view was impossible. At his request Montegomery asked the Madras Government to help:

As this Presidency will in all probability be the first to have parties available for regularly surveying the newly acquired territories to the eastward [after the Burma war], it would be desirable that officers in charge of surveys should be put in possession of those instruments. ... It would be well that the surveyors should have the means of being thoroughly practised in determining the latitude and longitude by observation, in the event that at any time they might be placed in situations where such a mode only may be available.

Goldingham had resumed charge of the observatory in 1812, and in 1821 undertook a notable series of observations for ascertaining the length of the seconds pendulum. Apparatus was sent out under the auspices of Kater and, after preliminary work at the observatory, an expedition was sent to Sumatra under Crisp, to carry out observations near the equator.

When Goldingham took furlough pending retirement in 1827, Montegomery was posted to charge of the observatory in addition to his duties as Deputy Surveyor General, receiving an allowance of 100 pagodas a month. On Goldingham's retirement in 1830, Thomas Taylor came out from England as astronomer, and held charge till 1848.

### Colaba Observatory

There was no observatory at Bombay until the Directors made a grant for the purpose to the Bombay Literary Society in 1818. In August 1821 they were told...
that "the observatory has been erected in the s.w. ravelin under the directions of Mr. Hereford", and some valuable instruments purchased by the Society". Hereford died "shortly after the building was completed" and, on the recommendation of the Society, the Directors appointed John Curnin as "Astronomer to the Company" on Rs. 500 a month. Curnin was "reported to be well versed both in astronomy and in natural philosophy, and his merits...attested by...Mr. Henry Colebrooke". The appointment was urged to meet "the inconvenience experienced by the trade and commerce of the port from the want of scientific assistance".

Curnin arrived from England in 1823, and, reports Government,

after repairing and adjusting the instruments and examining the position of the observatory belonging to the Literary Society, he has represented to us that the instruments are not of a magnitude nor of a kind sufficiently accurate for the extension of science and the good of navigation, and that the present observatory is unfit for a depository of good instruments. ...

We...suggest that the instruments recommended...be made in England by the artists whom he has named. ...

We have authorised a spot of ground on Colaba pointed out by Mr. Curnin to be made over to him for the purpose of an observatory.

A new observatory was constructed during 1826 by the Chief Engineer in consultation with Curnin, at an estimated cost of Rs. 16,794.2.05, on "a vacant space belonging to Government immediately south of Mr. Morley's premises on the Island of Colaba" and was enclosed by "a permanent wall made round the compound", a small gap being left with "a little iron railing" through which observation could be made to "the meridian mark to the north".

Two papers by Curnin were published by the Royal Astronomical Society on transits of moon-culminating stars, and amongst the Astronomer Royal's correspondence is a letter from Curnin dated Bombay 10th June 1824, reporting that he had a new method of determining the latitude at sea, which I purpose soon to send to the Board of Longitude, ... that the Board would give me a premium for it [I, 151]. ... I very much regret ever having come here; my prospects are far from being agreeable or bright. Being obviously unhappy, he refused to work with the instruments supplied by the Directors in 1824, and sent them back. It was held in London that there was "no shadow of a foundation" for their rejection, and he was dismissed in 1828.

Markham records that other instruments were sent out in 1835, and remained unpacked for five years. The transit instrument was put up at last in 1840, and since September 1841 a regular register of magnetic and meteorological observations...has been kept.

The office of the draughtsman of the Indian Navy was afterwards removed to the observatory [133], ... and here the chronometers of the Indian Navy and merchant vessels were rated, and the charts...compiled, drawn, and occasionally lithographed.

---

1 Roger Francis Herford, watchmaker, d., Bombay, 10-5-20, possibly connected with R. F. Hereford, of Bo. Mil. Dept. Sect., 1853, and with family of Suffolk Court, co. Hereford. 2 Bo to CD. 10-9-23 (19-21). 3 BGC. 29-7-23 & CE.'s 10-10-33. 4 Bo. 20-8-26. 5 RAS. (ms.), 1 (24, 78); 1828; ib. Memoirs, III (506). 6 not found amongst Board of Longitude papers at Royal Obey. 7 CM. 5-5-29; CD to Bo. 21-5-23. 8 Markham (29).
CHAPTER XIV

PROFESSIONAL DETAILS


In their orders for a Surveyor General of India [II, 306; III, 274, 289-90],1 the Directors defined his duties as the compilation and maintenance of suitable maps, and the preservation of surveys and maps in a high order of secrecy. It was further implied that he alone would be responsible for technical advice and for control of all surveys of all three presidencies [393].

Mackenzie's own idea of what was required was based on his survey of Mysore [II, 91-112]; a detailed one-inch survey district by district, based on triangulation, showing all administrative boundaries, and accompanied by descriptive and statistical memoirs. Methods would vary with the nature of the country.

The practice I established on the Coast², and wished to recommend here [Bengal], is to have the complete map of a province, or district, accompanied by a descriptive memoir; ... the limits particularly are described and all their landmarks; the experiment has been made, and succeeded. To carry it on, two preliminaries are necessary—a small establishment of native assistants³ trained to surveying and drawing on one uniform system—an entire subordination throughout, by which the progress can be instructed, watched, corrected, or approved, as circumstances require [II, 303].

The surveys should never be interrupted till the district is finished, and then the surveyor should have his due share of reward or praise, in the regular channel. ...

I find near me a copy of the heads of memoir descriptive of a province, used in Mysore, and attempted by me to be introduced into the Deccan. ... And what a noble work would result! What a clear view of British India! Time, perseverance, and an organized machinery are only wanting. ... A central office of direction and control will always be necessary.

Though the Madras surveys were organized on these lines, and long continued with valuable memoirs, district by district, such memoirs were undertaken in Bengal by the revenue surveyors only.

For survey of the Maratha Deccan [124–5] Mackenzie advised having each circar surveyed separately at first. General maps are formed from them. ... This method is a medium between the endless method of separate village surveys, and the loose method of general topographical maps, which never complete anything, and for ever require corrections. Every village and feature is laid down in this middle way.

Hodgson was sceptical as to the Great Trigonometrical Survey reaching all parts of India, and strove to develop systematic traverses, controlled by regular astronomical observations.

Much remains to be done; and, as it is to surveys of a combined geographical and military complexion that we must owe it (because they are most rapid in their execution, and when connected by astronomical observations sufficiently correct), I will confine these remarks chiefly... to their still greater perfection, as well as uniformity.

Though in such surveys trigonometrical observations, proceeding from bases measured with care, are occasionally introduced for special purposes, it is rather a waste of time in general, and in close countries not applicable.

Great trigonometrical operations, ... while they determine such important and curious facts as the true dimensions... of the globe, ... most materially assist and correct the operations of the surveyor who works...within...the determined triangles, ... and save the surveyors on

1 CD to B. 5-6-15. ² of Coromandel, a familiar reference to the Presidency of Madras [I, 143, 254]. ³ country-born [I, 283 n.3; II, 303; III, 94]. 4 DDn. 154 (35), 7-9-18. ⁵ to Reutl., Poona, 7-9-18; ib. (7).
the Coast the necessity of using the more valuable astronomical instruments. But, even then, such are necessary to the surveyor when accompanying armies, and in many other situations in which he cannot avail himself of the connecting points of the great triangles [185-6, 191].

Blacker was not an experienced practical surveyor like Hodgson, but during nearly ten years as Quartermaster General he had much to do with surveyors and maps; he had known both Mackenzie and Lambton personally, and had an immense respect for orderly method and system. He became Surveyor General at a moment when the future of the Great Trigonometrical Survey was under serious consideration, in view of its extension into Upper India under a new Superintendent, and he possibly discussed the new Atlas of India with members of the Court of Directors before he left England in 1823 [282-3, 300-1].

One of his first concerns was to make a careful review of all surveys in progress, to ensure that they were being conducted on uniform principles, and were fit material for the new atlas [120-1]. With this view he writes to Mountford two months after taking over:

One of the great objects for instituting a general office of survey was that...a uniformity...might be obtained, and a definite prospect (however distant) procured of accomplishing the survey of India on satisfactory principles. The operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey must...be assumed as the undisputed ground of Indian geography. ...

Madras Presidency enjoys the peculiar boon of containing the first measured base of the great triangulation, and of being covered with the same, excepting on the coast from Masulipatnam northwards.

It will be a future task to re-transcribe...the records of valuable surveys in such a manner as shall readily exhibit...the observations, measurements, calculations, and consequent field book, with the dependence of one part on another. Until this shall be accomplished, the geography of the country cannot be said to be established, for otherwise, were its survey even correct, the truth thereof cannot be shown [121, 292].

He discusses the possibility of extending surveys in Upper India with astronomical control only [89, 186];

No survey can be pronounced final unless performed with the best instruments, on the most approved principles, and by competent surveyors. In many...cases the rudest instruments have been used—the principles...imperfectly understood—and persons...employed who were incapable of even correcting for the variations of the compass. Yet were...those imperfect operations beneficial to the public service, because some information regarding boundaries and newly acquired territory was absolutely necessary, and, however imperfect, was better than total ignorance.

There is every reason to suppose that Government will...require similar surveys for special cases, that cannot await the more tedious progress of correct methods. To reduce this inconvenience, no survey liable to...supercession should be undertaken except for special purposes;...all the talents suitable to the task of performing final surveys shall be applied to that purpose. This...leads...to the nature of the Great Trigonometrical Survey as the only permanent foundation of Indian Geography. For many years there was no certain prospect of its...being extended into Hindoostan, and there was therefore sufficient reason...for prosecuting other surveys on this side of India entirely independent of...it. The case is now altered, as the last prospectus...sanctioned by Government provides for the immediate extension of the Great Triangulation into Hindoostan [225, 233, 240].

He went on to suggest the provision of well-fixed astronomical points to provide control in those parts of Bengal that might be beyond the reach of the trigonometrical survey [185-6].

He wrote about the same time to Sutherland, emphasizing the importance of preserving original documents.

Not only must all observations, calculations, and results, be satisfactorily detailed, but all the topographical objects which enter...the map should, as far as possible, be described in writing, under whatever form of field book may be adopted, and where that description may fail, a local sketch in the field books should supply the deficiency.

Finished maps...will differ with different systems of projection—mistakes may occur both in the calculation and projection of a triangulation and in the insertion of the detail—

1 Remarks on the Surveys in India. DDa. 198 (154-66 & 282 (297), 21-11-21. 1DDa. 290 (3-6), 22-12-22. 1DDa. 204 (9-15), 38-12-23. 1DDa. 220 (3-6), 22-12-23.
alterations take place in the dimensions of the paper with changes in the atmosphere, and very similar effects are produced by subsequent pasting—all of which...must be for ever perpetuated, unless there be some independent test for correction. In short, there must always remain on record sufficient means for reconstruction of the plan at any time, or the records must be deemed imperfect, and the fruits of labour and expense proportionately forfeited. ... The same fate has attended, on this side of India, the several constructions of successive Surveyor Generals [sic!], all of which have been set aside from the total absence of explanatory memoir; for...there are no means of separating the dress from the metal [L, 225, 239].

Early in 1825 he submitted a review of the surveys fit for the Atlas [120–1]; Surveys...founded on minor triangulation have been deemed final, in the expectation of their...ultimate correction by the Great Trigonometrical operations. ... Madras Presidency is nearly completed, and...much has been finally effected on the side of Bombay. ...

The next class of survey is that...founded on careful road and boundary measurements; with observed bearings, ...systematically planned...with a view to the complete survey of some district or province. This principle is inferior...to that of triangulation, but it has its merits, which may remain a tolerable substitute until a final survey can be effected. Of this description are the majority of the surveys...executed under the Bengal Presidency. ...

Our geographical knowledge of the parts...which remain...depends on...casual route surveys. ...

In some cases astronomical observations have been employed for their correction, but under no view can those parts be considered as topographically or certainly known.

He insisted that no work was suitable for the Atlas unless on scale of at least one inch to a mile. He did not agree with Sutherland that the half-inch scale was "sufficient to represent every description of country".

After Blacker's death, and Everest's departure to England, Hodgson saw the prospect of the Great Trigonometrical Survey reaching Upper India more remote than ever, and continued his policy of pushing survey westward with the best astronomical control that could be provided [89–90]. Before leaving India, January 1829, he submitted a note which doubtless led to Bentinck's important memorandum [190], from which the following passages are quoted:

In examining the...materials from which the Indian Atlas has been compiled, it appears that...the only really valuable part of the work has been furnished by the geodetical operations of the late Colonel Lambton. ... It...proves...the least expensive of the Indian surveys, inasmuch as it is the only extensive one which needs not to be made over again, and affords facility to all further surveys of whatever description [L, 190; II, 4-page].

The mode in which the great surveys are carried on in England furnish the most useful precedents. ... The first operation is establishing the positions of the primary points, and furnishing the great basis. ... The second...is the carrying on secondary intermediate triangles and determining as many points as may be required for the third sort of operations, which consists in filling up the with topographic details by means of inferior instruments. The second and third, combined, have been executed upon an extent of 14,000 square miles by the officers of the Military Institution of Madras [95–6]. ...

It may be proposed:

A. To continue the work of Colonel Lambton northward as far as the mountain provinces; Captain Everest, for whom the continuation has been kept open, may be expected soon from England with a new set of first-rate instruments constructed for that purpose. ...

B. Bases are not wanting from which the officers of the three Presidencies may carry on intermediate triangles, and determine a sufficient number of points to serve as basis to the topographical sections into which the district is divided. Each officer is to be divided.

C. In filling up these sections by surveys are to be employed, and are to use chiefly plain tables, which are...of easy construction, not expensive, and procurable in every country. The smallest scale upon which topography may conveniently be taken up in the field has been found to be that of two inches to the mile.

After a lengthy discussion about the detail survey, which displays the influence of Troyer far more than that of Hodgson4 [193], Bentinck concludes:

Whatever time may be required, and whatever mode adopted, certain is it that a work of such magnitude will never be completed, nor any satisfactory result insured, without the establishment of a permanent system, independent...of the rapid changes of Surveyors General. ... Upon all these considerations it is proposed:

1 DDn. 220 (6–8), 1–24.
2 DDn. 234 (143–4), 31–1–25.
3 DDn. 220 (39–43), 18–5–24.
4 Bentinck was Govr. of Madras 1805–7, with Troyer on his staff [II, 447].
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I. A military survey upon a scale of 2 inches to the mile shall be carried on in the three Presidencies; ... to begin in the countries nearest the present frontiers, in the most important or the least known parts, ... and to be extended towards the sea coast.

II. Two officers of each presidency are to be permanently employed in carrying on secondary triangles from bases furnished by the primary geodetical operations, ... and to superintend the topographical surveys, performed by 10 under-surveyors, ...

III. This surveying branch, consisting, for the three presidencies, of 6 officers and 30 under-surveyors, is to be kept always complete; their number may be augmented, but shall never be diminished.

A reference to these proposals was made by Thuillier about twenty years later:

Lord William Bentinck [sic], Governor General of India, in his masterly minute, ... lays down the first principles on which a large country should be surveyed in the soundest and most practical manner. The system, ... however, was not followed out in all its integrity, but the Great Trigonometrical Survey was permitted to proceed, as a skeleton operation.

Though Bentinck's proposals were never implemented, Everest claimed that the priority given to his principal triangles was in full accord with them.

Himalaya Districts

An account has already been given of Hodgson's unsuccessful attempt to base his triangulation of Sirmur and Garhwal on observed differences of latitude—the repeated astronomical observations taken by himself and Herbert in pursuance of this attempt—and their eventual resort to the measurement of a base-line. Their triangulation extended over the hill area between the Ganges and the Sutlej, and from their stations they cut in all the prominent snow peaks. A list of the points fixed was published in Asiatic Researches.

It is difficult to conceive how any adequate survey of these hills could be effected without the planetable, but neither Hodgson nor Herbert had any knowledge of this instrument, though it had been most successfully used by Garling in the hilly country of Goa, and was being used in the mountains of Coorg at the very time Hodgson was making his survey.

After laying down his framework of fixed points, and taking heights by barometer, Hodgson cut in by theodolite the villages and rivers that could be seen from his hill tops. Detail was filled in by compass traverse along hill paths and streams, with frequent checks by astronomical latitudes. Distances were measured by perambulator, by pacing, or by time, as circumstances dictated. Herbert describes how he dealt with the winding of paths, and reduction to the horizontal.

The distances I have put down as determined by pacing. The value...is of course continually altering with the nature of the road. I have considered 2,000 equal to a mile...a sufficiently correct idea. The course I have put down by estimation, as there was not really time to protract the route, travelling 6 and 7 miles a day in a mountainous country. One hour is the average time for a mile, and the fatigue is so great that it is quite impossible, after arriving at the ground, to sit down immediately to copy field books or protract.

Frequently I have not reached my ground till 3 or 4 in the afternoon, and sometimes not till nightfall. On such occasions a little rest is absolutely necessary. I have been most anxious to prevent...arrests, but I have...found it impossible without halting, which...I was averse to do, as...the season was already too far advanced...

An excellent theodolite was used for the bearings, distant points being freely used as checks on the protraction. The distances were determined by time. Such a method will be thought perhaps loose and inaccurate, and so no doubt it is; but...such is the rugged nature of these roads that, in whatever manner the measure be taken, it will require to be reduced...before...protraction. This reduction must depend entirely on estimation...

I had well exercised myself in the number of paces which may be taken within the minute, on every quality of path, and...this number was always inserted in the field book at the time, as was likewise the reduction of the road line to the straight one for protraction.

1 The 2-inch scale was adopted for the NW. frontier area in 1905. 2 Dmn. 903 (68-82); submitted to Council under GG's minute of 3-6-29, and passed to SG. by Mil. Dept. 13-11-29. 3 Thuillier & Smyth (232). 4 Dmn. 402 (133-49), 1-4-41. 5 Fldtn. Dmn. 137; M 322, Aug. 1818. 6 Survey of the Sutlej valley, As. E. XV (411).
He kept one particular man to pace the distances, and generally ran the perambulator at the same time as a check. He found by experiment that on the level the pace varied from 32 to 34 inches, and in the mountains from 23 to 27 [51].

He tells Oliver in 1821 that

route surveys in the mountains are not capable of the same precision as in the plains. ... The reduction of an inclined wavy line to the horizontal one for protraction...can never be very exact. ... The eye acquires some facility after practice. ... It is desirable to have as many points of verification as possible; and...it is a good rule to make 8 or 10 miles the greatest distance depending on a mere route survey.

The daily distance that can be effectually surveyed...—arranging and copying the field book—protracting the route—making and calculating the necessary astronomical observations—I am inclined to fix at 5 to 7 miles. ... 5 miles cannot be well surveyed in less than four hours. ... I have never been able to do more than 2 miles an hour.

He goes on to describe theodolite resections and intersections [II, 212; III, 28]:

Of the several methods of fixing a position by means of others already known, I prefer the angles which 3 points subtend. ... If they have the one the same longitude, the other the same latitude nearly, as the place of observation, the result will be very satisfactory.

If but one point be visible, besides observing the azimuth of it, it will be necessary to know the latitude of the station. Finally, when the difference of level is great, the barometer affords a very good method of connecting stations at moderate distances, and if corresponding observations can be had the result will be still nearer the truth. This method in particular is excellent for fixing the course of a river. From a lofty station a few bearings and depressions will afford data for an accurate map of a river's course as could be had by actually following and putting down its tirestone windings.

He records an interesting case of measurement by subtense distance:

The distance of the cantonment at Dehra, ... not having been measured by the perambulator, was determined as follows.

The angle subtended by a well defined object at Naipanee (Captain Y's bunglow) was measured with considerable accuracy by employing the theodolite as a repeating circle, and from thence, knowing the dimensions of the object, the distance was computed. In like manner, using other objects, and observing occasionally from either place, ... results were obtained, the mean of which it is imagined must be near the truth.

The following extracts from Herbert's fieldbooks tell of the measurement of the base-line at Dehra Dün in January and February 1819 [37]:

It may be thought that with a chain...all that was necessary was to have coffers made for it. But the employment of the chain in this way would have consumed...time, not only in the operation itself, but still more in the preparation of the coffers and stands, the latter requiring to be made with elevating screws. ... At this remote station one such stand could not be properly executed. ... I was alone in a work which requires at least two to execute it properly. ... I relinquished the idea of employing the chain, except as a standard of comparison, for which purpose it was invaluable. ...

It appeared that the best substitute would be a set of rods constructed of pine-wood; the comparative unalterability of this wood has been long known. Such rods have been evenly employed...in the measurement of a degree, particularly by La Caille and General Roy [226].

This month [January 1819] was occupied in preparing the rods, ...their stands, ... the alignment pickets, etc... On the 30th Decr...a line of 21,000 feet had been run, free from any serious obstacles. On the 1st Jany. commenced clearing the ground. The 3rd and 4th, rain prevented much progress being made; a flagstaff was procured with some delay for the alignment. ... The evening of the 4th, I proceeded to the southern extremity, distant 3 miles from Dehra, and fixed my camp there [37 n. 7]. ... By the 10th the flagstaff had arrived...a spar of 50 feet in length. A machine...contrived for detecting the alteration of the measuring rods from moisture, etc., was finished about this time, with the exception of the divisions, the cutting of which caused delay.

On the 18th, the base being cleared, I commenced the rough measurement with a common land-surveyor's chain, putting down strong pickets...at every 500 feet, and numbering them. On the 20th I had got up the flagstaff at the northern extremity. ... The 21st was occupied in setting it truly perpendicular by...wooden braces and a plummet. ... 22nd, rough measurement continued. 23rd...various matters relating to the rods, particularly...the first attempt...

to determine their length. The 25th, the rough measurement was completed, and found to consist of 43 spans of 500 feet each, besides 266 feet over, 21,765 feet.

The remaining days of the month were occupied in repeated...determinations of the lengths of the rods as compared with the brass scale; also in preparing and setting up an apparatus for the chain... During this period also, I commenced the final and correct alignment of the base, previous to commencing the measurement. This was effected by using the circular instrument as a transit... The latitude of [the south?] extremity was observed,... and found to be 30° 16' 44".

On the 1st February, the final comparison of the rods with the steel standard chain was made, and, being found to confirm the previous determinations made from the brass scale, I commenced the measurement on the following day. Progress made the first day was... very trifling, being only 150 feet, but as the people got accustomed... we got on quicker. ...

1,182 feet measured 1st March... terminated the base, giving 21,722 feet.

Webb based his survey of Kumaon on astronomical latitudes only, without any ground measurement[45].

The base is a line nearly in the meridian... The latitude of each end was carefully observed, and the angle of an azimuth made by one of them with the meridian through the other was astronomically observed. Length of this base then calculated assuming the length of a meridional degree to be 60,600 fathoms.

[ Triangles extended from this base had all three angles observed, and were computed by plane trigonometry.]

Latitudes of each station computed from triangles, and... agreed so nearly with celestial observation that it was doubtful which might be in error...

The geographical position of the great mosque at that place [Pilibhit] had been given by Mr. Burrow, and I purposed adopting it as the first meridian of my survey. From a point close to the mosque, observations were taken to three known snowy peaks, and the latitude worked out from these observations came within 5° of Mr. Burrow's. ... I next computed the difference of longitude of all the stations from Pilibhit, using a table of meridional parts. ...

Being now assured that the distances given by my survey were trustworthy, I worked out the heights, assuming refraction 1/18 of intersected arc[46].

Observation from four known peaks gave mean height for Kalimath station as 3,767 feet—maximum 3,875—minimum 3,652—and the heights of all points and villages whether by barometer or vertical angle, were adjusted to this value.

I flatter myself that in the more essential parts this survey will bear comparison with any that have been performed in Bengal, and I can only lament that I have not been able to collect the materials into a map of suitable external appearance [II, 453; III, pl. 6].

ASSAM & BURMA

The surveyors who accompanied the various military columns during the Burma war, 1824-6, had to rely mainly on compass traverse, with distances measured by perambulator or time, and frequent astronomical latitudes. Many of them had to work in boats along creeks and rivers where accurate measurement was impossible. The countries they were traversing were, however, so little known, that any information was of the utmost interest, even though not of great accuracy[194]. The following is an extract from Schalch's instructions[53 n.1].

It is not intended that you should confine yourself to a mere road survey of the line of march. The features of the country, so far as... visible, ... you will be careful in delineating, laying down the hills by triangles, of which your surveyed line of march will form the base.

The courses of the rivers... you will also be careful in ascertaining by actual survey to the greatest practical distance, & you will endeavour to supply from information the general direction of the streams beyond the limits of your survey, the names of the towns or villages near which they flow, the situation of their sources, and their junction with other streams or the sea. The section of rivers of any magnitude should be taken, shewing the depth of water in the dry season & during the floods... and, if near the sea-coast, the rise and fall of the tide.

Large scale plans of passes—villages—towns—population—cultivation—crops, etc.

1 Pibb., DDrn. 137, M 322; about 300 ft. difference of level. 2 As R. XIII (263 et seq.).
As the tract is supposed to be rich in the precious & base metals, you will also...ascertain the situation of mines, and...procure specimens of ores in their natural state, which you can take an opportunity of return carriage to send to the Presidency, being careful to label minutely every distinct specimen. ...

Climate; ...barometer—thermometer—...compared with ones in Calcutta. ...

The detailed map...half an inch to a mile...you will reduce to a general map...8 miles to an inch, inserting the reduction on a sheet of drawing paper on which lines of latitude & longitude have been previously marked, according to the master sheet...with these instructions.

Plans of positions to be made on...six inches to the mile, & particular attention...paid to the relative heights... In the map above you will be careful to insert both the true & magnetic meridians. All places laid down from information you will distinguish by a blue colouring1.

For measuring distances by boat in Arakan [68-9], Wroughton asked for a log-line as used by sailors;

I found it utterly impossible...to determine, with any degree of accuracy, distances...from a knowledge of time alone. The constant variation of the flood and ebb tides, together with other impediments, rendering the progress by water so very uncertain. ...

Log-line...is sufficiently accurate...and, its being accompanied with a wheel and clock similar to the perambulator, spaces moved over in any known time are at once pointed off without confusion. Captain Crawford of the Bombay Marine informs me that he is in possession of an instrument of this description, and that he is willing to dispose of it for a small sum (probably 60 to 80 rupees)2.

When he resumed office as Surveyor General, Hodgson found much to criticise in the fieldbooks and sketches;

Your style of execution is very neat, ...[but] I would suggest...that you...write the names in rather a stronger hand, and make future maps, whether from reduced survey or information, on the scale of 4 a. miles to an inch, making the construction and lengths of degrees according to the enclosed form3. ...Be very particular...in your maps, sketches, and notes, in distinguishing between what you have actually observed and surveyed yourself, and what you have inserted from information only, and always state the name and condition of the persons from whom you gained information4.

Do not trouble...about fine paper and highly executed maps...; sketches and maps fade; make them as correct as you can, of course, and distinct; ornament is of secondary consequence; too much time is occupied by it. We make copies here to send to England and for other uses, and the originals are lodged in the office5.

Send maps...with parallels of latitude divided to 30' and meridian lines to 20', strictly according to the table; ...and these lines to be continued to a properly divided margin, with a scale of miles and local measures of the country. ...As to the meridian, you have merely drawn one line, and written the longitude along it; but have afforded no means by which I can judge how it was determined, nor indeed since you went away have I received any note of survey, or observations of latitudes and longitudes. ...I am engaged in constructing a general map of the eastern parts, ...and require authentic materials, and correct differences of longitude are most requisite6 [183-3].

Pemberton explains that the traverses recorded in his field books show lines infinitely more numerous...than is generally necessary in a geographical survey, but the mountains over which we travel are so closely wooded that it very rarely happens a line exceeding two furlongs can be obtained, and the average are much shorter; this renders the subsequent calculations excessively laborious and, until the arrival of Lieut. Gordon [66], they occupied a very considerable portion of my time7.

Grant based his survey of the Irrawaddy entirely on astronomical observations [183-4], and he had but little opportunity for triangulation in Tenasserim.

To triangulate the Attaran...even partially would be a tedious, if not an impracticable, operation. ...It is, particularly desirable to take advantage of the season for astronomical observation, and to determine the latitude of as many stations on the river as may be practicable, and finally the latitude of the pass [into Siam]. From these, combined with azimuths, no doubt the country to the south-east may be partially triangulated, but I think, upon the whole, the positions in that quarter must be founded on the transference of time [183-1].

From November till the beginning of March no triangulation can be carried on owing to the dense masses of smoke with which the atmosphere is loaded, and which renders it generally

---

impossible to see objects more than three or four miles distant [76], but this is the season peculiarly adapted for determining latitudes from meridian altitudes of the sun. ... After this month the sun will not be visible on the meridian by reflection, and my wish is to reach the Siamese frontier before that [184–5].

I do not anticipate much difficulty in laying down the Gayen river (the course of which is from east to west) partly from azimuths and latitudes, but chiefly from azimuths and transmission of time. The triangulation... will embrace...triangles whose sides extend 8 to 15 miles in length. ... Such appear to be the only practical method of laying down fixed points, from many of which detached perambulator surveys will be practicable.

Hodgson warned him that astronomical fixings alone would not make a survey; it would be of little or no use to merely know latitudes or longitudes in a new country if we did not know all the particulars of the communications. ... For instance, what would be the use of the difference of latitude and longitude of Amherst and the 3 Pagodas without a road survey between the places, affording such information as an officer commanding troops would require on his march? ... The wheel is the foundation of all useful work, ... and I hope you will not despise it, but use it whenever you can, for we must get a full survey... from intersecting lines, ... for a country is surveyed if all the lines of communication... are surveyed.

Hodgson's insistence on the perambulator shows that he had no idea of the difficulties of the jungle-clad hills of Burra, where the only communications are by river or village footpaths. Grant replied that he would make such perambulator traverses as he could, but that it was essential first to survey the main rivers, and this could not be done by perambulator. He pressed for special allowances:

There are no villages in the interior from which men or provisions can be supplied, and after each survey... the surveyor must return to this place [Moulmein], and thus half the month is lost in supplying provisions, and a new set of carriers if he can obtain them. ... No surveyor is competent on the ordinary allowances to meet such enormous expenses, for he must pay for the transport of the supplies for the whole party. ... The labourer deserves his hire, and if Government require perambulator surveys in the interior, I am quite sure that these circumstances require only to be stated, to obtain its sanction to a monthly contingent charge for the heavy expenses.

It will not... be practicable... to commence perambulator surveys till January; before that... the survey of all the rivers... will probably be completed.

The following are Grant's instructions to De Montmorency in October 1827 [77]:

The monsoon being now entirely at an end, and the weather sufficiently settled to admit of your proceeding immediately on the rivers, you will... proceed up the Gayen river towards Toums, and... lay down by careful magnetic and angular intersections the several islands between that village and Moulmein4. ... You should proceed first to Toums, where there are several eminences whence you will be able to form a just idea of the features of the surrounding country. ... These rides you will be able to lay down pretty accurately from magnetic bearings from the banks of the river.

You have now enjoyed a recess from active duty of six months, and... you should exert yourself to the utmost. ... Every surveyor is expected to be constantly employed in the duties of the survey exclusively, and during the favourable season to devote his every hour, and his every thought, to it, and to it alone.

### Plains of Bengal

The general system of survey in the flat tree-covered plains of Upper India was to run wide traverse circuits, with frequent checks by astronomical fixings and, after a satisfactory closing, to fill in detail by minor traverses. Surveyors working in the more hilly areas were able to make use of triangulation and measured bases, always controlled by observations for latitude and azimuth, as thus described by Franklin [81–2]:

My operations were conducted on the practice of primary & secondary triangles. ... The primary points were extended by a large base, measured trigonometrically, and also by latitudes, between two temples situated on the hills of Banda and Soudah, and verified by another base similarly measured between temples on the hills of Chatterpore & Mow4. Intermediate...
small bases were frequently measured for constant verification, & under the probation of repeated astronomical observations, a complete series of points was established.  

For Chaspe's survey of Chittagong [II–2], crosswits were dug in the ground at every station that no mistake might be made in bringing the line of survey round again to the same point, and the chain was examined every two or three days and shortened when requisite [I, 198; III, 172].

Seetacon and Dolphin hills have been laid down from bearings, and their positions made use of wherever they were visible; bearings have been taken to a number of other hills. The height of Seetacon Hill has been determined with great care from bases at the foot. ... Angles of altitude, as well as horizontal angles, ... have been taken with theodolite to the nearest 2°; ... they have always been repeated more than once to avoid the possibility of errors from the moving of the instrument.

From Islamabad there is a hill visible in clear weather at N. 72° E.; ... it is visible from no other part of the district, but I should consider it about 64 miles distant, in which case it will be 5,600 ft. high, its angle of altitude being 28° 30'4'.

Gerard took particular care over his traverses in Saharanpur [22]; the routes have been surveyed in a more exact manner than...usually done. ... I spared no pains to make the outline correct, so that, by having it accurately laid down, the cross routes might be measured with greater expedition. ...

I set out from Najibabad, surveying to Russoolpoor, from thence back by another route; as both the roads be generally in a line not far distant from the meridian, the latitudes observed correct the distance; the differences of longitude depend entirely upon the bearings of the road, which were observed with the greatest care.

Harkans with flags were sent ahead to mark the direction. ... The theodolite was twice set, read off to single minutes; the distances by perambulator were put down to the nearest 1/10 furlong; the whole was afterwards twice worked by a traverse table extending to every 5 minutes of the quadrant, which brings out the furlongs to 5 places of decimals.

The variation of the compass was observed generally once a week by the large theodolite; the latitudes were observed from Dr. Pond's stars, always north & south, so as to do away with any error in the sextant & uncertainty of refraction. The postion of Najibabad, after surveying to Russoolpoor and back, comes to within 1/10 furlong of its former place, which is as near as can be expected in a measured distance of near 276 miles.

Under Hodgson's instructions for areas beyond the western and southern frontiers, each surveyor was to lay out parallelograms about 35 by 20 miles, and to follow the long sides alternately with the diagonals, finishing with the short sides, taking astronomical observations and frequent intersections [180]; the surveyor is expected to march each day from 5 to 7 miles (Sundays and Thursdays excepted); a halting day may also be allowed when an observation for the longitude by Jupiter's satellites is made. ... The time...by equal altitudes, if the weather allows... 

It may sometimes be proper...to measure a base and to take angles for...fixing...any remarkable hills which...may serve as referring marks. If favorable ground can be found, a base of from 2 to 4 miles may be measured, and a short and a well-proportioned series of triangles carried on.

It only remains to admonish the young surveyor to be distrustful of himself and of his instruments, and not too confident when he finds his operations agree with a surprising closeness, but to examine all, and when he finds his discrepancies not to conceal them, but patiently to investigate their cause, and repeat the work till he is satisfied. Young observers think they are always right, but not so the more experienced [1-page].

The map to be sent to the Surveyor General is to be on 4 British miles to an inch. ... The projection should be made daily, and in a large sheet, comprehending as much as possible of the tract to be surveyed; the surveyor then sees at once what he is about.

Though not able to inspect surveyors in the field, the Surveyor General kept a close watch on their fieldbooks, and Hodgson writes severely to Ferguson [88]; these unsatisfactory documents do not in the least resemble the form...I gave you. ... Instead of a separate field book for each month, ... in the form prescribed, with a daily traverse table, and...a register of the astronomical observations, ... and instead of...field notes which might have exhibited...scuteness of geographical research... I have received a most slovenly.

Professional Details

paper, which resembles...the route of a corps which the commanding officer occasionally directs some officer to keep, and for which, when well executed, he receives 100 rupees per month [II, 325]. But from a surveyor I might have expected something better. ...

The numerous errors of dates and figures, ...and the substitutions, ...require explanation [II, 218–20]. ...Very few villages, mountains, or remarkable objects, are intersected, ...and after the 5th of February I do not see...an observation of the needle of your theodolite. ...

Original field books are...sent to England. ...Imagine how persons who might there examine your field books, in the hope of finding full information on such interesting subjects as the heads of the Somme, Nerbuddah, and Hissao [88], would judge...of them? [II, 219–20].

He writes more kindly to Johnstone [87–8];

As I am well satisfied with your assiduity, ...you are not to imagine that in directing your attention to methods of greater accuracy I am finding fault with you; on the contrary, I am more satisfied by seeing the discrepancies in your observations faithfully recorded than I should be by seeing any attempt to make them done more nicely, by which people sometimes deceive themselves, but cannot deceive me...

The Malwa map will...require more correction. Captain Gerard has the...task of defining the great outline and the position of the principal places, as that can only be done by a person of...experience, ...in the possession of...good instruments. He has laid down the line from Nurwar to Bopaul [89]. ...I will desire him to send you the correct proportion of the southern part...which you may consider as a correct framework to which to adjust your detail...

It is best always to arrange your survey in circuit...as recommended in the...paper of hints I sent you [88]. When you have made a round, the agreement of the sum of the...distances on the meridian and perpendicular will show the goodness of your work. It will not indeed do so exactly, because of curvature, but that difference is beyond the power of your instruments. ...The best way is always to observe flags or some well-defined mark.

Gerard writes of his circuit through Malwa that from Jyppo to Kota I have great reason to depend upon the survey, which was done by means of azimuths & latitudes...From the latter place to Nessmuk, which for upwards of half the way had never been travelled by a European, the survey will probably be...as correct as most of those made by a perambulator & theodolite, for the road generally led thro' a very thick wood. ...Even with my flags, upwards of 20 feet in length, I could seldom see 100 yards before me, so the bearings...are not at all to be depended upon2.

Contrary to Mackenzie's practice in Madras, the Bengal surveyors were expected to work single-handed, and it was some time before Gerard obtained any help.

When I was surveyor to the Board of Commissioners [22–3], I had three country-born assistants, besides a European draughtsman, so, with the exception of the survey of the route, & astronomical observations, I had little to do compared with the enormous deal of trouble I have had with the survey from Agra to Bhopal; ...where I had not a single assistant to help me...

I had to survey the route, make enquiries regarding the supplies, water, rivers, boundaries, &c. Then, as long as the weather was moderate, equal altitudes for the time, & circum-
eridian of the sun for latitude, were observed every day. ...and at night the altitudes of several stars...I was often obliged to sit up very late. ...Besides this, I had to choose stations for signals, frequently from one to three miles off the road, &c. &c. &c. Then I visited these spots without halting a day for that purpose. ...Moreover several short bases were measured, sometimes with the chain, but often with the perambulator.

The instructions given to Boileau [24], and his reports, are a further illustration of Hodgson's system. He was to run down his circuits from traverse tables, and project his map from a table giving the lengths of a degree on meridian and parallel.

There are those who suppose that to make correct surveys by taking the various roads which intersect a country is a task of...great ease. ...To run a loose line of 100 miles seems easy, but if a great circuit is to be made and the line to be crossed...many times from different points, and in different directions, ...much tact, ...skill, and experience, are necessary...

You should use running camels as flag bearers...I would recommend your keeping 2 or 3, for...they are most convenient in bringing supplies, etc., from the nearest stations, and many other purposes. ...Perhaps you may prevail on the Judge to lend you 2 or 3 horsemen to carry your flags quickly [II, 202]. ...

You should change your guide, or Domba, at every village; they will then willingly accompany you, and point out all the villages in sight...when you dismount to take bearings, and it

1 D'Ur. 195 (92), 29-5-23. 2 D'Ur. 198 (60), 12-6-23. 3 Journals, M.R.I.O., M. 311, 507; from Sirouj, 30-5-23; letter to SG. 7-6-24. 4 Blanford [25; pl. 3]. 5 M.R.I.O., M. 312, 24-4-24.
is best to give into the Donha's hand a hog spear, or long bamboo, with which he will point, ... while you look over his shoulders.

You should take advantage of any mounds or heights near the road side to get a more commanding view of the horizon, and in the evenings do the same from your camp, or its vicinity. ... I rely on you for making your notes explanatory, ... and your map usefully full, though there is no need to crowd it with very small hamlets.

In acknowledging Boileau's map a year later, Hodgson congratulated him on the close of your surveying campaign; it has been an arduous one, and I return thanks for your exertions and attention to my inscriptions. You see how rapid and correct this mode of surveying is, and... when we can dispose of our lines... in such directions that observed latitudes afford a check and scale for the distances on the meridian, we have little to regret that we could throw... triangles over our flat countries like the Doobah, stacked with mango topes.

If we could divide our ground into oblongs, and run up and down, with the difference of longitude and favourable diagonals, we might... make our map... as accurate, very nearly, as by trigonometrical operations... Certainly I would always determine points by triangulation... when circumstances allow, but when they do not, as in the greater part of the rich Gangetic provinces, we can perform our work without them. A triangulation to be good should be on a large scale;... but we see... ridiculous operations called Trigonometrical Surveys, which are merely a confused entanglement of... network of small sides, which... create... delay to no purpose whatever [210]. It is really ridiculous to hear the grandiloquence which is put forth about trigonometrical surveys by those who know nothing about the matter, and who do not seem to know that in reality the measurement of a cabbage garden is... a trigonometrical operation.

The following extracts are taken from Boileau's later fieldbooks;

October 1st 1828. Marched from Agra towards Bhurtpoor... making use of two perambulators; No. 1 by Cary; No. III, the large, or Seriagapatam wheel [1, 199]. Measured a line of 10 chains in the afternoon, and compared both the perambulators with it (chain No. 574). Wheel No. I gave only 218 yards by 4 measurements, and... No. III gave 220 yards by 2 measurements. Chain was off 66 feet. ...
[At the end of each day's march, distances resolved into eastings and northings].

6th November. The difference of latitude by perambulator between the Taj at Agra and camp at Horub, October 31st, is 42° 22' 14 N. Added to the latitude of the Taj gives 27° 53' 44" 14';... by meridian altitudes of the sun, 53° 39' 14'... This is quite as near as I could possibly expect... during a whole month's run, and indeed so near a coincidence is very suspicious, but I have... been unable to detect any error... although always on the look-out... The daily runs have hitherto agreed very fairly with the observations of latitude made each day with the large sextant, and this instrument agrees very well with itself... (four observations agree within 9 seconds).

The difference of latitude per traverse between the Taj at Agra and the Jumma Musjid at Delhi is about 1° 27' 20"... which, added to the latitude of the Taj, would give... 28° 30' 54" for the Jumma Musjid... The real latitude, however, being 28° 30' 13", my traverse must be 10'... or 1/3 mile, short of the true distance in a run of 150 miles...

31st December 1828. In coming to close for the second time on the Taj... I have... the following results of my 3 months circuit... Having never crossed the same line twice during a distance of nearly 300 miles... the total of errors... accumulated... will be... about 3/4 mile. The total difference of latitude per traverse between the Taj at Agra and the Jumma Musjid at Delhi... via Deog, 1° 27' 21" 43'... via Ally Gurch, 1° 27' 14' 62'.

11th January 1829. Every morning... as soon as my outdoor work is finished, I... calculate the traverse and, having thus obtained the extreme points... I prick off the difference of latitude and departure... from the last fixed point, and then protract each bearing and distance, seriatim, beginning at the fixed point and terminating at the calculated extremity...

In this manner each day's work is laid down upon each successive sheet of foolscape, which are so marked... as to be laid out... in one large map, and at the close of the season the whole are transferred to a single sheet by pricking through the principal fixed points, and then filling all details with a tracing frame, by which means a faithful copy... is obtained1.

**Barometric Heights**

The use of barometers for finding height was stimulated by survey in the Himālaya, but the surveyors had the greatest difficulty in carrying these delicate
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instruments about, and the long glass tubes were constantly breaking [221].

Hodgson ordered two barometers from England, but on his river journey from Bihar [179] he had only one, with which he took regular readings, keeping notes as to their apparent reliability and variation with phases of the moon. 1

The barometer...hung in the centre of a heavy pinnace which, towing in calm weather up the stream, had little inclination; but it was always kept adjusted by a plumb lead. The thermometers, attached and detached, being also in the shade, close to the barometer, seldom differed more than two degrees.

This barometer was broken on the Chaur peak, and Hodgson found the loss "most mortifying indeed." 2 He laments that "a set of mountain barometers sent for me from England was mis-sent by the Calcutta customs house to Bombay & are lost, & without doubt broken." 3 A year later he was joined by Herbert who brought up two new barometers from Calcutta, but these were soon out of action, and neither Hodgson nor Herbert were ever successful in filling spare tubes [33]. They were left to find height by theodolite and sextant, and by boiling water [34-5]. It was not until 1821 that Herbert received other barometers and, with corresponding observations made in Calcutta, was able to get a satisfactory height for Saharanpur, their base station [38]:

Barometrical observations for height of Belleville Station, Saharanpur. This important point, it is hoped, is satisfactorily settled from 18 corresponding barometrical observations made at Saharanpur and Calcutta for that express purpose. ... On the arrival of a perfect mountain barometer in Calcutta, an actual contemporaneous comparison was immediately instituted with a similar instrument at Saharanpur—1,013 feet is the height of Saharanpur above the sea—and the whole list of places fixed by the survey has been altered to conform. The series of 18 observations was made in August 1821.

Herbert never mentions Gerard's height for Saharanpur, that was ascertained by the mean of at least 120 observations taken with two mountain barometers, which read off from the surface of the mercury to 1/100th part of an inch. At Dehra I had only three observations of the barometers before they were broken.

Of their independent surveys to the upper Sutlej [40-3] Gerard writes that Herbert had no barometer, whilst I had two of the very best. ... Herbert's heights were calculated from the boiling point of water. ... At Scobah too he made several comparisons between his thermometer and my barometers, and a difference, ... sometimes a degree and a half, ... was no uncommon experience from the difficulty of making the water always boil the same. ... Besides, Herbert had no correspondent observations, whereas I always had, at Scobah too or Kotgarh, or both. Even Herbert allowed that my heights were more accurate than his.

Gerard took barometers on all his expeditions into the mountains [40-2], and for his surveys in Mâlwa [89-90] he made a continuous series of observations from Sabathu to Bhopal, a corresponding set being observed at the Surveyor General's office. The series began in October 1822, with readings at least six times a day, and continued during his halt at Cwalior, June to September 1823:

I was unwell the whole of August, and on the 23rd...I was attacked with a violent fever, ... with an inflammation of the liver & spleen, which confined me to bed for upwards of a month. ... The observations put down afterwards were observed by...officers at the Residency, but they were not regularly taken, and from 13th September were discontinued.

Calculations were made both by Laplace's formula, and also by Dr. Maskelyne's method, which always gives the altitudes of very elevated places too little, because the equation for the latitude is not taken into account. ... I have worked the observations according to both rules, as by so doing any error is discovered.

With his brother Patrick he maintained observations at Sabathu for four years, the mean of observations at 10 A.M. and 4 P.M. giving the best value;

Some people reckon the barometer a very uncertain mode of determining heights, & this is true when imperfect instruments are employed, or when the places are remote from the tropics, and contemporary observations are not taken.

He describes the process of boiling the mercury so as to dispel the air;

I have paid particular attention to barometers for these last 8 years, ... and, with the exception of my brother James [40]. I have perhaps had more experience with these instru-
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Barometric Heights

ments than any person in India: moreover, from a constant residence of four years in the hills, I possessed advantages over most people, & I have had opportunities of measuring altitudes, both barometrically & trigonometrically, with instruments of the most perfect kind, which were even carried to the vast height of 19,450 feet.

My brother & I measured upwards of a thousand heights at all seasons of the year and, when we had an opportunity of comparing the trigonometrical with the barometrical calculation, the difference very rarely amounted to 40 feet in altitudes of 6,000 & 7,000 feet, when the observations were taken in...October, November, March & April.

He made Sabathum 4,091 feet above the Surveyor General's office at Calcutta, or 4,129 feet above the sea1, taking the office height from "an accurate series of levels observed by Captain Schalch" [14]3.

For his survey of Kumaun [pl. 6] Webb had "the best instruments procurable in England", but within a few months had broken no less than six tubes. He fitted new ones and got new barometers, and at the close of the survey had six for sale, all in good order2. Using five barometers, he obtained a height of 757 feet4 for Kashiur, as against his preliminary estimate of 650, and in June 1817 fixed the height of Kedarnath temple at 11,897 feet5, and of Niti Pass at 16,814 [46-8].

Over 400 correspondent readings were sent up by a friend7 in Calcutta every month, and Webb preferred using the mean of the Calcutta observations for five days, to...that directly correspondent with my own. ... In steady weather [several] series of observations give the same results as nearly as possible, though made at very different times of the year; but the continual travelling about, which my business as a surveyor requires, seldom permits observations to be made in a continuous series6.

Blacker asked Bombay and Madras to collect correspondent observations over as wide an area as possible:

I have been engaged for some time past in preparing sets of barometrical tables for the calculation of relative heights, and have collected the observations of the barometer for many places. ... I wish them for so long a period back as may be had, and that, with the date of each observation, should likewise be specified the hour of the day. The height of the barometer should also be accompanied by the height of the thermometer for the same instant. ... I hope you will not think this letter a bore; its object is entirely for the public service8.

He told Montgomery at Madras that there ought to be a mountain barometer and thermometer with each survey. There is one, I perceive, with the Hyderabad survey, and I hope it is employed. There is likewise one at the Presidency, with which the late Captain Mountford used to keep a register9.

He asked both Grant and Bedford to keep regular observations and arrange that your barometer should be preserved free from injury until it shall reach Calcutta, where it may be compared with the standard instrument in this office. Should you have occasion to carry your barometer to the top of any remarkable eminence, ... observations may be made at ...—sunrise—between 8 and 10 A.M.—noon—4 P.M.—or sunset. Corresponding observations for these times may be had in this office. Enclosed...is a small pamphlet on the subject10.

William Gullen, of the Madras Artillery, was another barometer enthusiast and, during 1821 and 1822, collected and compiled records stretching from Cape Comorin to Sabathum. This was an immense work, very carefully and clearly plotted, with excellent vertical sections11.

Madras

Surveyors in Madras had the inestimable boon of Lamont's trigonometrical survey which had been completed over the southern peninsula by 1810, relieving them from all anxiety about the accuracy of their bases, and from the uncertainty
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of astronomical observations [94, 190]. In spite of Mackenzie's anxiety for uniformity of system, however, he left each surveyor to take up the detail by theodolite traverse or planetable, as he considered best. Surveyors trained at the Military Institution and many of the assistants from the observatory training school favoured the planetable, whilst those trained under Mackenzie favoured the traverse.

Travancore is a difficult, wooded, mountainous country, and though Ward admitted the value of the planetable for the most detailed survey, he found it necessary to have the whole section covered with...points...not exceeding 3 or 4 miles from each other. ... When stations are at some distance, the lines drawn from them to the place of observation from 3 stations...would scarce meet in one point, ... & an compass whose diameter is about 4 inches should be used to enable the surveyor to set his table. ...

I have had the environs of this place surveyed with the table on a large scale. Tho' the space did not exceed 3 square miles, & with the aid of a number of points, it took 10 days to complete, which...is a long while for so small a tract. A person...feels awkward...in the beginning, but after a few days practice it becomes easier & may be used with facility. ...

It is useless in a hilly & woody country where very often one has not a glimpse of his points; the surveyor must then have recourse to measurements & the compass in the usual way. I regret having brought three of them; one...is all I require, & in lieu of the others I should be very glad if I can get another small handy theodolite & a wheel1.

His own task was to fix points for his assistants by triangulation;

Bird...has unfortunately been confined with a fever the whole of this month. ... I have been out a few days to the north and succeeded in surveying a pretty extensive tract, ... & came in the day before yesterday & succeeded in laying it down in the plan. ...

The climate among the hills is supposed to be more wholesome during the rains, and soon after it, but to approach their vicinity in the warm weather is generally thought dangerous. ...

I supplied Turnbull with...triangles, as well as could be obtained, & mostly well defined points. He must, I find, previous to commencing the survey, place flags on them, of which I cannot see the propriety of; a flag or tree on a table hill or bluff is...necessary to define the...station, but to trouble the inhabitants to place them...on every hill...causes a loss of much time2.

My own time is just now occupied in carrying on the triangles; &...a series of inferior ones are necessary, which gives me a good deal of trouble...owing to the apparent flat surface of the country. ...

The gentlemen employed...under...Capt'n. Arthur [II, 131-2] appear not to have taken any notice of the Divisions in their survey. I have had opportunities of comparing their sections, ... & find they have been minutely laid down; even in the most intricate parts have they observed the details with such a nicety that if that survey was allowed to go on in the same style, I believe it could not even now have been concluded.

I have only observed one deviation from our method; they have...carried on...without consulting a Register of Villages; the consequence is that for every ten villages, on an average, only one has been inserted on their plan, & these appear to be the principal in each sub-division3.

The country to the N.E. of Quilon, up to the mountains, appears as an ocean of wood, with scarce one innimience above another. The query is how a series of triangles...is to be carried on. You will by an inspection of Coll. Lambton's triangles see that his points are from 20 to 30 miles apart, which must have been owing to a want of defined objects4.

After Conner's arrival greater use was made of the planetable, with triangulation still the essential basis [110].

Mountford's survey of Guntur [96-7] followed the style of the Military Institution [II, 215-5], though more attention was now paid to boundaries and villages;

The trigonometrical operations of Colonel Lambton form the basis...from which intermediate stations were determined. ... The instrument...was a common nine-inch theodolite, by which the three angles of the principal triangles were generally observed, and the excess or deficiency added or subtracted. ... The...survey having been divided into sections (as...by the Military Institution) of 9 by 4 miles [II, 128; III, 120], the principal stations...were referred...to the section lines, ... parallel to the meridian and perpendicular [of Carangoo, II, pl. 15].

The stations being laid down by the distance from these lines, their correctness was ascertained by measuring the distance from each other [216]. Four, six, or eight, of these sections were allotted to each assistant as...convenient, ... having as many hill stations as possible protracted...to aid in laying down the detail.
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The principal villages have been registered...by their bearings from two...stations, or by
the bearings of those stations from...the village, ... by a theodolite or small circumferentor
[229]. (In some cases these angles were taken by the plane table, and afterwards measured
by...protractor).

Much confusion was experienced with village names, not only from differences
in pronunciation and doubtful transliteration, but even from the existence of two
or more forms of the same name, or from the use of a name in the official list that
was never used by the villagers. Mackenzie insisted that the surveyors should
follow the lists supplied by the Collectors [II, 213; III, 105]. He writes to Sim,
who had found particular difficulty at Pondicherry [93]:

The accuracy of the survey of the Military Institution has never been doubted. ... The
intention of your present survey...is to...identify the names of the villages in the Collector's
list, to be delivered up by & by to the French. As all the villages do not appear in the plan
of the Institution, you are to enquire for them by name, & to mark them out on the maps. ...
It appears to me very uncommon that in the short space of 16 years from 1793 to 1809, such
a number of villages should change their names. ... I wish you to be sure of this.

He answers Sim's enquiry—
whether it be necessary to examine the boundaries surveyed by Summers—Certainly it would
be useless to employ him & for you to go over it again, but, as you...doubt...the degree of
responsibility attached to you, it is proper you should satisfy yourself, as the intention
in sending an officer is to give a greater degree of authenticity to the work. ...

But if we are to go over the whole of the work done by every assistant, what is the use
of employing them by themselves? ... What I should recommend...is to go upon the ground,
... to observe the method followed, to enquire into it, & approve of it if satisfactory, leaving to
him the detail. You can try one or two instances. What is wanted is the boundary of the
French territory in general, not of every individual village.

Garling commenced his survey of the Nizam's dominions in Raichur Circar,
where the country was not favourable for planetabling as Goa had been [II, 158];

The Nizam's country being divided into...circars...these divisions...and their subdivisions
into purguumals, samoots, talooks, ... are to be...the foundation of the survey. ...

Previous to...the survey of the boundary of a circar, the surveyor should have established
a certain number of primary stations; ... with these and...secondary stations...the situation
of every village in the district should be ascertained. The groundwork...thus laid, the exterior
boundary of the districts should be next traced, and the landmarks...described. ... Any doubtful
or disputed boundary should be noticed. ...

In...tracing the boundary...the cubsas, forts, towns, and villages, coming in the way, or
lying on either side, should be laid down by angles with the stations or adjacent fixed places;
others may be taken by occasional excursions. ...

The results...should be protracted in sections for the map as early as possible. ... One
English mile to one inch is recommended for the provincial maps of the districts, and the
names of the principal cubsas, those of the inferior divisions, and the forts, should be distin-
guished, either by the mode of writing, or some marks of reference.

In his final report, Garling gives a lengthy description of the formulae by which
he computed his co-ordinates and concludes,

The detail has been taken up by bearings with the compass needle of different telescopic
instruments upon tripods, and made to answer as circumferentors. The stations have been
for the most part taken at villages, with a view to meet the instructions of the Surveyor General
that bearings from them to the principal points should be registered.

In his triangulation of the Sagur Circar to the north [II; pl. 18, Suggur],
Garling observed all three angles of his primary triangles so far as possible,
but, the country consisting of...broad swells of such nearly equal height,... no very commanding
spots could be found; it was constantly necessary, on reaching an advanced signal flag, to
make some change in its position, and thus lose the observations recorded, which are for the
most part the mean of 6 or 8 readings of the angle. On the whole...sufficient data has been
obtained to give assurance of its general accuracy. ...

The table of elevations and depressions...exhibits greater irregularities than could be
wished, but is...sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.
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In his report for season 1824-5 Crisp writes that the whole area for survey was subdivided into...field-sections containing each about one hundred square miles. ...

One uniform system prevails among my assistants. The instrument...to which their practice has been invariably confined is the theodolite. The daily work is noted in a field book, the left-hand page containing the angles and bearings, and the right-hand page a rough topographical sketch [II, 214]. ... The materials thus collected are immediately treated and delineated accurately upon a field section book, and the whole work of the season, on returning to quarters, is embodied into one large map...by the two ablest draughtsmen.1

Montgomerie had called for this report in order to meet Blacker's classification of surveys fit for incorporation in the new Atlas of India [120-1, 283]. Snell at the same time reported from Vizagapatam that two of the assistants survey with the theodolite and keep field books, etc., one only making use of the plane table, the...method...most efficient and approved. As...the others have been for a long time accustomed to that manner of surveying, it would not...be advisable to introduce any other system among them, which would...retard their operations for a time. Generally each assistant introduces his own portion of survey into the fair maps.2

Montgomerie was as ardent an advocate of the planetable as Garling [II, 216], and strongly urged its general introduction instead of the field books which are now kept. ... The results obtainable by...field books are undoubtedly satisfactory, yet, with...much more labour and time, neither the same detail nor the same degree of accuracy can be obtained...as with the plane table. ... The greatest, and perhaps the only, objections to the use of the plane table hardly exist in this country, whose surface is seldom enclosed, and whose climate, with respect to its dryness, are...particularly favourable to the employment of this simple instrument. ...

Captain Steel and Lieutenant Cunningham...adopted the plane table with the greatest advantage [125 28.6, 72], and...each of these officers had minutely and accurately surveyed upwards of 7,000 square miles per annum with that instrument. ...

The quantity surveyed by Captain Crisp and five assistants during the present season amounts only to 5,500 square miles; but, admitting that each assistant could accomplish the survey of about half as much as...Captains Steel or Cunningham, the party would perform as much in one year as under the present system is now done in three years. ...

The adoption of this plan would not interfere with the present...village register. ... The boundaries of districts could also be laid down and described with as much accuracy as at present, and the distance from one landmark to another along the boundary could be measured by...pemambulator, as well as the principal roads.

Surveying with the plane table is so very simple that I have not the least doubt but that the whole of the assistants would very soon acquire a perfect use of it. This was the case with the surveyors employed on the Travancore survey [119, 206]. Mr. Turnbull, now in this office, ... states that they made greater progress with that instrument than with field books, which...they had previously been in constant practice of. ...

...I suggest the system of sections as adopted by the late Captain Garling. ... The scale of one mile to an inch would, in general, be sufficiently large for surveying with the plane table. ...

These sections, at the conclusion of the season, ... should be separately copied out and put up together in a small case, with an index, in the manner adopted by Captain Garling. ...

... Thus arranged, any hundred square miles of the peninsula could in one moment be produced, and the whole of the original surveys...could be contained in a number of convenient sized volumes, and...be preserved with the greatest care for ages3.

Crisp did not like the planetable and preferred angular instruments, ...especially...the theodolite. Perhaps indeed it is the only one which can ensure correctness and certainty. ... All the observations made with it become a matter of record, telling in words and significant signs what the plan represents in the dumb show of lines and colouring. Its superiority over the plane table for accurate delineation is manifest. The latter is a vague and indeterminate instrument, leaving its results unfurnished with data by which to verify the operations and ascertain their accuracy.

The chief use of the plane table is...to take a rapid sketch of a small tract of country. ... It may also be usefully employed in furnishing a spirited outline of a range of hills, whose spires have been previously determined by the theodolite. For such purposes it is well calculated but, since its deductions are produced by a mechanical process so that the loss of the plan is irrecoverable except by...a fresh survey, it should give place to an instrument of higher pretensions.4

---
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Mackenzie had similar views, and regretted that Pickersgill and Garden had not made a careful theodolite traverse along the Nepāl frontier (19). Why could they not follow the method so well observed by your son & by Mr. Auber? (II. 430). The plane table is well enough for giving the fact of a plain space, but for a limit with a Foreign Power that may hereafter be subject of discussion, something descriptive is wanted.

The Hyderabad party was withdrawn from the field at this time, and field work was not resumed until January 1827, shortly after which Crisp resigned (119). Montgomerie returned to the charge in a letter to Webb, who relieved him:

The practice...of taking up the topographical detail of the survey by...angular instruments and field books is so inadequate to the faithful delineation of...an extensive and diversified surface, that I...recommend your introducing that valuable and simple instrument, the plane table, into general use. ... Although long practice has made those assistants partial to the use of field books, yet I am convinced that the sooner they are generally abandoned, so much sooner will advantage be derived to the service.

By using the plane table every source of error will be avoided; the time which the assistants take up in protracing the work at home will be saved, and any inaccuracy committed at one station is immediately detected and corrected on the removal of the table to another.

Field books will only be necessary when surveying with the perambulator in measuring the high roads, or in a close country, when no other instruments than the perambulator and compass can be made use of.

In November 1828 Montgomerie recommended that, in default of fieldbooks, the work of the planetablers should be supported by copies of their journals:

As surveys are conducted under this Presidency, ... it would only retard operations were the surveyors required to send in field books monthly, and as the detail is chiefly taken up by...the plain table, the subordinate surveyors have little occasion to use field books. ... The best check...would be to make offices...send in monthly copies, not only of their own diaries, but of every individual employed under them, ... and as writers are now authorised to each of the survey copies of all diaries could be made out without interrupting the work.

From this time all officers joining the Hyderabad survey were trained in the use of the planetable and that instrument was adopted as the normal means of survey right through the Madras Presidency. It was through the appointment of Du Vernet to the Himalayan party of the Great Trigonometrical Survey in 1841, and of a few Madras sub-assistants to the Punjab in later years, that the art of planetabling was carried to upper India.

**BOMBAY**

The most important of the Bombay topographical surveys were the Deccan survey started by Sutherland and Jervis's survey of the Southern Konkan.

The Deccan survey was based on triangulation extended from Garling's work to the south, and checked by occasional measured bases, but it was not of a high enough standard to maintain accuracy over so vast an area, and Shortre's trigonometrical survey started in 1828 was intended to provide a more trustworthy basis (130-1). Detail survey was carried out by planetable to which the general open nature of the country lent itself, and the surveyors borrowed from Madras produced unusually large outturns (125; 208).

Jervis had worked a short time with the trigonometrical survey in Great Britain, and took great pains over his triangulation and the measurement of base-lines, but he tried to cover far too large an area for the means at his disposal. He was distracted by the collection of statistics, and left the extension of triangulation and the fixing of detail largely to half-trained Indian surveyors, so that his work never reached a very high professional standard (125-7, 203 n.2). He gives the following account of a base-line which he measured in May 1823 on a

---
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level space...on the south side of the Rutnagherry Bay. ... Having cleared and levelled it, and built up the hollows with a narrow mud and stone bank, I divided the whole length into distances of 11 chains, each 50 feet. I chose this distance because the iron rods, with which I proposed to make...final measurement, were each 22 feet long; and 26 of these would...fall somewhere near these general distances.

The whole was then carefully measured with the iron rods which were an inch diameter...and, these having been laid off from a brass scale...compared with the standard scale in England,... there could be no serious error in the total length. Unfortunately both my mountain barometer and thermometer had been broken, and I was unable to get the exact amount of reduction necessary. ... The whole, however, was carefully levelled with the levelling instrument. ... The base-line was remeasured twice subsequently...

The ends of the base were carefully marked with two long round teak wood stakes. ... Two larger sopparee trees were firmly tied with a white flag, and being high and erect they enabled me to distinguish the extremities of the base at the distance of 9 miles...

For the station signals I...made up flags...of different colours, and conical stands consisting of 4 poles connected at the summits with an iron ring; these, when covered with white dungaree bleached, enabled me to distinguish my trigonometrical stations at a distance. ...

On the sea-coast I could distinguish dark objects better than white; and when a point was to be fixed...close at hand, I fixed sopparee trees with a quantity of grass at the top as a directing mark. ... For others more distant I made a large...cone of rough timbers, and covered it with grass...

The theodolite...was not very good; the limb is divided into arcs of 20° each; the vernier again subdivided into arcs of 20°. To these arcs not being...correctly adjusted to a common centre...I impute the small differences...of distances from separate series...but a difference of 2 yards is perhaps pardonable in such distances as exceed 20,000 yards.

Though Jervis's survey was pronounced "highly satisfactory" by Sutherland [126], Hodgson did not think much of it;

The native sub-assistants have been employed by the Superintendent in assisting him in his trigonometrical observations, and...little or no attention has been paid to the detail. ... The detail work ought...to have held equal progress with the triangulation, and the latter only applied to the important purpose of establishing...corresponding points, from which others might be determined...by the...subordinate assistants. The multiplication of very small triangles should be avoided as causing loss of time, and leading to error [203²].

Jervis himself was extremely satisfied with his work, and in after years held it up to the British Association as the class of survey he would like to see extended all over India, but both Everest and Waugh rated it very poor stuff, and would not accept it for the Atlas of India [127].

1 Betel palm. 2 Journal, Ddn. 182, M 194; 1823-4. 3 Ddn. 220 (243), 20-7-27.
CHAPTER XV

INSTRUMENTS

Supply—Theodolites & Compasses—Sextants & Circles—Perambulators—
Chains—Chronometers—Platetables—Barometers.

THOUGH surveyors' allowances had been calculated on the understanding that they provided all their own instruments, there were occasions when Government instruments were issued on loan or payment[II, 221]. It generally took at least a year to obtain instruments from England and, though they could often be purchased from dealers at the presidency towns, or from brother officers, these were not always of the pattern desired. As a matter of policy, therefore, the Military Boards maintained stocks of the more common instruments at their arsenals and depots, which were generally of decidedly inferior make, supplied by contractors in England whose first thought was financial profit [II, 221-4. III, 212].

In 1816 the Madras Government ruled that military surveyors on the Quartermaster General's establishment [II, 321-2] should provide at their own expense,
The First Class, One theodolite and stand—One circumferentor and stand—One plane table on stand, complete with compass and graduated brass ruler with fiducial edge and sights—One 100-foot brass measuring chain, with 10 picquets—One case of graphical instruments, with water colours, &c., &c.
The Second Class, ... the same instruments, with the exception of the theodolite, and
The Third Class [the same] with the exception of theodolites and circumferentors.
The above instruments are sufficient for ordinary purposes; but when Assistants Quarter Master General shall be employed in duties requiring a superior description of surveying instruments, or a perambulator and pocket compass, the Q.M.G. of the army is authorised to supply the same, with conveyance, from the public depots; the officers to whom they shall be entrusted being held responsible for their preservation.

For the similar establishment of officers in Bengal [335], the Q.M.G. was authorized to hold stocks of instruments as well as drawing paper.

For some time the Surveyor Generals had been trying to build up stocks of better class instruments at the different presidencies, sometimes by indent on the Directors, and sometimes by local purchase. On taking over duty at Madras in 1810, Mackenzie placed a small order on England for his own account, and in 1816 persuaded Government to take it over.

Finding there was a considerable want of proper instruments adapted for survey and for drawing, I directed my agents in England to ship for me a certain number...made up by artists of character. During my absence these articles arrived and are now in hand. I beg...they may be purchased for the use of the Survey Department on payment of the prime cost, the expense of freight and insurance, &c., under the usual affirmation on honour [201].

They consist of 2 best theodolites, 4 small theodolites (by an artist of repute), and several other small articles, amounting to £277-4-0.

As he had now to maintain stock lists of survey instruments for the whole presidency, he asked that they should all be at his disposal;

While the number at the...Surveyor General's Office is comparatively few, there appear to be several...dispersed at such a distance...that they could not be...resorted to for service, or sent down for repair, without loss of time. There are...43 perambulators, 68 brass chains, and 40 plane tables, a number that can scarcely be required for a long time to come in any department. Some of them being immediately necessary in this, ... the whole, ... excepting
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those belonging to the Observatory and the Trigonometrical survey, should be deposited as, or at least reported to, this office as to their state and condition.

Hodgson and Webb spent a lot of money on private instruments and found transport expenses in the mountains so heavy that they got special permission to charge these in contingent bills. In 1818 Hodgson asked for the loan of perambulators and mountain barometers. I have been already at so great a private expense for those and other instruments, that I cannot afford to purchase all I want. I have already instruments, my private property, of the value of about 12,000 rupees, and lost an assortment in a ship taken by the enemy, which cost me in England nearly £200 [31-2].

Perambulators are very useful in many parts of the mountains, but they are costly...and are generally rendered unserviceable in the course of 2 or 3 months, and 2 must always be run at a time [25]. All the mountain barometers sent to me from England have been broken were I received them [35]. I should therefore be greatly obliged if 4 perambulators might be sent to me, and should any mountain barometers arrive from England unbroken, that I might be supplied with some of them, to be returned to store when no longer wanted.

Webb made an equally urgent request:

My theodolite, a small but excellent instrument, with centre work, had a fall some time ago, since which time I have not been well satisfied with its performance, and it was to supply its place that...Government consented to grant me the astronomical quadrant, which has proved unserviceable. In November 1816, an order for an astronomical circle was delivered to Mr. Troughton, with half the price (£75) in advance; but my friends in England have not yet been able to persuade that excellent, but dilatory, artist to complete his engagement.

I am desirous to return the quadrant, and, as I shall then have no instrument of any description belonging to Government, and have, including barometers, expended nearly £200 on instruments, a greater proportion of which arrived (or have since been) broken, I request that a "portable azimuth and altitude circle" or a "repeating circle" of English construction may be supplied. No other is sufficiently exact for accuracy.

Government issues were in small favour and Edward Garstin only applied for a level because his own was out of service.

I have one of the best levelling instruments in India, but owing to the negligence of my servants the stand...is lost. As it will take a considerable time to get one made in this country, the duty on which I am now ordered would suffer a considerable delay should I be forced to wait till my instrument is repaired. I... for this application to have a levelling instrument lent me from the Company’s stores, which I will return as soon as done with...

Although I have the theodolite which the liberality of Government formerly gave me to replace the instrument I brought from Europe and lost on service, yet it is so very bad an instrument that it is useless, as no possible adjustment can make it correct enough to place the smallest dependence on it [II, 223; III, 37].

Sutherland had great difficulty in getting respectable instruments for Captains Steele, Perry, and Cunningham, who are precluded from making progress in the survey of the Southern Mahratta country [155]...owing to the badness of the instruments in their possession. Some...were supplied from Madras, but they proved to be almost unserviceable, and latterly have become quite so. As a temporary expedient...they purchased at their own expense such as were procurable in the market, but...these fell far short of the number required, and were of an inferior description.

The instruments required...may be sent direct to Dharwar...3 theodolites; 3 plain tables; 3 cases of mathematical instruments. Not one of these was available at Bombay, but Madras was able to supply the plane-tables and drawing instruments, whilst the Surveyor General at Calcutta offered theodolites, to be sent round by sea; "the store is not rich in instruments, but they are frequently to be purchased in Calcutta".

In reply to Jopp’s complaint of the poor quality of instruments sent out from England, Hodgson regrets “that the instruments sent are so bad, but while the spirit of contract and job prevails so strongly at home, this will be the case” [II, 224].

When Hodgson took over as Surveyor General in 1821, he found that instruments indented for so long ago as 1817 were lying unsold in the import ware-
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house. He obtained sanction to take them on charge for issue to surveyors of the Q.M.G.'s establishment, or to "assistant surveyors, being European commissioned officers"; but not to those on "full field allowances of a surveyor". His request for a couple of sentries to guard against "house breakers" was refused as "the chowkyards belonging to your establishment will suffice".

For the revenue survey parties of the Upper Provinces [150-1] he indicted for 30 plane tables of the most approved construction, complete—15 small strong theodolites of 5 inches diameter, with single telescopes—30 circumferentors, or surveying compasses, of the best construction, with plain sights and tripods—15 small sextants of 4 inches radius, without stands. The instruments...are not of the expensive description...required in the geographical and astronomical branches, ... but merely such as are most useful in land revenue surveys. Though I have calculated...for fifteen surveys of the zillars...I do not expect that for a considerable time they can all be commenced [149, 151]....

The officer...requires instruments of a superior description, but...at his own expense. The instruments mentioned in the indent are only intended for the assistants...

The instruments made by Mr. Troughton are much more valuable than those...by any other maker in Europe, and though their cost may sometimes be rather more than those of inferior artists, it is well compensated by their exactness and strength, and the peculiar fitness...to the purpose for which they are intended. ...I have never seen any mountain barometers sent to India by Mr. Troughton which did not arrive in safety [204-5, 212-2].

As nearly a year must elapse before the instruments...can arrive in India, I...suggest...my being allowed to purchase such as...are occasionally advertised for sale, ...[and]...to purchase a few elementary books on...land surveying for...the young men in the office and at the Orphan School [306 n.5], and also a pair of 18-inch globes which are required in the office. ... The cost of the globes will be 300 rupees [179].

Request for local purchase was repeated four years later;
A large supply of colours and brushes also would be very desirable, as the consumption in the preparation of so many maps is great. The cost...is heavy when purchased of the European booksellers, but perhaps Lieutenant Wroughton would...get them in the bazaars and auctions at a more reasonable rate.

The disposal of private surveying instruments was often a matter of financial urgency for an officer leaving India, and it was a serious blow to James Gray, of His Majesty's 41st Regiment, when Mountford refused to recommend the purchase of his best instruments because they were "on a delicate and expensive construction, better suited for private use than for the public service". Mountford relented, however, and recommended their purchase for the Great Trigonometrical Survey, at a price which Gray accepted under protest;

You appear to have quite overlooked the great additional expense of working silver and gold above brass, and...I declare upon my honour as a gentleman that the sum...viz. one thousand pagodas, is considerably under prime cost. ... I am ready to sell the instruments for the price you have estimated...viz. 2,663 rupees, having depended upon their sale for my passage to England and, as in all probability my wife's life depends upon my going in the Caledonia, I trust you will expedite the matter as much as possible.

The instruments which Grant took with him to Burma in 1825 were mostly his private property recently obtained from England, and included:

1. Eighteen-inch astronomical and 15-inch azimuth circle [150].
2. Cast-iron stands
3. Three feet transit instrument
4. One-inch reflecting circle
5. One-inch radius barometer
6. One-inch focul length telescope for Jupiter's satellites
7. Two mountain barometers, complete
8. One box chronometer, by Ose [218]
9. One glass meter, by Hare
10. One hundred feet standard steel chain, for measuring a base

In addition...I have taken an 18-inch transit, in case there should be any difficulty...from the nature of the country in carrying from one place to another the large 3-foot transit instrument. ... I purchased one of Mr. Carey's from Mr. Mills for 450 rupees. ...
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Instruments.

The circle is the only instrument of the kind in India, excepting a smaller one in the Madras Observatory, and very inferior. The transit instrument is more common, but no one in a hundred knows how to use it, for it is to be learnt only from experience. The whole expense I have gone to exceeds 8,000, whereas every other officer has instruments from the public stores, such as theodolites, chronometers, and, I believe, there is one transit at Arakan, but these are instruments of the second order, and are of inferior value. Moreover, if any of the instruments are lost, I shall naturally expect the Government to cover the loss. I shall, however, insure them as far as Rangoon, and Government will not, I presume, demur at so trifling a charge. As a special case the Surveyor General asked Government to purchase these instruments and allow Grant the use of them.

Wilcox lost his best instruments by the sinking of his boat on the Brahmaputra [54], and the Surveyor General could not replace them for some time;

The loss is much to be regretted, but I...hope that you are still in possession of some...that will at least give a bearing. I am not at present able to send up...instruments...for there are none in store and none in Calcutta. I expect, however, ...portion of those which are now at Arakan, and they will be sent off to Goalpara as soon as they arrive. Nearly two years later Wilcox received the instruments over the hills from Silhet without any other accident than the loss of one of the screws fastening on the large level of the theodolite, but it is of little consequence. The theodolite is a very nice instrument. ...

I have thought for some time past of getting from Troughton a transit and azimuth instrument, ...one of the most generally useful, but I do not know the sum necessary to remit. ...nor do I know how to quicken that admirable artist, who I understand is sadly dilatory [212]. A list which I have just received from Mr. Thacker includes a transit—maker nameless—price Rs. 500—but I know of another which was to be disposed of when I was in Calcutta. I have not anything to take the measurement off for a graticule but a warped rolling parallel ruler by Berge, nor any instrument to prolong a line but my brass parallel. Should you be able to spare a beam compass with a Gunter scale, they would prove materially useful. I lost an excellent beam compass in my baulah.

I am much disappointed in drawing paper; to make sure of having it good, I wrote to a friend to get me the freshest in Calcutta. I have paper of 1822 that you sent me. In an accurate survey, what shall I do without a good circle or sextant? Can you have the goodness to have tried that circle at Thacker's, which may be better than those sent by the Company. I must, however, fairly try the one I have.

Hodgson replies:

I have not yet brought a chronometer for you, but am on the look out; one I will lend you from the office [218]. Instead of sending you a large sextant as I mentioned, I will despatch by Dawk Banghy [11, 221 n.5] a small stout new one which will be more useful to you in your difficult journeys. ...The reflecting circle you may retain; if on making all adjustments you find that really bad, you may use it as an equal altitude instrument, as you cannot have too many reflecting instruments. ...

I will send you a marquise scale which will serve; ...beam compasses are not required for such small work, nor have I such to spare. I am glad the purchases please you, and will do all I can respecting a good chronometer the first time I go to town.

At Madras, Mountford asked for a convexula [1, 290] to look after the mathematical and surveying instruments. ...You are well aware of the unremitting attention which is required for their due preservation. ...Besides which, there are frequent issues and receipts...to and from the several parties....requiring care and superintendence in packing, duties which at present devolve on the officer in charge unassisted.

At Calcutta Mohsin Husain was engaged for charge of the instruments, whilst the Registrar, Rawdon Burke, was responsible for the stock lists. To assist safe custody the Bengal Government ordered that every article should be engraved with the Company's mark and an indelible number corresponding with entry in his records [218]. The Directors co-operated from England and ordered "the Company's mark to be engraved in some convenient place upon all such instruments hereafter...
constructed for our service. In spite of this precaution the stock lists got into a sad mess, and Hodgson writes just before handover in 1829:

In the office are lodged various instruments, the property of Government, which it has been the custom of my predecessors to furnish to various applicants on the authority of Government, or to surveyors, at the Surveyor General’s discretion. Regular books have been kept. No settlement appears to have been made for the last ten years, although within that time the charge of the office has passed into new hands several times, nor would any demand have now been made against me, if I have not accidentally put the question to the Accountant General. In consequence of drawing their attention to the subject, I received one year ago an account amounting to rupees 55,924–15–6. I endeavoured to answer by making out a statement exhibiting on the one side the number of instruments for which I was debited, and, on the other, issues taken from the book kept by the Register.

Three cases of deficiency are noticed; they are of old instruments, and when new did not amount altogether to perhaps 120 rupees value. Mr. Morley appeared to think a receipt voucher was required for each individual entry.

Permit me to observe on the extreme hardship this will entail upon me; my passage was taken under the idea that the same release would be given me as to the other Surveyors General, from whom no such documents have ever been required. Though such vouchers can be provided in time, it would require several months to obtain them all, separated as the parties must be, of many of them perhaps dead, while I have not so many days to spare. If such a rule be enforced I cannot possibly proceed to England this season. A new rule is made for me, and the accounts of preceding Surveyors General saddled on me.

It is only 12 days since I received a second account amounting to 24,188–10–6 rupees, and I have in that time prepared a similar statement. The same objections were made to this, and I was further informed that a third account would be sent immediately, amounting to 13,169–1–3–0 rupees. I respectfully solicit a release and that if vouchers are absolutely necessary the production of them may not be made a cause of detention against me.

Government gave Hodgson the discharge he asked for, but ordered that Herbert should give receipt for all the instruments on charge, and take steps to procure vouchers for the full period Hodgson had held office. When Everest became Surveyor General in 1830 he raised the matter again.

It is in contemplation to debit the Surveyor General with all the instruments belonging to the Survey Department. When the late Surveyor General, Lieut. Colonel Hodgson, was about to proceed to England he was involved in very great difficulties on this special account; the various receipts and vouchers, though regularly produced, were in no wise considered adequate to exonerate him, but he was expected either to produce the instruments, or replace such as were deficient at his own cost.

As officers in charge of surveys are constantly liable to be removed by death or sickness, or to be called away on military duty, instances must be of frequent occurrence wherein I can have no means whatever of reclaiming from them what has been issued.

He asked that on the issue of any instrument to a surveyor a debit should be transferred from the Surveyor General to the surveyor, as was the procedure followed by the Great Trigonometrical Survey in Ireland.

**Theodolites & Compasses**

Theodolites differed enormously in design and quality; the instruments used by the Great Trigonometrical Survey are described elsewhere. It was almost universally accepted that any sent out by the Company’s contractors would be coarse and unreliable, and any surveyor who was at all keen on his work either brought his own theodolite out from home, or tried to pick up a good one by local purchase. Ravenhaw, of the Madras Engineers, who had done but little survey, was glad to sell one of his own, upon the plan of General Roy’s and Colonel Lambton’s theodolite, and about half the size. It is well adapted for all the purposes of surveying, and of taking angles of elevation to the height.
of 60° altitude. ... The instrument appears to be in perfect order and well packed up. I had taken out and observed the micrometers, telescopes, etc. Of the powers of the latter, as there was no distant object visible from...the Engineer's office, I could not judge.

The only objection to a theodolite of this construction is that it is not calculated for observing stars near zenith. ... You must have another instrument for astronomical purposes; an additional expense will be thus created and, what is...in this country more important, an increased trouble in transporting the two, in place of one, from station to station. ... If you are inclined to purchase it, I shall get it sent to my house, where I have a tolerably extended horizon—put it up there—and examine everything about it more particularly.

Grant writes from Gorakhpur in 1820:

I have not hitherto been able to obtain any instrument to measure accurately terrestrial angles of elevation. I have, it is true, a very good theodolite, but the vernier of the vertical arch counts only to one minute, and is therefore totally unfit for small angles such as the elevation of distant mountains. ... I had ordered from England a large theodolite counting to seconds of a degree, but it could not be prepared speedily, and in lieu of it I expect...a fifteen-inch azimuth and transit instrument, and one eighteen-inch vertical circle.

The latter instrument arrived in time to accompany him to Burma [213], where he was obviously disappointed with it, for he writes that the "makers are not likely to rise in public estimation as astronomical instrument makers. They are infinitely behind Dollond and Carey in this respect" [?]. It was never used after Grant's death, and Everest found it in 1831 amongst the number of the Surveyor General's Office; an old instrument by Harris, consisting of a vertical circle of 18 inches and an azimuth circle of 15 inches diameter, which had been purchased by Government some years before from the estate of the late Captain Grant, ... but which had never been of any use—and indeed never could be—for the axis of the azimuth circle, originally too weak, had become unsoldered; the sheet brass of which the columns were formed was so thin that it yielded to the pressure of the thumb, and had been indented in diverse places, thereby causing great distortion of figures and steadiness. The columns were both taller than they should be, and not sufficiently tapering, so that the whole was the very type of disproportion and top-heaviness.

The combination of altitude and horizontal circles into one instrument was at an experimental stage and passed by various names. During 1824 and 1825 the Surveyor General was allowed to purchase an altitude and azimuth circle for Rs. 2,000 and a second for over Rs. 3,000. The first had belonged to Hodgson; an azimuth, altitude, and transit circle, 12 inches diameter, made by Troughton, and divided, the vertical circle to single seconds, the horizontal to 5° with micrometer. It is an excellent instrument of the size.

He writes to Wilcox in Assam [214] that in the second volume of the Astronomical Transactions is the description of another circle by Dollond which I would prefer; it is small and strong, has two telescopes for altitude, so that one views the stars directly, the other takes its in question, a mode I practised long ago, only I had but one telescope to my altitude circle; this has 2, and you may alternate with great success. It has also an azimuth circle. I sent the description of this to your neighbour Fisher in Sylhet [51-2], who has ordered one.

The theodolite used by Jopp and Shortrede in the Deccan [130] was made by Troughton & Simms, and was procured from England by Captain Jopp. The lower circle was of 18-inch diameter, and was read by three moving microscopes, the circle being fixed to the feet. It had a vertical circle of 9 inches, read by two verniers to 10". It had some original defects, and was latterly further impaired by use—and several accidents which it met with—so as to be unfit for delicate observations.

Of the smaller instruments, Everest describes a six-inch theodolite which he had used for seven years, "unquestionably the best instrument of the kind with the department on account of the excellence of its telescopes" [16], and Cheape used a theodolite by Troughton divided to 20", and reading by vernier to 20", with two telescopes, tangent screws, etc. This I have tried in measuring the three angles of the triangles in the Naiv River, and never found it to err more than 10" in the sum of the angles.

1From Riddell to SG., 15-10-17; DDn. 153 (64). 2DDn. 147 (164); 20-7-26. 3Polite. DDn. 239, M. 421; 1825. 4SG. to GG. in C. 21-8-39. 5eg. altazimuth theodolite [1, 201]; cf. Lancaster Jones.
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Fisher used "a 4-inch theodolite divided to minutes, by Worthington & Adams, for the traverse, and a larger one by Watkins for fixing points by triangles," and most of the revenue surveyors found a 4-inch theodolite sufficient for their needs.

For the mere running of traverses where vertical angles were not required, many surveyors preferred a good compass or circumferentor [I, 201], and Grant writes from Gorakhpur [154, 159]:

The angles were observed with one of Gilbert's newly invented surveying compasses [II, 232]. To the fly of the compass there is attached a silver metal ring, eight inches diameter, the arc of which is divided into thirds of a degree. The fly is placed in the focus of a prismatic lens that shows the line of collimation made by a wire in a sight vane, and the degrees observed. Near the sight vane there is an unsilvered speculum for reflecting the sun in order to find his azimuth, there are also two coloured glasses.

The whole is fitted in a box that turns horizontally in a conical socket. As the want of telescopes was a great objection to this instrument, I procured a two-feet achromatic, to which I attached a metal axis with two arms branching out conically like those of a transit instrument. The ends of these rested on two brass pillars, that were screwed down to the compass box, & placed truly perpendicular to the magnetic axis.

For common surveying this instrument is better than the best theodolite. It is more convenient, requires no adjustment, and saves much time. When any great accuracy was required, an excellent theodolite was used fitted with a lens, but as the power of the telescope was not great, I often applied a two-feet refractor, which by a peculiar contrivance of the glasses, I caused to magnify 100 times.

Bedford also preferred a good surveying compass on a stand [161].

**Sextants & Circles**

For astronomical work quadrants were passing out of favour [I, 199–200]. Nearly every sextant or reflecting circle which possessed very superior qualities over the sextant, though in principle and use it is the same as a sextant with a complete circle instead of only the arc of a circle [I, 199; II, 229–30]. ... Index error may be eliminated by observing forward and back. Other errors are eliminated by reading the three arms of the index round the limb. Moreover angles may be measured as far as 150 degrees; consequently, the sun's double altitude may be observed when his distance from the zenith is not less than 15 degrees.

Cheape used "a sextant by Troughton, about 10 inch radius, divided to 10 minutes, and reading by vernier to 10". The observations for latitudes by sun's meridian altitude...have been found to agree to 5". Grant had a battery of three sextants. Two, by Gilbert and Bates respectively, of 8-inch radius, and one of fifteen inches...by Mr. Troughton. The sextant made by Gilbert was a nautical one, counting reflected altitude to 15 seconds. The construction was good. The telescope however, was of too small a magnifying power, and the metal expanded so much during the hot winds that no reliance could be placed upon it within one minute [178]. In cold weather it answered exceedingly well. Bates' sextant is superior being more accurately divided; the arch also is silvered, and the telescope is in every respect superior [180].

The sextant made by that incomparable artist Mr. Troughton is of admirable construction. The arch is platinum, the divisions on the nonius were into 10, consequently in reflected altitudes into 5'. There were four achromatic telescopes of different powers. Accompanying the sextant there is an artificial horizon made by Troughton on a new construction.

Wilcox found his sextant had a persistent error — "Altitudes shown by it are too small in the proportion of perhaps a half second in the degree"— He was equally disappointed with a circle by Gilbert;

I have taken lunars with it. The divisions of the verniers are excessively coarse, & the index glass appears faulty, yet I hope to do better with it when better acquainted with its errors. I should be glad to get on any terms a good angular instrument of sufficient radius. It is so excessively unpleasant to work in the dark, using approximate corrections on imperfect data. The circle...I should be happy to put on board the first boat travelling your way?"
Hodgson then sent him from the revenue survey stock [213], a small stout sextant which you can easily carry, that with a stand would be a man's load. I do not use stands: nothing can equal a human hand and the motions of the wrist; a steady hand and quick eye are best, and practice makes perfect.

It is not astonishing that discrepancies are found among small instruments: ... makers cannot divide so near as they pretend, nor can observers observe what they cannot see, i.e., 10" or so. Many things may accord, and yet be all wrong, but a mean of many sights will give you all you can want for your purposes, probably the truth within 15" in latitudes.

**Chronometers**

Cheap chronometers were easy to find, but large prices had to be paid for anything really good. Grant valued his at Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 450 [213]. For Dangerfield’s trip to Cochin China [267] the Surveyor General could not conveniently spare any. Two...are undoubtedly...necessary to the perfection of some of the scientific objects contemplated. ... Captain Dangerfield...has one...which was my private property, and purchased with other instruments by Sir John Malcolm...for...use in Malwa [84]. If the Agent to the Governor General should...purchase another...in Calcutta, where they are easily procurable, ... it would be advisable to do so.

Hodgson reports that Herbert was plundered by a gang of horsemen...between Gwalior and Agra, notwithstanding he had a small but insufficient escort. The banditti attacked his baggage on the high road, and by day. Among other losses was that of a chronometer, his private property. ...indent...for a chronometer for him. ... An assistant surveyor on 100 Rs. a month cannot be expected to purchase such valuable instruments. When he was appointed...he was allowed several instruments from the store, but did not apply for a chronometer, having one of his own...

I have been at much expense in buying very valuable time-keepers; a pair by Molineux cost me 2,400 rupees, and one by Broochbath about 90 £ sterling in England. They are my private property, but an assistant surveyor cannot afford to buy such high priced instruments.

... Two chronometers at least are necessary in carrying on difference of longitude by transference of time, but 3 make the results much surer.

Gerard recommended the purchase of a number of instruments from Mr. Sinclair, a merchant of Bareilly, amongst which was a very handsome and good-going gold chronometer, made to order by Dubois and Wheller, inventors of the inclined motion clock, etc., Rs. 500. The chronometer, if it is good, is amazingly cheap, and I would recommend the Board to purchase it, because Mr. Blandford and I would then be able to determine differences of longitude of 50 or 60 miles by means of rockets within a single second of time [90, 189].

Hodgson sent up a chronometer to Wilcox at Sadiya [214] by a Mr. Bruce:
The chronometer...belongs to the office. ... I have not had opportunity to purchase one for you yet; if I did, I could not rate it till the weather clears up. ... If I can get a good chronometer for Rs. 600 or 650 I will send you, and I think I can. The middle sized box chronometers are best; it is of no advantage to have pocket size which cannot be carried in pocket. The trouble of carrying in hand like a basket...is the same for large or small; very large I do not like, but sufficient room for your work is desirable.

To send any chronometer by dawk...would be certain destruction.

In 1828 there was a battery of six clocks and chronometers at the Surveyor General's office, where their rates were taken regularly. The makers were—A. Barraud—B. Cope—C. Kearnshaw—Parkinson & Frodsham. The chronometers which Olliver sent down for repairs were, however, passed to Gray, the watchmaker, who returned them with a detailed report of their rates.

**Perambulators**

Perambulators were still means for the measurement of distance. In the hills, where they were generally supplemented by pacing or calculation from
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time [196-7], readings had to be heavily corrected for the steepness and winding of the path [II, 198-9]. Perambulators from England were expensive, and their working life a matter of a few months [212]. The old Madras pattern attributed to Pringle [I, 198-9] was still in demand, with various improvements, and Mackenzie had a number made up by the commissariat at Fort William.

I send you the Madras model with a perambulator wheel, and, as the one you sent me turned out exactly the same measurement, I think there is no danger of the principle being mistaken, which is precisely the same as that of the common Europe perambulator, or waywise, which is worked by two plates of unequal dimensions, calculated for the circumference to be worked by a perpetual screw. In the small perambulator this machinery is enclosed in a box, in the manner of clock and watch work.

In this wheel the screw and plates are exposed to view, and worked by the centre of the wheel or axis. The only difference here is Mr. Brett’s improvement for the lower divisions for yards [II, 228].... Your workmen have only to cut the plates, etc., and to follow the precise dimensions of the wheel now sent. Any improvement you can give to the solidity of the timber work, and its security against shrinking in the hot weather, by clamps, by oiling, by painting, etc., will be useful. One man always works it to most advantage, as I have experienced since 1788, when I first fell in with this kind. I wish much you could supply us with a few more, as they are much wanted.

In another letter he specified that the perambulators should be made of mahogany, many years in seasoning since it left the West Indies. I never used, excepting one, any but the larger wheels, nor are any other used on the Coast [I, 143]. The people are instructed to attend particularly to their management. I had one in use 12 years —with repairs, it is true.

“I have got a new wheel made in Cuttack,” writes Buxton, of the exact dimensions of the old large one, and I have also a small perambulator belonging to Government, which will do for one of the lads, and...one of my own for myself, so...there will be no immediate necessity for getting Mr. Allen to make up any for our survey.

Hodgson asked for a number to be made up for the revenue surveys.

As those which are sent from England are of the small kind, and are very expensive, and soon rendered incapable of service, a sufficient supply of large sized perambulators might be constructed in the Gun Carriage yard at Seringapatam, where...they are made in a very superior manner—suggested by Lieutenant Brett [II, 491].

In 1818 the late Colonel Mackenzie received four,...from the Commissary General at Madras, two of which were of Pringle’s plain construction, but the other two had Lieutenant Brett’s improvement. One of the latter was sent as a pattern to the arsenal in Fort William, where six were made, but I understand they were inferior to the original, though attended with double the expense having cost six a rupees 176-12 each, while at Seringapatam and Madras the plain wheels were generally purchased for 22 4 or 25 pagodas, equal to six a rupees 70 or 81 each; but with Lieutenant Brett’s improvement they may probably cost 90 rupees each, and the land carriage from Seringapatam to Madras, and tonnage from thence to Calcutta might amount to 120 rupees for twelve, so that the whole expense would stand...Rs. 1,200; if made at Calcutta they would cost Rs. 2,121.

I...propose that eight in addition, making in all twenty, be intended for, and the eight in excess might...be supplied to...officers...on paying the expense,...and 25 per cent in addition. The order was placed, and 19 were delivered to the Board of Revenue at Patna for distribution to the revenue survey parties. Hodgson reports in 1828 that they are the best...I ever saw, being strong, simple, and little liable to be put out of order. If every judicial and revenue officer...could be supplied with one of these perambulators, they might be occasionally well employed in making rapid measurements of boundaries.

The erection of mile stones on the roads connecting all large places [II, 451], might...be...politic, in some sort familiarizing...our measures, and shewing...the advantage of them over...uncertain cases. The Moghul conquerors established their cos in innumerable, as we know, on several important roads [164-5; pl. 15], and so did the Nepalese on the countries they conquered in the mountains. If all Judges were supplied with good perambulators, they might set up mile stones throughout their zillahs at little expense to Government.  
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Wilcox had to abandon his perambulator on the adventurous march he made with Burton into Hkamti Long [60-3] and on his return asked for a new one as his old one had "acquired the paley of age" [II, 78].

**Chains**

The common chain of iron or brass, either of 100 or of 66 feet, was in regular use, experienced surveyors keeping a second "for the examination and correction of the other" 2. Specially designed steel chains of superior make were sometimes ordered from England. Hodgson had a steel chain measuring, in the temperature of 55°, one hundred feet, having brass registers for setting off the accurate length. ... Made by Troughton ... The chain being of steel it is not liable to alter its length. ... It is necessary to have some standard measure of this kind ... wherewith to compare the more and more imperfect instruments 3.

Boyle used this chain as well as a similar one of his own [26]:

In addition to the chain, with loop joints, I have a very beautiful steel chain, in a box, with 2½ feet links, joined like a watch chain, and equal to 100 feet at a temperature of 68°, but I am not aware of the exact weight required to stretch either of these chains to their proper dimensions during the process of measuring.

The flat-jointed chain was sent up to Agra by Colonel Hodgson. ... I can make use of either of them, and leave the other untouched as a standard chain, by which the quantity of elongation (if any) in the working chain may be accurately ascertained 4.

Chains were the normal means of revenue survey measurement, though Grant preferred the perambulator [150-90];

The chain requires much time, and...the error of both is equally uncertain. ... The chain requires at least three individuals, and one must keep the account of the number of chains measured; this must be done by a native, as the surveyor's attention should be occupied chiefly in sketching in the features. ... But in trusting to a classse for the accurate numbering...there is too much risk of error, and the best way...is to abandon the chain 5.

Oliver writes from Delhi:

I received six brass chains of 100 feet from the Surveyor General's Office; they did not answer so well as might have been wished. However, by taking great care to have their constantly varying lengths correctly ascertained by frequent comparisons with as accurate a standard as could be procured, they have proved very useful, although by no means so convenient as Gunter's chains [164]; an iron one of the latter description was in constant use for more than six months without...any material variation in its length. ...

The inexperience of the chainmen at first was productive of much delay and vexation, but they gradually improved 6.

Hodgson, strongly recommended the distribution of reliable standard scales for checking the chains [163-4], "stoutly made...of iron or brass, and divided into feet, inches, and tenths of inches".

In land surveys either perambulators or chains may be used, and tho' the former...performs most rapidly when the ground is level, it has disadvantages when ditches and hollow places occur. It is also a costly instrument, and very liable to get out of order, but the Gunter's chains of 66 feet [164 n.2], tho' if it requires rather longer time...is cheap and simple, and if it's length be frequently compared with a strict standard chain, gives the most satisfactory results, and...affords data for easy calculation 7.

Lambton and other surveyors had generally to rely on short brass scales as primary standards of length [II, 259; III, 249], and on the Garhwal survey Hodgson relied on, "a standard brass scale 43 inches in length, with a vernier for subdivisions to the 1000th part of an inch,...by Troughton" 8.

Jervis had "two brass scales, each of two feet in length", one by Staal, the other by Carey. Captain Owen, employed on the survey of the African coast, and lately come to Bombay, having been furnished by the Admiralty with a...
very fine four-feet brass scale, adjusted to the latest measurements of Captain Kater, ... it was found that 2 feet on the Admiralty scale was equal to 23.997 inches of Smelliehalder’s scale.

Lambton’s “standard scale and steel bar”, received after his death, were bought on Blacker’s recommendation for the Surveyor General’s office; “Without them... there is no standard in India to which the Government may refer any question of linear measure with sufficient confidence”.

**PLANETABLES**

Planetables made up in Madras [II, 229] were regularly used by surveyors trained at the Military Institution, and by the assistants working under them [II, 216, 229; III, 206]. Mackenzie had brought several with him to Bengal and most of the apprentices engaged for the revenue surveys received elementary training with them. Hodgson intended for a number to be sent out from England [213], but Grant did not find them suitable; they were not, he writes much used in England, and they are still worse adapted for this climate, as they are inconvenient to carry about, and require much time for adjustment in the field. ... He preferred taking angles with an instrument and making a rough protraction of the work on the spot, noting down the angles and distances, and sketching objects near the line of survey [208].

Some alterations were made in the plane tables brought up by Lieutenant Wroughton but they were still found inconvenient, and were only used by the boys because no other instrument could be spared. ... Only five villages were surveyed with the plane tables. ... The boundaries were first surveyed with the circumferentor, and being afterwards traced on the plane tables, lines were drawn in different directions through the village lands to point out the course the boys should pursue.

In Madras, however, Montgomerie continued to press the use of the plane table in all the surveys [208-9], and ordered 15 plane tables to be constructed in the arsenal. ... An improvement appears...necessary to facilitate the taking of bearings with greater accuracy...by having a light brass frame to fit close to the outer edge of the table, accurately divided into degrees, the centre of the instrument forming the point of convergence.

**BAROMETERS**

Mention is frequently made of the great difficulty surveyors had with their barometers from the constant breakage of the glass tubes [30-3, 203-5], and the valuable information they gave in spite of these difficulties. Lambton carried two barometers, but reports in 1816 that one had been rendered useless ever since I was at Gooty in 1811. ... During the hot winds, and while standing in my tent, a quantity of air got suddenly into the tube, from what cause I never could find out. It is now empty, and I did intend boiling the mercury in the tube and try to put it right again.

Though Gerard became expert at handling barometers [204-5], Hodgson and Herbert were not so successful [33];

We now began to boil the mercury in the tube. The tube as usual broke. None but a professed artist can expect to succeed in this difficult business once in ten times. ...

The barometers I had were 2 out of 6 sent from England to the Surveyor General’s office. ... So little attention had been paid to their packing that the tubes of them all were found to be broken when they arrived in Calcutta, as well as most of the thermometers belonging to them; there were spare, but unfilled, tubes sent with them, and some of these would not fit.

Hyde had taken delivery of this consignment in Calcutta;

The whole of the barometer tubes are unfortunately broken, but as spare ones have been forwarded with them, they can be repaired. Aware as I am of the difficulty of filling the tubes, yet I would strongly recommend...their being sent out empty, as the violent motion...
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...occasions the quicksilver almost invariably to destroy them. The thermometers attached are broken, but extra ones having been fitted in the boxes...render them still serviceable.

Being perfectly aware of the delicacy and nature of those instruments, I requested Lieut. Herbert, who...has since obtained permission to receive charge of two for the use of Captain Hodgson, to bring the six barometers in his palace...from the fort to this office, to prevent the possibility of their being injured in the carriage. They were opened by me in the presence of that gentleman; the tubes were all broken, and...with the exception of one box containing two, I am confident that the other four were never unpacked. The quicksilver...was found loose in the boxes when examined in the arsenal by Lieut. Herbert.

Webb had several barometers broken, and writes to Hyde that "another barometer was sent to me by a friend a few days ago; but like all the rest, it was broken upon the road." 3

"Mountain barometers" intended to be portable had the usual long tubes containing mercury, and were fitted with a tripod and a scale of heights in feet. Hodgson suggests that Irvine, before starting on his survey of the sources of the Narbada [88-9], should visit Calcutta, where I could give him special instructions, and explain to him...the use, and indeed the construction, of the mountain barometers. Having been so frequently disappointed by the breaking of the barometers sent from England at a heavy expense, Lieutenant Herbert and I turned our attention to fitting up such tubes as we could buy in Calcutta, and succeeded perfectly in making barometers sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes 4.

Wilcox writes that on his first expedition into the Mishmi Hills "my only barometer tube & two thermometers were broken before doing me any service", and on his first trip beyond the Brahmanakund [58-9] the only instruments that I carried were—a sextant and false horizon—a good compass—a Woollaston's thermometric barometer, 5 and a barometer of the common kind. The Woollaston got put out of order at once, and the tube of the other lasted a very few days.

He had one barometer in good order for his successful trip to the Irrawaddy, and looked forward to setting it up "in the snows":

Travel up the Dihing. Barometer readings give apparent height above Calcutta, 1876 feet. ...Barometer at 3 p.m., 25°.37; Therm. 76°; elevation of Rongcho on the bed of the Dupsha, above Calcutta, 1,488 feet. Unfortunately broke two tubes in attempting to boil them. Burdon records that on May 15th the barometer read 7,387 feet, too days before the tubes were broken, and that "the barometrical calculations have been made by me, and are not to be depended on for any great degree of accuracy." 5. Hodgson could not replace them;

Woollaston's thermometric barometers are of no use; you cannot take them out of their case without breaking; they will not do. Besides, there are none in Calcutta; a long-scaled thermometer, say 2 feet long, might be of use, but barometers are best.

In a paper on obtaining heights by the boiling of water, James Prinsep writes:

Woollaston's apparatus is beautiful in a laboratory, where it shows minute variations; but for rough work out of doors, accuracy must in some measure be sacrificed to strength and portability. Captain Herbert provided himself from England with ordinary thermometers divided from 180° upwards to tenths of degrees; half a division thus represented about 25 feet, which in most cases is ample.

Hodgson writes to Pemberton, away in Manipur:

I went into town yesterday, and bought for you 3 barometers; one a mountain stick one (apparently very perfect) for 60 Rs.; another of the kind...that you have; one with the sliding index and tube leading from the tripod, a very good construction, as you see the whole length of the tube; it has three tubes and a case; they wanted 190 Rs. but I got it for 80. I will also fill and boil a stout barometer of my own, and lend it to you, so you will be complete.

We had a deluge of rain on the 20th. 54 inches in 9 hours; more than I remember in the same time; to-day is clear and pleasant, ...but it is a sorry climate. Pray send me an order for 130 Rs. 2 as. for the barometer and coolie hire.

The aneroid barometer, working on an entirely different principle, without any column of mercury, was invented in France about 1843.
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CHAPTER XVI

GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY, 1815-23

De Penning & Lawrence, 1815-7 — Transfer to Supreme Government, 1818 — Arrival of Everest, 1818-9 — Everest’s first task, 1819-20 — Advance to Berar, 1821-2 — Everest’s Western Branch, 1822-3 — Passing of Lambton, 1823 — Computations & Reports.

LAMBTON spent the first three months of 1815 in closing the Gooty-Bidar section of his great central arc, measuring a base-line at Bidar, and taking astronomical observations at Damargida about 20 miles to the north-east [II, 249; III, pl. 18]. He then returned to Hyderabad where he spent the next six years working on reports and computations [237-9].

His staff at this time comprised four assistants, De Penning, Lawrence, Olliver, and Rossenrode, who were all fully employed on indoor work till after the rains of 1815, when Lawrence connected the Bidar base with the neighbouring stations to the north. No further extension was immediately possible owing to the unsettled state of the country, but, though Everest attributes the long delay to pindaris raids [66, 115], Mackenzie writes of the Directors’ urge for economy after the expenses of the Nepal War.

I regret exceedingly that you have been obliged to lay by this season, as the orders from Europe are so peremptory for a reduction of expense. ... At Bombay the Surveyor Genl.’s Department was laid by, & in Bengal also the office is in charge of an assistant till I get round. The salary here has properly ceased since May last.

Lambton himself did not regret the delay, for field work has got ahead of indoor work; indeed I am not sure that I shall be able for another excursion till after the hot weather in 1817. My report would have been furnished in 1815 had it not been for the expediency of extending my meridional arc as high as 18° and upwards. ... The Court of Directors...recommended that I should state the probable time for the completion of my work [II, 249]. ... I have allowed ample time; that is to say, three years in the Nizam's country, and four in connecting Masulipatam with Point Palmyras [99, 226, 233], and I hope to make a trip to England in the meantime.

If the Pindaries are not checked in their incursions it will be impossible to go out in the cool season, and the only time will be from June to the middle of October. I wish much to get as high as 21°, or at any rate to 20°, which will reach the range of ghautes. That, with a little branching out, will lay an ample foundation for the detached surveys which may be extended from thence over every part of the Deccan.

In 1817, therefore, as soon as the rains had cleared the air for observations [8, 229, 235-6], De Penning was sent out to extend the arc from Damargida to north of the Godavari, and his journal is still preserved [II, 247 n.4].

15th August 1817. The Resident had been occupied by the visit of the Commander-in-Chief. I had received instructions to extend the meridional series...up to Nandair. ... From Nandair I am to extend a series of triangles in an easterly direction along the S. bank of the Godavery to Nimma...then return direct S. to Hyderabad with the triangles, endeavouring to intercept Eilgundel on the way [pl. 18].

Besides a part of the Survey escort, and his [Lambton’s] lascar, a party from the minister of the Nizam’s Government was attached to us for procuring supplies and aiding us in fixing our flags. ... I left the French Gardens [II, 394 n.1] on the 15th...after four o’clock in the afternoon, leaving my family to the protection of God. ...

175 m. NW. of Hyderabad. 2Ddn. 171 (359), 5-9-25. 3Geo. Everest (4); GTS. I (ix-r. A). 4to Lambton. 3-5-16; Ddn. 156. (35-6). 4to Mackenzie Ddn. 62 (140), 11-5-16. 5To Halsoe, to discuss co-operation of Nizam’s forces against pindaris.
19th. Having to despatch flags to the northward for continuing the meridional series of triangles which is to commence at this station (Daumargidda), I rode to the station, taking the instrument & flag people with me. I found the chumam platform much injured, tho' the large stone that was fixed in the centre does not appear to have been touched. After directing the flags to different stations, returned to my tents. ...

23rd. Marched to Sauchapilly. ... We here learned from one of our flag-keepers, who had just joined us from the flag he had placed near Kowlass [pl. 18.], that we had observed a wrong object while at Daumargidda station, in consequence of which I was obliged to direct Mr. Olliver to proceed to the Kowlass station, & fix the flag in its proper position, while I prepared to go all the way back to Daumargidda to observe the angle.

After three days of heavy rain De Penning got back to camp, and Olliver came in about an hour after. ... From the intelligence he brought in I had occasion to rejoice that I had undertaken this fatiguing trip, for, tho' the first error was mine, having mistook a tree for a flag, ... the flag cooly, a new hand, ... was so stupid as to move the flag to another spot, ... so that had I even observed the flag right when I was first at Daumargidda, the flag being removed afterwards would have been the source of endless trouble.

They had many interruptions from rain and great trouble in procuring guides, every village closing the gate in the 'sett fence' as soon as strangers were seen approaching, possibly a precaution against pindaris.

5th September. Arrive at the banks of the Manjira River about 10 o'clock, and it was 7 o'clock at night when the last of our baggage got over. ...

10th. I ascended the peak this morning after breakfast and, fixing a new station on the summit in the direction of the Kowlass station, I observed a few angles and, after fixing a mark over the new station, descended the hill and returned to camp. While we were on the summit observing angles, a tyger made a spring on the cattle that were grazing below, and seized a heifer, but the people attending the cattle by making a loud noise & shouting made the tyger quit his prize, but the heifer was killed.

Then followed constant rain day after day, with occasional intervals of clear visibility. To Lambton's distress De Penning had gone out without the vertical circle of his theodolite, so could take no angles for height. The journal continues;

21st September. ... Distant view of the junction of the Manjira and Godaveri rivers with the country under wide floods. ... 28th. ... Difficulty in securing boats for the passage of the Manjira; ... the boat requires one hour and a half to perform one trip. ... 30th. Find a detachment of our army, or the staff of the Commander-in-Chief, at Midnoor. ...

16th October 1817. ... Great difficulty in finding ground for suitable triangles in the region of Malligong, Olliver reconnoitring in advance. ... 24th. Marched to Nandaik, crossing the Godavery. ... 29th. Marched to Kundakoortu, reconnoitring the Godavery near Baloor at the junction of the Manjira. ...

6th November. Received a message from...amid the Aurmooor, signifying his intention to pay me a visit, as he had received orders to deliver me a letter from Lt. Colonel Lambton. The purport of his visit was to deliver me the letter, and money, 528 pagodas, which was done with great formality. ...

7th December. Violent attack of fever. ... I proceeded to the station... but so bad as to be unable to stand, I laid myself down under the shade of a rock, & it was upwards of an hour before I recovered sufficient strength to look around me. Having fixed upon a hill for the next station, I returned to the tents with a violent fever. ...

8th. Confined to my bed, very weak, and drinking bark [Pl. III, 360]. Directed Mr. Olliver to take a few angles. ... 9th. Having no fever this day, I ascended the hill after breakfast, where I was employed the whole day observing angles. ...

14th. Marched to Secunderpur, Mr. Olliver reconnoitring in advance. ...

22nd. Halt at Pepergutt till 3 in the afternoon, in order to bring up part of the field work, where we struck tents and marched into the French Gardens, where we arrived at 7 o'clock in the evening. On my arrival I had the mortification to learn that my old companion & fellow labourer, Mr. Lawrence, had incurred the displeasure of Colonel Lambton, and was under orders to proceed to Madras with the New Year [379]. Our department being also to be transferred to the Bengal establishment on the 1st January 1818 [1, 225].

We now describe the circumstances under which the survey was transferred from the control of the Madras Government to that of the Supreme Government at Bengal, and became the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

1Him. 2Dtn. 63 (403), 19-9-17. Both De Penning and Lawrence worked with an 18-inch theodolite only [459].
So long ago as 1807 Lambton had suggested that his survey should come under the immediate direction of the supreme government, but, though Petrie, acting Governor at Madras, supported the proposal, nothing had come of it [II. 304]. Lambton had pointed out that the time would come for his survey to reach beyond the Presidency of Fort St. George. ... The expedience of this has frequently occurred to me; and...in a conversation with the Right Honorable Lord Minto while he was at Madras this subject was particularly mentioned, when his Lordship entirely acquiesced. ... While I submit this subject for consideration, I...acknowledge the liberality of the Government of Fort St. George for their uniform support [$II. 414].

He raised the question again in 1817, together with a request for a professional assistant, and a medical officer, to act as geologist as well as doctor. He was himself well over sixty years of age.

The Governor General, Lord Moira, warmly accepted the proposal, and issued orders in a despatch dated 25th October 1817 [307]. The transfer was to take place from the 1st January 1818, and the survey was to be designated The Great Trigonometrical Survey, with Lambton as superintendent, George Everest as chief assistant, and a Dr. Ross as geologist and surgeon. Dr. Voysey was afterwards appointed in default of Ross. Lord Moira wrote from his field headquarters up-country, where he was directing military operations against the Marathas in his capacity as Commander-in-Chief, and his despatch shows keen appreciation of the importance of the survey and of Lambton's talents;

The arrival of Colonel Mackenzie in Bengal [300], and the consequent assumption by that distinguished officer of the important functions of his situation, have now carried into full effect the wise measures prescribed by the Hon'ble Court of Directors for consolidating the survey departments of the several Presidencies under one Chief, responsible only to the Supreme Government of India [II. 396-7].

This...has naturally led...the Govr. Genl. to...a question intimately connected with...the Department of General Survey, and I...now...communicate...the result of his Lordship's reflections on the conduct and progress of the Grand Trigonometrical Survey of India. ...

Independently of the benefits respes...from labours like Lt. Coll. Lambton's in regard to the more accurate knowledge of the figure of the earth, ... the most important practical advantages must obviously accrue from the prosecution of this trigonometrical survey. ...

There is no other solid basis on which accurate geography can so well be founded. The primary triangles thus spread over this vast country establish almost beyond error a multitude of points, and the spaces, ... when filled up by the details of subordinate surveyors, will afford... a map without a parallel. ... The Govr. Genl. ventures to speak to this point with no ordinary confidence because it came under his personal knowledge when he had the honor of presiding over the Royal Ordnance Department...

His Lordship is persuaded that its operations will...be greatly facilitated by this measure, for they have already passed the British boundary into the territories of His Highness the Nizam, and...will now progressively advance into Hindostan and the east, until the net of triangles shall be woven over the whole continent of India. ... An undertaking of such national importance...is only in its appropriate place...under the direct orders...of the supreme authority.

A copy was sent to Lambton with the Governor General's hope that the arrangements...will conduces to the general benefit of science, & to the facilitation of your operations. ... But His Lordship...derives a further pleasure from the impression that the arrangement will be personally gratifying to yourself. ... He had no hesitation in complying with your reasonable wish to have an assistant & a scientific medical man attached to your department. His Lordship has every reason to believe that you will find his selection of the individuals named...so have been judicious.

Lambton asked for orders as to his future programme;

In view of the extensive field which is now laid open to me, there is such a choice...as to render it difficult to decide where I should begin, and what ought to be done...

The first part of the work, whenever it may be practicable, will unquestionably be that of extending the meridional series of triangles through as great an extent of country as

---

1. Lambton's letter has not been found.
2. Investigating causes of Yellor mutiny [II. 200 n.4].
3. MPC. 10-11-07.
6. Shergarh, 54 E/6, on the Jumna; despatch addressed to the Vice-President at Fort William.
8. BMC. 25-11-17 (1); DDr. 142 (227).
possible. ... A continuation of the same arc through 9° 2' 40" more would extend to...nearly the latitude of Agra: and if the country should be favourable and free from hostility it would not require more than four years to perform that work. ... The general disposition of the inhabitants must be favourable, as much depends on them. ... A measurement of such an extent would far surpass anything of the kind that either has been, or ever can be, performed in any other part of the globe, and it would be the foundation of Indian geography. ... If the maps are at all correct, this arc would pass near Ellipchoor and Hussenabad, through the middle of Scindia's territories, and terminate not far from Agra.

He then discussed alternative schemes in case it was impossible to continue his arc direct to Agra—either taking a meridian line north from Nágpur—or making the Nárabad the northern limit of a wide network of triangles extended east and west beyond the Nizám's territories.

But all this would require more hands and more instruments. I shall, therefore, confine my views to what I think may be done by myself and my immediate successor. Should I continue to enjoy that good health and sound constitution which I have hitherto been blessed with, ... I hope I shall at least see a foundation laid for a complete survey of the Deccan, if not a connection between the southern peninsula and the upper provinces of Hindostan. ... When I am joined by my assistant, I shall be able to send out a party during the favourable season which will be employed chiefly in branching out, and in finishing more completely the belt of triangles between the Ceded Districts and Hyderabad.

When I return, which will not be for some time to come, I shall continue the meridional triangles as high as 21° 6' of latitude, where I shall have to measure another base, and make a course of astronomical observations.

The Vice President replied with caution that he relied with implicit confidence on your talents and judgment [and] trusts that you will push with the least practical delay to the greatest extent of which your present means...will admit. ... With reference to your proposition for extending your triangles by three different branches to the river Nerbudda, ... you...will...furnish an estimate of the probable time and expense. ... Your proposition for the farther extension...to Agra, and afterwards from Goa to Bombay, and onwards without limit, does not appear to press for immediate consideration.

Lambton interpreted this as limiting him to the Deccan, and particularly to the Nizám's territories. In an earlier letter the Governor General had asked him to provide the Resident at Hyderabad with "the most accurate and detailed geographical information regarding the Nizám's territories which may be attainable," a welcome request, for he had written in 1815 that.

had I not been anxious to carry these operations through the Circars, ... I should have considered the extending of this survey over the whole of the Nizám's Dominions, ... for in all the countries that I have been in it is the most erroneous in its geography. Hyderabad, which we have been stationed at for years, is cut no less than ten minutes in latitude, and upwards of thirty in longitude.

Though disappointed, as was Mackenzie also, at the dropping of the ambitious plan for a series along the east coast, Lambton decided to extend his network of triangles to the eastern borders of the Nizám's territories between the Kistana and Godāvari, and to carry the great arc northward.

I should consider Ellipchoor, or the range of mountains immediately to the north of it, to be the limits of the survey in a northern direction. ... It will not be far from Ellipchoor, if the maps are right, that I shall next observe the stars and measure a base-line, a part of the work indispensably necessary on the score of general science. ... The chief object in being in haste is to secure the completion of a measurement on the meridian which in amplitude will exceed the three most important and accurate ones (leaving out that of Colonel Mudge) that have ever been executed, viz., that connecting the observatory of Greenwich and Dunkirk by General Roy and the French academies—that between Dunkirk and Barcelona by De Lambre and Mechain—and the continuation...to the Balearic Islands by Ms. Biot and Arago.

These Indian operations are now become of much interest to the most eminent philosophers in Europe and, although the great call for geographical information within the limits of the

---

1Cape Comorin to Bihar being 9° 33' 26". 2the rains [235-6]. 3to Suppose Govr. 1-1-18; D.Dn. 92 (20). 4D.Dn. 64 (72) & 133 (63), 24-4-18. 5D.Dn. 63 (363), 24-6-15. 6G.TS. XII, App. (45); T.S. V (4); D.Dn. 156 (134), 15-7-17. 7Wm. Mudge (1792-1820); R.A.; Director Ordnance Sry. of Great Britain, 1788-1820. 81788; Roy, Madame, Legendre & Mechain. 91792-1801. 101800-7; Goro (139-4); Service Géographique (11-14).
TRANSFER TO SUPREME GOVERNMENT

Dekhan may prevent at this time a continuation of the grand arc to the northern provinces, yet... when it shall be carried to the latitude of 21° 6', and the results continue to be favorable, they will afford entire satisfaction as to... the magnitude and figure of our planet, the two great objects of modern investigation [II, 250; III, 218].

The extension of the arc had to wait another three years, but the arrival of George Everest allowed of good progress on the remainder of the programme.

ARRIVAL OF EVEREST, 1818-9

As Lambton was fully occupied with indoor work throughout 1818, and Everest did not join until the end of December, De Penning was sent out to complete triangulation to the south of Hyderabd, and make good connection with the Ceded Districts [II, 246-8; pl. 16]. After a month's work in February, he and Oliver finished this task later in the year, joining the rest of the establishment on computations from March to October.

9th February 1818. In order to connect my late operations [223-4] with the triangles brought up to Hyderabad by Lt-Colonel Lambton in 1814 [II, 249] I left Hyderabad on 9th February, and marched to Bommalpet...to commence, nearly 17 miles from the French Gardes in north westerly direction... 19th. Marched to Gungiand on the great road to Hyderabad from Kurnool... it is about 8 miles S. from the city & 12 from the cantonments... 21st. We took a few observations this morning before breakfast, and returned to the village. After breakfast we struck tents and returned to the French Gardes.

3rd November. I received orders to... take the field on the 24th October, but various circumstances occurred to delay my departure till the 3rd November. 6th. Ascended the hill at Gulpilly with the instrument; sent out flags previously to two stations before us...

13th. At Muricul we met with great opposition from the villagers who assembled in numbers at the entrance, armed, and absolutely refused to furnish us with coolies. The hircarrah & peons sent beforehand with the flag were rudely treated. After a long altercation we procured a guide and pushed on to Nagabhepatt. 14th. Marched to Baudapally [pl. 18]. Crossed the great gun road leading to Hyderabad from Adoni by Palmooor. Having a flag on the Baudapally hill, I ascended the hill immediately after breakfast, having had a short march...

28th. Yellaconda [II, pl. 16]. There is a rock south of the village where I had a flag, and which was also station of Col. Lambton in 1814 [II, 249]. Ascended the rock in the afternoon with the instrument, and the evening being favorable I finished my observations. 30th. Yellaul, on the banks of the Kistna, in the Province of Kurnool. 1st December 1818. Reached the summit of the Pidgagoula Hill at 2 o'clock, one of Col. Lam's stations established in 1812, when Mr. Lawrence was employed in carrying the principal triangles across the Nulla-Nulla mountains [II, 246]. The great platform that was raised for the station bulged out, forming a rude heap of stones. The rebuilding of the platform and clearing the jungle, which had grown to a good height since the last clearing, kept me employed this day and the day following.

The connection completed, De Penning returned to Hyderabd before Christmas.

On the 26th December Everest reported at Hyderabad, having marched down from Mirzapur, through Jubulpore and Nagpur, and a few days after my arrival, the Lieutenant-Colonel, with the greater part of his establishment, took the field, in order that he might satisfy himself as to my qualifications, and afford me any practical hints that might be needed. 1

This was the first time that Lambton had taken the field since March 1815, and was solely for the purpose of instructing his new assistant. They left Hyderabad on 8th January 1819, and observed from three stations of the great arc near Bidar, more than 70 miles north-west of Hyderabad. Everest was delighted at seeing this great and extraordinary man in the very scene and character in which the imagination of my early youth had learned to depict him. When he aroused himself for the purpose of adjusting the great theodolite, he seemed like Ulysses shaking off his rags; his native energy appeared to rise superior to all infirmities; his eye shone with the lustre, his limbs moved with the vigor, of full manhood. 2

1 DDn 144 (193), 22-7-18. 2 Most of these place names can be identified on modern maps. 50, H. K. L. 57 INE & M/NW. 4 Geo. Everest (4). 1 letter from Everest, 7-1-19; DDn 154 (57-9).
He left me in full control of the camp in January 1819, to return to Hyderabad; and this was the last occasion of his ever taking part in the work of triangulation.

After closing the last gap in the network west of the city, Everest got back to Hyderabad early in April, accompanied by Dr. Voysey, and prepared to set out on triangulation to the east. This, as Lambton explains, was to be based on the meridian lines whose positions were fixed in an early state of the survey, when I first crossed the peninsula from Fort St. George to Mangalore [II, 238-41]. The object of these meridians is to compute the latitudes and longitudes of places from the triangular measurements. They have served for that purpose for the whole peninsula, and may be continued to the northward without limits [II, 239 n.2; pl. 16].

Within the Nizam’s Dominion I have already completed the country lying between the meridians of Sawadraoog, nearly, and the meridian of Yerranadah to the eastward, and bounded to the northward by the Godavery, ... so as to take in Nandair and Nirmal.

I am now about to extend...eastward, and carry up a series of triangles from the Ceded Districts to the Godavery, depending on the meridian of Kylaughur. But finding...it...impossible...to cover up the country with an entire net, I must be contented to run up the several meridian lines...leaving the intervals...to be filled up by common surveys [pl. 18].

This then was the task on which Everest was now employed;

As circumstances prevented the present continuation of the great arc, the next object was to bring up the geographical meridians of Kylaughur and Karangoole, ... to the eastward of Hydrabad. Colonel Lambton was exceedingly desirous to continue...these to the Godavery, not only with a view to laying down the course of that important river, but because errors of uncommon magnitude were known to exist in the situations of some towns of political importance, and others of great interest, as...Warangal, the ancient capital....

On my return to headquarters...little respite was allowed to us, and we had speedily to prepare to take the field, ... which we did early in June. ... My instructions were to carry a series eastward to meet the meridian of Karangoole; then to run southward to meet the series of that meridian where it had been left off...on the south bank of the Kistna river; then...northerly to meet the Godavery; and lastly to run down the Kylaughur meridian to meet the former points on the Kistna; whereby...a net of triangles, almost unbroken, would be thrown over the whole tract between the Godavery and Kistna.

Having started Everest off with Voysey, Olliver, and Rosser, and leaving De Penning in charge of the office, Lambton set out for Calcutta, where “a certain private business requires my presence.” He was moreover glad of the opportunity to discuss official matters with Mackenzie and Government, and Everest states that “he had gone to make some arrangements respecting the future progress of the great meridional arc [324-5]; but, not having succeeded to his wishes, he returned in the month of April 1820.” There is no record of what these “arrangements” may have been, but Lambton prolonged his stay in an unsuccessful endeavour to settle questions regarding accounts, the strength of his establishment, and their rates of pay and terms of service on transfer from Madras [379].

The necessity of my return to Hyderabad by the ship which may touch at Masulipatam induces me once again to address the Most Noble the Governor General in Council with the hope that such paragraphs in my letter dated the 27th November 1817 [344, 379], which are the immediate cause of my remaining here, may be taken into consideration, as well as the subject of my letter dated the 26th October last [325]. The paragraphs...relate to the augmentation of my escort, and the contingent expenses...and, as an indulgence to the sub-assistants, I...hope that whatever may be the increase of their pay it may commence at the same time. ...

If the subjects can with propriety be decided upon...I shall then...get all my accounts settled, and...return to Hyderabad, where my presence will be much wanted to make further arrangements for carrying on the survey. ... Otherwise I must detain here till the opportunity be lost for reaching Hyderabad before the hot winds set in, during which season no party can keep the field. Indeed it will be impossible for me to leave Calcutta till all my money matters are adjusted,... when I can be authorized to draw upon the subtreasurer for the amount of my monthly abstracts. ... Impediments like these militate very seriously with the prosecution of the Trigonometrical Survey of India.

He wrote officially to Mackenzie describing his plans;

1 Geo. Everest (4-5). 2 joined 15-12-18. 3 Dn. 144 (293), 34-6-19. 4 Dn. 92 (30-2) 1-6-19.
Since my being placed under the orders of the Supreme Government, circumstances have so altered, and the acquisition of territory become so great [1; pl. 1], that my arrangements have necessarily been changed, and my view are now directed towards the northward; and my intention is to extend the triangles upon different meridian lines [226]...through the Deccan, and ultimately in a partial manner through Hindostan. 

I need not...state to you the necessity and utility of laying a correct geometrical basis...for detached surveys, and for fixing the geographical positions of every place of importance that comes within the range of the triangles. But as to the duration of a work which may be indefinitely extended it will be impossible to fix any assigned time. 3

**Everest’s First Task, 1819-20**

Everest has left a dramatic account of his first season in the field, painting in vivid colours the adventures he encountered during the height of the monsoon, working through thick forest and across swollen rivers, and being finally overwhelmed with malaria. He settled his first trouble, the defiance of the local escort provided by the State, by a firm display of force.

It would have been a happy circumstance if all the other obstructions could have been as easily surmounted; but the rainy season set in with more than usual violence...the very day of my reaching my first station, and torrents of rain were such that the rivers, which but a few days before were parched up to vanishing, now became swollen into mighty streams, overwhelming all impediments, and cutting off all communication from bank to bank.

There is a stream near Hyderabad called the Moosée, which falls into the Kistna below the ferry...by which I had intended to pass to the station of Sarangapullee[4; pl. 18]....the Moosée being at ordinary times barely ankle-deep. I had ordered...the supplies for my camp to be prepared at a village on the southern bank; but when...I reached the crossing I found this rivulet, so insignificant at Hyderabad, now filled to overflowing, carrying away trees and other floating objects in its foaming current.

Thus cut off from all communication with the provisions which had been prepared for my followers, ...I learned...that there was about fifteen miles distant a place called Kompullee, below the confluence of the Moosée and Kistna, where there used to be a ferry-boat. ...By the following evening the camp was transferred to Kompullee, where we once again had abundance to eat; and, having turned the flank of the Moosée, had at last attained the north bank of the Kistna which, pouring down over a bed of rocks shelving and dipping at all angles, was really a formidable obstacle.

As it was of great importance that my carriage-cattle should be conveyed to the opposite side, I had my elephants brought to the water's edge; but neither caresses nor menaces could induce them to try the passage. Probably it was fortunate that they did not make the attempt; for these powerful animals, though more at home in the water, perhaps, than any other quadrupeds, are from the size of their limbs...in need of what sailors term sea-room, and in a river which, like the Kistna, abounds with rocks...were very liable to receive some serious injury, of which their natural sagacity rendered them peculiarly apprehensive.

The boat which was to convey me and my party across this roaring and angry flood was put into the hands of the cobblers to...undergo the necessary repairs, for it was an old, and crazy, and leaky vessel, which had for some time been laid up high and dry; but now, when no alternative was left, but either to await the subsidence of the flood, or to trust ourselves to this frail craft, I found that there was no...reluctance on the part of my people to risk their persons. ...

The boat, or leather basket, contained about six persons, with a proportion of dead weight; so, having reduced the baggage and followers to the smallest possible quantity sufficient to carry the instrument (an eighteen-inch theodolite), my little party embarked, and in three journeys which, as it required to undergo repairs after each, occupied till nightfall, the vessel had conveyed to the southern bank all whom I intended should accompany me.

I left the camp, with tents, cattle, &c., under charge of Mr. Voysey, with directions to proceed onwards to Polichhindt along the north bank, and await my arrival there; and, as the station-flag of Sarangapullee was in sight about twelve miles off, and in appearance hardly two. ...attended by one of the sub-assistants, and after some hours toiling over rocks and through jungle, I reached it just as the setting sun was shedding its last rays on the horizon.

1Din. 62 (144), 15-10-19. 2 disregarding work of Jan. to April, 1819. 3 v. Bio. Notes. 42 m.
S. of Kistna long. 70° 46' E. 5 Oliver or Rossenrode.
Thus separated from my baggage, and without shelter against the inclemencies of the weather, I learned to know what an Indian climate must be to the houseless European. The sky had during the day been bright and cloudless beyond compare; but shortly before sunset black threatening clouds began to grow together into a frowning mass; and at last, when all their batteries were in order, a tremendous crash of thunder burst forth and, as if all heaven was converted into one vast showerbath, the vertical rain poured down in large round drops upon the devoted spot of Sarangapuloo.

I had procured a charpooa (a rude bedstead or litter) from a village about five miles off and, having bent down the branches of a young tree and covered them with rice straw, I had hoped by the assistance of an umbrella to protect myself against the effects of the storm; but, on waking in the morning, I found that I had been lying all night with my clothes soaked through; and yet, so sound had been my sleep from fatigue, that I had been totally unconscious of the circumstances.

The observations were all finished to the south of the Kistna in five days of very hard and laborious work, and I then recrossed at one of the established ferries near Polichintah, and proceeded with my operations as before.

It would be monotonous and tiresome to proceed with such a detail as this, for I have selected one instance among many, only to shew what the hardships and severities are to which a person engaged in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India must be subjected. ...

From the station of Kundagutt [pl. 18] which I had visited previously to crossing the Kistna, I sought for a station to the east of Hydersahipitp and the only eminence which offered itself was a long black-coloured range, strongly resembling in shape the back of an elephant. There seemed to be on this two places about sixty miles off, which bade fair to answer my purpose, and I accordingly despatched four of my most skilful flagmen, with an efficient guard, to seek these spots out, and occupy them with my signals.

It took me about three weeks to run southward along one side of the series, and to return northward by the other side to Hydersahipitp. Nothing whatever having been heard of my detached parties, great apprehensions were entertained by me for their safety; but at last a gap began to break open in the black mountain, ... and after a fortnight's further waiting I had sufficient daylight behind to distinguish the colours of the Great Trigonometrical Survey flying on the one spot, and a signal mark on the other. These secret of the delay now came out. The station of Hydersahipitp was on the very verge of the great forests of teak and ebony, far into the depths of which was situated this elephant mountain, called Punch Pandol. The access to it was by a circuitous route, unknown to any but the few straggling natives who lived in those forests, in a state closely bordering on savage life.

The nearest village was Poornamur, about five miles from the summit, from which it was necessary to cut a road for the instruments and tents; ... and how my unfortunate flag-men couldition of Poonamur, which was surrounded: when I saw how, by means of accumulating treatment and promise payment, my people had managed to collect a sufficient body of Hatchet-men to clear away arrow every tree that in the least obstructed the horizon over a surface of nearly a square mile; ... then I learned to appreciate the excellent management of Colonel Lambton, who had been enabled to train up so faithful body of men, that at his command they would place themselves under a perfect stranger, and perform this dangerous duty as zealously and unhesitatingly as if he had himself been present [309]. ...

I was now far advanced into this terra incognita; ... to the eastward and northward no sign of humanity could be seen. Yet it was necessary to pierce far deeper into the forest to meet the Godavery, and, having fixed on a station which I judged would suit me, I sent out a party to occupy it. Day after day having elapsed without hearing of them, I detached a second party, and some days afterwards a third under one of my sub-assistants4, but still no progress was made. At last came a melancholy letter from my sub-assistant, telling me that he was ill and going to die; and then, as a last resort, I despatched my principal sub-assistant, Mr. Joseph Oliver, my pupil since I had joined the survey2, my right arm as it were, ... and to my great delight I at last saw my flag flying on the selected hill, and received written

1 Roseneude. 2 Surely the position was the reverse! Oliver had joined the survey under late in 1804.
intelligeuce of the name of the nearest hamlet (Yellapooram) [pl. 18], of its being favorably adapted as a station, and of the fate of my former parties, many of whom began to suffer from the effects of the climate.

Discrediting the exaggerated accounts of the impossibility of escaping the jungle fever, I had yet resolved to quit the field as soon as I had taken the necessary observations at Yellapooram, and fixed the stations in advance. The immense saving of time which would accrue from this measure, fully warranted the risk of not returning immediately; and towards the end of October I marched from Punch Pandol towards Yellapooram, through the wildest and thickest forests that I had ever invaded.

The distance from Punch Pandol to Yellapooram is about thirty-one miles in a straight line; along the route we took it is little short of sixty-four. I made the first two journeys with my camp at the rate of about sixteen miles a day; but, growing impatient on the third day, I mounted my horse, and reached the village of Yellapooram late in the evening.

It was a very fine morning. The sun rose unusually bright and brilliant as I ascended the steep side of this never-to-be-forgotten hill. When I reached the summit, the prospect which greeted me on all sides was most exhilarating, for the great Godavery which was to terminate my labours...glittered in full view before me.

The eminence was most fortunately situated, and seemed to have been placed there on purpose to accommodate me, for, had it been a hundred yards to the north, the ray to my western station of Kotajpoor must have been obstructed. To the north and west and north-east, there were peaks...to furnish well proportioned triangles, and so isolated that there was no doubt of their being reciprocally visible or easily discovered. Further, there were a multitude of small eminences in the neighbourhood, admirably adapted for...laying down the whole course of the river: there were also islands in the channel, and an evident facility of fixing the point of confluence of the Pampaas, a large river which flows into the Godavery.

Three parties were immediately detached to occupy the three peaks... and I hoped in...a few days to complete the observations... and, had access attended me, I should, to use Colonel Lambton’s words, ‘have performed a very magnificent work indeed to start with’.

Buoyed up...by the full vigour of youth and a strong constitution, I had spurned at the thoughts of being attacked by sickness, against which I foolishly deemed myself impregnable; but my last day’s ride through a powerful sun, and over a soil teeming with vapour and malaria, had exposed me to all the fatal influence of these formidable forests. On the 2nd. of October, in the evening, I found myself labouring under the effects of a violent typhus fever. Mr. Vossey was seized very soon after; within the next five days the greater part of my camp (nearly one hundred and fifty in number) were laid prostrate; and it seemed indeed as if at last the genius of the jungel had risen in his wrath, to chastise the hardihood of those rash men who had dared to violate the sanctity of his chosen haunt.

All hope of completing the work this season being now at an end, it remained only to proceed with as much expedition as possible towards Hyderabad. To fly...was indispensable. A litter was made for me; Mr. Vossey had a palanquin, and a rebellious chief of the fort of Chelwae...aided my progress most manfully with men and provisions; but the jungle fever pursued my party like a nest of irritated bees long after we had quitted the precincts of the forest, and on the arrival at the head-quarters of my unfortunate followers, it appeared that not one individual had escaped the fever, and that fifteen of their number had sunk beneath its severity, and been left to perish miserably by the road-side.

I had reached Hyderabad some days before this wretched trooper, and on the first intelligence of the calamity being communicated to the British Resident, Mr. Henry Russell, and the commander of the troops, Colonel Boleys, I can never forget the alacrity these gentlemen displayed in affording relief to my distressed followers. The whole of the public elephants and deodars (litters) and camels were immediately put in requisition, and despatched under a strong escort to meet them...when, at last, they were brought in, they bore little resemblance to living beings, but seemed like a crowd of corpses recently torn from the grave.

The following June, 1829, Everest was sent out again with the same party to complete the interrupted programme.

But the rest of the work had terminated to the south of Yellapooram; all to the north was comparatively child’s play; and after having taken the necessary observations...and laid down that part...of the Godavery...intersected by the meridian of Karangodee, finding my health and constitution gradually sinking under another violent attack of jungle fever, and
deeming it unwise to sacrifice myself for an unimportant object, I left... Mr. Olliver to fill up the blanks which remained, and proceeded on medical certificate to the Cape of Good Hope.1

Thus was that great man George Everest initiated into the work of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, to which he was to devote the best years of his life. Of the many improvements that he was to introduce none was more far-reaching than his device which made it possible to work right through the cold weather, and avoid the pestilential climate of the rains [235–6]. But though he came back from the Cape refreshed and invigorated, he was never again the vigorous young man who defied the elements. The repeated infection of malaria of those two seasons clung to him for the next twenty years.

ADVENT TO BERAR, 1821–2

After Everest’s departure on leave, August 1820, Olliver and Rossenrode finished off the programme south of the Godavari “in a most complete manner”. De Penning then completed the connection east of Kurnool by March 1821, after delay from “the extreme difficulty of that mountainous country”. Lambton now submitted a chart, of the triangulation to the east2 [pl. 18];

What from sickness and innumerable local impediments, the work has taken up two seasons, and has cost more trouble...than four times the extent in any part of the Company’s territories would have done. This sketch includes the principle triangles only, but there are upwards of 280 secondary triangles that will appear in my next general report, which I shall be preparing till the hot winds and the first rains are over, when I intend taking the field myself, and remaining out till the beginning of March next; after which I shall sit down to finish my report of what will be done in the Deccan. It is to be regretted that the whole country cannot be covered by a complete network but, as my force is not competent to that purpose, I must be satisfied with making the best arrangements I can for carrying on single series3.

He was now free for the northward extension of the great are;

The time is fast approaching when I shall direct my operations into other countries. My next excursion will be to the northward, as high as Ellipipoor, and if I move after that to the westward, it will be into the Poona district. My northern expedition will be under my own immediate direction, ... adding another link to the great chain which was originally intended to stretch through Hindoostan, and connect Cape Comorin with the upper provinces of Bengal4.

At the beginning of the rains, his established season, Lambton set out towards the north with his whole staff. Picking up the work where he had left it at Nander in 1817 [223–4], De Penning had, writes Everest, carried the triangles to Filkhur within sixty miles of Ellipipoor; but the constitutions of all the establishment having been thoroughly unbiowed at Yellapooram were now highly susceptible of sickness, and a fresh attack of jungle fever very soon rendered it necessary to form a field-hospital at Karinjah, ... and of course all operations were suspended [244]. The Lieutenant Colonel had quitted Hydabad at the same time, ... but took no share in the triangulation, and remained at Ellipipoor in cantonments until the sickly season had passed, when he commenced measuring a base-line in the valley of Berar, at a station near the village of Takal K’hera [pl. 18].

At the same time that this operation of the base was in progress (January and February 1822), the Lieutenant Colonel had [set] up the zenith sector [II, 265; III, 253] at a station in the very alignment. ... He was in a constant state of exertion and fatigue by day in superintending the measurement, ... exposed to...a tropical sun, and unaided except by Mr. Voysey and a few natives; for all those on whom he might have relied in this hour of necessity were disabled by sickness and the reckless exposure to which he had subjected them.

By night, instead of repose...from his labours, he continued to take the zenith distances of those stars which he had before observed at Daumergidch and other stations more southerly; ... but here he had no person...to relieve him from his toil, for Mr. Voysey, though willing and zealous beyond compare, had no mathematical acquirements, either theoretical or practical, and...could not be entrusted with the use of an instrument requiring so many delicate precautions

as the zenith sector. The consequences may naturally be anticipated; his constitution received a death-blow which it never recovered; and the observations for zenith distances proved...to be so wild and confusedly registered, that it was impossible to turn them to any account...

During this lamentable condition of affairs, I continued Everest. I was on my return voyage from the Cape of Good Hope, the fine climate of which had most thoroughly renovated my health; and immediately on reaching Madras, I set out to join the Lieutenant-Colonel at Takal Khera (a distance of seven hundred and sixty miles), with my constitution as fully re-established as if I had never been ill.

It took me thirteen days to perform this journey, and when I reached my destination I found that the zenith sector had been taken down... Two days after my arrival...Colonel Lambton proceeded back to Hyderabad, leaving me with instructions to fill the gap of sixty miles between the base-line and Peel Khera1 [pl. 18]. But this, without men or tents, was totally out of the question; and, as the connection could be better formed as a more fitting opportunity, I and Mr. Voysey also returned to Hyderabad; so that, after having made this journey of three hundred and sixty miles, the whole establishment marched back, in order to make it again at some future period.

On his return to Hyderabad, Lambton submitted a sketch of the triangles, optimistically described as extending to “the neighbourhood of Ellichpoor”.

The country through which these triangles have been carried afforded...few objects by which geography might benefit, but the whole tract from the Godavery to the borders of the Berar valley is in a desolate state, with only here and there a ruined village; and the excessive sickness of the party, added to the poverty of the country, have rendered this expedition of little importance excepting the mere continuation of the triangles which, however, will be of service should this hitherto ill-fated country ever become settled and cultivated. The stations being all permanently marked will then become of use in extending the detailed surveys.

I have frequent application made to me by persons conducting surveys for data. For instance, a survey of the Poona district by Major Sutherland [124–5]; and a survey in the western part of Nagpoor authorised by the Resident [90].

In addition to the triangles, an extensive base-line has been measured for a new departure to the northward; and also a series of astronomical observations made for determining the length of another degree on the meridian.

The measurement of the base, and the observation of the stars, are matters of great delicacy and importance in a work of this kind. But from the sickness which prevailed, and which deprived me of the aid of four sub-assistants, it would have been impossible for me to accomplish what was necessary had it not been for the zeal and activity of Mr. Voysey who with ready cheerfulness put his hand to everything that could forward the service. He and I had to perform the whole operations at the base and, while I was afterwards taken up in observing the stars, he was employed in taking angles at the neighbouring stations.

Whilst the Great Arc could now be extended northward “till it fall upon the Jumna” [194], he proposed to send Everest to the westward, to commence from some part of this meridional series, and proceed thence towards Poona, and ultimately to Bombay. As I shall conduct the operations through Hindostan myself, it is probable that I may reach Agra about the time that he will arrive at Bombay. There will then remain to be done a very important part of this survey, viz., a continued triangulation through the Northern Circars from the Masulipatam district to Point Palmyras [223], and thence to Fort William if possible.

I shall move to Nagpoor in the course of the present year, and be ready to commence where I have left off, immediately after the rains in 1823. I may venture to say that in 1826, if my health continue, the connection between Cape Comorin and Agra on the Jumna will be completely effected...

But the great-hearted worker was now close on seventy years of age, and his strength was rapidly failing: Everest found it melancholy to witness the progressive decay of this great man, both in mind and body. The paroxysms of his cough were sometimes so violent and awful, that he used to lie on his back exhausted with the effort, and apparently in imminent danger of bursting a blood-vessel. When he rose in the morning he appeared to be in a state of torpor and, though he now and then seemed to rally and to recover his faculties, yet, it was evident to all who saw him that he was hourly getting worse, and must ere many months elapsed sink into the grave.

1 which De Penning had failed to complete [23]. 2 Geo. Everest (22–4). 3 cf. TS. V. (3). 4 DDn. 92 (220–6); 105 (122–42), 39–4–22.
Great Trigonometrical Survey

Still he talked as if he was insensible of what every other person saw so palpably: formed project after project, which were to be executed when the great arc had been brought up to Agra1.

Everest later found that the triangulation by De Penning and Lawrence north of Bilar was of very poor quality, and vitiated the value of the whole section from Bilar to Takarkhera.

Though it might be perfectly unobjectionable to entrust the conduct of a series...along one of the subordinate meridians, or even part of the principal series under certain limitations, to a person who from long trial has been found...skilful, ...yet it is rather too much...to leave the entire and almost uncontrolled management of so delicate a work to any person whatsoever. Expert...as Mr. De Penning unquestionably was, yet he was a mere practical man, without any knowledge of the common principles of mathematics [237]...and as to Mr. Lawrence, ...he was notoriously given to intoxication. ...

To the management of these two individuals, however, the whole of the terrestial measurement of the 5th section to within 60 miles of Ellichpoo was left, and Mr. De Penning...who carried on all but the three first triangles...was entirely his own master, for during...his operations the late Superintendent was not even in the field. Hence, and from other causes, ...the 5th section was a very vulnerable performance, and highly open to objections. ...

Nothing further was done with these operations during the life of the late Lt.-Colonel Lambton. ...When, therefore, ...I succeeded to the department, I found that, instead of the operations having been carried up...to the vicinity of Ellichpoo, as the Supreme Government had been led to suppose, not only the principal triangles for the last 60 miles remained to be constructed, but an entirely new set of stars required to be observed [253].

Later on Everest completed the section Pilkher to Takarkhera, and took fresh astronomical observations himself [245], but there was no opportunity to revise De Penning's work to the south till 1839.

Everest's Western Branch, 1822-3

Everest started out on his expedition to Poona in October 1822, delighted to be given a definite independent task, and to be left to carry out work in his own way. With Lambton's great theodolite [II, 253] he was to run a series of single triangles commencing upon our great meridional series between the latitudes of 18° and 19°, and proceeding in a direction nearly west, so as to take in Poona and ultimately fix the position of Bombay. ...When you reach the sea coast you will have an opportunity of comparing with our elevations above the sea. The best way will be to make the sea where it may be most convenient, and work your way to Bombay afterwards. ...

As the chief object of this undertaking is to fix with geometrical accuracy the latitude and longitude of Bombay with respect to the Observatory at Madras, it will be necessary to ascertain with precision a certain number of positions in latitude and longitude. ...Distances must be selected if possible between sixty and seventy miles in length, and as nearly from east to west in their direction as possible, so that the difference of longitude...may be determined by pole-star observations; ...and, to assist you in making these observations I have furnished you with a proper lantern, by which you can have a referring light.

To carry these operations from the meridional series entirely through to Bombay will be a work of great extent and delicacy, but as I have full reliance on your judgement and abilities, ...I forebear giving any specific instructions.

The work was interesting and the experience invaluable;
The series diverged from the side (Daunergidda to Boorgapilly) of one of the triangles of the great arc, which Colonel Lambton and myself had visited in company three years before, at our first acquaintance [227-8], and ended with the side Chorakulle to Savurgao2, ...and as two western stations had been selected which would have advanced the series about sixty-five miles further, more than half my labour might be looked on as terminated [pl. 18]. ...

As we go further westward we meet continually isolated hills...about two hundred feet above the plain, the lower part of which is basaltic, whilst the top is covered with a sort of crust of iron clay...burrowed through into unfaithful caverns, which the hyenas seem to select as their favourite abodes. At one of these places I had a station...and the path by which I and my people passed to the instrument went right close to the abode of a pair of

Everest's Western Branch

striped hyenas, who, though they doubtless found this...proximity rather irksome, yet did not altogether discontinuous...their visits to their favorite haunt, to which I have seen them go in open day. In fact, one of these luckless creatures was shot by a party of my sepoyas...

The face of the country is quite denuded of trees; here are no jungles to foster fevers, no mosquitoes to torment, no banditti to infest the path, no rearing rivers to cut off communications; but a fertile and well-peopled country inhabited by the Mahatta tribes, who are the best-natured and the kindest of all the natives of India.

I was, at the outset, somewhat perplexed by the extreme shortness of the sides of my triangles, for which basaltic formations are frequently ill suited, rising as they do into long ridges, one of which hardly overtops the other. But on reaching the station of D'harooor the face of the country seemed to become more open, and a ridge...seemed to offer me an opportunity of getting a distance of nearly forty-five miles.

It has ever been my object to preserve the symmetry of triangles...and it would have been in opposition to this principle to deduce this increased distance from one not exceeding twenty miles. But it seemed very difficult to procure a station to the north of D'harooor...for the view was limited in that direction by a range of hills...and that range seemed to obtrude itself most uneasily in the direction of my vision.

The exploring party...selected the station of Chorakulli, from which they sent word that they could see the whole range on which D'harooor was situated; yet, though on the highest point of that range, I could by no means get a glimpse of Chorakulli...which the wild imagination of my native followers attributed, as usual, to magic.

Orders were sent to them to build a large tower of stones, to the height of thirty feet if needed, and I commenced a similar fabric at D'harooor, resolved that no means should be omitted to overcome the obstacle. The work of building commenced at daybreak, and did not terminate till after sunset; and as the mornings are very seldom clear in India, it was only in the evenings that an opportunity presented itself of knowing how far the increased height had aided my design.

At last, when my tower had risen to the height of twenty-four feet, and the opposite one to about twenty, a clearer moment than usual shewed me not only the tower, but the whole range of Chorakulli on which it was situated, lifted high up in the air, and peeping far above the intermediate obstacle [244].

People were despatched to hoist, immediately after dark, a large mast...with a torch at top of it. The instrument was put up at five o'clock in the evening on the D'harooor tower, and the intervening range was raised to stand at a depression of seven minutes and a half. Beyond, nothing was seen, but about eight o'clock the light of the torch appeared in the field of view at nearly seven minutes depression. I watched it rising up the vertical wire till it gradually came to within three minutes of zero, and I then gave over further building, fully assured that nature would help me more by the increasing terrestrial refraction of the night, than any tower less than two hundred feet high could do. Prior to this it had been the custom in the Great Trigonometrical Survey to use flags and masts with piles on all ordinary occasions, and blue lights in long distances [247-8]....

To supply the want of reverberatory lamps which could not be obtained in India, the following expedient was resorted to. A small cup, six inches in diameter, filled with cotton seed steeped in oil and resin, was put under a large inverted earthen vessel...with an aperture cut in the side, and lighted. This answered exceedingly well in all but windy weather,...and I have, on one occasion, taken an angle very satisfactorily between two of these small lights at the distance of thirty-one miles [248]....

This...has changed the whole face of the Indian operations [0, 232, 246-7]. The cold season, which commences in November, and the season of hot winds, which begins in February and end in June, are not unhealthy, though the latter is rather parching and disagreeable. They are most unfavorable to terrestrial observations by daylight because there is a dry mist,...through which the telescope cannot penetrate; but this sort of mist is so completely pervious to night-lights, that for distances of forty and forty-five miles we can carve a passage right through it, even though it be so thick that the sun appears to set in a sea of molten lead.

Precisely the reverse takes place in the rainy season. The climate is throughout most fatal to health and comfort, and towards the close (September and October) it is quite deadly. Yet the sky is impervious to anything that can be imagined, except when storms take place; and these are utterly impervious to the rays of even a blue light [II, 259].

The method of selecting stations...has been considerably facilitated by a very simple method. The exploring party have orders to amass two piles of wood about twenty feet distant, and set fire to them simultaneously, so that a pair of blazing bonfires gives warning of success, and serves to light lamps at the surrounding stations [244]....
The distance from Dharoor to Chorolalkee, being upwards of thirty miles in length, was sufficiently well calculated to connect by a right-angled triangles a station called Lool, about forty-five miles off; and the latter distance was equally suitable for deducting another distance to a station called Allasconda, about sixty-five miles to the westward. Nothing could be more favourable to my progress; all was cheerful and couleur de rose; and I was busily occupied by looking out for my blue lights on the distant station, when a letter reached me from Sir Charles Metcalfe [117] communicating the death of my venerable predecessor [9].

Hearing of Lambton’s death, Everest closed down work, marched in to Hyderahäd, and took charge of the survey pending his formal appointment. His branch series was re-observed fifteen years later, and extended to the west coast as the Bombay Longitudinal Series.

PASSING OF LAMBTON, 1823

In October 1822, whilst Everest was starting towards Poona, Dr. Voysey was sent to explore the country between Ellichpur and Agra. He travelled first to Calcutta, probably by sea from Masulipatam, thence up to Agra, and then south to Nágpur, where he arrived several weeks after Lambton’s death, having collected information that was to be of considerable value to Everest.

Pursuing his plan of moving headquarters to Nágpur, Lambton set out from Hyderahäd about the 12th December with the whole of his staff and equipment. In the absence of Voysey and, not himself being fit to make so long a journey without medical attendance, Lambton obtained the services of an assistant surgeon named Morton to accompany the party to Nágpur. The strain of the journey even so, proved too much, and from 23rd December he became seriously ill. He persisted in marching forward, and eventually died on 20th January at Hinganäghät, about 20 miles from Wardha, and five marches short of Nágpur [pl. 18, 22n.]. He had obviously been suffering for a long time from tuberculosis, but writes Everest, “on dissection it appeared that the right lobe of the lungs was nearly consumed, and the left slightly injured”.

De Penning and Morton marched on to Nágpur, where Morton directed the disposal of all Lambton’s private property, and unfortunately a certain amount of government property as well. De Penning then remained in charge at Nágpur, working on computations till he joined Everest at Tákkarkhëra in the autumn. Voysey reached Hyderahäd in June, having visited Hinganäghät on his way [243].

General Walker has left the following appreciation of Lambton’s work. After pointing out that he was 47 years of age when he commenced his survey in Mysore in 1800, an age within eight years of that at which servants of the Government of India are now due for superannuation, he continues:

Until within a few years of his death, at the age of 70, he seems to have scarcely known a day’s illness, though he never spared himself, nor shrank from accepting his full share of privations to which all the members of the survey were exposed, and which even Captain Everest thought almost unjustifiable; he accepted these as a matter of course, and seems to have thought little, and said less, about them, rarely alluding to them excepting when he was endeavouring to obtain promotion for his subordinates who had shared them with him [228].

His life was an entire devotion of self to the interests of the public service and the advancement of science, without a thought of ever ceasing from his labors while life lasted; and as he had ever looked forward to dying, so he died, at his post.

Computations & Reports

After 1815, Lambton took very little part in field observations but devoted himself to the indoor work [233]. The reasons for this were two-fold.
GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY, 1814-24
NIZĀM’S DOMINIONS

Detail in black shows work of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, 1814-24, with the Great Arc in thick lines as extended into the Nizām’s Dominions by Lambton [II, 249], and by his assistants to Pilkher [III, 232-4], and again by Everest, 1823-4 [242-6].

Secondary triangulation by De Penning and Everest east of the Great Arc is shown in fine lines [223-32], 1817-21, as also is Everest’s Longitudinal Series to the westwards, 1822-3 [234-6].

The map in brown is reduced from one on scale 32 miles to an inch, compiled at the Surveyor General’s Office in 1856.
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Firstly his age, which was at least 60 years in 1815, and rendered him disinclined for arduous field duties, more especially as he was suffering from consumption without being aware of it. He felt that he could well leave the comparatively mechanical work of triangulation and manipulation of the theodolite to the assistants who had for so long been trained in his methods.

The second reason was the overriding necessity of all the routine computations being carried out under his immediate supervision. His assistants were of limited education, and Everest points out that De Penning "had not a particle of mathematical knowledge beyond decimals, the use of Taylor's Logarithms, and the square and cubic root [234]." Lampton describes "the tedious and complicated nature of these different computations", in which, to avoid all chance of error, he always kept the computer (having formerly four) two and two together, dividing the work so that two might go over the same ground as a check to each other, and when they had finished, they changed their tasks and went through the whole again, so that each two might be a check upon the other two. All this being done, the whole was revised by himself.

All these precautions are necessary to do justice to a work of this nature, which is supposed to become a groundwork for all other surveys; but it requires much time for the calculations, and in general as much may be done in the field by a party in four months as will require six, and often eight, months to bring up the indoor work [255].

He took more than two years to complete volumes III and IV of the computations, which covered all work south of parallel 16° [II, 264].

I have been at the pains of recomputing all the positions recorded in the 1st and 2nd volumes of my General Report. The continuance of this meritorious are to the northward, and the extensive similar measurements made in Europe which by this time have connected the Balaeric Islands with the Orkneys, will afford still further means for approximating to greater accuracy [226]; but, for the mere purpose of geography as far as relates to the peninsula, what is contained in these two volumes (3rd and 4th) will never require correction.

He made three copies: one for the Supreme Government, one for the Surveyor General, and one for himself. When a fourth copy was called for he asked that the Surveyor General's copy should be passed to the Directors;

Such a work could not be copied in any office, ... principally on account of the mathematical formulæ which it contains; and also from the numerous tables of triangles, latitudes and longitudes, zenith distances of stars, etc., all of which ought to be copied by the persons who computed them, and that under my own eye.

With only three persons, it will require at least five months to make the copy and plan, besides some time to collate them. The time taken up in these reports is a very serious drawback on the field service and, besides, they contain a great deal which can be of no use to a Surveyor General who, in fact, wants nothing more than the triangles and the latitudes and longitudes, which he can always have by applying.

On the other hand, he was always ready to make special extracts for the Surveyor General, for Garling, or the Resident. He believed in cooperation [116].

Besides the computation of triangles, co-ordinates, and heights, Lampton was continuously occupied with calculations for "a desideratum still more sublime" [II, 250], the figure of the earth, and abstruse phenomena affecting terrestrial and astronomical measurements. In this work, except for continual reading of published works, and correspondence with leading geodesists in Europe, he was unassisted in a science that was yet in its infancy, and to which his own work was making a very important contribution. After working out the values given in his reports of 1818, he recomputed them yet again in 1821 [II, 262].

In 1818, Colonel Lampton, by combining each of the three sections of his arc with the English, French, and Swedish measures respectively, obtained the mean value of 1:310 for the compression at the poles, and thence computed a table of lengths of a degree from the equator to the pole, from which the elements of all his trigonometrical stations were determined. But in 1821, owing to the adoption of Mr. Bird's scale of 1760 for the standard of length by the Parliamentary Commission, ... all this work had to be repeated.
From experiments made by Captain Kater...the Indian standard scale required to be decreased by 0·000018 of its length, whilst Ramsden's bar used in the...survey of Great Britain had to be increased by 0·000067 of its length. The Indian are... These standards, and all the results obtained from them now to be corrected... Each of the three degrees obtained from the Indian arc was now compared, firstly with the French measurement, secondly with the English, and thirdly with the Swedish, and from these data were deduced three mean eclipeses, the mean of which was taken to give the true compression at the poles.

The actual dimensions of the earth, and the length of the French metre were also deduced by Colonel Lambton from the data afforded by his Great Arc[11, 262].

Abstracts of his results up to 1818 were sent to the learned societies of Calcutta, London and Paris,[2] and he was specially delighted by the appreciation of the great French geodesist, De Lambre, who writes from Paris, 30th May 1818[3]:

I first of all received your letter, and, shortly after, the extract of your new memoir, which was sent me from London. I have translated your letter, and I flatter myself that you will not blame my haste in spreading it through Europe by means of the “Connaissance des Temps”, which, however, will not be done until after its publication in the Philosophical Transactions.

Your new measurements and new calculations will be seen with great interest. I have already...given your former results, and your comparison of the different degrees. I have noticed what I had discovered by our formulas with the assistance of your data; the former being a little simplified to bring them nearer to your suppositions....

 Everywhere I have had the satisfaction to find our agreement with you. Our metre calculated from your operations differed only 0·015, which you make so much smaller. You now reduce this difference to one-third. ... We may now flatter ourselves that we know the general figure of the earth. All the great operations of India, of England, of Sweden, of France, and of Germany, lead to the same results[4]. When they are considered “en masse”, it is not necessary to pay attention to the trifling irregularities of parallels and contiguous arcs. There is no absolute demonstration that the meridians are perfectly regular ellipses, and all equal one to the other; that the strata of the earth are exactly symmetrical, or that the best instruments have not some errors. ... Let us redouble our efforts to diminish the slight anomalies by new researches, and let us multiply as much as possible our observations and those scientific enterprises which, like yours, will confirm the glory of the philosophers of the 19th century[5].

Lambton’s general report on the work between the Kistna and Godavari was lying unfinished at the time of his death, and it was some time before Everest found the staff and time to complete the three copies. He writes in 1824 that not one is yet complete, for it cannot be considered so until it has been fairly transcribed from the original documents, and afterwards rigorously compared with them. ... Within the last twelve-month I have been immersed in... correspondence, the bare copies of which already fill a large folio volume, whilst, on referring to the books of my predecessor, I find whole quarters elapse without a single public letter....

For many months...come an adequate number of good writers should be placed at my disposal, and...a strong and commodious office tent should be furnished. ... Hitherto a regular office has never been held in the field, and it was not until I joined the department that the practice of making even the rough calculations was introduced, but in 1819 I found myself so perfectly my own master...that not only the rough calculations, but the spherical excesses, the chord corrections, all the principal triangles, the relative heights of the stations, and even the great part of the secondary triangles, were computed in my own tent[6].

The first of these volumes, MS. Report No. v, describes the work on the Great Arc between the Kistna and the Godavari, with discussions on the length of the metre, pendulum experiments, refraction, and local attraction. It was signed by Lambton himself, and countersigned by Everest in 1832, when it was issued with No. vi, which included Garling’s triangulation[7] and Everest’s series to Bombay.

In 1848 a suggestion was made from London to collect the many disjointed accounts left by Lambton, and publish them with an introductory memoir. Wagh rejected this because, as he said, the computations had not always been verified by a second computer[8], and “the reduction of the star observations...were conducted on...”

---

1. Burrard’s account; GTS. XII (app. 48-56).
2. At R. XII (286-365); XIII (1-197); Phil Trans. 1818 (480-517); with charts: R. IO Cat. (32-3).
3. Translation by Waugh, PR. (25).
4. v. discussion. GTS. XIII (app. 48-56).
5. v. Gore (175-8).
6. DIn. 171 (281), 20-7-24.
7. JS. V; VI; GO. Comp. G-5 (5); Q-1 (5), (6) without charts.
8. But see Lambton’s statement (237).
the imperfect principles of those times, and the places of the stars have since then been determined with more accuracy*.

Neither could he recommend the revision of Lambton's calculations ab initio from the original records, for which no staff could be spared. His observations and measurements no longer met the latest standards of accuracy, and there was no exact value for his standards of length [II, 267; III, 249-51].

The next difficulty arises from...the [former] practice among all scientific men to pick and choose observations. This practice has now been universally abolished. ...

As the zero of the instrument was not systematically changed, the mean angles are burthened with considerable instrumental errors. Luminous signals were not introduced in those days excepting blue lights, which were rarely used, and, unless these are carefully screened from the wind, their correspondence with the centre mark cannot be relied on. Another material source of error is the want of isolation of the instrument. Angles taken on the old platforms might be vitiated to the extent of 5 seconds by unsteadiness. ...

Undoubtedly Colonel Lambton's operations are fully equal, if not superior, to the best...of his own times, and no man could have achieved more with the means at his disposal. His name is revered...as the Father of Indian Geodesy, and anecdotes of the talents and energy of this great man have been handed down to his successors;...but there can be no doubt that if Colonel Lambton himself were now alive, he would advocate a revision of his observations with the superior instruments and processes of modern times. This has been done with works of the same date...in other parts of the world, and...would by no means derogate from this great geodesist's fame. ... All the skill we now possess is derived from the experience he gradually acquired, and which was perfected by his successor.

Waugh went on to quote Everest's remarks on the re-observation of the section north of Bidar [223-4];

Though much merit will doubtless be conceded to the personal operations of a geodesist so...talented as Colonel Lambton, yet it by no means follows that the same concession is to be made to everybody...under his orders. Indeed,...confidence...will surely have been dispelled...by the revision of 1838-9 [234]....The instruments employed subsequently to the injury done to the larger theodolite in 1808 [II, 241] were all of an inferior kind, unequal to the purposes of the Great Arc, and demanded a rigorous attention to several precautions and minutiae, without which not the most distant approach to accuracy could be looked for.

Besides, it was the practice...when I joined the department in 1818...to use the greatest freedom with the observed angles...to select such as suited the views of the computer...a system...by which we may deduce just what...we please*

Waugh concluded by recommending the re-observation of the four sections south of Bidar and suggested that the matter should be referred to the Royal Society*. The Government of India had already firmly refused to countenance any such revision when recommended by Everest in 1842*, and hesitated now to accept Waugh's advice. The matter was raised again ten years later by Everest, and on the strong recommendation of the Royal Society, Lambton's work south of Bidar was completely revised between 1866 to 1874 [II, 256-7].

CHAPTER XVII

GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY UNDER EVEREST

Programme—The Great Arc, 1823–5—Technical Details; Luminous Signals—Refraction—Base Lines—Horizontal Angles—Astronomical Observations—Figure of the Earth—Computations & Reports—Instruments.

BEFORE the news of Lambton's death reached them, the Directors had asked how soon his survey would be completed, as it was costing more than £5,000 a year, and they called for precise information on the particular purposes to which it is to be applied, both as it may respect geography of the country, and the more general purposes of science. We are favourable to pursuits...improving our acquaintance with the country and the people, ... as well as of the States bordering upon, or situated within, our frontier, but we feel we should hardly be justified in sanctioning the continuance of so large an expenditure...unless...the objects to be attained are of adequate utility.

On hearing that Lambton had died, they ordered that his successor should be chosen with care, and placed under the Surveyor General [308]. They discussed their intention of putting in hand "a complete Map of India" [283], and attached a note by Rennell advocating the appointment of a special astronomer to fix points over the whole country as foundation for rapid geographical surveys. They suggested that this astronomical survey should supplement the Great Trigonometrical Survey in areas where triangulation might be impracticable [185].

The Bengal Government had already placed Everest under the orders of the Surveyor General, and had no hesitation in recommending him as successor to Lambton [308]. Regarding future programme they referred to Blacker for advice, and he obtained Everest's views on the practical objects to be achieved;

In a scientific point of view the object embraced by the Great Trigonometrical Survey is solely to collect data respecting the long agitated question of the figure of the earth. In a geographical point of view, the design is to establish the correct positions of certain points on the earth's surface. ... The determination of the height of one principal station above another, tho' essentially necessary in order to ascertain the height of the measured bases above the level of the sea, is yet but subservient to the main design, and the determination of...refraction is, generally speaking, altogether incidental...as a mere correction to vertical angles*

Blacker then wrote a vigorous letter to champion trigonometrical methods, and to discountenance any suggestion that they could be displaced by the unsatisfactory means of astronomical observations, which were only suitable for rapid exploration [186, 190-1]. He admitted, however, that astronomical control might have to be accepted for flat wooded country unsuitable for trigonometrical operations [185]. He protested against setting a limit on the Great Trigonometrical Survey;

It is extremely difficult to recommend any restriction of the great triangulation, short of that imposed by the features of the country and the limits of British control; ... but if such a suggestion were executed, I should propose for limit the termination of the Doddagooanth meridional series of triangles in the Thibet mountains [II, pls. 16, 17], the continuation of the western series along the coast from Goa to Cambay, and the prolongation of that on the eastern coast from Masulipatam to the nearest practical point to Fort William.

From four to five years with the present establishment would be the probable time for the completion of the meridional arc, which may justly be denominated the great axis of Indian geography, and would connect the minor surveys of the Deukhin with those of Hindoostan. ... For the accomplishment of the other two, which would nearly complete a correct outline of India to the sea, ... about four years each would be required.

1CD to B. (ML). 29-10-23 (5-51). 2thus transferring the GTS. from the General to the Military Dept. 3Everest to SG., 7-7-24; DDa. 171 (216).
I cannot, however, too forcibly, as Surveyor-General of India, deprecate...a restriction so inconsistent with the liberal views under which this survey has been hitherto conducted; so unworthy of the fame which the rulers of India have already acquired...for their promotion of geodesy: and so destructive of all hopes of an accurate knowledge of the geography of Central India. Rather, on the contrary, let there be employed more hands and more instruments to give fresh vigour to the undertaking, and to reduce the period...within a calculable time.

I feel a difficulty in adding more precise information in regard to the...survey, and the particular purposes to which it is to be applied. ... Without this basis...all detailed surveys may not only be wrong, but extremely tedious;...no single point can be accurately placed, nor can the extent of India, particularly in longitude, be known without it [pl. 17n.].

One of the great questions...is...the magnitude and figure of the earth... (The figure of the earth is so far from being an object of mere curiosity that it affects a large portion of the tables used by navigators... No power has more reason therefore to be interested in this investigation than the East India Company). ... There is no branch of physical science specially affected by the three co-ordinates of latitude, longitude, and elevation, to which the great trigonometrical operations are not of primary importance; whilst the changes of gravity in different latitudes, the laws of terrestrial and celestial refraction, the phenomena of magnetism and temperature, with several important branches of geology, should probably accompany or follow them.

I have now placed...the continuation of the Great Trigonometrical Survey in the most conspicuous light. I have rejected the methods hitherto followed of an uninterrupted triangulation for that of several meridional series, which appears to me, if less satisfactory, to be a saving of time of 20 years. ... The next alternative comprises the completion of the Dodergoanta meridian, and continuation of the series on each coast; and if that be considered too extensive, the meridian may stand alone, whilst the survey of the coasts shall be abandoned. ...

No future survey should...be considered final, unless it shall have been conducted on the most approved principles, with appropriate instruments, and by skilful hands [120-1]. ... Since the discovery of high scientific principles, all the advantage derived from the application of them to practical purposes has depended on the accuracy of execution, which can never be hurried without loss of effect. ... The great desideratum therefore is...the employment of good surveyors, with suitable instruments.

Let these arguments, which challenge contradiction, stand in favour of the continuance of the Great Trigonometrical Survey on an enlarged establishment, commensurate with the extent of country still open to its operations.

Between October 1823 and March 1825 Everest completed the field work of the sixth section of the Great Arc, Thakarkhera to Sirionj, in addition to finishing off the fifth section to the south [232]. His health was shattered by continuous fevers, and he was compelled to ask for leave to Europe on medical certificate. He left men and instruments at Agra and Saugor and, after settling official business with the Surveyor General, sailed from Calcutta on 11th November 1825 [246].

After much discussion as to the best way of employing the establishment during his absence, Government accepted his proposal for a branch series running eastward from Sirionj to Calcutta along parallel 24°.

The management of an extensive eastern or western series, in which latitudes and longitudes are determined, calls for much more skill than that of meridional series, because the former implies the necessity of frequently ascertaining the true direction of the meridian. Both my principal sub-assistants are acquainted with the method to be pursued;... and would become sufficiently expert in its practical application, so that...a series of principal triangles might diverge from the Grand Meridional series at either of the sides, Tek to Raneesopur, or Gurgujia to Bhawrasa [246, pl. 17].

The latter line would embrace the parallel of 24°, and, though the features of the country seem at the outset by no means favorable for the prosecution of a work of the kind, yet there is this advantage that the climate is much more eligible, and that the belt would pass over a comparatively fertile and populous territory, so that its results would be of so much the greater importance to general geography.

In my journey from Hindostan to the Dekkan in 1818 [271], I travelled through a great part...of this latter belt, and I should judge that it would come upon the Hon'ble Company's

Note in brackets by Waugh. 1 the system eventually followed by Everest. 2 Dbn, 204 (87-9). 11-8-24: PR (25-8) gives summary by Waugh. 341/13. 4 Oliver & Rosenclose. 5 This did not prove correct.
provinces...in latitude 23° 47′ N., and that to within 70 or 80 miles of the Presidency there need be no apprehension of a want of mountain land.

But such an undertaking would...call for the most unceasing application for several years. Taking...the chances of sickness and other casualties, I should estimate that 120 miles per year is the utmost that could be expected and, as the whole distance in longitude is about 600 miles, and in latitude about 90 miles, the completion would...certainly occupy upwards of 6 years.

Blacker supported Everest’s proposal—Joseph Olliver was selected for the charge—and work was started before the end of 1825 [261].

There are, no doubt, other important lines in the Deccan which have been abruptly discontinued, but...their resumption may be effected at any future period. The establishment and all the instruments have already advanced with much difficulty into Hindostan, and there would consequently be much less of time and much risk in carrying them back. The line I have first mentioned...has the double object of affording basis for topographical surveys in the direction of the lower provinces, and of approaching the meridian of Calcutta with a view to its connection in longitude with the other presidencies.

I have every reason, after mature discussion with Captain Everest, to conclude that the first sub-assistant, Mr. Olliver, is entirely capable of conducting the proposed survey.

The Directors thought another officer might carry on the Great Arc during Everest’s absence, but though Hodgson considered Herbert “perfectly and eminently qualified” he could not be spared [308], and no further work was done on the central meridian till after Everest’s return.

During his five years in Europe, Everest devoted himself to the cause of the survey. On his advice the Bengal Government had intended for the latest and best instruments from home, and he visited the leading manufacturers in England and on the continent to select those best suited to Indian conditions [246, 250]. Again on his advice, the Directors appointed a Mathematical Instrument Maker to accompany him to India. He spent much of his leave writing up an account of the survey from 1818 to 1825 [249], and spent several months with the Trigonometrical Survey in Ireland to bring himself up-to-date.

The Great Arc, 1823-5

On his return to Hyderabad in February 1823 [236], Everest spent some time straightening out the muddle caused by Dr. Morton’s hasty sale of Lambton’s belongings in Nagpur, and had much trouble recovering Government instruments, equipment, and papers, that had been mixed with private property.

There was no difficulty in obtaining approval to the northward extension of the Great Arc as Lambton had planned.

The first object was...to complete the series to the south of Takal Khora [234, 244], the next to take an adequate number of zenith distances, with a view to the future determination of the amplitude of the arc to the north [233, 253] and, when these were attained, the work of triangulation was to be carried over a chain of mountains called by some the Mahadeo P’tar, by others the Vindaya, which rises from...within twenty miles of Takal Khora, runs east and west as far as the eye can reach and, stretching onwards in a northerly direction, gradually slopes...down to meet the elevated land about the Nerbudda...

The Mahadeo mountains form a great natural boundary between the Deccan and Hindostan. Prior to the Pindaree war they had furnished shelter to many of the predatory hordes of that formidable confederacy. The military post of Hoosungabhad is on the south bank of the Nerbudda, and close to the direction of my series [pl. 17]. The post of Baitool lies within the series to the east, so that it was very clear that, notwithstanding all the frightful rumours which had prevailed [241, 245], the dangers in this wild tract were much less serious than those to which we had been exposed in our former expeditions; and though they were sufficiently formidable yet, in case of sickness, relief and shelter were not far distant.

Besides, I had now acquired the knowledge of a fact which was very important, viz., that by using night-lights the operations could be carried on with great facility in the cold weather and

1Commenced 1825; completed 1832; Everest to SG., 3–9–25; Dn. 47 (359).
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3Dn. 204 (202–4), 24–9–25; approved by Directors CD. to R. Ml, 28–12–27; Dn. 217 (135–3).
4and also Gwilkher [243].
season of hot winds, whereby the cruel necessity of exposing my followers in the rainy season would be avoided [235-6].

I had resolved to remain at Hyderabad until the 15th October, and then march up to the valley of Berar. That part of the establishment which had accompanied the late Lieutenant-Colonel to Hinghab Ghat, and had gone to Nagpore, was directed also to remain there where they were...and then to meet me at Takal Khera. Mr. De Penning was exceedingly anxious to bring them all back to Hyderabad, and thus incur another useless expenditure of time, by marching and counter marching, such as had previously occurred in 1821-2 [233].

Mr. Voysey joined me at Hyderabad in June, having passed through Nagpore, and visited the grave of the late Lieutenant-Colonel at Hinghab Ghat.

Voysey brought back valuable information about the country to the north:

Col. Lambton commissioned me to...ascertain the practicability of continuing his great meridional arc...from his base measured at Ellichpore in 1822 to the latitude of Seronge, and from thence to Agna, and likewise to report on the fitness of the ground at the former place for the measurement of another base of verification [245].

Col. Lambton had for a long time considered...the Gawilghur range of hills as almost insurmountable, from the nature of the surface which was reported to be flat and covered with forest trees, rarely offering elevated points for trigonometrical stations in the vicinity of his meridian. His chief hope, therefore, lay in...discovering stations situated...as to enable him by large triangles to pass over the hills with sufficient rapidity to avoid a residence in them during the unfavorable season. His alternative...was to carry up another meridional series to the eastward...passing near Nagpore [226].

The valley of Berar, averaging 1000 feet above the level of the sea, is bounded on the north by the Gawilghur range...When viewed from the plain...the outline is flat and undulating, and no part...much elevated above the other; but on ascending...the land declines considerably to the northward, and...offers many...groups...topping the surrounding heights. Nearly the whole surface is destitute of wood, and particularly the summits of the hills.

The valleys and beds of rivers are choked up by the thick forest and jungle, and it is in these places that the musa is generated. Here also reside an abundance of tigers, the terror of travellers, and so great is the alarm that, if you cannot find...grounds for...placing your flags, you will possibly find some difficulty in engaging others...unless attended by at least two sepoyas. I had the misfortune in March last to see one of my servants perish miserably before my eyes, without being able to afford any aid, under the fangs of a ferocious animal which had carried off 5 human beings in 3 preceding months [76]. If I had had a Goan for my guide this accident would not have occurred, as these men are perfectly acquainted with the haunts of these animals, and give warning of approach to them.

Provisions are not to be had except on the great road, if such it can be called, and then only at the principal villages. It will therefore be necessary to provide the camp with buns...from Ellichpore until the survey arrives at Baitool.

Voysey go on to describe the country northwards to Sironj, pointing out areas which might be unhealthy, the position of the more prominent hills, and the suitability of Sironj for the measurement of a base:

Seronge according to the observations of Capt. Fooking is in lat. 24° 6', and in long. 77° 30' according to those of Lt. Gerard [89]; consequently the base may be measured in any part of the extensive level plain... Should the longitude of Seronge be found erroneous, or 10 miles further east, the base must still be measured in the plain, the numerous gaps and ravines on the hills not admitting of such a measurement.

He climbed several prominent hills suitable for trigonometrical stations:

The road to Bhoghour lies by Baitool; there was formerly a direct road, but I could get no person to direct me as it had been for a number of years unfrequented on account of the danger from tigers. Bhoghour lies about 5 miles to the westward of Shapoor which is on the main road. It was with considerable difficulty that I could get any Goand to accompany me to the summit, the refusal proceeding from a fear of bears, whether real or pretended I do not know. There is a stone tank on the summit which contains water until the end of January; after that month none is procurable nearer than 3 miles. The summit of the hill is quite bare of trees and jungle, and is composed of enormous masses of embedded granite.

From the commanding situation of this hill, rising to the height of 1500 feet above the plain, there will be a great choice of peaks in every direction...

The obstacles to carrying the meridional arc...are few and easily surmounted, and...I have seen no difficulties at all equal to those which the survey encountered in 1821 between the

Great Trigonometrical Survey under Everest

Godavery and Ellrichoor [233]. ... The route I have pointed out will be greatly preferable to the plan of carrying up the meridian of Carangoooy to Nagpoor [226]. ... The country to the north of Nagpoor is still wilder and more savage than between Ellrichoor and the Nerbullah, without having the advantage of proximity to military stations and great roads.

The resumption of field work was delayed by a return of the fever which was to haunt Everest persistently for the next two years; it was only his overmastering determination that enabled him to carry on and reject advice to take sick leave.

All now seemed again propitious and promising when, about the 20th of August, I had a smart attack of bilious fever, owing to too much labour of computation, which rendered the use of mercury necessary. I got the better of this in a few days; but mercurial pills were given me as a constant dose, and one morning, having been overtaken some miles from home by a violent shower which wet me through, I found myself on my return again rather feverish.

The evening of the following day (September 3rd 1823) is one of which I shall carry the remembrance with me to the grave. I was seized suddenly with an uneasy sensation in my loins; and on the following morning a very violent pain in all my bones, accompanied by typhus fever, showed that the embers of my Yellapooran illness had only been smothered for a time, to burst out more formidable [232]. ... For six months after this I was never able to lie in any other position than on my back, and even then, if my sleep exceeded the period of three hours, I was awakened by one of these convulsive paroxysms, attended with an agonizing pain.

... The medical gentlemen... at Hyderabad insisted on... my proceeding immediately to the seacoast... but I had made up my mind... that I lived or never the question was to be decided whether the Great Arc should be carried through to Hindostan, or terminate ingloriously in the valley of Benar. ... If I had gone to the seacoast at such a crisis, the work must have been suspended, the establishment would have become disheartened; the greater part, or the whole, would have returned home, and perhaps never have rejoined me, for they were already at the limits of their native Deccan. ...

But it was a desperate resolution; for my limbs being in a great measure paralysed I was in the unpleasing necessity of being lowered into my seat at the zenith sector, and raised out of it again, by two men, during the whole of the observations with that instrument. At the great theodolite, in order that I might reach the screw of the vertical circle, ... frequently... I have been under the necessity of having my left arm supported by one of my followers; and on some occasions my state of weakness and exhaustion has been such that without being held up I could not have stood to the instrument.

Finding by the 18th October that I could bear the motion of a palanquin, I quit the Hyderabad... in company with Mr. Voysey, and marched along the high road to Karinjah, a large town in the neighbourhood of which is a station Peckher, one of those beyond which the operations of 1821 had not been successfully carried [233; pl. 18].

The first task was to select suitable stations to close the sixty mile gap south of the base at Tākārkhēra which Mr. De Penning's party had left two years before.

For want of knowledge of... the enormous increase of night refraction [235, 240], the party then employed had established a station called Donum, about eight miles off, because they could not see beyond it in the evening, but I had sent on a party to light a pair of bonfires at two o'clock in the morning (that being nearly the period of the maximum) at Budgavan [pl. 18], which was the land they are anxious to see... and about that hour I was awoken by the people whom I had set to watch, exclaiming that the fires were clearly visible.

I had given written instructions to Mr. De Penning from Hyderabad to explore the land well on which my station of Badahi was situated, and select the most eminient point, which the party engaged in 1821 had failed to do. This he accomplished very satisfactorily, and thus two of the main obstacles to forming the connexion were obviated.

The final station connecting Tākārkhēra was selected with the help of Voysey; certain points in the mountain range, which could be seen everywhere, being known in respect to their distances from each other, as well as from the ends of the base, I instructed him to measure with a sextant from the back of an elephant the angles between any three of them, and when these angles had certain values, to fix on three or more elevated spots within these limits. ... He accordingly chose three such spots and ordered double fires to be lighted at each on successive nights, which were carefully looked for at stated hours by persons placed by me at each end of the base; and the third of the three, Yaboli, having answered the purpose, the connexion was formed without further difficulty.

1 DDn. 01 (315), 15-7-33. 2 Surely malaria! 3 This has elsewhere been wrongly told of Lambton. 4 Gee. Everest (35-41). 5 Joining from Nagpur early in November.
I have made it a rule generally to observe by night; in which case I have always taken the vertical angles about three o'clock in the morning, because I think that method gives the fairest chance of overcoming the errors of terrestrial refraction.

Leaving Olliver to observe at the last four stations, Everest took astronomical azimuths and zenith distances at Takarkhara [253], and then connected both ends of the base to the surrounding stations. He now lost Voysey and De Penning who both resigned early in 1824, and he was left with only two trained assistants, Olliver and Rosseurode. Nothing daunted, and in spite of constant ill-health [403-4], he worked steadily across the Gawilgarh hills. By May he had selected stations so far forward as Tek, west of Pachmarhi, and then sent Rosseurode forward to select stations in Bhopal [pl. 17].

Operations were greatly facilitated by the good offices of an old friend, Captain Robert Low, "Assistant to the Agent to the Governor General for the Nerbudda districts" with headquarters at Beilul, to whom Everest writes in August:

I shall quit the vicinity of the Betoul district tomorrow, and as my own escort is now of sufficient strength to enable me to dispense with the guard which you were so obliging as to authorize, ... I have ordered the whole party to return. I shall still have two stations within your jurisdiction occupied by my flags and lights for some time to come, ... and I will be thankful to you to afford the parties...all the protection they may stand in need of. Each of the...stations is marked with a stone, on which is engraved a circle and a centre. A list of these is enclosed, and in consideration of their extreme importance to my operations, I will beg...you to take such measures as...may...prevent their being...meddled with.

Permit me...to return you my warmest acknowledgement for the very kind assistance which I have experienced from you. ... It was at one time supposed that this mountainous tract would have formed an insurmountable barrier to...the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and...the prospect wore a very formidable appearance, for, notwithstanding the commanding features of the country, ... there would have been no possibility of remaining at the summit of any one...for 24 hours together had my supplies been at all deficient.

Leaving observations in Bhopal to be taken later, he pushed on to reach Sirorunj early in November and spent the next three months measuring a base, and connecting it to near-by stations, besides taking astronomical observations at an observatory, which he established at Kaliarnpur about 10 miles to the west. Olliver was sent to select a station to the north and build the usual platform:

You will proceed...to Surakhdo, and there examine the station and the ground about it. ... If the point already selected does not answer any other purpose than to transfer the base, you must try to get a station which will serve to carry on the principal triangles without spoiling their regular and symmetrical form. ... It is my wish if possible to continue the series on the east side of the meridian [77° 30'], in which case the station you select must have a view of Bhovrasaa, and either Rosan or Kanahkera [pl. 17]. ... It is always an object to keep near the meridian, but I should prefer going some distance from it to having the symmetry of my triangles injured.

The day that you arrive at Surakhdo, ... be so good as to sink a stone about 3 to 3½ feet long into the ground to a level with the surface, and give orders for preparing another stone to be placed duly above it, as also for collecting bricks and chunam to raise a small pile of masonry to the height required for the instrument. Mark out the foundation 3½ feet in radius, and set people to work upon it, ... leaving a hollow in the centre for you to adjust the upper stone.

At the end of January Everest returned to observe at Rosseurode's stations to the south, writing to the General Officer commanding at Sanaur:

My preparations are all made for carrying on the remaining triangles through the territories subject to Bhopal and Bhilsaa, and a little more than a month will be required, ... but if by any accident I should be prevented from accomplishing it now, it is impossible to foresee what may happen. Every one of my principal stations is marked with a circle neatly engraved on a stone, and if one of these should be moved, however slightly, the whole work must be commenced de novo. ... Instances of the removal of these central marks have occurred on more occasions than one, and given rise to great confusion [415].

By the time observations were closed at Bhaoraasa at the end of March, Everest had decided to follow his doctors' advice, and take leave to Europe for the recovery

---
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of his health. He still required about two months to complete his charts and angle books, and begged that;
as my reputation as a man of science is most intimately connected with my late operations, ... I may...take full and complete copies of my whole work, in order that the scientific results may be calculated by myself, and submitted when entire to the Hon'ble Court of Directors [ 256-7 ].

He reported later to the Surveyor General that his field work was brought to a conclusion on the 26th ultimo (March). My health was by this time considerably impaired, but I had no apprehension that the inconvenience I felt arose from any other cause than fatigue, and accordingly I pursued my original intention of proceeding to Goonah, where I expected to be able to bring up my work more quietly, and at my leisure, than at the military cantonment of Sagar. But, on the 30th of the month a return of my disorder took place, much more violent than any before...and, on my arrival at Goonah, I was in a most alarming state, and nearly deprived of all power of motion.

Two weeks later he forwarded his chart of the 6th and part of the 5th section of...the Arc of the meridian. These operations, with the measurement of a base at Siraj, the observation of near 400 stars near Takalkhera, and near 500 at Secan, for determining the celestial amplitude, and the comparison of the chains, have occupied me since the end of November 1823 [ 252-3 ].

Not feeling capable of further effort in the way of computations, he closed work and left for Calcutta before the end of May [ 247 ]:
The establishment...were employed in the month of April, and part of May last, in making the rough calculations depending on my late operations, and in tracing two plans of the series of triangles. ... On the 21st May I detached my 2nd sub-assistant and the greater part of the establishment to Sagar, to place themselves under the orders of Captain James, D.A.A.G. at that station. Mr. Rossenrode received instructions from me to proceed, as soon as the weather was favorable, from my late points Bhowassa and Gurbuja [ pl. 17 ], and carry on a series of secondary triangles so as to determine the position of Sagar. ... I proceeded myself with Mr. J. Olliver, my native writer [ 254 ], and a party of my escort, on the 25th May towards Cawnpore, where I embarked with the public records and documents on the river on the 4th July, and reached Calcutta on the 12th August. ... I...enclose a...receipt for such of the instruments as were deposited...at Agra in a very secure and dry place in the Armory, as also a list of those who accompanied Mr. Rossenrode to Sagar. ... Not having found my health improve, but on the contrary my disorder daily gaining ground since my arrival at the Presidency, I have been under the painful necessity of obtaining a medical certificate with the view of proceeding to Europe.

Leave was granted and the Directors informed that he had been allowed to go to England on account of the bad state of his health, and the valuable services rendered by him are brought to the Court's favorable notice. The operations...have not been suspended as Captain Everest requested. The direction in which the establishment will...be employed under the control of Mr. Olliver, senior sub-assistant, is explained in the Proceedings [ 241-2 ]. ... An intent...for new instruments is transmitted, with a request that Captain Everest may be consulted in their construction [ 260 ].

During his four years in England Everest worked up the results of his work and published them in 1830, at the expense of the Directors, under the title of An account of the Measurement of an arc of the Meridian between the Parallels of 18° 3' and 24° 7', being a continuation of The Grand Meridional Arc of India, as detailed by the late Lieut.-Col. Lumb in the Volumes of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta.

TECHNICAL DETAILS: LUMINOUS SIGNALS

Of the many changes which Everest introduced, none was more far-reaching than that of observing to lights at night instead of to flags and beacons by day. As has already been described, this had two very great advantages over the old system [ 235 ]. First, it took advantage of the increased refraction at night, which
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made it possible to observe much longer rays; and secondly, it became possible to observe right through the open season, instead of waiting for the unhealthy months of rain. "There is another great advantage; in the rainy season the inhabitants are all engaged in cultivating their fields; in the hot weather they are all idle and glad to get employment for hire." The following is a letter from De Penning, who had not been on the western branch with Everest when the vase lights were first tried out [233];

The new method...for burning lights is really a very valuable acquisition to the Survey, and...a very cheap and correct mode of taking night observations. It is cheap, not only in itself from the materials used [248], but from the advantage...during bad weather, as the angles could be observed during the night, and thereby render it unnecessary for the whole...party to remain pent up for whole fortnights on the top of some elevated and unhealthy land.

The construction is truly ingenuous and extremely simple, and greatly preferable to blue lights, since it can be seen at the distance of 40 miles and upwards in fair weather.

Blue lights were still useful in thick weather, and Everest tried to get them maintained as an article of military store;

I am out of reach of all supplies. The Berar district can furnish none of the materials requisite for making blue lights, and I must carry an adequate portion of them with me. I must also have a blue-light compounder at hand, and indeed it has been by the dint of mere good fortune that I have fallen in with such a person.

It was usual during the life time of the late Lt. Col. Lambton to depend upon daylight for all observations, and, as it is only in peculiarly fine weather that distant flags can be observed it had become of late years a practice to carry on...almost entirely in the rainy season.

The dreadful misery and sickness which hence arose is a painful and feeling source of recollection. I have seen the ground strewn with the wretched followers, some of whom were left for want of means to convey them away to perish in the jungles, and I have myself deeply paid the penalty by the destruction of a strong and robust constitution, which had previously borne me through every privation and hardship [231–2].

When I came to the head of this survey, I determined to alter this system altogether, and, having by...a fortunate accident discovered the power of the vase lights which I at present use, I introduced them...into constant practice. The expence has been certainly greater, but...I can now carry on...at any season of the year, and need never be in danger of witnessing or causing the scenes of...distress that formerly occurred as an ordinary annual affair.

The vase lights are of a very simple construction, requiring only oil and earthen vessels, and they can be distinctly seen in very dim weather at the distance of 20 miles with the telescope of the theodolite. They will penetrate through the common mists of the hot weather at the distance of 35 miles, and in very clear weather I imagine will be seen at 50 miles. When not agitated by the wind they give exceedingly correct observations, but furnish a much more clearly defined mark for intersection than any flagstaff will ever do.

Their power fails in long distances if the weather be dim, and then it becomes necessary to force a passage through the mists by means of blue lights, the luminous matter of which I should estimate to be 4 times as radiant as that of the vase lights.

22 blue lights are required at each station where they are blazed, and as they do not spoil from keeping unless exposed to moisture, I should imagine that a sufficient supply might...be made up in the Agra magazine and furnished on my indent. ...The blue lights which I use weigh each 1½ seers, and...160 will be the proportion for a camel.

These articles are only required to penetrate the dry vapours of the hot and cold weather in distances exceeding 25 miles. ...It sometimes happens that all my angles are completed in 24 hours...which, had I depended on daylight only, would have detained me 8 or 10 days, and perhaps forced me to last to quit them in despair.

Native receipt for blue lights.

If the composition be divided into 729 parts, the proportion for each ingredient is as follows.

\[\text{viz:}
\begin{align*}
gunduk & = 136 & \text{neel} & = 29 & \text{indigo} \\
shora & = 344 & \text{shungur} & = 2 & \text{ sulphur of mercury} \\
hurtal & = 32 & \text{oil} & = 2 & \text{ gum benzoin} \\
kaphoor & = 2 & \text{camphor} & & 
\end{align*}\]

Each blue light ought to weigh 1½ seers, or 3 lbs. The form is cylindrical, being 1½ inches in the length and 2½ in diameter. The covering matter used...it is as follows:—paper 3 layers—soeace cotton cloth 2 layers—sheep's bladder 1 layer.


411 June, 1824.
Great care should be taken to prevent the matter exploding in the shape of stars which, however desirable in fireworks, are extremely inconvenient for observation. The composition is simply pressed into the paper cage. What might be the effect of driving it hard with ramroders & a good mould, as is done with porrfires and fuses, I am unable to say. ... 

For the current year 175 will probably be required. These should be sent to Seronj so as to arrive before the end of January. 

Both blue lights and vase lights were still of occasional use twenty-five years later, when the more powerful reverberatory lights were not at hand; 

Blue Lights are very powerful and can be seen at distances of 50 or 60 miles. They are also useful in hazy weather when other signals are not visible; if not carefully sheltered...by grass screens the flame is liable to be blown aside. On this account it was the practice of Colonel Everest to burn them behind an iron screen, in which an aperture cut was centred over the mark. The blue light fastened on the end of a stick was held...behind the aperture. 

Blue lights being expensive articles cannot be kept constantly burning, but are fired at regular intervals. They are usually cut in lengths to burn about four minutes, and are fired at five minute intervals, which enables the observer to read off the observation, and also to observe and read off the referring lamp. At every second or third blue light a longer interval, of say 10 minutes or ¼ of an hour, is allowed...for changing zero. 

Blue lights are always taken against a referring lamp, one station at a time.

Vase lights were invented by Col. Everest nearly 30 years ago[335]. The vase light consists of a common earthen dish about 10 inches in diameter, filled with cotton seeds and common oil. This is placed on the mark, and, to prevent the flame being blown aside, a large earthen pot, in the side of which an aperture has been cut, is inverted over the dish. An aperture is also cut in the top to allow the smoke to escape. Further protection is necessary from high wind by means of grass screens and blankets, leaving merely the requisite opening in the direction of the observer. The materials for this light are procurable in nearly every village.

Olliver describes the working of his signals on the Calcutta Longitudinal series; 

The chief mode of taking the angles of the primary triangles is by oil burning at the several stations, and the observations made at night. This is a mode introduced by the Superintendent as being less subject to error, and beyond a shadow of doubt is far preferable to day observations, even in the most favourable time of year. ...

The Sub-Assistants inspect the fixing of the mark stones; they at the same time also fix pegs in the several rays of the surrounding stations as a guide for the flag lascars to place the aperture of the vase which is used to screen the light from the wind. It frequently happens that I am detained an uncommon length of time at each station during the hot months. Owing to the state of the atmosphere the flags are not sufficiently discernable for observation, being at distances of from 25 to 40 miles, nor are the lights seen in all directions at the same time. Often...I was able to finish the observations to a part of the stations in two or three nights.

When these difficulties occur, the sub-assistant and myself relieve each other for several nights together till ultimately recourse is had to blue lights at those stations, in which cases a sub-assistant is despatched to inspect the burning of the blue lights at stated times by a chronometer, he being furnished with a written memorandum of the intervals of each. ...

It is also worth reciting a most serious disappointment I experienced during the last trip. ... When I was at...Saugar, I availed myself of the opportunity of using the Great Theodolite, deposited in the magazine there[259, ...], its powers are far superior to the instrument in use [259-61]. ... As the distance was about 39 miles, I had recourse to blue lights for the angles. ... Though the blue lights usually burn for five minutes, I was able to see them for three minutes with the telescope of the Great Theodolite with sufficient light to see the wires at the same time, whereas a person watching with the other instrument could but just discern them only for one minute through the dark telescope.

After the blue lights, and by way of experiment, I also tried the vase light at the same place; it was seen sufficiently distinct for observation only with the telescope of the Great Theodolite. ... I was able at another station to use the lesser instrument and, the distance being about the same, was able to take my observations with the vase light. ...

When I had to observe the third angle in the triangle, I was detained an uncommon length of time, and never once had a glimpse of the vase light during 16 nights, and ultimately, though I even tried the blue lights, I was not able to see it with...the wires at the same time. ... This was certainly a sad disappointment, and the consequence was that I was induced to abandon that
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station and adopt another. ... I dare not venture to use a supplemental angle in the primary triangles. So much is the want of a telescope of sufficient power felt in this splendid work.

REFRACTION

We have already referred to Lambton's interest in the mysterious variations of refraction [II, 259–60], and Everest's discovery of the remarkable increase that took place after sunset [235]. We have noticed how perplexed were the surveyors as to the correct allowance for computing heights of the snow peaks [II, 86–7; III, 48]. Everest records that comparison between wet and dry thermometer bulbs, as a measure of humidity, was first suggested by Voysey.

The late Lt. Col. Lambton's intended experiments of applying the Hygrometer to the determination of...celestial and terrestrial refraction seem never to have been carried into effect. I do not indeed remember any hygrometer...in the late Lt. Col.'s possession, excepting one of those constructed by Captain Kater which after...a short time...was found...useless.

My late lamented friend, Mr. H. W. Voysey, when he first joined...in 1818, suggested...an ingenious mode of determining the...evaporation by applying a piece of wetted muslin over the bulb of a thermometer during the time of observing terrestrial vertical angles, but I cannot find...any records of this having been introduced into practice. ... I was never in the field without that gentleman until the year 1822, and it was not until the latter part of...that season that I thought it might be of use to introduce the above practice. The first observations recording the wet and dry thermometers bear date Netoli the 15th Jan. 1823, and since that period they have been continued as much regularly as circumstances admitted. ...

In regard to Refraction in general, there are no regular documents in my office recording observations made upon this subject by the late Lt. Col. Lambton. There are some loose and disjointed memoranda in an old box.

BASE-LINES

The length of Lambton's base-line at Takarkhera, near Ellichpur, was about 379 chains, or over seven miles; the height of the south end was made 1226-9, and of the north end 1289-4, feet above the sea. Measurement was commenced on 6th January 1822, and, writes Everest, was made on the ground; the chain was stretched out by two small wooden caps, placed one at each end. The register heads were fixed on to plates of lead, ...imbedded into the earth, and the vertical angles...were determined, as usual, by a transit instrument...exactly in the alignment. ...

This method of measurement is remarkable for its simplicity, but is...objectionable on the two accounts; that it is not in nature to present a perfect flat other than in stagnant water; and that the tension of the chain cannot always be the same when drawn out by the force of the human arm applied to a capstan. But Colonel Lambton called these objections absurd and pedantic, and used to say that any errors...which could thence arise would be insignificant in comparison with those which are inseparable from celestial amplitudes.

The length of the measuring chain was carefully compared with that of the standard chain both before and after measurement. The length of the standard had been ascertained by comparison against Carey's 3-foot brass scale at Hyderabad in June 1821 by the same means as used at Bellary in 1813 [II, 257], and a similar comparison was carried out at Sironji in 1825, when Everest charged for a fabric of well-polished stone, 120 feet in length, and supported by 15 pillars 3 feet high, with square brass marks soldered in at 5 feet distance from each other, for...comparing the standard measuring chain with the brass standard scale.

The Sironji base was measured on coffers [II, 255] and was just over 384 chains long, and Everest records that he attended personally to every detail; I laid every register head, and every coffee, and superintended the driving of every picket, myself; I took the precaution on every occasion to see that the weight acted freely on the

---

chain. I kept a constant superintendence over the thermometers, ten in number, and left no precaution unattended to.

The length agreed very closely with that brought up from Takarkhera by triangulation, but there was a discrepancy of over 64 feet between the bases of Takarkhera and Bidar. This discrepancy was eventually put right by the re-observation of the triangulation between these stations during 1838-9. After computation of the northern section of the Great Arc, a discrepancy of over three feet was found between the Sironj base and that of Dehra Dun. On remeasurement of the Sironj base with the new compensation bars, the measurement of 1825 was found to be 2.8 feet in defect, and on remeasurement of the Bidar base in 1841 the discrepancy between Bidar and Sironj bases was reduced to 0.36 feet. Everest was thus entirely vindicated in his condemnation of the chain for base measurement.

Foreign mathematicians have always protested against the use of the chain in delicate measurements, chiefly on account of the difficulty of giving it, at all times, an equal tension — the impossibility of accurately ascertaining its temperature — and the difficulty of preserving the joints from rust. The precaution of stretching the chain by a constant hanging weight was not always attended to by Lt. Col. Lambton. He sometimes measured whole bases with capstans managed by hand to stretch the chain, so here we have prevailing the very 3 causes most likely to be dreaded as origin of error.

Everest further points out that, in spite of Lambton's recomputation of all his earlier work in terms of the latest values of British standards [II, 262], it was impossible to determine the actual value of his unit, which varied continually.

There were two steel chains, one used as a standard, and the other for measurement, but in consequence of the effect of rust and friction the lengths of them have altered, and frequent comparisons with the brass standard scale have become necessary. The means we have in India of performing these very delicate comparisons are inadequate; besides this, the brass standard scale requires to be compared with the latest parliamentary standard.

The length of the chain reserved as a standard was originally known only from the statement of the late Mr. Ramsden to the effect that he set it off from his bar at. . . . 10° Fahrenheit and, as this mode of setting off was awkwardly rude, in comparison with more modern methods, it followed that even in the outset there was a source of uncertainty.

Immediately, owing to want of due precaution, the joints had become thickly covered, and in fact eaten into, by rust, in clearing away which the length of the standard of reference was lost for ever [II, 237 n. 5]. I am quite sure that the exact lengths of all bases measured prior to and including, that of Béder, never can be referred to the parliamentary or any other known standard. In 1825 I urged the expediency of sending the chain used as a standard to England, that it might be compared with the Parliamentary standard, but my recommendation was overruled. As a last resource I packed both chains in mutton fat, and left them to take their chance in the arsenal in Agra [26, 245].

On my return in 1830, one of my first inquiries was as to their fate, and they had had a very narrow escape indeed, for, independent of other causes of injury, I found that permission had been given . . . to Lieut. Boileau to use these very chains in the operation of certain route surveys. I immediately withdrew this permission, of which fortunately Lieut. Boileau had not yet availed himself and, to prevent further accidents, directed both chains to be sent immediately to Calcutta. On their arrival, I found to my abundant satisfaction that the precaution I had used in packing had been effectual in preserving the steel joints from rust, and therefore that both must be in a state in which I had left them in 1829.

In discussing the possibility of recomputing Lambton's work [239] Waugh pointed out in 1849 that, with the loss of his unit of measure, his work can never be uniformly combined with Colonel Everest's, in the sense that uniformity implies to the scientific world. The subject of a standard of measure was not understood in those days in the same rigorous light as it now is, nor were the same precautions considered indispensable.

Colonel Everest's original standard was in fact a steel chain, an implement incapable of refined accuracy, owing to the impracticability of ascertaining its temperature, as well as on account of the wearing of the joint and stretching of the links. The joints became rusted.
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and Colonel Lambton was so distrustful of its invariability that he resorted to a comparison with a 3-foot brass scale by Carey, the length of which was laid off by beam compasses.

Supposing that Carey's brass scale was in the first instance a trustworthy linear standard, which is by no means certain, as it is not known to have been authenticated by direct comparisons with other national standards, it is clear that the use of the beam compasses must speedily have destroyed its original pretensions to accuracy.

The difficulty appears to me to be insuperable, and the objection it involves will always attach to the old work, however carefully the computations may be revived.

**Horizontal Angles**

All the angles observed by Lawrence and De Penning south of Pilkher [223-4, 232] were observed with an 18-inch theodolite which had a double conical axis for use as a repeating theodolite [III, 259]. But, writes Everest, that method, whatever advantages it may present in the measurement of one angle, is so very inconvenient when three or more points are to be observed, that it was never employed as such, though the zero point was changed for every 15 or 20 degrees.

Observations from Pilkher northwards to Sironj, and those of Everest's western branch, were made with the large 3-foot theodolite.

For the accuracy of his horizontal angles Lambton trusted to several repetitions, generally without change of face, and invariably on one zero only. He gave Everest the following instructions for working the great theodolite:

The instrument was accurately adjusted at the Gardens for reading from zero on the limb without the necessity of turning the telescope over, and the instrument half round in azimuth, because there is an error in the semi-circle which ought to be divided, and it will be more simple, and sufficiently accurate, to place the wire of the micrometer to zero on the semi-circle, when the telescope is perfectly adjusted, and the level is brought parallel to the line of collimation. This was done at the Gardens with the greatest care.

The regular change of zero was introduced by Everest to counteract the distortion of the horizontal circle caused by the accident of 1808 [II, 241, 254];

The restoration of the limb had been so successfully brought about that, between the readings at one point of the limb and those 90° from them, there was a difference not exceeding 26″, whilst the intermediate divisions agreed extremely well, and gave nearly a mean between the others. If, therefore, the zero could be changed a sufficient number of times, it was a fair assumption that the errors would be annihilated. ... I have arbitrarily assumed...nine times for the whole semi-circumference, by which means every twenty degrees have successfully come under the micrometers [238].

At each change of zero the angle has been observed twice, and in many cases four, five, or more, times, and the arithmetical mean of all the readings at the same part of the limb has been taken as one observation. ... But it frequently happens in observing by night (particularly with blue lights), that the angle is taken by parts by means of a referring lamp. In this case it has always been my practice in measuring the corresponding part, to bring back the limb to the very same reading which the lamp gave at the measurement of the first part, so that the inequalities of the limb...might be allowed to have as little influence as possible...

Of the success which has attended these precautions a judgement will be best formed from the columns of error in the table of the principal triangles; and, as L...reject no observation which had been once made, ...whether...they differed widely from the mean or not, the general mean of them all is here given...

But, that no means may be left untried of exposing such errors as might still lurk,... I have taken frequent opportunities of crossing the sides of my triangles diagonally in various ways, so that the agreement of the sides common to each must furnish an all-powerful and irresistible test of the degree of confidence to which the work is entitled.

In no case has any angle of my series been left unmeasured, and...the instrument has in every instance been placed over the centre of the station of observation.

Between Tela Khera and Kalianpur... I was in the field the whole time—I observed all the terrestrial angles myself with hardly an exception—I measured the base of verification.

---

at Serong almost unassisted—I took all the observations for azimuth and zenith distance at both extremities, and in the latter without relying for assistance on any person whatever.

The triangulation was performed entirely with the large theodolite.

The earlier work of Lawrence and De Penning to the south filled him with distrust [234];

I find on reference to the original angle books of...Mr. Lawrence mistakes frequently occurring. The means of the readings, as well as the angles deduced from them, appear to have been seldom or never rigorously examined by two distinct individuals; the general mean is not drawn from the whole of the observations, but only from such as were selected ad libitum, and the excess or defect in the sum of the 3 angles, which in spite of all human care will always arise, is thus arbitrarily made less in appearance than in reality. ...

I may be told whilst thus criticising the performance of others to look at home, and that my operations...are just as liable to be faulty as those to the southward, but...as far as human care and caution could prevail, I have guarded against error—none of the objections above urged apply to me, for...I have in no case arbitrarily rejected an observation, but have always taken the general arithmetical mean without selection or exception2...I have divided the excess or defect agreeably to the rule of probabilities—and...my angle books have throughout been carefully examined by two persons, and in great part by myself3.

Where possible, stations were marked by cutting on solid rock [II, 267, 415]; otherwise by a markstone [245], with suitable precautions as thus described by Oliver4.

When a station is fixed on a prominent detached hill, nothing remains...but the sinking of a heavy stone even with the surface, marking the position by inserting a circle and centre. ...On an extensive flat, it then becomes necessary, ...to raise a platform of stone...to a height sufficient to overtop the neighbouring flats. ...A sub-assistant should...fix a marked stone even with the surface of the platform when finished, taking care that the centre of the stone above should correspond with the center below, and in the event of it being necessary to have the platform unusually high, similar marked stones are placed between the upper and the lower as the work proceeds, and this is always done with the greatest possible nicety by means of a plumb line5.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS

The astronomical observations regularly taken were—for azimuth to determine the meridian—for zenith distance to determine latitude, or differences of latitude6. Regarding azimuths Everest records that Lambton’s common method was to measure the horizontal angle between the pole-star at the time of its greatest eastern and western elongation and a referring mark, ...placed as nearly as could be done by conjecture in the direction of the meridian, the position of the lamp having been then ascertained relatively to one of the principal stations.

In...1828, when employed in laying out on the western series, ...it seemed to me...waste of time to wait ten or twelve days at a station merely to get a solitary observation at night; for the pole-star is never observable in these latitudes at both elongations, except at that period of the year when the sun is below the horizon at the time of each phenomenon....

It appeared to me, therefore, that the best mode was to extend the same principle to other circumpolar stars besides the pole-star, and accordingly since that period my azimuths have been made to depend on the angles of greatest elongation of...the three stars in the Greenwich catalogue nearest the pole. Not, however, without considerable objection on the part of the late Lieutenant-Colonel who, though he had too much good sense to overrule me, opposed what he pronounced to be an absurd innovation. I argued in reply that, unprovided as I was with any other time-piece than a common pocket watch, it was better to take as my guide the variations in altitude than those of the hour angle. ...The result has shown to my satisfaction that there is really no difference between the degrees of reliance to be placed on the azimuth, whichever of the three stars has been employed7.

The relation between the angular difference of latitude as obtained by astronomical observation and the linear distance as measured by triangulation gave the

1 SG to Govt., 30-3-36; Dn. 286 (276-374), paras. 139-9. 2 Such acceptance of seriously discordant observations is not approved by all; e. Ex. Rev. IV (88). 3 Dn. 171 (359-96), 5-9-23. 4 from Oliver, Dn. 173 (28-35), 18-11-26. 5 or amplitude of arc. 6 Geo. Everest (87-8).
essential data for determining the length of the degree upon the meridian, and for
calculating the figure of the earth. To reduce to a minimum the effect of error and
uncertainty regarding the places and movements of the stars as given in available
catalogues, it was Lambton's practice to observe the same set of stars at each station.
In observing at Takarkhera, however, he overlooked the fact that the southern stars
would no longer be available further north, and Everest had later to make a fresh
set of observations to suitable northern stars.  

A certain catalogue of chosen stars was made use of by the late Lieutenant Colonel Lambton
at all stations, but when the meridional series was brought up to Takal Khera, it appears
that the declinations of those which had served in lower latitudes were now beyond the reach
of the limb of the zenith sector; and the few which were still within its limits drew the telescope
up to so great a deviation from the zenith that the imperfections in the structure of the instrument
became a prominent object of anxiety.  

Had it been foreseen, nothing would have been easier than to provide against such a
contingency; but no provision having been made, it followed that the excellent method...
of determining the amplitude by observing the same stars at both extremities of each section
must either be abandoned, or else Daumgirdida must be visited a second time, a procedure not
only exceedingly vexatious, but...I avoid impracticable.  

It...remained to determine the celestial amplitude between Daumgirdida and Takal Khera
by absolute latitudes; a method doubtless objectionable, because the result is liable to all the
errors of catalogues. In adopting this method it became necessary to recompute the corrections
for Colonel Lambton's zenith distances both at Daumgirdida and Punna; the former
because the Greenwich catalogue of 1802 (which had been used throughout...[250]) was inferior
to the more modern one of 1830; and the latter, because the constants of aberration and
refraction had undergone some alteration since 1809 and 1815.  

It has, however, been an object to interfere as little as possible with the labours of Lieutenant-Colonel Lambton; not only because...it might be rather presumptuous to correct what
my venerable predecessor had deemed definitive, but because the latitudes and longitudes
determined have been adopted in the formation of the Indian Atlas...[282-5]...and any change
in one point would involve a corresponding change in all. And hence there will appear to be
two sets of latitudes; one...as deduced from Lieutenant-Colonel Lambton's observations and
reserved for geographical purposes; whilst the other, determined by me, will serve as elements
in computing the figure of the earth.  

At Kaliapur, near Sironj, Everest observed the same stars as he had at Takarkhera, in a special observatory built for the purpose [234, 245];

To avoid the unequal attraction of the high lands, I was obliged to place the zenith sector in a
very exposed situation, and the violence of the winds which prevailed during the whole of this
season has been such that the observing tent would not have afforded sufficient protection.
To adjust this instrument with accuracy...the reflecting lantern which illuminates the wires
should be protected from agitation.  

**Figure of the Earth**

A summary of Lambton's contribution to knowledge of the figure of the earth has been given elsewhere [II, 262], and a full account of the deductions made
by him and Everest is contained in Everest's _Arc of the Meridian_ and in The Account
of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India. Whilst on sick
leave in England Everest worked out new values

from different pairs of arcs in different parts of the globe. From this investigation he inferred
that "the direction of gravity in hardly any part of the surface coincides with the normal", and
consequently that small arcs were objectionable, being liable to be burdened with
errors in the determination of their amplitude, which might greatly exceed the errors in the measurement of their length. He considered the most trustworthy of his comparisons were
those obtained from the longest arcs, etc., Punna-Kalipur and Fromentia-Greenwich.
They made the semi-axes of the earth to be 20,322,931.89 feet and 20,853.574 .58 feet
respectively, and the ellipticity 1:300.80. These...which are known as 'Everest's Constants.'
1st Set, have, since about 1830 to the present time [1870], been employed in all calculations of the Survey of India into which the elements...enter [11, 262].

Both Lambton and Everest were fully aware that there were unpredictable variations of gravity, both in force and direction, from one place to another, caused by visible masses above the general surface, or by unseen variations of density below [II, 241, 250, 261]. The investigation of such phenomena was to be one of the duties of the medical officer and geologist appointed in 1818 [223, 254-5].

In almost all the admeasurements...made in various countries and under different latitudes, perplexing...instances have been observed, where the result has not corresponded with that progressive diminution of each adjacent degree which is indicated by the spheroidal theory of the Earth's figure. For these embarrassing variations scientific men have assigned different causes, but the prevalent notion...seems to be that...the plumbet is affected...by the nature of the strata beneath the Earth's surface. It has consequently been suggested...that the nature of the strata should be accurately noticed, and that frequent mineralogical sections should accompany and correct the labours of the trigonometrical surveyor.2

Everest was particularly struck by the possibility that the Mahadeo, or Gāwilgarh, hills, lying north of the valley of Berār [242-3], might affect observations;

In the early part of 1822, when I returned from the Cape of Good Hope, my first remark on arriving at the camp at Talak Khera was that...the existence of a formation of such density and magnitude would cause a considerable deflection of the plumb-line; but on my mentioning my doubts to Colonel Lambton, he only laughed at them in a sort of compassionate way, and said that the mountains were much too far off to have any such effect.

The habitual respect which I felt for the Lieutenant Colonel's opinions made me very diffident as to the validity of my own; and though not convinced I was silenced for the time. He worked out the effect that the general mass of these mountains might have, and found a possible deflection of the plumb-line at Takarkhera of between 4° and 5° which he claimed to be within one second of the deflection indicated by measurement of the section of the arc to the north.

He was fully aware of the possibility of measuring variations of gravity by means of pendulums, but had no suitable apparatus;

If the rate of a good clock can be accurately determined in two or more...latitudes (the length of the pendulum and arc of vibration remaining the same), we may determine the increments of the force of gravity, but, in order to obtain the necessary elements, a numerous and well selected set of transits must be taken. In this I am now occupied, but, as the state of my health will not admit of my sitting up during the whole night, I am obliged to entrust the transits which came later to my senior sub-assistant, Mr. J. Ollivier4.

To Blacker's suggestion that Lambton may have made similar investigations, Everest replied in July 1824 [240]:

The late Lt. Col. Lambton had often expressed his intention of making...a series of such experiments at different stations on the Great Arc [II, 250-1; III, 239], but I believe that none were ever made, and that the only series of regular observations in the department tending to this point was made by me at Takalkhera in February last. ...

There were no instruments in the possession of the late Superintendent suited to this purpose except the Earnshaw clock [260], but the clock...had never been adjusted to sidereal time until it came into my hands, and previously to that period had always been used as a mere solar time-piece. ... No instruments have ever been supplied by the State for the purpose of determining the length of the pendulum or the increments of gravity, and also there is every reason to believe that applications have been made by the late Superintendent for one of Kater's pendulums, yet none was ever received5.

Everest was not aware of the observations in progress at the Madras Observatory. The use of the pendulum for determining variations in the force of gravity, and the corresponding determination of the length of the seconds pendulum at various latitudes, was being pursued at this period by Kater and Sabine [II, 410-1; III, 191]6. One of Kater's "invariable" pendulums reached Madras in March 1821, and from his first observations Goldingham reported two months later an ellipticity of 1:297-597.

---

1James Walker, GTS, II (127), XI (7).
2From MS. to GG. to Mil. Dept., 25-10-17; DDe. 64 (67).
3GTS, II (127) Geo. Everest (90-104).
4Everest (51, 90-92).
6Phil Trans. 1822, part I (127-67).
He then organized a party to take observations "for finding the length of the pendulum at the equator"; and on the advice of Sir Stamford Raffles [II, 473] sent it to the islands lying off the west coast of Sumatra.

Two experienced assistant surveyors, John Robinson [II, 141-5, 352] and Peter Lawrence [II, 346, 351; III, 379], were to make the observations; two British warrant officers held charge of the stores, and they had a pandal and nine lascars to help. For charge of the expedition Goldingh asked for an officer with "a regular scientific education, ... with a habit of overcoming difficulties, ... and a power of command". He was given John Crisp, who had been at the Military Institution [II, 321], who attended the Observatory for preliminary training.

The party embarked on the Morning Star on the 13th March 1822, and after a passage of 34 days landed at Fort Marlborough near Benkulen on 18th April. After preliminary observations there, they spent June and July sailing from one island to another in search of the one nearest to the equator. They suffered storms—earthquakes—sea-sickness. By December they had fixed on the island of Gaumsh Lout1, but two months later had a visit from three of the savage inhabitants of these parts, who came here under the pretence, or for the purpose, of fishing, got into the large tent, and took from thence the transit instrument, azimuth compass, circrometer, and a small box belonging to Captain Crisp, thinking, as it would appear, that the brass parts of the instruments were gold.

Fortunately the survey was already completed and the pendulum apparatus was not touched. On the 13th February Robinson and Lawrence commenced observations with the pendulum, each taking separate sets. These were completed by the 20th March, as well as those for latitude. After observations at other points, they re-assembled at Benkulen on 8th April, and arrived back at Madras on 4th June 1823. After checking and analysing the results, and "by combining the London with the Madras experiments, and taking the length of the pendulum at the equator deduced from the Gaumsh Lout experiments", Goldingh found the ellipticity of the Earth to be 1:296·61. Lawrence's training under Lambton had not been in vain [II, 345; III, 375]; his observations were "very numerous, and so good that very few indeed were rejected on account of...differing from the mean". Robinson's results were not so good.

Goldingh's published report2 gives full details of all observations and their computations, with a most interesting account of the expedition, and maps and views of the islands and coast of Sumatra3. Particularly interesting is a coloured sketch of the island of Gaumsh Lout, shewing the observatory and encampment—four Englishmen in felt hats, blue coats, and white trousers—heavy trees and large tents. This island is 365 feet long by 360 feet broad and is about 11 feet above low water. Tide is 9 feet rise and fall. ... Well of fresh water 7 feet deep4.

Everest took part in some pendulum experiments whilst in England during 1829, and brought out a pair of Kater's instruments, but never found opportunity to use them.

Computations and Reports

Lambton's general view was that every 4 months in the field required 8 months indoor work [237]. At the time of his death there were heavy arrears of such indoor work both for the Great Arc and for Everest's "western series", and the computations and reports had to be closed by Everest [255]. During 1823 De Penning was occupied at Nagpur with the computation of his own triangulation, and of Lambton's observations at Takarkhera;

The errors... in my calculation of Polaris arise partly from the differences of our Tables, and the mode of calculation adopted according to Col. Lambton's instructions. The Table we

\footnote{1\text{lat. 9° 1' 48' 6 N; long. (Goldingh's) 98° 47' E; }} \footnote{Goldingh (1-268); GBO Lib. Fl. 126, \text{ib. (pl. 16) geogr. map, 16 m. to inch, shewing all places visited from 0° 35' N. to 3° 40' S. \text{ib. (pl. 11)}.}
have in the office for the stars is of a very early date, ... to the beginning of 1809, ... [and ] has been in use from the commencement of the survey [253]. But Col. Lambton lately gave me the right ascension, &c., of Polaris from a table of Zach's, ... the beginning of 1822. ... The differences in the Tables... will induce me to suspend my calculation for the stars ... till I am favoured with further instructions from you, ... whether I am to use the tables as given in the Nautical Almanac for 1822. ... I humbly beg you will... favour me with some proper rule and examples for each of the stars to be corrected, ... for nutation, aberration, and solar equation for declination and right ascension. The correction for the latter were never applied by us. In the meanwhile I shall be going on with the secondary triangles.

Once field work was restarted in October 1823 there was little time for computations, and it was only with difficulty that Everest was able to meet the Surveyor General's request for copies of Lambton's reports. To a call for data for Madras topographical surveys he pleaded that his sub-assistants were already overworked, and I have before me the measurement of a base line, the observations of zenith distances, transits, and circumpolar star azimuths, which will occupy me and all my people... from the beginning of Novr. until the end of February. When these are finished I have to carry down a series of principal triangles from Suronge to meet my old points on the Nerbuddah, and after that to proceed northely to Agra.

He managed, however, to recruit a Bengali writer “on a salary of 30 saa. rs. in quarters and 40 when travelling”, to help in copying the reports, and obtained sanction to the provision of an office tent of such size and dimensions as to admit of its being pitched on the tops of rocks and mountains. Without one, much time is lost because I cannot hold regular office in the field. I should not be so anxious, were I perfect in health, but as an invalid I require privacy, and cannot as formerly have the calculations made in my own tent.

He had made but little progress on these arrears before starting for Calcutta;

The Report cannot be made out until...the calculations... are brought up. This will be the work of many months, and from the state of my health it is impossible for me to undertake it at present [246]. ... With regard to the unfinished Report of the late Superintendent, ... one copy is nearly written fair and only requires to be examined. Want of office assistance, and the activity of my late operations, have prevented more progress being made, as neither my time, nor Mr. Olliver's, could have been devoted to that object without losing the favourable season in the field. All the documents are under charge of Mr. Olliver, who as 1st Sub-Assistant is officially responsible for them.

Soon after arrival in Calcutta, he reported that the 3rd and 4th vols... were forwarded... in January 1819 [II, 264]. The 5th and 6th volumes will contain... original data as well as the calculations drawn from them... One copy of that Report [4th] is completed, and remains only to be rigorously compared with the data and calculations. The latter were made during the lifetime of the late Superintendent, and have all... been gone over by two persons...

The 6th volume is complete, all but the Article 230, Section 42nd, and the appendix. The former of these being a scientific paper I had intended to reserve for a future examination. The appendix contains the alphabetical Table of Latitudes and Longitudes, ... as also the Elevations and Depressions, which have been calculated. The Plans connected with the work... will comprise all the operation between the Kistna and Godavary rivers...

The series on which I was engaged between the middle of October 1822 and the latter end of February 1823... was brought up as far as the neighbourhood of Sholapoor, but the confusion consequent on the death of my late master... rendered it impossible for me to proceed [236].... This series is particularly valuable... (even in its unfinished state), because it will unite the surveys made under the late Captain Garling with the Bedar base. ... The original data is all very complete, and all the corrections for the circumpolar star observations, 97 in number, on which the azimuths depend, have been accurately calculated by myself and Mr. Olliver.

He was allowed to take to England extracts and copies from his own observations, but the originals had to be left in the Surveyor General's office [246]. From these copies he worked up the account of the 5th and 6th sections of the arc.

---

1 to Everest 19–6–23, Ddn. 91 (307–10). 2 Ddn. 171 (284), Sept. 1824. 3 Ddn. 171 (287), 20–9–24. 4 Ddn. 204 (128), 15–12–24. 5 Ddn. 83 (144), 20–5–25. 6 TS s. d. by Lambton; issued and countered by Everest, 1832; 10 Cat. (9); GBO, Comp. G 5/5, Q 1/5. 7 TS 6; contains appx. Everest's series 1822–3; Garling's triangles Raihur 1816–7, and W. border Nizam's Dominions, 1819–20 [117]; issued and ed. by Everest 1833, 10 Cat. (11); GBO, Comp. G 5/3, Q 1/8. 8 Ddn. 171 (339), 5–9–25.
with the assistance of Richardson and Taylor of the Royal Greenwich Observatory; To Mr. Richardson, in particular, my acknowledgments are due, for to him have been entrusted more than three-fourths of the computations, [the] greater part of which relating to purely geodetical subjects were yet new to him. ... He entered so enthusiastically into my views, listening so patiently to my explanations, and showed so much persevering attention, ... that he has mastered all difficulties with as much facility as if the work had formed part of the business of his life. So much cordial good-will I never saw before, nor ever expected to meet with in a stranger; greater it is impossible I could desire to see.

The Directors had this book published and presented Everest with 40 copies for his personal use, distributing others to the Royal Astronomical, the Royal Asiatic, and the Geological Societies, and also to the British Museum [246]. This authority was modified after the work had been printed: they had authorized the printing of this report with a view to its publication as a part of the materials for the Atlas of India, an intention which we shall not fulfill, as we find from the preface, which was added after we directed the printing, ... that the materials of which it is composed are not of that complete and final nature which should characterize all works connected with the Atlas. We, however, transmit two copies for...the Surveyor General’s Office.

Before leaving India Everest directed Olliver not to issue any results derived from the meridional arc for which he considered himself personally responsible. Olliver was, therefore, much distressed when Hodgson pressed him for results from his longitudinal series;

As the latitude and longitude of Kullanaipoor...have not as yet been definitely settled. I...felt a delicacy in producing any result from my labours. ... The final results of my labours, ... should be reserved...for the Superintendent...on the grounds of...his general parting letter, to the effect that in any arrangements which may take place after his departure...his interests be not forgotten; and that the scientific results depending on the meridional series be...exclusive...for him to produce. The Superintendent...has explained all the causes for so reasonable a request, and I sincerely trust, in furnishing you with the traverse tables, etc., in full length, I shall be freed from incurring his displeasure.

**Instruments**

An account has already been given of the instruments used by Lambton [II, 251–5]. Most of these were Government property, but a few had remained his own, and others which he had ordered from England on his private account reached India after his death [188 n.1, 290].

The principal are, 1st., a repeating circle of 18 inches diameter, for taking horizontal angles; with vertical circle of the same diameter—2nd., an astronomical clock—3rd., some articles on the way out, viz., an apparatus for applying to each of the steel chains when measuring baselines on the ground; a new brass standard scale, with improved apparatus for reading off: an instrument for determining the variation of the needle to great nicety; six thermometers of the most improved kind for ascertaining the expansion and contraction of the chains.

Much confusion was caused by Dr. Morton’s hasty action at Nagapur, in selling several Government instruments, and some private ones which Lambton had specially purchased for the survey, which should never have been sold to outsiders [235].

In January 1824 Everest held the following:

1. Large three-feet Theodolite, for carrying on the principal triangles [II, 253].
2. Steel Chains, with register heads, for the base line.
1. Zenith Sector, for observing fixed stars [II, 252].
1. Boning Telescope, and 3 thermometers.
1. Circular Instrument, with Altitude and Azimuth Circles.
2. Standard brass scales.
1. Astronomical Clock, with compensation pendulum.
1. Astronomical Telescope.
1. Small Transit Telescope, for the base line.
2. SET of Beam Compasses.
2. Small Chronometers.

Additional instruments, belonging to the Quarter Master General’s Department;
2 small theodolites,
3 Gunter’s scales,
1 sextant,
2 fifteen-inch parallel rulers,

Unserviceable instruments: 1 barometer, 1 theodolite, a sextant.

1 box of Drawing Instruments,
2 twelve-inch parallel rulers,
3 Circular Protractors,
2 brass 100-feet Chains, with pickets.

Note.—1. In the return of instruments, forwarded...on the 8th October 1823, 6 thermometers were inserted by mistake; 3 of the six were broken in the public service in February 1822, and there are now only three in store.

2. In all the returns hitherto forwarded only one brass standard scale has been inserted. There are however two, one of which was received from the late Capt. Garling.

The Great Theodolite was used by Everest on his western series in 1822, and also on his later triangulation up to Sironj. On his return to Hyderabad after Lambton’s death, he sent certain parts down to Madras for repair:

I prefer the fine-drawn silver wire to anything else, especially for the micrometer. ... The wire should be of adequate thickness to cover the dot on the limb, but the lighter you can put it the better. It is usual, I know, to use the fine goldene cobweb which the spiders in these jungles weave most beautifully, but it is not so good for night observations.

The poor old instrument had a fortunate escape two years later;

A very disastrous accident occurred here on the 10th, the consequences of which will detain me for some days. About 9 o’clock a sudden storm commenced, accompanied by hail and rain, and the violence of the wind was so great that nothing could resist it. All my tents were blown to the ground, and some of them were torn to pieces.

The large Theodolite was on its stand ready for observing, and was overthrown by the falling of its tent, though the latter was fastened by double ropes, and ten of my people were stationed to hold them. Fortunately it has received no other injury than the breaking of one of the lower screws which I have the means of repairing, but I lament to add that one of the beautiful Troughton barometers which stood in the tent was completely crushed, and that I have little hopes of being able to restore it without sending it to Calcutta.

Everest suggested that he should take it home with him for thorough restoration, but it was decided better to indent for new instruments altogether:

The large Theodolite met with a very serious accident...in the Tanjore country [II, 241, III, 239], from...which it never has recovered, and never can, without undergoing a thorough repair under the hands of a first rate artist. The late Lt. Col. Lambton succeeded, it is true, ... in approximating it to its former state, but there have ever since been great irregularities in...the limb, and the angles taken with it differ so much in... that common accuracy is not to be obtained without frequently changing the zero [251].

In the best days of this beautiful instrument, 6 or 4 observations were deemed sufficient to determine an angle with correctness, and the zero was seldom changed above once, if at all; but since the crash that the limb received in the Dekhamit has been found necessary to change zero 9 or 12 times, and to take a mean of 18 or 24 observations. ...

The different climates...have warped the mahogany stand and table, and upper frame, so much that it cannot be adjusted without great difficulty, and will hardly preserve its level for the space of 20 minutes. The delicate screws of the levels are all more or less out of order from continual use; the mahogany rim to which the lower clamp is fixed has in some places yielded, and the dots which mark the divisions are, from frequent cleaning and the effect of...dust, in some parts nearly erased, and in others entirely so.

It was put away in store at Saugar, and was once taken out by Olliver in 1826 [248]. Everest found it there on his return in 1830.

I recollected in 1825 that this old instrument should be sent to England to be renovated. It may be doubted, however, whether any artist of celebrity would have anything to say to such a procedure, for it was in a sadly rickety condition and, as it was deposited at the time of my departure in 1825, so I found it on my return in 1830...

I had...familiarized myself with the finest instruments of the day, and gone through the workshops of the...most celebrated artists of civilized Europe; my taste...had undergone a thorough change, and my old acquaintance certainly did make but a sorry display... Its distorted limb, its wooden framework... patched up with an iron plate on which the marks of the original injury were still apparent; its mahogany 4-legged stand and table, cracked...and
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scared from many a hard day's journey, all acted against its good looks, and it was a subject of surprise to me how I could have managed with an apparatus so clumsy.

The wonderful old theodolite was renovated by Barrow in Calcutta, and then regularly used on principal triangulation until 1869, and is now an honoured exhibit in the Survey museum in Dehra Din.

The 18-inch Circular Instrument was obtained from the Madras observatory to replace a private one belonging to Lambton that had been sold to the Nâgpur Government. Lambton's instrument had been used by Lawrence and De Penning, and probably also by Everest on his adventurous work of 1819-20; for he describes it as "an old friend and fellow traveller" [II, 254; III, 229]. It was one of a pair.

Colonel Lambton ordered from Carey an instrument which combined the advantages of the Theodolite and Zenith Sector, which he received in 1810 or 1811. ... A similar one was at the same time received by Colonel Munro, then Quarter Master General, and was by him disposed of to Government, and is now lodged in the observatory [II, 296]. ... The price is the same, the adjustment easy, and, as it combines every requisite for trigonometrical and astronomical observations, it renders any other instrument completely unnecessary.

As Lambton's instrument could not be recovered from Nâgpur, where it was wanted for Stewart's survey [31], Everest asked Goldingham for the twin.

You will have heard of the death of the poor old Colonel, and of the manner in which my operations have been embarrassed by ... Mr. Morton, one of the Executors, ... who has sold off all the private instruments ... employed in the service of Government [357-8].

I am, ... much disturbed by the want of instruments and, calculating on your love of science, venture to apply to you. ... You have in your observatory a Repeating Circular Instrument, the exact counterpart of that ... sold by Mr. Morton, furnished with two micrometers for the horizontal limb, and a vertical astronomical circle, also with two micrometers. It does not appear ... adequate to your delicate observations, nor indeed to be at all the kind of instrument you require, but it is particularly well adapted to my purpose, so that, if you can possibly spare it to me, you will ... do the greatest service to our establishment.

At the same time he made official request to the Surveyor General, 19th April 1823, and another through the Resident at Hyderabad, supported by a private appeal.

I have made bold to address you in a public letter, and ... there is some little irregularity in so doing. ... An application of this nature should be by right travel along the broad highway of regular business; ... it should first be submitted by me to the Surveyor General; next by him to the Government through the Secretary; then agitated in Council, &c. &c. But, alas, hope delayed maketh the heart sick; it will ... have to pay the usual tolls of delay at each turnpike ... and the relief will arrive so late, if at all, as to be little short of ineffectual.

The official request to the Surveyor General passed through the proper channels with all speed, though Metcalfe's direct appeal to the Governor was speedier still, and the instrument reached Hyderabad early in June [251]. Everest only intended it for secondary triangles, but on his departure for England it was the only instrument available for Òlliver's branch series to Calcutta, and proved by no means worthy for such an important task.

A valuable astronomical instrument, a zenith micrometer by Dollond, reached Calcutta on Lambton's order during 1823, was purchased from his estate by the Surveyor General, and became one of the most useful of the instruments maintained at the Surveyor General's small observatory [187-8]. Its bill of lading read as under:

To Colonel Lambton

Bec. of G. Dollond, Optician to His Majesty. His Royal Highness the Duke of Gloucester, and Mathematical Instrument Maker to the Hon'ble Board of Customs, etc.

A Zenith Micrometer, made to order, and upon the principle recommended by Capt. Kater, with the plumb line in the centre of motion, the telescope of six feet focal length with an aperture of 3 & 1/2 inches. A strong smearotonain, stand, 10 feet in height, and every requisite adjustment, with duplicate sets of screws and eye-tubes, one bobbin of fine wire for the micrometer, and several for the plumb line. The whole packed in a strong deal box, with two

1 Meridional Arc (six). 2 John Munro [II, 196 n.4]. 3 from Riddell. 15-10-17; Ddn. 15164. 4 Ddn. 91 (271). 2-4-23. 5 to Charles Metcalfe (12 n.5, 177 n.7) 16-4-23. Ddn. 172 (30).
6 Official correspondence already loses quicker in the 20th century! by Wm. Frederick, Duke of Gloucester & Edinburgh (1778-1834); bequeath to Geo. III. 7 John Smeaton (1724-92); FR. S. Civ. Engr.; designed 3rd Eddystone lighthouse: DNB.
locks, handles, etc. an observing plane, etc. Pond’s Catalogue of 400 stars [184]. 2 Packing Cases... £280. Directed to the care of Messrs. Davidson, Robertson & Co., Calcutta.

Though its purchase was sanctioned "for the use of the Trigonometrical Survey"; we do not find that it was offered to Everest, who might have been glad of it.

One of the few recoveries made from the sale of Lambton’s property was "a valuable Astronomical clock by Earnshaw" [254], which Everest found considerably out of order, and in consequence of the warping of the mahogany frame, it has become of late entirely useless. I put it up this season as usual, but it stopped of itself before it had gone for 12 hours, and after repeated trials I gave the case up as altogether hopeless.

He went on to ask that all the more important instruments,
the large theodolite, the zenith sector, the astronomical clock, the two chains, and the brass standard scale, be sent to England in order to undergo a thorough repair and comparison under the hands of the Artists employed by the Hon’ble Company...

These instruments have now been upwards of 26 years out of the maker’s hands; they have passed through a variety of climes, and been exposed to great vicissitudes of season and changes of temperature, and when it is further considered how very minute the quantity is, which is the object of these splendid operations to detect, I humbly hope that my recommendation will appear to be warranted.

Government did not agree that they should be sent out of the country [250, 258], for that would prevent all progress on the survey until their return.

On the other hand, by continuing the survey with the present...instruments, its progress will be uninterrupted, and the services of the establishment not lost to the State, while, by forwarding an indent on the Hon’ble Court, we shall in due time receive, not only a complete set of instruments, but derive all the advantages to be expected from the numerous improvements which are daily taking place in their construction.

As...the astronomical clock is entirely useless, it may be brought to Calcutta to be repaired or sent home, but, with this exception...you will direct Captain Everest...to deposit the instruments under the custody of the principal staff officer at Sagar [249, 250].

Two barometers which came out on Lambton’s order were purchased by Everest on Government account, and he charged a further Rs. 100 for their dispatch "by khowass...to avoid as much as possible any accident that these valuable articles might meet with on the road". He also reported that both of the chronometers...received some injury last year in the mountains, notwithstanding the precaution of always carrying them in my own palanquin. I sent them both to Madras to be repaired by Messrs. George Gordon & Co. [258 n. 2], but they were delayed between Nagpoor and Hoosangatad on their return, and did not reach me until long after I had commenced my zoopath distances. In this exigency I applied to all my acquaintances within 100 miles...and...met with one by Barrow, which a friend...let me have for 350 Sicas Rupees. I have never made any charge on this account, but now that I am...quitting the department, I hope I may...transfer the chronometer...to Government at the price I paid for it...

The Great Trigonometrical Survey is very ill supplied with chronometers, there being but two, one of which (an old-fashioned piece of mechanism by Haro) is absolutely worthless, and the other a small pocket watch by Arnold by no means superior of its kind.

An account of the new instruments which Everest brought out from England in 1830 will be given in a later volume [9, 242].

1Lambton’s Bankers & Agents. 2BMC 4-12-23; DDr. 197 (114-5). 3Another clock, by Barnard, bought at Lambton’s sale by De Penning, was keeping excellent time in Old Court Ho. St., Calcutta, 1837 [H, 59]. 4DDr. 171 (322), 2-3-25. 5DDr. 201 (55), 5-4-25. 6DDr. 171 (403), 9-9-25.
GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY, 1823-7
NAGPUR TERRITORIES

Detail in black shows work of the Great Trigonometrical Survey 1823-7, with the Great Arc in thick lines, as extended by Everest northwards to Sironj [242-6], and the Calcutta Longitudinal Series as carried eastwards by Olliver [261-4].

The map in brown is reduced from one compiled at Madras in 1814 [II, 276 n.6] and its disaccordance from the C.T.S. and modern maps illustrates the danger of compiling maps from route surveys and astronomical control alone [226, 278].

It was to check such uncontrolled mapping that the posts of Surveyor General at Bombay and Madras were abolished in 1815, and the Surveyor General of India alone made responsible for one general map [274]. It was later ruled that no survey was to be incorporated in the quarter-inch Atlas of India that was not based on, or truly adjusted to, the Great Trigonometrical Survey [283].
CHAPTER XVIII

CALCUTTA LONGITUDINAL SERIES & OTHER TASKS

Calcutta Longitudinal Series, 1825–30 — Dr. Voysey, Geologist to G.T.S., 1818–24

In his account of the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, General Walker suggests that it was taken up against Everest’s advice, but this is not so. The whole matter was fully discussed between Everest and Blacker at Calcutta, and they agreed that, all things considered, this was the most suitable and useful employment for the available staff [9, 241–2]. It was not at the time intended that this series should become a major branch of the trigonometrical survey, and there was no series of less importance on which Olliver could have been employed to better effect.

Everest was satisfied that Olliver was fully competent, and left detailed instructions that were scrupulously followed. He knew that the 18-inch “circular instrument” was not suitable for principal triangles, but it was the best available;

I had expressly declared the principal instruments of the Great Trigonometrical Survey to be so shattered by exposure to climate, wear and tear, ... and various accidents, as to render them quite unfit for further employment, so that there only remained...an 18-inch instrument of inferior powers, which Sir Charles Metcalfe, when Resident at Hyderabad, had kindly obtained for me from the Madras Observatory [259–60]. ...

I never approved the employment of this instrument in the principal triangles of any part of the Great Trigonometrical Survey. ... I never had occasion to use it for other than secondary triangles. In a minor series, on one of the subordinate meridians for instance, it would answer exceedingly well with some alterations and, if employed at all in the principal triangles, ... it would be certainly less objectionable in a longitudinal series than in that of the Great Meridional Arc. These are the opinions which I gave at the time to Colonel Blacker.

Whilst Everest and Olliver were in Calcutta in 1825, Rossenrode ran a secondary series from Sironj to fix the position of Saugor [246]. His chart, with a copy of the observations “both night and day”, and full calculations, were sent down to Calcutta on 16th December.

Olliver joined him at Saugor towards the end of the year, and started work in January 1826 from the Great Arc side Bhaorasa–Gargaja [pl. 17] with three assistants in all. Rossenrode was employed selecting stations in advance until he fell sick in May. In the neighbourhood of Hatta the selection of stations was particularly difficult, “the country being one general succession of flats bearing no prominent features”, and during the hot weather the atmosphere was so thick that large signal fires had to be lit at each forward station [244].

He went forward again in October with Peyton, each with “a small theodolite and reconnoitring telescope”, whilst Olliver went back to his earlier stations to make sure that the mark-stones had not been tampered with [245]. Whilst at Saugor Olliver brought out the large 3-foot theodolite, and found its more powerful telescope greatly superior to the feeble one of the 18-inch instrument [248]. There was still a lot of fever about in November; Rossenrode was again laid up for a month, and Olliver had six cases in his camp, one man dying after 3 days illness.

Visibility was good and with the aid of blue lights [247–8] Olliver brought observations up to Hatta by January 1827, with Rossenrode and Peyton getting on in their task, which is doubtless difficult, more so from the continuous flats, and...


3Rossenrode, Peyton, and Terrick [377].
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their being thick set and covered with old mowah trees¹, such as with difficulty four men could fell one tree the whole day. ... The country E. of Belhari bears a very favorable appearance, being a fair open country with detached hills.

Further east the country was "wild, desolate, and unhealthy";

The operations...are now about entering the Rewah State, and...the survey stations in advance...close on...Singowlah and Singowjah states [88]. In penetrating further...where the people are not warned, ...he [Rossmoro] may have to encounter still greater difficulties. ... Until...the Agents for the Governor General at Benares, Arrah, and Hazarebagg have been apprized...I feel loth to allow any party to advance...

Accounts from Mr. Rossmoro describe the country in advance...as being thinly inhabited by Gouras, a wild and savage people [I, 60; III, 243. 299. 414-5], and as one scene of desolation, provisions scarce, and oil in particular, which is used in no small quantity at the several stations, is not to be had even for a single lamp².

In July 1827 the whole party withdrew to Mirzapur for the rains. Observation had reached meridian 82°3, and under the Surveyor General's instructions a branch line was run to the ancient Hindu observatory at Benares² [I, 156-7]. Next year there was a great deal of sickness and Ollier writes from Gayia telling of hardships, sickness, and numberless other mortifications unprecedented. ...Myself in bad health, both the younger sub-assistants laid up with the fever and, in fact, the better half of the department was totally useless; ... besides the death of six of the men [405].

In this predicament I was under the necessity of calling in Mr. Rossmoro...who by this time had nearly reached Hazarebagg. On his arrival, I was further mortified on seeing the train of sick that followed him, [and] I was under the painful and urgent necessity...(the native doctor also being one of the dangerously sick) to request him to take charge of the sick, quit the jungles, and proceed to the nearest station where medical aid could be procured...

After Mr. Rossmoro proceeded with the dangerously ill...to Gayia, I was able, what with the aid of Mr. Torrick, just recovered, and the convalescents, ...to finish for the season...in Palamow,...and quitted it for this station in the beginning of the past month...

I was still more unfortunate with respect to the weather, for in March and April, for about 40 days together, the whole extent of view was one continued smoky atmosphere [76. 184], owing to the blazing of the grass and brushwood, and...neither the signal fires, nor even the blue lights, were at all discernable, ...so that all this time I could but finish with only two stations [247]....The fires seen in all directions caused a great confusion...various instances occurred in which the flag lascars, mistaking the fires for signals, quitted their stations and actually joined me, while I had continued still looking out for their lights.

Enclosed are two medical certificates...on the state of the sick. Mr. Peyton is quick recovering,...and has just commenced attending to his duty; most of the sick have also quite recovered. Mr. Rossmoro has had the misfortune a few days ago to lose his son of the fever³.

During field season 1828-9 observations reached more open country;

Having experienced extremely hazy and oppressive weather, I was compelled to remain on the Parasmat mountain station from the middle of...March to the beginning of May, and though recourse was had to the use of white lights...one night forty double white lights were burnt, of which I was only able to discern two...and, though a pile of wood of about 6 feet diameter at the base, and tapering to a height of about 12 feet, was blazing as a signal,...even this immense blaze was not discerned...where...one of the assistants had been...stationed with a theodolite to watch my signals.

After repeated disappointments from a continued watching of no less than fifty consecutive nights, and...the increasing rage of fevers, etc., and the then appearance of the epidemic cholera, I resolved on quitting...to the next station of observation; but I had scarcely been half way when a most favourable change of weather occurred, so that after having finished at the station I availed myself of the good weather to revisit Parasmat,...and...I finished on the first evening all the elevations and depressions of the stations, and...on the same night in three hours all the observations which before detained me for no less than fifty nights together⁴.

The triangles were now approaching the plains of Bengal, "one continued undulate country, interspersed with lofty groves, of chiefly mango trees which form a very formidable impediment." Ollier proposed masonry towers, as a portable scaffold would be difficult to centre over the mark, and

¹ Bassia latifolia; a valuable tree, growing to 50 feet, both food and liquor being produced from the flowers.² Dtn. 174 (100-2). 5-4-37. ³ Skeleton map of triangles, Sirej to long. 82°, Ben Repr. 588 (32). ⁴ Positions of secondary stations, Benares Series, Great Arc Tables (61-2), 1842. ⁵ Dtn. 173 (97-102), 1-8-28. ⁶ 73 1/1; ht. 4440 ft. ⁷ Dtn. 173 (133-6), 15-7-29.
it would be indeed very imprudent to risk the instrument or the lives of those in attendance at the observatory on it, at night or even in the day, during the high windy months in particular, unless a very expensive and bulky sort of machinery be constructed.

In the case of scaffolding also, while engaged in night observations, it would require the utmost caution, and even then it would be extremely imprudent to allow the instrument to remain at night on the scaffolding, and...to have lights blazing...so that...when the scaffolding is adopted...only day observations must be used. In this case, as it will be impossible to have the stations at greater distances than 25 miles...under even in good weather...(in the months of March and April it would be difficult to discern the signals at the distance of 15 miles)...it will require many more station to cover the same...country.

The problem had been foreseen by Blacker in 1823 [185];

Many extensive tracts are so flat as to defeat the principles and instruments of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, unless at the monstrous expense of erecting numerous artificial points to supply the place of natural elevation. It would be idle to enter into any calculation of the number which in that case would be required, for their height and stability would involve so great a disbursement...that...would many times exceed any expense which could...be recommended.

The extension of triangles across the last hundred miles to Calcutta was therefore a matter for careful reconnaissance, for Oliver was determined not to depart from Everest’s regard for well-shaped triangles; no angle greater than 90° or less than 30°.

Rosenrode and his reconnaissance party had to abandon the tract...S.E. of Bancoorah,...an extensive flat, covered by an almost impenetrable forest of stately trees. They persevered for several days in that wild tract, infested with tigers, by...raising one ladder above another lashed to the tree, until they could get to the branches, whereby they were able to climb upwards of 60 feet, and after repeated disappointments they were induced to abandon with the conviction that it would require to build no less than 30 feet. The dread of tigers was such that the Bengalese labourers, who had to attend the party with cutting implements, would at every rustle of the dry leaves throw down the ladder, and disperse in all directions.

Mr. Rosenrode and Mr. Peyton are now engaged in exploring the tracts bordering on the road between Bancoorah and Bardwan for the southern stations, and north of the Damodar river for the northern stations. This tract may be considered an open country, but...the difficulties to be overcome is still very great owing to the close-set villages, and the lofty trees of mango, banyan, etc., which surround them prevent a formidable obstruction in all directions, and which ultimately is to be overcome only by being able to build equally as high as the trees.

Rosenrode wanted a station at Bhalki,...but, writes Oliver, though he constructed a rude stage of 18 feet high over a tank bank 7 feet high, he was unable to go over the trees about the village, so that...it will require to build about 40 feet high or more, or to stop away the branches of the trees, which would in all likelihood annoy the villagers. Mr. Peyton describes the country to be altogether alarming, adding it as his firm opinion of the necessity of resorting to the telegraphs.

I have been obliged to detach the 3rd sub-assistant, Mr. Murray Torrick, to select the intermediate stations; he will have to explore another very jungly tract, but the land is high, withal; he will have to clear more than one eminence before he can be satisfied in his selection.

The very next day Oliver had "a very cheering letter" from Rosenrode who was able to discern the signal fires blazed at the stations of Radamalapor and Dhomshah from the tank bank of Balkoo...but...[these] stations are on high lands, and the stations for which Mr. R. next proceeds...will be in the flat country. Mr. R. assures me that Mr. Peyton's appraising description is not to dehearten him, and I am confident that he will strenuously persevere to attain his object; he will leave nothing unsifted in any shape that could be devised and, if his absence from the scene of operations happens to be at all protracted,...I shall be utterly at a stand until his return. He is the main prop, for the work of station selecting is the most intricate and the most delicate part of trigonometrical operations.

Herbert had suggested making use of the telegraph towers that had been recently abandoned. They were laid out in a single line [271-2], and might serve as stations along the right flank if Oliver swung his series towards them. Oliver agreed, but asked for alterations to their superstructure and pointed out that Everest would certainly expect the instrument to be on a pillar isolated from the main walls.
He asked that the Executive Engineer should make out suitable designs, for he himself was "in no-wise versed" in such matters.

Work pushed steadily forward—Rosennrode was now less than 70 miles from Calcutta—special mounds and towers were erected at some places—telegraph towers adapted at others. Olliver reports in August 1830 from Burdwan, where the party sheltered for the rains;

Having experienced much unsteadiness in the Mahfoor scaffoldings, though the posts were of whole palmoya trunks, the braces and stanchions were also of palmoya. I am...of opinion that for the permanent stations scaffoldings are better dispensed with [251]. Besides the immense labour and pains requisite for the proper erecting of them, and the uncertainty of their holding out,... it is by no means...either cheaper or expeditious...

I made a trip to Bhalkoo where, finding the old position of the station to be on a narrow tank bank, too slight for building on, I ventured to alter the position to more firm ground. The work of building...will be finished during the continuance of the rains. I shall...have to inspect the work...though the only mode of moving about the country now is to wade, chiefly through impoverished paddy grounds, and...with elephant or palanquin at a creeping pace.

Messrs. Rosennrode and Peyton have established two other positions as stations, but owing to the formidable tops it was not possible to ascertain positively what heights the buildings...should...be.... From...their having contrived, by means of bamboo scaffoldings, to use their theodolites at an elevation of seventy-six feet above ground, and at that height still unable to overlook obstructions,...the buildings at both these places will require to be at least fifty-five feet high, whilst the rest will have to depend on the lopping off of the most conspicuous trees.

With respect to the enormous expense...of the Mahfoor scaffoldings,...it being a new sort of a machinery to the country artificers, it was all to do to keep them to work and, the posts being entire palmoya trunks, it was no easy matter for the artificers to cling to them, and even to have the use of one hand, before the machinery was...perfectly safe, and which required several days with repeated doing and undoing...before it could be properly adjusted.

Most of the 15 tower stations were built after Everest's return in October 1830. Four of these were adapted from the telegraph towers, one at Nibra, 5 miles west of Howrah being of very good condition in 1850, 88 feet high [272 n.9]. All field work was completed before the rains of 1832.

Olliver's work came in for much criticism later, and the standard of accuracy was not, indeed, nearly high enough for such an important link in the great frame of triangulation. But blame should not be attributed to Olliver, who was working with a most inadequate instrument, and strictly to instructions. So many as sixteen of the later meridional chains of triangles were dependent on this longitudinal series, which was nearly 700 miles long, and it was eventually found imperative to have it entirely re-observed. This did not take place until 1863, and again occupied six years. Olliver's work, writes Waugh, was executed many years ago with an inefficient, 18-inch altitude and azimuth instrument by Cary, of an old pattern [259-60]. The system of observation...was bad. The face of the instrument was never reversed [251]; consequently the angles are all, more or less, affected by error of collimation and inclination of axis...These errors...appear to have been very large, no attempt having been made to eliminate them,...nor to render their effects nugatory by a proper system of observation. No process, short of a thorough revision of the field work, can prove perfectly satisfactory...

The Calcutta Longitudinal Series is 671 miles long, and...the linear discrepancy at the Calcutta Base is 5.255 miles in 6.431 miles...

Observations for azimuth were taken...at nearly every alternate station on the north flank, or about every degree of longitude apart. The errors...of instrumental adjustment vitiated these...excessively, and as the latitudes...were computed by means of these elements, the magnitude of the azimuthal errors is in fact the most important defect in the work.

DEVOYSEY, GEOLOGIST TO G.T.S., 1818-24

On the appointment of a geologist to the Great Trigonometrical Survey [225] it was particularly stated that his reports on the geology of the country should

1 Bodenya rigidifolia, palmaya palm. 2 Ddb. 174 (219). 4-8-30. *measured by Everest in 1832. 4 Ddb. 671 (17). June 1833, cf. G.T.S. II (71) & VI, B iii.
keep pace with the work of the surveyor, that attention might be drawn to anything that might influence geometrical and astronomical observations [254]. In his reply to a question as to "how far the operations of your survey are likely to benefit from the geological observations?" Ladbrooke reported that he was sending Voysey to accompany Everest's first serious independent survey [229] and was particularly anxious that he should succeed in his geological pursuits. The near alliance of that branch of science with our geographical operations is well known to the learned world; and the mutual benefits that must accrue to each other from their advancing hand in hand will, I trust, appear from the results of our combined labours.

Everest's account of this expedition refers frequently to geological details and their probable influence both on triangulation and health. Voysey's professional report was submitted to Fort William and a box of specimens sent by sea from Masulipatam. A year later Lambton submitted a further report from Voysey, explaining "what he had already done, and what his ideas are respecting that part of the Peninsula through which my meridional operations have been carried".

In this report Voysey writes that since my last report, I have accompanied by a geological map, drawings, etc., and followed by a box of specimens, collected and arranged with considerable care, I have made ... an addition to my geological map of about six degrees of latitude and longitude. I have completed three barometrical and geological sections, one of which is nearly five hundred miles in length, and... I have sufficient evidence to decide on the rock which is the matrix of the diamond, hitherto a desideratum in mineralogy.

A very important object... lies in determining the cause of these anomalies which sometimes occur in trigonometrical operations, and which can only be explained by supposing them to arise from concealed disturbing forces, owing to the difference in the specific gravity of the upper, lower, or contiguous strata [II, 261; III, 254]. The error in latitude at Arbury Hill in the Trigonometrical Survey of England, supposed first of all to have arisen from the imperfection of observations or of instruments, has since been attributed with great probability to the above-mentioned cause. The fact is only to be ascertained by a person accustomed to observe the manner in which strata of different densities dip, their direction and relation to one another.

To this object my enquiries and observations have been particularly directed.

In 1822 Lambton sent him to explore the country between Agra and Berar through which the meridional arc was to be carried [256];

The season being now favourable for going round to Calcutta by water, and thence up the Ganges, I have permitted Mr. Voysey to go by that route; ... he will have full time to meet me at Nagpoor before I proceed north from Ellicopoor. ... I shall... make such arrangements that our mutual labours may be more immediately combined, by applying certain scientific investigations of mines to geological purposes. The field for geological science in India is now become extensive and interesting, and a man of Mr. Voysey's talents... must render his services a benefit to his country and an honour to himself.

At the same time he urged that Voysey was worthy of more generous terms, and recommended, without success, that he should be appointed an assistant surveyor, reporting several occasions when he had helped in actual survey.

Voysey returned from his expedition in June 1823, after Lambton's death, and submitted to Everest a most useful report on the line from Ellicippur to Agra [243-24]. He also brought back geological information that enabled him to extend his section, Madras to Ellicippur, northwards through Sirionj to Agra, making it about 1,000 miles in all. He had now been absent so long from regimental duty that he found himself put on half pay, and Everest pressed again for his appointment as assistant on the survey, having afforded great assistance in taking observations on different occasions. As the country through which I am about to proceed is one of no ordinary danger and difficulty, ... Mr. Voysey, I know, will never refuse me his assistance when called on, and I will put it to your consideration whether Government can fairly benefit by Mr. Voysey's services without giving him a salary for the same.

Government was however adamant in its refusal, and Voysey sent in his resignation, with a summary of his services:

1 D.Dn. 64 (73), 8-5-18. 2 D.Dn. 92 (90), 1-6-19. 3 Geo. Everest (12-3, 19). 4 Lambton to Pub. Dept. 11-7-20; D.Dn. 92 (136); report pubd. J.A.S.B. 11, June 1833 (298-305; 382 et seq.). 5 D.Dn. 92 (187), 9-6-21. 6 ib. (188-90), 8-6-21. 7 ib. (231-3), 19-6-22. 8 D.Dn. 91 (359-81), 3-10-23.
I have completed two principal barometrical and geological sections, one extending from Bombay to the mouth of the Godavary, and one from Agra to Madras. In addition I have completed several minor sections of 3, 4, and 500 miles each, and a geological section of the country between Calcutta and Agra. I have consequently the materials for making the only geological map of India that has yet been attempted.

It is now five years since I joined the Trigonometrical Survey...and during that period I have been constantly in my duty, notwithstanding I have been twice subjected to fever caught in the jungles on the banks of the Godavary. I have travelled by land about eight thousand miles, and have always been in camps, with the exception of a few months. ... All my instruments and books have been purchased at my own expense.

I trust that in consideration of my travelling down the new road from Nagpoor to Calcutta, and producing a geological and barometrical section of that unexplored country, I may be allowed to draw my present salary of 600 rupees per mensem until I reach Calcutta, which I engage to do before the middle of March next.

With Everest's permission he set out from Takarkhera on 6th January, but he never reached Calcutta; he was struck by fever, and died on the 19th April, two months short of his destination. From the tragic circumstances of his death it was a long time before his later professional reports were properly edited and published, most of them being collected in the archives of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Those of 1819 and 1821 [265] appeared in 1833 or earlier, but it was not till 1841 that his notebooks were properly examined, and an account of his later professional work prepared for publication. The geological map of 1821 had been sent to London, and was sent out to the Society 1844. Voysey had never been able to prepare the extended map which he had planned.

Markham records that he was one of the earliest writers on the rocks of the Doon. He explored the Nalla-Malla mountains between Cumnam in Cuddapah and Annabad north of the Kistna, and wrote an interesting account of the diamond mines in southern India. He also wrote papers on the building stones of Agra, and on petrified shells in the Tapoo valley.

**OTHER GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS, 1817-28**

A few months after his move to Calcutta, and after the announcement of Voysey's appointment to Lambton's survey, Mackenzie writes to Riddell:

Geology is the great fashion here now. Three or four eminent geologists & naturalists have arrived in the course of these 18 months; one very lately from France [De Vaurel], who is the precursor of the celebrated Humboldt [44 n.s.5 who is expected out next year.

My collection of minerals and stones proved more valuable than I ever supposed myself. There are two chests of them, & I have had a Dr. Voysey attending here for some time arranging and classing them, & selecting specimens for 3 or 4 other collectors.

From early days there had been legends about the mineral wealth of the Himalaya mountains, and in 1817 a special geologist was attached to Webb's survey in Kumaun. Lord Moira, Governor General, took special interest.

Mr. Laidlaw has come out...by permission of the Court of Directors, specially...to seek employment as a mineralogist, or as an investigator of any other branch of natural history. ...

The Court must have naturally trusted that we should not fail to employ him if any return commensurate to the expense should present itself. The probability of great advantage from researches...by a person so qualified as Mr. Laidlaw is clear enough. ...

We have been duly sensible of the want of professional enquiry into the mineral produce of the hill country lately acquired by us. The remedy now offers itself. I therefore propose that Mr. Laidlaw be engaged for a fixed term at a monthly salary of 600 rupees, exclusive of his travelling expenses, and that he be attached to Lieutenant Webb for the purpose of seeking indications of metallic veins in the tracts which that officer is surveying.

To copper or iron I would not point Mr. Laidlaw's attention, as I think the working either might injuriously affect important articles of British export.

---

1 Surveyed by J. X. Jackson | 27-83. 1 DIn. 171 (154-5). 1-24; cf. GTS, I (xxxiv). JASE X. 1841 (415); XI, 1845 (864, 892); XIII, 1844 (xlv, 583-82). 2 CD to India (Pub.), 11-43; CD to ASB, 27-1-44; it could not be found for the centenary exhibition of the Geo. Sry, of Jan. 1831. Markham (267). 3 AS XV, 1885 (120 et seq.). 4 DIn. 156 (327), 13-2-18. Same salary as Voysey [sup., 268].

8 The had old days! DIn. 159 (199-201), 2-6-17.
In accepting the appointment Laidlaw asked for suitable chemicals and apparatus for mineral analysis, besides a few simple survey instruments;

I am far from saying that everything I have mentioned is absolutely indispensable; on the contrary. . . . I might even be correct in my investigations without any apparatus at all; but it is surely better to be provided with the means of ensuring such success than to have it dependent on the chance of favorable circumstances.

He joined Webb during February 1818 and almost at once went off on his independent researches, and for the next two years not only made no effort to co-operate with Webb, but persistently failed to report his proceedings. After twelve months he was warned that if he did not furnish a satisfactory explanation of the delay by return of post, orders would be issued for the stoppage of his allowances. A period of two months having elapsed without communication, . . . orders were transmitted on the 13th May 1819 to the Commissioner in Kumaon for discontinuing the payment of Mr. Laidlaw's allowances, of which Mr. Laidlaw was duly informed.

No reply was received, except for a refusal to hand in his instruments to Webb. He was dismissed and the Directors considered his conduct so highly objectionable and improper that we, direct that that gentleman be not again employed in any public capacity under your Government, nor allowed to remain longer in India than may be necessary for him to prepare for his voyage home. The period for which he had our permission to reside in India being already expired.

Laidlaw ignored these orders, and continued to live in Kumaun where he died in 1836 [367]. No information has been found about his work even in Herbert's reports [268-9], and it is not known how Markham learned that "he was a very able man, and is said to have been badly treated."4

Towards the end of 1819, Sir John Malcolm, who was in political charge of Mālwa where he had employed a number of officers on survey and mapping, recommended that Frederick Dangerfield should be put on special duty to make a general survey of the resources of that country [123]:

Iron ore of good quality, and...copper, abounds in these tracts. . . . The survey of Malwa... should be combined with a complete statistical and scientific account, embracing its peoples, manners, customs, and village rights; its vegetable productions, manufactures, mineralogy, geology, and natural history in every point. . . . Captain Dangerfield...proceeds in the end of December upon a survey of the opium produce of Malwa, . . . which should include the filling up the blanks left in our geographical labours, the completion of our statistical papers, and an account, as minute as could be made, of the mineral and vegetable productions. . . .

If my suggestions be adopted, I will so launch this survey that it shall at an early period make a return more than adequate to the expenditure.

Dangerfield took the work up with enthusiasm, but early in 1821 was sent down to Bombay to recover his health. With his own map of Mālwa Malcolm sent in a geological sketch from Captain Dangerfield. . . . His health, which had been much broken by his unremitting exertions during the last three years, compels him to proceed to the sea coast, but he will on his journey to Bombay, and after his arrival at that place, continue to complete the index of towns and villages of Malwa, and...arrange for transmission to Calcutta, if desired, the great variety of geological specimens which he has collected. . . . The completion of this task cannot be expected before the end of May or April [84, 123]. . . .

To complete the geological investigation of...this part of the peninsula...with correct astronomical observations of latitudes and longitudes... with remarks on the different levels of the country, as well as the larger features of its geography—I know of no person more qualified than Captain Dangerfield. . . . The accurate investigation of the teak forests in the valley of the Nerbuddah...I deem an object of some consequence [II, 168].

Dangerfield was, however, granted nine months leave on medical certificate, and sent on a sea voyage, being allowed to accompany Crawford's mission to Siam and Cochin China. The Surveyor General meanwhile strongly recommended that on his return he should take up the geological survey that had been entrusted, without result, to Laidlaw;
Captain Dangerfield’s wish is, when he shall return from the expedition to the eastern islands, ... to make mineralogical and geological enquiries and surveys in the mountains and to collect facts... respecting the structure of the mountains and the earth. ... The enquiries have not indeed been neglected; ... Mr. Laidlaw was sent to the Kumaon mountains to make such, but how he has fulfilled what was expected from him I do not know.

On the Gurhwall survey also [35-6]. Lieutenant Herbert and myself directed some notice to the subject, but since I left the mountains, that officer has made a very extensive and valuable collection of the minerals, fossils, and specimens of the various rocks composing the different chain of mountains, and he has also attained to a very respectable knowledge of the theories of geology, or geognosy, from books. ... Indeed, ... I have hopes that the information he can afford... will be valuable, and probably more so than that of Mr. Laidlaw who, though sent to this country as a person of skill in that particular line, does not appear to have had the advantage of liberal education, and, though in some points he may be able to describe the minerals more accurately than Lieutenant Herbert, the latter must have greatly the advantage in taking a general view of the subject, and in describing the specimens, and, what is of great consequence, being able to shew clearly and in good language the heights, the positions, and every particular of the range of mountains from which he selected them.

Dangerfield's appointment was sanctioned, his allowances being fixed at “rupees 1,000 per month, in addition to the pay and full regimental allowances of his rank,” considerably more generous than Voysey’s Rs 600 [266, 326]. As it turned out, however, he preferred the opium department in Malwa, and in February 1823 Herbert was appointed “to conduct the Geological Survey of the Himalaya Mountains”. In July of the same year James Manson was appointed his assistant, and stayed till the survey was closed in 1828.

Herbert started work in January 1824, and submitted his first, and incomplete, report with a geological map 30th November 1826.

Mineralogical Survey of the Himalaya Mountains lying between the rivers Sutlej and Kalch, Illustrated by a Geological Map; by Capt. J. D. Herbert, Superintendent. With 12 large coloured views of mountain scenery and descriptions by Captain J. Manson, Assisant.

Geology as a science [writes Herbert] has not yet attracted in India that attention which its importance merits, and it would be futile in me to deny that till selected for this duty I had but a slender acquaintance with the subject. While exploring...this tract, I have been in reality studying the principles of that science, an advantage in-as-much-as I may hope to have escaped the trammels of system.

Though in some directions the survey had proved disappointing, in the Copper, Lead, and Iron, however, in which the province abounds, may be found a more tangible, as well as more productive, source of wealth. It is certain that the former metal exists in very considerable quantity, and for the iron nothing is wanting but a proper system of management to render it superior to that of England. Graphite, a substance of considerable value, has been discovered.

The report and map were produced as a special supplement No. 126 with the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1828, which also contains an account of Herbert’s last tour through Kumaun between November 1827 and January 1828.

In June 1828 he started back to Calcutta to resume duty in the Surveyor General’s office [310].

This mineralogical report was the concluding part of Herbert’s rough draft, the rest of which he had never written up, being interrupted by ill-health and his transfer to Calcutta and then to Lucknow where he died. His geological specimens lay in the museum of the Asiatic Society until the Curator opened them up some years later, but found “not a line of catalogue, journal, or note”. After much correspondence, five volumes of notes and journals were discovered at Almora. Two were neat and legible and, writes Batten from Almora14, described a tour

to the lower ranges of Sirmaur and the low country and hills about...Boopur, below the Sonebathoo mountains, to the Terai east of the Jumna belonging to the Saharumpore Zilliah, to the Dehra Doon, and then crossing the Ganges along the edge of the Bijnow and Moradabad and Pilibheet Terai, to that of Kumaoon, ... and thence to Almora.

Capt. Herbert stayed at Almoraah a whole summer and recorded observations. Thence his journal shows his tour...towards the Juwaken Pass...and the snowy range. ... Before reaching Melum Herbert fell ill, and his journal ends. ...

Three other volumes of ms. ...are all badly written, and parts of them very obscure. ... Nobody at Calcutta can possibly interpret the volume. ... I therefore propose to edit it myself. ... James Priness gave up the task in despair. This volume also contains Captain Manson's continuation...to Melum, and back over the hills to Almoraah. In its present state I defy anyone who has not been at every place named to decipher the words and fill up the gaps caused by moths and white ants1.

Batten then describes Herbert's final tour to Dehra—through the Dün—across the Jumna to Kālsī—into the hills through Jausar and Jubbal to the Borendro Pass—down the Pabbar River to the Tons—and back to Dehra over the Mussoorie range. From here he closed work and started his journey down to Calcutta. "I do not think," writes Batten, "that anything very novel will be brought to light by the journal."

Of another rough journal the museum Curator writes;

From a cursory examination...I congratulate the Society very sincerely upon the amount of geological and mineralogical knowledge; ... if we can but connect Captain Herbert's complicated system of numbers2.

Amongst other reports about minerals is one from Grant, in Moultain; [199] ;

I received some specimens of lead ore brought from near Yoom-Zulam. It is found in the bed of the creek which, having its source near that town, falls into the Salwan about 10' or 15' above Mian1. The mineral is said to be very abundant, and yield from 30 to 40 per cent. These ores were not worked by the Burmese Government, and it was certain death even to be found in the act of seeing it. It is not therefore an easy matter to procure specimens of minerals from opposite sides. The dread inspired by former tyranny still paralyses the natural bias of industry. To the same cause we may ascribe the ignorance of the people regarding the mineral riches of the district. ...

The ore has been worked by Oojan (a chief in rebellion) for some time past, but I suspect it is not for the sake of the lead alone. The carriers (Karens ?) are the proper people from whom to obtain ores, but they are said to be a very unaccommodating people.

In March the carriers (? ) come down with the productions of their country, consisting chiefly of wax, honey, ivory, oil of sesamum, etc., and receive in exchange the manufactures of England, India, and China3.

It was not until 1851 that the regular department of Geological Survey was founded under Thomas Oldham.

**VISUAL TELEGRAPH 1817-28**

The normal means of postal communication in India was by postrunners, clad in a loin-cloth, carrying a light bundle of letters fastened with a few jingling bells to a short spear sloped over the shoulders. Such men run to this very day, sometimes singly, but in jungle country more often in pairs. Dâk was laid in regular stages, each stage having its regular runners passing to and fro at a steady jog-trot. Stages were about eight miles each, and post travelled up to seventy miles a day [I, 303]. The "Bhangy Dawk", or parcels post, the runner's springy staff bearing a load at each end, was a less speedy business.

In 1813 William Boyce, of Bombay4, put forward a scheme for establishing lines of telegraph signals from one end of India to another. Such lines had been successful in Europe for the rapid despatch of messages over long distances. In recommending these proposals, the Bombay Government remarked that

---

1 From Batten, 8-2 42; JASB, XI, 1842 (593-4).  2 From Curator, 31-5-43 lb. (603); Herbert's Journals, ed. by Ratten; JASB, XIII, 1844 (734 & seq.).  3 Yunnan, Joins Salween, 94 G/11.  4 DNB; 229 (229), Grant's Report on Tenasserim; 1827.  5 HBC, Progs. XXVII, 1930 (28-85).  6 Wm. Boyce und. as "free mariner" before 1805; when he first proposed the telegraph; "keeper of the Bombay Taxis", 1813; m. Bombay, 4-3-07, Mrs. Mary Ann Savage, widow; partner of firm Boyce, Kemp & Co. 1819 (†).
CALCUTTA LONGITUDINAL SERIES & other Tasks

a man better qualified than Mr. Boyce to superintend the establishment could hardly be found. He was for some years employed under a very enlightened man, Mr. Edgeworth, in the management of the telegraphs in Ireland.

Boyce himself records that

the first modern telegraph that...attracted any notice was the one...submitted to the Committee of Public Safety in Paris in 1793 by Monsieur Chappe, and is...in general use throughout the French dominions. The next is that...invented by Lord George Murray about the same time and is...established along the coasts of England.

He had himself been employed as land surveyor under Edgeworth on the erection of telegraphs round the coast of Ireland after 1803. He described the immense advantage that Chappe's system gave to Napoleon. His own system was to be an improvement on that used by Edgeworth, worked by the display of large triangular vanes in seven different combinations:

The machinery is so simple as to be perfectly manageable to a boy of ten years old. ... Mr. Edgeworth’s system worked with stations twenty miles apart. A message requiring 6 hours of time by Lord George Murray’s telegraph could be managed with Mr. Edgeworth’s in 33 minutes. ... I have effected improvements...which render it infinitely superior to any telegraph whatever. ... When an overland dispatch arrived or any news of importance by sea, it could be communicated to the Supreme Government in half an hour, and an answer received back in the next half hour.

The Supreme Government was interested, but asked for reports on the lines to be traversed and the number of stations required; they pointed out the danger from plunderers such as pindarics to whose attacks the posts would be particularly vulnerable. The Surveyor General was consulted. Boyce had proposed two routes; the first from Bombay via Poona–Hyderabad–Ellore–Cuttack to Calcutta, 75 stations; the second, from Bombay along the west coast to Mangalore, and then via Ser GANGA–patham and Bangalore to Madras, 133 stations. Mackenzie was critical;

Whilst I have the highest opinion of the superior importance of Mr. Boyce’s telegraph over any other...of the same kind, and also duly acknowledge the numberless advantages that would accrue from his plans, ... yet I cannot help differing...when he proposes to commence the towers without having the whole extent of the country examined by a skilful engineer. ... I do not think with him that the building of wooden houses...would answer, as they would be so liable to such rapid decay, not only from the...climate, but also from...the white ants.

With respect of the number of towers required, I do not think it could ever be even guessed at, for, as the telegraphic part of the tower is only about 16 or 17 feet high, when a jungle tract was to be got through, they could not see each other at a furlong’s distance. ... Mr. Boyce...has...overlooked some obstacles that, had he travelled much in the peninsula, he would have found very difficult to overcome. ... First...the Pindarics, or any other lawless tribes; for, although the towers may be musquet proof, and sufficiently strong to prevent the tower being carried by force, yet how are they to procure water or provisions? If the tower must be protected, then only one man can go on this errand, whose fate could be easily guessed. ... In many places...the distance from any supplies and, what would be still worse, not being able to procure water, or of its proving bad, would prove...very difficult to overcome. ... In the most of these jungles it would often happen...that...the whole complement of men would be...all down with fevers at the same time.

In August 1817 a committee was appointed to investigate the possibility "of establishing an experimental telegraphic communication between Fort William and Nagpore", and to report on the value of extending such a line if it proved successful. Mackenzie, as Surveyor General, was appointed president, with the Adjutant General, the Quarter master General, and other military officers, as members. Amongst the many officers consulted by the committee was Lambton, who discussed at length the proposal and the possible lines.

The committee then obtained the appointment of George Everest, with Ferguson as assistant, to survey a line from Calcutta to Chunar, and select sites for the towers taking the general line of Ranken’s road [1, 38]. A line following the

1 Richard Lovell Edgeworth (1744-1817). D.N.B.: "led to invent a plan for telegraphing by the desire to know the result of a race at Newmarket".
2 Claude Chappe (1763-1805); drowned himself in well of his workshop; model of telegraph RUSK, museum, Whitehall, ext. 6570.
3 Lord George Murray (b. 1761-1803). Dir. of Telegraphs, Admiralty, 1796. Bishop of St. David’s 1801.
4 Letter of 6-12-12; R Pol C. 3-3-14 (9).
5 D.M. 143 (73-8), 20-6-14.
Ganges was recognized as impracticable. Everest's survey had reached Sherghatí by the middle of February 1818:

His distances average nearly 94 miles, but, as a great portion of the country...is covered with thick forest, that average may be considered rather low, and, in fact, the distances...since he has reached the open country have occasionally been as high as 12 and 13 miles.

The surveyors were furnished with the common achromatic telescopes generally used by military men in the trenches or in reconnoitring parties...These...are insufficient for a greater distance than 7 miles in the low wooded country, and somewhat more on the open plains...On one occasion where two of Captain Everest's stations were separated by an uninterrupted valley of something more than 13 miles in breadth, a telescope of the power of 14 afforded him a distinct view of the telegraphic spheres during eight hours of the day...

The height of the telegraphs is calculated with reference to the curvature of the earth, but in open countries it is endeavoured to give them an elevation, by means of isolated hills, or otherwise, which will prevent the visual line from approaching nearer than 30 feet to the surface of the ground. In flat wooded country, however, that line has hitherto been nearly a tangent to the general curve formed by the intervening foliage.

The survey reached Chunár in May, and Everest sent Lambton a long account:
The land between Calcutta and Burdwan is flat and swampy; highly fertile and populous, and studded everywhere with villages in which there are almost always found trees rising to a great height, and obstructing the view. An observer standing on the ground would...never be able to extend his prospect beyond 6 miles, and very seldom beyond three miles in any direction, and it has not been uncommon to raise a platform of 70 feet, in order to view an object of 90 feet in height at the distance of 8 miles.

The whole tract is...peculiarly ill-calculated for telegraphic communication, from there being scarcely any rising grounds, either natural or artificial, so that the edifice must be raised from the ground, and the only plan...was to place ladders upon some lofty and strong-timbered trees, and ascend...to a small bamboo framework raised to the height required.

After reaching Bankoornah...which is about 100 miles from Calcutta, the face of the country is divided into uplands and valleys, and about 20 miles farther westward we enter upon a wide extended plain, in which are several isolated hillocks and hills almost approaching to the size of mountains...2,000 feet is far too great for telegraphic purposes because the telegraph being a dark coloured object requires a light background; in this part of the line therefore, the eminences of 300 and 400 feet have generally been chosen.

After passing Chash, the very rapid rise in the land takes place which continues to Hazaribaug, the most elevated part of the new road. The peaks of Parasnath are visible through nearly 100 miles of the new road in clear weather, and the telegraph post which is nearest to the mountain is 19 miles...from the summit.

The fort of Chunár is...on a rock...The telegraph posts to the westward...have been taken up principally on the ruins of mud forts, or such other mounds as were in former days used...for protection against Fandaries.

I look forward...to the arrival of the Trigonometrical Survey in this part of the country, and particularly in the plain westward of Sheergattí, for no artificial elevation will be required, and the atmosphere is so exceedingly clear during the greater part of the year that the view may be extended to 35 or 40 miles, or even to a greater distance, without difficulty...There is a peculiar vapour in the hot weather which affects the atmosphere at a less height than 100 feet,...and causes so great a divergence in the rays of light, that telescopes of large magnifying powers are of little use, and in such situations the telegraph distances have seldom been greater than 74 miles, whilst in the hilly tracts 18 miles has not been too great.

The distances between the telegraphs have generally been measured...by taking the contained angle between one telegraph and any conspicuous object. Thus the mountain of Parasnath, which presents several remarkable peaks, was used to determine the distances between 6 different sites, and...a rough approximation was obtained which was somewhat better than perambulator measurement. There were many occasions where...the perambulator...became the only resource. The survey in fact has been a very rough one, and differs only from the generality of the route surveys in there being always an opportunity offered of seeing from one end to the other of each Telegraph line, and thus obtaining the general direction.

The survey was closed down on 16th October 1818 when Everest left Chunár to join Lambton at Hyderabád. [227, 352-3]. Temporary signal stations had been

1 BGO, 21-10-17. 2from Telegraph Com. to Lambton; 26-3-18; DUn 91 (157-9). 3Chas. 731/2. 4copies of W. sheets survey with telegraph raps, MRIO. 81 (37-9); Everest to Lambton, 1-6-18 (37-9); DUn 91 (163-70). 5BGC, 2-10-18; DUN 64 (74).
erected whilst the survey was going on, and experimental signalling started, but this also was closed down;

As the survey of the whole line from Fort William to Chunar appears to be completed, and the temporary erection of telegraphs on the point of being finished, the appointment of Captain Everest and Lieutenant Ferguson, of Messrs. McRitchie and Leslie, and of Richard Wyatt, and generally all situations created for... surveying the road and putting up the stations in the first stage of the experiment, may... stand abolished from the 15th proximo5.

In June 1820, Ferguson was appointed assistant to William Playfair6, "employed on construction of the telegraph towers on the new military road" [II. 312] for a period of about 18 months. The post of Superintendent of Telegraphs was then held by—Henry Gilbert-Cooper4 1822 to 1824—Charles Weston [II. 454] from 1824 till his death in May 1828.

The line consisted of 45 stations each manned by 5 to 7 'indals' and cossids on pay amounting to Rs. 992 a month. By November 1827 messages were being regularly transmitted between Calcutta and Chunar. A typical one despatched from Chunar at noon reached Calcutta within an hour, and its reply reached Chunar before 5 p.m. Messages were passing daily, and it was rare for one to be unintelligible6. Among the difficulties recorded are clouds of dust along the whole line of the Benares road. ... The want of a second telescope, ... and the necessity of turning it perpetually from one side to another in a confined crowded room, which frequently breaks and injures the telescope.

Expenditure between 1816 and 1828 came to nearly five lakhs of rupees, and in a minute of 15th April 1828 Sir Charles Metcalfe, the Home Secretary, recommended its abolition as being not worth the expense, and on receipt of an estimate that future expense might reach Rs. 2000 a month, the Governor General in Council agreed, as there "seems little to set against the expenditure beyond the early gratification of curiosity". The service was accordingly brought to a close from 1st September, though left on a caretaker basis until 1850, and the Directors unkindly reminded the Bengal Government that on first hearing of the project they had expressed great doubt as to its practical value.

It was the decision to abandon these towers for telegraph purposes that made them available for Oliver's triangulation [263-4]. They were substantially built of brick, and one of them was still standing in 1950 [264].

The electric telegraph was not introduced into India until 1851.

Natural History

Natural History was still one of the sections on which the Madras surveyors had to report in their district memoirs, though since the Mysore survey botany and zoology were no longer responsibilities of the Surveyor General [II. 113-5]. Mackenzie however notices a double-headed snake in Madras, and Hodgson and Herbert report on Himalayan flora. Both these subjects were normally left to the Company's medical officers, several of whom became superintendents of the collections at Alipore and Shibpur10.

Several distinguished Frenchmen were working in India at this period. Mackenzie was interested in Le Chenault at Pondicherry, whilst Baron Georges Cuvier of the Paris Museum sent out a succession of keen young naturalists, amongst whom were Alfred Duvauceul, Pierre Diard, and Victor Jacqueumont11.

Duvauceul was born about 1793, and married a step-daughter of Baron Cuvier. Appointed naturalist to the King in 1817. Reached Calcutta 1815, and his help in examining museum

---

specimens was acknowledged by the Asiatic Society. Met Diard and Voysey in Calcutta [266], and in December accompanied Diard to the Sunda Is. Returned to Chandernagore 1820, and in July 1821 left for Sylhet to extend his zoological collections into the Khāsi & Jaintia Hills. He returned with a fever from which he never fully recovered, and died at Madras in August 1824. Contributed several papers to the Asiatic Society, besides stuffed birds and snakes in spirits.

Pierre Mélard Diard was born at Chateau de Labrosse, Indre et Loire, 18th March 1793. Met Duvauceil and Voysey in Calcutta in 1818 [sup]; with Duvauceil to the eastern islands, and then spent several years in Cochin China, where he met George Gibson, with whom he exchanged geographical information [79–80]. After many adventures he settled in Malacca. He died on 16th February 1863 at Djatti, a few miles from Batavia in Java, poisoned whilst preserving his specimens of strange animals.

Jacquemont was born at Paris on 6th August 1801, and sent out to India by the Museum of Natural History. Reaching Calcutta in May 1829, travelled through Upper India, visiting in particular Bundelkhand—Dehra Dūn—Simla—and Kashmir. A young man of great charm, was welcomed by both British and Indians wherever he went. Was an enthusiastic scientist, and collected an immense volume of information and new material, chiefly botanical.

He is well known for the Journal complet du voyage de J. Jacquemont, avec les descriptions zoologiques et botaniques, pub. 1833. Some of his correspondence was translated into English in 1854, and published under the title of Letters from India. Throughout his writings he makes constant reference to maps and surveys, sometimes critical, often most appreciative.

Like Duvauceil, his health was shattered by his wanderings, and he died at Bombay in on 7th December 1832.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

The keeping of daily meteorological observations, both in field and office, had long been a subsidiary duty of all surveyors, and many of them took a keen interest in maintaining their records.

Pearse had recorded detailed observations at Fort William from 1773 to 1776 [I, 361–2]. Colebrooke kept observations for over three months in Calcutta during 1787 [I, 347]. Patrick Gerard kept regular observations at Sabāthu and Kotgarh from about 1816 to 1823. Hardwicke, the botanist, sent Webb a copy of his journal in 1818, kept whilst commanding the Artillery at Dum Dum [295].

Blacker was particularly interested in taking regular barometer observations at Calcutta for assisting field surveyors with correspondent observations. He started a regular meteorological observatory from 1st April 1825, with a register entered four times a day with reading of barometer—thermometer—hygrometer—ombrometer—anemometer—and photometer. In 1829, in return for a copy of this register sent to the Literary Society of Bombay, Thomas Jervis sent a copy of the one which his brother George had kept at the Engineer Institution.

In 1830 the Surveyor General got a monthly allowance of Rs 10 for his draughtsman, W. H. Scott, for charge of the instruments and for taking their daily readings. Again in 1830, he was directed to issue a complete set of meteorological instruments to Mr. Assistant Surgeon Rhodes, who is about to proceed to the Sanatorium in the Cosay Hills [Cherrapunj], with the requisite instruments for observing and registering the pressure and temperature of the atmosphere, together with blank forms of a meteorological journal, and such instructions as you deem necessary.

1 As R. XIV (471–5) XV (157–102); As J. XIX, March 1825 (292); JABE, VII, Aug. 1838 (734–5).
3 NRO. M 334. 4th. M 414. 4 Dm. 264 (36), 10–9–20. 5 JABE I (23–33), Summary of meteor. obsns. at 360. 1829–30. 5 4455 ft. above sea; average rainfall 488 inches; mil. sanatorium till 1864. 6 B Pol C, 29–6–30; Dm. 262 (36).
CHAPTER XIX

MAPS & MAP MAKING


WHEN authorizing the establishment of a single Surveyor General of India, the Directors laid down as his main duties the compilation of large scale maps of all parts of India from the best available surveys, and the maintenance from these of a general map of India on reduced scale [II, 287; III, 281–3]. He was to be the sole authority for such maps, and was responsible that copies were only made for authorized persons and not unduly multiplied.

As the Company’s territories steadily expanded, and greater interest was taken in lands beyond the frontiers, so also did the stream of new surveys continually increase; the pressure on the Surveyor General’s few skilled draughtsmen never relaxed, whether at Calcutta or the branch offices at Madras and Poona.

Compilation of Bengal maps was particularly difficult because each field surveyor was entirely independent of the other; there was no uniform system, either for the survey or for the style of drawing. Mackenzie replies to Webb, who had pressed for a draughtsman assistant [45, 357];

The young man who drew the map of Mysore you saw in England is now in this office, as I have brought him round purposely—& for more of the same kind we should have ample employment here. You do not do justice to yourself in deprecating your drawing. Your maps that I have seen are sufficiently satisfactory [II, 453].

The Surveyor is the person to construct the map of his own surveys; the draughtsman is only required to take off the fair copy, & more than one copy is not required. In all my own surveys (for I am not a good draughtsman, any more than a good writer) I have constructed my own maps... & then got one fair copy made. He disapproved of a surveyor making several copies “for all and sundry.” Further copies and reductions were the duty of the Surveyor General.

Though the Directors would not hear of any resurvey of Bengal [186, 284], the old engraved sheets of Rennell’s survey were long out of print, as well as hopelessly out-of-date and inadequate, and as no copies could be made except by hand, it was almost impossible for local officials to get hold of maps of their districts. There was a dispute in 1816 between the Collectors of Ghazipur and Benares. Barlow of Ghazipur asked Hamilton of Benares to lend him a map of Jaunpur for an official tour. Hamilton replied curtly that the map “was stretched on cloth, and hung up to preserve it,” and could not be supplied; upon which Barlow “handed him up to the Commissioner.”

It was a long time before the Surveyor General found the staff to compile maps on reduced scales, and, reports Mackenzie in 1819. Complete maps of the provinces are entirely wanting, except one district, Chittagong [11]. I do not perceive any map that can be considered as fully inclusive of a province of late years. Benares, Bundelcund, Cuttack, the Sunderbunds, some parts of the Upper Provinces, and others, have been begun...many years ago, but never completely finished. These surveys have been repeatedly interrupted, and their materials either damaged by repeated copying, by being sent out, and in some instances none whatever sent into the office.

The copying of the surveys on their original large scale seems to me entirely unnecessary, and attended with a great loss of time and expense; the map now accompanying is one fourth

of the size of the original and, in my idea, comprehends everything requisite. In 1822 the Board of Commissioners at Patna asked for maps of the several districts prepared from the latest surveys. It is generally supposed that there are some objections to complying with such applications, arising, it is believed, from some old order [II, 288-92]; but, as the Government are disposed to incur considerable expense in a topographical survey, the Board are inclined to think that objections no longer exist.

The maps demanded covered no fewer than thirteen districts from Bihār to Cawnpore, and the Surveyor General replied that he could not possibly supply them without laying aside those of the extensive countries of which we have only lately acquired a geographical knowledge. There are at present under preparation in my office for transmission to England, and for record, the following maps, and as several of them are very large, and two persons are employed on each, it is evident that great delay will take place if I am obliged to relinquish them to supply copies of...almost obsolete maps for the settling of akbaree boundaries.

Reductions and copies were being made of the Himalayan surveys and panoramas of Hodgson, Herbert, and Webb [39-40]; a map of the countries west of the Jumna; maps on scales from 8 to 20 miles to an inch of the upper provinces; of Mālwa; Bundelkhand; of the peninsula of India; of Macartney’s large map of the Punjab and Afghanistan [II, 270-1]; and many others. Hodgson promised a copy of Ensign Stephen’s maps of Benares, etc. [II, 36, 44], to be made for the Board: it is, however, not a topographical, but a geographical map, as are nearly all others in this office. This map was first received...on the 10th February 1819; the first sheet in rasher an injured state...having been in constant use with the Magistrate of Goruchoor since October 1817. The other maps...are...from very ancient surveys; they are merely of a geographical nature, often founded, as most surveys in this widely extended country are, on military operations. Few, or no, surveys have been made of them since the time of Major Reunnell, to whose sole, and to Arrowmith’s map, it may perhaps be expedient to refer. ...I annex an extract of a letter...from Colonel Mackenzie, dated the 18th September 1819 [274-5], which may...confirm the expediency of restricting...requisitions...which not only embarrass the current business of this office but seem at variance with the spirit of the orders of the Hon’ble Court of Directors...to limit the multiplication of geographical materials.

The desperate straits to which local officers were put from this lack of maps is well illustrated by the following appeal from the Magistrate of Ghazipur.

The published maps of this part of the country are perhaps more defective than those of any other part of the Company's provinces. The rich district of Ghaseepoor, which abounds in populous towns and villages, is left almost a blank. This defect is supplied for a great part of the district by the excellent and recent map of Captain Stephen’s [map], but for the pargunnahs situated to the south of the Ganges, and those along the south-eastern frontier, we are left to fill up as we can the blanks left by Reunnell and Arrowmith [277-8].

The convenience of a good map for judicial and police purposes I can speak of from experience. We know at a glance what officer can most conveniently be employed on any special duty, and we can adjust the proper stations for our police chooese. The new settlement of Aziimgah is about to commence, but the Collector has nothing on which to found his measurements, and surveys, so the sites of the principal towns are unknown.

Sir John Malcolm’s map of Mālwa [84-6] was compiled in eight sheets, scale four miles to an inch, by Robert Gibbings, A.Q.M.C., whose draughtsmen were William Sundt [280 n.3], L. I. De Mello, and possibly Arthur [?] White, who worked for St. John Blacker [85], and later for Briggs in Khāndesh [124]. The full map stretched from east of Saugor to the mouths of the Tapti and Narbada. A reduction on the 8 mile scale, adjusted to the Great Trigonometrical Survey, was drawn in the Surveyor General’s office in 1840.

During his time as Surveyor General between 1821 and 1823, Hodgson did a great deal to clear up the drawing office, and sent home to the Directors five cases of maps, journals and fieldbooks, originals and copies;
Knowing...the very great utility of maps on a large scale divided into separate sheets—bound together in a largefolio [278-9, 284]—I have prepared the title and following 15 pages contained in the case No. 1, and recommend...engravings to be executed by Mr. Arrowsmith, or any other competent person, and published in the form of an atlas.

The utility of the Bengal Atlas published by Major Rennell many years ago [I. 277-30] (but which excellent work is now...out of print) has been generally acknowledged, and...the work which I now send may be esteemed valuable. It comprises a...correct delineation of the geography of countries of which no accurate maps have been constructed except by myself. It was my intention to have extended the atlas to...Central India. ...

I also annex a list of maps...prepared in this office...between the Ist of June 1821 and the 22nd October 1823, amounting altogether to 244 maps, plans and sketches1.

Hodgson's "case No. 1" contained the first sheets of a quarter-inch atlas of north-west India, planned by him but not carried on by Blacker. "At the time of my removal from office I had struck off at the...lithographic press five sheets of this work, which have been distributed to various officers...and considered very useful"2. The Directors greatly appreciated these maps and proposed to incorporate them into their new Atlas, which they hoped would save a great deal of the labour spent in the Surveyor General's offices in making copies for local use3 [292].

On the other hand they hardly appreciated the cumulative effect of their various orders. The Surveyor General had to send home copies of every survey and map; he was forbidden to multiply copies; his office expenses and establishment were rigorously controlled. Colebrooke's recommendation that every district map should be engraved had been refused [I. 231], and yet the Directors were surprised to find that the Collectors and Judicial authorities are not furnished with maps of their respective districts. We are not aware who is to blame for this omission, but we desire that no time be lost in issuing instructions to the Surveyor General to prepare in all practicable cases maps of the several revenue districts for the use of the local authorities, who ought to be held responsible for the safe custody of the same.

We also desire that a map be prepared for our own use showing the boundaries of all the districts, ...as well as the sudder [headquarters] stations4.

A map that probably met a great need at the time, though not apparently printed for general issue, and showing no roads, shows all police thanas and principal towns in the lower provinces, scale 20 miles to an inch5. The thanas corresponded generally with present districts, but district boundaries and even names were continually changing [154 n.5].

An interesting map of Kashmir was drawn by Alexander Gerard from materials collected by the political agent at Ambala; "The Valley of Kashmir, scale 3 miles to an inch". It shows, without explanation, an arbitrary boundary line across the valley just north of Srinagar. The Oular Lake is shown much nearer Srinagar than to Baramula. It shows "Toshe Mydan Plain, covered with flowers", and Ferozepoor, but not Gulmarg6. Amongst many early descriptions of Kashmir is that by Moorcroft's agent, Mir Izzat Ullah [II. 431], who gives an accurate record of his marches, stage by stage7.

**Madras**

During the two years which he spent at Madras before moving to Calcutta, Mackenzie cleared off all arrears of mapping left by the Military Institution and the district surveys. The Assistant Surveyor General was left responsible for collecting from the field parties the reductions they made of their surveys each year, and for compiling them for the Surveyor General and the Court of Directors. It was his duty to provide any maps called for by the Madras Government, but at the same

---

time to respect the Surveyor General as the sole authority for the production of maps. Mackenzie was exceedingly jealous of his duties in this respect, and insisted on being kept fully informed of all such work.

Little could be done from Madras to provide maps for the campaigns in the Deccan, 1816–7, and Blacker, as Quartermaster General, had to rely mainly on his own staff. Mackenzie explains to the Commander-in-Chief the delay in supplying maps; only three draughtsmen were allowed; and these could not cope with the demand even when assisted by field surveyors. In May 1817 he tells Blacker that the copies of the 5 Military Divisions [II, 276, 292] were sent in some months ago. By your applying at the Secretary’s you could get them. There is a General Map of India published by Arrowsmith last year, for which he was supplied by the Directors with the latest materials [287–8]. This map would be more useful to you for general purposes than any other. The maps of the 5 Divisions contain it more at large, but that of the Circars is still very defective.

The late surveys of the Cuddah Districts [152–6] were in November in the hands of the engraver, so that you can have recourse to them at length when they come out; next year I suppose.

Mackenzie was astonished that Mountford found little drawing to be done:

I am surprised you should want employment for draughtsmen—fair copies of all provincial maps, of the best old maps of roads, for books of the surveys reduced to 2 and 4 miles [to an inch]—All this I pointed out as proper objects when Government do not required plans. There should certainly be abundance to do at all times. All surveys that come in to be copied—for England and for this Presidency, and reduced copies of collectorships when ordered; copies of partial surveys coming in; reductions to the general scales of 2 & 4 miles.

When (if ever) there is no work of that kind, nor copies required by Government, my intention was that the draughtsmen, convalescent surveyors, and apprentices, etc., should be employed in copying such of the maps in depot as were considered most essential for preservation. The practice also improved their style of drawing; but still, if you should not have employment for the draftsman, I imagine Government will not object to reducing any part you think necessary. You will weigh this well the before you propose it, and reflect it may not be easy to recruit the drawing department if any extra work is required.

He was indignant at demands made by De Havilland in his capacity of Inspector of Tank Estimates, a new post under the Revenue Board. De Havilland had always been an enthusiastic map-maker [II, 276, 280], and it was natural that with a job that extended throughout the presidency, he should want both detailed and general maps, but Mackenzie would have none of it.

In manuscript, I do not understand this plan of De Havilland’s. He has some view, but what it is, and who are his coadjutors at the Revenue Board, I cannot guess at. It would be of importance that I knew. ... As to making a map for publication it would be out of the question; ... the value of money is too well appreciated to be lightly sacrificed. No map for 20 years at least can come in competition with Arrowsmith’s [287–8] with all its defects, as the engraving is so very expensive, so that it is a project not to be meddled with. The India Company also set their faces against it. ... De Havilland has some other scheme in view, as it is said he has [the intention of going home]. He wishes to acquire éclat as a geographer, ... for he is an enterprising man, tho’ I wish it had been tempered with more discretion in this case.

Mountford had already protested at De Havilland’s request for material to finish satisfactorily a map of the Peninsula. This office has... been declared to be the only repository of these materials... from whence all geographical information is derived. ... Original materials, which are in a constant state of examination, reduction and reference, could not be issued... without putting a stop to the operations.

On this it was ordered that De Havilland should have his map constructed in the Surveyor General’s office, a decision applauded by Mackenzie;

I much approve of your late letters about this new manufactory for the Revenue Board. ... Let me know what answer you get. If any single plans are called for by the Revenue Board, if Government order, then is your business to obey; but this new mode of putting an officer in correspondence to demand, if he plesas, all or anything, I cannot understand.

All your official letters are come. Government have judged correctly; ... but, in allotting it as a duty to you, they have forgot that the construction of general maps is not, and was not intended to be, the duty of any other office than the Surveyor General’s....
Take such preparatory measures as may be necessary but...the Revenue Board ought...to state the necessity of this new map.—What objections they have to the general map done by Captain Warren so much to their satisfaction in 1811 [II. 277]?—What purpose it is designed for!—... Take care that no one of the surveys or maps in your office be again exposed to be damaged, for this construction...appears to me altogether unnecessary. ... I will object to any surveys being introduced into their map excepting what is under their management!

After protests from De Havilland and the Revenue Board, it was ordered that as De Havilland had already completed a large part of his new map from the district maps, and as it was not of the high quality required by the Surveyor General's office, he should complete it from such materials as he could collect in the Tank Department. The struggle was not yet over, and in 1827 Montgomery was still refusing to lend original documents to the "Inspector General of Civil Estimates".

We have already noted Mackenzie's jealousy of Russell's efforts to get better maps of the Nizam's territories [116]. He particularly resented the request of the Madras Government for "as full a map as can be prepared...of the country between the Tombuddra & Nerbudda", and Russell's complaints of delay:

The Resident of Hyderabad complains that his requisition for geographical information is...not complied with. It becomes absolutely necessary for the vindication of the office that the cause of such delay...be satisfactorily accounted for. On the 11th of July last year the Resident wrote me a private letter on this subject, ... & as...the Government had of 30th July directed you to furnish a map, ... any further order from me was unnecessary. ... Mr. Russell's own private correspondence sufficiently accounts to me for your deferring it, but...Government should be satisfied. ... I beg you will not longer defer the map required.

I think Mr. Russell has acted very inconsiderately in desiring you to...wait for any materials, & at the same time complaining of want of ready communication. ... For the delay in this map you will be expected to account, & if it has been sanctioned...all is well. For God's sake write soon & do not be applying for materials....

No Resident in India has required so much, or been furnished with so much.

It is natural that Lambton, who was in close touch with Russell at Hyderabad, should sympathise with his impatience [116];

It is easy to discover the source of these objections, and it has in a great measure been from such grovelling principles, and the jealousy of Departments, that we are at this day almost entirely ignorant of the geography of countries of which we have been in possession for upwards of forty years. I was much surprised when I first crossed the peninsula to find that Arcot was upwards of ten miles out in its position, and, according to the Requisite Tables², Hyderabad is no less than 11' out in latitude and 32' in longitude [226]. This, however, may be wrongly recorded in the...Tables; but every place that I have been at is so much out as to render the maps and plans nearly useless [pl. 170].

I consider the Nizam's country as the great military key of India, and are we to remain ignorant of its geography for fear of exciting the jealousy of an individual?

He points out the large demand for his map of the south peninsula [II, 277, pl. 37];

Fortunately I have preserved a copy of it in my office, otherwise it would have passed from one tracing-glass to another till at last its copies would have become so distorted as scarcely to resemble the original!

In 1822 Hodgson commissioned Mountford to compile a new map of the peninsula, scale of 16 miles to an inch, based on Lambton's triangulation, to comprise "all the Honorable Company's possessions which have been regularly surveyed", and "the territories of His Highness the Nizam...as far as the regular survey...has been conducted". The map was submitted to Calcutta by the end of 1823.

Another map that Mountford had in hand at this time was "an atlas for the use of the Revenue Board", and it was from this quarter-inch atlas that he was able to prepare a duplicate 16-mile map for the Surveyor General:

...propose carrying on this work and that of the map for your office together; for, as the former will be in sheets embracing the country falling within one degree of latitude and longitude, the reduction will be simple, ... and nearly the same surface of paper will embrace four
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degrees of latitude and longitude, or sixteen square degrees. These sheets may afterwards be pasted on cloth, or put up in the shape of an atlas, which I consider preferable for office use, as it admits of easier correction, and is also much more convenient to copy from.

About this time more draughtsmen were engaged, in order that "maps on different scales, and for various purposes, should be constantly ready" instead of waiting till copies were called for2.

The quarter-inch atlas for the Board of Revenue was a long business, and under Montgomery gave way to the new Atlas of India [284]. Hodgson suggesting that Arrowsmith's map on the same scale was "a very useful work, and should answer the purpose required by the Board." It was, however, resumed later, and final sheets were submitted in 1830. These were only single copies, and the issue of printed maps to all officials had to await the engraved sheets of the Directors' atlas. During 1826 Montgomery had in progress:

1. An Atlas for the Hon'ble the Court of Directors, on a scale of 4 miles to an inch...
2. An Atlas for the Board of Revenue, on a scale of 4 miles to an inch, to comprehend every detail in the original plans...of those provinces immediately under the Government, with a skeleton only...of those territories by which the former are surrounded.
3. Map of the Guntur collectorate, on the scale of 3 miles to an inch, for the use of the Collector.
4. Map of Mysore and Coorg, on the scale of 4 miles to an inch, for the use of the Resident.
5. Map of the Neelgerry hills, scale 2 miles to an inch, for the use of the Collector of Malabar.
6. Maps of Collectorate of Trichinopoly, Lower Canara, and Cuddapah, for the use of the Collectors, scale 2 miles to an inch.
7. Plans and documents of construction of the surveys of Madura, Coimbatore, and Tanjore collectorates, the originals...sent to Calcutta.
8. A set of Military Division maps for His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, on the scale of 12 miles to an inch.
9. Map of Travancore and Cochin, scale...4 miles to an inch, for the Quarter Master General.

Many of these maps had been ordered five or six years earlier, and on Mountford's asking leave to withdraw surveyors from the field to push them on, Government had replied that geographical information should be supplied to those public departments to which it is calculated to prove useful. On the other hand, progress of the surveys not yet complete should not be interrupted. Ultimately the Board of Revenue should be furnished with a complete set of maps of the provinces under their superintendence, but...the advantage to be derived from them is not so great as to justify any material additional expense, and still less the interruption of any survey.

As in Bengal, there were constant demands from district officers for reliable maps, and the usual answer was that a map had been supplied ten or twenty years ago which should be good enough. The Collector of Tinnevelly, 1827, did not agree that Robinson's survey of 1807–13 [II, 141-6], was of any value.

The district map...in my catchery is of old date (January 1816), and in point of execution much inferior to others. The watercourses are in some cases imperfect, and in others not marked, and none of the anicut4, either new or old, are laid down. The mountains which form the western boundary...are...not represented with sufficient detail, and there is no notice of the bearing or distance of any place beyond the bounds of the district. It is moreover in a state of actual decay, not having been either varnished, or evenly stretched on the canvass to which it is attached; the surface has in some places been rubbed off. Montgomery was neither sympathetic nor helpful:

Another copy would not be found at all to differ from the map now in the possession of the Collector, excepting perhaps in points of execution. It has not been customary in the compilation of districts maps to insert any detail beyond the boundaries of the districts, and...no maps issued from this office are ever varnished.4

BOMBAY

After the abolition of his office as Surveyor General, Williams still remained responsible for the supply of maps to his own government, though not representing the Surveyor General at Fort William. His main task, self-imposed, was the extension and revision of Reynolds's great map of Western India [II, 282-5], and
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in his capacity as Revenue Surveyor at Broach he maintained a drawing office, with a depot of survey and mapping material from which he produced copies of any areas that might be required. He writes to the Chief Secretary in 1817, before the final break with the Peshwa [I, 124-5], that he could furnish a map of the Paishwa's dominions on a large scale, that will exhibit a very comprehensive view of the geography of the country, and will contain the greatest part of the towns and villages, both large and small. But I am not in possession of plans of any fortifications, or of written information on the towns and villages, ... neither can I show the boundary lines of the different internal divisions of the country, nor those between the territories of His Highness the Paishwa and other States of his Tributaries.

Captain Johnson's map of the Deccan [II. 165], which may be useful, ... shall be forwarded to you immediately by sea [from Surat]. A map of the whole Concan, from the Damuun River, north, to Goa, south, has been compiled in this office on the same scale as the map of the province of Guzerat, viz., 18 inches to a degree, & is forwarded herewith. 1

Reynolds's map was revised on the scale of 9 inches to a degree under the title of A General Map of Hindustan, and was completed, mainly by William Webbe, in 1821, when Williams offered to present it "in person to the Most Noble the Governor General of India, for whose use it is intended, and for which purpose I have been indulged with leave to proceed to Calcutta." Disappointed, however, at not being selected to succeed Mackenzie as Surveyor General [300, 322], Williams abandoned his intention of taking the map in person, and sent it round by sea [I, 219]. After careful examination, Hodgson came to the conclusion that, in spite of the time and labour expended, it was not sufficiently complete or up-to-date to be worth publication [II. 285: III. 287].

In a memorial submitted shortly before his retirement, Williams pressed for the grant of Surveyor General's allowances for the full period since 1815, on account of his continued work as sole survey adviser to the Bombay Government. He gave a full list of the various maps which he had furnished during these five years, mostly on the scales of 9 or 18 inches to a degree, the scales used by Reynolds. Amongst them were:

- Map of the eastern borders of Guzerat, with Maywar, complete. To the Resident of Baroda; ... on a scale of 18 inches to a degree.
- Copy of the General Map of India by General Reynolds, on scale 9 inches to a degree, for the Supreme Government [map].
- Map of Goorerat & Kutch, improved by late surveyors; ... 18 inches to a degree; extending from Damuun to the eastern branch of the Indus.
- Copy of Major General Reynolds's surveys of the Rivers Tapty and Nerbudda, containing all the inter-jacent countries. For Colonel Smith, commanding the Poonas subsidiary force in the field [cf. II, pl. 15].
- Map of the whole Province of Goorerat, including Kutch and Choowagur. 18 inches to a degree. For the officer commanding the Province.
- Map of the Northern and Southern Konkan on 9 inches to a degree, for the Resident at Poona.
- Map of the dominions of the late Paishwa in the Dekhan, the Konkan, Chandrapete, and Goorerat. Extending from the Suntoods mountain, north, to the Maalpurba River, south. To the sea, west, and to 76° 20', east. ... For the Honorable the Commissioner in the Dekhan.
- Map of Malwa, Maywar, Harrower, &c., extending from the 22nd to the 27th degree of latitude, ... on a scale of 44 inches to a degree. Supplied to the Resident at Baroda.
- Plan, with remarks annexed, of the route pursued by the Bombay Mails between Bassein and Ahmedabad, on a scale of 2 B. miles to 1 inch; explaining the nature of the crossing places of all the rivers; showing the stations of the runners where the route leads through the territories of other Governments [28, 269].
- Report on the chiefs residing along the Ghauts...& the comparative facility of the different passes...for the admission of banditti, either inhabiting the mountains themselves, or coming from the upper country [82].
- Report accompanied with a sketch on lines for telegraphic communications through India. To the Telegraphic Committee, Calcutta [296-72].

For the Collector of Ahmedabad, containing, as well as the whole of his own collectionship, also that of the eastern zillah north of the Muye, showing the boundaries of each, and a considerable portion of the adjacent country in every direction, on a scale of 2 B. miles to one inch. Size 94 feet long by 64 feet wide.

Two maps of the province of Ghaonde, one on a scale of 9 inches to a degree, to show the whole extent of the soil on it originally stood, and the other on the largest scale of General Reynolds' work, viz., 18 inches to a degree, to exhibit...as accurately as the office materials would allow the possession of the different powers as they stood before the late war.'

Williams had no hand in Malcolm's map of Malwa [55-6, 275], nor in the mapping of Sutherland's surveys in the Deccan [124-5].

---

1 Bo SC, 3-4-6-8 30-8-1817.
2 Bombay, 24-6-21; Bo MC. 26/1820 (104-8); maps, 9 and 16 inches to m., for Reynolds' atlas, IO Cut. (34-5).
3 [M.R.O. 94 (20); from Reynolds: ed. by Williams, April 1818; drawn by Wm. Sundt; 12 m. to inch.]
4 [from Williams, 13-4-20; Bo MC. 28-8-20.]
On his retirement Sutherland was appointed Assistant, and later Deputy, Surveyor General [323], and regular correspondence was then opened with the Surveyor General at Fort William, but it was not until 1825 that Blacker learned that, except for Reynolds' map and "those of the Revenue and Marine branches", no Bombay maps or surveys had been sent home to the Directors.

After succeeding as Deputy Surveyor General, Jopp suggested that he should entertain more draughtsmen, and relieve the field surveyors from the drudgery of mapping [126, 284, 393]. The only draughtsmen hitherto maintained had been Webbe and Sundt [323]. He was allowed to entertain eight extra draughtsmen for the preparation of the maps required for the Surveyor General of India [292]—to provide for the correct compilation of the surveys now carrying on, and the making of copies of them for Calcutta and for local officers under this Presidency—as well as to ensure a more immediate compliance with the orders of Government—and the progressive improvement of our old maps by the incorporation of such new information as may hereafter be collected.

The Surveyor General also called for a reduction of all Bombay surveys on the 16 miles scale, which he sent home with a similar reduction of the surveys of the Nizam's territories, suggesting their incorporation "by Mr. Arrowsmith in a new map of India which he is now preparing on this convenient scale [287-8]".

He also sent an 8 mile map of the Southern Mahratta Country which, if separately engraved would be very useful to the local authorities. A small scale map of western India appears as frontispiece to the second volume of Grant Duff's History of the Mahrattas, under the title Map of Mahrashtra. The scale is about 3 inches to a degree, and it covers an area between 15° and 23° N, and 72° and 80° E. Grant Duff acknowledges it as the work of Captain Henry Adams, Revenue Surveyor to the Raja of Satara [171]; Captain Adams is the compiler, in many parts the surveyor. I regret the necessity for its reduction from a scale of 6 inches to a degree; still, the situations and distances are more correct than those of any map of that country hitherto published.

The original materials for Captain Adams' map were procured from his own surveys, from those of the late Captain Challen...[and] of the late Captain Garling, and which last were sent to me by Lieutenant Frederick Burr of the Nizam's Service, filled up in many places from his own routes. Captain James Cruikshank furnished me with such information as the records of the late Surveyor General, General Reynolds, afforded, and with Sir John Malcolm's map of Malwa, which although then unpublished that officer readily allowed me to use. Finally the Court of Directors granted me permission to publish.

A map signed by Jopp in July 1828, under the title Map of the Western Part of the Continent of India, was lithographed in the Quarter Master General's office at Bombay in March 1838, on scale 10 miles to 1 inch.

GENERAL MAPS OF INDIA

Although it was laid down that the Surveyor General should maintain a general map of India on reduced scale, "in a progressive state of improvement" [II, 287], neither Mackenzie nor his successors ever found time for so formidable a task.

The last of the personal general maps that the Directors were so anxious to discourage [II, 286] was that of Charles Reynolds, scale 9 inches to a degree, or about 7½ miles to an inch, on which Williams continued to work till 1821 [286]. This enormous map comprised 36 sheets, extending from Cape Comorin to Kashmir, and from Karachki to Chittagong, and measured 22 feet by 17. The full set that was sent to Calcutta in 1821 has not been found, but 18 sheets of the 1808 set are still preserved [II, pl. 3].

Mackenzie was too much occupied with original survey to encourage preparation of general maps, but he laid down that the scales for geographical maps should be 8, 12, 24 and 48 miles to an inch. For his own surveys he prepared maps of Mysore...
and of the Ceded Districts on 12 and 24 miles to an inch [II, pl. II; III, 296].
For his "general plan and view of the state of the provincial surveys" of Madras,
which he submitted both in 1810 and 1815, he used the 48 miles scale,[9] and this was
also used for the indexes submitted in 1821 and 1823[11]. These index maps were
not, however, serious geography.

A more useful geographical map, also on the 48 miles scale, compiled at Madras
in 1817, was entitled, "Map of the Countries included between the parallels of Madras
and Delhi, designed to exhibit at one view the capitals of States & of Provinces"[12].
This was probably prepared to meet the request of the Directors for
a sketch map of India on a moderate scale, describing the course of the principal rivers, and
the situations of the principal cities of the peninsula, together with the names and positions
of all military posts at which more than five companies of troops may be stationed, and that
the Adjutant or Quarter Master General of the Army may...be directed to insert in words
and figures under each military post, the number and description of troops stationed at it. We
desire that such a map may be transmitted to us annually[13].

A particularly interesting political map was prepared by Mackenzie in 1820,
scale 64 miles to an inch, with a schedule of provinces and States, giving their areas, and dates of cession to, or treaties with, the Company. On this same scale
also is a general map that was lithographed in 1829, and used for illustrating the progress of surveys considered fit for incorporation in the Atlas of India [pl. 24].

Of the maps compiled for Blacker's Memoir of the Maratha war [86] a manuscript set is now preserved in a folio that may have been for his personal use. There
are nine sheets on scale 8 miles to an inch covering the whole peninsula south of 20°
N., with a northward extension to 30° N. between 73° and 82° E., with title,

A General Map of Central India, comprising the Nizam's Dominions, the principal territories of the Mahrattas & Rajpoors, with parts of the British Possessions & Minor States under
British Protection, prepared from original materials by V. Blacker, Madras, 1st Jan. 1821.

The sheets covering the south peninsula shew the fuller detail derived from the
work of the Military Institution and the district revenue surveyors [pl. 24]. For the central area, north of parallel 15°, there is a separate map, about 64 miles
to an inch, that is probably the most complete map of central India of this period.
This is reproduced in Blacker's Memoir[9], and was incorporated into the 25-mile map
of India engraved by Cary "in six large sheets" [289].

Blacker was a man of ideas, and was the first to propose a map of Southern
Asia, that was put in hand some sixty years later. He points out the want of
such a general map of so much of Southern Asia as would show at one view the relative
divot of India to all the countries much connected with it, both to the east and west.
A map of India is too particular for this purpose, and a map of Asia is too general, whilst the
limits that I propose would comprize China to the east, and Persia to the west, Malaca and
Singapore to the south, and sufficient to the north to include all such geographical informations
as may be expected from the enterprising research of Dr. Moorcroft [44].

The scattered materials from which it will be prepared cannot be collected in a short time,
and its progress moreover depends on the occasions of leisure which...my office establishment
may enjoy between more pressing exigencies of the public service...Recent and accurate marine surveys of the Persian Gulf and of the coast of Molucca
have been completed under the orders of the Bombay Government, and...would be a great acquisition
to my undertaking [153][10].

ATLAS OF INDIA

The orders issued by the Directors regarding the responsibilities of the Surveyor
General of India with regard to mapping [274] were that he was to compile first
a series of maps, bound by lines of latitude and longitude, on a comparatively
large
scale—and secondly, a small-scale general map of India—both to be kept continually up to date. Copies of improvements effected were to be forwarded to the Directors with suitable explanations [II, 287].

This mapping did not run according to plan owing to the lack of sufficient draughtsmen to cope with the fresh survey that was continually pouring in [274]. It was not long before the Directors realised the urgent need for a continuous map of India, on uniform scale, in uniform style, and that this was more than the Surveyor General could accomplish in India. Arrowsmith had compiled the surveys of the south peninsula into a general quarter-inch map [288], and the Directors were anxious to produce a similar one for the whole of India. Markham tells us that "Colonel Salmont, then Military Secretary, was for some years in consultation with Colonel Mackenzie, the Surveyor General at Calcutta, on the subject" [285], but the earliest official reference appears in a letter of 29th October 1823:

We are extremely desirous of forming a complete Indian Atlas upon a scale of 4 miles to an inch, the best suited to general purposes, and which has been adopted by Arrowsmith in a recent publication. This map would form an useful basis for a complete geographical delineation of India [2, 281]; and it is our intention to have the several sections printed off by some eminent map engraver, as fast as satisfactory materials shall be supplied to us. We have had inquiry to be made of that distinguished geographer Major Rennell, and we transmit a copy of a memorandum received from him [I, 376-7, III, 185]...

You will, of course, have those parts of India first surveyed, the geographical knowledge of which appears to be most important. Each survey will be printed as soon as received, and added to the Atlas, numbered according to its situation in the sketch, and in this way we may expect within a reasonable period of time to obtain a map of India.

Whilst Blacker firmly rejected Rennell's suggestion of building up this atlas from a rapid survey based on astronomical observations [185], he took immediate steps to assess the worth all existing surveys. An essential condition, in his opinion, was that they should have been linked to Lambton's work [240-1], and at his request Montgomery made an exhaustive report on the surveys of Madras [720-1].

To ensure that all material should be uniformly prepared, ready for engraving, Blacker drew out a graticule based on the projection used for the French military map La Carte de l'Empire Français [294-5]. He was, however, unfortunate in misunderstanding the intention of the Directors, who had not wanted special maps to be compiled and drawn in India; they had already started work on a projection and layout devised by Arrowsmith in England. Aaron Arrowsmith had died in 1823, and arrangements were made at the India House with John Walker "for the engraving and printing. Copies of the maps so printed to be disposed of to the public to defray the cost, as for the marine charts. The material already available and suitable for engraving included surveys of Kumaon, Gurhwal, etc., by Captain Hodgson, Webb, etc.—Bhopal, by Lieut. Johnstone—Bundelaund, by Captain Franklin—Country from Palamow to Rewal, by Captain Smith —Collectorate of Masulpamath, by Messrs. Hamilton and Summers—Dindigul Province, Colonel Mackenzie—Principality of Kodugu [Coorg], Lieut. Conner—Sketch of...Scoonda, Col. Mackenzie & Capt. Garling [pl. 24].

We have also Col. Mackenzie's survey of Mysore and the Ceded Districts, as well as a map of the southern provinces of Tinnevelly, Madras, etc., on the same scale of four miles to an inch, and a survey of Guzerat by Col. M. Williams on a scale of two miles to an inch [II, 173]. We have likewise received from Captain Hodgson several reduced surveys on a scale of 16 miles to an inch [278-9]. If the originals of these maps have been constructed on a scale of 4 miles to an inch, or on any larger scale, copies may be immediately transmitted.

These and other Madras surveys showed how much was available and how much still wanted to complete a general Indian Atlas. You will take immediate measures for having these deficiencies supplied by the Engineer officers of your several Presidencies, who have been specially educated with this view under Colonel Mudge and others [330, 340].

1 James Henson Salmont (1703-1837); Ben Inf.; Mil. Sci. to EIC, 1809-37; M Gen. 1837; portrait at IO, Foster (40). 2 Markham (405). 3 CD to B, Mil. 19-10-23 (47-54); DnN 90 (21). 4 but not the lay-out shown on Arrowsmith's 1-inch Atlas of South India [288]. 5 Com. Cor. 2-6-35. 6 Cheaps's survey of Chittagong also accepted.
It will not, however, be necessary, at least at present, to resurvey Bengal, Bihar, or any of the territory formerly surveyed by Major Rennell [186, 274].

In furtherance of these orders, the Surveyor General, now Hodgson, sent instructions to Madras and Bombay for the preparation of quarter-inch degree sheets on the projection devised by Blacker—to Madras:

The drawing establishment should be augmented and...it may be...necessary to engage more apprentices...[279].... If the preparation of the atlas for the Board can be dispensed with...[278-9], that for the Directors may...be commenced. The work is a great one, and will occupy a considerable time,...but the sheets finished may be transmitted to me at half-yearly intervals as opportunities occur of sending them safely.

As to the form,...the most convenient appears to be to make separate sheets,...each...one degree of latitude and one degree of longitude. When bound the portions will form the left and right pages of the book,...not...too large to be conveniently carried [276]....

Drawing...ought to be as clear as possible; the names of places written in a strong hand, and all principal roads...well defined by double lines, and by-roads by a strong single line. Very distinct delineation is desirable, and too much ornamentation and crowding is to be avoided.

...It will hardly be necessary to insert the very small villages and hamlets as you would in a map intended for revenue purposes only, but every known communication and road must be marked, and...as many villages near it as can be written without much crowding...

The drawing of the heights should bear some regard to their comparative elevation, but if the lines are made too dark, they...give a confused appearance, and...obscure the names...It will,...think, be better to abstain from the use of colours, and to use only Indian ink; by doing so the engraver will see more clearly what he is to execute.

to Bombay;

You will...at the close of each season...send...copies of all maps...on a scale of 4 British miles to an inch, with a full memoir regarding the construction,...describing the methods and instruments employed; and also inform me what means...you have for digesting and compiling an Atlas of...the west side of the continent of India...not including Malwah...each sheet to contain one degree of latitude and one of longitude.

Commence the work in a regular gradation;...the neighbourhood of the Presidency seems most immediately desirable to be completed. The atlas is required from me by the Government in England, and I send you a gratitude...for its construction.

The first consideration appears to be how to increase the number of draftsmen...[281]....

It is not intended that the progress of the surveyors in the field should be impeded, but, on the contrary, it is expected that the surveyors will use their utmost diligence...[126 P.]

Both Blacker and Hodgson had understood that sheets of the new Atlas were to be compiled in India, and sent home to be engraved exactly as they stood, and it was not till 1828 that it was made clear that the Directors wanted the surveys just as they were submitted by individual surveyors; no compilation was to be done in India. Hodgson had written to Montgomerie that,

on further consideration of the Court's late letter, it does not appear so clear that they order us to make it here, but rather they seem to want materials for something they are doing in that way at home. Our best way will be to send them the materials...on 4 miles to the inch. It is no slight work, but...we shall, I think, be obeying the letter of the order. When the work is cleared off, we can consider...a more perfect Atlas than they can make at home. I would, indeed, begin it now, but that...they...may be impatient.

Though this was the correct interpretation of the Directors' wishes, Hodgson was still in two minds, and ten days later quoted another order implying that the Atlas was to be compiled in India;

It is a heavy work indeed, and exceedingly so under this Presidency, where so many and large additions have been made to our territory on every side, north from the Nurbudda to Tibet, with the addition of all that we have visited during the late eastern war.

He now abandoned degree squares in favour of Blacker's layout;

The largeness of the sheets is an advantage,...and in the countries north of the Nurbuddah, where the extent both in latitude and longitude is so great, it is better to see as much as possible...
at once, for much consideration and comparison are requisite in bringing many surveys of different degrees of merit into one harmonious construction.

On your side, with the triangles to aid you, you work with more advantage, but here we have lines, routes, and surveys, from Peshawar to Amarnapoorn, to string, connect, and compare. It is, however, curious and pleasant to see how well they do work together in general. ... If you wish to do so, I hope you will not find the construction on the large sheets troublesome. I have made well-seasoned drawing boards for my sheets, and think you would find them convenient.

Another letter now arrived from home calling for a complete list of all geographical material available in India, and asking that care should be taken that on every map or survey the "lines of latitude and longitude may be carefully specified and correctly drawn, several copies of maps having been received by us without that necessary information." Hodgson was thoroughly puzzled, and asked whether this great work is to be effected by the Surveyor General here, or whether he is to send home detailed documents that it may be compiled in England. ... The projected Atlas will be...the greatest geographical work ever undertaken, and the expense attending the engraving...of so very large a map (as it will contain 1211 square feet of paper) will be heavy, and some years must elapse ere the work can be completed.

As it appeared to me...that it was intended that the Atlas should be constructed here, and as the best means...are...unquestionably those in the hands of the Surveyor General of India, I immediately took measures for proceeding with the work here. ... Six sheets...are now in hand here, and at the other presidencies the work is also in progress.

I have received...an extract of a General Letter dated 2nd May 1827. ... From this, and from the fact of six engraved sheets of maps sent home by me October 1825..."have been published by Mr. Hornburgh, the Hydrographer, it appears to me that an Atlas is in preparation at home. Under these circumstances I do not know how to act.

The Surveyor General of India, knowing generally the circumstances under which the different surveys have been made, the character and abilities of those employed to make them, and many other particulars, will be better able to fit such materials together than any Hydrographer...in England—who can have little idea of the varied modes necessary...in this vast country—who never marched with armies—who has not been compelled to have recourse to the various shifts and inventions which necessarily alone suggest to officers actually engaged...and who must ever be ignorant of many terms and allusions used in the unmeditated journals and field notes of the oriental surveyors...

If the Court would send out a good engraver, with one or two journeymen, and a complete apparatus, particularly prepared copper plates of the size of the sheets, the Atlas will in due time be executed more expeditiously and correctly than it could be in England.

By April 1828, seven sheets had been completed in London, and a meagre 20 to 40 copies sent out to each Presidency... Each sheet was about 39 inches by 27, on a "globular projection" proposed by Arrowsmith [283, 295, pl. 24]. By August of the same year, Madras had completed and submitted five sheets to the Surveyor General on Blacker's layout, and these were followed six months later by seven more. Bombay submitted two sheets and had three others in hand.

The misunderstandings and resultant duplication of labour were at last cleared up by definite instructions from the Directors. They wrote to Madras:

We desire that such a work be not persisted in. To the attempts that have at different times been made by the Surveyors Generals at the several Indian Presidencies to construct maps embracing a large extent of country, and the consequent retention of documents in India, we impute the little progress that has yet been made...of a general Indian Atlas.

All projects of that nature begun in India have failed from the supervening sickness or death of the projectors, or from other obstructions. The requisite documents having been retained in India contrary to our reiterated orders, we have been prevented from taking the necessary measures for the completion of a general Indian Atlas in this country.

We therefore direct in the most positive manner that all original maps and surveys be transmitted here with the least practicable delay.

To Bengal they confirmed that the Indian Atlas should be compiled and engraved in this country. For which purpose...
we have, in preceding letters, directed that all parts of India not previously surveyed should now be surveyed...in a scientific and satisfactory manner, upon an uniform scale of four miles to an inch [295], and that the original surveys and field books should be transmitted to us, copies...being carefully preserved in India. ...

We forward to you an index map in which the sheets...which have been already engraved, or of which we are in possession of the necessary materials of compilation, are coloured red. ... We have transmitted to you copies of such parts of the Atlas as have been published, and we shall continue to supply you with other parts...as the work proceeds.

The Surveyor General will observe that the curves of latitude and longitude are so projected that they will, when completed, coincide correctly and form one map; and it will be his duty...to examine...each survey transmitted to us, sanctioning such as are correct by his authority, and correcting...such as may be erroneous.  

In 1829 the progress of the Atlas was reviewed in Calcutta:  

This noble work, of itself a splendid monument of the munificence of the East India Company is upon a scale of 4 miles to an inch, and taken from actual surveys which when completed will form a Map of India on one uniform plan. The project was first conceived by Colonel Mackenzie [281], and a large portion of those parts already published were surveyed under his superintendence. ... The sheets are published as they are completed; some of them have blank spaces to be filled up as the surveys proceed, nothing being allowed to go forth to the world which is not founded upon actual survey.

Sheet 47 contains the surveys of Capt. Hodgson & Lieut. Herbert in north part of Sirmur, and principal part of Bissahr.  

Sheet 48. Hodgson & Herbert, in south part of Sirmur, part of Garhwal & Dehra Dun. Flat country from surveys of White, Hodgson, Colvin, and Blake.  


Sheets 69 & 70, Bundelkund by Franklin, brother to Sir John Franklin, R.N.  

Sheets 42, 43, 58, 60, 77, 78, 80, 81, 95, are surveys executed in the Peninsula 2.

John Walker, the engraver, "combined the various documents sent home, ... prepared the sheets for publication, engraved them on copper, and issued them." He worked under Horsburgh until the latter's death in 1838, when he "was then engaged to take charge of all the records." 3

1 CD to B., Mil., 9-9-29 (3-4).  2 Gleanings in Science, Nov. 1829 (347) quoted from As J.  3 Markham (406, 438).
CHAPTER XX

MAPS—(Continued)


The more important general maps of this period were compiled and published from material lent from India House, first by the celebrated cartographer Aaron Arrowsmith1 [II, 285 n.8], and after his death in 1823 by the firm of Kingsbury, Parbury and Allen.

Arrowsmith's first map of India had been published in 1804, in six sheets, on scale about 2½ inches to a degree [II, 285-7]. In 1816 he issued a new map, in eight sheets, scale 16 miles to an inch, with an index which bears this note:

For the great addition and improvement in this republication of the Map of India, I have to express my grateful thanks...to His Grace the Duke of Wellington for valuable materials collected during his campaign in India; to Colonel Allan; General Kyd; Sir John Malcolm; Sir James Mackintosh2; Dr. Buchanan; Mr. Sydenham; and chiefly to the Hon. Court of Directors for their liberally permitting me the use of the truly valuable Map of Mysore by Colonel Colin Mackenzie, Surveyor General of India3.

The map was an excellent production, though it naturally came in for much criticism from surveyors who were familiar with the country and more recent surveys. Lambton was particularly severe:

It is mortifying to see so beautiful a map...replete with errors. The outline of the Peninsula has evidently been taken from some bad copy of my plan of positions, but, on comparing the places in general in the interior, there is scarcely one that is not out 2, 3, & 4 minutes of latitude. Unpardonable errors where a country has been actually surveyed, and where the position of every place of note has been fixed by me to within one or two seconds of the truth. Luckily my name has been kept out of sight4.

In 1821 Hodgson compared it against the revised copy of Reynolds' map before reporting that the latter was not worth publication [II, 67 n.1. 285; III 280];

Arrowsmith's eight-sheet map...contains more places than are laid down in the Bombay map, and...with equal accuracy. ... I do not perceive any additions to General Reynolds' original map which are not in Arrowsmith's, and the latter contains several which are wanting in the former. ... Arrowsmith, ... as he had access to the geographical materials in the India House, ... availed himself of it with much success. It is fair to suppose that he copied what he chose out of General Reynolds' map, as well as from...more recent surveys. ... and, considering Arrowsmith had the best materials extant in England in 1815, and as his map...contains...more places than that of General Reynolds' does, though double the size, and is of recent construction, ... it is more valuable than the large map of 1808 [II, pl. 3 7].

The map of Arrowsmith, though...far from correct, and exhibiting great blanks, I...consider as the best hitherto published, but in its turn its value will soon be much diminished by which I am preparing on the same scale from later and better materials, of which there is a great accumulation in this office...diagrammed or reduced to one scale [274, 281].

It was easy to point out in 1821 many areas where surveys had been too recent for inclusion in a map of 1815, but it must have given Hodgson a special delight to note that, "with regard to the northern mountains and former possessions of the Nepalese, more places are laid down in Arrowsmith’s than in Reynolds' map, but there is nothing of the least value in either" [29-48 7].

1(1790-1823); Hydrographer to the Prince of Wales, 1801; 24 Bathhouse Place & 10 Soho Sq., London;
D.N.B. 2(1782-1832); Recorder of Bombay, 1804-11; Board of Control, 1830. D.N.B. 310 Maps, II AC. D.N.B. 4the original, taken home by Reynolds in 1807 [II 285-4]. 5 to Resid. Hyderabad, 21-5-18; Dn. 99 (43). 6 the copy sent to Calcutta in 1809. 7 Dn. 196 (90), 18-9-21.
Arrowsmith took his detail for Bihār and Bengal mostly from Rennell, and it is not surprising that the Plantation Committee of 1825 found it inadequate for their purposes, though their complaints brought Hodgson forward in defence.

The very valuable map...is consulted with advantage by all the departments. ... It is the result of the labours of our most distinguished Geographers for half a century past, and was constructed...from the authentic documents transmitted from India. ...

Since the lower and middle provinces have ceased to be the seat of war, surveys have not been continued in them, and the maps of Rennell, Colebrooke, and other surveyors, which are incorporated into Arrowsmith's map, are our only authorities, and hitherto unimpeached. Nevertheless, such proofs as the Plantation Committee may offer in support of the alleged inaccuracy of the most recent map published will be duly attended to.

It is true that in the very remote provinces which our armies have lately traversed, even the excellent map of Arrowsmith is...deficient in geographical precision, but, as most places of note are to be found in it, ...some differences in...true positions may not render it unworthy of the...use of the Plantation Committee, for to attempt to reconstruct the...maps of the...Bengal Presidency for its special use would be a labour of incredible magnitude. ... Arrowsmith's map published in 1821 is more full than that of 1815, and may be purchased here. This map of 1821 was advertised in 1829 as "Arrowsmith’s New Map of India, with additions to 1819, to fold in a case; price Rs. 130 (ready money)."

Six copies of the 1815 map was sent out to each presidency [285]. Bengal was honoured by an extra four, with the request that one copy should be returned with amendments, a task that the Surveyor General put on one side regardless of frequent reminders. Hodgson writes shortly after taking office:

I have found...a letter...dated 18th January last, to which...Colonel Mackenzie who was then in infirm health, was unable to reply. ... To correct...Arrowsmith's large map of India which, extending from the 67th to nearly the 93rd degree of east longitude, and from the 8th to 31st degree of north latitude, comprehends a very considerable portion of the map of the Globe, ... is...as desirable as its execution is laborious and difficult.

Instructions were passed out to all surveyors to send in reductions of their field work both on the ½-inch and 16-mile scales, and Hodgson told Government that he was preparing the 16-mile map, as ordered in 1820.

for the corrections of the general geography of India, for which purpose I am reforming the maps of the Peninsula on the fundamental and perfectly correct basis of Colonel Lambton's trigonometrical operations, and also of that vast tract from the Nepaulish...to...the confines of Chinese Tartary in the 32nd degree of north latitude, regions in which very great additions have been made to geography since our armies have traversed or occupied them.

In 1822 Arrowsmith issued a map of the southern peninsula on the quarter-inch scale, of which Markham writes:

The labours of the...Madras Military Institute...began to attract attention as soon as their results arrived in England, and the necessity for...more accurate and detailed maps...was soon acknowledged. Aaron Arrowsmith...constructed a projection for a new atlas of India on the scale of four miles to an inch [293], and the Madras survey maps were placed in his hands. The result was the publication of his atlas of South India, from Cape Comorin to the Krishna in 18 sheets, which appeared in July 1827.

This was a great advance on any previous publication, but was very sketchy in areas such as Guntur and Ongole, which were yet to be covered by regular surveys, whilst Travancore was left entirely blank. The 18 sheets included an index, and an inset showing Arrowsmith's projected rectangular lay-out of ½-inch sheets, numbered from I in the south to 102 in the Himalaya. We find a bill from W. Thacker & Co. [214 n.4], Calcutta 1827, for supplying—Arrowsmith's Atlas of South India—Elephant Folio—½-bound in Russia—Two copies @Rs. 200—Packing in wax—cloth, tin, etc. Rs. 6.

In deference to the Directors' favourable reference to this map as a basis for their new Atlas of India [283], Blacker abstained from the inviuous task of pointing out its defects.

In 1818 Arrowsmith issued a Map of Asia, followed by a revised edition in 1822, on which the German geographer Klapproth [57 n.4] wrote a spiteful review;...
Arrowsmith, the most ignorant of all those who are employed in constructing maps, has borrowed a map of Japan by M. Abel Remusat and has copied it just as it was into his Map of Asia, in four large sheets, finished in 1818, and revised in 1822. Hence these Islands [Japanese] appear three times larger than they really are. ... It is much to be desired that the few persons who make geography a scientific study, and who are capable of judging of the horrible productions daily offered to us under the denomination of maps, would give themselves the trouble to examine and criticise them severely.

He concludes by stating that many published maps "possess no other merit besides the beauty of the engraving."  

Amongst other maps issued by Arrowsmith were those which accompanied Blacker's Memoir of... the Mahratta War, published in 1821 [282], and Malcolm's Map of Central India, including Malwa [84].

In 1824, after Arrowsmith's death, a full map of India was published by Cary, in six sheets, largely from Blacker's material, scale 25 miles to an inch, followed by a reduction in two sheets.

A New Map of Hindostan...from original materials, exhibiting its political divisions & the natural features of the country. ...To Lt Colonel Valentine Blacker, c.s., Surveyor General of India, this map is most respectfully Dedicated, in gratitude for the very liberal assistance afforded by him in the communication of many valuable materials from which it has been principally contructed. — G. & J. Cary, London, 36 St. James's Street, July 1st 1824.

An interesting extension was printed with Cary's six-sheet map of 1824, entitled Map of the Countries between India and Europe, scale 120 miles to an inch, that gives a detailed table of overland journeys between India and Europe —


Fitzclare had been A.D. to Marquess Hastings during the Maratha War, and was sent home overland with news of peace. His account of the journey, with maps, was published in 1819.

Another map issued about this time was one by Kingsbury, Parbury, & Allen, in four sheets scale 32 miles to an inch, that was advertised in Calcutta.

Just landed & for sale — A newly constructed and extended map of India — From the latest surveys of the best authorities, published principally for the use of the officers of the army, and inscribed to Maj. General Sir John Malcolm. Price in portable case, on rollers, 40 rupees; varnished 45 rupees. Wm. Thacker & Co.

The same firm also published the map issued as frontispiece to Prinsep's Narrative of... British India under the Marquis of Hastings, 1813-18, entitled Map of the Seat of the War in India 1817-8, scale two inches to a degree, "compiled and drawn for the use of the Commander-in-Chief's office, Fort William, Bengal. ... 1st June 1825.

The map gives routes of various columns which operated against the pindaris and Marathas. They also published a Map of the Western Provinces of Hindooostan, in four sheets, inscribed to Malcolm, together with an index, containing the Names and Geographical Positions of all places in the maps of India, especially that newly constructed and extended Map of India, lately published by Kingsbury, Parbury & Allen, Booksellers to Hon. East India Company. ... London 1826.

Record & Issue

In their instructions for the establishment of a Surveyor General of India, the Directors made him responsible for maintaining a depot of maps at Fort William.

1 Jean Pierre Abel Remusat (1758-1832); French scholar of Chinese; Editor of Journal des Savants from 1818; Ency. Brit. 2 As J. 1826 (65); quoting from Journal Asiatique, of Paris; reprinted in original French; IO Tract. 461. 3 engraved by Sidney Hall "under the inspection of Mr. Arrowsmith." 4 IO Cat. (86); M.R.I. 97 B (1-3). 10 II Ac. 13. 1 John Cary was a noted engraver and publisher of maps between 1787 and 1820; his firm G. & S. Cary continued to publish in London up to 1844. 2 Lt Col. Geo. Aug. Fedde. Fitzclare (1794-1812); cr. 1st Earl of Munster, 1831; DNS; the 5th Earl of Munster flew to India in 1841 to visit the 14th Army, piloted by David Philipmore, my nephew. 3 Geo. Gaz. 15-12-25.
and for security and distribution. There was a strict rule that surveyors should treat their work as secret, and not pass copies to local officers, either civil or military, without proper authority [II, 288–9; III, 274].

Even when surveying Orissa at the Commissioner's request, Buxton asked for the Surveyor General's permission to issue a copy of his survey: "My instructions are to show a map to nobody, and... I have refused to do so to the Commissioner, much, however, I rather suspect, to his surprise. I beg... to be set right if I have acted wrong." The Surveyor General approved, and referred to a recent Government order that local officers issued with maps will... preserve them in their offices, and transfer them to their successors... and not... permit any additions to be inserted in them. But... the prohibition against allowing copies or extracts should be qualified by sanctioning the practice in cases where it may be found necessary for the public service, a report then being made to your office.

On his arrival from Madras Mackenzie found that these regulations were too often disregarded, but before taking action he consulted Garstin and Thomas Wood. He writes later to Webb disapproving of Tate's correspondence with civil officers:

It is not approved that a person employed on public duty should communicate on the subject of his official duties to any person whatever without permission... I may go thro' the disagreeable ordeal of declining propositions, & be reckoned a crusty disobliging old fellow for my pains, while meantime an order may be obtained before you can help it.

He asked Webb to pass no part of his survey to others until the whole was completed and officially submitted to the Surveyor General.

In spite of all precautions, it was found in 1820 that many maps were scattered through the various Government offices in Calcutta, mostly unknown to the Surveyor General. Franklin was deputed to examine them [337];

A considerable mass of geographical information... has been collected in... public departments which, from want of due arrangement... may in time be dispersed altogether beyond the reach of Government. The Most Noble the Governor General is in possession of several important... sketches... from various offices on active service. Many are also in the office of His Lordship's Military Secretary. There are likewise a few maps in the... Political Department.

You will examine, arrange, and collate the... documents... in such a form as to render them accessible... and... construct descriptive catalogues... and... report your opinion with regard to... [distribution between] the office of the Surveyor General, or the Quarter Master General. Franklin found material not yet incorporated in the Surveyor General's maps;

I was able to collate the whole... and arrange it into uniform and complete district maps... and, this appearing to me to be the most useful shape in which I could condense the variety of information... I commenced on Rundeltown, as well because it is centrally situated, as because I had full and authentic materials for the work [81–2].

As I proceed in my labours, I register in a catalogue the various documents I make use of. I have already commenced a map of the States west of the Jumna River, because the information we possess regarding them is extensive. It consists of actual surveys and... routes which, when arranged and consolidated, will... produce a map greatly superior to any which we... possess of that part of the country. Meantime I am making endeavours to procure efficient information for... filling up the more interesting blanks of Jubbulpore and Central India... I have commenced a General Military Map on a smaller scale, on which I have already completed a skeleton series of points from the Sunbe River through Central India to the Dehchan, and have connected in the most satisfactory manner all the labours of the Madras Quarter Master General's Department with those of Bengal.

He was told to confine himself to listing the maps into suitable groups;

It was not contemplated that you should engraft the information so obtained on former materials, or... frame compilations which would greatly protract the period of your present employment, and which could more regularly and more expeditiously be executed under the direction of the Surveyor General.

He completed the work in another six months, compiling two new maps which he submitted with a descriptive catalogue, reporting that it had been his chief care to avoid copying documents which already existed in the public offices. The maps...

---

which are herewith submitted are new, and have, by means of my present employment, been preserved to the public service. After the completion of these two maps, the remaining documents...will consist of various plans of forts not at present in the office of the Chief Engineer, and several plans of battles and other topographical sketches relating to the late campaign, ... and also a very extensive collection...made by the late Lieutenant Pickersgill, and intended by him for a work which he contemplated on the Nepalese war [II. 417].

The present documents appear to me more adapted for deposit in [the office] of the Surveyor General, ... as the Quarter Master General can have access to them at any time [302, 334]. ... I have several maps, the private property of the late Colonel Fagan1, which...I solicit permission to deposit...also in the office of the Surveyor General with a separate catalogue2. His proposals were all approved.

Though Blacker had obtained permission to use official maps for the illustration of his Memoir of the Maratha war, it was suggested that he had exceeded his permit in passing any to Cary for private publication [289]. It is hardly likely that the Directors would have appointed him Surveyor General if this were true, for it was a practice that had caused them much concern ever since the old days of Clive and Vansittart [I, 256; II, 287]. Hodgson broached the subject to Jopp in 1826;

The improper liberty which has within late years too often been taken by public officers and Heads of Departments, of carrying away with them to England papers in their charge, and especially maps, must be brought to the notice of Government, here and at home. I know that very sinister uses have been made of such maps, but I trust a speedy report made to England will prevent the abuse in future. I...desire you to prepare lists of all the maps you have, and to make particular mention of any...which are missing. These circumstances should be fully explained to your own Government, and reported to me3.

The matter drew further comment from the Directors in 1828;

Some of our officers who have been employed in the Surveying Department have sent copies of their surveys to Europe for publication on private behalf; ... you will...prohibit such practice in future. All surveys made at the public expense are public property, and we direct that no copies of any surveys, so made, be delivered to any persons except those appointed by Government to receive them4.

Circulars were thereupon sent round to all surveyors ruling that,
in the event of your quitting the Survey Department, a declaration on honour will be required, specifying that you have not retained or delivered to any individual, or sent to your friends in England, any maps or papers whatever connected with the surveys on which you may have been employed at the expense of the Government [II. 288-9]5.

On this Montgomery commented:

I think it is a pity the Court of Directors did not name the officers who sent copies of their surveys for publication on private account. Have you any idea who they were? Colonel Blacker, I think, was the only person in this Presidency who availed himself of his situation when Quarter Master General to take copies of surveys [86]6.

It had been directed that custody of survey records at Madras and Bombay should be entrusted to the Chief Engineer [393], but Mackenzie had little difficulty in demonstrating the absurdity of such an arrangement [315-6]. Before he left Madras he overhauled the records there, finding a total of 2,986 items, which he left under charge of Riddell [316], to whom he writes from Calcutta:

I have just got there the inspection of the contents of the depot; there are only about 750 titles, scarcely 1/3rd of the Madras depot. These consist almost entirely of itinerary surveys, corrected sometimes by astronomical observations; no statistic surveys. Only 2 or 3 general compilations; but one of them very extensive, but old, & nearly obsolete7. On the whole the depot is inferior to the Madras one.

I have not yet examined the records, but...they consist chiefly of field books, &...there are no...memoirs. The regulations, reports, & office hours, differ much from ours, & I have hitherto declined bringing my Madras people in contact with them, till I get into a large house, capable of one regulating system [310]8.

Both Mountford and Montgomery had a continual struggle to keep pace with

1[Note 46. II, 41]. 2[DDn. 191 (331-5), 16-8-21]. 3[DDn. 223 (38), 8-8-26]. 4[CD to B. Mil., 10-1-28 (12, 13); DDn. 90 (55) & 217 (159)]. 5[DDn. 184 (473), 23-6-28; cf. 217 (159) of 6-5-28 & 230 (337), 11-6-28]. 6[DDn. 281 (291), 13-11-28]. 7[p]robably Thos. Call's atlas (L. 215-1); MRIO. 95 (32-33). 8[DDn. 150 (291), 18-8-17].
the demand for copies and reductions of maps, which had all to be made by hand. Mountford repeatedly asked for regular accounts of maps issued and that, on a map being furnished, ... a receipt...be deposited in this office and that, with a view to the further safety of such maps..(the preparation of which has been attended with so heavy an expense), periodical returns be made. ... I...hope that maps will be better preserved; ... and that, while every latitude is given to the circulation of geographical information, ... due attention to the spirit of the...orders relative to the multiplication of map will be granted 1.

The Surveyor General did all he could to persuade officers to use maps published in England, rather than call on the survey office for hand-drawn copies [276-7]. Regarding materials for the 1-inch Atlas, Hodgson asked Montgomerie to be particularly careful that all the work...be done...under your immediate inspection, and that nothing...is made public by private lithographers 2. Each sheet when finished should be kept by you, locked up and under your seal3.

There can be no reason why labour, which might be otherwise so much better employed, and which is...so urgently required for the fulfilment of...the positive command of the Supreme Government, should be lost in making for the Commander-in-Chief copies of maps which his Quarter Master General has. What could he do with them 4?

As copies of the new Atlas began to reach India, the Directors became more than ever opposed to the distribution of hand-drawn copies:

With our despatch of the 28th January 1829, copies...were sent to you, and we anticipate a great saving of labour in the Deputy Surveyor General's Office....

We...draw your attention to the frequent, and we believe often unnecessary, calls for maps by our officers, civil and military, caused by the neglectful custody, or irregular appropriation, of those documents; and we desire that it may be intimated to all our servants that maps supplied from our public offices are public property, to be carefully kept 5.

At Bombay the custody of maps rested with Williams till his retirement, and then passed to Sutherland, first as Assistant, and then as Deputy, Surveyor General [323]. To give the Surveyor General closer control, Blacker had the following orders issued by the Supreme Government:

All original surveys, with whatever original documents may be attached to them, now at either of the subordinate Presidencies, are to be transferred to the Geographical Depot in Bengal, the Deputy Surveyor General retaining copies of such as may be thought necessary. This last measure, ...prescribed by the 323rd paragraph of the Hon'ble Court's letter of the 3rd June 1814, became necessary in consequence of the late instructions for the preparation of a General Atlas on a large scale from original materials; but...the...times in which he may require to call for them are left to the Surveyor General....

No survey shall be admitted by the Surveyor General as complete, unless accompanied with a document explanatory of its authority and construction 6[194].

INDIA HOUSE

The established procedure under which copies of field books and surveys were regularly despatched to the Court of Directors was confirmed in 1814 [II, 287], but the Directors had to send constant reminders, and call for regular lists from each Presidency. During 1821-2, Claude Wade, Assistant Surveyor General at Calcutta, was employed for several months “examining the copies of journals and field books...for the Court of Directors”. For several years, however, nothing was sent from Bombay except copies of the revenue surveys [281].

For the preparation of the Atlas of India in London, strict accuracy became imperative, and in 1827 the Directors noted that “several of the surveys...sent to us from your Presidency are very incorrectly copied” [313-4], and ordered that originals should be sent home, and copies retained in India [285-6] 7.

Before handing over duty as Surveyor General, Hodgson sent in a complete list of the materials that had been sent home, and of what remained in India:

1Dn. 132 (316), 5-11-21. 2Lithography introduced in Calcutta and Madras about 1822 [208-9].
3Dn. 184 (421), 30-11-25. 4Dnn. 229 (44), 8-2-27. 5CD to B., Ml., 15-4-29; Dn. 253 (131).
6BGO, 6-1-25 (6). 7CD to B., Ml., 2-5-27 (4); Dn. 90 (49).
Regarding the construction of a map of India at home, ... and...the transmission of all original field books and other documents, ... every attention has been paid to...orders. ... I have compiled two very full lists, sent herewith, ... the one of maps and plans, the other of field books and other written documents; ... The...arrangement of this extensive catalogue...has been a work of great labour, and has employed several of the most effective people of the office for many months past. If over the task of constructing a map of India in England be executed, it will be mainly owing to the assistance which this catalogue will afford.

A year later Herbert despatched a further consignment,
packed in five tin cases, secured with brass locks, which are covered with wax-cloth, and sealed with the seal of the office. These documents are...all original, and...it was necessary to have a correct copy of each document before the original could be spared from the office. ...

Nothing but the very peremptory nature of the Court's order could have induced me to send materials which are so likely to occasion...disappointment in any attempt to turn them to use in England. ... To follow my own judgement, I would have substituted for them such sheets of the Great Atlas...as might have been constructed with tolerable correctness. ...

That such a task can be better performed here than in England...I cannot but believe, ...
In comparing discordant materials it would be a great help to the map compiler to become acquainted with the...requirements of the surveyor, with the instruments used, and the methods followed [283]. ... I should have considered my time more usefully employed in...digesting the heterogeneous material now sent into something like shape and system, than in...copying documents many of which are...not worth the labour. But I could not substitute...my views ...

Most surveyors could lay down the projection of their maps and surveys from authorized tables giving lengths of parallels and meridians. Hutton's tables were generally used [I, 245], until the issue of Lambton's values [II, 215; inf].

Of his map of Kumaon Webb writes in 1819;

The length of a minute of the meridian has been taken at 1816 fathoms, and the projection of the map itself has been made on what is called the Diagonal method, the only mode I am acquainted with by which the relative positions of places can be preserved, as well as their distances from each other upon an equal scale. I imagine the method itself is not new, but it was first pointed out and explained to me by Mr. Arrowsmith.

On receipt of the Directors' letter of October 1822 proposing a "complete Indian Atlas" [283], Blacker assumed that he was to prepare it in India [284], following approximately the lay-out shown on Arrowsmith's atlas of the south peninsula [285].

He first consulted Everest;

The last paper of Col. Lambton...that discusses the figure of the earth as deduced from a comparison of his own measurements with certain others in Europe...is published in the 19th vol. of the Asiatic Researches, after he had advanced his meridional arc to 18° 3' 45"... He concludes the earth's ellipticity to be...1/304, and...annexed a table of the value of degrees on the meridian...for every degree of latitude, and on an arc perpendicular to the meridian [II, 250]. In consequence of orders from the Court of Directors, I am about to engage on the projection of a General Atlas...and...I am desirous of ascertaining whether any reason has occurred since the date of the paper in question for doubting the correctness of its conclusions.

He then worked out his projection;

The calculations for the graticule have been completed. ... Considering the proposed atlas as a great national work, every part of its construction becomes a matter of...importance, and exacts a reference to principles that shall stand the test of scientific investigation. I have therefore bestowed on the determination of the intersections of its great and small circles pains which, I apprehend, are novel...in India. ...

I...forward for transmission to England a copy in duplicate of the tables which have been calculated, and the arguments which have been employed in arriving at the desired result; I have been induced to take some impressions of them in lithography, as well to secure the accuracy of the copies, as to provide a sufficient number for future reference; for...these

1 Dn. 231 (236), 4-1-28. 2 Dn. 265 (2), 29-1-30. 3 Dn. 156 (95), 4-3-19. 4 pp. 1-127. 5 Dn. 93 (130), 4-9-24. Everest's reply not found. 6 no copy found; "a single sheet of large foolscap".
tables will answer for all other maps within the parallels of 8° and 32°, under any other meridian, as likewise for any other scale by...simple proportion. ...

In order that...the proposed atlas may be clearly understood...I herewith forward in duplicate a geographical sketch exhibiting its proposed dimensions and subdivision, but extension...will be attended with no difficulty. With regard to the size of each sheet, I have conformed as nearly to the instructions of the Honorable the Court of Directors as was possible, for the size of a sheet of Arrowsmith's atlas, which received their approval, contains 1071:9 square inches, and in the present projection it measures 1056:6 square inches [296].

Two years later, Hodgson records the source of Blacker's inspiration;

This graticule and scheme of calculation is taken from a very good model, that of the great map of France, as...described in the Supplement of Puissant's "Topographie"...The meridians converge to the 30th degree of Longitude, and the 20th degree of Latitude is the central parallel. The extent of the map (of which each sheet is a component piece) is from the 8th to the 32nd degree of north latitude, and from the 67th to the 93rd degree of east longitude, and I think the arrangement...as judicious as any that could be proposed.

The Hon'ble Court use the term General Atlas of India. With a view that it may be completed in that sense, the component parts should be so arranged that they may compose one perfect whole, in the manner of the great map of France. It is not intended, nor expected, nor could it be of any use, that the sheets should be actually laid together on so large a scale of four miles to an inch, yet still it is in accordance with the best models that the meridians should converge to some centre, and, what is of most consequence, it is necessary that the differences of longitudes in so vast an extent as 25 degrees (may more, when we include our new discoveries to the borders of Yunnan in China) should be well adjusted among themselves3.

He explained to Montgomery that he was almost tempted to make it on a smaller page, i.e., to a degree and a half in latitude and two degrees in longitude, making each converge to the center of the sheet. My original plan of only one degree of latitude was too small, and Colonel B's is rather too large, but in case of further reduction to 8 miles, it will be convenient. It certainly is not of consequence to make the meridians converge to the centre of so great a map as all these sheets laid together would compose, because such a map would be useless; however, it is the fashion to make them so, and as to the size of the sheets there is much to be said on all sides4.

With his lithographed tables Blacker had attached instructions for their graphic protraction, accounts of which are given twenty-five years later by Thuillier and the head computer, Radhanath Sickdar. Neither of them makes any reference to Puissant. In his Manual of Surveying Thuillier describes the graticule of maps comprising small portions of the globe for which Colonel Blacker drew up a memorandum of instructions, which is simple and accurate within certain limits, about 100 square degrees. The objections to the method are that it is an empirical process based on no known projection, and the protraction has a tendency to generate error because it is not laid off from one common origin. The spaces are built one on the other, whereby the error in any point is carried on through all the succeeding ones5.

Radhanath Sickdar writes in the departmental Auxiliary Tables of 1851:

The tables for map projection, and the manner in which they have been compiled and arranged, will be found well explained in the...memorandum drawn out by the late Colonel Blacker for the use of the draughtsmen in the Surveyor General's Office. By a mechanical operation...is produced a graticule whose meridians are all equal, are equidistant at all corresponding points, are intersected by the parallels at equal angles on the same side, and whose parallels consist of parts proportional to the cosines of their latitudes6.

Following the clue given by Hodgson, we find that the library at Dehra Dun still holds the identical copy of Puissant's Traité de Topographie, d'Arpentrage, et de Nicellément, that was consulted by Blacker. It bears a note in Hodgson's handwriting, "Surveyor General's Office. Purchased 2 May 18227, Rs. 12. J.A.H.". It is freely annotated in pencil, more particularly the paragraphs which deal with the modified Flamsteed projection7, adopted by Colonel Henry. "Colonel au Corps Impérial des Ingénieurs-Géographes", for the great military map of France.

1Ritten double-elephant drawing paper [200]; DDn. 264 (170), 12-7-25.
2Colonel Louis Puissant (1700-1843); Corps des Ingénieurs-Géographes; Service Géographique (20, 28, pl. 39).
3DDn. 231 (49), 5-11-27.
4DDn. 223 (53), 27-7-27.
5Thuillier & Smyth (552).
6Rev. John Flamsteed (1646-1719); first AR., 1875; FRS. 1677. DNB.
Puissant's *Supplement* which deals with the subject of map projections is dated Paris, 1810, and describes the projection que le Dépôt général de la Guerre a adoptée pour la réunion des levées topographiques. Cette projection connue sous le nom de “projection modifiée de Flamstréed”, ou de “projection conique altérée”, a été adoptée dans cet établissement pour préférence sur toutes les autres.

The projection was specially designed for maps comprising a number of sheets covering a wide area, and its particular properties were:

1. Sur le méridien rectiligne de la carte et les parallèles, les longueurs sont les mêmes que le globe terrestre.
2. Tous les méridiens courent à angles droits le parallèle moyen.
3. Les petits arcs de méridien ayant même amplitude, sont sensiblement égaux entre eux, au voisinage de ce parallèle, ou du méridien moyen.

Le système de projection, adopté (Flamstréed-Bonne) consiste dans la projection de la surface à représenter sur un cone tangent à la terre le long d’un parallèle choisi.

Cette projection a l’avantage d’être “équivalente”, c’est à dire de conserver leur vraie valeur aux surfaces; elle n’est pas équable, mais n’altère que peu les angles et les longueurs, jusqu’à une assez grande distance des méridiens et parallèles originaux.

Colonel Henry adopted this modified projection to the needs of the French military map, and worked out the necessary formulae and tables;

M. Henry, astronome du Dépôt général de la Guerre, doit publier dans le Mémoire de cet établissement un Mémoire sur les propriétés et l’usage de la projection actuelle. Outre les formules précédentes qu’il a obtenues de son coté, et recueillies en tables, il a parvenu, par un analyse élégante, à d’autres formules non moins utiles.

The *Supplement* gives Henry's formula, and it is obvious that Blacker, whose attention had probably been drawn to Puissant's description by Hodgson, applied it to the continent of India, and worked out his tables for protracting the graticule of his new quarter-inch atlas, using Lambton's constants [II, 252; III, 253-4]. It has been suggested that Blacker must have been a great mathematician to have devised this projection, but he was not so. He was essentially a keen practical man, of high intelligence and forceful character, and an excellent organizer and administrator. Henry and Puissant were the mathematicians.

Though Blacker's projection was later adopted for departmental standard maps prepared in India, his tables had been dispatched from Calcutta after the first sheets of the Atlas had been prepared in London on Arrowsmith's globular projection [283, 285]. John Walker appears then to have adopted them for his later sheets with considerable modification, without leaving any clear record. After his death in 1873, General Walker discusses at length the projection actually used and describes it as one of the numerous modifications of the conical development; it represents the parallels of latitude by concentric arcs, but the meridians by arcs concave to the central meridian, and not by straight lines as in the true conical development.

The elements of the figure of the earth which are here employed are not stated, but there can be no doubt that they must have been those which were determined by Colonel Lambton from his measurements on the great Indian Arc, and are given in vol. XIII of the "Asiatic Researches" [II, 252; III, 293]. The accordance is sufficiently close to leave no doubt. The meridian which has been adopted as the central meridian or axis is 76° 30' east of Greenwich; this is not only stated in Mr. Walker's memorandum book, but can be deduced from the calculations. What parallel was adopted as the central parallel of the projection is nowhere stated. The sheets of the Atlas are rectangular, their dimensions as taken between the marginal lines on the copper plates being 38 by 27.4 inches.

---

None of the documents to which I have hitherto had access give any information as to who was the originator of the projection of the Indian Atlas. There is a lithographed pamphlet in this office, which is believed to have been written by Col. Blacker, who was Surveyor General of India, but it does not give either the name of the author, or the date at which it was written. It proposes a method of projection which in principle is identical with the one actually adopted, and is based on the same geodetic elements, but differs in all other details, the central parallel—the adopted value of which influences the whole of the calculations—being 20° instead of 24°, and the central meridian being that of 80° instead of 70° [295]. The size of the sheets was intended to be 38·38 by 27·53 inches; the origin of co-ordinates was placed in the centre of the atlas, at the point corresponding to lat. 20° long. 80°, the intersection of the central parallel with the central meridian.

All the calculations seem to have been carefully made out and verified, and the results are tabulated in a convenient form for use, which is very far from being the case with the calculations for the actual projection. The design of the atlas is believed to have been influenced to some extent by Mr. Aaron Arrowsmith's Atlas of Southern India, which was evidently designed by its author as the commencement of an Atlas of all India. In both atlases the dimensions of the sheets appear to have been regulated by the size of the double elephant sheet of drawing paper.

In 1869 the preparation of the Atlas sheets was transferred to India, and a new projection introduced, which lacked the advantages of Blacker's polyconic, which makes the standard one-inch sheets assume the form of a spheroidal surface when many of them are joined together [and writes Burrard] is so superior to our Atlas sheet projection, which makes all the sheets lie on a horizontal plane, ... that I [Burrard] have in my silent mind given Blacker a very high place in comparative history.

General Walker does not discuss the selection of the quarter-inch scale [283, 286], but points out a minute error by which the dimensions of the copper plate, which should have been 38·31 by 24·65 inches within the border lines, are only 38·00 by 27·45 inches. The error necessitates a reduction of scale of all geographical materials which are drawn on the quarter-inch scale before they can be correctly inserted on the copper plates, but otherwise it is of little importance; in the printed sheets...larger errors arise from the shrinkage of the paper.

Regarding scales generally, Mackenzie writes to Webb:

The scales I recommend for all geographical maps are 1 mile, 2 miles, 4 miles, 8 miles, 12 miles [I, 247-8; III, 281-2]; accordingly, by this established rule, an uniform method is introduced throughout. The first projection generally one mile to an inch—at least two—in order to admit all villages. The Military Institution used for the first projection 4 inches to a mile, a good one certainly for a town, but too unwieldy for a country.

Mountford writes more fully:

As far as the purposes of general geography...are concerned, I consider...the scale of 4 British miles to an inch sufficiently large. There are, however, some districts...presenting such a variety of features as to render it very difficult to delineate clearly their character upon so small a scale. ... I would instance the province of Travancore, the maps of which, upon a scale of one mile to an inch, I shall...shortly transmit to you. The map of the circuit of Guntur has lately been reduced to the scale of 4 miles to an inch, but...only a few of the principal names are written upon it, the others being referred to the margin...by bearing and distance from the capital to which they belong [II, 213].

Our surveys...claim something more than what is expected from a Geographical and Military Map, and the demands of Government for copies of maps upon large scales for the several branches of the service (particularly the Revenue and Tax departments) appears to intimate that something more is expected of them [277-8].

The survey of a considerable part of the Carnatic below the Ghat was executed upon a scale of 4 inches to mile, which, though unnecessarily large, had the good effect of introducing a number of officers well skilled in the delineation of the features of the country. The districts ceded by the Nizam in 1800 were surveyed on a scale of 2 miles to an inch; but the whole of Mysore and all the districts surveyed under this office were done upon a scale of 1 mile to an inch, which...is the best calculated to prevent any practical error of importance.

---

The rival systems of Sir William Jones and Dr. Gilchrist for the transliteration of Indian names have been described elsewhere [I, 249-50]. The subject was not one that interested all surveyors, but Gerard of Bengal, and Mountford of Madras were amongst those who took trouble over the spelling of their place-names. Gerard writes of his map of the Dün [pl. 3]:

The names of places in this map, as well as in that of the northern division of the Saharanpoor District are written according to Dr. Gilchrist's orthography, with the exception of his final O and Arabic Qaf. The former I think is often liable to be mistaken for OO, and I have accordingly written it short a, which is its proper sound.

I have put down the letter K, and not Q as Dr. Gilchrist has it. The difference between J and ζ being almost imperceptible to Europeans.

On the other hand Mountford advocated Sir William Jones' system of orthography.² Being ordered to supply the Board of Revenue with a complete set of district maps [278-9], he asked Government for lists of all the villages, correctly written...in the characters of the language in current use, considering the present a favourable opportunity for introducing one general system of orthography into all our maps. Hitherto the systems of Sir William Jones and of Dr. Gilchrist have had their respective advocates among the surveyors, while a less definite one has been followed by others. The system of Sir William Jones, being universally understood, seems to claim the preference, and if no objection is offered I shall adopt it². To the Surveyor General he added that he proposed no change to names whose pronunciation was "sanctioned by long established custom. The system of Doctor Gilchrist is not so well understood in this Presidency as it is in Bengal."[II, 271 n.4].

Montgomery faithfully observed the same rule, and in 1830 found that the correction of the names for his quarter-inch maps entailed a great deal of labour. Holt Mackenzie gave wise advice to his revenue surveyors:

The use of some fixed principle in expressing native names with English letters seems to me much more important than...generally considered. In the maps of the country I have recently traversed, the names of a multitude of places are so spelt as to make it impossible for a stranger to ascertain what place is meant. It seems to be very desirable that you should [record] the Hindoo as well as the English and Persian, and for the rule of conversion into English you should apply to the Record Committee.

Engraving & Lithography

There had never been any high-class map-engravers in Calcutta, and the city maps of Baillie and Upjohn [I, 53-4] are amongst the few produced locally. Maps had as a rule to be sent to some private publisher in England, or laboriously copied by hand. Blacker had a good deal to say about the home engravers:

In various parts of Arrowsmith's Atlas the gradation of shade expressive of hills and mountains bears no analogy to the heights or magnitude of those eminences, and consequently misleads the judgment in a most important point. Yet it cannot be expected that any engraver will be more...sedulous than Mr. Arrowsmith in guarding against this, ...but...it is inseparable from the circumstances under which that individual compiled and published his maps from various materials prepared in different styles and strength of drawing.

Manuscript sections sent home from this country suffer a similar fate, as I know from experience. The Indian ink...undergoes a change of strength on the voyage home, and, if made generally darker to provide against the more delicate shades vanishing, an opening is given for miscorrections, as the different shades do not change in the same proportion. ...The engraver is ignorant of what is intended to be expressed, ...notwithstanding his best intentions and endeavours. ...The geographer who prepared the Manuscript is the only individual competent to superintend the engraving of it, as he is the only person who knows the effect required.

---
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This truth appears to have been understood in the engraving of the Ordnance Map of England—of Cassini's Map of France—and Ferrari's Map of the Netherlands—as well as other similar works in Germany. Humboldt superintends the engraving of all his own maps, and at that princely Austrian establishment at Milan, "Impt. Reg. Institute Geographe", which I frequently visited when there, I was assured that as much attention was required on the part of the Head in superintending the engraver who had the fair drafts to work from, as in directing the labours of the draftsmen. ... Although outlines which are determined by the coordinates of latitude and longitude may be transferred with great fidelity to the copper, it is otherwise with the shades expressive of the difference of level, which are therefore very seldom given with accuracy.

He suggested that an engraver should be sent out to Calcutta to prepare the Atlas under the control of the Surveyor General, and this was again urged four years later by Hodgson [285], who further suggested that young men from the schools might be apprenticed...and readily instructed in the business of engraving. ... An Engraver seems as necessary an adjunct in the Surveyor General's Office as does a cutter and repairer of surgical instruments, who was sent from England to the dispensary, and many artisans have been sent to...the mint, steam, and other establishments.

In 1829 Herbert had Wilcox's map of Assam engraved locally [64];

Considering the value of this map, and...that more than one copy of it will be required, I would suggest that I...have it engraved. One of the native draftsmen in this office is a very tolerable engraver, and...will engrave to finish it in four months. To make an ordinary copy would consume two, so that the expense of the engraving will only be (in addition to the price of the copper) the value of his labour for two months. For this we shall have any number of copies desired, and (a point of no small importance) all equally correct.

The price of copper, polishing etc., will be 28 rupees. The impression will only cost about 8 rupees a hundred. The plate will remain in the office for correction in...any of the doubtful points, or...filling up the blanks.

Another of Wilcox's maps was lithographed by J. B. Tassin [299], who had set up an establishment in Calcutta a short while before.

Lithography was yet a new art in England when Hodgson suggested in 1822 that a lithographer should be brought out with suitable apparatus;

As, in the progress of the Revenue Surveys, the increase of maps and plans and the demand for copies...will be considerable, it appears to me expedient to adopt every mode of facilitating their transcription, and...none offers better than the method of printing on stone, called Lithography. If the lithographic presses are really as useful as they are described to be by their inventors—their powers may be advantageously employed in public offices, but particularly in that of the Surveyor General. I...submit that two lithographic presses...may be commissioned from England for the use of the department, and that the stones and...other apparatus...may be also sent for...two more presses. The larger the stones are, the better, but...if they are made 33 by 25 inches they will answer the requisite purpose.

The lithographic presses will occupy a good deal of room on board ship, but as all the woodwork can be made here as perfect as in England, any number of stones, which may hereafter be sent out, ...could be easily mounted in Calcutta when the machine in its complete state has been seen. I...two complete presses...be sent, ...it will be most advisable for the Agents in England to take the advice of Mr. Ackermann, who makes the instruments, as to such peculiar structure as he may deem most convenient for copying maps and plans.

No press was procured for the Survey, but by 1823 a Government Lithographic Press had been established in Calcutta [292 n.2], which was available for the printing of maps. Burney's map of Burma was printed there in 1824 [79].

The execution of the map has not failed to attract the notice of His Lordship in Council, who considers it to be highly creditable to the Lithographic Press...which on various occasions during the present war has been eminently useful in furnishing numerous impressions of charts and sketches, ...as well as proclamations in the Burmese and Assam languages, which could not indeed have otherwise been procurable.

You will...communicate to Mr. Rind, the superintendent of the Lithographic Press, the very favourable sentiments entertained by Government of the utility of his establishment.

1 Dn. 204 (57), 11-3-24. 2 Dn. 231 (49), 5-11-27. 3 Ibid. (272), 3-4-50. 4 Rudolph Ackermann (1764-1834) bookseller of Sorneseberg, Bohemia; established lithography in England, 1817. DNB. 5 Dr. James Nathaniel Rind (1795-1840); Ben. Med., probably nephew of the Survey. 6 Dn. 109 (45), 6-8-24.
The Surveyor General was a member of the Lithographic Committee which managed the press, and in July 1828 he reports that acting quartermaster-serjeant James Gordon had arrived, sent out by the Directors apparently in response to Hodgson's request of six years earlier. Having brought no apparatus, he was attached to Rind's press, and employed mostly on printing maps for the Survey. Special sanction had to be obtained before a map of Gorakhpur city could be lithographed in 1828. The survey had been carried out by Wroughton [132], who wanted copies for the magistrate—for the Court of Directors—and another for record with the Revenue Survey—and, writes Herbert, a fourth might be desirable to...the commanding officer at Gorakhpore, and it is not even improbable that a demand for a fifth or sixth may hereafter arise. In the case of these three copies being required, it appears to me that lithography will affect the work with the same economy as the employment of copyists, while the perfect similarity of every impression is assured, without the labour of examining more than one, the proof impression... I would further employ an extra draughtsman in this labour, charging for him in a contingent bill. The draughtsman—Mr. Tassin—proposes...drawing on a stone for 300 rupees, for which he will also colour any number of impressions... He is a very superior artist, and I do not think unreasonable... There is no draughtsman in the office of the Lithographic Press capable of executing this work; nor even in the office of the Surveyor General (supposing the current work could be deferred) is there anyone capable of competing with Mr. Tassin as a draughtsman; add to which that he has had some experience in drawing on stone, the river maps now publishing by Captain Prinsep...being executed by him [15-6]. The proposal was sanctioned, Herbert being allowed to exercise his discretion in multiplying the number of copies for sale [12]. Other maps including some from surveys in Assam by Fisher and Jones were drawn on stone in the Surveyor General's office, and printed off at the press. Useful work was also done in printing traverse forms for the revenue surveyors [160].

Thomas Jervis, a great advocate of lithography, records that the Court of Directors sent out a lithographer... I believe they have sent out two or three at different times, but they have all died, sinking in part under mental disappointment, and possibly under maladies incidental to constitutions unsuited, or uninitiated, to India. They lived just long enough to teach some persons the nature of lithography, to set some local presses to work for ordinary purposes of business, and to satisfy the authorities and community of India of the immense value of this art.

\[\text{six Europeans employed, B Dir \& GR. 1833, do not include Gordon; DDea. 251 (166), 30-7-28. ETC. 16-6-29 (25-6). Jervis (173).}\]
CHAPTER XXI

ADMINISTRATION

Surveyor General of India; Appointments—Relations with Government—Duties—Revenue Surveyor General—Superintendent, Trigonometrical Survey.

The order substituting a single Surveyor General of India, with headquarters at Calcutta, for the independent posts of Surveyor General at the three presidencies, reached India in November 1814, but it was not until 17th April 1815 that the Governor General nominated Colin Mackenzie to fill the new post [II, 306, 427]. The appointment, dating from 1st May, was promulgated at Fort William on that date, and repeated at Fort St. George on 26th [II, 307].

As Mackenzie had only recently returned to Madras after four years absence, he obtained permission to stay there in his new capacity to re-organize the department and raise field parties [94-5]. He writes in January 1816:

I have, since my arrival on 31st March, been employed without any intermission...in preparing...materials for a...view of the surveying establishment. ... In a few days I shall...submit an abstracted state of the Survey Department...from the 1st December 1810 to the 1st December last (a period of 5 years)...[He asked time for] winding up the complicated duties of this office, and making...arrangements regarding the current wants of this Presidency².

In his absence, Crawford continued in charge at Calcutta till driven home by sickness in December 1815. The Calcutta office was then left to the charge of a subaltern [309], and field surveyors and Government left without professional guidance or counsel. After several polite enquiries an emphatic order was dispatched in May 1817, the Supreme Government regretting that circumstances should have protracted the arrival of Colonel Mackenzie in Bengal to this late period. His Lordship is the more urgently solicitous that an event so exceedingly desirable...should on no account be longer delayed, because upon its accomplishment depends...the new system of general survey as ordered by the Honourable Court.

The arrival of Colonel Mackenzie...will enable that competent and zealous officer to see his way more clearly, and to mature his ideas at leisure, on the many subsidiary matters...which remain to be devised for the effectual accomplishment of the Honourable Court’s designs³, while...the...decisions of this Government...must be accelerated...by...discussion...on the spot.

Mackenzie closed down work at Madras, handed over the office to John Riddell, and reached Fort William on 29th July. He was now 64 years of age, and under the anxieties of his new responsibilities, and the trying climate of Calcutta, his health rapidly declined. After two years he was continually withdrawing himself in search of more salubrious air; up the river to Patna; down to the Sandheads; and to Puri on the Orissa coast; there were no hill stations in those days. He died on the 8th May 1821 on a river trip, having spent 38 years in the east without any respite from duty other than his tour to the upper provinces in 1814 [II, 78, 426].

Much to the disgust of both Williams and Webb [280, 322], John Hodgson succeeded as Surveyor General from 25th May, Thomas Wood of the Engineers holding charge pending his arrival⁴.

Although the Directors had nothing against Hodgson, who was indeed a most capable and experienced surveyor, they preferred Valentine Blacker, and nominated him Surveyor General under a letter of July 1822, whilst he was on furlough. Blacker was indeed one year younger than Hodgson, and less than two years senior by date of first commission, but he had had a distinguished military career.

1 CD to B 3-6-14 (II, 306). 1 MPC. 3-2-16. 2 On the subject of revenue surveys [134-5]. 3 DDr. 142 (91-101), 6-5-17. 4 BGO. 30-5-21; BMG. 2-6-21 (14), BGC. 25-6-21.
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as Quartermaster General of the Madras army from 1810, and right through the Maratha war, and the Directors entertained "a high opinion" of his "merits and services". Though he had not done much practical survey himself, he had commanded the Madras Guides, had been responsible for the surveys both of the Military Institution and of the Quartermaster General's Department, and had produced valuable maps of Central India after the last war [36, 282].

Assuming office in Calcutta on 24th October 1823, he administered the department with wisdom during the Burmese war, and strongly advocated the Great Trigonometrical Survey as the only sure basis for accurate survey [249-1]. After a brief illness he died in Calcutta on the 14th February 1826, in his 48th year.

Hodgson was re-appointed from 17th March, after two years as Revenue Surveyor General [305-6; pl. 21 n], and returned to Calcutta at the end of July 1826, retaining charge of revenue surveys. In December 1828, after 28 years continuous service, he applied for leave to England with permission to retain his appointment, a request which could not be granted. He was however granted furlough on medical certificate, and after handing over charge to Herbert sailed from Calcutta on 24th January 1829.

It was several months before the Governor General, Lord William Bentinck, selected Henry Walpole as successor, after calling for names of suitable candidates from the three presidencies. These names were:

From Bengal.—Lieut. Col. Sir T. Anbury [L. 305]; Captains Herbet; Franklin; Oliver; Cheape. From Madras.—Major Walpole; Captains Montgomerie; Crisp. The name of Captain White, though not brought forward by himself, has been strongly recommended both by Lt.-Col. Conway and Captain Trower, under whom he was instructed in the Military Institution at Madras. From Bombay.—Captain Jopp, Deputy Surveyor General, and very favourably mentioned by Sir John Malcolm.

If I was restricted to a selection from...the Bengal Presidency, I should consider Captain Herbert entitled to a decided preference. His ability and zeal, together with his extensive contributions, not only to the immediate objects of the department, but to general science, entitles him to great respect, but, regarding...the views of the Court, and...their efforts to establish a general Map of India, and conceiving that it is from the want of system...that are to be found the causes of failure, I am of opinion that Major Walpole...is more competent than any other officer to place this plan upon a principle of progressive...execution [282-6].

On Walpole's assumption of duty on 30th October 1829, Herbert was appointed Deputy Surveyor General [310].

As in the case of Blacker, so also now, the Directors made their own selection regardless of that made by the Governor General, and in August 1829 they informed Everest, who was still on leave, that they had appointed him Surveyor General, "entertaining a high opinion of your services as Superintendent of the Grand Trigonometrical Survey, and of your scientific acquirements and general qualifications". Everest returned to India and took over as Surveyor General on 8th October 1830, resuming charge of the trigonometrical survey at the same time [1, 10, 308].

**Relations with Government**

The Surveyor General's department in Bengal had been controlled by the Military Department of the Supreme Government since 1785 [1, 262], having been under the Public Department during Rennell's time. From 1st June 1818, the Governor General directed its retransfer to the Public Department, being altogether unaware of any sufficient reasons for...the Surveyor General's duties...coming under the Milt. Depart., or for placing expense of the office to the head of Bengal charges, Military. In the infancy of the British territorial possessions of India, and while a constant severe

---

struggle for existence was maintained, topographical and geographical knowledge was sought, chiefly with reference to its use in a Military point of view. The early surveyors were therefore usually military men, and—...their expeditions were naturally considered as incurred for military-political purposes only.

The continued employment of officers in the army as surveyors has arisen probably out of the peculiar frame of European society in India. Two classes of men only could lawfully resort to the country. The scantly pay...of a Surveyor held no temptations to the Civil class, but is an object of ambition to Military men, whose education...rendered them, ... perhaps, better qualified for such employment.

For some time past, however, an important change has been gradually taking place in the...character of the Survey Department. ... The consolidation of our Empire, it's complete military security, and the natural extension of its possessions and influence, have prodigiously added to...surveys in India. ... We now distinguish between Topographical Surveys for purely Military purposes, and Civil Surveys, which may be said to comprehend on the one hand, the magnificent operations of the Scientific Geographer and, on the other, the minute but useful researches of the Land Surveyor...for statistical and financial enquiry. ...

The arrival in Bengal of Colonel Mackenzie, and his assumption of the important functions confided to him, offers a favourable opportunity for effecting this necessary separation. The Department of General Survey for India is...wholly new. If it is to answer the great ends contemplated by the Hon'ble Court...it is to render powerful aid to the internal administration by...those accurate district surveys so much wanted in Bengal, so happily effected by Col. Mackenzie in Madras, and now introduced at Bombay...it must...receive such an organization as will adapt the means to its intended uses. ...

After the transfer of the...general survey to the Public Department, the Military Department will remain chargeable only with the topographical staff of the Army [Quarter Master General's Department] [...], but His Lordship does not purpose...that the Surveyor General should be prevented from availing himself...of the services of military officers. ... Agreeably to...the General Orders 1st Janry. 1817...separate surveyors were to be employed only when war, or the preparation for war, should preclude the Quarter Master General from placing the officers of his department at the disposal of the Surveyor General [...]. ...

The Surveyor General and his subordinates will become civil functionaries. ... No part of their emoluments, pay excepted, can be permitted...to burthen the...Military. ...

The Governor General purposes to consider the Surveyor General's office as...the grand depository of all...geographical and topographical knowledge regarding India. ... The trigonometrical operations of Lieut. Col. Lambot are only exempted from the jurisdiction of the Surveyor General for temporary and special reasons, which will cease to operate when the Lieutenant Colonel's charge shall devolve on a successor. ...

The Quarter Master Generals of the Armies under the several Presidencies will...furnish the Surveyor General with the originals, or copies, of every actual survey made under their orders—which the Surveyor General may wish to possess?

Lord Hastings rejected a suggestion that, because of its general confidential nature, the Survey should be placed under the Political Department, pointing out how slender is the connection of the Surveyor General's office with the Political Department. ... Whenever...plans or information are required in that branch...they will be supplied as they are at present. ... The probability, however, is that the maps wanted for political purposes will be generally executed for military objects by the topographical staff, and preserved in the office of the Quarter Master General, which is strictly the department of military survey.

In neither case can there be any difficulty in the Secretary's making his requisition direct: indeed the Honourable Court's instructions are peremptory, and enjoin the Surveyor General to keep his records strictly private, and to attend in person on the Governor General or Commander-in-Chief, when called on to furnish maps or information of importance. This system of vigorous secrecy has long prevailed in the Surveyor General's Office [...].

The new orders laid a heavy burden on the Surveyor General, who had to keep separate accounts for "military surveys" and to correspond with the Military Department "on all questions...which may be strictly of a military character". Mackenzie was far from happy and writes privately to the Military Secretary: A machinery under instructions from one Department cannot be satisfactorily managed in another. ... It is the collision with other Departments that I dread, because I have experienced such detriment already from it. I am also anxious to be apprized of the appropriate channel.

1 to VP. in Counci, Mil. Dept., Camp Ooskar, 8-1-18.
2 from Sec. to GG., Mil. Dept., 16-4-18.
of communication with the Governor General. ... There is much in this department to be explained to him, but how is it possible for me, grey headed in this line, to received communications only thro' the Quarter Master General in what I have ever been taught to look to as my proper line of duty?]

The new arrangement did not last long, for in 1822 the Directors ruled that, as the principal surveys made in India are for Military and Political purposes, and the Surveyor General, as well as the officers employed under him, are usually military men, ... the regularity of public business would be better preserved by retaining the Surveyor General's office in the Military Department agreeably to former practice.

With brief exceptions, Madras surveys, other than those under the Quartermaster General, had long been a civil charge, and in 1828 it was ruled that all expenditure of the Surveyor General's department in Madras Presidency should be charged "in the Civil Department", from 1st May.

**Duties**

The Directors had laid special stress on the Surveyor General's maintenance of a central depot of geographical materials, and preparation of district or province maps, and of a general map of India [274, 289-10]. His responsibilities regarding initiation and control of surveys, and control of surveyors, were not precisely defined, except for the enforcement of secrecy, and it was generally held that existing regulations continued in force [193]. In Bengal these comprised orders that had been issued during the last thirty years or more, whereas Madras regulations were first issued on 9th October 1810 [II. 290].

The idea that the surveys of all three presidencies could be controlled from Bengal was by no means universally welcomed and, writes Hodgson to Crawford,

I am quite anxious to know if we are to have the good fortune to retain you as our Chief; I hope so. Surely Lord M [Moira] will see the absurdity of the new arrangements, for, if the Survey Department is thought worthy of keeping up, it is evident that a Surveyor General here can have no adequate means of judging of the accuracy or merit of his subordinates, acting perhaps in Guzerat, or Lord knows where. They might as well order one Superintending Surgeon, or Reviewing General, for the 3 Presidencies: 'tis not by this sort of economy that the arch-enemy Buonaparts acted.

It was, indeed, impossible for the new Surveyor General to assert control in all three Presidencies with any effect without suitable deputies. For two years Mackenzie made no attempt to make contact with surveys in Bengal and Bombay, and confined himself to overhauling the surveys in Madras, where he was completely at home. Before leaving for Calcutta in 1817 he obtained authority for the establishment of a small branch office under an Assistant Surveyor General, instead of handing over the depot of maps to the Chief Engineer as had first been ordered [315-6].

After arrival in Bengal he took some time to get a grip of the work. He found it particularly galling that the Quartermaster General should have a separate staff of military surveyors; and that many of his own surveyors had, in his absence, been taking orders either direct from Government or from local officers [334-7].

It appears to me that the mode of communicating with the few surveyors employed under this office should be defined, and either the former regulations observed, or new ones made.

Regarding the survey of Sirmoor, ... I know not officially who has charge of it, as Captain Hodgson writes me privately he is coming away on ill-health [35, 338-9]. Lieut. Harriet is detached under instructions unknown to me; and I must hesitate on giving any, as my attempts are frustrated by measures taken without my concurrence.

It would be useful...if I could have the honour of seeing His Lordship, as more could be explained personally than can be well done in writing. I am quite exhausted, and...to little purpose, as...nothing...can prevent it excepting an adherence to the former rules, or the establishment of others modified to the present state.

He found that Franklin in Bundelkhand [81] had not sent in

---

the plan he promised in May 1817. ... I am entirely unable to estimate the extent of that survey, how far it may connect with others (such as Sackville’s) & many other points necessary for my communicating his instructions. He has never reported his leaving the survey. ... All officers coming under...the Surveyor General should report their coming on survey & then leaving it; as well as the periodical reports & returns that are required.

Again to the Private Secretary after discussing some new proposal; I have really to apologise for occupying so much of your time yesterday. I thought it very necessary that you should have a distinct understanding of the complicated duties that hang so heavily on my shoulders, ... wherein no one can relieve me, and in which I am engaged from motives of public feeling rather than...my personal comfort, interests, or satisfaction. ... The following principal objects must have a temporary suspension.

1. ...The State of the Surveying Department, together with all that depend on it. This I consider a primary object.
2. The correspondence with Madras, in arrears and almost confusion, from the contradictory measures taken there, ... to be...brought to that proper situation in which I left it.
3. The communications and correspondence with the new surveys ordered in the Poona territory, which require to be understood, to prevent that excess that threatens [124, 327].
4. The necessary communication to the surveys of this Presidency.
5. Replies to a number of requisitions from Government now in arrears. Very heavy and formidable for one to go into.
6. The current office duties as established by no occasion no extra attention; but besides these is—7. The Telegraph Committee, which frequently, and at this very moment requires a serious consideration [270]; add to that—8. The communication and correspondence on the survey lately ordered for exploring a new road to Nagpoor [27–8].
I trust that any delays that may occasion on this head, and several others that I could mention, will not be imputed to any neglect in me.

Work became no easier with his illness; I have been so exceedingly unwell for the last fortnight that at the earnest recommendation of the medical men I was obliged to leave town on the 9th to reside at Pultah for the benefit of a change of air. I came down today (tho’ not to the advantage of my health) in consequence of numerous official letters which I could not answer from Pultah. ...

Then, claims for surveyors’ allowances, the frequent discovery of further surveys of which no official notice appears at the office, and the applications for rates of allowances or certificates from me (which is the only occasion apparently where the Surveyor General is now called upon), tends to increase this...embarrassment, and points out the necessity of a speedy remedy.

The main object of this office, meantime, is thrown back, and the weight thrown upon me is very injurious to my health, and now retards the means recommended for my relief.

As pointed out elsewhere, he was worried by Lambton’s proposals for special increments for his staff [307, 325], and was greatly disturbed by Garling taking instructions from the Resident at Hyderabad [117].

Colonel Lambton’s survey, ... which was originally designed to assist and not to embarrass, ... is a serious subject that I ought to be allowed time for, and the principal object of all, the actual state of the survey department, is still kept back by the mass of detailed matter that has fallen upon me, to the loss of my health, and almost of my resolution.

Mr. Russell of Hyderabad has at last proceeded to the length of ordering away the surveyor...on a scheme of his own, ... in opposition to all I have proposed. ... What becomes of the Surveyor General’s office then? or what is the use of it?

Are these matters to be regulated by these gentlemen at pleasure, or why should I alone be kept in the dark? If this office is to be merely nominal, it may suit very well any person desirous of a salary, but I conceive neither my course of service, nor any other reasons, would warrant my being laid aside, or employed in a situation of considerable responsibility, without power of acting according to the line apparently down for my guidance. ... I am sure you will forgive me for suggesting that all orders, etc., relating to the Survey Department be communicated to the Surveyor General, ... and that no officer of Government be permitted to interfere with surveyors, excepting in cases of urgent necessity.

He remained suspicious and jealous of the Quarter-master General to the end, and less than three months before his death complained that he had only just been
informed of the new scheme for road surveys [27]; "little of the former duties are now left to the Surveyor General's Department".

Mackenzie was indeed exceedingly jealous and touchy at any trespass on his prerogatives, and constant ill-health greatly exaggerated his difficulties. Government was consistently considerate to his protests; they encouraged him either to refuse troublesome applications, or refer them to higher authority, and authorized him to correspond direct with the Government at Fort St. George.

The inception of the revenue surveys and of the new quarter-inch atlas brought new problems for his successors, and the extension of surveys into Macartha territories, and to Burma and Assam, soon relieved the tension with the Quartermaster General, especially as Blacker knew both ends of the question so well. He found it desirable, however, to have his position clarified by the following rules, that were "entirely grounded on the instructions of the Hon'ble Court of Directors".

That no new survey shall be undertaken at the subordinate Presidencies without the sanction of the Supreme Government, and that an opportunity be given to the Surveyor General to report on the qualifications of the surveyor and on the capability of his instruments.

That an officer once appointed to a survey shall not be removed from it without reference to the authority by which his employment was sanctioned.

That the Surveyor General be authorized to dictate, under the approval of the Supreme Government, the scales which shall be used, and the forms and manner of preparing the memoir of the survey; to call for detailed reports of practical operations, and to be obeyed in such instructions as he shall find it necessary to issue thereon.

These rules were issued under General Orders of the Supreme Government dated 6th January, 1825, together with others which gave the Surveyor General official access to the survey records of subordinate presidencies [292].

Revenue Surveyor General

Though the Directors had long been anxious for a start to be made on the revenue survey of the Upper Provinces, Government had not been able to get any concrete help from Mackenzie [135], and it was not until Hodgson succeeded as Surveyor General that they received definitely proposals, and enthusiastic cooperation. Several parties took the field during 1821 and 1822, organized and controlled by the Surveyor General, who found his work so much increased that he obtained the assistance of Herbert at headquarters. On Blacker's arrival in 1823, a new post was created for Hodgson—Revenue Surveyor General—

The number of Revenue Surveys actually in progress, with the prospect of still more, ... appears to dictate...some special arrangement for...efficient superintendence. ...

There are now five parties conducting minute village surveys in the Western Provinces and in the Deccan Territories. ... In Bengal there are three surveys—that of Lt. Fisher on the Sylhet frontier [144-5]—that of Capt. Blake on the coast of Balloosah and the adjoining Islands [138-9]—and that of Mr. Prinsep in the vicinity of the Sudderibazar [141-2]—all engaged under the Civil authorities. ...

In the above surveys, 10 commissioned officers, and 14 uncommissioned assistants and apprentices, are employed. Already therefore they considerably exceed in number the persons employed in general geographical surveys.

The nature of their operations— involving the accurate ascertainment of the boundaries of ...villages, with...minute information in regard to the extent of the cultivated and uncultivated lands, and other points of statistics—requires that the books and statements furnished by them ...should be detailed. ... The examination of these...involves a corresponding degree of labor. ...

The Revenue Surveys, even as now constituted, occupy as much of the Surveyor General's time and attention as all the general surveys throughout India. ... Without a careful supervision over the executive officers, we can have no adequate assurance of the sufficiency or correctness of their work, and we cannot hope to secure a full return for the charges...which, if the survey be successfully prosecuted, will doubtless be repaid to us tenfold.

Adverting to the zeal which Captain Hodgson has evinced in forwarding an object long anxiously desired both by the Court of Directors and by this Government, ... and to the experience which he has obtained, ... Government might still retain his services. ...

Now therefore that Major Blacker has assumed charge of the Surveyor General’s office, no advantage whatever will result from continuing the existing connexion between it and the Revenue Surveys. On the contrary, ... the superintendence of these surveys would only tend to embarrass that officer. ... Superintendence of the revenue surveys will unquestionably afford ample employment to a single officer. ...

The Governor General in Council resolves that a new office be constituted under the designation of Revenue Surveyor General, for the direction of the various village surveys now in progress, or which may hereafter be instituted. ... The situation of Captain Hodgson, and the part he has taken, ... point him out for the office, and the Governor General is pleased to resolve that he be appointed Revenue Surveyor General. ... Personal salary of Sa Rs. 1,200 per mensem, with a monthly allowance of Sa Rs. 350 for office rent in addition. ...

As to establishment, Captain Hodgson will furnish a statement of what he may consider necessary. Every possible attention must be paid to economy; but the establishment must necessarily be enlarged as the number of surveys increase. ... Considerable advantages will probably result from his occasionally visiting the surveys in progress, and holding personal communications with the officers conducting them. ... The above allowances are to cover all expenses incurred on account of travelling charges and the like. ...

He should have some fixed office, more especially as the maps and records will rapidly accumulate, and he should have under him some intelligent person in the capacity of Register, who may look after the office during his occasional deputations. ... At the expiration of each year he will report on the progress of each of the surveying parties.

Hodgson planned an early move from Calcutta to Rohilkhand by river, taking with him the assistants and apprentices belonging to the Territorial Branch, that the more advanced apprentices may be supplied to the surveys in the field, and the juniors receive instruction in the office, and preparatory practice in the open field which is almost impossible to give in Calcutta or in the climate of Bengal. ... It is my wish to train up the young men to such habits of hardihood and industry as they can never acquire in this city.

Also I am in hopes of being able to teach some of the intelligent natives of the Upper Provinces as much of the practical art of land surveying as may make them useful and cheap aids to the surveyor. ... I am anxious to visit the several survey parties in the Upper Provinces, and to confer with the members of the Western Board of Revenue.

I propose to proceed by water towards Bareilly in the beginning of the next month [December 1823]. The people of the office being with me in good boats, the internal work of the department will proceed with as little, or indeed less, interruption than in Calcutta.

He made headquarters at Fatehpur [151], until recalled to Calcutta in 1826 on the death of Blacker. He then waited till July before he moved, for in the hot weather boats are hardly procurable, and there are several impediments to rapid progress by water. I therefore propose to defer my departure till the commencement of the rains, when I intend to proceed to Calcutta as fast as possible, taking with me the office records and those persons whose services will be required there.

He was allowed half salary of Revenue Surveyor General in addition to that of Surveyor General, as the two departments were distinct, that of the Surveyor General of India being under the Military [303], and that of the Revenue Surveyor General under the Territorial Department, and the duties and expenses of each must necessarily continue separate. On my re-appointment I ceased to draw my salary of 1,200 sa. Rs. as Revenue Surveyor General from the 16th March, drawing instead of it that of Surveyor General of India, which is sa. Rs. 1,435, ... a small allowance for the head of so extensive a department, and in which there are no less than 33 commissioned officers employed in different parts of India.

As I have conducted the duties of the Revenue Surveys from their first establishment, I do not wish to be relieved from them. ... I respectfully solicit that I may be allowed to draw 600 sa. Rs. per month, being half my former salary as Revenue Surveyor General from the 17th March, being the date of my appointment [301].

On leaving India in January 1829, he handed over to Herbert who, on Walpole's succession as Surveyor General, became Deputy Surveyor General in charge of Revenue Surveys, an office that was not abolished until 1905.

---

Before 1818 Lambton’s official designation had been simply as “on a Survey”, or “on General Survey”, and though he was sometimes addressed by Mackenzie as “Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey”, this term was not used by Government or himself, until his transfer to the Supreme Government [1, 225].

From the time of Mackenzie’s appointment as Surveyor General of Madras in 1810, it had been ruled that, though in no way under his orders, Lambton should submit to him quarterly returns of establishment and expenses, for submission to Government with those of other surveys [II, 335]. This arrangement was continued on Mackenzie’s appointment as Surveyor General of India, and from 1817 Lambton submitted these returns through the Assistant Surveyor General at Madras.

On the transfer of Lambton’s survey to the Supreme Government with title “Great Trigonometrical Survey of India”, and Lambton as “the Superintendent thereof”, the Trigonometrical Survey was placed immediately under the Public Department, and wholly distinct from, & independent of, the Surveyor General of India; but as this measure is adopted out of respect to the rank, talents, & eminent services of the present Superintendent, in the event of that officer’s ceasing to hold the direction...the Governor General will consider this regulation as open to revision.

Lambton was further directed to put forward proposals for revising the pay and terms of service of his staff on their transfer from Madras [304, 379], and these proposals were passed to the Surveyor General to report “how far they correspond with the general rules established with regard to the Department under your charge.” Mackenzie thought them far too generous, but, instead of dealing with them promptly, put them aside—grumbled about them to Mountford—and in spite of repeated reminders eventually left them as a legacy for his successor. He appears to have agreed heartily with Riddell’s comment:

Now that the Governor General is at Calcutta, I trust that you will soon get everything arranged according to your wishes. The incongruity of three independent departments will of itself appear, and...they will...turn their eyes to you as a channel of communication between the Trigonometrical Survey and Government. ...I cannot conceive how a survey of which the principal end is to serve as a basis to other undertakings...can be separated from the Surveyor General of India. The scientific part might perhaps be kept apart, or communicated direct to Government, but, for the rest, I cannot see how you can be passed by. As, however, you yourself say, patience will bring about everything.

The need for closer co-operation was in fact recognized by the Directors, who held it consistent with previous orders to place the Trigonometrical Survey under the general superintendence of the Surveyor General of India. ...We do not mean that the operations of Colonel Lambton should be interfered with, but that report of his progress should from time to time be made to the Surveyor General for the use of his office, and for our information, and that the Surveyor General should...call for quarterly returns of expenses, and for estimates of the time required to complete survey on hand.

Lambton had no objection to sending copies of his professional reports and charts in this way, but was extremely galled by Mackenzie’s continued failure to deal with his application about establishment, and the inconvenience of having my propositions submitted to the Surveyor General, nor can I conceive what he can have to report upon them, except what may immediately appertain to surveys in their literal sense, and where he may wish to be supplied with data. ...

When I was first crossing the Peninsula, and when the Mysore Survey was carrying on, my communication with the Superintendent of that survey was... discursive, and...never intended to draw my attention from the main object... General Geography [II, 113-6]. ...In the letter from the Honorable the Court of Directors...dated the 7th April 1819, paragraph 158 says “We do not mean Colonel Lambton’s operations should be interfered with.” ...

I have only this request to make, viz., that I may hereafter be freed from every kind of embarrassment occasioned by referring to any subordinate authority, because I cannot but believe myself the best able to explain the objects which I have in view, and that I may be left entirely to myself, so far as is consistent with the authority of Government.
This brought a heated reply from Mackenzie who complained that Lambton not only animadverted on my conduct for not passing certain propositions of his, but proceeds to attack the measures of Government in appointing an office of Surveyor General. Soon after my arrival from Cuttack I was taken so ill as to be prevented from taking up Colonel Lambton's business as I intended. These proposals may lay over till I am enabled to extract... information...that will be necessary previous to decision [304].

I...regret that that officer's branch should again unnecessarily tend to interrupt the course of the Surveyor General's duties, which it was originally intended rather to assist, and never interfered with...for twenty-two years that I have been repeatedly in contact1.

Mackenzie's unhelpful attitude was due entirely to ill-health, and his inability to concentrate on papers that had been awaiting disposal for over three years. His petulance was not consistent with the friendliness that had persisted between him and Lambton since the early days in Mysore [II, 115-21]. Both those great men laid down their tasks within the next two years; Mackenzie indeed within the next three months.

After Lambton's death, Everest was appointed to succeed as Superintendent, and placed under the regulations affecting the Surveyor General's Department, and...all future reports from the Superintendent...transmitted to the Surveyor General of India, through which channel the orders of Government connected with the Great Trigonometrical Survey will in like manner be communicated2.

Before confirming his appointment, the Directors called for a report on the real necessity to continue the survey [240], and insisted on great caution in the selection of an officer to fill the vacancy. Satisfactory testimonials of his qualifications as an astronomer and mathematician may be submitted to our consideration, without which the nomination will not be confirmed or sanctioned3.

There was never any friction between Everest, as Superintendent of Trigonometrical Survey, and the Surveyor General, whether Hodgson or Blacker, but it was probably just as well that on his return to India he was appointed to fill both appointments; he would not have worked comfortably under a Surveyor General who exercised any close control.

On his departure on sick leave in November 1825 [246], the Directors were anxious to fill his place if a suitable officer could be found, but, except for Herbert whose services could not be spared, there was no one whom the Surveyor General would recommend [242]. Everest himself explains that there was no officer in India who had any practical acquaintance with the methods pursued in the Department. I do not by any means presume to question the talents of others, but simply to state that any person who might at that period have taken upon himself the task of conducting the operations in my absence, would have had to learn those methods which I had acquired by the toil of a seven years apprenticeship...

There never were more than two individuals besides myself who had been assistants to Lieut. Colonel Lambton, viz., Captains Warren and Kater—of whom the former was residing at Pondicherry out of the service, and the latter was in England—and...none but the Lieutenant Colonel's assistants were allowed to use the larger instruments, or to have any share in the higher parts of the profession... The difficulty of nominating my successor was...such that the late Colonel Blacker...preferred recommending Government to keep my situation open until my return, and in the meantime to employ the establishment...as I should suggest. ...

It is not upon record that any individual at that time was bold enough to stand forward to grapple with an occasion for bringing himself thus prominently to the notice of the scientific world. Moreover, the Court of Directors had most decidedly declared that they would not permit the appointment of an officer...who could not produce substantial proofs of his abilities as a Mathematician and Astronomer, so that the list of those who were eligible was limited, and of these it does not appear that one stepped forward to court the dangerous honour4.

1 D'Dn. 196 (5-6), 15-2-21. 
2 MMC. 7-3-23; D'Dn. 197 (2-9). 
3 CD to B. Mil., 29-10-23 (10-1). 
4 D'Dn. 283 (25), 5-2-32.
CHAPTER XXII

OFFICE ESTABLISHMENTS


JOHN Hyde, appointed “Assistant to the Surveyor General” at Calcutta in April 1814 [II, 296-7], took sick leave to New South Wales in December, and did not rejoin till February 1816, so Crawford, who was leaving for Europe, obtained the services of Hugh Morrisson from October 1815 to bridge the gap. Hyde had originally been appointed to assist with astronomical observations, but the Directors considered the appointment unnecessary, and directed “that it be immediately discontinued”. At the same time they asked for a report from Mackenzie1, who had no doubt whatever about the necessity for an assistant, and expresses himself freely in a private letter:

I cannot see how the duty can be done without one assistant at least; but certainly not for the duty proposed by Colonel Crawford in 1813. ...

My dear Sir, I could seriously wish that no further change were made in the office till the whole State of the Department is brought under review of Government. To do this I certainly require assistance that I do not think can be obtained from any person unacquainted with the routine of office duty. ... What I consider most necessary is to have the Office and Department brought into a regular systematic order, and its duties well defined. ... I am labouring to bring this forward [303-4], and to carry on the current duties at the same time, of which the latter is not difficult with the people I brought round [311-2].

Mr. Hyde...has been useful, and is willing2.

Hyde’s appointment was confirmed, but in December 1817 he was again granted leave, this time to Fort Marlborough in Sumatra, rejoining in July 18183. Whilst his return was uncertain Mackenzie discussed the possibility of appointing James Franklin, but noted that the pay was only 250 rupees, and attendance expected from 10 till 4. Another of my ideas would be to make the situation of an assistant in the office a qualification rather for being sent out on survey with superior allowance; this instruction would be useful to a Surveyor4. He did not find Hyde an ideal assistant, and wished he had one like Mountford, for whom he had a great regard [318-9]. Hyde’s pay was raised to Rs. 500 p.m., but it was unfortunate that he should take furlough in March 1821, just two months before Mackenzie’s death. Thomas Wood, however, who knew the survey well [I, 398-400; II, 457], was in Calcutta and took charge pending Hodgson’s arrival. Hodgson at once asked for the services of Herbert, who joined from Garhwal in December 1821. Pending his arrival Claude Wade made himself useful in the office at a time when Hodgson was busy organizing the new revenue surveys, and he was kept on till September the following year [292, 312].

Herbert was withdrawn in February 1823 for geological survey in the Himalaya [268], and Cheape who took his place was sent off to the Chittagong—Arakan frontier [67], and then to military duty in Rangoon. He rejoined in March 1825 but in September was transferred to Public Works5. Blacker then brought Crisp up from Hyderabad for the double purpose of assisting in the office, and of rearranging the records of his survey [118]. Crisp was thus available to take charge on Blacker’s sudden death three months later, and after Hodgson’s arrival remained

1 CD to B. Mil., 7-1-17. *DDn. 154 (21), 12-9-18. 2 BGO. 11-8-18. 3 BGO. 21-3-20. 4 DDn. 201 (13-4), 13-1-25 & 231 (87), 4-2-28.
till November when he took two months leave before returning to Hyderābād. He was allowed to draw Rs. 500 p.m. in addition to his allowance as surveyor for the period he held sole charge\(^1\). Hodgson was then left without assistance till 1828, when he once more brought Herbert in from the field, reporting the inefficiency of my office for want of a duly qualified officer as chief assistant. In October 1823 Captain Cheape, of Engineers, the Assistant to the Surveyor General of India, was detached from the office, and was employed on various military services during the Burmese War. On his return to Calcutta, he was on the 22nd September 1825 appointed to survey and report on the state of the New Jagannath Road, and finally removed from this Department.

During...26 months\(^2\), the salary of the Assistant, ... being 500 rupees per month, was not drawn, and consequently a saving of about 14,000 rupees has been made. ...

In this Department 33 commissioned officers are employed in the 3 Presidencies in various and distant parts of India [306]. ... The Surveyor General is engaged in...extensive supervision and correspondence, which occupy much of the time required for...forming maps and attempting to...reconstruct the geography of this whole extensive country; of attending to the operations in the observatory which require constant direction; in instructing...the sub-assistants of the office, and various other duties. ...

The second officer in a department ought to be one in whom the Government and the Principal could implicitly rely, and who, in the event of the sickness or unavoidable absence of the superior, should be capable of performing his duties; an assistant who does not possess these qualities is rather a hindrance than an aid.

I...beg...that...the services of my former assistant, Captain Herbert, may be made available. ... His labours and his merits are...known to the Government, and I consider him as beyond comparison the most skilful officer in India in...the various branches of science necessary to the Geographer and Astronomer, and...he adds unremitting industry and activity.

Captain Herbert is at present Superintendent of the Geological Survey of the Himalaya Mountains [268-9], and...willing...to return to this Department. ... He is ambitious of being allowed the designation of Deputy Surveyor General instead of Assistant as before. ... In the case of an ordinary assistant I would not venture to make such a proposition, but Captain Herbert cannot be considered as such. ... I respectfully hope that some increase to the present very small salary...might be made. That salary is 500 rupees per mensem, which in so expensive a place as Calcutta must be considered as a very slender recompense for the second officer of a great department, supposing him to hold the station of Deputy\(^3\).

Herbert was duly appointed Assistant, not Deputy, and took up his duties about the end of June [268]. He took charge of the department on Hodgson's departure till Walpole's arrival at the end of October 1829 [301], and then became Deputy Surveyor General with salary Rs. 750 p.m. [306].

**Office Premises**

Crawford appears to have had his office somewhere in the region of Chowringhee, paying 220 sicca rupees house-rent, and drawing a consolidated allowance for house and office at 300 sicca rupees [II, 207]. Morriessen and Hyde rent at the same rate, their allowance of rank being Rs. 60 only. In 1817 Mackenzie moved into a larger building, No. 8 Russell St., as he had brought a considerable staff with him from Madras, with several interpreters employed on his historical work [311-2].

The house that had been engaged for me since January 1816, tho' sufficient for our own accommodation, could not receive the office; & in the house occupied for the Surveyor General's office there was not room, not only for my Madras establishment & materials, but scarcely for myself to sit in. Divided between two houses, the month of August passed very uncomfortably, & to this moment I have not been able to open up the collection from Madras. The dampness of the weather was another impediment. ... I have got into a fine large house on 1st inst., & the office is just removed into it, but as...the lower rooms are still too damp & require repairs before I can lodge the almiras in them, the whole regular arrangement cannot yet take place for some time\(^4\).

In February 1818 Government approved his move;

---

1 DDr. 211 (26), 14-7-26. 2 Oct. '25 to Feb. '28. 3 DDr. 231 (88-8), 4-2-28. 4 JASB. IX, 1840 (79). 5 DDr. 166 (296), 5-9-17.
Altho' the house...appears to be charged at a high rate, the Vice-President in Council will not object to the rent agreed on, viz., Rs. 420;...but does not...authorize any increase...on account of the addition proposed...to the building detached. ... The house...might be obtained on more favourable terms were it taken on a lease for a longer term than a twelve-month.

The agents refused to make any such reduction, having lately incurred an expense of nearly 3,000 rupees in erecting an out-house and improvements, for which...an additional rent was to have been allowed. ... Should it, however, be taken for 5 years, we are willing to waive the proposed increase of rent, and to let it to Government for that period at what is now paid, viz., seea rupees 420 per month. The proprietor is...liable for the usual repairs, but not alterations unless previously agreed upon.

Mackenzie was allowed house-rent of his rank in addition to office-rent, but not tentage allowance. He and his family occupied part of the house, and the staff employed on his historical collections was accommodated in the small out-building. After his death Hodgson obtained sanction to purchase from his estate of large book cases, or presses,...for the...safe deposit of the very valuable maps...many of which are injured by dampness and insects for want of a more free circulation of air,...as they are closely packed together in the presses,...which are not sufficiently large to contain all the papers or the valuable instruments. I also request...to purchase an iron cabin-stove for the purpose of keeping the air in the record rooms drier in the rainy season.

When I took charge of the office, I engaged the premises on a lease of two years on my private account at the same terms, i.e., 445 rupees per month, of which 420 are allowed by Government, and it was with great difficulty that I hired the house even on those terms...

The materials in this office are always accumulating, and the increase will be unusually great when the Revenue Surveys are in progress. By the addition of these surveys...it will be much more than doubled, and...several apprentices for that branch are already engaged, and under instruction...[367-3]. ... A great deal of space, and good lights, are required...

I have under my custody in the house the whole of the valuable astronomical and surveying instruments for...my department and that of the Quarter-Master General, as also to meet the occasional demands of the...Madras and Bombay Presidencies, and of expeditions proceeding on foreign service...[211-3]. They occupy much room, and it is necessary that they should be kept dry and frequently inspected, as do also the maps and records, and...they would run the risk of being damaged if removed to a house of inferior description. I find it also necessary to provide for the accommodation at night of some of the assistants...that they may be in readiness to aid the occasional astronomical observations...

In no department at this Presidency is dry and spacious official accommodation so necessary as in that of the Surveyor General.

Blacker moved to 37 Park Street, which he took on a five year lease, occupying part of it as his private residence, and adding an astronomical observatory...[157-8].

The terms on which this house (one of the most appropriate about Calcutta) is engaged is 400 seea rupees per mensum. It is no part, however, of the present proposition that Government should...increase the existing rate,...but that it shall be obligatory on the Surveyor General of India,...to make up the difference from his personal rent.

OFFICE STAFF

In 1815 the Surveyor General was still limited to the establishment authorized thirty years before, viz., one native writer @ Rs. 50 — 3 hackaras @ 5 each — 3 lasears @ 7 each — 1 darrun @ Rs. 4 — and 1 siklugar @ Rs. 4 — besides draughtsmen to the limit of Rs. 600 a month [I, 236, 262, 290; II, 274 n.3]. The full sum, Rs. 694, was drawn monthly as a matter of routine, and from time to time sanction was obtained to engage extra men for purely temporary purposes.

On his move from Madras Mackenzie was allowed to bring up, on increased pay, a number of surveyors, clerks, and draughtsmen, with seven interpreters and translators for his archaeological and historical researches. Several of the Hindus, including Lechmy, travelled the whole way from Madras by land, as their "customs of cast" did not allow them to go by sea [I, 40, 362].

1 Ddm. 142 (205), 17-2-18. 2 Messrs. Fairlie, Ferguson & Co. 3 Umm. 196 (142), 7-3-18. 4 ib. (78), 30-7-21. 5 ib. (192-41), 5-1-21. 6 Ddm. 204 (46), 4-12-24. 7 Such as extra draughtsmen, R. 340 p.m. [II, 274]. 8 Ddm. 142 (199-200) 11-11-17.
Amongst those brought up were—Lucius Rawdon Burke, Register, or Registrar, who had been with Mackenzie since 1800 [II, 303]. He was promoted from Rs. 300 to Rs. 326 p.m. from 1st January 1820 with house-rent allowance Rs. 50 p.m.—Scott, Hamilton and Marcellus Burke, field surveyors, who worked in the drawing office to start with [pl. 2 n.—John Newman, one of the best draughtsmen, who died a year later. Mackenzie writes to Riddell regarding their move;

Write immediately to Hamilton & Burke to come on [101]. ... I am anxious, as, tho’ a very good young man, the former is unfortunately of a short temper that may not always conciliate. We are much in want of assistants. There are frequent enquiries which detain them. They want much surveyors for Cuttack [17], but I want Scott & Hamilton for the office, as there is not a soul here capable of doing what they can do, & it is a real loss to these lads that they did not come on, as every month they stay their loss will be more.

I have got Newman a good pay [Rs. 120], & he merits it, considering his qualifications compared with what we found here. If you could send me 2, 3 or 4, draughtsmen of the same kind, I would find employment for them.

Newman went sick and arrived back in Madras “rather better...than when he left Calcutta, but still looking very ill” [30]. Mackenzie lamented his death:

I am sorry for poor Newman’s fate, the only man I had who understood perspective in any degree. We shall have no want of draughtsmen, but I shall miss him as one of my own rearing, that I took a pride in.

Recruits entertained in Calcutta included John Stuart May, who was engaged from 1st January 1819 @ Rs. 200 p.m., “chiefly for the purpose of transcribing Lieutenant Colonel Lambton’s Memoirs”, and was a year later promoted sub-assistant on Rs. 240 [48]. In discussing his appointment, Mackenzie writes;

In employing any new person, we must not overturn the old scale. The death of one of my draughtsmen would enable me to entertain him with less difficulty, but his skill in drawing is not equal to that of the man I lost [Newman], who was a half-caste, and if Mr. May, an European, was to get more, the whole of my Madras Establishment would be in arms and over set, and it is by them alone I am enabled to carry on the current duties [3]. May was appointed Superintendent, Matábhanga River, from June 1820, but carried on the Surveyor General’s strength till 1825 [15-6].

After Mackenzie’s death his establishment of interpreters and translators was broken up [39], some of them being given temporary employment under Horace Wilson, Secretary of the Asiatic Society, who arranged and listed all the historical material that Mackenzie had brought to Calcutta [23].

The full establishment of the office on 30th April 1822 comprised [360];

Captain J. A. Hodgson ... Surveyor General from 25th May 1821.
Lieut. J. D. Herbert ... Assistant to the Surveyor General from 14th Sept. 1821 [399-10].
Lieut. C. M. Wade ... Temporary Assistant from 17th Aug. 1821 [292, 305].
Mr. L. R. Burke ... Registrar from 11th Nov. 1817.
William Scott ... Surveyor Instructor to apprentices [12, 19].
Henry Hamilton ... Surveyor, Head Draughtsman.
Marcellus Burke ... Surveyor [17-4].
J. Andrew Macpherson ... Draughtsman; 5-year apprentice from 8th Nov. 1813 [II, 271].
Theo. Lockwood ... Draughtsman, since 1814; 1822, with Ferguson in Surguja [88].
Arthur Fitzpatrick ... Apprentice draughtsman-surveyor [22].

Mustie, Gould, C. H. Burke, and Foy, apprentices, were employed in the drawing office before being posted to field surveys, but Lockwood alone fell under the standing grant of Rs. 600 for draughtsmen. The majority accompanied Hodgson when he became Revenue Surveyor General, and, on becoming Surveyor General, Blacker objected to drawing a routine allowance for an establishment that did not correspond with actuals;

On the separation of that part of the office establishment which accompanied the Revenue Surveyor General, I found my number of draughtsmen and other servants so incomplete as to render their amount of pay considerably less than the allowance granted by Government. ...

The first abstract I have had occasion to sign...has been for the month of November last, and to it was attached a declaration upon honour that the sums charged have been necessarily

1His mother d. Madras, 8-12-22. 1DDn. 156 (306), 28-11-17. 3DDn. 151 (162), from Riddell 6-4-16. 4DDn. 156 (375), 1-8-18. 5DDn. 145 (21), 7-1-20. 6DDn. 156 (33), 19-12-18. 7Horace Hayman Wilson (1788-1860); Bea. Med. 1808; DNB; Essay Master 1816-32; bust, ASB. Calcutta, Wilson, H.H.
incurred...for the purposes set forth. However obviously this was at variance with the actual state of the case, I have...to put my name to it, in order that the individuals concerned, now two months in arrears, might receive their pay without longer suspense...The balance remaining in my hands amounts to sicca rupees 333-13-7, or sonat rupees 369-12-7, and I request you will favour me with orders how I am to dispose of it.

With the hands I have at present employed, I cannot consider the office efficient, but I spare no endeavours to complete it, and, have even written to Madras with some access to procure competent draftsmen from that place; but even alto! I had the establishment complete, it will be continually liable to variation; for...the amount of salaries for draftsmen can never...accord exactly with the established allowance of 600 sonat rupees per mensan...

I propose...that I...make monthly a bonafide charge, supported by the usual attestation, and a nominal list if necessary, for the sums I shall actually disburse for the pay of draftsmen, provided the same shall not exceed monthly the aggregate amount of 940 sonat rupees—...600 sonat rupees established allowance, and contingent limit of 340...and that any further contingency for draftsmen be inadmissible...

These is an allowance of 50 rupees for a writer, and pay for 1 darwan, 3 lascars, 3 hirecarrhas, and siglegar, which will remain untouched by the above proposition [I, 290].

Though draftsmen were always difficult to find, he was able to trench on the established allowance for draftsmen...in order to defray some other expenses...

One Writer only is allowed by the regulations, which were framed in 1788 for a Surveyor General of Bengal, but experience has shown the total insufficiency of a single hand for...this office...and I have accordingly employed two clerges...The acceptence roll for February 1824 shows Rs. 530 spent on draftsmen:

**Draftsmen:** [in addition to Henry Hamilton, who drew Rs. 323 as Chief Draftsman].
- Mr. A. W. Tudor, from the 17th to the 29th February @ Rs. 150 p.m. Rs. 65
- Thom. Lockwood Rs. 70
- Benjamin Saxton [300 n.1, 372] Rs. 60
- Thom. Newey... Dito, paid at Madras from 22nd November to 31st January, inclusive, @ Rs. 50...115
- Sheikh Abdulrah... Rs. 70
- Sheikh Deen Mahomed... Rs. 60
- Sheikh Nejbeebubah... Rs. 40

**Writers, One at Rs. 40, one at Rs. 25.**

The roll for December omitted Tudor, Lockwood, Newey, and substituted J. W. Wymys @ Rs. 100; Andrew Jewell @ Rs. 70; R. Dashwood, Rs. 50. Wymys had been brought up from Madras on a three year contract, and was allowed an additional Rs. 20 p.m. The names of all these draftsmen appear frequently on maps still preserved at Dehra Dun.

Amongst men brought from Madras was an "artist", otherwise instrument repairer, named Saiyid Mir Mohsin Hassan, whom Blacker had found working with George Gordon, a well-known jeweller of Madras [258 n.2, 260], and had engaged for the Quarter-master General's office there. He was now sent for to take charge of the many instruments at the Surveyor General's office, for which the authorized sikilgar was completely useless [188]. Being promoted to Rs. 35 in April 1827, he later won the notice of Everest and became Instrument Maker to the department and retired after more than thirty years service.

In January 1825 Vincent Rees, a well-educated Swiss, was engaged in place of May on salary Rs. 240 p.m. for computing astronomical observations [188]. He continued in the office, under various designations, for the next twenty years. After the death of Hamilton, June 1826, John Graham was brought down from the Delhi revenue survey to take over duty as Head Draughtsman, a post which he continued to hold till his retirement in 1858.

There was always a shortage of competent writers, more especially for the tedious business of copying journals and field books, as Hodgson points out when the Directors complained of some being carelessly copied [292].

It is extremely difficult to procure at low salaries in Calcutta native copyists who have a sufficient knowledge of the English language to transcribe correctly any papers but those...

---

1 Dn. 264 (75), 14-7-24. 2 ib. (25-5), 16-1-24. 3 ib. (75), 14-7-24. 4 apprentice surveyor with Grant to Burma; Dn. 220 (133), 3-1-26. 5SGO. SP (1). 6 had a wife and 3 children in Sept. 1826: entertained at Madras 10-2-29. 7 left Delhi Sept. 1827; acted in ch. drawing office till appd. H.D., 24-8-28; @ St. Rs. 323 p.m.
E. Office Establishments

which are written in the most plain and clear manner; but the journals of the Surveyors contain a multitude of figures, symbols, terms of science, and names, which the native scribes certainly do copy very incorrectly. ... The monthly field books alone of a single surveyor... often consist of 40 or 50 pages of folio, closely written (and ) will take up the time of the idle copyists in Calcutta, perhaps for a month, and after all be ill done, and require much examination and probably recopying. ...

Instead of extra writers of a better order being added to... my office, it would... greatly contribute to correctness and expedition, if each surveyor... were allowed an expert writer... in his harassing duties. ... 100 Sa Rs. per month could not be thought too much. ... With the assistance of a writer, the surveyor might make his field books and memoirs in duplicate, one copy to be sent to England, and one lodged in the Surveyor General’s Office. ...

No class of people make so small a return for their wages as the writers in Calcutta, ... owing to their natural idleness, the few hours they attend at the offices, their frequent real or pretended sickness, the interruption caused by numerous holidays, and other causes.

In April 1829 J. Dias was appointed to act as Registrar on the death of Burke, followed by C. Morrison from 14th January 1830. The draughtsmen now employed under Graham were Breton, W. H. Scott, G. H. McReady, C. K. Hudson, Khadem Ali, and Roop Chand, all names found on the beautiful maps of this period.

Revenue Surveyor General

On taking up duty as Revenue Surveyor General, Hodgson obtained a generous office establishment which included, besides 16 apprentice surveyors and their instructor William Scott, a Registrar in the person of Marcellus Burke [II, 351; III, 306, 313], and “draftsmen and writers, or copyists”, also

1 Accountant, or Native Register  Rs. 50 or 60  1 Fresh\[ 5-8
1 Duffer and Mate  ...  12 2 Misters, or Sweepers, 4 each  ...  8
6 Hirercalls @ Rs. 5 each  ...  30 2 Bristies @ 5 each  ...  16
1 Tindal  ...  8 1 Mistry, carpenter, and mate  ...  10
6 Lascars @ Rs. 5-8 each  ...  32-8

Total Sissa Rupees  182

The Accountant should be a trustworthy person, who can give security, and can keep the accounts of the office establishment\[...

The Lascars are required during the instruction of the young men in the field, and for other miscellaneous services: a fresh, sweepers, and bhisties, are requisite to preserve cleanliness and health where there is a considerable number of Christians employed. The services of a Carpenter are continually required for making and repairing signal flags and coarser instruments, and repairing office furniture. The expenses of such office furniture... as is absolutely necessary may be most conveniently charged on a separate contingent bill.

In 1826 Burke was recommended for promotion to salary of Rs. 250 p.m.; he had “respectably, industriously, and skillfully served in the Survey Department 20 years, having been apprenticed on the 1st March 1806”; his salary of Rs. 151 and 2 annas a month “is a small sum to enable him to support himself and family”.

When the office was brought back from Fatehgarh [306], Hodgson sent all the apprentices out to field surveys except four:

William Nix James [188 n.8, 190 n.2], Edward Winston, William Chill, and Charles Hyde Burke, senior apprentices, I brought down with me. ... Their salary is 60 rupees a month, which was sufficient at Fatehgarh, where they could live at less expense than in this Capital, and where I generally afforded them lodging on my own premises, but in Calcutta I cannot give them this advantage, and the charges for house rent, dearness of provisions, and conveyance to the office, strain their circumstances and distress them. ...

I ask... that I should... rent a small two-storyed house, which very closely adjoins to my own, in which I could lodge these 4 young men, and where they would be... immediately under my own eye. ... In the lower story... I could also deposit some of the more bulky instruments, as a large supply... has arrived from England, and is now in the Fort, but they will occupy...
so much space in my office, already overcrowded by the addition of the Revenue Survey establishment, ... that I shall have difficulty in finding room for them.

The rent of the house is Rs. 150 per month.

MADRAS; RIDDLE, 1817–8

In obtaining approval to the establishment of an office in Madras subject to the Surveyor General, instead of transferring the records to the Chief Engineer [297, 316], Mackenzie emphasized the multifarious duties involved;

Constant requisition for information of a territory embracing 1,66,125 square miles, ... frequent attention to ... boundaries, ...—communications and orders to the surveys carried on in this Presidency, ... These ... can only be carried on by a regular series of Instructions, of orders, of reports, periodically, monthly, or quarterly. The progress of the surveys [I, 283 n.8] ... in distant provinces is a constant subject of solicitude; in varying climates, they are to be directed, watched, encouraged, or checked, as occasion may require. ...

An establishment of 29 native surveyors [I, 283 n.8] ... occupy much of the time,—Necessary orders and explanations on their professional duties,—Regulation of their pay and allowances. ...

The employment of a well-arranged establishment, ... instructed in the elements and practice of drawing and surveying, would be equally useful in all the presidencies, ... and ... the employment of a certain portion of these young men ... by transfer to the other presidencies might relieve this ...

I would propose that the depot of Charts and Surveys, ... with the exception of those ... to be transferred, be retained as an immediate appendage to the offices of Government, under the charge of an Assistant to the Surveyor General of India, ... appointed for that purpose ...

That all orders and communications of Government ... be made to the Surveyor General of India, but such as require early or immediate attention be communicated thro' this office as a regular channel of communication to the surveyors ...

That the Assistant in the Surveyor General's Office at Madras submit to Government periodically ... the state and progress of the surveys, receiving for that purpose the reports of the Surveyors, retaining duplicates, and transmitting the originals to the Surveyor General of India with his observations thereon. Quarterly accounts of the expense of the surveying department as usual to be sent in to Government and to the Surveyor General ...

A report of the progress and conclusion of surveys will be made up from the Surveyors' reports by the Assistant in the Surveyor General's Office, and submitted to Government periodically, and the maps, memoirs, journals, and field books ... &c., will be transmitted ... to the Surveyor General's Office at Calcutta ... A moderate establishment for this office will be employed in copying such documents as are immediately ordered by Government, or required for the Surveyor General's Office, and regular reports and returns ... will be transmitted to the Surveyor General of India at Calcutta.

All Surveyors employed on survey under this Presidency to address their letters and reports to the Surveyor General's Office at Madras ...

The following establishment is proposed; ... An Officer Assistant, in charge of the depot and office of the Surveyor General of India per month (exclusive of batta) pagodas 70—One draftsman, not to exceed per month ps. 25—one writer, not to exceed per month ps. 15 ...

One Assistant Surveyor (William Lantwar) who has been instructed for this purpose. He will be necessary for some time at least to assist the Officer in Charge till he has acquired sufficient knowledge of the contents of the depot and office...

Any native Assistant Surveyor that may come to the Presidency ... will be employed in the drawing and writing department; ... the attendance of one of them ... may be considered permanent. All the Assistant Surveyors being already sent, or about to be sent, to the surveys in the country, with the exception of the two above-mentioned, and one lately arrived sick, the same room ... will be no longer requisite for the establishment, ... which will seldom exceed six.

But the materials proposed to be transferred will still require scarcely less room than before; for the almirahs ... and their contents will gradually increase from the materials coming in from the survey. The quantity of instruments ... will also increase considerably. ... On
Office Establishments

these accounts a convenient house...would be desirable, ... but a fixed commodious office in Fort St. George near to the Government House would be much more...convenient. ...

I must deplore the further removal of what may be considered a very valuable collection, that has cost...very considerable sums, until a commodious place is secured permanently; ... the repeated removal of these charts has considerably added to that injury they have sustained from various modes of keeping...

A previous knowledge of the practical application of the [survey] principles in this country, as well as of official details, is still more essential. ... In the distance from...Calcutta, frequent occasions will occur where the assistant's own knowledge will be...referred to. ... An officer already acquainted with the practice of geographical surveys in India would be more usefully appointed...under the direction of the Surveyor General, but subject in every respect to the control and orders of this Government. If a knowledge of...conducting and calculating trigonometrical operations...is added, ... it will be still more useful.

He suggested John Riddell as possessing these qualifications to the full [II, 439], and asked for his early appointment. This was referred to Bengal and, though the Supreme Government was reluctant to depart from the definite order to deposit the records with the Chief Engineer [315], they agreed that the literal execution of the Hon'ble Court's orders, by compelling the delivery of many valuable records...to the custody of a department usually overburdened by its proper functions, and by vesting...the superintendence...of survey duty...in an officer wholly distinct in his powers, and independent of the Surveyor General, ... may tend to defeat the projected unity of effort and concentration of geographical and statistical information—

The Surveyor General should take with him all records required in Bengal—

The remaining records...should be transferred to an officer who shall be left in charge provisionally of the branch of the Survey Department which will remain at Fort St. George until the expediency...of permanently establishing a subordinate survey branch under that Presidency shall be finally determined. This officer will...discharge all such duties under the orders of the...Governor in Council as have hitherto been conducted by Colonel Mackenzie.

In...the choice of the individual to fill this temporary office, ... every attention should be paid to the recommendation of an officer so distinguished for public spirit and eminent talents as the present Surveyor General of India1.

After earnest persuasion, and after the Commander-in-Chief, General Hislop, had specially inspected the office, Riddell's appointment was sanctioned2. He joined on 18th June and took over on 18th July on Mackenzie's departure for Bengal3. The office staff on June 1st comprised:

4 Draftsmen:—Christian Andreas Ignatius; John Newman; John Mustie, and John Gould, the two latter being apprenticed to Mackenzie4.

4 Writers:—Lucius Rawdon Burke, Head Writer; ...Anthony Rodrigues and Domingo Perrier, copyists; and Henry Hamilton, assistant surveyor [312], employed as extra writer.

Mackenzie took all of these to Bengal except Ignatius and the two copyists. On Newman's death [312] he thought of calling Ignatius to Calcutta, but decided against it, writing to Mountford:

Be so good as to give some dounceur to Ignatius for the drawings5, and send me the whole round by sea, finished or not, as I can get them done here.

I some time ago enquired of Ignatius whether he would like to come here in the vacancy made by Newman, provided your office could spare him. He first declined it, then lately offers to come, but with so many conditions implied that I do not much relish having anything to say to him, and at all events not without your express permission. ... I could get him the same salary as Newman had, but I am really apprehensive that he would ultimately hang heavy on our hands, as I know he was involved at one time.

I enclose you his letter: in confidence. I do not much like it, nor his ignorant coarseness in mentioning his complaints, which would require the Scott's remedy of a scrubbing post. As senior draftsman he had the first choice of coming round, but he foolishly declined it, and poor Newman accepted. Pay Ignatius what you like as a gratuity, tho' in my time I made them do these things in the office as an improvement to their qualifications6.

Riddell's appointment brought a protest from Garling against the use of the title "Assistant Surveyor General" by an officer who was his junior. Mackenzie

1 Ddn. 142 (91), 16-5-17. 2 MMC. 10-6-15 (26-31). 3 Ddn. 151 (12), 16-6-17; MMC. 10-6-26-7-17. 4 Edward Jervis, dmm., drew fair copies of maps, 1817-18. 5 for the collections. 6 Ddn. 149 (61), 23-5-19.
pointed out that whilst Riddell was acting on a temporary salary of 70 pagodas per month in a very responsible charge at Fort St. George, Lieutenant Garling holds the more advantageous situation of a Surveyor, on a salary of pagodas 150 per month [350]. Had Lieutenant Garling been selected for this situation, he might justly complain of being put into a more expensive situation on diminished allowances.1

To Riddell himself he writes:

I am sorry that this gentleman every day seems studiously to increase the perplexity which, however, must be removed. Remember, that you are the organ of Government; that it is their orders and those of the Surveyor General you communicate.2

The Supreme Government ruled that Riddell's official designation should be "Assistant in the Surveyor General's Department" and Garling was at length pacified. He had given Riddell an opportunity to be amusing, having varied about the whole changes he could ring. At first it was "Lieut. R., in provisional charge of the Surveyor General's Department," and then "Lieut. R., of the S.G.'s Office," and now it is "Lieut. R., in charge of Office, Surveyor General's Department."3

The field surveyors took to using unauthorized designations for themselves, such as "Surveyor in Travancore," or "Assistant Surveyor General," the latter a title officially reserved for officers in the Presidency offices. The correct designation of the officer in charge of a field survey unit was, writes Mackenzie, "Surveyor, in charge of the—Survey.4"

Altho' it is of no great consequence, yet it is proper in giving the names of the surveyors in the Almanac that the actual situation and designation should be correct. The gentlemen on survey were recommended by me to be sent out as Surveyors in charge of different parties. Their new designations as Assistants is by no authority. Major Williams of Bombay might just as well subscribe himself Surveyor General because he was actually such before May 1815, and an older Surveyor General than I was.5

Mackenzie and Riddell, exchanged letters, both public and private, almost every week. Regarding office accommodation Riddell writes:

I expect to leave your house about the 1st [August]. There is certainly no good one to be got for 20 pagodas, but I must do my best. The Government has no idea of giving more than is necessary, and Mr. Shore told me he must stop the allowance (above 20) from the day of your departure. Since my last letter of 3rd instant nothing particular has occurred. The Depot is moved to the house formerly occupied by you in Vepery [II, 393-4, 421], which I have been obliged to take for six months, with...two months notice.6

Mackenzie was most punctilious about correspondence:

I wrote you from Sagur, or Kedgerees rather, a hurried scrawl of 24th July on our first arrival in the river; I could not again write till the 18th ulto. when I addressed you a letter, marked No. 2, by post. This will be No. 3, & I propose afterwards to number my letters in succession as I observe you also mean to do; it is an excellent plan, by which we will immediately observe if any misses.7

Avoid showing the official correspondence, or any other documents to any person whatever. Make it a rule to receive your friends in your sitting room, clear of office documents. I have myself experienced much inconvenience from not adhering to this.8

You have made a mistake lately in referring in one of your public letters to a demi-official letter. Remember there is no such thing as a demi-official letter recognized in the Service; let all your referable letters be official & entered as such. I again recommend to you not to avoid writing on duty matters in private letters, as they may occasion mistakes.9

Your letter to Lieut. Garling of 18th July was perfectly correct in its substance, only you should not have addressed him 'My dear Garling' if it was official, & if it was private you should not have signed it officially. ... Excuse me for putting you to rights.10

Riddell describes his first rather awkward interview with the Governor:

On the Monday after you left us, I thought it proper to wait on the Governor, and report that I had taken charge of the Department. He received me most graciously, told me that orders from Home had left him no choice, that they were positive in favour of the Engineer officers, & those only, being employed on survey [283-4, 330, 340], and that he had thought it his duty to oppose me on that ground.

He told me that I was entirely under the Bengal Government, & asked me if he had any

---

1 From SG. 25-4-18: MNC. 16-16-15. 2 DNm. 139 (342), 24-4-18. 3 DNm. 151 (85), 24-12-17. 4 DNm. 149 (31), 23-3-19 (68), 8-6-19. 5 Ib. (87), 29-11-19. 6 Ib. 16-6-17. 7 DNm. 150 (289), No. 4, 5-9-17. 8 Ib. (304), 29-11-17. 9 Ib. (319), 22-1-18.
authority over me, & if he could demand plans, &c., from the Depot. I could only bow, and say most certainly. ... He then enquired into the strength of the establishment, ... and, on being informed, remarked its smallness. I stated that it was conformable to the orders from England, in the event of a transfer to the Engineer’s Office. He replied 'But we should then have had the use of their draftsmen, &c. ‘. So you see he does not appear at all unacquainted with the arguments on that side of the question.

In answer to him I mentioned that maps of most parts of the country had already been supplied to the various authorities to whom they could be of use; that a good map had lately been published by the authority of the Directors at home, and that of more particular plans they seemed to wish to prevent the circulation ... 274, 289-90. ... So we parted.

It was not long, before he was on close terms with all the secretariat;

I am happy to hear that the Public Department is again to be the channel of our correspondence ... 303. I am sometimes out of all patience with Mr. Wood but, as his dilatoriness is very impartially extended to all, have no particular right to complain.

MOUNTFORD, 1818-22

To Mackenzie’s great distress Riddell died on 1st September 1818, and at the suggestion of the Chief Engineer Mountford was brought down from Guntur to relieve him, taking over charge on 25th ... 46. Mountford welcomed his appointment, though he had hesitated to press for it. He writes to the Chief Secretary;

I took the liberty of mentioning your name as not unfriendly ... and I mentioned my reasons for hesitating on recommending any individual, after the obstruction I met in the case of that excellent young man, Mr. Riddell. I have great confidence in Mr. Mountford’s capacity, zeal, and honourable principles, as qualifying him for that charge until a permanent appointment is made. But, as I do not know whether any notice of my approbation would be advantageous to him, ... make use of my name as you think most expedient.

To Mountford he wrote that it was the business of the Government of Fort St. George to appoint an officer to ... a duty belonging to that Presidency. ... Attend with patience the determination of Government; you cannot suffer at any rate by being called up. Write me often of every step, and I will inform you of every point necessary for your guidance ... as I did poor regretted Riddell.

You should call on Mr. Strachey with my compliments, as a friend of Captain Troyer’s ... II, 447-3; he will give you every reasonable support. ... Write to me often ... very fully, and ... observe your usual discretion till matters are adjusted.

Mountford’s appointment was confirmed by the Governor General in a letter dated 18th October, and Mackenzie writes wishing him joy of your appointment, and may you enjoy more satisfaction of it than some others have had. ... Take care of my old servants in and about the office; there are not many of them now. ... You will find a very useful, valuable, man ... Riddell found him so. ... Write me often. What is become of Captain Troyer? recommend me to him ... 338. ... You are ... the organ of Government, for receiving their orders and communicating them to the surveyors, to this office, and to other Departments, and you will refrain from issuing any orders of your own unless directed to do so. That excellent young man Riddell gave me great satisfaction. I had occasion in a few instances to put him to rights, but he always received my sentiments with the greatest good humour, and conformed as soon as possible ...

Mr. Garling has expressed much dissatisfaction at Mr. Riddell’s being in the office over him, but the opinion of every official and military man I have consulted is adverse to his idea that seniority in the Military Institution, or any Corps or other Establishment, gives any claim to appointment in an Office, when the incumbent is the selected organ of Government for communicating their instructions ... 317. This is for yourself, as my sentiments have been so little acceptable to Mr. Garling, that I do not wish to trouble him further ...

Be very guarded in your correspondence ... on official matters; indeed the best way is to avoid altogether any private correspondence. ... Your official duty ... is entirely confidential; the books, letters, etc., are not to be shown to any person. ... I take the liberty of recommending your ... excluding from your office and drawing room all visitors ... 317.

1 Arrowsmith’s ... 287. Dn. 151 (5-12), 24-7-17. 2 Edward Wood. MCM.; Paymaster, 1815 Sec. to Govt. Mil. Dept. 1817; Ch. Sec. from 1820; d. 1824. Dn. 151 (139-47), 18-2-18. 3 John George Prebys, Adjt. of Eng. held ch. during interval; MGC. 29-9-18. 4 Dn. 154 (37), 23-9-18. 5 Sec. Strachey (1776-1849) Ch. Sec from 1813. 6 Dn. 140 (5-6), 6-10-18. 7 ib. (9), 14-10-18.
There is one apprentice still of mine with you, Ch. Ignatius \[318\]; ... get what money is necessary from Messrs. Binny: ... John Newman, the draughtsman, was sent round on medical certificate, and I have drawn his pay here till the day of his death. ...

The office at Madras is not designed to compile maps, which is the proper object of this office. It is merely as a depot and an organ of communication. ... If you once embark in compiling maps at private requisitions you will find yourself embarrassed \[270-8\]. Your road is clear: Obey an order of Government, and communicate that order directly to the Surveyor General. ... When you...once...master...the correspondence, you will see...it is all plain sailing. ... I never wish to hurry any person; I wish I could say the same of others.

It was not my fault that Mr. Riddell had not particular instructions officially on every point, but I was urged off in such a manner that it was only practicable...to show...what was possible of all the vast materials, and leave the rest to future correspondence. I recommended to him the perusal of the correspondence, but all the whole of the duplicates were not ready when I left Madras, and have been only sent since. You have now the benefit of that, and I can only recommend to you to sit down tranquilly and peruse the correspondence from the beginning in November 1810 till the present day.

You will always recollect that the office at Madras is...at present temporary, ...and that nothing is to be done but by orders. It is not the duty of the Office in charge to propose new surveys, or multiply duplicates of compilations, without he is called upon. ... Any applications from other departments are to be referred to Government and the Surveyor General. ...

All your official letters I will reply to one by one, never doubt. I have thought of setting apart two days in the week to Madras official business, but at present I cannot attempt it from the heavy pressure here \[303-4\].

Mackenzie's heart was still with Madras, and his letters are full of enquiries on all sorts of small matters regarding maps and surveys, and old servants; no matter appeared too small to engage his attention, and, in spite of occasional complaints of things not going exactly as he wished, he maintained the friendliest relations with all Madras officials. He tells Mountford to consult Messrs. Strachey & Hill, whose judgement I never found to err, nor their kindness nor good offices wanting, excepting where press of business prevented, which...is the only reason for your not often hearing from me. ... Write me often, Mountford; I wish to know how all my friends are going on; I always remember my Madras friends with pleasure.

He makes repeated references to his ill-health, and to being overworked \[304\];

I have been under such a continual pressure for some time that it has been very heavy upon me, but while my health keeps up I have less reason to complain. All my correspondents have the same reason as you to feel the want of reply which is certainly not my fault.

This has been in hand three days, as I am kept in a hurry at this season of despatch. ... Don't blame me for silence, I am really so harassed that I have not a minute’s rest, and I wish rather to go into the Madras business thoroughly, but this cannot be done shortly, and all instructions must be submitted to Government.

This instant I have yours of 18th ultimo...and all preceding are also come. There are heaps due to you, but all business has been suspended on account of one which has occupied me these 8 weeks upstairs, and I find it necessary to state to Government the arrears increasing in consequence of my being overloaded with references on matters that belong rather to the office of accounts, which I beg to be relieved from \[304\].

You are merely the organ of official communication, and ought not...to make propositions that may possibly \[318\] disagree with what has been, or may be, intended by the superior authorities. You should avoid all controversies with any individuals, and refer them to the supreme authority. The Collectors have no business to correspond with you thro' the Board of Revenue, and Major De Havilland being put in communication with you, excepting thro' the Board, I consider an error \[277-8\].

You should at the end of the year begin a new No., and you will recollect that copies of all letters to and from Government, as well as other Departments, should be transmitted to the Surveyor General at the same time officially...

Puri. My health...does not permit of that close attendance to the desk as formerly. Last night, however, I have (thank Heaven) got over one job that has long given me uneasiness; that is the quarterly accounts, which were interrupted at the time I left Madras. ... For a long, long, time, I could not...bring them up for want of vouchers and documents and, after these

---

1 DDn. 149 (9-19), 7-11-18. 2 ib. (27-34), 2-1-19. 3 ib. (27), 15-1-19. 4 ib. (9-18), 7-11-18. 5 ib. (27, 37), 15 & 27-1-19. 6 ib. (35), 4-7-19. 7 DDn. 154 (109) 6-2-20. 8 DDn. 149 (127) 14-6-20.
were obtained, the load of business in the office prevented me going into them.

It was one of Mountford's duties to submit quarterly returns of expenditure, and the following is the bill, September 1821, for the whole survey establishment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Office Rent</th>
<th>Total, Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lieut. F. Mountford</td>
<td>Assistant Surveyor Gen.</td>
<td>Rs. 350</td>
<td>Rs. 175</td>
<td>520-10-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Ignatius</td>
<td>Head Draughtsman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87-8-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Rodrigue</td>
<td>Writer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. F. Barmett</td>
<td>Writer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Office Contingent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56-1-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total expense of the Surveyor General's Office and Depot** 736-14-0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Office Rent</th>
<th>Total, Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lieut. B. S. Ward</td>
<td>on survey in Coimbatore</td>
<td>Rs. 350</td>
<td>Rs. 150</td>
<td>425-0-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assistant Surveyors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Office Rent</th>
<th>Total, Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Keys</td>
<td>Rs. 122-3</td>
<td>Rs. 9-1</td>
<td>131-12-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles MacMahon</td>
<td>Rs. 87-9</td>
<td></td>
<td>154-0-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total expense of the Coimbatore Survey** 835-06-01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Office Rent</th>
<th>Total, Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capt. R. Young</td>
<td>on survey in Hyderabad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Surveyors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Hill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Long</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Ficker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Chambers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total expense of the Survey in the Northern Circles** 1141-09-07

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Office Rent</th>
<th>Total, Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asst. Surveyor T. Turnbull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Grand Total, Madras** Rs. 4175-04-06

**MOUNTFORD & MONTGOMERIE, 1823-30**

In March 1823 Mountford asked that his status should be raised to that of Deputy Surveyor General, and his salary increased to corresponde.

Being in charge of this office and depot, and the channel of communication between the surveyors, yourself, and the Government, a greater...responsibility seems to be implied than is attached to any office at this Presidency under the designation of "Assistant"...

The Deputies in the principal offices, their immediate principals being on the spot, have none of that responsibility which attaches to me, nor are any of them in direct communication with the Government.

Hodgson's recommendation to upgrade both Mountford at Madras and Sutherland at Bombay was accepted.

The staff salary allowed to Capt. Mountford appears to be inadequate to his merits, and to support the respectability of the situation he holds as the immediate head of the Survey Department at Madras, when it is considered that it is only Rs. 350 a month, and 65-10 difference of batta, being less than that of Captain Young, one of the surveyors under him in the Nizam's Dominions, who has 525 rupees and 65-10 difference of batta, and only equal to that of the other surveyors under his orders...

On the Bombay Establishment the staff salary of Major Sutherland, the Assistant Surveyor General, is 500 rupees per month, and the difference of batta of his rank 225 Rs. As the duties of Major Sutherland and Captain Mountford are similar, I suggest the propriety of allowing to the latter office the same staff allowance of 500 rupees a month.

About this time also Mountford obtained an increase of office establishment to cope with the ever-increasing demand for maps. He was able to recruit apprentice.

1Dn. 149 (141-5) 23-9-20. 2Dn. 300 (51-5), 12-3-23. 3Dn. 197 (49), 18-4-23; confirmed under C. to M. 18-6-23 (54). 4He was now senior to all the field surveyors. 5being the ½ batta allowed to all soldiers in cantonments. 6Dn. 125 (15-5), 29-3-23.
draughtsmen and surveyors, and brought Turnbull into the office to train them [110, 377]. In 1825 Montgomerie, who had succeeded on Mountford's death, engaged Joshua De Penning, who had resigned from the Great Trigonometrical Survey in 1824 [245, 326], and in January 1827 the establishment stood:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lieutenant and Brevet Captain D. Montgomerie, Deputy Surveyor General</td>
<td>570-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Turnbull, senior Assistant Surveyor and Instructor of the apprentices</td>
<td>157-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. De Penning, senior Assistant Surveyor, entertained [11-4-20] by order of</td>
<td>115-121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gort. 11th March 1825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Ignatio, Head Draughtsman</td>
<td>122-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Gantiz2 Draughtsman</td>
<td>87-8 [from 20-10-25 to 9-2-29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. C. Joseph2</td>
<td>42-0 [from 1-5-23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Clamp</td>
<td>52-8 [from 20-10-20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Healy Apprentice Draughtsman</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Rodrigues</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wm. Ignatio</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Writers</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent contingent and office rent</td>
<td>238-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the end of 1825 the drawing office was reinforced from Hyderabad and Northern Circars for two field seasons. Crisp took Hill to Calcutta Snell took long leave on medical certificate, and their assistant surveyors were brought in to Madras [188, 376-7]. When the surveys were resumed, Montgomerie asked that 12 apprentices may be immediately entertained...for the duties of Draftsmen and Surveyors. They become much more useful than if trained up merely as draftsmen, and a draftsman can hardly excel in delineating the features of the country unless he has practised in the field as a surveyor. I would recommend...the same allowance for clothing and maintenance as heretofore, viz., 21 rupees each per messmen, and that the monthly sum of 35 rupees be also sanctioned to enable the instructor to afford them accommodation.2

By September 1828 there were 14 apprentices under instruction [377], besides the office establishment of 6 draughtsmen, 1 apprentice and 3 writers, and in view of this increase, and other responsibilities, Montgomerie's staff pay was raised to Rs. 750 a month at the sacrifice of half-batta4.

In February 1827, when Geldingham took furlough pending retirement, Montgomerie took charge of the Observatory, with an allowance of 100 pagodas a month, and moved the Survey office across to it. In October 1830 the new astronomer, Thomas Taylor [257 n.2], arrived from England, and Montgomerie withdrew "to a commodious house (Sullivan's Gardens)"5.

**Bombay, 1821-30**

After his appointment as Surveyor General of India, Mackenzie's only contact with the Bombay Presidency was his correspondence with Elphinstone, Resident at Poona, regarding the survey of the Deccan [124]. He writes in October 1829:

The next Annual Report for 1819 & 20...will be submitted as soon as possible. Meanwhile, as no communication has yet been made from the Government of Bombay since the abolition of the Surveyor General's Office there, and no report of the Surveying Department of that Presidency has yet been...communicated to me, it seems desirable that measures should be taken for placing that Department...in communication with the Surveyor General, and perhaps for the...formation of an office for that purpose6.

Disregarding revenue surveys, the Bombay Government replied that the only survey completed since 1815 was that of "the boundary of the Sattara Territories [171], which has been recently forwarded to Bengal", whilst "the Survey of the Deccan by Major Sutherland is yet in progress"9. They consulted Madras about the "Surveyor's establishment" maintained at that presidency, and at the same time invited comment from Williams who, since the abolition of the office of Surveyor...

---

1raised to Rs. 157-8 in 1827, with pension 224 pr. 2previous service under CE; recently returned from Penang. 3probably Chas. Joseph, tr. 1823 to 1860. Calcutta, where he drew many important maps. 4probably son of James Summers, appt. Surtr. 1800 [II, 352]. 5Ddn. 222 (2), 12-1-27 6Ddn. 227 (4), 30-12-38. 7ib. (245), 20-10-30. 8Bo MC. 26/1820 (2); 10-10-29. 9Bo. Castle, 22-1-31.
General had continued to act as their survey adviser [279-80]. Williams welcomed the opportunity to ventilate his disgust at Hodgson's appointment as Surveyor General [300], which was even more bitter than his disappointment at Mackenzie's selection in 1815 [II, 457];

In January 1815 orders were received here...for abolishing the office of Surveyor General at the three Presidencies, and for the appointment of one Surveyor General of India, open to selection from the Military Servants at the three Presidencies. I had then been 8 years Surveyor General of this establishment, and I submitted...a claim to the new office. The answer to it was..."that His Lordship has decided on bestowing the appointment of Surveyor General on Colonel Mackenzie, of the Madras Engineers" [II, 365-7].

After what had thus passed, I never entertained a doubt (as Colonel Crawford...had returned to Europe) of...having the next claim to the situation...and I continued with unabated zeal...to pursue the improvements in the general geography of India...

These pursuits were, of course, greatly interrupted by the duties of the Revenue Branch, on which Government had been pleased to employ me. Still, I cannot but feel proud of having just brought to a completion...a General Map of India on a scale of 9 inches to a degree [280]; a work which has not disappointed the Government here...

Information unexpectedly reached Bombay...of the death of Colonel Mackenzie...I felt very confident that I should not be overlooked...The latest intelligence from Calcutta, however, announces the appointment of Captain J. A. Hodgson...I only ask that the degree of my disappointment...may be...deemed...a sufficient reason for the alteration of my intention of going round to Calcutta. In the meantime...the General Map of Hindostan is entirely ready for transmission to Bengal [I, 219; II, 248-8; III, 280].

The establishment as well as pay of Surveyor General ceased on the 1st March 1815...All the expenses of carrying on the duties...remained upon me. The final preparation of the great map alone has cost a good deal of money, as well as the preparation of many other papers of magnitude and importance...during the last 5 or 6 years. Although I have...derived considerable assistance from the Revenue Survey office, yet there have been...additional charges of various descriptions, of which I am sure the Honourable the Governor in Council will...sanction the reimbursement. They must have at least amounted on an average to 80 rupees per month, from the time the Surveyor General's establishment was stopped.

The Governor, Mountstuart Elphinstone, noted that Major Williams has...been referred to...on all subjects connected with geography, and has afforded it exactly as if he was still Surveyor General. I have...no hesitation in agreeing to the allowances he requires, but I think he is likewise entitled to a personal allowance for performing duties entirely unconnected with the Revenue Surveying.

The arrangement which abolished the office of Surveyor General of Bombay must restrict us to the remuneration suitable for an Assistant or Deputy Surveyor General, an office we ought long ago to have formed, and without which we could not...have gone on, had not Major Williams gratuitously performed the duties. As Major Williams...was formerly Surveyor General, he might not be pleased to be now paid as an assistant. We might grant him, in addition to the 80 rupees for establishment, a sum equal to the pay of the Assistant Surveyor General at Madras.

Though Williams was now told that a special extra allowance of Rs. 700 a month had been applied for, he still pressed the injustice of Hodgson's appointment, and submitted a memorial asking that he might be appointed "Principal of the Survey Department" in Bombay. This the Bombay Government agreed to forward, but pointed out that the choice between candidates was a question on which the Governor General alone is...qualified to decide. With regard to the appointment you have suggested, the manner in which the Survey Department at this Presidency is hereafter to be constituted forms at present a subject of reference to the Supreme Government. If, however, arrangements should present any situation...suitable to an office of your rank and merits, the Governor in Council will have much satisfaction in appointing you to it.

Williams refused to be reconciled, and in November his resignation was accepted. He went on furlough shortly after 19th November 1821, handing over all survey duties to Cruikshank [170-1]. It was not until February 1823 that the Directors authorized Rs. 200 a month in addition to his other allowances from the date of abolition of his post as Surveyor General [331].

1 from Williams, 24-8-21. 2 Bo MC. 26/1820 (106-10), 9-7-21. 3ib. 9-8-21. 4 CD to Bo. 26-2-23 (2).
From 1st May 1822 Sutherland was appointed Assistant Surveyor General, with his office as depot for every species of geographical information, and officers in charge of surveys to receive their instructions through him. Monthly communication of the progress of each survey, together with the work proposed...during the ensuing month, to be made to the Assistant Surveyor General, who will submit to Government frequent reports on the state of the surveys...

Officers in charge of surveys to be left uncontrolled on all matters of detail or the manner of executing their instructions [*inf*].

The Assistant Surveyor General to take under his particular cognizance all routes or surveys carried on with troops moving through districts imperfectly known, and to be careful in preserving documents which are to be transmitted to his office...

The Assistant Surveyor General to correspond direct with the Surveyor General of India...but any change directed by the Surveyor General is to be communicated to the Government before it is carried into effect.

The Revenue Surveyors will furnish any geographical information they may possess when called upon, but...they are...to be independent of the Assistant Surveyor General.

Sutherland’s appointment was warmly welcomed by Hodgson. Handing over charge of the Deccan survey to Jopp, he made Poona his headquarters. His small office staff included the experienced draughtsmen Webbe and Sundi who had worked under Malcolm and Williams [281], and were now transferred from the Gujārāt revenue survey together with all the geographical maps and papers that Cruikshank could disentangle. The transfer was completed by November 1824.

Sutherland was upgraded to be Deputy Surveyor General in May 1823 [320] but protested that his salary remained the same as when in charge of the Deccan survey, though his responsibilities had been much increased.

It was still a long time before there was any close co-operation between Bombay and the Surveyor General, and in May 1824 Blacker expressed disappointment at the scantiness of the information provided in Sutherland’s reports, and asked the reason which induced the establishment of your head quarters at Poona instead of the Presidency...

Again in June 1825:

On the 29th January last I called, among other documents, for certain reports, ...and being still on the 26th March last without a reply, I on that date transmitted to you a duplicate of my former letter. Although I have since been favoured with two several reports, ...you have omitted to notice the particular information I demanded. ...I repeat my former orders...that you will...transmit methodized lists...accounting...for the delay, which has imposed on me the task of frequently repeating the same instructions.

In February 1826 Sutherland took furlough, having spent 24 out of his 28 years service on survey. Jopp succeeded him, and still retained headquarters at Poona. On Hodgson’s protest against his signing himself “Deputy Surveyor General of India”, he pressed, without success, for improved status...

I do not possess the advantages enjoyed by Deputies of other Departments, of holding charge of a superior station nor, in the absence of Principals, have I the prospect of succession to a superior grade. Although nominally only a Deputy, I am virtually at the head of a Department at this Presidency...in the situation of a Deputy in Charge...Although promoted...from Superintending Surveyor of a Province to the higher official situation of Deputy Surveyor General of India, such promotion has not been attended with any increase of allowances.

In 1827 Hodgson called attention to the instructions under which Jopp was precluded from directing the officers under your superintendence in matters of detail. As those expressions are evidently inconsistent with the superintending powers delegated...by the same order, ...it...appears to me to be...proper that the Deputy Surveyor General, who is responsible to the Government, should have the powers of...controlling...the surveyors under him in all matters which he deems conducive to the good of the service...

...I request you will bring the subject to the notice of the Honourable the Governor in Council [*sup*].
Office Establishments

The establishment of the office on 31st October 1828 was as under:

Captain Jopp, Deputy Surveyor General; staff pay, Rs. 500; office rent, 100;
writers, 100; harkaros, peons and lascars, 82; stationery, drawing materials, etc. Rs. 1111
Mr. W. Webbe, Asst. Surveyor
Mr. W. Sundt
Draftsmen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writer</td>
<td>Rs. 80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rs. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harkaros</td>
<td>Rs. 12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rs. 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peons</td>
<td>Rs. 10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rs. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascars</td>
<td>Rs. 9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rs. 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 2711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Establishment of Draftsmen, Harkaros, Peons and Lascars...

1 Draftsmen @ 150 Rupees each
2 Harkaros @ 100
4 Peons @ 75

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Draftsmen</td>
<td>Rs. 150</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rs. 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harkaros</td>
<td>Rs. 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rs. 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peons</td>
<td>Rs. 75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rs. 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Great Trigonometrical Survey

From the time of Mackenzie’s appointment as Surveyor General of Madras he had been responsible for reporting expenditure on all surveys, including Lambton’s, and this was continued on his appointment as Surveyor General of India [397]. Lambton’s expenditure for October 1815 was

Salary, etc., of the Superintendent... Pagodas 502-28-45
Lascars, Coohes... 136-9-0
Guard... 77-35-40
4 Assistant Surveyors... 213-15-0
Total, besides extra Contingencies 77-18-60, 929-34-05

On transfer to the Supreme Government he was ordered to put forward recommendations regarding his establishment, who would now be serving outside their own presidency [225-6, 379];

You will address yourself without delay...tho’ the Public Department on all points of detail... relating to your people, establishment, papers, records, etc., which require the interposition of Government. You will also correspond...tho’ the same channel, on all topics...on which you have hitherto usually communicated with the Government of Fort St. George.

Lambton’s first request was for improved pay for his three assistant surveyors, Peter Lawrense having been discharged at the end of 1817 [378-9], and for their number to be increased to six. He asked for an increase to his escort [228, 406], and there will be various contingent expenses, many of which cannot be foreseen. The principal ones are those when the inhabitants are employed in making roads and getting up the mountains, where sometimes I employ three hundred; but by paying as many fanam I prevented the delay of...perhaps ten or fifteen days...

There are various other expenses, such as signal flags and flag staves; building permanent platforms; aid given and materials supplied when the base-lines are measured. The contingent account also includes the sepoys’ clothing; stationery; new instrument boxes, or the repair of old ones, etc. But...I have had a full discretion to do what I thought was necessary, and...the Civil Auditor had orders to pass all accounts bearing my signature.

My supplies of cash have come from the Collectors, and sometimes from the Military Paymasters, when I was in the Company’s Districts, and these gentlemen were directed to furnish cash for bills on my private Agents [260 n.1], to whom I sent a draught on the Sub-Treasurer.

Now that I am in the Nizam’s country, I am supplied in the same manner by the Resident.

His return of expenses for January 1818, shewn in Madras rupees which were worth a little less than sicca rupees, was as under:

Salary to Lieut. Col. W. Lambton...
Additions equal to the Company’s allowance to a Major for half-baits, and tent allowance for 31 days
Allowances for the carriage of Instruments

Madras Rupees 1400-00-00 [352]

1 DDi. 234 (6), 1-8-28. 2 SG’s 14-12-13; MDC. 12-1-16. 3 80 cash 1 fanam; 42 fanam 1 pagoda; 1 pagoda from 3 to 4 sicca rupees (II. 273 n.7). 4 Mackenzie’s staff had all had increases of pay on transfer to Bengal [373 n.2]. 5 from Sec. to GC. 25-10-17; DDi. 64 (69). 6 DDi. 63 (426), 27-11-17.
Expenditure was increased at the end of 1818 by the arrival of Everest and Voysey [227-8, 353], and in October 1819 Lambton asked for his allowance for carriage of instruments to be increased so as to cover the many instruments he had acquired on his private account [257], and also for two private or baggage tents for each instrument; one for the guard, and one for the instrument and the people who remain with it on the mountain. There is besides an observing tent...carried by three coolies. As these tents are built and carried at my expenses I wish that something equivalent to the tent allowance for five tents may be granted.

I have for many years been using the public service which is my own property, and which being of the highest order, have cost me considerable sums of money [II, 254]. With respect to the tents, I have never been in the habit of charging anything, even in the contingent account. The expenses, however, becomes now so heavy that I venture to submit the circumstances to the consideration of Government.

Becoming impatient at receiving no reply about the pay of his assistants and the strength of his escort, he put in a strong reminder in August 1820:

As near three years have elapsed since my letter of the 28th November 1817 was submitted to the Surveyor General, without my having received any reply, and as...he is now on the sea-coast [18, 300], where he may remain for more months, I must beg leave once more to bring this subject to the notice of the Most Noble the Governor General in Council.

If the additional escort is not approved of, it may be reduced, and the old number remain, but the parties in the field must have guards from the line. The paragraphs regarding the contingent expenses and supplies of cash were all complied with when I was at Calcutta [228]. As to orders to the public functionaries, it will be better that they be given when I am likely to stand in need of them. The same with respect to the Commissaries of Stores.

Mackenzie still did nothing, but the matter was taken up by Hodgson directly he became Surveyor General [300]. He strongly supported Lambton's recommendations even though they added Rs. 672-15-1 p.m. to the expense of the survey.

I coincide...on the expediency of augmenting the salaries of the three assistants, and of adding three more to his establishment. To state my reasons...would only be to repeat those urged by Colonel Lambton. In such important operations...the trusted economy is to employ a sufficient number of assistants of the best talents, and to afford them liberal allowances.

As to the increased number of assistants, it seems a public advantage that as many young men as may be useful should reap the benefit of the instruction thus given...receive.

Hodgson's recommendations were accepted forthwith, and confirmed later by the Directors without the slightest demur, so the manner in which they were held up by Mackenzie appears the more unreasonable [304-5].

On Lambton's death Everest had difficulty in procuring cash for official payments, more especially as the Trigonometrical Survey had been transferred to the Military Department under the same orders as applied to the Surveyor General [311], who recommended that as the Superintendent has such a large establishment, and may occasionally have to detach some of his people at short notice, and...make disbursements for contingent expenses...which cannot always be foreseen, and when it is considered that his duties must frequently place him remote from the regular channels of payment, may be authorized under pressing circumstances to receive advances, for...a considerable period must elapse ere the audited bills can be paid in the regular course of disbursement.
Office Establishments

The utmost extent to which Government would relax pre-audit was to promise that orders would be communicated...to ensure adjustment of Captain Everest's abstracts monthly on their presentation to whoever Pay Officer he may be at any time most approximate, by draft payable at the nearest practicable point to which Captain Everest may approach. Under this arrangement an irregular mode of transacting business will be avoided, and...the wants of Captain Everest's department will be sufficiently provided for.

The establishment taken over by Everest was:

- Salary to Captain Geo. Everest, Superintendent: 1,200-00-00
- Allowance for carriage of instruments: 304-00-00
- Pay of one Jemadar, one havildar, three naigues and thirty sepoys, with batta for 30 days: 300-00-10
- Pay of 24 bag cookies and 1 tappa pea: 182-00-00
- Allowance for 5 private or baggage tents: 110-00-00
- Salary to H. W. Voysey, Esq., Surgeon, etc.: 600-00-00
  - a Dresser: 40-00-00
  - Joseph De Penning, 1st Sub-Assistant: 400-00-00
  - Joseph Oliver 2nd: 250-00-00
  - William Rosenkilde 2nd: 250-00-00
  - William Lambton 3rd: 107-00-00
  - Joseph De Penning 3rd: 107-00-00
  - Murray Terrick 3rd: 107-00-00

Total Sics Rupees 4,097-15-10

Within twelve months he had lost the services of Voysey and Joshua De Penning [245], and young William Lambton [379]; Joseph De Penning was discharged at the end of 1825 as unlikely to make a useful surveyor.

As he advanced northwards through the wild hills north of Berar [243-5], Everest had considerable difficulties about cash:

The unusually large amount of the contingent account for last month requires, I think, some explanation. It has been necessary to move all the instruments and heavy apparatus above the Ghats to Hossumabad, where I have deposited them in a bungalow of my own, and as no regular charge is allowed for the carriage, I have been obliged to pay such price for cooly hire as the local authorities chose to fix. The transport...has been as cheap as I could...but the presence is still heavy.

Carry about a large sum of money, frequently, 4,000 rupees and upwards, at my own risk, and...advanced from my private funds. Still, it is a measure of absolute necessity in this desolate tract of country, and hence arises a monthly charge for coooy hire.

I transmitted my monthly bills to the Paymaster at Nagpur in March last, with the request that he would forward the amount in Nagpore rupees. In lieu he sent me a bill on the sub-treasurer at Fort William. This bill was cashed by the Paymaster at Elliceepoor in Nagpore rupees at a loss of 4 Rs. 6 annas 7 pices per cent, and, as I was then entering a tract of country where these rupees only were current, I was obliged to abide by the loss.

As the monthly abstract cannot be sent for payment before the termination of the month, I am obliged to advance the pay...as well as all contingent charges from my private funds. As it is impossible for me to violate the long-established custom...of paying up all arrears, I must continue to submit to the loss and inconvenience. It would, however, be of great service if a written authority...were...to enable Mr. Oliver to draw the amount of the regular abstracts...in the event of my absence. Without such provision it is inconceivable what...confusion would take place in case any accident should occur to me.

The inability of "His Lordship in Council...to sanction any departure from the established rules" weighed very heavily on Everest, who pointed out that regulations were not devised for work in such inaccessible tracts, and that without some indulgence, in the settlement of my contingent accounts, the total ruin of my private affairs is inevitable. I have no hope of escaping...a perpetual correspondence...the evil of which I must deeply deplore, because every hour is of importance to me; because to the performance of my professional duties an undivided attention and mind free from anxiety are indispensably necessary, and because it will...impossible to liberate my office from arrears of calculation...unless...my present correspondence be considerably reduced...

I have never evinced any disinclination to use my own private funds in the public service, but...have almost always large sums advanced on the public account.

The difficulty was eventually met by the deputation of a special commissariat official to undertake all disbursements:

In 1824...the delay in passing my bills was such that I had upwards of 20,000 rupees of my own money advanced on the public account, and carried about in my writing desk authority from my agents on native bankers in all the large towns near my line of operations...to the amount of 40,000 rupees. At length...orders were issued to the Pay Department to pay my monthly bills immediately on presentation at the nearest pay office,... and a Commissariat Agent, provided with funds from his own department, was placed in attendance...to... relieve me from all further concern with the contingent accounts\(^1\) [415-6].

When Everest took furlough to Europe, he left under Olliver's charge

Mr. Joseph Olliver, 1st Sub-Assistant
Mr. Wm. Rossenrode 2nd
Mr. Murray Tutmichael 3rd
Mr. John Peyton 3rd

1. Sicular and 2 instrument cooles @ Rs. 7-2...
2. 12 principal flag-cooles @ Rs. 5...
3. 6 Hukuragala @ Rs. 3...
4. 1 Jemadar, 1 Havildar, 3 naiks and 10 sepoys...
5. Allowance for 4 private tents @ Rs. 22...
6. 1 Dresser...

Total Rs. Rupees...1752-5-3

Contingent expenses...are paid by the Commissariat, and in order to preserve efficiency it is merely necessary that the native agent should be regularly supplied with cash to meet the current demands. ...Camels must be supplied by the Commissariat Department...viz.,—for the office tent 2 camels—for the medicine chest 2 camels—stationery and book boxes 1 camel—Total $^2$.

Olliver set out with his brief from the Surveyor General [201]

You will despatch your abstracts on the 1st of the month to the Paymaster at Benares, by whom will be remitted to you without delay the draft for the amount. ...If you have a sufficient escort in waiting at Sanger at the proper time, you will be able to disburse the pay of the establishment in a short period after it shall be due. ...

You will...see the expediency of regulating your control over the establishment with such a mixture of firmness and kindness as shall attach all the individuals of it to the common object, and ensure the success of the survey. ...

Keep a regular account of your expenditure, which will always bear witness to your integrity and fidelity.

You will pursue the example already set you by the Superintendent in your communication...with the officials and Commissariat; and your own good sense will direct...a tone of respect in all your addresses to officers of authority, whether civil or military.

He was from time to time disturbed by audit objections, as we all have been, and he appeals against a cut of Rs. 30 p.m. for rent of a house during the rains;

Secure shelter is essentially necessary during the rainy season for the office,...laying aside the urgent advantage of obtaining efficient medical aid by taking up monsoon quarters at a military station, as also the advantage offered in the magazine in the way of sundry repairs and improvements to the instruments, etc. ...If the department were to remain...the rains at some village, ...it would even then be necessary to erect a temporary sort of thatched roof sufficiently secured from boisterous weather, as well as from cold blasts and damp ...

I have earnestly to solicit...some arrangement to free me from...reduction on actual expenses. ...Independent of...office rent, objection is made on the sepoys clothing bill, and I am at a loss...to have that item arranged for. I have no competent authority to indent...any but the Commissariat Department for...all items of contingent expenses. ...Should...the charge for office rent [be] inadmissible, I must cheerfully submit to the decision and bear the loss, but...what would be expected of me in the way of having an office...during the monsoon? ...

Control of expenditure was so close that the Surveyor General had to apply to Government before he could authorize Olliver to engage 12 pack-bullocks for the carriage of consumable supplies through Rewah and Palamau, as they were extra to the seven camels authorized for Government property.

\(^1\)DDn. 288 (C), 22-5-33. \(^2\)DDn. 171 (412), 20-9-25. \(^3\)DDn. 291 (173), 11-11-25. \(^4\)DDn. 174 (36), 3-1-27.
CHAPTER XXIII

SURVEYORS

BENGAL; Topographical Surveyors — Revenue Surveyors — Quartermaster General's Officers — MADRAS; Military Institution — Quartermaster General's Officers — Surveyor General's Officers — TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY — BOMBAY — Uniform.

With but few exceptions all Bengal surveyors were withdrawn for military duty during the Nepâl War, and many of them did useful survey whilst on active service [II. 40-3, 90]. The majority of military surveyors came from the infantry for, though the Directors urged the employment of engineer officers who were given special survey training in England [II. 308-9; III. 317], these could seldom be spared, and Mackenzie deplores a shortage that compelled the employment of untrained officers on engineer duties;

If...employment...without the presumed necessary qualifications is sufficient, why keep up a Corps of Engineers at all? But if a body of officers, educated for the express purpose of conducting...works...of defence and of military architecture, is necessary, why should they not be in a sufficient number [II. 309; III. 330, 340]?

He had only recently come up from Madras, and was shocked at the casual way that survey officers were appointed. Morrieson, for instance, was given a totally inexperienced assistant in the Sunderbans;

Captain MacGregor never has been employed on any survey in any way whatever. This is his first step in the line of an assistant. He has never been in the Sunderbans in his life, which is one continued net of rivers. Were his first attempts to be made with a perambulator and compass on shore, it would be hard enough to drive him out at once without having seen a survey even on terra firma, but, when placed in a boat at the mercy of currents and winds, getting his rate by a piece of string—with the numberless difficulties—he is sure of mistakes. ... It would be...very unfair...his being directed to take charge of the survey. ...

He ought not to go to the Sunderbans now;...my being sick is unfortunate, but it ought not to place him in so responsible a situation. ... Had Captain MacGregor been permitted to join me at the time of his appointment, ... he would have seen enough of the country and the survey...to take charge of the business now, but he did not join, and lost the opportunity.

When I was an assistant myself, and when I had Lieutenant Schaleh as my assistant [II. 17 n.2], it was always customary for the surveyor and assistant to be together during the season that the work was at a stand. I should therefore imagine that...Captain MacGregor's proper place would be with me if the boats are discharged.

Though Mackenzie had met Hodgson at work in 1814, he knew nothing of Herbert who was taking over the Garhwal survey [35, 303];

I feel very much at a loss; all this would be removed by...the usual practice...of intimating when a surveyor is removed, relieved, or appointed, and whether the survey is to be continued, and by whom. I do not by any means presume to interfere in their appointments, and only desire to be informed...to enable me to report when called on....

Of Mr. Herbert, I am glad to hear your favourable opinion. The Principal, Captain Hodgson, would also have weight with me, ... but I consider the appointments of all surveyors and their assistants the peculiar prerogative of the Governor General [I. 269], and when at any time the opinion of the Surveyor General is asked as to professional matters, it should be framed on his knowledge of proficiency or talents. It is for this reason that I would recommend that specimens should be regularly submitted. Had Mr. Herbert's field books only been sent down as I proposed, I could be prepared to bear testimony to his merits. You see Captain Hodgson declined this, and even quotes the regulations against it [347, 354-5].

3 Dnn. 154 (53), 19-12-18; Engineer cadre, Bengal, 1829, 36 officers only. * from Morrieson, 27-4-18, Dnn. 147 (137-42).
Captain Hodgson's removal to another duty, and his sickness, interrupts his closing it. Mr. Herbert is a promising young man. Do you think he has experience enough to conduct operations that may come in contact with the most scientific men in Europe? That he possesses ardour and all that theoretical knowledge that would justify his appointment in any common case I can believe. Would it not be a good plan to put the whole of that Thibet survey... from the Jumna to Alhora, under Captain Webb's direction? Both, in fact, tho' separated at first by accident I presume, ought to have formed but one work; Mr. Herbert might then be... advanced in salary and comfort, while he and the public derived confidence from Captain Webb's experience and talents. About the latter there can be no hesitation after the strong testimonial he has produced from the Astronomer Royal [44].

There is another officer in this country who has very strong testimonials from the Astronomer Royal; he belongs to one of H.M.'s Regiments of Dragoons. I know not how he comes not to be employed. I have not the honour of being known to him, but I presume it is owing to a modest diffidence that sometimes keeps back men of merit, and perhaps to a not illadvised spirit that, in time of action, keeps back solicitation. Such men should be sought for, provided the public expenditure permitted, but these economical regulations make us all timid... To return to the Kimaon... surveys... I have lately applied for an assistant draftsman to Captain Webb, a young man who I trust will be useful, and if two native assistants could be attached to him, we might expect a good account of the whole of that country in a reasonable time. It has been now going on for 4 years. I think, but with a lame establishment, for... that work should never have been commissioned to two separate officers without aid or assistants. In such a situation, in wild tracts, in rugged narrow valleys where the passage from one to another is even a matter of difficulty to men in all the vigor of health, what is to be expected but... vexatious interruption, and, the result of all, ill-health.

You will see, I am an advocate for all these works, but... on a regular system of subordination—work well—and pay well [16-page].

He was most anxious to get Thomas Oliver as assistant to Herbert [38];

When I last took occasion to mention your name... to the Governor General. His Excellency seemed inclined to think the situation rather belonged to the Quarter Master General [334-7]. I almost gave up the pursuit in despair. I recommended the proposition again tho' Mr. Metcalfe's medium;... I believe... it only requires now to be brought before Council.

Drawings of plans have at all time been considered an essential qualification for a survey... Drawings of all kinds, views, etc., have... promoted the advancement of officers, but that of map-drawing, tho' somewhat neglected of late, is... an essential, next to... adequate mathematical knowledge, whose application to the different kinds of surveys can only be acquired by practice.

Two surveys, Garo Hills and the Sundarbans, had been closed down because of the surveyors' death or sickness [12, 49], and after Carling's death at Hyderabad [17], Mackenzie urged the Madras Government to make it a regular practice to appoint a second officer to every survey, as had been recommended by every Surveyor General from Rennell onwards [I, 270; II, 314].

From the interruption... and... loss of materials from the death or sickness of single officers employed... in distant and... unwholesome situations... I...[suggest] two expedients which... might... accelerate the completion of the provincial surveys, and... prove less expensive... than... appointing only a single officer to survey, sometimes of little practice, and not sufficiently inured to the climate...

1st. That to every surveyor on a provincial survey... an officer as Assistant Surveyor be attached. These assistants should afford specimens of their qualifications in geometry, mathematics and drawing, to the satisfaction of the Assistant Surveyor General at Madras.

2nd. That in all cases of the death of officers or surveyors employed in the provinces, the next senior seal up the effects, and apply to the nearest competent authority, civil or military, for an inspection of the effects of the deceased, that the official documents may be transferred to the proper channel, and private property secured for the proper claimants.

I believe this is already the practice in the military branch of the service [347].

Though the Madras Government accepted these recommendations in principle, no immediate action was taken [341-2], and it was only in the revenue surveys of Bengal that Assistant Surveyors were posted as a matter of course. Hodgson informed Bombay in 1822 that under the Bengal Presidency

---

the Surveyors are all commissioned officers of the Hon'ble Company's service, and are usually chosen from their tried abilities, and appointed to conduct operations which have hitherto been of a geographical nature. There is no regular gradation, and the appointment ceases with the work. Occasionally a surveyor has an assistant appointed who is a commissioned officer also, and received a salary of 100 rupees a month\footnote{II. 371.}

When Blacker took over charge he found himself left with only one surveyor in the Bengal Presidency\footnote{II. 333.}, though there were a number on revenue surveys under the Revenue Surveyor General \footnote{27, 337.}, and others on road surveys under the Quarter-master General \footnote{27, 337.}. When, therefore, the Directors called for surveys to provide a general map over the whole of India \footnote{283.}, he pointed out that at present there is not a single individual employed under the orders of the Surveyor General in India in the Bengal Presidency, except Captain Everest and his establishment, recently arrived on the Nerbudda, nor am I acquainted with the names of any officers who are qualified to be employed on survey that are not already attached to the Revenue Surveyor General, or otherwise provided for. The paucity of Engineer Officers compared with the demands for their services in the field, in garrisons, with the Sappers and Miners, in the civil Building and Barrack Departments, leaves none disposable to exercise the elementary knowledge of surveying they acquired at Addiscombe \footnote{II. 308; III. 283.}

It is otherwise under the Bombay Presidency, where all the surveys are superintended by Engineer Officers\footnote{343.}, some of whom are...found among the Assistants \footnote{343-4.}. The Madras surveys continue to be performed by some few officers...educated at the Military Institution, assisted by the remains of the Revenue School, for there, as well as under the Bengal Presidency, the junior engineer officers seem to prefer other branches of the service...

The pay...on this establishment is not inferior to that on either of the others. Yet, as on the Revenue Survey in the Company's abundant provinces there are fewer privations to be suffered than on general survey, ... whilst the allowances are the same, it is not surprising that individuals who have both lines open to them should have chosen that which presents fewest difficulties. It might be equitable perhaps on this account to propose a higher rate of pay for officers employed on general survey.

To have systematic results there must be systematic instruction, and the only part of the Army who enjoy the opportunity of that advantage are the officers who are educated at Addiscombe. They, however, appear...not to covet employment on survey, and geodetic operations are consequently at a stand. In this dilemma, I can suggest no remedy but that of sending out professional surveyors as well as professional astronomers \footnote{185-6.}. In both cases the individuals would be unacquainted with the language and customs of the natives, and unsuited to the climate, ... unqualified evils; but their skill and knowledge of natural science...much more than what can be expected from the casual self-instruction of military officers who have other pursuits, and few opportunities for learning\footnote{4.}

Hodgson was glad to find a useful surveyor in Alexander Boileau \footnote{24.}.

As the Hon'ble Court is desirous that when...officers of the Corps of Engineers...be available they should be employed as surveyors \footnote{283-4.}. I made enquiry...respecting...such of their juniors as, having been a sufficient time in the country to have attained some local knowledge, might be desirous of being employed as geographical surveyors, and I was informed...that Lieut. A. H. E. Boileau, now employed in the districts of Allahabad with the Sappers and Miners, was...an officer possessing the necessary qualifications\footnote{6.}

Before his departure on furlough he pressed the worth of his brother officers in the infantry for any new survey.

The Bengal Army, which has never shown itself deficient in talent, will furnish a sufficiency of qualified officers. ... Government is aware that the senior officers of Engineers, who possess sufficient local knowledge to make them useful as surveyors, have more pleasant and profitable duties open to them, and nothing but necessity, or a strong bias towards the science, ever made any man serve in the dangerous and arduous work of surveying; the younger Engineer officers can be of no use as surveyors till they have a competent knowledge, not only of the language, but of the customs, prejudices, and peculiar feelings of the natives.

These difficult attainments are required in no common degree by an officer who passes his life among them without any European society, and whose business it is, not only to perform the more professional part of his duty well, but to gather information. ... No small tact and
experience are requisite to know what questions to ask, and how to ask them. So different are idioms and feelings in England and in India, that what is is regarded as insult in the one is regarded as insult in the other. ... As has often been the case, a matchlock ball from a distance would warn him not to pursue investigations which appeared...laudable and harmless. Surveyors are always regarded...with distrust and dislike by the natives, many of whom believe that they are condemned to measure the roads and rivers as a punishment for crimes committed against the State, and...may be insulted with impunity [149, 345].

I mention these things to show how utterly useless, nay prejudicial, any attempt would be to employ what have been termed "professional surveyors" who have not local knowledge; that knowledge which places the Company's civil and military servants so high above all classes of persons in this country, or who could be sent to it. ...

Young Engineers, as the Court desired, be employed as surveyors when their local knowledge renders their services valuable, but...they...cannot be expected to remain in the most laborious of all duties longer than they can avoid, and we will find, as we always have done, that those who effect the most in the cause of geography...and scientific research are, and will be, the officers of the Native Army, captains and old subalterns, men accustomed to march from one extreme of this vast country...to the other; observers of localities and manners, and learned in the school of necessity and expediency. ... But I need not dilate on the attainments and merits of the Bengal officers; the records of many learned societies here and in England excite them, and will continue to do so if such merits are encouraged. ...

In Hindooistan the lines of research run from the Nebuddah across the snowy mountains to Tartary, and from the Indus to the borders of China on the east, and of this vast tract...much has been explored and surveyed, ... and a knowledge obtained of regions and rivers, ...of which a few years ago we hardly knew the names. ... And this has been done at a small expense, and by a few officers, not young Engineers taught to survey after the manner of schools in England, but by intelligent and well-informed officers of the Bengal native army. ...

Compared with the operations of the surveyor-geographers in this extended field, those of the other surveyors are like the work of coasters compared with that of navigators; they are nevertheless sufficient for the purpose in hand, and the Madras and Bombay surveyors work with great neatness; their maps are well drawn, and they have the great advantage of subordinate assistants who excel in the mechanical duty of copying. If such were allowed to the Bengal geographical surveyors, they would be able to do much more, and to save the valuable time they are obliged to throw away on work which can be much better executed by native-born christians and native sub-assistants and draftsmen. By...their aids, the Madras and Bombay surveyors...conduct their operations with great regularity1 [126, 281].

John Malcolm once gave the following advice to "Cornet M" [Montgomery !];

A young man...should never be balancing about climate or expences. If you are wanted to survey—if you get 100 rupees, 50 rupees, or nothing—you should volunteer. Calculation about...expense is stuff and nonsense. It should be your pride to be above these luxuries.

We have had occasional references to awkward situations arising from military surveyors not being under the orders of the local military commander [I, 272-3; II, 285]. Mackenzie's advice to Buxton on this subject was eminently practical;

My private sanction would not do. ... You should report your coming away to the Commanding Officer where you are, tho' in fact you have nothing to do with military duties at present; but it is an act of civility due from all officers to superior military commanders2.

REVENUE SURVEYS

For the start of the revenue surveys of the Upper Provinces of Bengal, Hodgson had to collect a number of surveyors and, though the work was entirely of a civil character, his choice with few exceptions lay with infantry officers;

Though we may avail ourselves of a cheaper agency...in the details...the Superintendent of each survey must be a British officer, of experience, not only professionally as a Surveyor, but in the language and customs of the high-spirited natives of Hindooistan. To execute a difficult and delicate duty, he must possess firmness and moderation. ... to prevent or modify disputes between the landholders and his own assistants3. Though the...revenue

1 D Din. 231 (232-32), 24-1-29. 2 Kayo, II (386), quoted by Davis (9). 3 D Din. 156 (102), 4-7-19.
4 from SG, 30-7-21; BTC, 7-9-31 (27); BES.
surveys are instituted for civil purposes, the officers...employed on them...acquire many qualifications highly desirable to military men...

It is matter of no small difficulty to me to lay before Government the names of officers possessing all the qualities requisite. ... Captain Oliver, of the 6th Regt., at present employed in the mountains in succession to Lieut. Herbert [35-9 ... will not be available...before the beginning of next cold season. ... He bears a respectable character, is of sufficient standing in the service to have a knowledge of the manners and prejudices of the natives, and has sufficient skill...to conduct a survey. But of his real merits, capacity, and fitness, I shall have better opportunities of judging ere the period of his present duty is expired...

Lieut. Pemberton...I think well qualified to be an assistant. ... The name of this officer...is...favourably known...as a distinguished student in the College [II, 308...], and an oriental and general scholar of promise. ... His character is highly respectable, and he has a competent knowledge of surveying...for the station of an assistant [65-6...].

There are at present at Moradabad two officers of the 24th Regt. N.I., who have lately, at the private request of Mr. Halhed, the Judge and Magistrate [152-4...], been...making surveys of the civil and military stations of Moradabad... The plans are executed with commendable accuracy, and the field books accompanying them are correctly arranged. I do not personally know Lieut. Bedford and Hadaway, but I think...they may be employed advantageously in the Rohilkund revenue surveys. They are officers of about 13 years standing in the service, and I understand their characters are respectable.

I also...submit...the name of Mr. Horatio Nelson as a person whose services may be found useful. ... This gentleman...has been...in the Navy, and was latterly an officer in one of the Corps of Irregular Cavalry, which was disbanded, and...is consequently out of employment, and is solicitous of being employed in surveying, for which he has some talents that may improve by experience. ... Worthy of trial as an assistant...on a salary of Rs. 230 a month [151, 765].

With a tribute to "the well-known zeal and ability of Mr. Halhed," Hodgson obtained the appointment of Bedford Hadaway and Birnie Brown as assistant revenue surveyors in Moradabed District, with the prospect of early promotion. Pemberton took up three apprentices from Calcutta, and Nelson joined about the same time [154]. Pemberton had to be appointed D.A.O.M.G., as he had less than three years service [II, 309...].

Officers who have actually served one year with their corps shall in future be considered eligible to the situation of aide-de-camp, or to be appointed to the Quarter Master General's Department, and...after three years of regimental duty, they shall be competent to hold any other official situation open to officers of their ranks in the Army².

Oliver was posted to charge of the revenue survey of Delhi, and William Brown joined him as assistant after the rains of 1822².

Grant who had been working in Gorakhpur District for several years [20-2, 151-2...], had to take sick leave to the Cape, the Surveyor General obtaining a ruling for him to draw recess allowance during the whole period of leave; "the amount, however, is not to be drawn until...return.... Of course also if the survey should be discontinued the allowance will cease"°. He was relieved by Wroughton, who was promoted Surveyor from 1st October "when field operations commenced".

Further changes occurred in 1823. Hadaway's health broke down and he died in April. Pemberton and Nelson went sick. Simmonds of the 28th Regt. N.I. was posted to Delhi, and Wilcox of the 30th to Rohilkhand. Both had served with their regiments upwards of three years. Wilcox was a good oriental scholar, and a student of the College [sup].

In July 1824, owing to the outbreak of the Burmese War, most military officers in civil employ were recalled to military duty [151...], and Government ordered that all public works likely to occasion any considerable disbursement and which are not of indispensable necessity...shall for the present be suspended. ... This Resolution applies to the employment of Military Officers on civil duties. ... The surveys cannot be suspended without serious inconvenience (for the work is a most important one); still, ... the inconvenience likely to result from their discontinuance is much inferior to that which must be the consequence of a paucity of officers with the corps².

---

¹ D.Dn. 196 (120), 24-10-21. ² B.T.C. 77-11-21 (23). ³ GO. to G.G in C. 18-3-39, amending that of 20-3-11 (II, 309). ⁴ D.T.C. II-8-22 (111). ⁵ ib. 16-7-23 (32), 7-7-23. ⁶ from R.S.C. 8-11-23; ib. 8-12-23 (40). ⁷ B.T.C. 30-7-24 (38).
Officers on revenue surveys other than Delhi were withdrawn, and those not required with their military units employed on geographical surveys under the orders of Schaleh[1] [inf]. In July 1825, after his death, they were transferred to the control of the Surveyor General [53, 68]. The following were the officers employed on revenue survey in 1824:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Surveyor General</th>
<th>Appointed</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Burmese War</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capt. J. A. Hodgson</td>
<td>23-10-22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surveyors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut. P. W. Grant</td>
<td>14-9-21</td>
<td>Gorakhpur</td>
<td>Burna, July 1825 to Dec. 1827.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave to Cape, 10-5-24 to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-5-25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; J. Bedford Asst.</td>
<td>27-11-21</td>
<td>Rohilkhand</td>
<td>Assam Valley, Dec. 1824 to Sept. 1825.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; R. Browsn Surv.</td>
<td>22-11-22</td>
<td>Moradabad (N)</td>
<td>Cachar, Jan. 1825; Burna, Sept. 1825 to March 1826.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt. T. Oliver</td>
<td>1-8-22</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>with regiment from Oct. 1824.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; B. Blake</td>
<td>8-2-22</td>
<td>Nokhali</td>
<td>(or Balcoosa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut. T. Fisher</td>
<td>1-8-22</td>
<td>Sylhet</td>
<td>Cachar, from Jan. 1824.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ens. E. Princep</td>
<td>16-3-21</td>
<td>Sundarban</td>
<td>Arakan, from Dec. 1824.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assisnted Surveyors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; R. Wilcox</td>
<td>5-12-23</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assam Valley from Dec. 1824.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; W. Brown</td>
<td>22-11-22</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt. J. H. Simmonds</td>
<td>5-12-23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Duncan</td>
<td>23-1-23</td>
<td>Sundarban</td>
<td>Arakan, Nov. 1824 to June 1826.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. Nelson, unev.</td>
<td>27-11-21</td>
<td>Rohilkhand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. Blechynden, unev.</td>
<td>9-10-23</td>
<td>Sylhet &amp; Assam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Maen</td>
<td>9-7-24</td>
<td>Gorakhpur</td>
<td>Arakan, Oct. 1824; Burna, from July 1825 to March 1826.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt. H. Tanner</td>
<td>4-7-22</td>
<td>Bhagalpur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The orders postings the surveyors to military duty read as under:
1st. That three temporary companies of Pioneers, be raised at Chittagong. ...
2nd. That the command and general superintendence, be committed to Captain J. A. Schaleh, Superintendent of Canals and Bridges [13], with the local rank of Major, and attached to the head quarters of the Army during the present war.
3rd. That the following officers be placed under the orders of Captain J. A. Schaleh with the least practicable delay:

| " R. Wroughton          | 63rd N.I.    | " G. Thompson    | Engineers |
| " B. Brown              | Artillery    | " J. A. Crompton |             |

4th. That the following unevacuated surveyors and apprentices be attached [364-5]...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R. Macan</th>
<th>W. Polhill</th>
<th>J. H. Schanck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. Nelson</td>
<td>A. McPherson</td>
<td>J. Dumbleton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That the Officers and Surveyors above-named be formed into a Department, distinct and separate from that of the Quarter Master General, to continue during the war, and to be employed in the construction of bridges, improving or opening roads, and generally facilitating the movements of an Army. Accurate surveys of the line of march, and of the rivers and streams in its vicinity will be indispensable. ...

That the officers composing the department, with the exception of the Engineer officers, be transferred from the duties on which they are now employed, and attached to the Army, holding their present situations, to which they will return on the termination of the war. ...

The Head of the Department will furnish the Surveyor General...with copies of all surveys that may be made, and...on the termination of the war all records of the department shall be delivered over to the Surveyor General1.

The party from Moradabad came in to Fatehogarh on 23rd October, and started down the river by boat almost immediately, whilst the party from Gorakhpur started down on 20th. Though Hodgson offered his own services and those of the officers of the Delhi survey, they were not required2.

---

1 BSC. 16-2-24; BTC. 17-9-24 (28).
2 ib. 17-9-24 (28).
3 ib. 3-11-24 (39, 40).
In 1826 Hodgson reported that most of these surveyors had rejoined their surveys. Amongst new assistants now appointed were Alexander Hodges and George Fraser, the latter being brother to William Fraser of the Revenue Board at Delhi [151]. Another was a civilian, Robert Terraneau, descendant of the French artillery officer of Chandernagore fame [I, 221–2, 388], who was recommended by Halhed [332].

In January 1827 Government refused to appoint Roderick Macdonald, because there were already five officers of his battalion holding staff appointments, the maximum number of absentees allowed [311, 399]. He was posted to the Meerut Survey a year later on the death of one of these five [158].

Under a rule that officers had to revert to regimental duty on promotion [342], Wroughton’s transfer was ordered early in 1830; though Herbert did his best to prevent it, and urged his industry and ability, as one of the first, if not the very first, of our surveyors, ... His place will not be easily supplied. If it be the intention of Government to continue and extend the system of Revenue Surveys, ... it would be very desirable and most conducive to the efficiency of the public service to retain Captain Wroughton in the Survey Department, nor do I hesitate to give my strongest recommendation to that effect.

Though Wroughton was allowed to stay on till October to close the maps and papers of the Gorakhpur survey, Government insisted on his rejoining his unit in October 1830 [152]. He was reappointed in May 1832.

**Quartermaster General’s Officers**

The prolonged absence of Mackenzie at Madras, and Crawford’s retirement, left the seat of the Supreme Government at Fort William without a Surveyor General during the critical times of 1816–7, when the Commander-in-Chief and his army had the utmost need for maps and survey advice [300]. In this situation Lord Moira, who combined the office of Commander-in-Chief with that of Governor General [225], conceived the idea of forming a regular cadre within the Quartermaster General’s establishment, whose duties should include not only surveying, but also all the various functions of quartermaster [II, 300–1]. Though it was to be somewhat on the lines of the Survey Branch of the Quartermaster General’s department in Madras, the latter only dealt with military surveys that could not be undertaken by the Surveyor General’s own staff.

In Bengal, surveyors were only appointed under the Surveyor General for the duration of a particular survey, formally sanctioned, and not as members of an authorized establishment. Under the new scheme the Surveyor General was left responsible for the custody and compilation of maps, and for surveys specifically authorized by Government. For these he was invariably to call for officers of the Quartermaster General’s staff, unless “war or the preparation for war” rendered them unavailable. This scheme was authorized from January 1817, and filled Mackenzie with alarm and despondency; he very naturally considered it an infringement on his functions, and a potential source of friction [303–5]. The following extracts are taken from the Governor General’s minute of 31st May 1816:

> The necessity for such a provision has been recognized with the army of Fort Saint George [II, 321–2]. A Quartermaster General’s Department, excellent in its operations, exists there, while the Q.M.G. and Deputy Q.M.G., the whole establishment in this presidency, are nearly useless here for want of ... instruments. ... At present we have a number of officers... annually employed in making surveys. The allowance to each is 886 rupees monthly (Rs. 618 for each of nine months, and Rs. 250 for each of 3 wet months, average 586).

Say that ten officers are employed; ... the amount of their allowances would meet the pay of ten or twelve officers...in the Quartermaster General’s department. I should propose to take...all those of late engaged in surveys [II, 311–2], except the Engineer Officers, who

---

1 Etc. 24–8–26 (44). 2 promoted Captain, 26–8–29. 3 ib. 27–4–30 (16). 4 Dm. 231 (97).
have ample duties to perform in their own line. ... All future surveys should be executed by
the officers of this department. ... The department would stand thus:

Quarter Master General—Deputy Q.M.G.—now existing.
Six Assistants—of whom the two eldest should have superior allowances...
Six Sub-Assistants—of whom three should have superior allowances.
The names of the officers whom I recommend, with the salaries proposed...are annexed.

It is beyond what has been employed in surveying in any one year; accidental pauses...having frequently occurred in almost every survey. But...there will be great convenience in having an officer of this department at each of the principal stations, whilst the others are engaged in examination, measurement, and delineation in distant quarters. ...

If the expense of those additional officers in the Q.M.G.'s department shall not exceed Rs. 6,000 a month, it will be considerably short of what is now incurred for temporary sur-
veyors. ... The Intelligence Department...should be a regular part of...the projected system. ...

Taking the average expenditure for...surveyors during the years 1812, 1813, 1814 (the
surveys were mostly stopped during the war.), the monthly rate...amounted to 4,392 Rupees.
The aggregate...salaries proposed by me fall short of that sum by a trifle. ... The allowances,
which I think adequate, are much beneath what several of the gentlemen have been receiving.
... On the other hand,...their employment will now be permanent, whereas before they were
liable to be ordered away to their regiments on any preparation for the field.

The allowances [348] covered all expenses, except that surveyors were allowed the
use of instruments from Government stores [211]. The Surveyor General was
still responsible for professional control. A General Order laid down that
Officers of the Quarter Master General's department...are to be employed without any additional
pay on geographical or other surveys...
The Surveyor General's Office, as heretofore, is to be the depot in which all geographical
knowledge, all plans, and field books, are to be finally concentrated. From that office
all the Quarter Master General's staff employed as above will receive their instructions, and
to him they will report; but their services are at all times to be immediately available for the
more military line of their profession on the requisition of the Quarter Master General.

Copies of all plans and surveys...shall be ultimately made out in the office of the Quarter-
Master General at the Presidency, and sent for deposit to that of the Surveyor General.

The following officers were posted to this cadre on 1st January 1817, and nearly
all employed on military service [82-6]. The Quarter Master General being
Lt.-Colonel John Paton:

A.Q.M.G. Capt. F. S. Sackville ... 28th N.I. at Headquarters.
E. Barton ... 28th N.I. with Reserve, Grand Army [34].

D.A.Q.M.G. 1st Class Lieut. H. Morrison ... 26th N.I. Surveying the Sundarbans.
J. Pickering ... 24th N.I. 3rd Divn. Grand Army [II. 437].
" H. C. Sanders ... 14th N.I. Nagpur Subsy. Force.
" J. Franklin ... 1st N.C. 1st Divn. Grand Army.

2nd Class Lieut. J. N. Jackson ... 23rd N.I. Supernumerary.
H. Hall ... 16th N.I. with Reserve, Grand Army.
" W. Paterson ... 9th N.I. 2nd Divn. Grand Army.
" Cornet F. Palmer ... 8th N.C. Officiating.

W. Garden ... 18th N.I. 1st Divn. Grand Army.
" R. S. Brownrigg ... 10th N.I. ...

Mackenzie found it impossible to work this arrangement in a friendly way with the
Quarter Master General, Franklin's survey of Bundelkhand being one of the
first to disturb him [303-4]. Before the Nepal war Franklin had been under the
Surveyor General and the civil Commissioner. During 1817 and 1818 he was on
military duty. On his resumption of regular survey, Mackenzie resisted the interest shown by the Q.M.G., and wrote privately to the Military Secretary that he had been
ordered by His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief to send the necessary instructions

1 BMG. 5-7-16 (1).
2 GGO. Gq in C. 1-1-17; GQ. Sel. V (12), 23-1-17; see also IO Tract; IO Lib.
Cat. I (323).
3 (1763-1824); Ben. Inf. Ens. 1783; QMG. 1808-20; Commy Gen. 1829-33; d. Calcutta,
15-2-34.
to Captain Franklin to resume the survey of Bundelkund. This was communicated to me by the Quarter Master General, with a very extensive indent for instruments....

It has been always usual, and indeed necessary, that the Surveyor General should know what has been done before he can pretend to give instructions.... On one point I have made up my mind long ago, that the same surveyor should, if possible, close the province, and... should be liberally recompensed for it. As Captain Franklin has been so long employed on Bundelkund, and as he had proposed before my arrival to send down maps of that province, it would certainly be desirable that he should complete its maps and memoir....

As to instruments, such as we have got will be sent by dawk bangy, and the rest purchased; ... but I doubt that the whole can be sent, nor indeed do I think them necessary.

Two months later he records an interview with the Quartermaster General, who was obviously anxious to be friendly:

November 5th. Col. Paton called on me, and after some conversation proposed that his son should be attached to my office—said I would think of it at parting, but gave no encouragement.... He stated to me in the course of conversation that all his assistants under my orders were entirely under my control, and that I was responsible for giving them the necessary orders—he had nothing to say to them—yet, in conversation he proposed that I should write to him to propose Captain Franklin to survey Saugur—This I declined—and I thought it very odd he should propose it.

He insisted much that I should go over and dine en famille at his house, and see Mrs. Paton—newly arrived—Went accordingly.

N.B.—In this conversation hinted there were other surveys proposed (meaning Lieut. Johnston's of Bilasa), but declined further notice of it, though solicited.

Mackenzie now obtained orders for Franklin to close survey in Bundelkund, and after the belated submission of his fieldbooks for the first three months of 1817 [81-2] Franklin was moved to Saugor.

About this time also, on representation from Franklin, who had previously been drawing full survey allowance at Rs. 618 p.m., Mackenzie obtained authority that officers of the Q.M.G.'s establishment should draw this full allowance when they provided their own instruments.

He again complains of interference from the Q.M.G. [304-5]:

That officer assured me the last time I saw him those officers attached to me were not under his orders—that they were entirely under mine—and if they did not follow them &c. I did not enforce them, ... it was my business, &c., &c. ... I wish to be relieved from the constant perplexity their situation occasions, as I can never give any instructions or orders to them that is not frustrated from some other quarter.

I was about to point out to Capt. Jackson something I considered necessary, when, behold, I find he is on his return, [27-8]. ... Is not this, then, interference? ... His return is, I presume, by some order unknown to me?

This drew a firm ruling;

After the clear and precise manner in which the organization of the Quarter Master General's Department has been detailed and explained, ... the most Noble the Governor General in Council is surprised to learn that any misconception should exist, as to the exact bearing and extent of employment under the orders of the Surveyor General, ... Officers were appointed originally under the Quarter Master General to meet the call for eventual exigencies. While no demand should exist for their services in that line, it was understood that they were to proceed on those measurements of districts, frontiers, etc., which had before occupied them. They were to be regarded as lent, ... and they were for that special duty to be placed exclusively under the direction of the Surveyor General. They were to be exempt from the interference of the Quarter Master General as they had been from that of the Commanding Officer of their battalion. Their sole communication on every matter relative to that employment was to be with the Surveyor General.

Captain Franklin has been betrayed into an irregularity in addressing correspondence to Lieutenant Colonel Paton on topics properly recognizable by you. ... It is indispensable that Captain Franklin should comply with your requisitions. ... He should have addressed his application for leave of absence to you, for the sanction of Government....

---

All misconception...should be removed from the minds of the officers of the Quarter Master General's Department employed under your orders. Their ignorance and misconception of the established regulations leads to an unnecessary multiplication of correspondence.

Franklin's employment under the Surveyor General ceased on his arrival in Calcutta on leave about April 1820, after which he was employed as A.Q.M.G. on sorting out stray maps in Government offices [290-1].

A later order provided that before an officer could be appointed to the Q.M.G.'s staff he should "produce a certificate, either from the Surveyor General, the Chief Engineer,...or the Superintending Engineer of the province", that he possessed "a competent knowledge of the theory and practice of surveying."

The following is a list of the Quarter master General's officers in 1825; they all did useful survey at one time or another:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major</th>
<th>E. Barton [II, 380-1]</th>
<th>D.Q.M.G.</th>
<th>Cawnpore</th>
<th>D.Q.M.G.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lieut.</td>
<td>W. Garden [27]</td>
<td>D.A.Q.M.G. 1st Class</td>
<td>Presidency</td>
<td>Dacca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut.</td>
<td>R. Becher [87]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut.</td>
<td>J. B. Neufville [53]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sudder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut.</td>
<td>P. C. Robb [87]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nassarabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut.</td>
<td>F. H. Sandys [87]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sylhet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut.</td>
<td>J. G. Drummond [27, 68]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut.</td>
<td>John Paton* [27]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MADRAS; MILITARY INSTITUTION**

In a despatch dated 15th May 1815* the Directors ordered the immediate closing of the Military Institution at Madras, on the grounds that the education given at the Royal Military College, which moved from Marlow to Sandhurst in 1812 [II, 308] rendered superfluous any further instruction in India [II, 319-20].

Sir Thomas Hislop, Commander-in-Chief Madras, was disgusted at the decision, but the orders were peremptory, and his protest of no avail.

The students of the English college are doubtless well grounded in the theory of Military Survey and Reconnaissance, but I am not aware that the subsequent labours of any of these young men in this country have added to any material degree to the great mass of geographical and topographical materials, with which the students of the Madras Institution have enriched the records of the Company, and of the civilized world...

The Madras Army can at present boast of 119 young officers [II, 320-1], whose scientific attainments...have rendered them capable of exercising the subordinate functions of the Quarter Master General's, the Surveyor General's, and the Engineer's departments. The annual expenditure amounts to pagodas 7,376-21-28,...and even this sum cannot be considered as expended without its immediate return, for 1,620 sq. miles are annually, and most minutely, surveyed during the field practice of the students [II, 125-30, 214-5]....

When Sir John Malcolm was sent to form an establishment on the Persian Gulf, young officers educated at the Military Institution...were attached to the expedition and, although its object was not prosecuted, they succeeded in compiling the best map...of the countries between the Indus and the Nile that has ever yet been given to the world [II, 131, 280].

The service in Travancore was the next occasion on which the utility of this Corps was conspicuous; a certain number of these officers were employed there with the greatest public advantage [II, 130-2]....

The military operations in the Decan and in Malwa succeeded those of Travancore, and 4 Officers of the Institution were attached to the...field army. The country...had never been traversed by British troops except by General Goddard's detachment in 1779 [I, 38-9]; and the geographical materials collected (in 1810)...have given an addition of new important matter to the Surveyor General's Office that must be of the greatest consequence to all future plans of military operations in that quarter [II, 134].

Lieutenant Bayley's conduct in the Quarter Master General's department during the expedition to the coast of Borno received the most flattering approbation [II, 381]....

---

*DDn. 145 (251), 5-5-20.  *As J. XIX, 1824 (156); Wilson, W.J. (387).  *nephew of QMG.  
*CD to M. Mil., 15-5-15 (17-8).
From these very striking examples I would infer that the habits acquired at the Military Institution have a lasting effect; ... for the mental exercise to which the students are thus inured...render the young men ultimately available for important duties. ... No instance is on record of any one officer of the Institution having been brought to a court martial, or...bringing another to trial; ... none have been remarkable for extravagance, or concerned in a duel; and...not one quarrel has occurred at the mess of the Institution.

On every field service...since the expedition to Java it has been considered important to attach to it some officers of this description.—The operations in the Southern Mahrattah Country under the late Lieutenant Colonel Dowse [II, 166]—The Detachment against Kurmool in 1813—The force destined for Ceylon under Lieutenant Colonel Thomson—The Army of Reserve last year, and the Division in advance under Colonel Doveton [83–4]—have all been supplied with their due proportion of officers from the Institution...

A certain number of officers have been permanently appointed to the Survey Branch of the Quarter Master General's Department, after serving respectively the prescribed period with their corps [II, 321–2], and have been employed, when not engaged with troops on field service, in planning, surveying, and in framing the estimates of their expenses, and...of the construction of causeways and small bridges. ...

The officers...have also been employed in preparing military plans and memoirs of all the countries adjacent to the Eastern Ghauts, and have nearly completed this reconnaissance...from Paulghautcherry to the Kistnah. ...

To conclude—the maintenance of the Military Institution...appears in my judgement to be intimately connected with the success of our arms in the field, and depends on the continuance of the permanent assistants in the Survey Branch of the Quarter-Master General's Department in time of peace; for, unless Officers foresee the prospect of some possible advantage, ... it is hardly to be expected that they will exchange the comparatively small labour of regimental duty for the unremitting attendance required...at the Institution1.

Formal orders abolishing the Institution were issued under a General Order dated 17th April 1816, in which the Governor in Council takes this opportunity of expressing his entire approbation of the mode in which the duties of Mathematical and Drawing Instructor to the Military Institution have been discharged by Captain Troyer of H.M.'s 12th Regiment.

The Governor in Council has also noticed with the highest satisfaction the testimony borne by H.E. the Commander-in-Chief to the merits and acquirements of all the officers who have been attached to the Institution1.

The great success of the Military Institution was mainly due to the ability and high character of Anthony Troyer, the Austrian officer brought out by Bentinck in 1803 [II, 130, 315]. After the abolition of the Institution and a short stay in Pondicherry, Troyer settled in Paris until 1828, when he once again accompanied Bentinck on his return to India as Governor General [195 n.4].

Quartermaster General's Officers, Madras

"The Survey Branch of the Quarter Master General's Department" at Madras was formed in October 1810, on General Hewett's recommendation, to provide a body of officers capable of carrying out surveys and reconnaissances of a military nature, independently of the Surveyor General [II, 301, 321]. The branch comprised 20 officers, all of whom had passed through the Military Institution [II, 320–2]; appreciations by Sir Thomas Hislop have already been quoted [II, 319–20; III, 337–8]. Though this branch was abolished in 1816, these officers turned out much valuable work in the Deccan during the pindāri and Marāṭha wars of 1816 to 1818, under the able direction of Valentine Blacker, Quartermaster General.

It was not the practice in Madras that the Surveyor General should draw all his surveyors from the q.m.g.'s establishment though this was definitely provided for in the similar establishment in Bengal [334].

1C-in-C.'s minute, 15–1–16; MMC. 29–3–16. *MGO. 17–4–16; Wilson, W. J., III.
When MacKenzie resumed duty at Madras in 1815 he found only three officers at his disposal—Garling, who completed the survey of Sonda, or North Kanara, by September 1815 [II, i58—9]—with Conner his assistant—Ward, in charge of the Surveyor General's office at Madras.

His first intention was to form four parties—Northern Circars—Nizam's Territories—Coorg—Travancore. Allotting Garling to Hyderâbâd, Conner to Coorg, and Ward to Travancore, he obtained the promise of an engineer officer, Duncan Sim, whom he had known in Java, for the survey of Ellore and Masulipatam.

From my knowledge of Lieutenant Sim, ... his capacity and knowledge of the different branches requisite in the Surveying Department evinced while employed by me in the Trigonometrical operations... in Java, ... ascertaining the distances at the attacks on Cornelis in August 1811, where he was wounded in surveying... on the coast of Java [II, i55], I consider him a proper person to be employed on the survey in the Northern Circars.

Sim was, however, called off for the survey of Pondicherry and Kârikâl [98], and in spite of MacKenzie's protest was not released till 1819, when he was wanted for similar surveys of the Dutch territories at Pulicat.

The closing of the Military Institution left the survey of Guntûr Circâr uncompleted, but at the same time released Mountford, who had been in charge. After completing the fair-mapping of the Institution surveys, and putting their records in order, Mountford was sent back to Guntûr with two of MacKenzie's sub-assistants to complete the survey [95—6].

Before leaving for Bengal, MacKenzie secured the services of John Riddell, who had been one of Lambton's most able assistants [II, 242—3, 245—6, 322], for charge of the office at Madras, an appointment which Garling resented as ignoring his seniority though, as a matter of common policy, seniority was not considered in selecting an officer for a staff appointment of this nature [318]. On Riddell's death in 1818 Mountford was brought down from Guntûr, and ran the office with great success till his own death in 1824.

MacKenzie was now exercised to find a really capable officer for charge of the Northern Circars survey, which was of particular importance because it would not have the support of Lambton's triangles [99—101]. Though starting from a side near the Kistna [II, pl. 16], the new survey would have to be carried forward to Ganjam on its own triangulation and base-lines, with astronomical observations. Though the assistant surveyors Dunigan and Scott held charge of the Guntûr and Ellore Surveys for two or three seasons, they were not able for independent charge of an important survey of so great an extent.

Most of the officers reared in the Military Institution & with the Trigonometrical Survey have viewed the establishment of the Surveyor General's office since 1810 with distrust, & as hostile to their interests. So many were thrown out of employment, & it was impossible to employ them all. Thus situated, I could not run about to enquire into the comparative merits of Surveyors, or to engage gentlemen whom I would otherwise be glad to employ. While I was away, two were brought in that I am little acquainted with, & 2 others are recommended. I cannot tell you the various solicitations I have had, whilst I had it not in my power to bring in but one, and that is an officer of my own Corps.

Meantime the solicitions for employment increase—bishops—judges—fair ladies—& grave magistrates—besides military friends in abundance.

He asked Mountford for a list of past students of the Military Institution and was particularly anxious to obtain the services of Montgomerie [II, 320, 430];

You may imagine my surprise at... being called upon to select two officers of the Madras Establishment to be employed on a survey of the Poonah Territory [124—5], ... after the intimation... officially communicated to me at Madras of the entire abolition of any department of survey under the Quarter Master General [II, 322; III, 338], and especially when you yourself was on the spot, who, next to Captain Troyer, was competent most properly to appreciate the qualification of such surveyors as had been reared in the Military Institution.

1 from SG, 14—12—15; MPC, 12—1—16. 2 Pulicat tr. to British, 1825. 3 Garling & Conner. 4 DDn. 156 (67), June 1816 MacKenzie to Josiah Marshall [396 b. 2].
I consider it, however, but just...to call your attention to the claims of Mr. Montgomery and Captain O'Donnogue, both whose works are mentioned in the records of your office, and whose conduct since...gives them an undoubted claim to be employed.  

As to Engineers;...their present system of education at home eminently qualifies them to be employed as surveyors, or in the office of the Surveyor General, which ought to be open to all corps that are qualified, but until I find that Engineers can be retained on these duties,...I must always decline proposing them, however willing I should be to avail myself of their qualifications, and desires even to oblige individuals among them [330].

Mr. Sim's case is in point, whom I proposed for a survey in 1816, which was approved of by Government, and yet till this moment is retained on a duty entirely out of our view [339]. This is my creed as to the Surveying Department,...and I have found nothing here [Bengal] to convince me to the contrary. In fact the Corps of Engineers in both the Presidencies is not strong enough to supply for professional duties and for surveys at the same time [328].

I will beg to be relieved from all responsibility for surveyors. I did propose Mr. Sim in 1816,...and you see I have been thwarted,...and this new system of ordering the Quarter-Master General to nominate surveyors while I was forbid to recommend an assistant for my own office (as in Mr. Riddell's case) is so completely at variance with the orders of the Court of Directors...that I wish to be clear of all responsibility.  

For me to propose any officer by name would not be well received. Mr. Montgomery has the best claim immediately after yourself. If you represent to Government...that an officer should be appointed to take charge of the survey for which Lieut. Sim was originally intended in 1816, and that from which you were called, and...whether the Surveyor General should not be called on for the nomination of an officer,...I should be prepared to state my opinion. Mr. Montgomery is the first that stands in my list. Messrs. Ward and Conner will be disposable bye and bye, but they are inclined for the Deskan. You will keep me informed of such officers as you think best qualified.

He was anxious that Ward should finish off Travancore himself [109-10, 341]; but if either he or Mr. Conner wishes rather to come North, I wish they would undertake so much, as I think the field in the Deccan or the Ciscares might be open bye and bye...Their report of progress is to me more satisfactory than any other survey, because I have less trouble while their work is gradually going on to its conclusion. I think, however, that Ward particularly, if not both, would like to have the merit of closing their work in their own names.

Poor Riddell committed one or two errors that have entailed on me some difficulty, but I did not like to contradict what he had done from the best intentions. One of these was his ordering the two surveyors in Travancore to act jointly, while I meant it for a temporary arrangement, to begin at each extremity [109]. This has occasioned an embarrassment,...and Mr. Ward might have...complained. Mr. Conner was only sent to assist in case of Mr. Ward's being taken off to the Tinnevelly side.

Mackenzie's embarrassment was due to Conner being senior in military rank to Ward, whom he wished to be responsible for the survey, though in fact they worked together in the friendliest co-operation.

When asked to make official recommendation of an officer for Masulipatam, Mackenzie left the choice to Mountford, advising him to point out to the best of your judgement without partiality; only, for God's sake keep clear of conceited persons. I always prefer steady men who will observe the line laid down for them, and conform as far as possible, candidly submitting their observations, but not resisting.

With regard to the survey of Rajamundry,...an officer ought to be sent without loss of time, as it may bring discredit if these assistants are left without a check [330]. I leave...you to point out the officer,...and anyone you propose will be agreeable to me. Avoid vicious characters, who will bite if these assistants are left without a check. I have a great regard for some friends of his,...but that would not influence me if he were not competent to the undertaking. When you fix on your man you should pave the way by conciliating the Commander-in-Chief. In short, I leave it to your judgement but do not allow yourself to be crossed by the influence of any other.  

---

It was not until February 1826 that a suitable officer was found in Richard Hodges, but he died at Masulipatam in July. Another Institution officer, Charles Snell, was posted in November, and held charge for the next fifteen years, without, however, proving quite the first rate officer that Mackenzie had hoped for.

Mackenzie was greatly shocked by the death of Garling at Hyderabad in June 1820, for though he had not found Garling easy to deal with he had known him for many years, and greatly appreciated his ability. He writes to Mountford:

Your letter of 15th ultimo notifying the unpleasant account of poor Captain Garling's death reached me several days ago. It was soon followed by a private letter of Mr. Russell's of 8th ultimo, enclosing Hill's report [117]. ... After your own instructions to Hill, it only seemed necessary for me to add what seemed to have escaped your notice, and what more forcibly struck me from the several surveys on this side where papers have been lost by the death of surveyors. The best remedy is what indeed the practice of the service points out, viz., that a court of officers be applied for at the earliest opportunity [329].

Two months later he was much distressed by the death of Hodges;

this coming so soon after Captain Garling's is a shock to the survey; but I trust there are many whose talents and disposition incline them to a pursuit which is certainly not unpleasant, and I have ever found very interesting.

As the survey of Rajamundry is at present vacant, ... I really do not know where a champagne, healthy, district can be selected in India for Mr. Conner, and I look upon low swampy plains to be just as unhealthy as hills. ... It is high time now to send an officer to relieve Mr. Dunigan. If a clever officer was sent there, that survey may be considered a good seminary where from assistants may be occasionally detached to the Deccan when required. ...

I think officer assistants on these surveys would be useful, ... because they acquire experience, and are ready to fill up vacancies. Poor Mr. Hodges suffered from this; he had been too late from convalescence, and from England, to go at once into those hills. The next should be directed to the country near the sea, the delta of the Godavery, for the first year at least.

I hope you have taken care that Mr. Hodges' surveying materials be secured. I have pointed out the method to be followed on all occasions [329]. ... Mr. Hodges' papers should be opened under the civil or military customary authority, and not left to Mr. Dunigan's, Mr. Burr's, or Mr. Russell's discretion.

After a long debate he decided to send Conner up to Hyderabad;

Captain Walpole has been recommended to me for another survey some time ago, and I will not forget him; it will be necessary, however, that he signify his own wishes, and whether he prefers to be employed in the Deccan—in Nagpore etc. ...

Mr. Poole also, and some others have been mentioned. I conceive Meesara, Ward and Conner should have a preference, otherwise they may be thrown out. ... I could wish to know Mr. Ward's own wishes, as he is first on the list I have got. What was Captain Walpole's situation in the Military Institution [II, 320]? Was he senior to you?

With regard to the survey in the Nizam's country, I am as friendly to it as ever, that is to say under due restriction; but I can on no account submit to be made a fool of, to propose surveys and surveyors on my responsibility, who are to be under the sole direction of any Resident or other functionary [117, 304]. ... I think it likely that Mr. Conner will have the choice if Mr. Ward declines it. ... Many officers will be glad to be employed. ... I will send you a list of some who have applied, but I think Ward and Conner have a preferable claim.

Conner moved up to Hyderabad in February 1821. He got ill on the march and died shortly after his arrival. Mackenzie was not to learn of this further tragedy, for he himself passed to rest only a few days later. Conner was succeeded by Robert Young, of whom Mackenzie had written some time before;

Colonel Hazelwood, an old acquaintance of mine, has wrote me about Lieut. Young, who is desirous of being employed on the survey, and he considers well qualified from his knowledge of mathematics and drawing. As much as Hazelwood showed his judgement in first bringing Captain Kater to notice, who now makes such a figure in the department of science in England [II, 232, 313; III, 238, 254]. I am disposed to give credit to his recommendation.

Though the Madras Government had accepted in principle the need of an assistant officer in every party [329], repeated representations had to be made to
them on the subject. On obtaining Noble's appointment, Montgomerie advised Ward that the object of appointing an Assistant Officer...is that he may have an opportunity of acquiring a practical knowledge of the whole of the duties...and thereby rendered qualified to take charge...in the event of your temporary absence or removal. You will...communicate to him such instructions as his inexperience may require, and...keep him fully acquainted with the state of the work, so as to ensure its uninterrupted progress.

I anticipate, however, that this will not be the only benefit resulting from your having an assistant officer, but that in due time the survey will thereby be much accelerated.

Without this wise precaution it would have been almost impossible to preserve the continuity of the Madras surveys, more especially that of the Nizām's Territories, where casualties followed at an appalling rate. Robert Young, who did not take over charge until December 1821, died in July 1823, before George Arthur, who had been nominated assistant, had joined the party. Crisp, another Institution man, followed Young and had Arthur as assistant until he was moved in the same capacity to Malabar. On Crisp's resignation in April 1827, he was succeeded by James Webb, who had been at the Institution from 1810 to 1812. Morland joined as assistant a year later, and took over when Webb went sick in 1829. He held charge, with occasional breaks, for the next twenty years.

Both Ward and Snell had a number of assistants one after another, but the only two who achieved distinction were Du Vernet, who joined Ward in 1828, and Charles Hill, who joined Snell the following year. Both did excellent service for more than twenty years. We have already mentioned Duncan Montgomerie who succeeded as Deputy Surveyor General on Mountford's death in 1824, and in every way justified the high opinion Mackenzie held of him.

In 1829 Walpole, who had been Garling's contemporary in the first class of the Military Institution, was nominated Surveyor General by Lord William Bentinck, founder of the Institution, on the advice of Troyer, who had been its wise and able Instructor from start to finish.

Under the Bengal regulations Wroughton had to revert to regimental employ on promotion to Captain. Madras restrictions raised similar difficulties. Whilst officers could not be posted to survey till they had completed two years regimental employ, General Order of 23rd December 1827 ruled that it being desirable to fix by one general rule the limits under which officers holding staff employments under this Presidency may retain them, or otherwise, on promotion to superior ranks, and to provide generally for all doubts or contingencies, so far as they can be foreseen, the following limitations have prospective effect from this date:

Surveyor General—Deputy Surveyor General—no limitation
Surveyors...to the rank of Major, regimentally.

The effect of this rule was that when an officer who had spent something like twenty years on survey was promoted to the rank of major, he either reverted to regimental duty, with which he was entirely out of touch, or else retired. In either case the survey lost an experienced and probably valuable officer.

TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY

The happy choice of George Everest to be Lambton's first Chief Assistant is stated by Everest himself to have been personally made by the Governor General, who had been assured of his "eminence degree of science as a mathematician". Reports had been made of his surveys in Java and Lord Moira had taken special interest in "his successful exertions as an engineer in recently clearing the navigation of the Matahanga and other rivers". He had been selected to survey the line of telegraph stations to Chunār. Neither Lambton nor Mackenzie had any say in the selection, and, indeed, Lambton's own wish had been for Garling, who was working near him in the Nizām's
Dominiens. Riddell writes in November 1817 that he had not
the slightest idea to whom Lamont can be under promises. In 1812, before I left him
[II, 246], he frequently talked to me of his intention to go home for a year or two, & of my
taking charge of the survey during his absence. He even went so far as to enter on the subject
of allowances. Latterly...he had cut me completely. ... Garling, I think, must be the man?
Mackenzie wrote at the same time, their letters crossing, telling that Lamont's
survey was to be transferred to the Supreme Government, Public Department,
... a young officer of the Artillery, Capt'n Everest, to be Head Assistant on a salary of 600
rupees. Capt'n Everest told me some time he had applied to Lamont, who had written
him he had already engaged to a certain officer.

I really think Lamont ought to have reserved the claims of yourself and of Mr. Hodges*,
and the latter ought without loss of time to apply officially to be employed on the survey.

His friends at Madras wrote me about him*.

And again, when writing of Lamont's proposals for his country-born assistants:
Coll. Lamont has proposed to add to his number also, and it is under reference to this
office. As Lamont will be going home, and he is a stranger to Everest, I conjecture it is
referable to someone else; you may guess who... He also proposes an increase of pay to his
people, but whatever is allowed for them, I shall contend for with us [228,370].

Everest himself writes many years later that "When in 1817, I was originally
nominated as first assistant to Lieut.-Col. Lamont, ... Capt'n Garling, of the
Madras Infantry, was my only rival". 4

No record is found of any assistant being offered to Everest during the two
years after Lamont's death, and he notes later that "demand for officers in the
Burmese war prevented any assistant being appointed, ... even could any...have
been found who was both able and willing to engage in a work of the kind".

Neither Garling, Riddell, nor Hodge, all three of whom were dead by 1829, had
shown themselves more than efficient surveyors and triangulators, or in any way
possessed of the genius and force of character later displayed by Everest, to the
glorious achievement of the Great Trigonometrical Survey.

Bomray

Dickinson held charge of the revenue survey of Bombay and Salsette Islands
until 1821, when he handed over to his senior assistant, Tate, who brought the
survey to a close in 1827. Both belonged to the Engineers, but their few engineer
assistants were mostly removed from the survey during the Maratha war [122-3].

Williams held charge of the revenue surveys of Broach and the more northerly
districts of Gujerat until his retirement, when he handed over to Cruikshank who
finally closed all work by 1829 [170-1]. Their assistants, all infantry officers,
were at one time as many as seven. Cruikshank was considerably disturbed by the
order that officers should not remain after promotion to Major [342].

This department, having been formed from the original Surveyor General's, and...being
the oldest established in the Survey Branch under this Presidency, I myself served as an Assis-
tant in it nearly fourteen years on very moderate allowances, and the two Senior Assistants,
at present Captains Ovens and Newport, have acted in that capacity upwards of twelve years. ...

Neither myself nor these officers can hope to retain for any period the situation of the
head of the department, which is attained only after long and arduous service, and under
considerable sacrifice, ... being so entirely excluded by the nature of our employment from the
general field open for military preference.

Considering the magnitude of the department, together with the great responsibility
of the charge, and that the situation of the Head assimilates so much with that of a Principal
in civil employment, I hope...to retain my appointment to the same rank as other military
men holding Principal civil employment, and that the...two Senior Assistants, ... should be
admitted to a higher class than that specified for Surveyors*.

This application came to nothing, and the survey was closed down. Cruikshank
was promoted Major, took furlough at once, and retired two years later.

1 Dm. 151 (77), 26-11-17. 2 obviously J. T. Hodge [II, 407]. 3 Dm. 156 (309), 5-12-17.
4 Everest (116). 5 Dm. 265 (147-53), 4-2-31. 6 Broach, 7-8-24; Bo MC. (camp).
For Sutherland's survey of the Deccan which started in 1817 before the close of the Maratha war, all the Bombay surveyors with any experience of topographical work were soon drawn in, besides officers borrowed from Madras [125]. The Madras officers faded out by about 1822, and when Sutherland became Assistant Surveyor General he handed over to Jopp about nine officers, all of the Bombay establishment. There were frequent changes, and on succeeding as Deputy Surveyor General Jopp handed over to Grafton. The number of surveyors was then reduced, until the survey was closed down in 1830, leaving the trigonometrical survey under Robert Shortrede, who became well-known later for his Logarithm Tables.

Other surveyors to be noted are Thomas Jervis, of the Engineers, whose survey of the Southern Konkan gave rise later to lengthy controversy with Everest [127]; Adams and Challen who surveyed Satara [171–2]; and Stephen Sligh who made a valuable survey of Kathiawar between 1822 and 1825. In 1827 Jopp was informed that no more officers were available, being "so much required with their corps".

**Uniform**

So far as we know, military officers wore the undress uniform of their corps the whole time that they were employed on surveys. Most certainly the students at the Military Institution were expected to wear uniform on all occasions. It is most unlikely, however, that the uniform worn by surveyors at work in the field was always punctiliously correct. In his account of an encounter with a tiger, Thomas Arthur attributes his escape from the fury of the tiger's first rush to the presence of mind with which he threw his hat, "surmounted with a black feather", straight in the beast's face [II, 375]. When his camp was raided by pindaris [499–10] Grimshaw of the Military Institution lost—regimental jackets—belt with breast-plate—sword—sash—regimental cap complete—regimental greatcoat; but, if he only saved just what he was wearing at work, this came to shirt and trousers, straw hat, and a handkerchief; uniform pattern no doubt!!

It is almost certain that the surveyors of the Quartermaster General's Department wore correct uniform when on their "military surveys", and that surveyors working on the frontiers, or in contact with troops, would also do so, but we may wonder what kit Morrisen wore in the Sundarbans, or whether Lambot and Everest were correctly dressed in "regimentals" when taking observations with the great theodolite or zenith sector. Certainly Mackenzie is most correctly dressed in Hickey's handsome portrait [II, pl. 22], but was not that a special occasion? Of all surveyors he might be expected to be the most punctilious in correct appearance on all occasions. On his way back to Madras in 1815, Crawford tells him that "the uniform for the Surveyor General is resembling nearly your own", that is probably to say, resembling that of the Corps of Engineers prior to 1806.

In authorizing the formation of the Survey Branch of the Quartermaster General's Department at Madras in 1810 [II, 321–2], it was definitely laid down that His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief is pleased to make the following alterations in the dress of the Army of this establishment. ... The officers attached to the Survey Branch of the Q.M.G.'s Department, as well as the assistants of that Department, are to wear the plain uniform of an A.Q.M.G., with plain buttons, and one epaulette on the left shoulder.

It would entitle long research to determine the uniform worn in those days by officers of the staff and of the various corps and regiments in the three presidencies, and a comparison between the various portraits reproduced in these Records seems to indicate that considerable liberty was allowed. Officers of Bengal Infantry battalions wore scarlet, with facings of buff, white, or yellow. Artillery wore blue with red facings, while Engineers wore scarlet with black velvet facings till 1806 when the coat was changed to blue. Staff Officers, probably including the Surveyor...
General, his assistants and deputies, wore scarlet coat with blue collar and cuffs, but an officer might well, wear his regimentals whilst holding a staff appointment. Blacker was too much of a soldier to overlook the importance of uniform, and obtained authority for a pattern, not only for the Surveyor General, but also for his Deputies. He informs Sutherland that the Governor General has determined on a uniform for the Surveyor General of India; and that, in consequence of a reference from the Deputy Surveyor General at Madras, the same has been assigned to him with the usual distinctions for a Deputy.

You may possibly think a point of dress of not much importance, and I have accordingly adopted a private form of address, in case you were averse from changing whatever uniform you may wear at present. But if you prefer the established dress of this department, and will send round a coat which fits you, ... the proper uniform shall be made up here according to it, and transmitted to you with the official authority for wearing the same.

Hodgson was less interested, and writes to Montgomerie:
I do not know what you can do about the blue coats; certainly they are very ugly. It is bad policy making any class of officers wear that, or any other colour but red, which the people respect, and we should shew as much as possible. Here no uniform has ever been ordered for the surveyors, and I believe they wear their regimental coats.

I remember that Colonel Blacker, who was curious in matters regarding his own dress, invented a coat different from what Colonel Mackenzie used, and got it approved by the Governor General in Council, not the Commander-in-Chief. Colonel Blacker...sent to Mountford the pattern of this embroidery, and as the Deputies wear it...your Adjutant General might...give the surveyors back their red coats, and you could trim them as you please.

It is not, however, an affair in which I can interfere, but certainly the red coat commands far more respect than blue or green; at least such is the case in Hindostan, and it is not well to add to the prejudices entertained by the more ignorant natives against surveyors, whom many of them think are condemned to measure roads as a punishment for misdeeds [L.99, 331]. This certainly implies that surveyors usually wore their scarlet whilst out on field work! See also the front cover of Manual of Surveying for India, 2nd edition, reproduced below.

---

1 BGO. 11-7-1787 & Ben. Dress Regs. 6-3-1823 confirm this. 2 Ddn. 223 (6), 24-1-24; Ben. Dress Regs. contain nothing about uniform for Survey Dept. 3 Ddn. 229 (68-9), 12-10-27.
CHAPTER XXIV

PAY & ALLOWANCES

Bengal — Madras — Bombay — Great Trigonometrical Survey — Fieldbooks & Journals.

The allowances fixed for Bengal surveyors in 1785 were Rs. 618 p.m. for nine months of the year and Rs. 250 p.m. for three months during the rains [II, 326]. River Surveyors were allowed an extra 240 for the hire of boats. Assistants drew Rs. 100 p.m., with Rs. 195 extra if employed on rivers [I, 277]. These allowances covered all expenses for instruments, stationery, transport and followers, but were over and above regimental pay, batta, gratuity, and tent allowance of military rank. With special sanction officers were allowed to draw instruments or stationery from Government stores, or to charge contingent expenses.

The following table shows the basic rates of regimental pay and allowances for Bengal officers in the field. In cantonments half-batta only was drawn, and allowances for Engineers were halved. House-rent and horse-allowance were extra, when applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Pay Allowances</th>
<th>Battas</th>
<th>Gratuity</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lt. Colonel</td>
<td>Rupees 240</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieutenant</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensign</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Surveyor General of India drew an allowance of sonaut Rs. 1,500 p.m., and full batta wherever he might be [II, 325 f].

The regulation survey allowance did not provide for the heavy expense of travelling in the Himalaya districts, and Hodgson was quick to ask for relief:

The survey I am about to undertake will differ widely from those...carried on in level countries, and...much time and labour will be required in erecting signals...to be visible at great distances, ... Many people must be employed...to fell the trees, and...to erect them; and corralage to stay them, and large flags, ... To defray the expenses of the above, as well as the carriage of the ponderous surveying instruments...in the mountains, where every article must be carried by men, as well as the...charges for measuring the base, and other expenses to which a Surveyor in the plains is not liable, I respectfully entreat...that I may...charge such extra expenses to the public account; ... also...to indite on the nearest magazine for such corralage, hunting, tools, and other articles...as can be had.

Sanction was granted provided the contingent bills were countersigned in the Surveyor General’s office. To meet a similar petition from Webb, Government authorized a special allowance of Rs. 200 p.m. from 1st November 1815, that was later extended to Hodgson and Herbert. Webb estimated his transport expenses at Rs. 300 a month, with cookies @ Rs. 4 each, as against Rs. 84 in the plains4.

Hodgson’s assistants, Edward Garstin and Paton, expected a staff allowance of Rs. 350 a month, but the Auditor General reduced it to the normal Rs. 100. On appeal they were allowed to draw the higher rate up to the date on which they received the auditor’s ruling. As they found it utterly impossible to work in the

1FJR. 1821. 2CD to R. 10-3-15 (1). 3BMRC. 9-2-16 (35). 4DDn. 191 (243), 13-7-21; 141 (317), 19-8-17; BMRC. 16-12-16 (35).
hills on subalterns' pay and this reduced allowance, they both resigned. Herbert, who followed, was able to manage as he drew the extra hill allowance of Rs. 200.

Gerard, when working for the Board of Commissioners in Saharanpur and the Dūn [22-3], drew salary of Rs. 350 p.m. with special addition of Rs. 150. His assistant, Blandford, was allowed Rs. 200 p.m., as also was Webb's assistant, Tate. The geologist Lidwall was allowed Rs. 600, as drawn by Everest and Voysey [266], and permitted to "draw from the Hon'ble Company's Apothecary...such medicines, instruments, tests, and other materials...as the Medical Board may consider necessary" [267].

Both Hodgson and Herbert had the greatest difficulty in getting their allowances and contingent expenses passed by the Auditor General, the most frequent objections being the lack of fieldbooks countersigned by the Surveyor General, and their claim to draw full rates during months that were officially too wet for outdoor work [277-9]. Hodgson was particularly hurt that for the period November 1817 to January 1818, when he took leave and surveyed the route from Delhi to Jaipur with the Army of Reserve [34], it was ruled that he was entitled to nothing more than the Rs. 100 p.m. allowed to a regimental officer for keeping a route.

My bills for survey allowances for...November, December, January, and February also, have been returned unauthorized. I imagine the reason for refusing payment of the first three months is that I was with the Reserve, but I beg to be informed...why the bill for February is not passed, as I was actually engaged in operations...belonging to the mountain survey.

The sum of 2,472 rupees has been now deducted from my allowances, and the Auditor General has retracned the allowances of Lieut. Herbert in such a manner that the Paymaster only allows him 150 rupees a month. Besides the ordinary expenses of an officer, his actual disbursement on account of extra carriage amount to 200 rupees monthly for hill coolies alone, ...Thus there is nothing left but my regimental pay of 400 rupees, and the 150 rupees left to Lieut. Herbert, to pay...the public account and to support ourselves.

I have been obliged to borrow cash that the survey may not stop, but I fear cannot do so much longer, as money is not procurable in these mountains. For want of means, I fear my researches will be greatly crippled...and that a foreigner may be able to penetrate where the officers of Government cannot, as without money I cannot bear the expenses, both public and private, of both myself and my assistant. The Auditor General's reason for retracting Lieut. Herbert's allowances is new, ...that his bills were not signed by me. ...I never heard...that the bill of an assistant...should be signed by the Surveyor.

As the allowances of a surveyor are not certain, nor his situation permanent, and...several embarrassing circumstances arise, causing great delay ere he can receive his salary, which he forfeits if sick [349], or is unable to make a certain daily progress which is ordered by the regulations to be 5 cosses per day [II, 201; II, 197, 201]. ...the surveyor in the mountains, far distant from the Presidency, finds himself...liable to forfeit his allowances...

By the regulations all surveys are to be discontinued during the rainy season, but it is in that season alone, when the snow is to a certain degree melted, that we can best explore those deep recesses of the Himalaya where the rivers originate. Nothing but...necessity...would tempt the surveyor to keep the field at a season...[of] more than ordinary exposure, fatigue, and danger.

Respecting my survey bills when with the Reserve, the Deputy Military Auditor General stated...that I am entitled to the allowances of 100 Rs. a month, being those of an officer deputed to keep the minutes of a route. ...If entitled to allowances, I conceive it is to those I have always received as a surveyor, viz., 618 rupees a month...

There is a great difference between what is required from an officer...deputed by his commanding officer to keep the minutes of the route...and from an established surveyor with the best instruments. ...Without routes we cannot move;...when such are corrected by astronomical observations they become most valuable and important. The mere keeper of...a route cannot make such corrections;...his allowances of 160 rupees a month would barely in three years amount to a sum sufficient to purchase merely the chronometers I used.

Hodgson's difficulties were very real, for he had to meet all the expenses of the survey. Herbert, moreover, who was now doing most of the actual work owing to Hodgson's ill-health, writes that the retracncement had reduced him to great difficulties. Since the latter end of March last, I have been...expendng on an average
200 Rs. a month, or indeed more. I have not received from the Paymaster any part of this very considerable sum. Besides this, my personal allowance has been refused payment since December last inclusive, amounting to 1,000 Rs. for ten months, a total sum of Rs. 2,425. Of this, Rs. 500 is absolute loss, being the amount of the emoluments of my Company which I relinquished when I left my corps to join this survey.

Difficulties have increased so fast upon me that I should long ago have been forced to resign, had not my friends furnished me with funds to meet the current expenses. I am indebted so largely now to individuals, in consequence of the long stoppage of my allowances, that I am really under the greatest difficulties as to how or where I am to obtain funds.

In a later letter he urges his claims to succeed Hodgson in charge of the survey, and draws attention to the very small salary granted to assistant surveyors, being only an addition of 50 Rs. to what an officer would enjoy with his corps. This sum would never induce an officer to embrace a line which is ruinous to the health. Such an allowance is not an adequate remuneration for the exercise of that skill and knowledge which a surveyor may be supposed to possess; or even for the constantly moving about, besides the discomforts and expense attending a life continually passed in the field, and without any fixed habitation.

I was actuated by a strong bias towards geodetical pursuits, as well as a natural desire to have my name connected with Captain Hodgson's in...his very interesting task—the measurements of the height of the Indian Andes. These motives would have retained me in this ill-paid situation, had I continued in the direction of the survey, but his appointment to another situation gives me, shall I say, a claim to look forward to some remuneration.

Some relief was afforded by the issue of special orders for the speedy payment of surveyors in the hills. This did not, of course, cover the case of Hodgson's allowances for the time he was absent with the Reserve Army, and these were not passed till the maps and fieldbooks were properly countersigned by the Surveyor General [I, 197; II, 217]. He could not, however, draw the special hill allowance of Rs. 200 for that period.

Even as late as December 1820 his full claims had not been settled because he had not complied in full with "established rules." Difficulties arose over the allowances for assistants in the Quartermaster General's Department, who were to draw their special departmental rate as A.Q.M.G. even when serving under the Surveyor General [325-35]. Hugh Morrieson, working from boats in the Sundarbans, was no longer entitled to extra allowance as River Surveyor [345] "because of the permanence of the salary in the Quarter Master General's Department," which made no provision for the hire of boats, Rs. 240 for each boat per month. He was eventually paid on submitting contingent bills countersigned by the Surveyor General.

Because the permanent allowance of Rs. 400 p.m., made no provision for the supply of instruments, Franklin submitted a colossal indent which the Surveyor General could not possibly meet, and it was then ruled that these surveyors should "draw the established allowance of 618 rupees per mensem, to enable them to supply their own instruments" [211].

For Jackson's road survey to Nagpur [27-8] Government agreed that an A.Q.M.G.'s allowance could not cover all expenses, and authorised the payment of Rs. 2,150 as compensation for the loss of three elephants which had "been employed for the conveyance of the sick through the wild and unhealthy tract." Under a ruling of 1811 it was laid down that survey allowances might only be drawn for periods of actual survey duty [II, 327]. In 1823 Hodgson, remembering his own case of 1818 [347], asked that surveyors should not only be allowed reduced allowances during temporary absence on medical certificate, but even full allowances if "able, in hopes of speedy recovery, to remain sufficiently near to afford a general superintendence from the nearest station." Government did not accept the latter suggestion, but agreed that in the case of "sickness duly certified by a medical officer" a surveyor might draw Rs. 250 a month when "temporarily proceeding...
to distant stations, on the river or otherwise." This concession was later extended to sea voyages on Hodgson representing that there were no officers whose duties are so fatiguing and so detrimental to health as those employed in land surveys, and the diseases incurred by constant exposure to the sun must generally be of a nature which voyages to sea, or to the Cape, are most likely to alleviate. No officer would wish to leave his duty to proceed to the Cape on reduced allowances, and at a very heavy charge for passage money, unless compelled by the strongest necessity.

Special permission was obtained for Wilcox to draw full allowances at Sadiya during the rains, after his strenuous tours across the hills in 1826 and 1827, on the plea of...having been assiduously employed, not in the...comparatively light labour of finishing plans, but in eliciting information for...those countries which we cannot expect...to visit. My few leisure hours were occupied in acquiring a knowledge of the Assamese language to fit me better for my duties of this season.

By a further concession he drew full allowances whilst at Calcutta during the rains of 1828 that he might work more efficiently than in an Assam boat; He was directed...in his way down to make certain surveys of part...of the Burmahpoorte. He...arrived in Calcutta on the 12th June last, since which time he has been assiduously...employed in my office in constructing a valuable map of the course of the Burmahpoorte from Golaparm upwards as far as he could penetrate, and of the country and rivers of Assam generally, and of the contiguous mountains [64].

The surveyor...is of course at much greater expense at Calcutta, where he is obliged to hire a house, and also to keep up his pinnace and boat establishment, that he may be ready to return to his duty on the river when ordered; for...in Assam the surveyors live in their boats, which are their own property. I trust that Lieutenant Wilcox will be considered fully entitled to his salary and boat allowance during the present season.

Special authority had to be obtained before Burton could draw any survey allowance in Upper Assam [60], the Surveyor General writing that on the 8th September last Lieutenant Burton was selected by the Commanding Officer in Assam to accompany Lieut. Wilcox on a survey. I do not know of any case similar to the present. Officers have indeed...been allowed to accompany surveyors on journeys of difficulty and interest, but for their amusement only. In this manner Captain Raper accompanied Lieutenant Webb on a survey in the Himalaya mountains [74], but I am not aware of any allowances being required in such instances. Remuneration might be granted for the time he was actually employed...and put to extra expenses. Tho' not appointed an assistant surveyor, the duties...must...be of a nature not very dissimilar.

Burton was granted allowances of an assistant surveyor with boats, and continued to draw Rs. 300 a month till his tragic death [64].

The appointment of surveyor on special terms often raised awkward problems for the accounts department, and the Surveyor General was questioned by the Civil Auditor respecting Mr. Bedingfield's allowances. In the very general terms in which he was appointed, no mention was made of his allowances, and they must now be ordered, as auditors do not go but on precise orders and sure grounds. I hope Mr. B. will be placed under Mr. Scott's immediate orders and payment, as he is best able to direct him [64].

You must remember in making your bills that the Auditor passes but does not pay them. If you wish them paid here you should address them to the Sub-Treasurer. When any establishments are charged for, the authority ought always to be quoted, and date for the order. It is very well for powerful Secretaries to get sweeping orders passed, but when you go to Paymasters and Auditors, an authority is required for every rupee.

In spite of allowances which looked so liberal on paper, a surveyor's career was hardly a business proposition; they had to provide their own establishments and instruments, and these are very costly. and several of the most ambitious have in their private possession some of the most valuable instruments which can be made in England. If the surveyor is sick or otherwise interrupted in his work, he loses his allowances during the time it is discontinued [347, 350] and altogether he cannot be deemed to be over-rewarded for a life of solitude and almost unassisted toil.

The salary fixed for the Revenue Surveyor General in 1823 was Rs. 1,200 a month, with Rs. 350 for office rent [306]. The revenue surveyors drew the standard

---

1. EMC. 30-5-23; Ddn. 197 (62).
2. Dtn. 10-7-25 (30).
3. Dtn. 204 (302-3), 14-12-26: 310 (35), 12-1-27; 219 (230) 1s 1s 24-5-27.
4. Dtn. 231 (175-8), 29-8-23, 294 (304), 5-2-27.
5. SG. to Wilcox, Ddn. 220 (281), 25-9-27.
6. Dtn. 198 (31).
salary of Rs. 618 for nine months of the year whilst their officer assistants were allowed Rs. 250, as "the allowance to an Assistant Surveyor employed in geographical survey is...too small for the arduous duties to be performed".

**Madras**

The salary for surveyors in Madras had been fixed in 1801 at 100 pagodas a month [II, 230], which included the second half of batta, and pay of lascars. The allowances recommended by Mackenzie in 1816 were more generous in that they allowed the 4-batta and pay of lascars to be extra.

In consideration of Lieutenant Ward's employment as Assistant in this office since 1810, in addition to his experience in the surveys of Canara and in the Ceded Districts, ... he should be allowed...the full allowances of a Surveyor, ... viz., 100 pagodas per month salary, with one Tindel and 6 Lascars, and the additional half batta of his rank. ... When a Surveyor does his duty in this laborious service, this is no more than an equitable compensation. ... Lieutenant Garling's salary was fixed on the 6th February 1918, inclusive of all expenses excepting lascars, at 150 pagodas per month [II, 332]. ... I recommend that a tindel be added ...extra to the lascars allotted...by regulation.

Two extra lascars allowed to Garling were "on account of a superior instrument which he used" [II, 158]. Ward was allowed the extra bindal.

Survey allowance for Engineer officers still remained at 37½ ps., the old rate based on ten shillings a day [I, 279; II, 330 n.3], and this was all that Davies drew when on survey in the Deccan in 1817 [II, 293].

Allowances were not cut during the rains, and Mackenzie writes from Bengal:

All surveyors' allowances are strictly laid aside here during the rains, & only 250 Rs. allowed p.m.; the allowances are better than ours (except Mr. Garling's), but the instruments are destroyed by the surveyors, & when they get any from the public stores, they must be paid for [II, 221-3].

In 1821 Ward drew—in addition to regimental pay [I, 279; II, 330]—personal salary Rs. 350—difference of full and half-batta 67-13-0—surveying lascars 70-6-3—total Rs. 488-3-3 p.m. From 1818 he drew a further temporary allowance for his extra employment in Travancore in the investigation of the limits of Travancore and of the Cardamom Mountains—175 rupees per mensum—for the surveying season only and when actually employed on field duty, ... eight months in the year.

When Conner was posted to the Hyderabad survey he was only allowed the standard 100 ps., or Rs. 350, which he had drawn in Coorg and Travancore, and not the higher rate sanctioned for Garling. The standard rate covered all items provided for under the old regulations, viz., "office rent, horse allowance, interpreter's allowance, etc.", and Mountford refused to forward Young's application for rent of an office as he thought it the duty of the officer in charge to provide a suitable commodious and safe house for the deposit of the public property, ... and no account to permit the maps, etc., to be kept during the monsoon in a tent, where they are so liable to be injured or destroyed.

Young was allowed the higher rate after protesting that the duties expected of me are not less arduous than those of my predecessor; and the number of assistants being greater now than formerly, the sphere of those duties is consequently enlarged in proportion. ... It is well known to you how materially different the situation is to me to what it was to Captain Garling; the liberal aid afforded to that officer by the Nizam's Government in the prosecution of the survey has been withheld from me [417-9]. ... The duties of a surveyor in these territories, if not more arduous, at least require more vigilance, and are attended with greater expenses than similar duties are in our own districts.

Snell's salary in the Circars remained at Rs. 350, and his application for an increase was met by Mountford's unsympathetic comment that higher salary is merited by work requiring higher qualifications, or greater expenditure on

---
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the part of the individual. Under the latter view I don’t comprise any expenses to be incurred for “raising mounds and cutting down timber to get a distinct view”. If the work is very trying, the laisars...may perform it; if heavy, it should be provided for by bills on honour, and, in that case, a previous view...should be submitted to Government for their sanction.

Snell made another effort, again pressing the absence of Lambton’s triangulation through the Cirebā, which entailed extra work for building high mounds and clearing hill-tops [339]. Although this was supported by Montgomerie, Government refused to consider it, but permitted both Ward and Snell to “submit statements of the actual charges incurred...for work beyond what their authorized establishments of laisars were adequate to perform”[2]. This rule was also applied to the Hyderabad Survey when Morland took charge in 1829[9].

The staff salary allowed to Riddell as assistant in charge of the office at Madras was 70 ps., being that of officers of the first class of the Survey Branch of the q.m.o.’s department. For Mountford this was increased to 100 ps., or Rs. 350, as for field surveyors. On the upgrading of the post to Deputy Surveyor General, the salary was increased to Rs. 500 [320].

The survey allowance of a military officer holding the appointment of assistant surveyor was Rs. 122-8, the same as for a civilian assistant promoted from sub-assistant, but extra to regimental pay and allowances. From December 1829 the military assistants had their salaries raised to Rs. 180 a month as soon as they were reported fit for survey duty[4].

The object for which young officers were recommended as Assistants to officers in charge of provincial surveys having been more with a view of their acquiring a perfect knowledge of the duties of surveyors than the expectation that much benefit could be derived from their services for some time after their appointment, the small monthly salary of 122½ rupees...could only have been intended to cover the extra expense to which they are liable...in the field, and could not be...a sufficient remuneration for officers capable of performing the very arduous...duty of surveyors[5].

**Bombay**

The salaries of surveyors in Bombay were fixed quite independently of those of the two presidencies.

The personal salary drawn by Williams as Surveyor General before the abolition of that post had been Rs. 702 p.m., in addition to Rs. 500 as Revenue Surveyor, or “member of the Committee of Revenue Survey”, and Rs. 250 establishment allowance, amounting in all to Rs. 1,488 p.m. [II, 325]. In his protest against being superseded by Hodgson as Surveyor General of India in 1821 [322], he pressed for the recoupment of all his private expenditure on the preparation of geographical maps since 1815. The Bombay Government granted him a monthly establishment allowance of Rs. 80 for the whole period, and asked the Directors to authorize a further allowance of Rs. 700 a month, equivalent to his former salary as Surveyor General. This the Directors cut to Rs. 200 [322].

On his appointment to charge of survey of the “Northern range of Ghauts” in April 1816 [122])8, Sutherland was granted a salary of Rs. 500 p.m., that was continued when he was given charge of the regular survey of the Deccan, “which” writes Elphinston, “does not appear adequate to so extensive a charge”. This same salary was continued on his appointment, first as Assistant, and then as Deputy, Surveyor General [323]. He was disgusted at not being given any increase of salary to meet increased responsibilities, but his appeal to the Directors after his return to England, was sternly rejected[8].

Rates of pay for assistant surveyors varied considerably. The standard rate for a junior assistant was Rs. 4 a day, but Engineers drew Rs. 262 a month. On

---
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the Deccan survey no previous agreement had been made as to the pay of the surveyors lent from Madras, which led to considerable inequality in the allowances of the Assistants in Major Sutherland's survey, from officers belonging to different establishments, and to different branches of the Army. ... I am not certain what the Madras allowance is, but I believe it is about 75 pagodas, or 252 Rupees.

No settlement had been reached a year later and Sutherland pointed out that Captain Challen has performed the most useful duties on the allowance usually granted to officers employed in taking routes, viz., 120 rupees per mensem; the other officers have no staff salaries. The case of Captain Boles and Lieutenants Ferry and Montgomery is peculiarly hard. ... They have not only been without any allowances whatever, but have absolutely incurred considerable expense out of their private funds. ... As these gentlemen belong to the Madras Presidency, they might be paid according to the regulations of that establishment.

It was decided eventually that all assistants on the Deccan Survey should draw the rates allowed on the Gujarut revenue survey; 1st Assistant, Rs. 300; 2nd Assistants, Rs. 250; and 3rd Assistants, Rs. 120 p.m.

Engineer officers when appointed to the charge of fortresses, or employed in the Superintendence of Public Works, on Surveys, are entitled to draw the extra personal allowance of their respective ranks, viz.—700 Rs. per month to a Field Officer—420 Rs. ... Captain—252 Rs. ... Subaltern—and then only during the time of their actual employment.

On his survey of Kâthiâwar [127–8], Slight drew staff pay Rs. 500 p.m., the same as drawn by Jopp in the Deccan. Jervis, also an Engineer, asked for his allowances to be increased to the same as Slight's:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lieut, Slight</th>
<th>Lieut, Jervis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff Pay</td>
<td>560.0.0</td>
<td>560.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full batta</td>
<td>120.0.0</td>
<td>120.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tentage</td>
<td>66.3.0</td>
<td>66.3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratuity</td>
<td>24.0.0</td>
<td>24.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Pay</td>
<td>62.0.0</td>
<td>62.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment</td>
<td>290.0.0</td>
<td>290.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>1,062.3.0</td>
<td>984.3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jervis was told to wait.

The extensive Department of which Captain Jopp is at the head [Deccan survey] constitutes a much stronger claim to high allowances than...any single survey. The allowances of Lieut. Slight were fixed at a high rate in consequence of the expected short duration of his employment. As a general rule, however, the salaries of such appointments must be regulated by the duties, and not by the...abilities, still less by the standing, of the officers employed in them. ... The Governor in Council thinks it necessary to record his dissent from the principles advanced by Lieut. Jervis. He is sensible of his zeal and ability and...statistical enquiries...will...decide on...some separate remuneration for that duty when it is completed.

**Great Trigonometrical Survey**

Lambton’s survey salary at the time of his transfer to the Supreme Government was 400 pagodas, equal to 1,400 Madras, or 1,300 sico rupees [II, 335; III, 324]. Everest and Voysey were both appointed with salaries at Rs. 600 p.m.

On his journey from Chunâr to Hyderabad [271], Everest of his own accord made a survey of his route, 750 miles, and finding that he had no time to protract it, asked that he should be allowed “an adequate salary” for the period of the journey, to cover the pay of draughtsmen who should map it under his supervision. His application was referred to Mackenzie, who commented;

It is a fixed principle with me that labour and meritorious exertions ought to be well paid. Work well and pay well [1-page]. The rules of the service have provided for this to an extent that has generally been admitted, encouraging to officers of the rank of Subalterns and Captains. In extraordinary cases Government have always exercised their undoubted privilege to discriminate...and to consider particular cases with liberality. ...

---
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When officers or other individuals have not been specially appointed to any survey, and not provided with any fixed stipend, it has been the practice that...the results of their observations have been presented to Government, who...have awarded sometimes the full Surveyors' allowances...for a reasonable period; in other instances a round sum as a compensation. ... I have experienced myself the liberal consideration of Government repeatedly, and know that others have been allowed time to complete their work, and have received...compensation.

In Captain Everest's case, he is allowed...salary as assistant to the Trigonometrical Survey, which I consider him entitled to from the day he left the Telegraph duty to join Colonel Lambton. ... This is, however, contrary to the custom that prevails here, but not at Madras, that the surveyor draws not the allowance till he commences the survey. ... No precedent whatever exists of a salary and surveyors' allowances being both drawn by one person.

On Captain Everest's relinquishing the Telegraph duty by order, and leaving Chunar, he applied to me for instructions to survey, but I did not consider myself warranted to issue any instructions to Captain Lambton's assistant, both from an idea that the principal routes to Hyderabad by which he would travel had been already surveyed, ... and my...instructions might have interfered with the material object of his early joining his Principal. ...

It appears that Captain Everest has availed himself of this occasion to survey the route, to take observations and to ascertain heights etc., but unfortunately he has not protracted his work. ... I am aware that...it is difficult to protract the work from day to day, and I have myself usually allowed the 3rd or 4th day for this [201]; the field books also should be wrote in such a way that they may be protracted afterwards, if sickness or accident, as is too often the case, should prevent the surveyor doing it early.

Captain Everest proposes...at the utmost to calculate the latitudes, and give a general superintendence to the construction by some other. ... Tho' I think a draughtsman might be useful...in writing names, I have never known the protraction of the field work left by the Surveyor to other hands...it certainly requires some knowledge of the details...to lay down the work of another by protraction—I have never known an instance of it. ... Colonel Lambton's opinion should be referred to, both of the benefit of the work, and for the aid which his establishment might give.

Everest had no opportunity to protract this survey, nor any special reward; on the other hand he drew full pay as Assistant in the Great Trigonometrical Survey from the day he left Chunar, 16th October, to the day here reached Hyderabad, 26th December. He tidied up his field books and put them away till his return to India in 1830, when he passed them to the head draughtsman for protraction. It was not until 1840 that he submitted the resulting map to Government.

There were special rules regarding private house rent, and special sanction had to be obtained for drawing of office rent. During his visit to Calcutta in 1825 to close the affairs of the survey before proceeding on leave, Everest tried, without success, to obtain rent for a house in which to put the records of my department in as intelligible shape as I could; ... without resorting to it I could not have superintended what was going forward on the part of my subordinates. The house which I have hired costs me 225 Rs. per month. ... I have never yet drawn any allowance, or made any charge for house rent, but have always dedicated the greater part of my own bungalow, or one of my best tents, to the purposes of an office, thereby renouncing all pretensions to individual comfort [256].

Whilst Government rejected this claim, they allowed house rent to Olliver:

His Lordship in Council considers the claim advanced by Captain Everest for house or office rent altogether inadmissible. With respect to the application submitted by Mr. Olliver for a house rent, ... with reference to the expenses of a residence in Calcutta, and the great difficulty of procuring any suitable accommodation on terms more moderate, His Lordship in Council authorizes him to draw a monthly allowance of 70 rupees for a house.

FIELD BOOKS & JOURNALS

Under regulations which dated from 1796, every surveyor had to send in a monthly progress report to the Surveyor General, together with copies of fieldbooks
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and journals. Without the Surveyor General’s certificate that satisfactory work had been done, the Military Auditor General could not pass any bill for surveyors’ allowances [I, 107; II, 217-20].

Time after time various Surveyor Generals had issued detailed instructions regarding the preparation of fieldbooks, and protested against delay in their submission, or slovenliness in their preparation [II, 219-20], and Mackenzie was horrified on his arrival in Bengal in 1817 to find that, since Crawford’s departure, these regulations, amongst others, had been but little heeded [290]. Though the surveyors pleaded special circumstances, and gave plausible excuses, yet he was far too conscientious to allow any relaxation of rules. So long as fieldbooks or regular journals, or the resulting maps, failed to reach him, he would not certify that any useful survey had been accomplished.

The surveyors pleaded that it was more important to get on with the work than to sit down and make copies of fieldbooks—their original books could not be sent in because computations and projections had not been completed—no maps could be drawn until the triangulation had been adjusted to the astronomical observations—they were entitled to full allowances right through the rains because that was the only period when field work in the mountains could proceed—it was most unfair that the Paymaster should withhold payment and leave the surveyors to make vast payments from their rapidly dwindling private resources [347-8].

All this was true, but Mackenzie protested firmly when Hodgson handed over to Herbert after working nearly three years without sending in a single map:

The Surveyor General is expected to call on all surveyors relieved from that duty for the materials of the surveys [II, 218-9], and in this case no materials, maps, sketches of the work, excepting field books, having come into the office...he deems it expedient, both for the preservation of the materials of a work that has lasted three years, and to enable him to perform his duty...of the general direction, to solicit his Excellency’s instructions whether this survey is to be further carried on to its conclusion, and by whom it is to be executed. Considering the distance from hence, the difference of the seasons of the country, and the interest that the survey of the countries towards the heads of the Ganges may excite [II, 84, 89; III, 46-8], he would suggest...measures being...taken on the subject...

From all these surveys, none of those communications...that have been usually furnished both in this Presidency and in Madras...are now sent in to this office. From the survey of Benares [II, 36], that of Kumasi [44-8], that of Sirmoor [29-37], that of Bundlecund [81-3, 303-4], no plans, maps, or sketches. I do not mean to find fault with this, as there may be good reasons for delaying them; but how is it possible for me...to offer any propositions on these particular surveys without I have materials to go on?

...From Captain Hodgson’s side...even the field books are either delayed...or unintelligible— the only check I have on the surveyors.

He consulted Thomas Wood [II, 457; III, 300] as to the regulation which requires surveyors on closing a survey, or on being relieved from one by sickness or removal to other duties, to deliver over all the materials...to the Surveyor General, and what is intended in this; the maps, plans, notes, and journals, I presume...

We have, or are likely to have, two or more removals...and as I do not find that this rule was practised of late (I mean in Colonel Crawford’s time), I am unwilling to take it up without I find it was expected. Yet I certainly see the benefit of it, and that when a survey is to be continued all its former proceedings ought to be forthcoming... I would not like to propose anything unusual or harsh, and I am always an advocate for giving ample time to surveyors; on the other side it is necessary to secure my own side.

Mackenzie still refused to give Hodgson the certificates necessary for his allowances, not accepting his fieldbooks alone as sufficient, and Hodgson writes bitterly; Having been long suffering from ill health incurred in the prosecution of my duties in the mountains, I am ignorant whether any, and what, report respecting my field books from February to the 10th August 1818 has been made. ...Cousins of having always done my duty to the utmost of my powers...I am not aware of any solid objections that can be made to my field books. ...If there are such, I respectfully treat that...the field books may be delivered to me, that I may submit...such explanation as I think necessary. ...
It may perhaps be objected...that...the greater part of the observations recorded...were
not made by me personally, but by my assistant Lieutenant Herbert. That such was the
case I have explained to the Surveyor General [303]. What observations I could make
myself were few and interrupted, but those made by Lieutenant Herbert fully justified the
high opinion I entertained of his ability and...being made at the places and in the manner
I directed, I consider myself answerable for them, and I examined them as soon as my sight
would allow, and inserted them in the field books which I signed [347].

An Assistant Surveyor is not required to send in field books, as I understood from Colonel
crawford, who forbade my doing so when I was an Assistant Surveyor, informing me that the
duty of an Assistant Surveyor was to assist his Principal as the latter might direct.

Government supported Mackenzie;

During the months of February and March 1818, Captain Hodgson remained at Kunnaul
in consequence of indisposition, and...although during the following months...he was on
the mountains on the field of his survey, he was still prevented by ill health from taking an
active share in its prosecution. The operations comprehended in the field books for those
five months were performed by his assistant Lieutenant Herbert.

His Excellency in Council would not insist upon a minute account of the manner in which
the operations...have been divided between the Surveyor and his assistant; but to enable
the Surveyor General to exercise that control over surveyors which is...one of his principal
duties...all surveyors should furnish him with regular reports...to shew that their services
have been given to the survey, and that when the Assistant is separated from the Chief Surveyor,
the former's field books, under his own attestation, should be regularly transmitted in addition
to the field books or other reports of the principal surveyor...

With the exception of the field books and the small sketch forwarded by Lieutenant
Herbert, no materials...have been received in this...office since the institution of the survey in
October 1815. His Excellency...would not be justified in admitting Captain Hodgson's
claims...until the documents...shall be forthcoming. The delay in the adjustment of that
colour's survey accounts cannot be justified ascribed to any unnecessary procrastination in your
office, but to Captain Hodgson's irregularity in not furnishing the plans...of his survey, and
to his omissions to reply satisfactorily to your references. Those requisitions seem to have
been made by you with every degree of consideration for Captain Hodgson's peculiar situation...

Government is of opinion, 1st...that Assistants...should keep field books, and that they
should be forthcoming at the requisition of the Surveyor General; 2ndly...that the field books
should be kept monthly, both by the Surveyor and his Assistant[1].

Hodgson protested against the suggestion that he had not given ample evidence
of the progress of the survey, even though no map had been submitted;

All my field books...are deposited in the Surveyor General's office. They are digested
and compiled from the rough notes taken in the rain and snow, so as frequently to be hardly
intelligible to any but the writer. When I have had leisure I have generally, in my own
convenience, reduced these notes into a more distinct shape, and copied them, perhaps with
more explanations, and sent them as the field books to the office.

Not expecting to be called for, these rough documents...are interspersed with mis-
cellaneous matter of tentative calculations...and Tables copied from scientific works on
astronomy and geodesy. Many of the notes are in small books, almost illegible, and from
having been wet perhaps they would be unintelligible to any person except myself. My
only wish to retain them...is to assist me in...completing the ultimate calculations and great
map with Lieutenant Herbert, if we should be allowed to meet for that purpose.

I communicate with Lieutenant Herbert frequently with regard to the map...It went on
gradually, and was in progress, as will appear from a reduced copy which was sent down. I
was ordered by the Surveyor General to send such a one on a small scale...

Surveyors were, in the mountains, frequently obliged to take the field in the rains, tho'
contrary to the regulations...Much must rest on the discretion of the surveyor, for those
employed in the mountains had...the wind to finish their wide extended field of opera-
tions as soon as possible...consistent with accuracy. I never was ordered to send in any part
of the map in detail, nor would have done so, but I wished to present nothing till the whole
of the map was finished, as Colonel Crawford advised me, and a variety of reasons convince me is
should be finished, as Colonel Crawford advised me, and a variety of reasons convince me is

Government held to their previous orders, repeating that Hodgson's zeal

and professional ability has not been called in question. The prosecution of the survey
for...forming a proper map of the tract surveyed must be deemed the principal object of the

undertaking...this has not been commenced. If any accident had befallen you...this main object must have been entirely defeated. ... His Lordship in Council entirely concurs in the expediency of your...commencing the protraction...and the Surveyor General will be immediately consulted upon the proper period for allowing Lieutenant Herbert to join you. ...

The Governor General...regrets that he cannot sanction the payment of your bills, until he shall be assured of the work...being in a satisfactory progress towards completion. ... Hodgson and Herbert accordingly met at Sahāranpur during the rains of 1820, and the completion and submission of the long awaited map brought Hodgson his much delayed allowances [348; pl. 5].

Mackenzie was equally firm with Webb, who produced lengthy reasons why his fieldbooks were not entered up day by day with the date entered against each day's work. Mackenzie was adamant, and Webb drew no allowances until two years correspondence had produced satisfactory explanations. Webb pleaded that surveys in the mountains should be continued...without interruption throughout the year, and...a certain number of days should be allowed in each month for...bringing up the map. ... If you...call for an account of each day's procedure it must not be considered that a long succession of rainy days...are liable to be struck out...though they should even amount to a whole month, because such occurrences are not under one's control, and it is impossible to discharge the establishment of carriers...or for the Surveyor to strike his tent and make holiday among friends till fair weather returns.

No person would undertake the fatigues, risks, and exposure, of those alpine journals, with the chance of being fined in the amount of his establishment when the weather may prove unfavourable... It is...under such cases...that you...notice a deficiency of dates in my field books, and that there is an unwillingness to furnish a daily report. ... the Surveyor General should be able to dispense with the services of such as he might find negligent.

The regulation upon this subject originated...with Colonel Colebrooke [I. 169-7, 278], and was drawn up with a reference to ordinary surveys which comprised only perambulator measurements and no calculations except for latitude, the result of which alone was entered in the field book. I officiated for some time as Colonel Colebrooke's assistant in the field [II. 31-2, 453], and...it was his own practice, and his advice to me, ...to perform as much field work in two or three days as would, when fairly divided, occupy three or four days in the field book, and thus give a leisure day for...protraction...without the appearance of a halt.

In an ordinary survey there is no difficulty in arranging the field book into “days' work”, because it is absolutely impossible to discover whether a given measurement was made on the 1st or the 5th of the month, and...perhaps...of no great consequence. But in my surveys, there are numerous calculations which cannot be examined unless the actual date of the observations...be truly exhibited... When the atmosphere is clear...I do not pause to complete calculations, but pursue my work abroad without intermission and, if this continue for three weeks, the computations in arrear require, perhaps, intense application for a fortnight...

Having now laid before you, without the least concealment, the exact difficulties which occur, I trust you will...sanction the omission of days in the route book (where they are not essential)... It is my intention to continue to transmit to you a monthly journal, ...but the dates cannot, I fear, always correspond.

Mackenzie did what he could. He sent Webb an assistant [48];

I have also got these Mountain Surveyors relieved from sending the monthly field book till their leisure, on the simple condition of sending a monthly return of their proceedings. ... As it is regulated now, Mr. Webb and his two assistants will be paid monthly by the nearest Paymaster. The field books will not be required till he thinks it convenient to make them up, but he must be exact in sending a monthly report of progress.

There were, however, still difficulties over reports, and delays in payment of allowances, and Government supported Mackenzie in refusing his certificate because Captain Webb's field books were dated merely from the 1st of June to the 1st of October, and contained no intermediate dates to distinguish the progress...during the interval. ... You had recommended Captain Webb to bring this case before Government himself, but...Captain Webb has neither followed that course, nor furnished any explanation of his having omitted...intermediate dates.
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Captain Webb should be again called upon to furnish an explanation. ... On receipt of such explanation, you will again...submit...your sentiments as to the expediency of passing the bills...which are in the meantime to be suspended.

In spite of his strict insistence on the regulations Mackenzie was by no means without sympathy, and writes to Grant in Gorakhpur [20-2]:

I wish all success to your laudable efforts, & need not recommend your complying with all regulations to the letter. There is no intention to annoy surveyors unnecessarily. I am aware of all the inconveniences...& so far as I can will support what is reasonable. My maxim is that "the laborer deserves his hire" [352], but I am also an advocate for regularity & for conforming to the regulations that Government consider necessary for reasons that cannot be always understood or communicated at a distance.

and to Buxton in Orissa [17-9]:

All I can do immediately for your relief is to send you one thousand rupees of my own money. Send no bills here, for God's sake, send them to your Agents. Our business is to certify the receipt of your field books & reports as being satisfactory, and the Auditor will then be authorized to pass your bills. ... Take care of Mr. Burke [17] and give him some of this on account.

After becoming Surveyor General himself, Hodgson had the rules eased to allow the surveyors two days halt every week including Sunday, for the duty is extremely harassing, and sufficient time is not allowed to bring up the protraction, which is always desirable, and to make calculations. If this reasonable indulgence be granted, the surveyors, I hope, would by their exertions on the other five days render themselves worthy of it [201, 353].

He was strict enough now and returned Ferguson’s field books for correction to the form required. These last notes evince more care and attention than those you sent before, and I am more satisfied with them. I have this day certified your field books to the Military Auditor General, and you may consequently present your bills. ...

During the rains...pay the most strict attention to the reduction of the rough notes to the proper and orderly form requisite, and duly attend to the traverses to prove the work and the circuit. Field books are frequently sent to England in the original, and I leave you to judge what a figure those you sent me, and which I return, would have made [II, 210]. ... Each month is to be separated, and...sent in at the expiration of the month. If you furnish me satisfactory field books, fairly copied for the remaining months, I will certify them.

The map which was returned to you must be reconstructed with all care, for it will undergo a rigorous examination here. It is the correctness of the scales and...protractions which I insist on, far more than the beauties of finishing;...delicacies of that sort may be helped here. ...

Lose no time in completing the fair copies of the field books, and sending them month by month, and...pay every attention to them. They must be on foolscap paper.

He gives similar instructions to Pemberton, though he admits that the service in which you are engaged is of a laborious nature, and...you have not time to complete your full and formal field books at the close of the month; in such cases an abstract...of each day's employment may be sent to me. ... it being understood that the field book shall follow at your earliest leisure. But...when you possibly can...keep your field books up to the day. You will save yourself trouble in the end, and descriptions written...at the time are much better than any...afterwards digested from short or loose notes.

and to Wilcox:

Journals...must be so arranged that your steps may easily be retraced, and your notes may act as faithful guides to anyone who may have occasion to come after you. They are also necessary to the Surveyor General, who must examine your maps by your daily notes, which may be made very instructive. ... A field book is a daily journal sent in monthly, and such has been the custom of the service for the last 30 years.

When I was a surveyor, I never allowed my field books to be a day in arrears. Every day was accounted for, and the surveyor was liable to, and frequently retrenched for, any day on which he was not on duty, at 20 rupees a day, Sundays excepted; now Sundays and Thursdays are allowed for halts [201]. ... You will see the necessity of your sending the monthly field books, of which copies go to the India House, and for which I may be called on at any moment by the Government here.

---

1Dn. 145 (83), 25-8-39. 2Dn. 154 (43), 26-11-18. 3Dn. 156 (157-8), 10-4-19. 4Dn. early example of the five-day week; Dn. 166 (161-4), 21-11-21. 5Dn. 198 (72-3), 3-7-23. 6Dn. 220 (267-8), 20-2-27. 7Dn. 222 (47), 16-3-27.
On his way to Mâlwa in 1827, Gerard fell ill, and for many months sent in no reports \[^{1}\]. Hodgson grew even more impatient than Mackenzie had over his own delinquencies nine years before \[^{354}\], and asked Government to order Gerard’s suspension and removal from the survey. To Gerard he writes;

> Your communications since you left Calcutta have hitherto been most *irregular and unsatisfactory*, and have altogether disappointed the hopes entertained. ... Unaccompanied by any notes or observations, they cannot be considered of the least value. ... It is of little consequence to know that you were at places mentioned on particular days. What is required...is, what useful operations you performed, and what observations you took at these places\[^{1}\].

And to Government he reported that,

> from the time that Captain Gerard left Calcutta I have not received from him any account of his operations in the least satisfactory. Though repeatedly urged to transmit his monthly journals, he has not...done so, nor assigned any reason...but...bad health. ... Having failed in my endeavours to procure either journals, medical certificates, or clear explanations, ... I do not feel...that he should be allowed to take the field after the rains\[^{2}\].

A belated explanation arrived too late for consideration;

> I have not forwarded the observations I took on the way from Calcutta to Agra because the late Colonel Mackenzie desired me never to send either fieldbooks or maps in the rainy weather, since a good-sized packet which I despatched at that season was entirely destroyed, and two which Colonel Blacker sent me to Delhi did not escape injury, although well soldered in tin boxes\[^{3}\].

It is notable that these rules making the payment of allowances dependent on the receipt of properly kept fieldbooks operated only in the Bengal Presidency. Surveyors of the other Presidencies had no such irksome restrictions, though they were expected to submit fieldbooks and journals every month, and reductions of their surveys and retractions every year. This was not so difficult when surveyors were organized in parties, but in Bengal each worked separately and often single-handed.

\[^{1}\]DDn. 220 (241-2), 27-6-27.  \[^{2}\]DDn. 204 (232), 8-8-27.  \[^{3}\]DDn. 212 (309), 17-8-27.
CHAPTER XXV

CIVIL ASSISTANTS, BENGAL

Apprentice Surveyors — Special Engagements — Nominal Roll.

THOUGH in Madras there had been an establishment of locally recruited assistant surveyors since the foundation of the observatory surveying school in 1795, the employment of country-born surveyors in Bengal was definitely forbidden [II, 340-1]. No attempt was made to form a regular establishment of such surveyors until 1815, when proposals were made for extensive revenue surveys in the Upper Provinces. Mackenzie, who was still in Madras, was asked to advise how best to organize...an establishment for the instruction of boys in the principles of geometry, mensuration, and drawing, with a view to the employment of them as land surveyors. The primary object...is to obtain accurate surveys of the several districts...composing the Ceded and Conquered Provinces [II, 26, 47 n.12], with a view to the permanent settlement of the revenues [145-51]....exclusive of that object, it is extremely desirable to obtain surveys of particular estates or tracts of country in Bengal, etc., but a small addition to the general establishment will be sufficient for this purpose. It may be possible indeed that the duty...may hereafter be undertaken on a more extended scale, ...obtaining more geographical and statistical information than we are at present possessed.

Mackenzie offered assistance from Madras suggesting that a certain proportion of the Native Surveyors [I, 283 n.5; III, 103 n.3] might with advantage be transferred, for a time at least, from this Presidency to...the Provinces dependent on Fort William, which...would relieve a certain proportion of the growing expense here, and...might be...an useful auxiliary measure to...establishing a seminary...for the younger pupils... The primary object...being...to form an establishment for obtaining accurate surveys...the education and system of rearing these young people will of course be adopted to these views... They should be invariably employed in parties of from two to four or more under the immediate...direction of experienced, discreet, European officer surveyors...

As it will take some years before the young pupils can be properly put thro' a course of instruction previous to employment on actual survey, the number...to be first instructed ought...to be...put in a train of previous elementary instruction in writing, arithmetick, and geometry... By the time of my arrival at Calcutta, we should have then the seminary prepared for their further instruction. A few of the young men employed by me... (part reared under my own eye) I consider...proper persons to be usefully employed in...the instruction of the pupils as Assistant Surveyors, Writers, Draftsmen, and Calculators.

The Bengal Government welcomed these suggestions, and wrote to Madras that, although His Lordship in Council is not disposed to proceed to the final arrangement...until the arrival of Colonel Mackenzie,...still,...to procure persons capable of affording the Collector of Cuttack assistance in the measurement of estates, and the accurate adjustment of their limits [17, 312]. His Lordship in Council would wish to avail himself immediately of the service of three of the native surveyors already educated at your Presidency, in case they can be spared without inconvenience, ...to be employed in Cuttack...under the orders of the Collector of the District, and not under any professional surveyor. Colonel Mackenzie...has further...been empowered to bring round any other individuals who may be placed by the Government at Madras at his disposal.

As the Madras assistants were not trained in the type of detailed revenue survey required, it was agreed to wait till Mackenzie could himself bring a limited number not exceeding 3 or 4, who is understood to have trained...to a thorough knowledge of surveying in all its details,...Abundant employment will be found under this Presidency for persons of that class, and these are particularly required...as Instructors to form the nucleus of a school of cheap and able practical surveyors.

1 BRs (375-4), 12-8-15. 2 from SG. 13-12-15; MPE. 438/1816, 17-4-16. 3 from Bengal, 18-3-16; MPE. 438/1816 (1456-81), 17-4-16. 4 Dm. 142 (91), Bengal to Madras, 6-5-17.
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When therefore Mackenzie moved up to Bengal, he brought three experienced surveyors, William Scott, who had been usher at the surveying school for many years [II, 344; III, 99-100], Henry Hamilton, and Marcellus Burke; also three draughtsmen, Newman, Mustie and Gould [316]. The surveyors did not reach Calcutta till April 1818 [373-4]. Three apprentices were recruited by Riddell, two from the Madras Military Asylum [364], and one "from one of the schools in Vepery, ... bound as my apprentice for 7 years". He took a keen interest "to accomplish them as draftsmen";

I have been enquiring concerning the rates at which boys might be fed, clothed, &c. Our apprentices, at present, are very expensive in these respects, but with a greater number the charges would of course decrease. ... If a house & medical attendance be allowed, the 90 rupees you mention will be sufficient to board &... furnish paper, pens, pencils, colours & mathematical instruments, & elementary books, & to complete... the education of the lads.

Two were sent up to Calcutta in June 1818 [361 n.5], and, writes Mackenzie, "they seem to be fine boys. They are entirely under the care of Mr. Burke, where they will meet with every kindness".

Scott trained the apprentices; Hamilton took charge of the drawing office, whilst Burke accompanied Buxton to Cuttack, and did valuable work till the breakdown of his health compelled him to take a year's leave to Madras [178]. Mackenzie was disappointed in his efforts to persuade other Madras assistants to volunteer for transfer to Bengal [374].

In May 1818, three apprentices from the Kidderpore Orphan School were sent to work under Gerard in the upper doab [22, 157], and after the closing of that survey the two still remaining, John Graham and Simon Fraser, were transferred to Herbert's survey in the hills [38]. Gerard had used them only as recorders and copyists, and possibly for running the perambulator, for Herbert asked whether they should accompany me into the mountains, ... being unfurnished with any instruments (except a perambulator), & the inadequacy of their salary to meet the expense of moving in the hills [345]. If they had had instruments, I would...defray part of the expense rather than that they should remain idle at a time when their services are so much required.

Several months later he purchased "a surveying compass & a sextant for the use of the apprentices", and put them on survey "tho' hitherto they have only been employed in assisting in plotting & drawing". Samples of Graham's surveys at this time are still preserved [39 n.9]. Fraser died at Saharanpur in May 1822, but Graham accompanied Oliver to Delhi [155], and later had a long career as Head Draughtsman [313]. On their transfer from Gerard's survey, the Board of Commissioners debited the Military Department with the cost of their equipment;

For each Apprentice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wearing Apparel</th>
<th>Rs. 139-4-0</th>
<th>Sundries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Coat</td>
<td></td>
<td>A Pone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Great Coat</td>
<td></td>
<td>A Country Saddle and Bridle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Jacket</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 72-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two pair Pantaloons</td>
<td></td>
<td>A pair Bullock trunks, with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Waistcoats and a Quilt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Camp Cot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 21-4-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Linen</td>
<td>Rs. 147-15-6</td>
<td>Camp Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One dozen Pantaloons</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 8-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Camp Chair or Stool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 1-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>A pair Battock Pittare, with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 9-4-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>A Hill Tent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 100-6-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>A Necessary Tent [II, 395 n.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>between two.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the Paddy Chur Magazine

2 cases of Mathematical Instruments with colours, etc., complete

A brass check Perambulator
A wooden "

In 1817 three other boys were sent to Morisson in the Sundarbans to be instructed and employed in land surveying. ... The necessary indentures...will immediately

---

1 Macpherson, Schenecks and Saxton.
2 Dn. 101 (143 et al.), 18-2-18.
3 Leave from Dec. 1819.
4 The Bengal Upper Mil, Orphan School, Kidderpore, open to sons of mil. officers, warrant officers, and Surgeons. No list of pupils found later than Aug. 1796.
5 Dn. 103 (127), 6-3-20.
6 Dn. 102 (102), 7-1-20.
7 Pohill, Arthur Fitzpatrick, Clayton.
be prepared. ... Instructions will be issued...to furnish...a tent and...such surveying instruments...as are requisite. Such of the necessary instruments as cannot be supplied from the Arsenal or Surveyor General's Office you are requested to purchase...and you are likewise requested to hire for their accommodation a safe and suitable boat.

On closing the survey in October 1818, Morrisson left these boys with the Surveyor General in Calcutta, reporting favourably on their general good behaviour, and their attachment to their duty. They have been instructed in the most useful branches of surveying...viz: plain trigonometry, for ascertaining the heights and distances of objects—measurement for laying down an estate—route and river surveying—the observing the working the latitude, either by the sun or a star—keeping the rate of a chronometer by observations and calculating the difference of longitude therefrom—reduction and inference a map in copying it—to find the variation of the compass—they can also write and print the names of places in maps very neatly. Should they hereafter be employed on duty where it will be necessary for them to take latitudes, they ought to be furnished with good sextants, as those they have at present are bad, and not to be trusted.

Their indentures had had to be amended, as their original ones had been made out for service in the Sundarbans only. After surveying the Shipur botanical gardens under Scott [12], Polhill and Clayton were transferred in October 1819 to Buxton's survey in Cuttack, whilst in March 1820 Fitzpatrick was sent up to Grant in Gorakhpur [22]. Buxton's apprentices drew "allowances for apparel, food, personal servants, and accommodation, Rs. 60; tentage, Rs. 25; for the upkeep of a horse, Rs. 15." Regarding the horse allowance Mackenzie writes:

I never heard of palkins being allowed to native surveyors, and if European surveyors use them, they of course pay for them out of their allowances. In case of sickness some aid is necessary to convey the sick to medical stations, but if a permanent allowance is granted for horses, does not this provide for these conveyances?" Though described by Mackenzie as "very fine young lads", Buxton had little use for these town-bred young men.

I can make nothing of them. One devised a mode which would enable them to live and work on their salaries, but it was extremely unsuitable to these ideas, for they tell me they cannot do without a hookah each, and their own separate servants, instead of taking one servant between 4. ... They will never be able to accompany me into the hills, as the expense of carrying is very heavy, and it would be necessary to carry provisions for their people with them into the jungles where none are to be had. ... They will also have to procure carriage and kulasses for the instruments which they have been obliged hitherto to pay themselves. ...

I cannot say that I have witnessed in the young men much of that spirit of enterprise which you mention; that total spirit of dandyism is, I take it, somewhat of a bar to the activity of the whole class. However, they have conducted themselves very well since they have been with me, and I have no fault to find...unless the want of that spirit of enterprise be excepted. ... With regard to...surveying, I have their separate portions done during the last season, which are neatly drawn and tolerably accurate; a little practice and care are only necessary to make them fully competent to every kind of detailed surveying.

Clayton died during 1821, and Polhill was transferred to Rohilkhand and then joined Gerard for his survey to Sironj [89].

By 1820 Mackenzie had 12 apprentices working under Scott at Calcutta, for whom he drew Rs. 130 p.m. for house rent, and Rs. 35 each for other expenses. In January 1821 he sent eight of these to Puri for field work under Scott, with Marcellus Burke doing the triangulation [19].

I have at last got a passage for Scott and his pupils, who sail this evening to be landed at Jagemaut [Puri]. ... I secured possession of the bungalow there as a kind of headquarters for Scott, who is sickly, and who will be benefited, I hope, by the trip. ...

It was some time a matter of doubt whether I should send them out to Jessore or to Orissa, but from...utility of surveying the tract between Poree, Ganjam, and the Chilka, I determined on the latter, as Scott is in an infirm state of health, and Mr. Burke had just returned, recovered, from Madras. The latter could not be better employed for some time than in assisting in this work.

2 Dn. 154 (110), 10-10-49. # Dn. 147 (274), 6-8-30. # Dn. (232), 21-8-30.
Hodgson reports later that the party proceeded by sea on 26th January last, and arrived on the coast on the 3rd of February, and the young men have been employed under the direction of Mr. Scott who is an invalid, and it does not appear to me that he has such control over the young apprentices as is requisite. ... I suggest recollecting the party to this place, where the assistant surveyors and the pupils will be under my immediate control, and be instructed as well in field operations as in drawing maps in this office.

As the party was sent to Cuttack rather with a view to school exercise than to make actual surveys there, the ends of instruction may be on the whole better attained if the party, with the exception of one or two pupils, were sent back to my office. ... If the institution of any surveying school should be contemplated, the services of the two assistant surveyors will be found useful here as Instructors. ... When the surveying apprentices were in Calcutta, they were lodged with Mr. Scott in a house taken for the purpose. Mr. Scott instructed them in that house, but I am of opinion that the school can be held much more advantageously in my drawing offices, where there is room for the whole party during the day, and where the instructors as well as the pupils will be under my eye and control.

The following notes are taken from Scott’s reports from Puri:

Mustie and Gould understand the use of the Plane Table and the Theodolite, and are now on a section which I shall forward to you as a specimen of their work. Their conduct has been very satisfactory. I intend to set 2 by 2 in rotation with the planetable, that the whole may be qualified in sketching or delineating the true features of a country.

One of the boys, C. H. Burke, contrary to orders and without leave, went and bathed himself in the sea on the 19th instant, the consequence of which has been that he was laid hold of by a shark in his left arm, and would in all probability have been carried away and torn to pieces, if a wave had not washed him ashore. The wound is not so bad as would be expected; however, I lost no time in sending him to the Sub-Assistant Surgeon at Poonah, from whom I learned lately that the boy felt much pain for the first day, when it abated, and that there is every hope of his getting well in the course of 8 or 10 days.

The boys are getting on pretty smoothly with the survey. The whole of them now understand the use of the Plane Table, and in a degree can delineate the features of the country to satisfaction. I shall soon begin to shew them the use of carrying on the work with the Theodolite, which I hope, their new being able to sketch, they will perform the task with greater ease and expedition than hitherto.

Mustie and Gould seem to behave and conduct themselves with circumspection; they have not as yet given me any cause to reprimand them. ... As for the rest, they are wild, and seem to care little of what they are about, but I hope the lessons and chastisement which I shall be compelled to give them from time to time will make them good subjects.

Burke rejoined on 16th July, Scott reporting that the wound received in the wrist joint of his hand appears to be perfectly cured. Field work was closed early in August 1821, when the party withdrew to Calcutta, and was accommodated in the small house vacated by Mackenzie’s translators.

In October 1821, Schenck and Dumbleton left for the Gorakhpur survey, whilst Macpherson and Saxton were sent up to Rohilkhand the following month. Mustie and Gould were posted to the Delhi survey in August 1822, travelling up to Karnal by river. C. H. Burke and Foy were kept at Calcutta, and accompanied Hodgson to Fateghar in 1823. In September 1821, on Hodgson’s advice, several more apprentices were recruited.

When the young men born in this country have received a complete education, they make very good surveying assistants, draughtsmen, and copyists, and if the revenue surveys are executed a door will be open for the employment of many of this class of persons. ... Still there are objections; the country-born youths educated in India are sober and do not, but of flexible dispositions, and very vain. ... The officer who conducts a survey should be very watchful over the conduct of his country-born assistants, and not detach them to any considerable distance from him, for alone they cannot act.

A number of promising lads might be selected from the Orphan Schools, and apprenticed to Government or perhaps to the Surveyor General. ... I think that if twenty boys could be selected and trained, it might be an advisable measure. ... They will not be expected to be astronomers or geographers, but merely assistants to land surveyors of estates.

The headmaster of the Military Orphan School [360 n.4] recommended nine boys, who are by age and qualifications calculated for the situations, ... including others who are not yet qualified, but who may probably be so in the course of a year. ... The four boys at the head of the list have a practical knowledge of surveying upon a small scale. ... I believe them to be as well behaved boys as it is possible to procure from any seminary...in this country.

They are docile, tractable, and industrious, but how they may turn out hereafter must be in the womb of time. ... If they are kept in proper subjection till they acquire experience in the ways of the world, and stability of character, which age alone can confer, I have not the least doubt that they will turn out well. ... I have ever endeavoured to set them a good example, and if any of them...have imbibed overweening ideas of their own consequence, or an undue attachment to dress or appearance, I can most assuredly assert that it has not been fostered or encouraged by me...

The only boys from this school who have come under Capt. Hodgson's notice, and are alluded to by him, must, I presume, be those who were placed under Captain Morrison, when surveying the Sunderbunds [360-1], one of whom [Clayton], and the most promising of the whole, is now no more, having recently fallen a victim to a bilious fever at Cuttack.

These boys while under Capt. Morrison gave him the highest satisfaction [361]...and he had not been left to their own guidance in Calcutta for a considerable period before they attained the age of 18 years (a time when youth cannot be said to have acquired stability...). It is probable that they would have continued to...afford the same satisfaction. But they were left for a considerable period without any active employment, to seek lodgings where they pleased. ... It is not, therefore, surprising...they should have picked up some of the prevailing follies, ... such as the fondness of dress...

I should say that their learning to dance, and mixing with the young ladies once a week...at the public dances, are not calculated to lower the boys in their own opinion, but on the contrary to inflate them with high notions of self consequence. I know it diverts their minds a good deal from their studies, but...it was allowed with the best intentions of qualifying them to appear to better advantage in general society.

Six boys between the ages of 15 and 17 years, sons of commissioned or warrant officers, were bound apprentices to the Surveyor General from 2nd October 1821, "the term...to be six years, and the stipend 60 rupees per month."

William Nix James. Has a good knowledge of English grammar & parsing; of modern & ancient Geography, use of Globes, Mensuration, Trigonometry in its application to heights and distances, and is a fine tempered, industrious boy.

John Fitzpatrick. Equally advanced with the above, though not quite so expert, and is a tractable, well-disposed boy.

Alexander McQueen. Nearly equal with the above. He is a tractable boy, though he has rather a sulky look.

David Henry Chilli. An excellent penman. ... Has a good temper.

Edward Winston. Not quite so perfect as the four preceding boys, ... and has not yet acquired a knowledge of the Globes. ... He is a fine, mild-tempered boy, but rather too diffident.

Edwin French. Is nearly on a par with the last, ... not so good a penman. He is a little inclined to be sullen at times.

Alexander Wyatt [366, 372] and Jenkins, under 15 years of age, were recommended for later posting.

The boys remained at the Orphan School — were put through a syllabus approved by the Surveyor General — and distributed to various surveys and offices from 1823 onwards. Four more were apprenticed towards the end of 1822, Friell, Hodges, Wilson and Jenkins. Friell was not an orphanage boy, but the native-born son of the late Lieut. Freil, of the 11th Regt. NL, and the nephew of Mr. Leycester [II, 86], and of Captain Macleod of the Engineers [I, 332]. At the request of these gentlemen I have employed Mr. Freil in my office and instructed him since January last. His age is 18, and he...has received in England, from whence he only lately returned, the liberal education of a Gentleman. He is intelligent and trustworthy, and draws very well...

1from Headmaster 21-9-21; BTC. 7-9-21 (28). 2RBS. (322-8), 7-9-21; period later reduced to 5 years; BTC. 18-9-21 (81). 3James had distinguished career in GTS. and left two sons who served the 1775-1821. 4Wm. Leycester depot. wall; Fitzpatrick and Wyatt rose to independent ch. of rev. ary. parties. 5Ch. BCS. 1790; in ca. Shibpur Bot. Gdns. from 1821; he and Macleod m. sisters of Lieut. Friell.
Mr. Friell may be articled to me for three years from the 1st January last, as his services here have been gratuitous since that period. Also, as the cost bestowed on his education has been much greater than that of the boys at the Orphan School, and his acquirements are much superior to theirs, his monthly allowance may be fixed at 100 rupees instead of 69. On the expiry of his apprenticeship Friell resigned, and was employed as assistant surveyor, not departmental, at Ghazipur 1824 and Gorakhpur 1830.

Hodgson reports in May 1823 that some of the young men...are now sufficiently qualified to be useful in the surveys in the Upper Provinces, and as they are now too old to be kept under due restraint at the Upper Orphan School, and their being permitted to lodge in Calcutta and leave to their own discretion would be very injurious to their morals...I...send David Henry Chilli, John Fitzpatrick, and Alexander McQueen...to join...Captain Oliver at Delhi and Lieutenant Bedford at Moradabad.

The terms of apprenticeship of...six young men...have expired...

Graham, Polhill, and Fitzpatrick [Arthur] were brought up at the Upper Orphan School and have received probably as good an education as youths can have in Calcutta...

Macpherson, Saxton, and Schenck, are the sons of non-commissioned officers and privates, and were brought up in the Military Orphan Asylum at Madras. Schenck...is an idle young man who makes no efforts to improve himself [365]. Macpherson and Saxton...have only served...five years...Their education has been so defective that their sphere of utility is much limited; also, it being considered that being the sons of persons in low life, and brought up at a small expense, they can hardly be considered as having a claim to be paid at the same rate as the young men who have been educated at the Upper Orphan School.

John Graham, who is the best and most useful of the apprentices, has signified his intention of accepting a situation which has been offered to him by the Judge and Magistrate of Ghazeepore, who doubtless is not apprized of the high impropriety of this attempt on the part of Mr. Graham...

On the Surveyor General’s recommendation, therefore, Government sanctioned pay of Graham to be Rs. 200 p.m.—of Polhill and Fitzpatrick, Rs. 150 p.m.—Macpherson and Saxton, Rs. 100 p.m.—the wretched Schenck remaining apprentice @ 60. It was further ruled that Surveyors should insist on their sub-assistants being provided with small tents to sleep in, and blankets and stockings for their conveyance and that of their necessary baggage; and if they should neglect to so provide themselves, to furnish them with what is requisite, and deduct the amount from their wages.

In October 1823 Arthur Fitzpatrick and Saxton resigned as they were dissatisfied with their prospects. Hodgson considered them no loss; “I shall be able to replace these persons...with others better qualified, and...more sensible of the great indulgence of Government in having provided for them in a manner beyond their merits.” More apprentices were engaged during 1823 and on his move to Fateghar Hodgson took with him, under the charge of Scott and Burke [314].

William Britton James
Nathaniel Hodges
Edward Winston
Edwin French
Edward Jenkins

George Conyn
Charles Hyde Burke
Charles Christopher Foy
John James Ross
Edward Shells

Michael Shells
William Wilson
John Bridge
Patrick Chilli
William Chilli

He had suggested that the four youngest might be left at the Orphan School, but Government considered that the senior assistants would no doubt be fully able to carry on their instruction not less advantageously than the school master, and early discipline in the mofussil will tend to secure habits of hardihood and industry. You will accordingly take with you the boys in question, adopting every necessary arrangement to ensure...discipline, diligence, and good morals.

Two other assistants, Chick and Robert Rose, were engaged locally for the Delhi survey, where William Fraser, of the Board of Revenue [151], “had for a considerable time past employed individuals to survey parts—and villages—of the Delhi Territory, paying them from his private resources.”

In October 1824, four sub-assistants and apprentices accompanied the revenue surveyors from Gorakhpur and Rohilkhand on military service; Polhill with Bedford to Assam; Macpherson with Birnie Browne to Sylhet and then to Burma [72].

1from SG. 16-5-22; BTC. 1-8-22 (111). 2Res. Rep. 109 (155). 3from SG. 31-5-23; BTC. 12-6-23 (46). 4Graham had tried for another post in Feb. 1821. 5BTC. 12-6-23 (46). 6ib. 31-10-23. 7ib. 23-10-23 (33). 8ib. 27-5-23 (60).
Schenck's and Dumbleton with Wroughton to Arakan [333]. The remainder were transferred to Delhi or to the Revenue Surveyor General's office.

Polhill, "one of the most steady and useful of the Sub-Assistants" was employed on office duties, and, in asking for an extra Rs. 100 for him in place of a writer, Bedford reports that he "had conducted the duties of my office for the last three years. No person of proper description could be found to proceed to Assam on that salary". Unfortunately his health gave way, and in 1828 he had to be sent down to Calcutta, where he was admitted to "the insane asylum". In pressing for extra pay in Assam he had urged the heavy losses I have sustained in being removed to the Assam Survey, and...the advanced salary (viz., Rs. 200) already enjoyed by many of my own standing in a fertile and healthy country. Wheres I am brought to Assam, where everything is extremely dear, and the climate bad. Having been obliged to leave Mrs. Polhill at Calcutta, not having partaken of her society for more than two months after our union, [and having] lost on account of her extreme grief and mourning for my departure, my child prematurely born. And in such a state I am obliged to labour under a salary that is not adequate to my expenses."

On Blacker's death in 1828, Hodgson had with him at Fatehgarh no less than 13 apprentices, most of whom were distributed to the various revenue surveys after the Burmese War [151]. Five of them, James, Winston, William Chhill, C. H. Burke, and Ross, accompanied him to Calcutta, and remained some time at the Surveyor General's Office. The brothers Shiells also went down to Calcutta, but in October accompanied Gerard to Agra [90] and were posted the following year to Rohilkhand under Birnie Browne.

Hodgson asks Gerard to keep the 2 boys strictly to their duty, and fully employed, and pay attention to their morals, habits of obedience, and cleanliness and sobriety, and insist on reading their prayers on Sunday as usual. They are not intended to be detached, nor thrust out of your sight; they are illiterate and can only be used under strict superintendence.

They were not educated at the Upper Orphan School; they are European by birth, and the sons of a Sergeant in the Dragoons. In respect to the advantages of education they are very deficient, far behind the Orphan School boys; but having been some time in my office, they are good draftsmen, and being docile and teachable, may be of use. "Aged 19 and 17 years; salary of 50 rupees per month each."

In December 1828 a new batch was recruited in Calcutta, and sent out to Rohilkhand, Delhi, and Saharanpur in the following October.

Wroughton was not happy with his apprentices and, reports Hodgson, had in person made all the measurements in the field, employing the two apprentices, Schenck's and Dumbleton, in making copies only of his daily field books, in which...alone they could be of service. In July last I attached to his Survey two additional apprentices, Wilson and Jenkins, who had been educated at the Upper Orphan School, and who are capable of being rendered useful assistants,...particularly W. Wilson, who is a well-disposed young man, and a tolerably good arithmetician. Edward Jenkins is an idle and conceited boy, and I have had occasion...to severely reprehend him for insolent conduct,...and to direct Lieutenant Wroughton in case of further ill behaviour to deliver him over to the Magistrates.

Wroughton had described Schenck's in Arakan as "industrious and deserving", but had little use for him later, and eventually Schenck's, who still drew only Rs. 60 a month after nearly ten years service, submitted his resignation, expressing an incessant irritation of feeling and disquietude of mind, originating from the reproachful language he [Wroughton] generally used towards me. This morning he abused me...and I trust the liberty I take in subscribing it may be overlooked.""Damn you, Schencks, you are not worth a curse; you are no more use to me than my boots" ! ! !

I bring to your notice the length of my services, but more especially the willingness...to join the...army at Arakan, where I...suffered...the ruin of my constitution...and the total loss of my property. So long as I possibly could have supported the vicissitudes of Lisaitti Wroughton's unsuitable disposition, I have with the utmost resignation done. It would be desirable for me to beg my bread or starve...than any longer remain under his control.

Wroughton gladly released him.
One of the successful apprentices from the Upper Orphan school was Alexander Wyatt who was engaged by Halhed, Collector of Moradabad, in 1822 [154-5] ;

Being the head scholar at that time, he was pitched upon, with the consent of his mother, to undertake...the articles of apprenticeship...for...5 years on a salary of 150 Rs. per mensem [372]. As no Assistant Surveyor could be had, and the sum of 250 Rs. per month had been allowed, it was resolved...that the disposal of that sum should take place in the nomination of an apprentice on 150 Rs.,...a draughtsman (Native)...on...100 Rs. per mensem. The draughtsman was...found incapable of performing his duty. The whole...survey devolved upon Mr. Wyatt, who executed it throughout to the satisfaction of the late Collector.

After Halhed's transfer, the Surveyor General refused to admit that Wyatt belonged "in the slightest degree" to the department, which left him "blasted in his hopes of advancement or promotion". The special authority of Government was then obtained for his transfer to the general establishment of Revenue Surveyors from December 1827, with the rank of Sub-Assistant [363 n.3]. He subsequently rose to charge of a revenue survey party, till his death in 1857.

On Graham's transfer from Delhi to become Head Draughtsman [323], W. N. James was promoted Senior Assistant on Rs. 260. He had served continually with Hodgson at headquarters;

I have employed him near me, and instructed him with much care, and his improvement has rewarded my pains. His length of service is 6 years and 10 months; his conduct is very respectable, and he is a married man.2

Increases of pay were made at the same time to the more useful sub-assistants—John Gould, a good draftsman; salary to be increased from Rs. 150 to 180—J. A. Macpherson, education defective, but a tolerably good draftsman; increase from Rs. 150 to 180—J. Dumbleton, writer and draughtsman...to Rs. 100—E. & M. Sheils, J. J. Ross, etc. engaged by me as apprentice writers and draughtsman on...35 rupees per mensem. The two former were with me until 5th October 1826, when they were transferred to Captain Gerard on...50 rupees, and subsequently to Lieutt. B. Browne. Their conduct has been very respectable; recommend advance...from Rs. 50 to 80. The latter is still employed in the office. The accompanying list will shew a decrease in number among unevacuated servants by death—and by several of them having left the service—and a further decrease may be naturally anticipated. I...recommend that a few additional...boys should be...apprenticed on the usual terms, viz., at 60 rupees per mensem for six years. It is from the class of well-educated young men born in the country, the orphans of Officers, that we must expect our best recruits for the Survey Department, and when acting...under the immediate superintendence of European officers they perform useful...duties.2

William Brown [157-8] could hardly give his assistants too much praise. The conduct of Mr. D. H. Chisholm, the senior, has been most exemplary, and in justice to them all I...mention the daily hours of work, during which they have been constantly employed, without a murmur. To get at their ground...every morning, Sundays and three holidays in the year (Christmas, New Year's Day, and the last day of the Hols4) excepted, they had to get up an hour before daybreak, and after remaining out till a late hour, had on the same day to protract and finish their daily work, no halts being permitted for this purpose. And thus were employed 8 or 10 hours every day, the greatest part of the time labouring on foot thro' the fields; and this last season with scarcely an exception were they ever absent from sickness or any other cause, but were most unremitting in their duty.

In January 1829 the field establishment numbered 7 sub-assistant surveyors, 11 apprentices, and 4 writers and draughtsmen distributed between the five district surveys [165]. There was no regular establishment maintained for other Bengal surveys, though occasional assistants were picked up on temporary engagements.

**SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS**

Civilian surveyors were engaged from time to time—some useful—some failures. Nothing is known of the "young man named Jackson, a seafaring man", who was...
engaged in 1819 by the Collector of Bakarganj to survey the rich islands of the creeks and rivers; the Surveyor General was “miserably disappointed” with his work. [140].

Morgan Blandford came out to Calcutta in 1810 and from 1817 to 1819 was assistant to Gerard in Saharanpur on Rs. 200 p.m. [23]. He was an excellent draughtsman and a delightful specimen of his work appears on plate 3. After several years as indigo planter in Tirhut he returned to business in Calcutta. His ability as surveyor was not forgotten and early in 1835 he was employed on a special revenue survey near Barasat in the 24-Parganas. He broke down with fever and died at Calcutta later in the year.

Alexander Laidlaw came to India with a recommendation from the Directors as “Mineralogist and Investigator of Natural History”, though lacking a “liberal education” [268]. Even though he drew salary Rs. 600 p.m. plus Rs. 200 for hill carriage, and free issue of instruments and stores, to say nothing of an advance of Rs. 2,500 in cash, he produced nothing whatever from more than two years sojourn in the Kumaon Hills [266-8]. The Directors ordered his dismissal, and withdrew his permit to reside in India, but he stayed on quietly in Almora District, and died in the village of Pithoragarth on 6th August 1836.

Robert Tate had been employed under the Marine Surveyor General, and Mackenzie obtained his appointment to the Kumaon survey in September 1818 on the same salary as Blandford. He thought his experience would be “useful in the survey and climate of an unequal mountainous country”; and that Webb would find him useful as a draughtsman [48, 274].

Mr. Tate...does not draw finely, but I think he understands the subject so well that he will materially assist in correct delineations, which I consider much more important than fine drawing. Were it possible indeed to get a very superior draftsman, I doubt whether any could be induced to go up, as they are so much wanted here. The Mr. Nicholls you mention is either dead, or has long since left this.

Tate joined by the end of the year, and, in submitting his first map [pl. 5] Webb reported that he had “every reason to feel satisfied and pleased” with his ability and industry. Mackenzie agreed that it was “a very handsome & a very satisfactory map”, and “exceeded all he produced here”. Unfortunately this good impression did not last; and about a year later Webb wrote privately that Mr. Tate is very well qualified to do all I require as a draftsman, and his natural talents are good, but his actual knowledge is very limited in practice and as to theory he has no opportunities of study. Unfortunately, however, his disposition has too much vanity and self-conceit mixed up with it, and too little humility, to render him a teachable subject, and I have long given up all thoughts of playing the part of tutor to such a forward genius.

His violence of temper and cruelty towards the natives makes him so annoying a neighbour that I shall always contrive to keep him at a distance from my camp, but many of these objections would vanish if he were confined entirely to the duties of draughtsman... Mr. Tate, if employed as an Assistant, must be free and good and get some travelling allowance, and the sum so given to him would amply remunerate two or three natives who, working upon fixed points of mine, would get through a great deal more work than Mr. Tate can do, and between us we should find sufficient employment as a draftsman. Such an arrangement would hasten the completion of the survey; create no expense, and remove 1,900 difficulties, and, last but not least, add greatly to my comfort.

Webb was not given further help, and Tate had to be used on field survey, for which he drew hill surveyor’s allowance of Rs. 200 [345-7].

When the survey was wound up at the end of 1821 Tate’s application for charge of some other survey was not recommended.

Mr. Tate states...that Colonel Mackenzie had held out to him the prospect of a succession to a survey as the ultimate result of his services. It is not likely that Colonel Mackenzie would make any such assurance to a person of Mr. Tate’s description, for... I apprehend that Government will continue to place at the head of their surveys their own military officers, who are, on a variety of considerations, the only persons fitly qualified for such duties...

Mr. Tate is wrong in supposing himself attached to the Surveying Department. ... His temporary services were hired on the 11th September 1818, and ceased with the close of the Kumna survey on the 31st December last, ... and I think them fully remunerated by the salary of 200 rupees per month and 200 for extra allowance for hill carriage. ... The journals and field books which he made when detached from Captain Webb...afford no favorable testimony. ... They are most defective in information, and the execution is very slovenly indeed. The map of Kumna Mr. Tate states to be his performance. ... Captain Webb constructed the map, and Mr. Tate, as draughtsman, did his duty in fair copying it. The execution, though not excellent, is sufficiently good. On the whole...neither the talents, services, nor character, of Mr. Tate give to his expectations...the least support.

Good draughtsmen were always difficult to get, and Baker found no one in Calcutta to copy his maps of Java [II, 138];

On the 1st December last I hired a draftsman recommended by Colonel Fleming [II, 340], who by the 25th January had succeeded in spoiling two maps, so miserably done that they were far inferior to the original rough copies. ... I had the honour of showing the work...to His Excellency the Earl of Moira who...was much dissatisfied with the draftsman Da Cruz's work, of which I informed the man. ... Instead of taking this in good part, he next day sent me a note declining to work any longer, leaving his two maps unfinished.

I then advertised for a draftsman, and a lad named McPherson came, who stated that he was an apprentice in the Surveyor General's Office [II, 273; III, 312], but had full leisure enough to undertake copying the only map then wanting, which I shewed him. ... From the 1st February to the present day he had not attended more than two out of three days, and now sends notice that in consequence of arrangements in the Surveyor General's office, he can attend no longer, leaving the only job he had to perform not quite half finished.

Mr. Da Cruz has unfortunately received one month of the handsome allowance Government was so good as to grant me, and is very anxious to receive the other month. Mr. McPherson will no doubt be equally solicitous for his month and a half. ... I conceive the conduct of both to be an imposition...and...I may be instructed not to draw anything further for either of these men. ... In the meantime I shall get on as I can with the maps thus left on my hands.

Little is known about the various extra-departmental surveyors employed from time to time on the revenue survey of the 24-Parganas and the Sundarbans [139]. During 1817 the Collector had three "experienced surveyors" Blechynden, Mackay [II, 470], and Gardner, working for him. On the Board of Revenue's report that the work of amias was unsatisfactory [141], Government agreed to the temporary employment of a limited number of [European] surveyors by the Collector in lieu of a part of the establishment of native surveyors [142].

One of these European surveyors was Henry Osborne [12], engaged by the Collector of the 24-Parganas in 1817, and assisted for a time by a son. In February 1822 the Collector asked for an extension of the engagement; I believe...an European surveyor who thoroughly understands his business, as Mr. Osborne does...who discharges the duties...in an upright manner as Mr. Osborne has done, a very great benefit to the Public, as well as to Government. He is a check to the native surveyors, who are always open to bribery, besides improving them in the theory of their profession.

The Board have had frequent opportunities of observing the services of Mr. Osborne by various plans & reports...which could never have been obtained from the native aumens. ... I am extremely sorry to say that young Mr. Osborne has been obliged to quit India. Mr. Osborne, senior, is still in charge of his office as Surveyor to the 24-Parganas.

Henry Osborne resigned the following year, and the Collector obtained the appointment of a younger son William,

about seventeen years of age, whom he has also been bringing up to the profession of a Surveyor.

... He is not yet sufficiently master of his profession to undertake any large surveys, &...not competent to the duties with which it was proposed to entrust his brother; at the same time he thinks him capable of making the investigations (under his superintendence), furnishing any plans...required. ... One of the principal objects in wishing to have an European Surveyor

---

Footnotes:

1 From SG. D.Dn. 198 (62-3), 20-4-22. 2 D.Dn. 141 (287-9), 21-3-17. 3 B Rev Bd. 18-3-17 (10); Mackay 125-17; Thos. Alan Hyde Gardner, Asst. in Surveyor's office 24-Parganas, Cal. An. Rev. 1818; relative of Col. W. L. Gardner [32 n.2]; indigo planters, Nadia, 1818. 4 To GC. Rev. 4-7-17. 5 En. An. 1819; G. Osborne was purser on ship Monela 1815/6. 6 Map copied in SGO. 1819 by G. Osborne; pr. the Geo. Osborne, surv. to Opium Dept., Ghazipur, 1836. 7 B Rev Bd. 8-3-22 (40).
...is that I may have some person in whose integrity I can rely in all cases of disputed measurements. I recommend him as Surveyor, on a salary of 100 Rs. per month.3

Three years later the younger Osborne broke off survey of Chinsurah owing to a dispute about his salary, much to the regret of the Collector who greatly appreciated the reliability of his work. The Surveyor General was asked to settle a fair rate, and as he thought "the terms which Mr. Osborne is willing to undertake to finish the survey of Chinsurah very moderate", Government agreed to pay Rs. 500 for "a neat map, finished with the same detail as the portion already executed".

For the revenue survey of 1821 [147], the Commissioner of the Sunderbans obtained the Surveyor General's approval to engage the nephew of the late Mr. Jones, well known as a Civil Engineer, on...120 rupees per month, and his travelling expenses paid by Government, and also a young country-born man to serve as a waiter, or apprentice, on...50 rupees per month, and his expenses paid.5

Jones broke down after a year and Government informed the Directors that Mr. Jones, an unevanated assistant attached to the Sunderbans survey establishment, laboured under mental derangement, we provide him with a passage to England...

We have—under the alleged difficulty of procuring...an able assistant for a service involving much discomfort and exposure, and on the assurance...that the employment of Dr. Duncan, the medical gentleman attached to the Commission, as Assistant Surveyor will not hinder his medical duties—authorized the employment of that gentleman as assistant to Ensign Prinsep on...250 rupees per mensem to cover all charges. We have likewise—authorized an increase of 50 rupees per mensem to...the apprentice attached to Ensign Prinsep.6

To assist Fisher in Sylhet, the Surveyor General recommended James Blechynsed who had worked for the Collector of the 24-Parganas [136], and on various other drawing and survey jobs since 1815.

Mr. Blechynsed, who was educated for that branch in England, whose father was a well known surveyor in Calcutta, bears a respectable character. He subsists by the exercise of his talents as a Civil Engineer and Architect. He agreed to go to Sylhet as an assistant to Lieutenant Fisher...at 250 rupees per month, and 100 extra as travelling charges. These terms appear to be high, but I do not think I can engage them for less, as he had a family to support, and an opinion prevails here that the climate of Sylhet is insalubrious...

The Board, considering that the field operations in Sylhet can only be carried on during 5 months in the year, is of opinion that the services of the surveyors might be engaged for that time only, and that they might be employed elsewhere during the rest of the year. The indoor work to be done when a...party leaves the field is very heavy, in computing and making maps and reports, generally...one third of the time employed in the field operations...

Blechynsed's appointment was sanctioned, and he reached Sylhet on 15th December 1823, but entirely without instruments, and Fisher reported that, all my instruments being private property...collected...at considerable expense, I am unwilling to part with any of them; nevertheless, had I any to spare, I should not hesitate to give them up...Mr. Blechynsed may be advantageously employed with me in learning the nature of this survey...and by the time he shall have acquired the requisite knowledge, he will, I hope, have received from you a supply of the instruments...

Fisher was, however, called away for military duty almost at once [145], and Blechynsed was carried off by Scott for important work in the Assam Valley [51], where he held charge of revenue surveys till about 1827 [146].

Hodgson had no great opinion of professional surveyors of this type hired in Calcutta. I have experience to warrant me in the case of Mr. Blechynsed and others, and know that their object is to get a salary and do as little as possible; still, as there are not many persons who would be willing to be employed in the Sunderbans, I think Mr. [Wm. F.] Osborn's services should be engaged as proposed by Lieut. Hodges, during good behaviour.

Apprentices from the Orphan school cannot be engaged without the express orders of Government, nor can they be tutored in so short a time as Mr. Hodges supposes. Young men of that class would turn to more profit in the regular revenue surveys in the North West Provinces. His operations would be more likely to be retarded than facilitated by

---

6 Bto CD. 7-13-21 (90-3). 7 not Richard as wrongly stated p. 130 n.s. 8 Bto CD. 7-13-21 (29).
9 DDn. 212 (299-30) 29-12-23.
the charge of inexperienced boys, whose wages and travelling expenses would be heavy compared with the value of their services. ... Fully as much effective service in the field might be rendered by 2 or 3 stout native munsaddies...who can read and write their own language. They could attend the surveyor, and write down notes and remarks, and assist in directing the chain and wheel men, and might be made very generally useful [383–90].

Three useful assistants were found for the Upper Provinces, Nelson, Macan and Terranneau. Nelson had been in the Royal Navy, but found employment in India from 1818. The Surveyor General engaged him in 1821 to assist Bedford in Rohilkhand [154]. Being called to military service in 1824, he was given command of the Dragoon schooner in Arakan for survey of rivers and creeks. After the war he returned to revenue surveys, in the Upper Provinces till his death at Dehra Dūn in 1839 [165]. Macan had highly respectable connexions, and was intended for the Army, but circumstances have hitherto prevented his obtaining a cadetship or commission. ... If His Lordship in Council should be pleased to appoint him on the same terms as Mr. Horatio Nelson, with a salary of 250 sa. Rs. per month and the boat allowance of a subaltern officer, to Goruckpoor, I would recommend that he should join Lieutenant Wroughton without loss of time.

During the war, Macan was sent to Burma with Birnie Browne [72], and rejoined Wroughton on January 1st 1827. Being quite inexperienced in topographical measurement, was upon his arrival quite unequal to afford me any assistance, and...the two young additional apprentices had never...been employed upon any duty of any kind. ... Although the number of my assistants were increased two-fold, they did not bring with them the ability or fitness...I had calculated upon, and...some considerable time elapsed ere they were made in any way competent [152].

Macan soon picked up the work and remained with the Gorakhpur survey till his death at Allahābād in October 1830.

Robert Terranneau was son of an indigo planter, and in 1827 was employed on revenue duties under the Collector of Mārābād, on whose recommendation he was appointed assistant in the revenue survey [434].

A valuable addition to the Surveyor General’s staff of draughtsmen was obtained on the winding up of the Nāgpor survey in 1831. John Cornelius had been employed in the Quartermaster General’s office at Madras from 1820 to 1822, and then served with Norris who left a “chit” that he had worked in the survey department at Nāgpor, from 1824 till its abolition in June 1830, as Sub-Assistant and Draughtsman, and...displayed the utmost zeal, activity, and assiduity, both in the field and in office. As a plain-table surveyor his exertions were invaluable, and to his services as draughtsman, and his unremitting attention, ...I am chiefly indebted for the compilation...of the map of the Nāgpor survey, which has lately been presented by me to Government [93; pl. 10 n.]. ... The private character and conduct of Mr. Cornelius are above all praise.

Cornelius was appointed to the Surveyor General’s office from 1st October 1831, and though an excellent draughtsman was drawing only Rs. 80 p.m. in 1845.

### Nominal Roll

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; Death</th>
<th>Appre-</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Domestic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bell, Cha.</td>
<td>b. 1810–11</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpore [360 n.]; Delhi, unm. 1848.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge, John</td>
<td>b. 1808–9</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpore; with RSG. to m. before 1848.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke, Cha.</td>
<td>b. c Aug.</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>SGO. 1820; Orissa, Jan. 1821; Son of L. R. Burke, Registrar [II. 354].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyde</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>1825–6</td>
<td>SGO. 1823; Fategarh, 1825–6; SGO. 1829–7; Sahāranpur, Oct. 1827; Bulandshahr, 1829.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; death</th>
<th>Appointed</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Domestic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Burke, Marcellus</strong></td>
<td>d. Vepery, 23-10-65, aged 75</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>from Madras (324) arrd. Calcutta, March 1815; Cetkaek, 1818; Iave, 1819; Oriesa, 1821; SOO, 1822; Fatehgarh, 1823; SOO, 1826; with BSG, NWP, 1832; resid. 1838.</td>
<td>Son of Francis &amp; Margaret Burke and bro. to Lucius Rawdon; m., Calcutta, 22-11-20, Eleanor Rosalie Stoneard sister of Aug. [326]; s. d. Vepery, 4-5-66.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chill, Geo.</strong></td>
<td>d. 24-6-70, aged c. 55</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Fatehgarh, 1823; SOO, July 1820; Gorakhpur, June 1823; later Customs Dept. and land owner.</td>
<td>Son of Lt.-Col. P.T. Comyns of 24th sqn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chill, Pat.</strong></td>
<td>bsp. 31-1-06</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Fatehgarh, 1823; Saharanpur, 1826; Budaunshahr, 1829.</td>
<td>Son of Sgt. Dumbleton, overseer in Lower Orphan School.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chill, Wm. Richard</strong></td>
<td>b. 3-6-08</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Fatehgarh, 1823; SOO, 1826; Gorakhpur, June 1823; Rev. SYS, NWP, Sind &amp; Bihdr till 1831.</td>
<td>Son of Depy. Conny. Robt. Fitzpatrick. bro. of Arthur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comyn, Geo.</strong></td>
<td>b. 6-8-08</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>ed. England; Fatehgarh 1823; Delhi, 1826; NWP, 1831-4; dam. 1834; re-emp. Patna 1841; ret. 1846. ed. Kidderpore; Saharanpur, Oct. 1827; Budaunshahr, 1829.</td>
<td>Son of Depy. Conny. Robt. Fitzpatrick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Davis, Wm.</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpore; Saharanpur, Oct. 1827; Budaunshahr, 1829.</td>
<td>Son of Sgt. Dumbleton, overseer in Lower Orphan School.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dumbleton, John</strong></td>
<td>d. Allabdi, 19-9-54; Dum &amp; aged 50 y.</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>Writer</td>
<td>Son of Cond. Andrew Roy of Delhi Mag; m. 23-8-30, Meurc, Sarah Few; m. 2nd, 15-10-35, Meurc, Cecilia Templeton, 15 y. Son of Simco Fraser (1780-1845), Beh. Inf. nat. son of Lieut. Simon Philip Prick (1780-1894), Beh. Inf. [363-4]. Son of Capt. Rhett. French (1777-1811), Beh. Inf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foy, Chas. Christopher</strong></td>
<td>b. Delhi, 25-12-90</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>Oriessa, Jan. 1821; SOO, 1822; Fatehgarh, Nov. 1823; Delhi, July 1826; Budaunshahr, 1828; Saharanpur, 1827; Punjab cu-Settl, 1839.</td>
<td>Son of Cond. Andrew Roy of Delhi Mag; m. 23-8-30, Meurc, Sarah Few; m. 2nd, 15-10-35, Meurc, Cecilia Templeton, 15 y. Son of Simco Fraser (1780-1845), Beh. Inf. nat. son of Lieut. Simon Philip Prick (1780-1894), Beh. Inf. [363-4]. Son of Capt. Rhett. French (1777-1811), Beh. Inf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>French, Edwin</strong></td>
<td>b. April 1806</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpore; Fatehgarh, Nov. 1803; Delhi, July 1826; Saharanpur, 1827; dam. 1828.</td>
<td>Son of Depy. Conny. Gore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gore, Wm. Francis</strong></td>
<td>b. July 1848</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpore; Gorakhpur, June 1823; Rev. Sys. NWP &amp; Bihdar till death.</td>
<td>Son of Sgt. of Wh. 96th Foot, cd. at Corneillas, Java, 1812; m. Delhi, 21-12-24, Charlotte Staines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Govld, John</strong></td>
<td>b. e. March 1800</td>
<td>1813</td>
<td>ed. Mil. Asylum, Madras; SOO, Madras; to Bengal, July 1717; Oriessa, Jan. 1821; SOO, 1822; Delhi, 1822-3; Rev. Sys. NWP till 1841.</td>
<td>Son of Capt. John Graham (pr. Ben. Inf., d. Amboina 1802; m. Meurc, 6-1-33, Mrs. Arabella Smith; re-mar. thrice in Calcutta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graham, John</strong></td>
<td>b. 7-12-1801; d. Calcutta, 19-7-58</td>
<td>1816</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpore; Upper Dalb, May 1816; Sirnum, Jan. 1820; Delhi, Rev. Sys. 1822; Saharanpur, 1826; SOO, 1827; Dmm. Aug. 1828 till ret. Feb. 1856.</td>
<td>Son of Capt. of Wh. Graham (pr. Ben. Inf., d. Amboina 1802; m. Meurc, 6-1-33, Mrs. Arabella Smith; re-mar. thrice in Calcutta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hodges, Nathaniel</strong></td>
<td>b. March 1805</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpore; Fatehgarh, Nov. 1823; Delhi, July 1826-36; NWP, 1836-42.</td>
<td>Son of Richd. James (1787-1813), Ben. Inf. m. Calcutta, 12-10-27, Mary Anne White.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Birth &amp; Death</td>
<td>Apprenticed</td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins, W. Edward</td>
<td>b. 29-1-07</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpole; Fatehgahr, Nov. 1823; Delhi, July 1826; NWR. till death at Moradabad, Sept. 1837</td>
<td>Son of Wm Jenkins;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockwood, Thos.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>Damn., SGO. from 1814 till omitted in list of Dec. 1824; with Ferguson in Sarguja, 1822.</td>
<td>pr. son of John L., Asst. Commy, d. 1836 aged 61.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucksted, Peter</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpole; Rohilkhand, Oct. 1827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macpherson, Andrew</td>
<td>b. 31-8-02</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>ed. Mil. Asylum, Madras; to Bengal, 1818; Orissa, Jan. 1821; Moradabad, Nov. 1821; Mil. service, Sylhet, Nov. 1824; Burmah, 1825-6.</td>
<td>Son of Capt. John Macpherson, country-born officer of Maratha service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McQueen, Alex.</td>
<td>b. 12-1-06</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpole; Moradabad, Juns 1823; Delhi, 1824; Moradabad, Sept. 1827; disch. 1832.</td>
<td>Son of Sgt. Maj. Alex. McQueen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munro, David</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpole; Saharanpur, Oct. 1827; Delhi, 1829.</td>
<td>Son of Capt. John Mcpherson, country-born officer of Maratha service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, Robert John</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross, John</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpole; Fatehgahr, Nov. 1823; SGO. July 1826; Rohilkhand, 1829.</td>
<td>Son of Qmr. Ross, EM. 8th Lt. Dragoons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxton, Benjamin</td>
<td>b. 31-8-03</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>ed. Mil. Asylum, Madras; to Bengal, 1818; Orissa, Jan. 1821; Moradabad, Nov. 1821; read. Oct. 1825.</td>
<td>Son of Sgt. on Mad. Est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schenck, John Henry</td>
<td>b. 15-9-01</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>ed. Mil. Asylum, Madras; Bengal 1818; Orissa, 1821; Gorakhpur, 1822; mil. service, Anakan, 1824-5; Gorakhpur, 1826; read. 1827, re-empd. NWR. 1834-7; disch. 1837.</td>
<td>Son of Sgt. on Mad. Est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielis, Edward</td>
<td>d. 20-4-37</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>with RSG. to Fatehgahr, Nov. 1823; SGO, July 1829; Moradabad, 1827; with Gerard to Agra, Oct. 1826.</td>
<td>Son of Maj. Shielis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielis, Michael</td>
<td>d. 20-4-36</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>as above</td>
<td>Michael's inf. son d. Meernet, 1830-33.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Wm. A.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpole; Fatehgahr, 1823; Gorakhpur, 1826; Dam., SGO. 1826-3; Mrs. Rev. Svy. till 1835, with ch. 1844-7.</td>
<td>m., Calcutta, 1833; m. 2nd Mrs. Margaret Mitchell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt, Geo.</td>
<td>b. 31-10-17</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>ed. Kidderpole; Rohilkhand, Oct. 1827; Moradabad, 1829; NWR. Rev. Svy. to 1841; Dep. Coll. Benares, 1841-55; then Indigo planter.</td>
<td>bro. to Alexander m. Augusta Warren.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER XXVI

CIVIL ASSISTANTS, MADRAS & BOMBAY

MADRAS — GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY — BOMBAY — NOMINAL ROLLS.

On the appointment of a Surveyor General of Madras in 1810, it was decided to transfer the assistant revenue surveyors, except those wanted by the Tank Department, to the control of the Surveyor General [II. 348]. After the district surveys had been finished off, those assistants who were not wanted by the Surveyor General, or on Lambton's survey, were to be found other employment or sent on pension. The observatory school was closed, and the Surveyor General made responsible for the recruiting and training of any new apprentices.

On Mackenzie's return from Java and Bengal in 1815 he found 29 of these assistant surveyors on his establishment:

Drawing Office at Madras:
- William Scott
- Charles Baillie
- Sylvester Pope
- William Lantwar
- Henry Hamilton
- James Sumners
- Thomas Hill
- William Howell
- Thomas Anderson
- Charles Barnett

Ceded Districts:
- Michael Dunigan
- Senda
  - John Faulkner
  - John Terry
  - Richard Long
  - John Malcolm
  - Frederick Richard Ficker
- Tannevolly
  - John Robinson
- Dindigul
  - Thomas Turnbull
  - James Aikin
  - William Keyes
  - Christian Pereira
  - William Bird
  - Andrew Chamarret
  - Charles McMahon

Military Institution
- Marcella Burke
- Lambton's Trigonometrical Survey:
  - Peter Lawrence
  - Joshua De Penning
  - Joseph Oliver
  - William Rosenmende

By June 1817 these had been distributed between the office and various field surveys:
- S.G.O. Madras—Pope, on reduced pay; sick: Baillie, Dunigan, Chamarret [II. 350-1]; Bird on sick certificate.
- With Ward, Trigonometry—Turnbull, Aikin, Pereira, Keyes, McMahon.
- With Conway, Coorg—Faulkner, Long, Ficker.
- With Darling, Nizam's Territories—Howell, Hill, Malcolm.
- With Scott, in Northern Circars—Hamilton, Summers, Terry, Burke, Barnett, Anderson.
- Lambton's Survey—Lawrence, De Penning, Oliver, Rosenrnode.

In addition to the above Gould and Mustie, apprenticed in December 1813 to Mackenzie personally, accompanied him to Bengal in 1817 [II. 345; III. 316]. Robinson went to the Tank Department. Lantwar died in May 1817, having since 1811...executed with uncommon assiduity and industry the complicated duty of Examiner, Register, Reviser of accounts, calculations, &c., in this office, as well as the professional duties of drawing and reduction of maps. After a series of ill health, impaired by close application, was taken ill immediately after the preparation commenced for the transfer of the Depot [II. 346, 352; III. 315].

On his move to Bengal, and at the suggestion of the Bengal Government [359], Mackenzie arranged for three of his most capable surveyors, Scott, Hamilton, and Burke, to be transferred with him [360]. He had intended them to move by sea.

1 from SG. 1 & 7-5-17; MPC 447/1817, 24-5-17 & MMC 639/1817, 5-6-17. 2 with rise of pay.
from Masulipatam, but as they could not get away before the turn of the monsoon [I, 303], Hamilton and Burke, after waiting from 16th September to 1st January, made the tedious march up the east coast through Ganjam. Scott continued in charge of the survey at Masulipatam till he got a sea passage in March.

To further strengthen the staff in Bengal, Howell was sent up in July 1819, but after reaching Calcutta with wife and family, refused to join the Cuttack survey, and submitted his resignation, much to Mackenzie's disgust:

Howell has behaved ill; he has refused to go to Cuttack, and has actually sent in a letter saying he has resigned the service. Will you look for, and send me a copy of, the Bond that was formerly taken from these youths [II, 349]. This is a bad specimen of our Madras native establishment, ... which annoys me after I had spoken favorably of them, and will also occasion restrictive orders, if not suppression, of any further establishment of this kind. Two instances of refusal to do their duty

The other refusal had been that of Thomas Anderson who had pleaded ill health to avoid the move. Howell's own explanation was that he had agreed to the transfer “on the promise of an increase of salary” which was not kept.

There was a steady drain through sickness and death. Pope was pensioned and died at Madras in 1818; Pereira died the same year in Travancore; Terry died at Hyderabad in 1819, and Bird and Baillie the year after. The life was a hard one. Terry had been constantly sick in Sonda [II, 158-9], but Ward never thought much of him; he appeared to have too much of the bean about him, though it appears Mr. Garling had an high opinion of the man. Scott must look to him or he will try to have the ascendancy.

Bird, whose work in Tinnevelly has already been noticed [II, 145], was constantly sick in Travancore. Ward, who “had a good opinion of him at the beginning”, found him, “tho' clever, unwilling and too full of natural duplicity”. The doctor who attended him was treated with “disrespect and insolence”, attributing this to “intoxication”, so Ward was “very happy he was removed. ... He has done little or nothing since the commencement of the survey”. Bird was given leave to Madras, but overstayed it by several months, which Mackenzie thought typical of his “light horseman” attitude to life. Though he won a good report from Sim by work at Pondicherry Mackenzie advised Mountford not to send him to Hyderabad till some officer is appointed [Garling had just died]. He can lose no time by employment in the office, and you will have an opportunity of getting acquainted with his talents and disposition, which I am afraid Pondicherry has not much improved; but Hyderabad will be still worse to one of a volatile disposition. ... Bird was a young man whom I wished to have some previous instruction in the office. ... The Assistants should get an opportunity of making themselves known to the office in charge.

There were also circumstances in Bird's case which make it desirable before he is launched forth into a country where, upon my word, I consider it peculiarly necessary they should not be left to their own discretion. Who is there to look to them, or how are they to be employed till some officer is appointed?

Bird was sent up to Ellore under Hodges, and died there of cholera three months after Mackenzie's letter.

Ward was keen to maintain the standard of work in Travancore;

I have lately detected some gross errors in the tract executed by Turnbull & Pereira, which I conceive is owing to laziness & neglect. They have laid down places they have never seen, or been at merely with an inattention, to save themselves a little trouble, & have filled large spaces with wood, which contains much detail. ... I point out to them their errors in two or three instances, with a hope they will be more particular in future.

Bad work is often due to ill health, and Pereira died eighteen months later, whilst Ward found that Turnbull, though “a very useful and intelligent man”, was “now far advanced in life [only 36 years!] & whose eyesight...is very bad”. At the close of the survey he was sent to collect statistics in Tinnevelly [II, 145; III, 167, 320].

Summers, whom Mackenzie regarded as “an expert, clever, surveyor”, had to resign in 1819 owing to asthma or consumption. Pensions had been sanctioned

1DDn. 149 (95), 21-11-19. 2DDn. 150 (189), 28-11-19. 3DDn. 149 (141), 21-9-20. 4DDn. 166 (199), 5-2-17.
for Peter Lawrence, and some widows\(^1\), but it took three years to get one sanctioned for Summers, and Mackenzie asks Mountford to be kind to him. The real laborers ought to be well paid. ... As long as he was able to do his duty in the field, he did it. ... His claims are stated and admitted. His services after he went to Ellore and Masulipatam are known to yourself. ... 

As to his conduct and state of health, reference will be made to yourself; if he is, as I verily believe he is, unfit for active field, or even close, service, something should be allowed him, adapted to his term of service, to his labor, and to his character. As far as I know, he was never accused of drunkenness, sottishness, or suspicion of theft, like the only precedents of the 10 pagodas. The civil auditor in fact is not a judge of their pretensions\(^2\).

Summers was allowed a pension of Rs. 61-4 p.m., and was given light work in the drawing office till after 1830 [401]. He left two or three sons in the survey.

About this time the Bombay Government asked for the services of as many assistants as possible, but only one, James Aikin, could be spared [125]. He gives Jopp the following account of his services;

In 1816 I was placed...under the orders of Captain B. S. Ward, who was appointed to the survey of South Travancore, and co-operated with him in defining the disputed boundaries of the Travancore and Madras Collectories [107-8]. In 1821...I was transferred to the survey of the Southern Mahatta States, and in 1822 to your department.

From the year 1825 to 1829, I was without any intermission actively employed, ... subjected to the inclemencies of weather, dangers, privations, and difficulties attendant on a surveyor while employed in the field, more especially when I was employed on the surveys of the Dindigul districts and the disputed boundaries of the Travancore and Madura Collectories, tracts of the most wild and intricaco nature, containing one continued forest. No just conception could be formed by any expecting those who had a share in it.

It was because of this rough life that the early marriage of young surveyors was discouraged, even as in later days, and Mackenzie regretted to hear that the lad Barnett proposed to marry. As he is an apprentice of the Company under age, the Clergyman ought to be warned not to marry him, as it may be ruinous to the lad. The best way is to remove him to Guntoor, or even to Cuttaek.

Barnett was already at work in the Cirkars, and married at Masulipatam the following year [384]. The marriage did not prove so ruinous, for he was holding charge of a survey party with success some 25 years later.

What with deaths and other casualties, the number of these assistants remaining under the Surveyor General’s orders was reduced to eleven by 1822. Lambton had three others. For his survey of the Nilgiri mountains, Ward had only Keyes and McMahon, who had made the pioneer survey there in 1812 [II, 147-9]. Snell in the Cirkars had Dunigan, Faulkner, Barnett, and Anderson; whilst Hill, Long, Chamarett, and Ficker, were left in Hyderabaud.

The return of John Malcolm was welcomed. His career is of some interest, as he was probably a natural son of the great Sir John [II, 173-5]. He took leave from the Hyderabad survey in 1819 “to proceed on his private affairs to Hindostan”, and, without permission from the Surveyor General or the Madras Government, obtained a commission as “local cornet” in Skinner’s Horse. He resigned this commission in 1822, and was re-admitted to the Madras survey establishment “without prejudice to his rank”.

He was employed at Madras from about February 1823, till in October 1824 he was sent to the Malabar survey, with the record of “very bad work...in the drawing office. ... To be strictly supervised in the field”. After various delays in the sea passage via Colombo, he reached Cannanore on 25th December.

Ward had taken leave from Malabar in September 1824, and George Arthur who relieved him had to take sick leave to England almost at once. Keyes took over charge but had been sick for some time, and died in January 1825\(^3\), so McMahon and

---

\(^1\) 10 ps to Lawrence; Rs. 10 to Pope’s widow; Rs. 39-10 to families of Lantvar & Pereira. \(^2\) Ddn. 149 (114), 7-4-20. \(^3\) joined Decan Survey 27-2-21. \(^4\) to Dsq. Bombay. Ddn. 285 (62), 11-1-34. \(^5\) Ddn. 106 (340), 17-4-18. \(^6\) dated 1-1-10, Hocken IV (573); Ddn. 149 (3), 25-3-19 & 194 (67-3). 20-4-22. \(^7\) Mcc. 10-4-22; Ddn. 194 (69); Bgo. Cn-C, 12-6-22. \(^8\) widow, Ecdseus, granted pension Rs. 12 p.m. Ddn. 218 (156), 3-5-26; d. 13-11-37, aged 36 years 10 mo.; governess, Blacktown Female Orphan Asylum.
Malcolm were left to carry on till Ward’s return in December. Malcolm was discharged in 1829 owing to the debilitated state of his constitution, brought on originally...from repeated attacks of fever, and latterly...from a habit of intemperance, which may unfortunately have been produced from the original cause of his debility. ... The situation...is similar in some respects to that of a late pensioned surveyor, Peter Lawrence, ... to whom pension of 10 pagodas a month was granted [370]. ... Malcolm has only reached the 2nd class, on a salary of 35 pagodas a month, and...his conduct has, until lately, been entirely approved of. ... Although he has no claim thereto by the regulations, ... yet, as he originally lost his health whilst in the execution of his duty, ... he may be considered...for the favourable consideration of Government. He was granted a pension of Rs. 30 p.m. on the grounds that “his constitution has been undermined by repeated attacks of fever contracted whilst in the performance of his duty in the unhealthy country of Wynaad” [114].

Mackenzie was firmly convinced that no survey unit could be efficiently run by a country-born assistant [359]. He did not think Dunigan fit for charge in the Northern Circars after Scott’s move to Bengal, and was not happy until he had secured a military officer for charge of the surveys in the Circars [339–40].

In 1826 Dunigan retired on pension; “from the defective state of sight, his drawings have lately been completed by the other assistants”;

From the expiration of the apprenticeship...up to the date of which he was recommended for an increase of pay from 25 to 35 pagodas per mesnir, he seems to have given perfect satisfaction. ... He was in charge of the survey in the Ceded Districts, ...which...he conducted and brought to a close in a very satisfactory manner [II, 155].

On the conclusion of that work, in May 1815, he was brought to the Presidency and employed in this office upwards of two years, during which...he manifested a very turbulent disposition, whereby he incurred the displeasure of the late Col. Mackenzie, ... which...was in some extent the cause of his promotion having been so long delayed. ...

For a length of time he did not discharge his duties zealously, or give that satisfaction to his superiors so very desirable. ... He has already suffered for his delinquencies by his promotion having been kept back for upwards of five years, and...his immediate superior, Captain Snell, testifies...that he has no reason to be dissatisfied with his conduct.

He was granted pension at half salary, amounting to Rs. 157-8 p.m., and subsequently re-employed at the Madras office.

In the intervals between the unfortunate deaths of the officers who held charge of the Hyderabad Survey between 1820 and 1823, it fell to Thomas Hill to hold charge for several months, which he did most satisfactorily, though in 1822 Young, who had recently taken charge, complained of a letter from Hill as being disrespectful to me, and I therefore desired Mr. Hill to withdraw the letter entirely. This he...refused to do, and even went so far as to tell me to withdraw my letter to him. ...

For this seditious language I ordered him home to his quarters, and wrote to him...that I should stop 20 rupees a month from his pay until he withdraw the objectionable letter. ... This he refused to do, and...he has ever since absented himself from office. ...

I must particularly request that Mr. Hill may not be removed from this survey. He is the only assistant who can print and sketch maps on a small scale. ... It has been my endeavour to conciliate all the assistants to the utmost in my power.

In spite of these strictures Hill continued to give worthy service until February 1830, when he was granted a pension of Rs. 78–12 p.m.

During season 1825–6 both the Hyderabad and Circars surveys were closed down, Crisp being on duty in Calcutta [309–10], and Snell on a sea voyage for his health. The assistants of both parties were brought down to Madras to push on the fair mapping [321], and much resented the loss of their field allowances, the rule being “that surveyors are, at the Presidency, to get no more than 25 pagodas”, whereas life at the Presidency must have been a great deal more expensive than in the mofassil. Montgomerie apologised for forwarding their petition;

I would not have been the channel of such an address...had I not considered it necessary that Government should be made acquainted with the unjustly discontented and litigious

---

spirit which...is manifested. ... That the parties should have dared, ... in the face of records of this office, to support their claims by statements and assertions which they must have known to be false, is not more surprising than reprehensible, ... more particularly with respect to senior assistant Dunigan, who must have been fully aware that the regulations had been enforced, not only with respect to reduction of salaries, but also that field allowances never were granted to any surveyor when employed at this office.1

Government ruled that they should draw Rs. 122.8 p.m. whilst at the Presidency, equivalent to the higher salary, 35 ps. [II, 349]. The Hyderabād assistants were not satisfied, and in November refused to leave Madras unless also granted field allowances, and Montgomery reports that on the 2nd instant the...Assistant Surveyors2 delivered to me a letter...refusing to obey orders they had received, but as I considered the measure a gross attempt to obtain what they were by no means entitled to, they were informed that the letter could not be submitted...and were desired to prepare themselves for the march, and that an advance of 3½ months field pay and allowances would be applied for. But on the acquiescence rolls...for that advance being...presented to them for signature, and on being informed of the likely consequences of such disobedience of orders, they said they would stand the result.3

Government replied that, as they had received their lawful dues, they would be dismissed the service if after seven days they should still refuse to start.4 There was no further trouble, and, except for Ficker who died at Madras on 28th December, they reached Hyderabād on 17th January 1827.

Thomas Hill, on the other hand, was allowed full field allowances whilst at Calcutta during the same period [318], his move to another Presidency being temporary, and it being considered a hardship that he should suffer any diminution of salary and the total abridgment of his field allowances when necessitated to quit his station on public duty; to live in a state of separation from his family, and thus become involved in the extraordinary expense of double maintenance. ... The uniform zeal, ability, and good conduct displayed by Mr. Hill during the three years that his duties have been performed under my superintendence, and indeed the general good character as a surveyor which he has borne for the period of 23 years of an active service, induce me to recommend his application.5

He was allowed to draw a sum equivalent to his field allowances from the date of his embarkation from Madras in 1826 to Calcutta to that of his arrival at Masulipatam on his return. Mr. Hill's claim to the difference between field and garrison pay and allowances during the time he remained at Madras is inadmissible.6

To replace casualties Mackenzie had tried to get a survey school started at the Madras office. For various reasons this was not possible though a special school was started in 1819 by Le Havilland for surveyors required by the Revenue Board.7 In 1822 authority was obtained to recruit a couple of apprentices, and more were obtained the following year, when Turnbull was brought into headquarters as instructor.8 Of these Charles Joseph who had insufficient knowledge of English to qualify as surveyor proved a valuable draughtsman [321]. Augustus Meneaud had acquired "sufficient knowledge of his duties" to be sent to Malabar in October 1826, and Charles Summers, son of that useful surveyor James [345–5], took Dunigan's place at Vizagapatam in January 1827 [356].

In 1827 Montgomery called attention to the urgent necessity of replacing casualties, and asked that he might recruit twelve more apprentices [321];

There being now only seven of the old Revenue Surveying School available for field service, ... a considerable increase would appear necessary. ... The present weak state of the parties renders the surveys much more expensive then if they were of a proper strength for, as the superintendent of a survey can with ease and advantage fully employ six persons of that description, any number below that...occasions a proportionate loss.9

Sanction was given, and in September 1828 Montgomery had altogether 14 apprentices being trained under Turnbull. Another six were entertained in 1830.

The old scale of allowances sanctioned in 1807 ([II, 349]), based on salaries of 25, 35 and 45 pagodas, with tent and horse allowances, and pay and batta of lascars, had brought the monthly scale to rupees 122-8, 156-10-11, and 191-10-11 respectively. In March 1830 the regulations were revised. Designation for all grades was to be Sub-Assistant Surveyor, that of Native Surveyors being abolished. The establishment to be divided into three classes. The first class to be limited in number to four. The second class to be an equal number, and the third class to such number as may be required; the whole to be denominated Sub-Assistant Surveyors. The following salaries and allowances are fixed for the several classes—

A Sub-Assistant Surveyor, 3rd Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horse Allowance</td>
<td>15-12-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent Allowance</td>
<td>24-08-00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three Surveying Lascars: Total Rupees 28-14-11

A Sub-Assistant Surveyor, 2nd Class: 100-00-00

A Sub-Assistant Surveyor 1st Class: 145-00-00

The period of apprenticeship before appointment as Sub-Assistant was to be seven years, and, as soon as they were fit for field work, the officers under whom they were posted could draw Rs. 28 salary and Rs. 40-4-8 allowances for each.

The following is the roll as it stood in February 1830:

1st Class

| Charles McMahon, Malabar | Augustus Menaud, Malabar |
| Andrew Chamarett, Hyderabad | Charles Summers, Circars |
| Richard Long, Hyderabad | William Ignatius, Hyderabad |
| one vacancy |

2nd Class

| Charles Barnett, Circars | Apprentices |
| Richd. Henry Britain, Hyderabad | John Summers |
| two vacancies | Wm. Henry Turnbull |
| | Henry Pariby |

Lambton made the following report on his assistants in January 1816:

Joshua De Penning. Age 31. Salary pages 45. Writes elegantly. Thoroughly acquainted with all the various computations requisite in geodetical operations. An accurate observer, and competent to all the astronomical calculations necessary in the survey under my directions. Draws all kinds of plans well. The plain table he has nothing to do with, it not being an instrument used in this survey. He speaks the Tamil language, and understands Gentoo and Hindostanee. His character is universally good.

Peter Lawrence. Age 33. Salary pages 35. Nearly the same...in all respects.

Joseph Oliver. Age 30. Salary pages 33. Employed in all the higher computations, and is making great progress towards all the qualifications above stated.


Remark. These young men have been chiefly instructed in the various branches of this survey, most of which are complicated and tedious, and different in their nature from those of the ordinary ones; but, whenever this may be completed, and their services employed upon a different scale, all other descriptions of surveys with common theodolites, plain tables, etc., must soon become easy and familiar to them. I...hope, when my labours are at an end, that young men possessing such attainments as they possess, particularly the two first, may be employed on surveys of a more general nature, from which Geography may derive advantage, and for which they will be so eminently qualified.

The following year Lambton had to ask for Lawrence’s dismissal;

I had always considered him of a weakly constitution, and attributed his not attending at my office occasionally to ill health, till the instances became so frequent that I began to...
suspect his being given to drinking, and, ... my apprehensions were too well founded, and he is now in such an emaciated state that he can scarcely hold a pen in his hand. As this is the third chance that I have given him, ... and being at this moment in a state of intoxication in his quarters, I should be remiss in my duty were I not to report his incapacity. ...

On account of his former valuable services for at least fifteen years, it becomes equally my duty to recommend that he may be allowed wherewith to maintain himself and family, he having a wife and five small children who look to him for support.

Lawrence was removed from the trigonometrical survey from 1st January 1818 and, given a pension of ten pagodas a month from May 1818. Much to Mackenzie’s disgust, he was employed in the drawing office till October 1820 when discharged after relapses of drinking. He did excellent work, however, on the pendulum observations at the equator during 1822–3 [255].

Being asked what changes he wanted made in his establishment on his transfer to the Supreme Government, Lambton asked that his staff of assistants should be raised to six, and that substantial increases of pay and allowances should be granted to the three seniors [324];

In a survey of this kind, where every individual must be prepared to move rapidly over a great extent, it is absolutely necessary that they should keep up an efficient establishment, and...must frequently leave their families behind...for several months together, which obliges them to have a double establishment. The expenses...must therefore be very great. ...

The instruction of these young men, after they came to me...must give them a pre-eminence over the ordinary class of surveyors. ... They soon become expert calculators. ... They are then taught...the use of all my grand instruments; to adjust them, and to observe, which they do with great accuracy. ... Joshua De Penning was so fully qualified in 1813 that I entrusted him to carry a belt of triangles, principal and secondary, ... entirely across the Peninsula, and he accomplished his task in a most masterly manner [246–8]. ...

Mr. De Penning stands in a very superior light, both as to his attainments and the respectability of his character. He is competent to the practical part of the survey in all its various branches; thoroughly acquainted with the adjustments of all my instruments; is an excellent practical astronomer.

If their allowances are not increased so as to enable them to support their families, it would be impossible for them to attend me through different countries, and it will be equally impossible for me to go on without them. In which ease my operations must either be confined to this part of India, or be relinquished altogether. ...

...recommend that a salary of four hundred (400) sicca rupees per mensam be granted to Mr. Joshua De Penning, and two hundred and fifty (250) to each of the others for the present, leaving an opening for their rise according to their talents and behaviour. These allowances are to include all allowances for horses, tents, etc., which are now specified in my monthly abstract [II, 335; III, 325]. ...

Three more Sub-Assistants should be added to my present establishment, so as to augment the number to six. ... Their pay for the first three years should be one hundred and seven (107); for the second three years one hundred and forty (140), and for the third three years one hundred and seventy-three (173) sicca rupees per mensem, and after that to rise according to their merit. The young hands...are much wanted for copying reports, etc., ... the older ones in calculations. Copying and collating take up a vast deal of time [255–6]

These recommendations were first made in November 1817, and were referred to Mackenzie, who put them aside. He could not see why the assistants of the trigonometrical survey should have better terms than those of his own establishment. It was not till after his death that Hodgson took the matter up, and obtained sanction to Lambton’s proposals as they stood. A further reference from Lambton brought retrospective effect from 1st January 1818 [325].

Two recruits were appointed in July 1821:

William Lambton, a natural son of mine, is just from school, and is quite prepared to be instructed in the elements of his profession. ... Joseph De Penning, a son of Mr. Joshua De Penning, my first Sub-Assistant, is also a promising lad and under his father’s instructions will soon become acquainted with the necessary rudiments.

The third recruit, Murray Torriek, was appointed from 22nd April 1822. After

---
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Lambton's death his son was sent back to school as far too young for service, and Joseph De Penning was discharged two years later [326].

A serious loss was the resignation of Joshua De Penning, who asked to resign immediately after Lambton's death on the grounds of health and reluctance to accompany the survey to Upper India. Everest tried to persuade him to stay;

His application to resign at the present time, when he must know that Superintendent has urgent need of his services is, I fear, the result of caprice, and I hope that...he will not think of leaving the survey until the Superintendent can conveniently dispense with his services.

If, however, Mr. De Penning should really, from his long and active service in the field, have suffered so seriously in his health and constitution as to prevent his farther exertions here, I think that the reasons for granting to him the liberal salary he now receives...will cease to exist, and he could then be considered in no other light than as an Assistant Surveyor of the First Class, with his salary as such on the Madras Establishment, and entitled to his pension on half pay in the event of his retiring.

However, if incapable of field duty, he might still, I think, be advantageously employed in the office of the Assistant Surveyor General at Madras1.

A month later, however, Everest reported that De Penning would stay until my whole party can assemble in the latter end of this year at Ellichipur, and I...solicit...permission...for Mr. De Penning to resign...from the 1st February 1824, and for Mr. Joseph Olliver to succeed to the vacancy from the same date.

During the time that I have been with this survey his exertions have been unremitting, and have ever enabled him to the highest consideration of the late Superintendent. In the various climates under which he has had to act...his constitution has been so much impaired as not to admit, in his own opinion, of his remaining longer in this part of the country. After a long and meritorious service of 23 years, he wishes to retire to the coast with his family, and it is with the most sincere gratification that I beg to recommend his case2.

After holding charge of the detachment at Nagpur during the rains of 1823, De Penning joined Everest near Ellichipur, and after assisting with the measurement of the base at Takarkhara, resigned from 1stFebruary 1824, being allowed to draw salary till the end of March to cover his journey down to the Coast. He was struck off the strength of the Great Trigonometrical Survey with a pension, reverted to his former situation and pay under the Madras Government, and was employed in the Surveyor General's office at that Presidency.

After the discharge of young Lambton, Everest recruited a boy named John Peyton, son of the senior surgeon at Hyderabad, and he reports later that Joseph De Penning is a very well-disposed, obedient, and steady lad, and as mere under-clerk I would not desire any person more effective but, poor lad, he is very dull, and in the field has as yet evinced no symptoms of practical talent whatever3.

Murray Torrick is not only a very capable and ignorant young man, but inert beyond all conception. He can by no means be urged to his duty, and during the whole of my last operations has been of no use to me whatever.

John Peyton has not been...long enough in the department to be judged: I sincerely hope he will in time be useful, and as he is the son of one of my particular friends I shall be most happy to make favourable mention of him whenever I have an opportunity.

As to my two principal sub-assistants, they are truly efficient in all respects4.

Blacker held out no hope of finding a suitable substitute for Torrick;

Inscrupulous difficulty will attend all endeavours to procure such a substitute...if I am to judge from my own ill success in supplying the Surveyor General's Office with servants...I see no method of being supplied with such assistants except by apprenticing youths from the Orphan School, who have yet to learn almost every qualification you enumerate.

Everest agreed to give him a further trial;

I shall make the most I can of the Sub-Assistants whom I have. ...This young man has shown considerable symptoms of amendment of late, & begins to be more useful and obedient.

In reference generally to the Sub-Assistants of my department, ... I have not perhaps much reason to be dissatisfied, but the contrary. Accustomed, however, as I have been, in following up the system of my great predecessor, to lead them to their duty by kindness alone, I am utterly unacquainted with the extend of authority which the law allows me, and have
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no means of protecting myself against those whims and caprices, of which I this day submitted to you a lamentable instance in the case of Mr. Olliver.

The trouble with Olliver was an unfortunate instance of Everest's hasty temper and impatience, which from time to time overwhelmed him. Repeated attacks of fever, and the strain of carrying on a difficult professional task which would have severely taxed the physical strength of a man in perfect health, had brought him to a most neurotic state [403–4]. He had a sharp attack of fever just as he was starting work on his base-line at Sironji [245–6], and sent a peremptory message for Olliver to come to his assistance. Olliver, who was engaged on triangulation a few miles away, failed to come as ordered, and Everest straightway accused him of insubordination, and placed him under arrest in such a tactless manner as led Olliver, who was really the most loyal of servants, to an obstinate opposition. The matter was reported to Blacker whose tactful handling of the case eventually led to reconciliation. Everest replied to Blacker's letter that, on receipt of it, I sent for Mr. Olliver and, after having read the contents to him, I released him from arrest, and desired him to return to his duty, allowing him 3 days to consider what answer I should return. On the 3rd day...he waited upon me and expressed his sorrow and regret for what had passed, and his thanks for the considerate treatment which he had experienced, both at your hands and mine. ... I will...consider the affair as satisfactorily settled.

Whilst short handed with Olliver under arrest, Everest asked the local military commander for help, and was fortunate to find in Gunner, or Bombadier, Fisher a man who was able to give most welcome assistance for several months. In describing his measurement of the Sironji base-line Everest reports that Gunner Fisher...very soon became tolerably expert in those parts of the duty which I required from him. He was very alert and soon made himself useful. He is a young man far above the common class of European soldiers, and is...respectably educated. He has some knowledge...of mathematics. ... He has a very tolerable practical knowledge of the use of logarithms, and is able to apply the formula for...difference of level, and hypothetical deduction of the base, with considerable celerity, all of which requires care and some skill.

I feel quite loth to recommend any person to your notice since the lamentable conduct of my first Sub-Assistant, but [I recommend] appointing Gunner Fisher temporarily to my department as a 3rd Sub-Assistant upon the usual allowance of 107 rupees a month, to commence from the 27th Novr. 1824. ... My department is much crippled for want of persons who can afford me even common assistance in my extensive calculations.

The appointment was sanctioned, but Fisher was disgusted at being reverted to his unit when Everest closed down work a few months later.

When Captain Everest...was in the act of the measurement of a base...near Serong, he found it...necessary to apply to Major General Arnold, commanding at Sagar, for a person...to assist him in his operations, as Mr. Olliver was placed under arrest. I was the person sent out, when it is well known to the station doctor at Sagar I was not able even to walk one mile in 6 hours. Three months I had been ill with the fever and ague. ... I reached the Captain on the day appointed by forcing my march, and went to duty immediately.

Captain Everest is...well aware that by my temporary appointment I was deprived of a permanent one [under my] patron the Lord Bishop of Calcutta. However, he gave me such hopes, adding always, "only be satisfied with being temporarily appointed," and I should be permanent "if in his power". Rome, he had to tell me, was not built in one day. ...

I have not, I trust, been found unfit to fill the situation of 3rd Sub-Assistant,... I am prepared for a fair examination in those sciences, geometry, trigonometry, &c., on which the whole art of surveying depends. Captain Everest is well aware, out of the 5 Sub-Assistants, 3 of them are of little or no use, and...Mr. Olliver and Mr. Rossenrode little better. They can calculate plane triangles in some cases, but not general.

Anything you may be pleased to confer on me, so that I may be removed from barracks, will cause...humble, heartfelt, gratitude. I was recommended to Government in the year 1822 by W. Fraser Esq. at Delhi for the surveying department [151], but Captain J. A. Hodgson, the Surveyor General, said there was no vacancy.

Barrack life in India in those days must indeed have been irksome to a man with any education at all, and it is possible that Fisher found congenial employment with the aid of his patron the Bishop; he was not taken into the Survey.

After Everest’s departure, Olliver was promoted to Rs. 300 from 11th November 1825, and left in charge with Rossenrode, Torrick and Peyton. He reports a year later that Peyton was “very quick of comprehension, and by no means tender in encountering difficulties when subject to hardships”.

Mr. M. Torrick...has also made a judicious selection of one station during the last trip, ... a mere chance for, though he made the selection, he was quite at a stand afterwards, and, from the very distressing description he gave of the features of the country for further proceeding, so much discouraged me that I then accounted it an unfavorable selection. ... He is naturally very slow of comprehension. ...

Both the 3rd Sub-Assistants are very useful in the calculations, such as the probabilities of error in the observed angles, the chord corrections, and spherical excess, and the calculation of the triangles. It remains yet to qualify them for the more intricate calculations.

Olliver, whom Everest had described as his “right arm”, both on his operations east of Hyderâbâd in 1819–20 and on his western series towards Poona in 1822–3 [230, 234–6], held charge of the Calcutta Longitudinal Series between 1825 and 1832, and continued to do noble service till his retirement in 1842, besides giving three sons to the survey. Rossenrode also was a most valuable worker, and gave loyal and capable service till his retirement in 1841, leaving two sons in the survey, one of whom held independent charge of a party for many years. Everest records that, at the death of Lieut. Colonel Lambton in January 1823, Mr. Rossenrode was anxious to quit the department, but at my persuasion over-looked the severe sufferings he had already undergone, and consented to encounter again the same hazards, rather than expose the operations of the Great Arc to a failure from want of his able assistance. ...

He was then a keen active man in the prime of life, with all his faculties unimpaired. His natural intelligence, which is of a high order—his conciliatory deportment in his dealings with natives, which acquired for him an influence such as I never seen equalled—his familiar command of most of the native dialects from Cape Comorin to the Himalaya mountains—his general and almost imperturbable good temper—and his aptitude for business—peculiarly qualified him to succeed in a mercantile capacity, and had he then yielded to the instances of his friends...he would have had every prospect of ultimately surmounting the evils for which repeated attacks of jungle fever had already laid the foundation. ...

By continuing with the department Mr. Rossenrode was of the greatest service to me in conducting the...Great Arc across the mountain tracts between Sironji and Ellichpur, and... I have little hesitation in saying that but for his valuable aid all my efforts to bring the Great Arc series to Sironji would have ended in failure [245].

At my departure for England in 1825 on sick certificate, Mr. Rossenrode was employed in conjunction with Mr. Olliver in conducting the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, ... but here again...he suffered most severely from the effects of jungle fever, and his former illness became now confirmed, so as never afterwards to be eradicated.

Bombay

The first civilian assistants employed in the Bombay Presidency, other than Indian revenue surveyors, were William Webbe and William Sundt. Webbe was the half-caste son of a British sergeant, and was apprenticed and educated at the Madras surveying school [I, 284]. He had accompanied both Malcolm’s missions to Persia as surveyor—1799 to 1801 and 1809–10—and compiled the maps [II, 176, 280]. In October 1812 he was transferred to the Bombay establishment, and worked under Williams on the revision of Reynolds’ great map [II, 284]. Sundt also had been a protégé of Malcolm’s;

Mr. Sundt, who is the son of a Captain on the Madras Establishment, left the Orphan Asylum of that Presidency to enter the Quarter-Master-General’s Office in 1806, in which he was employed as Surveyor and Draughtsman. He was while in this line on field service in Travancore [II, 131–2]. In 1809 he went with me to Persia, and in 1812 was transferred by me to this establishment, along with Mr. Webb, as a Surveyor in the Revenue Department [II, 288].

In 1818 he was...directed to...my orders, and has since...been most actively and usefully.
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employed. ... This ingenious and able man could have had higher allowances... if he had gone to Poona, but his zeal and anxiety to finish what he is now employed on here [Bombay] made him remain on a less sum. He is not merely an excellent draughtsman and correct surveyor, but a man of general attainments, and of considerable science.

Sundit was paid Rs. 126 p.m. in addition to his former salary of Rs. 152 as revenue surveyor. Of the work on his map of Malwa [275], Malcolm further writes:

Mr. Sundit (a native born), who was sent to the Geographical Department in Central India from the Revenus Survey at Bombay to which he belongs, not only drew the original map, to which he contributed several surveys [85-6], but has since made a copy with divisions of Districts, and has completed a geographical index. ... Some information regarding the navigation and traffic of the Nerbudda was communicated by Mr. Webb, who is also a native born, and belongs to the same survey as Mr. Sundit.

The author has particular pleasure in stating his obligations to these ingenious and scientific persons, with whose labours in the public service he has been intimately acquainted from the time they left the Survey School at Madras.

Sundit continued work on Malcolm's map till its completion early in 1822, and on Malcolm's recommendation was allowed an "additional remuneration" of Rs. 1600;

I brought to Bombay materials for making an improved copy of my Map of Malwa, and for completing an index of all the towns and villages that are included in it. ... The Index now contains an account of nearly seven thousand places. The magnitude of this index and the great labour necessary for defining the boundaries of the pargunnas in the map will make it at least three months before the work can be finished. ... I trust the charge of completing this task may be left with Mr. Sundit. ... And I cannot refrain from bringing... his long meritorious services to the notice of the Governor in Council.

After Williams' departure both Webbe and Sundit reverted to the Gujarát Revenue Survey, and Cricshank was most reluctant to surrender them to Sutherland when he became Assistant Surveyor General.

Since the mode of carrying on the Revenue Surveys by means of a large establishment of native measurers has been adopted, the work, instead of being confined to one pargunna as formerly has been extended to all the three remaining collectorships of Gujarát, and these natives, although perfectly competent to perform the outdoor duty, are unable to draw at all, the utmost exertions of the officers and of all the other draughtsmen are requisite to prevent this part of the business from falling into arrears.

This has already occasioned an accumulation of the drawing part of the duty beyond the power of the European Officers to complete without delaying the surveys, and it can only be finished with the assistance of Assrs. Webb and Sundit.

The charge of the office in Broach, where the drawing is carried on, then devolves on Mr. Webb whose conduct and good example are fully required to regulate... the establishment thus left under him, which generally consists of one or two draughtsmen, an European apprentice, and some native writers. And, in the event of any young men or boys from the schools in Bombay being attached to this Department for instruction, ... their doing well must chiefly depend on the present means of instructing and taking care of them.

The surrender had, however, to be made, though Webbe was retained till March 1823 to complete a copy of Malcolm's map for the Resident with Holkar.

Two other surveyors, or draughtsmen, were employed on Malcolm's maps, Arthur or Alexander White, who, with James Evers was later employed in Khandesh by Briggs [124], and L. I. De Mello. It was possibly one of these about whom St. John Blacker wrote from Sindhi's camp in April 1818 [85].

A draftsmen whom I have employed in Cochin to make a survey of that country has followed me here. This person has been instructed in all the necessary branches of mathematics to perfect him as a surveyor, in which capacity he has been employed for these ten years in Travancore and Cochín, partly under the superintendence of an Engineer office.

Blacker asked that he might employ this man in Central India, and draw allowace for purchase of stationery, and also a perambulator for the survey. In a later letter he says that he lent this surveyor to Malcolm for mapping.

1 from Malcolm, 30-11-31, Bo RC 5/5 (289-292).
2 Malcolm, II (apx. 1).
3 30-11-11; Bo RC 5/5 (289-292).
4 Bo NC (camp), 58/1822, 18-9-22.
5 Cricshank, 20-6-22.
6 Cricshank, 20-6-22.
7 Bo NC (camp), 58/1822, 18-9-22.
8 Malcolm, II (apx. 1).
9 MRJO, 93 (57-8), 84 (1-8) : hills boldly drawn with little detail.
10 Arthur employed a lad named White in Mysore [II, 378 n.4] and possibly took him to Travancore [II, 131-2].
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In proposing an Assistant Surveyor General for Bombay in 1821, Hodgson had suggested a school for country-born surveyors. This was taken up with enthusiasm by the Chief Engineer, and accepted by the Government.

With reference to the formation of an institution for the instruction of charity boys in survey duties, the Hon'ble the Governor in Council has it in contemplation to grant on that institution an establishment for the purposes of teaching boys born in the country, of European parentage, the lower branches of science and mechanical arts, so as to render them useful in superintending works under European Engineers. An officer of the corps of Engineers should be appointed Superintendent of the establishment.

Under a General Order of 18th April 1823, George Jervis, of Engineers, was appointed Superintendent of this school, but it was some time before any of its pupils became available. Possibly Price and Sanger who joined the Deccan Survey on 1st May 1826 were amongst the first. Some of the Bombay maps about 1830 are beautifully drawn by William Bertie and J. Hanson, draughtsmen in Jopp's office, who may have come from Jervis’ school, which was started in Bombay where at one time it had as many as 79 pupils under tuition. On Jervis’ transfer to Poona in 1830, the school accompanied him.

Not only were instructions in mathematics, drawing, surveying, and practical mechanics given, but the Superintendent had placed at his disposal the litho presses— sent out by the Court of Directors since 1822 [208]. The Engineer's presses, both at Bombay and Poona, have turned out work nearly as good as the climate allows...

The Establishment... came into existence 30 years too soon, and was maintained in a state of prosperity solely by the zeal of Capt. Jervis, its founder. A few years afterwards it disappeared from the list of our educational establishments, and the books, instruments, drawing materials and scientific apparatus belonging to it have long lain...inches thick in dust.

In Bombay; a number of Indian surveyors were employed on the revenue surveys and with Thomas Jervis in South Konkan [393].

### NOMINAL ROLL, MADRAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; Death</th>
<th>Apprenticed</th>
<th>Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Thomas</td>
<td>b. c. June 1810</td>
<td></td>
<td>SGO, Madras, 1812; Circars, Nov. m. before April 1824.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailie, Charles</td>
<td>b. c. Sept. 1798</td>
<td></td>
<td>1815; Guntur, 1817; Maltpm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An apprentice H. Barnett, recruited in Madras 1822, d. 24-1-25.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; Death</th>
<th>Apprenticed</th>
<th>Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bird, Wm.</td>
<td>b. c. March 1805</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>Dindigul, 1815; Trivandrum, 1816; sick to Presid, March 1817; absent without leave; re-adm. Feb. 1818; Pondicherry, 1818; N. Circars, 1820.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyce, Francis</td>
<td></td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Trephry, 1830; Hubil. 1832; Salem, 1840; CTS. 1841.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britton, Richd.</td>
<td>b. c. Feb. 1801</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Sub-Ass't at Hubil. 19-4-23; with Hb. avy. till 1833.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucker, Marcellus</td>
<td>b. c. June 1805</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>M.M.I., 1815; Circars, Jan. 1816; Guntur, 1817; by land to Beagal, Jan.-March 1818 [374].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butfoy, Thos.</td>
<td>d. 12-4-32</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Ganjam, 1839-2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Bombay Castle, 10-3-23; Bo RC 08/1823 (118-37). 2 MRO. 128 (7, 8), etc. 3 Bo Times Cal & Dir. 1853 (344).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; Death</th>
<th>Apprenticed</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Domestic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chamaret, Andrew</td>
<td>b. c. March</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>Dindigul, 1815; SGO, 1816; Guntur, 1817; Ellore, 1819; Hdbd. 1820-48.</td>
<td>m. Sembdl, 3-16-20; Katharine Johnens; left son in survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Penning, Joseph</td>
<td>b. c. 1806</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Hdbd. 1823-43.</td>
<td>m. Sembdl., 1843-37; Elizabeth Praynor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Penning, Joshua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3rd Sub-Ass. GTS. 1-7-21; disc. nat. son of Joshua; Nov. 1825.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dushan, Michael</td>
<td>b. c. May</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>SGO, May 1815; Guntur, July 1817; in ch. from Sept. 1818; in ch. Ellore &amp; Malptm., 1819; N. Circos, 1820; SGO, 1825-4; pension, 1836; re-emp. SGO, till 1836.</td>
<td>pr. son of Condr. Henry Faulkner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell, Wm.</td>
<td>b. c. March</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>SGO, Madras, 1815; Hdbd. 1816; armed. Madras, July 1819, for tr. to Bengal; resd. Calcutta, Dec. 1819.</td>
<td>m. Sarah; had 6 children in 1817.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignatio, Wm.</td>
<td>b. c. Nov.</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Dindigul, 1815; Travancore, Nov. 1816; Dindigul &amp; Comorotores, 1821-3; Malabar 1824 to death at Cannanore, 23-1-23.</td>
<td>Ann. Watts half-sister of C. R. McMahon; left son, R. H., in survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyes, Wm.</td>
<td>b. c. 1788</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>Trevawy, 1830; Hdbd., 1832-3.</td>
<td>Left widow Ecclesia &amp; 4 children [375n.6].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambton, Wm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Son of Maj. Wm. L. 112, 528 n.].; m. Madras, 13-1-10, Brigid Teresia Follett.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lastward, Wm.</td>
<td>d. Madras</td>
<td>1799</td>
<td>Asst. surv. 1807; SGO, Madras, 1815 to death.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence, Peter</td>
<td>b. c. Aug.</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>Trevawy, 1830; Hdbd., 1832-3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Wm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Ganjam, 1830; to GTS 1832; resd. 1843.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Nominal Roll, Madras & Bombay

#### (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; Death</th>
<th>Appointed</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Domestic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Menaud, Augustus</strong></td>
<td>b. c. July 1803</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Malabar, Sept. 1829; Madura, April 1830; resid. 1833; re-emp. Salem, 1859-43; Nilgiri svy. 1849-53; Dinm. SGO, Calcutta from 1-1-54.</td>
<td>Son of Augustine M., &amp;c. m. Matilda before 1832.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Olliver, Joseph</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Madura 1830; Trochly, 1832; pr. to Ceylon, 1833.</td>
<td>m. Sendibb, 9-7-38 Sarah Elizabeth O'Leary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parley, Chas. Henry</strong></td>
<td>d. Hydnd. 1827</td>
<td>5-1-73, M.</td>
<td>Hdbd., 1830-43; Ganjam, 1844.</td>
<td>m. Dec. 1817; widow 1816 till death, Quilon, 20-7-18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parr, Wm.</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Madura, 1830; Trochly, 1832; pr. to Ceylon, 1833.</td>
<td>pensioned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perin, Christian</strong></td>
<td>b. c. Nov. 1790</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>Dindigul, 1815; Travanore, Nov. 1818; resid. c. 1818; with Tank Dept. c. 1818-20; pendulum obso. 1822-3.</td>
<td>widow still at SGO 1828.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Petten, Edw.</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>Trochly. 1832-3; disch. 1834.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peyton, John</strong></td>
<td>b. c. April 1790</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>SGO. Madras, 1815, pension @ 10 pt., 1819 till death, Madras, 20-11-18; Timeevally, 1816; resid. c. 1816; with Tank Dept. c. 1818-20; pendulum obso. 1822-3.</td>
<td>Widow pensioned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pope, Sylvester</strong></td>
<td>b. c. Jan. 1782</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>SGO. Madras, 1815, pension @ 10 pt., 1819 till death, Madras, 20-11-18; Timeevally, 1816; resid. c. 1816; with Tank Dept. c. 1818-20; pendulum obso. 1822-3.</td>
<td>Widow pensioned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robinson, John</strong></td>
<td>b. c. Aug. 1809</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>ordered Vizagapatam, Jan. 1827; but still at SGO 1828.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rodrigue, E.</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>Vizagapatam, Jan. 1827, Nellore, 1833-44, Ganjam 1844-55.</td>
<td>Son of James.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scovet, Wm.</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>SGO. Madras, 1815; Pondicherry, 1816; Malptmn. Nov. 1818; resid. 1819; pension Rs. 61-4 p.m.; re-emp. SGO. Madras.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summers, Charles A.</strong></td>
<td>b. 20-3-1789 1800</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>SGO. Madras, 1815; Pondicherry, 1816; Malptmn. Nov. 1818; resid. 1819; pension Rs. 61-4 p.m.; re-emp. SGO. Madras.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summers, James</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>SGO. Madras, 1815; Pondicherry, 1816; Malptmn. Nov. 1818; resid. 1819; pension Rs. 61-4 p.m.; re-emp. SGO. Madras.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terry, John</strong></td>
<td>b. c. April 1805</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Senda, 1815; Guntur, 1816; Malptmn. 1817; Hdbd., April 1819, till death Sept. 1819.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Torrick, Murray</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>GTS. dam. 18-4-33.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turnbull Thor.</strong></td>
<td>b. c. Sept. 1810</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Hdbd., 1830-50; Ganjam, 1859 Son of Thea, m. Sendibb; 14-5-33; Leonora Sarah Ficker.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turnbull, Wm. Henry</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Hdbd., 1830-50; Ganjam, 1859 Son of Thea, m. Sendibb; 14-5-33; Leonora Sarah Ficker.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Nominal Roll, Bombay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; Death</th>
<th>Appointed</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Domestic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aiken, James</strong></td>
<td>b. c. Oct. 1803</td>
<td>1789</td>
<td>Dhwarar, 27-2-21; Poona, May 1823; clerk SGO. Poona, disch. 1829-34.</td>
<td>pr. father of Wm. &amp;c. wife Elizabeth d. Poona, 3-7-35. Ml. pr. son of James.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aiken, Wm.</strong></td>
<td>b. 1811/2 1828</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td>SGO. Poona, disch. 1829-34.</td>
<td>m. before 1830, Isabelle Sub-Asst. GTS. 1834.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baker, Joseph</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>SGO. Poona, disch. 1824.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boswell, Wm.</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>Bembay Trig Svy, 1829.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brown, James</strong></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>Deccan, May 1826; Bo. Trig. Svy. 1826; m. before 1840.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth &amp; death</th>
<th>Apprenticed</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Domestic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanger, Thos.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>Decoy, May 1826; Bo. Trig. Svy.</td>
<td>G.T. 1822; Abu Meri. Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GIS. 1824; Aba Meri. Series</td>
<td>GIS. 1826.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanger, John</td>
<td>b. 1810; d. Poona</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>Decoy Svy. 1823-34; Decoy Rev. widow, Joana, d. 1882.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans</td>
<td>20-2-61, MI.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Svy. from 1837.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunett, Wm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ed. Mil. Orphan Asylum, Madras;</td>
<td>son of either Capt. C. L. S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q.M.G.'s office, 1806; Travancore</td>
<td>(1758-90) or J. A. S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1806; with Malcolm to Persia, 1808;</td>
<td>(1756-95) both of Mad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brosh &amp; Reynolds' map, 1812;</td>
<td>Inf. of Danish family of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with Malcolm, Mâlwa, 1818; Bombay, 1819;</td>
<td>Tranquebar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gujarât Rev. Svy. 1821; SGO.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poona, 1822-30.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webbe, Wm.</td>
<td>b. April</td>
<td>1794</td>
<td>with Malcolm to Persia, 1799;</td>
<td>Son of Sergt. Webbe,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[II. 352, 454]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Madras s.v.s., 1802; Persia, 1806;</td>
<td>Mad. Est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1784-6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Geo. 1811; Brosh &amp; Reynolds' map, 1812;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Malcolm's map, 1812-30; Gujarât, 1823-30;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SGO. Poona, 1823-30.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Alex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pr. with Thos. Arthur on Mysore Svy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arthur ?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1894 [II. 378], Mâlwa, 1818; Khandeelah, 1820-3; C.E. Bombay had died, named White in 1825.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As original rolls are far from consistent regarding ages, the dates of birth are not reliable.
CHAPTER XXVII

INDIAN SURVEY PERSONNEL

EDUCATED STAFF: Bengal — Madras — Bombay — Lascars & Followers; Bengal — Madras & Bombay — Great Trigonometrical Survey.

To prevent their rivals, French, Dutch, and others, from having the use of reliable maps of the country, the Court of Directors had long insisted on the secrecy of maps and surveys [I, 256–9; II, 288, 291–2], and restricted the art of survey to their own covenanted or military servants [I, 266; II, 349]. On the plea of economy, the employment of Indian explorers, or even uneducated followers, to make reports and sketches was discouraged, and sometimes peremptorily forbidden [I, 286; II, 354].

The employment of Indian measurers, amins or mirdhas, for revenue purposes was, however, a different matter. They were the normal agency of the country, and, in spite of a general reputation for corruption and untrustworthiness, were capable of valuable work when better paid and closely supervised.

As time went on, increasing use was made of Indian draughtsmen, writers, interpreters, and collectors of statistical information. Thomas Munro, who carried through his revenue survey of the Ceded Districts between 1803 and 1808 with a staff that was almost completely Indian [II, 181–2], was a great champion of the employment of Indians in all branches of the services. Lord William Bentinck also realized that it was impossible to administer so vast a country without their aid. In a minute on the organization of surveys he writes in 1829 [195–6]:

'...it is by a more enlarged employment of native agency that the business of Government will be at once more cheaply and efficiently transacted. It will be for the Surveyor General to suggest the means by which the instruction of the natives in this branch of science can be the most conveniently extended[1].'

Surveyors themselves were strongly in favour of employing Indians whenever possible [161], and Norris writes from Nagpur in 1838:

'...As several applications...made to Calcutta, Bombay, and Cawnpore, for...qualified sub-assistants or draughtsmen have not been successful, the Superintendent will endeavour to instruct a few intelligent natives in the method of surveying with the plane-table, and their services will prove of the greatest use in exploring the wilds of...Bustar, etc., whose dreadful climate no European constitution could possibly sustain for any length of time[2].'

In his proposals for the revenue survey of the Upper Provinces, Hodgson included for each district survey "4 ameens, or native measurers, at 25 rupees each", with a "moonshee, or...writer" [149] and, besides training "some of those docile people to be draftsmen and copiers of maps, hoped to make others into useful and cheap field surveyors " [306]. The term amin was used only in Bengal, and in the Upper Provinces the local land-measurers were termed mirdhas and mutsuddies.

In native surveys I am not aware that the mirdhas ever do more than measure. Few of them...are able to read or write, and the calculations are made by mutsuddies[3].

On the re-start of the Gorakhpur survey in 1826, Hodgson asked for a moonshee on 60 rupees per month, and four mutsuddies on 10 rupees each, instead of 30 rupees allowed for one mutsuddie. ...100 rupees was allowed for the above purpose when the survey was under Captain Grant. On Lieutenant Wroughton's return...his labours are perfected in a considerable degree by the assistance of the moonshee, whose local knowledge and good character entitle him to confidence, and I...hope that a good effect may arise
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from this man being allowed to retain his former situation and respectability in the eyes of his neighbours. The Persian papers which accompany the maps were completed by him.

As the surveys advanced, it was found worth while to spend time and trouble in training the Indian measurers, whether for work under the professional surveyors or under the Collectors. Brown writes from Saharanpur in 1827:

Much as Mr. Fraser has effected, a great deal remains to be done to render the mirhads of real use to the State, and I beg leave to submit whether a school established for teaching mirhads would not be of great service [166-3]. A Surveyor with a sub-assistant and a senior apprentice might teach 20 pupils in six months to measure and calculate accurately. In the understanding that the mirhads was already a good accountant, the cleverest of them could be taught the use of the circumference rod and protecting their work, and present a possibility of detecting errors, and thus, in a short time, the Collectors in the Upper Provinces would be supplied with good and efficient mirhads, and they would be of much use to the Judge and Magistrate in deciding on cases of disputed property.

The interior surveys might then be dispensed with, and merely the boundary surveyed as at present, with the site of the village laid down, which would enable us to get over at least double the area we do now in the season.

Hodgson reported later that the experiment of the native survey school instituted by Mr. Fraser, and superintended by Lieutenant W. Brown, ... appears likely to answer, ... and probably...the natives of the Upper Provinces may be made very useful in the revenue surveys, for much subordinate assistance is required, and should never be denied, as it turns to great and profitable account.

Captain Bedford has also a native party which he has instructed, and which proves very useful, and he is organizing a second, and...I think he will survey faster than the Collector can settle. ... Much credit is due to Captain Bedford and Lieutenant Brown for their care in instructing the natives. ... I have directed the attention of other Surveyors to the subject.

Brown reports a visit from the Revenue Secretary and his instructions to entertain six native youths for teaching them surveying, which was accordingly done, and in a short time I succeeded in teaching them to write accounts in English figures, to keep field books in the usual form, and to survey with the circumference rod. ... In April these instructions were put to a practical test by their surveying the interior of ten villages.

The salaries allowed the scholars...have been defrayed by Mr. Fraser up to the Ist May last. Seven more scholars have been added, and have been taught in the same manner, but I have instructed them more in the use of the bamboo jureeb [162], and common measurements of fields, which is most likely to be their practice in employment under Collectors, where there can be little doubt their services will be most useful, if properly looked after.

In 4 months after entertaining the six scholars, they were enabled to perform duty as surveyors of cultivation. In 6 months their field books and maps were examined by Major Oliver, and his favourable report was forwarded to the Surveyor General. Besides the six scholars on the establishment, I had 8 more under tuition at their own expense. ... 6 of them got appointments under the Collectors in the neighbourhood, and as Major Oliver's request I made over Rs. 20 p.m. and, with a squad of three chainmen and three flagmen, "cost only one half what they would if headed by an apprentice", thus increasing "the efficiency of the survey" and reducing "the expense of superintendence".

Arrangements were made later, writes Brown, to increase the number of Native Surveyors to 10. Last December I had the honor at an interview with His Lordship [Lord William Bentinck] to show one of their field books and a map executed by them. They are now capable of...all the field duty...can observe with theodolites and other angular instruments, recording their work in English in a professional manner...can plot their surveys...and calculate area...and have executed the greatest part of my mapping... The advantages derived to Government are...apparent...opening a new field for...natives, teaching them a profession hitherto unknown to them in this Presidency—and allowing Government to take advantage of the cheapest agency—obtaining correct surveys of the land, on which the principle revenue of the State depends—and a properly authenticated survey, so necessary to the due administration of justice.

1 BTC. 19-4-27 (41). 2 from Brown, 1-9-27; BTC. 19-6-23 (57). 3 from SG. 7-5-28; BTC. 19-6-23 (55). 4 ib. 18-9-28 (32). 5 Holt MacKenzie (1757-1876); BCS. 8 from Brown, 1-9-27 & 10-11-32; BTC. 16-6-28 (57) & 15-3-33 (28). 7 from DSG. 3-11-29; BTC. 8-12-29 (38). 8 from Brown, 16-11-32; BTC. 15-3-33 (29).
Bedford found no reference to his own efforts in Brown’s report; 
Capt. W. Brown apparently supposed that the benefits of native agency were first appreciated and introduced by himself. ... Many months before Capt. Brown’s interview with Mr. Holt Mackenzie, I had not only instructed one or two native surveyors, but, so far back as June 1827, forwarded to the Surveyor General a specimen of work actually done. ...

In tracing the introduction of native surveyors into the Revenue Surveys, I have no desire to assume the smallest merit to myself. The fact is that, on my return from Assam in August 1826, I met a Mr. Mathews (since dead) at Gourhaty [146]. He showed me several small maps compiled from the work of a native surveyor, and spoke so highly of the accuracy, as well as the cheapness, of these operations, that on reaching Calcutta, I spoke to the Surveyor General about them.

He encouraged the idea and, when my survey was resumed in 1827, I took an early opportunity to instruct one of my party who seemed both able and willing. ... During the rains of 1827, he made a survey of Moradabad cantonments, and assisted in teaching one or two more of my party. By two of these were nearly the whole interior details of the Subsews survey have since been surveyed. ... Though very efficient as field surveyors they never learnt to plot or calculate areas, nor, indeed, until...there was no other way of reducing the expense, ... was I myself an advocate for employing these people except as field surveyors\(^1\).

**Madras**

Both Mackenzie and Lambton were burdened with a tremendous amount of copying—professional records—routine reports—and statistical memoirs. This was entrusted mainly to the country-born assistant surveyors or specially recruited writers. It was not until 1828 that Montgomerie obtained sanction for every survey party to entertain a writer “for the purpose of preparing copies of memoirs, registers, statistical tables, etc.”, and “with the view of preventing the subordinate surveyors from being employed on any other than their proper duties” [126, 393]\(^2\).

Reference has already been made to the Brahman and other interpreters employed by Mackenzie for his archaeological and historical researches, and one or more of these were attached to each field party collecting material for the statistical memoirs and verifying village names [II, 355–7; III, 101]. Some were discharged on pension in 1816, whilst about a dozen accompanied him to Calcutta to continue the work of deciphering and translating. Mackenzie could never have built up his famous collections without their assistance, and stressed his anxiety to do justice to the industry and merits of persons who have been in a manner reared under my eye (some got about 20 years back) on a service of various and sometimes highly interesting nature, in the most distant parts of the country. ... It may not be improper in me to suggest measures suitable to their...pretensions to the countenance of Government\(^3\).

Dunigan reports from Guntur that,
Goomashah Amunda Raw [II, 155], having completed the...village accounts in the Innakonda District, I have directed him to assist Venkot Row in finishing with all expedition the accounts requisite...in the S.E. quarter. ... I shall then require their assistance here in aiding me in the description of the villages, and...the compilation of the memoir\(^4\).

Anand Rao accompanied Dunigan to Masulipatam, and continued with the Circars party till the end of 1825, when he was dismissed for misconduct\(^5\). For his statistical memoirs of Travancore, Ward was assisted by the Bramin Nital Nirrah, and also by the hircarrah, who were also employed in the collection of materials for a general history of the country, but nothing in a definite shape. A large portion of these materials has been monthly communicated to Colonel Mackenzie by the Bramin, and the remainder, containing two parcels under his own seal, one of Cadjan books, the other of papers, will be delivered in the office by Captain Conner on his arrival [109]\(^6\).

This Nital Nirrah had been recruited in 1803, and was only drawing Rs. 35 p.m. with the Malabar survey when he died in 1827 at Cannanore\(^7\).

---

\(^1\) From Bedford. 25-3-33; ETC. 13-5-33 (31).
\(^2\) Dn. 222 (541), 184 (486); 21-8 & 24-10-28.
\(^3\) From SC. 1-8-16; MPC. 449/1816, 28-9-16.
\(^4\) Dn. 148 (124), 6-8-10. 5 MDC. 635/1817, (654-5).
\(^5\) Dn. 192 (26), 30-12-20.
\(^6\) Dn. 237 (160).
The following interpreters were on the headquarter roll in June 1817 among whom one was Brahman Head Interpreter; Tellings & Sanscrit translator, Persian Moonshee Pandit. C. V. Lechna Brahman  
Abdal Azor  
C. V. Ramaswamy  
Durnath Porososhotamiah " the old Jain"  
Venkat Rao  
Venkat Soollah  
The above are all in the office at Madras.  
Baboo Row  
Narain Row  
Ram Doss  
Appavoo  
Gundlapah  
Mahratta writer & Interpreter; detached to the southward.  
Tamil & Canara Writer & Interpreter; in the Nizam's Country.  
Tamil & Canara; detached in the Northern Circars [d. Calcutta, 1821].  
Tamil; detached in the Aroof Province.  
High Tamil  

Lechna and others selected for Bengal left Madras in December 1817, and marched up the east coast in January 1818. They were not happy in Calcutta, and several, particularly Lechna, had family troubles and litigation in Madras [II, 356]. For others or their families Mackenzie succeeded in getting pensions.

It was my part to compass the people who were constantly about me for many years. The principal of them was the Brahman Lechna, who actually formed the rent of my pursuits. He never deceived me in money matters; he acted the part of a careful servant, and that he was even neglectful of his own interests from his attention to mine was well known to me. He was poor and embarrassed & I believe honest. The brother Ramaswamy that is with you served me long without any pay, & afterwards on very small pay. The 25 pagoda lately allowed him as Interpreter Saastreo & was a compensation for many ingenious explanations he procured me.

A Sanscrit-Tellings & Canara interpreter will be always necessary...on account of the orthographical correction of names, or proper spelling of places.

Riddell wrote that Ramaswamy has got a situation at the College. It is one of the best there, but being only 15 pagodas per month he is to draw the difference between it and his former pay (i.e., 19 pagodas per mensem) from the Survey Department. I pay old Dharmiah and Kisnajee the peon their allowances regularly [315, 318, 320, 396].

The archaeological work on which these interpreters were employed was entirely extraneous to the official duties of the Surveyor General, and after Mackenzie's death those at Calcutta were discharged, as Hodgson did not think them necessary in the Surveyor General's office, as they cannot, in my opinion, contribute any aid to the extension of geographical knowledge, the object for which this office is constituted.

I enclose a list of the names, with the designations under which they serve, and the salaries paid to them, and suggest that they might, perhaps, be employed in the College, or some other Department. The Department may be relieved from the charge, and the families of such as have died may be provided for.

There is also a Javanese writer who was brought round from the Island of Java in 1818 by the late Surveyor General [II, 427], and his salary of 70 saut rupees was sanctioned by Government on 11th November 1817. As this person is himself desirous of returning to his own country, Government may be pleased to direct a passage to be furnished...to Java.

Special consideration was given to "Cavelli Venkata Lutchmiah" who, with his brothers, had served Mackenzie with the utmost devotion from 1796 [II, 355-7];

In the year 1809 a promise was made...by the Government of Madras of a pension equal to three fourths of the salary...then received. The late Colonel Mackenzie, according to your statement, promised to obtain for you the grant of a retiring pension amounting to...your actual increased salary, on condition of your accompanying him to Bengal, and bringing round the establishment which Colonel Mackenzie had formed under your direction for...researches into the history and antiquities of Southern India.

**Footnotes:**
INDIAN SURVEY PERSONNEL

You have produced no written proof of the above engagement on the part of Colonel Mackenzie, but as it is known that Colonel Mackenzie entertained a high opinion of your merits and services, and as other members of the establishment were encouraged to expect pensions equal to half of their allowances, or the like allowances to their families if they should die in the service, the Most Noble the Governor General in Council is disposed to view favourably your application to receive a pension equal to your present allowances...

On your returning to the Coast, the Government of Fort St. George will...order the payment of the pension of the three hundred rupees at such places as you may choose for your residence. ... You should continue to render your assistance in arranging and describing the materials...for...being transmitted to the Hon'ble the Court of Directors... With regard to the marks of distinction...you solicit, ... the Governor in Council of Fort St. George will be solicited to bestow upon you such marks of consideration as...[they] may think proper. ... The...conversion of your actual tenure of the village of Timanore into a rent-free tenure...will be recommended to...the Honourable the Court of Directors. ... The Governor General in Council cannot directly interpose for...the restitution of your paternal village in Meulipatam, from which you state yourself to have been unjustly ejected [II. 356].

Lechmya loyally stayed on in Calcutta for the next two years to assist Horace Wilson [312] in cataloguing the manuscripts which he took over from the Surveyor General. Later, in 1830, he persuaded the Government of Madras to transfer that part of the collection that was held by the Madras College to the Madras Literary Society, where it could be properly arranged. On his further pressure in 1836, a distinguished scholar was deputed to complete the task.

Though it is generally held that the three Madrasi figures supporting Mackenzie in Thomas Hickey's notable portrait of 1816 are definite likenesses of Lechmya, of the Jain Dhurmiah, and the peon Kistnaji, their respective identities are by no means clear, and are discussed elsewhere [II, pl. 22 n.]

BOMBAY

During the Maratha war Dickinson had to give up all his military surveyors except Tate, and when Tate took over in 1821, his establishment on the Bombay and Salsette revenue survey was wholly Indian—natives whom I have lately instructed in...drawing and surveying—and the extent of their abilities and practical knowledge must ever confine their duties to the more mechanical branches. ... It becomes my duty constantly to superintend and be a check over their work, so that, in case of any indisposition or casualty befalling me, their operations...must cease for that time. ... The four native draughtsmen were added...on the 27th July 1818, and the four native surveyors, and one mattraa, on the 1st February 1820.

Though the deficiency occasioned by the removal of the Engineer Assistant...was to a certain extent supplied by the addition of draughtsmen and surveyors to the native branch...they came...perfectly unacquainted with any of the duties they were expected to perform. ... It became...necessary to instruct them in the first rudiments. ... It was not till October last, at the opening of the fair season, that the survey derived any benefit from...the native surveyors, but the draughtsmen had afforded considerable assistance...a twelve month or so before. ... It was not in my power to devote much of my time to the...more mechanical operations of the survey, but I was then...enabled to avail myself...of the native surveyors.

I...bring forward...the exertion and merit already displayed by some of the native surveyors and draughtsmen...as deserving of...encouragement, and...to recommend certain gradations of salaries...according to their respective merits; which measure would...excite a strong emulation, and thereby...expedite the surveys. ... I...suggest an increase of native surveyors, which will always admit of two complete sets...being employed on each island.²

After his retirement Tate sent Jervis a fuller account of these surveyors;

The natives of India, ... if properly instructed and disciplined, ... might be brought to such...skill in the various branches of surveying, even from the capacity of a chain measurer to that of an accurate observer with the theodolite, as well as of a neat draughtsman, as very considerably to abridge the personal labour and fatigue of European Officers, especially in

¹BGC. 17-8-21; Dlr. 191 (323-7). ²Higgübootham (pref. 12). ³from Tate, 31-8-21; Bo R.C.
such a climate as that of India, which...is such as to render great exertion in the out-of-doors duties of the Surveyor most prejudicial to the European constitution. ...

At one period Government appointed two infantry officers as my assistants, viz., one for Bombay and one for Salsette, but I had all the trouble of instructing them in surveying and drawing. ... I was well pleased when Government required their services for regimental duties, and I was permitted to employ...any number of natives I required. ...

By the assistance of several parties of surveyors the work was extended, ... and the two surveys were then brought rapidly to a close, ... and the first plans drawn...by separate draughtsmen, who had not been instructed in surveying. ...

Had such a system been adopted some years previously, my own health and constitution might have been preserved to this day, ... and the two surveys of Bombay and Salsette might have been completed in half the time, and perhaps at one fourth of the expense. ... The labour of out-of-doors work is certainly much more calculated for natives than for European and, as for the mechanical part of the plan drawing, ... I will be bound to say that my native draughtsmen would compete with most Europeans in India.

My knowledge of them leads me to say—Instruct them well—Show them kindness, as well as firmness and consistency... They require but comparatively low salaries, for their wants are comparatively little. I have found them obedient, submissive, and faithful servants, and should you ever fall in with any of my poor surveyors and draughtsmen, pray enlist them, if disengaged, into your service. The letters I have received from them prove their affection for me, and that they are not unmindful of my labours in their instruction.

Jervis, also, on his survey of South Konkan [126], had a staff almost entirely Indian. From March 1823 he was allowed a draughtsman on Rs. 100 and a writer on Rs. 80 p.m., and by 1826 he had collected six Indian sub-assistant surveyors, whom I have instructed...for two years past at a considerable private expense, with a view to some future relief from the more laborious and simple details of the survey. Four of them are Brahmins, and two Portuguese, and I request that I may...draw from the 1st of the ensuing month 30 rupees monthly for each surveyor, to carry their instruments and assist them in surveying; who, with the addition of the surveyors hereafter to be furnished from the Engineer Institution [inf.], will enable me to conduct the detail survey both expeditiously, correctly, and at little greater expense than if a single officer were attached.

Two of these surveyors, Hyum Essajee and Vishnu Agashe, afterwards worked for the Chief Engineer, the Quarter Master General, and with Henry Giberne.

On the Deccan survey, also, Jopp had a draughtsman on Rs. 100 p.m., and he later got authority to engage others for the Deputy Surveyor General's office.

The officers of the Survey Department in the Dukhun being employed on the preparation of a map of that country on a large scale, a work which can scarcely be completed in less than 4 to 5 years, during which the field operations...must be suspended. I suggest that that duty might be performed in this office equally well, and certainly at a much less expense. ... by good draughtsmen entertained for that purpose, leaving the officers to be more profitably employed...on actual survey [126]. ... If sufficient number are not immediately to be found, others well qualified might from time to time be supplied from the Institution under Capt. [Geo.] Jervis [384].

Shortrede's writers included a purvee and a karkun, but he could not find suitable Indian assistants for technical duties;

On the 1st January 1830 my office establishment consisted of a purvee Modhan Kas and a karkoon Daiji Govind, both natives, each receiving Rs. (30) thirty a month. Their duties and qualifications differ in no respect from those required for similar situations in other Departments. ... The pay of purvees is rather too small in relation to that commonly received. ... because when perfectly qualified to perform the work of my office, he is able to get better pay elsewhere, and on this account the above-mentioned purvee has since left me.

I have not...to be able to find persons—properly qualified by their mathematical and mechanical knowledge—steadiness—willingness to work with ability, to endure fatigue and exposure—to perform the duties...as draftsmen and assistants, and apprentices. They would have...to use various mathematical instruments, with whose construction and adjustments they ought to be acquainted, as also with the calculations ordinarily occurring in the survey[389].

1 From Tate, 12-9-33; Thomas Jervis (Appr.1); Jervis (209).
2 Probably Forjett, employed by Jopp 1830-2; Dtn. 233 (35), 29-5-32.
3 From Jervis, 23-2-23; Bo MC. 5/1829; nominal roll, Dtn. 234 (14-6).
4 From Jopp, 20-2-26; Bo MC (camp), 6/1823-6 (637-8).
5 Clerks or writers, Hooben-Joshoo.
6 Dtn. 323 (229), 19-11-30.
Under the normal rules for surveyors’ allowances, every Surveyor drawing full allowances had to pay for his establishment himself; the salaries of 1777 and 1785 having made generous provision for followors at the rates then prevalent [1, 276–7, 289]. The rules of 1817 for the officers on the Quartermaster General’s staff [334–7], provided that their reduced permanent salary should not cover the pay of followers, which was to be charged in contingent bills. Each surveyor was to justify the rate of pay and the number of followers employed. In supporting claims made by Jackson [348], the Quartermaster General found that he has explained to the satisfaction of the Commander-in-Chief that he necessarily maintained two bangle burdars [269] on monthly pay for the carriage of his instruments, and three khalascis to carry, plant, and shift his flags, and run his perambulators. The same want must have been felt...by the other officers, ...and is stated on so moderate a scale, that His Lordship can have no hesitation in recommending the admission of these...charges!2

Two years later, Jackson’s charges during his halt at Nagpur [27–8] were challenged in audit, and he explained that his men had been entertained in Calcutta, and could not in justice have been discharged at Nagpoor, a distant of 740 miles, and left to find their way back, ...particularly when the unsettled state of the country...is taken into consideration; besides my having...every reason to suppose their services would be required in the performance of my survey duties... On my becoming acquainted with the natives of that part of India, the necessity for retaining these men became...decidedly obvious for, could I have procured others (which was utterly impossible for me to do), they must have been paid the enhanced rates of wages...and would have been totally useless from the want of competent knowledge of the Hindoostance Oorish, and Bengally languages3.

In Bundelkhand [8x] Franklin employed;

1 Moonshie Rs. 15 Indispensably necessary for...a regular intercourse with the native chiefs, and for...information of roads, limits, and lists of villages.

1 Jemadar Rs. 8 Well trained, and absolutely necessary for...conducting the advanced flag of the trigonometrical series.

2 Clashies @ Rs. 6 12 Trained for...striking upon signal, and bringing in the near flags when required.

4 Coolies @ Rs. 4 16 for carrying bamboos of the flags and spare flags.

4 Coolies @ Rs. 4 16 for the carriage of Maps & Instruments.

1 Coolie Rs. 4 for the carriage of the Theodolite.

For Flags, Bamboos, Camp-line and Rope,

For splicing bamboos.

The Flags were 6 feet by 7 feet. The Bamboos 50 feet and upwards in 4 length; the Camp-line was made of cotton, and Rope in daily expenditure.

For revenue survey parties in the Upper Provinces, Bedford found that the field work can be carried on very well with the number already kept up. viz., 1 smart head man, or tindal, and 10 others of all descriptions.

To guard against sickness, however, ... one or two more should be entertained, and a good effect might also be produced by establishing two ranks of lascars, and two rates of pay, the higher...for a certain number who may evince superior intelligence and activity. These rates would be very moderate at 6–8 and 5–8 per month, considering that the labours...are...heavier than those generally experienced, ...since, in addition to about six hours work every morning, many...are required...to examine and report on boundaries—clean the instruments—ascertain the situation of jheels, junguls, and wastes to be surveyed—and other similar duties.

Hircarrals...appear...perfectly unnecessary if...a proportion of the police and revenue chuprasses accompany...for...procuring the attendance of the zemindars whenever necessary.

Each party was then allowed a fixed establishment of—1 Tindal, Rs. 11–8–0—5 Lascars @ 6–8, Rs. 32–8–0—6 Lascars @ 5–8, Rs. 33–0–0—1 Bildar Rs. 4–8–0—in addition to contingent charges to cover "cost, carriage, and repairs of the office tent, the wages of a common tent lascar, and a sweeper".

When Simmonds joined the Delhi party, he obtained special sanction for a squad for survey of villages boundaries, viz.,

---

for the Chain, 4 Lascars—for the Offset Chain, 2 Lascars—for the Flags, 6 Lascars—for digging station marks, and clearing rough ground, 1 Biklar—for carrying instruments, etc., we use our own private servants.

When Grant sailed for Burma in 1825 he took no porters for his precious astronomical instruments [183].

Though I engaged a set of bearers, ... I cannot persuade them to leave Calcutta before the end of the month. Such a delay, however, would probably lose me my passage, ... and I am therefore...proceeding without them. I trust...I shall be able to obtain at Rangoon such assistance as may be required. ... It is natural I should feel considerable anxiety, ... considering the heavy expense of the instruments...and the pains I have taken in rendering them portable. It would...be a very great disappointment to me if, after all this trouble, want of carriage alone should deprive me of them.

The lower circle and the supports of the vertical circle require 4 carriers, the vertical circle two, the two transit instruments two each, the reflecting circle, chain, barometers, and chronometers, two more, making a total of twelve.

He could raise no men in Rangoon, and had to appeal to the Surveyor General in Calcutta. Jackson, the D.O.M.G., regretted exceedingly that you quitted Calcutta without bearers, for I doubt much your getting them at all, and if you do get them they will be a set of good-for-nothing fellows. I have written to Colonel Stevenson [Q.M.G., Bengal] very strongly on the subject, and urged everything I could for them and clashes, being the very best to be got.

Government orders were necessary before men could be despatched from Calcutta.

Blackler found it impossible to run his Calcutta office on Rs. 44 a month, the allowance fixed in 1788, and had the strength raised in 1824 to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Allowance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>Rs. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daftary &amp; Mate</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jemadar</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hircarrah</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascars</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Siessa Rupees per mensum Rs. 98, or Sonat Rs. 102-34.

MADRAS & BOMBAY

Though Madras surveyors also had to meet the pay of their own followers from their allowances, they were allowed to charge separately for those of their assistants, the numbers being laid down by regulation. Two were allowed to each assistant, but three in Travanore, whilst a later order allowed four to the assistant surveyor on the Hyderabad survey. Strict rules limited the period for which these lascars might be charged [350-1].

On individuals...being ordered from the field to the Presidency, pay for lascars shall cease from the date of their quitting the survey...unless in charge of instruments, when such number as may be considered necessary...shall be retained on the same allowances. But lascars and coolies discharged at a distance will receive an allowance at the rate of 3 annas for every 20 miles to enable them to return to the places at which they may have been entertained...During the suspension of field operations...for inclemency of weather, batta for lascars shall not be drawn, and the officers...actually in charge will certify the arrival and departure of parties at...head quarters during such suspension. Officers in charge...will take every opportunity of ascertaining that the...lascars authorized for sub-assistant surveyors are kept up in an efficient state.

In the event of the charge...devolving on the senior sub-assistant, ... he shall be allowed to entertain three lascars in addition to the number authorized by the regulations, for the...protection of instruments for which he becomes responsible.

Both Mackenzie and Lambton regarded their followers as private servants, members of their households. When he left Madras Mackenzie was much distressed at having to leave so many behind [318].

---

1 BTC. 30-4-4 (100-1). 2 to Q.M.G., Calcutta, DDn. 216 (7), June 1825.
3 ib. (34). 4-5-25. 4 Dn. 204 (75), 14-7-24. 5 Ddn. 192 (128), 12-5-21; & 184 (343), 1-10-23. 6 bearing a distinct family likeness to the rules of 100 years later. 7 Ddn. 316 (186), 5-2-30.
My immediate servants, my dependents of 20 years under every privation, in every situation of difficulty, distress, even danger; from Hyderabad & Seringapatam, to the unhealthy climate of Batavia, for years I had encouraged their perseverance & zeal. ... You will recollect the trouble even risk under which I left your detachment in 1792 to get a sight of Gooty & rejoin you on the march to Gandicotta1; ... & now these useful people, or such of them as survive, are likely to be thrown out of all employment. The poor provision of a pension, after all their labours, ... is still undetermined2.

He was particularly anxious that special consideration should be shown to his personal orderly; "that useful man Kistnejee should be employed in the office as conicopy [I, 290], to assist the care of the instruments" [II, pl. 22 n.].

Dickinson took with him on military survey in North Konkan [128] a Purvo [393], Peon, and six Lascars, which proved very insufficent, the whole of whom are now laid with the jungle fever, without a prospect of their being for some time fit for active duty in the interior. ... I have...to request that arrears of batta at the rate of 5 pice a day for each lascar and peon may be sanctioned for the very severe duties I have been obliged to exact of the people3.

Surveyors in the Deccan employed 4 lascars each at Rs. 10, whilst Jervis in the Konkan had 5 coolies at Rs. 5 each. Shortrede had 10 lascars at Rs. 9 1/2 per month, 3 jasuds4, and 2 peons at Rs. 7.

The duties of the lascars are to carry the instruments. ... Those of the jasuds and peons are to set up station piles on such hills as I may find necessary ... and to keep up communication with the Deputy Surveyor General. ... I find their number to be only sufficient for the discharge on the ordinary duties of the survey. The jasuds and peons are required to be neither more intelligent than the generality of such people, as they must occasionally be entrusted with a discretionary power in selecting stations in unknown parts of the country.

The pay of the whole department was at first purposely made on as low a scale as possible in order that no one might consider himself above hard work5.

**Great Trigonometrical Survey**

When Everest first joined the Great Trigonometrical Survey he was greatly impressed with the patriarchal manner in which Lambton ruled his large following—three sub-assistants—escort about 30 strong—bearers for the great instruments and tents, from forty to fifty—flag coolies and post runners, at least thirty—with families as well [399, 403]. Further coolies were charged on contingent bills.

Although I have a very large permanent establishment, yet, from sickness, and from the numerous little articles of comfort which I must take along with me, I am always obliged to have a number of these coolies, and my followers, who have been for many years with me, having most of them their families, I must indulge in this particular, taking care, however, that every person who attends my camp is paid for his labour6.

Everest tells of the devotion and success with which the flagmen went out in twos or threes into the desolate fever-ridden forests, and how loyally they persisted in spite of sickness and difficulties [230];

I learnt how to value the natives of southern India, who, knowing no master but the Lieutenant Colonel, unconnected with and unknown by the Government they served, without provision for themselves in case of their being crippled by sickness, accident, or age, or for their families in the event of their death, yet ventured fearlessly and without a murmur to face those awful dangers which would have made the stoutest hearts quail and shrink.

The personal exposure which soldiers cheerfully submit to in the day of battle is cheered by the reflection that, dying, they do not die alone or ingloriously; but there is a forlorn and desolate feeling produced by the thought of yielding up one's life in a wilderness, with none but jackals to sing our requiem, and tigers to prowl, and vultures to flit, round our limousless corpses, which harrows up the soul with inexpressible horror7.

On Lambton's death, many of these Madras followers were loth to continue service; his death "had naturally created a sort of desponding feeling amongst his

---

1 presumptuous when attached to the Ellore Detachment [I, 112]. 2 to Josiah Marshall, D.N. 156 (67), June 1816. 3 Bo MC. 306/1817 (6379-83), 19-11-17. 4 jasud=messenger. 5 D.D. 323 (25), 21-5-39. 6 D.D. 63 (429) & 92 (8), 27-11-17. 7 Geo. Everest (15).
followers, of whom many had been with him from the very outset of his career, or born in his camp. Still Everest was able to report to Madras that, although this survey has been transferred to the Presidency of Bengal, a very considerable part of the old establishment remains with it. The families of most of those reside in the territories subject to our Government, and it is their anxious wish to have some convenient mode of remitting the saving of their pay. It is so much of consequence to me that my people should be comfortable and contented, that I shall feel myself very much indebted to you if you will authorize such arrangement.

For those who decided to quit, replacements were found from Upper India;

People have been brought by me from Hindoostan; at vast expense on my part, to supply the place of my Carnatic followers, most of whom object to being employed north of the Godavery. The people in question have for the last 3½ months been in training, but they refuse to be employed to the southward of the Dhabba Ghat, and if the course of my operations be now diverted, I shall, after having incurred this heavy expense, be for a time totally without people to carry instruments and flags, unless I trust them to untrained persons, or such common coolies as chance may throw in my way.

As the instruments are of immense value, it is necessary to select the persons who manage them with great care, because the task is one of great skill and nicety. I am obliged to pay them very high wages, and to treat them with a degree of indulgence not generally shown to native followers.

There were occasional lapses from good conduct, and Everest had sometimes to call in the aid of the civil authorities:

My Dear Law [245], I have a very disagreeable business to refer to you. One of my people is accused of having seized a Goondee girl, and ravished her, and the injured parties have come to complain to me; but, as I know not how to adjust it, I have sent the offender under a guard, and have desired the complainants to lay their cause before you.

The offender, by name Rama Swamsee, was some time ago in a state of lunacy, and I had him for many months in strict confinement to prevent his doing mischief. He seemed to be restored to his senses, and the old man with red breeches, who is head man of all my Carnatic followers (Rameswamsee also by name), earnestly entreated me to release him, and engaged to be responsible for any future offence he might commit.

These people all speak Telooogoo, but to assist you I have sent one of the naiks of my escort, Asud Khan, who not only speaks Telooogoo, but Hindoostanee pleasantly.

When handing over to Olliver in 1825, Everest left a reduced establishment:

The present establishment provides for the carriage of the zenith sector, the large theodolite, and the clock, neither of which will now be required; the expense therefore may be considerably reduced.

The rate for each cooly now allowed is 4½ Rs. Rs., whereas the instrument coolies receive Rs. 7-2 each, and the principal flag coolies nearly Rs. 8; moreover, without spare coolies there is no method of conveying messages from one station to another, so that some hurkarras will be quite indispensable. The following...will be required to keep the establishment efficient:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>4 Coolies</th>
<th>Small Theodolite</th>
<th>1 Cooly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 Barometers</td>
<td>2 Coolies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chronometers</td>
<td>1 Cooly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent</td>
<td>4 Coolies</td>
<td>Lanterns, box</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(16,800),(619,911)

Total 16 coolies @ 7-2 = Rs. 114-0-0

1 Sirdar of Coolies = 20-0-0
12 Principal Flag Coolies @ Rs. 8 = 96-0-0
12 Flag Coolies @ Rs. 7-2 = 85-8-0
6 Hurkarras @ Rs. 5 = 30-0-0
4 private tents @ Rs. 22 = 88-0-0

Total Rs. 453-5-0

This involved the discharge of several of Lambton's men and, writes Olliver,

The mode hitherto adopted by the late Superintendent, in the case of discharging any part of the carriers, was to make over to them one month's pay, exclusive of a full month's pay for any number of days of the month of their discharge. This was considered in all cases sufficient to enable them to reach their homes.

1 Ddn. 172 (119-20), 9-2-24. 2 Dabaghaut, on hill crest NE of Ellichpur [pl. 17]. 3 Ddn. 171 (188), 17-3-54. 4 Ddn. 172 (141-2), April 1854. 5 Ddn. 171 (412), 20-9-25.
The party entertained by Capt. Everest...were all anxiously looking homewards so soon as they lost their old master and benefactor, and were one and all averse to the idea of continuing longer with a department penetrating further north, and working up to Hindostan, for every move would take them further from their native country.

Captain Everest was fully well convinced of the Carnatics being the best sort of people adapted to such labour, ... from...the fatigue and hardships they cheerfully undergo and, as the establishment could not move without them, it then fell to me to explain to the whole party...that they should continue to meet with every indulgence as before, if they would consent to remain till three years expired, or till the work was completed up to Agra, and after that it should be optional to them to continue or to return to their homes.

In 1830 Government asked whether it was not possible, now that the Great Trigonometrical Survey was working entirely within Bengal, to reduce the number of men and bring their pay into line with local rates. Walpole replied that the number could not well be reduced, but suggested a lower scale of pay;

The monthly pay of Lascars under the Madras Presidency, while in the field, is 9 rupees 13 annas 6, which is much higher than that of the principal lascars of the Trigonometrical Survey. The Military Auditor General informs me that the ordinary pay of lascars under this Presidency is 5 rupees, and cooies 4, which is lower than what the corresponding classes receive in the revenue and military surveys.

The lascars and cooies of the Trigonometrical Survey have more labourious duties to perform than those of other surveys. They must be active, steady, and intelligent, and are therefore entitled to higher pay than men who are merely required to wheel a peamalulator, or carry a measuring chain. A reduction might, however, be made in the present pay, and I have noted...the rates which...might be granted in future—Principal Flag Lascars, Rs. 7-8-0—Secondary, 6-8-0—Instrument Carriers, 5-8-0... per mensa.

This reduction roused Everest's fury when he rejoined shortly after, and in the following protest he gives a good description of the work of a lascar of the Great Trigonometrical Survey—

It is a wild, rough, kind of life, but it is difficult to conceive a duty more harassing, or calling for greater perseverance and intelligence, than that entrusted to the men who...occupy stations in advance [230]...

When the height...is one of a mass which fills a large portion of the horizon, ...it becomes a most serious task to discover the identical eminence which has been pointed out from a station distant 30 to 60 miles in a straight line. ... The object is only ultimately attained by ascending a succession every peak likely to be that pointed out, ... and then mounting the highest trees. ... This operation has often to be gone through in a country covered with large forest trees, all of which must be felled, and abounding with wild animals; where provisions are scarce, where there are no bazaars, and no water but what falls from the clouds. It will cease to be a matter for marvel that I should rate so highly the value and importance of the people who have to effect it.

The people detached on these occasions often disappear for weeks for to surmount a straight distance of 40 miles in mountain lands it is not unfrequently necessary to travel full 80. They must wait too for clear weather, otherwise after all their trouble they may fail in finding out the right eminence [244]...

I have seen natives of the Coast, belonging to the old establishment, who were hardly ever at fault in the most trying circumstances. To keep these people together when, after the death of Colonel Lambton, they had to quit the southern provinces, ... was no easy matter. I did my best to do so, and succeeded to a certain extent, so that the establishment with which Mr. Olliver commenced the Longitudinal Series when I went to England was, though not so efficient as could be desired, yet not entirely shorn of its ablest flag-men.

The arrangement made in Major Walpole's letter of 16th August 1830, by reducing their pay, instead of increasing it and holding out prospects of future reward, as I should have recommended, tended mainly to destroy the principle of cohesion. ... Applications are daily made by the few who remain for leave to return to their homes, and if decisive measures be not taken it will be totally impossible, in my opinion, to revive the drooping spirits of these poor people, or again put the establishment...in an effective state.

The question naturally arises, how did Colonel Lambton effect this, and the answer is plainly he had a surplus proportion of people, and had thus funds at his disposal for giving high pay, and occasional presents, to those who proved themselves trustworthy. 1

1 Dm. 173 (5), 12-12-25. 2 Including batta. 3 Dms. 205 (41-3), 18-8-30. 4 In early days it was usual to draw full salaries for authorized out, regardless of number present [II, 348; III, 312-3].
ment cost, too, more than he received. A system of this sort may be perpetuated much more easily than created. His people were in the outset encouraged to bring their families with them, so that they formed a little colony of their own, and many of the younger lads of the establishment had been born in his camp. ...

The difficulties of moving...were less than at present, because the practice had not then been abolished...of taking village coolies; not that I...advocate the practice, I speak of it merely as a fact [411]. ... All things in India are undergoing a change, and the ideas of the inhabitants are gradually altering ever since I can recollect. It must needs be so in peaceable times of long duration, such as this country had not known before this out of mind [4 page].

Even in Colonel Lambton's lifetime, however, the older and able hands began gradually to fall off, and the serious disasters east of Hyderabad [231-2] had so thinned their ranks that they formed but a wreck of what they had once been. But with any establishment constituted as it was prior to my return to England, the difficulties were enormous, and the...expedients which I was obliged to resort to, the extra duty to which my people were exposed, are such as never can, or ought, to be expected from men except in cases of emergency. ...

It frequently occurs that nine principal stations are in occupation at the same instant. A flag staff 22 feet long is erected at each during the day time, and a light burning at night. The flag staff must be kept truly perpendicular during the day, and these stations are perhaps distant 30, 40, or 50 miles from the ninth where the instrument stands. I mean...distances as the crow flies, but in truth in mountainous tracts they are about double the distance, so that to communicate with them 3, and often 6, days are necessary.

The people then are in manner left entirely to themselves, and if they have no motive to invite them to exertion, they will infallibly go quietly to sleep in the best quarters they can obtain, in preference to sitting all night long on the top of a cold mountain, with naught but rocks and fallen trees scattered around them, and tigers and bears to break in on the general desolation and solitude.

In certain cases it is necessary to supersed the ordinary lights by blue lights; the best blue lights will burn 6 minutes, and then expire, and as they are costly both in make and in the carriage, it is necessary to be economical of them. To burn 18 blue lights requires nearly 4½ hours, and if they are not well timed the observations cannot be made, and must be repeated [247-8]. It has hitherto always been necessary to employ one of the sub-assistants with a watch for this purpose, in which case he has to travel from one station to another. The loss of time...consequent on one failure is enormous1.

Officers of the Survey of India will endorse all that Everest has written of the devotion and loyalty of survey khalâsis, whether of the Trigonometrical, Topographical, or Revenue branches, and whether they be men of Madras, Hazâribâgh, Garhwal, or Punjab.

1 DDs. 283 (125), 10–8–32; BMC. 29–10–32 (70).
CHAPTER XXVIII

PEOPLE & COUNTRY OF INDIA


If we do not here refer specifically to the surveyors of Bengal and Bombay, this is not because they were any less prone to fever, dysentery, and other diseases of the east, than the surveyors of Madras [II, 359-63]. Far from it. We have told elsewhere of the interruptions to their surveys by sickness; Smyth in Chota Nagpur [II, 46] Hodgson in Sirmur [35] — Gerard at Agra [90] — Wilcox in Assam [64] — Grant in Tenasserim [77] — and many others.

None knew of the crippling effect of ill-health better than Mackenzie, and when organizing his field parties in 1815 he made particular reference to the need for regular medical attendance, both for parties in the field as well as for assistants at the Presidency, many of whom came from the districts in a wretched state.

The termination of some of the surveys, and the necessity of relieving the sick...from unhealthy situations by removal to the coast, has occasioned that about 11 of the native assistant surveyors are here at present, all employed in office excepting those who are in a state of convalescence, and that cannot attend regularly. ... Medical assistance should be afforded in this case for their relief.

The Medical Board replied that those at the Presidency would be attended by the Garrison Surgeon, and that with regard to those at out-stations and in the field, the Medical Board feel considerable difficulty in deciding upon any particular officer. ... The same sense of public duty which urged Masra, S. and A. to afford the ready and willing assistance adverted to by the Surveyor General will...prompt every medical officer...to afford similar aid when...necessary.

Dindigul was found particularly unhealthy during season 1815-6 [110];

Progress...in the quarter ending 31st January was slow in consequence of the repeated interruptions from sickness and the monsoon. It was commenced in 1813 under the hopes of being terminated at a much earlier period. About the middle of October last the surveyors were obliged to come into Dindigul, where they were employed in protracting and reducing the survey...in computing their triangles, and bringing up the field work and...the memoirs...

The surveyors returned to the field duty about the middle of January; but the senior assistant, Turnbull, was obliged to relinquish it from fever on the 15th. He again resumed...on the 31st, and on the 10th February again was obliged to return to Dindigul. ... He left Dindigul on the 8th March, but...to return on the 20th.

On serious consideration of the continued...sickness wherein the Directing Surveyor, two assistants, and several followers, had greatly suffered from reiterated attacks, I judged it necessary...to call in all parties...to Dindigul, where the sick might receive medical aid, and the rest be employed in...completing the results of the field work. Within a few days...the Collector...transmitted a further account...of the general sickness that prevailed, whereby I had the satisfaction to find I had anticipated his opinion...

In noticing...the frequent ill health that the surveyors have been exposed to there...this is...equally applicable to all the mountains of the Northern Circars...the hilly tracts of Nullumbur [227, 266]...and in those of Soonda, Bednore, and Malabar—whence their surveys should be attempted at certain seasons of the year only. The season in which this attempt was made in Dindigul was proposed by...Mr. Turnbull himself, ... tho' from a laudable anxiety he returned earlier than I could have wished in a convalescent state.

1 MFC. 19-9-15. 2 Rs. 3-11-15. 3 NW. of Cumbum [II, pl. 16]. 4 ib. 23-9-16.
The Dindigul survey was closed down, and the surveyors moved on to Travancore [105-6], except for Chamarrett who was sent into hospital at Madras after being "repeatedly ill of fevers & obstructions, the consequence of the ill air of the hills".1

Death frequently came swiftly and from strange causes, but Sir Thomas Hislop did not succumb on the thirsty March to the Deccan;

You will be sorry to hear that an express arrived yesterday from Hyderabad stating that these were little chance of the Commander-in-Chief's recovery. His complaint is a constipation of the bowels, and has, it is thought, arisen from his travelling so long in a palanquin without his usual proportion of claret.2

Two months after Riddell's sudden death in 1818 [318], Mackenzie writes of cholera in Madras and Calcutta;

Your account of the epidemic [in Madras] is really alarming, as it has been here. We lost two of our people here by it; amongst these was the poor fellow who accompanied my Brannin from Madras [391]. He had served me nearly 20 years, and tho' he was brought early in the morning to our house he could not be saved. Some others of our people who took the prescribed medicine in time were saved. I believe it consists of strong opiates and brandy. We have it always ready, and Mrs. Mackenzie has dispensed it successfully according to our surgeon's directions, but it must be given early.

I make no doubt but that the medicines prescribed by the faculty will have its due effect with you as here. I recommend to you, Mountford, to keep some of the medicines in your house. ... Dr. Stuart3 or any of your medical friends will give you directions. Few Europeans have died of it here, yet some have suffered, among whom was poor Mrs. Cadell, carried off in 24 hours. Major Cadell is now here, and pretty well.4

We hear often of asthma, and Mackenzie was much concerned for James Summers, who was "subject to an asthmatic complaint"5 [374-5];

I had expected that a change of air & employment in the field would have answered better than confinement to the desk in his hectic complaint. ... His consumptive complaint has now reached such a height as to take from him all chance of being useful in the Department. He therefore requests to retire on whatever pension his services may entitle him to.6

Summers lived about fourteen years after retirement [386].

Garling pressed in vain for a doctor to be attached to the Hyderabad Survey, "as attacks of a dangerous nature are generally sudden and rapid...and...individuals...frequently detached at some distance from each other".7

It was just one year later that he himself died of cholera. The Hyderabad survey was indeed unfortunate, and ten months later Peter Conner succumbed a few weeks after joining the party. He had been confined to his bed ever since his arrival, both with the bowel complaint and fever, and is at present in a dangerous state, that there is but little hope of his surviving. Doctor Voysey, the surgeon of Colonel Lambton's establishment, is affording him medical aid.8

Conner had but recently marched his party up from Cochin, and had fallen in with cholera on the way;

We quitted Trichoor on the 1st of January [1821]. The transition of climate produced on many of our party injurious effects. On quitting the western coast, numbers became subject to a constant succession of feverish attacks, and on reaching Salem the epidemic made its appearance amongst us, nor were we quite free from it till within a few marches from the Presidency. ... We had nineteen cases of cholera; in three instances it terminated fatally, and those who have survived are not yet fully recovered from its effects.9

After closing the Travancore survey, Ward took his party back to Dindigul where survey had been abandoned five years before [supra, 110], and his diary gives a fair picture of the climate they had to contend with;

Arrived at Dindigul on 17th January 1821. ... 18th. The assistants and followers came in, & some attacked with the cholera; one woman fell a victim this day.

---

1 Ddn. 156 (82). 2 Sir Thos. Hislop (1764-1843); C-in-C., Madras; Riddell to SG., 8-9-17; Ddn. 151 (31); cf. Hastings's Journal (117th Sept., Sir Thomas dangerously ill; 23rd, Out of danger). 3 Alex. Stuart, Mad. Med.; d. 1890. 4 Geo. Cadell (1783-1857), Mad. Med.; Lt. 1800; Lt.-Col. 1824; m. Susan —, who d. Cadell, 1-6-18, aged 27. 5 Ddn. 149 (19-22), 16-11-18. 6 Ddn. 156 (41), 13-5-16 & 151 (162), 0-4-18. 7 Ddn. 148 (100), 19-5-19. 8 from Hill, Ddn. 147 (246), 27-4-21. 9 Ddn. 192 (56), Feb. 1821.
19th. My butler, cook, and some women attacked this day; the usual remedies were tried, but the disorder appeared to increase with violence.

20th. Another woman fell a victim this day.

21st. My butler fell a victim to it at 3 a.m. Cook still indisposed.

22nd. The cook died at 5 a.m. Proceeded to Madura at 5 p.m. ... My maity attacked.

23rd. Arrived at Madura at 7 a.m. and had a short interview with Mr. Peter1.

24th. Returned to Dindigul at 7 a.m.; McMahon & Keyes who were taken ill on the 21st. recovered, as well as the other followers. Another woman fell a victim last night. ...

26th. Ascended the fortress to take a station, but the weather being very unfavourable, and the hills cloud-topped, descended at 1 p.m. Keyes again indisposed.

27th. At 3 a.m. this morning I was taken unwell with a looseness and vomiting; administered the remedies instantly, and rose at 6 a.m. recovered, but exceptionally weak.

28th. Sunday. Indisposed. ... 31st. At 2 p.m. left Dindigul. ... March 1st. Halted; rather unwell this day.

5th, 6th. Confined to my tent with a severe bilious attack.

May 27th. Sunday. Halted, my face being excessively inflamed & painful from exposure to the heat coming up the mountains, and in some degree owing to the change of climate.

June 13th & 14th. Halted & inked part of the work on the Tables; indisposed with a looseness which rendered me excessively weak, with vomiting. Symptoms similar to the cholera; was attended with no bad consequences.

July 16th. Rose a good deal indisposed. ... While proceeding to complete the only day's labor to be performed on the hills, attacked with a bilious fever, but with some assistance and support, exerted myself, tho' scarcely able to discern objects, and completed the task, and returned almost deranged at 2 p.m.

17th. Having been refreshed by a good night's rest, started at 7 a.m., and commenced the descent of the mountains to the plains.

18th. A return of fever worse than ever; continued much indisposed till the 24th, when I was relieved by throwing up large quantities of bile, attended with several evacuations. Weather excessively hot. ... Excessive week & want of appetite continue till the 31st.

Ward then remained at Palni till August 27th, when he went out on survey again2.

Montgomery writes to him on the Malabar survey a few years later;

As the preservation of the health of your party is an object of the first consideration, ... in...any tract, the climate of which may be considered at all hinal, ... keep each individual actively employed during the day, and... soon as the sun has set they should shut up their tents, which should invariably be pitched in the most airy situations.

The final drawing of the work may on such occasions be left for a more convenient opportunity, so as to admit of quitting the tract as soon as possible. It has...been observed that the hot weather is considered the best adapted for carrying on operations in such situations.

To the Surveyor General he writes that Ward intended to carry his operations into the Wynad district immediately on the breaking up of the monsoon, as the climate at that time is considerably more salubrious than at any other. But as this district is somewhat noted for a malignant fever at certain times of the year, it will be advisable that the party should quit it immediately on the indication of any febrile symptoms4.

---

GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY

Though the forests and hills of the south peninsula have always been notorious for their fevers, we hear very little from Lambton about them, and it is possible that he was by constitution and age less liable to infection than most, and by disposition little given to dwelling on personal discomforts. It was far different with Everest, who on his first field season struck a particularly unhealthy tract at the very worst time of the year. He and his men were overwhelmed by a virulent type of malaria, and he remained personally most susceptible to malaria and other infections so long as he remained in India. He tells us all about it [229–32].

This does not mean that Lambton neglected the health and welfare of his people. At his request Voysey was appointed Surgeon to the Trigonometrical Survey, but

---

1 Ross Peter; M.C.S. 1801; Coll. & Mag. Dindigul & Madura from 1812; d. Madura, 1828.  
3 Mosquitoes requiring humidity; D.D. 228 (94), 50–5–20. 
he suffered as much from fever as any other, and as his hands were more than full with his duties as Geologist, Lamont got him an assistant.

So much of his time has been taken up lately in the mixing of medicines and dressing, that he has had very little time to attend to his geological pursuits, and he has mentioned to me the great convenience that would accrue from his having a Dresser. ... This, in the medical line upon the Coast, is a native or half-caste...in hospitals. As the expense will be very trifling, and will add but little to my monthly abstracts, ... such an assistant will be of public utility in allowing Mr. Voysey more time to attend to...his other professional duties.

After Voysey's resignation in 1824, Everest had to rely on the nearest medical officer when he was within reach of one, and on the dresser when on the march.

We have noted Lamont's practice of taking the field during the rainy season when fever was rampant [223, 232]. In spite of the device which enabled Everest to work to lamps by night during the more healthy seasons [235], it was with considerable apprehension that he set out through the notorious Gavilgarh Hills after Voysey's loss [243]. His departure from Hyderabad was delayed several weeks by a fierce attack of fever, and he had repeated relapses. It seems to have been a sort of remittent fever, something like that which worried Mather in Mysore [11, 109, 359], and affected his limbs so much that he had to be held up by his men when working at his observations [244]. In January 1824 his wretched state led him to apply for leave to Bombay, and thence by sea to Calcutta. Since the beginning of August last I have been unwell and from the 3rd Sept. until the present date...often very dangerously ill. My medical...adviser have frequently urged to me the absolute necessity of proceeding to the sea coast, but I know my presence to be so indispensable requisite to the success...of the Trigonometrical Survey, that I have preferred incurring every personal risk to absenting myself.

The favourable season...is now fast drawing to a close. I have succeeded in taking an excellent set of celestial observations for the further extension of the meridional Arc... All the important parts are brought to a conclusion, and the little which remains to carry on the triangles to Hooshungabud may safely be entrusted to my sub-assistant, Mr. J. Olliver.

As I have...triangles running westward in the parallel of 10° 29', which at some future period will be carried on through Poonah and Bombay [234-6], it is...necessary that I should...make myself acquainted with...that part of the country, and I should...wish my journey to Bombay to be considered...professional duty. In that case my leave of absence will commence from the 1st May next and be extended to the end of September, by which time I hope to be able to rejoin...in perfect health. I...enclose...the opinion on my case by Mr. R. Riddell...who, since the departure of Mr. Voysey, has afforded medical aid to my department.

By the time permission arrived Everest was better and had started into the hills, but he reports later to the General Officer commanding at Nagaor, that my health was in so alarming a state that I was under the necessity of applying for medical aid. ... Mr. Griffiths, the medical staff at Hooshungabud, came into the heart of the forest to attend me, since which time I have been a perpetual patient under his charge. ... I was a perfect stranger to him at the time, and had no claims whatever.

The operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India have, since the month of February last, been within the limits of your Division, and my head quarters...at Hooshungabud [pl. 17], where they are still likely to remain for some months.

In the month of January last, the medical gentleman of my establishment [Voysey]...obtained permission to proceed to Calcutta on urgent private affairs, leaving Mr. R. Riddell, of H.H. the Nizam's Ellicopoor Brigade, in medical charge, but this arrangement ceased...on my quitting His Highness's dominions, and I have since that time been altogether without medical aid. My establishment consists...of 2 principal Sub-Assistants with their wives and families, 3 inferior Sub-Assistants unmarried, 25 sepoys, non-commissioned officers, and...81 instrument attendants, besides camp followers. ... Almost all have...wives and families [396, 399].

Fortunately, until lately, my people have been very healthy, and if occasionally any cases of a serious nature occurred, I dispatched the sick persons to Hooshungabud, where they have been kindly taken care of by Mr. Assistant Surgeon Griffiths, but the case is now beginning to alter, and my sick are every day beginning to increase. ...

My department has been liberally supplied with medicine, but since the departure of the late Mr. Voysey, these have been, I fear, ill looked after, and are greatly in want of arrangement. I have no leisure to attend to these matters myself, even if I were sufficiently well informed, and my medical stores have fallen under the charge of the dressers, in whose judgements and discretion I place no manner of confidence. Accordingly, when I arrived at my head quarters Mr. Griffiths very obligingly took charge of them.

I now venture to request that Mr. Griffiths be considered as in medical charge of my department from the 30th May 1821.

He writes later to the Surveyor General that Griffiths had attended the sick of my department for the last four months, and has hitherto received no remuneration. I feel deeply indebted to him for the personal kindness in this very painful stage of my disorder, and I must attribute to his judicious management that I have never been prevented from fulfilling my professional duties. Many medical gentlemen would have doubtless insisted on my abstaining from observing at night, sitting to calculate, etc., and would have attended me on no other terms; but Mr. Griffiths warned me of the consequences, and left me to pursue my course.

My original illness was a fever caused by too much attention to business, in consequence of which I was obliged to take mercury. I was recommended by the gentlemen of the faculty to ride every morning to perfect the cure, and on the 3rd September last year, in one of my morning excursions, I was thrown, and my left hip and knees, as well as my left shoulder, were immediately seized with the most violent pains accompanied by typhus fever.

This illness has continued to torment me without intermission, and within the last 4 months has arrived at a crisis by the formation of a abscess at my hip, and another at my neck, from which fragments of decayed bone have repeatedly been extracted, and other surgical operations of rather unpleasant kind having been also performed.

Since my illness has in no wise resulted from any private folly or imprudence, but has been originally brought on, and subsequently protracted and aggravated by my perseverance, I humbly hope that the Supreme Government will grant to Mr. Griffiths such remuneration as will manifest their sense of his services. Though the people of my department had been previously to July last, yet few of them have escaped an attack of fever, and there have been some very serious cases, so the task imposed upon Mr. Griffiths has been one of much toil and fatigue.

Griffiths was allowed to charge his “dawk expenses” for the 40 mile journey he had made into the jungle “on a contingent bill certified upon honor.” He was further allowed “sonat rupees fifty per mensem as a remuneration for his personal trouble and for every expense” during Everest’s stay at Hoshangabad.

Though he carried on for another six months, Everest was now determined on leave to England. After closing work at Sironj he went to Calcutta, finished off his more urgent computations, and sailed for home in November.

After his departure Olliver spent an arduous six months transiting eastwards from Sironj through the wild unhealthy country along the southern borders of Bundelkhand, and through Palaman and Chota Nagpur, beyond the reach of medical assistance. At the start, medical attention was given by the staff surgeons at Sangoor, but trouble began when the party started out again in 1826; Mr. John Peyton had been for some days seriously ill of a fever and dysentery, besides a few other cases amongst the public followers; and Mr. Assistant Surgeon Mackinnon, then in medical charge, was doubtless judging from the numerous sick at the station, besides the daily increase, that he might be brought in from the outposts, expressed himself in these words: “I should consider it a very imprudent step if you should venture out of the station till next month, for you would in the end regret so rashly exposing your party to a raging sickness.”

Notwithstanding this caution I was seriously bent on setting out as soon as Mr. Peyton should be somewhat recovered, fully satisfied that exercise with change of air would prove beneficial to convalescents. As Mackinnon had prophesied, October and November proved sickly months and, writes Olliver, in addition to losing the services of Rossenrode for several weeks, this day buried one of my followers who fell a victim to a fever of only three days, and I have now in my small camp no less than six cases of fever. These are attended by the native dresser, but as the department, in proceeding eastward into a most unhealthy.

---

country, may even be deprived of the aid of the...dresser, should he be taken sick, and, as I shall not perhaps be within 60 or 80 miles of...medical aid, ... the department would eventually be reduced to a most deplorable condition!

The Surveyor General promised to arrange for an apothecary but none had arrived six months later, when Olliver wrote that “in consequence of the daily increasing sick”, Rossenrode had abandoned work and come in with a train of sick to the number of 22, of whom 11 were conveyed on cots, the remainder on private cattle. To heighten the disaster Mr. R. was himself laid up...when he alone had to attend to...the sick. ... The sick party will...proceed for medical aid either to Mirzapur or Chunar and, as it will depend on the chance of procuring bungalows, ... I am not yet certain which...I shall take up during the ensuing monsoon.

I earnestly regret the impracticability of allowing the only medical dresser...to proceed with the sick, for I shall require his attendance during the extension of the work now advancing into the same tract where so much evil awaited the advance party. I regret also...that since the arrival of Mr. Rossenrode’s party, my people...are very discouraged at the idea of impending evil, added to the scarcity of provisions. ... I have not yet felt the effects of scarcity, but...the southern parts of Rewa...are miserably depopulated.

Two months later he reports from Mirzapur that he had asked for aid to the sick sent in to Mirzapur with Mr. Rossenrode, and...the Brigadier-General very readily issued the necessary orders to afford every comfort to the...sick, and soon after their reaching this, the whole were sent out of hospital. ... I hope that the few sick at present who come in with me will also soon be restored; the one who died on the way fell a victim to the cholera which, for the last four months, raged violently in Bundelkund and Boghulkund.

Season 1837–8 was equally unfortunate, and Olliver reports that during November and December, ... I have had to bury three of the followers. Several of the people are quite emaciated, and this evil has so panic struck the people that through a dread of further havoc, a few have even ventured to decamp, and a few have insisted on their discharge.

... I had...the greatest anxiety for the safety of the party, and in particular for Mr. Rossenrode and family, who were altogether violently laid up, as well as Mr. Torrick, of whose safety I quite despaired. He is now restored, but quite worn down.

I have myself been ill from the 24th of December, and but a few days back was most seriously laid up with the fever, and I have been obliged to make up to this little open amphitheatre for my recovery, and am now...quite restored.

He writes to the magistrate at Shergatti:

During the last few months almost half of the public followers...have been visited with the jungle fever, and in most cases followed by a dysentery, and the number of sick still bearing a large proportion to the strength of the party. ... I have [requested] Mr. Rossenrode to proceed in search of efficient medical aid to some station where the department may also be accommodated during the rains, ... about what time...it be advisable for me to quit the field, and to hasten to lodge...somewhere safe from the rains. ... It is not unlikely but that I may eventually be put to the hazard of being shut even from all communication by the flowing in of the rivers.

They spent the rains in Gaya, and Olliver again sent in a tale of woe [262].

Guards & Escorts

Except for surveyors working beyond the borders or with troops on active service, military escorts were not otherwise provided without special orders, such as were issued for the revenue surveys of the Upper Provinces;

The Governor General in Council is pleased to resolve that a Guard of one naik and four sepoys, either from the Regulars, Locals, or Provincials, at the discretion of the Officer Commanding in the District, be attached in future to each of the Revenue Surveyors.

Whenever circumstances may require a larger guard, burkandazes must be hired under the authority of the Revenue Surveyor General, who will make an immediate report thereof.

Bedford required such larger guard for his survey in Rohilkhand [152-5];

When our operations were commenced early in 1822, without either public instruments or other Government property, ... and when one party only was employed in the field, a guard

1 Ddn. 173 (28), 18-11-36. 2 Ddn. 174 (140), 31-5-38. 3 Civil armed guard. 4 Bajirah, Ddn. 173 (73), 1-2-38. 5 Dnn. 231 (9), 18-9-37.
of 1 Havildar, 1 Naik, and 16 Sepoys, was furnished...at the suggestion of the Judge and Magistrate,... From Mr. Halhed's long residence in this district, and intimate knowledge...of the character of it's inhabitants,...the necessity of a stronger guard than that furnished by the military authority...might safely rest on his opinion alone,...

A guard of 1 naik and four sepoys appears to me not only inadequate to...effectual protection,...but provides no resource against sickness in a...country peculiarly subject...to fever and agues, and at so great a distance...that, were one or two sepoys to be taken ill,...our camp would be left for several days without even the protection of single sentry,...

A spirit of conciliation appears so essential, and so many complaints formerly reached me respecting petty acts of aggression on the part of the native establishments, without the possibility very often of discovering the offending individual, that I at length determined upon sending a steady seapoy with every party...to prevent any plunder,...

Many articles which are daily required...could not, without much inconvenience,...be collected every night and sent to the guard, nor would the place where the arms and instruments are deposited be proper or safe for many of them,...

Independent of the mere security of the public property,...I...submit...whether...private protection may not reasonably be expected by any individual (as well for himself as for those under his command) employed on the public service in the field nearly nine months of the year, obliged...to have almost everything he owns about him,...

I have been induced to entertain two parties, each consisting of a jemadar and eight nujeebs for the more effectual protection of Lieutt. Pemberton's camp and my own.

Most of the Madras parties were still working in distant unsettled districts, and Dunigan asked for a havildar's guard when working in Ellore, as he found a naik's guard insufficient. Guards from the Subsidiary Force were provided in the Nizâm's dominions. The Nizâm's officials were as a rule most courteous and helpful, and when a theodolite was stolen from Bird's tent, rupees 250 were recovered in the courts.

Mountford pointed out to Young that a guard was never refused "when the officer in charge of a survey has made an official application to the Commanding Officer of the Division or Force in the neighbourhood of the survey".

When the naik's guard was withdrawn from the Madras office in 1823 Mountford asked for extra pecoos at night, when "the records...which have been prepared at such great expense...require some protection additional to...mere bolts and bars."

On Lambton's transfer to the Supreme Government, he asked that his permanent escort [II, 359] should be doubled to the number of one jemadar, four havildars, four naigs and forty-eight sepoys. The guard which I have hitherto had...was sufficient in the Company's territories, but in these foreign dominions,...so infested with prowling banditti, it would be unsafe to send out any party...with less than a havildar's guard, and...my escort is generally subdivided into several small parties.

My present guard does not belong to any regular corps. The sepoys are entertained by me, and paid, clothed, and armed by Government. I wish the same plan to be followed with the augmented guard, provided I can find persons to come into my service.

This proposal, together with others relating to his sub-assistants, was referred to Mackenzie, who took no action [324-5], and Lambton writes two years later;

In the beginning of 1818, being anxious to render my establishment efficient, without waiting for a reply to my letter of the 28th November 1817, I increased my escort to the strength recommended in that letter,... I included the pay...in my monthly account, the additional part of which...I have paid from my own funds since the 1st January 1818. Should the pay,...as well as two years clothing,...be struck out of my account,...I shall be a sufferer to the amount of nearly seven thousand five hundred rupees,...Tacted without authority,...but...I trust that the transaction will merit the consideration of His Lordship in Council.

Still receiving no reply, Lambton asked that if his full recommendations could not be accepted "the escort may at least consist of a Jemadar, one Havildar, three Naigs, and thirty Sepoys." This was accepted", being an increase of only six sepoys on his old establishment [325].

After Everest took over he asked, without success, that this permanent escort should be disbanded and replaced by regular soldiers;

This body of 35 men belongs to no regular corps, and its state of discipline is...far inferior to that of regular soldiers. My time is so much taken up with my studies, calculations, and
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Guards & Escorts

observations, that I have no leisure to attend to them, and as they are a considerable expense...I...recommend that they be disbanded, and that the duties of protecting...the Trigonometrical Survey be performed by guards from the regular army...

A saving will accrue of 320½ rupees per month, and...will...be adequate to maintain a number of hacknaints for...a dawk of communication with the nearest road, and a small establishment of artificers to repair my instruments.

He asked for pensions for the men discharged "because some of them are worn out in the service and...unable to gain a livelihood by their own exertions". Government refused either to allow regular soldiers or to provide the harkanas and artificers, and a year later Everest acknowledged the value of the old escort;

It is, I find on experience, by far the best plan to have an escort attached to the department, and quite independent of any regular corps. I thought differently at one time, but I am now thoroughly convinced of my error, and...no regular sepoys could ever have been half so efficient and useful as my men...in the tremendous forest and wilderness through which I have conducted my operations².

On handing over to Olliver in 1825, he recommended that the full escort should be kept on, and even then Olliver found that it did not meet all needs;

In the Mirzapoor District my parties have been more than once been subject to robbery, myself having been robbed one night, the greatest evil being in the loss of the public set of mathematical instruments. The empty case was, however, found about a hundred yards from my tent in the jungle, but the whole of the instruments were taken out. Even while...in quarters at Mirzapoor, no less than six times were my people robbed, notwithstanding the sepoys guards about the place³.

In the Saugar area a special escort of irregular horse was allowed, two non-commissioned officers and 20 sowars, who were specially useful for postal communications, but Olliver could not obtain the same concession in Chota Nagpur, even though a gang of dacoits had "fallen on my last pay party in the Singhoute limit". The "officer in temporary command at Benares" considered that the troops "would be liable to suffer great inconvenience" from "the distance you are from hence, and the nature of the climate"⁴.

In 1830, at the instance of Lord William Bentinck who was intent on rigid economy, the Surveyor General, Henry Walpole, had to submit to a reduction of the permanent escort to one havidar, one naik, and 12 sepoys, allowing six months pay as donation to the jemadar and the two naiks who had to be discharged⁵. Eight years later, Everest pointed out that Walpole seems clearly to have yielded a tardy and reluctant assent...found solely on the plea that, the operations...being then carried out in the peaceable plains of Bengal, there was not the same necessity for an escort which had formerly existed...The escort consisted, prior to the reduction, of...well drilled men, ready for any service, highly subordinate and well disciplined, prepared to expose themselves to any fatigue, however arduous, or face any danger, however imminent...If Major Walpole had had any practical acquaintance whatever with the operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, he would have known that...it is fundamentally necessary that the men...should look to the camp of the Superintendent as their home, and be ready to go wherever they are ordered without a moment's hesitation⁶.

Surveyors & the People

As a general rule surveyors and their followers had very little trouble with the people, and as they went about the country as Government servants, armed with letters of introduction to local officials, it was but seldom that they met with any obstruction. The arrival of a party of surveyors is apt to cause considerable disturbance to the quiet life of a country district. The Surveyor demands guides to show the road, and coolies to carry his kit, and brooks no delay. He has a strange desire to climb the summit of every hill, regardless of local superstition and prejudice. He brings a multitude of followers, and expects large quantities of food.
for man and beast to be delivered promptly at most inconvenient and out-of-the-way points. He asks impertinent questions about the value of crops and domestic details, which arouse grave suspicions. His intrusions were troublesome enough the Company's districts, but required a lot of explanation in the territories of an independent prince, where, in the remoter provinces, authority was but loosely maintained and the local people were quick to resent the advent of strangers.

Buxton got but little help from the people of Orissa, and complained of the general supineness on the part of the more wealthy inhabitants in complying with the necessary requisitions of the Cuttack authorities, as well as the extreme unwillingness evinced by all classes, especially in the estates of the Tributary Rajahs, to afford that aid and information so essential to the speedy completion of a work of this nature.

No one was more conscious of all the difficulties he met than Mackenzie, who as a young man had worked for many years in the Nizâm's territories, and later in Mysore, where he had learnt the importance of sympathetic consideration of local suspicions, and the strict control of his staff [II, 366-9]. Before sending out his survey parties in 1815 and 1816, he warned his surveyors that, on proceeding towards any provinces of the Company's possessions, whether on duty, or leave of absence, or sick, it is the duty of surveyors to apply previously for the necessary passports. ... The assistant surveyors should report themselves immediately in a respectful manner to the Magistrates, ... producing their passports, and renewing them as occasion may require [II, 142]. When occasion requires for going into...the territories of any of the Native Princes, previous measures should be taken for obtaining the necessary passports from the Resident.

Conner was advised not to press enquiries about statistics or history until the survey had made some progress and the peoples of Coorg had got to know him;

I presume you are...aware...that expressing any extraordinary anxiety or solicitude for any particular object is the sure way to excite suspicion, delay, & sometimes opposition. ... I would recommend your abstaining from taking notes of your remarks, or of their answers to questions, in their presence. In this case they always suppose there is something more than meets the eye, & they assume caution...& distrust [418].

Ward was directed to report to the Resident in Travancore and communicate with him on the...mode of carrying on the surveys, ... and of obtaining such aids as are necessary. ... You are...to be particularly attentive to any instructions you may receive...and to conform with the official servants of the administration.

Mountford writes later that

Ward is well and Conner has arrived at Quilon. They have arranged...to set about their survey as soon as they have had an interview with the Resident. Of this I have approved.

All the reports from that quarter convince me that Munro [100 n.4], although he may have issued the orders required by Government, has not zealously befriended the survey. He has not given it that support which...he must know is necessary. This I am astonished at, as I had looked upon him as a warm supporter. ... The neglect...may have, in some degree, originated from Ward's being too unobtrusive which, with all his good qualities, he certainly is. Conner is more a man of the world...and will, I imagine, please Munro more. By his waiting upon him and...indirectly insinuating the subject, much, I hope, may be done. ...

I am afraid this is our only way of proceeding. A complaint to Government would, I imagine, tend to irritate, and might produce little effect, as a literal obedience of orders has probably already taken place. I have...desired them to be cautious in stating to me officially any complaints, ... and to take care...that it is not merely on the report of the assistants, but after particular investigation by themselves, and on grounds decided and well made out.

The interview was successful, and work ran more smoothly thereafter [109].

Mackenzie was anxious about pindâri incursions [82-3, 96, 100], and writes to the Collector at Bellary in 1815; “I hope the alarms from the Mahrratta Horse are dispelled; we...suspect they have some connection with the Canouli business”...and later after several raids had penetrated into Madras territory:

The whole of these marauders will be on the retreat by the month of March, & retiring by a hundred different channels. Few of them will be crushed, & of what consequence compared to the havoc & destruction of their ravages? It is shocking to think of it."

1 Dn. 147 (244), 1-5-20. 2 MPC. 27-10-15; passports or porsahins. 3 Dn. 156 (19, 22), 11-1 & 6-3-16. 4 MPC. 10-5-16. 5 Dn. 151 (105-20), 13-1-18. 6 Dn. 156 (14), 17-12-15. 7 ib. (111), 8-1-17.
Several students of the Military Institution were victims of the raid into Guntur in March 1816, and James Macdonald[1] [II, 321] reports that he was
out surveying on the 11th instant. On that day the reports concerning the Pendarrahs had such
an effect upon...the inhabitants...that they deserted their habitations, and I could with difficulty
procure a cooly to accompany me. ... I then began to pay some attention to these rumours
but, without orders from the Instructor [Mountiford, p. 96] or the certainty of the near
approach of an enemy, I did not feel authorized to leave my survey on the morning of the 12th.
I rode to a rising ground in the direction of Guntoor to make enquiries regarding the
approach of the Pendarrah horde and...I had not proceeded far, when thro’ the fog...I
observed four mounted armed men in chase. Being tolerably mounted I determined to make
for Guntoor, but unfortunately as I approached that station, I saw the country for many
miles covered with the Pendarrahs. They bore down upon me in all directions, and resistance
or flight became alike unavailing. I was surrounded, knocked from my horse, stripped to
the skin, and mercilessly beaten. and to crown the whole they gave me two sword cuts,
some spear stabs—none of the wounds are serious.
I crawled into a grain field, and when I had regained some strength walked, naked, beneath
a burning sun to Guntoor, in search of medical aid. Near the Pettaiah I was again knocked
down by their spears, but a few shots fired at them from a fortified house in the Pettaiah
prevented them only from killing me. I then joined Lieutenants James and Tweedie,[2]
and assisted in defending the Collector’s treasure and cutcherry. My plain table and surveying
instruments are, I am afraid [missing], but as the country is over-run with Pendarrahs I have
not learnt their fate.
Yesterday I was for a subaltern rich, today I have not a rag to cover me. I therefore hope
that, as I was employed on the public service, and have suffered a misfortune which I could
neither foresee or prevent, that His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief will have the kindness
to recommend...a compensation for the loss of my property[3].

Grimsshaw[4] tells a similar story [344];

Whilst employed on survey, my tent was surrounded and attacked on the 13th of March
by a considerable body of Pandaries who plundered, and afterwards destroyed, the whole of
my baggage. ... I was suddenly attacked at a village 18 miles from Guntoor; an advanced
party of 12 horsemen made the first attempt to plunder me, but with the assistance of the two
servants I drove them back about 20 yards. To my great mortification...my gun at this critical
moment missed five successive times, or I must have shot the headman in command of the
party, who came up close to me.

I now lost no time in trying to disengage my horses from their pickets, to give them a
chance to escape, but I was cut off from my tent by a fresh party, who came up in another
direction. Three men endeavoured to spear me; two of the thrusts I parried off, the other
went through my jacket. Thus completely surrounded, it was impossible for me to afford
any further protection to my baggage, and the only chance of saving myself was to run into
a tank that was close to me. I succeeded in the attempt, and the ground being very soft, the
horsemen were prevented from following me.

It was now I lost the whole of my baggage. My horses and every article found useful
by the Pandaries was carried off and the remnant of my property was set on fire and burnt.
I was obliged calmly to witness this scene from the impossibility of making any further
resistance, and from having...to escape up a tree to avoid the main body which then came up
and, I should suppose, amounted to 1,500 men, as the space of ground they covered on their
march I afterwards found to be rather more than one square mile.

When the party had plundered the village, they left it, and I set out for Amarravetti.
On my arrival I informed the zamindar that the Pandaries had halted and dismounted at a
top 6 miles off. I requested...what men he could spare from the defence of Amarravetti,
and I was promised the assistance of 70 horses and some matchlock men. This party would
have been fully adequate to a nightly surprise on a body of men very ill armed, and who sleep
in the greatest confusion. But on stating my wishes that the party might be ready at
11 o’clock on the 13th, I was told the men would not be able to turn out till the next morning,
and I hence was compelled to give up the project.

I...annex a...list of the articles...lost, which composed the whole of my baggage, and I trust
to...Government for remuneration for the ruinous event that has befallen me...

---

1. James Somerled Macdonald (1792-1843); Mad. Inf. Enns. 1811; Lt Col 1842.
2. John Polglase James, Enns. 1807; Lt Col 1833; Maurice Tweedie (1797-1867); Enns. 1804; Lt Gen.; both 2nd MNI, 1816.
3. petition 13-5-15; MMC. 17-5-16.
4. John Grimswhau (1793-1819); Mad. Inf. 1890, d. near Copanu Droog, Mysore [Cushing's Droog, pl. 11].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arab horses</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Drawing box, complete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Box of mathematical instruments</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Telescope</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Compass, box</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Saddles</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Desk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bridles</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunks, containing 24 suits of new</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boots, pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clothes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gold watch, with chain and seals</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regimental Jackets</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Silver Tumbler</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt, with breast-plates</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Small milk bowl</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation Sword</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Large spoons</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sash</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tea spoons</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regimental Cap, complete</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Salt cellars</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handkerchiefs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cruet Stand, complete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regimental Greatcoat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Cannean, containing plates, dishes,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knives, forks, and glass ware.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedding; a tent carpet, and a variety</td>
<td></td>
<td>Military and Mathematical Books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of smaller articles that were consumed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saved: 1 Baggage Tent 1 Pair of Trousers 1 Shirt 1 Handkerchief 1 Straw Hat

Similar claims were submitted by Borthwick and Cuxton [II, 321], the latter giving details of the "cloaths" he lost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subaltern’s Tent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9 Waistcoats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Baggage Tent</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14 Pairs of Stockings</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Shirts</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7 Pairs of Pantaloons</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Pairs Pantaloons</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 Neck handkerchiefs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The claims were passed after reference to the Governor in Council.

It was this sensational raid that led to more drastic military action against the pindari brood. Lambton writes to Mackenzie of the escape of the Pindaries with all their treasure, women, etc., which they took from the Guntoor District.

Doveton [83–4] made a rapid march, but made a countermarch the next day, and the Pindaries passed over the very ground which he had left. I hope some decided measures will be taken respecting these freebooters, and with respect to the Nizam’s country too, for it is in a miserable state; robberies and murders committed everywhere with impunity.

I hope you will continue to write to me from Bengal, and I shall let you know occasionally what is going on in this part of the world.

Though Lambton makes little official reference to the disturbed state of the country, his long halt at Hyderabad from 1816 to 1818 was most certainly opportune [223, 237], and led Walker to give a vivid account of the pindari ravages.

The Company’s troops themselves were often unwelcome in remoter districts, as Van Heythuyzen noted when he marched his detachment from Ganjam to Nágpur through the wilder parts of Orissa, some time about 1822;

It is absolutely requisite that troops in progress on this route should be provided with their own permanent carriage. No carriage of any kind is procurable without compulsory measures, in having recourse to which the native inhabitants become disgusted & quit their villages in alarm upon the approach of troops.

Finding all the villages about this place deserted...I naturally request...why such a desertion takes place. The replies are uniformly the same. The Bengal sepoys use us and our people so harshly that we are afraid to remain. They come into our villages & take without paying everything they wish. On being assured of protection & that any sepoys of my party offending should be punished upon the spot, I have...prevailed on them to return & at my departure have had the pleasure to hear the Madras sepoys praised for their behaviour.

It had for centuries been a custom of the country that officials had the right to call for labour, transport, and supplies, entirely free of charge, a practice known as bōgāri. This was definitely forbidden under a proclamation issued in 1820;

Whereas an unwarranted practice prevails in several provinces...of forcibly pressing certain classes of the inhabitants...under the denomination of begarries or coolies, for...carrying baggage or other loads from stage to stage, or village to village, Notice is hereby given that the continuance of this practice is henceforth strictly prohibited throughout...the Presidency

of Fort William. ... The present order is not intended to affect the authorized provisions which now exist, or may hereafter be found necessary, relative to the regulated supply of provisions in the mountainous portion of the British Dominions on the North Western Frontier wherein other species of conveyance may not be procurable.

It was to this order that Everest refers in his letter of August 1832, when telling how times had changed.

Fisher tells of trouble on a visit to Cachar, beyond the Company's frontiers.

Letters were...written both by the Magistrate and myself to Chowjeet Singh, and an answer soon arrived importing that, when he had despatched some business which detained him in the eastern parts of his country, he should receive my visit with pleasure.

After my arrival on the frontier, I was met by a person deputed to conduct me to the Rajah...as far as Govindpoo, his present residence. I arrived there on the 5th April, and immediately sent notice to the Rajah, who appointed the following morning for my audience. On my attendance, however, at the appointed time, I was informed that the Rajah was sleepy, and desired me to come again in the evening. This was accompanied by circumstances which induced me to request permission to return to Sylhet, on which an apology was sent, and notice that the Rajah should visit me in the evening.

In the evening he sent his Dewan to inform me that he was building a house for my reception, and that when I entered it he would see me. As I had now received some information of a design to imprison me, I repeated my request for leave to return into the Company's territory, alleging the duties I had to perform in Sylhet.

Receiving no answer, ...I caused my boats on the morning of the 7th to be dropped down the river, but...5 miles from Govindpoo was stopped by...troops who, levelling their muskets and cannon, threatened to fire upon the boats unless I immediately returned, and I now heard...that the Rajah had issued orders for the massacre of myself and all the people with me, including my escort from the Sylhet Corps. ... Considering that by any acts of violence I should incur a heavy responsibility, and that the proceeding perhaps originated in some mistake, ... I complied with the order to return to Govindpoo, under the express assurance that the Rajah would see me immediately, and allow me to take my leave.

The Rajah, however, again broke his promise, and...placed a guard to watch my boats, notwithstanding which I received information of his intention to murder the whole party. I was positively prohibited from writing to Sylhet, and every precaution was taken...to cut off the communication. When, therefore, the...Dewan and Thanadar appeared, to communicate the Rajah's orders for my entering the house assigned to me, I made enquiry of them concerning the cause of the Rajah's anger, and mentioned...my having surveyed the course of the River Soorma in my way. I was told that it was not on that account, and...that it originated partly from a belief of...the claim of the Company to Pergannah Serispour, and partly from an apprehension that my visit was only a prelude to a similar claim in Cachar itself.

Every chance of an amicable adjustment was at an end. I therefore seized the three ministers and confined them in my boat, but was afterwards induced to allow one of them to fetch the Rajah's cousin, ... who, with all his counsellors, has strongly opposed the whole proceeding.... Successively, ...the cousin and nephew of the Rajah appeared, and the latter, after being detained by me a short time, was allowed to depart...to bring the Rajah, or to return himself within two hours. In about an hour the Rajah came to the river bank, and publicly asked pardon, and...I expressed my fear that he had been induced to act as he had done through some misapprehension, which he replied that he had not, and again asked pardon.

The following day a passport was granted to me, and I was allowed to return to Sylhet.

Revenue surveyors worked as a rule in the closest touch with district revenue officers, and in the friendliest relations with local inhabitants. Brown, however, reports serious trouble in the Saharanpur district:

On my arrival at Teetrum, I found the boundary settlements at a stand. An armed mob from Gadheer Abdoolah Khan, instigated by the Pathans in that place, had forcibly interfered and driven the arbitrators from the boundary. I immediately reported...to...the Judge of Saharanpur, who was at that time also officiating Collector, and aid was promptly given to Mr. Fraser's ameen. Two swars were directed...for apprehending rioters...and a proclamation was at the same time issued, stating the nature...of the Survey, forbidding violence, ... but to bring their complaints to Saharanpur, where they should be immediately enquired into.

The suwar arrived immediately, but unfortunately the proclamation...was some days in reaching the Thanadar. ... In the meantime, the Pathans of Tooroum [158]...committed a vicious assault on my camp followers, and beat some of them in the most cruel manner with iron-bound lathes, for which they were fined in the court of Suhurumpoor. ...

The Pathans have, however, the upper hand in other matters besides boundaries, and which I cannot describe better than by...the way they treat each other's cattle. When a Pathan's bullock strays into a Goojur's field, he is quietly driven out and respectfully taken to his owner, but when the Goojur's unfortunate half-starved beast happens to commit the dreadful mistake of plundering the Pathan's field, the case is altered quite, and a dozen fellows are seen clustering to the spot, and the blows are heard to resound from the animal's back.¹

GEOMETRIC TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY

Lambton, being himself of a kindly and courteous disposition, had always set himself to preserve happy relations with the officials and peoples of the countries in which he was working. His survey was, more than any other, broken up into small isolated detachments which were dependent on the maintenance of good will, and encouraged to give way on any sign of unfriendliness. Without such a spirit work in the territories of the Nizam would have been impossible. In the following letter Lambton explains his needs to Charles Metcalfe, who had recently taken over as Resident at Hyderabad from his old friend Henry Russell:

It may be satisfactory to you to know something of...the Trigonometrical Survey, and why so many attendants are requisite in the Nizam's country, while so few are sufficient in the Company's territories and in the Mysore.

The unsettled state of the Nizam's Dominions, ...and the suspicion...of all the zamindars and jagirdars on seeing flags flying within their domains, rendered it necessary to have takeeds² from the Minister to all managers of districts to be sent forward with the signal flags. Two peons attend each flag, and generally two sepoys in order to prevent the bearers...from being ill-treated. Of these signal flags there are generally six, so that at least twelve peons are...necessary. It most commonly happens that the mountains to which the flags are sent are rocky and covered with high forest trees; in which case the assistance of the inhabitants is necessary, and it is the duty of those peons to wait on the manager with the two sepoy who if he be a well-disposed man will order assistance to be given. If he is not, ...as constantly happened...to the eastward, ...negotiations were required, which did not always succeed.

Besides these twelve peons sent with the flags, eight more are kept with the camp, in the event of sickness, or to be employed by the Darogs (who is also a servant of the Minister), in collecting...whatever may be necessary about camp, such as straw, grass, fowls, etc. The darogs is generally attended by a moonah and six hircarrahs. ...The hircarrahs are employed...in carrying letters, and keeping...communication with...post office stations; two in camp to carry letters, and the remaining two are ready in case of sickness.

When the camp is at any very great distance from the tappal (dawk) route, camel hircarrahs are absolutely necessary. ...In all the late excursions except the last, what with the natural difficulty of the country—the scarcity of provisions—and unaccommodating and often hostile disposition of the managers and headmen of villages—a much larger number of the Minister's servants were wanted, and particularly to prepare for those dreadful cases of sickness and mortality with which the party sent out in 1819 was visited [229-31]. ...

The Minister's servants must be regularly paid, or otherwise they will plunder every village they come near. ...I offered to pay them myself, and Mr. Russell...readily agreed to reimburse me from the Minister's treasury; and I had, besides, full powers to punish anyone who was found guilty. This...in a great measure prevented the evil, but...it is impossible to remove.

The Darogs, Moonahs, six Hircarrahs, the twenty peons, and perhaps a camel hircarrah, will...be fully sufficient, and if any of them can be dispensed with, it shall be done. ...

When I was in the Mysore, ...every amnadar had orders to comply with my requisitions, and pay particular attention to my flags, which I had frequently sent to mountains fifty, sixty, and seventy miles distant, without knowing in what district they were. Great aid from the inhabitants was also wanted, and I have had occasion to employ two hundred people besides...my own followers, to clear roads through almost impenetrable jungle, and to ascend mountains five or six thousand feet above the sea, where I had to remain sometimes for ten or twelve

¹ ETC. 18-9-28 (31). ² letters of authority.
days with a bazar. These people were all regularly paid, ... and the bazar articles were paid for according to the regulated prices, exclusive of their being carried up the mountains.

The sick people were carried from stage to stage by village coolies, who were also regularly paid for their labours. In the late excursions in the country the Minister allowed one or two elephants for that purpose. ... There was an abundance of beggars who were both ready and willing, when they were sure of being paid. ... I have been particular as to regularity of payments and, except in one or two instances, I am not aware that there has been any abuse. ... A propensity to prefer complaints upon very frivolous grounds is common.

Lambton asked Bombay to provide for Everest's wants on his branch series towards Poona in 1822:

Public servants to attend him for procuring supplies...and...assistance from the inhabitants in clearing roads and ascending the mountains...and...carrying the sick, etc..., ... All labour, as well as supplies, will be regularly paid for according to the fixed rates. ... Where we are obliged to ascend the highest mountains with very heavy instruments, we constantly stand in need of such assistance. ... Captain Everest will also want a guard from the Sepoy Corps.

With respect to...cash, I request...directions to the Commissioner at Poona, and the Collectors through whose districts Captain Everest may pass, to furnish...a monthly sum not exceeding five hundred (500) sicca rupees, for bills...on Messrs. Davidson & Co., my Agents at Calcutta. It is in this manner that my parties get supplies of cash, ... and it is for bills on my private agents that I get cash from the different Residents.

At the same time Everest asked the Commissioner at Poona that provisions be furnished at fair rates; that my people be protected from molestation when employed with my flags or night-lights, and that the aid of the inhabitants in carrying my sick, clearing roads, erecting piles, etc., may be afforded at my requisition, for all of which prompt payment will always be made at the established rates of labour.

The following is Everest's reply to a complaint he considered entirely frivolous:

It was my intention some days ago to lodge a complaint...against the writer...for refusing to afford me...that aid...which I...require, and...for encouraging robbers to come to plunder my camp. The very enfeebled state of my health, ... however, prevented me...

The first part is against Shaik Jee, Auril of the villages, ... for refusing to protect and furnish with provisions some people of mine, who were sent with a signal flag to an eminence in the vicinity, ... The second is against Moer...Khan, Auril of S.... for refusing to assist in furnishing my camp with provisions, grass, wood, and other common necessaries.

The third is as follows:—On each of the nights of the 3rd and 4th December, a robbery was committed in my camp by people who were traced...through Tullagaon. Application was made to the piltr of that village, but his only reply was that he belonged to the Nuwab, and knew nothing about the matter. An application was afterwards made...to Nandar Khan, whose reply was...offensive terms. ...

The urze...is...so loose and general that I am at a loss to understand what it alludes to.

On my arrival...at Takarchera...I noticed it necessary to repair the buildings erected by the late Ltp. Col. Lambton, which had most wantonly been injured, and in some parts destroyed. It was also found necessary to raise a small pile of earth and masonry at the south end of my base-line in order to overtop some trees. The villages in the vicinity...were called upon to furnish such aid as they could afford.

The whole work was at an end in 8 days, and...the maximum of aid contributed on any day by the whole united villages...was 5 palahies and 41 labourers, and the daily pay was 8 pies to a palahie, and 4 to a labourer, all of which I know was regularly disbursed.

It is...implied by the latter part of the urze that provisions have been required by me at forced rates, but...a more false and malicious insinuation could not have been made. ... Two buneheas have been furnished to my camp by the authorities, ... and no person whatever is allowed to interfere with...them or their neruch... ... In reference to the charge made against my people of illtreating the inhabitants; were it less general and vague, could it enable me to bring the fact home to any individual in my camp—I should feel...much indebted to the person who imputed it. ... It is equally wanton and malicious with all the rest. For though I am always ready to attend to complaints and redress them, and to visit with the most exemplary punishment offences of the nature here alleged, yet no such complaint has hitherto been brought to me.

Everest's relations with unsophisticated inhabitants of the jungle were uniformly good. He writes of scorpions, tigers, and Khonds [262]:
people & country of India

I had a small tent pitched at the top of the hill, and a larger one at the foot with my camp. ... One of my followers brought up one morning in a large jungle leaf a heap of these detestable insects [scorpions], which he and others had killed in my lower tent. Upon counting them, there were, young and old, in number twenty-six. ...

The tigers, too, were very large and ferocious. The inhabitants of a hamlet near my station were preparing, whilst I was there, to abandon their homes in consequence of the perpetual prowling of these animals around them. From that station I intended to take azimuths of verification; but, when I sent out a party with a reference lamp for that purpose, it was necessary to surround them all night long with shouts and revelry, and the blaze of fires, and discharges from musketry, so that the observations, which should be made in peace and tranquility, became useless. ... Mr. Voysey had actually lost a person who was in attendance on him [243] and they used to be heard growing all round my camp and detached stations by all but me.

I never saw a tiger in the wild state in India. Not a man of mine had ever been carried off, though I had in my excursions with the telegraph line [269–71], and in the jungles of the Godavery [229–31], invaded the forests in which they chiefly abound. And to this lucky case, probably, may be attributed the belief which the natives generally entertained of my being possessed, by means of astrology, of some necromantic powers, so that tigers had no power to harm me or those who were under my immediate protection. ...

The faith placed in the healing powers of the great theodolite and other instruments employed at any time in observing stars were such that I have had people come many miles to entreat permission to bow down before the lower telescope of this imposing instrument; and strange as it may appear, it is no less true that men and women who had been lame or blind for years, others who had the palsy, and others again who were swollen with dropsy, were among my applicants.

The Goans who inhabit this mountain belt are a race whose principal occupation is hunting, but who engage to a certain extent in agriculture. ... They are honest in their dealings, blunt and plain-spoken in their language, and as much given to speak the truth as their neighbours to the north and south are to the opposite propensity.

Everest indeed loved to paint the picture;

To the north of the valley of Benar, and within a few miles of Ellichpoor, rises a vast chain of bare rocks which extends as far as the eye can reach ... and appears to be covered with forests quite impenetrable. These wildernesses are almost destitute of inhabitants, and the few human beings who dwell there, a wretched set of wild Goans, are engaged in perpetual conflicts with tigers, and other wild beasts, by which, and the barrenness of the soil, they are frequently driven from the miserable hamlets.

Water is hardly to be met with, and provisions, unless brought from a distance, are nowhere procurable. The mountains viewed from the valley of Benar appear altogether intenable, and the features they present seem to rise ridge beyond ridge, so nearly equal in height as to preclude the possibility of selecting a series of suitable geometrical points; besides which they are really the seat of the most deadly fevers.

Trouble met by Oliver at a hill station just north of the Narbada was probably due to local superstition, for the State officials were quite ready to help;

I proceeded to the height which you pointed out, ...situated on the great mountains north of the Nerbuddah, subject to Bhopal, and in the midst of a desolate tract of country, covered with much forest. ... I could by no means persuade any of the inhabitants to afford me any aid. I could not even get a guide and, what is worse, the killadar of a neighbouring fortress...about 6 miles distant threatened to confine all my people.

There was a great scarcity of water, and no means of bringing it to the top of the mountain, and provisions were not to be had nearer than 8 miles, so that I could not, with due regard to the safety of your people, keep them upon the hill for 24 hours togerher.

I succeeded on the 17th in hiring 16 batch men from the Hoosungahad District, ... but these people were insufficient for the work, and left me on the 21st, thoroughly worn out. On the night of the 21st a native gentleman...arrived on the part of the Political Agent, ... but...not furnished with sufficient authority to procure me assistance. ... On the 21st I succeeded in clearing a gap in the jungle sufficient for the ray of N — to pass clear through, and on the 23rd I left the place, ... but...the station was still incomplete.

There was trouble in cantonments as well as in the jungle, and Everest complains to the commanding officer at Hoshangahad on behalf of his servant;

The 1st complaint is against the khidmatgar of Lt. M. for using threatening language towards him to the following effect: that he (Lt. M.'s servant) would seize him immediately after dinner, and tie him to a banyan tree, and beat him so that he should never be able to rise again. The 2nd complaint is against the khidmatgar of Mr. A. Surgeon Griffiths, for calling him a bahuncheet, and threatening to break his arms and face... I beg you will take such measures as you may seem proper. The complainant is a very peaceable and inoffensive man, and has been in my service for a long time, and is altogether a very trusty and excellent servant, my khanzamat.

Everest was much concerned to impress everyone with the great importance of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and the following is the style of letter he would write to political officers and others when asking for assistance:

The Trigonometrical Survey of India is a subject of deep interest to all the learned societies of Europe. It is in point of extent the greatest scientific undertaking of the kind that Great Britain has ever patronized; and, stretching as it is likely to do from the parallel of 8 degrees to that of 31 degrees of latitude, it offers a wider field for the solution of the true figure of the globe than any similar undertaking which the present generation will probably witness.

For myself, who am but the unworthy instrument appointed to conduct this magnificent work... I feel the most solemn interest in its successful accomplishment, because it becomes me...to do my humble share, that...my employers may meet with no dishonour... Without the presence of His Highness's servants, it seems to me impossible that operations can proceed; my own attendants will assuredly be beaten and ill-used in every village, and I shall neither...get guides nor assistance from the inhabitants in any shape whatever.

The demands made were no doubt a considerable tax on the sparsely populated countries through which Everest and Olliver worked between 1824 and 1830. The survey constantly passed from the influence of one political officer to another, who had little cognizance of its purpose, and from the homeland of one primitive people to another, each with the natural prejudice of jungle folk against strangers and works that passed their understanding. Not all were benevolent like the Khonds. It is recorded that during Olliver's work the Raja of Ramnagar caused it to be proclaimed by beat of drum that his people should be cautious of falling into the hands of the surveyors lest they should have their children taken to burn in the signal fires.

Everest tells of difficulty in preserving the markstones intact:

The natives of India have a habit of attributing supernatural and miraculous powers to our instruments [...], and the sites which have been occupied by them. In cases of death or any other natural visitations they often offer up prayers to those sites; and if the object of their prayers be not conceded, they proceed to all sorts of acts of destruction and indignity towards them; Nay (as...my station-marls were engraved on the solid rock in situ), they have been known to proceed in bodies armed with sledge hammers, and beat out every vestige of the engravings [...].

COMMISSARIAT AGENT

Everest was so much bothered by audit objections that he at length appealed for protection, pointing out that the items retrenched were necessary, and the amount was advanced from my private purse in ready money. The contingent bills are given in by me upon honour. It seems to me not only a great hardship that I should be liable to retrenchment after the lapse of 10 months, but that the...procedure is quite deficient in that civility which I am entitled to expect... It is my anxious desire to be liberated from all concern with them [contingent accounts], for they are not only a source of much loss and inconvenience to me personally, but they take up the valuable time of myself and my sub-assistants. They involve me in perpetual squabbles...about annas and pies, and I am hardly ever free from unravelling some tricks and roguery on the part of my native followers, who superintend my lights, clear my stations of jungle, and make my blue lights, &c... There are certain items...which might doubtless be supplied by the Commissariat Department. Stationery—sepia's clothing—station flags—teak flag-staves or masts—observing tents—repairs of door—gumy bags—cotton ropes...
There are other charges which may not be so easily adjusted, such as—the charge for oil and earthen vases at the different stations [247-8]—the perpetual charge for candles, wax, and oil at the observatory—the perpetual charge for hire of labourers to assist in clearing the jungle, making roads for the instruments, and such other matters—the occasional charge for the carriage of the sick.

These and many other items...are a constant source of vexation and trouble to me, and they are (though altogether indispensable) a very heavy expense to the State...I would suggest that a native agent...of the Commissariat be kept in continual attendance on me...to supply my wants on my requisition...The saving of expense would more than cover...his salary, at the same time that it would disburden me and my sub-assistants from an office which interferes to a very injurious degree with the more important duties of my situation.

The agent was supplied in October 1824[327], and amongst his first tasks was the provision of materials and labour for the construction of the Sironj observatory. Regarding ways and means Everest writes:

Masonry is so seldom required in my operations that I can always depend upon the resources of the country, but...a small proportion of carpenters, smiths, and one good brazier will be of essential service. Major General Arnold [384] has been pleased to place at my disposal...a sufficient number of carpenters and smiths from the Sauger magazine, but there are...a good brazier at that place, and they are the most important artificers to me...

There are no builders or woodcutters of any kind attached to the Trigonometrical Survey. I am not aware of any General Order which prohibits the calling for the labour of villagers, and if such an order does exist, I cannot conceive it at all to be applied to the Trigonometrical Survey [410-1]. Imagine how I could possibly have proceeded on the banks of the Godavery, where I had a full square mile of thick teak and bamboo forest to cut through, and...not within 50 miles of any full-sized village.

He was disgusted to find that he still had to countersign vouchers:

It was the intention...in appointing a Commissariat Agent...to liberate me from the trouble and inconvenience...but if...musters rolls and certificates...are to be furnished from my office, the indulgence...will be completely frustrated, and...trouble will be increased tenfold...

In the present state of my health, I am unable to indulge in so voluminous correspondence. If Bunsedhur [the Agent] had presented his accounts...when the different items...are stated to have been incurred, I could have...checked them; but he never did so and...preferred idling in camp...He cannot give any explanation,...and declares that he did not go through the expense...I beg to ask why he did not? He had the most ample information, being almost the only idle person in my camp, and though...he could not control the expenditure...at distant stations, yet every one of these stations was visited in succession, and he might...have examined into...the statements given him by my people.

When Bunsedhur joined...I explained to him the system on which the contingent expenses...had always been checked...Bunsedhur chose to advance money to my people, and to take no measures whatever to control them...Captain G. calls on me for particulars as if I had kept any memorandum on the subject, but for this I have neither time, health, nor inclination...I must decline all further correspondence with Captain G., for there is a general incredulity in that gentleman's style of address to me, notwithstanding all the trouble I have taken to meet his wishes.

In the course of further acrimonious correspondence Bunsedhur showed his expenditure as Rs. 2,815-13-4, three-fourths advanced to Everest and his assistants, one-fourth expended by himself. After Everest handed over to Oliver, another Agent was appointed, and Olliver kept strict control over his bills. He still had to defend his expenditure:

The quantity of candles and wax, though appearing large in one month's charge will...last out for two season or more. Candles are used in the observatory during the observations for reading off the micrometers...making out the angles, and for comparing them all, which is done immediately after the observation. The quantity of candles used during the last 3 months is about 9 seers, so that about 3 seers may be considered the average expenditure for the month...

Wax...is made into tapers...

The Indian Ink...is very good. Its dimensions are 4'-3 inches in length, 1 in. breadth, and 0'-7 of an inch in thickness...It was bought up at a public auction...in a lot with other

colours for 41 Rs., and I eagerly availed myself by offering 10 Rs. for the cake, ... being the only article there in my opinion of any worth.

Such was the scarcity of supplies

felt by Mr. Rosenrode and his party, that actual starvation...was considered no uncommon thing. The Goonds flee their habitations at sight of a stranger, and though Mr. Rosenrode had taken the precaution to lay in a stock of provisions for his party, laden on spare bullocks, ... yet his horses, only two in number, have frequently been obliged to subsist on small rations of rice, for the country yields no channa... 

Fatigue, attended with privation and sudden change of food from wheat flour to rice, has been the cause of the sickness which the party experienced, irritated with the water coming from sandstone [414]. ... The evil might be greatly remedied by the Commissariat...at Saugar being authorized...to provide...a transport depot of grain.

NIZAM'S TERRITORIES

Though Lambton had maintained the smooth conduct of his survey through the Nizam's territories [412], the topographical survey had so many changes of leadership after Garling's death, that relations between surveyors and officials were frequently strained. There was the professional anxiety of the surveyors to collect all possible information, both geographical and statistical, regardless of local susceptibilities, a danger which Mackenzie had been so careful to avoid during the Mysore survey [II, 213]. There were many areas where authority was far from strict, and local zamindars were apt to defy orders from headquarters.

In 1821, Thomas Hill who was holding charge after Conner's death, received a sharp protest from the Residency regarding his enquiries;

You...have been calling upon the moostaudies...not only for the names of the villages, ... but also for an account of the revenue and produce. ... It is certainly necessary...that you should be acquainted with the names of all places... but it is totally improper...to enquire into the arrangements of the country. ... You will immediately desist from such conduct.

Hill reports that Garling was allowed from the Subsidiary Force [I, 115-6] a jamadar's guard, and the Minister's people, ... a chobdar, a naikoo, 4 hirearrs and 15 peons. ... His way of travelling was—a large marquee 12 feet square—a small double-poled tent 15 by 9, both with double wallings—and a baggage tent. One private tent for the sepoyos from the Commissary's Department, and one for the Minister's people, with an elephant...(as the soil generally being of a loamy kind and somewhat injurious to horses), and 5 camels; ... besides these, he had carts and laden bullocks of his own.

At present I have obtained from the acting Resident an havildar's guard, consisting of 1 havildar, 1 naikoo, and 12 sepoyos; one moostaudy, 5 hirearrs and 16 peons.

Young agreed that assistance was no longer generous, and that the new Resident, Charles Metcalfe, could offer no prospect of reverting to earlier conditions;

He had no connexion with the survey, except to make application...for the Nizam's permission, and to remove any obstacles. ... In the Nizam's country the obstacles opposed to a surveyor are more numerous, and not so easily removed as in our own territories, particularly if the Government seems not to take an interest. ... Reference to the Resident is not always practicable from remote parts, where there may be no tappal communication [325 n.1].

The survey of these dominions must of course be...of great importance to Government, although the Nizam may feel no interest in it. ... It appears very desirable...the same plans as heretofore should be followed. Mr. Metcalfe is disposed to remove obstacles when the particular instances of them are made known to him, but these...would be of much less frequent occurrence, and the survey less liable to be retarded, if the party were more countenanced and aided in some way...that may not...incur any direct additional expense to the Nizam's Government.

Metcalfe was reluctant to claim too much;

A moostaudy...or any other efficient person...at the headquarters of the Surveyor, with... hirearrs or peons sufficient to furnish one for each surveying party, is all that is requisite.

If, however, Captain Young will explain for what purpose he requires a larger body, ... such as the Nizam's Government can reasonably be called on to supply, the Resident will...renew his application...
Captain Young...observes—"For myself I can get nothing, either to eat or drink"—The Resident has no doubt that the Nizam’s Government will cause every facility...in procuring supplies... The Resident cannot perceive...any symptoms of insurmountable obstacles. The occasional absence of Patels...ignorance...of the particular points which a surveyor may be anxious to ascertain—and general reluctance to furnish information of which the search is an object of universal distrust, are inconveniences...which must be expected. ...

Every traveller who obtains a village to shew the road pays, or ought to pay, for his services, and...labouring villagers compelled to attend the survey are entitled to their established hire. This does not, of course, apply to Patels or heads of villages, who are officers of Government, and liable to occasional attendance for public purposes1.

Young described the various subjects on which he had to collect information—boundaries—administrative centres—commerce—prosperity. He repeated his complaints regarding personal supplies. Metcalfe expressed little sympathy;

We have no right to...such active labour for...so minute a survey of dominions of a Foreign Prince...which is notoriously viewed with...dislike, as if...a prelude to our taking possession of the country. It is therefore fortunate that the Government has volunteered the assistance required, and I trust that your operations may proceed without any impediment. But I shall not be astonished if the proposed census...meet with objection [II, 213, 367].

I am surprised and concerned to find that you are exposed to difficulty in procuring supplies for your personal convenience, as my former instructions...particularly called...attention to this subject. They shall be repeated 2.

The Surveyor General readily accepted the Resident’s point of view;

That such liberal support should be given by the Nizam’s Government...is gratifying, and I hope that Captain Young will be very careful that no acts of his assistants may tend to create jealousy. I am not at all surprised that the Nawab should shew aversion to the injudicious attempt to take a census of the inhabitants and subjects of a foreign state.

A geographical knowledge of the country...should be obtained in such manner as not to excite that suspicion which too minute enquiries will certainly raise. A judicious...Surveyor will...give sufficient information on geographical and military subjects from his own observations, but...should be very watchful over the acts of his assistants 3 [468].

In spite of these directions, protests from local officials and from the Resident were repeated two years later, probably owing to incautious demands made by newly posted assistants, and in 1824 Crisp had to issue a special circular;

First. That all supplies purchased from the natives be paid for at their own established prices, and no attempt be made to exact them at a lower rate, or to pay less than is demanded.

Second. That...persons...engaged be paid their regulated hire; and on no account are they to be gratuitously employed, or to be pressed to serve willingly. ... Third. Trading is peremptorily forbidden, for, under cover of the surveyor’s occupation, and...his baggage passing without search...articles of merchandise have been introduced, the payment of duties evaded, and the Government defrauded.

Fourth. All oppression and maltreatment of a native will be visited with severity. ... Indeed mildness, patience, forbearance, moderation and justice, should characterize all your dealings...and especially, as you are employed upon a duty which cannot but be viewed with some degree of jealousy and distrust, it should be your great care to conciliate... You are directed particularly to confine your enquiries to such points only as refer to external objects, as boundaries, names and situations of villages, and carefully to abstain from questioning the people about any matters relative to the internal management of the country. ... Avoid minute statistical enquiries which tend to awaken suspicion and alarm4.

From 1827 or earlier, a European superintendent was stationed in each division of the Nizam’s dominions, and surveyors were directed to apply to him for any special assistance they required.

**Communications**

Arrangements for postal service by means of dāk-runners, *tappal*, *harkaras*, and camel *harkaras*, have been already described [I, 303, II, 110, 334, III, 269].

---

1. DDn. 194 (50), 5-3-22. 2. IB (65-6), 14-3-22. 3. DDn. 198 (77), 3-5-22. 4. DDn. 147 (149-51, 14-9-24).
Communication between Government offices at the towns was maintained by postal packets "under flying seal", which were despatched in special bags, and were much more speedy than the public mail. Special Government sanction had to be obtained for the franking of letters whose official nature was at all in doubt, that they might be so included and allowed to pass free of charge.

Boat journeys on the Ganges and Jumna varied according to whether they were down the river with the current, or up the river against it. The downward journey from Cawnpor to Calcutta could be made in ten days in September, whereas the reverse journey, even for the Governor-General, might take more than two months. Travelling by road dāk, the up-country journey could be reduced to less than fortnight. The despatch of maps during the rains was a serious matter, and they were often damaged when sent by dāk-bhāngi, or parcel-post.

Mackenzie acknowledges a map from Morisson which is neatly done. Always send...letters...by dawk, & not within the roll of plans, because the latter take more time by bangle. The rolls of maps...are not immediately opened at all times, but wait for a convenient time, while letters are instantly opened.

Sea journeys between Calcutta and Madras depended on the monsoons—s.w. from July to September—n.e. October to March. Mackenzie’s letter, written in Calcutta 18th August, reached Riddell in Madras on 6th September, in spite of the s.w. monsoon. The assistant surveyors who failed to catch a ship from Masulipatam before 1st December had to march to Bengal by land, or wait for a ship till March; and Mackenzie wrote to Riddell at the end of September.

The season is now about to change, and after the 10th October I expect no more from you by sea. I would not wish for 6 months that any risks should be run.

On July 12th 1823, the Hon. Company’s steamer Diana was launched at Kyd’s dock at Kidderpore; the first vessel propelled by steam and paddles to be navigated east of the Cape. She was built for river traffic only, and was used on the Irrawaddy during the advance of General Campbell’s force towards Ava. Other river steamers followed, the Irrawaddy and Ganges being launched early in 1827.

James Du Vernet took nearly eight months on his first voyage to India, 1823-4. In 1825 the steamship Enterprise sailed from Falmouth on the 16th August, and reached Calcutta on 9th December, after a voyage under sail and steam combined. She was commanded by James Johnston, formerly of the Royal Navy, who had taken a leading part in organizing the voyage and won the laksh of rupees offered by Calcutta merchants. The time taken was considered so disappointing, 116 days instead of the expected 70, that the Enterprise was sold to the Government of Bengal, and never attempted the return voyage. She was sent to Rangoon under Johnston’s command for service in the Burmese war, and was later employed in towing sailing vessels up and down the Hooghly. On her first voyage she had been piloted up the Hooghly by Thomas Waghorn. Inspired by Johnston, Waghorn initiated and organized of the overland route via Suez and Alexandria, making his first outward journey between November 1829 and March 1830, four months and 21 days between England and Bombay, which was then about the time of a good passage by sailing ship round the Cape. Waghorn devoted the rest of his life to the overland route.

---

1 Evw Ton (1759).
2 DDn. 159 (139), 12-8-18.
3 Purii, 26-9-20; DDn. 149 (141).
4 Constr. James Henry Johnston (1787-1861); RN; at Trafalgar; Controller of E.I.C. steamer Calcutta, 1833-50; d. at sea off Cape; ML, Kidderpore ch. DB; Fankridge (33).
5 Overland Mail (7-9); Prinsep, MI, d. at sea off Cape; DB; Fankridge (33).
6 Thos. Waghorn (1804-70); RN, 1812-7; Hooghly Pilot, 1819-34; cmd. gunboat, Arakan, 1824-6; DB; DB.
SYLHET–JAIN'TIA FRONTIER

Reduced from Fisher's survey of 1822 [49-50]. Heights given above level of Surma River.

Boundary between Sylhet and Jaintia as surveyed by Fisher is shown by firm red line with a second line indicating disputed area.
ADAMS, Henry [II, 376]. Bo. Inf.  

b. 21-1-1789. d. Sätärà, 4-6-29.
Ensl. 1-1-97 ... Br. Capt. 1-11-18; Capt. 14-7-22.
Son of John Adams, of Aberdeen, seedman.
m., 11-11-19, Christiana Louisa, sister of James Cruikshank [455].
1813-6, on rev. svy. Brosch and Gujarat [170]; before 1818 survd. routes through Abyss [122 n.].
8-9-19, to rev. svy., Sätärà [7, 125, 171, 231, 344, 432].

b. 6-12-1792. d. Agra, 2-5-27, mt.  

Ens. 21-7-10 ... Br. Capt. 24-4-24; disch. by etml. 24-4-27.
Son of John Aire, Lieut. RN., and Christian Ritchie, his wife.
No record found of marriage, but father of John Geo. Aire.
b. Feb. 1814, who d. as writing master, Agra Coll. 22-2-64, 
and was bur. in same grave.
Hosford, I (11-6); III (77); Blunt (72-778).
Arrd. India Oct. 1809; with Pioneers till 1821; 1822-5, 
comdy, a Beldar Corp.; 1822, as DIAO. survd. roads in 
Bengal [27].
1837, found guilty by etml. of insubordination and issuing 
bad cheques.

bapt., Jersey, 17-12-1784. kd. in action, 
12-1-42, on retreat from Kâbul; mt.
St. John’s Ch., Calcutta.
Ens. 23-5-05 ... Lt Col. 14-3-33.
Son of Thos. Anquetil and Marie Fongalestre his wife.
DIR.: Hosford, I (39).
Marâtha War, 1817-8; mil. route svy. Bundelkand [82].

APLIN, Christopher D’Oyly. Ben. Inf.  
bapt. 14-4-1787. d. at 89a, 13-5-33.
Ens. 4-9-06. Capt. 25-19-12.
Son of Oliver and Mary Aplin.
m., Cawnpore, 27-10-18, Julia dau. of Sir Dyson Marshall,
W.O. Ben. Inf. (Hodson, III 290-1).—
Hosford, I (42).
1819, MADAG.: 1830, map of roads, Farrukhabad Dist., 
mitr. 25 (18).

ARTHUR, George Munro. Mad. Inf.  
b. 30-3-02. d. Aug. 1870.
Lient. 19-9-20 ... Lt. Col. 27-6-57; ret. as Hon.
MGen. 10-10-58.
Son of Rev. bolts, minister of Rosedale, Crompton, 
by his 3rd wife; half-bro. of Thomas [II, 375].
ed. Aberdeen Univ. Oriental Club,
27-8-25, appd. Aast. Surv., Hydroâbâd svy., from 2nd st., 
Belgum [16]; Sept. 1824, to th. Malabar svy. [214, 
342]; 10-1-25, sick leave to Europe.

AUBER, Charles. HM 67th Foot.  
b. 30-7-1790. d. Frome, 8-6-25.
Lient. 67th Ft. 6-7-15; 83rd Ft. 11-12-23.
Son of Peter Aubé and Anne Page, his wife.
Marâtha War, 1815; mitr. 81 (34-6), original svy., 
beautifully drawn with two reductions, of route un. 67th 
and 1st Batt. 6th ENI, Hâjputana to Baroda. "Very neat 
route survey ... Talents deserve encouragement": grate 
alice. Res. 250 pm. [209].

1name wrongly recorded as “Olive” by Blunt (71).  

b. 15-5-1801. d. of cholera, 30-11-39.
Tunkur, Mysore, mt.
Lient. 4-6-18; Capt. 17-9-27.
Left widow and 3 children.

b. 21-11-1791. d. 20-12-29,
ur. Ahmednagar.
Ens. 3-7-97 ... Capt. 24-3-22.
Son of Rev. John Ball, of Dublin.
m., Hannah Anne, who d. 11-5-71, aged 70.
Feb. 1808, m. c. IV [II, 320].
1818, compiled maps to illustrate Blacker’s Memoir of the 
Maharatta War [86]; QMCG.

BAYLEY, James [II, 381]. Mad. Inf.  
b. 5-7-1783. d. 11-8-45.
Lient. 21-9-04 ... Maj. 21-6-77; ret. 4-7-29.
Son of James and Margaret Bayley, of Manchester.
The Bayley Family; Family Records. Oriental Club,
April 1805, Mr. ch. I [II, 320]; 1807-11, with Lambe’s svy. 
[II, 242-4].
1811-3, Java; 14-9-15, AOG. [II, 264, 333; III, 337];
1813-4, to Bengal with Gilespie [II, 460]; Aug. 1814, returns 
to Madras army via Nâgpur, survy. en route [II, 53-4].
From 1-1-15, Asst. to qmo. in the Field, employed on 
svy. of Philip E. of Ajanta towards Ellikheper, 
and defence of passes during operations against sindura [83].
MMC. 24-1-9, placed under Resint. at Nâgpur and from 
Marâtha War, 1817-8; severely wounded in action, 
26-11-17, at Shâbâb, S. of Nâgpur city; sketches of action 
at IO.  

b. India, Jan. 1791. d. 30-5-41.
Canton, China.
Ens. 29-7-06 ... Maj. 9-3-37.
Son of Richard Becher, BCS, salt agent, Tamjuk, Midnapore,
m., Elizabetha, — his dau. Charlotte m. Augustus Abbott,
Ben. Art.
Hosford, I (1, 17); 14-11-17, appd. to Nâgpur Sable. Force; 24-10-18, appd. 
DIAO. [337]; later qmo.
Bto., 29-8-20, from Hoochâbâd to Ganges-Jumna 
dâb, for road svy.; mitr. 27 (15); Ben. Reg. [190-37];
1820-1, road svy. Allahâbâd and to Nâgpur [27, 87].

bapt. 8-3-1788. d. 31-3-71, aged 83.
Ens. 29-3-10 ... Br. Maj. 23-6-38; ret. 11-1-43.
Hon Lt Col. 28-11-54.
Son of John Bedford, of Acton, Middlesex.
m., Meem, 20-9-28, Jane Helen, dau. of John Trumo,
of Nîmr, and sister of Colin Trumo, Ben. Inf.; abd. d., Allahâbâd, 
18-9-36, aged 28.
Hosford, I (121).—
Arrd. India by ship Marquis Wellesley, 25-9-09.
Dec. 1814, Medal of Merit at Ft. Wm. Coll., for Hindustani 
and Persian.
1821, with 24th NI, at Morâdâbâd, emp. at request of 
Magie. "in making certain small surveys" [332].

*DDn. 146 (15), 31-12-16.  

1Dn. 196 (143), 6-11-21.

Burme War; Oct. 1824, to Assam as survv. with column advancing up Assam valley, with Wilcox as asst. [3, 52-3, 131, 151-2, 205, 333]; survd. Brahmaputra and Lhut to Brahmapund, and Dihang to Pasial where the Abors turned him back, without his suspecting it to be the main river [54-6, 59, 63]; also survd. short way up the Dihang [pl. 7, Dibong].

On active mili. operations on Noa Dihing, at capture of stockades, Neufville, the intelligence officer, writing, 10-6-25, "Captain Bedford, of the Survey Department, who accompanied us throughout as a volunteer, gave me the benefit of his experience and personal assistance on every occasion". On a later trip up the Dihing was much troubled with fever; "For the three following days I endeavoured, by reduced living and exercise, to overcome what I then considered a trifling illness, but after carrying my survey as far as the Kusun Pass, I found myself so seriously unwell, that without further delay I put myself under medical care".

His journals and fibulae, are full and detailed, with next sketches and cross-sections of rivers.

Closing work in Assam during the rains of 1825, returned to Calcutta, 6-9-26; lost much of his kit by the sinking of a boat, but retrieved a telescope and a sextant. After four months' leave resumed ch. of rev. svy. at Sahasawan Jan. 1827, [150-1, 165, 217, 394]; Encouraged employment of Indian surv.s. [389-90].

1827-28, in ch. Rev. Surv. of, and, from 1838, SGO, Calcutta [124 n.3].

BEDINGFIELD, Richard Gurdon. Ben. Art. b. 5-9-02. d. Nongkhlao, Assam, 4-4-29, murdered by Khāsia; mr. 2/Lt. 5-4-19; Lieut. 13-6-20.

Son of Francis Philip Bedingfield, of Cumberland, and Catherine his wife, dau. of Thos. Havers, of Norfolk.
ed. Addiscombe, 1818-9. Hodson, 1 (121); Ben. 06. (375).

With Buriton [427], in comd. of "two howitzers and two 12-pr. carronades", joined force advancing on Rangpur, capital of Assam Jan. 1823. Exp. on intelligence duty, attracting attention of Scott, who welcomed his services, and joined the expedition to Goalpāra [53], and describes him as "a good surveyor and excellent draughtsman who would be of great service on any expedition".

Compiled from Burinse Infr. a map of Chittubārį [54, 78-9].

On svy. in Durrang, Wilcox writing, 23-8-27, "Bedingfield will give you in a short period of time an excellent map of Camroop. He has already surveyed under favorable circumstances the sw. boundary of Durrang, ... and he is clever enough to take advantage of every means to improve his survey. I do not know that I should offend him by calling him in some measure a pupil of mine; but this a very qualified praise" [63-4].

B. in Ch. Rev. Surv. under Scott [146, 349, 494, 501].

April 1829, took leave with Buriton to Nongkhlao, in Khāsia Hills, on road Gāthāi to Cherrapunji, where they were "both barbarously murdered, ... the former [Bedingfield] on the 4th and the latter on the 5th inst. Both had gone there for the benefit of their health. Four or five hundred Koosawas and Garrows surrounded the house, and poor Bedingfield went out amongst them unarmed to see what they wanted. They immediately seized him, and after tying his hands behind his back and cutting the tendons of his legs, commenced shooting at him with their arrows. It is said that he told them, if it was his life they wanted, to kill him outright at once, which they accordingly did and, cutting off his head, placed it on a rock where a house formerly stood" [445].

Burilton and a companion were killed the following day after making a gallant defence [64, 431].

BELLEW, Henry Walter. Ben. Inf. bapt. 2-1-03. kd. in action, 13-1-42, on retreat from Kābul.

Eus. 16-11-19 ... Bt. Maj. 23-11-41. Son of Robt. Bellew, barr. and Sarah Fowke his wife; bro. to F. J. Bellew, Ben. Inf.; m. Agnes, dau. of Capt. Peter Jeronim, Ben. Inf.; Hodson, 1 (558); Hodson, 1 (127); Beiloe (264).

Surv. route Ajmer to Jaisalmer [57]; 18-4-25, appd. D. A. 592.


BENROW, Clifton. Bo. Inf. b. 1-10-1798. d. 19-8-81.

Liet. 15-1-20 ... Lt. Col. 9-7-49; ret. 4-5-50; Bn. Col. 28-11-54.


1-3-34, appd. to Bcoon svy. [126]; 14-10-25, promoted to 1st L. Survr.; Oct. 1827, arrived England on me. 1835-8, with Boyd on svy. of N. Kathiawār [426].


Harcol, Gujarāt.


Left widow, Catharine, who drew pension on Lord Gire's fund, and d. 1875 aged 77.


Eus. 7-1-21 ... Bt. Lt. Col. 20-6-64.

Son of R. C. Birch, BGS, pyr. Bengal, and Frances Jane his wife; m. Lucsknow, 7-7-23, Miss Jean Walker.

Hodson. 1 (143).

Burme War, Arakan, 1824-4; having knowledge of svy., and possessing insts., was put on svy. of creeks 8. of Akyab, March & April 1825; resd. owing to ill-health [69-70].


7 Dde. 213 (112).
BLACKEr, St. John. Mad. Cav.
b. 20-1-1783. d. 1842.
Corn. 29-9-01 ... Maj. 29-19-23; furl. 1825; ret. 2-1-28.
Son of Rev. Dr. St. John Blacker, rector of Moira, co. Down; bro. to Valentine [m.].
m. 15-12-26, Anne Hammond, dau. of Sir Chas. Morgan, m. of Dublin.
1810-2, with Harford Jones' mission to Persia; 1814-5, Ast. Resid. at Cochin; 1815, purchased to have his horses in Persian Gulf.
Maratha War, 1818, comdg. irregular cav. with Sindhi [85, 383]; mkt. 40 (9), "Routes marked by Sindia's Contingent". Emp. Wm. Sundt [382-3, 387] on syv. in Central India. Claimed that he had in his "possession the whole of the survey of the Madras army between the Nerbudda and Godavery, as well as their surveys during the late campaign, and of a former one in 1810-11 north of the former river" [II, 114], together with Captain Ted's map of the interior of Hyderabad [Hist. Records, III, 55-9] and...almost every information of this part of India.

Asks that he may "add to the stock I have acquired by employing the person I have mentioned...in filling up those vacancies in our knowledge of this country, ...I have every instrument...required in surveying but a pen and paper!" 10-8-18, appd. 2nd Ast. to Resid. with Sindhi; 31-12-22, promoted 1st Ast.

BLACKEr, Valentine [II, 382]. Mad. Cav.
Mr. S. Park St. cem.
Corn. 29-9-1788 ... Lt Col. 29-10-22.
SO. of India 1823-6 [8, 8-3000, 559-9].
m. Madras, 22-12-12, Miss Emma Johnston, and had three sons and a dau.
CB. 1818.
DNB.; DIB.; EIMC. I (325). Portrait in possession of family [pl. 20].
1808-10, aqse. and Capt. of Guides [II, 313]; 1809-10, qm. Madras; 1810-19, QMG, Madras [I, 375 n.8; III, 96, 97].

Served through operations against pinaculars, and Maratha War of 1817-8, being mentioned several times for distinguished services [338, 437]. Obtained Govt. permission to pub. account of the war, "having arranged the late field correspondence in the Department of the Quarter Master General, with a view to the preparation of a 'Precis' of the military operations in Madura and the Deccan."

"I have likewise in my possession materials for preparing maps of the seat of the War, explanatory of the movements of the several corps, and topographical plan of the several actions, etc. If this be acceptable...I have...on the proposed use being made of the official records in my possession. ...No former war so much merited...details of events" 1818.

Neither Hodgson nor Montgomerie seemed aware that Blacker had thus obtained full authority for the publication of his maps [201].

His book was pub. 1821, entitled "Memoir of the operations of the British Army in India during the Maharatta War of 1817, 1818 and 1819, by Lieut. Colonel Valentine Blacker, CB. and qm. of Madras Army"; prof. sd. Madras, 13-3-20 [85, 289, 291-2].

---

Riddell writes from Madras, 14-5-18; "Blacker & Morison are coming overland from Poonah by way of Beejapoor [49]. The former intends to complete from routes &c. a map of the theatre of the late war". From Madras he sailed for Calcutta, 30-4-19, with the Cm. C, Sir Thomas Holf [83, 316], and spent several months there on the prize committee, besides superintending the preparations of his maps, and the script of his History [86]. 24-7-19, back at Madras, read address to inhabitants of Madras to Lord Hasting's. 6-7-20, relieved from Prize Commission.

9-1-21. Leave to Europe on me.; spent much time on the continent, "my medical adviser having strongly urged me to pass the present winter in the mild climate of the south" [208]. At Florence in Dec. 1822 when he heard letter from the Directors announcing his selection to be SO. of India, and hoping that he would proceed to India in the spring. Though given extension of leave on that grounds, further extension to Sept. refused. Everest lives in May 1823; "Received intelligence a short time ago that Col. Blacker was very ill in France, and that he was not expected out before the end of the present year" [49].

Leaving England in June, Blacker arrived at Calcutta 21-10-23, and took over charge of dept. on 24th [491]. Though not by training a scientist, mathe., or astronomer, he took a keen interest in everything that touched his new profession as surveyor and map-maker [55, 71, 90, 118, 185, 187-8, 191, 261, 321, 339, 345; 348, 442-5, 450-2, 492, 490].

Sept. 1825, elected member of ASB. at Calcutta, and later read paper on barometers and hygrometers. Took a strong line on importance of GTS, as the only possible foundation for the surveys and maps of India, his letter of 11-8-24 stating the case in terms that were beyond challenge. Waugh writes 25 years later; "The Honourable Directors...called for a report on the...probable duration of the trigonometrical survey, a very masterly discussion of the subject was prepared by the late Colonel Valentine Blacker, etc., with the exception of Colonel Everest, was the ablest and most scientific man that ever presided over this expensive department... 240-2, 263, 296, 445, 452, 455.

Fully maintained Mackenzie's insistence of one uniform system for Indian maps and surveys, more especially with regard to new 1-inch Atlas [4, 120-1, 194-5, 282, 297-5, 305], for which he worked out lay-out and projection adapted from the French [283-4, 293-5, 457].

Continuous residence in Calcutta told on his health. He writes in Jan. 1824 that, "being severely afflicted with the rheumatism" he was obliged to "use the pen of another" and again in June; "I am positively prohibited from stirring out while the sun is up". Died on 4th March 1825 at the early age of 48. Though there have been various conjectures as to cause of his death, none of the Calcutta newspapers are more precise than the Asiatic Journal; "Colonel Blacker died on Saturday last after a short illness. By the line of his duty, in which his high character raised him to the appointment of Surveyor General of India, Colonel Blacker is known chiefly by his account of the late Maharatta War, in which work military operations are described with a degree of spirit and precision that...has rarely, if ever, been surpassed. The early period of his residence in Calcutta was engaged by official demands upon his time, but of late he had found leisure to engage in both philosophical and literary inquiries...connected with his profession" [205, 273].

---

[b] from Blacker, 8-10-18; MUC, 24-11-18.
[c] Blacker.
VALENTINE BLACKER (1778–1826)

Madras Cavalry. Quartermaster General, Madras, 1810–20; CB.; distinguished service in Marātha War, 1816–8; wrote a vivid account of the campaign, and produced important maps of central India, which led to his appointment as Surveyor General in 1823 (86, 300–1).

Died after a short illness in Calcutta (II, 382).

From a portrait in the possession of his family.
JOHN ANTHONY HODGSON (1777–1848)

Bengal Infantry. A keen practical surveyor, and enthusiastic astronomer, his most important survey being that of Sirmur and Garhwal, 1816–8 [30–6].

As Surveyor General of India, 1821–3, initiated revenue surveys of Upper Provinces, holding charge of them as Revenue Surveyor General from 1823 [305–6]. Again Surveyor General of India 1826, resigning on account of ill-health [300–1].

On return to India held several military commands, till his death as Major General at Ambala 1848 [II. 407–8].

From a portrait in the possession of his family.
Edw. Alexander, who arrived Caleutta from Burma 26-1-26, writes: "Among other friends here I visited the late Surveyor General of India, Colonel Blacker, whose recent death has been so severe a loss to science in India. His health was then far from being good, but he continued indefatigably employed in his literary labours". Everett writes several years later: "Colonel Blacker fell a victim to fever contracted, as it is supposed, from the noisome vapours generated by the cleaning of an old tank in the grounds attached to the Surveyor General's office in Park Street, Chacorgi [311]".

Amongst papers which Blacker wrote for AEB, was one regarding the "Geographical Boundaries of India". The author has incontestably made out that the river Indus cannot be considered either geographically or politically as the western barrier of Hindustan. Another note, The Military Geography of Central Asia, is preserved as IO. Tract. 300.

Portrait given on pl. 21 is copied from one at Carrickblacker, co. Armagh. The original of the map which Arowsmith reproduced for his Memoir of the Mahantrai War is preserved by the family at Eliza Park, co. Armagh.

BLACKWELL, Thomas Eden, HM. 13th Foot (later, Somerset L.). En. 25/6-12-22 ... Lieut. 21-7-23; shewn in AL. 1828, omitted 1831. 1834, with regt. at Ft. Wm.; Dec., wounded twice at Bangour. Nov. 1835, with Grant as asst. survr. [72].

BLAKE, Benjamin [II. 382]. b. 6-8-1788. d. 12-3-38, in Egypt, en route to England. En. 17-9-06 ... Bt. Maj. 10-1-37.

Son of George and Ann Blake of Portmouth, m. c. 1800, Elizabeth Lutington. Resd. 3 (162); II (622). 1808-14. on syrs. in Upper Doab and Garhbar [457]; Dec. 15-11-16, furl. to England. Nov. 8-2-22, apprd. with assistance of River Surv. [389-90]; to syrs., Salt Agencies of Bhojua (Nokhalli) and Chitagong [493]. Lost a boat full of kit in storm at mouth of Meghna, 27-3-22; Nov. 3-10-24, returned to mil. service [331]. July 1836 to Jan. 1838, at Bardagore.

Dd. 26 (3), 1-17-38, served, insts. to SC, on sale; "my finances are very low to meet the expense attendant on a voyage to England for the recovery of my health, which has been injured by long experience on surveying duties".


Son of second son of Mr. Thomas Trower Blake (1697-1750), Lieut. in asst. survr., Bhutan, 1836. m. in England, 1807, Mary Anne Welsey, dau. of Col. B. Welsey Welsey. Edon, I. 164; III (745). Nov. 2-5-17, to syrs. and mark out line of road Benares to Saharanpur, under orders of Supt. Police, W. Province.


1 Alexander (54), Jas. Edw. Alexander, Lientt. HM. 13 Lt. Dragoons: P&B's; in Burma 1825-5-6; with Maclachlan in Persia, 1825-6 [II. 189]; At J. XXIII, Jan.-June, 1827 (610). Blacker, who led the Houston flight over Mt. Everest, 1933, b. SG. 10-4-22, STC. 22-3-22 (33).

2 Everest (128).

3 Govt. Gvn. 10-11-25.

4 Maj. L. V. S. des. from Liamh B. 1st. Co., of Valentinelle. From a

5 From B. Rev. Ed. 18-5-17. (10-10.)

BOILEAU, Alexander Henry Edmonstone.

Ben. Engrs.
2/Lt. 17–6–24 ... M Gen. 18–10–60.
m., 2nd, Paignon, Devos, 5–9–50, Matilda Grace, dau. of Alex. Tovey, rm. 20th Foot; she m., 2nd, Lt. Gen. A. T. Cadell, Med. Art.

Hodson, I (171); III (746). Co. Esoworthy Grant; portrait in uniform with inst. & tripod. from India Review of June 1840 (vol. IV).
2–7–25, posted to S & M., Cawnpore; 1825–6, at siege & capture of Bharatpur.
24–2–27; writes to SG. from camp near Allahabad, "should my services be at all available in the department under your charge, I shall be happy to apply to them... whenever they may be most useful... I am acquainted with the localities of the Doab and the country immediately west of the Jumna, towards Deog and Porecopoon..."

"I have in my possession a set of plans, reduced from surveys on a larger scale by myself and other officers of Engineers, comprising the whole of the forts lately captured or surrendered by the Bharatpur Territory, which I had intended to lithograph for the use of the Corps".

On evidence of his svy. ability from brother officers, SG. obtained his app't to svy., Oct. 1827 to April 1828, from Allahabad to Cawnpore [3, 24–6, 190, 202–3, 330], and, Oct. 1828, from Agra to Bharatpur [20–7, 190, 205, 220 F].

His work was good and won Hodgson's approval. From 1832 to 1838 served with OTS. He then had successful career on engr. duties.
1833. made meas. of the Taj at Hodgson's request, "As soon as you arrive at Agra, at your first leisure..., make me a very exact measurement in feet and inches of the 4 sides of the marble platform on which the Taj stands... Fray ask Capt. C.—in my name to lend you the chain belonging to the Trigonometrical Survey, and having made the measurements return it to him [241, 256, 350].... I made some measurements of 2 sides of this platform when I was at Agra, but I wished to have the 4; it is very nearly an exact square. The proper measure will, I think, be where the vertical from the wall cuts the horizontal line of the platform, but it may be, as well also to take the interior measure within the low balustrade which surrounds the platform, and also the distance from the outer edge of the corner..."

Boileau suggested that S & M. might help on his svy.; "As expert workmen the sappers would be very useful in clearing ground for the base, in erecting signals, etc., and I am sure, from having served about two years with them, that they are ready to turn their hands to almost any kind of work".
A small dett. under Lawrence Hill joined him in 1830 for a few months.

BOILEAU, John Peter. Ben Inf.

Res. 2–10–05 ... Lieut. 25–10–05.
Son of John Theophilus Boileau of Dublin; cousin to A. H. E. [sup.].
and John Peter Boileau, Ben. Horse Art.

whose sister m. Samuel Davis (I, 332).

Hodson, I (171); II, (625).
mo. 7–2–14, app'd to com'd. Maj. Bradshaw's escort in room of Pickering [II, 436–7]. Bradshaw reporting on an action near Nepal border, 25–11–14, "Lieutenant Boileau, commanding my escort, received a deep sabre cut in a personal contest with a Nepalese Sodab whom he slew, and whose death hastened the success of the general attack".
March 1817, survd. frontier between Nepal and Tirhut; svy. occupied only 30 days, but protraction of 7 copies took 5 months. "Concluding the demarcation...engaged but a very limited time. I had to... undertake it at a few days notice, and to incur a considerable expense in the purchase of instruments, and in the hire of the extra servants,... and afterwards had to return unemployed... from Purne to Nepal, and then make the 7 copies for the different departments" [19–21].
He continued his svy. eastwards in 1818, and left his maps unfinished at his death.

BOLES, James. Mad. Inf.

Lieut. 29–9–06 ... Capt. 27–19.
Son of Thomas Boile. received a deep sabre cut in a personal contest with a Nepalese Sodab whom he slew, and whose death hastened the success of the general attack".

Mogg. 2–10–19, appd. Asst. Survy. under Comar. of Poona for svy. in S. Maratha Decan [125 n.6, 352]; Bo xc. 7–9–20, read, to become Mil. Fynt., Ceded Dits., at Bellary.

BOYD, George. Bo. Inf.

Son of Ann Boyd, who m. 2nd, — Smith.
ed. RMC. Sandhurst.
24–1–22, appd. ass't. survy., Decan Svy. [125 n.12, 126]; IO Cat. [466], 1823, svy's. of Sátara, N. of Mâlkhâlma; 1824–9, assisted in meas. of Kârlí base-line [130]; 1830–1, in India. Decan Svy. [126].
1832, with regt., 1835, with Benbow [423] on svy. in Kâthiâwar; 1842; with Le Massuey on svy. between Quetta and Kâlât. 1839, with De Pîlotte on road svy's. in Sind, submitting specimen of a level cre from Las Delas, Bo Geo Soc., 1839–40 (204).
Foster (105); sketches and views of Bîjpur, Afgânistân, etc., 1836–42, preserved at IO.

BRIGGS, John. Mad. Inf.

Lieut. 20–9–01 ... Col. 1–12–29; furl. 1835, retd. as M Gen. 1838.

FRS. : FRAS.
D.N.B.; D.B.; Briggs. Oriental Club; VM. ext. 1012; portrait by J. Stewart, 1839.

On voyage to India, "I kept up my nautical knowledge and practice, especially the use of the sextant, which was most useful to me afterwards in several surveys on land that I was enabled thereby to undertake." After course with Cadet Col. at Chingleput, joined 16th sr. at Cumbhum in Ceded Distt.
1869–11, with Malcolm to Persia [II, 173–5]; name carved on Penesopolis gateway [II, 445].
Persian scholar, spent several years on tr. from Persian of History of Mohomedan Power in India, till the Year A.D. 1812", writing in pref. "Before the end of the year 1815 I had, completed the translation of the whole work with especial notes. The war which broke out in India in 1817 rendered it necessary for me to accompany the army that marched to Malwa. I left my library and manuscripts at Poona, with the exception of the translation of Ferishta, which had been sent on to Bombay.

"On the 5th of November 1817, the Peshwa attacked the Poona residency, ... and after seeking the place the troops set fire to the houses, and burned them with their contents [123 n.]. My own family had the good fortune to escape with their lives, but the whole of my property, ... including my library together with my manuscripts, ... was lost or destroyed." 6

May 1818, assumed ch. of Khānūd. "The Army of the Deccan was broken up. ... General Hislop delivered over to the charge of Briggs all the forces and dependencies ceded by Holkar, and conquered from the Peshwa, north of the Godavery as far as the Satpura mountains, and Briggs came under the orders of Mountstuart Elphinstone, sole Commissioner of the Deccan. The tract contained about 3,000 square miles, comprising the valley of the Godavery, a well populated region, and Khānūd, scantily inhabited."

By 1822, with some assistance, Briggs completed his work, a valuable map which though by no means precise was best available thirty years later [123-4, 383]. A reduced copy was lithied, scale 4 miles to an inch.


Auth. of Letters addressed to a young person in India.

London, 1828.

b. 22-12-1795. d. unm. 11-9-45, on ml. service Sukkur, Sind.

Enl. 5-6-15 ... Bt Maj, 23-11-41.

Son of Andrew Brown, writer, ca. Ayr.

Hodson, I (229).


On Rev. Surv. till 1844 [490]; probably the most capable of all the rev. survrs. in Upper Provinces, 1822-1842 [pl. 24 n.2].


Fwkr. 14-8-17 ... Bt. Col. 24-11-54.

Son of Birnie; Boreal of Leith, wine-merchant, and Catherine Grace his wife, dau. of John Crosswell, of Northumberland.

m. St. John's, Calcutta 2-3-26, Miss Maria Jane Christians.


1819-22, P.W. Penang.


With Masse survd. Irrawaddy up to Pagan [732, 370, 474]. Grant reported from Prome, 8-1-26, "Lieutenant Browne has, had of late very bad health. I doubt whether he will have an opportunity of joining the army. I shall enquire whether the General will be disposed to assist him in getting up to Tungoo, should it be his wish to make the attempt." The Tomgo trip was not possible, but after signature of peace, Browne and Masse survd. routes across the Arakan Yomas from Padaungmyo to Taungpy [731]; he later reported to the SG, "that at the time I was ordained from Prome I was necessitated to abandon my baggage, taking with me only a few things. The suddenness of my departure was such that I left my property at Prome to the chance of finding its way to the Presidency, but all hopes of recovery are now at an end."

Leaving Calcutta by river, 1-12-27 [490], Browne rejoined rev. surv. at Moradabād March 1827 [155], remaining in ch. for the next 10 years [pl. 24 n.3].

bapt. 18-12-03. kd. by Khāsī. Khāsī Hills, 5-4-29, nr. Nongchiao.

2/1A. 19-12-20; Lctt. 1-4-24.

Son of Wm. Burton of Wythin Hall, Leics. & Ravenstock Ho. Whits.

el. Winchester; schol. 1815; Addiscombe, 1819-20, As J. xxviii (594, 732); Ben. Oh. (375); DIB.; Hodson, I (232); III (731).

"Arrived in India at the end of 1821, and joined his regiment at Dum Dum. He and another subaltern were sent up country in disgrace for...inviting to the Mission the editor of a Calcutta journal, who was a personal enemy with the authorities for the outspoken way in which he criticized public policy in his journal. Burton was sent to Assam, and on the outbreak of the Burmese war, was actively employed in the field, and mentioned in despatches. On the termination of hostilities he devoted himself to...discovering the sources of the Burman post and Irrawaddy, and of solving several geographical questions" [434].

Jan. 1825, with Bechingefield [423] in advance on Rangpur; survd. course of Brahmaputra to Sadiya, taking section above Gauhati [3, 53-4]. Feb. 1826, up Dihang with Wilcox, who would have been "very glad to avail myself in any distant journey" of Burton's "permanent assistance and society?". In subsequent narrative Wilcox describes trip up Kharam R. s. of Brahmanbund with Burton [514].

"Here it was often found necessary to open a passage up a shallow valley, by removing stones from the bottom. Our route while the boats remained with us was generally through the jungle on the river, but a survey of sorts was made, estimating the distance by time, and taking what bearings the closeness of the jungle permitted. A perambulator would be battered to pieces, and the objection to a chain would be the necessity of wading across every two or three hundred yards, and the want of open ground."

With Wilcox on second trip up Dihang at end of Dec. 1826, reaching Pasi village before being turned back by Abors. Wilcox now confirmed in belief that main stream of Tsang village came down Dihang [56].

2 Periosta, I (vii, viii).
3 Briggs (59).
4 DDM. 221 (135), 3-1-26. 5 DDM. 221.
6 Ben Oh. (376).
7 r. t. Oh. 9-3-25; As R. XVII (317-9); DDM. 214, 25-2-26. 8 As R. XVII (343).
April 18th. "Left Saddeyah. Took no servants with us, understanding from the Saddeya people (who hold the physical powers of the Bengalee in great contempt) that the road was the same as on the road or be obliged to return." "Up the 'Now Dihing' in small dinghies with light sawings which hardly protected them against heavy rain, or gales of wind. One of the latter paid us a visit rather unexpectedly when we were fashionably seated and blew down their shelter. 'We endeavored to set it up again, but in vain. After shivering in the wind & rain for some time, with the appearance of a drowned rat than that of Officers and gentlemen. Very wet we stood, and rest were none for the remainder of the night. We halted next day to dry the rice & every other thing we had with us.'"

"The sound of the sound of a bird which is a curiosity. For want of a better name it may be called the Bell Bird from the striking resemblance it makes to the sound of a bell tolling at a distance. On first hearing it we conceived it to be a small bird. We had no opportunity of seeing it so a description cannot be given."

"In the Bridge, or Sakoo, is a very simple one, and would answer remarkably well over any impassable river where expense would be a consideration. A double barrelled gun was put in requisition and levied at a fine 'Balu Birtlett' [sic] with a brood of chickens. It had the desired effect—a foul was presented immediately."

2nd. Halted at Phengondo. We met with much more attention at this place than at any of the other villages. The greater difficulties of our journey commence from this. We have before us the pleasant prospect of 12 days journey without the chance of seeing a village or a human being besides ourselves. Our provisions loaded with 12 seers each, own clothes, pots, &c. can carry little besides. Road or path there is none, the only persons who have travelled our intended route within the last two years being two Miharnee [sic]."

"May Sci. Started at 3 a.m. with an 'heterogenous retinue' ofSing Pho's [54 n.2], Kamptys, Miharnee, Moolocks, Kamjams, and Burmeese, all speaking a different language. The Assamese (like the French in Europe) is the universal language amongst the tribes."

"After crossing to the right bank of the Dhing, our path was a very difficult one up the river's side, hopping and jumping from one large boulder to another, and...climbing up and slipping down steep cliffs of sandstone. We saw during the day thin strata of coal, also a scumy tree and two rather curious caves in which the Miharnee beat about in the hope of getting bats for their dinner."

"We were here for the first time tormented by Jam Dooams, poisonous flies which bite more severely than mosquitoes. The fly is not known in Assam, & appears to come itself to the Miharnee & the adjacent mountainous country. God forbid they should ever emigrate more westward, for as they make their attacks by day in thousands, they would prove a greater annoyance than any pest at present known in India. Their bite causes a blister which lingers most moderately, & the unfortunate wretch who scratches gets a dreadful sore for his pains."

"At 4.40 P.M. we came up with the Meehannes, & found them cooking their rice and sitting under the trunk of a tree which had fallen. Supposing that we had at last reached our halting place, we were in the meeting was an old man. In reply they pointed to a hole in the side of the tree, and we then discovered that this 'Diamond of the Mountain', this old trunk, contained all the water we were to expect that day. The tree is torn up from its roots & it does not appear how it could collect water, unless from drippings of rain. Yet we were told that as it is emptied it gradually fills again. It held about half a horsehead of bad water."*

1 Dn. 214, 34-5-7. 2 Dn. 224 (20-52), 4-7-37. 3 about 50 m. E. of the modern oil-field at Dhiboi. 4 about 25 lbs. 5 common in Shan States; their bite leaves local irritation for several days. 6 1 horsehead = 52 gallons. 7 the base, built of leaves; known so well to the 14th Army, 1943-5.
fate. ... Height of the Foonghan about 9,782 feet above Suudieyah. 1

"9th. Heavy rain all the morning. A halt would be most desirable, to allow the two unfortunate men to come up & give rest to the whole party. Almost every man is knocked up; swollen feet & general complaint, & several men with fevers. Our rice however will not allow of it. ... Leeches and Dam Dooms severely bearable; we once took the trouble to count the collections of about half an hour, and 33 leeches were torn from one leg." 2

"11th. Having a long march before us we started earlier than usual...reached our halting place after a most fatiguing March at 4 P.M. The only people up with us were the guides & some of the Sing Pho's, which appear to stand hard work better than the rest. ... The remainder of our people did not arrive till late at night, and some not till next morning. ... We got a Sing Pho to cook us some rice which we ate with our hands & drinking gin and water out of the pot cover we did very well. Heavy rain all the evening and all night. Since crossing the Foonghan we have been fortunate in procuring pleasant halting places with which to build our hut. Wilcox (as well as the rest) has been much annoyed by a rose fever." 3

"13th. ... We left the Nam Sine at its junction with the Nam Khanh, which is forced to the river 38 & 40 yds wide, apparently navigable for dingies. We marched a short distance over the boulders, & occasionally knee-deep in the water. Afterwards ascended to a path through jungles, more abundant in leeches than any place hitherto seen. It is astonishing that the plague生姜 che use does not reduce the avolet feet of our people. All are more or less affected [caused chiefly by the Dam Doon bites], but some look as if they had elephantiasis." 4

"Buriton was seized with a fever on today's march which stuck to him 3 hours. He attributed it to the rice diet (which certainly does not agree with a European) & perhaps to too many raspberries." 5

"In the evening we were much surprised by the arrival of one of the two men who stopped on the snowy mountains on the 5th instant. He said the European companion & himself had been there 4 days without food or fire. He had passed the other poor lad near the spot where we left him." 6

"14th. Heavy rain all day. The path led along the right bank of the Nam Khanh and through slippery rocks. We were obliged to wade the river where it was 100 yards broad, hip-deep, and the current very strong. Buriton had his fever at the time very severely. Many of our pack horses were unable from weakness to cross without assistance." 7

"We reached a Moollock village in the evening, and the sight of the houses in the plain...was pleasing in the extreme. ... We were met near the village by Kunp'ti, who said they had been sent by the Rajah. ... They with great politeness procured us everything that could be wished." 8

"15th. Buriton's ague & fever came on much more severely than before. On his account and the sickness of the whole party we halted for the day. ... We received the same marks of kind attention from everyone." 9

"16th. They had never heard, even by report, of Europeans, & the crowd attracted by our white faces & the musical Snuff Box was immense. ... In the evening the Rajah's two sons & brother arrived to conduct us to the capital. They showed much anxiety to know whether we should stop a night in the quarel existing between themselves and their neighbours." 10

"20th. Reached the Shan capital, Mong So. "As scarcely any of our people arrived till late yesterday, the Hiar Apparent...very kindly...provided us with a dinner from the royal kitchen. It was served up in mode Komp'ty, on Burman lacquered trays, and numerous small china basins. The repast we found so excellent that we hinted we should not be sorry to dine from the same source during our stay. From that time forth we feasted sumptuously every day. We were also provided with a supply of distilled liquor, very much like whisky, but not quite so strong; it was very acceptable, our own small stock being nearly exhausted." 11

"21st. The information that the Irawaddy & Burumpooter 2 have their sources in close vicinity to each other is derived from Meezoo Mishmoree, and there is no reason to doubt their positive assurance. The distance...is supposed to be about 10 days journey. Majestic peaks covered with perpetual snow are seen to the north. In the evening, for the first time for many days, two doubtful altitudes of stars were obtained by Wilcox, which gave the latitude of Maunchee 27° 23' 43" [east]. ... A dense cover surrounded us the whole day & the Snuff Box was kept in constant exercise." 12

"22nd. Wilcox's foot so bad that he with difficulty moved about. He was able, however, to visit the Chief Priest at his temple; a fine old fellow who was much delighted with all he saw. The only query put by him was whether our clergy took unto themselves wives. On being answered in the affirmative, he set up a hearty laugh, & said he was much scandalized at such an improper thing." 13

"In the evening we took advantage of a requisition for the Snuff Box to exhibit in the house of the Rajah's brother. The women all assembled (and woefully sat on the ground), plainly dressed, with their hair tied up in a very high top-knot, which was ornamented with silver & beads. The Rajah's brother had the honour of feeding the Lions to-day, & in consequence we got nothing but greasy pork and oil cakes. Luckily we were not fastidious, having left our prejudices on the Wangerun". 14

"23rd. Return visit to the Rajah. "Mentioning our wish to see the Irawaddy he...made much of the danger... He would not consent to our going alone on ponies with a mounted guide, but rather than we should be disappointed he proposed our going in great numbers by the shortest route, & past the enemies' villages, running the risk of an attack. ... Of course the proposal was rejected by us... An inferior kind of dinner was prepared for us and we were pressed to remain a day or two at the village. We declined, however, staying longer than one night. In the evening all the women assembled on a large mat spread on the turf to hear the Snuff Box; they were prettier than these we saw before, and looked particularly clean and decent." 15

"24th. We rode off at an early hour, accompanied by a mounted guide... and reached the Irawaddy in two hours. As we went at a hard gallop where the path allowed it, we supposed the distance to be 12 or 13 miles. ... We were surprised at the small size of the river, it not being so large as the Now Dehing in Assam; its bed shelving & stony, about 80 yards in breadth. ... It is generally fordable, and at the time not more than 4 feet deep. ... Our guides pointed out to us the direction of the sources of the two branches, Nammya and Namicoe, distant some 40 miles in the mountains. "We rode back as fast as we came (Ther. 92°), without seeing the much dreaded enemy. We were not allowed, however... to pass the Rajah's village without stopping. We were hailed by the great man himself and, noles volans, we were treated
with wine and oil cakes, after which we went out to our old quarters at Maunchee, somewhat fatigued by the oppressive heat & the most uncomfortable seat of the Khampa saddle.  

25th. Attended weekly market, or Hut. "The suffocating heat occasioned by the crowd which surrounded us wherever we went brought back Birlton's fever. We were in hope that the longer we stayed the novelty would wear away & that we should enjoy a little quiet. On the contrary, crowds from all the country round came pouring in daily to see us 'once before they died'".  

"Wilcox paid a visit to the Boora Rajah to talk of our return. The old man promised a sufficient supply of rice & an offer to pay for it was rejected. He should be ashamed, he said, to take money for anything of the kind.  

5th. Wilcox excited the surprise of the Khampa's by entirely taking to pieces the musical Stuff Box, & explaining the nature & use of each part; it was then presented to the Boora Rajah. They appeared extremely apt in understanding mechanical agents, & understood perfectly the sketch of a Still, which they will no doubt put to good use".  

"A Lieut. Birlton being unwell, he started for the small village of Roomking to get free from the rattle of Maunchee, & if possible enjoy a little quiet. He left at 9; it commenced raining at 10 and continued the whole day. He walked without halting till 6 p.m., when he reached the village quite knocked up. He had his fever on him nearly the whole march, & the distance being about 18 miles, over two hills, the fatigue of such a march in his situation may be better imagined than described. Wilcox remained at Maunchee, expecting a visit from the Rajah", which did not take place.  

29th. Wilcox left Maunchee at 8 a.m. and joined Birlton at Roomking after 9 hours march".  

Returns. "May 31st. From this we return by the new road [61]. For the first time had a chance of getting lunar distances... tho' not easily on account of the numerous clouds. In the afternoon stopped to obtain equal altitudes of the sun.  

June 1st. Halted to allow the villagers to cut out our first day's road. From this we shall see no other village till we have descended on the Assam side, some 11 or 12 days hence. The Dam Dooms flies are here intolerable. It is wonderful how either customs, or patience, can enable people to live in them. The songs on our hands from their bites are not yet healed, & the leech bites on our feet appear to get worse, although it is more than a fortnight since we received them.  

"2nd. An unconnected spectator would have laughed had he witnessed the scene a little before our departure. Birlton had only 3 men left to carry his things, & the other coolies were in such a weak state that they could carry little beyond their own 12 seers of rice. We were obliged to give & fling away almost everything we had with us; useless articles had gone many days before. Shot belts, powder, flints, clogs, shoes, shaving & handkerchiefs, &c., were to be had for the picking up; even soap was uneconomical to carry.  

"We marched up the right bank of the Namlong. We came to a wretched sort of a suspension cane bridge, over which Birlton & some others crossed at the risk of their necks, & were not pleased to hear that they had to return, the road not lying over it. The bridge was rotten & broken in many places, & when in the middle it swung from one side to the other. It consisted of one case to walk on, & one on either hand to hold by, the whole supported (by means of ribs) on two canes above. The breadth of the river about 90 yards across.  

1 distilling liquor! 2 A familiar feature of Bumna hills and valleys.
They now followed their old route, recognizing the old landmarks. "On the right bank of the Dehing...we were here tormented by a new pest in the shape of curious species of caterpillar which either bit, stung, or scratched (we could not determine which) most severely. These beasts, with bumble bees, ants, Darooma, leeches, and mosquitoes, prevented our sleeping, and from having so lately come from the cold region, we felt the heat most oppressively. Burjold did not close his eyes during the night, & Wilcox was in nearly as impotent a situation."

"11th. Off in the rain. Some difficulty in crossing the Dehing on bad rafts. Wilcox was upset, but being a good swimmer he got safely on shore, with a double barrel'd gun in one hand and a spear in the other. Pushed on, crossed the Daphra by the straddle suspension bridge, & batted laie at Kozmokou, having made two of our former marches..."

"13th. Could not return by the road we came, the Dehing not being fordable. We reached Kusan in the afternoon, and were agreeably surprised to find the Gaum had not drunk the beer formerly left at his village. Here end all our troubles from marching, wading, climbing, slipping & falling, and all our torments from leeches, Dame Dooms, sand flies, bugs, ticks, et id genus omne. The only difficulty or danger remaining is in passing the rapids."

"14th. Got our dingies into the river & made them safer, fastening bamboo to their sides. The river rose so much to-day that the Sin Pah's said it would be very dangerous our attempting to go down the rapids. Not much liking the looks of it ourselves, and the weather remaining unfavourable, we remained at the village."

"The river still high & very bounteous; nevertheless we moved off at 9 a.m.; the first 4 or 5 rapids were so bad that we got out and lowered the dingies. We then went off and almost flew down the remaining rapids, the water coming in at the bow, & fairly sweeping the whole length of some of the dingies. In 3 hours we went a distance which took us four days going up. It was laughable to observe our Mahrme guides; being no 'water birds' and unable to swim they held on like 'grin death,' expecting every minute to be upset. Passed an uncomfortable night in our dingies; it rained heavily and our shawphas leaked."

"June 16th. Arrived at Siddapara."

During cold weather 1827–8, Burtholom was emp. under Scott on syv. of route over Khási Hills via Jainita, improving footpaths and building occasional bridges [64, 615]. In March 1739, he took sick leave with Bedingfield to the newly built sanatorium at Nongkhla. 

"The Khási Hills were first visited by Europeans in 1828. In return for permission given to the Rajah of Nongkla to rent certain lands formerly held by him in Assam, the Khási consented to a road being made through their hills to unite Assam and Sylhet, and a sanatorium established at Nongkla."

"This good understanding was, however, speedily undermined by the insolent speeches and behaviour of the employees working on the road. The simple hill-men were told they would soon be subjected to taxes. A general conspiracy was formed among them to exterminate the new-comers, and on 4th April 1829 the Khásiás murdered Litudes. Bedingfield and Burtholom, the only two British officers at Nongkla, with all their followers. A long and harassing hill warfare commenced. It was not until January 1833 that the Nongkla Chief surrendered."

A more detailed account is given in a contemporary letter. After Bedingfield's cruel murder [445] poor Burtholom, seeing his friend's fate, defended the house assisted by a few sepoys of the Assam Light Infantry and his servants, and held out in gallant style for a day and a night, until the house was set on fire, when they rallied and, by keeping up a constant fire, kept the savages off; until a dreadful shower of rain coming on wetted their ammunition and rendered their firearms of no use."

The small party then dispersed, a few of those who took shelter in the jungles escaped, but Burtholom and an European writer (Bowman) having both kept the pathway, were immediately massacred. The former was in the set of extracting an arrow from his wrist when he was cut down, being in an exhausted state from the intense exertions he had made, and his previous ill-health" [64, 445].

**BURNES, Alexander. Bo. Inf.**


**Early 1828 to Deessa, and with Holland in 1830 traversed s. and w. Rákítána with intention of exploring Indus from north [312].** Recalled from Jaisalmer to lead mission to Ranjit Singh at Lahore, taking gifts of horses from King George of England, the start of a career of adventure and exploration beyond new frontiers [453, 450–7, 508].

Thomas Jervis (34) claims to have instructed Burtnes "in all the preparatory essentials of Geography".

**BURNEY, Henry. Ben. Inf.**

b. Calcutta, 27–2–1792. d. at sea, 4–3–45, on voyage to England; m., S. Park St. cem.

3 Grass mat shelters.

4 NE Frontier (24).

5 Ben Ob. (375).

6 O. Maps, Uk.

7 with map, JEGS. IV, 1834 (83–129).

8 IHR. Delhi 1948
BURNS, William Nicol. Mad. Inf.

b. 9-4-1791. d. 21-2-72. 
Ems. 7-2-11. Maj. 21-2-25; ret. 19-1-43, as Lt Col. 
Hon. Col. 23-11-54. 
3rd son of Robert Burns, the poet, and Jean Armour his wife; 
bro. to J. G. Burns, Ben. Inf. (1794-1865).

July 1812, MML d. VII (II, 321). 
Maratha War, 1817-9, route syvs., Berar & Khânâbâd, 
with Hyderabad Subey. Force; DDi. 248 (151), 23-2-20.

BURR, Frederick William. Nizâm’s service.
d. 19-4-33, Khamammet, Hyderabad.

Lient. & Adjt, 2nd Bty. Russell’s Bde., 1820-1 [341]. 
nat. son, of mixed blood, of Lt. Col. Chas. Barton Burr, 
ca. Bo. Inf.; possibly identical with F. W. Burr, free 
mariner, Bombay, 1815.

1817, with Lt. Bty. at Mahbupur, 21-12-17. 
Crofton, II (172). 
On Henry Russell’s departure from Hyderabad, Burr was 
left in ch. of his colla, of maps including Burr’s own syv. 
of Baxa, etc., in letter dated Boloara, 29-3-21, Burr refused 
to pass these latter to Thos. Hill [117]. 
Supplied map of Nizâm’s Dominions, including his own 
route syvs., for Henry Adams’ Map of Mahrâbâta [287].


Ens. 25-4-17. 
Lient. 1-9-18. 
Son of Thomas Bentley and Anne Buxton, of N. America. 
Hodson, I (270). 
1815-6, syv. course with Trig. Syv. of Gt. Britain; 900. 
DDi. 24-4-18, to syv. Cuttack, Oriaasa [II, 23-5; III, 17-9, 290]; 
had more than two years strenuous 
work in a difficult, unhealthy, country, with but a 
few weeks visit to Calcutta. “Hasten here” writes 
Mackenzie, 25-7-196, “I shall be glad to see you. 
You will have one of the finest establishments to sit 
off with next year; two Madras, two Calcutta, 
assistants, fine young lads” [361, 478].

Closed field syv. Feb. 1821, SQ writing; “Lieutenant 
Buxton is an able and zealous officer, and 
was useful and actively employed...until February last, 
when he was attacked by sickness, and he is still 
suffering from ill health, probably in consequence of 
exposure and fatigue”4. Buxton’s work later 
won the cordial approval of that severe critic George 
Everest, as being “founded on principles analogous to 
those of the Great Trigonometrical Survey”.

BTG. 19-10-21, appd. to supd. completion of Customs Ho., 
Lower Provs.; 3-7-24, leave on mo. 
Gen. Bty. 2-3-25; d. at house of J. A. Maxwell4, Singapo-
re “He visited China at the close of last year for the 
benefit of his health, and returned to this settlement in a 
very dangerous state on 19th February”.

b. 10-3-1793. d., 15-9-50 “of unsound 
mind.”

Corn. 7-9-11. Capt. 22-9-30; ret. 1-7-35, with 
rank of Major.

1note on Pagin, JAS. IV 1835 (400-4). *EIR. 1814. 
2DDi. 156 (183). *DDi. 166 (88). 16-9-21. 3DDi. 
265 (118), 10-4-31. *Jas. Alex. Maxwell b. 1777; Bo. 
Med. 17-9-1834; Crawford’s Roll (329). 4Bo MC. 
12-7-20.

Son of Wm. Campbell, of Fairfiled.
July 1813, MML d. VII (II, 321); Bo. Med. 11-11-15, 
to pass syvs. in Nà annual territory [84].
1832-7, in England; permitted to return to India, 1-3-37; 
“of infirm health, with very weak voice and eyesight, due 
to exposure to sun”.

CAMPBELL, John. Bo. Inf.
b. Oct. 1803. d. 20-3-84. 
Ens. 25-2-20 ... ret. as Capt. 12-8-31.

Son of Capt. Colin Campbell, RN.
22-8-22 appd. Asst. Surr. Deccan Syv., but “at an early 
period of his field duties has been so ill as to be compelled 
to proceed to the sea coast for the benefit of his health”. 
1-12-22, reported as “qualified to perform all his duties as 
surveyor”, and fit to draw staff allowances; 1-3-24, Asst. 
Surr. Ist d. [125 n.17].

Nov. 1824, leave to England on mo., sailed in ch. of 
invalids, 10-12-24, returning Bombay 25-1-27.

bapt. 8-10-01. d. Paris, 10-10-56. 
Lient. 23-5-18 ... Lt. Col. 18-9-47; Bs. Col. 28-11-54; 
Bde. comdr. Ahmednagar, 1855; furl. 19-7-56. 
nat. son of Col. Campbell, of int. service. 
m., Baroda, 19-2-30, Elizabeth Pollexfen, widow. 
Bo. co. 26-5-39, appd. Asst. Surr. Deccan Syv. [125] 
n.12]; Aug. 1826, paga, MalvaFld. Force; 30-3-35, DQy., 
as Maj.
1st Afghan War, 1839-41; ad. maps by Bo. surr.; B to 
CD. Mil., 2-3-42, “claims to be considered one of the 
authorities of the map of Afghanistan; his name to be 
sent for in next edition”.

maxio. 190 (9.), ad. plan and panorama showing bridges 
across Indus at Bukkur, for crossing by army on 14-2-39. 

CHALEN, George. Bo. Inf.
Ens. 15-6-02 ... Capt. 8-12-18.

Son of John Chalen and Cassandra Lithott his wife, only 
daughter of Henry Farncomb of Sussex.
1819, Syv. of passess, Chandur Bâzâr4 to Ajanta; 
routes to & from Poona [35]; Dec. 1818, appd. 
Asst. Surr., Deccan Syv., as “an officer of great 
zel and merit” [125]; maxio. 124 (15), Syv. of part of S. Konkan.

July 1826, tr. to syv. of Sâtâra, Sutherland reporting 
that his “induf tables have contributed 
som much to the advancement of the map” of the 
Deccan4 [126, 171, 281].

After starting the Sâtâra rev. syv., Challen handed over 
to Adams [344, 422], and then comdt. Pioneers till death.

b. 5-10-1792. d. 30-3-75.

Ens. 3-11-06 ... M Gen. 20-6-54; ret. 1857. 
Gen. 1869; Col. Comdt. Engrs.

Son of John Cheape, of Rosse, co. Fife, and Elizabeth 
his wife.
m., 1st, St. Helena, 5-3-35, Amelia Frances, dau. of T. J. 
Chicheley Flowden, BCS, widow of G. M. Batten, BCS, 
whom he divorced 1841; 
m., 2nd, Agnes Macpherson, ed. KMA. Woolwich, 
GC. 1865. 
DI.B. DIB; Thackery (6); Hodson, I (335-6). 
maxio. 18-8- & 14-10-14, appd. to syv. Chittagong Dist., 
continued without interruption by Nepal War
NOTES

[II. 19; III. 11-2, 201, 217]; completed in 1818, Mackenzie reporting;

A young officer, Lieut. Cheape of Engineers, has solicited my good word for the assistantship, in case Lieut. Hyde had been provided for in Sumatra [462], and I really was impressed with...the excellent map of the province of Chittagong.

Mr. Hyde's return has cancelled it in a manner, and... Mr. Cheape has employment in the field, where he has sent me specimens...that evince some capacity for those light and comprehensive sketches that are so useful on field service. For regular mapping and provincial details he has shown his talent. Whether duly qualified for the more abstract parts of survey I have had no opportunity of seeing [462].

Again, to Thomas Wood; "What is become of your friend Cheape? I feel interested for that young man... His map...of Chittagong is the best I have got here [461]."

MUR. Misc. 21-0-17; panoramic view of Chittagong Hills, with autograph.

Maratha War, 1813-18, with S. M. Asst. Fd Engr. 2nd Bde.; at siege of Astragh, 6-4-19 [53].

27-2-23, appt. ASC. in succession to Herbert [309]; Oct. 1823, to S. Chittagong to svy. frontier with Arakan, remaining on mil. duty after outbreak of Burmese war [57]; nominated, 8-4-24, Fd. Engr. with army to Rangoon; 12-6-24, thanked in gc. for service at capture of Kemenninde stockade; BGO. 16-2-25; four mo. leave to Calcutta.

22-9-25, resumed appt. as ASC.; BGO. 30-9-25, appt. to svy. and report on state of new Jagarnath road; Feb. 1826, tr. from Survey to Fd Engr., at Midnapore [301, 310, 496].

Ben Repr. 4 (16), Dec. 1825, svy. of road, Hooghly to Bardwâ; MGO. 16 (5), Midnapore to Bishenpur. Distinguished mil. career; siege of Multân, 1809, with rank of Brig.; 2nd Burmese War, 1823, comdg. Brig. Div. and comdg. force from Oct.; CR. at end of campaign.


b. 29-8-1794; d. 27-4-71.

Eng. 15-9-10; Lt. Col. 20-4-35; ret. 4-9-39.


BGO. 18-3-20, to svy. the ancient canal in Harlãna Dist.; ib. 9-6-21, appt. Supt. of Canals, Delhi, from Sept. 1829 in succession to Blance [II. 351; III. 24]. Handled over to Richd. Tickell, July 1821; 1820-5, on svy. and reconstruc. Ferrozâh canal; 1827, resumed appt. as Supt. till ret.; History of Canals [24 n.3]; maps annex. 160 (25-7), JASN. II, 1833 (105). Collections of fossils, ib. V, 1837 (194-98).

CONNER, Peter Eyre [II. 301]. Mad. Inf.

b. 5-8-1759; d. Hyderâbâd, 29-4-21, unmr.

Eng. 28-2-07; Capt. 11-29.

Son of John Conner (sic), of co. Donegal.

June 1807, MML, cl. III [II. 320]; 1810, Goa Svy.; 1811, reverted to unit; 1813, joined Garling's svy. of Sonda [II. 138-9; III. 94, 97].

MGO. 8-12-15, appt. to ch. Coorg Svy. [97, 339, 408, 474]; 22-12-17, joined Ward at Quilon on Travancore Svy. [4, 100-10, 511]. According to Riddell "more of a man of the world than Ward" [408].

On Garling's death, 4-6-20, offered ch. of Hyderâbâd Svy., and replied, 28-6-20; "Ward has written a few lines. I am aware what his friendship has induced him to say of me, but...he has the fairest claims to be allowed the selection, and in point of zeal and indefatigable exertion will be amongst the best substitutes for our departed friend [452]."

"In assuming to myself some share of those qualities, I am liberal in my own praises, but I must not, pretend to that theoretical knowledge and science possessed by poor Garling; in fact, my duties rendered it unnecessary, and the practice of it not being required I have too much postponed the study. I am not aware of the duties to be performed in the Hyderâbâd survey... As for the ordinary ones of the department, I feel all..." [452].


Midn. 6-9-62; Senr. Capt. 3-4-88.

Burmese War, 1823, comdg. svy. ship Research on Arakan coast; obms. of lat.; 1827, "Captain Crawford, the midshipman whose zeal... with Lord Valentia was rewarded by a grant of rs. 200 [II. 302, 429], surveyed part of the coast of Arakan in a hired brig [70, 181, 190]. John Crawford, in his Embassy to Ava, speaks in the highest terms of Captain Crawford's surveying work" [434].

Low, II (10); "only less distinguished as a surveyor than Capt. Ross [490] and worthy of being ranked with McCluer and Court [I. 355; II. 391-2]."


b. 11-7-1783; d. 11-5-68.

Asst. Surg. 24-3-60; mil. service, sw. India; to PWL 1898; 1811-7, pol. duty Java [II. 330]; 1811-20 forl.; 1821-3, Embassy to Siam & Cochín-China; 1823-6, Administrator, Singapore; 1826-7, Commr. Pegu; 1827, Embassy to Ava.
CRISP

Son of Dr. Samuel Crawford, physician, of Islay, Hebrides. m., 1st. Miss Robertson, lost at sea with child on voyage home.

2nd; 1820, Honetta, dau. of James Perry; she d. 1855. ed. Edinburgh.

Figs. 7-9-18; FRGS. VP, 1866.

Mr. Crawford, Crawford’s List.; Oriental Club.; BGS. Progs. 1868 (234-8).

Not a surrv., but encouraged geographical research in Burma & Far East.

1800, 5-10-21, appd. AGG. for mission to Far East, which sailed Oct. on polar and commercial affairs; took Barney as ass. [411] and dangerfield as unofficial surv. [267, 435-6].

Mr. Crawford, the author of a work on the Indian Archipelago, was about to be employed by the Marquis of Hastings on a mission of a very important nature as regards the commercial interests of this country. Its object is to explore the coasts of Siam and Cochlin China, to ascertain accurately the productions of each inhabited district. It was his intention, in the first instance, to proceed to”Singapore”.

Burmese War, after an, British army at Rangoon in May 1824, Crawford recd. British occupation of Tavoy & Tenasserim, as link with Malay States & Penang. His memo, with map passed to SG.

March 28th, after treaty of Yandabo [700] appd. Civ. Commr. Pegu [75 n. 72]; on 31st left Rangoon with Capt. Studdert, 380, and explored Moulmein R. to Mattabar. On 6th April at 12 o’clock the ceremony of hoisting the British flag and finding the site of the town...took place. The new town and harbour were called Amherst [74, 459].

“Every morning since our arrival Capt. Studdart was employed in examining and soundings the harbour and its approaches. On the afternoon of 8th we quitted the new harbour on our return to Rangoon, arriving there on 10th April.

Sept. 1825, on mission to Ava which led to est. of Envoy there [76, 432, 437]. Jan. 1827, revisited Amherst, the journey from Rangoon, about 100 miles, taking exactly 24 hours. “Here we founded lying the Government surveying ship Investigator, with Captain Ross, the Surveyor General” [17 P].

Auth. of Journal of Embassy...to Court of Ava, which contains map by John Walker “of the Admiralty”, from materials largely supplied by Crawford, who acknowledges work of Thomas Wood, Thomas Fisher, John Crawford of the Marine, Burton, Worsdell, and Pemberton [65 n.12, 79, 433-403].

Auth. of History of the Indian Archipelago, pub. 1820, 3 vols.; and Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian Islands; 1856; was keen linguist and leader of the Ethnological Soc. after ret.; auth. of Malay Grammar & Dictionary.


b. 27-8-1899. d. Calcutta, 22-4-70.

Lent, 17-7-05... Maj. 2-9-32; inv. 1-4-33.

Nath. son of Burmah Crip [1184-1181], mrs. [II, 31 n. 17]; his sister Elizabeth m. John Pembroke (1865-1849).

BOs.

m. pr. England 1810-20. Lavinia Constantia: ed. son b. 22-5-21. Of their 6 children, the rst, Emily Melville, m. Banziger, took probate of her father’s will, 1870.

March 1810, mrs, el. VI. [II, 32].

MCO. 1803; “Mr. John Crip...particularly assiduous in the study of the Hindoostane language...to be ensign from 17th May 1805, and to be Lieutenaut from the same date”. MCO. 16-2-68, leave to Bengal for 6 mo.

MCO: 10-3-06, nominated for mrs. in place of officers removed for insubordination [II, 314, 350], but did not join till March 1819; 31-8-09, advised to sign loyalty test [II, 314 P].

MCO. 3-1-19, to Europe on me; arrd. England without wife. 9-3-19; returned Madras with wife, leaving 15-6-21.

MCO. 22-1-22, “appd. to conduct, under the superintendence of the Hon. Company’s Astronomer [197], the operations of the party proceeding to the west coast of Sumatra for...determining the length of the Pendulum at the Equator” [259].

Sailing 13-3-22 to Fort Marlborough, or Benkulen, the party obsd. on a near island between Jan. and March 1823, and later was back at Madras in June. During the exp., “a detachment of troops from Fort Marlborough, commanded by Capt. Crisp, has, with the assistance of some friendly native Chiefs, taken a small fort to the northward of the settlement, which was occupied by a refractory raja”.

With a claim for special allowance for stay in Sumatra, Crisp submitted “documents in proof of my having been in command of the troops and station of Benekoles, and of the northern settlements of Sumatra. The accompanying letter from...the late Resident at Nattal will, I trust, satisfy...that the duties...under his orders were...measurably discharged...yet for the period of a year I was employed...without the receipt of any allowance except the difference between my tent allowance and the lodging money of my rank”.

On return, appd., MCO. 25-7-23, to ch. of the Hyderabad Svy. tosucc. Young [5, 115-9, 205, 342, 418]. MCO. 8-7-25, granted 2 mo. leave to visit Presidcy, writing to SG., 1-8-25, “If an assistant officer to this survey had been appointed, I might have been spared the more readily for a month or two from my duties here.”

“The opportunity offers of proceeding to Calcutta by the ship upon which my sister-in-law is a passenger”. If therefore you should conceive that my services here might, without detriment, be dispensed with for a short time, it would be a great benefit that I propose should be submitted to a practical test in Calcutta.

I am this day starting for Madras to receive my sister-in-law, who comes on the William Miles, Captain Besicle. The matter to be put to test was a method of finding longitude “from a few attitudes of the moon”, which Crisp claimed to have discovered himself; “extremely simple when once the different data are prepared, the trouble being to reduce these to their greatest possible exactness” [197].

His proposals fitted with the SG’s wish to summon him to Calcutta to assemble the svy. records in methodical order [148-9], and before returning from Calcutta, he submitted “a Treatise which I have just published upon the methods of determining terrestrial longitudes by the right ascensions of the Moon...and...renders it to the convenience and patronage of the Supreme Government. I am not aware that in this branch of astronomy there is any work of such general scope, and such simple construction”.

He sailed from Madras 10-11-25, reaching Calcutta 24th. For the next year acted as ASG. in addition to his work on the Hyderabad records [309-10, 321, 376]. He then asked to stay for an extra month...
private affairs of a very urgent nature require my presence at Calcutta during the ensuing month"^{24}. He resumed ch. at Hydenbad 4-4-27, and 3 months later was tr. to be "Mahaffa Translator to the Tanjore Commissioners"^{2} [209, 310]. 11-2-48, as to, Astronomer Vice Taylor [101].

In 1854 Waugh writes that "Major Crisp, now on the Invalid Establishment at Madras, ... was a scientific and able officer".


Burman War, Arakan, 16-9-24, placed under orders of Seshal [58, 333]; from Feb. 1825, with Wroughton survd. route to Arakan city, and worked on map during rains [58-59, 151-161]. Oct. 1825 to March 1826 survd. towards Taungpy [69, 73] and Sandoway, being then granted leave: "I have now been with this force since July 1824, and been exposed many months to the beneficial effects of the Arakan climate". 20-9-26, writes to SG, from Ex Engg's office, Chinsura: "Not having been able to get into a house of my own at Chinsura, and the consequent confusion in my affairs, I have not made any progress in them".

Itea Rgr. 6 (36, 30); read avvs., Calcutta to Jeasoo & Krishnagar, 1834. CR. Lucknow, 1850.

CRUKSHANK, James. [II, 393]. Bo. Inf. b. 24-4-1788. d. 29-11-55. Enr. 14-9-04 ... Maj. 25-8-29; ret. 30-4-31. Son of John Cruckshank, clerk in Office, and Barbara Sutherland his wife; cousin to James Sutherland, Bo. Inf. [II, 443-5; III, 504]; sister, Charles Louis, m. Henry Ahrans [II, 376; III, 127]. M. Camberwell, 11-11-28, Eliza King Josephine, dau. of Joseph Bathumble.

Under Sg. from July 1808; 1809-10, on w. Gujarát Svy. [II, 1712]; "very valuable" route avvs. N. Konkan; from 1811, Asst. Surv. on Brouch Rev. Svy. [II, 188]; from 1820, in ch. rev. svy. in Gujarát, covering Surat, Kaire, and Ahmadábád districts. [125, 170]. On departure of Williams, Nov. 1821, held ch. of Gujarát rev. svy., till closed down in 1829, when he took furl. [6, 129, 170-1, 281; 322-3; 343, 383].


Lient. 21-8-03 ... Lt. Gen. 11-11-31. Son of Archibald Cullen, barrister, and Faneil Sinclair his wife, ed. RMA. Woolwich. 1893-94 compiled drawings and records of rise and fall of ground as obser. by barometer during extensive travels on duty, and collected from other sources [205].


Deccan Svy. [I 295, 46, 12, 208, 212]; Bo MC. 1-3-24, resign. accepted.


After arrl. Bombay, 1823, supervised design and construction of Colaba observ., but protested that little could be done with insts. provided. On fresh insts. being sent out, returned them to London, with report that "teems with inventive, and imputes motives... for which there is no shadow of a foundation". The Directors ordered his dismissal [102].

The only fruit of his prof. work is contained in two papers on subject of moon-sculminating stars, pub. by RAS. [192 n. 6].

Though offered free passage to England, he preferred to move to Calcutta, and in 1832 appd. Asst. Assy Master, Mint; suc. James Primrose as Assy Master in 1838.

In 1834, had trouble with Dr Penning regarding loan of insts. from Co. for obs. of Opposition of Mars. Everest protested against the loan, and counselled Dr Penning "to have no verbal dismission with Mr. Curnin—to say as little to him—and every other man you meet with in life whom you find quartersome—as you can possibly manage".

Member of RAS. from 1837, and of ASB. after arrl. Calcutta; J.A.S.B. III. Feb. 1841 (94-8), "Catalogue of stars to be observed with the moon in March & April 1834. J.A.S.B. VIII. June 1839 (333). Curnin prohibits his ass't. "from devoting any portion of his time to maintaining meteorological observations at the Mint."

Distressed by delay in granting qualification cert. at Mint, and...so important...that it was no longer withheld".

CD to India, Fin. 15, of 1-7-46 (11-2); "After the repeated acts of insubordination of which Mr. Curnin has been guilty, terminated by misconduct so inexcusable, ...his removal from the office...is indispensable. You will accordingly relieve him from the duties". Hand over at Mint 27-3-46, and reported arrl. London 1-12-49. Appears to have returned to Calcutta to become clerk to Sir Lawrence Peel, C. of 1812, Calcutta High Court. RAS (mn.), XI. 15-2-51, records death, which occurred at Calcutta, July 1849. His executor, 1849-50, was Mrs. Ellen Curnin. Death is at some period recorded in Calcutta of Mr. Jeremiah Curnin. Miss Curnin, "an infant", sailed from Calcutta for Suez, 7-1-54.

DANGERFIELD, Frederick. Bo. Inf. b. 25-8-1789. d. Indore, 6-12-28; Mt. Enr. 20-6-05 ... Capt. 19-2-20. Son of Thomas Dangerfield, of London and Mary Anne Lapidge his wife. m. Penang, 14-5-23, Mary Dorothea Bannerman, dau. of J. A. Bannerman, late GVR. P.W.I.; 1st cous. to wife of Henry Bannery [411]; had 2 sons in Mad. army. Nov. 23-8-09 (39), being on leave from Bombay on mn., allowed leave to Europe on mn. Maratha War, 1817-8, with 5th det. under Lt.-Col. Corseilles. From May 1818, on svv. in Málwa under Malcolm who refers to his excellent work; "His assistance was
not limited to his accurate surveys and to objects of science. He furnished many valuable papers on statistical subjects, particularly regarding the Bhelas [I, 126; III, 123]1.

Mr. M. 399, 401; fibres, route through Udai-
pur, etc., with excellent sketches, and obsns. for lat. [181; pl. 5].

Dec. 1819, appd. to svy. opium production in Málwa, filling up gaps in earlier svy., with geol. and statistical svy. [26].

Nov. 1826, Malcolm reports that "the state of that valuable officer's health renders him quite unequal to continue in the active duties of the Survey Department. He will spend one or two months completing the map".

For his svy. Dangerfield had "directed astronomical instr., philosophical and chemical apparatus, cabinets of geological specimens, and the latest and most authentic works on general science, to be sent to him from England. These have all arrived tho' unfortunately too late for the present survey. ... Cost amounts to nearly 6,000 rupees".

Granted a leave from 12-3-21 for sea voyage on me.; arrg. Calcutta April, joined Cawurd's mission to Siam and Cochín China2, which sailed in Oct., and returned in 1823 [218, 267, 431, 431. Married at Penang in May. Before his start it was arranged that he should carry out a geol. svy. in the Himalaya, instead of Málwa, but possibly in view of this marriage he preferred to return to opium dept. in Málwa, and in Feb. 1823 Herbert was appd. to the Himalaya in his place [268, 457].

1823, appd. Dep. Opium Agent, Málwa. He appears to have had financial difficulties later, for Malcolm writes: "You are not an old man; you have rank. You have difficulties; these you will overcome. Who are without them in this life? I wish I could give you better comfort, but... you and Mrs. Dangerfield should submit to every privation to pay your debts, for it is then alone will make you miserable".


Ens. 29-9-21 ... Lieutenant 8-9-29.

Son of Jacques François Dardeil3 [1773-1865], Bo. Engrs. [II, 392] and Patroneilla Margaretha Vanzull's his wife.

Crofton, II (72).

are. 2-10-29, appd. Asst. Survvr. Hydéraabd Svy., [19-20].

Died whilst on svy., leaving work in some confusion.


Ens. c. 1820 ... Col.; ret. as Md. Gen. 1881.

Son of Dr. James Davison, physician, Dalmunfer, and Charlotte Johnstone his wife.

m., Bombay, 12-7-47, Mary Caroline, dau. of J. H. Farquharson, Bo co.

No go. 21-10-21, appd. Asst. to Rev. Survvr. in Gjərāṭ; 1829, to Commt. Dept.; 1850, Commy Gen.

Not to be confused with David Davidson (1811-1900), also Bo Inf., who was Rev. Survvr. Deccan, 1837 to 1845, and later, KCB.


b. 7-11-1789. Kd. in action, 18-5-18; Mbleagron, Deccan.

Ens. 10-11-09 ... Lieutenant 6-4-11-10.

Son of Thomas and Margaret Davies, of co. Denbigh, Wales.

1812-4, Survr. with forces under Lt. Col. Dawse in S. Deccan [II, 166].

B Pol. C. 9-11-10 (25). Elphinstone, Resdt. at Poona, asks for his services as survr., reporting that "Mr. Davies had furnished me with a copy of his Memoir, & has also given me much valuable information regarding the south of the Paishwa's country, and the principality of Sawant Warezee. Mr. Davies's surveys & enquiries have been conducted with great zeal and intelligence".

Davies could not be immediately spared, and Elphinstone writes, 28-1-17; "The services of an officer of science being just now urgently required for... the erection of the works...of defence against the Gahtas, I have requested Colonel Doveton [83-4] to send Lieut. Davies to Aurangabad, where he will be employed on that duty by Capt. Sydenham". ... Lieut. Davies will combine an attention to the objects pointed out by the Surveyor General with the execution of the immediate duty on which he is about to be employed. When...the works in the Gahtas shall be completed. ... Lieut. Davies might be very usefully employed in the manner recommended."9.

Mackenzie later reports that "on Lieut. Davies' arrival at Aurangabad he states that he has no instruments. He was soon after taken ill of a fever, and obliged to retire from... the defence works on the Gahtas, and on 29th April states that the reason of his not applying for instruments from the stores of the forces [was] that they were all spilt, & observes that they ought to be under the care of those...could take care of them...I sent him a sextant & artificial horizon, which he received on 5th June. "The troubles...broke out soon after, commencing with 2,000 Maharrats in the vicinity of Aurangabad a few days before the 29th April [and followed by the] investment of Poobah by our forces on the 8th May [1817]."

Military operations against pradās and Marāthas rapidly developed, and Riddell reports in August; "Lieut. Davis is anxiously awaiting to receive your instructions. Oliphants is placed under him on survey, and wishes much to have an assistant surveyor also attached to him.

The object of his survey is the attainment of a topographical knowledge of the country in the vicinity of the Adyantāj range of hills [83], principally to the southward of them, as it is in that part...it is intended to have moveable columns of light troops for the defence of the Niska's Territories on the advancing of our force. "He wants a theodolite, a circumferentor, and two plane tables. I informed him of the impossibility of sending an assistant to him, but proposed supplying him with instruments by the first opportunity."10.

Again, a month later, "Lieut. Davies...expects about 10 officers to be employed on route surveying under him during the advance of the Army. He wishes to be put in General Orders as Surveyor to the Force, and to have the allowances".11. He was granted the alow. whilst "under the orders of the Political Agent in Berar, February to October 1817" [350].

From Nov. 1817 Davies became senior Engr. with Dovet-

en's column, recruiting 30 Europeans and 30 Pioneers as Sappers & Miners12, with whom he performed valiant service till his death. He was wounded in the attack on Nagpur, 24-12-17. Riddell writes: "You have no doubt, heard of Davies being shot thro' the body at Nagpore. He had declared the breach practicable & a storming party was ordered. At the head of the Sappers & Miners he


3Cochin China, capital Hué, included Cambodi, capital Saigon, and Tonkin, capital Hanoi. 4HMS. 754 (545). 21-8-8-2. 5from birth cert.; original form probably Dardeil. 66 m. E. of Nasik. 7WARRENS, pis. 1, 24. 8Geo. Sydenham, PA. in Berar [I, 387]. 8Dr. 142 (53). 26-1-17. 9DDE. 144 (53), 26-1-17. 10DRE. M 661, 21-7-17. 11James Oliphant (d. 1881); Md. Engrs. Ens. 1814; ret. as Maj. 1838; Lt. Col. 1854; Chmn., EIC, 1854. 12DDE. 151 (13-7), 9-8-17. 13MH 31, 9-9-17. 14Lake (18).

b. 3-11-1800. d. Calcutta, 8-11-43.


Son of Lt. Gen. Jacob de Budé and Mary Lambert his wife.

m. 1st, Merrit, 12-7-25, Mary Anne—2nd, Miss J.A. Royce; 3rd, Calcutta, 14-4-44, Margaret, dau. of Leith Alexander Davidson [470 n.2].

Hodson, I (30-7); Bng. 11-3-20, to try, road, Kashipur to Allahara. 1822-3, Nov. 1828, avy, of the 12th and 15th canal Musaffaranagar to Allahgah [24°]. Burna War, 1824-5.

1833, commg. 8 & M. Delhi.

DE L’HOSTE, Edward Paterson. Bo. Inf. Capt. 13-3-03. d. 19-7-76.

Ens. 2-1-42. ret. as Lt. Maj. 1-10-52; Hon. Lt. Col. 22-11-54.

Son of Brig. Gen. Solomon De l’Hoste and Sophia Caroline Desbar.

Bo. Soc. I. (174-83); 1829, survd. Narbada R.; [123]; later with com’s. dept. [425].


b. 20-7-02. d. 8-8-83. Colombes, nr. Paris.

Lt. 29-7-20 ... ret. as Capt. 17-10-53.

Son of Lt. Col. Raymond de Montmorency, originally Moreyres, 15th Lt. Dragons, of Irish peerage family Montmorency; bro. to Raymond Hervey de M., Ben. Inf., Hodgson, I. (45).


Appen. 21-6-1708; Sub. Asst. 9-9-05; resld. 1-2-24; reappointed to ch. Computing Office, Calcutta, 1831, serving till death.

Son of Peter De Penning, sergt. of Mad. Art., who m., 24-7-1780, Marie Socé, of Trancheur & Ponderie.

A nat. son, Joseph, born before his marriage, was appd. Sub-Asst. GTS., 1-7-21 [370-50].

m. Pondicherry, 18-6-10, Marie Hynotte Gill, by whom he had 4 children, of whom George Alfred, b. 1830, had sons conducting business as Patent Agents in Calcutta in 1845. In 1841 he had 7 unmarried daughters and 4 sons, all unspecified for. [472-3].

Aug. 1800, joined Laxston’s f.v.; from 1812 to 1818, emp. largely on trng., including that of the great marl. arc. [II, 247-8; III, 243-4, 251, 255, 373, 378; pl. 18 n.] keeping up an interesting journal [II, 247 n.4] from which the following further passages may be quoted;

“In June [1815], we removed to the canoements at Secunderabad, & took possession of a house belonging to Lt-Col. Lambton, which he had the goodness to let us have.

Messrs. Oliver and Rosecrane also entered the new house which the Colonel had to build at his own expense.

The French Gardens will be ever dear to me from the length of time I had resided in it; its romantic situation, but above all from its having given birth to 3 of my children, and where, ... through the bounty of my Maker, I enjoyed a lasting peace & tranquillity in the bosom of my dear family for the space of 3 years and 9 months nearly, ... notwithstanding the damp situation of the house I occupied which, from its being in a low spot surrounded with paddy ground, was during the monsoon & cold weather subject to humid exhalations, while water was constantly oozing out from the flooring, the lower part of the walls being also damp ... rendered the place extremely disagreeable for half the year.

From the time of my arrival at the stationment to the end of October, we remained in quiet possession of our new house, being under orders to take the field on another expedition to the south [227, 336, 49].

“My little son was taken ill of the dysentery, the first symptoms of which made its appearance at the Gardens. In a short time, whatever owing to the change of air or the natural course of the distemper, the child became seriously ill, and we despaired of its recovery. On the day we supposed...”

Oriental Club.

Barnase War: OC. 22nd XMC. writes, 16-11-25, “Lieut. D’Montmornoy of the Quartermaster General’s Dept., who conducted my march, displayed great gallantry and zeal in this affair, being almost constantly in advance under the enemy’s fire”.

With Crawford’s mission to Aye [78, 434].

Jan. 1827, appd. as Sub-Asst. to GTS., who writes that “this officer was employed during the late war in the Department of the Quartermaster General, and from my own knowledge of his qualifications, I am well satisfied he will do full justice to the choice”.

De Montmornoy worked under Grant in Amherst Dist. [75-7, 455] till 1828, when he returned to Upper Burma, and was emp. by Burney on avy. up the Chinwin to link with Pemberton on the Manipur frontier [78], after which he returned to Moulmein but was not again emp. on avy.

*Lake (18-118), (1792-1870); m. dau. of John Goldingham [II, 402]; auth. of Sieges of the Modern Army.

**_Colin_ Wm. McNair had son Gregory, b. 1832-3, asst. at Ootacamund in 1855, GO, GG in C. 26, 1878-9.**

**_McNair_ had son Gregory, b. 1832-3, asst. at Ootacamund in 1855, GO, GG in C. 26, 1878-9.**

*McNair_ had son Gregory, b. 1832-3, asst. at Ootacamund in 1855, GO, GG in C. 26, 1878-9.
the child was about expiring I got him baptized by the Brigade Major, ... then officiating Chaplain. ... The child continued seriously ill that day and the following when, to the unspeakable joy of every person concerned, ... a visible change in the disease took place, and the child gradually recovered."

De Penning was in the field again on the s. borders of the Nizân's country during Nov. and Dec. 1818, [8, 227] but remained at hqrs. during Lambton's absence in Calcutta [228], completing the work round Kurnool during 1820-1 [232]. Whilst out on trg. he received insrm. from Lambton every three or four days, those of 28-1-21 reading: "I received yours from Damaram last evening when I was sitting down to dine, and I am much gratified to find that you succeeded so well in choosing a station. With respect to your bringing in the whole camp—if he be absolutely necessary, do so—but it is the cause of delay, and I wish you to reach the north as quick as possible, as the atmosphere will soon get so hazy as to prevent your seeing above ten miles.

The sickness that is common in the country is brought in and exchanged without detaining you here, and you can take the observing tent that belongs to the great theodolite. You will do right in sending forward parties to clear the jungle, but I do not intend you should go as far north as Gooloo, but that you will connect that station by intersection. ... You need not look so far as the Godavery. ... I wish to have you all back again as soon as possible, that we may get on with the General Report" [237-9].

In 1821, whilst Lambton marched north to measure his base at Tákárchera in Bokhór, De Penning continued the Great Arc to within 80 miles of Ellichpur, work being then held up by sickness [8, 232]. The following year Lambton broke up hqrs. at Hyderabad, and marched his whole est., excepting those on dtt. with Everest, to form new hqrs. at Nâgpur. De Penning appears to have sent wife and family to Pondicherry before this ill-fated march, but was himself with Lambton at his death at Hinganbhat. He sent the sad news to Everest the next day, and marched the whole camp on to Nâgpur, when they arrived 26-1-23 [236, 247, 255, pl. 18].

Though now the senior GTS officer on the spot, De Penning was unable to withstand the forcible assumption of authority by Asst. Surg. Morton, whom Lambton had appt. executor of his private estate, and who proceeded to sell by auction at Nâgpur, not only all the great man's private property, but a number of Govt. articles as well. De Penning warned Everest that Morton "intends to hasten the sale of the Colonel's effects, so that I fear it will take place before I am favoured with any instructions from you, especially concerning the Circular Instrument [257, 259]. In the event, ... I intend taking it up on my own risk."* Ezekiel's reply was in strict that everything possible must be done to prevent such vandalism, and that he was ready to purchase everything himself: "These reasons must be the foundation of your protest, which you must make on my part. You must strain every nerve, my good Sir, to see that the estate of your late benefactor is fairly dealt by, ... the sale being postponed until the nature of the effects is made known to the whole scientific part of India" [444, 448-9].

But De Penning was not of the staff to play a strong hand on his own, and Everest's whip arrived too late to stop the untimely sale, from which De Penning bought for himself the portrait which his family sold to the Department in 1827 [457], and a clock which was keeping excellent time in 1838 [200 n.5]. This clock was used by De Penning in the sgo. abob. after 1836 for regulating the time signals made from St. William.

He was not anxious to stay on with the survey under the new conditions, and there appears to have been little sympathy between him and Everest. His young family was increasing in numbers, and the extension of the syv. through the hills and forests of Central India did not promise much for the comforts of family life. He writes to Everest from Nâgpur:

"You have always manifested a sincere regard for every one of us, and, ... should it be to my lot to continue on the survey, I do not doubt that though the work be one of the highest interest, and I am at present no better than an invalid"*.

A week later he made definite request to resign: "In consequence of the attack of fever which I recently suffered, and the return of my rheumatic pains, I feel myself obliged to apply for leave to proceed to the Coast, but under the present anxiety of my mind, owing to some recent calamity in my domestic concerns, ... I shall not be able to return to my duty for a considerable period ... I may be permitted to retire. ... I have been constantly and actively employed in the field, and from being out in all seasons have suffered...both in health and pecuniary losses".

He pointed out that under the rules of 17-1-07* a Revenue Surveyor who may have served...twenty years from...the expiration of his apprenticeship shall be allowed to retire on a pension not exceeding the half-pay of his situation" [II, 349], and asked "to retire on a pension to my services and the rank I hold in society or, if my service be required in any other department, I hope,...to hold some situation of responsibility under the Presidency of Fort St. George, that I may have the advantage of being near the Coast."

"In the meantime, I beg...to proceed to Madras, and ultimately to Pondicherry, as my health and private concerns require my immediate presence there"*

Everest was indignant that De Penning should wish to resign at this difficult juncture, more especially as he considered him much too blame for Morton's wanton action in selling off Lambton's prof. property, and for not immediately separating all articles that rightly belonged to the Survey [242].

"It will be exceedingly inconvenient...that Mr. De Penning should...depart until the confusion...has been remedied". The S.O. commented that De Penning had only recently drawn "sicca rupees 7,911", arrears from 1-18, on his promotion to 240, 409, and 453, and ordered that, "he might be...granted any leave recond. on me, he would not be released until entirely convenient to the service" [326, 379].

Relations were eased by the intervention of Voysey, as be passed through Nâgpur on his return from the north [236, 245], and Everest then wrote to De Penning: "When my operations commence in the latter end of this year, you should proceed in charge of the instruments to Ellichpur, and from thence take your departure for Madras so as to arrive there on the 1st Febly. Beyond Ellichpur I will never ask you to accompany me."
"I never had the slightest wish to oppose or injure your views—never beyond what my duty required of me have I thwarted you in any respect—... but I should think it unnecessary to state to you our good sense of the ill appearance it would wear, if after having served with so much credit and honour to yourself in prosecution of a great national work like this, you should suddenly cease to feel an interest in its progress, and out of pique or caprice withdraw your interest when you are most wanted.

"Consider the extreme embarrassment your departure would occasion, for since Mr. Rossenode's quitting Nagore (and in justice his leave could not be denied him), who is to take charge of the instruments and records belonging to the Survey? Who is to communicate to me the exact state in which the calculations and all other affairs have been left? Either then I must take a journey of 820 miles to Nagore and back, or the whole establishment must be removed here, at vast expense and trouble, in order to be again brought up at the end of a few months [235, 441]."

"When the time arrives at which you are destined to leave the Survey, I will do everything in my power to make your retreat both honourable and comfortable" [340].

"At the same time I must point out serving with the SG.; "I am very sorry to part with him.... I think that Mr. Goldingham would be glad to employ him in the Observatory, and that he would have no objection to the situation, provided it could be made worth his while. A person of his practical efficiency would not be lost to the service" [237]. Officially he records that "Mr. De Penning has risen from obscurity entirely by his own merits. Self-educated, he was by his own exertions made himself an excellent practical astronomer and is at this time elegantly skilful in the management of instruments, in the application of formula, and in all the practical parts of calculation and observation connected with this Survey" [378]."

Elsewhere he describes the hesitation of the humbler members of the staff to continue service after Lambton's death; "The feeling on the part of the members of this Poor people was not beetered by the example of Mr. De Penning who—as he had made what was to him a fortune in this department, and had received a very great increase of salary, with five years arrears, ... on the last plea of enabling him to proceed as far as Agra... declared his intention to resign.

"This person... was possessed of a vast deal of shrewdness, and was exceedingly clever in the management of instruments. He had joined Lieutenant-Colonel Lambton... in every way, and attended him in all his operations in the Deccan and had fallen into all the Lieutenant-Colonel's little ways and, as the venerable old man declined in intellect and energy, he had assumed the absolute mastery of the office, and all the arrangements of the Survey [237, 443]."

"I have always been very ready to do justice to Mr. De Penning's merits, ... under proper surveillance; but I was not prepared to either him or any other person, to carry on, uncontrolled, operations so deeply involving the reputation of the work entrusted to me [234, 257]. But his loss was very severely felt; not only because he was, when well looked after, highly capable and industrious, but because he had acquired over the native followers that influence which is sure to be engendered by superior wit and intelligence".

De Penning readily gave in, and apologised for having been so insistent. He stayed on in Nagpur for the rains, and brought his party down to Takharkhena in November, to complete most of the work of the season before the time the Survey arrived. He writes on 19th Nov. "I am really glad we shall meet before the 26th, for I am heartily tired of my exertion, and do sincerely hope to see you perfectly restored to health" [244, 444].

"After assisting with the meast of the beast, he was released from 1st Feb. 1824, and allowed full salary to cover his journey to Madras, where his services were replaced at the disposal of the Madras Govt. [9, 245]. He was granted pension of 22½ ps., to which he was entitled under Madras rules, disregarding the increase of salary that had been allowed under the Supreme Govt. He was re-employed by the DSG, in the Madras office, on salary of 21½ ps. in addition to pension. This was converted in 1830 to a total of Rs. 167-8-0 including pension [321]."

After his return to India, first on the GTS, to become Chief Computer, a post he held at Calcutta from 1831 till death [435, 491].

DICKINSON, Thomas [II, 395]. Bo. Engrs. b. 16-4-1783. d. 19-4-61.

Ensl. Bombay, 14-4-08, Catherine, dau. of M.Gen. Josiah Dean, g. f. of Willoughby Hyett Dickinson (1649-1943), 2nd f. Baron Dickinson, 1890.

1812-21, Rev. Surv., Bombay & Saultesse Is. [5, 157-5, 392]; 1817, on evy. of Bassein [128].

1820, James Welch records that on visit to Bombay, "on 27th Feb, I removed to the house of Capt. Dickinson of the Engineers, from whom I had received an invitation and who, with his lady, kindly put themselves to great inconvenience..."

1829, raised company of Sappers from existing Engr. lascars for capts. Persan, Gulf; Bo. go. 7-3-21, appd. adjt. Supdg. Engrs, landing over rev. evy. to Tate [343].

Later became CE, till retirement.

DOWELL, William Wanklyn. Bo. Inf. bap. 3-4-1707. d. at sea 28-6-33, on voyage home.

Lieut. 19-1-19... Capt. 10-6-31.

Son of John Dowell, hat manufacturer, Bristol.

Bo. MC., camp. 1-3-24, appd. Asst. Survv.; Bo. go. 22-3-24, being originally appd. to supers. evy. of N. Konkas, was posted to S. Konkas under Wm. Jervis [127, 130] "to obtain a more perfect knowledge of his duties".


In History of the Mahattas, Grant Duff includes sketch of masuleers at Bijapur by Dowell, and regrets that he could not include two other drawings "executed with admirable fidelity and precision".


Lieut. 4-5-20... Lt. Gen. 25-6-70.


1-5-22, submitted map of Rajpipla to Rec'tt. Bereda, "having been for some time past engaged in making a

1 Dnd. 171 (49-51), Hyderab. 28-5-23.
2 Dnd. 171 (29-30), 27-5-23.
3 "ib. (22), 28-5-23.
4 Geo. Everest (33-4).
5 Dnd. 202 (101), 8-4-24; 270 (294), 1-3-30.
6 Welch (161): Cadell (164).
7 Expr. under Col. Warren, H.M. 65th.
8 Pt. 2 Feb.-March 1821, Dickinson mentioned in dispatches As J. 1821 (372).
9 Bo RC, Camp, 517/1833.
10 History of Mahattas I (fpr. & pref.).
11 S. of Nabadw B. [II, pl. 15; III, pl. 9]. Dnd. 278 (31).
map...of Rajpurna, an undertaking I was...to attempt in consequence of the blank upon existing Indian maps of this...principality.

"It would be presumptuous in me to...claim to more than tolerable accuracy in fixing the position of the several d

istricts and villages of Rajpurna, being my first attempt at anything of the kind. I was destitute of all aid from

instruments, and even of the perambulator you had the kindness to send, the same having been rendered unservice

able by an accident before it reached me.

"The country...presented...great difficulties, the most part of it being overran with a thick jungle, roads blocked up,

and many villages deserted. The hill gunpunnals especially, from their all being nearly wasted, and nearly impenetrable,

and it was not until very lately that any road whatsoever was opened and which, though now merely consists of a

footpath, I have nevertheless endeavoured to lay it down as correctly as possible.

"Another cause which operated strongly against my visiting the hill gunpunnals just at this time was the unsettled state of

disorders in that country, making that my presence there would excite some apprehensive jealousy in the minds of its savage

inhabitants, the Bheels [216; 213, 213]...

The want of proper instruments...must have occasioned some errors, but I hope, from the trouble I took to gain

correct information in the several districts, that the inaccuracies will not be found very great. The Boundaries to the n., s., and w. are laid down from a map of the late Surveyor General's...to the n. is from native information. The principal towns, likewise, in the British territories are also from these"

Sutherland thought the map "to have been copied from the late General Reynold's map, with the exception of some villages...to the south of the Nerbada River, and a route...to Kookurimooonde on the Taptee, the accuracy of which I am unable to report upon, as neither field book nor journal has accompanied the sketch. There are also a few villages among the hills between the Nerbada and Taptee rivers which I rather think must have been inserted by information, and not from actual survey.

"The execution...is very creditable to Lieutenant Down, both for neatness and distinctness of delineation, and shows him to be possessed of considerable talent".

On the strength of this svy., Down was appd.,

BGO, 27–11–22, Asst. on rev. svy. of Gujarât, and was still emp in 1825 [170 n. 5.]

Serviced Bengal War, and occupation of Sind; comd. 1st Grenadiers 1840–82.


b. 26–8–1788. d. 11–12–51, Khârián,

10 m. SE. of Jhelum.

Ens. 25–1–08...Lt Col. 20–12–43

Son of J. Drummond, of Edinburgh.

m. Euphemia Farmer (Cl. Hudson, II (87–8))

Sept. 1822, appd. to quâs Dept. for svy. of communications, survey roads through Mirzapur and Rewah and to w. till recalled on outbreak of Burmese War (27). 1825, Adjut. Arahâon (60; 337); April, "reconnoitred road by which the Burmanie Chief, Bandsala, and army fled from Arras. He traced them through 22 miles of mountainous country covered with thick jungle, and sent 5 circulars further on, returning himself"; assisted Crommelin with map [59, 435] 574.


DUNESQ, Edward. Bo. Inf.

b. 10–6–02. d. 23–4–1906, aged 103, Mount Ipeh, Hadsopen, Tasmania (the residence of his son)

Lient. 30–12–15...Capt. 8–9–25; ret. 25–4–27

Son of Col. John Dumesq, of Swanes, and Anne Jones his wife.

cd. RMCA, Sandhurst, m. 7–11–27, Frances Blachne, dau. of Michel Legge, of Garnans, co. Tipperary.

Burke's Colonial Gentry, I (380); Times, 25 & 26–4–1906.

Bo co., 4–3–20, appd. to rev. svy., Gujarât from 1–3–20; 12–4–25, leave to sea on 8 m. ms.; Sept. 1824, at capture of Maganâna, Gujarât; Bo no. 21–10–24, absent on ms.; 23–11–24, furl. to Europe, for health [170 n. 5.]

Emigrated to Tasmania, settling at Mount Ipeh, with residence at Hadspen. In the Hospital, East Row, Melbourne; Magt. of Tasmania from 1828.

DUN, George. Mad. Inf.

b. 5–5–1787. d. Chicaco, Ganjam, 18–4–20, "of fever from zeal and fatigue"

Ens. 27–6–06; Lient. 15–1–07

Son of James Dun, of Shaw Park, nr. Selkirk, and Jean Anderson his wife.

27–2–20, left Nâgpur on route to Calingapatam, a port on Ganjam coast; journal amongst route svs. from office of 1900 Nâgpur State Forces.

DU VERNET, James Smith. Mad. Inf.

b. 26–4–03. d. 2–11–72.

Ens. 2–5–33...Capt. 31–10–43; Lt. Col. 4–11–56; ret. 21–4–57, Hon. Col. 29–5–57.

Son of Lt Col. Abram Du Vernet, na., Truro, 20–8–38, Eliza Lavina, dau. of Ben. Martin, of Brunswick Sq., London; she d. 6–4–58, aged 70.

"I was appointed a cadet in May 1823, and in March 1824 arrived at Madras, after a voyage of nearly eight months [1]. On my arrival I was ordered to do duty with the 45th regiment N., which I joined at Arcot, and in May was posted to the 24th regiment N. at Vellore. I sub-

sequently marched with the regiment to Bellary, and then in 1827 we went to Kolapore to relieve the regiments there stationed after the taking of that place.

"In February 1828 I was appointed to the provincial survey of Malabar, with which I remained until 1830, and took part in surveying the districts of Malabar, Madura, Trichinopoly, and part of Tin-

nively."


6–11–26, services replaced at disposal of Gov-C, on which the BLOG., Montgomery, made successful protest against the irreparable loss which the Survey Branch would sustain. Lt. Lieutenant Du Vernet, having gone through a regular course of studies for five years under the professors of the Royal Military College in England, was found particularly well qualified for employment in the Survey Department.

Captain Ward...has repeatedly reported most favourably as to his superior abilities and zeal". Govt. agreed that he might remain with the Survey to undertake Ward, "whose health was much impaired".

NOTES

Excerpt for break between 1836 and 1840, Du Verney remained with Syv. Dept. till 1854, becoming one of the best top. survey of the period. From 1840 with GTS, holding ch. of Himalayan parties for several years [209].


Marutha War, made syvs, of which Malcolm writes from Mohow: "The importance, and indeed necessity, of gaining a fuller and more correct account of the country of Pertabgarh, Bhawurak, and Durgajserp, and other petty States in that direction, made me anticipate the Governor General's approbation to the employment of Lieutenant Dyson... on this service."

I thereafter in Newar [Udaitpur], become acquainted with the efficiency of this officer, who adds to that science necessary for a surveyor, general acquaintance with the native languages, and particularly Sanskrit. These acquirements, combined with good temper and considerable knowledge, pointed him out for such a duty. I have placed him in the Intelligence Department... but I also expect to derive much benefit from his geographical labours, and from his researches into the History of the ancient and modern Hindoo institutions.

"Lieutenant Dyson... on 20th June was on the point of proceeding to Banwarwar... I transmit a very full and satisfactory memorandum he has forwarded to me respecting the petty State of Pertabgarh".

Appd. 7-11-18 "to survey the countries of Pertahgarh, &c." Macnaghten reports, 1-1-19, "poor Mr. Dyson's death, whom I knew in 1814, & had anticipated great expectations from his zeal and talents. "Sir John Malcolm had, of 8th November, forwarded me a letter of my friend Mr. Dyson with some inscriptions & translations".


Low, II (70, 199).

Son of Wm. Francis Elwyn, solicitor, of Greenwich, and Lucretia Mary his wife; br. of Rev. Robt. Everest, ma. Ocon., and army chp. Inland. ed. rsc. Marlrow and rma. Woodwich; appt. cadet, EIC, at age of 13; nominated to RMA. 1-8-44.

m. 17-11-46, Emma, dau. of Thos. Wing, barrister of Gray's Inn; his eldest and last surviving son, Lionel Fielding Everest, d. Hampstead, 1-4-1933, in his 82nd year, and has left interesting his mem., freely quoted here under ref. LFE. FRS. 8-3-27; FRAS; FRAS Soc; FRGS; FRIG; GB, 23-2-61; Kt., 13-3-61.

DNP. 1812; Estate Diet.; Markham (65-80); RAS (mem.). XXVII (104-3): JAS.P. 1839 (25-); RGS-P XI. 1867 (193-8); Hodson. II (145); LFE. (sup). 1


Of his early life in India, where he served, 1806, his son tells of two incidents narrated to him by a boy: "He was out at a party one evening and won a considerable sum of money at cards. On his return home, he resolved to discontinue that sort of thing altogether. So he opened the window of his room, and threw out the whole of the money he had won, and never played for money again."

"On one occasion he rode a horse into a considerable depth. He was unhorsed, and nearly drowned, being at that time unable to swim. He underwent the sensations of being drowned, and became of course unconscious. He was, however, restored to consciousness and life. The horse itself was drowned. After that he immediately took lessons in swimming."

1812 or 1813, to Java on regtl. duty; 1815-6, on syv. and recce. in Java [II. 137-8]; returned Caledilla 20-11-18 [300].

Bro. 21-3-17 (3, 4), apptd. from Ist Batt. Arv. to clear Nulia rivers of obstruction [15]; B to CD. (rev.), 4-7-17 (137-46). "It appeared that the navigation of the Jammutty and Matahanga streams was seriously impeded... The obstructions were occasioned by the trunks of trees or sunken boats, which had got imbedded in the channel of the stream, and which it had not hitherto been found practicable to remove."

"The rapidity of the stream, and the great variation in its depth at different periods... render it difficult to mark the situation of these obstructions by means of buoys, and these would at best afford a very insufficient security against the danger. It was suggested to the Governor General that the entire clearance... might be effected at a moderate expense... by applying as the force for raising the trees or vessels... the buoyness of boats made fast to them by cables."

Unfortunately the case was no permanent one, and an officer was apptd. "Superintendent, Nulia Rivers" [15, 512].

Everest's syvs. in Java and work on the rivers marked him out for further emp., and, under Sec. 21-10-17, he was appptd. to syv., a line for visual telegraph towers to connect Caledilla with Chunfar [270-7], and at the same time was selected for the very important post of Asst. to Lambton on the Great Trigonometrical Survey [497].

"The intense mental and bodily labour of conducting the Trigonometrical Survey has been performed heretofore by Colonel Lambton alone, and...the rank, and the advancing age, of that zealous and distinguished person now demands some relief from such severe fatigues..."

1 Dm. 132 (489-91); B Pol C. 7-11-18. 2 DDC. 154 (68). 3 Not b. at Gwernvale. ca. Becon, as stated in DNP. Hodson, etc. v. regt. St. Allege ca. Greenwich; and census return 1861. 4 O. Misc. 43 (162). *Proposed by Kater [II. 410-1]. *Portraits will appear in vol. IV. 1 LFE. (27). *Connecting Ganges with Hooghly.
"The mathematical qualifications for conducting such labours are of a very high order, and possessed by few in India; they require to have been kept up by habitual exercise. ... The extreme accuracy indispensable in trigonometrical calculations on the scale of Colonel Lambton's undertaking demand a dexterity in the use of the instruments—which is to be learnt only by a rigorous apprenticeship—and must one day arrive when Lieut. Col. Lambton's task must devolve on a successor. It would not be wise to trust to chance for producing one fully equal to the duty at the moment when he is wanted; neither is it right that this important survey should thus hang on the life of a single individual. ...

"The Governor-General, therefore, has selected for this office Captain Everest of the Artillery, of whose eminent degree of science as a mathematician he is assured, and whose talents are known, ... both by his surveys in Java under the Quarter Master-General's Department, and by his successful exertions as an Engineer in recently clearing the navigation of the Matabahga and other rivers. ... Captain Everest should [not] be abruptly taken away from the useful service under the orders of the Telegraphic Committee but, as soon as that officer... has reached Nagpoor, he may...proceed onwards to join Lieut. Colonel Lambton [8, 223, 347, 447]."

Everest makes a curious claim to private property in some of his work on the telegraph line:

"I took a route of the track between Rotas Gush and Pumassoigne near Bijeypour in 1817, which is perhaps as accurate as any route surveys in general. It was plotted very carefully by me from my field book, but as it was entirely extra-official work, and taken for my own amusement, I destroyed the field book as useless lumber.

"The original, being my private property, I lent to Col. Blacker for the purpose of facilitating the operations of my own people under Mr. Oliver in 1825 [206-7], and I found it had been registered amongst the public documents, and called for by the Court of Directors."

May 1818, the telegraph sry, reached Chunar where Everest spent the rains. He left in Oct. for Hyderabâd, making a sry. of his route, which he submitted to Govt. in 1840 describing how, "having nothing else to occupy me, I employed myself in making a route survey. ... The field books and other materials were still not only as intelligible as when first drawn up, but rather good than otherwise of their kind. This compilation map was unfinished at the time I left Calcutta in 1832-3; in fact it did not reach my headquarters in the field until November 1835. It was neatly executed when it arrived but, owing to one of those accidents against which it is impossible to provide, ... it received an injury in consequence of the bad soldering of the tin case enclosing it [359]. ... With the injured parts patched, it is now forwarded to His Lordship [357-3]."

Arnd. Hyderabâd 26-12-18; took the field 8-1-19 for instrmn. by Lambton, and remained out in company with Voysey till April [227-8, 406]. In June he set out to trpte. the z. p. of Nîrâm's dominions between Kistna and Godivari. Extracts from his vivid account of the difficulties of this expn., through weather and sickness, have already been given [8, 228-32, 265]. He started by having trouble with the guard of State police:

"These people most heartily disliked the expedition... and seized every pretext of skulking away from the camp and back to the site. Myлан8ve and the other officers were answered by Colonel Lambton with a desire, both on his part and that of the British Resident, that I should seize the first feasible grounds for making an example...

"The infliction of corporal punishment is an odious task; but in this case there was really no choice between that and giving up the operations. Urged, therefore, on one side by my superiors, and irritated on the other by the total disregard shown... I took an opportunity about a month after hearing Hyderabâd to chastise one of these defaults with some severity; in consequence of which the whole body, about forty in number, burst into open mutiny, seized the naked gentleman whom the minister had deputed as their chief, and declared they would quit my camp and carry him back with them.

"It was in a grove of mango trees surrounded by a ditch and bank that they had selected their spot of residence... There are the Daroga [headman], surrounded by the matrons, some with their swords drawn, others looking on... I...became my duty to assert my authority, or give the matter up entirely as hopeless."

"With the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India there has always been an escort of regular sepoys...not belonging to the standing army [II. 359: III. 406-7]. Colonel Lambton had detached twelve of these under my orders. I drew up a small party of high men with loaded muskets in front of the grove where the rebellious Jawaâs were lording over their superior, and declared my intention of firing a volley into the midst of them unless they immediately laid down their arms. Their resolution quailed before this decisive step, and they now became as meekly humble as they had been before audaciously insolent. So, having deprived them of their weapons, and placed them under the surveillance of my sepoys, I made a severe example of three of the principal offenders by publicly flogging them and turning them out of camp with ignominy..."

"Thoughts of vengeance buzzed around me for some weeks after this occurrence, and it was necessary to be armed and well prepared to resist assault on my person. But the natives of India are not a malice-bearing race and, finding when they know me better that good behaviour was a perfect security against all unkindness, they became at last as willing, obedient, and obliging as I could desire".

It was Lambton's regular routine that fd. work should carry right through the rains, in order to take advantage of the wonderful visibility of the occasional breaks. This policy not only exposed everyone to the ravages of malaria, but caused delay through rain, cloud, and mist.

"In those gloomy days..." writes Everest, "when the mists descend and obscure the horizon, it was the chief relaxation of Mr. Voysey and myself...to employ all our followers with handspikes and ropes in tearing off the loose masses of granite, and letting them find their way to the bottom of the hill. Certain it was a magnificent spectacle to see an enormous mass, seven or eight feet high, descending along the slippery side of the spur, and striking fire in its progress—yet cautiously at first, and as if afraid to venture—suddenly, when it met with some hindrance, it would bound up and roll over like a planet in free space, and, lastly, when it attained the limits of the jungli, it would tear down large trees, and make the wild roar again as it tumbled into the abyss below."

"Doubless all this may be very childish, but...the French academicians, De la Condamine [II. 465-6], and his companions
resorted to precisely the same methods of amusing themselves. ... We did not continue this pastime during the night for fear of injury to my followers; but if our amusement was thereby diminished a little beyond twilight, it is inconceivable how grand the sight became, for wherever the rock slid along the bare side of the hill it was accompanied by a dense train of such enduring sparks as we see emitted from the impact of the panther and the coach-horse on the London pavement: and the light emitted when it struck any obstacle was sufficient to enable us to trace its progress, and make it resemble a whirling mass of phosphoric matter."  

Work was proceeding steadily in spite of the weather when, in October, the whole party was overwhelmed with malaria, and had to retreat to Hyderabad, leaving 15 dead behind them [231-2, 402]. In June 1820 they took the field again to complete the gn. to the Godavari, but after a few weeks Everest was again down with fever and leaving his assts. to complete the work, he took sick leave to the Cape for 12 months [232-3, 395-9]. He sailed from Madras 1-10-20 and, submitting a further ms. from Port Elizabeth, 29-9-21, was back at Madras 31-12-21, and rejoined at Hyderabad 6-2-22 [233].  

Whilst at the Cape he spent some time, at Lambton's request, examining the mer. are measured in 1750-2 by La Caillie [I, 310]. His memoir on the subject, dated Capetown, 31-8-21, was sent to the Artif. Soc. through the Directors, with copy to Lambton, who forwarded it to the GG: "I have examined it with great attention, and I find the particular so well detailed, and the observations so just ... He has fullest may wishes in a most masterly manner."

To the Directors: "La Caillie's geodesic operations at the Cape...are particularly important from their furnishing the only data...respects the compression of the southern hemisphere. We have...mer. area...in the northern hemisphere, but all leading to results very different from those of M. De La Caillie, and the most splendid of these...is beyond doubt that which owes its origin to the patronage of the Hon. the East India Company. ... If the effects of climate do not blot my prospects, I took forward...taking an ample share in the measurement of the arc now in progress towards Agra and Hardwar".  

To Lambton, 31-8-21: "I arrived in Table Bay on 25th November 1820; no information could be obtained on the spot, and it was not till the end of June 1821 that a journal of De La Caillie's travels reached me, so that by 28th July I was enabled to visit the places described...and traverse the whole theatre of his labours".  

He identified all De La Caillie's stations and the extremities of the base-lines—compared these against the diary—and actually found someone who remembered the signal fires to which La Caillie obel. He points out how these obs. might have suffered in accuracy, that the two extreme stations might have been influenced by local attraction, and that the arc was far too short to be taken seriously in discussions of the figure of the earth. With some modifications, his views were corroborated by Maclear who undertook the verification and extension of La Caillie's arc some 20 twenty years later, and records that interest in that had been "mainly kept alive by the inquiries of Capt. Everest".  

From Hyderabad Everest marched straight on to join Lambton at Tākarkhāna, near Ellipshpur, but was much disappointed to find him packed up ready to return [233], and not being equipped for independent work was obliged to retrace his steps to Hyderabad also. He spent the next six months with Lambton, of whom he has left a striking account [233-4]. The great master was now close on 70 years old, and, without realising it himself, was mentally and physically worn out. Everest was deputed to run a new series of triangles towards Poon and Bombay, and was delighted to be given an independent task on which he could exercise initiative, and break away from Lambton's routine, with much of which he disapproved: "I parted from him", he writes, "on the 15th October 1822, and shook him by the hand for the last time. Certain trivial circumstances had combined to ruffle that perfect cordiality which had existed between us in 1818, attributable, doubtless, to faults on either side; but we entertained the most thorough mutual esteem and respect for each other, and having, in compliment to me, made my operations entirely independent of his authority, he left me to act according to my own judgement [234-6, 413-4]. ... "These western operations...glided on so calmly and agreeably that they were rather a source of amusement and pleasure than of toil or hardship. ... I was challenged, ... and now fairly pitted against one whose name had been sounded by fame's trump in every corner of the learned world. My pride, too, was roused by the reflection that my opponent, who could not enter the field but by proxy, should make any question between me and his agent, Mr. De Penning [379-80, 437-9], and I determined...to make him do me justice by fairly distorting his party in the race" [246-9].  

One of his last letters from Lambton was written from Belurum on 9-12-22, just before the great man started north on his last journey: "My dear Everest, I am glad to tell you that you are getting on so well through a difficult country... Take things quietly and do not harass anybody. I am happy to hear, in all your sickness, that the sub-assistants continue well. Take great care of them, for they are precious materials, and I hope they endeavour to do their best to please you".  

Work was proceeding well when, on 3-2-23, belated news came of Lambton's death, and it becomes Everest's first concern to try and save his personal and prof. property from dispersal through the hasty and ill-considered sale. His efforts were unavailing, and he reports, 27-2-23: "I yesterday received information...that, without waiting for any reply from me, the Exeutor, Mr. J. Morton,...had taken upon himself to dispose of the whole of the late Lt.-Col.'s property as an ordinary outtry, and had, to complete the climax, carried away...to Hyderabad all the public documents [424, 438].  

"The estate of this late venerable and highly esteemed old officer has been sold off for about one eighth of the price which it could have produced if fairly dealt by... But the private loss...is trifling in comparison with the injury which has been inflicted on the public, for amongst the public papers are the official places and maps, and all the records and data of...this immortal, national, work for the last 22 years. I am now on my way to Hyderabad to meet Mr. Morton, and try how far I can...remedy this cruel calamity,...  

"At the time of the melancholy event I...had advanced as far as the neighbourhood of Sholapur... I gave to Joshua De Penning...most positive instructions respecting the public property, and...thought it better to take advantage of the few
remaining days to carry on the operations on which I was engaged [40–30].

"The intelligence of this cruel blow has come on me like a thunderstroke, but the instant I received it I wrote to Colonel Robe, and to...friends at Hyderabad, to use their efforts to make the wrecks of the public property from the precipitate measures of the executors, in whose hands it is impossible to say what they may have suffered."

He arcd. Hyderabad on, or shortly before, 11th March, and began acrimonious corr. with Morton regarding surrender of official papers and insta., which Morton claimed had been formally handed over to him as the executor on the spot. Morton consented to the papers being examined by an officer of the Resident's staff, and eventually surrendered those declared to be official. After protracted corr. lasting to the end of June, Everest expressed himself satisfied that he had recovered all official papers, but there remained many articles of private property which he felt ought never to have passed to outsiders. He made further ref. about these to the SG, and corr. continued with the executors in Calcutta as late as Jan. 1825 [424, 409].

It was characteristic of Everest that he grew very heated over the whole business, and wrote many interminable letters, being particularly severe with De Penning for not having taken a stronger line with Morton. He records that this "exasperating correspondence...was only put a stop to by the interference of the British Resident, Sir Charles Metcalfe, in my support."

The business took up much of his time and in writing to the SG., 18–9–22, he asked for an early answer "so that I may have full leisure to reply to the 18th October next. After that date I shall not be able to enter satisfactorily into the subject without neglecting my active operations in the field, during which...it is highly necessary for me to keep my mind free of all distractions from all other matters, and totally free from care and anxiety of every kind." 3

Prompt orders had been issued in India, 7–3–23, app. Everest as Supt. of the svy., but at the same time placing him under the orders of SG. [420].

He remained as Hyderabad working on comp. of his trgn. to westward, and on plans for extension of GS. Arc northward till towards end of August he had a fresh attack of fever, this time accd. by rhenatism and partial paralysis, which made him semi-conscious and troubled him interminably for the next two years.

The doctors urged him to take leave at once, "and one of them, a very kind and affectionate friend...Mr. Wymaey Peyton [494, 411], with an earnestness which I shall never forget, strongly pressed me to consider the folly of persisting in an undertaking in which I must assuredly fall a sacrifice."

He was, however, determined to carry his programme through, especially as he would have Voysey's company, and he wrote, 8–10–23, "I have for the last two months been suffering much from ill-health, and at this moment am confined to my bed with severe rhenatism. This disorder may perhaps leave me before I reach Elphicin but, should it not, it will be of infinite importance to have a man of Mr. Voysey's talent and practical acquirements ready at hand as an assistant, to perform the duties in ease of my being rendered incapable [444, 409–49]."

He was sufficiently recovered to leave Hyderabad, 18–10–23, in company with Voysey, and, after

1 DD0. 172 (12–4), 27–2–23.
2 DD0. 171 (105) 36–3–23 & 197 (131), 27–6–23.
3 Geo Everest (31).
4 DD0. 198 (106), 18–2–23.
5 Geo Everest (36).
6 DD0. 91 (320–61).
7 pl. 17, Hussingbad. * (179–1863); Ben. Inf; Ems. 1810; Lt Col. 1842; AGG. Sangor & Narbada from 1823.
8 No corruption of either being at siege.

1 Geo. Everest (36–5).

sterling Offer on the trgn. where it had been left nearly two years before, he went on to meet De Penning at Takerkera, and with him and Voysey remeas. the base, and made the obes. which Lambton had taken up. [420].

Here he lost both Voysey and De Penning, who had decided to resign, the former because he could no longer carry on with the salary allowed, and the latter because his growing family compelled him to seek a settled life at Madras [380]. Everest had to push forward the greater mer. arc, on which so much depended, right through the difficult, heavily wooded, mountains of Central India, with only two competent assts., Oliver and Rosenrode [497].

His health was by no means recovered, and in a fit of depression he applied for leave on me [403]. He asked for leave to travel to Bombay on duty, reconnoitring for the extension of his western series, and then to take a sea voyage round to Calcutta. Oliver was to carry the work across the mountains, and Everest would work in the plains. His condition improving, he pushed on with the work, writing, 17–2–24; "to recall my application for leave of absence, my health having gradually improved since the cessation of the late east winds"; and again, 11–4–24, "My health is precocious, and the violence of my disorder has abated, I am still little better than convalescent, as every passing shower amply warns me". Towards the end of May he had another alarming attack, and had to send forward to Hosangbad for medical aid. Dr. Griffiths came out 40 m. to attend him, and continued to look after him after his arrl. there for the rains [403–4].

Whilst at Hosangbad, he was cheered by the company of an old friend, Robert Low, of the pol. service, "this gentleman and I had formerly been on the political service together at the siege of Calingie", and I had afterwards been in cantonment with him, and commanded the field-guns of the battalion to which he belonged. We were now thrown together in one of those odd modes which could never have been anticipated, and as he was a person of mild and amiable manners, and very much beloved amongst the wild Goonds who were under his authority, it was evident that no possible means would be left untried of guarding against the dreaded want of water and provisions.

And, accordingly, whilst in the Bajrangapali, which fortunately was the principal theatre of my operations, provisions seemed to rise up as if by enchantment. Whereas they came no one knew but my friend Captain Low and his agents; for all around was a semi-arid wilderness, with a few miserable hamlets inhabited by Goonds, who...were forced every third or fourth year to abandon their dwellings...because the powers of the worthless soil in the vicinity were all exhausted [424].

Everest was now called on to justify to the Directors his fitness for charge of the svy. [368], a challenge he eagerly accepted; "Though it would ill become me to enter into any encomium upon my own...acquirements, yet...there are few subjects in mathematics which I have not studied, and...my attention has for the last 6 years been uselessly devoted to...both the theoretical and practical parts of my profession as a Geodesist. Had I been an invariable man...I should have trembled at the thought of succeeding to a man of Lt. Col. Lambert's high fame...and should at least have availed myself with avidity of the...privilege allowed to sick officers of...leave of absence but, instead of this, I have risen from the bed of sickness at a time when my life was despaired of by all my medical friends.

I set out from Hyderabad in October last to pass through a...jungle of 349 miles,...with hardly a hope that I should
... it had never been violated until my camp was at Soronj, when some neighing horses were fastened so near to my tent as to prevent my getting any sleep. This nuisance continued for three nights in succession and, notwithstanding all my endeavours, I was unable to discover who were the promoters of the riot. On the 4th day I had a proclamation made... that the natives had orders to turn all neighing horses and other noisy beasts out of camp, and a maik and 4 sepoys were directed to go the rounds and see this proclamation carried into effect.

"It is now appeared who the real offender was that had set himself up in opposition to all authority. ... You were that person; ... it was a horse of yours which created the nuisance, and... when the Naik went to execute the orders given him, your horse-keepers violently resisted him in the performance of his duty, and said that your neighing horses should not be removed without "cutting their throats". Disgraceful and inordinate as this was in a civilised camp, yet it was trifling compared to your own conduct on the occasion. You were in the observatory at the time employed in registering the mean of the angles, and you burst forth in a torrent of incoherent railing towards me, which would have more beset a low scold in the parlaces of Billinggate or Wapping, than a person who had been accustomed to the desecrations of life.

"I will not here recapitulate what you said, nor should I have been so particular in detailing the above circumstances, but for your alluding to some debt of gratitude which you seem to think I owe you for some imaginary service. I am not aware of any such debt, but I think it would be much more becoming in you to evince your gratitude to me for not handing up this disgraceful conduct of yours to the Supreme Government."

"The books which you despatched by dawb bangy arrived here last night but... owing to the careless manner in which they were packed, they have been soiled and through and through, and are very nearly destroyed [410]. I cannot conceive how any person in his senses would be so dispassionate as to despatch such valuable documents in the height of the rainy season in any other than a tin case. A mere wax-cloth covering can only furnish protection against slight showers, and is obviously altogether insufficient against heavy rains".

Early in March Everest applied to take leave to Europe after completing his compas. He had now been in India 19 years. His resolution was confirmed by a return of his illness at the end of the month; "After the last angles had been taken at Bhowrass, an attack of my old complaint, more than usually violent, took place, so that even the motion of the palanquin caused the most intense agony. I was conveyed to the house of...Major Feilding at Goonah [447], where I remained some months, and then went to Calcutta...on my way to England[?]. Leaving Goonah on 25th May, he marched to Cawnpore, and took boat down the Ganges on 4th July, arrv. Calcutta 12th August. He was granted furl. on 10. under 1800, 14-10-23, sailing 11-11-25 [241, 242]." He was asked to be placed on duty for the selection of suitable new insts., and also to take home copies of all his obers. that he might there work out the results. The Directors refused to place him on duty, but welcomed his advice about the insta., and gave every facility in their selection [9, 240, 257-60]. They refused at first to keep his appt. open, saying that they were quite ready to appoint another officer to carry on the work, but no one suitable could be found. "When in 1825 I was about to return to England; when in fact..."
with the Great Trigonometrical Survey, but of my earthly career, as at hand, the Government of Bengal, in resolving to keep the situation open during my absence, ... was not acted by private regard to me, for I had no interest with my Lord Amherst, and had never acquired the art of paying my court to the great, or gaining their favour by other means than deserving it. It was the difficulty of finding a competent successor that induced the step, and if a suitable person could have been met with, he would have been put in... immediately [242. 305. 445. 445].

After much cor. and several extensions of leave, the Directors refused to allow his full Indian salary, though Everest urged that "it had been open to him, instead of coming to Europe, to go to the Cape, where under the regulations he would have been entitled to draw all his pay and allowances, and 5/6ths of his salary as Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey, counting the period of leave also for pension on full pay of rank, ... whereas... for the last 16 months, and for the fore 6 months of 1827, his time has been so much occupied that he has given up all society, and has taken one expensive journey to Ireland, and frequent minor journeys on... the business of the Company". He was then awarded "the regimental allowances of... rank for the first 6 months of 1827, and the regimental allowances together with the pay of... rank from November 1828 up to the date when you shall cease to be employed".

He was further allowed "... a pecuniary expense of 2 pounds a week, together with... contingent charges for writers & stationery... for adjusting & drawing up... the computations now completed. Expenditure may be incurred to prepare the materials of the 5th section of the Astronomical Memoir left incomplete at Colonel Lambton's death [240].

"Ref. the Astronomical Clock presented by you to the Government of Bengal, left by you to India for the Trigonometrical Survey, the Court has resolved to present you with a chronometer in return for the clock, and two Tables of Logarithms, whichever work you prefer."

Not only did Everest spend much of his leave travelling in England and Ireland to visit units of the Trig. Syv. and inst. makers, but he also visited scientific instrs. on the continent. A letter of 29-5-23 was addressed to him at Rome.

He consulted Col. Colby about new zenith sectors and apparatus for moist. of base-lines, and Col. Salmon about the work of the Trig. Syv. in general. He wrote a memoir of 70 pars, comparing work in Ireland with that in India.

He was elected member of the Astr. Soc., after the presentation of his memoir on La Caille's work at the Cape [443], and a paper of his on sphecal excess was read before the society on 9-4-24. He was elected member of the Council 9-2-27, and read another paper, 13-3-29, on the subject of Pendulums; "In consequence of a desire expressed by the Court of Directors... that I should superintend a set of experiments with the pendulums lately constructed for their Presidencies of Bengal and Bombay, and avail myself of that opportunity to give the gentlemen cadets educated at Addiscombe some notion of the nature, objects, and use of those instruments", he spent some time investigating their errors and irregularities [244-5]. His demonstrations to the cadets were made at the Royal Obys., Greenwich.

His work during these years in England, and the contact of his forceful personality, greatly impressed the Directors and, just as in the case of Blacker, this personal knowledge led them to appoint him SG. [301. 308]. Though he was still anxious to prolong his stay, the Directors insisted on his prompt return; "if he should fail to arrive in Bengal within 5 years from the date of quitting it, he will by law be out of the service". He rejoined at Calcutta more than a month within his time, and took over duty as SG. 8-19-30, to open a new era in the history both of the Surveyor General's Dept. and of the GTS. [254. 325-6. 434].

Everest's career in the GTS can hardly be attributable to the educational given at Marlow and the RMA, at the latter of which, writes Markham, he "passed a brilliant examination". He reached India, moreover, at the early age of 16, and could have had little encouragement to develop his learning during his earlier years of mfl. service. He must, however, have displayed outstanding ability and a genius for overcoming practical difficulties to bring himself to the notice of the GG. His selection to be Lambton's asst. and understudy was indeed a fortunate one, and there were few of the Company's young officers who would have made so fruitful a use of so short an apprenticeship before taking over so exacting a charge. His only possible rival for the appointment was James Garling [305. 342-3. 425].

He was prompt to note the disadvantages of much of the routine that Lambton had regarded as essential, and prompt also to snatch at devices and phenomena which promised escape from these hardships. He was no man for bucking his own views, and had indeed a genius for invention and mastery of essentials that worked more and more to the success of operations that called for exceptional means [121. 127. 186. 196. 210. 215. 251-7].

The greatest years of his career began with his return in 1830. The years before his had been years of apprenticeship from which he had drawn the utmost value [10. 93].

EWER, Walter, junr. BCS. b. 1784. d. 5-1-63. Writer 13-19-1890 ... Magte., Meurut, 27-10-28; ret. 24-1-39. Son of Walter Ewer, friend of Wm. Hickey and Judge at Calcutta High Court, at one time Govr. of Fl. Marborough or Buckelew, and Director EIC, 1792-5. FRAS, FRAS. FRGS.

D.B. Wounded at capture of ship Kent by French. "Well versed in music and astronomy"; 1822, was first to read inscriptions on Qurb, near Delhi.

J.A.S.B. I, 1833 (550); II, 1833 (41); obit. long. of Benares and other places [493]; ib. IX, 1840 (508-20), long. of Sylhet.

FAITHFUL(L), Richard Coventry. Ben. Inf. b. 9-11-1787. d. Moradabub, 13-8-55. Enns. 22-3-30 ... Lt Col. 19-9-35. Son of Richard Coventry Faithful and Martha his wife. b. Calcutta, 8-11-16, Miss Catharine Williams, who d. 6-8-90, aged 83.

As J. XIX, 1830, As Int. (183, 167); Hodson, II (150).

b. 25-3-1798. d. Gauhātī, 24-7-47.  

Ens. 13-3-18 ... Maj. 10-2-47.  

Son of Thomas Fisher, of St. James', London, M.R.  

Mansioned.  

m., Cornelia, 1-11-23, Emily Maria, dau. of Wm. Terranaun of Sylhet, and sister of Bobb. Terranaun [507].  

Hodson, II (185) [372].  

First emp. in his. Ordnance Dept.; 1817, appdt. rs. to ambassador to Portugal, but preferred EIC.  

Cons. 17-12-19, appdt. to svy. Sylhet boundary, but did not start work till after rains 1820 [49-59, 79; pl. 19]; Mackenzie writes to him from Patna [477 n. 1], 25-3-20; 'I am very desirous of...seeing you, and as I cannot go to town till next week, if you could with convenience to yourself come out for a day I should be happy to see you here. 3 hours of the tide in a balsam will bring you here, & we have accommodation for you without any inconvenience. The Office is in Chouringhee, not far from the Military Auditor's'.  

April 1821, held prisoner for about a week by Raja of Cachar [50, 41]; '1st Lieut. Fisher, Assistant in the Surveying Department, has been seized and confined...while surveying our boundaries in the direction of Sylhet. He is confined at a place called...Kutchea, to the eastward of Sylhet. It is a very hilly country, and was conquered about two years ago from the aborigines by a force of about 600 men sent by the Burna Rajah. Fears are entertained of Lieut. Fisher's life, as much from the unhealthy climate as from the cruelty of the Burnas'.  

mio. Misc. 6-0-22; 4 sections of artistic panoramas along Cachar frontier, 1821-2.  

BCc. 1-8-22, appdt. to rev. svy. of Sylhet under Comm. [7, 5, 7, 144-5; 333; 399] and, 22-2-23, appdt. Dacs. for svy. and general duties [51, 337]. SG.  

writes, 18-10-23, 'I have so good an opinion of him that I would have been desirous of employing him in the centre of India, had I not foreseen the probability of his being useful when there should be any impending eastern fracas'.  

Dec. 1823, diverted to mil. duties as the Burmese threat to frontier increased; Govt. noted that as 'he is employed just now now both in the Judicial and Political Departments, and...also actually employed on Commissariat and Quarter-Master-General's duties, the Governor General in Council considers it expedient to leave him floating amongst the several departments until a more favourable opportunity may offer for fixing him in some particular one'.  

BCc. 21-5-24 [31], assumed ch. of comd. with mil. dett. at Badarpur from 9-1-24; 11-1-24, despatches from 'Badderpore', Sylhet, show Fisher on General Staff, and in flak. of June 1824 Fisher notes that, 'Accounts having been received of the Burmese army advancing again from Manipur into Cachar, and it appearing probable that the large force (20,000 men)...would move on Sylhet, the troops at Badderpore were withdrawn to this place, and instructions given me to intrench some building of masonry conveniently situated, with a view to a regular defence until the arrival of reinforcements'.  

Employed from 8th to the 1st, inclusive, in laying down the outline, and in directing the construction of the works with 50 convicts. About 100 men employed in cutting and preparing trees for palisades, and several blacksmiths employed in making picks, shovels, hammers, etc. June 9th. Received instructions...to reconnoitre closely and prepare a plan of the country eastward'.
FITZGERALD

12-2-25, had carried svy. to within 25 m. of Manipur [84].

BRC. 4-8-26, to resume rev. svy. Sylhet Dist. [57, 143-8, 316-7, 505]; Sept., 1828, surveyed "along the rivers to Mymensingh, and back over the hills to Bannagonor, setting the boundary with the Kosvahs [52]. Oct. 1828 expecting "double-altitude instrument of delicate construction," made for him by Dollond [181, 183]; mmo. 34 [22], svy. of Sylhet to borders of Tippera Dist. and Tripura State; many of Reenall's positions found "from ten to forty miles too much to the north." ib. 37 [28, 29], various route survs. between Sylhet and Sunamgonj [434].

18-4-39, writes to GO.: "In consequence of the barbarous murder of Lieutaneants Beddington and Barlow at Nangkho [64, 425, 431], and the breaking out of hostilities with the Kosvahs, the troops in this quarter have taken the field, and my services accepted as needful with them. Not having had time to make up my field books for the past month, I hope you will pass my certificate on the accompanying abstract as before [133]."

3 Pol C. 18-6-30 & BRC. 29-6-30, placed under acc. of M.E. Frontier for pol. ch. of Cachar; ib. 18-6-30-33. appd. Privy. Aeat. to M.E. Frontier, ch. of Cachar, "Off. Coll.," on consolidated list. Rs. 1,000, rec. 15-1-39 [27], ordered to regtl. duty, as services can no longer be spared for civil employment.

JASB. IX. 1840 (805-43); "Memoir of Sylhet, Kaschar and the adjacent districts"; of much historical interest; p. 320 describes Verelis's enpts. to Cachar 1782-3 [1, 82].

JASB. XI. 1842 (300-6), article on timber trade in Cachar. 1845, Comrs. 2nd Assam Lst. Inf.


Ens. 1-9-18 ... Maj. 3-9-40.

Son of Martin Fitzgerald, Ben Cav., & Barbara Loftis his wife, heroine of breach-of-promises case in 1792 [II. 400].


Hodson, II (100-4).


Ben. Repr. 38 (124), Sept. 1829, svy. of Gandak R. with embankments, Sarran & Tirhut districts.

1830 till death, engr. duties. Lower Provinces, including description of works obstructing Hooghly navigation; Civ. Architect, and member of Survey Com.


Ens. 29-9-19 ... M Gen. 20-11-34.

Son of John Forbes, of Blackford, and Anne Margaret Gregory his wife.


**Phillip D'Avurenge (1702-1818) *Ben. Inf.; Ens. 1775; Col. 1813.

m. Calcutta, 18-3-36, Sarah, dau. of Chas. Beckett Green law, coroner of Calcutta.

ed. King's Coll., Aberdeen, and Edinburgh Univ.

Hodson, II (286); III (778-9).

Attended svy. course with OS, his instructor Robt. Dawson writing later, "Forbes, poor fellow, has been extremely ill from the climate, but had struggled on, and got through a very extensive survey of part of the Delta of the Ganges."

m. 8-11-36, appd. svy. embankments along Ganges in Rajahshahi Dist., diff'rent. 14-1 to 4-3-37, mmo. M 386, sd. Sanders, 5-6-17 [13].

1819 to 1823, and from 1833 till death, Master of Mint, Calcutta; architect of new Mint, 1831, and of St. Paul's Cath.

FOSTER, Robert. Bo. Engrs. b. 26-4-04. d. 4-6-42.

Ens. 19-12-39 ... Capt. 4-7-32.


m. Susan Augusta, dau. of Wm. Downes Phileott.

m. 29-8-33, appd. to Decorian Svy.; "Is acquainted with those branches of mathematics which are indispensably necessary for a surveyor who hopes to excel in his profession, and was also employed on a survey in England for some time. Having always had some duty to perform since he joined the Military College at Croydon to the present period, will bring with him that habit of application so necessary to this department."

1834-5, on trgn. along Birij-pur-Gulbarga frontier, connecting with Garling's trgn. [129]; 1825, descript. memoir, with svy., of Ghats between Kusâr and Hurun rivers; mmo. 127 (9), map of Kolhapur [126 n.3].


Bo Geo Soc. P. 1839 (18-25); Description of the Cape of Aden.

FRANKLIN, James. [II. 397-8]. Ben. Cav. bapt. 6-5-1793. d. 31-9-34.

Cor. 26-3-06 ... Maj. 7-7-33.

Son of Wiliam and Hannah Franklin, and bro. of R. Adm. Sir John Franklin (1786-1847), mrs. F., the arctic explorer.

m. Cawnpore, 7-4-18, Margaret Maria Clements, dau. of Gen. Sir Thos. Brown [II. 401]; she m., 2nd, London, 10-2-96, James Evans.

FBR.; BFC. III (97); Hodson, II (214).

1813-4, on svy. of Bundelkhand [II. 51-2]; March 1815, to regtl. duty, Nepal War [51]; Map of sw. Frontier, 1815, mmo. 99 (13).

Pindar War, mmo. 23-11-15, appd. secretary to Col. D'Avurenge, and to the charge of the Guide and Intelligence Department with the field force under that officer's command [14-11-15 to 5-2-16.

BFC. 1-9-17, BAGM. lst. cl. [37, 335].

Maratha War, 1817-8, with Centre Div.; mentioned in despatches of Gen. Brown at capture of Javdav, 30-1-18).

Reports to SG., 18-6-19; "I was permitted to resume my survey duties in October 1815, but had scarcely begun before I was again called away to join the Troops under Colonel D'Avurenge intended to act against Sauger. I remained on this service until March 1816, when I again resumed my labours, and continued them without interruption for seven months in that year and four in the next, until the 30th April 1817, at which period I was forced into deprecated by sickness."
"I remained sick at Keitah until September 1817, when I was ordered to Cawnpore, and was afterwards employed with the Centre Division of the Grand Army, and on my being relieved from that duty, I obtained permission to remain at Cawnpore until the end of October 1818. I then marched to Keitah and, having received instructions from you in November, I proceeded to Phulchera and resumed my labours in the beginning of January 1819" [3, 81-2, 200-1, 394].

DDn. 154 (21.), 12-9-18, Maackenzie considers him for post of AG. R: C. Franklin is so well spoken of by everyone that I can have no prepossessions but what is in his favour". Later complaints of irregularity of Franklin's writing to QM whilst employed under SC. [3,67-3, 343].

1820-1, on examination of maps in Govt. offices at Calcutta, and revision of map of Bundelkhand [290-1 F].

EIC. III. (103). "In 1820, his health becoming delicate from constant service, he proceeded to Calcutta, where he was employed, collecting and arranging geographical and other documents relating to the late campaign, and then proceeded to Singapore on account of his health. Whilst at Singapore, finding no survey to exist, in 1822, he made a survey of that island, and prepared a series of points to serve as a basis for a large harbour chart. He returned to Bengal in 1823 and was appointed to conduct a survey of about 60,000 sq. miles, but failing his health not thoroughly re-established, he proceeded to England on furlough".

1823-8, furl., 21-5-55, read Memoir on Bundelkhand before R As Soc. F., 28-2-1827, map of Bundelkhand, etc., engraved and pub. by Horsburgh.

1827, survey on furl., Kanso, Sauror and Bundelkhand; applied unsuccessfully to succeed Voysey as geologist to GTS. [301].

Furl. on mo. 1830. [1881, 1832 (261), sends to ASB. "collection of birds made during tour up the Ganges... and in the Vindhy Mountain range between Benares and Mandal on the Nerbend".

b. II, 1833 [475-81], exxs. his geot. map of Bundelkhand.


MI.


Son of Edward Satchwell Fraser, of Reelig, co. Inverness, and Jane, dau. of Wm. Fraser of Balmain, his wife; bro. of J. B. Fraser (1783-1836) [II, 328], and Wm. Fraser (1784-1830), ens. of Rev. W. Fraser [II, 451], m. Delhi, 12-4-32, Wilhelmina, dau. of John Moore, of Liverpool.

Hodson, II (217); Crofton, II (113).

j. 9-11-26 (60), app. 1st Survr. Saharanpur Rev. Syr. joined 1-1-27, on completion 3 years actual regimental duty"; continued on rev. syr. till 1835; Asst. to Roads. Nagpur, 1836 till death [157, 165, 334].


Compiled tables from which a traverse could be laid down from rectangular co-ordinates instead of from bearings and distances.

Formulated a simple method of calculating the contents of an area from the rectangular co-ordinates of the successive traverse stations enclosing it.

Both these valuable aids to surveying were pub. in Geometrical & Graphical Essays by Geo. Adams. junr. London, 1st edn. 1791, the table forming an appx. In the 4th edn. 1813, the table was issued as separate vol., price 2s. 6d.

Gale's system was first adopted by Olive on the Delhi rev. syr. in 1822, and at once adopted generally under the orders of Hodgson as RSG. [148, 160].

To this day it forms the basis of all traverse survey in India. Surveyors often referred to it as Gale's Universal Theorem [4, 8 n. 1].

The projection of a traverse by rectangular co-ordinates is described by John Love in his Geographia, or the Art of Surveying, 2nd edn. pub. London, 1715, and a Table for the purpose is given. All other early writers confine themselves to the projection from bearing and distance.

The deduction of areas by summ of products is described on pp. 488 of Chas. Hutton's Mathematical and Physical Treatise, on-Tyne, 1778, where Hutton refers to this as Tauto, Quirk's "method to determine the areas of right line figures".

Doublet Gale was familiar with the works of Love, Hutton, and Hutton.

Nothing certain is known of John Gale himself beyond inm. given by Adams in his Geometrical... Essays, but it is a fair presumption that he was the author of Cabinet of Knowledge, by J. Gale, 1st edn. 1796; 2nd. 1797; 3rd. 1800. 4th 1808.

The following are extracts from Adams' Essays:

iv-v refer to "valuable communications of Mr. Gale... Mr. Gale's improvements... consist, first, in a new method of plotting... from the northing and southing, eastings and westings, taken out of the table which forms the appendix to this work."

"The new improvement consists in a new method of determining the area, with superior accuracy, from the northing... and westings, without any regard to the plot or draught, by an easy computation".

In a footnote Gale is described as "a gentleman well known for his ingenious publications on finance".

p. xiv, describes the Appx. as "A Table of the Northing... Westings, to every degree and fifteenth minute of the Quadrant, radius from 1 to 100, with all the intermediate numbers computed to three places of decimals"

pp. 209-310 include description of the circumpolar, "with Mr. Gale's method of using it", an elementary account of normal thodoilote boundary survey.

pp. 329-33 describe Mr. Gale's method of plotting from his Table, with the normal traverse set-up, p. 339. "These computations are of much further use in determining the area or quantity of land in the survey, which cannot be ascertained with equal accuracy in any other way."

The Cabinet of Knowledge contains "Miscellaneous Recreations, moral and philosophical essays, propositions natural and metaphysical, experiments... including card deceptions. Being the essence taken from the Lady's Gentleman's Diaries". London. Printed by W. Kemmish [1796].

Dn. 12mo. 350. pl. 61.


Similar calendars, almanacs, and diaries were popular at that period, and such distinguished scholars as Hutton and Reuben Burrow made use of this in the way [1, 316].

Prolonged research in libraries and registers, London, Oxford, and Bristol, have failed to fix the identity of Adams' collaborator, though the same John Gale is frequent between 1780 and 1829, especially in London and the West.

A John Gale served in the Customs Dept. in London, being appd. Western Clerk and Examinr. of Stationery of the £1700 (1783-1827) and promoted Sec. @ £400 pa. from 1793-1788. He resd. 29-7-91. His letters and autographs are of an educated man of mature age.

A John Gale Esq. d. 19-10-1814 in Charles St., Covent Gdns.; Gent's Mag. 84 (202).

A John Gale of Falmouth Place, St. James', Westminster, left will, proved 1823, with mention of a wife Harrett, and bro. Wm., of Customs Hq, London.

Our man may have been a scholar rather than surveyor, but was obviously of practical bent, and must have had some education in survey, and maths. He may possibly have assisted Adams in producing other prof. pubs.

GARDEN, William [II 399]. Ben. Inf.  bapt. 8-3-1790. d. 29-7-52.


CB. A.D.C. D.D.C.

Hodson. II (246); III (782).

B.G. 1-1-17, appd. D.A.Q. 3rd cl., whilst with lst. Div. Grand Army; ib., 31-8-17, to svy. frontier between NepaJ and Champaran [19]; 1819-9, survy. routes in Bohli-

khand [27] with occasional latitudes and 2-mile plan of Bareilly Cuts, m.x.o. 32 (1-61); "will form very good geographical material", xoo. 16-10-16, D.A.Q. lst. cl. [335].

1825, as D.A.Q. Malwa Force, survy. routes to Saugar and Hoshangabād; D.D. 109 (87); 11-11-24, Resd. Indore; writes: Capt. Garden, ... an officer of superior intelligence, being the last dry season engaged in a survey of the Vindhyā range, ... I requested him to make a particular inspection of the space between Jaim and Simrola. ... On the ground of Captain Garden's report, the Pioneers at Mow should be employed on the improvement of the Simrol Ghat, and the road onwards to Asseerghur." [87].

Later had distinguished career in Q.O.'s dept. [337]. 1839-40, Afghan War; m.x.o. III (4-7). 1839, survy. of route Kandahār via Kābul to Attock.

GARLING, James [II 399]. Mad. Inf. b. 16-5-1784. d. 4-6-20, of cholera at Hyderabād.


Son of John Frederick and Caroline Garling, of London.

April 1805, M.M., cl. I [II 320]; assst. instrr. from April 1806 to Oct. 1811 [105].


1820, 10-5-16, appd. to ch. survy. of Nizām's Dominions [II 297, 114-7; 119, 125; 207-8, 281, 339. 404, 417, 474].

Recognised by Lambton as surr. and trig. of high qualifications [II 246; III 121, 129-30, 207, 273, 257]. Everetts only rival for nomination as Lambton's assst. on CTS. [II 343]. Riddell writing to Mackenzie, 28-2-18; "I have no doubt that Colonel Lambton is endeavouring to get his department increased that Garling may have an opportunity of joining it. Should this be the case, it will illustrate what you have all along thought of the latter's instruction" [117].

Protested without success against appr. of Riddell as ASG. at Madras, on grounds of seniority, for some time subscribing his letters as Asst. SG. [316-8]. Was obviously making himself sufficiently difficult for Riddell to write to Everetts: "What orders have you been sending to Garling that he only finds fault with your designation in office? I wished much to conciliate that gentleman, but find it difficult or rather impossible." [117].

"I am surprised at his being at Darwar. I consider it entirely out of his province. I must soon turn my attention to Mr. Garling's surveys, as I cannot see...how he is employed. I think he, at all events, might let your case alone."[117].

Reference was made to the Supreme Govt., who supported Mackenzie's view; "that the appointment of Lieut. Riddell to the provisional charge of the survey department was not calculated to throw the slightest degree of discredit on Lieut. Garling's character or professional pretensions, as being consistent indeed with the usage of other branches of the military service with regard to staff appointments."

Riddell also wrote that he had "heard privately that Garling's objection was treated as a trifling...and as contrary to every precedent in this Presidency" [477, 478].

Garling did not accept the decision with kindness, and Mackenzie writes to Montgomery a few months later: "Mr. Garling...may with equal reason complain of you...As my sentiments have been so little acceptable, ...I do not wish to trouble him further than when my strict duty requires correspondence" [117]. Together there was a considerable lack of good feeling between Garling and the SG., which was not remedied when Garling pushed his svy. beyond the w. frontiers of the Nizām's territories without formal sanction, and appeared to be attempting to extend the lines of the Resdt., Henry Russell, rather than keeping to the SG.'s rigid instns. [4-5, 115-7, 304, 52].

Mackenzie thanks Montgomery for communicating "Captain Garling's intention of coming to Calcutta on the subject of his grievances. ... Some time ago Mr. Garling mentioned something about coming to Calcutta...I took no notice because I considered it neither serious nor necessary. ... Several of Mr. Garling's letters to me have been unanswered for some time, as it is impossible for me to reply to all private letters."[117].

In spite, however, of this lack of mutual sympathy, Mackenzie had a high opinion of Garling's prof. qualifications, and was deeply grieved of his sudden death [117, 341, 459.]. His brother officers were particularly distressed, and Conner writes:

"The account of poor Garling's death has filled me with the deepest affliction—so accustomed to associate him with all my most agreeable remembrances—so intimately united by ties of indissoluble friendship—so early known—so deeply regarded—I feel his loss as the severest calamity, for we rarely appreciate the just value, till it is gone out of our reach. Always attached to his many amiable virtues, and respecting the rectitude of his principles, I suffer the misery of feeling his full worth at the moment I have to deprive him of life; and memory, as if to aggravate those sentiments, retraces all the scenes of our long intercourse, whose harmony was never for a moment ruffeled." [443].

"My regret for the loss of this excellent fellow has been feebly expressed. ... We both [Ward & Conner] agree with you that he was as amiable in private life as modest and capable as a public servant. As such the department has suffered severely."

"I am very glad you have taken means to secure the books and documents...it has been some valuable ones which will be almost useless to anyone...not in the department—the Camera Lucida...—tent—"."
I request the Encyclopaedia may not be put up for sale—poor fellow—it was my joint property, a sort of family concern that was more valuable as belonging to both, and one that I have now a melancholy interest in. In fact, 'a feeling entirely independent of the property itself makes me most anxious to have the books'.

Poor Conner! He was to follow Garling in less than twelve months.

GARSTIN, Edward [II, 399-400].

* d. 13-7-71; Bangalore.

Engr. 6-5-15... Gen. 1-3-67.

Son of John Garstine, Ben. Engrs., S.G. Bengal 1808-13, and Mary his wife [II, 400].

* Calcutta, 20-7-36; Mary Anne, dau. of Adam Buffin. Hodson, II (252-5).

1814-5, Nepal War: Ass. Surry under Hodgson on Nepal front I[II, 42-4].

* 30-3-15, with Hodgson to svv of Garwal & Sirman (29-37, 436), being employed near Saikatu. Rescd Nov. 1816, as allies, did not meet the heavy expenses of work in the hills [32, 346]; 10, 6-6-17, 'to carry on the Public Works at Ludhia' [30-31, 33-39, 'to survey the Joumbaun Creek for ascertain- ing the feasibility of opening through it a channel of communication between the Hooghly and the Imsanuty', commencing from 11-12-19 [15, 11], 1834, as officer of 2nd, served various roads in lower Bengal. He had distinguished career as engr.

GERARD, Alexander [II, 402].


Engr. 9-9-08... Capt. 13-5-75; ret. 15-2-36.

Son of Gilbert Gerard, bd. of King's Coll, Aberdeen, and Helen his wife, dau. of John Duncan, Provost of Aberdeen; bro. of Patrick (1794-1848), Ben. Inf. [DNB; DIB; Hodson], and of James Gilbert (1795-1835), Ben. Med. [DNB; DIB; EUL] (c-7).

1814-5, on rev. svv., Saharanpur, under Bd. of Commrns. up [II, 180; III, 35; 37; 154; 149-50].

These provinces', writes Anne Deane in 1808, 'having been newly conquered, had as yet paid no revenue to Government, who...appointed two Commissioners to survey them, and form an estimate of what they were capable of furnishing... On the 1st day of December 1808, attended by a regiment of 1500 men and a numerous retinue, we traveled in the suite of the Commissioners towards Delhi... Our line of march, including cattle, baggage-wagons, and followers, extended more than a mile'. After tour in Kohlikland, returned to barracks, at Fathpurg [157].


Obliv. from Bladon hill, cutting initials on=dicts, stone below Persian name Aul U & Lady of the Moon [178; pl. 5, reverse]. Maps drawn by his asst. Blashford [297, 347, 360, 415; pl. 3].

In both 1817 and 1818 spent two or three months in the hills, making journeys from Sahabuth, through Simla, to Kotgarh where his bro. Patrick was stationed during rains, and up the Sutlej valley which was then practically unknown [30, 49-5].

1817, left Sahabuth 27th Aug., reached Kangra, 10 m. ne. of Chini, 20th Sept., and was back at Sahabuth 14th Oct., having made rough svv, with atts. obus. [40].

1818, left Sahabuth with his bro. James, 21st Sept, reached Shikhal 12th Oct., returned to Sahabuth 22nd Nov., and was back at work in the Dün by 36th. An account of this 2nd journey appears in J. A. S. N. [1819].

17th Oct. describes march over Nako Pass: 'The people with the paramboler and theodolite missed the way and did not arrive till midnight, and their hands and feet were almost frozen'. They climbed the peak of Peak, 1814, 3 miles above the sea. "It was 4 p.m. when we gained the summit, so we had no time to make half the observations we wished. While I was setting up the large theodolite my brother tried three excellent barometers which we had the satisfaction to see stand exactly at the same point'. They got back to Sahabuth on 24th Nov.

Sent SG, a note on weather conditions: 'I have not had a great deal of experience in the mountain regions, but shall give the results of my own observations, and in a short time hope...to furnish you with a more correct information regarding the weather from my brother, who has read above three years in the hills, being at last part of which time he has kept a meteorological journal.

October, November, are the most favourable months, the atmosphere being then more clear than at any time... December, January, are rather warmer than in the month of February. The thermometer at the tops of the hills, there being much snow. In February, March, it is sometimes practicable to carry on field operations, but more frequently not, especially in mountains about 10,000 feet high, when the roads are commonly blocked with snow.'

April, May, are capital months, but the atmosphere is not so clear as in October, November. The beginning of June is sometimes pretty good, but there is always a dense haze. The end of June, July, August, September, are the worst months, and although the roads are not, as in the plains, subject to inundations, yet it is scarcely possible to get an observation of the sun or stars above once in 10 or 12 days; the big hills are involved in clouds. There are sometimes, however, a clear fortnight in August'.

1821, made 3rd journey. Leaving Sahabuth with James early in June, he traveled alone after 23rd, and visiting the Baspa valley got well beyond Shikhal, returning to Kotgarh 29th Sept. Though Chinese guns prevented his working northwards Gangteri or Lake Manasarowar [p. 5, 6], he added considerably to his views. His memoir of his Map of Koonawar, was sd. 26-7-25 [41].

"In the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. I, part II, is a paper on the Valley of the Sutlej River in the Himalaya Mountains, from the pen of Capt. A. Gerard, with remarks by H. T. Colebrooke, Esq., which contains so much curious and interesting matter"...

In 1822 Alex. and James joined Lloyd and Robt. Close [II, 415 n.4] at Kotgarh for a journey to the Tholos and Fernand Passes, traveling by the upper Jumna valleys [II, 417; III, 42]. They left Kotgarh 5-6-22, reaching Barawo 12th. By elam of boiling water, Gerard deduced height of the pass to be 14,055 feet.

With Lloyd's Narrative was pub. Alexander's Account of an Attempt [1821] to penetrate by Batkar to Garoo and the Lake Manasarowar and also a letter from James "detailing a visit to the Shatativ and Boosendo passes for the purpose of determining the line of Perpetual Snow on the southern face of the Himalaya". The two volumes, with Gerard's maps were pub. 1846, ed. by Geo. Lloyd, who had need, the 1822 exp. as a child of 7. The second vol. gives Alex.'s narrative in which he discussed the heights of peaks obse. by his bro. Patrick and James as well as by himself, and compares them with those by Herbert pub. in As R., XIV [204].

A further account of all Gerard's Himalayan journeys, with a map, was pub. in 1841 by Geo.
Lloyd under the title An Account of Kooanpur in the Himalaya". 

Describing a tour to the upper Sutlej in 1843, J. D. Cunningham regrets "that the Gerard's did not employ the same accuracy in general description which they brought to bear with so much success in ascertaining positions and in measuring the heights of mountains.

Risbro, Alexander comments, 1847, after a visit to Ladakh via Kulu, on "the strange belief of the Gerard's that the snowly peaks to the north-eastward of Spiti and Lahul exceeded in height all that they had seen of the Himalayas. The Baron Humboldt..., calls it an unfounded surprise, in which opinion I cordially agree, and I believe that I am fully borne out by the observations of Moorcroft and Trebeck when crossing the Kandu La." [43] 

In 1822, the SC. obtained his app't for a sly. into Malwa and Rájpútná. [3, 89, 361, 371].

"Lt. Gerard, an experienced and very able surveyor who was formerly employed under the Board of Commissioners in Rohilcund, but who for some years past had been disabled by ill-health from exerting his talents in the plains, brought new vigor to his health, is ready to undertake the survey..."

"He is a surveyor of more than common talent, an expert practical astronomer, and conversant in the use of chronometers and also barometers, and has...a good collection of valuable instruments. He is, besides, a person of a respectable character, and his conduct is calculated to conciliate, and not offend, the people of the countries in which he must act..."

"If Government order, I will direct Lt. Gerard, who is at present doing duty with the Sirmoor Battalion, to proceed to Agra and commence the survey at the close of the rainy season; in the course of one season he will...complete the detailed outline, and...assign to each of the principal places in its true position in latitude and longitude, as well as to show its height above the sea; and, as I direct him to take barometrical observations between Saharanpur and Agra, we shall be able to complete the sections of level from Cape Comorin to the 32nd degree of latitude in Tartary." 

Leaving Sabathu 8-10-22, Gerard halted nr. Táj at Agra 21-11-22 to 27-1-23, taking astr. obsns., and then ran his sly. through Gwalior and Sirconj to Bhopáli, staying with George Fielding at Guna 3-1 to 18th May [447]. Returned to Gwalior 2nd June; remained there, seriously ill, till 13th Sept when he moved to Agra. At end of Dec, he set out on sly. w. to Kotah and Nimach. He again fell sick, but writes to SC. from Nimach, 24-4-24, sending results of astr. obsns.; "I consider the observations of Antares very valuable, since this phenomenon was visible in Europe, & an Occulsion of so bright a star does not generally happen oftener than once in 5 or 6 years" [186].

"I am now...on political duty under...Major General Sir D. Ochterlony [II. 472; III. 89], & I am to act for...[the] Agent in Bangur, who will be absent from this station for some months* kept on to be apd. at Nasírbád nr. Ajmer.

Bilaker considered this sly. "more important, and more scientific, than any which have fallen under my inspection. He tried more than ones to get Gerard back, owing to bad health and pol. duties it was not till Sept. 1824 that he was available [25, 90, 175, 305-6, 373]. Once again his work was cut short by fever which had troubled him "every year for these last six years"."

The SC. left Calcutta by boat for Fatehgarh, having...a very valuable set of instruments, partly his own property, and partly that of the Government, and two European boys...from the Revenue Survey Department. He was instructed...to make the best use of the time he must pass in boats by...attentive attention to the barometer, to determine the differences of level of the river as he proceeded, and generally to take as many astronomical observations...as he could."

From Fatehgarh he travelled by palampur dikt to Agra and back to get a good value by chronometer for the long, of Agra [180]. Returning to Agra he made another trip to Kassan, about 79 m. to sw., but was driven back by further attacks of fever.

He was then held up several months at Agra till the SC., impatient at receiving neither fibcs. nor mc. obtained his discharge. Gerard was genuinely ill, and it is doubtful whether, even had Hodgson shown more forbearance, he would have been able to carry on further sly. in the plains. He writes, 17-8-27.

"I have as yet not been able to commence my march to the westward, from rain and bad weather. Severe illness has rendered me unable to take any observations for some time past, and if I do not get better of an extreme oppression at the chest soon, I shall be obliged to resign the Survey, as it pains me very much to stoop to write; and indeed I have been under the necessity of leaving off writing almost wholly lately..."

"If I am not able to conduct the survey after the end of the rainy season, I shall resign and apply for leave of absence, as I have more than once been very strongly recommended either to go to sea or the hills. I did not attend to the surgeon's advice, and after staying so long in the plains..."

"I could not lose a medical certificate if I wished for one" [18].

He suggested that some of the SG.'s letters had gone astray; "Most of my letters have lately been travelling over Raspooitana & Malwa. Two followed my brother [James] to Lahour, whither he was sent by Lord Amherst with the mission to attend upon Ranjeet Singh, who was very ill. It is no unusual thing for my brothers to receive my letters, and me to get theirs, especially Patrick's, he and myself being...Captains, there being no distinction made in the Persian direction."

He writes later from Fatehpur, 28-11-27. "Yesterday evening I had an interview with his Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, to whom I stated that the exposure I endured in the hot weather, when going by dawk with the chronometers to ascertain differences of longitude, was the principal cause that brought on a severe fever, which prevented me from sending regular reports, which was the reason I was removed from the survey of Malwa [90, 135]."

"His Lordship replied that he remembered my being removed from the survey because I was unfit to do my duty from illness, but it had not made the least unfavourable impression upon Government respecting me. He desired me to write you—say so—and I mention that I had seen him. In his opinion, if my health admitted, there would be no difficulty in getting me re-appointed."

We have no rec'd of his being again employed on sly. or Himalayan travel.

James, his doctor bro., acc'd. Burns into Central Asia in 1833 as far as Bukhara, an effort which shattered his health. He was held up by illness at Minskad and Herat, but continued to take obsns. and notes as far as Peshawar. He "died worn out at Sabathu", 31-3-35.
“Alexander got leave of absence on purpose to prepare a map of James’ route from his notes, for he had observed the bearings, estimated the distances, and noted all the villages, all the way from Harari to the Indus,” and wrote Alex. Aberdeen, 18-10-39.

“It was a splendid map. It measured 10 feet long by 3 feet broad, on the scale of 5 miles to an inch. At my brother’s dying request I presented it to Sir Charles Metcalfe, then Governor General, from whom I received a thousand thanks. The map is now with the Army of the Indus, and I was gratified to hear that, as far as they had gone, they had found the positions of the places, and accounts of the roads, wonderfully correct, considering the distances were estimated by time, and the bearings taken with a small pocket compass”.

Alexander ret. 13-2-36 and, writes Lloyd—“from the fatigues he had for many years undergone, together with a fever which since his return to England has periodically attacked him—his frame and constitution were shattered”. He d. at Aberdeen, “his native town, ... after 3 days illness.”

*JASE. XI. 1842 (479-551), Vocabulary of Kunawar languages.*


b. 11-6-1794. d. Simla, 4-10-48;

M. cart rd. cem.

Ens. 10-8-12 ... Capt. 11-4-28; inv. 6-5-32, with permission to reside in the Hills.


1819, with James Herbert on journey up Surley valley [35, 42-204-5-5].

Kept regular meteor, and barometer records; abstract for 1819-20, with list of heights fixed by boiling point of water. *JASE. II, Dec. 1838 (815-22) [375]. By the mean of a whole year’s barometrical observations Sambathoo was found to be 4305 feet above the level of the sea.” [204].

In “statement of the weather at Kothgah and Soobathoo”, 1819-21, Patrick adds interesting notes about Simla;

“During the years 1809-20 and 21, Simla was no place of resort for invalids and visitors, except for a few officers belonging to the 1st Nasserie Batt., stationed at Simla, and shivered they proceeded for the hottest months, May and June, till the rains had fairly set in.”

“During a double-poled tent was pitched by Lieutenant ... R. Ross [on the e.w. extremity of the ridge ... In 1822 the first permanent cottage of the party materials—stone and timber, roofed with pine-wood shingles—was erected by Captain ... C.P. Kennedy, the successor of Lieutenant. R. Ross as Assistant Political Agent for the Protected Hill States.”


b. 24-7-1793. d. 9-1-18, of wounds received at Mehidpur [83 n.4], 21-12-17.

Ens. 4-8-10 ... Lient. 11-11-14.


Svy. Branch.

Kaye, II (214); Malcolm’s despatch 22-12-17. “Am much indebted... to Lient. Gibbings, ... who was wounded during the gun.”


Comdg. 1st Nassiri Batt. Sambathoo, 1815-22; Hocbon, Ill (697).

*JASE. XII, 1845 (707).

*Trant (150). *Saxen (147-8), TIBCO. 1948.

*Bayly (182).

*John Crawford.

GIBBINGS, Robert. Mad. Inf.

b. 24-7-1793. d. 12-4-26, at sea, off Mangalore.

Ens. 19-9-09 ... Capt. 1-5-24.

Twin bro. of John [ago].


Jul. 1815, X.M. cl. IX [II, 321: 1815-16, under orders of Nayar Subby. Force, to be employed on sry. under 130]. Surg. passes in Nayar territories [83]; MGO. 17-3-17, on sry. in Berar under S.G.

6-4-18, to act as 130. to Div. at Bhown; 13-10-18, applies for compensation for horse belonging to his bro. John, lost at Mehdipur; 20-10-18, confirmed as 130. 1817-9. signs many maps as 130. including MGO. 186 (35) shewing Agyart Fort.

Svy. Nurbada R. •flkbs. MGO. •544, 401, embalmed in Malcolm’s map of Mlawa, 1816-9 [84].

GIBBONS, George. Adventurer.

b. Madras d. of cholera, 10-3-25, on road Rangoon to Prome.

Son of English sea-captain and Teltinga mother. “His father seems to have been a mercenary Captain in the service of Indian rulers, and lost his life in the Bay of Bengal” ...

“Education...at Nagaub, a Catholic [mission] settlement... north-west of Amasparua, where he learnt to write and speak English, Portuguese, a little French, and some oriental dialects, specially Teltinga”. “He had read works on ancient history, and possessed a fund of general knowledge.”

“He had made two voyages to China, and had commanded several vessels. In a small Danish brig he visited Cochín China in the years 1795. About 1795, he seems to have constructed one ship of three hundred tons... 1811, he turned Royal [Avic.] and afterwards floated her down to Rangoon...

“His interest in geographical and commercial pursuits had caused him to explore...the Burmese dominions. ... He was frequently employed by Ga-gyi-daw and his grandfather in compiling maps... from the charts and descriptive accounts drawn up by the King’s subjects.... He had held situations of trust, and...enjoyed considerable favour.

“He was intimately acquainted with language, customs, and manners of the Burmese people, the nature and resources of its commerce, and the character...of its King and principal ministers”.

After the Burmese invasions of Assam, 1817 and 1818, Gibson was engaged on “to construct a map of Burma, together with the adjacent countries of India, Siam, and Cochín China. On looking at the map the King remarked that he had assigned too much territory to the English, and that Assam would be a desirable acquisition for the Burmese to make.” [52].

Deputed on mission to Saigo to enlist support of Cochín-China to Burmese attack on Siam, Gibson left Ava 21-7-22, and reached Rangoon 9-8-22. Left Rangoon Jan. 1823, and reached P.W.I. 26th Feb. His ship was destroyed by fire in Penang harbor 24th March. Assisted by loan from British Govt at P.W.I. the mission left in Portugal ship 22-4-23, and reached Saigo 8th June.

The King of Cochín-China then waited at Hau, and Gibson’s mission dealt with the viceroy at Saigo, who after nine months’ delay conveyed an unfavourable reply. By the time that Gibson returned to P.W.I., the British were at war with Burma, and he offered his services to the Rallt [90] who passed him to Burney to assist in construction of map of Burma [79-80, 43].

At Burney’s request Gibson wrote a journal of his mission to Saigo, a rough copy of which, probably by Burney, is
now preserved at Delhi. Crawford records that Gibson's original "was reprinted with errors in grammar and orthography in every line, and... nearly unintelligible without his own personal comments and explanations."

Burney spent nearly a month extracting all the geogl. infn. about Burma and its neighboring countries that Gibson and his followers were able to furnish, and records that "although his private character and manners are by no means agreeable, ... yet I found he possessed much curious and really useful information regarding the Burmese Government and country."

When the map was sent to Calcutta to be printed, a copy was sent with Gibson to the Army at Rangoon where he made himself extremely useful to the staff before his death on the advance towards Prome [71].


b. 20-7-11. d. Mhow, 24-8-47.

Lient. 28-9-27; Capt. 29-12-43.


ed. Addiscombe, 1828-7; Hodson, II (269-70).

m. 11-12, appd. to svy. line for Grand Trunk Rd. Burdwan to Patna; reported completion 22-3-30 [28, 493].

meh. 46 (5), 1831, survd. road to Balaasore.

GORDON, George Lawrie. Ben. Inf.

b. 25-3-01. d. Manipur, 30-12-44, MI.

Enns. 24-7-19. Capt. 8-1-38.


9-4-27, joined Pemberton as Asst. Surv'r., R. 250 pm., on Manipur-Burma border, on SG.'s road to.

"The researches of Lieut. Pemberton would be materially aided if an officer were appointed to be his assistant, ... and Lieut. Gordon,... formerly in the Pioneers, and now adjutant in Cumboor Singh's Levy, which is supposed to be reduced in the course of the next month... is on the spot, and might... be promptly and profitably employed."

Lient. Pemberton represents him as a gentleman of considerable talent, who has already acquired a competent knowledge of the language... of the country, and... possesses in a remarkable degree the qualities which are likely to ensure... enterprise... and ardour. Lient. Gordon has not yet had experience in surveying, but... would prove a useful assistant, and... in such remote and wild fields of operation, and where great danger to health is incurred, the advantages of employing two officers are too obvious" [56].

Pemberton reported a few months later that Gordon "has already qualified himself to undertake the reduction of the tracess; and I am indebted to him... for cordial assistance on every occasion" [198].


Lient. 13-8-20; Capt. 20-12-33.

Son of George and Sophia Gordon.

25-6-21, appd. Asst. Surv'r.; Deccan Svy.: 25-10-23, recd. app't. as Asst. Surv'r., 1st cl. [725 n.12].

Dec. 1829, serving with surv. of Nizam's army till death.


b. 10-7-1791. d. Simla, 10-2-40.

Lt. Fwrk. 14-9-10. Capt. 29-8-34; Maj. 23-8-38.

Son of George Gowen, merch. of Calcutta, formerly Ben. Inf. (1773-89), and Mary Parry his wife.

ed. Addiscombe 1809-10; Hodson, II (286).


1819-23, with 4th Troop, Horse Art.

GRAFTON, Augustus. Bo. Inf.

b. 29-2-1788. d. 17-4-60.


Son of C. E. Grafton.

m. Walcot, Bt. 5-8-34. Mary Nicholson, dau. of Wm. Robinson of Demers, WI.

1818, operations in Konkan as Bt. Capt., 1-3-19, appd. Asst. Surv'r., with Jopp on trgn. (125 n.12); 19-1-28, appd. to ch. Deccan Svy. (126); 1823-9, with Shortrede on meas. of base-line nr. Karli (130). 31-5-30, Deccan Svy. closed down.

A notebook has been found at Dehra Dun, initiated A.G., which gives route svsy. round Kalyan, in v. Konkan and sketches of Satara, 1818-9, obviously Grafton's. It commences 17-3-18 at Kalyan, and passes through Malangpur—Warrie—Wassan—Purle—Pansell—Toraopur, 9th April; "The villages about here are miserably off for inhabitants and supplies, and there are very few and not one good village between this & the coast".

There are little sketches of hills and forts. "From the top of Juggiap the whole country as far as the eye could search appeared to be a jungle and hills". On 6th May report of a "Royal Tiger". The season's tours close on 20th June.

Working season re-opened 25th Oct. —Calliano to Pune—Wouns—Pansell—closing at "tannontons near Calliano. This route was with Chunnalapper Apps, the Paikibrah's brother". 17th Nov. from Pansell to Tannah by boat "with Cherry".

Several pages contain neat pencil sketches of Satara—"Bearings from the terrace of my house"—"Bearings from the Durgah...to Shipkee's house 3 f. 20 poles. Little's—Mansfield's—Grafton's".

There is a rough sketch of "an intelligent peon at Penn", and a note recording disapproval of "Catholic Emancipation".

GRANT, Peter Warden. Ben. Inf.

b. 2-12-1794. d. at sea, 7-4-28, on voyage to China.


Son of Alexander Grant, merch., of Forbes, NB.
notes
St. Andrew's ch., Calcutta, 31-5-23, Elias, dau. of Alex. Fraser, merchant, of Forbes, and sister of Rob. Warden Fraser: - In Inf.
Hodson, II (321); III (787).
1813-4, as Ft. Wm. Coll., Calcutta; 1814-5, Nepal War.
Aug. 1817, submitted map of frontier of Gorakhpur with Nepal, having served part himself [19, 175-9]; BGO. 5-7-17 & BGO. 7-10-17, apppd. to svy. w. frontier of Azamgarh and Jaunpur with Oudh, extending svy. along w. frontier of Gorakhpur [19-22].
2-12-18, ordered by Resdt. Lucknow to svy. n. frontier of Oudh with Nepal; continued svy. and erection of pillars during 1819 and up to June 1820; submitted final maps in March [22, 361]. For part of this time he bore the added responsibility of Comr. in the interests of Oudh, and the svy. was much interrupted by difficult co-operation with “Gorkha agents”.
The Resdt. writes, 12-5-18, expressing "...entire approbation of your proceedings. ... The real, temper, and judgment which you have displayed has...contributed in a great measure to allay the feelings of the Commissioners, which if not constrained by your prudence and discretion might have burst forth into serious opposition."
This was later endorsed by the agt. Resdt.: "...the share you took in the business was...highly judicious and proper, and I join cordially in the opinion which Mr. Monckton has expressed on the ability of your reports, which appear to have left no point unnoticed that is essential to the forming of a satisfactory judgement".
A notice in Govt. Gaz. 24-5-20 records that "...From the last Indian Gazette we learn that Lieut. P. W. Grant, surveyor, has adjusted the late disputes subsisting between the Durbar of Katmandoo and His Majesty the King of Oude in the most able, satisfactory, and amicable manner."...
Grant justifies the slowness of his operations; "...I will not court praise by exaggerating the difficulties, but I deprecate censure because, although there is nothing in them either difficult or harassing, yet they were attended with greater difficulties and greater responsibilities. ... The surveys are by no means so extensive and complete as might have been expected had my time and attention been devoted entirely to the surveys alone. ..."
"...It may perhaps be a source of regret that the combined duties of surveyor and British Commissioner...will exclude me from that early distinction in the Survey Department which others have obtained. ... The duties immediately assigned to me are not of that description which is likely to afford much scope for scientific inquiry."
He drew no extra pay for duty as Boundary Commr.
BGO. 14-9-21, apppd. to ch. rev. svy. of Gorakhpur and commenced work in Jan. 1822 in pargana Amorha [32, 151-5, 359, 266-7, 213, 334, 388]. March 1823 submitted mo.; "...I had been compelled early in January to quit the station in company with Doctor Graham; "...
"My further stay in this district affords no prospect of immediate, and far less of any permanent, amendment in the state of my health, and I...proceed to the river immediately...my only means of affording even a temporary relief from a disorder which baffles the powers of medicine. ... Unless the river air shall produce a speedy and decided alteration for the better, my proceeding to the Presidency will...be...merely a question of no propriety, but of necessity."
"...It is accordingly my intention to proceed immediately on the river under charge of Doctor Graham, who proceeds to the Presidency. .... It is to be hoped that before the ensuing odd season my health will be sufficiently restored to admit of my rejoining & taking a more active part in...the survey than I have been able to do during the present season."...
Leaving Wroughton in ch., Grant went down to Calcutta, and sailed on to the Cape in June 1828, and after several extensions returned 12-5-25. Blacker welcomed him back as just the man to take ch. of the Astr. Svry, recently sanctioned [185], pointing out that at the Cape, "...during nearly two years he resided with the Rev. Mr. Pulford [1847], the astronomer sent by the Royal Society, and applied with assiduity to the practice of astronomy. I have discussed with him the principal objects of that branch of science, in which he enjoys a competent knowledge and, to try him further, I have employed him in some reductions and calculations of practical use, with which he appears to be sufficiently familiar."
About this time he wrote a paper on lunar obens, for longitude [183]. He kept a considerable library of prof. books, and one of these, Phil. Trans. 1818, containing Lambert's account of his Great Arc is now in BGO. Library, and bears his autograph [175, 187, 119, 254 n.].
The proposed astr. svy. for Bengal did not materialize, and under no. 17-8-25, Grant was placed at disposal of C-in-C. for use in Burma, for ch. of svys. to be based on astr. control [181, 183-5, 205-6, 213-4, 218, 333, 395, 463]. Sailing from Calcutta 28-8-25, with a number of insts. recently received from England, he spent 3 mo. at Rangoon taking obens. for lat. and long., and moved up to Prome in Oct., and further up the river in Feb. 1826, to complete svys. as far as Armapura [371-3, 218-5, 313 n4, 427, 397]. After the conclusion of peace went by sea to Amherst in a small sailing boat, failing in an adventurous attempt to force his way up the mouth of the Sittang R. [74-5].

From Amherst he made a trip by boat up the Salween, and in June, after fixing several geogl. positions, returned to Calcutta where he spent the rains working up results [75-6].

Being now deputed to svy. the newly won province of Tenasserim, he returned to Amherst 19-1-27; fixed the position of Moulmein, and with the asstee. of De Montmorency spent the ten next months over the main features, mostly by boat along the rivers. He spent the rains at Moulmein, and suffered severely from malaria. handing over to De Montmorency in Oct. he returned to Calcutta in Dec. [1-page, 76-7, 150-200, 265, 409].

Wrote to GC. 1-1-38; "The medical certificates...will have apprised you of the painful circumstances under which I was compelled to quit Martaban. I remained in that province much longer than perhaps I ought to have done, in the hope that the change of season would bring with it an improved state of health, but my hopes proved delusive, and nothing but a change of air appeared calculated to remove the rheumatic diathesis, from which I have suffered since my exposure on the Gagan River. ... I have already derived more benefit than I expected, and I hope in a few weeks to recover the use of my limbs."

Again, 16-2-28; "My health is certainly very good considering my long confinement. My face is becoming gradually more flexible. I require warm weather, and when I am once able to use crutches and move about a little, I have no doubt of rapidly recovering. I shall let the cold which compels me to keep to bed, in consequence of which I am obliged to take more medicine."

John Monckton (1799-1852): BCS; OW., II (932).
* Dn. 153 (182-3).
* to SC.; Dn. 153 (13), 15-10-16.
* to SC.; 8-9-0-9; DTC. 29-9-20 (15).
* BCS. 12-6-23 (35).
* Dn. 204 (161), 1-6-26.
* cf. Findlay (953).
* Dn. 220 (225).
"The disease is always a tedious one, and has laid so firm a hold of my limbs, that... I do not think... I shall be able to resume active duty... this winter, and even if I should be able to do so, it would not be advisable for me to attempt it. Medicine has proved altogether fruitless, and the Doctor tells me that there is nothing for it but patience and, when I am able to go to sea for 2 or 3 months.

Under B70, 21-3-28, granted 7 m., leave on mc., for sea voyage to China.

Hodgson refused him permission to take papers of the syv. with him: "The materials must be left here, such as they are, and when you return you must adjust them", on which Grant sent in everything, "public and private regarding the survey, in a tin box, in case I should walk off the stage, but I hope to have some years yet.

It has been my misfortune to fall a victim to an insidious disease in a pestilent country. The labourer deserves his hire, yet he makes but a poor matter of it who, at the end of a twelve-month, not only loses his allowances 2/3, but loses also that which is much more precious, his health. However, my case is only like that of others in the Department, bettered, however, in every instance by your extreme kindness and indulgence. ...

"I have never enjoyed one day's good health in Martinab, owing to some unaccountable fatality. Upon due consideration of what you say, I think it will be advisable to suspend the survey altogether till I rejoin. I am in a miserable state of weakness, and sitting up yesterday and today to write has almost killed me. I am sorry you are precluded from seeing me, but the goat is a respectable, honorable, and gentlemanly disease, whereas mine is only fit for rustics and the vulgar. However, I must live in hopes of better days." 19-3-28, after Grant had embarked, Hodgson sent him a hurried note: "I had no idea you were going away so suddenly, as I saw by the papers that your ship was to remain till after the opera season. Had you remained over tomorrow I would have called on you, as I am better though rather lame [460-1]. I have received the papers and instruments. Accept my best wishes for a complete and speedy recovery."

Grant sailed in the Isabella Robertson and, after, before she reached Singapore.

In his will he left his property to his wife or, "if she were to die first, then one half to Catherine Moore, sister of John Moore of Calcutta; one fourth to William Fraser, brother of my wife Eliza; remaining fourth to James Grant of the town of Calcutta".

HADAWAY, John. Ben. Inf. b. 3-7-1787. d. unm., Calcutta, 21-4-23; m. S. Park St. cem.

Ens. 27-10-10: Lieut. 18-2-15.

Son of Patrick Hadaway, of Leith, brewer, and Janet his wife.

Hodson, II (335).

1821, with Bedford at Morpêabâd in 24th ni.; on local syv. under magic, 27-11-21, appd. Asst. Surv. on rev. syv. 152-4, 332., 18-12-22, promoted Surv., but on sick list proceeding "to the Presidency for medical advice".

d. at residence of SG, in Chowringhee, "having been the sole-support of his aged mother (a widow, in very indigent circumstances, residing at Leith)

HALL, Henry. Ben. Inf. b. 11-9-1789. d. 22-7-75.

Ens. 21-9-05: Gen. 23-7-66.

Son of Ven. Francis Hall, LLD., of co. Galway, and Christian Traill his wife.

m. Nathalia, 3-10-27, Sara, dau. of Christopher Fagan. DIB.; Hodson, II (394-5).


Ens. 4-11-09; Lieut. 1817.

Son of Rev. Dr. William Hall, of Shadwell, London, and Frances Easisscott his wife.


6-12-16, appd. Fd. Engr. to Ngapak Subey. Force; MRGs. M 334, survd. routes of this force, 1817 [83-4].

HAMMOND, James John. Mad. Inf. b. 4-1-1791. d. 5-9-78.

Ens. 27-6-06; Capt. 1-1-24; ret.; 8-3-52.

Hon. Maj. 28-11-54.

Son of Thomas and Susannah Hammond.


July 1813, Mm. d. VII (III 321).

MGO. 16-12-25, Survyr. lst. cl., in syv. branch, QM'sa. Dept.; with Madras troops in Ava, 11-11-33; with Crawford at Amherst, and helped in lay-out of new town [74]: Ben Regr. 482 (75), 1829, river syv. Prome to Tandaboo.


Ens. 3-7-07; Lieut. 2-7-13.

Son of Providence and Jane Hansard, of Bristol.

MGO. 7-3-09, resd. from Mm. without actual joining.

1819, survd. Narinda R., and routes for Malcolm [84, 123]; MGO. 7-4-19, allowed sea-voyage on mc. by Bo. Govt.: ib, 18-4-20 leave on mc. for 3 years.

HART, Henry. Bo. Inf. b. 29-12-02. d. unm. 1860.

Ens. 12-5-21; Capt. 8-10-26; resd. 26-6-40.


c. Aug. 1825, appd. to Deccan Syv [168 n.2].

HEMMING, Samuel. Bo. Engrs. b. 11-8-1799. d. 31-10-75.

Ens. 26-1-19; resd. 28-11-22; ret. 18-10-26.

Son of Rev. Samuel Hemming, of Tiddington.

m. Stellensbosh, SA, 29-9-20, Agnes Baird, niece of Sir David Baird, Bart. [II, 466], late Gvr. Cape Colony, and probably dau. of M. Gen. Joseph Baird, who d. at Cape 4-1-16.

Bo. 17-18, to be Asst. on Deccan Syv [125 n.2].

HENRY, Maurice Sauvignon, French Corps des Ingénieurs-géographes.

b. 31-5-1763. d. 25-4-25.

Appd. 1793; 3-11-09, confirmed as Col. in corps; ret. 1825.

Dct. Générale; Service Géographique.

1802, after being obey Director, Mannheim & St. Petersburg, deputed to Bavaria as Chef du Bureau Topographique; measured base, and obsd. lat., of Munich by June 1802.

1803-5, held ch. of geodetic and topo. syv. of Switzerland; 1803, with Tranchot, obsd. principal series of triangles, Dunkirk to Mont Tonnerre; 1813, employed by Bureau des
Longitudes on obans, along parallel of Paris, and on principal series Dunkirk—Gotha; Nov. 1813, appd. to Depot de la Guerre.

May 1814, Chef de la brigade de l'est, hqrs. Strasburg.

1816, recalled to Paris for ch. of compasses.

22–19–17, on re-organization of Corps Royal des Ingénieurs Géographiques, retained the situation of the rank of Colonel.

Author, of Mémoire sur la Projection des Cartes géographiques adoptée au Dépôt Général de la Guerre, 1810; Précis d'un travail de Trigonométrie Spatiale, 1816.

His project for the Military Map of France, or “projection modifiée de Flamsteed”, as described by Puisant, adapted by Blacker for the Atlas of India [494–4, 424].

HERBERT, James Dowling [II, 405].

Ben. Inf.


Ens. 18–3–08 ... Capt. 3–6–22.

Son of James Dowling Herbert, of Dublin, and later of London.

m., Calcutta, 28–4–23, Mary Manson, probably sister of James Manson [484]; the d. 2–2–58, aged 88; had one dau., Clara Josephine.

Hodson, II (434); III (727); As R. XVIII (227 d sqy); JASB. XI, 1842 (1-ouillé, 275, 423–4, 493); XIII, 1844 732-44.

Nepal War, 1814, route survey, with 1st sub. [II, 198 n.7].

In 1815, when with my corps on the Gorkhapat and Betabulk Mountains, I determined, an elevation of 20,000 feet—Dhalsali-ghi, or the White Mountain—fixed by Webb and Blake [II, 87]. I consider my measurements as less than 1 per cent, error, and the position depends not on a triangulation established from a base of 1,142 feet measured with a chain; but angles measured by sextant, both horizontal and vertical. A much nearer approach to the peak was made, one of the stations being distant only seventy miles.

NMC. 15–11–16 (150), at Hodgson's request appd.

Asst. Survr. on Himalaya syv., salary Rs. 100 pm.; travelling up from Calcutta, joined Hodgson at Raithal [32–3] 10–5–17, and reached Gangotri, the reputed source of the Ganges on 26th [33–4, 460].

Spent rains of 1817 with Hodgson at Saharanpur, moving up to Chaur peak in Oct. to take reciprocal obs. [34]. Obtained leave to join him on service against Marathas.

Hod. Herbert, knowing that his corps was on service with a small complement of officers, volunteered to join it; his offer was accepted, and he proceeded at much expense and inconvenience to the head-quarters. I expect him to join me every day, when I will give him his instructions as to making...observations in the Sirmoor mountains.

On his journey back robbed of his commissioner's "in the vicinity of Gwalior" [418].

April 1818, returned to the hills, obs. on Bhadrij and then joined Hodgson at Nahar [34]. Hodgson writes, 27–3–18; "Herbert's health is also precarious, and he has had lately a very dangerous attack of jungle fever, and I greatly fear he may be obliged to go to sea." He had recovered by the end of month, and marched with Hodgson to Sahatuk, visiting the Chaur and the headwaters of the Tons on the way. Hodgson now went sick and handed over to Herbert, who spent June and July on comps. at Kohgar where his batt. was stationed [2, 35, 353, 354, 354].

Leaving Kohgar 31–7–18, marched across the headwaters of Tons and Jumna, explored upper feeders of the Ganges above Gangotri and N. of the main Himalayan range, being stopped at village of

Nelang [36, 221]. Continuing syv. and obs. descended the Bhagirathi, crossed to Dehra, and arzd. Saharanpur 20–11–18. Spent next 4 mo. on meas. of base-line in the Dàn, completed March 1819 [2, 37, 177, 197–5, 204; pl. 5 n.].

1819, surv. through hills N. of Lahore, reaching Kotgarh in June to spend rains there [37, 197–5]. From Ist Sept. spent 10 weeks with Patrick Gerard in Swat valley, after which delightful trip he worked down to Sahabuth and across to Nahan, where he was joined by a new asst., Thomas Oliver [401], and then worked across lower hills to the Ganges at Richkosh. Spent mins of 1820 at Saharanpur with Hodgson on final maps and reports, the latter being pub. in As. R. of 1822 [35–9, 356–9, 450–1, pl. 5].

There had been some delay in official notification of his appd. to succ. Hodgson as Survr. in ch., and he wrote earnestly to GO, craving for fprv. decision: "Having learned of the appointment of Captain Hodgson to the command of escort attached to the Ready at the Court of Holkar, by which the situation...of Surveyor becomes vacant, I bring to your notice my claims to succeed..."

In January 1817 I was appointed Captain Hodgson's assistant, since when I have been constantly and indefatigably employed, except during the short period in which I was permitted to join my corps, then on service; and, even then, all my spare time was devoted to subjects connected with the survey [431].

I have given this subject the most unremitted attention...I have been led into a course of reading and study by which...I have much increased my stock of mathematical knowledge. It would be a severe disappointment...to find that all this study had become futile...I have heard of the intention of Government to appoint Captain Webb to finish the survey. To remain attached...as that officer's assistant, is what I could not do [392].

All was well and, under Govt. letter of 7–9–19, he was authorised "to draw the usual allowance of a mountain surveyor from the 10th of August last, the date on which the charge of the survey actually devolved on him." [349].

BEO. 11–9–21, at Hodgson's request, appd., to succeed Hyde as ASG, and after handing over to Oliver travelled down to Calcutta by river, and took ch. of SGO. 10–12–21 [305, 309, 460].

27–2–23, appd. to ch. of geol. syv. of the Himalaya from which great results were expected [268, 309, 433, 436]. He started field work in Jan. 1824, and was joined by his bro-in-law, James Manson, as asst.

Early in 1825 Hodgson asked for his recall to Calcutta as ASG [30]. He was on tour to W. of the Jumna at the time, and his last journal describes his march "from Dehra Deon to Suharanpur, Meerut, Moradabad, Ganges Ghat, and down the river to Calcutta. ... On his way down he narrowly escaped drowning at Colagong" [269].

His preliminary report on the geol. syv. dealt with minerals only, and his map appreciated as "the only connected geological sketch we have of this great and interesting tract.

The report itself was but a first one and, ...like the map, but a sketch of what more detailed...examination are wanting to render perfect" [268 n. 6–9]. He left the rest of his journals and notes uncompleted, and it was not till several years after his death that they were discovered, edited by John Batten, F.R.S., and pub. in 1844 by ASB. [268 n.8].
HERBERT

A tribute to his work in the Himalaya is paid by the botanist Griffith, who suggested that there should be a *Pinus Herbertiana*.

From 30–5–28 to 23–1–29, ASG, at Calcutta, and on Hodgson's departure acted as SG, on full allow.; on Walpole's appointment, 14–9–29 became DSG, Bengal & Supt. of Rev. Surveys. [8, 151, 293, 301, 302]. Bentinck had seriously considered him for appointment as SG. [301]. Hodgson had suggested in 1825 that if Everest was unable to return to India for ch. of. the GTS, Herbert was “qualified to undertake the duty,” but the matter had not been pursued [244, 305, 445–6].

In 1830 probably at Bentinck's request Herbert pub. a pamphlet advocating the better control of rev. svs., by regular trgm.[1]. Everest submitted a copy to Govt., 20–9–32; “The system pursued by the Revenue Survey Department in India is one of the most unscientific, dilatory, and therefore costly, methods that could be devised, and I am borne out in that opinion by my late able Deputy, Captain Herbert,... whose printed work on the subject I take the liberty to enclose,... wherein that subject is very cleverly handled, and...the judgement of a person so much experience in the practical part of that sort of work is no mean criterion.”

With James Prinsep, Herbert took a leading part in the activities of the ASB, during his stay in Calcutta. In 1829 he started and edited a new monthly pubn. entitled *Gleanings in Science*; “His primary idea was to confine it to extracts and abstracts from European scientific publications, but original contributions poured in so rapidly that he had to abstain from extracts”. He issued 3 vols., the last, 1831, being completed by Prinsep, under whose direction the title was changed to *Journal of the Asiatic Society* [495].

Vol. II contains account of his visit to Darjeeling; “Favourable accounts having reached Government of the climate of the Sikkim country, and of the advantages which would attend the establishment of a sanatorium or station of health at Darjeeling, it was suggested to me that my personal examination of the spot might lead to a more correct appreciation”. Accompanied by James Grant of Maldah, spent a month away from Calcutta on this visit. They reported most favourably and strongly advocated its occupation. JASB, XVII, 1845 (644–6) mentions a “Herbert Hill” at Darjeeling.

The preface of vol. III was the first to bear initials J. D. H., and gives reason for pubn.; “The present...volume...is the last, and was succeeded by a periodical The Journal of the Asiatic Society”. The regular Transactions of that society appear in too bulky and expensive a shape to afford sufficient information to the European world. The volumes do not appear oftener than once in five or six years, and expense restricts purchase almost entirely to the possessors of large libraries”.

During 1832 was nominated, together with Prinsep and others, to form an Indian Committee of the British Association for the promotion of Science. Attended Rev. svs., conference at Allahabad, Jan 1833, drawing Rs. 181–12–0 for travelling expenses from and to Lucknow.

After abandoning intention to take fuel, was appd., Nov. 1831, to ch. of astr. ob. at Lucknow; “The observatory was founded in the year 1832 by the late King of Ouda, Nasar Uddin Hyde, and the first astronomer, Major Herbert, then Deputy Surveyor General, was chosen by Lord Bentinck on account of his eminent qualifications, and long and arduous services. Major Herbert, having made the preliminary arrangements at Lucknow, and ordered the requisite instrumental equipment from England, died in the year 1833”.

—Prinsep notes that “he had been for some time suffering under the effects of the climate; a sudden determination of blood to the head was the immediate cause of the fatal event”.

HERVEY, Hervey Augustus. Bo. Inf.

b. 1–12–1786. d. 1824 drowned “off coast of Coromandel”.

Esk. 14–9–04. Capt. 8–1–18.

Nat. son of Andrew Barnard—Sec. to Govt. Cape Town, c. 1797–1806; l. Lady Anne Barnard the Cape of Good Hope[1]; —and Margaret Miller, née Monegue[2]; brs of Andrew Hervey (1790–1862); Ben. Inf.; both brs. being given name Hervey when born in prison, Hodson, II (459).


Maplo 124 (19). Map of Malvan, S. Konkan, scale 1:293 m. to inch, 1816; 1 D. 754 (70) route to Gokha Ghat, near Narasapur.

HILL, Charles Thorold. Mad. Inf.


Esk. 8–1–23. furl. 1842–5; Maj. 8–9–35; ret., as Hon. Lt-Col.

Son of Henry Hill, Capt. n.s., and Caroline Betteshworth his 2nd wife.


MMc. 2–10–29, appd. Asst. Surrvr.; left Madras 21–10–29, en route to join N. Circars svs. party. Snell reports, 1–4–30, “Ensign Hill having been now employed three months on independent field survey, I have much satisfaction in reporting his progress and proficiency as a surveyor. He draws neatly, and is careful and zealous in faithfully delineating the features and details of the country. Mr. Hill is also acquainted with the use of the theodolite”[2] [104, 342].

1845–51, with GTS.


Son of Rev. Thomas Hodges, of Lodiow, Salop and Mary his wife.

m. Everett, 9–8–39, Hesser, dau. of Wm. Huffman, of co. Donegal.

Hodson, II (457).

18–7–14, Lt. 3rd. Ceylon Foot.

Esk. 9–11–26 (60), appd. Asst. Rev. Survr. to Saharanpur Rev. Svs., joining 6–1–27 (157, 334);

HODGSON, Richard Harris. Mad. Inf. b. 1791. d. Masulipatam, 7-7-20.

Ees. 3-7-07 ... Lieut. 1-4-15.
Son of Isaac and Elizabeth Hodges of Wells, Somerset.
Ex. 13-12-08, posted to Mtw. 19-2-09, to rejoin unit
in India, 320-1. Mmc. 7-2-12, leave to sea for benefit of health; July 1813, mix. d. vi. [II, 347].
Ex. 7-8-14, 4 no. leave to Bengal to visit bro. pr. Edw. H., ship's officer 1808-12, and possibly planter or merchant.
In Bengal later; ib. 26-10-16, leave on mt. From Pt. Wm. to Europe; re-admitted from 22-10-19, on arr. Bengal instead of Madras "owing to contrary winds and stress of weather".
Early in 1820, on return to Madras, posted to ch. of avy, on the staff of N. G. Saër, used for the general lee of Eilers. [101].
Ex. 8-4-18, shortly after [5, 341]. Mackenzie writing from Calcutta, 25-5-20, has been very much distressed by poor Mr. Hodgson's death [sic]; this coming so soon after Capt. Garling's is a shock to the survey [459]. I had seen [him] in Calcutta last year, and from what little I saw of him, he had been much improved in his face. Two of the ladies that came out in the ship with him are here, and lamented exceedingly his early fate. As he had been just returned from a voyage de convalescence, it was a pity he had ventured so early into those hills.

HODGSON, John Anthony [II, 407-8].
Ex. 2-7-1777. d. Ambala, 28-3-48; M. Eas. 19-1-1800. M. Gen. 3-11-41.
ed. Durham county Grammar School, and intended career.
Hodson II (469); Oriental Club; EAS. (Man.) IX. 1849
March 1800, arrd. India; 1809-10, survd. mill. routes Ludiāna—Harīāna [II, 64-5; III, 24].
1813-4, Asst. to Francis White on avy, of upper dod. Allighar to Saharanpur; took over ch., Oct., 1813, and survd. into Dün [II, 37-8, 82-4]. Took obs. from Bhdriāj dod or cut intials on rock, pl. 5 reverse. July 1814, to Calcutta, and appd. Surv. to Dinapore column advancing against Nepal, having too little care for the opportunity of useful avy [II, 40-2].
1815, muchcrippled by malarial fever, spent rains of 1815 at Muzaffarpur, Bihar; ordered to Saharanpur in Oct., with appd. as Surv. of the nw, mountain provinces, to the sources of their great rivers [29].
Mbro. 575, writes to SG. from Muzaffarpur, 11-7-15, after the Gurkhas had been forced to evacuate the hills w. of the Köln, and were hesitating over peace terms; "I had a very handsome letter from the A.G. for the map & memoir enc. Col. Gardiner [32 r. n.], says that if there be peace, it must be negotiated between Col. Bradsaw [II, 38, 43] & Gudraj Misser. The Nepalese have Bradsaw cordially, & that may be a great impediment in negotiations. Should there be peace, I hope... to get away up to the new

conquered provinces of Gohval & Simool, & effect the survey. There one may proceed without interruption from jealousy, & the exploration of the heads of the rivers is no mean object. Even were there peace, & I could get into Nepal, the jealousy would be great, & I could not do a thing I wished." He started with no detailed instas.; Mackenzie was in Madras, and Crawford, who was shortly to go home on mt., was there, 28-10-15; "Having never been in that part of the country, & knowing the greatest dependence upon your well-known abilities, there is little or nothing left for me to say. You must therefore be guided by your own judgment, upon which I place the fullest reliance."

Travelling up-country by river, a slow business, Hodgson writes from Allahabad, 1-10-16; "I arrived here today. I overtook the fleet of the 14th Regt., wh. it was impossible to pass in the strong waters &c. I have now passed the fleet, & hope to be at Cawnpore in 12 days, if the very strong nw winds do not continue."

He reached Saharanpur at end of Dec., and after sending out his 3 assts., Barton, Garstinn, and Paton [454, 493] being himself delayed by fever, he worked through the Dün and up to the Chaur Peak [4, 30; pl. 5]. He complains much of his health; "On Baraut I suffered much from rheumatism & an inflamed sore throat, & the cold brought the latter to an alarming state, so that I could not work. For 2 weeks I was obliged to make the best of my way to Saharanpur for medical assistance, where I arrived on 5th March."

"On my arrival at Saharanpur I took such few observations as the thick weather & my ill-health would allow... I waited a few days more... hoping that the rains... might fail to clear the air so that the mountains might be fairly visible, but it did not [480], and the severity of my inflamed throat & rheumatism having somewhat abated, I set out on the 16th for Nahan, by the Sikh country route already surveyed, & arrived on the 21st. Since my arrival here, the inflammation of my throat has returned most severely, & I suffer greatly, & not a little from the mortification of not being able to do what is my duty & ardent desire, for I dare not yet expose myself to the cold wind."

He writes to Hyde from Kotgarh, 20-5-16, having camped near Simla on the way, telling him that he is "under the discipline of blisters for the violent inflammation of the glans [sic] of the throat, with which I am always attacked owing to the sudden transition of weather. Snow & frost on the tops of the mountains, & thermometer 100° in the deep valleys. The hard is so much annoyed with any ill-health, as I have an interesting field before me; the base of the Himalayas 28° or 30 miles distant [400]."

He spent the summer months exploring the upper Sutlej valley, beyond the reach of the monsoon, and in the autumn revisited the Chaur to repeat obs., to snow peaks, and those for lat. which were not giving that good agreement with his triangulations that he had looked for [31-5, 175-7, 196]; "I am doing all in my power to expedite and perfect the survey. I have been for a week past endeavouring to gain good observations on the top of this stormy peak, the Chaur Mountain, which is as high as Mount Etna, and which the freezing and tempestuous winds render a painful abode [30] 19°."

During the cold weather, when work in the hills became impossible, he moved down to Saharanpur to repeat obs., there, and then visited Webb in

---

1 Mmc. 13-12-19. 2 to Mountford; Dd. 149 [14], 192. Ben. Regr. 18 [19] 98 (282-304, 315-40); New & Improved Map of Sundebunds, 4 inches to mile 1829; 2 inches to mile; lith. 1831; Rs. 25.
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1 Mmc. 13-12-19. 2 to Mountford; Dd. 149 [14], 192. Ben. Regr. 18 [19] 98 (282-304, 315-40); New & Improved Map of Sundebunds, 4 inches to mile 1829; 2 inches to mile; lith. 1831; Rs. 25.
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HODGSON

Rohllhand to discuss a good junction with his svy.
of Kumaua [32, 46].
He had now lost his 3 assis., who could not meet
the heavy expense of supplies and transport in the
hills on the small alcce. of Rs. 100 pm. [316-7].
He moved into the hills again in the spring of 1817 with
the intention of reaching the headwaters of both the
Jumna and the Ganges, which had both been visited
two years earlier by James Baillie Fraser [II, 98].
A new ass., James Hort, joined him on the road
to Gangotri, the legendary Cow's Mouth, where the
Bhagirathi issues from a glacier to the north side of the great snowy range [33-4, 457 pl. 5].
Returning to Saharanpur in June, they spent the
rains on maps and compasses, and, after taking more
obases, when the weather cleared, got leave to join
the Army, hoping for active mili. service [457].
Hodgson left Saharanpur 10-11-17 and arrived Delhi on
17th, where "I received orders to join the Reserve. I was
obliged to leave this day to have joined, he applied to my heart, &
to take equal altitudes of the sun for the chronometers.
I have been extremely ill on the way from Saharanpur".
Marching from Delhi on 19th, he surmised the route to Jalpur
which was reached 10-12-17, and was settled in his lat. obs.
by his old friend E. B. Barton [II, 390-1; III, 29, 34] .
He had to leave the army on 3 Jan to resume his svy.,
and surmised a different return route via Alwar and Rewari.
"From Shamly I hurried 32 m. to Saharanpur, hoping that
the rain which threatened to fall might clear the air, & enable
me to see the snowy peaks more clearly than I could do
during the rainy season, when I took up my residence there
for the sole purpose; but during 3 months I only
could observe them 2 or 3 times " [46].
He had great difficulty in persuading the SG, to pass his
bills for the 3 m. he was absent; Mackenzie had only
recently come up from Madras, and did not like the way
Hodgson had been taking orders from the mil. authorities
rather than the SG.; Hodgson writes: "I will take
great care to send any orders from the Commander-in-Chief
relating to myself or my assistant, and acknowledged that
I acted with alacrity in not immediately and officially
having reported to you that I had obtained the leave of His
Excellency. Not thinking that the survey would suffer any
material interruption for so short a time—and being
advised, to scurry the hills during the 9 cold months on account of a severe affection of my head—applied to
Head Quarters for leave which was approved of..."
I made rough sketches on my march down to the Army,
and observed when it marched. Seeing how extremely occupied
the officers of the Quarter Master General's staff were,
and that they had no leisure to make geographical surveys,
I offered my services to Major General Sir D. Ochterlony...
and carried on the survey in manner shown by my field
books. There was no formal order issued [46].
Before taking the field again he withdrew to Karnal for
med. treatment; "In June 1817, being much exposed to
sudden changes of climate, I was attacked by an inflammation
and swelling of the membranes of my head and eyes
which causes extreme suffering, and it is rarely that I can
use my eyes or hear the light". He writes from Karnal
1-3-18: "Lett. Here is that affection of the head, and
will proceed immediately into the mountains. I am
detained here by the goot, a painful disorder by which I am
not able to move at present" [46].
When I re-entered the mountains in March 1818, I was
suffering severely but—still entertaining a hope that I might
recover—I remained in the hills, Lieutenant Herbert being
sometimes with me, but more frequently detached...
though to no great distance, and making by my directions,
and chiefly with my excellent kart [47]. These
observations which it would have been my pride and pleasure
to have made myself, but which the state of my sight and
health prevented [46] [106, 328, 46].
In June they paid another visit to the Chaur; "There we
were overtaken by a very severe storm, the approach of which
was amongst the grandest spectacles I have witnessed.
To be enveloped in the densest and blackest clouds, to
see them flit across one with the rapidity of lightning, or
rolling beneath our feet like the billows of a troubled ocean;
to hear, & I may say, to see, the tremendous gusts which are
only to be heard or seen in these mountainous regions,
all this had something in it equally new & astonishing.
Our feelings, however, were not altogether of an agreeable cast,
for the rain soon fell in torrents (literally), the darkness
became excessive, and the cold was sufficiently severe when
assisted by the sharp gusts of wind. ... After the storm was
over, we proceeded towards the summit " [46].
They retired to Sabathu for the rains, and in July
Hodgson sent in his res.; "The injuries my health
and sight have sustained render me incapable of further
eruction. ... For more than a year past I have
been disabled. ... A severe affection of the nerves of my
head and eyes has rendered me incapable of reading, writing, or bearing the light, without very
great pain and increase of my disorder. ... I can
truly say I have never avoided either difficulty or danger,
... nor great extra expenses in buying the most
valuable instruments, of which I have a much larger
collection than I, believe, any individual in India ever
possessed" [46].
His res. was accepted and, under no. 19-8-18,
he was appd. "to command the escort of the Resident
at the court of Mulbar Row Holkar" [437]. In
October 1818 I was obliged so...go to Calcutta in consequence of a dangerous disorder [491]. On my
recovery I went Indore in Malwa, being employed on
military duty and, after an absence of nearly two
years, I again visited Saharanpur for the purpose of
meeting Lieut. Herbert that we might jointly
prepare this paper " [43, 457].
His duties at Indore were "very heavy", but he was involved
in a long corr. with the SG. and the MG. over his
aillees, not only for the 3 m. with the Army but also for
last 6 mo. on the svy., during which he had kept no regular
files. Mackenzie was particularly careful because no map
had resulted from all his labours; "I wanted nothing but
a sketch of the primary points on a reduced scale of 24 or
48 miles".
Hodgson had been struggling with his satu. obs., on which he had relied, but owing to the mysterious, unsuspected,
and been influence of local attraction [175-7], it was not until
Herbert had measured a base-line on the ground that it
was possible to adjust the compass, and obtain a fit basis for
compilation of a map [2, 37, 167]. Hodgson writes, 12-12-19;
"It is a subject of a very extended and complicated nature,
and requires great leisure and much consideration...
I think if leave of absence for some months were allowed to Lieute-
nant Herbert and myself to meet, ... the public service might
be benefited". Leave was granted, and Hodgson came up
Saharanpur during the rains of 1820, and joined Herbert in
revising the maps, and completing the compilation and
drawing of the map, and report on the snow peaks [296,
359]. Then only was he able to draw his allees. In fall
NOTES

Not only had his bills been refused for the period Nov. 1817 to Jan. 1818, but the ground on which he was sitting at Karnaul. "But," he writes, "I arrived at Karnaul on the 19th February from Saharanpore, which is a primary and most important station in regards to the mountain triangulation. I was there immediately employed at my observatory from the beginning of the month, watching to take advantage of every instant of favorable weather. ... I can call on... Mr. Grindal [175 n.3] and everybody who knows me to state if my whole time there, as elsewhere, was not employed in the cause of my duty, so that I was obliged to nearly neglect social intercourse [445]."

"Karnaul is also a station of some consequence regarding the mountain operations. It was in my route to Nahan, and I arrived there on the 19th February to await Lieutenant Herbert's arrival from the army, and to arrange our intended separate operations. ... I was there attacked by lameness in my feet, and also the disorder in my head."

On Blacker's death, he took office as Rev. G.S., and moved his quarters to Fatehgarh [8, 151, 160, 181, 305-6, 333-4, 449], where he remained till, on Blacker's death, 4-3-26, he was again called down to succ. as SG. [3, 8, 57, 88-90, 130-1, 151, 190, 199, 203, 210, 222, 301, 310, 324, 482, 495].

"He was not well; he was "lay'd up bygost" 14-3-26 [455, 460], and he asked for furl. with permission to retain office of SG, till able to return, a request that was decisively refused. He writes, Barestopore 6-12-28, a week after his wife's death: "I am at present in the 40th year of my actual service in India, and have been much and actively employed during the last 16 years as surveyor, as Surveyor General, and Revenue Surveyor generally."

"I did hope, at some period, to return to England with my family, and there to pass the remainder of my days. But it has pleased God to frustrate these hopes, as you know," and I now solicit the permission to return to England, on finish of the re-establishment of my health. ... I expect I shall be spared, I think my presence in England may be productive of public advantage. ... On a suggestion of mine [275-6, 294-5, 294, 296] the Honourable Court was pleased to approve of a proposal for the construction of an atlas... on the scale of 4 miles to an inch. ... In 1828 I had begun on this work, and I sent home 15 sheets and a title page. ..."

I was so recommended for the engraving of this portion of the atlas at home, but I was soon after removed from my office. ...

"We have a large collection of valuable materials... now completed for transmission to England. The surveys still go on in parts less perfectly known. But the most important desideratum is to adopt proper measures for connecting these materials into one whole. ..." I say, that it can only be done in the office of the Surveyor General of India, on the spot. ... There are, however, many points of detail... which I could... fully explain with advantage in England, and many other matters which... I could place before the Honourable Court... more distinctly than... by correspondence [89-9]...

"A large dispatch of valuable maps, with some copies of the Atlas sheets... is nearly ready, and... I propose to take them to England myself. ... I propose... to embark this or the early part of the following month [202-3]."

His Rev. 22-12-28, refers to, strenuous work in the mountains... at night had only a very small mountain tent to sleep in... a surgical operation in 1819 "to divide the scalp and pericranium down to the bone" which gave substantial relief. ... In 1820 he suffered from several severe dyspeptic attacks, accompanied by most painful sick headaches. These complaints have been increasing in frequency and... during the latter part of last rains his sufferings were so great that he was incapacitated from transacting business, and were it not for peculiar family circumstances, I should at that time have recommended his proceeding to sea. Since his late severe family affliction his complaints have increased so much that I consider a voyage to Europe the only measure likely to restore his to health [89].

Leave was granted, but he had great difficulty in obtaining a clearance cert. from the audit office, on account of discrepancies in the stock books [215]. He was also called on for a full report on the surveys of India and their future development [195].

Handing over to his trusted friend Herbert, he sailed 24-1-29. It was characteristic that he took on loan for use on the voyage, several astr. insts., which Everest brought back in 1830.

Returning to India 15-12-33, he was then employed on reg'l duty, but again took furl. on mc. 1855-40; Bde. Gndr, from 20-12-44; comm'd. at Delhi 24-1-46, and in Rohilkhand from Jan. 1847; d. Ambala, 28-3-48, whilst on mc. to Simla.

Hodgson had always been an enthusiastic astronomer, and never missed an opportunity of taking obns. [180-9, 447, 495]. Many of these were pub. in India or England, and he was a frequent corr. to scientific journals.

As R. XVII, 1833, part II (1-12) contains his paper Observations on the Inclination and Declination of the Magnetic Needle, followed by table of obns, made at SG0. Calcutta Feb. 1828; declination only.

Another paper, Finghgar May 1840, describes his astr. obns. at SG0. 1822-8, and those by the servvs. he had trained. He adds that during his first furl, "my opinion was... in 1839 he called his astr. obns. from East India House as to the best construction of theodolites... for the repeated surveys in North Western Provinces. I well knew the defects of the instruments already supplied, which were unsteady and top-heavy, I... consulted Mr. Simms [of Troughton & Simms], and we agreed on the construction of the instrument... described".

In an ob. notice, it is recorded that "On his return to Europe [1829] he resided for some time in the city of Durham, and in June 1842, in consideration of his distinguished character as a man of science, he was admitted to the honorary degree of M.A. in the University..."

His career is yet another instance of long service—nearly 29 years in India without a break, including 8 years as SG, and R SG—followed after furl. by mil. commands till his death at the age of 71 exactly 48 y. after his first arvl.

HOLLAND, James. Bo. Inf.
b. 11-9-05. d. 16-4-89.

Ent. 4-1-23 ... Bt. Lt.-Col. 4-7-56; ret. as Hon. Col. 14-2-57.

Son of James Holland, purs. ec., and Mary his wife.

HOME


Eus. 1–1–04 ... M Gen. 23–8–54.

Son of Robert Home (1714–98), portrait painter, DNB. [Lpl. n. 9.] and Susannah Peterson his 1st wife + bro. to John Home, also Ben Inf. m. Lucknow, 4–19–22, Francis Sophia, dau. of Chas. Fraser, Ben. Inf., and sister-in-law of V. F. Raper [II, 439].

Hodson, II (474).

BTO. 15–3–30; compiled map of Jubbulpore Dist., for which he was granted Rs. 500 [87].


Of humble parentage, of "village of Eile on SE. coast of Fife. FRS 1836.

DNB; DIB; Marcham (10, 404–5); JBGS, VII, 1837 (vi); Geo Mag., I, 1854 (133); Parkinson; RAS (ms.). IV (38).


Returning to England 1805, pub. Directions for Sailing. East Indies, 1809–11, and "after many years indefatigable research" his East India Directory, 1808, for which the Directors awarded him 100 guineas; this ran to 9 eds. by 1874.

Paper on his meteorol. obs. read before RS., and pub, Phil. Trans. 1830 (117–20) followed later by other papers. In ch. map compilation at India Ho, from 1819; various syms. in India pubd, under his direction [74–6, 79, 232 i, 2, 285–6].


Enr. 3–8–67 ... Capt. 1–3–24; struck off, II–3–46.


Hodson, II (519); III (892).

1813–4, surrv. Calcutta suburbs [II, 13].

1814–21, Asst. to SG.; 14 mo. sick leave to New S. Wales, till 7–2–16 [425, 433, 437].

1815–17, leave to Benkales, Sumatra [300], extended to 14–7–18, under 300, 11–3–18.

From SG. to Gen. Dept. 16–2–18 & 300, 1–3–21, granted 12-mo. leave to Europe, vacating post on 4–3–26, permitted to return under CD. to B. 23–8–34, but struck off later as he had not returned by March 1828 [221–2, 310].

Later settled in Calcutta, and at one time Sec, to Lottery Com. [13].

Possibly musical, for Mackenzie writes to him, 8–11–19; "I suppose your musical people are entirely taken up by the Rival Harmonies, & that the peace of the good town is no longer disturbed by the restive commotions & the liberty of the press".

Worked happily with Mackenzie, though not altogether his ideal ASG. [309, 477–8]; Mackenzie congratulates him, 21–3–20, on rise of pay..."to 500 soonest rupees per missen. As I imagine you will feel some satisfaction, I hasten this at night, & wish you joy sincerely.


Enr. 6–5–17 ... Maj. 28–6–31; ret. 5–5–46.

Son of Thomas Irvine, farmer of Havelock, co. Roxburgh.


Hodson, III (328–9); Ursula Low (156); Creighton (32–40); Thackeray (35).

200, 5–8–15, detained in England for course on the Trig. Svy.; CD to B., 15–3–16; "Cadet Archibald Irvine has completed his course...and will be sent out this season".

Martha War, 1817–8; majors. 42, 46–2; survd. routes Sieger to Bhopal, acknowledged by Malcolm [84]; Asst. Engr. 2nd Inf. Isd.

1821, Adjt. S. & M. Allahabad; DDr. 198 (1); SG. recommends him, 1–3–22, for svy. of Nartaba from source to Hoghambad; "from what I have seen of his operations as a surveyor, and learnt from the officers of his own corps respecting his character and abilities, I believe he would execute it very satisfactorily"; no record found of this svy.


DDDr. 263 (41), 28–9–26 & MDD. 160 (42) & Misc. 8–O–26, made "plan of River Jumna from Agra to Allahabad...for Committee of Embarkment at Allahabad"; litthd. copies, Ben Regr. 234 (6, 7).

Ben Regr. 184 (90), Svy. of Allahabad Fort, with country 1,1500 yrs. round, scale 100 yrs. to inch; James Prinsep completed the map finding "the paper very fragile and worn" [495]. Irvine had left the svy. incomplete on departure to Europe on m., but litthd. copies dated 20–11–26.


Enr. 27–4–05 ... Maj. 2–3–30.

Son of William Jackson, Registrar of Supreme Court, Calcutta, and Margaret his wife.


Hodson, II (338); III (229); Pankridge (47).

1814–5, on svy. of boundaries, Bardwbn, Hooghly, and Midnapore [II, 19]; Nepal War, on mil. service—completed svy. between April 1816 and July 1817 [12].

Jan. to May, 1819, survd. line for road Midnapore to NâJar [27–8, 88, 266 n. t, 348, 510], "a good route survey".

a to cd. (Rev.), 30–7–23 (235), to be Sec to Com. of Control, Calcutta Canals [13].

BDDO. 27–3–24, posted to Gen. Staff with expr. to Burma as nqmo., with rank of Maj. [335, 337, 507]; obsd. lat. of Rangoon [71, 183]; applied officially for services of competent surrv., resulting in despatch.
of Grant [71, 455]. HMS. 665 (275), Burma Intelligence reports from Jackson, 5-1-23; lithd. map, MINDO 3-0-28 [80].

1828. AQMS. by Trench: DNM. 265 (206-17); 17-8-31, submitted, und., useful map of "part of Singhalese, showing the country of the Kols, who had recently been troublesome", MINDO 55 (11).

b 90 cd. (Pub.). 27-4-30, to be Supt. of Telegraphs in 1828 till post abolished 1830 [272]; other, 677 (485-9), 30-12-30 & 25-1-31, declined deputation to Arakan to select admr. capital and report on communications with Burma.


2/Lt. 11-4-19 ... Capt. 1-12-34; invd. 23-11-35; ret. 4-1-36.


JERVIS, Thomas Best. Bo. Engrs. b. 2-8-1796, Jaffnapatam, Ceylon. d. 3-4-57.

Ens. 1-6-13 Maj. 28-6-38; ret. 30-12-41.

Son of John Jervis, M.C., and Elizabeth, dau. of Capt. G. F. Ritsa, ex. bro. to G. R. Jervis (1794-1861), also Bo. Engrs. [1, 499].


From Adilsnagare, 1811-2, attended course with OS. at Worcester [200]; addr. India May 1814.


bso. 16-12-20, with expn. against pirates on Arabian coast of Persian Gulf [439 n.7]; and served marches, Feb.-March 1821.

Bore. 35-1-23, appld. Asst. Survr. under Sutherland [246, 299]; continued survey of a Konkan till closed in 1830, measured his own base-lines [499]; trgkd. a large area, combining his topo. survs., with statistical and rev. surv. for the civil admn.; results pub. 1834 as "The Konkan Atlas, ... accompanied by numerous illustrations of the scenery, natural history, & antiquities" [1, 5, 120-20, 220-1, 439].

Writing from Ahmednagar 12-4-31, Jervis had pressed for recognition of his work; "I have lately been so continually transferred, ... within the last fourteen months been through every division and province of the whole Presidency of Bombay, except the Southern Mahattta Country and Khandesh, to the former of which places I am now ordered ..."

"... Shortly after Mr. Elphinstone's accession to the Government of this Presidency in 1829, I applied to him personally to make a Statistical Survey in connection with a very improved Topographical and Trigonometrical Survey of the Concan ... For want of other instruments, salary, or some settled allowance for writers and draughtsmen, which it was perfectly unreasonable to imagine I could furnish from my own limited pay, ... it proceeded with the greatest difficulty, ..."

"... I was desirous of preferring contingent bills [252] ..."

"The delays which occurred between the payment of my contingent bills, and the want of proper instruments, led me to explain ... Mr. Elphinstone himself expressed his displeasure, and immediately issued an order for the discharge..."
JOHNSON

JOHNSON, John [I, 34]; II, 409-10]
Bo. Engrs. d. 11-2-46.
Eas. 31-4-1785 ... BrLtCol. 4-6-14; ret. 15-8-18.
m. Didericia Meneleng, probably Dutch.
CR. 4-6-15. ELMC. {220}.
From 1790, syvs. in Deccan & Malabar [I, 128, 130-1; III, 113]. 1800, at Goa [II, 96-7]; 1803-9, Maratha War; distinguished himself as Fl. Engr. & Survr., and produced map of Deccan [II, 165-7; III, 280].
1805-8, in ch. of timber extraction in Kanara [II, 409-10]; 1808-13, flurl.; 1813, Supt. Engr., Bombay; 1815, p.m.o.m. with East's force on Cutch border [123].
Bo go. 26-3-16, "ordered...to the Presidency, to assume charge of his appointment of Quarter Master General of the Army". April 1816, to Poona, and deputed to see passes along the Ghats on the n. and w. borders of Khansht. and report on defences against pinjor raids [93-4, 122, 483].
Furl. from 1817, travelling to England via Persia, Georgia, Russia, and Prussia; pub. A Journey from India to England... with 9 plain and 6 coloured plates; 4to.; 1818 [339].

b. 23-2-1789. d. 27-6-52.
Eas. 30-7-97 ... Maj. 15-12-35; ret. 23-5-36.
Son of Wm. Johnstone of Hawilaw, Hodson, II (562); IV (636).
Maratha war, 1817-8; syvs. in Mlah acknowledged by Malcolm [84]; and from early 1819 on syv. of Bhopal, under MA., whose escort he commanded; under technical instrns. of SG, till 1823 [87-8, 180, 202, 336].
1825-8, senndg. Bhopal Contri.

b. 18-3-01. d. 7-4-75.
Eas. 19-3-10 ... Capt. 20-4-28: resd. 1-3-33.
Son of John Jones of 63 Harley St., London.
m. Cheltenham, 1-8-31, Mary widow of Richd. Carpenter.
FRAE. 8-5-35; Hodson, II (555); Bhuyan, 1153 etc.
1824-6, Burmese War; on syv. in Assam on QMG's staff [53-4]. BGO. 25-10-19; appd. offig. D AQMD. "to survey the positions of Bullopora4 and Curo Sachee, for...settling the...North East Frontier, and also to survey the country inland between Bishnath and Rungapore, both on the north and south banks of the Burromootoo" [63-4].

His syvs. frequently mentioned by Wilcox; Nov., 1825, ref. "Boree Dihing...A survey of this route has already been made by Lieut. Jones of the 3rd, but I believe not as accurately as it might be; that officer having been hurried on his march by the charge of all the public cattle"1.

Ddn. 124 (63), 28-8-27; "Lieut. Jones...has surveyed from Chur Duwar to the Soohumooress, across the Mirkhool, to Rungapore. Thence to the southern bend road boundary, and along it westward...and returns by the river to Bish- nath, making a handsome circle. He is also clever (a pupil of mine)".2

Ddn. 234 (53); "Lieut. Jones is about to execute...the survey between Gowahatty and Syhet by this road, and, as it will be well done, I shall not of course follow him"—over the Khadi Hills, G nth-Molpang, Chertapunji-Syhet—with another through Jaintia—map 37 (24), Jan. 1825, Nov. 1825, at Nongkaloo.3
Wilcox had been up the road as far as Nongkaloo: "I have pursued Captain Jones' remarks on this route across the Coseya Hills....Lieut. Burton who was employed during last cold season on the route from Baha Chockey to Jaintia, received instructions to amend the mountain paths, and particularly to supply substantial bridges where required [431]. Capt. Jones remarks that if further improvement is necessary, it is chiefly in blasting & removing rocks at the principal gaths".

Ddn. 265 (214); Jones' "map of central Assam...good geographical material", was incorporated in Wilcox's map [54, 290].

Eas. 8-6-11 ... Maj. 26-3-35; ret. 23-10-42; Lt Col. 23-11-54.
Nephew of Keith Jopp, of Keith Hall & Joppa, Jamaica, ed. Addiscombe.
m. Poona, 10-12-31, Eliza Jenina, dau. of Thos. Morris of Ind. Customs, London.
Bo go. 5-1-14, appd. to Rev. Syv. Salsette I, from 1-1-14; Bo MC. 24-9-14, warned for fl. service, probably in Gujarat.
Bo go. 4-4-16 & 19-6-16, on syv. of passes into Deccan and on Cutch border under Johnson [123-3], and continued on syv. under Sutherland [125]; 1818, in ch. trgn. of Deccan Syv. [175, 229, 454]; Bo MC. (camps) No. 69 of 1822, reports, Poona, 7-6-22, that Jopp had taken over ch. of Deccan Syv. from Sutherland [175-6, 129, 343, 357, 393].
HMS. 734 (596), 6-2-29, rec’d. by Malcolm to succeed Hodgson as so. of India [301].

Lient. 25-12-17 ... Capt. 23-3-29; invd. 31-7-37.

LAKSHIMAIAH (or LECHMYAH), Kaval Venkata, Brahman. Mad. Translator.
Appd. Interpreter, May 1798; ausa. as hd. intpr. 7-1-03, on salary 40 ps. pm. [II, 353-7, 469; III, 392-2].
Son of Kaval Venkata Subbiah, and younger bro. of Kaval Venkata Bithal [II, 391-2]; bro. to K. C. V. Ramaswamy [391 n. 7]. Said to be one of the three Madras 1Hence the Bulpora Frontier Tract of later days. 

2 Ddn. 217 (14): As R. XVII (359-9).


4 DDN. 224 (105-10), 15-10-28. Author of Map of Ancient...Delkhan, Calcutta, 1827, 20 cm to inch.
figures, probably the central one, shown in Hickey's portrait of Mackenzie [II. pl. 22 a; III. 474 a].

1798 joined Mackenzie at Hyderabad, and accd. to him to Mysoor [I. 359-1]. On suec. Boriah as hd. C. indr. took leading part in coll. historical inscriptions and mss.¹

1811-5, during Mackenzie's absence got into serious debt, which culminated in 1817 with arrest and imprisonment, to Mackenzie's great distress [II. 357-9].

May 1818, joined Mackenzie in Calcutta, having marched up E. Coast with others whose religious prejudices forbade journey by sea [x81].

There was great delay in getting the party off because of Lakshmin's private affairs. He was anxious to obtain delivery of a grant of land which Mackenzie had obtained for him, and he was then held up by a court summons instigated by a personal enemy. Riddell writes, 24-9-17: "Letchmyah is not yet off & appears determined not to move till his Grant is settled. I have in vain told him that he does no good here. ... I have merely got him to promise to send off the others immediately & himself to overtake them. ... The delay is, therefore, entirely his own, and after all your kindness it is rather selfish". Oct. 8, "Letchunyah has at last gone; his department started some time before him, but as he travels in a palanquin he will overtake them e'er they arrive at Masulipatam".

Riddell then heard that he was in gaol, having been arrested for a debt of 6,000 rs. "Instead of going off on the 15th he had gone to Thananoor, his village, and remained there till the 30th. He came to Madras on the morning of that day & was setting off in reality, when he was seized by the Bailiff. ... He is now at large, having given security that he will not leave Madras. ... He says the debt is falsely sworn against him". 6-12-17: "After much trouble I got Letchunyah off this morning. ... leaving the title deeds of his property in the hands of his bail". His case was eventually "settled against him, to tune of 4,000 rs. instead of 6,300 as claimed".²

Supervised tm. and arranging of colls. in Calcutta till Mackenzie's death in 1821, after which assisted Dr. Wilson in preparing catalogue [392, 425].

Received substantial legacy by Mackenzie's will, and granted pension on full salary, with other concessions, on his ret. to Madras [479].

After ret. to Madras, and on advice of Sir Alex. Johnston [480 a], founded, and became Pres. of, a "Literary Society of Hindoos", whose object was to prepare "translations and digests of the mass of mss. collected by Colonel Mackenzie, at the same time that other materials of a similar nature might be sought out and accumulated". In 1830, at Lakshmin's request, the colln. was placed at disposal of the Mad. Lit. Soc., and a few articles pub. in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science. He writes on 18-6-35, as "corresponding member of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain", that he was "still engaged in classifying the different dynasties, ancient and modern, of South India", and asked the Madras Govt. for authority to pursue the researches started by Mackenzie, with pay for 2 scholars in every district, and free postage.

This was referred to prof. in India affc. department of 33rd, being granted bi. rank as Lt. Col. with special alcs. [II. 415].

1810, specially retained in the Company's employ in India affc. departure of 33rd, being granted bi. rank asLt. Col. with special alcs. [II. 415].

Foot.

b. Crosby Grange, Yorks, 1753/6.

d., 20-1-23, Hanghängap, C IN., Ml.

Ens. 6-5-1792 ... Br. Lt Col 4-6-14; STH. 1818-33.


LAMBITON, William [II. 415-5]. HM. 33rd

His sister, Dorothy, m. Thos. Lye, of Yorks., and d. Feb. 1827, leaving husband and 2nd son, Wm. Lambton Lye, still living.

Left 2 nst. children, William and Eliza [495-73].

Corr. Mem. Institut de France; FRS. 9-1-17 [456].

DNB.; DB.; BRC. I. 36-9; EIMC. III. 100; Warren: Inglesow: A. & N. Mag. XI. 166; Markham: 50-72; Stentor: Calcutta: 13-1-1923.


His proposal for trg. svy. on scientiffic principles was sanctioned 6-2-1800 — Preliminary svy. Mysore, 1800-2 — Base-line St. Thomas' Mounds, April 1802 — Meaust. of degree along Coromandel Coast, 1802-3 — Triangles t. w. from coast to coast, and start of central arc, 1802-4 — Triangles down s. coast, to Tanjore, 1806-7 — Central arc to Cape Comorin, with general svy. and map of s. peninsula, 1807-10 — Extended central arc through Ceded Dists. into Hyderabad, with connection to e. coast at Guntur, 1811-5 [II. 233-49]. In his Notes of Malabar, tells of riding on horseback up the Gazalhathi Pass from Coimbatore in 1808 [I. pl. 9; II. 414].

Feb. 1815, having mas. base at Bidor he brought hqtrs. to Hyderabad, and maintained them there till end of 1822 [II. 249; III. 223, 237].

Up till 1806 had assc. of 2 officers of King's Regts., and from 1807 several officers from MML. [II. 323-3]; but from 1812 was left with 4 sub-assis. ed. at obvy. survg. school [III. 316; III. 223, 378-9, 439].

1812, specially retained in the Company's employ in India affc. departure of 33rd, being granted bi. rank as Lt. Col. with special alcs. [II. 415].

Worked under direct orders of Madras Govt., and in no way under Sd., though submitting regular reports [307-8]. His relations with Mackenzie had been cordial from the start, and wherever possible all dist., and top. svys. were based on his triangles [II. 315-21; III. 4, 94, 104, 106].

He writes to Mackenzie, 9-1-18: "When do you set off for Bengal, and who has charge of your office at Madras? I think it likely that I shall take another trip at Bengal before I visit England [99, 223, 476], for I propose taking a look at the Circars before I commence my operations, and shall probably go as far as Point Palmiras [II. 249; III. 233]. I am here comfortably settled at the French Gardens [251, 33, 437, 6-7]; ... my place of business and study. I have, besides, a house in the Cantonment when I want recreation and amusement. I have met with such liberal support from Mr. Russell that not one difficulty has occurred since I entered the country [II. 372; III. 316, 412, 413].

Mackenzie replied with equal cordiality, telling of his own interests; "No man could have acted for another with more precision & friendly attention than Colonel Morison in my long protracted absence [II. 299], & Lient. Ward, who resided in the different houses to which my effects were
It was about this time that Lambton conveyed to the GG, his wish for a suitable ascent, and a geologist, to be attached to the savy. Prompt action was taken by Lord Moira by the nomination of George Everest [1, 225, 446]. Lambton was now over 80 years of age, and, after a worthy tribute to his high qualifications and the great importance of his work, the GG, noted that "Lieutenant Colonel Lambton has himself urged this point to the Surveyor General, and has pressed on His Lordship the propriety of giving him an associate" [441–2, 450]. Dr. Voysey was appointed late.

Lambton's savy, was now tr. from Madras to the control of the Supreme Govt. at Ft. William, a change that had been due since its extension into the Nizam's Territories. This change, with the new designation The Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, dated from 1–1–18 [1, 225].

On Everest's arrival at the end of 1818 Lambton took him out on a demonstration trip, and then left him in ch. to carry on field work [227–8, 442], whilst he himself visited Calcutta to make contact with the Supreme Govt. and settle private affairs with his agents, Messrs. Hogue, Davideos & Robertson. He left Hyderabad in June 1819, and went by sea from Masulipatam. Mackenzie greeted him warmly; "Colonel Lambton is expected here, having applied for leave"—"I have seen Colonel Lambton when in town lately; I was surprised to find him quite grey haired"—Colonel Lambton is here [Palla] with me since yesterday; I think his health much lower than when I saw him in 1811, but we are all getting older"

Amongst matters which he tried to get settled at Calcutta were—increased pay and allowances for his sub-assts., on tr. from Madras—increase of his regular escort, and their allev. [370, 406]; and arrangements for passing of cont. bills. His last letter from Calcutta appears to have been that of 12–1–20, and he was back in Hyderabad by April.

In July 1821 he resumed the s.w. ward extension of his grand arc. Deputing his sub-assts. to observe the triangles, he and Voysey marched direct to Elliphipur, some 380 m. from Hyderabad, in Feb. 1822 [8, 232, 438]. Everest rejoined from leave on 6th July, and was horrified at the deterioration of his health and the extent to which excursions in the field had taxed his strength: "men cannot last for ever; the Lieut. Col.'s infirmities had evidently subdued all but his spirit" [322–3, 443].

Back at Hyderabad the grand old man submitted optimistic reports as to the work completed and future plans. He did his last work on his prof. reports, and records the joy he took in his labour: "It is now upwards of twenty years since I commenced it on this great scale. These years...have been devoted with unremitting zeal to the cause of science, and, if the learned world be satisfied that I have been successful in promoting its interests, that will constitute my greatest reward.

In this long period of time...I have scarcely experienced a heavy hour; each is the case when the human mind is absorbed in pursuits that call its powers into action. A man so engaged, his time passes on insensibly; and if his efforts are successful his reward is great, and a retrospect of his labours will afford him an endless gratification. If such should be my lot, I shall close my career with heartfelt satisfaction, and look back with unceasing delight on the years I have passed in India".

It was this period, 1810–18, which Lambton considered the era of his greatest achievement. He had been at the head of the scientific survey of India for fifteen years, and had been instrumental in its development. His work had been recognized and rewarded, and he had been able to retire with a sense of satisfaction and contentment.
At the end of 1822, after deputing Everest to run an independent chain of triangles towards Bombay, and Voysey to explore the country south from Agra to Nágpore [265], Lambton packed the whole of his equipment and household goods to move hydres. from Hyderabad to Nagpore, and though far from well set out on this march of nearly 400 miles. It was too much for him and, writes Everest, “he died on the 20th January 1823, at Hinghan Ghat, within fifty miles of Nagpore [4].” 213, pl. 58. Mr. Voysey had been detailed in the previous month of October... His absence was a sad disaster, for he knew the Lieutenant-Colonel’s constitution well, and his manners were so fascinating and agreeable as almost to charm away sickness.

“But the Lieutenant-Colonel’s health was in so precarious a state when he quitted Hyderabad... that it was thought hazardous for him to venture on so long a journey without a month’s interval, and accordingly the Assistant-Surgeon first for duty was nominated. The gentleman so drafted was a Mr. Morton...and, before they had been many days on the march together, he advised his friend against continuing long upon the same opinion, and adopted the antiphlogistic system of abstaining from wines and meat—the abundant use of oranges, &c.—a mode of treatment...diametrically opposite to that hitherto so successfully pursued by his medical adviser, and at variance with those established habits which had... become so thoroughly interwoven with his constitution that Mr. Voysey never contemplated altering them [409-10].

The vigorous understanding of the Lieutenant-Colonel seemed to have sunk beneath the accumulated pressure of old age and infirmities, and he, whose many mind knew not what superstition was, used...in the last two months...to tremble with horror at his dreams. So tranquil and calm did he breathe his last that no one was aware of his death until, surprised at the unwonted profoundness of his sleep and the lassitude of the hour, his servant entered his tent and found him a corpse.

“I had hoped to have been able to give to the world some biographical account of so singular a person; but the little historical detail which was found at his death in his own handwriting amongst his papers was so obscure as to make sight...Mr. Voysey...in which whether those into whose hands it fell will ever indulge us with a publication of so interesting a nature is highly problematical [443-4, 449].

“His death took place at the age of sixty-seven, and on dissection it appeared that the right lobe of the lungs was nearly consumed, and the left slightly injured.

Other details may be taken from a report sent by Dr. Morton on 13th Jan.: “Colonel Lambton...has almost ever since we left Bolarum been very unwell. On the night of the 22nd December last he was seized with violent paroxysms of coughing, and great difficulty in respirations. ... On the night of the 28th the above symptoms again recurred to a very alarming extent. ... I accordingly took from him 10 cien. of blood, which...afforded great relief... I put him upon the antiphlogistic [diet]... which he did not much like and, in fact, it was with great difficulty that I could keep him from drinking wine... He was...in every respect improving; so much so that on the evening of the 7th...he would not go without his wine any longer, feeling himself so much better that he...drank a pint, which sent him instantly to sleep when he went to bed; but when he awoke towards morning he...was quite upset. Since that night he has been far from well—cannot sleep at night—ough at times very trouble-

some—no appetite.—very irritable.—and only answers YES OF NO TO QUESTIONS put.—in short in my humble opinion, his days seem to be drawing fast towards a close...”

“I sincerely wish we were at Nagpore, but we are obliged to go very short marches, so will not be able to reach it before the end of the month... P.S. You will perceive... that the Colonel is in a very precarious state” 213.

He was buried at Hinghanghát, and a worthy monument erected by the Readt. Govt. expense. Everest and Voysey had first intended to do this themselves, but in reporting his death Everest suggested that Govt. should erect an official memorial; “The death of such a man...is an occurrence of no ordinary nature in India. He was a first-rate mathematician, and as such was in correspondence with many very celebrated Philosophers in Europe; amongst whom are Messes. Delambre, La Place, and others in France, and Captain Kater, Mr. F. Fallow, Dr. Young, and others in England. He was a corresponding member of the French Institute, and a Fellow of the Royal Society.

“...As his death...will excite a vast feeling of interest in Europe,... I may be excused for suggesting the propriety, not only of commemorating the occurrences of his death with some considerable demonstration of respect on the part of Government, but of building at Hinglan Ghat some small but lasting monument at the public expense” 215.

The original tablet having been lost, was replaced in 1896 by a report, subscription, and the R. Wardha Dist. reported, 24-3-1923, that “Dilawar Khan, who had been looking after the grave, had just gone on pension. He had tended the flowers quite on his own initiative, recognizing that this must have been the grave of one of the “great Sahibs of the old days” [460].” It was sent a copy of Lambton's portrait. In 1928, a new Christian cemetery was set out round Lambton’s grave.

The portrait [pl. 22] is taken from that held by the R. As Soc. in London and “painted 1822 at Hyderabad for G. Lamb Esq., by W. Havell” 218, being a life-size head and shoulders, on canvas 30 by 25 inches. A miniature—sufficiently like to have been painted at the same time—was purchased in 1901 by the SG. from Messrs. Penning & Penning, of Calcutta, for Rs. 300. Joshua De Penning had bought it at the sale at Nagpore [450]. It is an oil painting on copper and after purchase was renovated in London.

Appreciations of Lambton’s prof. work have already been quoted [II, 294-7; III, 19, 253, 239]. Of his personal life and character we are indebted to accounts by his sons. Warren and Everest. Warren, who had been known him since 1798, tells us that his “stature was above the common size; his complexion was fair, and his hair tending to red. His face wanted expression, and the old accident [II, 412] gave a cast to his eye... He was never married, though his friends appear to think that his wishes sometimes pointed that way laterly.

“...To a considerable portion of general knowledge, and a respectable share of emotion, he united much simplicity of character, so much so as to give many people a very inadequate idea of his powers of mind and knowledge of the world. Some peculiarity of manner too adhered to him from having lived so long the articulé work and he is said in consequence to have appeared to disadvantage in mixed companies, and particularly in the company of women. But to those who could, through this singularity, discern merit, his conversation was found alike entertaining and instructive. He had strong prejudices, yet no man was more quick in discovering talent, or ready in acknowledging it...”

1 Geo. Everest (30-2). 2 Ddn. 91 (241-4). 3 Geo. Everest (30). 4 R. (33); Warren (33). 5 Ddn. 112 (10); 9-3. 6 Geo. Everest, this was now corrected by a second tablet. 7 Geo. Everest; the original tablet wrongly described Lambton as “First SG. of India”; from DC, 21-9-1923; SGO. file No. 111, 2195-6, 1924. 8 Geo. Lamb, Bes. Med.; partner in Wm. Palmer & Co. & Besedy. Surg. Hyderabad from 1821; Wm. Havell visited India 1817-25 (51 no. 77).
"He was of a quick and hasty temper, ... yet in reality most kind and considerate. His servants were affectionately attached to him, and grew old in his service; and of his public followers, he counted...three generations in his camp. The young men attached to the survey as sub-assistants he treated with uniform kindness, and with much consideration; and in return they looked up to him as a father.

"He read the Latin, French, and Italian authors, at least those who treated on science, with the same fluency as those of his own language. He was not, however, a good classical scholar, nor had he much taste for the fine arts, or even literature. His official style was neither eloquent nor elegant. He expressed himself with plainness, but not always with clearness. ... His private correspondence bore marks of haste, and he seldom attempted to correct a letter.

Everest, who did not meet Lambton before Dec. 1819 [442], writes that he was "about six feet high, erect, well-formed, bony and muscular. His head was nearly bald, and the few straggling hairs which remained were thoroughly bleached by age and exertion. He was a fair-complexioned man with blue eyes, which time had dimmed and weakened. ... When he arose himself, ... his high and ample forehead gave animation and dignity to a countenance beaming with intellect and manly beauty.

"I shall never forget the impression which the bearing of this veteran and far-famed geodesist made on my mind when I first saw him in the year 1818 [237]. ... For, though we had been in camp together for some days previously, he had displayed no traces of much more than common powers, but seemed a tranquil and good-humoured person, very fond of his joke, a great admirer of the fair sex, partial to singing glees and duets, and everything in short that tends to produce harmony and make life pass agreeably.

"These moments of activity were, however, like the last flickerings of an expiring lamp. It was evident that he was gradually wearing away under the corroding influence of a complaint in the lungs, attended with a most nor yet hid. which at times used to shake his whole frame as if to bursting; and...the slightest exertion...was always succeeded by a violent paroxysm of his disorder"[442].

"At the time of my joining...at Hyderabad in 1818, he gave to both Mr. Voysey and myself a general invitation to his house; we were his constant guests, and formed part of his family; ... we constituted his domestic circle, and were of the very few with whom he conversed familiarly and without restraint"[442].

Everest has left the following account of Lambton's recognition by the Institute of France. At the time of Warren's visit to Paris at the end of 1815 [II, 432],

"his acquaintance was eagerly courted by the learned men of the day, particularly the late M. De Lambre, who was familiar with the geodetical operations of India, and the names of Lambton and himself, ... and many were the questions which he put regarding the man who had contended so well, so ably, and so long, with the difficulties of a foreign land and an alien people. ..."

"In the course of the conversation...M. De Lambre... asked whether Lieut. Col. Lambton would like to be a Corresponding Member of the Institute. ... being assured that he would certainly consider it as very high and gratifying compliment, the diploma was forthwith made out by unanimous consent and, under cover of a very flattering letter from M. De Lambre [239], was sent to India where it reached the Lieut. Col. not very long prior to my joining him at Hyderabad in 1818.

"Shortly after this affair at Paris, Capt. Warren went to London and...the whole story soon got into circulation. ... The Royal Society...followed in the train of the Institute.


and elected the great man a Fellow".

Sir Sidney Burdall relates that at a luncheon of the International Geodetic Union at Potsdam in 1901 the Chairman, Professor Helmers, spoke warmly of Lambton's devotion to his great task, and of its great importance to geodesy. There was a courteous exchange of compliments between the SG, and the Institute of France at the centenary of Lambton's death[236].

In later years Everest had occasion to complain of an officer withdrawing from the field before completing his programme, and told Govt. that "the late Colonel Lambton,...would never have quitted the field until the work was accomplished, for to return without having broken his heart. But he was a very rare person".

An account of Lambton's family and the provision he made for them is given under the story of his son William Lambton, jr. [469-73] and an account is now given of the unfortunate manner in which the sale of his property was effected [435, 438, 443-4].

SALE OF LAMBTON'S PROPERTY

On Lambton's death, full ch. of the camp was taken by Dr. Morton, who had only been attel. for med. charge on the journey from Hyderabad. He was an Asst. Surg. on the Madras Est., and as such a man of education and some social status. He won Lambton's confidence to the extent that his patients appd. him executor under a will that he sd. on the day of his death, witnessed by Morton and De Penning. The will is full and clear, and shows no signs of weakness of intellect [470]; it had probably been prepared some time before, for it deals with debtors in matters in some detail.

De Penning was the senior member of the survey staff present, and was close on 40 years of age; he showed little initiative in this crisis, and surrendered ch., to Morton, allowing him to carry through his high-handed disposal of Lambton's effects with little interference. He writes to Everest, in evident distress, appealing for orders; 21-1-23, "It is with the deepest concern I have to announce to you the death of Lt. Col. W. Lambton which took place last night. ... As we are to proceed...under the charge of Mr. Asst. Surgeon. J. Morton, we beg to be favour'd with your instructions as early as possible. ... We expect to reach Nagpur on the 26th inst. and...we trust you will lose no time in taking charge.

He wrote again three days later, warning Everest of the immediate sale that Morton proposed [438, 443], but Everest was near Shikarpur, more than 400 miles away, and could do little to help. He wrote to Morton, 6-2-23, asking that the sale might be postponed "until the orders of Government are received. ... Mathematical instruments...will perhaps be purchased by Government, and if the sale be hastened before instructions are received it will be a very serious injury to the estate".

To De Penning he replied; "I have written to Mr. Morton by this day's post. ... He will, I doubt not, comply with my wishes but, if he does not, ... wait on him on my part, and enter a protest against the haste of the procedure. ... Had Lord Hastings remained in India, I should...have set out for Nagpur; but there is a new Governor General, to whom I may not attend to my prescriptions. In that case I shall have to go to England, or perhaps merely to Calcutta, and at Sholapoor I am nearer the sea than I should be at Nagpur."

"If I am nominated I shall purchase all the Colonel's instruments, having..."
three Presidencies. ... There were in his possession mathematical works which, if sold at an everyday auction, will hardly fetch their weight in marble, but if duly advertised will be worth nearly their weight in the weight of silver. I am myself ready to purchase nearly the whole of them (in the event of my being confirmed) at such prices as they may attain after being subjected to a full competition with the whole scientific world of India." [492.]

He wrote at the same time to Jenkins, Rosat, at Nagpur, but too late to prevent the disaster. Everything had been disposed of, "and many things...much below their value." "Such has been the precipitancy of the execution," writes De Penn, "that all the Colonel's personal property was disposed of by public auction on the 3rd inst. (the very day I got your letter), even before we could get instructions from Mr. Jenkins who...had sent directions for a great number of books."

"The Circular Instrument was sold for 525 rupees [295]." Capt. Smith, Surveyor of this district bought it up [53], so that the instruments and books, with the exception of some that Mr. Rosenrode bought up for you...is irrecoverably lost to the public. I have taken charge of all the public property, ...irrespective of the transit, or leveling instrument, the astronomical telescope, a boning telescope, the 2 chains with all its appurtenant, 5 small theodolites belonging to the Quarter Master General's Department, as also the standard scale;...and...every thing that I knew...to be public property...and I have been obliged to rent a house for the instruments and guard at...50 rupees a month." [54]

Morton considered his action quite in order; "All the property in the late Colonel Lambton has been disposed of by public auction at Nagpure, with the exception of some of the mathematical instruments which he left to his son who was with him [473]. His other instruments...were sold, and purchased principally by Captain Stewart who is...surveying the country. The Colonel's effects were delivered to me by a Committee...at my request and, as I could not remain at Nagpure, being detached from my corps, I was anxious to have them disposed of before I left, being the only responsible person present." [55]

Everest was indignant and, after making a full report to Govt. at Calcutta [443-4], hurried in to Hyderabad to try and recover as much as he could. [56]

To De Penn he wrote: "I hope for your sake you have protested...in as many and bold a manner as the nature of the circumstance and your own situation required. The instant the late Colonel Lambton placed you in the position of everything connected with the establish-ment. ...This affair will be sifted down to the bottom, and visited with the severest displeasure of Govt.;...the injury to the public service is incalculable." [57]

Morton refused to take any blame, and said he was quite prepared to surrender all official papers and insts., and the Rosat, was reluctant to bring official pressure to bear;...Interference in the measures of an executor is at all times a matter of peculiar delicacy, the more particularly when those measures seem, to a certain extent, to have had the sanction of a Committee. The matter of complaint, moreover, did not occur in the territories of the Nizam, but in those of Bhosule. [58]

Tadt was never Everest's strong card, and he soon quenched any will for co-operation on Morton's part. After recovering...a few public papers, he wrote to Morton that...there were...a great number of articles of this kind in manuscript, and his private letters were so much intermixed with those of the public that...more than two-thirds of the papers you have retained relate to observations and calculations connected with the Grand Trigonometrical Survey. Morton replied that he had handed over "all the papers...except those of a private nature, and connected with money matters"...and again..."I am not authorized to allow you to inspect the papers and manuscripts now in my possession, without the concurrence of Mr. Stuart, the other Excitor!"

Morton agreed, however, that two officers from the Residency, should report on the papers in his possession, and in this way a number of survey documents were handed over to Everest. The remaining private papers were left with the Executors, and included—Lambton's correspondence with his agents both in Calcutta and London—Letters, books, and papers "wholly private"—A Private Journal—a ms. "Life of Colonel Lambton written by himself" [59].

Everest was still persistent and, by arrangement with the Rosat, was allowed to examine the papers still remaining with Morton, and...expressed himself satisfied. He repeated this assurance to the SG, pointing out, however, the loss incurred by the sale of the circumstantial...which was eventually recovered on the break up of the Nagpur Survey in 1830 [62]. There was also a brass platform to another inst. sold to Stewart, which Morton himself succeeded in recovering for the GTS [68].

In Jan. 1824, Stuart, the second executor, sent Govt. "a list of valuable manuscripts belonging to the late Colonel Lambton, as Govt. might wish to have copies of them for their own private information, as well for the use of the Trigonometrical survey;...under the guarantee, however, of their not being published except for the benefit of the deceased's estate.

"Six Mathematical Place Books—One Common Place Book—One Journal—Twelve small red-leather-covered manuscripts containing descriptions of Mysoor, the Carnatic, Soondah and Rednore, and Southern Provinces, etc.—Four manuscripts: journals connected with the geographical survey in 1807 and following years—One manuscript (blue-covered)...comments on Newton's Principia—Five small manuscripts; journals of the siege of Seringapatam in 1799—One bundle manuscripts; translations, etc.—One do. ...Two blue-covered books on astronomy and sundry bundles containing letters, etc., etc." [61]

This list was passed to SG for action direct with the executor, but no further record is found and no copies of any of these documents are now forthcoming. It is a tragedy that the various journals, especially the ms. autobiography, have entirely disappeared. It would be reasonable to assume that they were passed to young Wm. Lambton, and that he would have appreciated their great historical value.

There was found in...Com. in 1869 a leather-bound notebook, 7 inches by 4½, giving notes in Lambton's hand-writing on comparison of chains at Bangalore base-line of 1804—runs, of pole-star at Trichinopoly in 1808—with list of googl. positions fixed on coastal series of 1802-62, 23°-57"N. [62]


3rd Sub-Ass. 1-7-21; disch. 26-7-23; Art. Engd. 1867-8; d. London, 10-4-55.

nat. son of William Lambton [sup] by an Indian mother.

m. St. George's Hanover Sq. 27-11-88, Eliza Ann Oribeir, dau. of Wm. Oribeir, solicitor, of George St. [63]

1 Ddn. 172 (7-9), 6-2-23. 2 Ddn. 91 (25-8), 14-2-23. 3 Ddn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.

4 Ddn. 172 (15), 5-2-23. 5 Ddn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 6 Ddn. 172 (115), 27-7-23.

7 Ddn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 8 Ddn. 172 (115), 27-7-23. 9 Ddn. 91 (25-8), 14-2-23. 10 Dnd. 172 (115), 27-7-23.

11 Ddn. 172 (115), 27-7-23. 12 Ddn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 13 Ddn. 91 (25-8), 14-2-23. 14 Ddn. 91 (25-8), 14-2-23.

15 Ddn. 91 (25-8), 14-2-23. 16 Ddn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 17 Ddn. 91 (25-8), 14-2-23.

18 Ddn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 19 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.

20 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 21 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 22 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.

23 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 24 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 25 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.

26 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 27 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 28 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.

29 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 30 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 31 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.

32 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 33 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 34 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.

35 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 36 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23. 37 Dnn. 91 (289), 27-7-23.
Lambton's will, ed. 20-1-32, gives following facts about surviving members of his family; previous wills revoked.  

"To my natural son, William Lambton, I leave 30,000 sicca rupees, to be lodged in secure deposit; out of the interest he is to allow his mother, Kummerbo, a Moor woman, 24 rupees a month.  

"To Eliza Lambton, my natural daughter, I leave 40,000 sicca rupees.  

"I possess Government securities to the amount of 11,700 sicca rupees, and have just received a bill on Court of Directors to the amount of £5,145, which, I have remitted home, & I have, besides, upwards of Rs. 50,000 in hands of Messrs. Davidson & Co., my Agents in Calcutta, ... still accumulating.  

"To Frances, a half-cast woman, and the mother of my natural daughter Eliza, I have settled a pension of 40 Hyderabad rupees, or 35 sicca rupees yearly.  

"I am leaving the above, I leave remainder to be equally divided between my two nephews, Thomas & William, sons of Mrs. Dorothy Lyte of North Allerton in Yorkshire, on consideration they allow her a third part of the income during her life.  

"Mr. L. A. Davidson is appointed Guardian of Eliza.  

"In addition I give to William, my natural son, my small Theodolite & silver case of Mathematical Instruments [247].  

"Probate granted to Charles Stuart, Calcutta, 11-3-26.  

Register of Baptisms, Diocesan Registry, Madras, gives the following particulars:  

Baptised, 18-6-1810—Name, William Lambton—Father, William Lambton, Major—Station, Pondicherry—Bapt. by J. G. Horraker, formerly the Governor of Madras.  

"Born, 12th July 1800—Sponsors, [Pee 1] Bonnesey, L. Cisse, Miss Genevieve Cisse.  

Lambton had spent Aug. to Oct. 1806 at Trincomalee repairing his great Theodolite [II. 241], and had there earned his great are to Cape Comoren. He was at Travancore Feb. 1808, and returned to Pondicherry for work on reports and comp., in time ready to welcome young William [II. 243].  

Eliza was b. Hyderabad, 6-8-19, just after Lambton had reached Calcutta, and was bapt. 5 days later. A second son, John Wm. was b. Hyderabad, 26-12-20, pr. by Frances, Eliza's mother; he was bapt. 4-4-21, and pr. d. young, for we hear nothing further of him.  

Young William may have been ed. at Venice Academy, under Mr. D. Kerr, of which an adv. appears in Med. Gazz. 17-4-23. No record of him exists in records of the Lawrence Memorial Royal Military School, Lovekade, Nilgiri Hills, from which he later joined the Military Assize at Madras.  

He was only just 12 years old when he joined his father at Hyderabad, and was appd. to GTS. [379] probably working with young Joseph De Penning who was slightly older [35]. He was in the camp at his father's death, and Morton writes to Everett 17-2-23; "I wished also to ask your opinion regarding the late Colonel's son. No person has been nominated guardian to him, and I suppose the executors must look after him. Do you think it advisable that he should remain on the survey establishment? He is very young, and I should imagine the best place for him would be at school, and he is le 30,000 rupees, and as Mr. De Penning, under whose care he is, talks of leaving the survey [438-6], what is to become of him? He is too young to take care of himself.  

If you must be the best judge what his prospects in that line may be, ... I am as far on my way to join my corps, the 2 Bn. 20th [497] at Secunderabad, where I expect to be about the 10th of March. I have all the Colonel's manuscripts, which are numerous. Could you think it advisable for William to return to school, how is he to have to quit the survey to be procured?"

1 muhammadan [1, 309 n.1]. 2 Leith Alex. Davidson: will, India 1805; d., Calcutta 22-5-41, aged 70 [II. 393 n.2]. 3 Ben. Wills, 1823. 4 might read Liley. 5 Jr. Dec. 1823 (607). 6 Dirs. 91 (249). 8 BMC. 25-7-23; Dirs. 167 (75). 9 probably a solicitor. 10 obviously Frances, Eliza's mother, pension paid thro' Palmer & Co., Hyderabad.
sum of money belonging to the estate. He has
received information from C. Stuart, who was in the
East, that the property of the testator in the East
Indies was insufficient by Rs. 15,000 to satisfy the
legacies. Stuart desired the Defendant to remit the
same out of the monies in the hands of the London
Agents, and this was done in April 1825. The London
Executors, considering that this remittance satisfied
the requirements in the East, ... made more incon-
siderable payments to the Lye's on account of their
shares of the residuary estate.

"Davidson heard in April 1826 that the firm of
Davidson & Co., including C. Stuart, had in December
1825 become insolvent and stopped payment, where-
by the funds belonging to the Testator's estate, then
in the hands of the firm, were no longer sufficient
for that purpose, and the question now arose as to
whether the property of the Testator's estate now in
England ought to be appropriated to satisfy the legacies
to the Plaintiffs. ...

"He says the Plaintiffs were at Testator's death
in the East Indies, but after his death they were
sent to Europe for their education by Ch.
Stuart, to the care of Davidson, and have no other
provision than their prospective legacies. The
plaintiff Wm. Lambton is an infant; Eliza is an
infant; Kummerboo & Frances & Stuart are now in
East Indies.

"The Agents state that they still hold £ 2,600 of
testator's estate. They deny that they threaten or intend to pay
over any sums of money to the Lye's, unless they shall be
directed to do so by the Court, inasmuch as the funds in the
East Indies have failed, owing to the insolvency of Davidson
& Co., & Palmer & Co.

"Since arrival in England the Plaintiffs have ever since
been, and are now, under the charge of L. A. Davidson for
their education.

"The Court doth Order and Decree...to take an account
of the personal estate of the Testator, & to advertise for all
creditors, ... and that all funds with the Agents be paid into the
Court, for the use of the Testator. The Master to appoint a proper person,
or persons, as Guardian of Eliza, & to report who has been
maintained & educated Eliza since the death of the Testator,
and ought to be allowed for such purpose; and similar
information re William.

Orders in Chancery—1830-B-3167; 4-3-31.

"Wm. Lambton, the Petitioner, is actually in a state of
destitution, & has no means of support, & has nothing to
rely on but the said legacy. No creditors have come forward.
... It was fit and proper that the sum of £ 200 should be
advanced & paid the petitioner pending the proceedings in
this suit; paid out of the sum of £ 4,000 standing in...trust".

Orders in Chancery—1831-B-4687; 9-5-32.

"Further dividends having been paid by the insolvent
firm, "McKillop & Co., of Calcutta should now remit to the
Court the sum of Rs. 14,339, or 1,928, togethert with
interest accrued.

"Ever since the arrival of the petitioner in this
country, which was in or about the year 1824, down
to the present time, he and Eliza had been under the
care of L. A. Davidson, and had been maintained and
educated by him. ... Davidson is now residing at
Boulogne in France with his family, but is in
the habits of occasionally visiting this country and, in
the opinion of this Court, the most fit & proper
to be appointed Guardian of Eliza is this

L. A. Davidson.

"Eliza is now of the age of 14 years. She has no
relations, being the natural child. Davidson has
maintained & educated Eliza since the death of the
testator at a cost amounting to £ 659; and it is
recommmended that £ 75 a year be allowed for future
maintenance & education, & be paid to Davidson
from the income arising from the legacy.

"It is ordered that the Master do apportion such
part of the dividend & interest between the 3 Plain-
tiffs according to their interest; such part as shall be
appropriated to Wm. Lambton [shall] be from time
to time paid to him, from which he will pay the
amount of Rs. 24 per month to Kummerboo for her
life, and such part as shall be apportioned to Eliza
shall be paid to Davidson, her guardian, for her
maintenance & education during her minority".

Orders in Chancery—1832-B-1297; 22-3-33.

"The Petitioner L. A. Davidson being about to leave
England for the East Indies, it is desirable that some person
should be appointed Guardian to Eliza in his stead. There
remain £ 3,000 between Wm. and Eliza".

Orders in Chancery—1832-B-2637; 2-3-33.

"Balance, after charging all costs, now available for
division amounts to £ 2,290.

£ 2,128 plus 18 to William Lambton;
1,644 plus 34 to Eliza Lambton.

"Proposes George Monday, of Southampton Bps., Chandern
Lane, as guardian of Eliza, & control of her funds".

Under an Order of Chancery, 1832-B-1455, 1830
Thomas Lye and his son Wm. Lambton were summoned to
appear, and to settle a claim made against them by William
Lambton. Thomas was at the time "a prisoner in custody of
the Sheriff of Yorkshire"; presumably for debt.

The gist of all this appears to be that Lambton's
children were sent to England in 1824. William then
being 15 and Eliza about 5 years old. Here they
were provided for and educated by Leath Davidson,
who seems to have treated them as part of his family.
Unfortunately his Calcutta firm got into financial
difficulty at the end of 1825, and had to suspend
payment. The London agents, having sent out
sufficient funds to India to complete the legacies to
Wm. and Eliza, started to make advances from the
residuary estate to the Lye's, Lambton's brother-in-law
and nephew. Wm. and Eliza appealed to Chancery
and had these payments suspended, and their affairs
were then taken over by the Court of Chancery.
The final payments made in 1833 included the
sums rescued from the wreck of the Calcutta firm,
under whose arrangement they had been maintained and
educated for ten years.

We have further info. about William and Eliza
from a most interesting letter written by Wm. to
Joshua De Penning in 1834, that is preserved by the
De Penning family [II. 39]. It is given below with
but few cuts. Wm. was now 24 years old.

No. 8 Duke Street, St. James's Street, London.
24th January 1834.

My dear Mr. De Penning

Since I received your last letter about two years and
upwards ago, I had written to you three several times, but
whether the letters reached you or not, it is impossible for
me to say, but I have never heard from you. My last packet

1Several other Calcutta firms failed at this period.
of letters was sent out by the Neptunes, Captin. Cambeeledge, who took charge of them himself, and promised me he would deliver them safely. The Neptune has returned to England—but no letters from you.

I am now at a state of great anxiety and suspense about the residence of the money that was to have come from India, agreeable to an order sent out by the Court of Chancery to Crottenden & Co's house at Calcutta. In consequence of the delays occasioned by our unfortunate suit, I am at present, and have been, struggling against the tide of difficulty which had well-nigh overwhelmed me. I have been enabled, however, by the kindness of some of my friends, to have nearly scraped through my professional studies, and am in great hopes of being a member of the Royal College of Surgeons by the latter end of the present year. [469, 473] if so my profession may do something for me.

The precepts insculpted by you in youth, My dear Mr. De Penning, has [sic] proved more useful to me than mines of gold; it has obtained me friends! As an illustration of this fact—will you as soon as you have received this letter call upon Captin. Joseph Andrews, of the H.E.L.C. service, commanding the Andromache, who I am personally acquainted with, and hear his opinion of me? I was intimate with his brother family at Bruges in the Netherlands for two years. He will take charge of this letter for you! Ask him what he thinks of my theatrical talent! As it was my intention to try a timepiece of going on the stage, but which I was obliged to abandon...

My life has been chequered by various vicissitudes, like a ship in a stormy ocean—buffeted about—first in England, then in a state of great anxiety and suspense about the residence of the money that was to have come from India, agreeable to an order sent out by the Court of Chancery to Crottenden & Co's house at Calcutta. In consequence of the delays occasioned by our unfortunate suit, I am at present, and have been, struggling against the tide of difficulty which had well-nigh overwhelmed me. I have been enabled, however, by the kindness of some of my friends, to have nearly scraped through my professional studies, and am in great hopes of being a member of the Royal College of Surgeons by the latter end of the present year. [469, 473] if so my profession may do something for me.

The precepts insculpted by you in youth, My dear Mr. De Penning, has [sic] proved more useful to me than mines of gold; it has obtained me friends! As an illustration of this fact—will you as soon as you have received this letter call upon Captin. Joseph Andrews, of the H.E.L.C. service, commanding the Andromache, who I am personally acquainted with, and hear his opinion of me? I was intimate with his brother family at Bruges in the Netherlands for two years. He will take charge of this letter for you! Ask him what he thinks of my theatrical talent! As it was my intention to try a timepiece of going on the stage, but which I was obliged to abandon...

My life has been chequered by various vicissitudes, like a ship in a stormy ocean—buffeted about—first in England, then in a state of great anxiety and suspense about the residence of the money that was to have come from India, agreeable to an order sent out by the Court of Chancery to Crottenden & Co's house at Calcutta. In consequence of the delays occasioned by our unfortunate suit, I am at present, and have been, struggling against the tide of difficulty which had well-nigh overwhelmed me. I have been enabled, however, by the kindness of some of my friends, to have nearly scraped through my professional studies, and am in great hopes of being a member of the Royal College of Surgeons by the latter end of the present year. [469, 473] if so my profession may do something for me.

The precepts insculpted by you in youth, My dear Mr. De Penning, has [sic] proved more useful to me than mines of gold; it has obtained me friends! As an illustration of this fact—will you as soon as you have received this letter call upon Captin. Joseph Andrews, of the H.E.L.C. service, commanding the Andromache, who I am personally acquainted with, and hear his opinion of me? I was intimate with his brother family at Bruges in the Netherlands for two years. He will take charge of this letter for you! Ask him what he thinks of my theatrical talent! As it was my intention to try a timepiece of going on the stage, but which I was obliged to abandon...

My life has been chequered by various vicissitudes, like a ship in a stormy ocean—buffeted about—first in England, then in a state of great anxiety and suspense about the residence of the money that was to have come from India, agreeable to an order sent out by the Court of Chancery to Crottenden & Co's house at Calcutta. In consequence of the delays occasioned by our unfortunate suit, I am at present, and have been, struggling against the tide of difficulty which had well-nigh overwhelmed me. I have been enabled, however, by the kindness of some of my friends, to have nearly scraped through my professional studies, and am in great hopes of being a member of the Royal College of Surgeons by the latter end of the present year. [469, 473] if so my profession may do something for me.

The precepts insculpted by you in youth, My dear Mr. De Penning, has [sic] proved more useful to me than mines of gold; it has obtained me friends! As an illustration of this fact—will you as soon as you have received this letter call upon Captin. Joseph Andrews, of the H.E.L.C. service, commanding the Andromache, who I am personally acquainted with, and hear his opinion of me? I was intimate with his brother family at Bruges in the Netherlands for two years. He will take charge of this letter for you! Ask him what he thinks of my theatrical talent! As it was my intention to try a timepiece of going on the stage, but which I was obliged to abandon...

My life has been chequered by various vicissitudes, like a ship in a stormy ocean—buffeted about—first in England, then in a state of great anxiety and suspense about the residence of the money that was to have come from India, agreeable to an order sent out by the Court of Chancery to Crottenden & Co's house at Calcutta. In consequence of the delays occasioned by our unfortunate suit, I am at present, and have been, struggling against the tide of difficulty which had well-nigh overwhelmed me. I have been enabled, however, by the kindness of some of my friends, to have nearly scraped through my professional studies, and am in great hopes of being a member of the Royal College of Surgeons by the latter end of the present year. [469, 473] if so my profession may do something for me.

The precepts insculpted by you in youth, My dear Mr. De Penning, has [sic] proved more useful to me than mines of gold; it has obtained me friends! As an illustration of this fact—will you as soon as you have received this letter call upon Captin. Joseph Andrews, of the H.E.L.C. service, commanding the Andromache, who I am personally acquainted with, and hear his opinion of me? I was intimate with his brother family at Bruges in the Netherlands for two years. He will take charge of this letter for you! Ask him what he thinks of my theatrical talent! As it was my intention to try a timepiece of going on the stage, but which I was obliged to abandon...

My life has been chequered by various vicissitudes, like a ship in a stormy ocean—buffeted about—first in England, then in a state of great anxiety and suspense about the residence of the money that was to have come from India, agreeable to an order sent out by the Court of Chancery to Crottenden & Co's house at Calcutta. In consequence of the delays occasioned by our unfortunate suit, I am at present, and have been, struggling against the tide of difficulty which had well-nigh overwhelmed me. I have been enabled, however, by the kindness of some of my friends, to have nearly scraped through my professional studies, and am in great hopes of being a member of the Royal College of Surgeons by the latter end of the present year. [469, 473] if so my profession may do something for me.
WILLIAM LAMBTON (1753/6–1823)

As Lieutenant in H.M. 33rd Regt. of Foot, and Brigade Major, King's Troops, Madras, initiated his trigonometrical and general survey of the south peninsula at the end of 1799 [II, 233–67]. This was transferred to the Supreme Government from 1818, as the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India [225–7].

Corresponding Member of the Institut de France, and Fellow of the Royal Society, 1817.

Died in camp at Hinganğhat south of Nāgar [236].

From an original portrait in oils, in possession of the Royal Asiatic Society [II, 421].
COLIN MACKENZIE (1754-1821)

Madras Engineers, C.B.; F.R.S.

Enlarged from original oil painting by Thomas Hickey, 1816 (II, 419; pl. 22).
Grive his wife.m., Jaina, 1-5-27. Miss Catharine Feavick.

July 1814, M.M., cl. viii [II, 327]; Maratha War, 1817-8, survd. route with Malcolm's column.


Ormond Club. Bo Co. 19-8-22, attcl. to Deeacan Svy.; &o. no. 98/1832 (192), to be survr. with allows. from 19-11-22. Jopp reporting his work "extremely accurate, and his plans nearly finished" [125 n.11].

So go. 20-10-23, promoted to Survr. Ist cl.; 1825, furl. to Cape. 1838-42, Supt. of Snd Svy., making a number of arrys. in Snd and Baluchisti [426]; 1460; Snd Force. Auth. of Memorandum on Baluchistān.

LESLIE, James Fraser. Mad. Inf. b. 2-7-04. d., Singapore, 31-5-42. Ens. 13-2-21; Lieut. 1-5-34; Bt. Capt. 13-2-36. Son of Robert Wilson Leslie of Belmont. 1827, survd. route into Siam; left Moumnein in 17-4-27, via 3-Pagodes, carrying letters from Sir Archibald Campbell to Bankok; reached Kambori, 20th May—"severe attack of fever,—anxious to return by land; but could not persuade Governor to allow me to do so.—Left it on the 11th June for Moumnein, reaching letters in answer to those taken by me" [77].

LOW, James. Mad. Inf. b. 4-4-1791. d. 2-5-52. Ens. 11-5-12 ... Lt. Col. 31-12-14; ret. 21-11-45. Son of Alexander Low of Kettle, co. Fife, and Anne Thomson his wife.

1822, on duty at Penang, P.W.I., compiled map of Indo-Chinese peninsula [80].

1824, on outbreak of Burmese war, deputed as envoy to Raja of Pegu; on abortive mission to obtain "co-operation of the Siamese with the Rangoon expedition, and especially by means of a fleet of boats,... We sailed on the 7th May 1824 [from Penang], and proceeded up the Madrild coast ... 19th; Anchored in Trang harbour.. On the 1st June our captain...stepped out of Juneeehon harbour... We returned...to Trang on the 7th June... Three envos who had just arrived from Pegu came aboard" [84].

Sept. 1824, with mission to Tenasserim under Lt Col. Snow, making arrys. to Tavoy, Ye, and Martaban till Oct. 1825; compiled maps, IO Col. (939-9); [74, 75 n.4. 80].

1826, being stationed at PWT, deputed to report on Penang, Malaya.

Continued on pol. duty at PWT, contributing to ass. several papers on Malay, and Buddhist religion; JASB. xv, 1846; xvii, 1848.


Sir Thos. Sherlock Goech (1757-1851); 5th Bt.; O.W., I (389-1); MP. Suffolk 1806-30; his 1st cousin, Capt. Henry Robt. (not Thomas) Goech; m. 1822, Eliza, dau. of Samuel Wayth, of Southold, and dep. 1822; Eliza m. 2nd, Geo. Fredk. Supper, barrister (297-80). [4, R.A., 116 (1842 9 23)]. [R.A. Soc. (Be), II, 1845 (139)].

*D.D. (225).* Malay Peninsula, 8°N., 100°F. *J.A.S.B. VII, 1838 (450), 583-698.* *H.M.S. 670 (171-2); 674 (321).*
MACDONALD

... 9-7-24 (57-9); "Is a person of highly respectable connexions, and was intended for the Army, but circumstances with family has prevented his obtaining a Cadetship or Commission", and "having produced satisfactory proof of his qualifications, has been appointed Assistant Surveyor" on Rs. 250 p.m.

Posted to Gorakhpur Rev. Svy., but owing to outbreak of Burmese War diverted to mil. service, and eventually accl. Birnie Brown to Burma [72, 427]. On joining Gorakhpur Rev. Svy. 1-27, was first reported by Wroughton, as "quite inexperienced" but soon became a useful surv. [152, 370].

Etc. 9-28-30 (23-4), on sick leave from 25-7-30.


b. 12-4-04. d. 3-3-37; Mr. St. Cuthbert's chyld. Edinburgh.

Engr. 99-2-22 ... Bl. Capt. 59-2-27; furl. 5-1-36. 
Son of Alexander MacDonald, MN. 49th Fr. and Christian Macleod his wife.


Etc. 9-19-27, tho' reocd. for appnt to rev. syv., could not be "spared from his corps, as there are already five officers of its holding staff situations"; 24-1-29, appd. to Rev. Svy. Saharanpur, travelling up from Calcutta [435, 334].

30-1-29, tr. to Saharanpur, Budan [154]; 1-3-31, granted 7 mo. leave to hills on mo.; Etc. 1-11-31 (30), 3 mo. leave to Calcutta; 12-3-32, tr. to GTS.


b., Cawnport, 5-8-1794. d., 18-8-25, Ramree, Arakan.

Engr. 9-1-12 ... Capt. 1-10-24.
Son of John McGrath (d. at sea off Java, 2-8-11), Ben. Inf., and Mary McCabe his wife.

Hods. III (126).

MRO. 46 (35), syv. of roads in Singhania, offg. as A. H. 321-2.

MACKENZIE, Colin [I. 394-52; II. 419-28].

Mad. Engrs.


Engr. 16-5-1783 ... Col. 12-8-19.

SG. Madras, 1810-6; SG. of India 1815-21.

2nd. son of Murdoch Mackenzie, merch. and 1st postmaster of Stornoway, and Barbara his wife.

m., Batavia, 18-11-12, Petronella Jaconina Bartels, of Trincomalee, Ceylon, who m., 2nd, at Cape Town, 18-2-25, Robert Pope Pulcher (1800-94), Ben. Inf., CB. 4-6-15; FRS. 10-6-16; DNB.; DIB.; Wilson, HH., 2nd edn. J.RAS. (335); G.M. 1821 iii (376); bib. by W. C. Mackenzie, pub. Chambers, Edinburgh, 1952.

Portait, with 3 Madras members of staff, painted by Thos. Hickey (DNB), Madras, 1816 (pl. II, 22); enlargement of head and shoulders, r. pl. 22 of this vol.

Arrd. Madras, 2-9-1783, as cadet of Inf., but tr. to Engrs. in 1786 from original date of lst comm. 

1784-90, various syvs. in Dingidal, Nellore and Guhur-1790-2, Mysore war, syvs. and AOC. to cm.-1792-95, with Nizam's Subs. Force, making syvs. and maps of Deccan, being called off for operations at Pondicherry and Colombo, and for Manila expt.

1Intra. Lakshmaiah and Dharmas, andpeon Kistaaj [II. 411-19; pl. 22 nn.]; III. 394, 404-5.

14-5-16. 

1ib. (29), 5-4-16 to Josiah Marshall [396 n.a.]; same date, MPC. 14-8-16.
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[I. 114-2]-1799, on engr. duties at siege of Seringapatam, and maps for Mysore Comm. [I. 119].

1799-1808, in ch. Mysore Svy. [II. 91-121;]

1808-10, Blmr. Mysore, a sinecure post which allowed residence at Madras, and time to pursue geol. and archeol. work, with distant ch. of Ceded Dists. Svy. [II. 152-5].

1908-5, SG. Madras, being absent four years—April to Oct. 1811, CE. Java expn.—Oct. 1811 to July 1813, on special duty, maps, rev. and archeol. syvs., Java—1813-15, on duty in Bengal completing Java reports and travelling in Upper Provinces [II. 135, 293-4, 408, 424-7].

MRO. 15-1-15, arreld. Madras 30-3-15 to resume duty as SG.; 1800, 1-5-15 and 1900, 29-5-15, appd. SG. of India, with idgqs. Lt. William, but permitted to remain at Madras for re-organization of syvs.

Remained at Madras till July 1817, making meticulous examination of past syvs. and existing maps, and planning future syvs.; re-organized ests. and accounts, and during last month sent out 3d. parties requested to map the Nizam's Territories—Ward to Travanore—Corner to Coorg and Moomtford to Guntar [94-5]. He writes in May 1816:—

"Govt...have permitted of my having access to all records regarding the Surveying Establishment... I have...looked for articles explanatory of the Surveys, & have carried it down to about 1771. I could wish much to be able to complete it till 1806, but the current duties here impede much my meditations..."

"I last week sent in the first part of the General Report... the expense of the Surveying Department for the last 52 years [95]; it was a most laborious job to extract from a variety of documents... I am ever at home, from the necessity of attending to business here..."

The Supreme Govt. made several attempts to hasten his move, and in April 1816 provided for him and his family in "H.C.'s Yacht Phœnix". Mackenzie did not think his reports would be ready; "I myself applied for the means of a passage, as I was put to a prodigious expense between Batavia, Calcutta, & Madras for passage money, tho' on public duty. It would modify me much to leave this work undone, on which I have bestowed much pain; it almost sickens me, but it approaches to a conclusion"1.

The Phœnix reached Madras on 24th June, and Mackenzie writes on 25th: "The captain has this morning been with me, who acquaints me that he is ordered, after surveying the Pullicat & Armagon Shools [1, 102] to give me a passage to Calcutta. He is to proceed tomorrow on the survey... and I suppose it will take 15 days at least. It would be very desirable to me to go rather in the Phœnix, as I have sailed in her already"2.

When the ship called three weeks later Mackenzie writes to Cradle [74], the captain: "I hope, when it is convenient for you to land, you will do the pleasure to come out here to breakfast or dinner [sic]; we are always at home at these hours. I will this evening call at the Master Attendant's, at the offices on the beach, and the lavers, to see if you are come on shore, & bring you in the carriage to this house, when I hope you will do us the pleasure to pass the evening with us."

"I do not think it is possible for me to go off in 10 days, as the public business to be done requires much more time... Your account of the Pullicat & Armagon shools must be very satisfactory...in explaining the nature of these dangers, that were erroneously supposed to exist at the mouth of shifting sands... We hope you will be no stranger here while you stay; you can seldom miss me of a morning, as I generally am at home then"3. The Phœnix returned to Bengal without him.

1Intra. Lakshmaiah and Dharmas, andpeon Kistaaj [II. 419-17, pl. 22 nn.]; III. 394, 404-5.

1ib. (65), 35-6-16. 

1ib. (72), 29-7-16; ofc. official letter
Time was found for archaeology. Ward found his tents pitched on the beach near the "Manavilpoor" pagoda, a few miles south of Madras [106], and in answering 3 letters of Sin's, Mackenzie writes, 22-16: "You will readily guess the cause of my silence—the old one—much to do. We had a very pleasant party lately to the Seven Pagodas & have been rather fatigued, but very well, after it". He writes to Sin again 14-12-16: "I suppose you saw Sir A. Johnstone on his way thro' Pondicherry. I passed two very pleasant days with him at Mavellipoon [481]. ... The ladies desire their best respects to you. I am in a hurry going to the Red Hills for the day & tomorrow. Write me often; the oftener the better. ...

"Have you seen Mons. Lecheauliat de la Tour, a celebrated French naturalist. We found at Mavellipoon two very singular fish, consisting almost entirely of Head; it is called by the natives pullasseen. I shall endeavour in a few days to send you drawings of them for the gentleman, with whom you should get acquainted; you may also, I suppose, send me a drawing of a two-headed snake I lately sent to the Asiatic Society, with its description from a Tamil work [274]. I wish you would exert yourself to get me old coins". He writes from Seven Pagodas, 5-1-17, to advise the Govr. of his coming so far out of town for 7 or 10 days. The Doctor recommended a whole month, as a weakness of stomach renders some change of air & relaxation necessary, but I must be in by the 11th, on account of the Europe ships & various business. Indeed, I have thought of running in tomorrow night, in which case I may call on you on Tuesday, & then come back on the same day to enjoy this cheaply & pleasant air for the rest of the week. It would be a pity to take Mrs. Mackenzie away from it sooner, as I consider it beneficial to us all."

From Madras, 21-3-17, "I have been out of health & spirits for some time, ... I returned lately from Pulicat, where I had spent a fortnight on account of my health. ... And to his doctor, shortly before leaving; "I owe you for medical attendance...this last twelve months, whereas the care of my frail person must also have too often broken upon your convenience. Be pleased to accept of the enclosed 16."

Having been without prof. advice since the departure of Crawford in Dec. 1815 [II, 393; III, 390], the Bengal Govt. again asked for Madras, 1-2-17, to give "every facility to Lieutenant Colonel Mackenzie in bringing the local duties to an early termination. They followed this up 6-5-17, by asking that he should "take advantage of...the expected arrival at Madras of the Sophia surveying vessel...which carries Sir John Malcolm on his return to your Presidency."

"Lieutenant Maxwell [II, 419],...will convey to Bengal at as early a period as possible the Colonel— with his family, baggage, and servants, and such of the documents and records,...and such persons (and their families, etc.) of the office...as the Colonel may desire to bring round in state, or as there may be room to accomodate."

After much bustle and considerable trouble, Mackenzie secured John Riddell [II, 439] for ch. of the office, and sailed in the Sophia 17-7-17. Riddell writing to Garling; "Colonel Mackenzie embarked yesterday for Fort William. For some time previous...he was very much engaged, and has been obliged to leave unanswered many letters from every quarter.

For such omissions he requested me to make apologies to his friends, and most especially to you. He will take the earliest opportunity of writing to you after his arrival in Bengal". 17.

To Mackenzie he wrote the same day; "Remember me most kindly to Mrs. Mackenzie and Miss Barties. I am quite dull since you left me; never go out, and wander up and down the large house without knowing where to settle". Again, 3-8-17; "On Saturday I move into the house formerly occupied by you. I have taken it for six months, and am always to have two months notice if desired to quit. The sale of your property takes place on Wednesday the 15th, and the house is immediately to be repaired. There has been a good deal of disputing between Kistnaeje and the butler [318]. The latter had, it appears, carried off some articles to which he had no right. They are now, however, restored, and all is right. ... I have not a word of news for Mrs. Mackenzie. ... Mr. Bell, the Collector, died after a day's illness on Tuesday. His loss will be a severe blow to the General. All the great people have left Madras—an exodus that was probably due to the Madras war."

Again, 16-8-17; "I congratulate you upon the happy termination of your voyage. I trust you will be benefited by the effect of the sea sickness. ... Your furniture has sold very well. I have been in the immediate attendance of Mr. Riddell, a man at whom you may amuse Mrs. Mackenzie to see the catalogue. ... I have also forwarded some papers...from Mr. De Nesse, and some punice stone from Captain Traver [II, 447-5]. ... I never saw a person more interesting than Mr. Riddell has been. He was almost constantly at your house, and took great care of everything. I shall, I am afraid, be a good deal in your debt for furniture, etc., but I trust to clear it off gradually."

"As I suppose you still care enough about Madras to like to see the Coast General Orders, I enclose those received since your departure. ... Any other thing you want will be immediately sent". 18.

Mackenzie's replies are equally chatty. He writes, Cuttucks, 18-8-17, that he had reached the Hooghly 24th July [317]. "We landed here on the next evening in our own house, where we were immediately as comfortably situated as in that we had left at Madras on the 17th, only not so large as to admit the Office. Since...our arrival I have been so incessantly occupied in arranging...the office & establishment here [310]...in communications with the offices of Govt.—in paying & receiving visits at this populous Presidency, where we have many acquaintances—exclusive of the necessary attention to official authorities—that I could not seize one moment, till this morning, to write you or any other at Madras."

On board ship I was sick the whole passage, & had neither room nor ability to write, nor scarcely to read. I would have preferred myself having had ten days more at Madras;...there was no absolute necessity for coming round early. The Governor General had left this some time before I left Madras; & is now arrived at Patna. ... All the official people have shown every disposition to facilitate my entry into the duties of the office, with that degree of hearty good will & confidence that inspires mutual confidence."

Riddell writes 8-9-17; "...I...can easily conceive the load of business that must for a long time oppress you. I am glad your office is so soon to be so comfortably housed; a very essential circumstance, I find, for getting well through business. ... Your friends enquire constantly after you. Give my best remembrances to Mrs. Mackenzie and Miss Barties."

1 Ruins of Mahavalli-pooram, Boreli, Dec. 1799 BM Addl MS, 28324. 2 Goldingham, Ar. R. V (60-80) cf. Impress Gaz. XXII (182-3), an. 7-Pagodas. 3 DNB 15, 130. 4 Ar. E. XIII; 272. 5 Bengal Gazette. 6 Mr. Marshall, DNB, 150 (11). 7 B. 8 DNB 151 (71), 16-7-17. 9 Julia Barties, Mrs. M.'s sister. 10 DNB 151 (13-7), 3-8-17. 11 A well recognised paanaca. 12 Binyx & Co. still sold; general business house 100 years later. 13 DNB 156 (290). 14 DNB 151 (31).
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Mackenzie still kept up friendly cor., with Lambton, [II., 115-41; III., 465-6] and writes from Madras, 3-5-16: "I sometimes thought of your operations in Delhi" how desirable it would be to have the series carried up from Cape Comorin to the mountains north of Delhi. The Country about Delhi & as far south as the first part of Bundelund & Malwa would be highly favourable & within our power, but I apprehend the difficulty would be from thence, about from N. to 22° & 26°, to cross the country in the hands of the petty chiefs & native princes, under a jarring, unsettled government, as far as Ellilpoor. These are the difficulties I apprehend rather than from nature.

"You ask when do I go for Bengal & who has charge of my office at Madras. ... My detention at Madras will be only till I can complete the General Deprecation here, part of which is done. A Yacht, the Phoenix, is coming round, on which I expect a passage." [474].

A year later 15-7-17: "I am quite in a hurry, about to embark Thursday the 17th for Bengal. All are in movement here, one way or other. The first account of your proceedings, from 1800 to 1807, has never found its way into this office, & will be probably wanted, as well as a general chart ... the whole state of things, as references are sometimes made [116, 217]; ... for instance, the last year for the position of Tellicherry & Mahé, which was necessary in a discussion about the French Territory [113]."

"Your letter of 14th July 1716 is at last appointed in the charge of the Department for time, at my particular request. ... I owe your letters of 11th & 30th May & 4th July 1716, which are now before me [405-6]. ... Let me have the pleasure of hearing from you, in Bengal, & if you should ever find it convenient to go that way, you may be assured I shall be always glad to meet an old friend." [406].

This personal friendliness did not prevent occasional irritation over Lambton's proposals for his staff, and jealousy of his regard for Garling [II., 115; III., 116, 343, 344, 420].

He writes to Riddell, 27-12-17: "It is unfortunate that the Govt. Geal. is up the country & God knows when he can return. You see the whole world is in arms against us. Surely this is not the time for undertaking new grand projects. Lambton's propositions to this Govt. I have seen [225-6]. It appears to me strange that he should be proposing such extensive plans when it would appear that he has views of going home [406]."

"I confine in your idea that G—is the man [343], tho' I think it strange that, after the delicacy with which Lambton's establishment, he should engage for any person in my establishment, I should have previous communication, etc. in Poona and Nagpoor you must know before us. Holkar, it is said, shows signs of defection; & Scindia, I suppose, only by being surrounded [89]. This very day a letter has come to me of an expected invasion by Sihêt [64-5]; ... and this is the time to extend the Trigonometrical Survey thro' an immense country in that state? What folly [223, 304]!"

Mackenzie papers a letter for Mountf., now in ch. in Gustä [96]: "Perhaps you may think me inattentive in not replying to your several favours, but, upon my word, I could not help it. It would be vain to offer any excuse now, the plain fact is always best. Ever since my arrival here, I have been kept in such a continual state of agitation and bustle, by the duty of arranging a new office, by removals of house, and by necessary private interchange of civilities in a new place, that I have never forgot what I owe friends. ... Even my official correspondence has been too much retarded; but it is to be hoped all this will be remedied or my constitution could not bear the labor."

In spite of his heavy duties in Calcutta, he continued to keep a tight control over official work at Madras, and maintained the warmest interest in the welfare of his old employees, whether drn., surr., or Madras interpreters and clerks. Riddell's letters came at least once a week, official and private. He writes 13-7-18: "I trust the apprentices?, perambulators, and beam compasses, arrived in safety. Of the mangles I have no hopes. There is still an apprentices of yours here; I shall keep him ready if you want him. There are, I am sorry to say, small hopes of Newman [312]; he had lately a fever and was, on its ceasing, sent...to Pondicherry and Cuddalore merely for a change of air. Ramsamy's business...goes on well [309]."

Mackenzie was greatly distressed at Riddell's death [315], but found a worthy successor in Mountford, with whom he was equally cordial. He writes to his old seen Kistnaji, 9-11-18; expressing satisfaction with his "conduct, particularly to Mr. Riddell not to his forgiveness, and your attention to the office after his decease. You are now under a very good master, for I hope Mr. Mountford will consider you an useful servant. ... Encourage the poor old Jain, Durmiah [II., 356; pl. 22 n.; III., 391]; his son is well!"

He writes frequently about material for his colle.; on 32-2-19, "I cannot conceive how the translations you mention from Vaély...came to remain. I suspect they have been sold. ... I can only suggest that you might mitigate the malady there by a balance due to him or not, he has just claims on me, and as the poor man has left no family, there should be less difficulty. Do me the favour, then, My Dear Mountford, to take this affair in hand."

Again, 4-3-19: "I enclose you letters for my poor old servants, Kistnaji, Baboo Row, and Appoo... I consider Kistnaji as a useful, valuable, servant and, considering the great saving effected, and the necessity of having the instruments, books, and papers, well attended to, I conceive his employment about the office on a pay superior to what he had before might be fully justified, under the denomination of store concely [I, 290], or otherwise. ... His 20 years service with me ought not to be lost either to his ease or the State."

23-3-19: "Now to your private letters, I thank you sincerely for the little heads of news. ... If you write them in a separate letter it may be more convenient; ... but you must not put yourself to expense of postage, ... for—all your correspondence with me arising from our official intercourse—would be unwise to subject you to what no other person in like circumstances bears. I would without hesitation enclose them in the official cover.

"You will consider this a great effect. It is in my own proper hand (no great favour to your eyes tho')!"

8-6-19: "I want the following articles, which I beg you will forward by sea, as soon as possible: 1. A set, or even two sets, of camp tables, as were sent some time ago, with ends complete, to serve for office or camp. 2. A camp cot. ... I can get none here of the kind."

"Mrs. Mackenzie wants one or two pots of Alampara pickled oysters, and one of best tamarind fish. In my next I will furnish you the pecuniary orders. I could wish you to send me monthly an account balanced, how the cash stands, for you must not advance a rupee on my account; we are both part of what Mr. St. John has you know."

4-7-19: "I am entirely in want of Madras news, and look for a gazette from you soon. Why did you not send me the catalogue of Mr. Ross's books?... All catalogues should be sent as professional books are sometimes in them. The chest of books arrived three days ago. I"
ho. the rest of the ss. destined for the College will arrive with Howell and the apprentices [39].

9-8-19: "I am just off to Pulidah4 to reside for some time for my health. I will be down next week, and hear daily from the office".

13-8-19: Pulia: "I came up here by advice of the medical men on Monday last, and as it is necessary to abstain from business some time longer, I may advise you now that I have got your several letters, public and private, to all of which I hope to reply. . . I cannot at present enter into any".

20-8-19: Pulia: "My removal cut to this place has had the happiest effect. It was near 20 days that I could not write a note from lassitude and weakness, added to the heat of the weather. I was obliged to go into Calcutta on Monday last, and since I came back I am very much better. I will gradually resume the consideration of business. . . Do not urge nor anticipate evil: your conduct in the charge has been very satisfactory to me"

Acknowledges "the chest of ss., in which we found the three bottles of oysters, etc. . . . Mrs. Mackenzie tells me the oysters and fish are very fresh and cheap; another day, when the season is over. You can send them with the tables, etc., if possible in one cargo to save trouble; but . . . I trust that you make your servant keep an account of the expenses, and do not lose a farthing by our commissions. I beg [98]."

Some time ago I requested Messrs. Binny & Co. to send you the plan of my house. . . If it could be sold a plan would be desirable. Riddell wrote me once that the house he was in at Votray was getting out of repair, and I was on the point of directing him to occupy mine. . . His death prevented it. If you could get it rented by Government. . . I should still have no objection, but an adequate rent must be granted, and the house kept in order."

Few constitutions can stand up to the Calcutta climate year after year without writing, and Mackenzie's letters are more and more filled by accounts of his aches and pains.

He writes to Mountford, again from Pulia, 7-10-19, apologising for delay in writing [39]: "This is not so much on account of ill health, as to the intolerable load of public business thrown on me here. It will be corrected ere long I trust. . . . My health is very much improved, but in the forenoon a degree of general insomia prevails owing, I think, to the inconvenience of the weather. The weather has been lately very close, sultry, and rainy—unwholesome at Calcutta—many of our acquaintances died, or are now sick. Mrs. Mackenzie is well, and thankful for your remembrance. . . . I write once a week, confidentially, dear of all parishes"

The tiresome details of the work in Bengal never interested him as work done in Madras; he knew hardly one of the survis, in person. He was now 66 years of age, in poor health, and worn by the trying climate [442].

He writes to one of the Govt. secretaries, 5-11-19: "I am really so overpowered with references, that it is impossible for mortal man to get through. . . There is a liberty assumed in some of the distant provinces that sets all rule and regularity at defiance, and I must ever regret that I cannot have time to submit to it—Government as I am so much interrupted by matters of detail [92]."

I have no less than 5 letters from the Civil Auditor pressing for what was never done before (certificates), 2 of them in one day, as if on purpose to annoy. It is impossible for mortal man to reply to all these".

He writes to Mountford two weeks later, 21-11-19, "Pulih; I am but just returned from Calcutta, which always costs me some days to replace my papers in order. . . My health is much better, but I am overloaded. I wish I had you, or the like of you (willing and candid and able) near me". Obviously Hyde was not his ideal AGS. [39].

26-11-19: "Permit me to request you to purchase for me the new Almanac for the ensuing year the moment it is out, and sent it to me on service; also the latest Madras Army List, as there are great changes by removals and casualties . . ."

While I am hurrying this off, I am annoyed by a sore leg, and obliged to get off to my couch. I was in town for a day on Saturday, and hurried off to receive some friends here—a member of Council and Sir Stamford Raaffes just come in from Democoon [II:135 no. 427]—they left me this morning. I suspect the latter has his own troubles to get thro' from the differences with the Dutch and Penang Government5. . . All, great and low, have their troubles, and we little men should not complain if we have our share; the only remedy is to move on in tranquility, guided by truth and integrity to the best of our judgement, and avoiding all intrigue and chicanery; this will console and support us, let what will happen".

31-11-19: "Why don't you send me your printed catalogues of books? I want rather old and curious books; we get all the new ones from England".

19-2-20: "I am afraid for some time you have been too cautious . . . which, combined with my state of health, was no doubt prudent, but had any accident occurred to me your private letters would be delivered to you, as they are docketed, and without reading. All my private letters to poor Riddell were in this manuscript for his special desire, made up and sent to me in one parcel, and I even take pleasure in looking still at some of his. . .

"God bless you. . . we leave Pulia in a few days, and if I can get extricated from a load of unpleasant matter, I shall avail myself of the Saxtheads', perhaps, to go thoroughly into the Madras business, and also bring Captain Garling's representations forward ... involving even your own appointment [318]."

1-3-20: Calcutta: "I came in here 3 days ago to despatch what we are sending in for the year [319], and I am worried to death, but your business will be taken in hand before I leave town"

21-3-20: "I have been laid on my back these 6 days by a tension & inflammation of the tendons of the right leg and thigh, which has now left me, excepting a slight tension of the ankle. The chief inconvenience was that for six days I have been prevented sitting at the desk to write. . . ."

4-4-20: Pulia. I am all in a hurry, leaving this place to go into our house to Calcutta, whither the ladies have gone in three days ago. Most of my papers are off, and I hope to be in myself after paying my respects to the Governor General tomorrow at Barrackpore6. It will be several days before I can get my books and papers arranged at Calcutta, where I shall endeavour to bring up some of the arrears. . . ."

"Pulia. I chiefly left my couch in order to apprise you that when I was in Calcutta lately I received your several packages".

P.S. "The above was written the day before I left Pulia, and I have been ever since so excessively employed in business, or harassed by illness, or languor, that I could not write. . . My writing is so illegible that I now employ a writer to copy it off. Meantime I have had an immense load off my shoulders in the transmission of the several volumes and maps to Europe."
MACKENZIE

"I am going this day [9th May], to embark in a Pilot vessel for the Sandheads, and eventually for Jagannah [or Puri]; if the season will permit our sailing. If so, I may stay there 20 days. This scheme has been in agitation for some time, but tho' medical men and my friends urged it ever since January, I could not agree till I could get any matters out of hand, that to leave undone would be inconvenient to individuals."

He stayed at Puri more than 4 mo., and the change did him good; he was by no means idle, and kept in touch with surfers, in all parts of India. As usual, most of his corre. went to Mountford at Madras. 4–6–50; "Malacca, 7th coast of G. Canjam. ... We landed on the 22nd ult. at Jaggarnath till the high surf, but more dangerous for want of good boats and boatmen than for its violence; at Madras it would be thought little of. Since that I have been journeying about along the coast, and find the benefit of this, and of the sea air and breeze, already, and hope. I shall return to Calcutta with renewed health. The business of the office...is carried on meantime by the assistant, Lieut. Hyde, but...for a month or so...direct all letters for me, official and private, at Jaggarnath. ... I brought all your letters for a long time back with me, intending (if I can get the use of a bungalow there...) to be able to go into all arraers of office business in your quarter.

"My absence is with the entire concurrence of the Governor General thro' whose indulgence I was favoured with the use of the June pilot vessel."

At Puri Mackenzie was in touch with Buxton [432], who writes from Cuttack, 14–6–50; "I have a house and people here very much at your service. ... I am very glad you continue to derive benefit from the sea air and bathing, and as there are no such breezes to be had in Calcutta, you would act wisely to prolong your visit. ... With regard to the best modes of returning...one of the vessels which trade to this place will furnish the best. ... When I left Cuttack last winter, I arrived at the vessel with all my baggage and servants in 24 hours, having taken a boat from hence, and sailed down with the current. ... Should you, however, prefer going by land, I can prepare a sketch of the routes, with their distances. ... Major Fraser tells me he has sent off a palanquin for you, which I hope will get safe."

"I picked up several specimens of the different sorts of rock which compose the hills I have been up, and they are much at your service. They are not very remarkable."

21–8–50; "I...with much pleasure accept your kind invitation to Poore for a few days. Your journey to the sortiward will probably occupy you till the end of the week; therefore I propose being with you next Sunday morning, if that day will be convenient. ... I am much obliged by your kind offer of your bears. ... I shall instruct the apprentices to repair to the place appointed, and survey to Bhobesvar and the vicinity as you wish." 17–9–50, 481.

22–9–50; "Anything that I can do for you in Cuttack, either in getting boats, shoes, or supplies of any kind, you will...acquaint me with. Wishing you a pleasant trip to Manipoosam, & happy residence of the...account...and every benefit from the sea breeze and other luxuries of Poore."
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"To continue Mackenzie’s letters to Mountford—14–6–50—

"As I am here so much nearer to you, I will have your letters 4 days sooner for the time I remain, which may be a month, perhaps, in this vicinity, tho’ not at this place. ... I suppose you will have Sir Thomas Munro with you soon [If, 433]. ... Baboo Row is a plague; he must have patience [395]. ... My agents are Messrs. Palmes & Co. [432]."

15–8–50; "When I wrote...I was much hurried and distressed, and being obliged to go into my palanquin that evening of the 22nd, as my tents had been already sent off to Kinaras, 20 miles."

27–9–50; "Poore. Permit me...to thank you for your several communications of the passing events, which have been more gratifying to me as I have had so little from others at Madras. ... I had to regret the failure of the house of De Fries, which I find every day affects...my Coromandel friends. ... The frequent deaths, also, have given me great concern in the loss of Dr. Stuart, Dr. Jeeb, and very lately Mr. J. H. Travers, a much valued friend. ... I could wish to know some thing of the last two; I see a movement was proposed by Dr. Stuart’s friends. I would willingly join in the contribution if not too late."

"Your account of the storm on the 10th May was interesting. ... I left Calcutta on 9th, and while we lay at Kedgeree till 14th, with what I considered only a fresh breeze, we saw several vessels come in from sea that had suffered more or less damage. We had, however, not an unpleasant passage tho’ working to windward and tacking often till the 22nd May."

"I made some excursions to Cuttack, to the Chikla Lake, and thence to the Black Pagoda near this, but always quickly returned for the benefit of the sea air and sea bath, which has proved very beneficial. Some thought I should not have remained during the rains here, but the experiment shews how erroneous the idea was, as I have found it is dry during the rains, and all Calcutta recommended my not returning till their sickly season is past.

"I was down at the Cerrcos rock about 22nd July, and saw the remains smashed into innumerable pieces. ... How she came there was the wonder, as their position the night before was estimated so far to the eastward of that place; the current probably had thrown them imperceptibly out of their estimated course. I was absent at that time at a remarkable place, Bovan Inwar, on the 7th, but had an opportunity of seeing the sufferers, and among them an acquaintance. On my return 4 officers and 80 men were saved, and about 20 were lost, including the master and a sick Artillery officer."

"I was glad to find your house had escaped so well in the storm, as I understand mine did also. Some of the trees would, of course, suffer, but the remainder will probably flourish more next season, at least I found so in 1807."

"I observe the several changes and sudden appointments previous to the late change of Government. I dare say they were interesting enough to Mr. Elliot’s friends. ... I suppose he would have received the customary thanks shown to him of respect at departure. ... The good people of Madras are seldom behind in their testimonies of regret on the departure of a tolerable Governor. If he has done justice to the interest of his employers and of the public, the satisfaction of others individual will be the less. I must own I did not expect to see your papers teeming with the usual adulatory compliments, but I felt disappointment in
their absence. The Ball to the young ladies was very proper, and quite consistent with the wrought liberality of the settlement."

Neither Mackenzie nor Riddell [qv], had been happy in their relations with the departing Governor, whose obstruction to Riddell's app't. [315, 497] had led Mackenzie to write, [2], "I think in your case the behaviour of some people has been shabby, ... What I wish odd is that Cochrane seems to avoid me on all occasions when we have met (which have indeed been rare), so that in passing in the same room one would almost think he was blind & had not seen me when I was on the point of speaking to him". Mackenzie had been snubbed about a journey connected with his archduke, collas. [475]. "Under the unkind...treatment I met in one superior quarter, I did not like to commit myself to a man who could remark on my public exertions in the manner he did, & even to myself told me bluntly that my proposals were for my own convenience"

Again to Riddell in 1818, "is your profound Chief to remain another year? Or are you preparing your addresses of condolence for his departure? God bless his departure; he can do no more in it. . . You will have such oratory and such speeches as the conquering Heroes return". He writes to Mountford from Dinha R., 28-10-20, on his way back to Calcutta, "I left Pooress on the 16th, and being disappointed of any other conveyance, I came down here the 19th before yesterday... I luckily found the Swift, a cutter of 40 tons, wherein I embark this evening. I have been terribly tormented for some time, and regret much that I have not a stay of a month longer at Pooress."

To Buxton from Calcutta, 25-1-21, "I arrived here yesterday in November after a quick passage and in good health, but unfortunately...a fever, and its consequences...have laid me up on my couch almost ever since. I make use of another hand merely to account for my silence, and to acknowledge your several letters. I return you my best thanks for the drawings you sent me particularly that of the caverns...I am very thankful for any sketches that suit my purpose...I enclose you a copy of the Canashoomaizzi - translated [from] the first part of the Khordlah - when I get the rest you will have the translation of it."

"As I dictate this from my couch, you will excuse me, as I have omitted several things. Have patience till I am well".

In February he was so poorly that he asked permission to do his work from a bed on the terrace; "shortly after my return hither on the 2nd November from the coast of Ceylon, where I had in some degree recovered my health, ... I was taken ill here, and I was obliged to remove to Budge Budge, 12 miles down the river, for a change of air, and for a temporary respite from close attention to the office...My medical adviser...has recommended my moving up and down the river for some time...He asked that "while in the vicinity of the river, and during convalescence" he should be allowed "the expense of hiring boats, budgewors, and occasional residence on the riverside, while thus employed on public duty". He was allowed the cost of his seat, and for communicating with the office, but not his personal expenses. He was constantly having to come up to the office to attend personally to calls for maps and info. and writes privately, 11-3-21, "I was on the point of embarking on the river on Monday, before the receipt of your note with his Lordship's request...and the' unable myself to sit up, or refer to papers, I have endeavored to satisfy His Lordship's enquiry by direction to others."

"As I apprehend...that His Excellency is not aware of my present state of health...that since the 29th January I have not been able to...go into the details of business...and have been repeatedly urged to go upon the river by my medical adviser...I have again applied for written opinion...to lay before His Excellency...For the last three days I could not sit up to dictate this, or direct the search of letters and papers".

On 4th May, he was given formal permission "to proceed to the Sund Heads" and "to deliver over charge of your office to Lieutenant Colonel T. Wood...until further orders".

He died on 8th May on his way down the river.

In original will, on "board HM's Frigate Leda, on coast of Java, 3rd August, 1811". [1, 424]. Mackenzie left one tenth of his property "to my servant Cavelly Venkates Lancha, Bramin, and his younger brother Ramasaamy, in some compensation for the useful services of the said Lancha and of his late brother C. Boris. [11, 39-41; 133, 494-5]...I desire that my brother, sister, or father, recollecting the value I had for these persons, will by no means attempt to lessen or defeat my intention in this respect, which I wish them to consider sacred and inviolable"

"To my faithful servant Lucas Rawdon Burke [312], star pagodas 1,000."

Residue of estate to my brother Alexander Mackenzie, & my sister Mary Mackenzie [11, 394], half each.

"Codicil, Calcutta, 18th Feb. 1815. My consequent marriage of course does away part of this will, but I now desire that after settling the sum of 40,000 rupees...on my dear wife...the residue to be disposed of to one half to my brother, one fourth to my sister, and one fourth to my wife...after deducting the percentage formerly allowed to my Bramin, Lemchan, whose services are still valuable"

Codicil, Madras, 21st Jan. 1816. Besides the sum of 40,000 rupees settled on my dearly loved wife...the further sum of 20,000 be added to increase her annuity...my brother Alexander has one half of the rest...to my sister Mary—that five per cent be paid to my faithful servant Lancha, Bramin, and all my native books & ms."

Also twelve thousand rupees to my sister-in-law, Julia Bartels, the sister of my wife, in approbation of her good conduct and love to her sister.

A further codicil added in Bengal increased the sum settled on his wife, without stating the figures. It referred to an offer by the Directors to purchase the coll. It requested the execution not to forget "the old boys at Stornoway, and particularly Mr. Robinson, Collector".

Probate was granted to his widow on 22-5-21."

It is recorded that Mackenzie paid for the building of the Carn Ho. at Stornoway as residence for his sister Mary [1, 394], who became known as Mary Carn. Carn Ho. said to be of stern appearance, is now marked for demolition and replacement.

In 1918 the town council resolved to erect a memorial tablet and to honour the centenary of his birth by the issue of his biography [474].

Mackenzie was not happy in his work at Calcutta [101-5]. At the age of 64 he had lost the resilience with which he might a few years earlier have adapted himself to new surroundings and problems. No sick man can do himself justice, and there is great wisdom in the present-day rules for superannuation.

1 DnB 149 (146-50), 27-9-20. 2 DnB 150 (114.), 21-3-17.; (161, 362), 17-4 & 16-7-18. 3 ib. (135). 4 DnB 154 (123). 5 me. 27-1-21. 6 DnB 196 (317), 2-21.; 191 (41-3); 19-2-21. 7 DnB 197 (1186); G. M. 86, Nov. 1816 (456); 25-9-16, Scots Mag. 75 (587). 8 James Robertson (1755-1849), Coll. of Customs, Starona, a regular corp., whose son, Evander Maciver, writes. 9 Of Mackenzie in Memoirs of a Highland Gentleman (168-200). Which is indebted to Mr. W.C. Mackenzie.
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He was a very great man; he had a sound knowledge of the fundamental principles of his profession, and a strong sense of the contribution that surveyors could render to the good administration and welfare of the country. He gave heart and soul to render this service as effective as possible. He was a great organizer, going meticulously into the smallest detail, without losing grip of main principles and objectives. He loved working to "a uniform system". It is obvious, however, that he was happiest when the stress of administrative duty was lightest, when he could devote time to his great hobby, the collection and elucidation of historical antiquities, some account of which is now given.

His kindness of heart and warm human sympathies—as well as his high principles of conduct and stern sense of discipline—are evident from the extracts that have been given from his voluminous correspondence.

THE MACKENZIE COLLECTIONS


Other accounts are given in Asiatic Journal, March 1822 (242); Aug. 1823 (137); April 1828 (483).

IREG. XXVIII, 1901, I (147-52).

Alexander Johnston[1] (48) describes how Mackenzie came to take up this pursuit. Before he came to India he had been collecting info. about Hindu knowledge, and he came out with introductions to Johnston's mother who had similar interests [1, 49]. "Wishing to have his assistance in arranging the manuscripts which she had collected, she and my father invited him to...Madrass early in 1798, and there introduced him to all the Brahmins and other literary natives who resided at that place. Mr. Mackenzie...soon discovered that the most valuable materials for a history of India might be collected...and during his residence at Madras first formed the plan of making that collection which afterwards became...his pursuit for 38 years of his life, and which is now the most valuable collection of historical documents relative to India that ever made by any individual."

In a letter written to Johnston, Madras, 1-11-17, Mackenzie says that "it was only after my return from the expedition to Ceylon in 1796 [1, 117] that accident...threw in my way those means that I have since unconsciously pursued...of penetrating beyond the common surface of the antiquities, the history and the institutions of the South of India. The connection then formed with [Kavali Venkata Boriah, II, 33-4...], a Bramin, was the first step...Devoid of any knowledge of the languages myself, I owe to the happy genius of this individual—the means of obtaining what I so long sought for...On the reduction of Seringapatam in 1799, not one of our people could translate from the Caneesee alone. At present we have these translations made, not only from the modern characters, but the more obscure and obsolete. From the moment the talents of the lamented Boriah were applied, a new avenue to Hindu knowledge was opened, and, though I was deprived of him at an early age, his example and instructions were...happily followed up."

In 1797 the Directors had called on all Presidencies to collect material for compilation of a general history of the British affairs in the East Indies. Govt. servants should be instructed to transmit such information on the Chronology, Geography, Government, Laws, ... the Arts, Manufactures, and Sciences, ...as they may...be able to collect."

Six years later they complained that "no information whatever" had been received from Madras, and pressed that "the most effectual measures may be taken" [1, 117], and the Madras Govt., 7-1-04, called on Mackenzie to assist[2]. The Directors so appreciated his contributions that they endorsed the orders exempting "from payment of postage all letters and packets despatched or received by Major Mackenzie on the History and Antiquities of India". On the other hand, Mackenzie constantly restated that "all the purchases have been entirely at my private expense."

His researches, stimulated by his long connection with Mysore, were warmly appreciated. Mark Wilks[3] writes 4-3-07: "Everything...most interesting...in general history may be traced...by the laborious process to which Major Mackenzie has devoted his leisure, which he has been able to snatch from...active and distinguished public service...Digesting the results may fairly be considered a national object...The facility which Major Mackenzie has acquired in directing...a large establishment...and in setting at once what is useful in the materials which they collect, is the result of long experience. The path is untrodden, and it has...too many discouragements to be trod by another. The object will be accomplished by him, or it will probably never be accomplished!"

This was endorsed by Bentick, who writes: "His ardor, perseverance, and contempt of all climate and danger in the pursuit of this object have been quite extraordinary. No man that ever was in India has had the same opportunity, has incurred the same expense, or devoted the same time to these investigations. If it is possible...to clear away the impenetrable darkness with which this Indian system, its origin, and its progress, has been involved, the efforts of Major Mackenzie promise the fairest hopes of success."

By his own account Mackenzie had by this time expended many thousands of rupees on these collins, and to compensate him and give further opportunity for reseach, he was given the sinecure apppt. of Bkmar., Mysore [II, 423; III, 474]. The Directors further awarded him 9,000 pa, admitting "that his merits have not been merely confined to the duties of a geographical surveyor...Lient. Colonel Mackenzie should himself digest...the materials he has collected; and we hope the office which you have conferred on him in Mysore will afford him leisure for this work. After he has accomplished it, the original materials are to be transmitted to us, to be deposited in our Oriental Museum."

"In the meantime, we wish to indemnify him for the disbursements he has made in procuring this collection, trusting that it will not amount to any large sum, and we desire that he will state to us..."
an account of it; which, from his character we are persuaded will be correctly done."

The colln. was by no means confined to MSS. and copies of inscriptions, and in 1809 Mackenzie reported to an Indian statue of which I considered the preservation might be desirable, as illustrative of the religion & literature of a remarkable sect—hitherto little noticed by Europeans. ... I have—skipped it, by an order of the Board of Trade, on board H. M. Company's Ship the Phlox, carefully packed up in a box: ... such specimens of the arts are rarely met in India unattested or defaced: & this subject is in perfect preservation."

While his collators and interpreters [II. 356; III. 391] continued work in S. India, he himself extended colln. in Java between 1811 and 1813, and in the Upper Provs. of Bengal during 1814. Though his official Java est. had to be closed down from 1-5-15, he still maintained "a Dutch Translactor and Native of Java" at Govt. cost [II. 437; III. 301].

He regretted that several of his best workers were unwilling to accompany him to Bengal in 1815. Some were found work in Madras, and others marched by the coast route under eh. of Lakshmaiah, who, since Boriah's death in 1803, had been his hd. intpr. "Letchmahiah has been desired to prosecute during his journey the anxious historical researches of which he has so long had the chief management, and... trust it may be deemed proper to allow him, after he passes Masulipatam, a small guard of sepoys for the protection of those valuable MSS. which he carries." Mackenzie was greatly relieved at their arrival, and writes to Riddell, 8-5-15; "lcochryah arrived...with all his people safe & well, tho' some of them had been dangerously ill. I am exceedingly obliged to all my friends on the Madras & Bengal Establishment, ...as they have, in consequence of the passport you gave them, ...been handed along safe from one Judge & Magistrate to each other & supplied with cash. ... The poor man has done his duty, as I ever expected, & excited some very handsomely compliments from some of the gentlemen to whom I was a stranger" [465].

His collectors even travelled as far as Poona, and he writes to Elphinstone from Calcutta, 7-9-15: "Mr. whole establishment...has been almost overturned by my removal here. I had some of them down to Poona and Ahmednagar in 1806-7 & 8, whence I derived a body of very interesting information. ... I recalled them as I found the expense of my MSS., and I had thought in 1810 of going to Europe. In 1815 I was induced to send some of these "explorations" again into the Nizam’s country, and the hilly country bordering on the Circars, wherein I had obtained so glorious a body of materials on the ancient history of the Caucares, Maratta, and Worongole empires, supported by MSS. and inscriptions. I withdrew them again last year, except one who is still near Gulguru.

"When your leisure permits, I have much to sollicit on the early history of the Mahratta nation and its 96 tribes—of the Arab Colony, and singular Government that existed formerly near Poona—of the covenans and sculptured excavations in different parts of the western country, some near Vengulka, some towards Gour."

He writes to a friend in Sambalpur, 20-8-18 & 26-3-19: "I am desirous of getting an account of the languages & customs of the several hill tribes that live in these wild tracts. They seem to me to be the remains of the original indigeneous race from Cape Comorin to the Ganges & even further. A comparison of several of their languages &c., would best explain this. ... A vocabulary of the languages would be curiously useful & useful."
MACKENZIE

MacKenzie had himself ventured to write direct to Grant from Madras, 7-7-15, drawing his attention to his researches and collars. He had just returned after 4 years absence and had noticed the Madras Govt’s lack of sympathy [476-9] “On my arrival here, I have found such an entire change of men in office, that I feel myself precluded from the same frank communication that was formerly received with complaisance at Madras.”

After MacKenzie’s death Hodgson was left with the staff of translators and writers employed on the collars, and an immense store of specimens and papers which had really nothing to do with the duties of SG. At his suggestion Govt. first ordered Hodgson to complete the catalogue and analysis of the various Manuscripts, Inscriptions, and Grants, collected by Colonel MacKenzie in the Deccan, in which they are... at present engaged. [They] can conveniently remain in the apartments at present allotted to them until their work be completed. His Lordship in Council...relieved you from any further charge of them. It will be necessary...to afford the services of your Register, who has been employed in the preparation of the catalogues and translations, to assist...when he can be spared. You will also continue to draw...the salaries...distinct from that of the Surveyor General’s Office.

By Oct. 1821, Hodgson found that the work was progressing so slowly without any real supervision, that he obtained authority discharge the staff and hand over the material to Dr. Horace Wilson [312, 391-2].

Rawson Burke, the Registrar [312, 470], knew little about them: “All articles considered by [MacKenzie] to be his private property were locked up when he left Calcutta to go on the river, ... with directions to me not to allow access to any person whatever.”

After his death, his friends and Agents called at the house, and sealed the doors of the rooms containing the above...that property. A few...maps that I pointed out as public property were, with the concurrence of those gentlemen, brought by me into the office below, and the rooms remained sealed until the 25th or 26th May... when the Executrix (Mrs. MacKenzie) attended...to examine the papers, and remove the property to another house.

Several materials that related to the antiquarian department were delivered to me by C.V. Letechyha, Brahmin, but most of the portfolios of drawings of sculptures and other relics of antiquity, together with the volumes containing drawings of the costumes of the natives, of animals, reptiles, etc.,...were removed to the house of the executrix... “I believe it was the intention of the late Colonel MacKenzie to illustrate his historical collections with maps and plans, but I am not aware that he had...commenced upon them.”

Blagden divides the collars into three sections: 1822 collection; being books collected at Govt. expense, and considered public property; tr. to Govt. by MacKenzie’s Agents, Palmer & Co., Calcutta, under letter of 10-8-21. Sent to England at once, and reached India Ho. 27-4-22.

Private Collection; offered to Govt. by Mrs. MacKenzie in Calcutta; after examination by a com. 160 vols. out of 215 purchased for Rs. 2,500, sent to London, and placed in Ex. Lib., 1823.

Both these collars almost entirely with Java and NEI.

Main Collection; examined by Dr. Wilson in Calcutta, and covered by his descriptive Catalogue, pub. by Govt. in 2 vols., Calcutta, 1825. Abstracts of his reports are pub. in JASB. VIII, 1888 (400-14, 469-521).

Of this colln. everything appertaining to S. India was moved to Madras Coll. Library, 1828. In letter, 9-30, Lakshminah asked Madras Govt. to tr. it to Mad. Lit. Soc., where he did some work on it, but funds for further research were not granted [461].

On his initiative, and with the recn. of ASB., the Rev. Wm. Taylor, a missionary working in Madras, and “an able and zealous expositor” was invited to make a digest of the ms., which appeared in the Madras JASB. 1836, 7, 1-15, sc. and was reproduced in JASB. of 1838 (507).

Later again Taylor prepared a Catalogue Raisonné of Oriental Manuscripts in the Madras College, which included ms. collected by John Leydon [11, 416], and was pub., Madras, 3 vols. 1807-62.

The colln. was re-tr. to the Govt. Oriental MS. Lib., and is now housed, about 8000 vols., in Connaress Lib. Madras.

The remainder of this main colln., is held at t[O]. [CRO], London, and has been described by Capt. Harrick, Sec. of the RAS Soc., and later by Blagden [480].

MacKenzie claimed that he had spent at least £15,000 or a lakh of rupees of his private money on these collars, towards which the Directors had paid him a gratuity of 9,000 ps., or about 1,500 in 1810, and another Rs. 12,000 in 1821. His Agents, Messrs. Palmer & Co., now “Attorneys to the Executrix”, claimed on behalf of the estate a further sum of one lakh of rupees for the Main Collection, and submitted an abstract account of the expense incurred by the late Colonel MacKenzie, supported by twenty-six detailed statements exhibiting a total of £1,245. 11-11. They had not introduced any item that did not appear as an actual disbursement in Colonel MacKenzie’s memoranda, which, however, ...were in considerable confusion. There could be no doubt that the aggregate then formed was very short of the actual sum which had been expended...

“Messrs. Palmer & Co. further remarked that to severe indisposition during the latter part of Colonel MacKenzie’s life, and much time occupied in actual work...to the total disregard of his private pecuniary concerns which was a leading feature of his character—was to be attributed a remissness by which his fortune had already been injured, and his estate...would suffer considerably.”

“With regard to the coins, drawings, images, minerals, &c., the account...was so scanty and meagre that scarcely one twentieth part of the sums expended upon them were noted down. As this branch of the collections...was distinct from the line in which encouragement had been held out...in your Honourable Court’s Letter...dated the 9th February 1810 [II, 421 n 6, 424 n 4; III, 480], Messrs. Palmer & Co. communicated the wish of the Executrix to have it transferred to the pleasure of Government to accept or reject”. Wilson himself “entertained no doubt...that they had cost fully a lakh of rupees; but how far they might be worth that sum was a question on which Mr. Wilson declined to offer any opinion, observing that the value of the articles...depended altogether on individual possessions.”

The Bengal Govt. was satisfied, and paid 1,000,000 rupees to Palmer & Co. “on their engaging to the whole or any part of it in the event of the Honourable Court declining...
to confirm this arrangement". They despatched the colla., part to Madras, and part to London.

The Directors were unanimous, but felt they could not repudiate the transaction; "The step...which the Government so imprudently took forward a part of the collections to this country...left us scarcely any other alternative but that of confirming the purchase. We strongly disapproved of the...dispursing so large a sum for such a purpose without our previous sanction.

The only part of Colonel Mackenzie's researches for...which any prospect of indemnification had been held out by us during his life was the statistical and historical part. But we entertain strong doubts whether the whole mass is worth the large sum of a lac of rupees, in addition to the twelve thousand rupees advanced to Colonel Mackenzie, and the considerable sums which have been expended since the purchase.

"It appears from a private letter addressed...to our Librarian...that the opinion which Mr. Wilson at first entertained of the value of the collections has been materially lowered on a more minute examination of them. And the character of that portion which has been received in this country does not bear out any very favourable opinion of the value of the remainder". Whatever may have been the actual cost of collection, or the market value at the time, Mackenzie has preserved for countless students of history an immense mass of interesting and valuable material, which otherwise would surely have perished. It is doubtful, however, whether his enthusiasm for collecting was tempered with sufficient discrimination, or whether he could have dealt with so much of it even had he lived to examine it more thoroughly himself. Markham records that it contained "5,000...tenures inscribed on stone or copper—8,076 inscriptions—2,630 drawings—78 plans—8,318 coins...and 100 images"

It was to enquire into the best way of utilizing these collas., and possibly extending them, that Sir Alex. Johnston was examined before a Comm. of the House of Commons in 1831 [471:3]. He urged that research should be extended through the agency of the R. As Soc.; "The Colonel, had he survived, intended to have added to his collection a great mass of materials connected with the history of India, which are still to be found in different parts of the country, but which, if measures be not speedily adopted to collect and preserve them, will be altogether destroyed".

Now in 1832, the Govt. of Madras, under the auspices of the India Historical Research Comm., has opened a special section to repair the Mackenzie MSS. and to micro-film those parts that are beyond repair. The Madras University also is preparing a summary of the MSS. in the four S. India languages, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam.

Appealing to a different interest altogether are the MacK. MSS. at 10 Lib. in vols. which contain interesting matter such as corr. books of the CE's Madras for about fifty years, which have been freely quoted in vols. I & II of these Records.

Amongst the few pub. papers or notes left by Mackenzie are Life of Hyder Ali, pub. As R. VI., 1804, "from a paper found in 1787 in the Paymaster's office at Nellore".

Account of the Jains collected from a Priest...Madgeri, and tr. by Kavali Bori, and Description of a Jain Temple near Calpuri, Feb. 1797, pub. As R., IX., 1807 (2, 44, 272).

He also contributed to Dalrymple's Oriental Repository [I, xvi] and other periodicals. Perhaps the most interesting of all was a paper submitted at a meeting of ASB, "5-4-124" just after his return to Madras, entitled: "View of the principal Political Events that occurred in the Carnatic...from the dissolution of the ancient Hindoo Government...in 1564, till the Mogul Government was established in 1834 on the conquest of the capitals of Beypoor and Gobindpur. Compiled from various Authentic Memoirs and Original Accounts, collected within the last ten years". This had been translated from a Marathi ms. by Bori, and closely edited by Mackenzie. His explanatory footnotes indicate the wide extent of his erudition, and the manner in which he might have dealt with other parts of his collas., had he the leisure. The following are amongst his personal touches; "Arrangias is situated near Durajapatam on the Coast, 30 m. north of Madras. I had an opportunity of seeing those remains in 1790".

"Travelling by accident at Nagalwara, not far from Cumammam, in the Nizam's Dominions, in 1795, a part of the country overran with jungs and robbers, and showing evident signs of better times, I accidentally met with a Dutch tombstone, which led to the discovery of the riches of their factory..." The remains of Bejanagur were minutely examined in December 1800" [II, 153].


So on 4-4-16, to join Johnson on svv. of passes into Deccan; continued svv. till 21-8-16; then Asst. to Comar. in Deccan [83, 172, 464].


D.N.B.; D.E.; B.I.M.C. I: Geo. May I, 1871 (301); Kaye; Portrait by Geo. Hayter, 1815, Foster (74), WM. Exbt. (1126, 1944); statue, Westminster Abbey.

Not a surv., but had been appreciation of svvs. and maps; initiated survys. of Gujarat & Persia, and maps of Persia and Malwa.

1782, ard. India; 1788, Persia. Instr. with force that disbanded French corps at Hyderabad [I, 17, 173].

1799-1801, in ch. 1st mission to Persia, taking Webbe and Pope as survs. [I, 186, 375]; II, 173; III, v. 5-1803-5, Maratha War, on pol. duty with Grand Army—1808-9, abortive mission to Persia—map. Mad. survs. constructing map of Persia at Bombay [II, 134, 174; III, 337]—sympathised with officers in Mad. mutiny [II, 174, 313-4; III, 337].

MANSON, James. Ben. Inf. b. 16–7–1791. d. 15–7–82. Ens. 14–9–08 ... Lt.-Col. 24–4–47; furl. on mc. 21–2–62; M Gen. 10–5–09. Son of Thomas Manson and Susan Black his wife; his sister (?) Mary m. James Herbert (457) and his dau. Charlotte. M. Geo. Logan of GtS. m., before 1820, Henrietta—Hodson, III (221–2). noo. 21–2–17, to suppl. building of Circuit Ho. etc., at Mirzapur; b. 28–12–18, furl. to Europe, on mc. b. 3–7–28, appd. asst. to Herbert as geol. sry. of Himilayal Mts. (268). JASB. XI, 1845 (1157–82) gives Manson’s journal. Sept.– Oct. 1827, of a visit to Mehsul and the Oonim Dhoorns Poo in wv. Kuman, seed. by Herbert, and 2 other officers (260). At halt on 25th Sept. Manson had “a lesson from Herbert in the use of the theodolite”. This journal was ed. by Batten, who comments; “The writers and editors of such papers, the may they may by no means to scientific qualifications (so difficult to acquire in India) are nevertheless...rendering...the important service of pionersry”. On close of sry. in 1828 appd. acting comdt. of Kumaun Local Bns; 1831–31, Comdr. with Bati Res, ex-Peshaw, at Bithur, 10 m. n. of Cawnpore.

MATTHEW(s), Paulet. Rev. Survv., uncov. b. 1807? d. Jamalpur, 16–7–32; m. Son of P. Matthews, indigo planter, Chikrah. m. St. John’s Cath., Calcutta, 5–3–24, Miss Anne Verboon. 13–12–24, reported by Fisher as employed in Pol. Dept. exploring towards Manipur; “50 men from Rajah Gumber Sing’s Infantry, directed to escort Mr. Mathews on the route to Manipur, reached Bokandee on 2nd inst., and proceeded with that gentlemann...near Luykpong, proceeding forward on 9th inst.” Again, 19–12–24, Mathews “returned this afternoon, having penetrated to within 3 days journey of Manipur”, 26th, Mathews had returned “with memo- randa and observations. His route appears to be impractic- able for troops”.

MAY, John Stuart. Civ. Survv., uncov. Dnna. SOO. Calcutta, 1–1–19; surv. Matatbanba R. June 1820; Supdt. Nadia Rivers, 1822; resd. Aug. 1840. D.Ds. 184 (45), 10–12–18, SC. writes to M. Sec. Col. Jas. Young, who had introduced May; “He seems to be the real stuff from which we might make a good surveyor; he is not immediately up to geographical survey in all its branches, but with his fund of elementary knowledge, his practices of land surveying & mode of drawing, I have no objection to take him in tow on such terms as I have mentioned to him” (312). Again, 9–9–19; “In reply to your note about Mr. May. He is a deserving young man, & you need not be uneasy for him with me; at the same time that I approve highly of your & his friends endeavouring to get him intro- duced into the service as a cadet”. 1820, resd., and appd., June, to maintenance of Matatbanba R. (15, 313); from 1825, Supdt. of Nadia Rivers, “with a view to keeping them open for navigation” (16). Amongst his many maps was one of the “Nuddene Rivers with Ganges from Furruckabad to Gwalparah, & Hooghly from Sook Saugor to Nuddeau”.

1831–2, surv. Rajmahal Hills to investigate catchment areas affecting floods caused by unusual heavy rains. 1839–40, on sick leave during cold weather and resd. on acct. ill-health.


1825, on sry. under David Scott, AGG; survd. Bharat R. (33–4); Govt. Gaz. 2–6–25, letter from Rangpur, 18–4–25, tells of escort of 1 no. and 30 men with “Mr. Mathews, a surveyor in Mr. Scott’s Department, to explore the road”, five days journey Rangpur to “Bor Haut”. 1827–8, on sry. in lower Assam under Beding- field, holding ch. from latter’s death in 1829 (146, 390, 423, 501) till his own, having “arrived at Jammul- voron the previous day in a hopeless state”.

MATHIAS, Vincent. Mad. Inf. b. 18–4–1793. d. 12–1–67. Ens. 24–8–11 ... Lt.-Col. 23–12–38; ret. 23–6–41; Hon. Col. 28–11–54. Son of James Mathias, of Stanhope, Norfolk, m., Ist, Llambellg, Wales 9–10–32, Elizabeth, dau. of Richard Poole, surg. of Bengal; she d. 30–12–27, on voyage home. m., 2nd, Cuttack, 9–7–39, Mary Anne Louise, dau. of J. Spencer. Ens. v. Regt. Norfolk Militia, 27–5–69. July 1815, m. to, el. nx. (II, 321). 1819–20, as agn, on sry. under Malcolm in Malwa; m. 1827 (36), sry. of Mhow cant., and surroccamplings; 23–2–20, "left Mundeliesir in an open boat...down part of the Nerbudda as far as Broach, to ascertain the practicability...of navigating it" (54, 123).
MOHSIN HUSSAIN. Syed Mir.

A Mahomedan by religion, but not a bigot; a natural born subject of Her Majesty, his place of birth being the vicinity of Madras. By descent he is partly Arab. He came round originally to Calcutta with the late Colonel Blacker, and was brought up in the shop of Mr. Gordon, a jeweller of some eminence in Madras [258 n. 2], where the Colonel first met him, and was struck by his unassuming intelligence and acuteness.

Blacker had employed him first in the office of the qazí. Madras from 1810, "to repair instruments," but "he was not a public servant." After, as SG. In 1823, Blacker called Mohsin Hussain up to Calcutta, and offered him Rs. 25 pm, in place of the local stoolcar [1. 290 n. 3; II, 214, 313]. Hudson taught him to astr. obers, and found him "a most respectable man and steady observer" [188].

From 1830, his talent and ability won the confidence of Everest, who had him app'd Maths. Inst. Maker in 1842.

MONTGOMERIE. Duncan [II, 430].
Mad. Cav. b. 30-7-1759. d. 20-4-78.
Corn. 1-6-10,... Maj. 17-8-38; ret. 16-3-49; Hon. Lt Col 23-8-54.

Ornamental Club.
March 1810, E.M., cl. V [II, 320]; on completion of course, employed in reducing the m.v's. to form a 1-inch map [II, 319].

1815-6, with Hyderabad Subey. Forces employed on m.v's. of passes "within the Nagaal Territory and the east of the Waras [1817-8, Maratha War, with 6th force, Dakhwar.

Strongly rec'd, for m.v. employment by Mackenzie, who writes to Elphinstone at Poona, 7-9-18, that he "stands on my books for employment on account of great satisfaction he gave in reducing the whole surveys of our Military Institution in concert with another officer [Mounfield, 488], already provided for on the survey. The beautiful and satisfactory specimen of Mr. Montgomery's drawings [II, pl. 12; III, 95, pl. 11.], and his character, induce me to recommend him also to your notice for employment. He is now at regiment at Ellore, and I write his Colonel of this date, who is much interested in him. The specimens of his drawings in maps are indeed beautiful." [339-40].

MMEO. 2-5-19; "placed at disposal of Commissioner at Poona, to be employed in the Surveying Department in the

Deccan. At present doing duty with lst Native cavalry at Amravati." On svc. of S. Madras Country [173 n. 4, 351] until compelled, m.oo. 11-7-20, to take leave to Europe on m.c.

After return was employed in qazí's office, and then, m.oo. 9-11-24, app'd D.S.G. on death of Mountford [311, 342]. "I est only required a considerable time to become acquainted with the extensive and important duties, etc. I was... not relieved for some time afterwards from regular attendance at the Court Master-General's office."

A good administrator, and made thorough examination and report on the syys. of the various Madras dists. [4-4, 102-4, 114, 118-21, 321]; continued to hold post till his abolition [208-9, 241, 279, 301, 348, 376-7]. 1827-30, held ch. of Madras Ossy. after Goldingham's departure [191]; D.Dn. 237 (213), granted 3 mo. leave to Nilgiri Hills.

On abolition of post of D.S.G. in 1833, declined appt. to G.T.S.

MOORCROFT, William [II, 430-1].
d. 27-8-25, Andkhui, Afghanistan.

Left nat. and dau., who were both in India in 1841, J.A.S.B. X (40); Rieder. (b. Oct. 1818). Mad. Inf. 1835-55; Ams. m. London, 187-35, Maj. Geo. St. B. Brown, Bo. Inf. ed. Liverpool as surg.; studied vet. science in France, and practised several years in London. D.V.B.; D.B.; Moorcroft & Preckel. (xvi to xliv). A.J. XCI. 1825 (388); xcv. m. 1835 (250). 1826 (35-42; 92-102); Davis (10, 20-3); Calcutta Res. (149).

Left England May 1808, and assumed duty, 4-12-68, at Pass, Biharl, as Vet. Surg. to Bengal Govt., and Sept. of the Company's stud.

May to Nov. 1812, visited Mânsârawoor Lake with Hoarey, travelling in disguise via Garhwal and Nati Pass [II, 80-1; III, 268]; brought back hill ponies and long-hair'd goats; held up by Gurkhas in Kumaun on return journey.


The last station in Cashmir is called Sonamarg. It is a village of some 50 or 60 houses; the road is difficult and rocky, so as to be impassable to a mounted traveller. The road has the Sindhi on the right hand. •

"North East from Sonamarg, five coss is Baltal... with... one house for the accommodation of travellers; along the skirts of the mountain on right of the road runs the Sindhi; the road is broad and practicable. Baltal is within the limits of Cashmir, but close to it; on the east runs a mountainous elevation which separates Cashmir from Tibet; thenceforward the road is over mountains... paths, but abundant in springs."

"After leaving Baltal about 4 ghares, the road ran over the top... and was practicable enough; on the descent it lay under frozen snow for about an arrow's flight. One coss from thence on the right of the road, and on the summit of a hill, two large blocks of stone were observable. The place is called Wahasung..."

"On this spot arises several springs, half of which flow to Tibet, and half to Cashmir. The River of Tibet, after bearing that country runs by Muzafarabad; below Muzafarabad one coss. It unites with the river of Cashmir, and the
Ommited text from the document.

Followers returned to India [44]. Their caravan of laden camels and rumours of great wealth excited the curiosity of the Uzbek chief of Kunduz, whom Moorcroft found it politic to visit from the border town of Khooloom and, writes Burnes, who found himself in a similar predicament 7 years later, "having made him some presents, returned to Khooloom.

"He had no sooner arrived there than he received a message from the chief, ...inquiring that he would hasten his return, and bring...his medical instruments and Mr. Guthrie... It was merely a plan to ensure him... After a month's delay, he only succeeded in liberating himself by complying with the most extravagant demands of Murad Beg.'

Izzat Ullah had ascended to Lushk and Turistikul, and slighted his loyal support in his dealings with Murad Beg at Kunduz. Being now seriously ill, and the trouble being apparently over, he took leave, and set out for India, 10-12-245.

"The party" writes Burnes, prepared to quit Koolum for Bokhara, but on the eve of departure were surrounded by 400 horsemen and the chief himself to Khooloom [5-30-12-244]. It was now concealed that the chief was resolved on seizing the whole of the property, and putting the party to death. Mr. Moorcroft took the only course which could have ever existed to extend his party and himself. In that disguise of a native, he fled at night, and after a surprising journey, at length reached Talishan, a town beyond Koonoon, where a holy man lived [IV, pl. 16]. With his protection and intercession they were at last released, having paid blackmail of about Rs. 7000.

They crossed the Oxus 11-2-25, and reached Bokhara 26th. Here Moorcroft purchased valuable horses, and recrossed the Oxus on his return about 4th Aug.; he turned aside with a few followers to buy more horses at Mainmauna, but took ill with fever and died at Andikiau. His body was buried at Bakhk, where Guthrie died shortly after. To complete the tragedy, Trebeck died at Mazar-i-Sharif, after 4 mo. illness [44, 282, 508].

Interest in this journey was taken both in India and England, and Moorcroft's letters were pub. at the earliest opportunity as they reached his friends; -- JEGS, I, 1831 (235-47), etc. -- the tragedy of his death made a great stir.

The following comments are taken from Mohan Lal, who travelled that way with Burnes 7 years later [452]: 10-6-32.

"We halted at Mazavar...and put up in the same place where Mr. Trebeck died of a fever. All the property of Mr. Moorcroft was forfeited by the ruler of Mazar on the death of Mr. Trebeck.

"Mr. Moorcroft...was received by the King of Bokhara with honor and distinction on account of his wealth and respectability... and, having made presents to the king, was permitted to ride within the city on horseback... It was after his return, ...and when he was proceeding in search of the Turkman horses in the district of Bakh at Andikau, that he was attacked by fever and died.

"The circumstances attending his decease, though not of suspicious nature, yet are not sufficiently clear to dispel all doubt, but the reasonable conclusion is that his decease was a natural event... His remains were so earnestly allowed a burial place at Bakh owing to the bigotry of the inhabitants.

Burnes describes his visit to "the grave of poor Moorcroft... Mr. Guthrie lies by his side...under a mud wall which had..."
been purposely thrown over. The people of Balkh refused permission to the travellers being interred in their burial-ground. He was unaccompanied by any of his European associates, and was brought back lifeless on a camel after a short absence of 8 days”.

Mohammed Lal records that he “left a name of humanity and wisdom that will long be remembered in Turkistan.... Mr. Moorcroft’s books, papers, and some manuscripts, are at Mazār, a town about 12 miles east of Balkh. I regret that we could make no attempts (without raising suspicion of our motives) to procure them. Papers and journals have been recovered by the exertions of Mr. Fraser at Dhibi, and by him arranged and sent to Calcutta”.

All the papers that had been recovered by 1834—including those received by Chas. Trebeck from his brother—were taken to London by Alex. Burnes, and passed for pubn. to Dr. Wilson. Other papers were later recovered in 1836 by Dr Lord who visited Mazār—Sharif and recovered “50 volumes of printed works... The remainder, including the maps, Mr. Moorcroft’s passports in English and Persian, and a ms. volume—chiefly of accounts, I was enabled to recover when...I myself made a visit to Khoolum and Moosar”.

He found a note by Trebeck that Moorcroft had died on 27th Aug., and evidence that satisfied him that death had not been caused by “unfair means”.

From notes about the goods sold at Bukhara, Lord concluded that the “proceeds were chiefly expended in the purchase of horses, of which he had when he died somewhat under a hundred. His character was highly appreciated by the King of Bukhara who frequently sent for him to enjoy the pleasures of his conversation, and conferred on him the high privilege, never before granted to a Christian, of riding through the city and even to the gates of the King’s palace, on horseback”.

Though his primary object was the purchase of horses, Moorcroft, with Trebeck’s assistance, did much to open up the geography of the countries he visited. Their diaries were ed. by Horace Wilson and published. London 1841, with illustrations and a map. A brief critical summary of his travels is given by Professor Davis in his Raleigh Lecture, 1918, entitled The Great Game in Asia (1820-1834). 1

MORLAND, Henry. Mad. Inf. b. 4-10-03. d. 12-23-68.

Ens. 13-2-21. Maj. 9-11-46; Maj. 7-17-48; Ret. 6-1-51; Hon. Lt. Col. 21-11-54.

Son of James Morton, coal merchant of Deptford, n. Calcutta Cath., 20-4-40; Georgina, dau. of Chas. Rooke, of Brighton; his dau. Bessie m. John Peach Holdich, M.R.I., and d. 9-12-1934.

M.G.O. 12-2-28; Appd. Asst. Survv.: D.Dn. 184 (466). 7-3-28, to join Hyderabad Svy. from Madras, by sea to Masulipatam [119]. Feb. to May 1829, on svy. of Pulkari; very little acquainted with the duties of surveying, but svy. described as “excellent”. [66-7]. D.Dn. 237 (199). 2-10-29; to ch. of Hyderabad Svy. from 1-8-29; [119, 317].

1Mohammed Lal (94-129) 2Moorcroft & Trebeck, I. (xix). total of 57 were recovered. 3J.A.B.B., VII, 1888 (665-6). 4M.As., 66. 5M.A., 4b. 6M.C., 191; Map of Hastings. 7Wightman to Inglis. 8Moorcroft & Trebeck, II (209-10); Moorcroft & Trebeck, I (xiii). 9A.D.B.B., VII, 1888 (665-6). 10 of 8 days he spent in the country, as to keep the King of Calcutta during the rains. I mentioned to him Soory, on him to enquire as to his climate. He said that he thought it would be as good a place as any other, being a high kunner soil [II, 159 p.5], dry and warm in the rains instead of damp and cold. Now I shall be able to proceed there sooner than the 14th of

In ch. Hyderabad Svy. off and on till Jan. 1848, after promotion to Major [5, 342].


Son of David Morrison, Ben. Inf. (d. 1809, Hodson), and Rachel Wightman his wife; bro. to David (1783-1821), scs.; Robert (b. 1787), res.; Wm. Elliot (1781-1815), Ben. Engr. (II, 43), and Nasmyth (d. 1846), Nasmyth’s Army. m. 11-4-44, Elizabeth Constantia, dau. of Rielid. Pryce and widow of Capt. Robt. Campbell, R.N.

Hodson, III (333).

1812-3, Asst. Survv. in Mirzapur [II, 45]; 8-5-13, tr. to Sundarbans, taking ch. from his bro. Wm. in May 1814; Feb. 1815, joined unit for nil. service, Nepall War [II, 16-7; III, 12, 159, 425].

B.O.O. 17-10-15, appd. to officiate as Asstt. in SGO. [309]. Crawford pointing out “his willingness to do the duty on his present allowances...being at this moment in Calcutta, having come from Benares on duty in attendance on a sick officer. Should he...be employed in the surveying line, it would be of the greatest consequence and advantage to him to have served some months in the Surveyor General’s office.” 7-2-16, headed over to Hyde [462].

On departure to England Crawford left a note for Mackenzie, 28-12-15; “This will be forwarded to you by a packet of mine of many years. He has been in my family [II, 413; III, 458] for seven or eight years, and has been twice my assistant [II, 43; 392]. His welfare I am particularly anxious about, and nothing could give me greater pleasure than to hear of his success in life. He stands high on the Lord’s list, from his being nephew to Sir Hugh Inglis, late Chairman. “He is very anxious to be re-appointed to the survey of the Sunderbans, which was for two years carried on by his brother, but fell in the Nepall War [II, 432], and scarcely had recommended the work before the Lord sent him to his Regt. on account of the late hostilities”.

B.O.O. 29-5-16, to resume svy. of Sundarbans, on recd. of Rev. Bd. [7, 12, 140]; 1-1-17, appd. Dámg, 1st cl., and to continue the svy. [142-3, 179, 335, 348].

1817, given assite, of 3 appes. straight from school [350-1, 353] but had to break off svy. in April 1818. “I have generally spent the rainy season at Soory with my brother [488n]. Had I not been sick, I was my intention to have gone to Soory when the rains set in, to have brought up my own map, and to have employed the boys and Captain MacGregor on a trigonometrical survey all round the station...and to have included the neighbouring hills [328].”

“This as a private piece of work would have given them all information and practice, but as I am sick now and cannot go to the Sunderbunds, Doctor Young at first wished to send me to the Sand Heads but, on considering the boisterous weather, he changed his mind, and said that when I should have taken mercury enough here, he would recommend my taking a trip up the country, as so as to keep the King of Calcutta during the rains. I mentioned to him Soory, on him to enquire as to its climate. He said that he thought it would be as good a place as any other, being a high kunner soil [II, 159 p.5], dry and warm in the rains instead of damp and cold. Now I shall be able to proceed there sooner than the 14th of
June (...I trust...it will not be necessary for me to continue this course of mercury so long...)

"...writes from Surin, Birbehut, 5-8-18, "forwarding an unfinished sketch of...part of the J Sussex District, exhibiting a view of the work performed during the 18 months the survey has been actually prosecuted. My late severe illness, brought on by constant exposure to the sun, prevented me from filling up the space left blank, but I propose doing this in the ensuing season, so soon as the rain water shall have ran off from the country..."

Again, on sending in his final sibbes, 17-8-18; "With regard to carrying the survey more to sea, no doubt it would be good to have the knowledge, and I imagine small but safe vessels could be set out and in amongst the sands. A man brought up at sea, however, would be necessary to undertake all the direction of naval concerns; the navigation should be intricate as the sands are numerous.

"There are some petrifications in this neighbourhood [Suri] of trees, plants, and some pure crystals. I shall bring back specimens for..."

31-8-18: "It is my firm intention to proceed on my survey in October. God willing, I do not feel well, but I have great hopes that the cold weather will do much for me, and that I shall be able to work without any harm from proprity haste in recommencing my work. If after a trial I find it in vain contending against sickness, I shall then with much regret give up a piece of work in which I am intensely interested..."

Suri, 8-9-18, asks for notices to be sent to officials in the Sunderbans of his coming season's programmes, and that arrangements be made for suitable boats, and concludes; "I have had several letters from gentlemen in the Sunderbans, requesting to know when my survey will extend their length, as they were very anxious to have a map of the country, but they must have patience..."

It was not to be, and on returning to Calcutta, he had to ask for long leave; "the medical gentlemen think...I should make a voyage to sea with as little delay as possible. I am accordingly preparing to proceed to the Cape of Good Hope by an early opportunity..."" Surgeon B. M. 28-10-18, he was "permitted to make a voyage to sea, for the benefit of his health, for 10 months." Further extensions brought his leave up to 7-10-20.

Like his brother before him [II, 17, 432; III, 12, 344] he had many adventures with tigers and other wild creatures; "On the edge of the jungle on the Pahaur River the country was formerly much more cultivated, but the tigers being so numerous, the people left it [75]. It is now partially cultivated only at Duggrenabad. During all seasons of the year the people say they shut themselves up about 5 o'clock in the evening, and not out till the sun be well up. But in the rains the tigers come in numbers, and at all hours of the day. The people are constantly carried off."

"In the Brahman river, having come to an anchor, we saw a rhinoceros on the opposite side of the river drinking. I crossed in a pannay; he allowed me to approach within 30 or 40 yards. I fired at his head and put the ball through his cheek; he ran off into the jungle before I could get a second aim at him. On reaching the pinnace I learnt from the party I had sent on shore that they had been successful in finding a tank of good water under the coconut trees; it was, however, surrounded by long grass and other jungle, the haunts of many rhinoceroses; they had made a regular bed in it. Being anxious to save a trip all the way to Chandappa for fresh water, I went on shore with an armed party carrying fire-arms, with which we soon set the whole place in a blaze. I left it to burn out, meaning to return in a day or two to try and fill our casks."

"About this time four very large dungalies...each having about to 20 men on board, passed us at a prodigious rate. We reckoned them daccs from their appearance, and when we called to them they returned no answer, nor paid the least attention. They may be going to look for boats in distress that have been separated from the regular fleets by storms of weather, and of course helpless against such a number of men..."

After rejoining from leave, Morrison resumed his appt as... in 1819, and was employed, BCO. 3-2-21, on road syv. and construction, Barakore-Kishangur-Berkampore, and on syv. in Malwa [27, 97, 337]. BCO. 6-8-24, atted. to E. Div. of army under Shuklham at Dacca [65]."

MOUNTFORD, Francis [II, 432-3].

Mad. Inf.

Enl. 23-10-09... Bt. Capt. 30-4-23.

Son of Thomas Mountford, of Wores, m., Madras, 13-1-23. Emily Haswell, probably dau. of Joseph Haswell, Mad. Inf. [II, 430-3].

March 1819, MML. c.l. c.s. P.31, remaining, with Montgomery, to compile the 1-inch and 4-inch maps, completing these under control of the S.G. in 1817 [II, 129; III, 95, 485].

Troyer testifies, 25-5-16, "to the uncomman talents and indefatigable zeal evinced...as well as...for instruction of the Military Institution". As asst. instr. held ch. of syv. in Guntur 1818-5; MML. 19-6-17, after closing of MML., given ch. of remaining syv. of Guntur left incomplete [96, 206-7, 338, 474].

Mackenzie had "a good opinion of his discretion & judgement", and Ward writes from Travancore, 29-11-18, that "he should like well he was with me, having already the pleasure of his acquaintance, but only fear his constitution will suffer in a climate where bowel complaints & the liver are the predominant disorders, to the latter of which I know him to be very subject..."

Sept. 1818, on Riddell's death, called down to Madras for ch. of SGO.; held post till death, after being upgraded to DSO. 18-1-22 [4, 112, 117-8, 213, 209-1, 297, 318, 320, 339]. Held entire confidence of Mackenzie, whose full and intimate corr. with him between 1818 and 1821 is still preserved [116, 120, 277, 310, 374-5, 490, 459, 476-9].

A warm appreciation appeared in the Asiatic Journal of March 1829; "Capt. Mountford, DSO., was a man equally distinguished by his public & private virtues. He entered the service without having one friend upon whose interest he could rely for advancement; and by rare merit, and diligent discharge of his public duties, he raised himself to the important situation which he held at his death. But although thus distinguished as a public officer, it was in the quiet walk of domestic life that the amiable qualities of his heart were most conspicuous."

"He was a most sincere Christian, and unrewarded in the service of his great Master. In his short career through the service he invariably acquired the esteem and friendship of his associates, and the approbation of his superiors. He was Secretary to the Library and to the School Book Societies [81], and obtained their repeated thanks for the...advancement of both institutions".

\[1\] Dn. 147 (137), 37-4-18. \[2\] Staying with his bro David, BCS, who had son b. Suri, 14-3-13. \[3\] Dn. 147 (140-9). \[4\] ib. (150-1). \[5\] ib. (152). \[6\] ib. (157-9). \[7\] from Morrisson, 15-10-18; B. T. C. 16th (120); Dn. 133 (415). \[8\] country boat. \[9\] Sherwill (18). \[10\] MML. 15-6-16. \[11\] Dn. 156 (101), 28-11-18. \[12\] As J. XIX, 1825 (383).
I was to be employed more as a Marine Surveyor than otherwise, but...should have to act in every capacity both on board & on shore, and that the schooner would be well armed for that purpose. ...I came on board...with Major Schalch, & received charge of her from him, as her future commander. Major Schalch likewise told me that I had...further nothing to command...than cattle, or horses, & that I had better dispose of everything...as all my future duties would be on board the vessel. ...I have neither tent, horse, or cattle for carriage, nor servant, or anything indeed to enable me to perform land duties as surveyor.

On Schalch's death, the Dragoons was taken over by the army, with all her staff including Nelson, and was employed in the batteries, storm, & capture of Arracan [73]. On the fall of this place I was directed to survey the rivers and creeks in the interior. ...It was General Morrison's desire I should make a survey of the rivers & creeks round about the camp, & to connect them'. The staff had been disorganized by sickness and Nelson had to appeal for orders, "how far General Morrison wishes me to proceed up or down such rivers or creeks as I may fall in with, and whether or not I am to proceed to any considerable distance from the force without support of some gun boats, and in such case that he should...to direct a guard of sepoys to be put on board my vessel as a protection against war boats, or surprise of the enemy."

"I would also...send...my earnest entreaties that he would...order me my salary for February, being entirely destitute of money to buy in any supplies, or pay my servants, and if the brig...would likewise be pleased to order an agreed sum of pay to the crew of the vessel under my command, who for some time past have been obliged to depend solely upon myself for the advance of their wages, and which is now no longer in my power to give them."

In a later report he tells the SG, that he was ordered to proceed with the expedition under Major Buck against Ackyoyn, near Talae, at which latter place Captain Drummond, paymaster, of the force, ordered me to remain in charge of the boats, till such time as he settled the latitude by frequent observations, and surveyed the town of Talae. Having performed this duty, I was to proceed across the country to seek for a place named Aeng [71, 404], said to be about half a day's journey from Talae. Taking with me a guard of 12 boats men, I commenced my journey, and, instead of half a day, it was nearly 4 days and nights in the wilds of this desolate country—without food for ten days, and so exhausted and swollen from head to foot, that I was forced to be carried by the Burmese who came out to see me into the town, where I arrived nearly starved and half naked. Owing to the rocky beds of the nullahs and impervious jungles, I had to force my way throu without a shoe to my foot. ...On my return from this service to Arracan I was seized with severe fever and ague, which reduced me nearly to death. Finding it impossible to repair my health, I was ordered to Bengal, and on my arrival was so ill that I was despaired of by the medical gentlemen who attended me. A change of air had become necessary. ...I therefore gained permission...to visit the hills of Upper India. After some months I recovered my health in a measure, and was then directed to join the Delhi Survey".

He had reached Calcutta from Arracan in Sept., and after ten days had reported to the SG [77–7–9–25] that "Illness sorely press[ed] me to hold a pause...I am compelled, Sir, to go up the river for my health to a cold climate. Can I render any service to your Department on my way?" He still had his old naval sextant and false horizon.

Posted to Delhi Rev. Svy. after several months
NEWPORT leave; he was not happy on land, and wrote to the SG, 22-8-23, on a "subject that has preyed upon my spirits. ... Placed in command of a...vessel, acting in the double capacity of a gun & survey one, necessarily recalled the feelings attached to my former habits of life, & where I should still have been well contented to have remained, had not my health suffered from the sickness at that time so prevalent in that country [Arakan]."

"In the Revenue Survey of Moradabad I was happy & contented, & had I not returned to a sea life again as I did, I should never have troubled you."

"My health, ... being now fully & firmly re-established, I hope, I feel a strong inclination to return to the Sea. ... [and] get re-appointment, either to my old vessel the Dragon, or to any other. ... Were I permitted to cruise a station in India for survey, it would be the Eastern Islands, the coasts of Sam & Cochin China. ... "I have been a length of time, Sir, in the Eastern seas, & I have surveyed several of the islands on His Majesty's service, I have likewise been on an Embassy to the Court of Cochin China, ... and I have ...the permission of that Government to return ... I send you a map of my Survey...of the Naflf River."

1824, 3-2-27, nominated ass. survr. under Commr. in Arakan for rev. syv. duty, with alles, as River Survv. Travelled by steamer, passing Fatehpur 21-3-27, where he met Birnie Browne on his way up to Moradabad. Passing Baxar on 22nd April, his boat founded in a storm, and he helped another boat carry a General with his family."

He reached Calcutta in May, making syv. of Jalangi R. on his way, "with a small compass and his watch". It now being too late in the year for Arakan, he was placed on duty at SNGO, with his increased alles, there, but failed to get compensation for his "recent heavy losses on the Jumna & Ganges rivers on my passage down, by the sinking of my boat, and the total loss of almost every property."

Dissatisfied with his prospects in Arakan, and anxious for his health, he got his appnt. cancelled, and returned to the Upper Provs. leaving Calutca for Sahrurpur, 15-9-27 [135]. Held ch. of rev. syv. dtta, for several years under Wm. Brown. There is no record of his marriage, and in Dec. 1824 he was an unsuccessful candidate for the hand of Gen. Ventura's sister-in-law at Meehet."


NEUVILLE, John Bryan. Ben. Inf. b. 26-1-1795. d. 26-7-30, Jorhât-Assam, MI. Enr. 25-3-13. ... Capt. 16-6-26. Son of Jacob Neuville, of Lyngtonham, Hants, a French Royalist, and Sybella Phoebe his wife. ed. Eton. Hodson. III (382-3.). 1817, returned from furl. BGO. 22-4-20, appd. Inf. 3rd d. i. ib. b. 8-4-20, att. to road syv. in w. Provs., to report to Cawnpore; ib. 30-4-23, promoted Inf. 1st. 1. [337].

1824-5, Burmese War; Intelligence officer with force in Assam valley collecting valuable geogl. infn. [53-4].

Nov. 1824, led a party on Kalang R., and surprised the enemy syr. Rahachoky: "Lient. Neuville having pushed on...came upon the enemy's chief guard, all of whom were either bayoneted or shot. ... The whole area from Rahachoky to Kalaipar was thus cleared of the enemy within a fortnight of the commencement of the winter campaign."

22-12-24, report from Kolibar, mss. 665 (140); 29-1-25, mentioned in dispatches for recce, locating stockade. Govt. Gaz. 25-7-25, comdg. dett. on Nosi Diung, reports flight of Burmese. As J., Aug. 1826 (129), "In beginning of May 1825,... with a small detachm. posted at Now Dheesing Mookh, advanced against Burmese from Mogarum. In June...again ascended the Dheesing and captured stockade at Dupha Gaum and again at Bosaun Gaum. The evacuation of this part of the country by the enemy and the liberation of several hundreds of Assamese captives, were the fruits of this success" [423].

1827, made several route syvs. in Rajputana including mss. 84 (50), map of Sirchi Palanpur, Mt. Abu [87].

HMS. 671 (823), letter from Sadiya, 22-12-37, on pol. duty; 10-3-28 till death, PA. Upper Assam, and Comdt. lst Assam Lt. Inf.

His "vigor, enterprise, and high reputation among border tribes, have been mainly responsible for the prompt suppression of disorders before they could become serious".

Author of "note on the Geography and Population of Assam", As. K. XVI 1838.

NOBLE, Horatio Nelson. Mad. Inf. bapt. 5-4-03. d. 14-7-50, Jalsa; MI. Enr. 13-3-21. Maj. 1-10-46. Son of Capt. James Noble, Esq., and Sarah his wife. m. 1st London, 31-3-29, Fanny, dau. of Samuel Smith; she d. London, 31-3-29. m. 2nd, Cape Town, 16-11-30, Henrietta Mouton, who d. Mangalore, 23-3-32. m. 3rd, Mangalore, 22-4-33, Mary Grier, dau. of Lt.-Col. G. Jackson, Mad. Inf."

Crofton, II (153)."

Dd. 291 (104), 19-7-35, nominated for syv. dept.; mss. 8-11-25, appd. Asst. Survv. 2nd cl.; joining at Presley from Regt. at Jalsa. Dd. 292 (308), to Cunnaror for Malabar Syv. [114, 342]; 1823, 10th to 30th April, at Calicut under med. treatment, "unable to attend to his field duties... having an ulcer on his leg." 12th June, 2 mo. leave to Presley.

Dd. 222 (201), 26-11-27, leave to Europe "on most private urgent affairs."
1822, appt. to Nagpur svy. ; 1822-3, accd. Resid. to svy. route to sources of Mihanad and Nabarda. 1823-4, detail svy. under Stewart [504], taking over ch. on Stewart's death, 4-5-24 [947-2, 583].

On close of svy., 1-6-30, Resid. remarks that "the unremitting zeal...and spirit, with which he has prosecuted...the survey in unhealthy jungles...has...nearly cost his life"[1]. With his next. Weston, spent several mo. at Calcutta completing maps and reports handed in to SG., 2-3-31 [93, 379, 313].

Norris writes, 21-3-31; "Having lost my appointment in consequence of the abolition of the Nagpur survey, and there being so little opening for a person not in the Company's service...I have determined upon returning to Europe in the hope of being appointed to a situation in one of His Majesty's Colonies"[1].

"I have been actively employed in the duties of the survey upwards of eight years and, since May '24, have had the uninterrupted superintendence of it...I was never once absent on private account or sick...on every possible occasion more was made, and many great difficulties were overcome, in carrying it through tracts...which has been previously explored, and where the climate is...extremely insalubrious and injurious to the health of the persons employed...[1, pl. 10].

"The map...contains a connected survey of upwards of 24,000 square miles, the most extensive, I believe, on the records of your office that has ever been conducted by one person. He has carried out this work at great expense...and has hitherto been only 6,740 rupees" to the Company, "the Directors might afford to...grant me some reward,...as I am about to embark for Europe after a service of upwards of eleven years in the provinces, with barely sufficient means to support me for a few months"[1].

The SG. commented that "Mr. Norris' map...may be safely pronounced a very creditably executed work. It is on a scale of 4 miles to an inch, and...although it is impossible...to estimate the value...without...the...and...verify all the calculations on which it is founded...is...a very valuable accession to the geography of India...The maps are perfectly clear, and are as near as anything like them, executed on this side of India, in the records of this office"[1, pl. 10].

He was recommended for a bonus of 12 mo. salary, but the Directors only granted the meagre sum of Rs. 1,000, in consideration of his having cleared up Stewart's papers after his death[1, pl. 10].

Norris sailed for England, Sagar I. 23-3-31, in the Fugnep, and the following year was appt. to Ceylon service. Under Sec. State letter 29-3-32, "Mr. F. B. Norris, who had been employed under the East India Co. in extensive surveys, is appointed to the situation of Civil Engineer and Surveyor General, on a salary of £800 per annum".

Assumed office on arrt. Ceylon 17-3-33; left to England on me, Dec. 1839-Feb. 1840; Civ. Engr. only Oct. 1840 till after Jan. 1851. Dism. "for allowing the head clerk to embezzle money"; returned to India.

19-3-74 (727), from ch. of Iron Bridge Yard Co. on 500 ps., appd. Civil Architect on Rs. 700 ps.; 19-5-12-4 (1225), permitted to resign. 1855, railway contractor at Allahabad; pr. d. in India.

OLIVER, Thomas. Ben. Inf. b. 17-11-1789. d. 22-4-72. Enrs. 17-3-96...Lt Col. 7-9-32...Gen. 10-9-66. Son of Samuel (d. Capetown, 1839 aged 74), and Susan OLLIVER; bro. to Wm. Oliver (1781-1846), MUS., who was staying with Mackenzie in Caleutta in April 1818. ed. Marlow.

**Oriental Club.** Hodson, III (428).

Mackenzie obtained his appt. to the svy., after persistent efforts: "I requested Mr. Metcalfe to explain to His Lordship how far the Service would be benefited by employing Capt'n. Oliver's talents. God knows what a burden has devolved on me in the whole of these Things. It has nearly overwhelmed me"[477].

**DDN.** 144 (297), 27-8-19, nominated as Asst. Survv. on Sirmur Svy., being content to serve under Herbert, his junior in mil. rank; joined at Saharanpur, Dec. 1819 [2, 38-9, 379, 457].

10-4-29 [157, 303], 2-6-28; to surrender ch. of Delhi svy. by Oct. 1829.

Between June 1828 and March 1830, obes. lunar transit and ocultations of stars at Gurgaon, 26 m. sw. of Delhi. 1831-4, serving with batt. at Nasirabad, submits to ASB. series of longs. obes. by lunar transits and occulting stars, Feb. 1831 to Nov. 1833; also meteoor. obs. Dec. 1832 to Aug. 1834. 31-12-31 to 28-2-32, obes. for lat. of church bungalow, Nasirabad by altitudes of polaris, taken with "an 18-inch altitude and azimuth circle, now passed to Lucknow observatory". Appreciated by edr. J.A.B., James Prinsep, as "it is a constant complaint of astronomers in this country that points of reference are not to be had"[9].


Appse. 13-3-1800; Sub-Asst. Sept. 1804...Priepi Sub-Asst. I1-2-1842; Civ. Asst. 4-6-22; ret. 1842.

m. Secunderaboud, 12-11-19, Mary Terry Adolphus. Father of: Andrew Cornelius-Thos., and Chas. A. Oliver—all sub.asst.s. GTS; another son, Mark Edwin, m. 1865, Semapure, a dau. of Chas. Joseph [321]. Nov. 1831, all four sons accd. De Penning from Madras to Caleutta to join their parents.

1800, appd. to Survv. School, Madras—1804-6, with Kater in Mysores [II. 304]—11-3-07, to Lambton's svy.; emp. on compns. and copying till rouped out with De Penning in Aug. 1817 on trgo. of Gt. Arc N. from Bdkdr [233-4, 325, 375, 378, 437]—with De Penning again in 1818—and from 1819 became Everest's right-hand man [113, 237-8, 230-2]—With Everest again, 1822-3, on longl. servs. w. to Sholapur and with him at Hyderabad during 1823, acting as go-between with Dr. Morton [354-6, 434 n.8].

On De Penning's resm., 1-2-24, accd. at Senior Sub. Asst., Everest reporting, 29-3-23, that he had "for the last 3 years been employed under my own eye and, however trying or difficult the circumstances...I have never found him deficient in zeal or accuracy"[48]. At the period...of my illness I left him in charge of the operations on the Godavery in 1829 [31-1-2]...and he acquired himself most satis...factorily[13].

"Capable of connecting the Karangody and Yerranadah meridional series...Mr. J. Olliver...will need no advice at a loss in conducting any other principal series whatever...I suggest...confiding the further management of the Great..."
Olliver was pleased that he could not leave the clearing of the base, but Everest was not satisfied. "I see nothing which could not...safely have been left for 24 hours to the management of Murray Torrick [380]. You had a party of 6 sepoy under a clever non-commissioned officer. Your conduct is quite indefensible. You will consider yourself under personal arrest until the pleasure of the Supreme Government is known. ...As it is not my intention that you should consider yourself under close arrest, you have the liberty of camp allowed you".

Report was made to the SG, 29-11-34: "My 1st Sub-Assistant, Mr. Olliver, has been acting with great propriety of late, and has at last proceeded to direct disobedience.

"I arrived at Sherouj on the 7th instant, and sent Mr. Olliver to the 10th to select and prepare a line for my base of verification in the plain east of the town, whilst I proceeded to the western tableland to fix the position of my meridian by circumstellar star observations.

"The task...is one of great fatigue, and to me was partially because I have but barely recovered from a severe fever which confined me to my bed for nearly a month; [440, 441]. On the morning of the 21st, finding myself quite worn down for want of rest, I wrote...to Mr. Olliver, who was then about 12 or 14 miles distant, desiring him to attend...early in the morning on the 22nd, for...assisting me in taking some angles with the large theodolite, but at all events by 2 o'clock in the evening. This order Mr. Olliver disobeyed in toto, and I was...compelled from actual want of women to leave my present object. The charge urged is that he did not think proper to leave the village labourers to work by themselves.

"If this had been the only instance of misconduct on the part of Mr. Olliver, I should have considered it as a venial offense, but it is far otherwise. He has on several occasions of late given me great cause to be displeased...and has shown...wilfulness and intransigence of which I before thought him incapable...the utmost kind and indulgence at my hands...So had a spirit be crushed in time...

"I have desired him...to consider himself in arrest. I know not whether this measure is in strict accordanc with the rules of the department, but...I could not with propriety allow a person who, by his willful disobedience, had forfeited my confidence, to take part in these delicate operations...

"My only desire is to bring him to a proper sense of his duty, and to check in time a habit of insubordination which, if once gains ground, will not easily be eradicated!"

Blacker agreed that Everest was fully justified in requiring the strictest discipline, but asked him to call on Olliver to express regret and promise future good conduct. Olliver's first reaction was defiance and a request to resign. Everest, however, gave him a month to think it over, and then referred to the SG: "He waited upon me and expressed his sorrow and regret for what had passed, and his thanks for the considerate treatment...both at your hands and mine. I will, with your permission, consider the affair as satisfactorily settled."

In 1825, when Everest decided that he must take sick leave to Europe, there was much discussion as to the emt of the 1st, during his absence, and it was finally decided to give Olliver charge of a long series of triangles from Sironj to Calcutta, with an 18-inch theodolite instead of the great 56-inch one, which was now seriously out of order. [259, 264, 442]. Everest emphasized the wild and difficult nature of the country and estimated that the work would take more than six years [241-2, 261-4].

"Where then is the single individual to be found to whom a work of such extent, duration, importance, and delicacy, can safely be confided. The person so selected should not only have a thorough practical knowledge of his profession, ...but he must be endowed with an ordinary portion of enthusiasm...to induce him to give up society and all the enjoyments of civilized life."

Olliver was the only man to fill the bill, and Blacker told Govt. that he had "every reason, after mature discussion with Captain Everest, to consider Olliver capable of the task". It was just as arduous as Everest had anticipated, but Olliver persisted in spite of trouble and sickness, and had brought his triangles to within a short distance of Calcutta, by the time Everest returned five years later [9-10, 87, 248, 252, 259, 261-4, 327, 404-5, 416-7, 495, 499].

No special increment of pay was granted for the great responsibility, Govt. thought it sufficient to hold "expectation of handsome remuneration should be...found to have fulfilled his duties with zeal, rectitude, and ability". They had not so far been generous, and Olliver had great difficulty in getting his travelling expenses when he went down to Calcutta with Everest in September 1825 [249, 353]. For the return journey; "To avoid detention...should sickness attend me, I have been induced to engage two palankeen bearers from Calcutta to Mirzapoor. I was also unfortunate in having lost a valuable travelling horse a few days before I left Calcutta; its complaint arose from fatigue on the journey from Camnmore to Calcutta in the rainy season, and the beast died a week after reaching Calcutta.

The horse stood me in at purchasing, 360 Hydeabad rupees equal to 300 rupees 9-8-4"

He was staunch to the instars, left by Everest, and firmly resisted the wishes of Hodgson that he should compute his points as he went along [257]. "I hope that in two years the work be terminated at Calcutta, when it will be gratifying to sit down deliberately indoors to complete the calculations...a far more preferable mode than all the hasty calculations in the field"

In 1832, on Everest's warm recol., Govt. authorized his promotion to Chief Asst., on Rs. 600 p.m., which the Directors confirmed, whilst refusing any further reward.

1841, Olliver proposed "to cultivate a garden after retirement".


2/Lt. 13-12-27... Col. 18-2-61; ret. as Hon. M. Gen. 1-9-63.
OSBORNE, Henry. Civ. Surv., unev. 1815-6, arcd. Calcutta as purer of ship Magdala; lived at 60 Brahman Lane.

Son of Capt. John Otter, of RMC, Sandhurst.
ed. Sandhurst.

Son of Capt. John Otter, of RMC, Sandhurst.


11-12-29, appd. ass. to Gilmore on s.v. of road Burdwan to Patna, completed by March 1830 (28); 1-10-30, appd. ass. to Wici, s.v. of Brahmaputra R., taking ch. Sept. 1831 (15, 515). 1834-7, with GTS.

OSBORNE, Henry. Civ. Surv., unev. 1815-6, arcd. Calcutta as purer of ship Magdala; lived at 60 Brahman Lane.

Son of Edward Symonds Omanam, mern. of Yarmouth and Henrietta Maria his wife, dau. of Sir Edmund Lacoa, 1st Bart.


11-12-29, appd. ass. to Gilmore on s.v. of road Burdwan to Patna, completed by March 1830 (28); 1-10-30, appd. ass. to Wici, s.v. of Brahmaputra R., taking ch. Sept. 1831 (15, 515). 1834-7, with GTS.

1835-6, 2nd. ed. Calcutta as purer of ship Magdala; lived at 60 Brahman Lane.

Son of Edward Symonds Omanam, mern. of Yarmouth and Henrietta Maria his wife, dau. of Sir Edmund Lacoa, 1st Bart.


11-12-29, appd. ass. to Gilmore on s.v. of road Burdwan to Patna, completed by March 1830 (28); 1-10-30, appd. ass. to Wici, s.v. of Brahmaputra R., taking ch. Sept. 1831 (15, 515). 1834-7, with GTS.

In an appn. to the Collr. of Bhulua, or Noakhali, for the s.v. of the islands and chauns of the Meghna R., Osborne writes, 28-10-21, that "during the time I have had the honour to hold an appointment in the Honourable Company's service (nearly 4 years) as a surveyor in the department of the Collectors of Calcutta and the 24-Pargunnas, I have...employed...my leisure time in such a way as to increase the...comfort of my family, to which my salary alone was inadequate [12-3]..." By making surveys and estimates, drawing plans, &c. for individuals, and...by one of the Divisions of Calcutta, I have been enabled to average an addition of about 300 rupees monthly during the last 12 months, with hopes of an equal or greater advantage in future, according to...may become more kn...I should certainly prefer a permanent salary...under Government, even if something less than what I now receive". He was not attracted by the terms offered, and the s.v. went to Blake (36, 453). Osborne retaining his post in the 24-Pargunnas. The elder son, a "young man of high character...very promising talents", had been proposed as his successor in Oct. 1821, but Govt. sanction was not received till Aug. 1823, by which time "he had been at length induced, about eight months ago, to accept an offer to embark on board a ship bound to Europe". Osborne thereupon offered his "younger son Wm., who was duly appd. on 100 rupees [368-5]."

Of maps by Henry co. as Assessor to one of the Divisions of Calcutta, I have been enabled to average an addition of about 300 rupees monthly during the last 12 months, with hopes of an equal or greater advantage in future, according to...may become more kn...I should certainly prefer a permanent salary...under Government, even if something less than what I now receive". He was not attracted by the terms offered, and the s.v. went to Blake (36, 453). Osborne retaining his post in the 24-Pargunnas. The elder son, a "young man of high character...very promising talents", had been proposed as his successor in Oct. 1821, but Govt. sanction was not received till Aug. 1823, by which time "he had been at length induced, about eight months ago, to accept an offer to embark on board a ship bound to Europe". Osborne thereupon offered his "younger son Wm., who was duly appd. on 100 rupees [368-5]."

Maps by Henry co. as Assessor to one of the Divisions of Calcutta, I have been enabled to average an addition of about 300 rupees monthly during the last 12 months, with hopes of an equal or greater advantage in future, according to...may become more kn...I should certainly prefer a permanent salary...under Government, even if something less than what I now receive". He was not attracted by the terms offered, and the s.v. went to Blake (36, 453). Osborne retaining his post in the 24-Pargunnas. The elder son, a "young man of high character...very promising talents", had been proposed as his successor in Oct. 1821, but Govt. sanction was not received till Aug. 1823, by which time "he had been at length induced, about eight months ago, to accept an offer to embark on board a ship bound to Europe". Osborne thereupon offered his "younger son Wm., who was duly appd. on 100 rupees [368-5]."

Maps by Henry co. as Assessor to one of the Divisions of Calcutta, I have been enabled to average an addition of about 300 rupees monthly during the last 12 months, with hopes of an equal or greater advantage in future, according to...may become more kn...I should certainly prefer a permanent salary...under Government, even if something less than what I now receive". He was not attracted by the terms offered, and the s.v. went to Blake (36, 453). Osborne retaining his post in the 24-Pargunnas. The elder son, a "young man of high character...very promising talents", had been proposed as his successor in Oct. 1821, but Govt. sanction was not received till Aug. 1823, by which time "he had been at length induced, about eight months ago, to accept an offer to embark on board a ship bound to Europe". Osborne thereupon offered his "younger son Wm., who was duly appd. on 100 rupees [368-5]."

Maps by Henry co. as Assessor to one of the Divisions of Calcutta, I have been enabled to average an addition of about 300 rupees monthly during the last 12 months, with hopes of an equal or greater advantage in future, according to...may become more kn...I should certainly prefer a permanent salary...under Government, even if something less than what I now receive". He was not attracted by the terms offered, and the s.v. went to Blake (36, 453). Osborne retaining his post in the 24-Pargunnas. The elder son, a "young man of high character...very promising talents", had been proposed as his successor in Oct. 1821, but Govt. sanction was not received till Aug. 1823, by which time "he had been at length induced, about eight months ago, to accept an offer to embark on board a ship bound to Europe". Osborne thereupon offered his "younger son Wm., who was duly appd. on 100 rupees [368-5]."

Maps by Henry co. as Assessor to one of the Divisions of Calcutta, I have been enabled to average an addition of about 300 rupees monthly during the last 12 months, with hopes of an equal or greater advantage in future, according to...may become more kn...I should certainly prefer a permanent salary...under Government, even if something less than what I now receive". He was not attracted by the terms offered, and the s.v. went to Blake (36, 453). Osborne retaining his post in the 24-Pargunnas. The elder son, a "young man of high character...very promising talents", had been proposed as his successor in Oct. 1821, but Govt. sanction was not received till Aug. 1823, by which time "he had been at length induced, about eight months ago, to accept an offer to embark on board a ship bound to Europe". Osborne thereupon offered his "younger son Wm., who was duly appd. on 100 rupees [368-5]."
Pemberton was, further, a beautiful dumn, witness specially DNIO. 1386 (6). 1828-30, was member of comm. laying down Burmah-Manipur boundary and, 1830, visited Ava; then to Arakan following Traint's route over the Yomas to An [71, 508], and survey, sants. at Kyaukphyu and Akyab. He reported personally to the GG. at Allahabad, and was officially commended for his "determination, ... accustomed zeal and spirit of enterprise", which led him "to accept the call to Ava, and to set out forthwith, notwithstanding the unfavorable season of the year" [56]. 1831-2, deputed to select suitable site for capital of Arakan, and with Jenkins [454 n.5] surveyed route from Arakan through Cittatong; Cikhar, Manipur, Naga Hills, to Assam [454]. Offered sys. work under BG., but preferred pos. service on NE. Frontier, which included mission to Bhutan, 1837; from 1839 AG. Mahushatkil till death. Auth. of Report on Eastern Frontier of British India, 1839; Report on Bhutan, 1839. Constant contributor to ABH. of birds and geol. specimens. His father-in-law writes after his death that he and Mr. Pemberton were engaged on a catalogue of "Bhutan specimens".


Peyton, John. Sub-Ass't Surv., GTS. b. c. July 1804 in India.

1DNIO. 196 (143), 6-11-21. *The original plan that Shalum's force should strike into Burma via Cikhar and Manipur was soon abandoned; Bhuyan [546]. 2Kabaw Valley; 14th Army, 1843-5. 3A plan which has the Rev. Surv., from 1839 (335). 4DNIO. 216 (240) & 230 (340-1). 5DNIO. 191 (1-6). 6IMS. 872 (615). 7JRS. VIII, 1838 (301-7); v. Ashley Eden's Political Missions to Bhutan: 1834. 8JAS. VIII, 1838 (99); X, 1841 (66-7) XII, 1843 (255). 9DNIO. 142 (60), 7-3-17; MRC. 24-3-17. 10Bo MC. camp, 59/1822. 11Ass't Surv. 1791; Surg. 1799; ret. 1826.
at Hyderabad [444]. I entered the G.T. Survey", he writes later, "in 1822 and served under you until your departure to England in 1825. I assisted in the operations...from Pilkhar to Secow, through the deadly tracts of the Mahadeo mountains [442–6, 493–4]. I was then employed on the longitudinal series with Mr. Oliver, Mr. Rossenrode, and Mr. Torrick, at that time the only unconnected Trig. surveyors besides myself.

"I need not dwell on the hardships and difficulties we encountered on that service, nor on the successful termination to which it was brought [467–4, 483, 491–4, 492]".

**PRINSEP, James. Assay Master.**


7th son of John Prinsep [1746–1820], merchant of London and El. Agent, who sent 8 sons to India.
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_bapt. 21–2–1781._  
_Ens. 30–1–1796 ... Capt. 15–11–19._  
Son of John Goldborough Ravenshaw, and Elizabeth,  
his wive, dau. of Col. Withers.  
_1817, Supdg. Engr. Malabar & Cochin; sold surv. insct. to Svy. Dept., Cuddalore._  
_1822, prepared Plan of the Town of Madras, and its limits  
"for the use of the Justices in Session"; Civil Engr. at  
_Presidency._ (99).  

b. Berne, Switzerland, c. 30–11–1794.  
_Arr. India c. 27–11–21._  
Compr. 15–1–25; Sub-Asst. sct. 21–1–25; leave to  
Europe on m. 1830–2; in ch. sct. obey. 10–1–56; left  
India on ret. 9–10–59.  
m. 1st. Calcutta, 2–6–25, Sophia, only dau. of the late  
J. B. Plucker; father of W. Palmer Rees, who m., Calcutta, 29–9–54, Mary Ann Mallock.  
There was another Vincent Rees, ass't. to Carr, Tagore &  
Co., brothers, who pr. m., Calcutta, 14–2–38, Eliza, eldest dau.  
of the late Jas. Jones, of Ireland, and d. Calcutta, 24–5–45,  
aged 34.  
Before 1890 held comm. in militia of Berne canton.  
_DDN. 204 (135), 8–1–25._ Blacker rec'd his app't.  
_to assist in sct. obs. at sct. of "of a respectable _education and class in life.  
As he has for some time been working gratuitously in this office in order  
to recommend himself, I have had an opportunity of  
making myself acquainted with his merits and  
capabilities (188).  
"Mr. Rees is a Swiss gentleman by birth, and has  
resided during four years in Calcutta, employed  
chiefly as a teacher of elementary mathematics and  
English grammar, in which he is ... proficient".  
_Appl. Sub-Asst. on R 249 pm. (373).  
Blacker further particulars:  
_Rees...had a fair prospect of independence before him, which he only  
relinquished on Colonel Blacker's repeated assurances of  
protection and support.  
Messrs. Benisse & Co., of this city, to whom he brought out letters, and in whose house he  
resided for some time, offered him a respectable situation in  
their counting house, with the promise of eventually admitting  
him to a share in their business._  
"Predolling, however, the service of a Government whose  
liberality towards its servants he had always heard  
lauded, he declined their proposal.  
At the time Captain Herbert made the application in his favor, he had the sum  
of 40,000 rupees in his Agents' hands (Messrs. Palmer and  
Co.). Had he been fortunate enough to have  
have obtained leave, he would have been...to draw out of their hands, and  
take to Europe, the whole of his money.  
By the failure of that business which occurred soon after (271 n.1), he was left  
entirely dependent on the bounty of Government.  
"He was uniformly treated by Colonel Blacker with  
attention, having an apartment in his house, and a seat  
at his table. Indeed...he originally proposed that Mr. Rees  
should be appointed to succeed Captain Cheape, who was then  
Assistant to the Surveyor General" (310, 413).  
"On Colonel Blacker's death, ... Major Hodgson  
deemed it proper to employ Mr. Rees in a totally  
different kind of duty, viz., that of instructing the  
apprentices in the Revenue Department in the prac-  
tice of surveying (365). The season of the year  
chosen for carrying on these lessons was the months  
of May, June, July, and the consequence to Mr.  
Rees of constant exposure to the excessive heat...was  
a paralytic seizure, which has entirely disabled him  
from writing with his right hand, affecting his speech  
in a considerable degree, and also deprived him of  
the free action of one of his legs and arms.  
"Finding after several years that his symptoms  
were in no degree improved, he was induced by the advice of his medical  
attendant to submit his case to Captain Herbert...for  
leave of absence...to visit his native country.  
Some difficulties having been anticipated from  
want of a precedent, Mr. Rees still remains...endeavouring to perform his duties.  
As there is a probability that Mr. Rees' malady may be  
benefited by a visit to his native country, I would recommend that he  
be allowed to be absent...without being struck off the strength of  
the establishment" (96).  
On his return from leave in 1833, Everest employed him  
in the obvs. at Calcutta (180–9); "Mr. Rees was an invalid  
when I arrived. His face was paralysed; he had lost the  
command of his right arm and hand, and wrote constantly  
with his left hand.  
He wrote so badly that it was difficult to read his  
writing. He ... I conclude that he is not  
restored to health and efficiency. Mr. Rees' right arm is  
subject to violent convulsive motions. He had, in fort, no  
control over that member, and with the best intentions  
in the world might have done inexcusable mischief amongst  
the valuable instruments of my department... I deemed  
him and do still deem him, not only useless, but  
dangerous, without instruments".  
Suitable work was found for him at the SGO. until he ret.  
in 1852.  

REMON, Thomas. [II, 438].  
_bapt. 22–12–1700._  
d. 5–11–25; _Mândvi, Cutch; XI._  
_Lient. 1–10–08; Capt. 15–8–19._  
Son of James Remon, of Jersey.  
From 1812, ass't. on rev. svy., Bombay I—1815–6, on  
Bombay till, _BO M. 8–1–18,_ "ordered to proceed on field  
service in the Coast" — wounded at capture of Kooker fort,  
13–3–18; _BO GO, 14–4–18,_ placed successful attack on hill  
fork of Bhal, Cutch — _Bo GO, 14–11–29,_ "distinguished on  
account of his ardent zeal and high professional acquirements"  
—d. "of a bilious fever...on his way from Kaira to take  
command of the Engineers of the Field Force in Cutch"  
1830, "Routes in Gojjar, Oosamundel, and Cheor  
Wauque".  

REYNOLDS, William.  
_b. 21–2–1798._  
_d. Bombay 2–2–29; XI._  
_Lient. 6–1–19._  
Son of William Reynolds, attorney of Folkestone, bro. of  
Chas. Reynolds, SB. Bombay 1796–1807 [1, 385; _II, 438;  
_m., 13–10–23, Amelia, dau. of the late G. W. Gillio, Bo GS.  
[400].  
_Bo GO, 1–11–29, appd. to Gujarat Rev. Svy., and employed as  
ass't. survr., Kaira Dist. till completion 1824 [170 n.5].  
RICHARDSON, William.  
Asst. at Royal Obsy. Greenwich,  
_Aug. 1822 to 1845._  
Originally a north-country blacksmith.  
_Observatory, 48 (1825); B A S (m), II (25), Feb. 1830._  
_Empy. by Sir James South, 1838–1867, astr.  
D N S., proving a skilled observer and compr._

---from SG. 23–12–30; _DDN. 295 (103–7)._  
---_DDN. 296 (85), 10–10–33._  
---_Vibart._
NOTES

1828-30, asstd. Everest in preparation of his Account of the Measurement of an arc of the Meridian [242, 246, 357, 446] and introduced him to Henry Barrow [259].

1830, awarded gold medal of R.A.S.; dedicated app't. of Astronomer at Madras.

1845, died, by AR, Sir Geo. Airy; "though acquitted of charge brought against him, which was in no way connected with his work at the Observatory, he was not re-instated.

b. 3-5-1786. d. Madras, 1-9-188.
Lient. 7-7-05.
Son of John Riddell, merch., sometime Provost of Glasgow, and his wife Elizabeth, sister of Archibald Campbell, who assumed his mother's name, Coighean, and became Lord Advocate, 1807-16.


19-10-16, round, by Mackenzie for ch. of svy. office at Madras, "on account of his professional qualifications,... and particularly for his experience in the Trigonometrical Survey".

MMG. 24-3-17, to act as adjt. 2/10th st.

M.M. 19-6-17, appd. "to receive charge provisionally of the branch of the Survey Department remaining at Fort St. George... with a salary of s. pagodas 70 per month [II, 333]. exclusive of the difference between the half and full batta of his rank" [II, 321; III, 357]. Amd. Madras from Vellore, 16-6-17, and took over ch. on 17th July, the day of Mackenzie's departure [4, 300, 316, 475].

It was some time before the app't. of "that excellent young man" was confirmed. Riddell himself writes, 8-8-17; "My first desire is to see your views fulfilled, and myself nominated a permanent assistant. From what I hear, no appointments in the survey department will be made at this Presidency. All arrangements are expected from Bengal, and it is to that quarter I must look for my advancement. High expectations... were never my object but, at the same time, I have not been cut off by others, although I trust I have not the vulgar idea of measuring a situation to its salary".

He writes, 10-10-17, of the app't. of an adjt. to Lamont on the GTS. "I am not at all surprised that there are many candidates for the important situation of succeeding Colonel Lamont. But, if there is any chance of an Assistant remaining at the head of the Madras branch of your department, I should like, at all events while you are at the head of all, to have that situation. Should there be, which I should much regret, no chance of that situation being permanent, I would reckon that of Lamont's assistant and successor as next in honor" [429].

Lamont had, indeed, at one time suggested his return to the trig. svy., but, on hearing of "the appointment of Capt. Everest as his Hd. Assistant on a salary of 600 rupees" [419-24, 424], Riddell commented; "They do things stylishly in Bengal, and I wish I had belonged to that establishment. As I have always said, I wished to continue under you, and now the prospect in the Geometrical Survey being cut off, it is all at an end".

His app't. was eventually sanctioned under MoO. 16-6-18, when he was duly granted "the designation of "Assistant Surveyor General". There were no real grounds for Garing's resentment at Riddell's selection to this post before him, for it was a staff app't. only, carrying no seniority over that of a Surve. in ch. of a f.d. party [316-7, 339, 430].

He thanks Mackenzie for pushing his case, and "for the trouble you are going to take about me. I am quite aware that Government here are now convinced of the necessity of the appointment, but I was that while Mr. Elliot [427 n.1] remains, I can expect only to be tolerated. I am completely in the background with him, and although I have shown him very respectful in the way of visiting, etc., have not received from him even the common civilities due to all. On the contrary, on occasions where every officer on the staff has been asked to dinners given expressly to the staff, I have been their only one at Madras left out. As you know me, you are sufficiently convinced that being released from long dinners is to me a favour, but there is a kind of pride of situation... that feels for being slighted. However, all the secretaries have behaved in a most friendly manner, and, as Governors are not permanent, I may survive the present one [317-8 F]."

Later letters contain further news of Govt. Rs.: "Mrs. Ellick has been very ill; spams the disorder she complains of". "The Governor & his family are as usual. Cards & suppers & bed divide their day. Another son arrived a few days ago from England, so the whole family are, I believe, now collected at Madras" [427-9].

Mackenzie loved hearing all the Madras gossip, and Riddell told him all the little-tattle [425-6]: "You ask for news from the Deihain. We have allowed ourselves both in Berar & at Poonah to be bullied into a confidence which had nearly proved fatal to us. The discipline of our troops has carried us thro' satisfactorily, & must impress upon the minds of the inhabitants of India a great idea of our superiority in arms, whatever they may form of our abilities as politicians. At Poonah report says we were aided by the fidelity of one of our native officers. An attempt to seduce him had been made for the Peshawar. ... This, tho' his commanding officer, he discovered to the Resident, who desired him to carry on the plot. In the course of it he received 500 rupees, was introduced at the Durbar, & arrangements made that when the Peshawar commenced the attack [427], the battalion...should turn on their friends.

The attack was made, and Cockle's astonished horse received a volley from the supposed conspirators. The officer has been rewarded by a gift of 5,000 in addition to the 10,000 he got in the course of the negociation by a jaghire".

Riddell was amongst the officers consulted as to the probable value of the new Telegraph [270], and Mackenzie writes, 11-4-18; "Your report on the Telegraph has given much satisfaction here, & I am glad it was referred to you in that manner. Some other reports we have got on it are so loaded with technical terms as to be not very intelligible to plain ABC men, & are laughed at. Ever avoid technical phrases, except to professional men. ... You are a good fellow, Riddell, & have too much trouble for your pittance of pay. We must look to this when the Governor General comes down [49]."

Like many others of the Company's officers, he was a great reader, and he writes to Mackenzie, 8-3-18; "I understand books are very cheap at Calcutta. I requested you formerly to obtain for me the Asiatic Researches & Hume's History of England [439, with Smollet's and Adolphus' continuations]".

And if to be had at a very low price I would now add to that list the Encyclopaedia Britannica, with the Edinburgh Review. The former of these had been sold here for 100 pagodas & the latter [20 vols.] for 53 [451].

1 MPC. 11-11-16. 2 DDM. 151 (31-8). 3 ib. (64-70). 4 ib. (85-100), 24-1-17. 5 MPC. 151 (46, 216); Sept. 1517; 18-6-18. 5 DDM. 354, 341. 6 DDM. 150 (461). 7 ib. (90-7), 6-12-17. 8 ib. 151 (461). 9 MPA.
"You would be pleased at the commencement of our Literary Society. The whole merit of the undertaking is due to Babington." 

Amongst other scraps of news, Riddell writes, 9–2–18: "Colonel Graham1 leaves me tomorrow for Pondicherry. He is very unwell, poor man, & I am afraid not long for this world."

10–3–18: "It is again reported that Traped2 is coming out, at which De Haviland is well pleased. Colonel Graham is again with me. He appears to have a great shrewdness in running away from his wife, and I am not at all surprised at it. Marshall is to be Paymaster. Clive, Military Secretary, Berar has been given another Superintending Engineer, and Anderson is appointed, so that most certainly the Engineers have plenty to do, and no want of staff situations."

The hit at the Eng. was to let the original order that the navy office should be handed over to the CE, and the reluctance of the Govt. to give it to anyone but an Eng. [317].

14–5–18: "General Traped is looking amazingly well. He has got a fine Europe colour, & appears to have a good appetite. He now stays at De Haviland’s & I was hopeful might have taken your house [475, 477], but he talks of a bungalow".

4–7–18: "The Engineer Department has returned to its former state. Traped at the head, & De Haviland Superintending Engineer. The latter is pleased at the charge. You have lost two promising young officers—Davis [416–7] and Natter—of the death of the former you have seen the newspaper account. The latter was killed at Maligcon on the breach. He mounted it at the head of the Pioneers, & had merely time to see an inner wall & an intervening deep ditch. While he was making a signal to the storming party not to come, he was shot dead. The party however, came with the scaling ladders were not long enough to get down the ditch; & from some mistake... they waited for orders to retire. Before these arrived, three more officers had been killed & several wounded."

"Headquarters, with the exception of Morison & Blacker, arrived on the 24th. All here are looking well. A levee numerously attended took place on Monday. The Genl. looks ratherchter, but his face is as red as ever. Conway is thinner. He enquired particularly after you ([I. 424.2.1])."

"Genl. Munro [II. 443; III. 124] has given up the command of the South Mahratta Country, & is on his way to Madras & England. This last campaign has almost cost him his eyes. They are so bad that he is still doubtful if he can recover the use of them. The other Coll. Munro is here from Travancore [109 n.]. To him McDowall succeeds. Marshall becomes Paymaster & with much satisfaction resigns the situation of Secy. to Clive."

"The Southern Mahratta Country is to be a kind of District & O’Donoghue [II. 380] is appointed Qr. M of Brigade in it. Chaplin is Head Collector & Commissioner [108]. Thackeray is in orders as Chaplin’s successor at Bellary [171 n.8]! ..."

"Mackenzie replies almost weekly: 20–7–18: "The Peshawa being now our prisoner, I suppose tranquility will be restored throughout. I see the arrival of Sir Th. Hislop mentioned, & the honour shown; no doubt everything was magnificent & a fine speech made on both sides. So General Traped is arrived. I am glad he looks so well. I suspect he did not find England so cordial to his habits. They are so bad that he is still doubtful if he can recover the use of them. The other Coll. Munro is here from Travancore [109 n.]. To him McDowall succeeds. Marshall becomes Paymaster & with much satisfaction resigns the situation of Secy. to Clive."

He was deeply grieved; "My knowledge of Mr. Riddell was but late, only about 16 months ere I left Madras... but... I have had ample occasion to appreciate his great merit, his excellent disposition and discretion [318]."

Writing himself about a class of survey apprentices, Riddell comments that "I am not very apt to lose my temper, a quality perhaps more to be considered than abilities in such an undertaking."

Mackenzie was indeed well served by Riddell, as he was later by Mountford, and he writes to Young of the Mil. Dept.: "I am sorry to find... that the state of his affairs are not likely to promise anything to his friends in Europe. Indeed... his residence at that Presidency was necessarily more expensive than his funds. If you are acquainted with his friends in Scotland, you will do me a favour by mentioning my sentiments to him. Very lately he had transmitted me a

---

NOTES

letter from the Minister for India, of the 3rd March, to his relative the Lord Brough of Stortford, with assurance of his support and Mr. Canning had wrote to My Lord Hastings about him" [349].


Hodson, III (662).

Nov. 29–3–1, "recently appointed to Quarter Master General's Department, to Cawnpore under Eqmt. for survey of roads in Western Provinces" [37, 87]; as Q.M.G. surr. a number of routes in Central India, and compiled map of upper Narbada, 1823–5.

10–12–25, mentioned in dispatches, capture of Halfpenny, mhr. 77 (6a.) map showing sites of Thug murders, 1832.


1825, surr. s. Konkan coast, co-operating with Jervis, who writes: "My work, as it closes on to Captain Robinson's, exhibits a difference. I could have wished better. ... Captain Robinson's is far more correct than mine. He is a more experienced and careful observer, and obtained his results from a base which is only about a geographical mile south of Vizianagore [306, 130]."

Apparently no relation to Geo. Robinson, also Bo. Mar., appd. 8–7–23, who served through Burmah War as mdpn. and Lieut.


d. Bombay, 30–10–49.

Mar. SC. from death of Chas.侯., Sept. 1821, till rem.

Nov. 1833 [10–7].

Nat. son of Hercules Ross, of Rossie Castle, co. Forfar, who with 2 bros. made fortune in W.; half-bro. to Horatio Ross (b. 1801), nsc., whose father was dau. of John Parish, merchant of Hamburg. Horatio won the first recorded steeplechase [of moonlight fame] on his horse "Chalker"[33].

A Portuguese lady, b. at Pondicherry 1793, by whom he had son, Wm. Hercules Ross (1811–49), Ben. Inf., kd. at Chillianwala 13–1–49, and a dau., Eliza, who m., Calcutta, 15–2–33, Frances het. In. Of their other 7 children two sons served in the Indian Navy, and two dau. m. bros., Richd. Lloyd, IN., and John Lloyd, R.A.; Richd. Lloyd success. Daniel Ross as Mar. SC.

A son of Francis Stenton, Francis Lambert, who also entered IN., adopted name Ross-Seaton[4].

Lov., I; Markham (10).

FRS. Portrait in oil in rooms of Bo. branch of R.A.S. Soc. Family hold a large silver cup — my American vase — of will pr. 22–12–49—presented by underwriters of New York for salvaging of cargo of ship sunk off China coast in 1809.

Med. 102 (12), syv. of coast of S. China, 1807, being engaged there 1808–20.

1824–5, Burmah War in general direction of mar. syw. on Arakan coast [184]; 1827, at Amherst in Investigator [434]; 1830, on Arakan coast.

Described by Markham as "the father of the Indian Surveys" and "the first who introduced a really scientific method" of coastal and mar. syw. [433]. JAS.B. 1. 1832 (202), memo on "apparent time on board ship".

Nov. 1836—pension Rs. 350 pa.—retired to Bombay, where he was Master Attendant, and President of the Geographical Society from 1829 until just before his death"[5].

d. 15–2–18, camp. Nadia.


pr. 2nd son of Zachaenus Ross, of Hawk, St. Thomas, wr. and thus related to Daniel (sup.

ed. Glasgow Univ.; matric. 1804; MD. 1811.

Crawford's Roll (B. 804); date of arrl. India not known.

Owing to the urgent mil. demand for med. officers during the Maratha war, Ross and 6 others were locally appd., pr. some time early in 1812, to do duty as Asst. Surgs. "during the existing exigency"[6].

In camp letter to Mil. Dept. 25–10–17 (108), Lord Moira nominated him to be Surg, and Geol. to GSN., being "singularly qualified for this task". He had been "strongly recommended to His Lordship's...notice by Dr. Crichton, First Physician to the Emperor Alexander", "as eminent for his attainments in natural science as well as in medical and surgical knowledge. ... Dr. Ross...adds a familiar acquaintance with the language of Persia (in which country he has travelled)". Ross had, moreover, "strong claims on the liberality of Government, in having...given his gratuitous services up the River to a distressed and sickly detachment of H.M.'s troops, who were deprived of all other medical aid". He was at the time, Oct. 1817, "on his way with a detachment to the Upper Provinces". He d. whilst attd. to the Centre Div. of the army, pr. in med. ch. of troops.


Pracl. Sub-Ass't crs. 29–5–35; ret. 31–7–41.

m. 1st, Masulipatam, 17–6–14 [II, 394]; Mary Magdelene Corvan who d., Calcutta, 21–3–34, aged 40; two of their sons John and Wm., joined crs. 1838.

m. 2nd, Eliza, who survived him.

ed. at Otsy, Surgv. School; well reported on Lambton [II, 346; III, 378–9]. After Lambton's death, being "a parson of great worth, zeal, and practical acquirement, actually sent in his resignation" [423, 429 n.1, 373, 437, 439]. He agreed, however, to stay on, and on Everest's recrn. was promoted to Rs. 300 pm. from Nov. 1828 [9, 245–6, 325–7, 352, 444]. Had trouble with Everest over neighing horses [445].

1825–30, was Ollyver's senior asst. on the long. series Sircow to Calcutta, and did excellent work selecting stations in advance [261–4, 494–5, 471, 495].


Son of John Ruddel, of Asuga Common, Armagh, and Grace Bell his wife, sister of Chas. Todd Surg., Ben., Med.

Hodson, III (705–6).

Ramgarh Batt. 1811–4; ret. to Lt. Govt. Java, 1816–5; 

Ramgarh Batt. 1817–9; Ft. Wm. Coll. 1820–32.

1818, like other officers of Ramgarh Batt. [II, 47; III, 27; 88], surr. routes in Chota Nagpur. SG. writes, 20–7–18;
RUTHERFORD

500

"The route in question must be interesting, as I believe it is altogether new; however, we shall see what the Qr. Mr. Geal. says upon it. ... If you could add a map, & take some observations of the latitude, they would add much to their value."

"Plan of Sambhulpur Fort," and routes were to be sent to Qa, who would pass them to SG, with comments [309, 331]; the plan of city or fort was to go to the CE and not to the SG. "We are tied down by regulations & cannot deviate to the right or left. I wish with all my heart I had nothing to say to these roads or routes. Why don't you turn yourself to the taking of observations, & constructing a plan & map of the country of Sambhulpur? I believe it is a new field!"

b. 6-12-02. d. Otago, New Zealand, 25-12-74.

2/Lt. 9-4-10 ... Maj. 3-7-45; ret. 5-7-46;
Hon. Lt. Col. 28-11-54.
Nephew of Capt. Wm. G. Rutherford, of Greenhill Hosp.
29-12-59 to 13-4-30, with Thos. Brockie, survd. Assam.
Bhatia for his drawing full allees of land surveyor, Es.
618 pm.8 [64]
10-6-30, appd. Aast. to PA. Upper Assam, remaining on
pol. duty in Assam till 1840, when he became PA.

b. 10-8-1791. d. 28-12-74.

Ens. 19-7-09 ... Lt. Gen. 8-2-70.
J. C. Cawnpore, 6-10-21, Miss Jane Calliedon.
2nd, Indore, 7-7-36, Maria Jane Bellasis, dau. of
Wm. Nathaniel Wrights Hewett, BCS.
Hudson, IV (17-8).
21-1-21, appd. DQMG. 3rd cl.—900. 29-1-21,
to Cawnpore. Surv. under DQMG., for syv. of roads in w.
Provs. [371];—ib. 29-8-25, promoted to 2nd cl. [337].
Oct. 1821 to Feb. 1824, survd. road Nasirabad to
Jaisalmer; with map of "part of Jodhpur, Jassaul
er, and Odypore; thence thro' Lagos back to
Ajmere. The survey seems to be executed with care.
... Observations for latitude. ... It will form a good
gaugerographical material when longitude of Ajmere
and one or two other points are better known.8
1834-56, FA. Mehidpur, cl.

SCHALCH, John Augustus [II, 440-X].

Ben. Inf.
b. 27-11-1793. d. 25-9-25, of wounds
received on action in 23rd, Kungpala,
Kianpala, Arakan.

Ens. 22-3-09 ... Br. Capt. 16-9-23.
Son of Andrew Schalch, Capt. RA., from Switzerland,
who was nephew of Andrew Schalch (1912-1776), master-
founder of Woolwich Arsenal (D.N.E.).
ed. Schalch, Marlow, 1887.
to Dec., 1814, asst. on Sambhurbans syv. [II, 17 n.2
III, 328];—1815, syv. with unit on Nafipai frontier
[19].

1 Dnm. 160 (137-8) from Mackenzie. 2 BtG. 5-8-33 (6).
3 Dnm. 309 (80), 27-9-32. 4 pr. before Everest went to
Java [II, 137]. 5 Schalch is a keen astronomer in 1813.
9 Glees'ings in Science, II (26-8).
On the outbreak of war—see 16-8-24—a corps of Pioneers and Surveyors was raised at Chitral, under Schachal's command, and placed under the orders of the q.o. [68, 333, 435]. His officers were scattered from the Assam valley and Cachar to Arakan. After arriving there with general instructions [53, 181, 198-9], Schachal himself undertook the fixing of main control points in Arakan, but lost his life on a naval race, up the Kaladan R. [182].

"Major Schachal...having organized a pontoon system for the use of the army in Arakan, was appointed to the head of that department. His health having suffered, he was recommended to try the sea air, and he accordingly proceeded in the Research with Commodore Hayes [68]. In the unfortunate attempt which was made against the blockade of Chamballa he was mortally wounded, and, having lingered in great pain, the following morning expired.

A more detailed account is given by Low, who describes the "action...up the Prome Pura Khine, or branch leading from the Onrang E. to Arakan [182 n.1], with a squadron consisting of the Research...with the gunboats and other vessels. At 2 p.m. they came within sight of the enemy's works at Chamballa, which opened a heavy fire on the leading vessels. The Research, with the Commodore on board, was soon within half-pistol shot, and commenced a heavy cannonead and fire of musketry upon the fortress. After a severe engagement of two hours...the scene beginning to fall, Commodore Hayes was obliged to drop down the river..."

"The casualties were severe...Amongst the killed...Major Schachal, a distinguished officer of the Company's service...who was on board the Research for the recovery of his health. He was struck while standing on the poop by a musket ball in his breast, and died on the morning of the 25th...On receiving his wound he fell into the arms of the Commodore, exclaiming 'I am a dead man', but lingered for two days in excruciating pain, inspiring the bystanders to shoot him through the head, and put an end to his suffering...This action took place 23rd February 1853..."

For his work on the waters of the Hooghly and the Sundarbans, Schachal had purchased a schooner Dragon, which he took with him for service in Arakan. "Governor giving him a fixed monthly allowance of six rupees 100 to find himself in such conveyance. In August 1853 the Dragon was purchased by Government, and added to the Arakan fleet of the flotilla" [49].

It was com'd by Horatio Nelson and Drummond notes that the Dragon, "having been employed for the conveyance of the instruments belonging to the Survey Department to be considered as entertained from 96th February last, as a public service..."

For the dredging of the canals he had the Pints, one of the earliest steamboats to be used in India, which was used as a floating battery during the Arakan campaign.

Schachal was most popular as well as talented. He had quickly won George Fleming's regard [15, 39], and it is recorded that 'he was no common man, who, at his age, and as yet a subaltern in his regiment, so recommended himself as to obtain...the brevet rank of Major, and this without exciting the dissatisfaction of many who might...have thought themselves aggrieved by his advancement'.

SCOTLAND, David. Mad. Inf.

b. 22-11-02...d. 16-6-57.

Enr. 18-3-21...Bt. Maj. 9-11-46; ret. 22-10-47.

1Gleanings in Science, 11 (30).
2Low, I (437).
3From John Hayes, Master Attendant's Office, Calcutta, 18-1-27;
4After sailing the Research under the same command at the same time
in 1829 granted land for British sanitation; WR. Frontier (24).

m. Dunfermline, 24-7-33, Jane Buchanan, dau. of Geo. Meldrim, of Dunfermline; s/o d. India, 1-4-30
1826, with pol. dept. Moulmein; sur'dv, route from British Cantonments at Moulmein to 3-Pagodas, 29-12-26 to 23-1-27; journal DNs. 249, M 423.

Name wrongly given by Grant as Scott [76].

SCOTT, David, senior. BCS.

b. 14-6-1786; d., Cherrapunji, 20-8-31.

Son of Archibald Scott, of Usan, Kx. and Margaret Chalmers his 2nd wife.

Writer 21-8-01; Comr. in Cooch Behar & Joint Magie. Rangpur, 27-9-16; Cvr. Comr. of WR. Rangpur, 1-1-22; AGG. WR. Frontier, 14-11-23.

DIB.; Adam White: RRO. XIX (27-61).

1801-4, at Ft. Wm. Coll.; from 1806, Collr. or Magie, successively, Geraghpur, Parnoa, Muthaspore, Tipperah; Dec. 1813, Judge & Magie. Rangpur Dist.; responsible for pol. relations with Assam [49].

1822, recev. syv. Garo Hills embodied with Schachal's syv. of 1817-8 into map of Goalpuck, JRO. 34 (12) of 1845.

1832-4, as AGG. for WR. Frontier, took pol. ch. in Sylhet and Cachar on invasion by Burmanos [50, 64], and did much to assist in geol. exploration, taking keen interest in source of Brahmaputra [16, 562, 85-7, 63, 182, 443, 451].

April 1854, on assembly British forces at Gauhati [52] marched from Sylhet over Jaintia & Khasi Hills to Nowgong, and down Kaling R. to Gauhati; route surv'd by Blechynen [51, 425].

From 1825, started roy. syv. for settlement of revenues Assam valley, using Bengalis as aves; syv. supervised by Bedingfield with Mathew as assis., till Mathew took ch. after Bedingfield's murder [54, 149, 349, 423, 484]. Scott had only just left Nongklao for Cherrapunji when the disaster occurred; he d. two years later at Cherrapunji, where Govt. erected a monument in his memory.

SCOTT, David, junr. BCS.

b. 10-10-1796; d. Boulogne, 20-3-1858.

Writer, 12-7-06; on deputation to Sundarbans, 1-11-14; Artg. Collr. 24-Parganas, 13-9-15; Comr. in Sundarbans, 5-7-16; ret. 14-2-38.

Son of Capt. Wm. Scott, Kx., of Logie; no relation to above.

m. 2-6-25, Mary Anne, dau. of Wm. Crawford, m. of Docking.

Not a surv.; 1814, first app'd. to settlement work in Sundarbans, basing his work on Morrison's syv. [141]; 5-6-16 to 1817 Coorr. in Sundarbans; "Mr. David Scott, relieved from Collectorate of Cuttack, and...well-qualified, both by previous experience...and by his general character as a Revenue Officer, to discharge the functions of a Commissioner in the Sundarbans, we appointed him to that situation."11


b. c. 1784/6; d. Calcutta, May 1827.

Appos. 1-9-1798...1st asl. Ast. Surv., 1818, m. Madras, Nov. 1810; in 1840, his aged wife was supported by their eldest son, Wm. Henry Scott, who was hd. gram. SGO, 1828-62. A younger son, G. H. Scott, was written in 6th office at Dehra Dun from 1835.
June 1801, joined Warren on Mysore svy., and, Oct. 1802, with him to Lambton's svy.; remained with Warren at survy. school, and when school was abolished, 1810, att’d to s.o. [II, 352; III, 373].

"In January 1816, I was detached, in conjunction with Mr. Hamilton & other junior assistants, to survey the districts of the Masulipatam Collectorate [99-100, 339, 373], on which service I received notice of my transfer under this Presidency [Bengal], with order to engage," and I, Calcultee, which I reached in March 1818, & from which time I have been generally employed in the drawing department & in the instruction of surveying pupils [101, 312, 350] 11.

During season 1818-9, his class of pupils surrv. Botanical Gdns. Sibpur [12, 351]; Jan. to Aug. 1821, took ch. of pupils on svy. in Cuttack Dist.; Ddn. 147 [202], 25-6-21, reports that he is suffering from "an obstinate complaint of dryness, or swelling of the body" [10, 351-2].

Continued at Calcultee from Aug. 1821, drawing extra abuse. Rs. 150 pm. as instr. 30-1-23, "health much impaired"; with RSG to Fathaghar, salary Rs. 350 pm., returning to Calcultee, 31-7-26.


Enl. 25-3-09 as Capt. 1-5-24.

Son of John Seely of London.

m., Calcultee, 5-2-13, Maria, dau. of Geo. Dowdeswell, Ch. Sec. Gen. Govt.

Auth. of the Wonders of Ellora, and A Voice from India, both pub. London, 1824.

Conf Cor. 25-5-35, rec’d. "further extension of his leave for 3 months that he may complete a geographical work on which he is engaged," advanced Rs. 600 for return to India; ib. 24-3-35, permitted to return to duty.

London, 1829; "Improved Map of India, coloured and mounted in sections on linen, 36 by 25 ins., folded in royal, s/e, slip case".

SHORTREDE (shortreed), Robert.


Enl. 4-1-23 ... Lt-Col. 12-10-57; ret. as Hon. M Gen. 31-12-61.


m., Allahsabah, 19-1-44, Clara Arm, dau. of Geo. Channer; poss. father of Robt. Shortrede, a Senior Examiner of Audit, Dec. 10, 1880, who painted two water-colours now at IO. (Foster p. 95).


Spells his name more often "Shortreed" and signing as such in 1857, as shown below. "Shortreed" is the form usual on Scottish border.


Logarithm Tables 1844: ob. notice, RAS. (mas) XXX, 1889 (120-1).

1Statement of Services; 2-12-22; BTC 22-5-23 (56). ment of expense from SG. [302, 324].

*Close (72). *DDn. 150 (41), 13-5-16. *Quarterly state-


Son of John Smith, and Mary his wife, who m. 2nd., Culliford.  

m., Calcutta, Miss Laurette Françoise L'Elian.  

Hodson, IV (117-8).  

awc. 27-1-16 (114), survd. Dacca cant. [14].


bapt. 13-9-1787; Nancy, France.  

d. 16-9-73.  

Ewas. 29-4-03. Lt Col. 25-5-30; sublt. 10-7-32;  
Hon Col. 25-11-54.  

Sec of James and Mary Smith of Bletford, Devon.  

1813-4, on svy. Muzzafar s. frontier [11, 47].  

1.31-12-22; appld. to complete svy. of doât canal under Tessell.  

14-433; th. Rs. 500 in addition to mili.  

pay and allowances; 8 to 10th. Col. Rev. 16-8-27 (405).  

Suppl. of 6th canal; ib. (414), on repair of Quin Minâr and other works at Delhi.

1 F blk '385-6; mnr M. 377.
2 Gold pendant seal, engraved in intaglio on stone of lapis lazuli; from the Frank Smart colln., given to the Museum by T. J. G. Dunannnon in 1830.  
3 Bo MC. (camp) 1834 (129).
4 As J. 1821, XII (515).  
5 Par. (8).
SNELL, Charles. Mad. Inf. b. 6-5-1791. d. 3-6-41, at Mundim, nr. Seringhamatam. m. French Rocks.
Ens. 27-8-07 ... Maj. 5-1-09.
Son of Robert Snell, sailmaker, of Palnaught.

Oriental Club.
Dec. 1808. XMI. cl. IV [9, 320]; MGO. 18-2-09, owing to irregular conduct, to rejoin corps [II, 314]; July 1814, MGO. cl. VIII [2, 321]; MVO. 12-1-10, on fd. svy. with MGO. Jan. to May 1815.
MGO. 7-10-15, on Europe on mo.; "Has been labouring for a considerable time past under a severe affection of the lungs, which has reduced him to a state of extreme debility, attended with other symptoms of a dangerous tendency"; MGO. 15-8-20, returned to duty.
3-11-20, appd. to sup. svy. of Rajaun-durah Dist., holding ch. in n. Circars till 1833 [5, 101, 190-1, 320, 341, 350-1]; 7-12-25, granted med. leave to Cape but, no passage being available, took 6 mo. in Nilgiri Hills. Montgomery reports from Madras, 15-9-29, that he had "had a return of the complaints which occasioned his proceeding to the Neelgherry Hills. He arrived here yesterday in a very debilitated state, and will be under the necessity of proceeding to sea for his health". Sailed from Madras to Calcutta, 30-9-29 [102, 321, 379].
DDn. 221, 19-1-27, resumed ch. of svy. at Vizagapatam 5-1-27 [103-4, 208].
Early in 1833 moved party from Gunjam to Nellore; June 1835, resd. from svy., and took furl. to England.

STERL, Scudamore Winde. Mad. Inf. b. 8-2-1789. d. 11-3-65.
Ens. 17-7-05 ... Lt. Gen. 3-9-01.
Son of David and Penelope Steele.
MGO. 10-5-49, Elizabeth Margaret, dau. of Lt.-Col. Wm. Read, 9cog. King's Troops.
ct. 1838; knt. 1853. DNB.
July 1815, MGO. cl. IX [II, 321]; 1817, actig. Fd. Acog., with Hyderababd Subay Force; with Doveton in Berar [83-4]; April 1818, survd. routes between Aurrangabad, Nasik, Chandur.
29-10-20, appd. asst. on Deccan Svy., for svy. s. Maratha country [125, 58, 6, 14, 208, 212].
MGO. 6-2-24, to be asst. in quios Dept.; ib. 2-4-24, as Acog. with force from Madras to Barma; said to be the only officer able to take astr. obs.; [72].
1836, Sec. to Mil. Dept. Madras; 1845, MAG.; 1852-3, commd. Madras div. 2nd Burnese War.

Lieut. 17-7-05; Capt. 1-9-18.
Son of James and Margaret Stewart, of Dublin.
MGO. 1866-8, MGO. cl. 1 [II, 320]; 1868-10, on Travancore Svy. [II, 131-2; III, 106]; 1811-3, on Java expn. [II, 320].

1816-8; AGMO. with Hyderabad Subay. Force; 1816, survd. hills w. of Wardha R. [83]; at battle of Mehidpur, 22-12-17; mentioned in Malcolm's despatches; ib. 3-2-18 & MGO. 6-10-18, granted 6 mo. leave on mo. to Cape; after extension, returned to duty 20-10-20, and appd. AGMO. to Nagpur Subay. Force.
1822-4, held ch. of svy. of Nagpur Territories till death [91, 93, 259, 469]. "His desire to connect the triangles deduced from the Talakulors base with points established by the late Colonel Lambton south of the Godavery induced him to attempt the continuance of his observations through a most unhealthy jungle, and a few contracted in those jungles almost immediately deprived the survey of its able...superintendent" [491].

STEWART, Charles Alexander. Bo. Inf. b. 12-2-03. d. 22-7-76.
Ens. 13-3-05 ... Maj. 11-11-05; Col. 14-11-54.
Son of Duncan Stewart, Chamberlain of Kintyre.
MGO. 7-8-29, Lt. of 36th Bengal, and served in the N. West Indian forces; MGO. 7-8-57, 19-7-60, 14-12-69, Capt. of 12-2-03, Maria, dau. of Sir Herbert Compton, Ct. Bombay.
July 1812, MGO. cl. vi. [II, 321]; MGO. 13-11-14, appd. asst. in qm's Dep., svy. branch, 2nd cl.; 1816; on svy. of Ghats, from Ajanta, and of routes in Berar [83 n.6]; MGO. 24-6-17, to be fd. AGMO. with Hyderabad Subay. Force.

July 1812, MGO. cl. vi. [II, 321]; MGO. 13-11-14, appd. asst. in qm's Dep., svy. branch, 2nd cl.; 1816; on svy. of Ghats, from Ajanta, and of routes in Berar [83 n.6]; MGO. 24-6-17, to be fd. AGMO. with Hyderabad Subay. Force.

Ens. 14-7-07; Lt. 17-7-12.
MGO. 26-2-02.
MGO. M 322, route svys. embodied in Franklin's map of Bundelkhand [449]; DAEQM. 1-17 [335].

Lieut. 30-1-1788 ... Col. 5-4-29; M Gen. 1838.
pr. son of Capt. Wm. Sutherland—Ens. Bo. Inf. 1775—MGO. 53rd Ff., 1777—and Capt. 55th Ff. 1782; bro. to Milford Sutherland "of H.M.'s military service", and nephew to James Sutherland, Major Attd., Bombay, 1802-5; ccss. to James Craikham [435].
MGO. Bombay, 20-1-14, Maria, dau. of J. H. Cherry, no cs. KIS. 1810 [II, 443 n.12].

Oriental Club.
From 1802, asst. to Sg. Bombay [II, 302, 322]; 1811-12, Survr. with Hartford Jones' mission to Persia [II, 176, 339]; Bo. Go. 31-1-14, on return to India resumed apppt. under SG. till abolition, being then emp. on rev. svy. of Broach [169].
NOTES

April 1818, on svy. of passess in Khânâsh and Deccan. "From Songur to Boocharnearpo, between the River Tapsee and Satpura Mountains." [83, 122, 351].

BO Sc. 30-7-17, on svy. of "Eastern Borders of Guzerat, to the Northward of the Nerbudda", with Geo. Jervis as asst. [II, 490].

Foster (8-9) records painting at IO. of "The Battle of Kirkee; The British troops under Colonel Barr [431] ... from a drawing by Major Sutherland."

Dn. 144 (114) 6-12-18, to ch. of svy. of Peishva's country under Elphinstone, Resid. at Poona [5, 123, 5-344], who writes: "You are in possession of such fragments of the survey formerly made under your management as have been saved from the Residency" [125 N.4].

 Held ch. of Deccan Svy., with hdqrs. at Poona, till apptd ASC. Bombay, 1-5-22 [209-10, 212, 233, 280, 454]; upgraded to DSC. from 12-5-23, hdqrs. remaining Poona [6, 126, 281, 292, 320, 371, 351, 440].

Bo go. 10-2-26, granted furl. for 3 years from date of embarkation, the govt. recording that "During nearly the whole period which Lieutenant Colonel Sutherland has been in India he has been employed in the survey department, having been appointed 2nd assistant to the Surveyor General in January 1802, and has not done any regimental duty since that time. His merits and services in that branch... are best known to Government."

Before sailing he asked that his salary as DSC. should be raised, from date of appt., to that formerly allowed to the SG. Bombay, pointing out "my length of service in the Survey Department. ... In the year 1809, I was appointed Surveyor with His Majesty's Mission to the Court of Persia, and was employed... in exploring some of the most unexplored parts of the Persian Dominions. The principal materials of the survey... were unfortunately lost in His Majesty's Ship Pomone while accompanying Sir Harford Jones to England [II, 444] but, although thus deprived of the means of bringing the result of my labors to the... notice of Government, I refer them to Sir Gore Ouseley."

"On my return to India in 1813, I rejoined the Department... and was employed on the survey revenue of Guzerat till 1819, when I was nominated to the Deccan."

IO. Misc. 66 (1133). CD. write to Sutherland, 18-4-27, addressed 19 Montagnie St, Portman Sq, declining to grant him the higher salary asked for.

SWANSON, John. Bo. Inf.

b. 2-3-01. d. 8-4-06.

Lient. 11-6-21 ... Col. 20-6-57; ret. as M Gen. 31-12-01.

Son of Francis Swanson, of Dumfries Militia.

m. Dapolli, near Bânkot, 16-2-29, Maris, dau. of M Gen. E. A. Willis, Bo. Est.

Bo go. 19-8-22, to Deccan Svy.; Bo sc 5-12-22, "fully qualified to discharge the duties of a Surveyor", to draw svy. allies, from 7-11-22; Bo go. 21-10-23, relieved from svy. duties, being appil. adjt. 2/10th St [125 n.12], and later emp. as pyarn.

Dr. Kennedy met him, July 1839, with Army of the Indies; "The party in which I rode was much amused at the military metamorphosis... of a quite, sober-minded, staff officer of the civil department into a fiery cavalier. Capt. Swanson, Military Paymaster of the Bombay division, belonging to the 10th regt. Bo. N.I. and, as... gentle passage of arms that had been promised for the morning’s amusements, he had been promised for the morning’s amusements, he

\[1\] Songir. 100 m. w. of Burhanpur.

\[2\] Bo MC. 4-2-26.

\[3\] From Commr. of Rev. Bhâgâlpur, 13-4-35; BRC. 9-10-35 (20).

\[4\] JABS. IV 1857 (707-8).

had as a matter of duty joined his regiment.

"We, who had been wont to know him as a member of the staff mess, one of the mildest of men, & most-obliger of paymasters, were amazed to see his tall, handsome, and manly figure, mounted on his large grey, which on ordinary occasions never looked half so big, or half so fiery, coming galloping up with "Move out of the way, gentlemen, if you please", and instantly taking up a point for his regiment, which had to form and halt where we had disposed.

"My inward wonderment was whether any change of circumstances could possibly have made me go over such ground at such a fashion, for, in our every-day temperament, my excellent...friend was fully as...averse to any ultra-rapidity of locomotion as myself."

SYME, Nicholas. Mad. Inf.

bapt. 9-11-1792. d. 6-7-19, Mandleswar, on Narbada, 40 m. s. of Indore.

Bns. 4-12-06; Lieut. 29-3-16.

Nephew of John Syme.

Mat. 161 (8), plan of about 100 m. of Narbada R.; Dn. 145 (371), 19-11-19, allowed Rs. 250 pa. for period of svy. [84-5].


b. 17-1-1781. d. Monghyr, 29-5-54.

Enl. 12-10-1797 ... Capt. 8-6-08; inv. 18-2-15.

Son of William Tanner, of Berwick.

m. Calcutta, 10-10-1800, Miss Catharine Driver. Hodson, IV (231-5).

Bns. 30-1-24 (13), as suvr. under Bd. of Rev. Patna, submits from Monghyr svy. of certain mouzaes in Tirhut; Bsc. 21-10-25, to officiate as Registering Officer to Bhâgâlpur Invalid Thâna; survg. limits of inv. lands.

Invalid lands were "inherited by invalid pensioners of the E.I.C.'s regiments, who, when disabled in the service, have the option of retiring to one of the many villages set apart for that purpose, where a spot of ground is allotted to each individual, and a few rupees paid monthly to them by the Superintendent, or visiting officer. This gratuity affords the sepoys an opportunity of sitting down comfortably with their families for the remainder of their days."[3]

From 1825, on svy. of Dânám-i-koh Govt. Estate, Sântâl Parganas, and other areas of Bhâgâlpur and Monghyr, till Feb. 1833, when he submitted me, from Monghyr to effect that it was "impossible for him to leave the station, or to undertake the execution of duties of any description without imminent risk of the most serious consequences." [137, 333].

JGRS. II, 1832 (317), reports from Bhâgâlpur, 4-3-31, on coal seams worked on banks of Ganges.

Efforts were made in 1833 to obtain his services for svy. of pargana Thârakayâ. "The abilities of Captain Tanner as a Revenue Surveyor are not unknown... A residence in the district of 20 years, during which he had been employed in this very duty, qualify him in no ordinary manner... His local knowledge of this part of the country is probably more extensive than that of any of its inhabitants, combining as it does scientific attainments with practical experience." He refused further avy emp.

"Note on fossil bones of the Rajmahal Hills."[4]


Ass. Survr. & Dmn. I-9-18; disch. 31-12-21.


\[4\] Kennedy, II (26-7).

\[5\] Anne Deane (40-1).

\[1\] JABS. IV 1835 (707-8).
1811–2, Master's mate in H.M.S. *Malabar* with expt. to Java. From Feb. 1812, asst. Lieut. in H.M.S. *Neaera*, under Charles Court, Mar. Surrv.; read, and sailed for England to take up private business.

Aug. 1818, in Calcutta; reecl. by S.G. asst. Webb on syv. of Kumasi; app'd from 1–9 to 10th of Rs. 200 pm [347].

"My services in the surveying department commenced under Captain Wales, Marine Surveyor General [II, 448] when a volunteer in the Marine, with whom I remained till his death [15–1–10]."

Till the arrival of a successor to Captain Wales, I accompanied the expedition against the Island of Java as a Master's Mate of the Honourable Company's slave cruiser Malabar, and also held the appointment of Assistant to the Agent of Transports, and Secretary to Commodore Hayes [70 n.5]. ...

"On the arrival of Captain Court as Marine Surveyor General [II, 290], I was directed to rejoin, and continued to serve with him as an Acting Lieutenant on board the Neaera till, at the suggestion of my relations, I applied for permission to resign, with the intention of entering into mercantile business, where a prospect of success then offered."

"During my voyage to England, however, the Trade in India was thrown open, and the state of my prospects became so much altered on my return to India, that after a short period I determined...to regain some employment in the service of Government. To return to the Marine Surveying Department with rank was of course not in my power; I therefore applied to Colonel Mackenzie, and, at Captain Court's recommendation, Colonel Mackenzie obtained me the appointment of Assistant Surveyor in the Kumamun Survey [I, 329 n.2]."

Travelling up the Ganges by boat from Calcutta, Tate reached Patna 17th Nov., and Ghazipur 25th, where he halted nearly 3 weeks. Reaching Benares 19th Dec., he travelled overland to Lucknow, and joined Webb in Jan. 1819 [48].

Webb did not find him a great success: "Tate is not a diligent man in business. His disposition is by no means indolent, but he prefers other employment before those to which I would fain direct his whole attention. ... He would willingly give up a week to mend a tent, or make a box, or darn his stockings, which might be occupied more advantageously for the survey otherwise."

"When he joined last year I recommended such tents as I thought would best suit him, and got a friend...to make them up for him at Futtahur. They were finished in a week or ten days, and we received them before we returned to the hills. Those may require some repair, and I arranged his work so as to carry him to Bareilly, and...to halt ten days, in which time a new set of tents might if necessary be prepared."

From Bareilly Tate asked for 2 mo. leave to buy tents and camp equipment, on which Webb commented that "camp equipage for the Governor-General might be got ready in two months, instead of a hill tent not much larger than a necessary tent [II, 395 n.1]. ... If, however, you should be inclined to give him this leave...his absence will not be very injurious to the survey." [367, 512].

Having no other aste, Webb found work for him as dnm., till the syv. was completed, but he was an uncumplio.-

He was disch. from 31–12–21; and was much disappointed at being offered no further work [367–8].

TATE, William Ashmead [II, 445].


ENS. 12–7–12 ... Capt. 17–9–24 ... ret. 5–12–29.

Son of James Tate and Sarah Prun, pr. dau., of Ashmead Prun, Bo. Mar., and sister to Mrs. Billmore sen. [423].

m. 1st. Bombay, 12–12–20, Elizabeth Sanders, dau. of W. T. Edwards, wr. 17th Foot.

m., 2nd, Clifton, 17–9–44, Miss Isabella Prideaux.

From 1816, on rev. syv. of Bombay and Salasette; bo go. 7–5–21, app'd to ch. syv. [157–8, 343–430].

Aug. 1827, on close of syv. sailed for England 5–8–27, after submitting final report, Salasette, 4–8–27;...

"Having now brought to a close a survey in which I have been for so many years almost unremittingly engaged, ...I have...been enabled to collect much interesting data connected with the general history, topography, as well as the resources of the Island...yet...from a want of time...and also from the late impaired state of my health rendering a voyage to Europe necessary, I shall most reluctantly be obliged to return in haste and incomplete report."

In his address to the Brit. Asm., 26–8–38, Thomas Jervis quotes letter from Tate, written from East Harpree, descri-...valuable work done by Indian survs. and dnm. on the Bombay syv. [168–276].

1845–59, Professor of Mfl. Drawing at Addiscombe, being a beautiful dnm. himself.

bapt. 27–1–1790. d. Agra, 20–4–35, of apoplexy; m.

ENS. 10–10–71... Lt.-Col. 18–6–31.

Son of Joseph and Margaret Taylor.


m., 2nd, Calcutta, 1–5–19, Frances Henriette, 3rd dau. of Robt. Cebalogue, S.G. Bengal 1794–1809 [II, 386–91], whose portrait [II, 391; pl. 19] was in 1849 in possession of Mrs. Taylor, g. mother of Robt. Hyde Cebalogue Taylor, g.-g. son of Joseph Taylor [II, 386, n.5].

Hodson, IV (4–1), 1910–11, ass't. to Gnr. Engr. at Agra. DDr. 156 (4), reed. without result by S.G. 24–3–10; if he "can be spared from the duties of...Agra, ...he may be posted as assistant under either Lieutenant or Lieutenant White, that he may gain an accurate knowledge of this part of his duty”. Repaired Tijj, and Akbar's tomb at Sikandra.

Jan. 1820, to construct lighthouse on Sagar I. [II, 5]; 18–10–21, app'd, Gnr. Engr. & Ex Offrs. Agra, making syv. of Agra, scale 1,000 ft. to 3 inches.


Com. 27–3–09. Gen. 8–3–70.

Son of James Taylor, of Clogher, Ireland.

Hodson, IV (243).

1853, appd. ass't. to Schalch, Supt. of Canals, Calcutta, on salary of 500 rupees per mensem in addition to his military pay and allowances [4]; on syv. and maps of waterways of Calcutta [4] j.

Dev. 17–9–34, to mil. service with Pioneers and Survvs., and Schalch, but took leave to England on me..."I have a violent attack of illness incurred by fatigue, exposure to the effects of the sun, in completing the surveys & levels for the Agor Canal during the months of April & May 1824...I was...subsequently obliged to go to sea. My health has been in such a precarious state that...I considered it necessary to consult...Presidency Surgeon [333].

1833–5, m. to d.; 1837–40, member of Syv. Com. in addition to other duties.

Ord. Liverpool, 13-8-33, as Minister of “free” church; ord. Madras, 5-1-37, as Deacon, C. of E.; priest, 1839.
J. A. E., V. 1839 (312-3); VIII, 1839 (105-31, 173-32, 372-414, 469-19; “Hindu Mythology” (prof.); Mod. L. J. D. (prof.), vols. 8-11, 13, 15-6; J (R) As Soc. (London) II, 1870 (xvii-xviii); Penney, III (362, 399); LMS. and SPG. Records; Mackenzie.
Not a Surveyor.
Co to m. (Pub.), 29-10-23 (11), permitted to proceed to Madras as missionary of l.m.s.; arrl. Madras 22-5-24; held ch. in Purunwakkam until resid. l.m.s. service 11-4-34, having become a notable Tamil scholar.
1839, as Rev. Wm. Taylor, reccd. by A.S.B. to catalogize Mackenzie Mad. coll., on behalf Mad. Govt. and Mad. Lit. Soc., v. resc. 19-10-96 (23-4); 18-4-37 (81-2), and 9-5-37 (14-5). His reports made Oct.-Dec. 1837, pubd. in Mad. and Calcutta [482].
After his ordination in Madras, the Bishop writes to resc., 10-1-37, describing him as “brought up in this country”, and “one of the best Tamil scholars in the country.” He was appd. to resid. on Res. 120 gal. ch., held ch. of Vepury mission 1841-5, compiling history of the mission 1726-1826. 1853, at St. George’s Catech.; 1854-67, chap. at Vellore; nr. St. Thomas’s Mount; 1878 at Bangare.

Asst. Rev. Surv., March 1827.
Eldest son of William Terranneau, son of Charles Countess de Terranneau [I, 388], Indigo planter of Rangpur, Bengal, and his wife Elizabeth, dau. of Capt. Mitchell, Mad. Est., Wh.; his father was Envoy, Bengal, ed. in London; returned to India as an officer of H.M. 42nd Ft.; resd., took up business in Calcutta, and then took to indigo and d., Bangaon, 16-4, aged 57. Of his 5 children, Robt., applied for cadastral without success—Wm. Henry (1701-43) and Charles (1808-35) were both in Ben. Inf. (Hodson, IV).
Robert m. Bareilly, 5-8-37, Elizabeth Addison Brownes. Being in Calcutta in 1814, left for Java, March 1816, in ship. Low. 13-4-26, appd. Registrar, Moriahbād Dist.; “On the 2nd of April, whilst at Beghaur” had applied for aptt. to rej. syv., but “as the Registrieship of this district was vacant, I did not hesitate (with the view of rescuing myself from the humiliation of eating the bread of dependence, having been then 5 years the sport of fortune & destitute of a situation) to accept the situation of Registrar temporarily, until I could proceed the one I had applied for... I was ready at the moment to give up the Registrisehip.”
On reccn. of the Magte, Halhed [154-5, and the SG, appd. Asst. Rev. Surv., pr. from 8-2-27, and posted to rej. syv. of n. Div. of Moriahbād; continued on rej. syvs. of Upper Provs. for several years [155, 334-370].


TRANT, Thomas Abercombie. HM. 35th Ft. d. 13-3-82.
Possibly related to Wm. Henry Trant (1781-1859), from co. Cork, proprietor of src. stock, and to Thos. Trant, Mad. cadet of 1781, who met Wm. Hickey in Calcutta 1783-4.
B.N.S. 27-3-24, appd. to General Staff with expn. to Burma, being tr. from 30th to 38th Ft. 11-2-26, appd. daqms. Ist. cl., with force in Burma.
D.D.N. 216 (36). Jackson, D.M.Q., writes to Grant, 25-8-25, “There is no fear of your being required to do common survey work, as I have a young officer, Lieutenant Trant, who does that kind of thing very well,” and Grant writes himself later that “the industry of Lieut. Trant, and his experience as a practical surveyor, were eminently conspicuous, and to his exertions mainly are we indebted, under the directions of Major Jackson, for the principal surveys executed during the war.” [70-2, 452-3].

Henry Yule refers in 1853 to “a beautiful survey by Capt. Trant, in the q.r.o.’s office,” of the Irrawaddy below Prongs.
Trant distinguished himself on several occasions, and the Ben Hurkar of 6-3-26 reports “his action against the Barmara that led to the fall of Lord Campbell’s splendid victory at Pagharn Mow” on 9th February. Lieut. Trant of the Surveying Department was in advance of the Army, on the look out...with 30 men of the Bodyguard, when he fell in with Mat Wun Boa and 100 men. He attacked them without hesitation, killed two of their chiefs, and took 50 prisoners, and the remainder dispersed confusedly.”

In n. Park St. cnr. is m. to Robt. B. Terranneau (1824-49) not identified; at Meerut, 15-11-26, James Alex. Countess Terranneau m. Matilda Maria Delpoorren. 2 dated Moriahbād, S. 2-27; B.T.C. 8-3-27 (80). B.T.C. 24-8-26 (44). M.R. 5-5-5; syv. of creeks. 4 Sandes, II (55-7). 159th involved in mutiny at Barrackpore, 1824. Cardew (145).
TREBECK, George. Traveller.

D. c. Nov. 1825, Mazar-i-Sharif, Afghanistan.

With Moorcroft to Ladakh and Bukhara, 1819-20 [43-486].

Son of Charles Trebeck, son, attorney of London and of Supreme Court, Calcutta and later of Penang, where he died in 1831. Will dated 30-4-31; property sold 9-11-31 included 37 neckcloths—31 pairs cotton short stockings—yellow Nankin umbrella—24 bottles beer—1 pr. crutches.

Bro. of Chas. Trebeck, jun., also attorney, Calcutta, from 14-1-52; pr. related to family of lawyers and clergymen at Westminster (O.W. II, 928-7).

Wilson records that "Mr. George Trebeck was a young man on the threshold of life... his father... had been a solicitor in London, and had settled in the same capacity in Calcutta... George, who had taken a turn for adventure, accompanied Mr. Moorcroft... To him the geographical details were intrusted... He was able to keep a regular field book, which he did until the party quitted the Punjab... The information he records is minute and accurate" [453].

Started svy. at Bilaspur, July 1820, carrying it to Leh, and later survd. other routes to all parts of Ladakh. 1822-3, extended svy. through Kashmir, Punčh, Rawalpindi, and Peshawar to Kabul, where his instrs. were stolen [43-448].

On return march from Bukhara in Aug. 1825, whilst Moorcroft visited Anarkhali, Trebeck "moved to Mazar; after an interval he was seized with fever, and died after four months suffering" [491].

Burnes writes that when he passed through Mazar 7 years later, "One of our companions, a Haji, [had] attended him on his death-bed, and conducted us to the spot in which he is laid, which is in a small burying-ground eastward of the town, under a mulberry tree... This young man left a most favourable impression... throughout the country... and I could not but feel for his melancholy fate. After burying his two European fellow-travelers, he sat, at an early age, after four months suffering, in a far distant country, without a friend, without assistance, and without consolation." [491].

Burnes notes that the local people had taken possession of all the property left, "horses, camp equipage, money, and...printed books." But many books and papers had already reached Moorcroft's friends in India [487], and when Dr. Lord visited Mazar-i-Sharif in 1838, he had no difficulty in recovering practically all the remainder. He found amongst "a pile of loose accounts" a note in Trebeck's writing: "Sept. 6th 1825. Arrived Balkh Aug. 25th; Mr. M. died Aug. 27th." [491].

On p. 143 of Wilson's narrative, 12 copies were presented by the Directors to his bro. Chas. Trebeck, who was in London March 1841 [JAS. X, 1841 (501-2)].

TRUMAN, Avery. Mad. Inf.

B. 13-12-1786. d. 2-6-31, Kottora, Nāgpūr.

---


---

NOTES

Appd., 8-5-18, Surg. & Geolgt. GTSJ ; joined 15-12-18 [1, 228].

Memoir by H. H. Wilson, Oriental Qs. 1, 1824 ; re-pubh. 
As J. XVIII, 1824 (400 et seq) ; XIX, 1825 (262 et seq) ; J.A.S.B. 
X to XIII, quarto.

"Educated for the medical profession...both in the schools 
of London and Edinburgh. On his joining the army he 
served some short time on the Continent in the campaign that 
was so gloriously terminated by the victory of Waterloo. 
He accompanied the troops to Paris."

"Early attention...to literature and geology. He 
studied these sciences under Professor Jamieson [and ]
...the celebrated geologist Maculloch [in one of his visits 
to the west coast of Scotland and the Western Isles. A 
sound chemist.

"Accompanied his regiment to the Cape of Good 
Hope, where he was induced...to come to Bengal. 
Scientific and literary attainment...secured his 
friends in Calcutta...His belonging to a corps not 
in the country rendered it difficult...to employ his 
talents advantageously. ...After some time, however, 
he was attached to the survey under the late Colonel 
Lambton, as Surgeon and Mineralogist [222, 264-5, 
352, 497-2, 466]."

"Besides his professional and mineralogical requirements, 
Mr. Voysey was well grounded in Natural History. It was 
during his stay in Calcutta that the French naturalists, 
Messrs. Daud and Du Vaucou, pupils of Baron Cuvier [272-3], 
arrived at the Presidency, and Mr. Voysey's knowledge 
of their language, as well as a similarity of tastes, united him 
with them in all their investigations. He also secured a 
knowledge of Botany, and his attachment to the survey 
could not fail to yield an abundant harvest."

"Mr. Voysey joined the survey in the end of 1818 [325]. 
Other testimonies to his talents are left by a fellow surveyor 
at the General Hospital at Aberdeen, who records that during 
his two years at the hospital and the Marischal Coll., Voysey 
had already shown a strong bias towards Natural History. 
Another friend had met him "at the Cape of Good Hope, 
whilst he resided in the family of Mr. T. Sheridan".

He joined at Hyderabaud 15-12-18, and a few 
weeks later acced. Lambton and Everest into the field 
[227-9, 231, 295, 442]. "By the middle of 1819 he 
was fully occupied, not only with geological collections 
and reports, and a map he had then commenced, 
but with the operations of the survey. He soon 
qualified himself...to give effectual assistance...as a 
surveyor, and was...sent out to take detached 
points and particular stations [234, 244, 249]."

The following is taken from his account of a 6 mo. tour 
during 1829; "I returned to Hyderabud in the middle of 
April with a very severe intermittent fever. As the 
moon approached the full I recovered, but had a relapse the next 
month. I was forced...to prepare specimens and a report 
of my Geological map...notwithstanding my fever and, as 
as soon as I had finished and dispatched it, I went out again 
to the banks of the river [Godavari]."

"I remained out until September, making considerable 
additions to the Geological map...and returned in the 
middle of my month. I had not been a week at home 
before a relapse of fever occurred, which endeavoured me 
completely...as a party was going out under a Sub-
Assistant to those interesting mountains, the Nulla Malli, 
...south of the Kistna, I set out to join them [227]."

"On the way, forgetting, in my wish to compare 
barometrical and trigonometrical heights, that I had been ill, 
I ascended an old hill station of Col. Lambton's...and, 
although I gained a very satisfactory result, it was again 
attacked by my complaint. As soon as I found myself 
headed towards Madras for the benefit of the sea air, but when I 
was only forty miles from the pagoda of Perattam, I left 
my baggage, and determined at all risks to visit it. I was 
the third European who had ever been there. The Sanyasi, 
who performed the service of the temple recollected Colonel 
Mackenzie".

It was of this journey that Lambton wrote to Dr. Penning, 
13-11-20; "Doctor Voysey is now so ill of the fever that he 
gave him leave to go to Madras, and he will set off in 
a day or two. It was his intention to fall in with you...but 
I have advised him to get to the sea coast as soon as 
possible...As you seem to be pretty healthy in camp, his not 
joining you will not be of much consequence". And again, 
20-12-20; "I have heard nothing of Dr. Voysey since he 
arrived at Kurnool. He had had repeated attacks of the 
fever, and intended resting a few days, and writing to me 
when he got better, but I left it to his own judgement 
whether to do that, or to proceed to Madras"

After Everest's departure to the Cape on me, 
Lambton looked continually to Voysey for assecc, and 
after Everest's return sent him on an independent 
mission to report on the country to the north, 
traveling via Calcutta, and picking up on the line of the 
Great Arck southwards from Agra. At the same time 
Lambton "endeavoured to obtain...his official appointment 
as assistant to the survey [265]".

"In prosecution of this claim...Mr. Voysey visited Calcutta 
in the end of 1829. He was also charged with a preparatory 
journey thro' Mahr& and Coorgwans, in order to lay down 
the like most eligible for the progress of the Trigonometrical 
Survey from Nagpur to Agra [253, 243-4, 414, 438, 457-8]."

Lambton was the more anxious to improve Voysey's 
financial position as his aunt, to the Ivy, debarred his 
promotion in the British Service. He writes, 19-2-22; 
"Mr. Voysey's income is very limited compared with the 
expenses...The instruments...are very costly. His 
situation as an assistant surgeon in a King's Regiment will 
subject him to constant changes, having already been in 
four, and as many times superceded...

...I shall add his great application of late to practical 
mathematics, in which he has made such progress as to be 
eminently useful...without any hinderance...to his own 
professional avocations...I request that he may be appointed 
as Assistant on the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, 
and receive the usual salary...[26, 100] scru- 
rupes per annum in addition to his allowance as surgeon 
and geologist [265, 268, 326, 352]."

"Ibid not been assisted by him when I was at Ellishpooor [8, 212]. I should have lost a season...a dead expense to 
Government, overbalancing the amount of many years 
additional income to Mr. Voysey".

Voysey appealed against Govt.'s refusal; "I have never 
drawn the allowances of Assistant Surgeon, my sole receipts 
exclusive of the salary of Surgeon and Naturalist to the 
Survey being Rs. 80. I have been at considerable extra 
expense for necessary instruments and books, for which I 
have received no remuneration, and I have taken several 
journeys...when the survey has been in quarters at Hyderabad, 
for the sole purpose of collecting materials for a geological 
map, and with no other assistance than my own means 
afforded, viz., 800 Rs. per annum..."

"I have been frequently employed by Colonel Lambton 
in various surveying operations, not all at coming within 
the sphere of my duties as Surgeon and Geologist. In... 
The course of my present long and expensive journey [Hyderabud 
to Calcutta]. I have had, and shall continue to have, many

1 John Ross having d. 16-2-18 [225, 499].
2 Robt. Jamieson (1774-1864) ; mineralogist ; DNB ; Dr. John MacCulloch 
(1773-1835) ; geolgt. to OS ; 1814 ; Presid. Geol. Soc. 1810-7, PRS, DNB.
3 Tom Sheridan (1775-1817) Colonial Treasurer, 
Cape-town ; son of R. B. Sheridan (1781-1816), playwright ; both DNB.
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opportunities of increasing my geological map, and of perfecting my barnometric sections [266, 447].

My duties, in the meantime, are performed by my Assistant, under the friendly care of a surgeon resident at Hyderabad, and will be resumed by me when I return. Should, however, His Excellency...think the duty of surveying...compatible with those of Geologist and Assistant Surveyor, my duties as Surgeon may cease, and be replaced by those of Assistant to the Trigonometrical Survey." [407, 445].

Govt. was in refusal to allow the double pay, but granted him "an extra allowance on account of...travelling expenses during...deputation...from the headquarters of the Survey, Rs. 200 per mensan" [3]. They were equally firm in refusing a later appeal made by Everest [265], and this time Voysey insisted on resigning, "in consequence of a most urgent necessity of visiting England on important private affairs". He had never been successful in obtaining an appointment to the Honorable Company's Medical service, and therefore I have no right to...furlough. He asked, however, that if he should get such an appointment..."on return to India" his services in the GTS, should not be forgotten [9, 245, 444].

He left Ellichpur 6–1-24, and travelled via Nagpur, and then by Jackson's new road to Mimbapore [275, 452], but he had been sick when he started, and died on the way "being brought dead in his palkee to the Howrah ghadi, in a state in which he should have...died nearly 24 hours previously. The date of the commencement of his fever is noted in his journal". He passed through Sambalpur on March 11th—Saraikela, April 9th—He had crossed the Subarnarekha when his journal closed, April 12th.

Another account says that "he was taken ill at Cilliapat, a little to the west of Jhanabad, about the 14th inst. On the 16th he appears to have reached Captain Wilson's tent at Nootan Gang, and he proceeded for Calcutta on the evening of the 18th. The malady had, however, become so violent that he expired in his palanquins before the bearers arrived at Salkia. Ghat at two o'clock on the 19th instant".

We are told that "he had...a very correct acquaintance with Hinduism, some knowledge of Sanskrit, a familiar insight into the characters and habits of the natives of India, and considerable conversancy with their history and superstitions". Besides his official papers were one on diamond mines of S. India, and another on the stone used in constructing the Taj at Agra.

It was his design to have given a map and description of geology of the extensive districts in the Deccan, and among the Godavery and Nerbuda through which he travelled [260]". He had gained a wide reputation, and Stirling (185) quotes him as reporting on "an extensive..."coln. of specimens from Outback.

His major prof. reports were submitted, the first in 1819, and the second dated 38-6-20, and were pub. by ASB, in 1839.4 Extracts from his private journals of 1818 and 1819, of geol. interest of course not pub. till 1850. "After his death his manuscripts came into the possession of the Asiatic Society, and his relatives in England had consented that they should be arranged and published by the Society. This was, however, delayed for many years following the protest of Mr. Havell", the professional artist, who had given Dr. Voysey 'a few hints in sketching', and made some drawings for him and demanded some compensation".


The geol. specimens collected up to the time of his death were all brought into the museum of ASB at Calcutta. In 1841 the Curator reported that he had found "three more of Dr. Voysey's notebooks amongst the papers of Mr. J. Prinsep", and again, 19–7–42, "Having examined attentively the five books of Dr. Voysey's notes, there is in them much geological information of the very highest interest". It was further found that with Voysey's report of 8–8–21 (mrc. 21–8–21), he had forwarded a geol. map, that had been passed to the Directors. Ref. was made to London, and the map which covered part of the country between the Godavery and the Kistna was sent out to the ASB. It could not be found for the centenary celebrations of the Geol. Surv. of 1951.


DNB. 191 (393), 17–8–21, apptd. to officiate as ASC, Calcutta; extended till Sept. 1829, SG. writing, 10–12–21; "I have derived much useful assistance of from the exertions of Lt. Wade, who...has been employed in various...duties...but particularly" in preparing journals and fflks. for CD. [292, 309].

1834–6, with assst. of Nathl. Hodges as surrvr., mapped Sutlej R. from Ferozepore to junction with Indus at Mithankot; mrd. 160 (4–5).

From 1823, Diplomatic Agent at Ludhiana, responsible for contact with Ranjit Singh. Conducted negotiations which led to Afghan war of 1838–9; comd. field which forced the Khyber and occupied Kâbul, 1839.

1840–44, Resdt. at Indore and Pl. Malwa.


Eldest son of John Walker, senr., engraver and cartographer, who had worked privately for Alex. Dairymple [1, 330–1], and officially under him at Admiralty from 1799; "name given to an Arctic cape. He left the Admiralty in 1831, and d. 20–7–31, leaving 4 sons, John, Michael, Thomas, and Charles, who all followed their father's profession". Markham (405–6, 432); Dawson, I.

1825; pub. large map of India.

From 1829 John Walker, jnr., undertook production of the sheets of Indian Atlas, 4-inch scale, and completed by 1846 a total of 84 from material sent home from India [288, 235–6]. Produced many other maps, and from 1836, succ. Horsburgh as Hydrgr. [74, 434, 452].

Markham writes that "the amount of judgement and ability he brought to the great task is shown by the often disputed, but ever approved, excellence of his work; and there has always been the highest testimony to the accuracy and excellent style". Dawson notes that he "was the depository of official traditions at the India Office extending over half a century,...
and his well-stored memory frequently proved of great value to his successors".


Lient. 21–9–44 ... Col. 18–4–42; comml. various bdes., Madras Fedydry., 1841–52.

SG. India, 1829–30.

Son of Hon. Robi. Walpole, MS. Envoy to Portugal, and Sophia his 2nd. wife.


1805, M.M.I. cl. 1 [II, 320]: 1811–5. Ass't. Instr. at M.M.I., then taking fur. ; M.M.O. 19–6–16, permitted to return.


1829, largely owing to Troyer's support, Bentinck selected his son to SG. and he assumed office at Calcutta May 30–10–29 [301, 310, 342, 458], handing over to Everest 8–10–30 [497].


Ens. 27–8–9 ... Maj. 21–2–34.


Capt. Cape Town, 24–5–25, Johanna Beings, aged 16, yst. dau. of late Johan Christian Diasandt. of Halle, of Saxony, by his wife Maria, dau. of Carol Fredk. Greer, formerly of Hamburg, and wid. of Carol Bestendig.


M.M.O. 31–7–10, admitted "Cadet of Infantry", his comm. being subsequently antedated.

ib. 12–3–11, posted to SGQ. Madras, for ch. of drawing office [II, 303; III, 105, 339, 405].

Feb. 1816, appld. to ch. of Travancore Svy.; leaving Madras 13–6–16, arrd. Dinagul 14th July to close that svy. and pick up survs.; 16th Aug. arrd. Travancore [4, 94, 105, 474–5, 508].

Travancore was an exceedingly hilly country, covered with tropical jungle; extracts from Ward's letters to Mackenzie tell of some of his tribulations [109–9].

15th Jan. 1817. My legs are very sore & considerably swollen, owing to the bites of a species of tick among long grass near water; so very small, they can only be observed when crawling on the surface of the skin".

5th Feb. "My legs were in a bad way; they continue to be more painful, and the sores gradually increase, both in size & number. I begin once more to be alarmed. Should they become worse, I will...go to Trivandrum for medical advice, when I fear I may be detained, much to the disadvant.

of the Survey, which is by no means getting on well!"

2nd March. "My legs, tho' they have been very bad of late, are now...almost well, with the medical assistance I have received".

2nd May. Reports that many of his asst. are sick with fever; "From hence I proceed north with the triangles, &

then s.w. towards Quilon. ... I went in there for a day on the 4th of last month...we, on account of a house I purchased for my accommodation during the rains, in the compound of which I am building a temporary...office. ... I waited on the Resident to request he would allow me a further number of cows, as I find these are the most useful people" [109].

15th June. When I was at Cuttack last year I had no conception it was a place of very great antiquity. ... I am almost certain you will be highly pleased were you here [at Kuttabal]. The climate is so delightful, & the country beautiful all round, & such a number of curious Hindoo buildings & inscriptions, that your time will be perfectly occupied, & above all I think it would be of the utmost service to your health [II, 144–1].

During the height of the rains he was called off to svy, the disputed boundary with Tinnevely [107–8]; Riddell writes, 26–11–17; "There has been a story of Ward's having been killed by a wild elephant [108]. I disbelieve it entirely because I have no report from Akin, the assistant along with him, and because Peter [Conner], who has been frequently heard from since that time makes no mention of it. Should the rumour...be well grounded, I shall direct Conner, who is on his road thither, to take charge of the survey...I think there can be no truth in it".

Mackenzie hoped "the story about Ward is not true; his being sent on that business at the time I never approved of. ... As far as I could understand it was suggested by Captin. Blaeker; I think he told me so himself here [107–8]. I hope, however, poor Ward has escaped. It would not be the first time, as he & I fell in with wild elephants more than once on the survey of the limit with Wynad, [in 1804–5; II, 107; III, 108], but they were drove off by light."

The danger from wild elephants is a very real one to lonely surfers to this day, but could no doubt be exaggerated, and a para. from Rules for Bombay travellers through Malabar to the Neighbour Hills, dated 1849, reads; "A very general practice pervails here of natives attempting to frighten travellers by reports of wild elephants, et c., in order to induce the traveller to hire them as a guard. If their trick succeeds they accompany the police, shooting out and firing off guns now and then to show their valour, and thereby prevent the traveller from sleeping all night. There is not the slightest danger from elephants who but very seldom cross this road, and when they do always make off directly they see a light or hear the noise of bearers".[4]

Conner joined the svy. at Quilon. 22–12–17, to work under Ward's direction, though senior in army rank [340]. In describing their interview with the Resdt., 5–1–18, Riddell thought Conner would be better able to state the Survey case, as Ward was "too unobtrusive" [406, 433].

The following extracts are taken from Ward's most interesting Memoir of the Survey of Travancore and Cochin pub. 1809 [106 n.4];

10th. Jan. 1819. "On gaining the summit the guide deserted. There being several paths. Was running down a slope I happened to fall into a pit covered with grass and bushwood to catch elephants. My hands fortunately having come into contact with two of the supporters broke my fall, otherwise I should have been killed."

17th Nov. "Calculating triangles, allotting and pointing out to the Assistants the portion...to be done by each during the next month".

The journal closes 23–2–20, but he writes to Mountford, 27–3–20; "I am myself far from being well, as you may perceive from this scraw. My legs are at present covered with sores...of a very painful nature. ... A few days ago having...been exposed to a strong sunning air, my right side has become affected, leaving me scarcely the use of my hand or leg, and deprived of sleep makes me quite..."
low-spirited. A change for a few days, however, will, I hope, restore me to my usual health and vigour.

"Many thanks, my dear Mountford, for the purchase of Gibbon's Works 1, and, if you can add to it a splendid new edition of Buffon's Natural History, I will be very thankful. Dispense with the powder, having procured some. ... You will hear again from me in a few days. I am quite tired, therefore excuse this servile 2." 

On Gaclings's death Macconzie offered him the Hyderabád svy. — "He is first on the list." — but Ward preferred to remain in the south, and Conner was sent up to Hyderabád [340-1, 433].

On completion of the Travancore svy. Ward moved his party to Dindigul, which was again found to be extremely unhealthy [111, 401-2], and he asked for 6 mo. leave from 1-9-21 "to visit the Western Coast on his private affairs". The leave was postponed as it was hoped that work on the Nilgiri plateau would set him right, but "his health had suffered so much from the fever contracted on the Dindigul hills, ... that he left for the w. coast on 2nd Dec." 

He was back at Coimbatore by 14th March, and made an excellent job of the Nilgiri Hills [111-3, 375], though in 1823 he was "compelled to run to Trichinopoly for medical advice. ... His complaint (termination of blood to the head) has been checked at the date of his last letter, and he looked forward to an early return to his labours." 

After starting work in Malabar he had to take long leave on one. He sailed from Cannanore, 5-11-24, for the Cape, where he married. Arr. back in Dec. 1825, landing at Cochin on 9th; left his wife at Tellicherry, and resumed ch. of the svy. 16-1-26 [114, 375-6].

From 1-9-28, granted personal absence, of Rs. 175 as had been sanctioned for Gaclings several years earlier. His claim was strong. "While on survey in Travancore in 1818...I applied to Colonel Macconzie...that I may receive the same surveying allowances as those granted to the late Capt. Gaclings. ... This extra salary...was sanctioned in November 1818...but which I was only permitted to draw for stated periods while on the surveys of the Cardamum Mountains, the Cheranganerry Range, and, latterly for the Neelgherry and Koundal mountains [340, 350-1].

During the latter survey my health suffered materially from exposure, and I was under the necessity of proceeding to sea. ... In December last I returned to Malabar. Over the northern portion...trangles have been extended under great disadvantages owing to the very woody nature of the country in the interior. ... To clear the summits of many of the hills...the hire of...cookies...was...a serious expense." 

Survey in Malabar was just as unhealthy as in Travancore, and Montgomery writes, 7-11-29; "Captain Ward's health and constitution have for a large period of time been so much impaired that I do not conceive it possible that the valuable services of that officer can be much longer continued in the Department." [440]. In spite of this he took his party to Madura in 1830, and then to Trichinopoly, and remained in ch. till 1834 when, on gaining his majority, he had to leave the dept. [342]. He then took his, conn. and ret. to South Africa, where he died the following year.

Of the many versions of Webb's maps of Kumaon [48 n. 5], max. 25 (13) shows his route Almora to Rudrerpoot of 1808 [cf. II, pl. 9], and max. 28 (30) is an original by himself or Tazé of 1819 [III, pl. 6], and shows the snow peaks [48 n. 6].

He was much offended, just as Williams had been [368, 380, 332], at the selection of Hodgson to succ. as 32d., and he wrote direct to Gort, 18-6-21, remsg. his post "so soon as the business allotted for the present rainy season shall be completed, and the map of the survey be ready for delivery, which I expect will be accomplished by November next, or December at farthest."

"Fully aware that seniority alone does not give a valid claim...I should not allude to my recent supersession by an officer who has not been a surveyor...one half the time which I have, did not that arrangement—besides the total destruction of my hopes ever to become Surveyor General—appear to attach some stigma to my professional character. ...

...it is now almost fourteen years since I became a surveyor...

...I have never been absent except on account of sickness. ...

...I have at all times endeavoured to execute my task skilfully and diligently."

His res. was accepted, but his comments severely rebuked.

b. 15-7-07. d., in India (?) 20-1-59.

Ens. 21-2-24 ... Capt. 24-1-48; Bt. Maj. 11-1-51; ret. 14-2-52; Hon. Lt Col. 29-11-54.

Beq. of Richard Wilcox [inf], whose request for him as svy. ass. came to nothing [514].

m. Ludhiana, 20-9-28, Clarissa Mary Grace, dau. of A. P. Torrckler, marsh. of Calcutta.

Hodson, IV (485).

max. Misc. 5-0-28; svy. of "boundary between Sindh & Punjab"; ornamental n. point carries signature "J. Wilcox fact." 4th Regt. N. 21st Nov. 1825; shows routes 100 m. w. from Ludhiana.

Ben Rgr. 286 (134); svy. of "town & country of Leode-anah. 725 yds. to inch, 1839."


Lisit. 7-12-19 ... Lt Col. 13-3-45.

Son of Richard Wilcox, woolen draper in the Strand, and Jane his wife; br. to Joshua [sup].
m. Ghazi-pur, 29-7-33, Susan Jane, dau. of Geo. Wilson, of Ghazi-pur, and in will dated 25-10-48 left property to his 7 children; one of the executors being his "deceased wife's" bro., Thos. Wilson of Ghazi-pur.

Hodson, IV (405).

Boo. 12-9-29, "having passed preliminary examination is allowed 12 months leave from his corps to prosecute his studies at the College at Calcutta;" mil. student at Ft. Wm. Coll., Sept. 1820 to Feb. 1822.

ib. 29-1-24, appd. asst. Rov. Survv., having joined Rohilkhand svy. under Bedford 5-12-23 (154, 332).

ib. 16-9-24, to mil. service in Assam for svy. under Bedford [3, 53, 151, 333, 423].

Arcl. Goalpara at end of Jan. 1825; emp. with troops, survv. river branches and main tributaries above Jorhat (54-5-46) till interrupted by loss of most of his insta. in boat accident (34, 214, 216). He had, however, already attracted the attention of Scott [55-5, 591], who writes privately to Govt., 3-8-25; "Lieut. Wilcox is also very desirous of being allowed to explore the country north of the mouth of the Dughun. I fear he will not be permitted to do this, or anything else worth notice, whilst under Capt. Bedford, there being some sort of jealousy on the Captain's part [423]."

"If I were authorized to employ any volunteer officer properly qualified upon this duty, and give him the requisite assistance, Wilcox would go, and I know no one who is likely to make a better use of his opportunities for observation. He is a most intelligent, well-informed, young man, and quite zealous in the cause. Having more than once written publicly on the expedience of exploring those unknown regions, I have not thought it necessary to address you officially on the subject again"

Govt.'s official approval came through the SG, who gave his warmest support [55-5]. Leaving Goalpara 27-10-25, Wilcox started by exploring the Subansiri, which he found an un navigable mountain torrent. He then moved up to Sadiya where he learned that Bedford had already been up the Dihang and been turned back by Abors [54-5, 182].

With Burlton as companion, and armed with suitable gifts, he made several expns. between Feb. and June up the Dihang and rivers round Sadiya, where
he spent the rains learning the language and reading all he could find on his subject [56-64, 427]. After Bedford’s departure he was left a free hand, and in October 1826 he started by himself exploring the Lohit to the east of Brahmaputra, a most difficult journey from which he was turned back by the hostility of the Mahmins [38, 222].

Scott gave his whole-hearted support and resorted that a second officer should assist him [36-7]. “From the arrangements which Lieutenants Wilcox has made with the neighbouring tribes, I should hope that during the ensuing cold weather he will be able to trace the Deltang far enough to identify it with the Sarpoo, or to refute the generally received opinion as to that river flowing through Assam, and that he will afterwards have sufficient time to penetrate into the Barhampootar, about 80 miles eastward of Suddaya, and which is represented as being inhabited by a civilized tribe of Tibeticans”. Wilcox now made another trip up the Dihang with Burton, with little better success than before. The Abors were so completely hostile to any attempt to penetrate their country. Though he was now more convinced than ever that the great volume of the Brahmaputra water came down their way, he was anxious to visit the Irrawaddy and test the theory that it might be the outlet of the Tsangpo. He and Burton left Sadiya in April 1827 and worked their way over the formidable range that separates Assam from Upper Burma, and emerged at the small town of Putao, now Fort Hertz, where they found the w. feeder of the Irrawaddy, here known as Nam Rin or Mali Hills, a small fordable river which could not possibly contain the waters of Tibet. They were back at Sadiya 9 weeks after their start, completely worn out and saturated with fever, but triumphant to have disposed of a theory they had never believed in [60-3, 70, 220, 428-31, pl. 7].

Wilcox was shaken in health, but not by means broken in spirit, and being prevented by the Abors from tracing the waters of the Brahmaputra further up the Dihang, he obtained permission to make a more thorough survey of the great river towards Bengal. He writes to the 56G, 1-8-27: “It is only the need I have for money (say, I must say...that while there remained any thing to be discovered I would never leave the field)...that prevents my asking permission to return to my duties as Revenue Surveyor in a more congenial climate. But, in truth, the state of health and extreme want of illness has alarmed me, & I cannot help reflecting how many officers have been cut off in Assam, & I have doubts whether or not I should beg you to send me back to Moradabad—Rs. 100 a month is an object to me” [217-8].

Again, 9-8-27: “I hope you will not take the river survey out of my hands; I am very anxious to perform it”, and on the 18th, “My map is not yet begun, and I incur the displeasure of the Doctor by persisting in calculations necessary for its construction...I hope...I may have the survey between Goalpara & Sudderia. I feel anxious to perform it because I think I know enough of the higher branches of surveying to give you satisfaction (though not much of a mathematician)”.

Hodgson replied sympathetically; “I will write for authority for your drawing salary during the rains [424]. I think you did well to return to Bhamathur, and hope the change will restore your health, and that you will be able to persevere with your works in Assam. I do not think there is any chance of officers being sent back from the Geographical Survey. It was effected with great difficulty in Bedford’s instance, but you have a more important part to fulfil, and I hope your health is returning. If you are attacked you the only remedy is a sea voyage, I believe”. In spite of ill-health Wilcox was loth to leave Assam. He writes to Hodgson from Gauhati, 28th Aug.; “I am under some apprehension that I shall not be able to go to work very early in the season. The Doctor threatens me with either a hill or sea trip, if after a few days I do not get permanently better. The hill and sick bungalow are near, therefore my choice is settled, but the road is through a jungle, and no bearers but the uncouth labours of the country. My pulse at this moment is 120 [sic] and it is seldom lower. I am also miserably weak in bodily power and in digestive organs. I hope nevertheless to fight it out” [400].

He asks, 28-3-27, that his brother Joshua [sup] may join him as ass’t., “recommending very earnestly to your notice the elder of my younger brothers as ass’t...and it is well qualified by education to become my assistant”. 7th Sept.; “Lt. Burton will leave me, I believe this month, & I heartily wish I could fill his place by getting my brother as ass’t...It would be a great object and a comfort to have with me a brother rather than a stranger”. 20th Oct., “I return my best thanks for the interest you...express with regard to attaching my brother to me. He is now at Loddlema, and has been in the country about 31 years...The assistance, even of a beginner, would be of material use in the survey of the river, & transit lunar observations”. He writes to Hodgson who was anxious to get the account of his Irrawaddy journey well pub.; “Neither Burton nor I shall object to your doing whatever you think fit with the journal [263]....I feel it almost a duty to draw up a more formal account of our journey through those wilds, which will not be again visited for centuries perhaps. But it will be a task in earnest for me; I fear to fail sadly in memoir writing...I have now been fighting against diarrhoea & for it taken rest & plenty of stultifying laudanum”. He withdrew to the little bungalow just built at Nongthiio in the Khisi hills [64, 434]. “18th Sept. I start for Nungklow on the 2nd...and there I do not propose to be idle, either with the pen or perambulator”. He was interested in the road being made to Cherrapunjee, and doubted whether it could ever be made fit for wheel traffic; “I have seen only a small portion...I went the greater part of the way from Gohutty to Nungklow in a closed palanquin when in a weak state of health, and when on my return I was occupied with anxious thoughts about my expention...to the eastward...” “I propose to describe what had been done to make the road as far as Nungklow where the coal-waste bungalow has been built. Beyond that place, I believe, it was not intended to carry it...So much was done by a very few labourers in the period of my stay there, that there remained no obstacle to riding up the entire ascent, where before it had been impracticable, or at least utterly unsafe [435, 454]”. The expention had been abandoned; “On the 22nd November, being very anxious to take advantage of an unexpected offer of safe conduct to Moongkhoesg”, made by some enraged from the Shum government, I started from Nong Kho to recover strength and health to fit me for the undertaking, but a severe relapse obliged me to remain under the care of the surgeon at Bhamathur, and up to this I have been unable to carry on any other duty than copying
a few papers”. His letter continues from Gauhati: “I am still suffering for my temerity in venturing the jungle in May & June. Nor am I alone in this, for here I found L. D. Buolom obliged to leave his road-making to seek medical aid (he has been liable to attacks of fever ever since our return). I was so little benefited by rest & medicines at Bishnath, that Dr. O’Dwyer strongly recommended my proceeding at once for the Presidency, and hence to see 1.

It was high time for him to escape from the enervating climate of Assam, repeated reinfection with malaria, and constant temptation to be “up and doing”. “My leaving the hills seems to have been a very preening act, causing a complete loss of time, for had I remained there another month, doing well, I should perhaps have been gaining a store of health to fit me for active duties, whereas L now suffer under such a deranged state of the digestive organs that...the surgeon of the station thinks it would be highly improper for me to proceed out of reach of medical aid.”

Hodgson was alarmed and asked Govt. to call him down to Calcutta and send him off to sea; “Poor Wilcox...is in a bad way. The wisest thing he could do would be to come down, as a man in such a weak state can only stay to his destruction.” 2

Wilcox started down to Calcutta in Feb. 1828 and, making a svy. of the river on his way, did not arrive till June. After several months in the SGO, working on his map 3 [61, 398, pl. 7] he was granted 5 mo. leave to Batavia from 39-4-29, rejoining 8-12-29. He completed his maps, and then resumed svy. of the lower Brahmaputra, having the assistance of Ommanney from Oct. 1830 [16, 64, 493].

Accounts of his work in Assam appeared in several contemporary journals, including Asiatic Researches, vol. 18, and in 1825-26 appears in As. R. xvii (314-469), with a map of NE Frontier, scale 52 m. to inch [pl. 7].

Served later in GIS, and from 1832 till death, as Astronomer to the King of Oudh at Lucknow [93].

WILLIAMS, Monier [II, 436-7], Bo. Inf. b. c. 1777, St. John’s, Newfoundland. d. Naples, 30-11-29; m.


Son of George Williams, of Newfoundland, and Marie Monier, of Jersey, his wife.

m., Bombay, 28-12-11, Hannah Sophia, dau. of J. T. Brown, of PC’s service; father of Sir Monier Monier-Williams (1819-99). DNB.

1799-1892, with Pioneers in Malabar, frequently on svy. [I, 132]; 1802-7, asst. to Ryndocks, SG. Bombay, as Surat, being promoted to Deputy [II, 323]; and from 2-3-07, succ. as SG. [II, 305].

On abolition of post of SG. Bombay, Williams protested, without effect, at not being selected to be SG. of India [306, 457]; He even persuaded friends in England to protest direct to India H., and on the Directors refusing to consider such irregular appn., submitted a lengthy petition dated 10-8-17; “The surveys...were...continued under the direction of your memorialist in the same manner as before. All the officers...continue in the receipt of their former allowances, under your memorialist. ...Your memorialist is at present, and was before the discontinuance of his pay as Surveyor General, in receipt of 500 rupees per month as a member of the Revenue Survey Committee” [331]. He went on to ask for “the allowance usually granted to an officer at the head of a survey, from the time he ceased to draw the pay of Surveyor General duties and pointed out that he had “nearly completed nineteen years service in India, without having been once absent from duty on account of ill-health; and never on leave but for six weeks in the end of the year 1814, when every officer in the Depart. was disabled by a fever which raged in Googar”. 238.

He continued as member of the Cor. of Rev. Svys., holding ch. of Rev. svy. at Broach, and later of Gujarat, and continuing to act as adviser to the Bombay Govt. on all svy. matters 3 [5-6, 122, 131, 139-70, 292, 321-2, 343]. Besides his rev. svys. his most important fd. svys. had been those of Gujarat carried out during 1809-10 [II, 170-3] and svys. of the Ghats and the Atavasis to the E. of Dhanan, made in 1816 [122-3]. Took particular interest in preparing a revised dtn. of Reynold’s great map, which he completed in 1821 [II, 284-5; III, 270-8].

In 1820 he called attention to his memorial of 1817, “I was not honored with an acknowledgment... and, in answer, has yet come from England, even by the late arrivals; I am apprehensive that it was never transmitted. ... That the duties of Surveyor General were important is acknowledged. That they were discharged by me with advantage to the public service, I appeal to the records... These duties have been continued unaltered in my hands up to the present day... In addition to these I have been employed on two Missions, one to the petty state of Amber, and the other to that of Mandava; but without receiving or desiring any reward.”

“Captain...Sutherland...has since met with great advancement; six other officers...were also continued on a footing quite unaltered. ... I alone have suffered less”. 239.

He was thereupon given authority to proceed by sea to Calcutta on duty, with a copy of the great map, and represent his case in person to the Supreme Govt. He suggested that he might obtain further map material from the depots at Madras and Calcutta, and that the Directors might allow him to continue work on it after his return to England. By the time, however, that the map was ready, news came of Hodgson’s nomination to succeed as SG. and in disgust Williams abandoned his visit to Calcutta [280, 309].

The map was sent without him, with an appreciative letter from Bombay Castle; “At the inspection of it, previously to its being packed for Calcutta, the Governor in Council was struck with the carefulness, distinctness, and beauty of the execution, and he trusts that Major Williams will be considerably as entitled to the approbation of His Lordships in Council for having brought so extensive and valuable piece of Geography to a completion. ... Major Williams has superintended the execution of the work gratuitously”. 240

He pressed again for special allcs, as head of the Survey, and for refund of actual expenses [322]. Govt. agreed that an allc. of Rs. 80 pm. should be granted for the cost expenses of the last 5 years, and recd. to the Directors that he should be given a special salary equal to that of the ASI at Madras. After long delay the Directors authorized an additional allc. of Rs. 200 “from the period of the abolition of the office and salary of Surveyor General”.

He insisted on his res. and the following appreciation was issued from Bombay Castle, 17-11-21: “The Hon. the Governor in Council permits Major Monier Williams, ...Superintending the Revenue and

1 DNB. 224 (87), 1-1-28. 2 DNB. 214, 15-12-27. 352/1820. 3 DNB. 191 (345), 26-7-21.

4 DNB. 231 (77), 14-1-28. 4 from Williams 15-11-29. Bo MC.
Topographical Survey of Guzerat, to resign that situation, and to proceed to England on his private affairs [322, 343, 435].

"The Governor is happy to hear testimony to the extraordinary zeal and ability manifested by Major Williams in the course of the survey, the result of which has afforded a great body of authentic and valuable information. Independent of the immediate duties of his office, the Governor in Council has been frequently indebted to the public zeal and geographical knowledge of Major Williams."


En. 37–7–11.
Son of John Wotherspoon, merch. Glasgow, and Jean Gross his wife.
Crofton, 3 (3).
Oct. 1816, with Doverton's of join of passes of Wardie R. [83].

Lient. 5–1–19.
Son of Capt. Charles Wright, com. a cadet co. at B.M., and Harriet his wife.

Lient. 1–8–18. Maj. 20–7–49; in v. 31–7–49.
Son of George Wroughton, formerly attorney of Calcutta, Comdt. of Wakefield Local Militia, and Diana his wife; bro. of H. F. Wroughton, Ben. Inf. in. Behampore, 31–12–19, Sophia Eliza Amelia, dau. of Col. Wright.

Hudson, IV (383).

April 1816, on svy. of Matábhangá R. [151–2, 425].
Ngo. 19–10–21, appd. Asst. to Rev. Surv'r, Gorakhpur [151, 333]; ib. 12–2–24, promoted Rev. Surv'r in ch. [152, 334, 455]; ib. 16–9–24, Burmese War, to mil. service, joining Afghan force under Schaleh [68–9, 151, 333, 455]; surrld. route to Afghan capital—distinguished service at capture, 1–4–25—spent six weeks on a svy. of city—Mentioned in dispatches [151–2, 199].

To Lt. Wroughton of the Survey Department I am particularly indebted, not only for the reconnaissance he made when we neared the enemy, but especially for discovering the paths by which Brgr. Richards with the column under his command gained the right of the enemy's position."

After the night attack, "at 4 past 11, the appointed rocket signal was thrown up, and Lient. Wroughton...returned from the height, bringing the grateful intelligence that, tho' the fire of the enemy had been heavy, the stockade had been gained without a man on our side being killed".

June to Oct. 1825, on sick leave to Bonacres; Nov., s. from Barrackpore for tr. from Arakan refused by Sg. for lack of me.; 25–12–25, co. at Cheduba reports; "Lient. Wroughton, surveyor to the South-East Frontier, having arrived at this island in the brig Brangham. This vessel was bound to Arakan, but in consequence of the late severe gale was driven in here in distress, having lost her master. Lient. Wroughton has not been able to leave his berth since his arrival here, and still continues in a precarious state...I enclose a medical certificate".

23–1–26, reports return to Barrackpore, BGO. 17–2–26, re-tr. to Rev. Svy., to resume duty at Gorakhpur [160, 185, 365, 370, 388–9, 474].
Oct. 1830, after promotion to Capt. and close of Gorakhpur svy., reverted to regt. duty at Matura [152, 243, 334, 342]; re-eng. on svy. April 1832.


En. 1–6–17; St. Capt. 2–3–21.
Son of Rev. David Young, minister of Foulund, co. Berwick.
W., Madras, 9–9–19; Mary Haslwood [87], pr. dau. of Col. Joseph Haslwood [II, 466].

June 1807, M. in. III [II, 320]; em. 3–8–09, sdl. discipline "test" of White Muliny [II, 314]; re-eng. from MML. 21–1–10, on account of ill-health.
M. 22–11, as Adjt. 23rd XI, leave on leave on "having for a length of time laboured under severe attacks of fever, with an affection of the liver"; em. 5–10–12, to Europe on me.; again 31–8–16; co. to M., 29–5–18, permitted to return; 1819, with Hyderabad Subs. Force.

D.D. 149 (153), 12–10–20, recc. by Col. Haslwood for empt. on svy., "well qualified...mathematics and drawing" [341]; em. 11–5–21, co. of H. Hyderabad Svy. after Conner's death; delayed by duty as actg. pymr. to Nágpur Subs. Force; left Nágpur 4–12–21, assumed ch. of svy. at Hyderabad 28th Dec.; 16–6–22, acted, increased from Rs. 390 to 575 pm. [117–8, 320, 350, 47–3].

D.D. 200 (75), 30–3–29, "compelled to leave the field of survey on the 4th March, from a sharp attack of the fever: June 1823, granted 5 mo. leave to the coast; "a fever and liver complaint contracted on the mountains near Perwattam [300]; terminated his existence on the 31st July last at Masulipatam, to which place he had proceeded on the advice of his medical attendants" [5, 342].

---
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